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CUSTOMER SUPPORT 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT 

Customer Support is Intel's complete support service that provides Inttll customers with hardware support, software 
support, customer training, and consulting services. For more information contact your local sales offices. 

After a customer purchases any system hardware or software product, service and support become major factors in 
determining whether that product will continue to meet a customer's expectations. Such support requires an interna
tional support organization and a breadth of programs to meet a variety of customer needs: As you might expect, 
Intel's customer support is quite extensive. It includes factory repair services and worldwide field service offices 
providing hardware repair services, software support services, customer training classes, and consulting services. 

HARDWARE SUPPORT SERVICES 

Intel is committed to providing an international service support package through a wide variety of service offering: 
available from Intel Hardware Support. 

SOFrW ARE SUPPORT SERVICES ... 
Intel's software support consists of two levels of contracts. Standard support includes TIPS (Technical Information 
Phone Service), updates and subscription service (product-specific troubleshooting guides and COMMENT&MlIg!l' 
~ine). Basic support includes updates and the subscription service. Contracts are sold in environments which repre
sent product groupings (Le., iRMX environment). 

CONSULTING SERVICES 

Intel provides field systems engineering services for any phase of your development or support effort. You can use 
our systems engineers in a variety of ways ranging from assistance in using a new product, developing an application, 
personalizing training, and customizing or tailoring an Intel product to providing technical and management con
sulting. Systems Engineers are well versed in technical areas such as microcommunications, real-time applications, 
embedded microcontrollers, and network services. You know your application needs; we know our products. Work
ing together we can help you get a successful product to market in the least possible time. 

CUSTOMER TRAINING 

Intel offers a wide range of instructional programs covering various aspects of system design and implementation. In 
just three to ten days a limited number of individuals learn more in a single workshop than in weeks of self-study. 
For optimum convenience, workshops are scheduled regularly at Training Centers worldwide .or we can take our 
workshops to you for on-site instruction. Covering a wide variety of topics, Intel's major course categories include: 
architecture and assembly language, programming and operating systems, bitbus and LAN applications. 
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OVERVIEW 

iNTRODUCTION 

Intel microprocessors and peripherals provide a complete 
solution in increasingly complex application environ
ments. Quite often, a single peripheral device will replace 
anywhere from 20 to 100 TTL devices (and the associated 
design time that goes with them). 

Built-in functions and standard Intel microprocessor / 
peripheral interface deliver very real time and perfor
mance advantages to the designer of microprocessor
based systems. 

REDUCED TIME TO MARKET .. 
When you can purchase an off-the-shelf solution that 
replaces a number of discrete devices, you're also replac
ing all the design, testing, and debug time that goes with 
them. 

INCREASED RELIABILITY 

At Intel, the rate offaiJure for devices is carefully tracked. 
Highest reliability is a tangible goal that translates to 
higher reliability for your product, reduced downtime, 
and reduced repair costs. And as more and more 
functions are intergrated on a single VLSI device, the 
resulting system requires less power, produces less heat, 
and requires fewer mechanical connections-again re
sulting in greater system reliability. 

LOWER PRODUCTION COST 

By minimizing design time, increasing reliability, and 

replacing numerous parts, microprocessor and peripheral 
solutions can contribute dramatically to lower product 
costs. 

HIGHER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

Intel microprocessors and peripherals provide the highest 
system performance for the demands of today's (and 
tomorrow's) microprocessor-based applications. For exam
ple, the 80386 32 bit offers the highest performance for 
multitasking, multiuser systems. Intel's peripheral pro
ducts have been designed with the future in mind. They 
support all of Intel's 8, 16 and 32 bit processors . 

HOW TO USE THE GUIDE 

The following application guide illustrates the range of 
microprocessors and peripherals that can be used for the 
applictions in the vertical column of the left. The 
peripherals are grouped by the I/O function they control. 
CRT datacommunication, universal (user programmable), 
mass storage dynamic RAM controllers, and CPU/bus 
support. 

An "X" in a horizontal application row indicates a 
potential peripheral or CPU, depending upon the features 
desired. For exam,ple, a conversational terminal could 
use either of the three display controllers, depending 
upon features like the number of characters per row or 
font capability. A "Y" indicates a likely candidate, for 
example, the 8272A Floppy Disk Controller in a small 
business computer. 

The Intel microprocessor and peripherals family provides 
a broad range of time-saving, high performance solutions. 

ix 
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8203 
64K DYNAMIC RAM.CONTROLLER 

• Provides All Signals NecessarY to • Fully Compatible with Intel@ 8080A, 
Control64K and 16K Dynamic 808SA, IAPX88, and iAPX 86 Family 
Memories Mlcropr,ocessors 

• Directly Addresses and Drives Up to 64 • Decodes CPU Status for Advanced 
Devices Without External Drivers Read Capability in 16K Mode with the 

• Provides Address Multiplexing and 8203-1 and tt'le 8203-3. 

Strobes • Provides System Acknowledge and 

• Provides a Refresh Timer and a Transfer Acknowledge Signals 

Refresh Counter • Refresh Cycles May be Internally or 

• Provides Refreshl Access Arbitration Externally Requested (For Transparent 
Refresh) 

• Internal Clock Capability with the 
Internal Series Damping Resistors on ·8203-1 and the 8203-3 • All RAM Outputs 

The Intelilj) 8203 is a Dynamic RAM System Controller designed to provide all signals necessary to use 64K or 
16K Dynamic RAMs in microcomputer systems. The 8203 provides multiplexed addresses and address 
strobes, refresh logic, refresh/access arbitration. Refresh cycles can be started internally or externally. The 
8203-1 and the 8203-3 support an internal crystal oscillator and Advanced Read Capability. The 8203-3 is a 
±5% Vee part; 

1Ii:=====f 
... ------1 

... -- .. 

Figure 1. 8203 Block Diagram 
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Table ,1. Plllo.apriptiona . ,,' 

Symbol, Pin Type Name,aod Function No •. , . ,'. , 
" ~ ",.' ,'J I ' , 

, , 

ADDRES,S LOW: CPU address inputS u~d to' generate memory row ALo 6 I 
AL1 8 I address. ' ", 

AL2 10 I .. 'J' 

Ala. 12 I , 
ALi 14 I .. : 
AL5 ' 16 I 

.. 

ALe 18 I 

AHo 5 I ADDRESS HIGH: CPU address input~ used to generate memory" . 
AH1 4 I. 'column address. ' 
AH2 3 I ' ' ~ i 

. , 
AH3 2 I 
AH4 1 i 
AH5 39 I 
AHs 38 I 

" 

Bo/AL7 24 I BAN~SELECT INPUTS: Us6d to ga~ the appropriate RAS QI:/tput for 
B1/0P1/ 25 I a memory· cycle. 81 /OP1'option used to select the Advanced Read 
AH7 Mode. (Not available, in 64K mode.) See Figure 5. 1-: t ' ., 

When in 64K RAM Mode, pins 24 and 25 operate as the AL7' andAH7 
address inputs. ' .. 

PCS 33 I PROTECTED CHIP SELECT: Used to enable the memory read and 
write inputs. Once a cycle is started, it will not abort even if PCS goes 
inactive before cycle completion. , 

WR 31 I MEMORY WRITE REQUEST. 

RD/81 32 I MEMORY READ REQUEST: 81 function used in Advanced Read 
/ 

mode selected by OP1 (pin 25). 

REFRQ/ 34 I EXTERNAL REFRESH REQUEST: ALE function used in Advanced 
ALE Read mode, selected by OP1 (pin 25). 

OOio 7 0 OUTPUT OF THE MULTIPLEXER: These outputs are designed to 
OUT1 9 0 drive the addresses of the Dynamic RAM array. (Note that the OUT 0-7 
00i2 11 0 pins do ,not require inverters or drivers for proPer operation.) 
OUT3 13 0 
C50'i'4 15 0 
ODis 17 0 

, 

ODis 19 0 

WE 28 
t 

0 WRITE ENABLE: Drives the Write Enable inJ>:uts of the Dynamic RAM 
array. 

CAS 27 0 COLUMN ADDR!S:SS STROBE: This output ia us~ to latch the 
Column Address into the Dynamic'RAM array .. ' " 

RASo 21 0, ROW ADDRESS STROBE: Used to latch the, Row Address into the 
RAS1 22 0 bank of dynamic RAMs, selected by the 8203 Bank Select pins (Bo, 
RAS2/ 23 0 B1/0P1). In 64K mode, only RASo and'RAS1 are available; pin 23 
OOT7 operates as C5O'i' 7 and pin 26 operates as the Bo bank sele~t input. . 

RAS3/Bo 26 I/O 

~ 29 0 TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE:ihis output is a strobe indic~~Kalid 
data during a read cycle or data written during a write cycle. can 
be used to latch valid data from the RAM array . . 

1·2 
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Table 1. Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

Symbol 
Pin 

Type Name and Function 
. No. 

SACK :30 0 SYSTEM ACKNOWLEDGE:This output indicates the beginning of a 
memory access cycle. It can be used as an advanced transfer 
acknowledge to eliminate wait states. (Note: If Ii memory access 
request is made during a refresh cycle, ~ is delayed until XACK in 
the memory access cycle). 

XO/OP2 36 110 OSCILLATOR INPUTS: These inputs are designed for a quartz crystal 
Xl /ClK 37 110 to control the frequency of the oscillator. If Xo/OP2 is shorted to pin 40 

(Vee> or if XO/OP2 is connected to + 12V through a 1 KO resistor then 
Xl/elK becomes a TIL input for an external clock. (Note: Crystal 
mode for the 8203-1 and the 8203-3 only). 

16K/64K 35 I MODE SELECT: This input selects 16K mode or 64K mode. Pins 
23-26 change function based on the mode of operation. 

Vee 40 POWER SUPPLY: + 5V. 

GND 20 GROUND. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION transitions are synchronous with respect to this 
clock reference, except for the trailing edges of the 

The 8203 provides a complete dynamic RAM con
troller for microprocessor systems as well as expan
sion memory boards. 

The 8203 has two modes, one for 16K dynamic 
RAMs and one for 64Ks, controlled by pin 35. 

1-- Xo WE 

I CAS 
CS* t:::I 

,K!! 
I .;;5% RASo 
I X, 
I C~ 8~03-' 

RAS, or 
880!! T 8203·3 

":" :t5% I RAS2 ..I 

":" RAS3 

XACK 
Cs < 10 pF 
Fundamental XTAL SACK 

210444-4 

Figure 3. Crystal Operation for 
the 8203·1 and 8203·3 

All 8203 timing is generated from a single reference 
clock. This clock is provided via an external oscilla
tor or an on-chip crystal oscillator. All output signal 

CPU handshake signals SACK and XACK. . 

CPU memory requests normally use the RD and WR 
inputs. The Advanced-Read mode allows ALE and 
S1 to be used in place of the RD input. 

Failsafe refresh is· provided via an internal timer 
which generates refresh requests. Refresh requests 
can also be generated via the REFRQ input. . 

An on-chip synchronizerlarbiter prevents memory 
and refresh requests from affecting a cycle in prog
ress. The READ, WRITE, and external REFRESH 
requests may be asynchronous to the 8203 clock; 
on-chip logiC will synchronize the requests, and, the 
arbiter will decide if the requests should be delayed, 
pending completion of a cycle in progress. 

16K/64 Option Selection 

Pin 35 is a strap input that controls the two 8203 
modes. Figure 4 shows the four pins that are multi
plexed. In 16K mode ,(pin 35 tied to Vee or left 
open), lhe 8203 has two Bank Select inputs to SA-

~ 0!l~.of fouIBASQYiRMts. \D this mode, the 6203 
i~~ • .s<Ql!lP.~t.l~ the Int!ill 62024 CYAetl'l'lie-" 

".B.~~92n!rQJ!~.r.J~ ,?4K mode (pin 35 tied to GND), 
there IS onlYs one Bank Select input (pin 26) to select 
the two RA outputs. More than two banks of 64K 

. dynamic RAMs can be used with external logic. 

1-3 
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Other Option Selections 

The 8203 has two strapping. options. When OPl is 
selected (16K mode only), pin 32 changes from a 
RD input to an S1 input, and ph' 34 changes from a 
REFRQ input to an ALE input. See "Refresh Cycles" 
and "Read Cycles" for more detail. OPl is selected 
by tying pin 25 to + 12V through a 5.1 Kn resistor 
on the 8203-.1 or 8203-3 only. 

When OP2 is selected, the internal oscillator is dis
abled and pin 37 changes from a crystal input (Xl) to 
a ClK input for an external TIL clock. OP2 is select
.ed by shorting pin 36 (XO/OP2) directly to pin 40 
(Vecl. No current limiting resistor should be used. 
OP2 may also be selected by tying pin 36 to + 12V 
through a 1 Kn resistor. . 

Refresh Timer 

The refresh timer is used to monitor the time since 
the last refresh cycle occurred. When the appropri
ate amount of time has elapsed, the refresh timer 
will request a refresh cycle. External refresh re
quests will reset the refresh timer. 

Refresh Counter 

The refresh counter is used to sequentially refresh 
al/ of the memory's rows. The 8-bit counter is incre
mented after every refresh cycle. 

Pin # 16K Function 64K Function 

23 AAS2 Address Output (OUT 7) 
24 Bank Select (Bo) Address Input (Al7) 
25 Bank Select (Bl) Address Input (AH7) 
26 RASs Bank Select (Bo) 

Figure 4. 16K/64K Mode Selection 

Inputs Outputs 

B1 Bo RASo RAS1 RAS2 RAS3 

16K 0 0 ·0 1 1 1 
Mode 0 1 1 0 1 1 . 

1 0 1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 

64K - 0 0 1 .- -
Mode - 1 1 0 - -

Figure 5. Bank Selection 

. Address Multiplexer 

The address multiplexer takes the address inputs 
and the refresh counter outputs: and. gates them 
onto the address outputs at the appropriate .time. 
The address outputs, in conjunction with the RAS 
and CAS outputs, determine the address used by 
the,dynamic RAMs for read, write, and refresh cy
cles. During the first part of a read or write cycle, 
Alo-Al7 are gated to CUTo-OUh then AHo-AH7 
are gated to the address outputs. 

During a refresh cycle, the refresh counter is gated 
onto the address outputs. All refresh cycles are 
RAS-only refresh (CAS inactive, RAS active). 

To minimize buffer delay, the information on the ad
dress outputs is inverted from that on the address 
inputs. 

OUT a-OUT 7 do not need inverters or buffers unless 
additional drive is required. 

Synchronizer/Arbiter 

The 8203 has three inputs, REFRQI ALE (pin 34), 
RD (pin 32) and WR (pin 31). The'RD and WR inputs 
allow an external CPU to request a memory read or 
write cycle, respectively. The REFRQI ALE input al
lows refresh requests to be requested external to 
the 8203. 

All three of these inputs may be asynchronous with 
respect to the 8203's clock. The arbiter will resolve 
conflicts between refresh and memory requests, for 
both pending cycles and cycles in progress. Read 
and write requests will be given priority over refresh 
requests. 

System Operation 

The 8203 is always in one of the following states: 

a) IDLE 
b) TEST Cycle 
c) REFRESH Cycle 
d) READ Cycle 
e) WR:TE Cycle 

The 8203 is normally in the IDLE state. Whenever 
one of the other cycles is requested, the 8203 will 

Description Pin # Normal Function Option Function 

Bl/OPl (16K only)1 AH7 25 

XO/OP2 36 

Bank (RAS) Select 

Crystal Oscillator (8203-1 and 8203-3) 

Figure 6. 8203 Option Selection 
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Advanced-Read Mode (8203-1, -3) 

External Oscillator 



leave the IDLE state to perform the desired cycle. If 
no other cycles are pending, the 8203 will return to 
the IDLE state. 

Test Cycle 

The TEST Cycle Is used to check operation of sever
al 8203 internal functions~ TEST cycles are request
ed by activating the J50§, m:5 and WR Inputs. The 
TEST Cycle will' reset the refresh address counter 
and perform a WRITE Cycle. The TEST Cycle 
should not be used in normal system operation, 
since it would affect the dynamic RAM refresh. 

Refresh Cycles 
The 8203 has two ways of providing dynamic RAM 
refresh: 
1) Internal (failsafe) refresh 
2) External (hidden) refresh 

Both types of 8203 refres~les activate all of the 
RAS outputs, while ~, WE, SAeR, and mK re
main inactive. 

Internal refresh is gene,rated by the on-chip refresh 
timer. The timer uses the 8203 clock to ensure that 
refresh of all rows of the dynamic RAM occurs every 
2 milliseconds (128 cycles) or every 4 milliseconds 
(256 cycles). If REFRQ is inactive, the refresh timer 
will request a refresh cycle every 10-16 microsec
'onds. 

External refresh is requested via the REFRQ input 
(pin 34). External refresh control is not available 
when the Advanced-Read mode is selected. Exter
nal refresh requests are latched, then synchronized 
to the 8203 clock. 

The arbiter will allow the refresh request 'to start a 
'refresh cycle only if the 8203 is not in the middle of a 
cycle. 

When the 8203 is in the idle state a simultaneous 
memory request and external refresh request will re
sult in the memory request being honored first. This 
8203 characteristic can be used to "hide" refresh 
cycles during system operation. A circuit similar to 
Figure 7 can be used to, decode the CPU's instruc
tion fetch status to generate an external refresh re
quest. The refresh request is latched while the 8203 
performs the instruction fetch; the refresh cycle will 
start immediateJLafter the memory cycle is complet
,ed, even if the "FW input has not gone inactive. If the 
CPU's instruction de<:ode time is long enough, the 
8203 can complete the refresh cycle before the next 
memory request is generated. 

1-5 

If the 8203 is not in the idle state then a simulta
neous memory' request and an external refresh re
quest may result In the refresh request being hon-
ored first. . , 

-: =>fL-' _---:-/ __ ~ 
- CAl 
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Figure 7. Hidden Refresh 

Certain system configurations require complete ex
ternal refresh requests. If external refresh is request
ed faster than the minimum internal refresh timer 
(tREF), then, in effect, all refresh cycles will be 
caused by the external refresh request, and the in
ternal refresh timer will never generate a refresh re-
quest. ' 

Read Cycles 

The 8203 can accept two different types of memory 
Read requests: 
1) Normal Read, via the AD input 
2) Advanced Read, using the 81 and ALE inputs 

(16K mode only) 

The user can select the desired Read request con
figuration via the B1/0P1 hardware strapping option 
on pin 25. 

Normal Read Advanced Read 

Pin 25 B1 Input OP1 (+ 12V) 
Pin 32 RD Input 51 Input 
Pin 34 REFRQ Input ALE Input 
# RAM Banks 4 (RASO_3) 2 (RAS2_3) 
Ext. Refresh Yes No 

Figure 8. 8203 Read Options 

Normal Reads are requested by activating the AD' 
input, and keeping it active until the 8203 re~ponds 
with an XAeK pulse. The AD input can go inactive 
as soon as the command hold time (tcHsl is met. 

Advanced Read cycles' are r.equested by pulsing 
ALE while S1 is active; if S1 is inactive (low) ALE is . 
ignored. Advanced Read timing is ,similar to Normal 
Read timing, except the falling edge of ALE is used 
as the cycle start reference. 



If ~ Rljlad cycle is requested, while a refresh cycle is 
in progress, the'1 the 8203 will set the int~rnal 
delayed~ latch. When the Read cycle is even
tually started, the 8203 will delay the active. ~ 
transition until XACK 'goes active, as shown in the 
A.C. timing diagrams. This delay was designed to 
compensate for the CPU's READY setup and hold 
times. The delayed-'SACK latch is cleared after ev-
ery READ cycle. ' . 

Based on system requirements, either "SACK or 
X7lPK can be used to generate the CPU READY 
signal. XACK will normally be used; if the CPU can 
tolerate an advanced READY, then SACK can be 
used, but only if the CPU can tolerate the amount of 
advance provided by SACK. If SACK arrives too ear
ly to provide the appropriate number of WAIT states, 
then either XACK or a delayed form of SACK should 
be used. 

Write Cycles 

Write cycles are similar to Normal Read cycles, ex
cept for the WE output. WE is held inactive for Read 
cycles, but goes active for Write cycles. All 8203 
Write cycles are "early-write" cycles; WE goes ac
tive before CAS goes active by an amount of time 
sufficient to keep the dynamic RAM output buffers 
turned off. 

General System Conslder.ations 

All memory requests (Normal Reads, Advanced 
Reads, Writes) are qualified by t~e J5CS input. J5CS 
should be stable, either active 'or inactive, prior to 
the leading edge of RD, WR, or ALE. ~~stems which 
use battery backup should pull up P to prevent 
,erroneous memory, requests. 

In order to minimize propagation delay, the 8203 
uses an inverting address multiplexer without latch
es. The system must provide adequate address set-

, up and hold times to guarantee RAS and CAS setup 
and hold times for the RAM. The tAD A.C. p.arameter . 
should be used for this system calculation. 

, The Bo-B1 inputs are similar to the address inputs in 
that they are not latched. Bo and B1Shouid not be 
,changed duri~ memQiy cycle, since they directly 
control which RAS output is activated. . 

The 8203 uses a two-~~nchronizer for the 
memory request inputs (RO, WR, ALE), and a sapa-

" rate two stage synchronizer for the external refresh 
input (REFRQ). As with any synohronizer, \there' ~ 
always a finite 'probability of 'metastable -states in
ducing system errors. The.f3203 sYnchronizer was 

desi91'1ed to have a system error rate 'less than .1 
memcry cYcle evary· three years based on the full 
operating range of the 8203. . 

A micropropessor ~tem is concerned when the 
data is' valid after RO goes IQw. See . Figure. 9. In 
order. to calculate memory read access times, the 
dynamic RAM's A.c~ecifications must be exam
ined, especialtythe RAS-aceess. time (tRAC> and the 
CAS.access time (tcAd. Most configurations will be 
'CAS-access limited; i.e., the data from the RAM will 
be stable tee max (8203) + !cAe (RAM) after a mem
ory read cycle is started. Be sure to add any delays 
(due to buffers, data latches, ·etc.) to calculate the 
overall read access time. 

Since the 8203 normally performs "ear:ly-write'.' ,cy
cles, the data must be stable at the RAM data inputs 
by the time CAS goes active, including the RAM's 
data setup time. If the system does not normally 
guarantee sufficient write data setup, you mus~ ei
ther delay the WR input signal or delay the 8203 WE 
output. 

Delaying the WR input will delay all 8203 tc;j(9' in
cluding the READY handshake Signals, A and 
XACK, which may increase the number of WAIT 
states generated by the CPU. . 

AD~·,r I ~~ ________ ~I ______ J 

!41·---tRLDV~ ,..-___ t 

DATA---------« B-
I i 
~tRAC_ ____ ~' I 

'\!r-
I 

~ 
W -----------, i f 

210444-6 

Figure 9. Read Access Time ' 

If the WE output is' externally delayed beyond the' 
CAS active tranSition, then the RAM will use the fail
ing edge of WE to strobe the write data· into the 
RAM: This WE. transition should not occur too late 
during the OAS active transition, or else the' WE to 
CAS requirements of .the RAM wilt not be met. . 

The RASo-3, CAS, 0U'I'0":7' and· WE"outputs con
tain· on-chip series damping re.sistors (typically 20ft) 
to minimize overshoot. ' 
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Some dynamic RAMs require more than 2.4V VIH. 
Noise immunity may be improved for these RAMs by 

adding pull-up resistors to the 8203's outputs. Intel 
RAMs do not require pull-up resistors. 

DYMA.c RAM ARRAY ,--' 
Aa-15 ALO-6 OUT 0-8 - + ~ 

r- AO-8 

AIto-. 
ALl! so-. ""', 

8088 ' 
8203 DouT 

(16K MODE) WE ~ Wi 
ADo_7 CAS ~ 

CAS Ll 
~p ADIi. AASO 

iiAi 
AD o .. Dour 

WA WR li HAS, ~ 
~ 

RAS2 ~ AO-. 
, J '\ SACK RAS3- i"' ; XACK 0 .. 

t=: WE DouT 

CAS L r- AAS 
DINDotrr 

1"1 

+ ~r:::-
DIN 

~ 
WE ..,...!2!:l 

...:... CAS L1 !---o AAS 
IlINDouT 

TT. 
.13 W. r---

~ 
AO-8 

i ... 
~ Wi IlIN 

IlIN DouT ~T 
DIN Dour 

~S~A 
CAS IlIN DIN DoUT 

DouT 

AAS DoUT 
DoUT 

DIN Dour 

j 1 TT 1 
DATA BUS ~:~~ IN 

/ 
\ 

-~ , 
~ 

" 
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Figure 10. Typical 8088 System 
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TYPE 

SYSTEM 
IUS 

IIIIIIi: III! 
IIWTC 

,: 
'.cr' ,""" , , , 

6CRi , 
DATA , , , 

I , 
, , , , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
I I 

,,, "",,4, I 
iiACli I--~~ I iiACli 

~------~~----~~--i ~,,~~-<r-----~ 

Figure 11. 8086/256K Byte System 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ..••.• O"C to 70·C ' 
Storage Temperature .......•.. - 65·C to + 150"C 
Voltage On Any Pin 

With Respect to Ground ..•...... -0.5V to + 7V 
Power Dissipation ...................... 1.6 Watts 

·Notice: Stresses above those listed under ,"Abso
lute Msximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional open;tion of. the device at these or any 
other conditions above thoSe indlcsted In the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O·C to 70·C; Vee = 5.0V ± 10% (5.0V ± 5% for 8203-3); GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max 

Vee Input Clamp Voltage -1.0 

lee Power Supply Current 290 

IF Forward Input Current 
ClK, 64KI16K Mode Select -2.0 
All Other Inputs(3) -320 

IR Reverse Input Current(3) 40 

VOL Output low Voltage 
"SACK,XACK 0.45 
All Other Outputs 0.45 

VOH Output High Voltage 
~,XACK 2.4 
All Other Outputs 2.6 

Vil Input low Voltage 0.8 

VIH1 Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee 

VIH2 Option Voltage Vee 

.CIN Input CapaCitance 30 

NOTES: 
1. IR = 200 Il-A f()l'jlln :r1 (elK). 
2. For test mode "AD & WR must be held at GND. 
3. Except for pin 36 in XT Al mode. 
4."8203-1 and 8203-3 support both OP1 and OP2, 8203 only supports OP2. 

+12 Volt S.1KU 25 
±10% OP1 

8203 

1K 31 : 

01'2 

, ...... 10. ToI".~.: ± 5% 

5. IR = 150 p.A for pin'35 (Mode Select 16K/64K). 
~. Sampled not 100% tested. 

1·9 

Units Test Conditions 

V Ie = -5mA 

rnA 

rnA VF = 0.45V 
p.A VF = 0.45V 

p.A VR = VeC<1. 5) 

V IOl = 5mA 
V IOl = 3mA 

Vil = 0.65V 
V IOH = -1 rnA 
V IOH == -1 rnA 

V Vee = 5.6v(2) 

V Vee = 5.0V 

V (4) 

pF F = 1 MHz 
VBIAS = 2.~V, Vee = 5V 
TA == 25·C(6) 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS 
, , 

TJ=O°C to ,70°C; VCC= 5V ±10% !5.0V±5%)or 8203-3); GND = OV . ' ' " . 
Measurements,made with respect to RASo...,RASs, CAS, WE, OUTo-OUTs are at 2.4V and 0.8V. All other pins 
are measured at 1.5V~ All times are in ns. " , 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Notes 

tp Clock Period 40 54 

tpH External Clock High Time 20 

tpL External Clock Low Time-Above (» 20 MHz 17 

tpL External Clock Low Time-Below (s;;) 20 MHz 20 I 
tRC Memory Cycle Time 10tp - 30 12tp 4,5 

tREF Refresh Time (128 cycles) 264tp 288tp 

tRP RAS Precharge Time 4tp - 30 

tRSH RAS Hold After CAS 5tp - ~O 3 

tASR Address Setup to RAS tp - 30 3 

tRAH Address Hold From RAS tp - 10 3 

tASC Address Setup to CAS tp - 30 3 

tCAH Address Hold from CAS 5tp :-.20 3 

tCAS CAS Pulse Width 5tp - 10 

twcs WE Setup to CAS tp - 40 

tWCH WE Hold After CAS 5tp ~ 35 8 . 

tRS RD, WR, ALE, REFRQ Delay From RAS 5tp 2,6 

tMRP RD, WR Setup to RAS 0 5 

tRMS REFRQ Setup to RD, WR 2tp 6 

tRMP REFRQ Setup to RAS 2tp 5 

tpcs PCS Setup to RD, WR, ALE 20 

tAL S1 Setup to ALE 15 

tLA S1 Hold From ALE .', 30 

tCR RD, WR, ALE to RAS Delay tp + 30 2tp + 70 2 

tcc RD, WR, ALE to CAS Delay tp + 25 4tp + 85 2 

tsc CMD Setup to Clock 15 1 

tMRS RD, WR Setup to REFRQ 5 2 

tCA RD, WR, ALE to SACK Delay 2tp + 47 2,9 

tcx CAS to XACK Delay 5tp - 25 5tp + 20 

tcs CAS to SACK Delay 5tp - 25 5tp + 40 2,10 

tACK XACK to CAS Setup " 10 

txw XACK Pulse Width tp - 2q 7 

tCK SACK, XACK Turn-Off Delay 35 

tKCH CMD Inactive Hold After SACK, XACK 10 
, 

1-10 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

T J = O·C to 70·C; VCC = 5V ± 10% (5.0V ± 5% for 8203-3& GND = OV 
Measurements made with respect to RASo-RAS3, CAS, WE, UT o-OUT 6 are at 2.4Vand.0.8V. All other pins 
are measured at 1.5V. All times are in ns. 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Notes 

tLL REFRQ Pulse Width 20 

tcHS CMD Hold Time 30 11 

tRFR REFRQ to RAS Delay , 4tp + 100 6 

-tWw WRto WE Delay 0 50 8 

tAD CPU Address Delay 0 40 3 

NOTES: 
1. tsc is a reference point only. ALE. RD. iIi7R; and REFRQ input,s do not have to be externally synchronized to· 8203 clock. 
2. If tRS min and tMRS min are met then tCA. teR. and tcc are valid. otherwise tcs is valid. 
3. tASR. tRAH. tAse. teAH. and tRSH depend upon Bo-91 and CPU address remaining stable throughout the memory cycle. 
The address inputs are not latched by the 8203. 
4. For back-to-back refresh cycles. tRC max = 13 tp. 
5. tRC max is valid only if tRMP min is met (READ. WRITE followed by REFRESH) or tMRP min is met (REFRESH followed by 
READ. WRITE). 
6. tRFR is valid only if tRs..!!!'n and tRMs m(n are met. _ _ 
7.!xw min applies when RD. WR has already gone high. Otherwise XACK follows RD. WR. 
8. WE goes high according to twc~w. whichever occurs first. 
9. tCA applies only when in normal SACK mode. 
10. tes applies only when in delayed SACK mode. 
11. teHS must be met only to ensure a SACK active pulse when in delayed SACK mode. XACK will always be activated for 
at least txw (tp - 25 ns). Violating tCHS min does not otherwise affect device operation. 

WAVEFORMS 

Normal Read or Write Cycle 

iiD. WR 

1-=:..:.r-tKCH 

210444-9 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

Advallced Read Mode 

5, ______ ... { ~ . -.J----------------..--
ALE 

IR5----o-l 

210444-10 

Memory Compatibility Timing 

~~ ~ VAllDADDRESS -t 
-----~'1~ ---. -:.t.R-

\ 
'RSH -I 

'CAS 

\ / 
r--'ASR-o I-IRAH- I--'ASC-o !---1CAH-

OUTo-OUT6 ) ROW ~ COLUMN K 
210444-11 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

Write Cycle Timing 

, I 
~ J 

.1 

Hi r--:IiIl4 
'k: 

-::Jli- - 111 -
\ " 'ww [:1. - I 

t-'wcs- twCH . 
:ii 

. :a<i 
210444-12 

Read or Write Followed By External Refresh 

Rii, Wil 

REFRQ 

I---lii ---~" 
~ ___ ~~ ___ ~ ____ J 

210444-13 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

External Refresh Followed By Read or Write 

---"~.~-~-~------~_-_-t-M~-----------------_-~~'I-----------------------
REFRO 

-ILL 

IRs~I .. ·---

Clock and System Timing 
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Table 2. 8203 Output Loading. All specifications 
, are for the Test Load unless otherwise noted. 

f)ln 

SACK,XACK 
OUTo-OUT6 
,ftl\So-RAS3 
~ 
CAS 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

NOTE: 

DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST 

CL includes jig capacitance, 

Test Load 

CL = 30 pF 
CL = 160pF 
CL = 60pF 
CL = 224pF 
CL = 320 pF 

210444-16 

8203 

, The ~al risin~rt fallin.9.,£haracteristic cLirves for 
the OUT, RAS, A and WE output buffers can be 
used to determine the effects of capacitive loading 
on the A.C .. Timing Parameters. Using this design 
tool in conjunction with the timing waveforms, the 
designer can determine typical timing shifts based 
on system capacitive load. 

1-15 

Example: Find the effect on tCA and tcc using 32 
64K Dynamic RAMs configured in 2 banks. 

1) Determine the typical RAS and CAS capacitance: 

From the data sheet RAS = 5 pF and CAS = 
5 pF. 

:. RAS load = 80 pF + board capacitance. 

CAS load =160 pF + board capacitance. 

Assume 2 pF/in (trace length) for board ca
packtance and for this example 4 inches for 
RA and 8 inches for CAS. 

2) From the waveform diagrams, we determine that 
the falling edge timing is needed for teA and tCC. 
Next find the curve that best approximates the 
test load; i.e., 68 pF for RAS and 330 pF for CAS. 

3) If we use 88 pF for RAS loading, then teA (min.) 
spec should be increased by about 1 ns, and teA 
(max.) spec should be increased by sbout 2 ns. 
Similarly if we use 176 pF for CAS, then tcc (min.) 
should decrease by 3 nsand tcc (max.) should 
decrease by about 7 ns. 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS FOR DIF:FERENT CAPACITIVE LOADS 

1.0 .--__ -r __ ,..... ___ -r-__ ....,.. ___ r-__ -r-__ -,. ___ -r-_--=C:;:;AP:;:A:::CI:;:;TA:::NC::E~' p~, 

o .• I---+-..,6.~lt=iiiiIIIliiiii;;~_-+-_+--_+--_+---~--~~--l 

o.o~----~----_t-----~---~----~~---4----~-----~-__ -L ___ ~ 

~In'-i 
210444-17 

5 •• .--__ r-__ /-___ ,---__ ,---__ ,---__ ,---__ .,--__ .,-__ OA:::::;:PA:::C'c.:TA:;:NC:::E'-"=" p. 

E I Ul---+---t--t-\-~~~_d____t___+_---1f__+__-I 

TIME 

NOTE: 210444-18 
Use the Test Load as the base capacitance for estimating timing shifts for system critical timing parameters. 

MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS 

Pins not measured are loaded with the Test Load capacitance 

TA = 2S"C Vee = +SV tp = SO ns 

1-16 
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8206 , 

ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION UNIT 

• Detects All Single Bit, and Double Bit '. Separate Input and Output Busses-No 
and Most Multiple Bit Errors Timing Strobes Required 

• Corrects All Single Bit Errors • Supports Read With and Without 

• ' 3 Selections 8206-1 8206 Correction, Writes, Partial (Byte) 

Detection 35ns 42ns 
Writes, and Read-Modlfy-Wrltes 

Correction 55ns 67ns • HMOS III Technology for Low Power 

• Syndrome Outputs for Error Logging • 68 Pin Leadless JEDEC Package 

• Automatic Error Scrubbing with 8207 • 68 Pin Grid Array Package 

• Expandable to Handle 80 Bit Memories 

The HMOS 8206 Error Detection and Correction Unit is a high-speed device that provides error detection and 
correction for memory systems (static and dynamic) requiring high reliability and performance. Each 8206 
handles 8 or 16 data bits and up to 8 check bits. 8206's can be cascaded to provide correction and detection 
for up to 80 bits of data. Other 8206 features include the ability to handle byte writes, memory initialization, and 
error logging. 

Wk 16 

, DATA IN 
LATCH 

READ pOS'o·, 
01'0-1 

PARTIAL PARITY 
STe ,. GENERATOR 

CHECK BIT 

hit t 
I 

0' LATCH 

tS' 1 i 

CHECK BIT t SYNDROME 
8 

SYNDAOME w-. DECODER , < SYNDROMEt AND PAATIAL PARITY ....". LATCH ERROR 
GENERATOR DETECTION 

CB1/SV1 0 

SYOtCBO/PPO 0-

8. 

PPI/POSINS L--/-

v' u· I t 'Llf / POSo., 
2 HSLo_, 

NSL"., t 

WRITE 
PAATIAL PAAITY MIS 

GENERATOR 

POSo., t{ 2 

GND 

1 1 1 
Figure 1.8206 Block Diagram 
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Symbol 

CBI/SYIO 
CBI/SYll 
CBI/SYIl1 ' 
CBI/"SYla 
CBI/SYI4 
CBI/SYI5 . 
CBI/SYls 
CBI/SYI7 

DO/WDIO 
. DO/WDll 
DO/WDI2 
DO/WDla 
DO/WDI4 
DO/WDI5 
DO/WDls 
DO/WDI7 
DO/WDls 
DO/WDlg 
DO/WDll0 
DO/WDlll 
DO/WDI12 
DO/WDlla 
DO/WDI14 
DO/WDI15 

SYO/CBO/PPOO 
SYO/CBO/PPOl 
SYO/CBO/PP02 
SYO/CBO/PPOa 
SYO/CBO/PP04 
SYO/CBO/PP05 
SYO/CBO/PPOs 
SYO/CBO/PP07 

PPlo/POSo 
PPI1/POS1 

PPI2/NSLo 
PPla/NSLl 

Pin No. ' Type 

1; 68-61, "I 
59~53 

5 
6 
7 
8· 
9 
10 
11 
12 

51 
50 
49 
48 
47 
46 
45 
44 
42 
41 
40 
39 
38 
37 
36 
35 

23 
24 
25 
'27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

13 
14 

15 
16 

17 

T 
I' 
I 
I, 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I/O 
I/O 
I/O 
I/O 
110 
I/O 
I/O 
I/O 
I/O 
I/O 
I/O 
I/O 
I/O 
I/O 
I/O 
I/O 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
I 
I. 

I/O 

8206 

Table 1. 8206 Pin Description 

Name and Function 

DATA'tN: '1'hese inputS' accept'a 16, bit data word from' RAM fbr • 
error detection and/or correction., .' '.... 

CHECK BITS IN/SYNDROME,IN: In Ii single' 8206 system,or in the 
master in a multi-820~ system, these inputs accept the check pits (5, 
to 8) from the RAM. In a single 8206 16 bit system,CBI0_5 are 
used. In slave 8206's these inputs accept the syndrome from the 
mast~r:" 

DATA OUT/WRITE DATA IN: In a read cycle, data accepted by '. 
010-15 appears at these outputs corrected if CRC'i' is low, o~ . 
uncorrected if ~ is high. The BM inputs must be high to enable 
the output buffers during the read cycle. In a wri~e cycle, data to be 
written into'the RAM is accepted by these inputs for computing the 
write check'bits. In a partial-write' cycle, the byte not to be modified 
appears at either 000-7 if BMo is high, or DOS-15 if BMl is high, for 
writing to the RAM. When WZ is active, it causes the 8206 to output 
all zeros at 000-15, with the proper write check bits on CBO. 

SYNDROME OUT/CHECK BITS OUT/PARTIAL PARITY OUT: In 
a single 8206 system, or in the master in a multi-8206 system, the 
syndrome appears at these outputs during a read. During a write, 
the write check bits appear. In slave'8206's the partial parity bits 
used by the master appear at these outputs. The syndrome is, 
latched (during read-modify-writes) by R/W going low. 

PARTIAL PARITY IN/POSITION: In the master in a multi-8206 
system, these inputs accept partial parity. bits 0 and 1 from the 
slaves. In a slave 8206'thGse inputs inform it of its position within 
the system (1 to 4): Not used in a single 8206 system. 

PARTIAL PARITY IN/NUMBER OF SLAVES: In the master in a 
multi-8206 system, these inputs accept partial parity bits 2 and 3 
from the slaves. In a multi-8206 system these inputs are used in 
slave number 1 to tell it the total number of slaves in the system (1 
to 4). Not used in other slaves or in a single 8206 system. 

PARTIAL PARITY IN/CORRECTABLE ERROR: In the master in a 
multi-8206 system th.is pin accepts partial parity bit 4. In slave 
number 1 only, or in a single 8206 system, this pin outputs the 
correctable error flag. CE is latched by R/W going low. Not used in 
other slaves. 

1-18 
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Table 1. 8206, Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pin No. Type Name and Function 

' PPI5 18 I PARTIAL PARITY IN: In the master in a multi-8206 system these 
PPle 19 I pins accept partial parity bits 5 to 7. The number of partial parity bits 
PPI7 20, I equals the number of check bits. Not used in single 8206 systems 

or In slaves. 

~ 22 0 ERROR: This pin outputs the error flag in a single 8206 system or in 
the master of a multi-8206 system. It is latched by R/iN going low. 
Not used in slaves. 

moT 52' I CORRECT: When low this pin causes data correction during a read 
or read~modify-write cycle. When high, it causes error correction to 
b~ disabled, although error checking is still enabled. . 

S'FB 2 I STROBE: STB is an input control used to strobe data at the 01 
inputs and check-bits at the CBIISYI inputs. The Signal is active 
high to admit the inputs. The signals are latched by the high-to-Iow 
transition of STB. 

SMo 33 I BYTE MARKS: When high, the Data Out pins are enabled for a 
BM1 32 I read c~. When low, the Data,Out buffers are tristated for a write 

cycle. BMo controls 000-7, while SM1 controls 008-15. In partial 
(byte) writes, the byte mark input is low for the new byte to be 
written. . 

R/iN 21 I READ/WRITE: When hi9h@iStin causes the 8206 to perform 
detection and correction (if R T is low). When low, It causes the 
8206 to generate check-bits. On the high-to-Iow transition the 
syndrome is latched internally for read-modify-write cycles. 

WZ 34 I WRITE ZERO: When low this input overrides the BMo-1 and R/W 
inputs to cause the 8206 to output all zeros at 000-15 with tne 
corresponding check-bits at CBOO_7. Used for memory initialization. 

M/S 4 I MASTERISLA VE: Input tells the 8206 whether it is a master (high) 
or a slave (low). 

SEOCU 3 I SINGLE EDC UNIT: Input tells the master whether it is operating as 
a Single 8206 (low) or as the master in a multi-8206 system (high). 
Not used in slaves. 

Vee 60 I POWER SUPPLY: + 5V 

Vss 26 I LOGIC GROUND 

Vss 43 I OUTPUT DRIVER GROUND 

1-19 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The .8206 Error Detection and Correction Unit pro
vides greater memory system reliability t~rough:,its 

, abiliW tpdetect, and cgrrf3qt memory errors. It i,s a 
single ,chip device, that can detect and correct all 
single bit errors and detect all double bit and some 
highW multiple bit errors. Some other odd multiple 
bit errors (e.g:, 5 bits in error) ate interpreted as sin
gle bit errors, and the CE flag is raised. While some 
even multiple bit errors (e.g., 4 bits in error) are inter
preted as no error, most are detected as double bit 
errors. This error handling is a function of the num
ber of check bits used by the ,8206 (see Figure 2) 
and the specific Hamming code used. Errors in 
check bits are not distinguished from erro~s in a 
word. 

For more information on error correction codes, see 
Intel Application Notes AP-46 and AP-73. 

A single 8206 handles 8 or 16 bits of data, and up to 
5 8206's can be cascaded in order to handle data 
paths of 80 bits. For a sin~ 82068 bit system, the 
01S-15, OO/WOls_15 and BM1 inputs are grounded. 
See the Multi-Chip systems section for information 
on 24-80 bit.systems. ' 

The 8206 has a "flow through" architecture. It sup
ports two kinds of error correction architecture: 1) 
Flow-through, or correct-always; and 2) Parallel, or 
check-only. These are two separate 16-pih busses, 

Data Word Bits ' Check Bits 

8 5 
16 6 
24 6 
32 7 
40 7 
48 8 
56 8 
64 8 
72 8 
80 8 

Figure 3. Number of Check Bits Used by 8206 

one to accept data from the RAM (01) and the other 
to deliver corrected data to the system bus (DOl 
WOI). The logic is entirely combinatorial during a 
read cycle. This is in contrast to an architecture with 
orlly one bus, with bidirectional bus drivers that must 
first read the data and then be turned around to out
put the corrected ,data. The latter architecture typi
cally requires additional hardware (latches and lor 
transceivers) and may be slower in a system due to 
timing skews of control signals. ' 

READ CYCLE 

With the RlVii Pin high, data is received from the 
RAM outputs into the 01 pins where it is optionally 
latch~d by the STB signal. Check bits are generated 
from tt\e data bits and compared to the check bits 
read from the RAM into the CBI pins. If an error is 
detected the ERROR flag is activated and the cor
rebtable error flag (CE) is used to inform the system 
whether the error was correctable or not. With the 
BM inputs high, the word appears corrected at the 
DO pins if the error was correctable, or unmodified if 
the error was uncorrectable. ' 

If more than one 8206 is being used, then the check 
bits are read by the master. The slaves generate a 
partial parity output (PPO) and pass it to the master. 
The master 8206 then generates and returns the 
syndrome to the slaves (SYO) for correction of the 
data. 

The,8206 may alternatively be used in a "check
only" mode with the CRCT pin left high. With the 
correction facility turned off, the propagation delay 
from memory outputs to 8206 outputs is SignifiCR~~ 
shortened. In this mode the 8206 issues an ER 
flag to the CPU, which can then perform one of sev
eral options: lengthen the current cycle for correc
tion, restart the instruction, perform a diagnostic rou
tine, etc. 

A syndrome word, five to eight bits in length and 
containing all necessary information about the exis
tence and location of an error, is made available to 
the system at the SYOO-7 pins. Error logging may be 
accomplished by latching the syndrome and the 
memory address of the word in error. 

WRITE CYCLE 

For a full write, in which an 'entire word is written to 
memQry, the data is written directly to the RAM, by
,passing the 8206. The same data enters the 8206 ' 
through the WOI pins where check bits are generat
ed. The Byte Mark inputs must be low to tristate the 
DO drivers. The check bits, 5 to 8 in number, are 
then written to the RAM through the CSO pins for 
storage along with the data word. In a multi-chip sys
tem, the master writes the check bits using partial 
parity information from the slaves. 

1~20 

In a partial write, part of the data word is overwritten, 
and part is retained in memory. This is accomplished 
by performing a read-modify-write cycle. The com
plete old word is read into the 8206 and corrected, 
with the syndrome internally latched by R/Vii going 
low. Only that part of the word not to be modified is 
output onto the DO pins, as controlled by the Byte 
Mark inputs. That portion of the word to be overwrit-
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ten Is supplied by the system bus. The 8206 then 
calculates check bits for 'the new wQrd, using the 
byte from the previous read ,and the new byte from 
the system bus, and writes them to the memory. 

READ-MODIFY-WRITE CYCLES 
Upon detection of an error the 8206 may be used to 
correct the bit In error In memory. This reduces the 
probability of getting multiple-bit errors In subse
quent read cycles. This correction is handled by exe-
cuting read-modify-write cycles. ' , , 

The read-modify-write cycle Is controlled by the R/W 
Input. After (during) the read cycle, the system dy
namic RAM controller or CPU examines the 8206 
~ and CE outputs to determine if' a correct
able error occurred. If It did, the dynamic RAM con
troller Qr CPU forces R/W low, telling the 8206 to 
latch the generated syndrome and drive the correct
ed check bits onto the ceo outputs. The corrected 
data Is available on the DO pins. The DRAM control
ler then writes the corrected data and corresponding 
check,blts Int~ me,lTIory. 

The 8206 may be used to perform read-modify
writes in one or two RAM cycles. If it Is done In two 
cycles, the 8206 latches are used to hold the data 
and check bits from the read cycle to be used in the 
following write cycle. The Intel 8207 Dual Port Dy
namic RAM controller allows read-modify-write cy
cles In one memory cycle. See the System Environ
ment section. 

INITIALIZATION 
A memory system operating with ECC requires some 
form of initialization at system power-up in or-

• 
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der to set valid data and check bit information in 
memory. The 8206 supports memory Initialization by 
the write zero function. By activating the WZ pin, the 
8206 will write a data pattern of zeros and the asso
ciated check bits in ,the current write cycle. By thus 
writing to all memory a(power-up, a controller can' 
set memory to valid data and check bits. Massive 
memory failure, as signified by both data and check 
bits all ones or zeros, will be detected as an uncor
rectable error. 

MULTI-CHIP SYSTEMS 
A single 8206 handles 8 or 16 bits of data and 5 or 6 
check bits, respectively. Up to 5 8206's can be cas
caded for 80 bit memories with 8 check bits. 

When cascaded, one 8206 operates as a master, 
and all others as slaves. As an example, during a 
read cycle in a 32 bit system with one master and 
one slave, the slave calculates parity on Its portion 
of the word-upartlal parity"-and presents it to the 
master through the PPO pins. The master combines 
the partial parity from th~ slave with the paritY. it cal
culated from its own portion of the word to generate 
the syndrome. The syndrome is then returned by the 
master to th~ slave for error cotrection. In systems 
with more than one slave the above description con
tinues to apply, except that the partial parity outputs 
of the slaves must be 'XOR'd externally. Figure 4 
shows the necessary external logic"fQr multi-chip 
systems. Write and read-lTlodify-write'cycles are car
ried out analogously. See the System'Operation sec
tion for multi-chip wiring diagrams. 

There are several pins used to define whether the 
8206 will operate as a master or a slave. Tables 3 
and 4 illustrate how these pins ,are tied. 



Pin No. 

4 
3 

13 
14 
15 
16 

NOTE: 

8206 

MASTER 

PPI 

• 

38. 48 Bit System 

3b. 64 Bit System 

3c. 80 Bit System 

SLAVE 2 

SLAVE 3 

"PO 

PPO 

• 

Figure 4. External Logic for Multi-Chip Sytems 

Table 3. Master/Slave Pin Assignments 

Pin Name Master Slave 1 Slave 2 Slave 3 

M/S +5V gnd gnd gnd 
SEDCU +5V +5V +5V +5V 
PPlo/POSo PPI gnd +5V gnd 
PPI1/POS1 PPI gnd gnd +5V 
PPI2/NSLo PPI • +5V +5V 
PPI3/NSL1 PPI • +5V +5V 

205220-3 

SLAVE 3 

PPO 

205220-4 , 

SLAVE 4 

PPO 

205220-5, 

Slave 4 

gnd 
+5V 
+5V 
+5V 
+5V 
+5V 

Pins 13. 14. 15. 16 have internal pull-up resistors and may be left as N.C. where specified as connecting to + 5V: 

1-22 
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Table 4. NSL Pin Assignment. for Slave 1 

Number of Slave. 

Pin 1 

PPI2/NSLo GND 
PPI3/NSL1 GND 

The timing specifications for multi-chip systems 
must be calculated to take account of the external 
XOR gating in 3, 4 and 5-chip systems. Let tXOR be 
the delay for a single external TTL XOR gate. Then 
the following equations show how to calculate the 
relevant timing parameters for 2-chip (n = 0), 3-chip 
(n = 1), 4-chip (n = 2), and 5-chip (n = 2) systems: 

Data-in to corrected data-out (read cycle) = 

TDVSV + TPVSV + TsVav + ntXOR 

Data-in to error flag (read cycle) = 

TDVSV + TPVEV + ntXOR 

Data-in to correctable error flag (read cycle) = 

TDVSV + TPVSV + TSVCV + ntXOR 

Write data to check-bits valid (full write cycle) = 

Tavav + TPVSV + ntXOR 

Data-in to check-bits valid (read-mod-write cycle) = 

TDVSV + TPVSV + Tsvav + Tavav + TPVSV + 
2ntXOR 

Data-in .to check-bits valid (non-correcting read
modify-write cycle) = 

TDvau + Tavav + TPVSV + ntXOR 

HAMMING CODE 

The 8206 uses a modified Hamming code which was 
optimized for multi-chip EDCU systems. The code is 

2 3 4 

+5V GND +5V 
GND +5V +5V 
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such that partial parity is computed by all 8206's in 
parallel. No 8206 requires more time for propagation 
through logic levels than any other one, and hence 
no one device becomes a bottleneck in the parity 
operation. However, one or two levels of external 
TTL XOR gates are required in systems with three to 
five chips. The code appears in Table 5. The check 
bits are derived from the table by XORing or XNOR
ing together the bits indicated by 'X's in each row 
corresponding to a check bit. For example, check bit 
o in the MASTER for data word 1000110101101011 
will be "0". It should be noted that the 8206 will 
detect the gross-error condition of all lows or all 
highs. 

Error correction is accomplished by identifying the 
bad bit and inverting it. Table 5 can also be used as 
an error syndrome table by replacing the 'X's with 
'1 'so Each column then represents a different syn
drome word, and by locating the column corre
sponding to a particular syndrome the bit to be cor
rected may be identified. If the syndrome cannot be 
located then the error cannot be corrected. For ex
ample, if the syndrome word is 001.10111, the bit to 
be corrected is bit 5 in the slave one data word (bit 
21). 

The syndrome decoding is also summarized in Ta
bles 6 and 7 which can be used for error logging. By 
finding the appropriate syndrome word (starting with 
bit zero, the least significant bit), the result is either: 
1) no error; 2) an identified (correctable) Single bit 
error; 3) a double bit error; or 4) a multi-bit uncorrect
able error. 



, Table S. Modified Hamrillng Code Check BIt Generation 

Check bits are generated by XOR'ing (except for the CBO and CB1 data bits, which are XNOR'ed in the Master} the data bits in the rows corresponding to 
the check bits. Note there are 6 check bits in a 16-bIt system, 7 in a 32~bitsystem, and 8 in 48-or-more-bit systems. , ' , , l 

, 

BYTE NUMBER 0 1 
OPERATION 

BIT NUMBER o 1 2 3 456 7 o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
' , 

, , 

2 ,3 
OPERATION I 

o 1 2 3 4 567 o 1 2 3 4 567 

CBO~ x x - x - x x - x - - x - x - - XNOR - x x x - x x - - x x - - x' - - XOR 
CB1 = x - x - - x - x - x - x x ~ x - ' XNOR x x x - - x - x x x - - - - - x XOR 
CB2= - x x - x - x x -, - x -- 'x, - - x XOR 

CHECK CB3= x x x x x - - - x x, x - - - - - XOR 
- ~ x x - x x x ,- - x x - - - - XOR, 
x x - - x - x x x - - x x, ~ - - XOR 

BITS CB4= - - - x x x ,x x - - -- - -' x x x XOR' x x - - x, x x x - - - '- x - x - XOR " 

CB5 = - - - - - - - - x x x ,x x x x x XOR - . - x x x x x - -' - - - x x x XOR 
CB6= - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - XOR - - - - - - - - x x x x x x x x ,XOR 
CB7= - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - XOR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - XOR " 

DATA BITS 
000 0 0 0 0 0 001 1 1 1 1 1 " 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 890 1 234 5 , 

1 1 1 122'2"2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3'3 
6 '7 8 9 0 1 2,3 4 5 6 7. 8, 9 0' 1- :{ 

~< 
" .... 

~ 16 BIT OR MASTER SLAVE #1 i 
.. ,. 

BYTE NUMBER 4 5 6 7 8 9 -"" 
.. 

OF!ER~'TION 
BIT NUMBER o 1 2 345 6 7 0.1234567 0'1 234567 01234,567 01234567 o 12 3 4 '5 6 7 

CBO= xx-x-xx- x--x-x-- x - x - x x - - x-xx--x- - x x x - x x - - x x -' -' x - - XOR 
CB1 = x-x--x-x -x-xx-x- -xx---xx x x x - - - x - - x x x - x x x - - x x - - - - XOR .. 

CB2= '- x x - x - x x --x-x--x -xxx-xx~ - x x - - x - - x--x-xx- - x x - -' x - x XOR 
CHECK CB3 = xxxxx--- x x x - - - - - x:-x--xx- xx--xx-- - X X X X - - x xx--x--- XOR 
BITS CB4= ---xxxxx ---_ox-xx - - -'x x x x x - - - - - x x x -xx---xx .x ,x x - - - x - XOR 

CB5 = x x x x x x x x ... t" .. .. .. .. _.. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... x x x x x x x x x • x x x, X' - X - - - x' - - - x :' XOR', 
CB6= xxxxxxxx "' ....... ---- x x X x x x x x ... .. .. .. ... ... .. .. xx--xxxx ----x-x- XOR 
CB7 = .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. x'x x x x x x x ----- ... -- x x x x x x x x -------- x x x x x x x x XOR 

DATA BITS 
33333333 44444444 4 4 5 5 5 555 555 5 6 666 6666667'7 77777777 
234 5 6 7 8 9 o 1 2 3 4 567 890 1 234 5 6 7 8 90,1 2 3 456 7 8 9 0 1 23456'789 ' , 

SLAVE #2 SLAVE #3 SLAVE #4 , 

------ -------- --------------------------
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Table 6. 8206 Syndrome Decoding 

0 0 
Syndrome 1 0 

Bits 2 0 
7 6 5 4 3 0 

0 0 0 0 N 

0 0 0 1 CB4 

0 0 1 0 CB5 

0 0 1 1 D 

0 1 0 0 CB6 

0 1 0 1 D 

0 1 1 0 D 

0 1 1 1 30 

1 0 0 0 CB7 

1 0 0 1 D 

1 0 1 0 D 

1 0 1 1 63 

1 1 0 0 D 

1 1 0 1 78 

1 1 1 0 U 

1 1 1 1 D 
N = No Error 
CBX = Error in Check Bit X 
X = Error in Data Bit X 
D = Double Bit Error 

1 
0 
0 
0 

CBO 

D 

D 

13 

D 

52 

29 

D 

P 
45 

59 

D 

U 

D 

D 

U 

U = Uncorrectable Multi-Bit Error 

SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 

0 1 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 

CB1 D CB2 

D 5 D 

D 11 D 

14 D 15 

D 25 D 

55 D 51 

31 D 64 

D 37 D 

D 43 D 

46 D 47 

75 D 79 

D 62 D 

U D U 

D U D 

D U D 

U D U 

The 8206 interface to a typical 32 bit memory sys
tem is illustrated in Figure 5. For larger systems, the 
partial parity bits from slaves two to four must be 
XOR'ed externally, which calls for one level of XOR 
gating for three 8206's and two levels for four or five 
8206's. 

The 8206 is designed for direct connection to the 
Intel 8207 Advanced Dynamic RAM Controller. 

1 
0 
1 
0 

D 

6 

19 

D 

26 

D 

D 

38 

77 

D 

D 

U 

D 

U 

U 

D 
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0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

D 18 CB3 D D 0 D 1 2 D 

7 D D D 16 D 4 D D 17 

12 D D 8 9 D 10 D D 67 

D 21 20 D D 66 D 22 23 D 

49 D D 48 24 D 27 D D 50 

D 70 28 D D 65 D 53 54 D 

D 69 68 D D 32 D 33 34 D 

39 D D 35 71 D 36 D D U 

44 D D 40 41 D 42 D D U 

D 74 72 D D U D 73 U D 

D 58 60 D D 56 D U 57 D 

U D D U U D 61 D D U 

D U 76 D D U D U U D 

U D D U U D U D D U 

U D D U U D U D D U 

D U U D D U D U U D 

The 8207 has the ability to perform dual port memo
ry control, and Figure 6 illustrates a highly integrated 
dual port RAM implementation using the 8206 and 
8207. The 8206/8207 combination permits such 
teatures as automatic scrubbing (correcting errors in 
memory during refresh), exte'lding RAS and CAS 
timings for Read-Modify-Writes in single memory cy
cles, and automatic memory initialization upon reset. 
Together these two chips provide a complete dual
port, error-corrected dynamic RAM subsystem. 
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Figure 5. 32-81t ~206 System Interface 
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Figure 6. Dual Port RAM Subsystem with 8206/8207 (32-blt bus) 
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MEMORY BOARD TESTING 

The 8206 lends itself to straightforward memory 
board testing with a minimum of hardware overhead. 
The following is a description of four common test 
modes and their implementation. 

Mode 0- Read and write with error correction. 
Implementation: This mode is the normal 
8206 operating mode. 

Mode 1-Read and write data with error correction 
disabled to allow test of data memory. 
Implementation: This mode is performed' 
with ~ deactivated. 

Mode 2- Read and write check bits with error cor
rection disabled to allow te~ of check bits 
memory. 

Implementation: Any pattern may be writ
ten into the check bits memory by judi
ciou~ly choosing the proper data word to 

t-27 

generate the desired check bits, through 
the use of the 8206 Hamming code. To 
read out the check bits it is first necessary 
to fill the data memory with all zeros, 
which may be done by activating wz. and 
incrementing memory addresses with WE 
to the check bits memory held inactive, 
and then performing ordinary reads. The 
check bits will then appear directly at the 
SYO outputs, with bits CBO and CB1 in
verted. 

Mode 3-Write data, without altering or writing 
check bits, to allow the storage of bit 
combinations to cause error correction 
and detection. 

Implementation:· This mode is implement
ed b~riting the desired word to memory 
with WE to the check bits array held inac
tive. 
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68 pin JEDEC TYPE A hermetic chip carrier 

8206 
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J: 
Yo. 
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lvo" 
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PPIS 

If! 
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Figure 8a. 8206 Leadless Chip Carrier (LCC) Pinout Diagram 

SWAGED PIN • 
STANDOFF 
(4 PLACES) 

.000TYP. 
(1.778) 

NOTE: \ 

PIN 110 

66 I.ead ceramic pin grid array package, type A 

Top View 

-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~ 
-1 - 2 - 67- 6S- 63- 61- 59- 57- 55- 53- 51 

-3 -4 - 50- 49 

-5 -6 - 48- 47 

-7 -8 - 46- 45 

-9 - 10 -44-43 

- 11 - 12 - 42- 41 

~ 13-14 -40-39 

-15-16 -38-37 

-17 - 19 - 21 - 23 - 25 - 27 - 29- 31 - 33 - 36- 35 

-18- 20- 22- 24- 26- 28- 30- 32-34 

205220-13 

Figure ab. 8206 Pin Grid Array (PGA) Package and Pinout Diagram 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS'" 

Ambient Temperature Under Bia,s •.•..• O·C to 70·C 
Storage Temperature ....••.. ", -SS·C to .+ 150·C 
Voltage On Any Pin , 

with Respect to Ground ..•..•.... - 0.5V to :I- 7V 

Power Dissipation ...•........••.•..•.••••.. 1.5W 

• Notice: Stresses above, those listed under '~bso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause pe,rmanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating 'only and 
functional operation of the device st these or any 
other cOnditions above those indicated in the o~ra
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extendedperiods may affect de,vice reHability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·C to 70·C, Vee = 5.0V ± 10%, Vss = GND ' 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

Icc Power Supply Current 
-Single 8206 or 270 mA 

Slave #1 
-Master in Multi-Chip 230 mA 

or Slaves #2,3,4 

VIL(1) Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH(1) Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc+ V 
0.5V 

VOL Output Low Voltage \ 

-DO 0.45 V IOL=8mA 
-All Others 0,45 V IOL = 2.0 mA 

VOH Output High Voltage 
-DO,CBO 2.6 V IOH = -2mA 
-All Other Outputs 2.4 V IOH = -O.4mA 

ILO I/O Leakage Current 
-PPI4/CE ±20 p,A 0.45V S VI/O s Vee 
-DO/WDI0-15 ±10 p,A 

III Input Leakage Current 
-PPI0-3. 5-7. CBIS.7, SEDCU(2) ±20 p,A OV s VIN s Vec 
-All Other Input Only Pins ±10 p,A 

NOTES: . 
1. ~ (pin 3) and MIS (pin 4) are device strapping options and should be tied to Vee or GND. VIH min = VCC -0.5V 
and VIL max = 0.5V. 
2. PP10-7 (pins 13-20) and CBI6-7 (pins 11. 12) have Internal pull-up resistors and if left unconnected will be pulled to Vee. 

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

~=x x= 2.0 2.0 , > TEST POINTS < 
0.8 0.8 

0.45 ' 

205220-14 
A.C. Testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4V for a Logic "I" and 0.45V 
for a Logic "0". Timing measurements are made at 2.0V for a 
LogiC "I" and 0.8V for a Logic "0". 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

DEVICE 
UNDER 

TEST 

CL Includes Jig Capacitance 
205220-15 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS .,. 
TA == o·C toiO"c, vcc = +SV ±'10%, vss = OV, RL = 220, CL = 50 pF; aU times are in ns 

Symbol Parameter 
. 8206·1 8206 Notes 

, \ Min Max Min Max 

TRHEV ERROR Valid from R/W l 20 25 

TRHCV CE Valid from R/W t (Single 8206)· 34 44 

TRHQV Corrected Data Valid from RW t 44 54 1 

TRVSV SYO/CBO/PPO Valid from R/W 32 42 1 

TovEv ERROR Valid from Data/Check Bits In 35 42 

Tovcv CE Valid from Qata/Check Bits In 50 70 

TOVQV Corrected Data Valid from Data/Check Bits In 55 67 

Tovsv SYO/PPO Valid from Data/Check Bits In 40 55 

TSHQV Corrected Data AccessTime 35 37 

TsxQX Hold Time from Data/Check Bits In 0 0 1 

TSLQZ Corrected Data Float Delay"· 0 25 0 28 1 

TSHIV STB High to Data/Check Bits In Valid 30 30 2 

TIVSL Data/Check Bits In to STB J.. Set-Up 5 5 

TSLlx Data/Check Bits In from STB J.. Hold 15 25 

TpVEV ERROR Valid from Partial Parity In 21 30 3 

TpVQV Corrected Data (Master) from Partial Parity In 46 61 1,3 

Tpvsv Syndrome/Check Bits Out from Partial Parity In 32 43 1,3 

TSVQV Corrected Data (Slave) Valid from Syndrome 41 51 3 

Tsvcv CE Valid from Syndrome (Slave Number 1) 43 48 3 

TQVQV Check Bits/Partial Parity Out from Write Data In 44 64 1 

TRHSX· Check Bits/Partial Parity Out from R/W, WZ Hold 0 0 1 

TRLSX Syndrome Out from R/W Hold. 0 0 

TQXQX Hold Time from Write Data In· 0 0 1 

TSVRL Syndrome Out to R/W J.. Set-Up 5 17 3 

TOVRL Data/Check Bits to R/W set-Up 24 39 1 

TOVQU Uncorrected Data Out from Data In 29 32 

TTVQV Corrected Data Out from ~ J.. 25 30 

TWLQL WZ J.. to Zero Out 
, 

25 30 

TWHQX Zero Out from Wi. t Hold 0 0 0 

NOTES: 
1. A.C. Test Levels for ceo and DO are 2.4V and O.8V. 
2. TSHIV is required to guarantee olltput delay timings: TovEY. Tovcv. Tovov. Tovsv. TSHIV + TIVSI. guarantees a min STe 
pulse width of 35 ns. . . 
3. Not required for 8/16 bit systems. 
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WAVEFORMS 

READ 

~.7t ! N~' --I!~---':"'--
I;'H;I" TIVIL ·1 I ~I: I 

~ I 
A1W_-rVi I 

I I I I 
I I I I 
~ II 

U_~I~~ I f+~-------
I I !--TlHOV --l I I 
I I I I I 

C~: ----c( i ! -)).-.:..:----
I, I TIlHOV ,I I i--TlLOZ _I -I 

! @$pd:- ~. 
I, TIIVSV .1 I I ' . . 
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I"' TDVSV ,I I I 

DD 

I. I TDVa" " I -rl i' ~TIIHEV ~;~. __ I 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 
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8207 

DUAL-PORT DYNAMIC RAM CONTROLLER 

• Provides All Signals Necessary to • Fast Cycle Support for 8 MHz 80286 
Control 16K, 64K and 256K Dynamic with 8207-16 
RAMs • Slow Cycle Support for 8 MHz, 10 MHz 

• Directly Addresses an~ Drives up to 2 8086/88, 80186/188 with 8207-8, 
Megabytes without Extemal Drivers 8207-10 

• Supports Single and Dual-Port • Provides Signals to Directly Control the 
Configurations 8206 Error Detection and Correction 

• Automatic RAM Initialization In All Unit 

Modes • Supports Synchronous or 

• Four Programmable Refresh Modes Asynchronous Operation on Either Port 

• Transparent Memory Scrubbing in ECC • 68 Lead JEDEC Type A Leadless Chip 

Mode Carrier (LCC) and Pin Grid Array (PGA), 
Both in Ceramic. 

The Intel 8207 Dual-Port Dynamic RAM Controller is a high-performance, systems-oriented, Dynamic RAM 
controller that is designed to easily interface 16K, 64K and 256K DynamiC RAMs to Intel and other microproc
essor systems. A dual-port interface allows two different busses to independently access memory. When 
configured with an 8206 Error Detection and Correction Unit the 8207 supplies the necessary logic for design
ing large error-corrected memory arrays. This combination provides automatic memory initialization and trans-
parent memory error scrubbing. ' 

LOCK 

R ..... 

PDI--I--" 

ALOIC:::===~ 

88"C::====~_ 
figure 1.8207 Block Diagram 
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Table 1. Pin DescrlpUon 

Symbol Pin Type Name and Function 

LEN " 1 0 ADDRESS 'LA TCfI ENABLE: In two-port configurations, when, Port A is 
running with iAPX 286 Status interfac~ mode, this output replaces the ALE 

, signal from the system bus control/er of port A and generates an address 
latch enable signal which provides optimum setup and ~old timing for the 
8207. This signal is used in Fast Cycle operation only. 

~/ 2 0 TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE PORT A/ACKNOWLEDGE PORT A: In-non-
ACKA ECC mode, this pin is XACKA and indicates that data on the bus is valid 

during a read cycle or that data may be removed from the bus during a write 
cycle for Port A. )(ACJ(A is a Multibus-compatible signal. In ECC,mode, this 
pin is ACKA which can be clCl!gRed, depending on the programming o~ the X 
progtam bit, as an XACK or strobe. The ~rr?lamming bit 

" determines whether the AACK will be an early ~C or a late LAACKA 
interface signal. ' 

><ACI<E3/ 3 0 TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE PORT B/ACKNOWLEDGE PORT B: In n<m-
ACKB ECC mode, this pin is XACKB and indicates that data on the bus is valid 

during a read cycle or that data may be removed from the bus during a write 
" cycle for Port B. XAei<B is a Multibus-compatible signaL In ECC mode, this 

pin is ~ which can be configRad, depending on the programming of the X 
program bit, as an XACK or AA strobe. The SB programming bit ' 
determines whether the AACK will be an early EAACKB or a late LAACKB ' 
interface signal: 

"'AACKA/ 4 0 ADVANCED ACKNOWLEDGE PORT A/WRITE ZERO: In non-ECC mode, 
m this pin is AACKA and indicates that the processor may continue processing 

and that data will be available when required. This signal is optimized for the 
system by programming the SA program bit for synchronous or asynchronous 
operation. In ECC mode, after a RESET, this signal will cause the 8206 to 

" force the data to all zeros and generate the appropriate check bits: 

AACKB/ 5 0 ADVANCED ACKNOWLEDGE PORT B/READ/WRITE: In non-ECC mode, 
R/IN , this pin is AACKB and indicates that the processor may continue processing 

and that data will be available when required. This signal is optimized for the 
system by programming the SB program bit for synchronous or asynchronous 
operation. In ECC mode, this signal causes the 8206 EDCU to latch the 
syndrome and error flags and generate check bits. 

OBM 6 0 DISABLE BYTE MA~KS: This is an ECC control output signal indicating that 
a read or refresh cycle is occurring. This output forces the byte address 
decoding logic to enable all 8206 data output buffers; In ECC mode, this 
output is also asserted during memory initialization and the 8-cycle dynamic 
RAM wake-up exercise. In non-ECC systems this signal indicates that either a 
read, refresh'or 8-cycle warm-up is in progress. 

mE3 7 0 ERROR STROBE: In ECC mode, this strobe is activated when an error is 
detected and allpws a negative-edge triggered flip-flop to latch the status of 
the 8206 EOCU CE for systems with error logging capabilities. ESTB will not 
be issLled during refresh cycles. 

LOCK 8, I LOCK: This input instructs the 8207 to lock out the port not being serviced at 
the time LOCK was issued. 

Vee 9 I DRIVER POWER: + 5 volts. Supplies Vee for the output drivers. 
43 ' LOGIC POWER: + 5 volts. Supplies V cc for the internal logic circuits. 

CE 10 I CORRECTABLE ERROR: This is an ECC input from the 8206 EOCU which 
instructs the 8207 whether a detected error is correctable or not. A high input 
indicates a correctable error. A low input inhibits the 8207 from activating WE 
to write the data back into RAM. This should be connected to the CE output of 
the 8206. - " 
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Table 1. Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pin Type Name and Function 

ERROR· 11 I ERROR: This is an ECC input from the 8206 EOCU and instructs the 8207 
that an error was detected. This pin should be connected to the ERROR 
output of the 8206. 

MUX/ 12 0 MULTIPLEXER CONTROL/PROGRAMMING CLOCK: Immediately after a 
PCLK RESET this pin is used to clock serial programming data into the POI pin. In 

normal two-port operation, this pin is used to select memory addresses from 
the appropriate port. When this signal is high, port A is selected and when it is 
low, port B is selected. This signal may change state before the completion of 
a RAM cycle, but the RAM address hold time is satisfied. 

PSEL 13 0 PORT SELECT: This Signal is used to select the appropriate port for data 
transfer. When this signal is high port A is selected and when it is low port B is 
selected. 

PSEN 14 0 PORT SELECT ENABLE: This Signal used in conjunction with PSEL provides 
contention-free port exchange on the data bus. When PSEN is low, port 
selection is allowed to change state. 

WE 15 0 WRITE ENABLE: This Signal provides the dynamic RAM array the write 
enable input for a write operation. 

FWR 16 I FULL WRITE: This is an ECC input signal that instructs the 8207, in an ECC 
configuration, whether the present write cycle is normal RAM write (full write) 
or a RAM partial write (read-modify-write) cycle. 

RESET 17 I RESET: This signal causes all internal counters and state flip-flops to be reset 
arid upon release of RESET, data appearing at the POI pin is clocked in by the 
PCLK output. The states of the POI, PCTLA, PCTLB and RFRQ pins are 
sampled by RESET going inactive and are used to program the 8207. An 8-
cycle dynamic RAM warm-up is performed after clocking POI bits into the 
8207. 

CASO-CAS3 18-21 0 COLUMN ADDRESS STROBE: These outputs are used by the dynamic RAM 
array to latch the column address, present on the AOO-8 pins. These outputs 
are selected by the BSO and BS1 as programmed by program bits RBO and 
RB1. These outputs drive the dynamic RAM array directly and need no 
external drivers. 

RASO-RAS3 22-25 0 ROW ADDRESS STROBE: These outputs are used by the dynamic RAM 
array to latch the row address, present on the AOO-8 pins. These outputs are 
selected by the BSO and BS1 as programmed by program bits RBO and RB1. 
These outputs drive the dynamic RAM array directly and need no external 
drivers. 

Vss 26 I DRIVER GROUND: Provides a ground for the output drivers. 
60 I LOGIC GROUND: Provides a ground for the remainder of the device. 

AOO-A08 35-27 0 ADDRESS OUTPUTS: These outputs a,re designed to provide the row and 
column addresses of the selected port to the dynamic RAM array. These 
outputs drive the dynamic RAM array directly and need no external drivers. 

BSO-BS1 36-37 I BANK SELECT: These inputs are used to select one of four banks of the 
dynamic RAM array as defined by the program bits RBO and RB1. 

ALO-AL8 38-42 I ADDRESS LOW: These lower-order address inputs are used to generate the 
44-47 row address for the internal address multiplexer. 

AHO-AH8 48-56 I ADDRESS HIGH: These higher-order address inputs are used to generate 
the column address for the internal address multiplexer. 
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Table 1. Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pin Type Name and Function 

POI 57 I PROGRAM DATA INPUT: This input programs the various user-selectable 
, 

options in the 8207. The PClK pin shifts programming data into the POI input 
from optional external shift registers. This pin may be strapped high or low to 
a default EGG (POI = logic "1 ") or non-EGG (POI "'" logic "0") mode 
configuration. 

RFRO 58 I REFRESH REQUEST: This input is sampled on the falling edge of RESET. If 
it is high at RESET, then the 8207 is programmed for internal refresh request 
or external refresh request with failsafe protection. If it is low at RESET, then 
the 8207 is programmed for external refresh without failsafe protection or 
burst refres.h. Once programmed the RFRO phi accepts signals to start an 
external refresh with failsafe protectionor'external refresh without failsafe 
protection or a burst refresh. 

GlK 59 I CLOCK: This input provides the basic timing for sequencing the internal logic. 

ROB 61 I READ FOR PORT B: This pin is the read memory request command input for 
port B. This input also directly accepts the S1 status line from Intel 
processors. 

WRB 62 I WRITE FOR PORT B: This pin is the write memory request command input 
for port B. This input also directly accepts the SO status line from Intel 
processors. 

PEB 63 I PORT ENABLE FOR PORT B: This pin serves to enable a RAM cycle request 
for port B. It is generally decoded from the port address. 

PGTlB· 64 I PORT CONTROL FOR PORT B: This pin is sampled on the falling edge of 
RESET. If low after RESET, the 8207 is programmed to accept memory read 
and write commands, Multibus commands or iAPX 286 status inputs. If high 

. after RESET, the 8207 is p!Q9rammed to accept status inputs from iAPX 86 or 
iAPX 186 processors. The S2 status line should be connected to this input if 
programmed to accept iAPX 86 or iAPX 186 status inputs. When programmed. 
to accept commands or iAPX 286 status, it should be tied low or it may be 
used as a Multibus-compatible inhibit signal. 

ROA 65 I READ FOR PORT A: This pin is the read memory request command input for 
port A. This input also directly accepts the S1 status line from Intel 
processors. 

WRA 66 I WRITE FOR PORT A: This pin is the write memory request command input 
for port A. This input also directly accepts the SO status line from Intel 
processors. 

PEA 67 I PORT ENABLE FOR PORT A: This pin serves to enable a RAM cycle request 
for port A. It is generally decoded from the port address. 

PGTLA 68 I PORT CONTROL FOR PORT A: This pin is sampled on the falling edge of 
. RESET. If low after RESEI, the 8207 is programmed to accept memory read 
and write commands, Multibus co.mmands or iAPX 286 status inputs. If high 
after RESET, the 8207 is p!Q9rammed to accept status inputs from iAPX 86 or 
iAPX 186 processors. The S2 status line shoUld be connected to this input if 
programmed to accept iAPX 86 or iAPX 186 status inputs. When programmed 
to accept commands or iAPX 286 status. it should be tied low or it may be 
connected to INHIBIT when operating with Multibus. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Intel 8207 Dual-Port Dynamic RAM Controller is 
a microcomputer peripheral device which provides 
the necessary signals to address, refresh and direct
ly drive 16K, 64K and 256K dynamic RAMs. This 
control!er also provides the necessary arbitration cir
cuitry to support dual-port access of the dynamic 
RAM array. 

The 8207 supports several microprocessor interface 
options including synchronous and asynchronous 
connection to iAPX 86, iAPX 88, iAPX 186, 
iAPX 188, iAPX 286 and Multibus. 

This device may be used with the 8206 Error Detec
tion and Correction Unit (EDCU). When used with 
the 8206, the 8207 is programmed in the Error 
Checking and Correction (ECG) mode. In this mode, 
the 8207 provides all the necessary control signals 
for the 8206 to perform memory initialization and 
transparent error scrubbing during refresh. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Processor Interface 

The 8207 has control circuitry for two ports each 
capable of supporting one of several possible bus 
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structures. The ports are independently configurable 
allowing the dynamic RAM to serve as an interface 
between two different bus structures. 

Each port of the 8207 may be programmed to run 
synchronous or asynchronous to the processor 
clock. (See Synchronous/Asynchronous Mode.) The 
8207 has been optimized to run synchronously with 
Intel's iAPX 86, iAPX 88, iAPX 186, iAPX 188, and 
iAPX 286. When the 8207 is programmed to run in 
asynchronous mode, the 8207 inserts the necessary 
synchronization circuitry for the RD, WR, PE, and 
PCTL inputs. . 

The 8207 achieves high performance (i.e., no wait 
states) by decoding the status lines directly from the 
iAPX 86, iAPX 88, iAPX 186, iAPX 188 and iAPX 286 
processors. The 8207 can also be programmed to 
receive read or write Multibus commands or com
mands from a bus controller. (See Status/Command 
Mode.) 

The 8207 may be programmed to accept the clock 
of the iAPX 86, 88, 186, 188 or 286. The 8207 ad
justs its internal timing to allow for the different clock 
frequencies of these microprocessors. (See Micro
processor Clock Frequency Option.) 

Figures 2A and 28 show the different processor in
terfaces to the 8207 using the synchronous or asyn
chronous mode and status or command interface. 
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Slow-Cycle Asynchronous-Status Interface 
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Slow-Cycle Synchr~nous-Command Interface 
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Slow-Cycle Asynchronous-Command Interface 

Figure 2A. Slow-Cycle (CFS = 0) Port Interfaces Supported by the 8207 

Single-Port Operation 

The use of. an address latch with the iAPX 286 
status interface is not needed since the 8207 can 
internally latch the addresses with an internal signal 
similar in behavior to the LEN output. This operation 
is active only in single-port applications when the 
processor is interfaced to port A. 

Dual-Port Operation 

The 8207 provides for two-port operation. Two inde
pendent processors may access memory controlled 
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by the 8207. The 8207 arbitrates between each of 
the processor requests and directs data to or from 
the appropriate port. Selection is done on a priority 
concept that reassigns priorities based upon past 
history. Processor requests are internally queued. 

Figure 3 shows a dual-port configuration with two 
iAPX 86 systems interfacing to dynamic RAM. One 
of the processor systems is interfaced synchronous
ly using the status interface and the other is inter
faced asynchronously also u!;ling the status inter
face. 
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NOTE: 
Address latch not required in single-port mode. 

NOTE: 
Address latch not required In single-port mode. 

Fast-Cycle Synchronous-Status Interface Fast-Cycle Asynchronous-Status Interface 

SYNCHRONOUS 80286 210463-9 
21 0463-8 'MULTI-BUS Option 

Fast-Cycle Synchronous-Command Interface Fast-Cycle Asynchronous-Command Interface 

Figure 2B. Fast-Cycle (CFS = 1) Port Interfaces Supported by the 8207 

Dynamic RAM Interface 

The 8207 is capable of addressing 16K, 64K and 
256K dynamic RAMs. Figure 4 shows the connec
tion of the processor address bus to the 8207 using 
the different RAMs. 

The 8207 divides memory into as man~ four 
banks, each bank having its own Row (RAS) and 
Column (CAS) Address Strobe pair. This organiza
tion permits RAM cycle interleaving and permits er-

ror scrubbing during ECC refresh cycles. RAM cycle 
interleaving overlaps the start of the next RAM cycle 
with the RAM Precharge period of the previous cy-

, cle. Hiding the precharge period of one RAM cycle 
behind the data access period of the next RAM cy
cle optimizes memory bandwidth and is effective as 
long as successive RAM cycles occur in alternate 
banks. 
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Successive data access to the same bank will cause 
the 8207 to wait for the precharge time of the previ
ous RAM cycle. 
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NOTES: 
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ALO-ALI 
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256K RAM Interface 

All-A18 

A3-Al0 

Al,A2 

8207 

8207 
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64K RAM Interface 

1. Unassigned address input pins should be strapped high or low. 
2. AO along with SHE are used to select a byte within a processor word. 

A3-A. 

Al,A2 

AHa 

AItO-AH8 

8207 
ALI 

AL7 

ALO-ALI 

ISO, III 

210463-13 

16K RAM Interface 

a. Low order address bits are used as bank select inupts so that consecutive memory access requests are to alternate 
banks allowing bank interleaving of memory cycles. 

Figure 4. Processor Address Interface to the 8207 Using 16K, 64K, and 256K RAMs 

If not all RAM banks are occupied, the 8207 reas
signs the RAS and CAS strobes to allow using wider 
data words without increasing the loading on the 
RAS and CAS drivers. Table 2 shows the bank se
lection decoding and the word expansion, including 
RAS and CAS assignments. For exam~f only two 
RAM banks are occupied; then two "FIAS and two 
CAS strobes are activated per bank. Program bits 
RB1 and RBO are not used to check the bank select 
inputs BS1 and BSO. The system design must pro
tect from accesses to "illegal", non-existent banks 
of memory; by deactivating the PEA, PEB inputs 
when addressing an illegal bank. 

The 8207 can interface to fast or slow RAMs. The 
8207 adjusts and optimizes internal timings for either 
the fast or slow· RAMs as programmed. (See RAM 
Speed Option.) 

Memory Initialization 

After programming, the 8207 performs eight RAM 
"warm~up" cycles to prepare the dynamic RAM for 
proper device operation. During "warm-up" some 
RAM parameters, such as tRAH, tASC, may not be 
met. This causes no harm to the dynamic RAM ar
ray. If configured for operation with error correction, 
the 8207 and 8206 EDCU will proceed to initialize all. 
of memory (memory is written with zeros with corre
sponding check bits). 
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Table 2. Bank Selection 
Decoding and Word Expansion 

Program Bank 
Bits Input RAS/CAS Pair 

Allocation 
RB1 .RBO BS1 BSO 

0 0 0 0 RASo_a, CASo_a to Bank 0 

0 0 0 1 Illegal 

0 0 1 0 Illegal 

0 0 1 1 Illegal 

0 1 0 0 RASo,1, CASO,1 to Bank 0 

0 1 0 1 RAS2,a, CAS2,a to Bank t 

0 1 1 0 Illegal 

0 1 1 1 Illegal 

1 0 0 0 RASo, CASo to Bank 0 

1 0 0 1 RAS1, CAS1 to Bank 1 

1 0 1 0 RAS2, CAS2 to Bank 2 

1 0 1 1 Illegal 

1 1 0 0 RASo, CASo to Bank 0 

1 1 0 1 RAS1, CAS1 to Bank 1 

1 1 1 0 RAS2. CAS2 to Bank 2 

1 1 1 1 RASa, CASa to Bank 3 
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Because the time to initialize memory is fairly long, 
the 8207 may be programmed to skip initialization in 

- ECC mode. The time required to initialize all of mem
ory is dependent on the clock cycle ~ime to the 8207 
and can be calculated by the following equation: 

, TINI,. = (223) r CLCL (1) 

if T CLCL = 125 ns then TINIT ::::: 1 sec. 

82~6 ECC Interface 

For operation with Error Checking and Correction 
(ECC) , the 8207 adjusts its internal timing and 
changes some pin functions to optimize perform
ance and provide a clean dual-port memory inter
face between the 8206 EOCU and memory. The 
8207 directly supports a master-only (16-bit word 
plus 6 check bits) system. Under extended operation 
and reduced clock frequency, the 8207 will support 
any ECC master-slave configuration up to 80 data 
bits, which is the maximum set by the 8206 EOCU. 
(See Extend Option.) 

Correctable errors detected during memory read cy
cles are corrected immediately and then written 
back into memory. 

In a synchronous bus environment, ECC system per
formance has been optimized to enhance processor 
throughput, while in an asynchronous bus environ
ment (the Multibus), ECC performance has been op
timized to get valid data onto the bus as quickly as 
possible. Performance optimization, processor 
throughput or quick data access may be selected via 
the Transfer Acknowledge Option. 

The main difference between the two ECC imple
mentations is that, when optimized for processor 
throughput, RAM data is always corrected and an 
advanced transfer acknowledge is issued at a point 
when, by knowing· the processor characteristics, 
data is guaranteed to be valid by the time the proc
essor needs it. 

When optimized for quick data access, '(valid for 
Multibus) the 8206 is configured in the uncorrecting 
mode where the delay associated with error correc
tion circuitry is transparent, and a transfer acknowl
edge is issued as soon as valid data is known to 
exist. If the ERROR flag is activated, then the trans
fer acknowledge is delayed until after the 8207 has 
instructed the 8206 to correct the data and the cor
rected data becomes available on the bus. Figure 5 
illustrates a dual-portECC system. 
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~~urT 6 illustrates the interface required to drive the 
C pin of the 8206,ln the case that one port 

(PORT A) receives an advanced acknowledge (not 
MUltibuS-C0'Cf!tible), while the other port (PORT B) 
receives XA (which is Multibus-compatlble). 

Error Scrubbing 

The 8207/8206 performs error correction during re
fresh cycles (error scrubbing). Since the 8207 must 
refresh RAM, performing error scrubbing during reo 
fresh allows it to be accomplished without additional 
performance penalties. 

Upon detection of a correctable error during refresh, 
the RAM refresh cycle is lengthened slightly to per
mit the 8206 to correct the error and for the correct
ed word to be rewritten Into memory. Uncorrectable 
errors detected during scrubbing are ignored. 

Refresh 

The 8207 provides an internal refresh interval coun
ter and a refresh address counter to allow the 8207 
to refresh memory. The 8207 will refresh 128 rows 
every 2 milliseconds or 256 rows every 4 millisec
onds, which allows all RAM refresh options to be 
supported. In addition, there exists the ability to re
fresh 256 row address locations every 2 millisec
onds via the Refresh Period programming option. 

The 8207 may be programmed for any of four differ
ent refresh options: Internal refresh only, External 
refresh with failsafe protection, External refresh 
without failsafe protection, Burst Refresh mode, or 
no refresh. (See Refresh Options.) 

It is possible to decrease the refresh time interval by 
10%, 20% or 30%. This option allows the 8207 to 
compensate for reduced clock frequencies. Note 
that an additional 5% interval shortening is built-in in 
all refresh interval options to compensate for clock 
variations and non-immediate response to the inter
nally generated refresh request. (See Refresh Peri-
od Options.) . 

External Refresh Requests after 
RESET 

External refresh requests' are. not rec;:ognized by the 
8207 until after it is finished .programming and pre
paring memory for aCCElSs. Memory preparation in
cludes 8 RAM cycles to prepare and ensure proper 
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nous). Differentiated reset is unnecessary when the 
default port synchronization pro,gramming is used. 

The differentiated reset pulse would be shorter than 
the system reset pUlse'by at least the 'programming 
period required by the 8207. The differentiated reset 
pulse first resets the 8207, and system reset would 
reset the rest of the system. While the rest of the 
system is still in reset, the 8207 completes its pro-

210463-15 

Figure 6. Interface to 8206 ~ Input 
when Port A Receive. mK 

, gramming. Figure 7 illustrates a circuit to accomplish 
this task. 

and Port B Receive. Bel( , 

dynamic RAM operation, and memorY initialization if ' , 
error correction is' used. Many dynamic RAMs f8., 
quire this warm-up period for proper operation. The 
time it takes for the 8207 to recognize a requeSt is 
shown below. ' 

Non-ECC Systems: 

TRESP ~ TpROG,+ TpREP 

where: 
T PROG .. (66) (T CLCU ' 

which is programming ~e 

T PFUlP .. (8) (32) (T ~LCU 
which is the RAM wa""!-t:,p time ' 

if TCLCL = 125 ns then TRESP ~ 41 ,""S 

ECC Systems: 

TRESP = TpROG + TPREP + TINIT ' 

if T CLCL = 125 ns then T RESP ::::: 1 sec' 

RESET 

, !' 

(2) 

(3} 

" 

(5) 

RESET is an asynchrono!ls input, tIle fall!",g edge of 
Which is used by the 8207 tQ directly I!8mple to logic 
levels of the PCTLA, PCTlB, RFRO, and POI inputs. 
The Internally synchronized failing edge of RESET is 
used to begin programming operations (shifting in 
the contents' of the external shift register into th~ 
POI input). ' 

Until programmirlg is complete the' 8207 registers 
/:Jut does not respond to command or status inputS. 
A simple means of preventing commands or S1Stus 
f~om occurring during this period Is to differentiate 
the system reset pulse to obtain a small~ feset 
pulse for the 8207. The total time of the reset pulse 
and the 8207 programming time must be less than C 

the time before the first command, in systems that 
alter the default port synchronization programming 
bits (default· is Port A synchronous, Port B asynchro-

, '; !~, ',\ , 

Within fOur clocks after RESET goes active, all the 
8207 outputs will go high, except for PSEN, WE, and' 
AOO-2,which will go low. 
': ' 

OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Progr~mmlllSJ:the 8207 
The 8207 is programmed ,after reset. On the falling 
edge of RESET, the logiq-states of sever,al input pins 
are latched internally. Ttie'falling edge of RESET ac-, 
tual/y performs the latching, which means that the 
logic levels on the~e inputs must be stable prior to 
that time. TM inputs whose logic levels are latched 
afthe end of reset are .the ,PCTLA, peTlB, REFRO, 
and POI pins. Figure 8 shows the necessary timing 

, .lor programming the 8207,' 

svsT!.!1 I 
, REsE..!.I L.-iJri:=.1 1,,--... , 
, , 82071 ' 
, ,RESET 1 ..,;' ____ _ 

sYsTEM 
flESET 

NOTES: 

210463-16 
tl Programming Time of 8207 

, Differentiated Reset 

8207 

RESET 

210463-17 

1. Required only when the port synchronization options 
(SA & SB) are altered from. their initial default values. 
2. Vee must bfI stable before system reset Is activated 
when using this circuit ", 

Figura 7. 8207 Differentiated Re.et Circuit 

;' t'-
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NOTES: 
TRTVCL-Reset is an asynchronous input, if reset occurs before T 1, then it is guaranteed to be recognized. 
TPGVCL-Minimum POI valid time prior to reset going low. 
TCLPC-MtlX/PCLK delay. 
TLOAD-Asynchronous load data propagation delay. 

Figure 8. Timing illustrating External Shift Register Requirements for Programming the 8207 

Status/Command Mode 
.' , 

The two processor ports of the 8207 are configured 
by the states of the PCTLA and PCTLB pins. Which 
interface is selected depends on the state of the 
individual port's PCTL pin at the end of reset. If 
PCTL is high at the end of the reset, the 8086 Status 
interface is selected; if it is low, then the Command 
interface is selected. . 

The status lines of the 80286 are similar in code and 
timing to the Multibus command lines, while the 
status code and timing of the 8086 and 8088 are 
identical to those of the 80186 and 80188 (ignoring 
the differences in clock duty cycle). Thus there ex
ists two interface configurations, one for the 80286 
status or Multibus memory commands, which is 
called the Command interface, and one for 8086, 
8088,80186 or 80188 status, called the 8086 Status 
interface. The Command interface can also directly 
interface to the command lines of the bus controllers 
for the 8086, 8088, 80186 and the 80286. 

The 8086 Status interface allows direct decoding of 
the status of the iAPX 86, iAPX 88, iAPX 186 ,and the 
iAPX 188. Table 3 shows how the status lines are 
decoded. While in the Command mode the iAPX 286 
status can be directly decoded. Microprocessor bus 
controller read or write commands or Multibus com
mands can also be directed to the 8207 when in 
Command mode. . 

. , . 
Refresh Options 

Immediately after system reset, the state of the 
REFRQ input pin is examined. If REFRQ is high,the 
8207 provides the user with the choice between 
self-refresh or user-generated refresh with failsafe 
protection. Failsafe protection guarantees that if the 
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Table 3A. Status Coding of 
8086,80186 and 80286 

Status Code Function 

S2 51 SO 8086180186 80286 

0 0 0 Interrupt Interrupt 

0 0 1 1/0 Read 1/0 Read 

0 1 0 110 Write I/O Write 

0 1 1 Halt Idle 

1 0 0 Instruction Fetch Halt 

1 0 1 Memory Read Memory Read 

1 1 0 Memory Write Memory Write 

1 1 1 Idle Idle 

Table 3B. 8207 Response 

8207 Function 
Command 

8086/80186 80286 Status or 
PCTL RD WR Status Command 

Interface Interface 

0 0 0 Ignore Ignore' 
0 0 1 Ignore Read 
0 1 0 Ignore Write 
0 1 1 Ignore Ignore' 
1 0 0 Read Ignore 
1 0 1 Read Inhibit 
1 1 0 Write Inhibit 
1 1 1 Ignore Ignore 

°lllegal with CFS = 0 
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user does not come back with another refresh re
quest before the internal refresh interval counter 
times out, a refresh request will be automatically 
generated. If the REFRQ pin is low immediately after 
a reset, the 8207 is programmed iii a non-failsafe 
refresh mode. In this mode the refresh cycle is initia
ted only upon receipt of an external refresh request. 
The user has the choice of a single external refresh 
cycle, burst refresh or no refresh. 

Internal Refresh Only 

For the 8207 to generate internal refresh requests, it 
is necessary only to strap the REFRQ input pin high. 

External Refresh with Failsafe 

To allow user-generated refresh requests with fail
safe protection, it is necessary to hold the REFRQ 
input high until after reset. Thereafter, a low-to-high 
transition on this input causes a refresh request to 
be generated and the internal refresh interval coun
ter to be reset. A high-to-Iqw transition has no effect 
on the 8207. A refresh request is not recognized 
until a previous request has been serviced. 

External Refresh without Failsafe 

To generate single external refresh requests without 
failsafe protection, it is necessary to hold REFRQ 
low until after reset. Thereafter, bringing REFRQ 
high for one clock period causes refresh request to 
be generated. A refresh request is not recognized 
unitl a previous request has been serviced. 

Burst Refresh 

Burst refresh is implemented through the same pro
cedure as a single external refresh without failsafe 
(Le., REFRQ is kept low until after reset). Thereafter, 
bringingREFRQ high for at least two clock periods 
causes a burst of up to 128 row address locations to 
be refreshed. 

The EGG-configured systems, 128 locations are 
scrubbed. Any refresh request is not recognized until 
a previous request has been serviced (Le., burst 
completed). 

No Refresh 

It is necessary to hold REFRQ low until after reset. 
This is the same as programming External Refresh 
without Failsafe. No refresh is accomplished by 
keeping REFRQ low. 
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Option Program Data Word 

The program data wqrd consists of 16 program da~a 
bits, POO-P015. If the first program data bit shifted 
into the 8207 (POO) is set· to· logic 1, the 8207 is 
configured to support EGG. l1it is logic 0, the.8207 is 
configured to support a. non-EGG system. The re
maining bits, P01-P015, may then be programmed 
to optimize a selected configuration. Figures 9 and 
10 show the Program words for non-EGG and EGG 
operation. 

Using an External Shift Register 

The 8207 may be configl,lred to use an external shift 
register with asynchronous load capability such as a 
74LS165. The reset pulse serves to parallel load the 
shift register and the 8207 supplies the clocking sig
nal to shift the dat(i in. Figure 11 shows a sample 
circuit diagram of an external shift. register circuit. 

Serial data is shifted into the 8207 via the POI pin 
(57), and clock is provided by the MUX/PGLK pin 
(12), which generates a total of16 clock pulses. Af
ter programming is complete, data appearing at the 
input of the POI pin is ignored. MUX/PGLK is a dual
function pin. During programming, it serves to clock 
the external shift register, and after programming is 
completed, it reverts to a MUXconrol pin. As the pin 
changes state to select different port addresses, it 
continues to clock the shift register. This does not 
present a problem because .data at thePql pin is 
ignored after programmin,g. Figure 8 illustrates the 
timing requirements of the shift register circuitry. 

ECC Mode (ECC Program Bit) 

The state of POI (Program Data In) pin at reset de
termines whether the system is an EGG or non-EGG 
configuration. It is used internally by the 8207 to be
gin configuring timing circ\lits, even before program
ming is completely finished. The 8207 then begins 
programming the rest of the options. 

Default Programming Options 

After reset, the 8207 serially shifts in a program data 
word via the POI pin. This pin may be strapped either 
high or low, or connected to an external shift regis
ter. Strapping POI high causes the 8207 to default to 
a particular system configuration with error c()rrec
tion, and strapping it low causes the 8207 to default 
to a particular system configuration without error 
correction. Table 4 shows the default configurations. 
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PD15 PD8 PD7 PD~ 

I 0 lolTM 11PJ5Rlm1EXTlml CIO I CI1 ImIRBOlmlei=SIS8ISAI 0 I 
Program 

Name Polarity IFunctlon 
Data Bit 

PD~ ECC ECC = 0 For Non-ECC Mode 

PD1 SA SA= 0 Port A is Synchronous 
SA = 1 Port A is Asnychronous 

PD2 S8 S8 = 0 Port 8 is Asynchronous 
S8 = 1 Port 8 is Synchronous 

PD3 CI!S CI!S = 0 Fast-Cycle iAPX 286 Mode 
'OFS = 1 Slow-Cycle iAPX 86 Mode 

PD4 RFS m = 0 FastRAM 
Ri=S= 1 SlowRAM 

PD5 ABO RAM 8ank Occupancy 
PD6 m See Table 2 

PD7 CI1 Count Interval 8it 1; see Table 6 
PD8 CIO Count Interval 8it 0; see Table 6 

PD9 m J5[5 = 0 Long Refresh Period 
PIS = 1 Short Refresh Period 

PD10 EXT EXT = 0 Not Extended 
EXT = 1 Extended 

PD11 FI=S FFS=o Fast CPU Frequency 
FI=S=1 Slow CPU Frequency 

PD12 PPR PPR = 0 Most Recently Used Port Priority 
PPR = 1 Port A Preferred Priority 

PD13 TM1 TM1 = 0 Test Mode 1 Off 
TM1 = 1 Test Mode 1 Enabled 

PD14 0 Reserved, Must be Zero 

PD15 0 Reserved, Must be Zero 

Figure 9. Non-ECC Mode Program Data WOrd 
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PD15 PD8 PD7 PDO 

I TM2IRB1,IRBOlppRI'FFslmlpLsl ClO I errlxBtXAIFiFS\CFSlss\SAI 1 I 
Program 

Name Polarity/Function 
Data Bit 

PD~ ECC ' ECC = 1 ECC Mode 

PD1 SA SA = 0 Port A Asynchronous 
SA = 1 Port A Synchronous 

PD2 SS SS= 0 Port B Synchronous 
sg = 1 Port B Asynchronous 

PD3 CFS CFS = 0 Slow-Cycle iAPX 86 Mode 
CFS = 1 Fast-Cycle iAPX 286 Mode 

PD4 RFS RFS = 0 Slow RAM 
RFS = 1 Fast RAM 

PD5 XA XA = 0 MUL TIBUS-Compatible ACKA 
XA = 1 Advanced ACKA Not 

Multibus-Compatible 

PD6 XB Advanced ACKB Not Multibus-Compatible 
XB = 1 Multibus-Compatible ACKB 

PD7 err Count Interval Bit 1; see Table 6 
PD8 rna Count Interval Bit 0; see Table 6 

PD9 PLS PLS = 0 Short Refresh Period 
PLS 7" 1 Long Refresh Period 

PD10 m EXT = 0 Master and Slave EDCU 
EXT = 1 Master EDCU Only 

PD11 FFS FFS = 0 Slow CPU Frequency 
FFS = 1 Fast CPU Frequency 

PD12 PPR PPR == 0 Port A Preferred Priority 
PPR ,= ,1 Most R~ently Used Port Priority, 

PD13 RBO RAM Bank Occupancy 
PD14 RB1 See Table 2' 

PD15 TM2 TM2 = 0 Test Mode 2 Enabled 
iM1 = 1 Test Mode ::i Off 

Figure 10. ECC Mode Program Data Word 
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Figure 11. External Shift Register Interface 

Table 4A. Default Non-ECC Programming, 
, PDI Pin (57) Tied to Ground 

Port A is Synchronous (EMORA and XAOKA) 

Port B is Asynchronous (LAAOKB an~ XAOKB) 

Fast-Cycle Processor Interface (iAPX 286) 

Fast RAM 

Refresh Interval uses 236 Clocks 

128 Row R~fresh in 2 ms; 256 Row Refresh in 4 ms 

Fast Processor Clock Frequency (16 MHz) 

"Most,Recently Used" Priority Scheme 

4 RAM banks occupied 

Table 4B. Default ECC Programming, 
PDI Pin (57) Tied to Vee 

Port A is Synchronous 

Port B is Asynchronous 

Fast-Cycle Processor Interface (iAPX 286) 

Fast RAM 

Port A has EMCKA strobe (non-multibus) 

Port B has XACKB strobe (multibus) 

Refresh inte,rval uses 236 clocks 

128 Row refresh in 2 ms; 256 Row refresh, in 4 ms 

Master EoCU only (16-bit system) 

Fast 'Processor Clock Frequency (16 MHz) 

"Most Recently Used" Priority Scheme 

4 RAM banks ocuppied 

8207 
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If further system flexibility is needed, one or two ex
ternal shift registers can be used to tailor the 8207 to 
its operating environment. 

Synchronousl Asynchronous Mode 
(SA and SB Program Bits) 

Each port of the 8207 may be independently config
ured to acce...Et s~hronous or asynchronous ~ 
commands (Ro, WR, PCTL) and Port Enable (PE) 
via the program bits SA and SB. The state of the SA 
and SB programming bits determine whethe~ their 
associated ports are synchronous or asynchronous. 

While a port may be configured with either the 
Status or Command interface in the synchronous 
mode, certain restrictions exist in the asynchronous 
mode. An asynchronous Command interface using 
the control lines of the Multibus is supported, and an 
asynchronous 8086 interface, using the control lines 
of the 8086 is supported, with the use of TTL gates 
as illustrated in Figure 2. In the 8086 case, the TTL 
gates' are needed to guarantee that status does not 
appear at the 8207's inputs too much before ad
dress, so that a cycle would start before address 
was valid. 

Microprocessor Clock Frequency 
Option (CFS and FFS Program Bits) 

The 8207 can be programmed to interface with 
slow-cycle microprocessors like the 8086, 8088, 
81088 and 80186 or fast-cycle microprocessors like 
the 80286. The CFS bit configures the microproces
sor interface to accept slow or fast cycle Signals 
from either microprocessor group. 

The FFS bit is used to select the speed of the micro
processor clock: Table 5 shows the various micro
processor clock frequency options that can be pro
grammed. 

Table 5. Microprocessor 
Clock Frequency Options 

Program Bits 
Processor Clock 

CFS FFS Frequency 

0 ,0 iAPX86, ~ 6 MHz 
88, 186, 188 

0 1 iAPX86, > 6MHz 
88,186,188 

1 0 iAPX286 ~12 MHz 

1 1 iAPX286 >12 MHz 
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The external clock frequency must be programmed 
so that the failsafe refresh repetition Circuitry· can 
adjust its internal timing accordingly to produce a 
refresh request as programmed. 

RAM Speed Option (RFS Program Bit) 

The RAM Speed programming option determines 
whether. RAM timing will be optimized for a fast or 
slow RAM. 

Refresh Period Options 
(CIO, Cit and PLS Program Blta) 

The 8207 refreshes with either 128 rows every 2 
milliseconds or 256 rows every 4 milliseconds. This 
translates to one refresh cycle being executed ap
proximately once every 15.6 microseconds. This 
rate can be changed to 256 rows every 2 millisec· 
onds or a refresh approximately once every 7.8 mi· 
croseconds via the Period Long/Short, program bit 
PLS, programming option. The 7.8 microsecond reo 
fresh request ·rate is intended for those RAMs, 64K 
ar:ld above, which may require a faster refresh rate. 

In addition to PLS program option, two other pro· 
gramming bits for refresh exist: Count Interval 0 
(CIO) and Count Interval 1 (CI1). These two program· 
ming bits allow· the rate at which refresh requests 
are generated to be increased in order to permit reo 
fresh requests to be generated close to the same 
15.6 or 7.8 microsecond period when the 8207 is 
operating at reduced frequencies. The interval be-

.tween refreshes is decr!tased by 0%,10%,20%, or 
30% as a function of how the count interval bits are 
programmed. A 5% guardband is l:1uilt·ln to allow for 
any clock. frequency variations. Table 6 shows the 
refresh period options available. 

The numbers tabulated un~r Count Interval repre· 
sent the number of clock periods between internal 
refresh requests. The percentages in parentheses 
represent the decrease in the interval between reo 
fresh requests. Note that all intervals have a built·in 
5% (apprOximately) safety factor to compensate for 
minor clock frequency deviations and non·immedi· 
ate response to internal refresh requests. 

Extend Option (EXT Program Bit) 

The Extend option lengthens the memory cycle to 
allow . longer access time which may be required by 
the system. Extend alters the RAM timing to com· 
pensate for increased loading on the Rowand Col· 
umn Address Strobes, and in the multiplexed Ad· 
dress Out lines. 

Port Priority Option and Arbitration' 
(PPR Program Bit) . 

The 8207 has to internally arbitrate among three 
ports: Port A, Port B and Port C-the refresh port. 
Port C Is an internal port dedicated to servicing reo 
fresh requests, whether they are generated internal· 
Iy by the refresh interval counter, or externally by the 
user. Two arbitration approaches are available via 

Table 6. Refresh Count Interval Table 

Ref, 
COunt Interval C11, CIO 
(8207 Clock Periods) 

Period CFS PL$ FFS 
(,...s) 00 01 10 11 

(0%) (10%) (20%) (30,%) 

15.6 1 1 1 236 212 188 164 

7.8 1 0 1 118 106 94 82 

15.6 1 1 0 148 132 116 100 

7.8 t 0 0 74 66 58 50 

15.6 0 1 1 118 106 94 82 

7.8 0 0 1 59 53 47 41 

15.6 0 1 0 74 66 58 50 

7.8 0' ' 
, 

0 0 37 33 29 25 

NOTE: , 
Refresh period '" clock period x refresh count interval. 
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the Port Priority programming option, program bit 
PPR. PPR determines whether the most recently 
used port will remain selected (PPR "" 1) or whether 
Port A will be· favored or preferred O,ver Port B 
(PPR = 0). 

A port is selected if the arbiter has given the select
ed port direct access to the timing generators. The 
front-end logic, which includes the arbiter, is de
signed to operate in parallel with the selected port. 
Thus a request on the selected port is serviced im
mediately. In contrast, an unselected port only has 
access to the timing generators through the front
end logic. Before a RAM cycle can start for an unse
lected port, that port must first become selected 
(i.e., the MUX output now gates that port's address 
into the 8207 in the case of Port A or B). Also, in 
order to allow its address to stabilize, a newly select
ed port's first RAM cycle is started by the front-end 
logic. Therefore, the selected port has direct access 
to the timing generators. What all this means is that 
a request on a selected port is started immediately, 
while a request on an unselected port is started two 
to three clock periods after the request, assuming 

that the other two ports are idle. Under normal oper
ating conditions, this arbitration time is hidden be
hind the RAM cycle of the selected port so that as 
soon as the present cycle is over a new cycle is 
started. Table 7 lists the arbitration rules for both 
options. 

Port LOCK Function 

The LOCK function provides each port with the abili
ty to obtain uninterrupted access to a critical region 
of memory and, thereby, to guarantee that the oppo
site port cannot "sneak in" and read from or write to 
the critical region prematurely. 

Only one LOCK pin is present and is multiplexed 
between the two ports as follows: when MUX is high, 
the 8207 treats the LOCK input as originating at 
PORT A, while when MUX is low, the 8207 treats 
LOCK as originating at PORT B. When the 8207 rec
ognizes a LOCK, the MUX output will remain pOinted 
to the locking port until LOCK is deactivated. Re
fresh is not affected by LOCK and can occur during 
a locked memory cycle. 

Table 7. The Arbitration Rules for the Most Recently Used Port Priority 
and for Port A Priority Options Are As Follows: 

1. If only one port requests service, then that port-if not already selected-becomes 
selected. 

2a. When no service requests are pending, the last selected processor port (Port A or B) will 
remain selected. (Most Recently Used Port Priority Option.) 

2b. When no service requests are pending, Port A is selected whether it requests service or 
not. (Port A Priority Option.) 

3. During reset initialization only Port C, the refresh port, is selected. 

4. If no processor requests are pending after reset initialization, Port A will be selected. 

5b. If Ports A and B simultaneously(") request service while Port C is selected, then the next 
port to be selected is Port A. (Port A Priority Option.) 

6. If a port simultaneously requests service with the currently selected port, service is granted 
to the selected port. 

7. The MUX output remains in its last state whenever Port C is selected. 

8. If Port C and either Port A or Port B (or both) simultaneously request service, then service 
is granted to the requester whose port is already selected. If the selected port is not 
requesting service, then service is granted to Port C. 

9. If during the servicing .of one port, the oth~r port requests service before or simultaneously 
with the refresh port, the refresh port is selected. A new port is not selected before the 
presently selected port is deactivated. 

10. Activating LOCK will mask off service requests from Port B if the MUX output is high, or 
from Port A if the MUX output is low. 

NOTE: 
·By "simultaneous" it is meant that two or more requests are valid at the clock edge at which the internal arbiter samples 
them. 
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Dual-Port Considerations 
For both ports to be operated synchronously, sever
al conditions must be met. The processors must be 
the same type (Fast or Slow Cycle) as defined by 
Table 8 and they must have synchronized clocks. 
Also when processor types are mixed, even though 
the clocks may be in phase, one frequency may be 
twice that of the other. So to run both ports synChro
nous using the status interface, the processors must 
have related timings (both phase and frequency). If 
these conditions cannot be met, then one port must 
run synchronous and the other asynchronous. 

Figure 3 illustrates an example of dual-port opera
tion using the processors in the slow cycle group. 
Note the use of cross-coupled NAND gates at the 
MUX output for minimizing contention between the 

NOTE: . 

two latches, and the use of flip flops on the status 
lines of the asynchronous processor for delaying the 
status and thereby guaranteeing RAS will not be is
sued, even in the worst case, until address is valid. 

Processor Timing 

In order to run without wait states, AACK must be 
used and connected to the SRDY input of the appro
priate bus controller. AACK is issued relative to a 
point within the RAM cycle and has no fixed relation
ship to the processor's request. The timing is such, 
however, that the processor will run without wait 
states, barring refresh cycles, bank precharge, and 
RAM accesses from the other port. In non-ECC fast 
cycle, fast RAM. non-extended configurations 
(80286). AACK is issued on the next falling edge of 

1. The RAS and CAS shOwn in figure are different banks being accessed. 

F1gure 14. iAPX286/8207 Synchronous-Status Timing Programmed in 
non~ECC Mode, CO Configuration (Read Cycle) 
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the clock after the edge that issues RAS. In non
ECC, slow cycle, non-extended, or extended with 
fast RAM cycle configurations (8086, 80188, 80186), 
~ is issued on the same clock cycle that issues 
RAS. FacT< 14 illustrates the timing relationship be
tween , the RAM cycle, and the processor cy
cle for several different situations. 

Port Enable (fiE) setup time requirements depend 
on whether the associated port is configured for syn
chronous or asynchronous fast or slow cycle o~a
tion. In a synchronous fast cycle configuration, PE is 
required to be setup to the same clock edge as the 
status or commands. If i5E is true (low), a RAM cycle 
is started; if not, the cycle is aborted. The memory 
~Ie will only begin when both valid signals (PE and 
RO or WR) are recognized at a particular clock edge. 
In asynchronous operation. PE is required to be set
up to the same clock edge as the internally synchro
nized status or commands. Externally, this allows 

11207 CLK 

the internal synchronization delay to be added to the 
status (or commandHo-PE delay time, thus allowing 
for more external decode time that is available in 
synchronous operation. 

The minimum""!ynchronization delay is the additional 
amount that PE must be held valid. If PE is not held 
valid for the maximum synchronization delay time, it 
is possible that PE will go invalid prior to the status 
or command being synchronized. In such a case the 
8207 aborts the cycle. If a memory cycle intended 
for the 8207 is aborted, then no acknowledge 
(AAeK or ~ is issued and the processor locks 
up in endless wait states. Figure 15 illustrates the 
status (command) timing requirements for synchro
nous and asynchronous systems. Figures 16 and 17 
show a more detailed hook-up of the 8207 to the 
8086 and the 80286, respectively. 

210463-21 

(A) PE Set-Up and Hold Time Requirements tor Fast Cycle, 
Synchronous Operation (80286 CMD/Status) 

8207CLK 

~IS'I'lTUI -------"-" 

(B) J5E Timing Requirements tor Fast or 
Slow Cycle Asynchronous Operation 

. Figure 15· 
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NOTE: 
"These components are not necessary when usillg the 80186. These functions are provided directly by the 80186. 

Figure 16.8086/80186,8207 Single Port Non-ECC Synchronous Systems 

Memory Acknowledge 
(AACK, XACK) 

In system configurations without error correction, 
two memory acknowledge signals per port are sup
plied by the 8207. They are the Advanced Acknowl
edge strobe (AACK) and the Transfer Acknowledge 
strobe (XACK). The CFS programming bit deter
mines for which processor AACKA and AACKB are 
optimized, either 80286 (CFS = 1) or 8086/186 
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(CFS = 0), while the SA and SB programming bits 
optimize AACK for synchronous operation ("early" 
AACK) or asynchronous operation ("late" AACK). 

Bqth the early and late AACK strobes are three 
clocks long for CFS = 1 and two clocks long for 
CFS = o. The XACK strobe is asserted when data is 
valid (for reads) or when data may be removed (for 
writes) and meets the Multibus requirements. XACK 
is removed asynchronously by the command going 
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NOTE: 
While the 8207 does not need the Input addresses latched, AO, BRE must corne from the latched address bus. 

Figure 17.80288 Hook-Up to 8207 Non-ECC Synchronous System-Slngle Port 

inactive. Since in asynchronous fAbit0n the 8207 
removes read data before late or ~ is 
recognized by the CPU, the user must provide for 
data latching in the system until the CPU reads the 
data. In synchronous operation, data latching is un· 
necessary since the 8207 will not remove data until 
the CPU has read it 

In ECC.basedm~stems there is one memory ac· 
knowledge ( or AAeK) per por:t and a program.. 
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mlng bit associated with each acknowledge. ,If the X 
~mming bit is active, the strol)e is configured as 
XACK, while if the bit is inactive, the strobe is config. 
ured as mR. A~ in non-ECC, the SA and S8 pro· 
gramming bits determine whether the mR strobe 
Is early or late (EmR or IAACR>. 

Data will always be valid a fIXed time after the occur
rence of the advanced acknowledge. Table 9 sum· 
marizes the various transfer acknowledge options. 
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Table 8. Processor Interfacel Acknowledge Summary , 
Sync/Asy",c Acknowledge 

Cycle Processor Request Type ' Interface Type 

80286 Status 'Sync EAACK 

80286 Status Async IAACK 
Fast 80286 Command Sync EAACK 
Cycle 80286 Command Async. LAACK 

CFS=1 8086/80186 Status Async I:AACR 
8086/80186 Command Async LAACK 

Multibus Command Async XACK 

8086/80186 Status Sync EAACK 

Slow 8086/80186 Status Async LAACK 

Cycle 8086/80186 Command Sync EAACK 

CFS=O 8086/80186 Command Async LAACK 

Multibus Command Async XACK 

Table 9. Memory Acknowledge Option Summary . 

Synchronous 

Fast Cycle AACK Optimized 
for Local 80286 

Slow Cycle AACK Optimized 
for Local 8086/186 

Test Modes 

Two special test modes exist in the 8207 to facilitate 
testing. Test Mode 1 (non-ECC mode) splits the re
fresh address counter into two separate counters 

, and Test Mode 2 (ECC mode) presets the refresh 
address counter to a value slightly less than rollover. ' 

Test Mode 1 splits the address counter into two. and 
increments both counters simultaneously with each 
refresh address update.' By generating external re
fresh requests, the tester is able to' c~eck for proper 
operation of both cOunters. Once proper indMdual 
count",r operation has been established, the 8207 
must be returned to normal mode and a second test 
performed, to check that the carry from the first 
counter increments the-second counter. The outputs 
of the counters are presented on the address out 
bus with the ,same timing as the row and column 
addresses of Ii nor,mal scrubbing operation. During' 
Test Mode 1, memory initialization is inhibited. since 
the 8207, be'definition, is in non-ECCmode. 

Test Mode 2 sets the internal refresh counter to a 
value slightly less than rollover. During functional 

Asynchronous XACK 

AACK Optimized for Multibus Compatible 
Remote 80286 

AACK Optimized for MultibLJs Compatible 
Remote 8086/186 

testing other than that covered in Test Mode 1, the' 
8207 will normally be set in Test Mode 2. Test Mode 
2 eliminates memory initialization in ECC mode. This 
allows quick examination of the circuitry which 
brings the 8207 out of memory initialization and into 
normal operation. ' 

G~neral System Considerations 

The RASO_3" CASO_3, AOO-8, output buffers were 
deltigned to directly drive ~hQ heavy capacitivf;llQads 
aSSOCiated with dynamic RAM arrays. To keep, tlie 
RAM c/l'iver outputs from ringing e~cessively, in the 
system environment and9ausing noise in bth~r o\lt~ 
put plris it is necessary t6' match 'the output imped
ance of,'the RAM output buffers with th~ RAM array 
by using series resistors and to add series' resistors 
to other control outputs for noise reduction if neces
sary. Each application m~y have different imped
ance characteristics and may r!ilquire different series 
resistance values. The series resistance values 
should be determined for each application. In non
ECC systems unused ECC input pins should be tied 
high or low to improve noise immunity. 
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Figure 19.8207 Pinout Diagram 

Ceramic Pin Grid Array Package Type A 
68-Lead Ceramic Pin Grid Ar~y 

SWAQEDPIN 
STANDOFF 
(4 PLACES) 

.000TYP. 
(1.778) 

Package Type A 

PIN 1ID 

TOP VIEW 
o 680 680 640 620 eoo 580 580 540 52 

o 1 0 2 0670650630610 590 570 550 530 51 

03 04 050049 

0506 \ 048-47 

0708 046045 

09 010 0440 43 

011012 042041 

013014 040039 

015016 038037 

8207 Pin Grid Array (PGA) Pln-Out 

Packaging 

The 8207 is packaged in a 68 lead JEDEC TYpe A 
Leadless Chip Carrier (Lee) and in Pin Grid Array 
(PGA), both' in Ceramic. The package designatjons 
are R and A respectively. 
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eg: R 8207-8 Lee, 8 MHz DRAM Controller 
eg: A 8207·16 PGA, 16 MHz DRAM Controller 

NOTE: 
The pin-out of the PGA is the same as the socket
ed pinout of the Lee. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Ambient Temperature " 
, Under Bias ... ;' ................ - O"C to + 70·C 
Storage Temperature ..••...... -65"C to + 1500,C 
Voltage on Any Pin with 

Re.spect to Ground ......•.....•• -0.5V to + 7V 
PoWer Di~ipation (Note 2) •..•...•.......... ~.5W 

• Notice: Stresses above those listed under '~bso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functiOnsl operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tionsl S8C/.ions of this specification is not impUed. Ex
posure to absolute mtiximum rating condiiions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS Vee = 5.0'lr ±10% for 8207-10, 8207-8; 
TA = O·C to 70"C; Vss = GND; Vcc = 5.0V ±5% for 8207-16 (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Comments 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 +0.8 V 

VIH ' Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee +0.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V (Note 1) 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V (Note 1) 

VROL RAM Output Low Voltag& 0.45 V (Note 1) 

VROH RAM Output High Voltage 2.6 V (Note 1) 

lee Supply Current 455 mA TA = O"C(2) 

ILl Input Leakage Current ±10 p.A OV:S: VIN:S: Vee 

VCL Clock Input Low Voltage -0.5 ±0.6 V 

VCH Clock Input High Voltage 3.8 Vee + 0.5 V 

CIN Input capacitance 20 pF fc = 1 MHz(3) 

NOTE: 
1.IOL = 5 mA and IOH = -0.2 mA (Typically IOL = 10 mA and IOH = -0.88 mAl. WE: IOL = ,8 mAo 
2. These values are expected to improve with conversion to the HMOS'" process in 1987. 
3. Sampled, not 100% tested. 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT(2) 

RRAS - 390 
RCAS = 390 
RAO - 220 
RL = 390 

21046,3-26 

CRAS = 150 pF 
CcAS' = 160 pF 
CAO = 380 pF 
CL = 100 pF 
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A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

=x.4 " 2.0 2.4X=' 
0.45 0.8 0.8 " ----

210463-27 

A.C. Testing inpula (except clock) are driven at 2.4V fOr a LogIC 
"I" and O.45V for a logIC "0" (clock is driven at 4.0V and O.45V 
fOr logIC "1" and "0" respectIVely). Timing meaaurementB are 
made at 2.0V. 2.4V fOr LogIC "1" and 0.8V fOr',Logic "0". 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS 
vcc = 5V ±10% for 8207-8; TA = O·C to 70·C; VCC = +5V±5% for 8207-16 

Measurements made with respect to RASo_3. CASO_3. AOO-8. are a + 2.4V and 0.8V. All other pins are 
measured at 2.0V and 0.8V. All times are ns unless otherwise indicated. Testing done with specified test load .. 

8207-16. ·8 8207-10 
Ref Symbol Parameter Units Notes 

Min Max Min Max 

CLOCK AND PROGRAMMING 

- tF Clock Fall Time 10 10 ns 3 

- tR Clock Rise Time 10 10 ns 3 

1 TClCl Clock Period 8207-16 62.5 200 ns 1 
8207-10 50.0 250 ns 2 
8207-8 125 500 ns 2 

2 TCl Clock low TIme 8207-16 15 180 ns 1 
8207-10 TClCLl2-12 ns 2 
8207-8 TClCLl2-12 ns 2 

3 TCH Clock High Time 8207-16 20 180 ns 1 
8207-10 TClCl/3-3 ns 2 
8207-8 TClCl/3-3 ns 2 

4 TRTVCl Reset to ClK i Setup 20 40 ns 4 

5 TRTH Reset Pulse Width 4TClCl 4TClCl ns 

6 TPGVRTl PCTl, POI, RFRO to 125 125 ns 5 
RESET i Setup 

7 TRTlPGX PCTl,RFRO to 10 10 ns 
RESET i Hold 

8 TClPC PClKfrom 45 45 ns 
ClKi Delay 

9 TPDVCl PDinto 60 60 ns 
ClKi Setup 

10 TClPDX PDinto 40 40 ns 6 
ClKi Hold 

RAM WARM-UP AND INITIALIZATION 

64 TClWZl WZfrom 40 40 ns 7 
ClKi Delay 

SYNCHRONOUS II-P PORT INTERFACE 

11 TPEVCl PE to ClK i Setup 27 27 ns 2 

12 TKVCl RD, WR, ~, PCTl 20 ns 1 
. to ClK i Setup 

13 TClKX RD, WR, PE, PCTl 0 0 ns 
toClKi Hold 

14 TKVCH RD, WR, PCTl to 20 20 ns 2 
ClKt Setup 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
Vee = SV ±10% for 8207-8; TA = O·C to 70"C; Vee = +SV ±S% for 8207·16 

Measurements made with respect to RASo-s, CASo_s, AOO-8, are a + 2.4V and 0.8V. All other pins are 
measured at 2 OV and 0 8V AII,times are ns unless otherwise indicated Testing done with specified test load 

Ref Symbol Parameter 
,8207.18;-8 

Min Max 

8207·10 

Min' Max 
Un,ts Notes 

ASYNCHRONOUS p.P PORT INTERFACE 

15 TRWVCL RD, WFi" 20 20 ns 8,9 
to ClK,!, Setup 

16 TRWl Rn, WR Pulse Width 2TClCl+SO 2TClCl+SO ns 

17 TRWlPEV ~fromRD, CFS=l TClCl-20 ns 1 
WFi",!, Delay CFS=O TClCl-SO TClCl-20 ns 2 

18 TRWlPEX l5E to lW, 2TClCl+SO 2TClCl+SO ns 
WR,!, Hold 

19 TRWlPTV PCTl from 'ffi5, TClCl-SO TClCl-SO ns 2 
WR,!, Delay 

20 TRWlPTX PCTltoRD, 2TClCl+sO 2TClCl+SO ns 2 
WJ=i,!, Hold 

21 TRWlPTV PCTl from m5, 
WR,!, Delay 2TCLCl-20 2TClCl-SO ns 1 

22 TRWlPTX PCTl to 'ffi5, STClCt+SO STClCl+40 ns 1 1 
WJ=i,!, Hold 

RAM INTERFACE 
, , 

2S TAVCl AL,AH,8Sto S5+tASR S5+tASR ns 10 
ClK,!, Setup 

24 TCLAX Al,AH,85to 0 0 I'Is 
ClK,!, Hold 

25 TCllN lEN from S5 ns ,1 
ClK,!, Delay 

26 TClRSl RAS,!, from S5 S5, ns 
ClK,!, Delay 

27 TRCD ~to~ CFS=l TClCl-25 ns 1,14 
Delay CFS=O TClCl/2-25 ns 11,14 

25 ns 

28 TClRSH' AASt from 50 50 ,08 , , ' I 

ClK,!, Delay 

29 TRAH Row AO to CFS=l TClCLl2-11 ns l,lS,15 
AASHoid CFS=O TClCl/4-11 18 ns 11,15 

" 
SO TASR Row AO to RAS Setup '10,18 

Sl TASC Column AO to CFS = 1 0 08 lS,19,20 
~,!, Setup CFS=O 5 5, ns ,13, '19, 20 , 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
Vee = 5V ±10%for8207.8;TA =,O"Cto 70"C; vee = +5V ±5% for 8207·16 

Measurements made with respect toRASoooG, CASO_3, AOO-8, are a +2.4V and 0.8V. All other pins are 
measured at 2.0V and 0.8V. All times are ns unless otherwise indicated. Testing done wHh specified test load. 

" . 'a"-meter 
8207·18,-8 8207·10 

Ref' Symbol 
Mki 

Units Notee 
Max Min Max 

RAM INTERFACE (Continued) 

32 TCAH ColumnAOto (See DRAM Interface Tables) 21 
CAS Hold -

33 TClCSl CAS.!. from TClCLl4+30 TClCLll.8+53 TClCl/4+30 100 ns 11,12 
ClK.!. Delay 

34 TClCSl CAS.!. from 35 40 n8 1 ' 
ClK.!. Delay 

35 TClCSH CASt from 50 50 n8 
ClK.!. Delay 

36 TClW WE from ClK.!. Delay 35 35 n8 

37 TClTKl XACK.!. from 35 35 n8 
ClK.!. Delay 

38 TRWlTKH XACKt from 50 \50 n8 
'Fm t , WA' t Delay ',: 

39 TCLAKl Mrn<t from 35 35 ns 
rn:K.!. Delay 

40 TCLAKH AACK.!. from 50 50 ns 
ClK.!. Delay 

41 TClDl i5BMfrom 35 35 n8 
ClK.!. Delay 

ECCINTERFACE 

42 TWRlFV FWRfrom CFS=l ~TClCl-40 ns 1,22 
WA'.!. Delay CFS=O TClCl+TCl-40 100 n8 2,22 

43 TFVCl FWI!i to ClK.!. Setup '40 30, ns 23 

44 TClFX ~ to ClK.!. Hpld 0 0 n8" 24 

45 TEVCl ~to 20 20 ' n8 25,26 
ClK.!. Setup ," , 

46 TClEX ERROAto 0 0 n8 
ClK.!. Hold 

47 TClRl RtWfrom 40 40 n8 
-- ClK.!. Delay 

, 

48 TClRH R/Wfrom '50 50 n8 
ClK.!. Delay 

49 TCEVCl CE to ClK.!. Setup 20 20 n8 25,27 

50 TClCEX CE to ClK.!. Hold 0 0 n8 

51 TClES mI3from 45 35 ns 
ClK.!. Delay 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
VCC = 5V ±10% for 8207-8; TA = QOC to 70°C; VCC = +5V ±5% for 8207-16 ' 

Measurements made with respect to RASo_3, CASO_3, AOO~8, are a +2.4V and 0.8V.AII other pins are' 
measured at2 OVand 0 8V All times are ns unless otherwise indicated' Testing done with specified test load .' 

8207·16, -8 8207·10 
Ref Symbol Parameter Units Notes 

Min N!ax Min Max 

, PORT SWITCHING AND LOCK 

52 TCLMV MUXfrom 45 45 ns 
ClK.,J.- Delay 

::;3 TCLPNV PSENfrom TCl TCL+35 TCl TCl+35 ns 28 
ClK.,J.- Delay 

54 TCLPSV PSEL from CLK .,J.- 35 35 ns 

55 TLKVCl , LOCK to ClK.,J.- Setup 30 30 ns 30,31 

56 TCllKX lOCK to ClK.,J.- Hold 10 10 ns 30,31 

57 TRWl,lKV lOCK from RD .,J.- , 2TClCl-30 2TCLCl-30 ns 31,32 
WR.,J.- Delay 

58 TRWHLKX LOCK to RD.,J.-, 3TClCL+30 3TClCl+30 ns 31,32 
WR.,J.- Hold 

REFRESH REQUEST' 

59 TAFVCl, RFRO to ClK.,J.- Setup 20 20 ns 

60 TClRFX RFRO to ClK.,J.- Hold 10 10 ns 

61 TFRFH Failsafe AFRO TCLCl+30 TCLCl+30 ns 33 
Pulse Width 

62 TRFXCl Single RFRO Inactive 20 20 ns 34 
to CLK.,J.- Setup 

63 TBRFH Burst RFRO Pulse 2TCLCL+30 2TClCL+30 ns 33 
Width 

NOTES: 
1. Specification when programmed in the Fast Cycle processor mode (iAPX 286 mode). 
2. Specification when programmed in the Slow Cycle processor mode (iAPX 186 mode). 
3. tR and tF are referenced from the 3.5V and 1.0V levels. 
4. RESET is internally synchronized to ClK. Hence a set-up time is required only to guarantee its recognition at a particular 
clock edge. ' 
5. The first programming bit (PDO) is also sampled by RESET going low. 
6. TClPDX is guaranteed if programming data is shifted using PClK. 
7. WZ is issued only in EGC mode. , 
8. TRWVCL is not required for an asynchronous command except to guarantee its recognition at a particular clock edge. 
9. Valid when programmed in either Fast or Slow Cycle mode. 
10. tASR is a user specified parameter and its value should be added accordingly to TAVCL. 
11, When programmed in Slow Cycle mode and 125 ns ,,;; TCLCL < 200 ns. 
12. When programmed In Slow Cycle mode and 200 ns ,,;; TCLCL. 
13. Specification for Test Load conditions. 
14. tRCD (actual) = tRCD {specification) + 0.06 (aCRAS) - 0.6 (aCCAS) where aC = C (test load) - C (actual) in pF 
(These are first order approximations). 
15. tRAH (actual) = tRAH (specification) + 0.06 (aCRAS) - 0.022 (aCAO) where aC = C ,(test load) - C (actual) in pF. 
(These are first order approximations.) 
18. tASR (actual) = ',tASR (specification) + 0.06 (aCAO) - 0.025 (aCRAS) where aC = C (test load) - C (actual) in pF. 
(These are first order approximations.) 
19. IASC (actual) = tASC(specification) + 0.06 (aCAO) - 0.025 (aCcAS) where aC = C (test load) - C (actual) in pF. 
(These are first order approximations.) 
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20. tASC is a function of clock frequency and thus varies with changes in frequency. A minimum value is specified. 
21. See 8207 DRAM Interface Tables 14-18. 
22. TWRLFV is defined for both synchronous and asynchronous FWR. In systems in which FWR is decoded directly from 
the address inputs to the 8207, TCLFV is automatically guaranteed by TCLAV. 
23. TFVCL Is defined for synchronous FWR. 
24. TCLFV is defined for both synchronous and asynchronous 'FWR. In systems in which FWR' is decoded directly from the 
addERR~~uts to the 8207 TCLFV is automatically guaranteed by TCLAV. • 
25. and CE are set-up to CLK.J.. in fast cycle mode and CLK t in slow cycle mode. 
26. EJ!iFirn!i is set-up to the same edge as R/W is referenced to, in RMW cycles. 
27. CE is set-up to the same edge as WE is referencad to in RMW cYcles. 
28. Specification when TCL < 25 ns. 
29. Specification when TCL ~ 25 ns. 
30. Synchronous operation only. Must arrive by the second clock falling edge after the clock edge which recognizes the 
command in order to be effective. 
31. LOCK must be held active for the entire period the opposite port must be locked out. One clock after the release of 
LOCK the opposite port will be able to obtain access to memory. 
32. Asynchronous mode only. In this mode a synchronizer stage is used Internally in the 8207 to synchronize up LOCK. 
iRWLLKV and TRWHLKX are only required for guaranteeing that LOCK will be recognized for the requesting port, but these 
parameters are not required for correct 8207 operation. 
33. TFRFH and TBRFH pertain to asynchronous operation only. 
34. Single RFRQ cannot be supplied asynchronously. 

WAVEFORMS 

CLOCK AND PROGRAMMING TIMINGS 

CLK 

RESET ..::;r::=:::<s~~~ 
PCTL 

REFRQ 

POI 

RAM WARM·UP AND MEMORY INITIALIZATION CYCLES 

CLK ---"\..,F\,../ 

210463-28 

RESET~~~~~ ________ ~~ __ ~~ ____________ -+ __ __ 
iiDCl f' 

M-::;~~'-~'----'~--~~--------~----'~--------------~ 

Wi:J 
£e 

Mi:J ff 
PROGRAMMING 

RESET I 

NOTES: 

FIRST RAM WARM-UP CYCLE 

\ 
LAST RAM~W-:-:AR="'~U=-P-:O'::R---' 
INITIALIZATION CYCLE 

210483-29 

1. When in non-ECC mode or In ECC mode with the TM2 programming bit on, there are no initialization cycles, when in 
ECC mode with TM2 off, the dummy cycles are followed by initialization cycles. 
2. The present example assumes a RAS four clocks long. 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

SYNCHRONOUS PORT INTERFACE 

COMMAND MODEl 
FASH:YCLE 
RD, WII', lIE" 

~~M~&r'DEI --+--+-_ 
PeTL PNHIBIT) 

COMMAND MODEl 
FAST CYCLE 

820,7 

--------------------------------
INTERNAL INHIBIT --'1---;-----'+"---------------

NOTE: 

SLOW CYCLE 
A1:i,WR 

ar'WCYClE 

SLOW CYCLE 
PCTl 

INTERNAL 
CY~lE REQUEST __ --J 

Actual transitions are programmable., Refer to Tables 12 and 13. 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

ASYNCHRONOUS PORT INTERFACE 

CLK 

FAST/SLOW CYCLE 
1m. \Wi 

~~--------~+--------+~ 
~ST/SLOW CYCLE __ +-....,;;;"'-'" 

SLOW CYCLE 
PCTL 

~------------~Q®------~ 
® 

~------=-----4----QD--~--------~ 
f-------@I--__+_~ 

FAST CYCLE 
PCTL (INHIBIT) 

--------------~--~--~------~-----------

FAST CYCLE 
INTERNAL INHIBIT 

INTERNAL 
CYCLE REQUEST 

210463-31 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

RAM INTERFACE TIMING 
ECC AND NON-ECC MODE 

NOTE: 

CLOCK 0 

ClK -./'-

COMMAND 

INTERNAL 
CYCLE REOUEST 

ALO - ALa 
AHo - AHa 
BSo - 851 

LEN 

RAS 

AOo -AOa 

CAS 

WE 

AACK 

DBM 

, 

i-@ -x: -

8207 

~~~ 

/ / 

r---

~ 
]( 

f--@j ~@ 
)L -Z-

f--@--~®-

LeE @ -' 
x: • K 

---@ ~ ® 

--@-

@ 

JI 

®j 
+ 

I 

®j 
.JL 

Actual transitions are programmable. Refer to Tables 12 and 13. 
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~ 
L 

~ 
L 

~ 
~ 

-®j I-@ 
)L 

-9 
L 

~ 
-Z-
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

PORT SWITCHING AND LOCK TIMING 

ClK 

COMMAND 
PORT B 

MUX~PO~R~T-A----~~I~~~~ __ JI 

RAS -----------1\ 
53 

PSEN --------i~-

8207 

PSEl -:P=-::O~R=T":'A--------~F-I ____ p_O_R_T_B ____ -'1 

PORTA 

® 
PORTA 

@ 

lOCK--------~~~--------~~------------~----~ 

FAST CYCLE =-__ ..... 1"1 ... ___ ..... 11 .. ______ ",--__________ _ 
INTERNAL lOCK 
DISABLE 

210463-33 

NOTE: 
Transients during MUX switching. 

REFRESH REQUEST TIMING 

ClK 

~:~~:;~ REFRES=H.:..... __________ ..... 

SINGLE REFRESH REQUEST ________________ " 

?@k f4@ 
------------------~~® ~------------------

BURST REFRESH 
REQUEST 

210463-34 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

ECC INTERFACE TIMING 

CLOCK 0 

ClK ~'"-' 

I~ COMMAND 
(WR) 

INTERNAL 
CYCLE REQUEST 

FAST CYCLE 
FWR 

SLOW CYCLE 
FWR 

ERROR 

R/W 

XACK 

CE 

ESTS 

WE 

-@;t 
)( 

~) 42 ./1 

)[ 

, 

8207 

~~~~~f-

~4: r--
~ ~ 

VALID :x 
~'§-j 

VALID :x 

~ ~6J-

)[ VALID J( 

~ - @I 
\)1. ¥ 

-®i 
\~: ' 2 

@ 
r'- @:-

)[ VAUD 1( 

l~ ~~ 
\'i IY 

~. ~~ . 
7"1 ~ 

210463-35 

NOTES: .. 
1. This parameter is set-up to the falling edge of clOCk. as shown. for fast cy'cle configurations. It is set-up to the rising 
edge o.!..clock if in slow cycte configunttions.~Table 13A shows which clOCk and clock edge these signals are set-up in 
the R/W L column. 
2. CE is set-up to the same edge as WE is referenced to in RMW cycles. 
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CONFIGURATION TIMING CHARTS 

The timing charts that follow are based on 8 basic,system configurations where the 8207 operates. 

Tables 10 and 11 give a description of non-ECC and ECC system configurations based on the 8207's PD~, 
PD3, PD4, POlO and POll programming,bits. 

Table 10. Non-ECC System Configurations 

Non-ECC Mode: PDO = 0 

Timing Conf. CFS(PD3) RFS(PD4) EXT(PD10) FFS(PD11) 

Co iAPX286(0) Fast RAM(O) Not EXT(O) 12 MHz(l) 

Co iAPX286(0) Fast RAM(O) EXT(l) 12 MHz(1) 

Co iAPX286(O) Slow RAM(l) Not EXT(O) 12 MHz(l) 

Co iAPX286(O) Slow RAM(l) EXT(l) 12 MHz(l) 

Co iAPX286(0) Fast RAM(O) Not EXT(O) 16 MHz(O) 

C1 iAPX286(0) Slow RAM(l) Not EXT(O) 16 MHz(O) 

C1 iAPX286(0) Fast RAM(O) EXT(l) 16 MHz(O) 

C2 iAPX286(0) Slow RAM(l) EXT(l) 16 MHz(O) 

C3 iAPX186(1) Fast RAM(O) Not EXT(O) 10,8 MHz(O) 

C3 iAPX186(1) SlowRAM(l) Not EXT(O) 10,8 MHz(O) 

Cs iAPX186(1) Fast RAM(O) EXT(l) 10,8 MHz(O) 

C3 iAPX186(1) Fast RAM(O) Not EXT(O) 6 MHz(1) 

C3 iAPX186(1) Fast RAM(O) EXT(l) 6 MHz(l) 

Cs iAPX186(1) SlowRAM(l) Not EXT(O) 6 MHz(1) 

C3 iAPX186(1) Slow RAM(l) EXT(l) 6MHz(1) 

C4 iAPXl 86(1'). Slow RAM(l) EXT(l) 10,8 MHz(O) 

Table 11. ECC System Configurations 
ECC Mode: PD~ = 1 

Timing Conf. CFS(PD3) RFS(PD4) EXT(PD10) FFS(PD11) 

Co iAPX286(1) SlowRAM(O) MIS EDCU(O) 10 MHz(O) 

Co iAPX286(1) Slow RAM(O) M EDCU(1) 10 MHz(O) 

Co iAPX286(1) Fast RAM(l) MIS EDCU(O) 10 MHz(O) 

Co iAPX286(1) Fast RAM(l) M EDCU(1) 10 MHz(O) 

Co iAPX286(1) Fast RAM(l) M EDCU(l) 16 MHz(1) 

C1 iAPX286(1) Slow RAM(O) M EDCU(1) 16 MHz(l) 

C2 iAPX286(1) Fast RAM(l) MIS EDCU(O) 16 MHz(l) 

C3 iAPX286(1) Slow RAM(O) MIS EDCU(O) 16 MHz(l) 

C4 iAPX186(0) Slow RAM(O) MIS EDCU(O) 6 MHz(O) 

C4 iAPX186(0) Fast RAM(l) MIS EDCU(O) 6 MHz(O) 

C4 iAPX186(0) Slow RAM(O) M EDCU(l) 10,8 MHz(l) 

C4 iAPX186(0) Fast RAM(l) M EDCU(l) 10,8 MHz(l) 

C5 iAPX186(0) SlowRAM(O) MIS EDCU(O) 10,8 MHz(l) 

C5 iAPX186(0) Fast RAM(1) MIS EDCU(O) 10,8 MHz(l) 

Cs iAPX186(0) SlowRAM(O) M EDCU(l) 6 MHz(O) 

Cs iAPX186(0) Fast RAM(l) M EDCU(l) 6 MHz(O) 
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Using the Timing Charts 

The notation used to indicate which clock edge trig
gers an output transition is "n t .. or "n J.. ", where 
un" is the numl:/er of clock periods that have passed 
sinc.e clock 0, the reference clock, and "t'~ refers 
to rising edge and " J.. " to falling edge. A clock peri
od is defined as the interval from a clock falling edge 
to the following falling edge. Clock edges are de
fined as shown below. 

iJ=UL 
(n-1)1 nl nl (n+1)1 (n+1)1 

210463-36 

The clock edges which trigger transitions on each 
8207 output are tabulated in Table 12 for non-ECC 
mode and Table 13 for ECC mode. "H" refers to the 
high-going transition, and "L" to low-going tran
sition; "V" refers to valid, and '''\i'' to non-v~lid. 

Clock 0 is defined as the clock in which the 8207 
begins a memory cycle, either as a result of a port 
request which has just arrived, or of a pol1 request 
which was stored previously but could not be serv
iced at the time of its arrival because the 8207 was 
performing another memory cycle. Clock 0 may be 
identified externally by th!'l leading edge of RAS, 
which is always triggered on 0 J.. . 

Notes for interpreting the timing charts: 

1. PSEL - valid is given as the latest time it can 
occur. It is entirely possible for PSEL to become 
valid before the time given in a refresh cycle. 
PSEL can switch as defined in the chart, but it has 
no bearing on the refresh cycle Itself, but only on 
a subsequent cycle for one of the external ports. 

1-76 

2. LEN -Iow.is givenas.the latest time it can qccur. 
LEN is only activated by port A configured in Fast 
Cycle iAPX286 mode, and thus it is not activated 
by a refresh cycle, although it may be activated by 
port A during a refresh cycle. 

3. ADDRESS- col is the time column address be
comes valid. 

4. In hah-ECC mode the CAS, EAACK, LAACK and 
XACK outputs are not issued during refresh. 

5. In ECC mode there are really seven types of cy
cles: Read without error, read with error, full write, 
partial write without error, partial write with error, 
refresh without error, and refresh with error. 
These cycles may be derived from the timing 
chart as follows: 

A. Read without error: Use row marked 'RD, RF'. 

B. Read with error: Use row marked 'RMW', ex
cept for EAACK and LAACK, which should be 
taken from 'RD, RF'. If the error is uncorrect
able. WE will not be issued. 

C. Full write: Use row marked 'WR'. 

D. Partial write without error: Use row marked 
'RMW', except that DBM and ESTB will not be 
issued. 

E. Partial write with error: Use row marked 'RMW', 
. except that DBM will not be issued. If the error 

is uncorrec(able, WE will not be issued. 

F. Refresh without error: Use row marked 'RD, 
RF', except that ESTB, EAACK, LAACK, and 
XACK will not be issued. 

G. Refresh with error: Use row marked 'RMW', 
except that EAACK, LAACK, ESTB, and XACK 
will not be issued. If the error is uncorrectable 
WE will not be issued. 

6. XACK - high is reset asynchronously by com
mand going inactive and not by a clock edge. 

7. MUX - valid is given as the latest time it can oc
cur. 
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Table 12A. Timing Chart-Non-ECC Mode 
PSEN PSEL tiIM LEN RAS CAS WE. 

Cn, Cycle H L V iI 'L H L H L H L H H L 

Co 
RD,RF oJ. 3J,. oJ. 4J,. oJ. 4J,. oJ. 2J,. oJ. 3J,. 1J,. 4J,. 

WR oJ. 4J,. oJ. sJ,. oJ. 2J,. oJ. sJ,. 1J,. sJ,. 2J,. sJ,. 

C1 
RD,RF oJ. sJ,. oJ. ,s J,. oJ. sJ,. oJ. 2J,. oJ. 4J,. 1J,. sJ,. 

WR OJ. 4J,. OJ. sJ,. OJ. 2J,. OJ. sJ,. 1J,. sJ,. 2J,. sJ,. 

C2 
RD,RF OJ. sJ,. OJ. sJ,. OJ. sJ,. OJ. 2J,. OJ. 4J,. 1J,. sJ,. 

WR OJ. 4J,. OJ. sJ,. OJ. 2J,. OJ. sJ,. 1J,. sJ,. 2J,. sJ,. 

C3 
RD,RF OJ. 2J,. OJ. 3J,. OJ. 3J,. OJ. 3J,. OJ. 3J,. 

WR OJ. 3J,. OJ. 4J,. OJ. 4J,. OJ. 4J,. 2t 4J,. 

C4 
RD,RF OJ. 3J,. OJ. 4J,. OJ. 4J,. OJ. 4J,. OJ. 4J,. 

WR OJ. 3J,. OJ. 4J,. OJ. 4J,. OJ. 4J,. 2t 4J,. 

Table 12B. Timing Chart-Non-ECC Mode 
Col Addr EAACK ~ XACK MUX 

Cn Cycle V ii, L H L H L H V V 

Co 
RD,RF OJ. 2J,. 1J,. 4J,. 2J,. sJ,. 3J,. Rl5 -2J,. 2J,. 

WR OJ. 2J,. 1J,. 4J,. 1J,. 4J,. 3J,. ~ -2J,. 2J,. 

C1 RD,RF OJ. 3J,. 2J,. sJ,. 2J,. sJ,. 4J,. Rl5 -2J,. 2J,. 
WR OJ. 3J,. 1J,. 4J,. 1J,. 4J,. 3J,. iNA -2J,. 2J,. 

C2 RD,RF oJ. 3J,., 2J,. sJ,. 3J,. sJ,. 4J,. RD -2J,. 2J,. 
WR oJ. 3J,. 1J,. 4J,. 1J,. 4J,. 3J,. iNA -2J,. 2J,. 

~ 
RD,RF oJ. 2J,. oJ. 2J,. 1J,. 3J,. 2J,. AD -1J,. 2J,. 

WR oJ. 2J,. oJ. 2J,. 1t 3t 2J,. iNA -1J,. 2J,. 

C4 RD,RF oJ. 2J,. 1J,. 3J,. 1J,. 3J,. 3t RD -1J,. 2J,. 
WR oJ. 2J,. OJ,. 2J,. 1t 3t 2J,. iNA -1J,. 2J,. 
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t9 .!8 t9 .!c: t9 to t9 to t9 to t9 to tv to MVIII::I 

tv .!c: tv .! ~ tv to tv to tv to t8 to I::IM 9:) 

tv to t8 to tv to tv to t8 to :11::1'01::1 

tL .!9 tL .!8 tL to tL to tL to tL to t9 to MVIII::I 

t9 .!8 t9 .! ~ t9 to t9 to t9 to tv to I::IM 9:) 

tv to t8 to tv to tv to t8 to :11::1 '01::1 

tL .!9 tL .!8 tL to tL to tL to tL to t9 to MVIII::I 

t9 .!8 t9 .!~ t9 to t9 to t9 to tv to I::IM v:) 

tv to t8 to tv to tv to t8 to :11::1 '01::1 

t ~~ t9 t ~~ t9 t ~ ~ t~ t ~~ to tc: to t ~ ~ to t. ~~ to to~ to MVIII::I 

tL tv tL t~ tL t~ tL to tc: to tL to t9 to I::IM €:) 

tL t~ t9 to tc: to tL to tL to t9 to :11::1 '01::1 

1: ~ ~ t8 t ~~ t9 t ~ ~ t ~ t ~~ to tc: to t ~~ to t ~~ to to~ to MVIII::I 

tL tv tL t~ tL t ~ tL to tc: to tL to t9 to I::IM G:) 

tL t~ t9 to tc: to tL to tL to t9 to :11::1'01::1 

t6 t9 t6 tv t6 t~ t6 to tc: to t6 to t6 to t8 to MVIII::I 

t9 t8 t9 t ~ t9 t~ t9 to tc: to t9 to t9 to I::IM '::l 

t9 t~ tv to tc: to t9 to t9 to t9 to :11::1'01::1 

t6 t9 t6 tv t6 t~ 1'6 to tc: to t6 to t6 to i8 to MVIII::I 

t.9 t8 t9 t ~ t9 t~ t9 to tc: to t9 to t9 to I::IM 0:) 

t9. t~ tv to tc: to t9 to t9 to t9 to :lI::l'OI::l 
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Table 13B. Timing Chart-ECC Mode 

Col Addr Em EAACK LAACK XACK MUX 

Cn Cycle V V L H L H L H L H V V 

RD,RF OJ.. 2J,. 2J,. sJ,. aJ,. 6J,. 4J,. RD -2J,. 2J,. 
Co WR OJ.. 2J,. 2J,. sJ,. 2J,. sJ,. 4J,. WR ~2J,. 2J,. 

RMW OJ... 2J,. 6J,. aJ,. sJ,. aJ,. sJ,. aJ,. 7J,. WR -2J,. 2J,. 
RD,RF OJ.. aJ,. aJ,. 6J,. aJ,. 6J,. 4J,. RD -2J,. 2J,. 

C1 WR OJ.. aJ,. 2J,. sJ,. 2J,. sJ,. 4J,. WR -2J,. 2J,. 
RMW OJ.. aJ,. 6J,. aJ,. sJ,. aJ,. sJ,. aJ,. 7J,. WR -2J,. 2J,. 

RD,RF OJ.. aJ,. 4J,. 7J,. 4J,. 7J,. sJ,. RD -2J,. 2J,. 
C2 WR OJ.. aJ,. aJ,. 6J,. aJ,. 6J,. sJ,. WR -2J,. 2J,. 

RMW OJ.. aJ,. aJ,. 10J,. 7J,. 10J,. 7J,. 10 J,. 9J,. WR -2J,. 2J,. 
RD,RF OJ.. aJ,. 4J,. 7J,. sJ,. aJ,. sJ,. RD -2J,. 2J,. 

C3 WR OJ.. aJ,. aJ,. 6J,. aJ,. 6J,. sJ,. WR -2J,. 2J,. 
RMW OJ.. aJ,. aJ,. 10J,. 7J,. 10J,. 7J,. 10J,. 9J,. WR -2J,. 2J,. 

RD,RF OJ.. 2J,. 1J,. aJ,. 2f '4f af RD -1J,. 2J,. 
C4 WR OJ.. 2J,. 1J,. aJ,. 2f 4f aJ,. WR -1J,. 2J,. 

RMW OJ.. 2J,. sf 6f aJ,. sJ,. . 4f 6f sJ,. WR -1J,. 2J,. 
RD,RF oJ.. 2J,. 2J,. 4J,. af sf af RD -1J,. 2J,. 

C5 WR oJ.. 2J,. 1J,. aJ,. 2f 4f aJ, WR -1J,. 2J,. 
RMW ~J,. 2J,. sf 6f aJ,. sJ,. 4f 6f sJ,. WR -1J,. 2J,. 

RD,RF oJ.. 2J,. 1J,. aJ,. 1f af 2f RD -1J,. 2J,. 
C2 WR oJ.. 2J,. 1J,. aJ,. 1f af 2J,. WR -1J,. 2J,. 

RMW oJ.. 2J,. af 4f 1J,. aJ,. 2f 4f aJ,. WR -1J,. 2J,. 
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8207-DRAM Interface Parameter 
Equations 

8~07 

READ & REFRESH CYCLES 

tRCH: WE always goes active after CAS goes ac
tive, hence tRCH is guaranteed by tCPN. 

Seyeral DRAM parameters, but not all, are a direct 
function of 8207 timings, and the equations for these 
parameters are given in the following tables. The fol
lowing is a list of those DRAM parameters which 
have NOT been included in the following tables, with 
an explanation for their exclusion. 

WRITE CYCLE 

tRC: guaranteed by tRWC. 

tRAS: guaranteed by tRRW. 

tCAS: guaranteed by tCRW. . 
READ, WRITE, READ-MODiFY-WRITE & 
REFRESH CYCLES 

tRAC: response parameter. 

tCAC: response parameter. 

tREF: See "Refresh Period Options" 

tWCS: WE always activated after CAS is activat
ed, except in memory initialization, henc~ 
tWCS is always negative (this is important 
for RMW only) except in memory initializa
tion; in memory initialization tWCS is posi
tive and has several clocks of margin. 

tCRP: must be met only if CAS-only cycles, which 
tDS: system-dependent parameter. 

tDH: system-dependent parameter. do not occur with 8207, exist. 

tRAH: See "A.C. Characteristics" 

tRCD: See "A.C. Characteristics" 

tASC: See "A.C. Characteristics" 

tASR: See "A.C. Characteristics" 

tOFF: response parameter. 

tDHR: system-dependent parameter. 

READ-MODIFY-WRITE CYCLE 

tRWD: don't care in 8207 write cycles, but tabulat
ed for 8207 RMW cycles. 

tCWD: don't care in 8207 write cycles, but tabulat
ed for 8207 RMW cycles. 

Table 14. Non-ECC Mode-RD, RF Cycles 

Parameter 
Fast Cycle Configurations Slow Cycle Configurations 

Notes 
Co C1 C2 Cs C4 

tRP 3TClCl-T26 4TClCl":"T26 4TClCl-T26 2TClCl-T26 2TClCl-T26 1 

tCPN 3TClCL-T35 3TClCl-T35 3TClCl-T35 2.5TClCl - T35 2.5TClCl - T35 1 

tRSH 2TClCl-T34 3TClCl-T34 3TClCL-T34 3TClCl-T34 4TClCl-T34 1 

tCSH 4TClCl-T26 6TClCl-T26 6TClCl-T26 3TClCl-T26 4TClCl-T26 1 

tCAH TClCl-T34 2TClCl-T34 2TClCl-T34 2TClCl-T34 2TClCl-T34 1 

tAR 2TClCL-T26 3TClCl-T26 3TCLCL-T26 2TClCl-T26 2TClCl-T26 1 

tT 3/30 3/30 3/30 3/30 3/30 2 

tRC 6TClCl 8TClCL 8TClCL STClCL 6TClCl 1 

tRAS 3TClCl-T26 4TClCl-T26 4TClCl-T26 3TClCl-T26 4TClCl-T26 1 

tCAS 3TClCl-T34 5TClCL-T34 5TClCL-T34 3TCLCl-T34 4TClCl-T34 1 

tRCS 2TClCL-TCl 2TClCL-TCL 2TClCL-TCl 1.5TClCL - TCl 1.5TCLCL - TCl 1 
-T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF 
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Table 15. Non-ECC Mod ...... WR Cycle 

'arameter 
Fast Cycle COnfiguratIons Slow Cycle ConfiguratIons 

Notes 
Co C1 C2 C3 C4 

tRP 3TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 1 

tCPN 4TCLCt.-T35 4TCLCL-T35 4TCLCL-T35 2.5TCLCL - T35 2.5TCLCL - T35 1 

tRSH 4TCLCL-T34 4TCLCL-T34 4TCLCL-T34 4TCLCL~T34 4TCLCL-T34 1 

tCSH 5TCLCL-T26 5TC[CL-T26 5TCLCL-T26 .4TCLCL-T26 4TCLCL-T26 1 

tCAH TCLCL-T34 2TCLCL - T34' 2TCLCL-T34 2TCLCL-T34 2TCLCL-T34 1 

tAR 2TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 1 

tT 3/30 3/30 3/30 3/30 3/30 2 

tRWC 8TCLCL 8TCLCL 8TCLCL 6TCLCL 6TCLCL 1 

tRRW 5TCLCL.,..T26 5TCLCL-T26 5TCLCL-T26 4TCLCL-T26 4TCLCL-T26 1 

tCRW 4TCLCL-T34 4TCLCL-T34 4TCLCL-T34 4TCLCL-T34 4TCLCL-T34 1 

tWCH 3TCLCL+TCL 3TGLCL+TCL 3TCLCL+TCL 3TCLCL+TCL 3TCLCL+TCL 1,3 -T34 -T34 -T34 -T34 -T34 

tWCR 4TCLCL+TCL 4TCLCL+TCL 4TCLCL+TCL 3TCLCL+TCL 3TCLCL+TCL 1,3 
-T26 ' -T26 ' . -T26 -T26 -T26 

tWP 2TCLCL+TCL 2TCLCL+ TCL 2TCLCL+TCL 2TCLCL-T36 2TCLCL-T36 1 
-T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF -.TBUF -TBUF 

tRWL 3TCLCL-T36 3TCLCL-T36 3TCLCL-T36 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 1 
-TBUF ':"'TBUF -TBUF -T36-TBUF -T3S':"'TBUF 

tCWL 3TCLCL-T36 3TCLCL-T36 3TCLCL-T36 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 1 
-TBUF -TBUF -TBUF -T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF 
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Table 16A. EC.C Mode-AD, RF Cycles 

Parameter 
Fast Cycle. Mode 

Notes 
Co C1 C2 Cs 

tAP 4TCLCL-T26 4TCLCL-T26 4TCLCL-T26 . 4TCLCL - T26 1 

tCPN 3TCLCL-T35 3TCLCL.:..T35 · .STCLCL - T35 . . 3TCLCL - T35 1 

tASH 3TCLCL-T34 3TCI,.CL';'-T34 4TCLCL-T34· 4TCLCL-T34 1 

tCSH 6TCLCL-T26 6TCLCL-T26 7TClCL - T26 . 7TCLCL-T26 1 

tCAH TCLCL-T34 '2TClCL - T34 2TCLCL-T34 2TCLCL-T34 1 

tAA 2TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 · 3TCLCL - T26. 3TCLCl-T26 1 

tT 3/30 3/30 3/30 3/30 2 

tAC 8TClCL 8TCLCL . 9TCLCL 9TCLCL 1 

tAAS 4TCLCL-T26 4TCLCL-T26 5TCLCL-T26 5TCLCL-T26 1 

tCAS 5TCLCL-T34 5TCLCL - T34' · 6TClCL - T34· . 6TCLCL-T34 1 

tACS TCLCL-T36 TCLCL-T36 -. TCLCL - T36. TCLCL-:.T36 1 
-TBUF- -TBUF -TBUF -TBUF 

Table 168. ECC Mode-RD, RF Cycles 

Parameter 
Slow Cycle Mode Notes' 

C4 
.. 

C5 C6 
: tAP 2TCLCI,.-T26 2TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 1 

tCPN 1.5TCLCL - T35 1.5TCLCL - T35 . 1.5TCLCL - T35 1 

tASH 3TCLCL-T34 3TCLCl-T34 3TClCL-T34 1 

tCSH 4TCLCL-T26 4TCLCL-T26 4TCLCL-T26 1 

tCAH 2TClCl-T34 2TCLCl-T34 2TCLCL-T34 1 

tAA 2TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 1 

tT 3/30 3/30 3/30 2 

tAC 5TCLCL 5TCLCL 5TCLCL 1 

tAAS 3TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 1 

teAS 4TCLCL-T34 4TCLCL-T34 4TCLCL-T34 1 

tACS 0.5TCLCL - T36 0.5TCLCL - T36 0.5TCLCL - T36 1 
-TBUF -TBUF -TBUF 
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Table 17A. ECC Mod~WR Cycle 

p,ar,meter .Fast Cycle Mode t,lote. 
Co C1 C2 Cs 

tRP 3TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 1 
tCPN 4TCLCL-T35 4TCLCL-T35 4TCLCL-T35 4TCLCL-T35 1 
tRSH 5TCLCL-T34 5TCLCL-T34 6TCLCL--:T34 6TCLCL-T34 1 . 
tCSH 6TCLCL-T26 6TCLCL-T26 7TCLCL-T26 7TCLCL-T26 1 
tCAH TCLCL-T34 2TCLCL-T34 2TCLCL-T34 2TCLCL-T34 1 
tAR 2TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 3TCLCL-T26 1 
tT 3/30 3/30 3/30 3/30 2 
tRWC 9TCLCL 9TCLCL 10TCLCL 10TCLCL 1 
tRRW 6TCLCL-T26 6TCLCL-T26 7TCLCL-T26 7TCLCL-T26 1 
tCRW 5TCLCL-T34 5TCLCL-T34 6TCLCL-T34 6TCLCL-T34 1 
tWCH 5TCLCL-T34 5TCLCL-T34 6TCLCL-T34 6TCLCL-T34 1,4 
tWCR 6TCLCL-T26 6TCLCL-T26 7TCLCL-T26 7TCLCL-T26 :1,4 
tWP 3TCLCL-T36 3TCLCL-T36 3TCLCL-T36 3TCLCL-T36 1 

-TBUF -TBUF -TBUF -TBUF 
tRWL 3TCLCL-T36 . 3TCLCL - T36 3TCLCL-T36 3TCLCL-T36 1 

-TBUF -TBUF -TBUF -TBUF 
tCWL 3TCLCL-T36 3TCLOL-T36 3TCLCL-T36 3TCLCL-T36 1 

-TBUF -TBUF -TBUF -TBUF 

Table 17B ECC Mode-WR Cycle 

Parameter Slow Cycle Mode Note. 
C4 Cs Ca 

tRP . 2TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 1 
'tCPN 2.5TCLCL - T35 2.5TCLCL - T35 2.5TCLCL - T35 1 
tRSH 5TCLCL-T34 5TCLCL-T34 4TCLCL-T34 1 
tCSH 5TCLCL - T26 ' 5TCLCL-T26 4TCLCL-T26 1 
tCAH 2TCLCL-T34 2TCLCL-T34 2TCLCL-T34 1 
tAR 2TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 1 
tT 3/30 3/30 3/30 2 
tRWC 7TCLCL 7TCLCL 6TCLCL 1 
tRRW 5TCLCL-T26 5TCLCL-T26 4TCLCL-T26 1 
tCRW 5TCLCL-T34 5TCLCL-T34 4TCLCL-T34 1 
tWCH 5TCLCL-T34 5TCLCL-T34 4TCLCL-T34 1,4 
tWCR 5TCLCL-T26 5TCLCL-T26 4TCLCL-T26 1,4 
tWP 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 1 

-T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF 
tRWL 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 1 

-T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF 
tCWL 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 1 

-TS6-TBUF -TS6-TBUF -TS6-TBUF 
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Taible 18A. ECC Mode-RMW 

Parameter 
'FaSifCycle Mode 

Notes 
Co C1 C2 C3 

tRP 3TClCl"":T26 3TClCl-T26 ) 3TClCl - T26 3TClCl-T26 1 

tCPN 4TClCl-T35 4TClCl-T35 4TClCl-T35 4TClCL,-T35 1 

tRSH 8TClCl-T34 8TClCl-T34 1 OTC!-Cl - T34 1 OTClCl - T34 1 

tCSH 9TClCl-T26 9TClCl-T26 11 TClCl - T26 11TClCl - T26 1 

tCAH TClCl-T34 2TClCl-T34 2TClCL-T34 2TClCl-T34 1 

tAR 2TClCl-T26 3TClCl-T26 3TClCl-T26 3TClCl-T26 1 

tT 3/30 3/30 3/30 3/30 2 

tRWC 12TClCl 12TClCl 14TCl9l 14TClCl 1 

tRRW 9TClCl-T26 9TClCl-T26 11 TClCl - T26 11 TClCl - T26 1 

tCRW 8TCLCl-T34 8TCLCl-T34 1 OTClCl - T34 1 OTClCl - T34 1 

tRCS TClCl-T36 TClCl-T36 TClCl-T36 TClCl-T36 1 
-TBUF -TBUF -TBUF -TBUF 

tRWD 6TClCl-T26 6TClCl-T26 8TClCl-T26 8TClCl-T26 1,4 

tCWD ' 5TClCL - T34 5TGlCl-T34 7TCLCl-T34 7TCLCl-T34 1, 

tWP 3TClCl-T36 3TClCl-T36 3TClCl-T36 3TClCl-T36 1 
-TBUF -TBUF -TBUF -TBUF 

tRWl 3TClCl-T36 3TClCl-T36 3TClCl-T36 3TClCl-T36 1 
-TBUF ' --':TBUF -TBUF ..,.TBUF 

tCWl 3TClCl-T36 , 3TClCl - T36 3TClCl-T36 3TClCl-T36 1 
-TBUF -TBUF -Ti:3UF -TBUF 
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Table 188. ECC Mode-RMW 

Parameter 
Slow Cycle Mode 

Notes 
C4 Cs C. 

tRP 2TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 1 

tCPN 2.5TCLCL - T35 2.5TCLCL - T35 2.5TCLCL - T35 1 

tRSH 
, 

7TQLCL - T34 7TCLCL-T34 5TCLCL-T34 1 

tCSH 7TCLCL-T26 7TCLCL-T26 5TCLCL-T26 1 

tCAH 2TCLCL-T34 2TCLCL-T34 2TCLCL-T34 1 
.. 

tAR 2TCLCL-T26 2TCLCL-T26 ~TCLCL-T26 1 

tT 3/30 3/30 3/30 2 

tRWC 9TCLCL 9TCLCL 7TCLCL 1 

tRRW 7TCLCL-T26 7TCLCL-T26 5TCLCL-T26 1 

tCRW 7TCLCL-T34 7TCLCL-T34 5TCLCL-T34 1 

tRCS 0.5TCLCL - T36 0.5TCLCL - T36 0.5TCLCL - T36 1 
-TBUF -TBUF -TBUF 

tRWD 4TCLCL+TCL 4TCLCL+TCL 2TCLCL+TCL 1 
-T26 -T26 -T26 

tCWD 4TCLCL+TCL 4TCLCL+TCL 2TCLCL+TCL 1 
-T34 -T34 -T34 

tWP 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 1 
-T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF 

tRWL 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 1 
-T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF 

tCWL 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 3TCLCL-TCL 1 
-T36~TBUF -T36-TBUF -T36-TBUF 

NOTES: 
1. Minimum. 
2. Value on right is maximum; value on left is minimum. 
3. Applies to the eight warm-up cycles during initialization only. 
4. Applies to the eight warm-up cycles and to the memory initialization cycles during'initiali
zation only. 
5. TP = TCLCL 

T26 = TCLRSL 
T34 = TCLCSL 
T35 = TCLCSH 
T36 = TCLW 
TBUF = TIL Buffer delay. 
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82C08 

CHMOS DYNAMIC RAM CONTROLLER 

• 0 Walt State with INTEL ,...Processors 

• IAPX 286 } 82C08-20 20 MHz 
(10, 8 MHz) 82C08-16 16 MHz 
IAPX 186/88'} 82C08-10 10 MHz 

8~/88 82C08-8 8 MHz 

• Supports 64K and 256K, DRAMs 
(256K x 1 and 256K x 4 Organizations) 

• Power Down Mode with Programmable 
Memory Refresh using Battery Backup 

• Directly Addresses' and Drives up to 
1 Megabyte without External Drivers 

•. Microprocessor Data Transfer and 
Advance Ackno~ledge Signals 

• Five Programmable Refresh Modes 

• Automatic RAM Warm-up 
• Pln~ompatible with 8208 

• 48 Lead Plastlc'DIP; 68 Lead PLCC 
(See Intel Packaging; Order Number: 231369-001) 

• Comp~tlble with Normal Modes of 
Static Column and Rlpplemode DRAMs 

The Intel .82C08 Dynamic RAM ,Controller is a CMOS, high performance, systems oriented, Dynamic RAM 
controller that is designed to easily interface 64K and 256K Dyoamic RAM$ to Intel and other microproces
sors. The 82C08 also has a power down mode where only the refresh logic is activated using battery backup. 

IS 

Dl!R1 
mr 
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I~--'/""" 

231357-1 

AL4 VcCIVPD 
AL3 AL5 
AL2 ALB 
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Figure 1. Block Diagram and Pinout Diagrams 
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Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol DIP PLCC Type Name and Function 
Pin 

ALO 5 ,55 ADDRESS LOW: These lower order address inputs are used to 
AU 4 56 generate the column address for the internal address multiplexer. 
AL2 3 57 In iAPX 286 mode (CFS = 1), these addresses are latched 
AL3 2 58 internally. 

AL4 1 59 
AL5 47 63 
ALB 46 64 
AL7 45 66 
AL8 44 67 

AHO 43 2 ADDRESS HIGH: These higher order address inputs are used to 
AH1 42 3 generate the row address for the internal address multiplexer. In 
AH2 41 4 iAPX 286 mode, these addresses are latched internally. 
AH3 40 5 
AH4 39 6 
AH5 38 7 
AH6 37 8 
AH7 35 12 
AH8 34 13 

BS 6 50 BANK SELECT: This input is used to select one of the two banks 
'of the dynamic RAM array. 

AOO 7 49 0 ADDRESS OUTPUTS: These outputs are designed to provide the 
A01 8 48 0 row and column addresses, of either the CPU or the refresh 
A02 9 47 0 counter, to the dynamic RAM array. These outputs drive the 
A03 10 46 0 dynamic RAM array directly and need no external drivers. 

A04 11 45 0 However, they typically need series resistors to match 

A05 13 41 0 
impedances. ' 

A06 14 40 0 
A07 15 39 0 
A08 16 38 0 

RASO 19 33 0 ROW ADDRESS ST,ROBE: These outputs are used by the 
RAS1 18 36 0 'dynamic RAM array to latch the row address, present on the AOO-

8 pins. These outputs are selected by the BS pin. These outputs 
drive the dynamic RAM array directly and need no external drivers. 

CASO 21 30 0 COLUMN ADDRESS STROBE: These outputs are used by the 
CAS1 20 31 0 dynamic RAM array to latch the column address, present on the 

AOO-8 pins, These outputs ~re selected by the BS pin. These 
outputs drive the dynamic RAM array directly and need no external 
drivers. 

RESET 23 28 I RESET: This active high signal causes all internal counters to be 
reset. Upon release of RESET, data appearing at the POI pin is 
clocked-in by the PCLK output. The states of the POI, PCTL, and 
RFRO pins are sampled by RESET going inactive and are used to 

, program the 82C08,. An 8"eycle dynamic RAM warm-up is 
performed after clocking POI bits into the 82C08. 

WEI 25 24 0 WRITE ENABLE/PROGRAMMING CLOCK: Immediately after a 
PCLK RESET this pin becomes PCLK and is used to clock serial 

, programming data into the POI pin. After the 82C08 is programmed 
this active high signal provides the dynamic RAM array the write 
enable input for a write operation. 

, 
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Table 1. Pm'Descrlptlon (Continued) 

Symbol 
DIP PLCC Type Name .and Function ' , 
Pin , 

AiiJ5K! 26 23 . 0 . ADVANCE ACKNOWLEDGEITRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE: 
XACK When the X programming bit. is set to logic 0 this pin is AACK and ' 

, indicates that the processor may continue processing and that 
data will be available when required. This signal is optimized for 
the system by programming the S program-bit for synchronous or 
asynchronous operation. The S programming blt.determines 
whether this strobe will be early or late. If another dynamic RAM 
cycie is in progress at the time of the new request, the ~ Is 
my<d. When the X programming bit is set to logic 1. this pin is 

and indicates that data on the bus is valid during a read 
cycle or that data may be removed from the bus during a write 
cycle. mK is a MUlTIBUS compatible signal. . 

PCTl 27 22 I PORT CONTROL: This pin is sampled on the falling edge of 
RESET. It configures the 82C08 to accept command Inputs or 
processor status Inputs. If peTl is low after RESET the 82008 is 
programmed to accept bus/multlbus command Inputs or IAPX 286 
status Inputs. If PCTl is high after RESET the 82008 is 
programmed to accept status Inputs from iAPX 86 or iAPX 186 
type processors. The S2 status line should be connected to this , 
input if programmed to accept iAPX 86 or IAPX 186 inputs. When 
programmed to accept bus commands or IAPX 286 status inputs, It 
should be tied low or it may be connected to INHIBIT when 
operating with MUl TIBUS. _ 

J5E 28 21 I PORT ENABLE: This pin serves to enable a RAM cycle request. It 
Is generally decoded from the address bus. 

iNA 29 20 I WRITE: This pin Is the write memory request command input. This 
Input alsO directly accepts the SO status line from Intel processors. 

AD 30 19 ' I READ: This pin is the read memory request command pin. This 
input also directly accepts the Sf status line from Intel processors. 

ClK 31 16 I CLOCK: This input provides the basic timing for sequencing the 
internal logic. 

RFRQ 32 15 I REFRESH REQUEST: This Input is sampled on the falling edge of 
RESET. If RFRQ is high at RESET then the 82C08 Is programmed 
for internal-refresh request or external-refresh request with failsafe 
protection. If RFRQ is low at RESET then the 82C08 is 
programmed for extern81-refresh without failsafe protection or 
burst refresh. Once programmed the RFRQ pin accepts signals to. 
start an external-refresh with faiJsafe protection or external-refresh 
without failsafe protection or a burst refresh. RFRQ is also 
sampled when POD is activated. When RFRQ = 1 it will cause 3 
burst refresh cycles. ' . 

POI 33 14 I PROGRAM DATA INPUT: This input is sampled by RESET going 
low. It programs the various user selectable options in the 82008 . 

. ThEl PClKpin shifts programming dat~ into the POI input from an 
'.'external $hift register. This pin may be strapped low to a default 
. iAPX 186 mode configuration or high to a defaultiAPX 286 mode 

'. " configuration. 

·POO ,17 37' I POWER DOWN DETECT: This input is sampled before every 
'memory cycle'to inform the 82008 of system detection of power 

\ 
failure. When active, the 82008 remains in power down mode and 
performs memory,refresh only (RAS-only refresh). In power down 

, mode the 82008 uses POClK for timing and VPO for power. " 
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Table 1. Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol DIP PLCC Type Name and Function Pin 

'PDCLK 22 29 I POWER DOWN CLOCK: This pin is used as a clock for internal 
refresh circuits during power down. The input can be 
asynchronous to pin 31. Extended refresh is achieved by slowing 
down this clock. This pin should be grounded if not used. 

'VeelVpD 48 61,62 I POWER: Power supply for internal logic. This should be held 
active during power down. 

Vee 24 26,27 I POWER: Supply for drivers. Need not be held active during power 
down. 

Vss 12 9,10, I GROUND 
36 11,42, I GROUND 

43,44 
NC - 17,18, 

1,25, 
32,34, 
35,51, 
53,54, 
60,65, 
68 

Vees 52 

'Different function than the HMOS 8208. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTIO.N 

The Intel 82C08 Dynamic RAM Controller is a micro
computer peripheral device which provides the nec
essary signals to address, refresh, and directly drive 
64K and 256K dynamic RAMs. It is compatible with 
static column or ripple mode DRAMs in the normal 
mode. It does not support the fast transfer mode of 
these DRAMs. 

The 82C08 supports several microprocessor inter
face options including synchronous and asynchro
nous operations for iAPX 86, iAPX 186, iAPX 286, 
and MUL TIBUS. The 82C08 will also interface to 
non-Intel microprocessors. 

The 82C08 is a CHMOS version 'of the 8208 and is 
pin compatible with it. Three pins---17, 22, and 4a-:
of the 82C08 are different from the 8208. They pro
vide a power down mode that allows the system to 
run at a much lower ICC. In this mode, the 82C08 
refreshes the DRAM using battery backup. The pow
er down current (Ipo) that is drawn by the 82C08 is 
very small compared to the Icc which allows memo
ry to be kept alive with a battery. A separate refresh 
clock, pin 22, allows the designer to take advantage 
of RAMs that permit extended memory refresh. 

The 82C08 also has some timing. changes versus 
the 8208. In order to eliminate the external bus 
latches, both WE and CAS timings are shortened. 
These timing changes are backwards-compatible for 
8208 designs. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Processor Interface 

The 82C08 has control circuitry capable of support
ing one of several possible bus structures. The 
82C08 may be programmed to run synchronous or 
asynchronous to the processor clock. The 82C08 
has been optimized to run synchronously with Intel's 
iAPX 86, iAPX 88, iAPX 186/188 and iAPX 286. 
When the 82C08 is programmed to run in asynchro
nous mode, the 82C08 inserts the necessary syn
chronization circuitry for the RD, WR inputs. 

The 82C08 achieves high performance (Le. no wait 
states) by decoding the status lines directly from the 
processor. The 82C08 can also be programmed to 
receive read or write MUL TIBUS commands or com
mands from a bus controller. 

The 82C08 may be programmed to operate synchro
nously to the processor. It can also be programmed 
to run at various frequencies. (See Microprocessor 
Clock Frequency Option.) 

Figure 2 shows the different processor interfaces to 
the 82C08 using the synchronous or asynchronous 
mode and status or command interface. Figure 3 
shows detailed interfaces to the iAPX 186 and iAPX 
286 processors. 
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231357-3 

Slow-Cycle Synchronous-Status Interface 

231357-4 

Slow-Cycle Synchronous-Command Interface 

82C08 

231357-5 

Slow-Cycle Asynchronous-Status Interface 

L'::===:::~ADDAESS DECODE 

231357-6 

Slow-Cycle Asynchronous-Command Interface 

. Figure 2A. Slow-cycle (CFS = 0) Port Interfaces Supported by the 82C08 
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231357-7 
231357-9 

Fast-Cycle Synchronous-Status Interface 
Fast-Cycle Asynchronous-Status Interface 

231357-8 231357-10 
'MULTIBUS OPTION 

Fast-Cycle Synchronous-Command Interface Fast-Cycle Asynchronous-Command Interface 

Figure 28. Fast-cycle (CFS = 1) Port Interfaces Supported by the 82C08 
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Dynamic RAM Interface 

The 82008 is capable of addressing 64K and 256K 
dynamic RAMs. Figure 3 shows the 'connection of 
the processor address bus to the 82C08 using the 
differ~nt RAMs. , 

A11-A1' 

NOTES: 

AHD-AHa 

258KRAM 
INTERFACE 

(NOTE 1) 
AHa 

82C08 

84K RAM 
INTERFACE 

231357-13 

1. Unassigned address input pins should be strapped 
high. 
2. AO along wjjh SHE are used to select a byte within a 
processor word. 
3. Low order address bit is used as a bank select input 
so that consecutive memory access requests are to al
ternate banks allowing bank interleaving of memory 
cycles. 

Figure 3. Processor Address Interface to the 
82C08 Using 64K, and 256K RAMS 

The 82C08 divides memo!YJ!!to twa banks each 
bank having its own Row (RAS) and Column' (CAS) 
Address Strobe pair. This organization permits RAM 
cycle interleaving. RAM cycle interleaving overlaps 
the start of the next RAM cycle with the RAM pre
charge period of the previous cycle. Hiding the pre
charge period of one RAM cycle behind the data 
access period of the next RAM cycle optimizes 
memory bandwidth and is effective as long as suc
cessive RAM cycles occur in the alternate banks. 

Successive data access to the same bank cause the 
82C08 to wait for the precharge time of the previous 
RA~ cycle. But when the 82008 is programmed in 
an IAPX 186 synchronous configuration, consecutive 
cycles to the same bank do not result In additional 
wait states (i.e. 0 wait state). 

If not all -RAM banks are occupied, the 82C08 can 
be programmed to reassign the RAS and CAS 
strobes to allow using wider data words without In~ 
creasing the loading on the ~ and CAS drivers. 
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Table 2 shows the bank selection decoding and the 
corresponding l=iAS and CAS assignments. For ex
ample, if only one RAM bank is occupied, then the 
two l=iAS and OAS strobes are activated with the
same timing. 

Table 2. Bank Selection Decoding 
and' Word Expansion 

Program Bank 
82C08 

Bit Input FilS/CD Pair Allocation 
RB BS 

0 0 RASo, 1, ~O, 1 to Bank 0 

0 1 Illegal 

1 0 l=iASo, CASo to Bank 0 

1 1 RAS1, 0AS1 to Bank 1 

Program bit RB is not used to check the bank select 
input BS. The system deSign must protect from ac· 
cesses to "illegal", non·existent banks of memory 
by deactivating the PE input when addressing an "iI· 
legal", non·existent bank of memory. 

The 82C08 adjusts and optimizes internal timings for 
either the fast or slow RAMs as programmed. (See 
RAM Speed Option.) 

Memory Initialization 

After programming, the 82C08 performs eight RAM 
"wake·up" cycles to prepare the dynamic RAM for 
proper device operation. 

Refresh 

The 82C08 provides an internal refresh interval 
counter and a refresh address counter to allow the 
82C08 to refresh memory. The 82C08 has a9-bit 
internal refresh address counter which will refresh 
128 rows every 2 milliseconds, 256 rows every 4 
milliseconds or 512 rows every 8 milliseconds, which 
allows all RAM refresh options to be supported. In 
addition, there exists the ability to refresh 256 row 
address locations every 2 milliseconds via the Re· 
fresh Period programming option. 

The 82C08 may be programmed for any of five dif· 
ferent refresh options: Internal refresh only, External 
refresh with failsafe protection, External refresh 
without failsafe protection, Burst refresh modes, or 
no refresh. (See Refresh Options.) 

It is possible to decrease the refresh time interval by 
10%, 20% or 30%. This option allows the 82C08 to 
compensate for reduced clock frequencies. Note 
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that an additional 5% interval shortening is built-in 'in 
all refresh ,interval options 'to compensate for clock 
variations and non-immediate response to the inter
nally generated refresh request. (See Refresh Peri
od Options.) 

External Refresh Requests .fter 
RESET 

External refresh requests are not recognized by the 
82C08 until after it is finished programming and pre
paring memory for access. Memory pr~paration in
cludes 8 RAM cycles to prepare and ensure proper 
dynamic RAM operation. The time it takes for the 
82C08 to recognize a request is shown below. ' 

ego 82C08 System Response: 

TRESP = TPROG + TPREP 

where: TPROG = (40) (TCLCL) programming time 

TPREP = (8) (32) (TCLCL) RAM 

warm-up time 

ifTCLCL = 125 ns then TRESP = 37 ,""S 

Reset 

RESET is an asynchronous input, its falling edge is 
used by the 82C08 to directly sample the logic levels 
of the PCTL, RFRO, and PDI inputs. The ir;lternally 
synchronized falling edge of reset is used to begin 
programming operations (shifting in the contents of 
the external shift register, if needed, into the PDI 
input). 

Differentiated reset is unnecessary when the default 
synchronization programming is used. 

Until programming is complete the 82C08 latches 
but does not respond to command or status inputs. 
A problem may occur if the S bit is programmed in
consistently from the Command which was latched 
before programming was completed. A simple 
means of preventing commands or status from oc
curring during this period is to differentiate the sys
tem reset pulse to obtain a smaller reset pulse for 
the 82C08. 

The differentiated reset pulse would be shorter than 
the system reset pulse by at least th~ programming 
period required by the 82C08. The differentiated re
set pulse first resets the 82C08, and system reset 
would reset the rest of the system. While the rest of 
the system is still in reset, the 82C08 completesdts 
programming. Figure 4 illustrates a circuit to accom-
plish this task. ' . 

SYSlBl ' ", " 

RESE,,~,[ft=T " c'; , . t1 '." L-, ,82C08 ~" 
RESET ' 

, -',' 

t1 :..;PR:.:;O:;;:G=R.::.A,;;.;M,;;.;M;;;;:IN.;;.;G~TI;;.;;;M;;;;;E..;;O~F;8=2C=O=8:..., 

SYSTEM >-~>-+-wV'-_'L">-t~ 
RESET 

82C08 
RESET 

DIFFERENTIATED RESET 

NOTES: 231357-14 
1. Required only when the synchronization option is al
tered from its initial default value. 
2. Vee must be stable before system reset is activated 
when using this circuit. 

Figun~ 11. S2C08 Differentiated Reset Circuit 

Within four clocks after RESET goes active, all the 
82C08 outputs will go high, except for AOO-2, ~hich 
will go low. 

OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Programming the 82C08 

The 82C08 is programmed after,reset. On the falling 
edge of RESET: the logic states of several input pins 
are latched internally. The falling edge of RESET ac
tually performs the latching, which means th~t the 
logiC levels on these inputs must be stable prior to 
that time.' The ,inputs whcise logic levels are latched 
at the end of reset are the PCTL, RFRO, and PDI 
pins. 

Status/Command Mode 

The processor port of, the 82C08 is configured by 
the states of the PCTL pin. Which interface is select
ed depends on the state of the PCTL pin at the end 
of reset. If PCTL is high at the end of ' reset, the 
8086/80186 Status interface is selected; if it is low; 
then the MUL TIBUS or Command interface is select-
ed.· , 

The status lines of the 80286 are similar in code and 
timing to the Multibus command lines, while the 
status code and timing of the 8086 and 8088 are 
identical to those of the 80186 and 80188 (ignoring 
the differences in clock 'duty cycle). ;rhus there ex. 
ists two interlace configurations, one for the 80286 
status or Multibus memory commands, which is 
called the Command interface, and one for 8086, 
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8088,80186 or 80188 status, called the 8086.Status 
interface. The Command interface can also directly 
interface to the command lines of the bus controllers 
for the 8086, 8088, 80186 and the 80286. 

The 80186 Status interface allows direct decoding of 
the status lines for the iAPX 86, iAPX 88, iAPX 186 
and the iAPX 188. Table 3 shows how the status 
lines are decoded. 

Table3A. Status Coding of 8086, 
. 80186 and 80286 

Status Code Function 

52 Sf SO 8086/80186 80286' 
0 0 0 INTERRUPT INTERRUPT 
0 0 1 110 READ 1/0 READ 
0 1 0 1/0 WRITE ' 110 WRITE 
0 1 1 HALT IDLE 
1 0 0 INSTRUCTION. HALT 

FETCH 
1 0 1 MEMORY MEMORY 

READ READ 
1 1 0 MEMORY MEMORY 

WRITE WRITE 
1 1 1 IDLE IDLE .. 

• Refer to 80286 pin descnptlon table 

Table 3B. 82C08 Response 

82C08 
Function Command 

8086/80186 80286 Status or 
PCTL RD WR Status Command 

Intertace Intertace 

0 0 0 IGNORE IGNORE· 

0 0 1 IGNORE READ 

0 1 0 IGNORE WRITE 

0 1 1 IGNORE IGNORE 

1 0 0 READ IGNORE 

1 0 1 READ INHIBIT 

1 1 0 WRITE INHIBIT 

1 1 1 IGNORE IGNORE 
*lIIegal with CFS = 0 

Refresh .Optlons 

Immediately after system reset, the state of the 
RFRO input pin is examined. If RFRO is high, the 
82C08 provides the user with the choice between 
self-refresh and user-generated refresh with failsafe 
protection. Failsafe protection guarantees that if the 
user does not come ,back with another refresh re
quest before the internal refresh interval counter 
times out, a refresh request will be automatically 
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generated. If the RFRO pin is low immediately after 
a reset, then the user. has the. choice of a single 
external refresh oycle without failsafe, burst refresh 
or no refresh. 

Internal Refresh Only 

For the 82C08 to generate internal refresh requests, 
it is necessary only to strap the RFRO input pin high. 

External Refresh with Failsafe 

To allow user-generated refresh requests with fail
safe protection, it is necessary to hold the RFRO 
input high until after reset. Thereafter, a low-to-high 
transition on this input causes a refresh request to 
be generated and the internal refresh interval coun
ter to be reset. A high-to-Iow transition has no effect 
on the 82C08. A refresh request is not recognized 
until a previous request has been serviced. 

External Refresh without Failsafe, 

To generate single external refresh requests without 
failsafe protection, .it is necessary to hold RFRQ low 
until after reset. Thereafter, bringing RFRO high for 
one clock period will cause a refresh request to be 
generated. A refresh request is not recognized until 
a previous request has been serviced. 

Burst Refresh' 

Burst refresh is implemented through 'the same pro
cedure as a single external refresh without failsafe 
(i.e., RFRO is kept low until after reset). Thereafter, 
bringing RFRO high for at least two clock periods 
will cause a burst of up to 128 row address locations 
to be refreshed. A refresh request is not recognized 
until a previous request has been serviced (I.e. burst 
is completed). 

No Refresh 

It is necessary to hold RFRO low until after reset. 
This is the same as programming External Refresh 
without Failsafe. No refresh is accomplished by 
keeping RFRO low. 

Option Program Data Word 

PROGRAMMING FOR SLOW CYCLE 

The program~ata wOrd consists ~f 9 program data 
bits, PDO-PD8. If the first program data bit, PDQ is 
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set to logic,o, th8'.'82008 is configured to support 
IA~X 18&, 188, '88, or 88 systems:' The ,remaining 
bits, P01-P08" may then be programmed to opti
mize a Sel~ed system configuration. A default of all 
zeros In the remaining program bits optimizes' the 
82008 timing for 8 MHz Intel OPUs usinq150 ns (or 
faster) dynamic RAMs with no performande, penalty. 

, :, , 

PROGRAMMING FOR FAST, CYCLE 

If the first program data bit is set to logic 1, the 
82008 is cQnfigured to support iAPX 286 sys,tems 
(Command mode). A default of all ones in the pro
gral)'l bits optimizes the 82008 timing for an 8 MHz 
286 using 120 ns DRAMs at zero wait states. Npt~ 
that t!:le programming !;lits P01-8 change polarity 
aCcording to PDO. This ensures the same choice of 
options for both default modes. 

, , ' 

Table 4A shows the V8fious ,options that ,can be pro
grammed into the 82008. 

Table 4A. Program Data Word 

Program "Name 
Polarity/Function DatIl Bit PDO = 0 PDO, = 1 

" ci=s = 0 SLOW CYCLE 
POO CFS' CFS ,CFS = 1 FAST CYCLE 

P01 S S S ';"0 
SYNCHRONOUS· 

S=1 
ASYNCHRONOUS 

P02 J!iFS RFS m = 0 FAST RAM·" 
m':': 1 SLOW RAM 

P03 ' J!ie ' RB RAM BANK 
OCCUPANCY ' 
SEE TABLE 2 

P04 CI1 m COUNT INT~RVAL BIT 1; 
SEE TABLE 8 

POS CIO eJO COU,NT INTERVAL BIT 0; 
SEE TABLE 8 

POS m PLS ]5[S = o LONG 
REFRESH PERIOD· 
m = 1 SHORT 

REFRESH PERIOD 

PD7 m FFS m,;., o FAST CPU 
FREQUENCY· 

m = 1 SLOW CPU 
FREQUENCY 

POS X X X = oAAel<· 
X=;,1,~ 

• Default ,n both modes 

~" -.'1"" 

USing, an External, Shlf~ R~i.ter 

The 82008 may be 'programmed by using an exter
nal shift register with asynchronous load capability 

such 'as ',·14H0165.:Ttt8 reset pulse'seMiS to paral;; 
lei load the shift registe'r and·the 82C08 supplies the 
clocking signal (PCLK)·to shift the data into·'the POI 
programming pin ... Figure 8':shows,'& sample circuit 
diagram of an external shift register circuit. 

, ~ . ' 
>' , 

Serial data Is shifted Into itte 82008 Via the POI pin 
(33), and clock is provided by the WE/POLK ,pin 
(25), which generates a total of 9 clock pulses. 

WE/POLK 'is a dual function pin., During ,program
ming, it serves to clock the external shift register, 
and after programrt:ling is completed, it reverts to the 
write enable RAM cOl')trol output pin. As the pin 
changes state to provide the write enable signal to 
the dynamic R~M artay, it continues to clock the 
shift, register. This does not present a problem be· 
cause data at the POI pin is ignored after program
ming. Figure 7 illustrates the timing requirements of 
the shift register. 

Default Programming Options 

After reset, the 82008 serially shifts in a program' 
data word via the POI pin. This pin may be strapped 
low or high, or connected to an external shift regis
ter. Strapping POI low causes the 82008 to default 
to the iAPX 188 system configuration, while high 
causes a defaul~ to the iAPX 288 configuration. Ta
ble 48 shows the characteristics of the default con· 
figuration for Fast.Cycle (POI = 1) and Slow Cycle 
(POI = 0). If further system flexibility is needed, one 
external shift register"like a 74H0185, can be used 
to tailor the 82008 to its operating environment. 

Table 4B. Default Programming 

Synchronous interface 
Fast RAM (Note 1) 
2 RAM banks occupied 
128 row refresh in 2 ms; 258 in 4 ms, 512 in 8 ms 
Fast pro~ssor clock frequency 
Advanced AOK strobe 

NOTE: 

: 

, 

1. For iAPX 88/188 systems either slow or fast (150 or, 
100 ns) RAMS will run at 8 MHz with zero walt states. 

Synchronousl Asynchronous, Mode 
(8 progrllm bit) . ' 

ThE! 82008 may be configured to acce~ynchro
nous 'or asynchronoUs commands (RD, WR, perl) 

,and Port EnatiIEli(PE) via the S program bit. The 
state,of the S programming bit determines'whether 
the interface is· synchronOus or asynchronous. " 

, , '. , 
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Figure 6. External Shift Register Interface 

231357-16 

NOTES: . _ 
TRTVCL - Reset is an asychronous input, if reset occurs before TRTVCL, then it is guaranteed to be recognized. 
TPGVCL - Minimum POI valid time prior to reset going low. 
TCLPC - MUX/PCLK delay. 
TLOAD - Asychronous load data propagation delay. 

Figure 7. Timing Illustrating External Shift Register Requirements for Programming the 82C08 

While the 82C08 may be configured with either the 
Status or Command (MUL TIBUS) interface in the 
Synchronous mode, certain restrictions exist in the 
Asynchronous mode. An Asynchronous-Command 
interface is directly supported. An Asynchronous-
80186/80286 Status interface using the status lines 
of the 80186/80286 is supported with the use of 
TTL, gates as illustrated in Figure 2. In the 80186 
case, the TTL gates are needed to guarantee that 
status does not appear at the 82C08's inputs too 
much before address, so that ,8 cycle would start 
before address was valid. In the case of the 80286, 
the TTL gates are used for lengthening the Status 
pulse, as required by the TRWL timing. 
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Mlcr:oprocessor C,lock Cycle Option 
(CFS and FFS program bits) 

The 82C08 is programmed to interface wi~h micro
processors with "slow cycle" timing like the 8086, 
8086,80186, and 80188, and with "fast cycle" mi
croprocessors like the 80286. The CFS bit is used to 
select the appropriate timing. 

The ,FFS option is used to select the speed of the 
microprocl!lssor clock. T1ible 5 shows the various mi
croprocessor clock, frequency options that can be 
programmed. The external clock frequency must be 
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programmed so that the failsafe refresh repetition 
circuitry can adjust its internal timing accordingly to 
produce a refresh request as programmed. 

" 

Table 5. Microprocessor Clock 
Frequency Options 

Program Bits Processor Clock 
CFS FFS Frequency 

0 0 iAPX86, :s: 5MHz 
88,186,188 

0 1 iAPX86, :<! 5MHz 
88,186,188 

1 0 iAPX286 . s; 10MHz 

1 1 iAPX286 :<! 10 MHz 

" 

RAM Speed Option (RFS program bit) 

The RAM Speed programming option determines 
whether RAM timing will be optimized for a fast or 
slow RAM. Whether a RAM is fast or slow is mea
sured relative to 100 ns -DRAMs (fast) or 150 ns 
DRAMs (slow). This option is only a factor in Fast 
cycle Mode (CFS = 1). 

Refresh Period Options (CIO, CI1 and 
PLSprogram bits) 

The' 82C08 refreshes with either 128 rows every 2 
milliseconds, with 256 rows every 4 milliseconds or 
512 rows every 8 milliseconds. This translates to 
one refresh cycle being executed approximately 
once every 15.6 microseconds. This rate can be 
changed to 256 rows every 2 milliseconds or a re
fresh approximately once every 7.8 microseconds 
via the Period Long/Short, program bit PLS, pro
gramming option. 

The CQunt Interval o (CIO) and,Count Interval 1 (CI1) 
programming options allow the nite at which refresh 
requests are generated to be increased in order to 
permit refresh reqlJ~sts to'be generated close to the 
15.6 or 7.8 microsecond periodilvhenthe 82C08 is 
operating at reduced frequencies. The interval be
tween refreshes is decreasedbyO%, 10%,20%: or 
30% as a function of how the count interval bits are 
programmed. A 5°~ guardband is built-in to allow for 
any clock frequency variations. Table 6 shows the 
refresh period options available. 

The numbers tabulated under Count Interval repre
sent the number of clock periods between internal 
refresh requests. The percentages in parentheses 
represent the decrease in the interval between re-
fresh requests. ' 

Table 6. Refresh Count Interval Table 

Count Interval 
Ref. CI1,CIO 

Period CFS PLS FFS (82C08 Clock Periods) 
(p,&) 00 01 10 11 

(0%) (10%) (20%) (30%) 

'15.6 1 1 1 236 212 188 164 

7.8 1 0 1 118 106 94 82 

15.6 1 1 0 148 132 116 100 

7.8 1 0 0 74 66 58 '50 

15.6 0 1 1 118 106 94 82 

7.8 0 0 1. 59 53 47 41 

15.6 0 1 0 74 66 58 50 

7.8 0 0 0 37 33 29 25 

The refresh count interval is set up for the following 
. basic frequencies: 

. 5 MHz slow cycle 

8 MHz slow cycle 

10 MHz fast cycle 

16 MHz fast cycle 
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Example: Best 12 MHz fast cycle performance can 
be achieved, using the basic frequency of 16 MHz 
(CFS = 1, FFS = 1) and the appropriate count in
terval bits (C11 = 1, CIO = 1) to reduce the frequen
cy .. ' 

clock period x refresh count interval = refresh period 

i.e. 83:3 ns x 164 .. 13.6 p.s 

Example: 10 MHz slow cycle 

CFS = 0, FFS = 1, CI1 = ,0, 910 = ° 
i.e. 100 ns x, 118 = 11,.8 p.s 

Processor TllT!ing 

In order to run without wait states, AACK mLi.stbe 
used and connected to the SFf!)Y input ofthe appro
priate bus controller. AACK is issued relative to. a 
point within the RAM Cycle and has no fixed relation
ship to the' processors's request. The timing is such, 
however,' that the'processor will run without wait 
states, barring refresH' cycles. In slOw cycle,'fast 
RAM configurations (8086, 80186),AACK is issued 
on the saine ctoc~ cycle .that issues RAS. 
Port Enable (PE) set-up time requirements depend 
on whether the 82C08 is configured for synchronous 
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or asynchronous, fast or slow cycle o~ration. In a 
synchronous fast cycle configuration, PE is required 
to be set-~ to the same clock edge as the com
mands. If PE is true (low), a RAM cycle is started; if 
not, the cycle is not started \:mth the l!iI5 or ~ line 
goes inactive and active again. 

In asychronous operation, ~ is required to be set
up to the same clock edge as the internally synchro
nized status or commands. externally, this allows 
the internal synchronization delay to be added to the 
status (or command) -to-~ delay time, thus allowing 
for more external decode time 'than is available' in 
synchronous operation. 

The minimum""!ynchronizatidn delay is the additional 
amount that PE must be held valid. If i5E is not held 
valid for the maximum synchronization delay time, it 
is possible that J5E will go invalid prior to the status 
or command being synchronized. In such a case the 
82C08 may not start a memory cycle. If a memory 
cycle intended for the 82C08 is not started, then no 
acknowledge (AACK or XACK) is issued and the 
processor locks up in endless wait states. 

Memory Acknowledge (AACK, XACK) 
Two types of memory acknowledge Signals are sup
plied by the 82C08. T~K; are the Advanced Ac
knowledge strobe ~) and the Transfer Ac
knowledge strobe (XACK). The, S programming bit 
optbm~es AACi< for sync,hronous operation ("e~Iy" 
AA or asynchronous geeration ("late" AA K). 
Both the early and late AA K strobes are two clocks 
long for CFS = 0 and three clocks long for CFS= 
1. 

The XACK strobe is asserted when data is valid (for 
reads) or when data may be removed (for writes) 
and meets the MUL TIBUS requirements .. ~ is 
removed asynchronously by the command going 
inactive. 

Since in an asynchronous operation the 82C08 re
moves .read data before late AACK or ~ is rec
ognized by the CPU, the us.er must provide for data 
latching in the system until the CPU reads the data. 
In synchronous operation data latching isunneces-
sary, since the 82C08 will not remove data until the 
CPU has read It. ' 

If the X pXlfc~mming bit is high, the str,obe is config
ured as , while if the bit is low, the strobe is 
config\lred as AACK. 

Data will always be valid a fixed time after the occur
rence of the advanced acknowledge. Thus, the ad
vanced acknowledge may also serve as a RAM cy
cle timing indicator. 

General System Considerations 
1. The 'AASo, 1, OASo, 1, and AOO-8 output buffers 

are designed to directly drive the heavy capacitive 
loads of the dynamic RAM arrays. To keep the 
RAM driver outputs from ringing excessively in the 
system environment it is necessary to match the 
output impedance with the RAM array by using 
series resistors. Each application may have differ
ent impedance characteristics and may require 
different series resistance values. The series re
sistance values should be determined for each 
application. 

2. Although the 82C08 has programmable options, 
in practice there are only a few choices the de
signer must make. For iAPX 86/186, systems 
(CFS = 0) the C2 qefault mode (pin 33 tied low) 
is the best choice. this permits zero wait states at 
8 and 10 MHz with 150 ns DRAMs. The only con
sideration is the refresh rate, Which must be pro
grammed if the CPU is fun at less than 8 MHz. 

For iAPX 286 systems (CFS = 1) the deF~ner 
must choose between configuration CO (R = 
0) and C1 (RFS = 1, FFS = 0). CO permits zero 
wait state, 8 MHz iAPX 286 operation with 120 ns 
DRAMs. However, for consecutive reads, this-per
formance depends on interleaving between two 
banks. The C1configuration trades off 1 wait 
state performance for the ability to use 150ns 
DRAMs. 150 ns DRAMs can be supported by the 
CO configuration using 7 MHz iAPX 286. 

3. For non-Intel microprocessors, the' asynchronous 
command mode would be the best choice, since 
Intei status lines are not available. To minimize 
the synchronization delay, the 82C08 should use 
a 16 MHz clock. The preferred timing configura-
tion is CO. , . , ' 

Tabl, '7; Memory Acknowledge Summary 

SynchronoU8 A8ynchr~mou8 XACK 

Fast Cycle AACK Optimized AACK Optimized for Multibus Compatible 
for L-ocal80286 (early) . Remote 80286 (late), 

Slciw Cycle' ' AACK Optimized 
, 

AACK Optimized for , Multibus Compatible 
for Local8086/18'S (early) Remote 8086/186 (late) 
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POWER DOWN 

During Power Down (PD) mode, the 82C08 will per
form refresh cycles to preserve the memory content. 
Two pins are dedicated to this feature; POD (Power 
Down Detect) and PDCLK (Power Down Clock). 
PDD is used to inform the 82C08 of a,system power 
failure, and will remain active as long as the power is 
down. It is the system's responsibility to detect pow
er failure and to supply this signal. PDCLK is used to 
supply the clock during, power d~wn for th~ ~~C08 
refresh circuits. It is the liystem s responsibility to 
supply this clock. 

Power Supplies 
Power down is achieved by eliminating the clock 
from all the 82C08 Circuits that are not participating 
in the refresh generation. The 82C08 h~s two power 
pins (Vcc's), one supplies power to the output buff
ers and the other, to 82C08 logiC. All the active cir
cuits during power down are connected to the logi~ 
Vee, includil'\gthe active output buffers. T~ereforei.'t 
is the user's chOice to connect only the logic Vee Pin 
to the back-up power supply, or to connect both pins 
to it. It is recommended, however, to connect both 
pins to the Same power supply in order to simplify 
and to shorten the power up time. 

Extended Refresh at Power Down (PD) 

To reduce power dissipation during PD, 82C08 will 
support the extended refresh cycle of the Intel 
51CXXL (e.g. 51C64L). In this mode, the refresh pe
riod can be extended up to 64 milliseconds versus 
4 milliseconds in non-extended cycles. This is 
achieved by slowing down the PDCLK frequency. 

The user should, ,take into consideration that when 
supporting extended refresh during PD, the dynamic 
RAM must be refreshed completely within 4 millisec~ 
onds, without active cycles" both before going into 
and after coming out of extended refresh. The 
82C08< has the option of performing burst refresh of 
all the memory whenever the user cannot guarantee 
the 4 milliseconds idle interval. This is achieved by 
Performing 3 consecutive burst refresh cycles, acti
vated internally by the 82C08. 

The option of refreshing all the memory is enl(lbled in 
failsafe mode configuration (RFRO input high,at re
set). When 82C08 detects power down, (high,leyel 
at PDD) it examines the RFRO input. High level at 
the RFRO input will cause 3 PD burst refresh cycles 
to be performed. The user should supply ,the power 
and the system clock during the time interval of the<, 
3 PD burst cycles, e.g. 4700 (fast cycle) or 3100 , 
(slow cycle) clock cycles after activating PDD. Low 
level at RFRO input enables the 82C08 to enter 

power' down immediately < without executing any 
bursts. 

Power Down Procedure 
Tha 82C08 will preserve the memory content during 
the entire period of the system operation. Upon de
tection (jf power'down, the 82C08 will save internally 
its configuration ,status and the refresh addres~ 
countar content execute ,3 burst refresh cycles. (If It 
is programmed to f?ilsafemode and theRFRO input 
level is high), it will switch the internal clock from the 
system clock (CLK). to the power down clock 
(PDCLK) and will continue the refresh to the next 
address location. (See Figure 11.) 

When power is up again (PDD input deactivated), 
the 82C08 will issue internal reset which will not re
program the device and will not clear the refresh 
address counter, and therefore, refresh will continue 
to the next address location. After the internal reset, 
82C08 per10rms 3 PQburst refresh cycles which ra
fresh the whole memory, as at entering extended 
PD. This is done to give the 82C08 enough time to 
wake up. Notice, at the time interval of 4700 (fast 
cycle) or 3100 (slow cycle) clocks after Rower recov-
ering no memory access will be performed. ' 

82C080utputs on Power Down 

Four of. the 82C08 0ctPts are not activated during 
power down,'AACK, A 0-1 and WE. All these outguts will be forced to <a non,active state, AACK and 

A 0-1 will be forced high and WE will be forced 
low (External NAND buffer is used to drive the ~E 
DRAM inputs, hence a high level on the DRAM in
puts). The other 82C080utputs, AOO-Q and RA~O-
1, will switch to perform' the memory refresh In a 
"RAS-ONLY REFRESH CYCLE." The RAS outputs 
internal pull-ups assure high level~ on these outputs, 
as diose as possible to Vee, for low DRAM power. 
The size of the output buffers, in power down, is 
smaller than the normal size, and therefore, the 
speed of these buffers is slower. It is done in ordar 
to reduce the speed of charging ,and discharging the 
outputs and henpe repuce spikes on the p~wer 
lines. It is' required especially in power down, since 
thera is only one power ~uppJy pin ,active Whi~h 
drives'the output buffers as well as the Internal logic. 

All the device inputs, beside PDD, PDCLK, and RE
SET will be ignored during power down. 

During power down burst refresh the 82C08 per
forms up to 256 refreshes; Whereas during standard 
burst refresh the 82C08performs up to 128 refresh
es. The pow~r ~own burst refresh feature allows the 
82C08 to support extended refreshes of some 
DRAMs, configured as 512 rows. 
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231357-18 

Figure I 

Power Down Detect 
As previously mentioned, the PDD input will be sup
plied by the system to inform the 82C08 of a power 
failure. It can be asynchronous since the 82C08 syn
chronizes it internally. The PDD input will be sam
pled by the 82C08 before the beginning of every 
memory cycle but only after the termination of pro
gramming and initialization period. The user should 
guarantee Vee and ClK stable during the program
ming and initialization period (300 clocks after RE
SET). If the whole memory refresh is required (for 
extended refresh) then Vee and system clock 
should be available 4700 (fast cycle) or 3100 (slow 
cycle) clocks after activating PDD. If it isn't required 
then 82C08 should wait for present memory cycle 
completion and synchronization time which will take 
about 25 system clock cycles. 

With PDD going inactive, the 82C08 synchronizes 
the clock back to the ClK clock, issuing internal re
set and will perform 3 PD burst refresh cycles. 

NOTE: 
The power supplies and the ClK should go up be
fore the PDD Is deactivated. All CPU requests will 
be ignored when PDD is active. 

Refresh during Power Down 
The 82C08 has two clock pins, ClK is the system 
clock and PDClK is the power down clock. PDClK 
should be an independent clock which has its own 
crystal oscillator. Whel') entering power 'down, the 
82C08 will disabl.e the system clock internally and 
will run with the PDClK. The system clock will be 
enabled and the PDClK will be disabled when pow
~r is up. The ClK and PDClK will be switched inter
nally for the refresh circuits. 

During power down, 'FiAS-ONl Y REFRESH' will be 
performed by the 82C08. The time interval between 
refreshes is 5 PDClKs and this is fixed for all appli
cations. However, the 82C08 can support the ex
tended refresh (up to 64 ms) by slowing down the 
PDClK frequency. 

During the power down refresh cycle, RAS will be 
activated for one PDClK cycle only. In extended re
fresh, the PDClK frequency will be below 50 kHz 
and this will cause a long duration of the FiAS signal 
which will increase the DRAM's current rapidly. To 
minimize the RAS low pulse, the two RC networks 
shown in Figure 9 are desiQAAg to insert one very 
fast (1 ,...s) cycle whenever is low (see Figure 
8). The time constant of RC1 and RC2 should be 
centered around 300 ns and 100 ns respectively. 

LOW FREQUENCY 
OSCILLATOR 

HC132 

82C01 

PDCLK 
(OND) 

BAIo 

I 
Vee· 

231357-19 

Figure 9_ Low Frequency OsCillator 
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Power Down Synchronization 
" ' 

The 82C08 main clock (MCLK) is generat~ internal
ly, from the syste~ clock (CLK) and the power down 
elock (POCLK) (see Figure 10), and Is driving the 
circuits that are active at all times, I.e.: circuits that 
are active both in power down mode and in normal 
operation. The system clock (eLK) is driving the cir
cuits that are active in normal operation only; and 
the POCLK is driving the. circuits that are 'active in" 
power down only. The operation of the three clocks 
is as follows: 

When entering power down mode, and' the whole 
memory refresh is required, the CLK minimum active 

PO _______ ..J," 

"l,' 

time' after 'POO is actiVated is 4700 (fast cycle) or' 
3100 (slow cycle) clocks. ,. 

When it isn't required, PDCLK should be active, and 
CLK should remain active for at least 20 clock cy-

'61ea +. synchronizatidn" time. The synchronization 
time is the ratio of PDCLK and CLK + 1. Therefore, 
the CLK minimum active time after PO is activated: 

20 + [CLK(MHz) / PDCLK(MHz) + 11 clock cycles 

When the power is up again, PDCLK should remain 
active at least 4 clock cycles after PO is going inac
tive, to, assure C9mpletion of refresh cycle and inter
nal synchronization time. 

\~-----------

flJlJlJl.l----------LrlIlllS CLK' ' 

, -----~---- , 

PDCLK 

MCLK 

231357-20, 

Figure 10 

POWER DOWN FLOW 

231357-21 

Figure 11 
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Differences Between, 8208 and 82C08 

The differences between the HMOS 8208 and the 
CHMOS 82C08 represent forward compatible en
hancements. The 82C08 can be plugged into an 
8208 socket without changes. 

LOGICAL DIFFERENCES 
1. 82C08 has one new. feature: 

Power Down (PO) 

2.82C08 supports CMOS DRAMs with TRAC100, 
150 

3. Address Mapping: 

Outputs 
9 Most 9 Least 

Significant Bits Significant Bits 

8208 column address row ad,dress 
82C08 row address column address 

4. Slow cycle shortening: 

1). The write cycle is two clocks shorter so con
secutive writes will be executed without wait 
states. . 

2) The WE output is two clocks shorter. There
fore, an external latch on the WE output is not 
necessary. 

3) CAS output is shorter by one clock on the read 
cycle. This reduces one level of buffers for ad
dress/data bus needed in 8208 designs. Read 
access margins are improved to support non
Intel spec. RAMs. 

4) The address outputs switch from row to col
umn address one clock cycle iater in the 
82C08 as compared to 8208. 

5. Fast cycle shortening: 

1) The write cycle in CO configuration is shortened 
by one clock. 

2) For both CO and C1 synchronous configuration, 
the CAS signal is shorter by one. clock and the 
activation of RAS is tied to the cp2 cycle of the 
80286. This prevents contention on the data 
bus. 

6. Supports Static Column or Ripplemode DRAMs. 

ELECTRICAL DIFFERENCES 
1. AC parameters: 

1) CAS delay: In C2 synchronous read cycle, the 
CAS is deactivated by some delay from clock 
falling edge (TCLCSH timing) as in the follow
ing diagram: 

In C2 write cycles the CAS activation is trig
gered by the clock falling edge with a delay of 
35 ns from the clock. For 8208 the delay is 
TP/1.8 + 53. 

CLK 

iiiS ~'-___ ---I'I/ I 

TCLCIItWrr--" 
\~----+I-fr 

i I 
231357-22 

2) 82C08 has an additional timing parameter 
T ARH column address to RAS t hold time. 

2. DC parameters: The difference is in the current 
consumption. 

8208 
ICC 

IPD 
ISB 

300mA 
82C08 

30 mA (typical) 
[10 + 2f] mA (max) 
1 mA (max) 
2 mA (max) 

Configuration Charts 

The 82C08 operates in three basic configurations
CO, C1, C2--depending upon the programming of 
CFS (PDO), RFS (PD2), and FFS (PD7). Table 8 
shows these configurations. These modes deter
mine the clock edges for the 82C08's programmable 
signals, as shown in Table 9. Finally, lable 10 gives 
the programmable AC parameters of the 82C08 as a 
function of configuration. The non-programmable 
parameters are listed under AC Characteristics. 

Using the Timing Charts 

The notation used to indicate which clock edge trig
gers an output transition is "n 1 .. or "n,J,", where 
"n" is the number of clock periods that have passed 
since clock 0, the reference clock, and "t .. refers 
to rising edge and " ,J, .. to falling edge. A clock peri
od is defined as the interval from a clock falling edge 
to the following falling edge. Clock edges are de
fined as shown below. 

(n - 1 ) 1 nt· nl (n + 1 )1( n + 1 ) 1 
231357-23 

The clock edges which trigger transitions on each 
82C08 output are tabulated in Table 9. "H" refers to 
the high-going transition, and "L" to low-going tran
sition. 
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Clock 0 is defined as the clock in which the 82C08 i~d at tl:1e time of .its. arrival. b~pa\JSe the 82COa was 
begins a memory cycle, either as a result of a port pei'forming another memorY cycle. Clock 0 is identi· 
request which has just arrived, or of a port request fleet exterl)ally ~y the leading.edge of RAS, which is 
which was stored previO,usly but could not be servo alway.s triggered onO J,.. , ' , ,..,,: 

Table 8. 82C08 Configurations 

Timing Conf. CFS(PDO) RFS(PD2) FFS(PD7) Walt States" 

Co iAPX286(1) FASTRAM(1) 20 MHz(1) O. '. 

Co iAPX286(1) FAST RAM(1) 16 MHz(1) 0 

C1 iAPX286(1) SLOW RAM (0) 16 MHz(1) 1 

Co iAPX286(1) FASTRAM(1) 10 MHz (0) 0 

Co iAPX286(1) SLOWRAM(O) 10 MHz (0) 0 

C2 iAPX186(0) DON'T CARE DON'T CARE 0, 
• USing EAACK (synchronous mode) 

Table 9a. Timing Chart - Synchronous Mode 

RAS ADDRESS CAS WE EAACK' 
Cn Cycle L H Col Row· L H H L L H 

0 
RD,RF oJ.. aJ,. OJ.. aJ,. 1J,. aJ,. 1J,. 4J,. .' 

WR oJ.. 4J,. OJ.. aJ,. 2J,. 4J,. 1J,. 4J,. 1J,. 4J,. 

1 
RD,RF OJ.. 4J,. OJ.. 4J,. 1J,. sJ,. 2J,. sJ,. 

WR oJ.. sJ,. oJ.. 4J,. 2J,. sJ,. 1J,. sJ,. 2J,. sJ,. 

'. :2 'RD,RF= OJ.. 2J,. OJ.. aJ,. OJ.. 2.J,. OJ.. 2J,. 

WR OJ; 2J,. OJ... aJ,. 1J,. aJ,. OJ.. 2J,. OJ.. 2J,. 

Table 9b. Timing Chart - Asynchronous Mode 

RAS ADDRESS CAS WE LAACK XAACK' 

Cn Cycle L H Col Row" L H H L L H L H 

0 
RD,RF OJ.. aJ,. OJ.. aJ,. 1J,. 4J,. 2J,. sJ,. aJ,. RI5 

WR OJ.. 4J,. OJ.. aJ,. 2J,. 4J,. 1J,. 4J,. 1J,. 4J,. aJ,. WA 

1 
RD,RF oJ.. 4J,. oJ.. 4J,. 1J,. 6J,. 2J,. sJ,. 4J,. RP 

WR OJ.. sJ,. OJ.. 4J,. 2J,. sJ,. 1J,. sJ,. 1J,. 4J,. aJ,. WR 

2 
RD,RF 0,1; 2J,. OJ.. aJ,. oJ.. aJ,. 1J,. aJ,. 2J,. RI5 

WR' OJ.. 2J,. oJ.. aJ,. 1 J,. aJ,. OJ.. 2J,. 1 t at 2J,. WR 
.. 

The only dlff~ce between the two tables is the trailing adge of ~ for all ,read cycle configurations. In asynchro
nous mode, CAl; trailing adge is one clock later than in synchronous mode. 

NOTES FOR INTERPRETING THE Tll'IIlNG CHART: 
1. COLUMN ADDRESS is the time column address becomes valid. 
2. The ~, EAAtK, ~ and XAtK outputs are not issued during refresh. 
3.XACK-high is.reset asynchronously bfficmand ~inactive and not by a clock edge. 
4. EAACK is used in synchronol:ls mode, K and XACK in asynchronous mode. 
5. ADDRESS·Row is the clock edge where the 82C08 AO,switches from current column address to 

. the next row address. 
6. If a cycle is inhibited by PCTl = 1 (Multlbus ifF mode) then ~ is not activated during write 
cycle and XACK is not activated in either rE!ad or write cycles. 
·Column addresses switCh to row addreS$es for next memory cycle. The row address 'buffer ·is 
transparent following this cilock edge. 'TRAH' specification is guaranteed as per data sheet. 



intJ 
82C08-DRAM Interface Parameter 
Equations 

82C08 

READ, WRITE REFRESH CYCLES 
tRAC: response parameter. 
tCAC: response parameter. 

Several DRAM parameters, but not all, are a direct 
function of 82C08 timings, and the equations for 
these parameters are given in the following tables. 
The following is a list of those DRAM parameters 
which have NOT been included in the following ta
bles, with an explanation for their exclusion. 

tREF: See "Refresh Period Options". 
tCRP: must be met only if CAS-only cycles, 

which do not occur with 82C08, exist. 
tRAH: See ;'AC. Characteristics" 
tRCD: See "A.C. Characteristics" 
tASC: See "AC. Characteristics" 
tASR: See "AC. Characteristics" 

WRITE CYCLE 
tOFF: response parameter. 

tDS: system-dependent parameter. 
tDH: system-dependent parameter. 
tDHR: system-dependent parameter. 

Read and Refresh Cycles 
Table 10. Programmable Timings 

Parameter C2-Slow Cycle CO-Fast Cycle C1-Fast Cycle Notes 
IRP 2TCLCL-T27 3TCLCL-T27 STCLCL-T27 1 
tCPN 1.5TCLCL-T34 3TCLCL-TS4 2TCLCL-TS4 1,5 
tCPN 2.5TCLCL-TS4 4TCLCL-T34 STCLCL-TS4 1,4 
tRSH 2TCLCL·TS2 2TCLCL-T32 STCLCL-TS2 1 
ICSH STCLCL-T25 4TCLCL-T25 6TCLCL-T25 1,5 
tCSH 2TCLCL + TS4(min)-T25 STCLCL-T25 5TCLCL-T25 1,4 
ICAH STCLCL-TS2 2TCLCL-TS2 STCLCL-TS2 1 
tAR STCLCL-T25 STCLCL-T25 4TCLCL-T25 1 
tT s/so s/so s/so 2 
tRC 4TCLCL 6TCLCL 7TCLCL 1 
tRAS 2TCLCL-T25 STCLCL-T25 4TCLCL-T25 1 
tCAS STCLCL-TS2 STCLCL-TS2 5TCLCL-TS2 1,'5 
tCAS 2TCLCL + TS4(min)-TS2 2TCLCL-T25 4TCLCL-TS2 1,4 
tRCS TCLCL + TS2(min)-TS5 + TBUF TCLCL-TS5 + TBUF 2TCLCL-TS5 + TSUF 1 
tRCH TCLCL + TS6(min)-TS4 + TBUF TCLCL-TS4 + TSUF 2TCLCL-TS4 + TSUF 1 

Write Cycles 

Parameter C2·Slow Cycle CO-Fast Cycle C1-Fast Cycle Notes 
IRP 2TCLCL-T27 STCLCL·T27 STCLCL-T27 1 
tCPN 2TCLCL-TS4 4TCLCL-TS4 4TCLCL-T34 1 
IRSH TCLCL-TS2 2TCLCL-TS2 STCLCL-TS2 1 
tCSH STCLCL-T25 4TCLCL-T25 5TCLCL-T25 1 
tCAH 2TCLCL-TS2 TCLCL-TS2 2TCLCL-TS2 1 
tAR STCLCL-T25 STCLCL-T25 4TCLCL-T25 1 
tT s/so s/so s/so 2 
tRC 4TCLCL 7TCLCL 8TCLCL, 1 
tRAS 2TCLCL-T25 4TCLCL-T25 5TCLCL-T25 1 
ICAS 2TCLCL-TS2 + TBUF 2TCLCL-TS2 STCLCL-TS2 1 
tWCH TCLCL-TS2 + TSUF 2TCLCL-TS2 + TSUF STCLCL-TS2 + TSUF 1,S 
tWCR 2TCLCL-T25 + TSUF 4TCLCL-T25 + TSUF 5TCLCL-T25 + TSUF 1,S 
tWP 2TCLCL-TS6-TSUF STCLCL"TS6-TSUF 4TCLCL-TS6-TSUF 1 
tRWL 2TCLCL-TS6-TBUF STCLCL-TS6-TSUF 4TCLCL-TS6-TSUF 1 
tCWL STCLCL-TS6-TSUF STCLCL·TS6-TSUF 4TCLCL-TS6-TSUF 1 
tWCS TCLCL + TS6-TS1-TSUF TCLCL - TS6-TSUF TCLCL - TS6-TSUF 1 

NOTES: 
1. Minimum. 
2. Value on right is maximum; value on left is minimum. 
S. Applies to the eight warm-up cycles during initialization. 
4. For synchronous mode only. 
5. For asynchronous mode only. 
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ABSOLUTE 'MAXIMUM RATINGS'" 

Ambient Temperature 
Under Bias' 

Storage Temperature 

Voltage On Any Pin With 
Respect to Ground 

Power Dissipation 

:..: o·C to -+ 70·C 
. -65·C to + 150·C 

-0.5Vto +7V 

0.5.watts 

• Notice: Stlesses abOVE? thof!e listf!d pndet;"Abso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dl1.m
age to the device. This, is a stress rating only and 
functional pperationof the.device at·these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tiona/ sections of this specification is not implied. Ex
posure'to absolute maximum fating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O·C to io·c; Vcc = 5.0V ± 10%; VSS = GND 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Comments 

Vil Input Low Voltage -0:5 +0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 0.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V (Note 1) 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.6 V (Note 1) 

Icc Supply Current 10 + 2f mA (Note 3) 

III Input Leakage Current ±10 p:A OV::;; VIN::;; Vcc 

VCl Clock Input Low Voltage -0.5 +0.6 V 

VCH Clock Input High Voltage 3.8 Vcc + 0.5 V , 

CIN Input Capacitance 20 pF fc = 1 MHz(6) 

VOHPO RAS Output High Vcc - 0.5 V (Note 2) 
Power Down 

ipo Power Down Supply Current 

ISB Standby Current 

NOTE: 
1.~;' 5 mA and IOH = -0.32 mA WE: IOL = 8 mA 
2. RAS Output voltage during power down. 
3. Typical value. Where I is Ireq. in MHz. T A = O'C 
for CMOS: VIL max = 0.5V; VIH min = (Vee - 0.5V) 
lor TIL: Icc will be higher by 30 mA 

A.C. Testing Load Circuit 

RASo., t-'---=---,.;;..o;.""V\,-<.-o 

82C08 CASo., I-::R-AO-';;;';';"VV\rlH:~ 
A0O-B _-'V'I'~_-n 

Other Outputs 

RRAS = 39n 
RCAS = 39n 
RAO = 22n 

23135(,;-24 
CRAS = 150 pF 
CCAS = 150 pF 
cAo = 200 pF : 
CL = 50pF 

-
-

1.0 mA (Note 5) 

2.0 mA Estimated Value(4) 

4. Measured at VIL = OV or VIH = VCC with no loads con· 
nected. ' 
5. IPO = 1 mA at 32 KHz with no loads connected. 
6. Sampled. not 100% tested. 

A.C. Testing Input, Output Waveform 

2.4 x:: .. :::)(1.-._ 
0.45 ' 

231357-25 

AC. Testing 'inputs (except clock),are driven at 2AV for a Logie 
,"1" and OA5V for a Logic "0" (clpck' is driven at 4.0V·andO.45V ' 
for Logic "1" and "0" respectively). Timing measurements' are 
made at 2AV for Logic "1 I' and O.BV for L9Qic "0". 
• also PDCLK 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS (T A = 0·6 to 70"C; Vee = + 5V ± 10%, Vss' = OV) 
" 

Measurements made with respeetto RASo.,,1,.CASO_1, AOO-8, are at +~:4Vancl 0.8V CLKat 3V,1V. All other 
pins are measured at 2.0V and 0.8V. All times are ns unless othe{Wise indieatep. Testing done with specified 
test load. 

Ret Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Notes 

CLOCK AND PROGRAMMING 

tF Clock Fall Time 12 ns 3 

tR Clock Rise Time 12 ns 3 

1 TCLCL Clock Period 
82008-20 50 250 ns 1 
82C08-16 62.5 250 ns 1 
82C08-10 100 500 ns 2 
82C08-8 125 500 ns 2 

2 TCL Clock Low Time 
82C08·20 12 230 ns 1 
82008·16 15 230 ns 1 
82C08·10 44 ns 2 
82C08-8 TCLCL/2·12 ns 2' 

3 TCH Clock High Time 
82C08·20 16 230 ns 1 

I 82C08·16 20 230 ns 1 
82C08·10 44 ns 2. 
82C08·8 rCLCL/3+2 ns 2 

4 TRTVCL Reset to CLK.J.. Setup 40 ns 4 

5 TRTH Reset Pulse Width 4TCLCL ns 

6 TPGVRTL PCTL, PDI, RFRO !, 
125 ns 5 

to RESET .J.. Setup 

7 TRTLPGX PCTL, RFRO 
10 . 

to RESET .J.. Hold 
ns 

8 TCLPC PCLK from CLK.J.. Delay 45 ns 

9 TPDVCL PDI to CLK.J.. Setup 60 ns 

10 TCLPDX PDI to CLK .J.. Hold 40 ns 6 

SYNCHRONOUS p.P PORT INTERFACE 

11 TPEVCL PE to CLK.J.. Setop 20 2 

12 TKVCL FiI5, WR', PE, PCTL 
20 'ns 1 

to CLK .J.. Setup 

13 TCLKX FiI5, WR', !'E, PCTL 
0 ns 

toCLK.J..Hold 

14 TKVCH RD,WR,PCTL 
20 2 

to CLK t Setup 
ns 
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A C CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) . 
Ref Symb~l. . Parameter Min Max . Units Notes 

ASYNCHRONOUS JLP PORT INTERFACE 

15 TRWVCL RD, WRto 20 ns 8.9 
CLK J,Setup 

16 TRWL RD, WRPuise 2TCLCL+30 n·s 
Width , 

17 TRWLPEV PEfrom RD, 
WRJ, Delay 
CFS=1 . TCLCL-20 ns 1 
CFS=O TCLCL-30 ns 2 

18 TRWLPEX PEto RD, 2TCLCL+30 ns 
WRJ, Hold 

19 TRWLPTV PCTL from RD, TCLCL-30 ns 2 
WRJ, Delay 

20 TRWLPTX PCTLto RD, 2TCLCL+30 ns 2 
WRJ, Hold 

21 TRWLPTV PCTL from RD, 2TCLCL-20 ns 1 
WRJ, Delay 

22 TRWLPTX PCTL to RD, 3TCLCL+30 ns 1 
WRJ, Hold 

RAM INTERFACE , 

23 TAVCL AL,AH, BSto 35 + tASR ns 2 
ClK J, Set-up 
82C08-20 50+tASR 

, 
ns 

82C08-16 45 + tASR ns 

24 TCLAX AL,AH, BSto 0 ns 
ClKJ, Hold 

25 TCLRSL RASJ, from 25 ns 1 
ClKJ, Delay 35 ns 2 

60 ns 24 

26 TRCD RAS to CAS Delay 
CFS=1 TCLCL-25 ns 1,14 
CFS=O 30 ns 23 
CFS=.O TCLGL/2-30 ns 2,11,14 
CFS=O 60 ns 2,12,14 

27 TCLRSH RASt from 25 ns 
ClKJ, Delay 60 ns 24 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

Ref Symbol Parameter ,·1 Min 1 Max Units Notes 

RAM INTERFACE (Continued) 

28 TRAH CFS = 1 18 1,13,15 
CFS=O TClCl/4·10 ns 2,11,15 
CFS=O 18 ns 23 

29 TASR RowAO 10,16 
RASJ, Setup 

30 TASC Column AOto 
~J, Setup 
CFS=1 2 ns 1,13,17,18 
CFS=O 5 ns 2,13,17,18 
CFS=O 5 ns 23 

31 TCAH Column AOto (See DRAM Interface Tables) 
~Hold 

32 TClCSl CASJ, from 
ClKJ, Delay 
CFS=O TClCLl4+30 TClCll 1.8 + 56 ns 2,26 
CFS=O 50 105 ns 23 
CFS=O 8 35 ns 2,27 
CFS=1 . 35 ns 1 

34 TClCSH CASt from 50 ns 
ClKJ, Delay 

TClCLl4 TClCl+ 50 ns 22 
3.2 

35 TClWl WEJ, from 35 ns 
ClKJ, Delay 

36 TClWH WEt from 
ClKJ,Delay 
CFS=O TClCl/4+30 TClCll 1.8 + 53 2 
CFS=1 35 ns 1 
CFS=O 50 100 ns 23 

37 TClTKL XACKJ, from 35 ns 
ClKJ, Delay 

38 TRWLTKH XACK t from RD t , 50 ns 
WRt.Delay 

39 TCLAKl AACKJ, from 35 ns \ 

CIKJ, Delay 

40 TCLAKH AACKt from 50 ns 
ClK,!, Delay 

49 TARH Column Address to 2 1 
RAS t Hold Time 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

Ref Symbol Parameter Min .Max .. ·Unlts Notes 

REFRESH REQUEST 

41 TRFVCL RFRO to CLK,J.. Setup 20 ns 

42 TCLRFX RFRO to CLK,J.. Hold 10 ns 

43 TFRFH Failsafe RFRO POise TCLCL + 30 ns 19 
Width 

44 TRFXCL Single RFRO Inactive 20 ns 20 
to ClK,J.. Setup 

45 TBRFH Burst RFRO Pulse 2TCLCL + 30 ns 19 
Width 

46 TPDVCL PDD Setup Time 20 ns 24,25 

47 TPDHRFX RFRO Valid after 4TCLCL + 20 24 
PDDActive 

48 TRFVPDH RFRO Setup Time 20 24 
to PDD Active 

The followmg RC loading IS assumed: 
AOO-B R= 220. C = 200 pF 
RASo_l, CASo_l R = 390. C = 150 pF 
AACK, WE/PClK C = 50 pF 

NOTES: 
1. Specification when programmed in the Fast Cycle processor mode (iAPX 286 mode). 82C08-20, -16. 
2. Specification when programmed in the Slow Cycle processor mode (iAPX 186 mode). 82C08-10, 82C08-8. 
3. tR and tF are referenced from the 3.5V and 1.0V levels. 
4. RESET is internally synchronized to C.lK. Hence a set-up time is required only to guarantee its recognition at a particular 
clock edge. 
5. The first programming bit (PDO) is also sampled by RESET going low. 
6. TClPDX is guaranteed if programming data is shifted using PClK. 
8. TRWVCl is not required for an asynchronous command except to guarantee its recognition at a particular clock edge. 
9. Valid when programmed in either Fast or Slow Cycle mode. 

10. IASR is a user specified parameter and its value should be added accordingly to TAVCL. 
11. When programmed in Slow Cycle mode and 125 ns :;;; TClCl < 200 ns. 
12. When programmed in Slow Cycle mode and 200 ns :;;; TClCL. 
13. Specification for Test load conditions. 
14. tRCD (actual) = tRCD (specification) +0.06 (~CRAS) - 0.06{~CcAS) where ~C = C (test load) - C (actual) in pF. 
(These are first order apprOximations.) 
15. tRAH (actual) = tRAH (specification) + 0.06 (~CRAS) - 0.022 (~CAO) where ~C = C (test load) - C (actual) in pF. 
(These are first order approximations.) . 
1.6. IASR (actual) = IASR (specification) +0.06 (~CAO) - 0.025 (~CRAS) where ~C = C (test load) - C (actual) in pF. 
(These are first order approximations.) 
17. IASC (actual) = IASC (specification) +0.06 (~CAO) - 0.025 {~CCAS> where ~C {test load) - C (actual) in pF. (These 
are first order approximations.) 
18. IASC is a function of clock frequency and thus varies with changes in frequency. A minimum value is specified. 
19. TFRFH and TBRFH pertain to asynchronous operation only. 
20. Single RFRO should be supplied synchronously to avoid burst refresh. 
22. CFS = 0, synchronous mode, Read cycle. 
23. For 10 MHz Slow Cycle only. 
24. Power down mode. . ... 
25. POD is internally synchronized. A setup time is required only to guarantee its recognition at a particular clock edge . 

. 26. Slow Cycle Read only. 
27. Slow Cycle Write only. 
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WAVEFORMS 

CLOCK AND PROGRAMMING TIMINGS 

ClK 

RESET _.11----1. 

PCTl ====:J~::~~==== 
REFRQ ® 

POI PD 

WEJPClK ==.7 I ® 
231357-26 

RAM WARM-UP CYCLES 

.~n~~_, ________ _ 
RASC/ ~~'-______ JI 
WE :J if If H '---

PROGRAMMING 

i RESET 
lAST RAM WARM-UP 

FIRST RAM WARM·UP CYCLE 

NOTE: 
The present example assumes a RA5 four clocks long. 

REFRESH REQUEST TIMING 

eLK 

FAILSAFE 
REFRESH ---_I 
REQUEST 

SINGLE 
REFRESH 

~~ ------~~ti-,~-~--------
REQUEST ~ ~ 

I L4I-1 
I }r-+-I---

PDO ----tt....l .. , I 

RFRO ==X--!I-+------k= 
I 47 I 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

SYNCHRONOUS PORT INTERFACE 

COMMAND MODEl 

W,W.W 

COMMAND MODEl --+_~-....,. 
FA8TCYCLE 
PCTL (INHIBIT) 

COMMAND MODEl 
FA8TCYCLI 

82C08 

-------------------------*------
INTERNAL INHIBIT --+--+---...,j"t----------------

NOTE: , 

SLOW CYCLE 
FH),\VA 

~OWCYCLE 

SLOW CYCLE 
PCTl 

m-__ ", 

Actual transitions are programmable. Refer to Tables 8 and ~. 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

ASYNCHRONOUS PORT INTERFACE 

ClK 

FAST/SLOW CYCLE 
im,WR 

~--------~--h-------~ 

~--~-------,~+--------+~ 
FAST/SLOW CYCLE _--1_"';;';:~ 
P! 

SLOW CYCLE 
PCTl 

~-------------+~------~ 
® 

~----~~----~~-QD'---r--------~ 
~-----QD'-----+~ 

FAST CYCLE 
PCTl (INHIBIT) 

----------------~--~---+------~-------------

FAST CYCLE 
INTERNAL INHIBIT 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

RAM INTERFACE TIMING 

CLOCK 0 

COMMAND --~----~------------'---~--------~-----+-------r 

RAS ________ ~~~ 

AOO-AOa -----r 
CAS ________ ~----------~I 

, ..... @)-

WE 

XACK 
@)-

AACK 39 ~ ..... @r 
231367-31 

NOTE: 
Actual transitions are programmable. See Tables 8 and 9. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Most microprocessor based workstation designs today 
use large amounts of DRAM for program storage. A 
drawback to DRAMs is the many critical timings that 
must be met. This control function could easily equal 
the area of the DRAM array if implemented with dis
crete logic. 

The VLSI 8207 Advanced Dynamic RAM Controller 
(ADRC) performs complete DRAM timing and con
trol. This includes the normal RAM 8 warm-up cycles, 
various refresh cycles and frequencies, address multi
ple/dng, and address strobe timing. The 8207's system 
interface and RAM timing and control are programma
ble to permit it to be used in most applications. 

Integrating all of the above functions (Plus a dual port 
and error correcting interfaces) allows the user to real
ize significant cost savings over discrete logic. For ex
ample, comparing the 8207 to the iSBC012B S12K byte 
RAM board (where the DRAM control is done entirely 
with TIL), an 8207 design saved board space 3 in2 vs 
10 in2); required less power (420 mA vs 1220 mA); and 
generated less heat. Moreover, design time was re
duced, and increased margins were achieved due to less 
, skewing of critical timings. This comparison is based on 
a single port design and did not include the 8207's 
RAM warm-up, dual-port and error correcting fea
t~es. If these features were fully implem,ented, theJ:e 
would be no change to the,'8207 figures, listed above, 
while the TIL figures'wowa easily double. 

~ Application N~te .will il1~tnite ~ iAPX desigp. 
WIth the 8207 controllirig the dynamic RAM array. 

The reader should be familiar with the 82097 data 
sheet, the 80186 data sheet, and a RAM data sheet·. 

DESIGN .GOALS 

The main objective of this design'is for the 80186 to run 
with no wait states with a Dynamic RAM array. The 
design uses one port of the 8207. The dual port and 
error correcting interfaces of the 8207 are covered in 
separate Application Notes. ' 

The size of the RAM array is 4 banks of 64K RAMs or 
S12K bytes. The memory is to be interfaced locally to 
the 80186. 

USING THE 8207 

The three areas to be considered when designing in the 
8207 are: 

• 8207 programming logic 

• Microprocessor interface 

• RAM array 

, 8207 Programming 

The 8207 requires up to two 74LS16S shift registers for 
programming. This d~igJ.l needs one 8 bi,tshift re~ter, 
as shown in Figure 1. The 16 bits in the Program Data 
Word are set as shown in Figure 2. Refresh is done 
,inteinany, SO the REFRQ inPl,lt must be tied high. The 
memory commands are iAPX 86 status, so the timing 

,..----------- -, 
SYSTEM}-'-fl---T---.J====t=======4-----J RESET" & I RESET 

,~ I PCLKlMUX 

8207 11r---~LoJA~o;:::~C~~;:::::~11-~::~L~O~A~o---CJ~L-----=: 
I PUSO SHIFT REG. QH ~ SERIAL' PUSO SHIFT REG. QH - PO I 

ftttr:, i i ~ ! i r·~! t, i 
I .. I I --" I I I 'i -- ,I .....+_ ..... _.t.+_ _ _ A. , .!! _ _ !! JUMPER OPTIONS 

~ I POlS PDs : P07 PO_ 

I I 
L __ ~T.!£.f-!~ ____ J 

Figure 1.8207 Programming Shift Registers 

• All RAM referencas in this Application Note are based on Intel's 2184A 84K Dynamic RAM. 
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74S30 

SRDyCLK 

80188 I ...... ---t-+---t-.... 

ALE ................... 

ADDR ___ ..... 

DATA 
DTlft DEN 

S240 

+5 

ADDRESS DATA 
SUS BUS 

230809-2 
NOTE: 
The 8207 'requires series resistors on all oUtputs to RAM. 

Figure 3. 80186 to 8207, non·ECC, synchronous system single port 

of BAACK will always guarantee 2 clocks of address 
hold time from RAS. 

Acknowledge Setup Time 

The margin between the 8207 issuing BAACK and the 
80186 ready input for no wait states minus delays from 
clock edges, logic delays, and setup time is calculated as 
follows. 

1 clock - 8207 TCLAKLmax - 74S30 tpLH @ IS 
pf - 80186 TSRYCL ~ 0 

12S ns - 3S - 22 - 3S = 32 ns 

Read Access Margin 

The 8207 starts a memory cycle on the falling clock 
edge between the 80186's Tl and T2. Data must be 
valid 'within 2 clocks. Valid data from the RAMs is 
based upon the CAS access period minus buffer, clock, 
setup requirements. 

2 TCLCL - 8207 TCLCSL @ ISO pF (t34) -
DRAM tCAC - 74S24O propagation delay @ SO pF 
- additional bus loading delay (2S0 'pF)(1) -
74S24O delay @ SO pF - 80186 TDVCL ~ 0 

2S0 ns - 122 - 8S - 7 - 7 - 7 - 20 = 2 ns 

NOTE: 
(1) 74STTL logic derated by O.OS ns/pF. 74STTL 
buffers (240, 37) derated by O.02S ns/pF. 
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1 01010 I 01 010 10 10 10 10 10 111110 10 10 I 
1~'5~ ________ ~~ ____ ~81 1~7 __________________ ~01 

230809-3 
Figure 2. Program Data Word 

Write Data Setup and Hold Margir'l 

Data from, the processor must be valid when WE is 
issued by the 8207 to meet the RAM specification tDS 
(2164A = 0 ns), and then held for a minimum of 30 ns. 

The PCTLA input must be high when RESET goes 
inactive. 

The differential reset circuit shown in the Data Sheet is 
necessary only to ensure that memory commands are 
not received by the 8207 when Port A is changed from 
synchronous to asynchronous (vice versa for ~ort B). 
This design keeps Port A synchronous so no differential 
reset circuit is needed. 

Microprocessor Interface 

To achieve no wait states, the 8207 must connect di
rectly to the microprocessor's CLKOUT and status 
lines. The 8207 Acknowledge (BAACK) must connect 
to thtl SRDY input of the 80186. 

When the 80186 is reset, it tristates the status lines. The 
8207 PCTLA input requires a high to decode the prop
er memory commands. This is accomplished by using a 
pull-up resistor or some component that incorporates a 
pull-up on S2. 

The 8207 address inputs are connected directly to the 
latched/demultiplexed address bus. 

RAM Array 

The 8207 provides complete control of all RAM tim
ings, warm up cycles, and refresh cycles. All write' cy
cles are "late writes." During write cycles, the data out 
lines go active. This requires separate data inlout lines 
in the RAM array. 

To operate the 80186 with no wait states, itis necessary 
to choose, sufficiently ,fast DRAMs. The 150 ns version 
of the 2164A allows operating ~he ~0186 at 8, MHz, and 
the 200 ns version up to 7 MHz. 

HARDWARE DESIGN 

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the design, and Fig" 
ure 4 is a timing diagram showing the relationship be
tween the 8207 and the 80186. 

8207 Command Setup 

Two events must ,occur for a command to be recog
nized by the 8207. The 80186 status outputs are sam
pled by a rising clock edge and Port Enable (PE) is 
sampled by the next falling edge (refer to the Data 
Sheet wave forms). ' 

The, command timing is determined by the period be
tween the status being issued and the first rising clock 
edge of the 8207; minUlisetup and delays. 

80186 status valid to 8207 rising clock - status from 
clock delay ,- 8207 setup to clock 2 0 

1 TCLCL - 80186 TCHSV max - 8207 TKVCH 
min 20 

125 ns - 55 - 20 = 50 ns 

PE is a chip select for a valid address range. It can be 
generated from the address bus or from the 80186's 
programmable memory selects. This design uses an in
vertedA19. The timing is determined by the interval 
between the address becoming valid and the falling 
clock edge, minus setup and delays. 

80186 address valid to 8207 falling clock edge -
80186 address from clock delay - 8283 latch delays 
- 8207 PE setup 2 0 

1 TCLCL - 80186 TeLA v max - 8283 IVOV @ 

300 pF - 8207 TPEVCL 2 0 

125 ns - 44 - 22 - 30 - 29 ns 

The hold times are 0 ns and are met. 
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Address Setup 

For an 81086 design, the 8207 requires the address to 
be stable before RA8 goes active, and to remain stable 
for 2 clocks. Unused 8207 address inputs should be tied 
to Vee. 

tA8R is a RAM specification. If it is greater than zero, 
this must be added to the address setup time of the 807. 
Address setup is the interval between addresses being 
issued and RA8 going active, minus appropriate delays. 

80186 address valid to 8207 RA8 active - 80186 
address from clock delay - bus delays - (8207 set
up + RAM tASR,) ~ 0 

TCLCL + 8207 TCLR8L min @ 150 pf(l) - 80186 
TCLA V max - 8283 IVOV max @ 300 pf - (8207 
TAVCL min + DRAM tASR,) ~ 0 

125 ns + 0 - 44 - 22 - (35 + 0) = 24 ns 

The address hold time of 2 clocks + 0 ns is always met, 
since the addresses are latched by the 828213. Even 
when the processor is in wait states (for refresh), 

NOTE: 
(1) Not specified-use 0 ns. 

TCLCL + TCLCH + 8207 TCLW min(l) + 
74837 delay tPHL min @ 50 pf + additional loading 
(142 pt) - 81086 TCVCTV - 748240tPZL - bus 
delays .(250 pt) - 748240 delay - 2164A tD8 ~ 0 

125 + 62.5 + 0 + 6.5 + 3.5 - 70 - 15 - 7 - 7 
- 0 = 98.5 ns. 

The hold time, tDH, is from WE going low to the 
80186 DEN going high plus buffer delays minus WE 
from clock delays. 

TCLCL - 80186 TCVCTX min + 74832 tPD(2) 
min + 748240 tPHZ (min)(2) + 250 pf bus delays 
+ 748240 propagation delay min - 8207 TCLW 
max - 74837 tPHL @ 50 pf - 142 pf loading de
lays - DRAM tDH ~ 0 

62.5 ns + 10 + 2 + 3 + 7 + 3.5 - 35 - 3.5 -
30 = 19.5 ns 

All margins are actually better by about 10-20 ns. No 
improvement in timing was allowed for lower capaci
tive loads when additional buffers are used (i.e. the 
80186 address out delay is at 200 pf, but the 8283 latch 
only loads these lines with about 20 pt). 

SUMMARY 

The 8207 supports the 80186 microprocessor running 
with no wait states. The 8207 interfaces easily between 
the microprocessor and dynamic RAM. There are no 
difficult timings to be resolved by the designer using 
external logic. 
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8 MHz 

ALE 

8207 RAsO 

8207 RAs1 

,8207 CASQ---k. ~ ___ ..J 

8207 CASi--"""'I~-+------;~~ 
'--_--I 

8207 WE -_.....It--J 

8207 EAACK 

80186 (SRDY) 

NOTES: 
1. Command Setup Margin 
2. PE Setup Margin 
3. EAACK Setup Margin 
4. Data Setup Margin 
5. Read Access Margin 

WRITE 
CYCLE 

READ 
CYCLE 

REFRESH 
CYCLE '" READ CYCLE 

Figure 4. 8207/80186 Timing Relationship 

NOTE: 
1. Not specified, use 0. ns. 
2. Not specified, use one half of typical value. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The 80286 high speed microprocessor pushes micro
processor based systems to new performance levels. 
However, its high speed bus requires special design con
siderations to utilize that performance. Interfacing the 
80286 to a dynamic RAM array require many timings 
to be analyzed, refresh cycle effects on bus timing ex
amined, minimum and maximum signal widths noted, 
and the list continues. 

The 8207 Advanced Dynamic RAM Controller was 
specifically designed to solve all interfacing issues for 
the 80286, provide complete control and timing for the 
DRAM array, plus achieve optimum system perform
ance. This includes the normal RAM 8 warmup cycles, 
various refresh cycles and frequencies, address multi
plexing, and address strobe timings. The 8207 Dynamic 
RAM Controller's system interface and RAM timing 
and control are progra.mrilable to permit it to be used in 
most applications. 

Integrating these functions (Plus dual port and error 
correcting interfaces) allows the user to realize signifi
cant savings in both engineering design time, PC board 
space and product cost. For example, in comparing the 
8207 to, the ISBCOl2B 512k byte RAM board (where 
the DRAM timing and control is done entirely with 
TTL), the 8207 design saved board space (3 in2 vs 10 
in2); used less power (420 mA vs 1220 mA); reduced 
the design time; and increased margins 4ue to less 
skewing of timings. The comparison' is based upon a 
single port 8207 design and does. not include its RAM 
warm-up, dual port, error correCting, and error scrub
bing or RAM interleaving features. 

This Application Note will detail an 80286 and 8207 
design. The reader should have read the 8207 and the 
80286 data sheets, a DRAM data sheet·, and have 
them available for reference. 

DESIGN GOALS 

The main objective of this design is to run the RAM 
array without wait states, to maximize the 80286's per
formance, and to use as little board space as possible. 
The 80286 will interface synchronously to Port A of the 
8207 and the 8207 will control 512k bytes of RAM (4 
banks using 64k DRAMs). The dual port and error· 
correcting features of the 8207 are covered in separate 
Application Notes. 

8207 INTERFACE 

The 8207 Memory design can be subdivided into three 
sections: 

• Programming the 8207. 

• The 82086/8207 interface. 

• The Dynamic RAM array. 

Programming the 8207 

The RAM timing is configured via the 16 bit program 
word that the 8207 shifts-in when reset. This can re
quire two 74LS165 shift registers to provide complete 
DRAM configurability. The 8207 defaults to the con
figuration shown in Table 1 when PDI is connected to 
ground. This design does not need the flexibility the 
shift registers would allow since standard 8207/80286 
clock frequencies, DRAM speeds and refresh rates are 
used. Table 1 details the 8207/80286 configuration and 
Table 10 in the Data Sheet identifies "CO" as the con
figuration of the 8207 all timings will be referenced to 
(80286 mode at 16 MHz using fast RAMs = CO). 

Table 1. Default Non-ECC Programming, 
PD1 Pin (57) Tied to Ground 

Port A is Synchronous (EAACKA and XACKA) 

Port B is Asynchronous (LAACKB and XACKB) 

Fast-cycle Processor Interface (10 Or 16 MHz) 

Fast RAM 100/120 ns RAM 

Refresh Interval uses 236 clocks 

128 Row refresh in 2 ms; 256 Row refresh in 
4ms 

Fast Processor Clock Frequency (16 MHz) 

"Most Recently Used" Priority Scheme 

4 RAM banks occupied 

The 8207 will accept 80286 status inputs when the 
PCTLA pin is sampled low at reset. This pin is not 
necessary for an 80286 design (besides progrl.'mming) 
and is tied to ground. 

Refresh is the final option to be programmed. If the 
Refresh pin is sampled high at reset, an internal timer 

'All RAM references in this Application N'ote are based upon Intel's CMOS 51C64·12 64k Dynamic RAM. Any DRAM with similar timings will 
function. Refer to section 4.4, 
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is enabled, and if low at reset, this timer is disabled. 
The first method is the easiest to implement, so the 
RFRQ pin is tied to Vee. 

The differential reset circuit shown in the Data Sheet is 
necessary only to ensure that memory commands are 
not received by the 8207 when Port A is changed from 
synchronous to asynchronous (vice versa for Port B). 
This design keeps Port A synchronous so no differential 
reset circuit is needed. 

RAM Array 

The 8207 completely controls all RAM timings, warm
up cycles, and refresh cycles. To determine if a particu
lar RAM will work with the 8207, calculate the mar
gins provided by the 8207 (Table IS, 16-8207 Data 
Sheet) and ensure they. are greater than the RAM re
quirement. An additional consideration is the access 
times of the RAMs. The access time of the system is 
dependent upon the number of data buffers between the 
80286 and the DRAMs. To operate the 80286 at zero 
wait states requires access times of 100-120 ns. Slower 
RAMs can be used (150 ns) by either adding a wait 
state (programming the 8207 for "Cl") or reducing the 
clock frequency (to 14.9 MHz approximately and main
taining the CO configuration). 

All write cycles are "late writes" and the data out lines 
of the RAM will go active. This will require separate 
data in and out lines in the RAM array. Another con
sideration for the RAM array is the proper layout of 
the RAM, and impedance matching resistors on the 
8207 outputs. Proper layout is covered in Intel's RAM 
Data Sheets and Application Notes. 

Microprocessor Array 

To achieve no wait state operation, the 8207's clock 
input must be connected to the 80286's clock input. 
The EAACK (early acknowledge) output of the 8207 
must connect to the SRDY input of the 82284. The 
8207's address inputs connect directly to the 80286 ad
dress outputs and the addresses are latched internally. 
This latch is strobed by an internal signal with the same 
timing as LEN (which is for dual port 82086 designs). 
Figure 2 shows the timing relationship between LEN 
and the 80286. 

LEN will fall from high to low, which latches the bus 
address internally, when a valid command is received. 
LEN can go high in two clock cycles if the RAM cycle 
started (RAS going low) at the same time LEN went 
low. If the 8207 is doing a refresh cycle, the 80286 will 
be put jnto wait states until the memory cycle can start. 

LEN will then go high two clocks after RAS starts, 
since addresses are no longer needed for the current 
RAM cycle. Thus the low period of LEN could be 
much longer than listed in the Data Sheet. 

DESIGNING THE HARDWARE 

Figure 1 shows a detailed block diagram of the design 
and Figure 2 shows the timing relationship between the 
8207 and the 80286. 

The following analysis of six parameters will confirm 
that the design will work. These six system parameters 
are generally considered the most important in any mi
croprocessor-Dynamic RAM design. 

8207 Command Setup Margin 

Two events must occur for the 8207 to start a memory 
cycle. Either RD or WR active (low) and PE must be 
low when the 8207 samples these pins on a falling clock 
edge. If PE is not valid at the same clock edge that 
samples RD or WR active, the memory cycle will be 
aborted and no acknowledge will be issued. 

The command setup time is based upon the status being 
valid at the first falling clock edge. 

802S& status valid to 8207 falling clock - 80286 status 
from clock delay - 8207 command setup to clock :s; 0 

TCLCL - 80286 t12 (max) - 8207 TKVCL (min) :s; 0 

62.5 - 40 ns - 20 ns = 2.5 ns 

PE is decoded from the address bus and must be set up 
to the same falling clock edge that recognizes the RD, 
WR inputs. This margin is determined from the clock 
edge that issues the address and the clock edge that will 
recognize RD or WR, minus decoding logic delays. 

There are 2 clocks between addresses being issued by 
the 80286 and PE being sampled by the 8207. Then the 
80286 address delay from the clock edge and decoding 
logic delays are subtracted from this interval. This mar-
gin must be greater than O. ' 

2TCLCL - 80286 t13 (max) - 8207 TPEVCL (min) :s; 0 

125 - 60 - 30 = 35 ns 

The address decode logic must use no more than 35 ns 
(and less is better). Figure 3 shows an easy implementa
tion which uses a maximum of 12 ns. 

The 8207 requires a zero ns hold time and is always 
met. 
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Figure 1.80286 to 8207', non-ECC, Synchronous System Single Port 
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Figure 4. Acknowledge to the 82284 

Address Setup Margin 

The 8207 must have stable addresses up to two clocks 
after RAS goes active. This is of no concern to the user, 
since LEN latches the address internally and will not 
admit a new address until two clocks after RAS goes 
active. 

Addresses must be stable at least 35 ns (tA VCL) before 
RAS goes active to allow for propagation delays 
through the 8207, if a RAM cycle is not delayed by the 
8207. 

tASR is a RAM specification. If it is greater than zero, 
tASR must be added to the address setup time of the 
8207. Address setup is the interval between addresses 
being issued, by the 80286, and RAS going active, mi
nus appropriate delays. 

The margin is determined from the number of clocks 
between addresses being issued from the 80286 to RAS 
going active. Exactly when RAS goes active is unim
portant, since here we are only interested in the clock 
edge. 

2TC~Cl - 80286 t13 (max) - 8207 TAVCl (min) s: 0 

125 ns - 60 ns - 35 ns = 30 ns 

Acknowledge Setup Margin 
The 8207 acknowledge (BAACK) can be issued at any 
point in the 80286 bus cycle (end of </11 or </12 of Ts or 
Tc). If BAACK is issued at the end of </12 (Ts or Tc), 
the 80286 will complete the current bus cycle. If 

BAACK is issued at the end of </11 ofTc, the 82284 will 
not genet'Jlte READY to the 80286 in time to end the 
current bus cycle. A new Tc would then be generated 
and BAACK would now be sampled in time to termi
nate the bus cycle. BAACK is 3 clocks long in order to 
meet setup and hold times for either condition. 

We neec;l the margin between the 8207 issuing BAACK 
and the 82284 needing it. Figure 4 shows a worst case 
example. . 

TClCl - 8207 TCLAKl max - 82284 t11 s: 0 

62.5 ns - 35 ns - 15 ns = 12.5 ns 

Read Access Margin. 
The 8207 will typically start a memory cycle (i.e. RAS 
goes low) at the end of </11' of Ts. But if the start of a 
memory cycle is delayed (by a refresh cycle for in
stance), then RAS will be delayed. In the first case, this 
represents 3 clocks and the second case could require 4 
clocks to meet the da,ta setup requirements of the 
.80286. In either case, data must be valid at the end of 
Tc. The 8207 ,holds CAS active long enough to ensure 

- valid data is received by the 80286 in either case. 

DRAMs specify two access times, RAS access (tRAC) 
and CAS access (tCAC) ,Both access periods must be 
calculated and the one with the least margin used. Also 
the number of data buffers should be kept to a mini
mum. Too many buffers would require either faster 
(more expensive) DRAMs, or a reduction in the per. 
formance of the CPU (by adding wait states). 
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HAS Accesa Margin 

3TCLCL - 8207 TCLR8L max @ 150 pF - DRAM tRAC 
- 748240 propagation delay max @ 50 pF - 80288 te s: 
o 

187.5 ns - 35 ns - 120 ns - 7 ns - 10 ns = 15.5 ns 

CAS Ace.aa Margin 

2TCLCL - 820-7 TCLCSL max @ 150 pF - DRAM tCM 
(or tCAC - 748240 tplh max @ 50 pF - 80286 te) s: 0 

125 ns - 35 ns - 60 ns - 7 ns - 10 ns = 13 ns 

By solving each equation for tRAC and tCAC, the 
speed requirement of the RAM can be determined. 

DRAM tRAC = 3 TCLCL - 8207 TCLR8L - 748240 tplh 
- 82088 t8 = 135.5 ns 

DRAM tCAC = 2 TCLCL - 8207 TCLCSL - 748240 tplh 
- 80288 te = 73 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Not specified. Assume no delay for worst case anal
ysis. 
2. STIL derated by 0.05 ns/pF. 

So any DRAM that has a RAS access period less than 
135 ns, a CAS access period less than 73 ns, and meets 
all requirements in the DRAM Interface: 'J;'iming (Table 
IS, 16-8207 Data Sheet), will work. ' 

Write Data Setup and Hold Margin 

Write data from the processor must be valid when the 
8207 issues WE to meet the DRAM specification tDS 
and then held to meet the tDH requirement. Some 
write cycles will be byte writes and the information to 
determine which byte is decoded from AO and BHE/. 
Since the 80286's address bus is pipelined, these two 
signals can change before the RAM cycle starts, hence 
they must be latched by LEN. PSEN is used in the WE 
term to shorten the WE pulse. Its use is not essential. 

Data must be set up to the falling edge of WE, since 
WE occurs after CAS. The 2 clocks between valid write 
data and WE going active (at the RAM's) minus propa
gation delays determines the margin. 

2 TCLCL - 80286 t14 (max) @ 100 pF - 748240 tplh + 
8207 TCLW (min)1 + 74810 tphl @ 192 pF2 - DRAM 
tD8 = 0 

125 ns - 50 ns - 7 ns + 0 ns + 14 ns - 0 ns = 82 ns 

The timing of the 8207's acknowledge is such that data 
will be kept valid by the 80286, for more than two 
clocks after WE goes active. This easily meets all RAM 
tDH specifications. 

SUMMARY 

The 8207 complem~is the 80286's performance and 
high integration with its own performance, integration 
and ease of use. No critical timings or logic design has 
been left to the designer. The 80286/8207 combination 
allows users to realize maximum performance from 
their simpler design. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

This guide is a supplement to the 8207 Data Sheet and 
is intended as a design aid and not a stand-alone de
scription of the 8207. The r~der should already have 
read and have a copy of the 8207 Data Sheet, 8206 
Error Detection and Correction Unit (EDCU) Data 
Sheet, a microprocessor Data Sheet, or a Multibus bus 
specification for interfacing to the 8207, and a dynamic 
RAM Data Sheet(l). 

The Intel 8207 Advanced Dynamic RAM Controller is 
a high performance, highly integrated device designed 

NOTE: 

to interface 16K, 64K, and 256K dynamic RAMs to 
Intel microprocessors. The 8207, with the 8206, pro
vides complete control for memory initialization, error 
correction, and automatic error scrubbing. 

The 8207 has three speed selected versions. The -16 
version is for clock speeds up to 16 MHz in "fast cycle" 
configurations. The -8 and -10 parts can only be used in 
"slow cycle" configurations and are for clock speeds up 
to 8 MHz and 10 MHz respectively. 

1. All RAM cycle timings and references are based upon DRAMs from one particular vendor and will vary 
depending upon manufacturer. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PROGRAMMING THE 8207 

The many configurations of bus structures, RAM 
speeds, and system requirements that the 8207 ~upports 
require the 8207 to be programmable. The '8207 will 
modify its outputs to provide the best performance pos
sible. The 8207 must be told what type of interface the 
memory commands will arrive on, what type of RAM 
(speed, refresh rate) is being used, the clock rate, and 
others. 

The 8207 uses two means to be informed of the user's 
requirements. It reads in a 16-bit serial program word 
and examines the logic states on several input pins. The 
pins that are sampled for a logic level give the user 
options on the types of refresh and memory command 
input timing. 

Input Pin Options 

The three input pins that configure part of the 8207 are: 
PCTLA, PCTLB, and REFRQ. Let's examine the op
tions in refresh types the REFRQ pin provides. 

REFRESH TYPES 

The 8207 gives the user a choice of the following re
fresh types. 

1) Internal Refresh: All refresh cycles are generated 
internally-based on an internal programmable 
time. 

2) External Refresh with Failsafe: If the external logic 
does not generate a refresh cycle within the pro
grammed period, the 8207 will. 

3) External Refresh-No Failsafe or No Refresh; All 
refresh cycles are generated at times by the user. 
This is for systems that cannot tolerate the random 
delay imposed by refresh (i.e. graphics memory). 

4) Burst Refresh: The 8207 generates up to 128 con
secutive refresh cycles and must be requested by 
external logic. Memory requests will be performed 
when the burst is completed. 

The 8207 examines the state of the REFRQ pin when 
RESET goes inactive. This timing is shown in the 
"Clock and Programming Timings" waveforms in the 
Data Sheet. 

If REFRQ is sampled active by the falling edge of RE
SET, the 8207's. internal timer is enabled. The timer's 

period is determined by the CIO, CIl, and PLS bits in 
the program word. External refresh cycles are 'generat
ed by a low t6 high transition on the REFRQ input. 
This transition, besides generating a refresh cycle, also 
resets the internal timer to zero. Simply tie REFRQ to 
V cc if internal refresh is required. 

IfREFRQ is seen low at the falling edge of RESET, the 
internal timer is deactivated. All refresh cycles must 
either be done by external logic or by accessing all 
RAM (internal) rows within a 2 ms period. 

Once the no failsafe option is programmed, the 8207 
will generate a burst of up to 128 refresh cycles when 
the REFRQ input goes from low to high and sampled 
high for two consecutive clock edges. These cycles are 
internally counted and the 8207 stops when the refresh 
address counter reaches the value XXl1111112 (X = 
don't care; see Refresh Counter section). If prior to the 
burst request the counter is at XX11111102 then only 2 
refresh cycles would be generated. 

For a single refresh cycle to be generated via external 
logic, the REFRQ input will have to go from low to 
high and then sample high by a falling 8207 clock edge. 
Since external refresh requests typically arrive asyn
chronously with respect to the 8207's clock, this re
quires the REFRQ to be synchronized to the 8207 
clock when programmed in the failsafe mode. This is to 
ensure that the request is seen for one clock-no more, 
no less. If no external synchronization is performed, 
then the 8207 could do random burst cycles. 

PROCESSOR INTERFACE OPTIONS 

The PCTLA, PCTLB input pins will program the 8207 
to accept either the standard demultiplexed RD and 
WR inputs, or to directly decode the status outputs of 
Intel's iAPX86, 88 family of microprocessors. The state 
definitions of the status lines and their timings, relative 
to the processor clock, differ for the 8086 family and 
the iAPX286 processor. Table 1 illustrates how the 
8207 interprets these inputs after the PCTL pins are 
programmed. 

If PCTL is seen high, as RESET goes inactive, an 8086 
status interface is enabled. The commands arriving at 
the 8207 are sampled by a rising clock edge. When 
PCTL is low, the 80286 status and Multibus command 
interface is selected. These commands are sampled by 
the 8207 by a falling clock edge. 
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Table 1. StatuI Coding of 8086, 80186 and 80286' P·ro$lrammlng Word 
StatUI Code 
Ii 11 10 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 

1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 

8207 
Command 

PeTL RD 

0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
1 0 
1 0 
1 1 
1 1 

P015 

I 0 I 
Program 
Data Bit 

PDO 
P01 

P02 

P03 

P04 

Function 
8086/80186 80286 

Interrupt Intemipt 
110 Read 110 Read 
1I0Wriite' 110 Write . 
Halt Idle 
Instruction Halt 
Fetch 
Memory Read . Memory Read 
Memory Write ' Memory Write 
Idle Idle 

8207 Relponse 

Function 

6086 Command WR StatUI 
Interface Interface 

0 Ignore Ignore 
1 Ignore Read 
0 Ignore Write 
1 Ignore Ignore 
0 Read Ignore 
1 Read Inhibit 
0 Write Inhibit 
1 Ignore Ignore 

The 8207 requires more information to operate. in a 
wide variety of systems. The 8207 alters its timings and 
pin functions to operate with the'8206 ECC chip. The 
programming options allow the designer to use asyn
chronous or synchronous buses, various clock rates, 
various speeds and types of RAM, and others. This is 
detailed in Table 2. 

This data, is supplied to the 8207 over the PDI input 
pin. There are two methods of supplying this data. One 
is to strap the PDI pin high or low with the subsequent 
restrictions on your system. Table 3 shows the required 
system configuration. Note that your only option when 
strapping this pin high or low is error correction or not. 

If any other configurations are required, then the pro
gramming data will have to be supplied by one or two 
74LS16S type shift registers. Note that the.sense of the 
bits in the program word change between BeC and 
non-BCC conftgUrations. 

Tablela • 

·Name 

ECO 
SA 
SB' 

~ 

m 

. Non·ECC Mode Program Data Word 
P08 P07 

Polarity IFunctlon 

ECC.=,O For non-ECC mode 
SA= 0 Port A is synchronous 
~=1 Port A is asynchronous 
S8 = 0 Port B is asynchronous 
S8 = 1 . Port 8 is synchronous 
~.=O Fast-cycle iAPX 286 mode 
m=1 , Slow-cycle iAPX 86 mode 
m=O Fast RAM 
m=f Slow RAM 
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" Table 2a •. , 

Non·ECC Mode Program Data Word (Cc;>ntinued) 

PD15 P08 P07 . . .. ' POO 

I 0 01 TM1 I PPR I FFS I EXT 1 PLS 1 CIO CI1 1 R61 I. RBO t RFS 1 CFS 1 SB SA o 

Program Name Polarity IFunctlon Data Bit 

P05 RBO RAM bank occupancy 
P06 RB'1 See Table 4 

P07 CI1 Count interval bit 1: see Table 6 in 8207 data sheet . 
P08 CIO Count interval bit 0: see Table 6 in 8207 data sheet 

P09 PLS PCS= 0 Long refresh period 
PLS == 1 Short refresh period 

PD10 EXT EXT = 0 Not extended 
EXT = 1 Extended 

P011 FFS FFS =; 0 Fast CPU frequency 
FFS = 1 Slow CPU frequency 

PD12 PPR PPR = 0 Most recently used port priority 
J5i5R = 1 Port A preferred priority 

PD13 TM1 TM1 = 0 Test mode 1 off 
TM1 =1 Test mode 1 enabled 

PD14 0 Reserved must be zero 

PD15 0 Reserved must be zero 

Table2b. 
ECC Mode Program Data Word 

P015 P08 P07 POO 

I TM21 RB1 I RBO 1 PPR 1 FFS 1 EXT 1 PLS 1 CIO 1 CI1 1 XB 1 XA 1 RFS 1 CFS 1 SB SA 

Program 
Name Polarity IFunctlon Data Bit 

PDO ECC ECC = 1 ECCmode 

P01 SA SA = 0 Port A is asynchronous (late AACK) 
SA = 1 Port A is synchronous (early AACK) , 

PD2 SB SS",; 0 Port B is synchronouS (early AACK) 
SB = 1 Port B is asynchronous (late AACK) 

PD3 CFS CFS:= 0 Slow-cycle iAPX 86 mode 
CFS =' 1 Fast-cycle iAPX 286 mode 

PD4 RFS RFS =0 Slow RAM 
RFS = 1 Fast RAM 

P05 XA XA = 0 Multibus·compatible XACKA 
XA = 1 AACKA not multibus-compatible 

P06 XB XB = 0 AACKB not multi bus-compatible 
XB = 1 Multibus-compatible XACKB 

P07 CI1 Count interval bit 1: see Table 6 in 8207 data sheet 
PD8 CIO Count interval bit 0: see Table 6 in 8207 data sheet 
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Table2b •. 
Eee Mode Program Data Word (Continued) 

PD15 PD8 PD7 PD~ 

1~1~1~1~1~lml~I~lml~I~I~I~I~I~ I 
Program 

Name Polarity/Function 
Data Bit 

PD9 PLS PLS = 0 Short refresh period 
PLS = 1 Long refresh period 

PD10 m m=O Master and slave EDCU 
M=1 Master EDCU only 

PD11 FFS FFS = 0 Slow CPU frequency 
FFS = 1 Fast CPU frequency 

PD12 PPR PPR = 0 Port A preferred priority 
PPR = 1 Most recently used port priority 

PD13 RBO RAM bank occupancy 
PD14 R8.1 See Table 4 

PD15 TM2 TM2=O 
TM2 = 1 

Table 3. 8207 Default Programming 

Port A is Synchronous-has early AACK 

Port B is Asynchronous-has late AACK 

Fast RAM 

Refresh Interval uses 236 clocks 

128 Row refresh in 2 ms; 256 Row refresh in 4 ms 

Fast Processor Clock Frequency (16 MHz) 

"Most Recently Used" Priority Scheme 

4 RAM banks occupied .-

Reset 

If Port A is changed to an asynchronous interface (via 
the SA bit); then one of two precautions must be taken. 
Either a differentiated reset must be provided, or else 
software must not access the 8207 controller RAM for 
a short period. The 8207 is either adding or deleting 
internal synchronizing circuits. If a command is re-

Test mode 2 enabled 
Test mode 2 off 

ceived during this changing, the 8207 may not perform 
properly. This is required only if Port A is changed to 
asynchronous, or if Port B is changed to synchronous. 

Several of the bits in the program word determine a 
particular configuration of the 8207 (reference Tables 
10, 11 and the 8207 Data Sheet). The bits are: CFS, 
CLOCK fast or slow; RFS, RAM access time fast or 
slow (fast refers to 100 ns--slow is everything greater); 
and EXT, for memory data word widths, greater than 
16 (22) bits. Generally speaking, CO is the fastest con
figuration at clock frequencies up to 16 MHz, both in 
the ECC or non-ECC charts. 'C3' is the fastest for 
8 MHz clocks in non-ECC mode, and 'C4' is the fastest 
configuration when using ECC. 

Take, for example, a 16 MHz 8207 clock with no error 
correction, a 16-bit word, and 150 ns (slow) dynamic 
RAMs. Table 10, in the 8207 data sheet, is used to 
arrive at the configuration "Cl." The Timing chart Ta
ble 12 in the 8207 Data Sheet is then used to determine 
which clock edge to reference all timings from. The 
Waveforms diagrams then are used to determine the 
delay from the clock edge. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RAMINTERF4CE 

The 8207 takes the memory addresses from the micro
processor bus and multiplexes them into roW' and col
umn addresses as required by dynamic RAMs. ,The 
only hardware requirement when interfacing the 8207 
to dynamic RAM are series resistors on all the RAM 
outputs of the 8207, and proper layout of the traces (see 
Intel's RAM'Data Sheets or the Memory Design Hand
book). This section mainly details the effects and re
quirements of input signals to the 8207 on the RAM 
array. 

The 8207 contains an interna1 address counter used for 
refresh and error scrubbing (when using the 8206 
EDCU) cycles. The 8207 has 18 address inputs (AILO
AILS and AIHO-AIH8) which ,are multiplexed to 
form 9 address outputs (AOO-A08). There are also 2 
bank select (BSO, BSI) inputs for up to 4 banks of 
RAM. The Bank Select inputs are decoded interna1ly to 
generate RAS and CAS outputs. ' 

Refresh Interval 

The 8207 supports four different refresh techniques as 
described in the Refresh Options section. In addition, 
the rate at which refresh cycles are performed is pro
grammable. This is necessary because the refresh period 
is generated from the CLK input, which may vary over 
a wide range of frequencies. Programming the Cycle 
Fast/Slow (CPS) and Frequency Fast/Slow (FFS) bits 
automatica11y reprograms the refresh timer to generate 
the correct refresh interval for a clock frequency of 16, 
10, 8, or 5 MHz (CPS, FFS = 11, 10, 01, and 00, 
respectively). For clock frequencies between those, 
Count Interval (CIl, CIO) programming bits aIlow 
"fine tuning" of the refresh 'interval. Refresh will al
ways be done often enough to satiSfy the RAM's re
quirements without doing refresh more often than 
needed and wasting memory bandwidth for aU clock 
frequencies. 

Refresh Counter 

The internal refresh address coUnter of the 8207 con
tains 20 bits as organized in Figure 1. 

Rowaddr 

Figure 1. 8207 Refresh Address Counter 

In non-BeC mode, the refresh address counter does not 
count beyond bit 8. For standard RAMs, this will re
fresh 128 rows every 2 ms or 256 rows t:¥ery 4, ros. 

In ECC mode, the 8207 automatica11y checks the RAM 
for errors during refresh. This requires it to access each 
of the possible 220 words ofmemofy. The 8207 does not 
delete any of these bits when used with 16K and 64K 
dynamic RAMs. Each column would be scrubbed 4 
times with 16K RAMs, and twice with 64K RAMs. 
This will have no detrimental effect on reliability. 
Banks of RAM t;pat are not occupied, as indicated to 
the 8207 by the RBO, RB 1 programming bits, will not 
be scrubbed. ' 

Bank Selects BSO, BS1; RBO, RB1 

The 8207 is designed to drive up to 88 RAMs in various 
configurations. The 8207 takes 2 inputs, BSO, BSl, and 
decodes them based on 2 ~amming bits, RBO, RBI, 
to generate the required RAS/CAS strobes. Addition
aIly, the 8207 will always recognize (not programma
ble) whether an acceSs is made to the same RAM bank 
or to a different bank. The 8207 will ,interleave the ac
cesses resulting in improved performance. 

RAS and CAS Reallocation 

The 8207's address lines are designed to drive up to 118 
RAMs directI.1.J!hrough impedance matching resis
tors). The 4 R.<\S and CAS outputs drive up to 22 
RAMs per bank (16 data plus 6 check bits ~th the 
8206). Under these conditions, the 8207 will meet all 
RAM timing requirements. See Figure 2 for an exam
ple. 

The 8207 can accommodate other configurations like a 
32-bit error corrected memory system. Each bank 
would have 39 RAMs (32, + 7 check bits) with the 
total number of RAMs. equal to 78. This is within the 
address driver's capability, but the 39 RAMs per bank 
exceeds the ~ and CAS driver's limits. The loading 
of the RAS/CAS drivers should not exceed 22 RAMs 
per bank, otherwise critical row, column address setup, 
and hold times would be violated. 

In order to ~revent these critical timings being violated, 
the 8207 will re-aIlocate the RAS and CAS drivers 
based on the RBO, RBI programming bits (see Table 
4). If the RBO, RBI bits are programmed for 2 banks, 
the 8207 will operate RASO and RAS 1 as a pair 'along 
with RAS2 and RAS3, CASO and CAS1, and CAS2 
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8 BITS 

8 BITS 

8 BITS 

8 BITS 

8 BITS 

8 BITS 

8 BITS 

8 BITS 

'ECC OPTIONAL 

230822-1 

Figure 2. 8207 4 RAM Bank Configuration 

and CAS3. Now the address drivers would be loaded by 
78 RAMs and the RAS/CAS drivers by 20 RAMs. 
This relative loading is almost identical to the first case 
of four banks of 22 RAMs each. Drive reallocation al
lows a wide range of memory configurations to be used 
and· still maintain optimal memory timings. Figure 3 
shows a 32-bit non-error corrected configuration. 

These programming bits do not help to qualify RAM 
cycles. Their purpose is to reallocate RAS/CAS driv
ers. For example, if there is one bank of RAM and the 
bank select inputs (BSO, BSI) select any other bank and 
no provision is made to deselect the 8207 (via PE), the 

. 8207 will do a RAM cycle and issue an acknowledge. 
This happens irregardless of the RBO, RB 1 pro
grammed value. See the Optional RAM Bank's section 
to provide for this. 
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Table 4. RAM Bank Selection Decoding and 
Word Expansion 

Program Bank , 
Bits Input RAS/CAS Pair Allocation 

RB1 RBO B1 BO 

0 0 0 0 RASo_3, CASo:"3 to Bank 0 

0 0 0 1 Illegal Bank Input 

0 0 1 0 Illegal Bank Input 

0 0 1 1 Illegal Bank Input 

0 1 0 0 RASo,1, CASO,1 to Bank 0 

0 1 0 1 RAS2,3, CAS2,3 to Bank 1 

0 1 1 0 Illegal Bank Input 

0 1 1 1 Illegal Bank Input 

1 0 0 ci RASo, CASo to Bank 0 

1 0 0 1 RAS1, CAS1 to Bank 1 

1 0 1 0 RAS2, CAS2.to Bank 2 

1 0 1 1 lUegal Bank Input 

1 1 0 0 RASo, CASo to Bank 0 

1 1 0 1 RAS1, CAS1 to Bank 1 

1 1 1 0 RAS2, CAS2 to Bank 2 

1 1 1 1 RAS3, CAS3 to Bank 3 
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Figure 3. 8207 2 RAM Bank Configuration 

Scrubbing 

An additional function of the RBO, RBI bits, belIides 
RAS/CAS allocation, is to inform the 8207 of how 
many banks are physically present. The 8207 will, dur
ing the refresh cycle, read data from a location and 
check to see that data and check bits are correct. If 
there is an error, the 8207 lengthens the refresh cycle ' 
and writes the corrected data back into RAM. Scrub
bing the entire memory greatly reduces the chance of 
an uncorrectable error occurring. See the Refresh 
section for more detail on scrubbing. 

Refresh Cycles 

The 8207 performs RAS only refresh cycles in non
BCC systems. It outputs all 8207 control signals except 

ROW 

~~------------~ 
CASO \ 
CASI-3 

, ' 

---~--------

230822-3 
4Banka 

for CAS and acknowledges. The real delay in a system 
due to refresh would be a fraction of that value(I). The 
length of the re(resh cycle is ,always 2tRP + tRAS, apd 
varies based upon the pro~ed 8207 configuration. 

In error-corrected systems, the refre!!h cycle is actually 
a read cycle. The 8207 outputs a row 8ddress, then all 
RAS outputs go active. Next, a column address is out
put and then CAS. The CAS output is based upon the 
RBO, RBI allocation bits. Figure 4a shows the general 
timing for ,a four bank system, and Figure 4b s)lows a 
two bank system. 

NOTE: 
1. Measurements have shown a delay of 2-4% on 
program execution ~e compared to, programs run
ning without refresh. 

ROW 

~~--------------
CASO.l \ 

CASU 
-------~ ---

230822-4 
2 Banka 

Figure 4. Refresh Cycles for Error Corrected Systems 
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The 8207 sends the read out word through the 8206 
EDCU to check for any errors. If no errors, the refresh 
cycle ends. If an error is discovered, the 8207 lengthens 
the cycle. An error is determined if the ERROR output 
of the 8206 is seen active at the same edge that the 8207 
issues the R/W output. The cycle is then lengthened to 
a RMW cycle. If the error was correctable, the correct
ed data is written back to the location it was read from. 
But, if the data is uncorrectable, the cycle is still length
ened to a RMW, but no write pulse is issued. To aid in 
stabilizing the RAM output data and the Error flag, 
pullup resistors of 10 Kn on the data out lines are 
recommended. 

Scrubbing removes soft errors that may accumulate un
til a double-bit error occurs, which would halt the sys
tem. Hard single-bit failures will not stop the system, 
but could slow it down. This is because read and refresh 
cycles lengthen to correct the data. 

For large RAM arrays some form of error logging or 
diagnostics should be considered. 

Interleaving 

The term "interleaving" is often used to refer to over
lapping the cycle times of mUltiple banks (or boards or 
systems) of RAMs. This has the advantage of using 
relatively slow cycle time banks to achieve a faster per
ceived cycle time at the processing unit. The drawbacks 
of interleaving are more logic to handle the necessary 
control and, for ml\Ximum performance, the program 
should execute sequentially through the addresses. 

Dynamic RAM cycles consist of 2 parts-the RAS ac
tive time (tRAS in Dynamic RAM Data Sheets) and 
precharge time (tRP). The sum of these two times is 
roughly equal to the cycle time of the RAM. The 8207 
determines how long these two periods are, based on 
the configuration the.user picked (via the programming 
bits). Bank interleaving, as used by the 8207, is slightly 
different than the previous definition. The 8207 will 
overlap the precharge time of one bank with the access 
time of another bank. In either case, the advantage is 
the effective cycle time is reduced without having to use 
faster RAMs. 

For interleaving to take place there must be more than 
1 bank of RAM connected to the 8207. Interleaving is 
not practical with 3 banks of RAM because 3 is not. a 
power of 2 (the 2 bank inputs BSO, BSI). So, interleav
ing works only for 2 or 4 banks of RAM. Note that it is 
easy enough to use three banks of RAM where the 
bank select inputs are connected to the Jrighest-order 
address line. For instance, if three banks of 64K 

DRAMs are used in an 8086 system, and located at 
address OH, bank selects BSO and BSI would be con
nected to microprocessor addresses Al7 and A18, re
spectively. Banks 0-2 would be accessed in the address 
ranges OH-FFFFH, lOOOOH-IFFFFH, and 20000H-
2FFFFH, respectively. In this case, consecutive ad
dresses are almost always in the same bank and very 
little interleaving can take place. 

Figure 5 shows the effects on the performance of the 
processor with and without interleaving. In both exam
ples, consecutive accesses to the same bank will add 1 
wait state to the second access, but no wait states to 
consecutive accesses to different banks. Irregardless of 
the 8207 configuration, there will always be a minimum 
I wait state added without interleaving. Therefore, in
terleaving is very highly recommended! 

Interleaving is accomplished by connecting the 8207's 
BSO, BSI inputs to the microprocessor's low order 
word address lines. Each consecutive address is then 
located in a different bank of RAM. About 90% of 
memory accesses are sequential, so interleaving will oc
cur about 90% of the time in a single port system. 

In a dual port system, the advantages of interleaving 
are a function of the number of banks of memory. Since 
the memory accesses of the two ports are presumably 
independent, and both ports are continuously accessing 
memory, the 8207 arbiter will tend to interleave access
es from each port (i.e., Port A, Port B, Port A, Port B, 
... ). If there are two banks of RAM interleaving ·will 
occur 50% of the time and, if there are four banks of 
RAM, interleaving will take place 75% of the time(l). 
To the extent that a single port generates a majority of 
memory cycles, interleaving efficiency will approach 
90% as described in the previous paragraph. 

NOTE: 
1. Don't get confused here. The paragraph is talking 
about interleaving memory requests from both ports, 
and their probability of accessing one of the other 
banks of RAM where tRP has been satisfied. The 
8207 will leave the RAM precharge time out if con
secutive accesses go· to different· banks. The 8207 
RAM timing logic does not care which port requests a 
RAM cycle. 

Optional RAM Banks 

Many users allow various RAM array sizes for custom
er options and future growth. Some care must be taken 
during the design to allow for this. Three items should 
be considered to permit optional RAM banks. 
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Figure 5. Processor Performance with and without Interleaving 

The first item is the total RAM size. The 8207 starts a 
memory cycle based only upon a valid status or com
mand and PE active. So some logic will be required to 
deselect the 8207 (via PE) when the addressed location 

. does not exist within the current memory size. A 7485 
type magnitude comparator works well. 

The second item to consider is the BSO, BS I inputs. 
With one bank of RAM these inputs aretied to ground. 
Four banks of RAM require two address inputs. So, if 
the design ever needs four banks of RAM, then the 
BSO, BSI inputs must be connected to address lines. 
Selecting a non-existant RAM bank is illegal. Figure 6 
shows a non-interleaved method. 

With designs using interleaving, the least significant 
word address lines are connected to the BSO, BSI in
puts. With two banks of RAM, Al from the Intel proc
essor is connected to BSO. A2 is connected to BSl, but 
not allowed to function until four banks are present. 
However, A2 must still be used since addresses increase 
sequentially. Two possible ways of implementing this 
are shown in Figure 7. 

The final consideration is for the RAS/CAS outputs. 
Remember that when the RBO, RBI bits are pro
grammed for two banks, the RASO, I operates in tan
dem (non-ECC mode/ECC mode>-the CAS outputs 
also work in tandem). Figure 8 shows the proper lay
out. 

Write Enables-Byte Marks 

The write enable supplied by the 8207 cannot drive the 
RAM array directly. It is intended to be NAND with 
the processor supplied byte marks.in a non-ECC sys
tem. In error-corrected systems, the write enable output 
should be inverted before being used by RAMs. Only 
full word read/writes are allowed in ECC systems. The 
changing of byte data occurs in the 8206 EDCU. 

For single and dual port systems, the byte mark data 
(AO, BHE) must be latched. The 8207 can (and will) 
change the input addresses midway through a RAM 
cycle. 

Memory Warm-Up and Initialization 

After programming, the 8207 performs 8 RAM warm
up cycles. The warm-up cycles are to prepare the 
RAMs for proper operation. If the 8207 is configured 
for ECC, it will then prewrite zeros into the entire ar
ray. 

AIlRAS outputs are driven active for these cycles, once 
every 32 clock periods. The prewrite cycles are equiva
lent to write cycles, except all RAS and CAS will go 
active, data is generated by the 8206, and the address is 
generated by the 8207. 
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A19 D--....:..---------------I BS1 

A18 r~>---4r_+-------------~ BSO 

A 

A>E'r--------I 

8207 

7485 
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Figure 6. Non-Interleaved 8207 Selection Circuit 
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Figure 7. Interleaved 8207 Selection Circuits 
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Figure 8. RAM Bank Layout 
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RAM Cycles/Timings. 

Tables 12 and 13 of the 8207 Data Sheet show on what 
clock edge each of 'the 8207 outputs are generated. 
This, together with the timing waveforms and A.C. pa
rameters, allows the user to calculate the timings of the 
8207 for each of its configurations. To make the job 
easier, Tables 14-18 of the 8207 Data Sheet precalcu
late dynamic RAM timings for each 8207 configuration 
and type of cycle. All that is required is to plug in 
numerical values for the 8207 parameters. 

Write Cycles 

The 8207 always issues WE after CAS has gone valid. 
These types of cycles are known as "late writes." The 

8207 does this primarily to interface to the iAPX286 
processor bus timings. Late writes require separate data 
in and data out traces to the RAM array, plus the addi· 
tional drivers. 

Data Latches 

The 8207 is designed to meet data setup and hold times 
for the iAPX86 family processors when using a syn
chronous status interface (see Microprocessor Interface 
section). Other types of interfaces will require external 
data latches. This is because the CAS pulse is a fixed 
length-the user has no control (besides programming 
options) over lengthening CAS. When CAS goes inac
tive, ~ta out of the RAMs will disappear. Asynchro· 
nous mterfaces should use XACK or LAACK to latch 
the data. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACES 
The 8207 is designed to be directly compatible with all 
Intel iAPX86, 186, 188, and 286 processors. For maxi
mum performance, the 8207 will directly decode the 
status lines and operate off of the processor's clock. 
Additionally, the 8207 interfaces easily to other bus 
types that support demultiplexed address and data with 
separate read and write strobes. . 

Bus Interfaces 

The 8207 easily supports either an asynchronous or 
synchronous command timing. The command timing 
can also be adjusted for various processors via the 
PCTL pin. 

MEMORY COMMANDS 

There are four inputs for each port of the 8207 that 
initiate a memory cycle. The input pins are WR, RD, 
PCTL, and PE. The first three i!!Euts connect directly 
to the iAPX 86,88,186,188 SO-S2 outputs, respective
ly. For the 80286, the same connections are used excl:pt 
that PCTL is tied to ground. In all configurations PE is 
decoded from the address bus. Multibus type com
mands use the same input setup as the 80286. 

COMMAND/STATUS INTERFACE 

The status interface for the 80186 and the 80286 differ 
both in timing and meaning. The 8207 can be optimized 
for either processor ~ programming the PCTL input 
pin at RESET 'time. S2 in 80186 systems, connects di
rectly to PCTL. When the processor is reset it drives S2 
high for one clock, then tristates it. A pullup resistor to 
+ 5 will program the PCTL input for the 80186 status 
interface when RESET goes inactive. A pullup is re
quired only if no component has this pullup internally. 

To optimize the 8207 for the 80286 interface, PCTL is 
tied to ground and not used in 80286 systems. Multibus 
commands are similar in meaning to the 80286 status 
interface, and are programmed the same way. In Multi
bus type systems, PCTL can be used as an inhibit to 
allow shadow memory. PCTL would be driven high, 
when required, to prevent the 8207 from performing a 
memory cycle. It would be connected to the Multibus 
INH pin through an inverter. 

SYNCHRONOUS/ ASYNCHRONOUS COMMANDS 

Each port of the 8207 can be configured to accept ei
ther a synchronous or asynchronous (via programming 
bits) memory request. Minimum memory request de
code time (and maximum performance) is achieved us
ing a synchronous status interface. This type of inter
face to the processor requires no logic for the user to 
implement. 

An asynchronous interface is used with Multibus bus 
interfaces when the setup and hold times of the memo
ry commands cannot be guaranteed. Synchronizers are 
added to the inputs and will require up to two clocks 
for the 8207 to recognize the command. It should be 
obvious that better performance will result if the 8207's 
clock is run as fast as possible. 

Figure 2 of the 8207 Data Sheet shows various combi
nations of interfaces. The additional logic for the asyn
chronous interfaces is used to either lengthen the com
mand width, to meet the minimum 8207 spec, or to 
make sure the command does not arrive too soon before 
the address has· stabilized. 

PORT ENABLE 

The PE inputs serve to qualify a memory request. A 
RAM cycle, once started, cannot be stopped. A RAM 
cycle starts if PE is seen active at the pr~r clock edge 
and a valid command is recognized. If PE is activated 
after a command has gone active and inactive, no cycle 
will start. 

Types of logic that work well are 74138 and 7485. PE 
should be valid as much as possible before the com
mand arrives because, as the address bus switches and 
settles, glitches on PE could either: disqualify a memo
ry cycle; delay a memory cycle; or start a memory cycle 
when none should have. Refer to the Port Interface 
Waveforms in the Data Sheet. If Port Enable is not 
seen active by the next or same clock edge, no memory 
cycle will occur unless the command is removed and 
brought active again. 
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Back to Back Commands 
Holding the RD, WR inputs active will not generate 
continuous memory cycles. Memory commands must 
go inactive for at least one clock period before another 
memory request at that port will be considex:ed valid. 
Holding the inputs active will not keep the other port 
from gaining access to the RAM. The only signal that 
can prevent the other port's gaining access to the RAM 
is LOCK. 

Address Inputs (and LOCK) 

Two pins control the address inputs on the 8207, MUX 
and LEN. Neither are used for single port 8086 based 
systems. MUX is used for dual port configurations, and 
LEN is used for single and dual port 80286 based sys
tems. MUX is used to gate the proper ports addresses 
to the 8207. If the output is high, Port A is. selected. If 
it is low, Port B is selected. 

,;The cross coupled NAND g~tes, shown in the 8207 
Data Sheet (Figure 3), are used to minimize contention 
when switching address buses. Use of a single inverter 
would have both outputs enabled simultaneously for a 
short period. The cross coupled hand gates allow only 
one output enabled. 

MUX also allows the single LOCK input to be multi
plexed between ports. Figure 9 shows how to multiplex 
the LOCK input for dual port systems. See the LOCK 
section for more information. 

MUX TIMING 

The MUX output is optimized by the Port Arbitration 
scheme, which is selected in the program word. Figure 
10 shows the effects on memory bandwidth with the 
different schemes. Port A Preferred optimizes consecu
tive cycles for Port A. Consecutive Port B cycles have 
at least 1 clock added to their cycle time. There would 
be no MUX delays for any Port A request. 

TO ADDR LATCH A EN 

MUX 1-..... >-----1 

8207 

LOCK 

8 MHz 

CMDA 

c;;;oo. 
MUX 

RiiSX 

MUX 

RiiSX, 

A 

A 

TO ADDR LATCH B EN 

Figure 9. Dual Port LOCK Input Circuit 

B 

MOST RECENTLY USED 

B I 

Figure 10. Port Arbitration Effects 
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The Most Recently Used scheme allows either port to 
generate consecutive cycles without any MUX delays. 
The first memory cycle for IllIch port would have the 1 
clock delay. But all others would not. 

With either scheme, if both ports request the memory 
at their top speed, the 8207 will interleave the requests; 
Port A, Port B, Port A, Refresh, Port B. 

LEN 

LEN is used to hold the 80286 addresses when the 8207 
cannot respond immediately. The 8207 will require a 
separate address latch, with the ALE input replaced 
with LEN. LEN optimizes the address setup and hold 
times for the 8207. 

LEN goes from high to low when a valid 8207 com
mand is recognized, which latches the 80286 address. 
This transition of LEN is independent of a memory 
cycle starting. The low to high transition will occur in 
the middle of a memory cycle so that the next address 
will be admitted and subsequently latched. 

If Port B is to interface to an 80286 with the synchro
nous status interface, then LEN must be created using 
external logic. Figure 11 shows the equivalent 8207 cir
cuit for Port B. 

LOCK 

The LOCK input allows each port uninterrupted access 
to memory. It does this by not permitting MUX to 
switch. It is not intended as a means to improve 
throughput of one of the ports. To do so is at the de
signer's risk(1). Obviously, LOCK is only used in dual 
port systems. The 8207 interprets LOCK as originating 
from the port that MUX is indicating. 

RESEf 

AACK 

FROM 
80286 CLOCK 

+5 

NOTE: 
1. The 8207 will not mulfunction if this is done. This 
is a system level concern. For example, a time depen
dent process may fail if the other port holds LOCK 
active, preventing its access of memory and relinquish
ing the bus. 

LOCK from the 8086 may be connected directly to the 
8207 or to the multiplexing logic. The 8207 requires 
additional logic when interfaced to an 80286. Figure 12 
shows both the synchronous and asynchronous circuit
ry. 

For 16 MHz operation, the 8207 ignores the LOCK 
input during the clock period that MUX switched. 
During 8 MHz operation, the 8207 will see LOCK as 
being active during the clock period when MUX 
switches. 

The LOCK issued in Multibus bus systems may not be 
compatible with the 8207. The 8207 references LOCK 
from the beginning of a cycle, while Multibus refer
ences LOCK from the end of a cycle. The Multibus 
LOCK can be used if it meets the 8207 requirements. If 
the LOCK timing cannot be guaranteed, then addition
al logic is necessary. The logic would issue LOCK 
whenever a Multibus command is recognized. The 
drawback to this is that MUX cannot switch during the 
RAM cycle. This would delay the other port's memory 
access by one or two clocks. 

DEADLOCK 

The designer should ensure that a deadlock hazard has 
not been created in the design. The simple interfaces 
shown previously will not create a deadlock condition 
when the 8207 controls all system memory. If LOCK is 
issued by both ports, then the above logic would need 
to be modified to remove LOCK. 

so g )~ Si 

PE 

230822-13 

Figure 11. Port B LEN Circuit 
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Figure 13 shows an illustration of the problem with a 
single LOCK input. 

locked string transfer. We now have a deadlock. The 
solution is to force LOCK inactive whenever an access 
is made to non-8207 memory by the processor. By do
ing this we have now violated the putpose of LOCK, 
since the Multibus port could change data. Another 
solution is to ensure that locked data does not exist in 
physically separate memory. 

Suppose the. 8207 starts a locked string transfer for the 
processor .. The Multibus bus port requests a memory 
cycle but must wait for the processor to remove LOCK. 
But the processor must access Multibus as part of the 

82284 

RESET~--t 

REAOY~----~--------~----------, 

CLK~--------------~-----------t--------, 

ALE ~------+-'--<l1) 
82288 

80286 

-COCK ~----t.----------------..... 

Figure 12il. Synchronous Interface 

80286 

LOCK f--

-{> 1 
PR 

D a D 
82288 

1 
PR a 

ALE CLR Q r£:>o-~ CLR Q 

Lr 1 
82284 

RESET i---
READY 

Figure 12b. Asynchronous Interface 
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LOCK 

8207 

230822-16 

Figure 13. Single LOCK Input Circuit 

8207 Acknowledges 

The 8207 in non-ECC mode has two active acknowl
edges per port, AACK and XACK. The AACK output 
is configured into either an "early" or "late" AACK 
based on the SA, SB bits in the program data word. In 
ECC systems there is one Acknowledge per port, and it 
is configured to anyone of the three (EAACK, 
LAACK or XACK) by the programming bits. 

The AACK pin is optimized for either the 80286 or the 
8086 based upon the CFS programming bit (fast = 
80286; slow = 8086). XACK conforms to the Multibus 
bus specification. XACK requires a tri-state buffer and 
must not drive the bus directly. 

In synchronous systems, XACK will not go active if 
the memory command is removed prior to the clock 
period that issues XACK. In asynchronous systems, 
the AACK pin can also serve as an advanced RAM 
cycle timing indicator. 

Data out, in synchronous systems, should not have to 
be latched. The 8207 was designed to meet the data 
setup and hold times of Intel processors, the 8086 fami
ly, and the 80286. In asynchronous systems, t~e 8207 
'Will remove data before the processor recognIZeS the 
Acknowledge (LAACK or XACK). In these systems, 
the data should be latched with transparent type latch
es (Intel 8282/8283). 

PSEL 

PSEN 

Output Data Control 

NON-ECC 

In single port systems, Intel processors supply the nec
essary timing signals to control the input or output of 
data to the RAMs. These control signals are DEN and 
DT JR. Refer to the microprocessor handbook for their 
explanation. If these signals are not available, then 
PSEN and DBM provide the same function. They can 
be used directly to control the 8286/8287 bus drivers of 
the 8207. 

Because of'the single set of data in/out pins of the 
RAMs, data must be multiplexed betw~n the two 
ports in dual port systems. The 8207 prOVides two out
puts for contention-free switching. PSEL operates the 
same as the MUX output, in that a high selects Port A 
and a low selects Port B. PSEN acts to enable the se
lected port. The timing is shown in the 8207 Data 
Sheet, Port Switching Timing section. 

The easiest means of using PSEL and PSEN is shown 
in Figure 14. At no time will both ports be enabled 
simultaneously. 

PORT A 

PORT B 

230822-17 

Figure 14. PSEL and PSEN Interface Circuit 
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Data Bus-Slngle Port 
Recall that the 8207 always performs a late write cycle 
and that thiS requires separate data in . and out buses. 
One option for the data bus is shown in Figure ~ of the 
8207 Qata Sheet. It requires separate data in and out 
traces on the processor boaI:d. 

The second option is to keep the processor's combined 
data, but separate the data at the 8207 RAM. This is 
shown in Figure 15. 

PE 

DBM 

Data Bus-:-Dual Port 

NON·ECC 

. The multiplexed data of the 8207 RAM must be kept 
isolated so that an access by one port does not affect 

, another port. Figure 16 illustrates the control logic. 

RAM 

ARRAY 

TO.P DATA 
BUS 
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Figure 15. Data Bus Circuit 
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Figure 16. Dual Port Data Bus Control Circuitry 



CHAPTER 5 

8207 WITH .ECC (8206) 

This section points out the proper control of the 8206 
EDCU by the 8207. 

The 8207 performs error correction during read and 
refresh cycles (scrubbing), and initializes memory after 
power up to prevent false errors from causing inter
rupts to the processor. Since the 8207 Diust refresh 
RAM, performing scrubbing during refresh allows it to 
be accomplished without any additional performance 
penalty. Upon detection of a correctable error during 
scrubbing, the RAM refresh cycle is lengthened slightly 
to permit the 8206 to correct the error and for the cor
rected word to be rewritten into memory. Uncorrect
able errors detected during scrubbing are ignored, since 
the processor may never access that memory location. 

Correctable errors detected during a memory read ey
cle are corrected immediately and written back into 
memory. 

Synchronousl Asynchronous Buses 
The many types of configurstions that are supported by 
the 8207/8206 combination can be broken down into 
two classes: ECC for synchronous or for asynchronous , 
buses. 

AO 

SHE 

In synchronous bus systems, performance is optimized 
for processor throughput. In asynchronous buses, per
formance is optimized to get ~alid data onto the bus as 
quickly as possible (Multibus). While possible to opti
mize the 8207/8206 for processor throughput in Multi
bus systems, it is not Multibus compatible. The per
formance optimization is selected via the XA!XB and 
SA/SB programming bits. 

When optimized for processor throughput, an ad
vanced acknowledge (AACK--early or late) is issued 
at some point (based on the type of processor) so that 
data will be valid when ·the processor needs it. 

When optimized for quick data access, an XACK is 
issued as soon as valid data is known to exist. If the 
data was invalid (based on the ERROR flag), then the 
XACK is delayed until the 8206 corrects the data and 
the data is on the bus. 

The first example is known as "correct always" mode. 
The 8206 CRCT pin is .tied to ground and the 8206 
requires time to do the correction. Figure 17 shows this 
implementation. The quick data access method is 
known as "correct on error." The CRCT pin is tied to 
the R/W output of the 8207. When CRCT is high, the 
8206 does not do correction, but still checks the data. 

230822-20 

Figure 17. 8206 Interface to the 8207 
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This delay is typically half of the first. If an error hap
pens, the cycle becomes a RMW and XACK is delayed 
slightly so that data can be corrected. 

The correct on error mode is of no real benefit to non
Multibus users. The earliest acknowledge (BAACK) is 
delayed by one clock to-allow for the delays through 
the 8206. This imposes a 1 wait'state delay. 

Byte Mark8 

The only real difference to the 8207 system when ad4-
ing the 8206 is the treatment of byte writes. Because the 
encoded check bits apply only to a whole word (includ
ing check bits), byte writes must not be permitted at the 
RAM .. Instead, the altering of byte data is done at the 
8206. The byte marks previouSly sent to RAM are now 
sent to the 8206. These byte marks must also qualify 
the outp~t enables or the data drivers. 

The DBM output of the 8207 is meant to be nanded 
with th~ processor's byte marks. This output is activat
ed only on reads or refreshes. On write cycles, this out
put stays high which would force the 8206 byte mark 
input low. When low, the internal 8206 data out butTers 
are tristated so that new data may be gated into the 
device. 

Read Modify Writes-ECC 

A RMW cycle occurs whenever a processor wants to 
do byte writes or when the 8207 has detected an error 
during read or refresh (scrubbing) cycles. A byte write 
is detected by the FWR input to the 8207 and is based 
on tlie processor supplied byte marks. . 

At the start of a RMW cycle, DBM stays high, which, 
when qualified with the byte marks, will enable the data 
out, butTer of the 8206 for the unmodified byte, and 
tristates the buffer for the new byte; R/W is high, 
which tells the 8206 to do error detection and correct
ing (if CRCT is low). The 8206 can 4ltch data and 
check bits from the RAM via the STB input, but the 

8207 does not use this feature. Instead, the 8207 keeps 
CAS active the entire length of the RMW cycle to hold 
data at the 8206. The new byte data from the processor 
goes to tlie 8206 and to the RAM. The 8207 would 
have corrected any errors jusi: read, so the old and new 
bytes of data, plus their c~eck bits, are avai~ble at the 
RAM, and the 8207 generates a write pulse. The data 
driver for .. the unmodified byte must not have been en
abled, otherwise erroneous data would be written to 
RAM and possibly made valid (if it was stable) by the 
8206. 

Data Buffer Control-ECC 

The control of the data butTers is essentially the same as 
in non-ECC systems, with a, few I'Xceptions. The proc
essor's byte marks must now qualify the output enable 
logic. The reason was described earlier in the RMW 
section. This applie!l to both single and dual port con-

, figurations. A refresh cycle outputs all the control sig
nals that a read cycle will, except for an acknowledge. 
If complete butTer control is left to the 8207, then it 
would. occasionally (d~ refres~~ put data on the 
processor bus. The DEN and DT/R signals must be 
qualified by the PE input. PE would have to be latched 
for the entire cycle by PSEN. 

Te8tMode8 

Neither of the two test modes of the 8207 are to be used 
in a design. Both test modes reset the refresh address 
counter to a specific value, which interrupts the refresh 
sequence and causes loss of data. 

In error corrected systems, a reset pulse causes the 
8207/8206 to write over the entire RAM array. Test 
Mode 2, appears to bypass the prewrite sequence. But, 
the refresh counter is reset to a value of IF7 (H). So, 
besides interrupting the refresh sequence, the 8207 still 
prewrites the 8 locations specified by the counter. 

To not overwrite the RAM data, the 8207 RESET will 
have to be isolated from the system reset logic in ECe 
systems. 
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APPENDIX A 
8207 PERFORMANCE 

The following performance charts were based upon 
Figure 3 in the 8207 Data Sheet. The charts show the 
performance of a single cycle with no precharge, re
fresh, port switching, or arbitration delays. 

The read access calculations are: the margin between 
the 8207 starting a memory cycle to data valid at the 
processor - 8207 RAS or CAS from clock delay -
DRAM RAS or CAS access - 8286 propagation delay 
- processor set-up. 

Assume the RAS/CAS drivers are loaded with 150 pF, 
and the 8286 is driving a 300 pF data bus. 

80286 (example) 

RAS Access: 3TCLCL - 8207 TCLRSL - 2118 
tRAC - 8286 TIVOV - 80286 t8 

80186 (example) 

= (3)62.5 - 35 max - 100 max -
22 - 10 

= 20ns 

CAS Access: 2 TCLCL - 8207 TCLCSL -
DRAM tCAC - 8286 TIVOV -
80186 TDVCL 

= (2)125 - 115 max - 85 max -
22 - 20 

= 8 ns 

8207 Performance (EDC synchronous status interface) 

Table Sa. Walt States for DIfferent /A-P and RAM Combinations 

Walt States at 
RAM Speed 

Full CPU Speed 

CPU Freq 100ns 120ns 150ns 200ns 

1-RD, WR 1-RD, WR 2-Read 

80286 8MHz 
3-ByteWR 3-ByteWR 1-Write 

Not CO(3) CO 3-ByteWR 
Compatible 

C2 
with RAM 

80186, 
1-RD, WR 1-RD, WR 1-RD, WR Parameters(1 ) 

8086/88-2 
8MHz 3-ByteWR 3-ByteWR 3-ByteWR 

C4 C4 C4 

1 1 1 1-RD, WR 
8086/88 5 MHz C6 C6 C6 3-ByteWR 

C4 

Table 5b. /A-P Clock Frequency for DIfferent /A-P and RAM CombInatIons 

Maximum Frequency for 
RAM Speed One Wait-State(4) 

CPU Freq 100 ns I 120ns 150ns 200ns 

80286 8MHz 
7.3 MHz 6 MHz 

CO CO 

80286, 
8MHz Full Speed 

7MHz 
8086/88-2 C4 

8086/88 5MHz 
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8207 Performance (Non-EDC synchronous status interface) 

Table 6a. Walt States for Different p.P and RAM Combinations 

Walt States at 
RAM Speed 

Full CPU Speed 

CPU . Freq 100ns 120ns 150ns 200ns 

0 
1-Read 1-Read Not 

80286 8MHz CO(3) O-Write O-Write Compatible 
C1 C1 with 

80186, 0 0 0(2) RAM 

8086/88-2 8 MHz 
C3 C3 C3 Parameters(1 ) 

8086/88 5 MHz 
0 0 0 0 

C3 C3 C3 C3 

Table 6b. p.P Clock Frequency for Different p.P and RAM Combinations 

Maximum Frequency for 
RAM Speed 

No Walt-5tate(4) 

CPU Freq 100ns I 120ns L 150ns 200ns 

80286 8MHz I 7MHz I 6MHz 5.3 MHz 

80186, 
8MHz 7MHz 

8086/88-2 Full Speed 

8086/88 5MHz 

NOTES: 
1. The DRAM tRAH parameter is not satisf.ied. 
2. 150 ns 64K DRAMs with tCAC = 100 ns won't run with 0 wait-states. 
3. Numbers in lower right corners are the programmed configurations of the 8207. 
4. To meet read access time. 

8207 Performance (MUL TIBUS Interface) 

This is an asynchronous, command interface. Worst case data and transfer acknowledge (XACK #) delays. Including 
synchronization and data buffer delays, are: 

Table 7a. Non-EDC System 

RAM Speed 

100ns I 120ns I 150ns 200ns 

Data Access Time 289 ns I 299 ns I 322 ns 380ns 

XACK # Access Time . .333 ns 450 ns 
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Table 7b. EDC System 

RAM Speed 

100ns 120ns 150ns 200ns 

Data Access Time (Read) 
359 ns 369 ns 392 ns 450ns 

(324 ns)(1) (334 ns) (357 ns) (415 ns) 

XACK # Access Time 
400 ns-RD, WR 520 ns-RD, WR 

588 ns-Byte Write 806 ns-Byte WR 

NOTE: 
1. Nbmbers in parentheses are for when 8206 is in check-only mode (8206 doesn't do error correction until after an error is 
detected). 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

A designer of microprocessor based memory systems 
has two basic types of devices available to implement 
random access memory - Static RAMs (SRAMs) or 
Dynamic RAMs (DRAMs). SRAMs are easy to use, 
but are comparitively expensive. DRAMs have four 
times the density of static RAMs, come in smaller 
packages, consume less power, and cost less per bit. On 
the other hand, DRAMs require complex support func
tions, which SRAMs do not, including 

- address multiplexing 

- timing of address and control strobes 

- refreshing, to preserve memory contents 

- arbitration, to decide when refresh cycles will be 
performed vs read/write cycles. 

The circuitry required to perform these functions is 
complex, takes up board space, and initially appears' to 
offset the advantages of DRAMs. 

The 82C08 CHMOS DRAM controller provides a 
highly integrated solution. In addition to performing 
refreshes, address multiplexing, and control timings, it 
s:upports memory bank i?terleaving for allowing pipe
lmed accesses. The functIOns are programmable which 
allow designers to customize their systems. The 82C08 
DRAM controller interfaces 100 ns DRAMs to an 10 
MHz 80286 processor without introducing wait states. 
It can also interface a 10 MHz 80186 to 120 ns 
DRAMS. In addition, the 82C08 supports both power 
down and battery back up modes, making it useful for 
low power or portable systems. 

1.2 INTRODUCTION TO DYNAMIC 
RAMS 

This. section gives a brief introduction to the interfacing 
requirements of DRAMs. Those who are familiar with 
DRAM concepts may wish to skip it. 

1.2.1 Addressing 

The 16 K DRAM can be pictured as a two dimensional 
array of single bit storage cells, with 256 rows and 256 
columns. Each bit of the DRAM is individually ad
~ressable. Therefore, a 64K DRAM requires '16 address 
ltnes. In order to reduce the number of address pins 
required, DRAMs time mUltiplex the addresses into 

two halves, over the same pins. Thus a 64K DRAM 
requires only 8 address input pins. The first address is 
called row address and the' second called the colum 
address. The row address is latched internally by the 
DRAM on the falling edge of RAS (Row Address 
Strobe) and the column address is latched by the falling 
edge of CAS (Column Address Strobe). 

1.2.2 Memory Cycles 

The Dynamic RAMs support Jour different memory 
cycle types - read, write, read-modify write and RAS 
only refresh. Whether data is read or written during a 
memory cycle is determined by the RAM's Write En
able control input (WE). Data is written only when 
Write Enable is active. 

During read cycles, the CAS, in addition to latching the 
col~mn address, enables the RAM data output when 
acttve~ ass~ming RAS is also active. When only the 
RAS IS active, the data outputs are tristated. This fea
ture allows multiple Dynamic RAM outputs to be tied 
together. 

During wr~te cycles, the write data is latched internally 
by the falltng edge of CAS or WE, which ever occurs 
last: If w~te ena?le goes active before CAS (Early , 
W~, wnte data IS latched by the falling edge of CAS. 
If WE goes active after CAS (Late Writes), the write 
data is latched by the falling edge of WE. 

Late writes are useful in some systems where it is neces
sary to start the cycle as quickly as possible, by activat
ing CAS, to maximize performance, but the CPU can
not get the write data to the DRAMs early enough to 
be latched by CAS. By delaying WE, more time is al
lowed for write data to arrive at the DRAMs. 

~en late writes are performed by activating CAS ear
lier. than WE, there exists a period during which CAS is 
active but WE is inactive. This is decoded by the 
DRAMs as a read cycle and it enables its data output. 
So, i~ "late write" memory cycles are performed, the 
?ata mputs and the data outputs must be electrically 
Isolated from each other to prevent bus contention. If 
no late writes are performed, the data inputs and the 
data outputs may be tied together at the RAM to re
duce the number of board traces. 
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1.2.3 Refresh 

One unique requirement of Dynamic RAMs is that· 
they have to be refreshed in order to retain data. This 
becomes evident by examining how the DRAMs are 
implemented. DRAMs achieve their high density and 
low cost by employing a single transistor and capacitor 
pair for storing one bit of information. The presence (or 
absence) of a charge on the capacitor indicates that the 
bit is set to a one. ThiS cl!-pacitor is selectively accessed 
for reading or writing by enabling its associated transis
tor. Unfortunately, if left for very long, the charge will 
leak out of the capacitor and the data will be lost. To 
prevent the loss of data, each· bit cell must be periodi
cally read, the charge on the capacitor amplified, and 
the capacitor recharged .to its initial state. The circuitry 
which does this amplification is called a 'sense amplifi
er'. Typically, most DRAMs have to be refreshed every 
2 ms, to prevent loss of data. 

Each column in the DRAM has its own sense amplifi
er, so refresh can be performed on an entire row at a 
time. Thus, for a 16K DRAM configured as 128 Rows 
by 128 columns, it is only necessary to refresh 128 rows 
every 2 ms. The 256K and the 64K DRAMs are imple
mented such that their refresh requirements are identi
cal to the 16K DRAMs (Le. 256 rows every 4 ms). 

Refresh can be performed by a special cycle called a 
RAS only refresh. Only the row address for the row to 
be refreshed is sent. During RAS only refresh cycle, the 

. CAS is never activated, and no data is read or written. 
Any memory operation will also refresh the row ac
cessed. So if the application can ensure that the entire 
memory array will be accessed within 2 ms, then no 
special refresh cycle is necessary. 

Three commonly used refresh techniques are 

1. Distributed Refresh 
2. Burst Refresh 
3. Hidden Refresh 

1. Distributed Refresh 

. The Distributed Refresh technique takes advantage of 
the fact that as long as every row is refreshed every 2 
ms the distribution of the inllividual refresh. cycles is 
unimportant. In the distributed refresh mode, the re
fresh cycles are performed approximately once every 15 
microseconds. This satisfies the refresh requirement of 
DRAMs while reducing the time the read and write 
cycles are. delayed due to refresh (maximum delay is 
one memory cycle plus the RAS precharge delay). 

2. Burst Refresh 

Burst Refresh means waiting almost 2 ms from the last 
time the refresh was performed, then refreshing the en
tire memory with a burst of 128 refresh cycles. The 
advantage of this method is that there is a known peri
od of time when no refreshes are being performed that 
could delay the memory read or the memory write cy
cles. On the other hand, the disadvantage is that during 
the time the refreshes are being performed no read or 
write cycles can be performed. 

3. Hidden Refresh 

Hidden Refresh is also called "transparent refresh". 
This takes advantage of the fact that many microproc
essors wait a fixed period of time to decode the first 
opcode of an instruction after fetching it. This time is 
necessary to determine what to do next and may be 
sufficient to complete a refresh cycle. If the status lines 
of the processor can be examined to determine which 
cycles are opcode fetches, a refresh cycle can be imme
diately performed. In this way, the refresh cycles never 
interfere with read or write cycles, and so appear trans
parent to the microprocessor. This method has the dis
advantage that, if ever the microprocessor stops fetch
ing opcodes for long periods of time, as would be the 
case during DMA transfers, no refresh cycles will oc
cur, and the data will be lost. 

ADDRESS ____ .JX .. __ R_OW __ -'X .. ____ _ 

RAS/ 
' ________ 1 

CAS/ -----------------

DIN ------------__ ---

Dour-------------------------------·- 296039-1 

Figure 1.1 RAS-Only Refresh 
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CHAPTER 2 

PROGRAMMING INFORMATION 
OVERVIEW 

The 82C08 Dynamic RAM controller is intended to 
support a wide variety of processor and memory config
urations. Many of the 82C08's features can be tailored 
to a given system by means of a serial programming 
pin. This pin can be strapped either high or low to' 
select one of two default modes or be programmed by 
means of an external shift register. The external shift ' 
register is completely controlled by the 82C08, thereby 
eliminating the need for local processor support. Nine 
bits are shifted into the 82C08 to configure up to nine 
different features. The bits are arranged in the order of 
increasing importance, using a shift register with less 
than nine bits permits optimization by programming 
just those features needed by the applic~tion. 

Programmable features of the processor interface in
cludes the choice of specifying either synchronous or 
asynchronous interface and clock compensation. The 
terms synchronous or asynchronous are conventionally 
applied to'DRAMs depending on whether it exists in a 
local or a remote environment. In the ~ of the 
82C08, the synchronous operation refers' to the case 
when the incoming commands arrive with a fixed refer
ence to the cOntroller's clock while asynchronous oper
ation refers to the case when the commands arrive with 
no particular relationship to the controller's clock. The 
major difference between synchronous and asynchro
nous operation is that, in the case of asynchronous 
commands, the controller must first synchronize the 
incoming commands to its own internal clock. From 
that point on, the asynchronous operation and the syn
chronous operation are handled identically. The fastest 
synchronization time of the 82C08 is one clock cycle, 
while the slowest synchronization can take up to two 
clock cycles. As the pro.cessor typically requires four or 
fewer clock periods to complete a cycle, adding a clock 
for synchronizing reduces the access time by approxi
mately 25% (provided both the processor and the 
82C08 oPllrate at the same clock frequency). Synchro
nous controllers are therefore always preferred when 
the environment permits them. At the RAM interface, 
the user can specify fast or slow memory chips, indicate 
bank configuration and select the optimal refreshing 
schemes. 

2.1 PROCESSOR INTERFACE OPTION 

The port control input pin (PCTL) programs the 
82C08 to either accept the standard demultiplexed RD 
and WR inputs, or directly decode the status outputs of 

Intel's iAPX 86, 88, 186 and 188 type processors. The 
state definitions of the status lines and their timings, 
relative to the processor clock, differ for the 8086 fami
ly and the 80286 processor. Tables 2a, 2b and 2c. illus
trates how the 82C08 interPrets these inputs, following 
the programming of the PCTL pin. The 82C08 broadly 
classifies all processor interfaces into two categories. 

.....: status interface (8086/186 status lines) 

- command interface (80286 status or Multibus Bus 
command) , 

Table 2a. 80186 Bus Cycle Status Information 

S2 S1 SO Bus Cycle Initiated 

0 0 0 Interrupt Acknowledge 
0 0 1 Read 1/0 
0 1 0 Write 1/0 
0 1 1 Halt 
1 0 0 Instruction Fetch 
1 0 1 Read Data From Memory 
1 1 0' Write Data From Memory 
1 1 1 Passive 

Status Interface: If PCTL is sampled high following 
the inactive edge of reset, the 8086 status interface is 
selected, which allows direct decoding of the 8086/186 
microprocessor status lines. As the status lines are acti
vated one clock before the command lines, memory cy
cles can be initiated earlier. This is the only mode that 
enables zero waitstate memory accesses. 

TABLE 2b. 80286 Bus Cycle Status Information 

MIO S1 SO Bus Cycle Initiated 

1 0 0 Riff Shut Down 
1 0 1 Read Data From Memory 
1 1 0 Write Data To Memory 
1 1 1 None. Not a Status Cycle 

TABLE 2c. 82C08 Response 

82C08 Command Function 

PCTL RD iNA 8086/80186 80286 

0 0 0 IGNORE IGNORE 

0 0 1 IGNORE READ 

0 1 0 IGNORE WRITE 

0 1 1 IGNORE IGNORE 

1 0 0 READ IGNORE 

1 0 1 READ INHIBIT 

1 1 0 WRITE INHIBIT 
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Command Interface: If the PCTL pin is low at the end 
of reset, the command interface is ,selected. The status 
lines of the 80286 are'similar in code and timing to the 
Multibus Bus command lines. Command interface 
should be selected when interfacing to 8086/186 com
mand lines or the command lines of the Multibus Bus, 
or the status lines of the 80286 processor. When inter
facing to, the 802S6 in the ,status -synchronous mode, the 
82C08 directly decodes the status lines to respond to 
memory requests faster. This allows memory accesses 
to be performed without incurring wait states. 

2.2 PROGRAMMING WORD 

The 82COS requires additional information regarding 
the type of interface (synchronous/asynchronous), 
clock rate, speed of dynamic RAMs, in order to opti
mize its performance. The 82C08 obtains this informa
tion via the POI pin. The S2C08 may be programmed 
by using an external shift register with asynchronous 
load capability such as the 74HC16S. The reset pulse 
serves to parallel load this shift register. The 82C08 
~vides the clocking signal via the multiplexed 
WEPCLK pin, to shift the data into the POI ptogram
ming pin. Nine program data words are t'eIKl in. The 
first'serial data input corresponds to PDO bit and the 
ninth bit shifted in corresponds to the PD8 bit of the 
program data word. 

The PDI input pin can be strapped either high or low 
to select one of two default modes. By strapping the 
POI low, a default of all zeroes is selected. This default 
mode configures the 82COS to interface a II MHz 801S6 
(808S, 8086, 8018S) to 150 ns DRAMs or a 10 MHz 
80186 to 120 ns DRAMs without introducing wait 
states. By strapping the POI input high, a default of all 
ones is selected. When configured in this mode, the 
82COS interfaces a S MHz ,80286 to 120 ns DRAMs or 
a 10 MHz 80286 to 100 ns DRAMs without introduc
ing wait states. An external shift register is not required 
if the sysiem timing requirements are satisfied by the 
default mode. 

The PDO bit determines if the 82C08 iscanfigured to 
support the 8086, 80186, 80188, 8088 ,systems or a 
S0286 system. When interfacing to the 80S6, S088, 
801S6, 801S8 microprocessors, the 82C08 is said to be 
operating in the slow cycle mode, and when interfacing 
to the 80286, it is said to be operating in the fast cycle 
mode. In the slow cycle mode the 82COS operates at the 
same clock frequency as the processor (8 MHz 82C08 
for an 8 MHz 80186). When configured in the fast cycle 
mode, the 82COS operates at twice the clock frequency 
of the processor (16 MHz 82C08 for an 8 MHz 80286). 
The remaining bits PDI-PDS are then programmed to 
optimize the 82COS's outputs for the selected configu
ration. 

2.2.1 Programming for 80186/8086 
Mode (Slow Cycle) 

If the first program data bit PDQ is set to a logic zero, 
the 82C08 is configured in the slow cycle mode 
(80S8,8086), wherein, it is programmed to operate at a 
maximum clock frequency of up to 10 MHz. When 
interfacing to 10 MHz 80186 processors, 120 ns 
DRAMs must be used to satisfy the timing require
ments and to ensure proper memory operation. When 
the 10 MHz 82C08 is programmed in the default mode, 
the resulting refresh rate is 11.8 micro-seconds. 

If the system design requirements are different from the 
default configuration, then the S2COS has to be pro
grammed to support the desired mode, via an external 
shift register such as the 74HC16S. The program data 
bits PDl - PDS have different polarities based on the 
logic level of PDQ (see Table 2c.1.). For example, if 
PDQ is set to a logical zero and PDl is set to a logical 
one, then the asynchronous processor interface is se
lected. On the other hand, if PDQ is set to a logical one 
and pot is set to a logical one, then the synchronous 
processor interface is selected (R!lf'er to Tl!!>le 2c.t: 1f 
PDQ = I and PDl = I, then S = 1 and S = 0 this 
implies synchronous mode). This ensures that the same 
options are available for both default configurations. 

Table 2c 1. Program Data Word 

Program 
PDO = 0 PDO = 1 Polarity/Function 

Data Bit 

PDO m CFS CFS = 0 Slow Cycle 
CFS = 1 Fast Cycle ' 

PD1 § S S = 0 Synchronous 
S = 1 Asynchronous 

PD2 m RFS R1!S = 0 Fast RAM 
RF§ = 1 Slow RAM 

CASE 1 

The example considered below deliberately assumes a 7 
MHz 80186 processor to illustrate the manipulation of 
the CIO and CIl bits to arrive at the optimal refresh 
rate. Additionally, a single bank memory system is be
ing considered to emphasize the fact that, in the slow 
cycle mode of operation, C9DSecutive accesses to the 
same bank will not result in additional wait states. 

ProcessOr 
Processor Clock 
82C08 Clock 
DRAM Speed 
Processor Interface 
Number of Bimks 

80186 
7 MHz 
7 MHz 
150 ns 
synchronous 
1 

(DRAMS require 256 rows refreshed every 4 millisec
onds) 
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Given the processor, clock frequency and the DRAM 
speed, the only remaining requirement is to arrive at 
the corresponding program data word. Referring to Ta
ble 2.e for the case described above (7 MHz 80186), 
CFS' should be set to a zero to indicate that.the 82C08 
is interfacing to a 8086 type processor and 'FFS' must 
be set to a one as the processor frequency is 7 MHz 
(Referring to Table 2.e. in ,the 82C08 data sheet, clock 
frequencies greater than or equal to 6 MHz are consid
ered fast). 'CFS' and 'FFS' correspond to PDO and 
J;>D7 bits in the program data word. Therefore, PDO = 
o and PD.7 = O. (Referring to Table 4a in the 82C08 
data sheet, for POD = 0, PD7 = FFS/ = 1/ = 0.) 

The remaining bits are arrived at, as shown below. 

PD1 = 0; synchronous 

PD2 = 1; This bit reflects the speed of the DRAMs. 
120 ns DRAMs are considered fast when in
terfacing to 8 MHz 80286 while 150 ns 
DRAMs are considered slow. 100 ns 
DRAMs are considered fast for 10 MHz 
80286. When 'programmed in the slow cycle 
mode, this bit can be set to any value as the 
same no waitstate performance is achie~ed 
by using either the 150 or the 120 'ns 
DRAMs. The processor clock frequency de
terniines the speed of the DRAMs. ' 

PD3 = 1; This case assumes single bank. (Referring to 
Table 2.d, RB = O. When PDO = 0; PD3 
= RB =0 = 1.) 

To calculate CIl and CIO bits refresh interval should be 

Refresh Interval: ::s: 4/256000 ::s: 15.6 microseconds 
Clock period = 143 ns 
Clock period X count interval ::s: 15.6 microseconds. 

The refresh rate should be selected such that the re
freshes are performed often enough to satisfy DRAM 
requirement, without performing refreshes more often 
than necessary as there is no benefit. The optimal count 
interval, for the case when CPS = 0 and PFS ,;. 1 is 
achieved by setting CIO and CIl as zero and one re
spectively and PLS' to a one. The resulting count inter
val is 106, and resulting refresh rate is 15.16 us. The 
program data word for the case above is sUll1tt1arized in 
Table 2.g. 

. - --Tabi8'2d Bank Selection and Decoding 

Program Bank 82C08 
BltRB Input RAS, CAS Allocation 

0 0 Jti\SO,1, CASO,1 to Bank 0 

0 1 Illegal 

1 0 ~O, CASo to Bank 0 

1 1 RAS1, CAS1 to Bank 1 
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Table 2e. Microprocessor Clock . 
. and Frequency ()ptlon 

Program Bits Processor Clock Freq 

CFS FFS 

0 O. iAPX86, ::S:5MHz 
88, 186, 1,88 

0 1 iAPX86, ~6MHz 
88, 186, 188 

1 0 iAPX286 ::S:10 MHz 

1 1 iAPX286 ~10 MHz 

Table 2f. Refresh Count· Interval 

Ref 
CFS PLS FFS 

Count Interval CIO, C1 
Period 

00 1 01 1101 11 

15.6 0 1 1 118 11061 94 1 8.2 

CIO CI1 
Count 

Refresh Rate 
Interval 

0 0 118 118x 143 ns= 16.874> 15.6 p.s 

0 1 106 106x 143 ns= 15.158:S; 15.6 lAoS 

1 0 94 94X 143 ns= 13.442< 15.6 lAoS 

1 1 82 82X 143 ns= 11.726< 15.6 lAoS 

Table 2g. Program Data Word 

Program Level 
Data Bit 

PD~ o ;Synchronous Inter:face 

PD1 o ;DRAM speed 

PD2 1 ;or 0 (Don't care term for status mode.) 

PD3 1 ;Single Bank 

PD4 0;C11 

PD5 O;CIO 

PD6 o ;PLS = 1, PLS/ =1/=0 

PD7 o ;Fast CPU Frequency 

PD8 . 0 ;Advanced Early Acknowledge 
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2.2.2 Programming for 80286 Mode 
(Fast Cycle Mode) 

If the first program bit (PDO) is set to a one, the 82C08 
is configured to support iAPX 286 systems. In this con
figuration the 82C08 can operate at frequencies up to 
20 MHz. When interfacing to 10 MHz 80286 proces
sors, 100 ns DRAMs must be used to satisfy the timing 
requirements and to ensure proper memory operation. 
When the 20 MHz 82C08 is programmed in the default 
mode, the resulting refresh rate is 11.8 microseconds. 

If the system requirements are different from that ob
tained through the default configuration, the 82C08 has 
to be programmed via an external shift register to tailor 
the 82C08's outputs to meet system timing require
ments. 

Case 2 

The example considered below assumes a 5 MHz 286 
processor interfacing to the 82C08 in the status syn
chronous mode. 150 ns DRAMs were selected to high
light that when slower DRAMs are used, the pI:ocessor 
frequency has to be reduced to permit zero waitstate 
memory accesses. 

Processor 

Processor Clock 

82C08 Clock 

DRAM Speed 

Processor Interface 

Number of Banks 

80286 

5 MHz 

10 MHz 

150 ns 

Synchronous 

2 

For this example, the default configuration will not sat
isfy the DRAM's refresh timing requirement. In the 
default mode the 'CFS', 'FFS' and 'PLS' are all set to 
ones and the corresponding count interval would be 
236 clock periods (Refer to Table 6, 82C08 Data 
Sheet). At 10 MHz, the resulting refresh rate would be 
23.6 (236 X 1(0) microseconds which would violate 
the refresh requirement of the DRAMs and result in 
loss of data. 

Referring to Table 2e. for the 5 MHz 80286 synchro
nous microprocessor interface, CPS must be a I' and 
FFS' must be a zero. This translates to PDO = I and 
PD7 = O. 

The remaining programming bits are arrived at, as fol
lows: 

PDI = 0; Synchronous Interface 

PD2 = 1; Slow RAM, only 120 ns access time 
DRAMs are considered fast 

PD3 = I; Two Banks, RASO/, CASO/ to BankO, 
RASI and CAS1 to Bank1 

The dynamic RAMs considered in this example require 
refreshing 256 every 4 ms. The refresh rate chosen by 
appropriately programming CIO, CI I and PLS, should 
be as close to the refresh rate of 15.6 microseconds as 
possible. 

For the case under consideration 

Clock Period = lOOns (As the clock input into the 
Controller is 10 MHz). 

CPS = I; Fast Cycle (80286 processor) 

FFS = 0; Slow CPU Frequency as it is less 
than 6 MHz 

PLS = 1; to support refreshes every 15.6 /-Ls 

Ref Count Interval 

Period 
CFS PLS FFS 

00 I 01 I 10 I 11 

15.6 1 1 0 148113211161100 

We have four choices for the count interval. 

CIO CIO COUNT INTERVAL REFRESH RATE 

0 0 100X146 ns 14.6/-Ls 

0 1 100X132 ns 13.2/-LS 

1 0 100X 116 ns 11.6/-Ls 

1 1 100X 100 ns 10.0/-Ls 

The optimal refresh rate is achieved by setting both CIO 
and CIl to zeroes. 

Two types of memory acknowledge signals are provid
ed by the 82C08. They are the advanced acknowledge 
(AACK) or the transfer acknowledge (XACK). The 
PD1 (Synchronous/asynchronous) bit optimizes the 
AACK for synchronous (BAACK) or asynchronous 
(LAACK) operation. The transfer acknowledge is a 
Multibus Bus compatible signal. For the example con
sidered, the program data bit PD8 should be set to a 
logic one, as the processor interfaces synchronously to 
the DRAM controller. The resulting program data 
word for·this example is summarized below. 
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Table 2h. Data Word 
Program Level 
Data Bit 
PDO 1; Fast Cycle (80286) 
PD 1 1; Synchronous Interface 
PD2 0; Slow Ram (120 ns DRAMs 

are considered Fast) 
PD3 1 ; TWo Memory Banks 
PD4 1 ; Count Interval Bits 
PD5 1 ; To achieve a refresh 

rate of 14.8 microseconds 
PD6 1 ; Long refresh period, 

DRAMs require 256 rows/4ms 
PD7 0; Slow Frequency, < 6 MHz 
PD8 1; BAACK 

When programmed in this mode, the 82C08 is config
ured in the CO configuration, wherein memory accesses 
do not incur wait states. 

2.3 PROGRAMMING OPTIONS 

, In the slow cycle mode of operation (8086 type proces
sors) only one configuration is supported (C2). The op
tions available to the user are the following: 
1. Synchronous or Asynchronous processor interface. 
2. In the Asynchronous mode there exists a choice of 

selecting either LAACK (late advanced acknowl
edge for command interface) or XACK (transfer ac
knowledge for Multi Bus type interface). In the syn
chronous mode of operation only BAACK is gener
ated. 

3. Programming the rate at which refreshes are per
formed. 

In the fast cycle mode of operation two configurations 
are supported - CO, Cl. The,configuration chosen is 
dependent on the speed of the processor. and the 
DRAMs. CO configuration gives the best possible per
formance (no waitstate memory access) while requiring 
fast DRAMs. CI configuration gives relatively slow 
performance (one waitstate' memory access) but re
quires slow DRAMs. One of two approaches are rec
ommended for arriving at the correct configuration for 
a given application and to determine the resulting per
formance. 

-MBT60P 1 
-MBTHOD2 

2.3.1 Method 1 

Given that a decision has already been made regarding 
the speed of the microprocessor and the DRAMs, then 
the only remaining requirement is to program the 
82C08 and to evaluate the resulfing performance. The 
programming was covered in the 'PROGRAMMING
WORD' section. As an illustration consider the follow
ing example. 

Case 3: 
Processor 
Processor Clock 
82C08 Clock 
DRAMs 
Process Interface 

80286 
8 MHz 
16 MHz 
150 ns 
Status synchronous 
(Requires BAACK). 

Referring to Table 5 (82C08 Data Sheet), 'CFS' and 
'FFS' must be set to a logic 1 for an 8 MHz 80286. As 
150 ns DRAMs are being used (slow RAMs) RFS must 
be set to a zero. For this case (CFS = 1, FFS = 1 and 
RFS = 0), referring to Table 2j., it can be inferred that 
the resulting configuration is 'Cl'. 

CONFIGURATION 

Table 2i. shows the clock edges which trigger the tran
sition for each of the 82C08s output. Clock 0 is defined 
as the clock in which the 82C08 begins a memory cycle, 
either as a result of a port request which just arrived, or 
of a port request that was stored previously but could 
not be serviced at the time of its arrival. This can occur 
if the 82C08 was performing refresh cycle .. Figure 2.1 
shows the wave form for a memory read cycle. . 

Table 21. Timing Chart· Case 1 

RAS ADDRESS CAS WE EAm< 

Cn Cycle L H Col Row L H L H L H 

1 
RD,RF 0,1.. 4,1.. 0,1.. 4,1.. 1,1.. 5,1.. 2,1.. 5,1.. 

WR 0,1.. 5,1.. 0,1.. 4,1.. 2,1.. 5,1.. 1,1.. 5,1.. 2,1.. 5,1.. 

Table 2). 82C08 Configuration 

TlmlngConf CFS(PDO) RFS(PD2) 

CO iAPX286(1) FASTRAM(1) 
CO iAPX286(1) FASTRAM(1) 
C1 iAPX286(1) SLOWRAM(O) 
CO iAPX286(1) SLOWRAM(O) 
C2 iAPX186(0) DON'T CARE 

• 100 ns access time DRAMs are considered fast. 
•• 120 ns access time DRAMs are considered fast. 

FFS(PD7) . Waltstates Processor 
Clock 

20 MHz (1) O' 20 MHz 
16 MHz (1) 0" 16MHz 
16MHz(1) 1 16MHz 
10 MHz (0) 0 10MHz 

DON'T CARE 0 DON'T CARE 
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80286 
1610lHz 
CLOCK 
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RAS/ 

CASt 
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Figure 2.1 Read Cycle Waveform for C1 Configuration (1 W.S.) 

PERFORMANCE 

As mentioned earlier, the AACK is the "hand-shak
ing" signal used to tell the microprocessor when it 
should terminate the current bus cycle. Thus AACK 
determines how many wait states are introduced. When 
con~ in the CI configuration, the 82C08 activates 
the AACK on clock 2 (Clock 0 being the clock edge 
that activates RAS. In the 80186 synchronous mode of 
operation Clock 0 is the falling edge of Clock Tl and in 
the 80286 mode Clock 0 corresponds to the PHIl fail
ing edge of the TS cycle) for both the read and write 
memory cycles. If no wait states are to be introduced, 
the 82284 clock generator (it generates the clock for 
both the 82C08 and the 80286) expects AACK to be 
activated during Clock I, so as to ensure a no waitstate 
operation. As the AACK is activated on Clock 2, in the 
CI configuration, all read or write memory accesses 
incur one waitstate (except when memory requests ar
rive when a refresh cycle is in progress). 

2.3.2 Method 2 

This approach is recommended if the performance level 
is known (e.g. zero waitstate memory access) and it is 
required to determine the appropriate processor inter
face and speed of DRAMs required to support this de
sired level of performance. This can be illustrated by 
considering an example. 

Case 4 

Processor 

Processor Clock 

82C08 Clock 

Requirement 

8 MHz 80286 

8 MHz 

16 MHz 

Zero waitstate memory access. 
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To achieve zero waitstate memory access, the following 
factors have to be considered. 

I. Processor Interface. 

2. Speed of DRAMs. 

3. Number of banks of memory. 

1. Processor Interface 

The 80286 microprocessor must interface in the status 
synchronous mode to the 82C08 to get no waitstate 
operation. By status synchronous mode we mean that 
the 82C08 and the 80286 must run off the same clock 
(16 MHz for 8 MHz 80286) and the status lines of the 
8028~ocessor should be directly connected to the 
RD, WR inputs of the 82C08. When programmed in 
the status synchronous interface mode, the 82C08 will 
internally decode the status lines. As the status lines are 
generated two clock cycles before the RD, WR com
mands (82288 bus controller generates the read or write 
commands), the memory cycle can be started earlier. 

If the asynchronous interface is chosen insteaQ, there is 
a performance penalty since the 82C08 has to internally 
synchronize the command. The internal synchroniza
tion can take up to two clock cycles which will delay 
the start of the memory cycle and results in wait states. 
The synchronous status interface should be selected for 
no waitstate performance when permitted by the sys
tem environment. 

2. Speed Of DRAMs 

The DRAM speed and the processor clock frequency 
determine the configuration. The 82C08 supports two 
configuration - CO, Cl. The CO configuration gives the 
best possible performance (based on ROy) but as men
tioned earlier, require fast DRAMs (at 8 MHz, 120 ns). 
So with the 80286 processor operating at 8 MHz, 120 
ns DRAMs are required to achieve a zero waitstate 
performance. 
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Figure 2.2 80286/82C08 Read Cycle for CO Configuration (0 W.S.) 

Table 2k. Timing Chart - Case 4. 

RAS ADDRESS 

. Cn Cycle L H Col Row 

0 
RD,RF O,J, 3!c O,J, 3,J, 

WR O,J, 4,J, O,J, 3,J, 

3. Number Of Banks 

In the fast cycle mode of operation, there will be a 
perfo~ance penalty when using a single bank of mem
ory, as consecutive memory accesses have to wait for 
the RAS pre-charge delay. By organizing memory into 
banks so that sequential addresses are in different 
banks, the RAS prechl!Ige time of one bank can be 
hidden behind the access to the other bank. this is 
known as "Interleaving" and is explained in detail in 
Chapter 3. 

CONFIGURATION 

In conclusion, for the example considered above, the 
82C08 has to be configured in the status synchronous 
mode and use two banks of 120 ns DRAMs, to get the 
desired performance level. Referring to Table' 5 (S2COS 
Data Sheet), the.'CFS' and 'FFS' bits must be set to a 
logic oile, for an 8 MHz 286: If 120 ris DRAMs are 
used, the 'RFS' bit should be set to Ii. logic one as:well. 
For this case, when 'CFS', 'FFS' and 'RFS'Me set to a 

CAS WE EAACK 

L H L H L H 

1,J, 3,J, 1,J, 4,J, 

2,J, 4,J, 1,J, 4,J, 1 ,J, / 4,J, 

one, the 82C08 is programmed to operate in the CO 
configuration. Table 2k. shows the clock edges which 
trigger the transition, for each of the outputs. The 
waveform for a read cycle is shown in Figure 2.2. 

PERFORMANCE 

Table 2k. illustrates the clock .edges which trigger tran
sitions on each 82C08 outputs. The synchronous port 
interface waveforms (82C08 data sheet, Page 29) ·shows 
the requirements that have to be met, in order for the 
command to be recognized by the 82C08. If the setup 
and hold times are met, then the command is initiated. 

The performance can be determined from the wave
forms. The activation of the advanced acknowledge 
(Early for Synchronous interface, late for Asynchro
nous interface) determines the tota) number of wait 
states introduced. As mentioned in the previous exam
ple, if no waitstate memory acCesses are required, the 
EAACK 'should be activated during Clock 1, which is 
the case when the 82C08 is configured in the CO config
uration. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RAM INTERFACE 

Intel's 82C08 Dynamic Ram Controller reliably per
forms all the support functions required by DRAMs. 
The 82C08 accepts the processor address and internally 
mUltiplexes it into the row and column address. The 
only other requirement is to have series resistors on all 
the 82C08 outputs and to ensure proper layout of the 
traces. The 82C08 is capable of addressing 16K, 64K 
and 256K DRAMs. It can support two banks of memo
~ith each memory bank having its own individual 
RAS and CAS strobe signals. If both banks of memory 
~ot occupied, the 82C08 can reassign the timing of 
RAS and CAS strobes to allow accessing wider data 
words without increasing the loading on the RAS and 
CAS drivers. 

The 82C08 contains an internal address counter used 
for generating refresh cycles. The 82C08 has 18 address 
lines (ALO-AL8, AHO-AH8). These address lines are 
internally multiplexed to generate 9 address outputs. 
The 9 most significant bits (AHO-AH8) form the 
ROW address and the 9 least significant bits (ALO
AL8) form the COLUMN address. There is a bank 
select input for selecting one ofthe two banks of memo
~his input is decoded internally to generate the 
RAS and CAS outputs for the appropriate bank. 

3.1 REFRESH INTERVAL 

The 82C08 supports four different types of refresh op
tions as described in the REFRESH OPTIONS section 
(CHAPTER 2). The rate at which refreshes are per
formed is programmable. This programmability is nec
essary because the refresh period is a function of the 
clock input into the 82C08. As the clock frequency may 
vary over a wide range, the rate at which refreshes are 
performed will vary as well. Programming the cycle 
Fast/Slow (CFS) bit and. frequency Fast/Slow bit 
(FFS) automatically reprogram the refresh counter to 
generate the correct refresh interval for clock frequen
cies of 16, 10, 8 and 5 MHz (CFS, FFS = 11, 10,01,00 
respectively). For clock frequencies between those spec
ified above, the Count Interval programming bits (CIO, 
CIl) allow "fine tuning" of the refresh interval. Re
freshes should be performed just often enough to satisfy 
DRAM's requirements. Performing refreshes more of
ten than necessary would result in wasting memory 
bandwidth. . 

3.2 REFRESH DURING POWER DOWN 

The 82C08 supports a power down feature which w.ill 
be discussed in detail in Chapter 8. 

3.3 REFRESH COUNTER 

The 82C08 .has a 9 bit internal address counter. For 
standard DRAMs, the 82C08 can support DRAMs 
that require refreshing either 128 rows every 2ms or 
256 rows every 4ms or 512 rows every 8ms. In addition, 
there exists the option of refreshing 256 rows every 2ms 
via the period Long/Short (PLS) programming. option. 

3.4 RAS AND CAS REALLOCATION 

The 82C08 address output lines are designed to drive 
up to 32 DRAMs (assuming the capacitance presented 
by the DRAMs on the address lines are no greater than 
5 pF). The RAS and CAS outputs can drive up to 16 
DRAMs. Under these conditions, the 82C08 will meet 
all of the RAM timing requirements. 

The 82C08 can accommodate other configurations, like 
a single 32 bit memory bank. This would require the 
82C08 address output lines to drive a total of 32 
DRAMs, which is well within its drive capability, but 
the 32 DRAMs per bank exceeds the RAS and CAS 
driver's limit. When the capacitive loading require
ments are exceeded, the 82C08 will fail to meet critical 
DRAM parameters like Row Address Hold time 
(tRAH> and Column Address Setup time (tAsd. 

In order to prevent violating these DRAM timing pa
rameters, the 82C08 can be ~rammed to reallocate 
the timings of the.RAS and CAS lines to accommodate 
the increased load. When the program data bit RB 
(PD3), is set to logic zero, the 82C08 is programmed to 
support single bank memory systems. It activates 
RASO, RAS1 as a pair and CASO, CAS1 as a pair. 
With this scheme the address drivers would be loaded 
by 32 DRAMs and individual RAS and CAS lines by 
16 DRAMs. This relative loading is identical to the 
first case of two banks, with each bank supporting 16 
DRAMs. Drive reallocation allows addressing wider 
data words while maintaining optimal memory timings. 

3.5 INTERLEAVING 

All DRAMs require a recovery period for precharging 
internal lines after each access. If the processor tries to 
immediately reaccess the RAM, it is the responsibility 
of the controller to delay it until the precharge time is 
over. By automatically organizing memory into banks 
such that sequential addresses go to different banks, the 
82C08 is able to hide the RAS precharge time of one 
bank behind the access time to the next bank. This or
ganization is achieved by using the least significant bit 
of the processor's address to select the bank of RAM. If 
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a break in the program flow occurs, such would be 
caused by encountering a jump or a call instruction, it 
raises the probability that the same bank may be imtpe
diately reaccessed. When accesses are made to the same 
bank, the start of the new cy<;le is delayed by the RAS 
precharge time. To compensate for the RAS precharge 
delay and to ensure proper memory operation, wait 
states have to be added. Once the row and column ad
dresses to one bank have been latched by the DRAMs, 
the controller sends the row address for th~ next cycle. 

The 82C08 internally monitors memory accesses to de
termine if they are to the same bank. If so, it waits a 
certain number of clock periods before activating the 
RAS for the memory cycle (Table 10 in the 82C08 Data 
Sheet lists the tRP time for the different configura
tions). 

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate the effect of the perform
ance of the processor with and without interleaving 
(Figure 3.3 illustrates the impact on performance with 
and without interleaving for the 80286 microprocessor 
and Figure 3.4 illustrates the impact on performance on 

the 80186 microprocessor). For 80286 microprocessor 
interface, consecutive accesses to the same bank will 
result in one wait state for the second access, but no 
wait states are added if the accesses are to alternate 
banks. 

if the 82C08 is configurCld in the slow cycle synchro
nous mode. of operation (default mode by strapping 
PDI to GND or by setting the program bits CPS and S 
to zeroes) it performs conseputive memory accesses to 
.the same ban,k without incurring wait states. 

3.6 WRITE ENABLES ·BYTE MARKS 

The write enable supplied by the 82C08 cannot drive 
the RAM array directly. For eight bit systems, this out
put should be inverted before interfacing to the RAMs. 
For sixteen bit systems, this output should be gated by 
the byte marks supplied by the processor. The byte 
marks are generated by decoding the latched AO and 
BHE. This buffer should be capable of driving very 
large capacitive loads (eg. 74S32). 

r;:;;::;::;-~~:"".''-T-r,-r'-'-,.-r....,rr'-T-r,-' RASO/ 
82C08 ~ 

LSB 
ADDRESS 

82C08 

BS 

r....;;.&....:..L....;.J...;:;.I...;;.&....;.L....;;..L...:~.;;;.a....;.JL.;.;;~.:.I.;.:.a...;.:..a...;.;;.&..;~ CASO/ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
RAS2/ 
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Figure 3.1 82C08 2 Bank Configuration 
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Figure 3.2 82C08 Single 32·BIT Bank Memory 
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Figure 3.3 Processor Performance With and Without Interleaving (80286) 
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Figure 3.4 Processor Interface With and Without Interleaving (80186) 

3.7 RAM CYCLES AND TIMINGS 

The 82C08 operates in three configurations - CO, Cl 
and C2 - depending upon the programming of the CPS 
(PDO), RFS (PD2) and FFS/ (PD7) bits in the pro
gram data word (See section on Programming Informa
tion, Chapter 2). Table 3a. illustrates the relationship 
between the program bits and the resulting conflgUl'a
tion. The configuration determines on which clock edge 
each of the 82C08 outputs are activated. The CO and 
the C1 configuration is for the fast cycle mode of opera
tion (CPS and FFS = 1,1.. implies command interface 
or MB type interface). In the slow cycle mode of opera
tion (CPS = 0 .. 186 type interface) only C2 configura
tion is supported. The configuration, along with the 
timing wave forms and the A.C. parameters, allows the 
user to calculate the DRAM and processor interface 
timings. Table 10 of the 82C08 pata Sheet precalcu
lates the dynamic RAM timings for each of the 82C08's 
configuration. The numerical values can be arrived at 
by substituting values for the parameters. 

Table3a. 

Timing 
CFS(PDO) RFS(PD2) FFS(PD7) Waltatate 

Conf 

CO iAPX286(1) FASTRAM 20 MHz (1) 0 
co IAPX286(1) FASTRAM 16 MHz (1) 0 
Cl iAPX286(1) SLOWRAM 16 MHz (1) 1 
CO iAPX286(1) SLOWRAM 10 MHz (0) 0 
C2 iAPX186(0) Don't Care Don't Care 0 

3.8 REFRESH OPTIONS 

In Chapter I we briefly discussed Distributed, Burst 
and Hidden refresh. We will now consider the types of 
refresh schemes the 82C08 supports. The 82C08 sup
ports S types of refresh schemes and the appropriate 
one can be chosen for a, given system application. 
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Internal Refresh. This refresh option takes advantage 
of the fact that the distribution of the individual refresh 
cycles is unimportant. The 82C08, when programmed 
for this mode, performs a refresh cycle every 2 ms/128 
or approximately once every 15 us. In this way, the 
refresh requirements of the DRAMs are satisfied, but 
the longest time that read or write cycles are delayed 
(because of refresh) is minimized. This is the most pop
ular refresh method as the refreshes are performed by 
the 82CD8 and is transparent to the CPU. This mode is 
invoked by strapping the 'RFRQ' pin high. The 82CD8, 
when configured in this mode will perform refreshes 
automatically, without the need for system interven
tion. The rate at which refreshes are performed is pro
grammable and is determined by the CFS (PDD), PLS 
(PD6),FFS (PD7) eIO and CIl (PD4, PD5) bits in the 
program word. . 

External Refresh With Fail Safe. This option takes ad
vantage of the fact that processors wait a fixed length of 
time after fetching the opcode of the first instruction, to 
decode it. This latency time may be sufficient to com
plete a refresh cycle. If the status outputs of the CPU 
can be examined to determine which memory cycles are 
opcode fetches, then a refresh cycle can be immediately 
performed. This will ensure that. the refresh cycle never 
interferes with read or write cycles. On the other hand, 
the disadvantage is that if the processor ever stops 
fetching opcodes for a long time, which would be the 
case during DMA transfers, then data would be lost. 
But due to the fail safe option, the Controller would 
automatically perform the refresh cycle, when the inter
nal timer expires. This option is ideal for low perform
ance microprocessors, operating at relatively slow clock 
frequencies. Todays high performance processors do 
not allow sufficient time between opcode fetches, to 
complete a refresh cycle. 

To invoke this mode, it is necessary to hold the 
REFRQ' input high until after reset. An external refresh 
request is recognized, if the RFRQ input makes a low 
to high transistion. A high to low transistion has no 
effect on the 82C08's refresh logic. 

External Refresh Without Fail Safe. This allows the 
user to generate refresh request at ~h~ir convenienpe. 
To invoke this mode, the RFRQ pin must be held low 
until after reset. If the refresh request is sampled low at 
the falling edge of reset, the internal timer is deactivat
ed. To generate a single refresh cycle, the RFRQ must 
make a low to high transistion and be sampled high by 
the falling edge of the 82CD8's clock. All refresh re
quests are internally synchronized. As refresh requests 

arrive asynchronously, it can take the 82CD8 a maxi
mum of two clock periods (minimum of one clock peri
od), to internally synchronize the refresh request. An 
external refresh request has to be held high for a period 
greater than the 82C08's clock period. On the other 
hand, if the refresh request is seen high for more than 
one clock cycle, a burst refresh cycle may be initiated~ 
To avoid the occurrence of a burst pycle, it is recom
mended that the refresh request be externally synchro
nized to the 82COS's clock. If the external refresh logic 
fails to generate a refresh request, no refresh cycles will 
be performed. This puts restricti.ons on the system de
sign, because a failure to generate a refresh request 
might result in the loss of DRAM data. 

Burst Refresh. Burst refresh· means waiting almost 2 
ms from the last time refresh was performed, then re
freshing the entire memory with a burst of 128/256 
refresh cycles. The advantage of this type of refresh is 
that there are known periods of time, when no refresh 
cycles are performed, and so cannot interfere with nor
mal read or write cycles. The inherent disadvantage, 
however, is that during the burst refresh time, no read 
or write cycles are performed. This severely limits the 
worst case response time to interrupts, and makes this 
approach unsnitable for many applications. 

Burst Refresh is implemented in a fashion similar to 
that of 'external refresh without fail safe'. The RFRQ' 
must be sampled low until after reset. To perform a 
burst refresh cycle, the refresh request pin 'RFRQ' 
needs to be sampled high for at least two clock cycles. 
The 82CD8 will cause a burst of up to 128 consecutive 
refresh cycles. These cyc)es are internally counted. The 
82C08 has a 9 bit internaI refresh address counter. The 
address counter is incremented following every refresh 
cycle. The 82C08 terminates the burst refresh when the· 
refresh address counter reaches the v'alue XX 11 I 1111 
(X = don't care). If prior to the burst cycle, the refresh 
address counter is at XXIIIIIlO, then only two refresh 
cycles are performed. . 

No Refresh. This option takes advantage of the fact 
that any memory read or write cycles also refreshes the 
row addressed. So;if an' application can guarantee that 
the entire memory array will be accessed every 2 ms, 
like in Bit-Mapped graphics applications, then no spe-' 
cial refresh cycles need be performed. 

This mode can be invoked, by strapping the 'RFRQ' 
input low. This is similar to 'External Refresh without 
Failsafe'. No refresh is accomplished by keeping refresh 
request low. 
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IMPACT OF REFRESH ON MEMORY 
BANDWIDTH 
If a memory request coincides with a refresh cycle that 
is already in progress, the memory cycle will not be 
granted until the completion of the refresh cycle and 
the RAS precharge delay. 

Assuming distributed refresh: 

Delay due to refresh = 1 memo~cle (RAS cycle 
time) + RAS precharge time. 

In the 'C2' configuration 

= 2 TCLCL + 2TCLCL - T25 

= 4 TCLCL - T25 (where T25 = RAS active delay) 

= 4 TCLCL - 35 ns. . 

at 8 MHz 
= 500 - 35 = 465 ns. 

The resulting impact on the memory bandwidth. due to 
refresh cycle will be: (465 ns/15.6 /Ls) X 100 = ap
proximately 3%. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

In this chapter the internal operation of the 82C08 is 
briefly explained. A review of the 82C08 data sheet, 
together with a basic understanding of the various 
processors and buses the 82C08 supports, is recom
mended (Microsystems Components Handbook, Vol
ume 1.). 

The 82CO_8 architecture was designed for the highest 
possible performance. The 82C08 achieves this high 
performance by responding to commands as soon as 
possible, so that data will be valid on the bus in time for 
the CPU to sample it, without adding wait states. The 
82C08, when interfacing to Intel's family of microproc
essors, directly decodes the processor's status lines 
which are valid prior to the command lines of the bus 
controller, and this enables the 82C08 to start the mem
ory cycle earlier. The 82C08 activates RAM signals on 
the same clock edge that samples the active edge of 
RD, WR and PE (or status lines). This requires that all 
of the 82C08 blocks that have to issue an output imme
diately off the command, individually decode the status 
lines in parallel with other blocks. 

, 
4.1 DESCRIPTIO.N OF OPERATION 

The operation of the 82C08 can be broadly classified 
into'three stages. 

1. Immediately after reset, the 82C08 programs itselfto 
support a particular mode of operation to efficiently 
support the system environment. 

2. After completing the programming, the 82C08 per
forms 8 warm-up (refresh) cycles, to initialize the 
memory. 

CLK 

RESETS 

IPCLK 

WE.PCLK 

SHPDI ------' 

3. After completing the initialization, the 82C08 is 
ready to accept memory commands imd refresh cy
cles upon receiving a refresh request, which -can be 
generated either internally or externally. 

4.2 INITIALIZATION AND 
PROGRAMMING 

The Initialization of the 82C08 consists of three major 
steps. 

-4.2.1 Latching the States ot Certain 
Inputs at Reset 

This is accomplished by tWo internal latches. Latching 
the state of port control programs the 82C08 into the 
status or command interface. Latching the state of the 
RFRQ' input programs the' 82C08 to operate in the 
failsafe or non-failsafe refresh mode of operation. 

4.2.2 Loading The Program Data 
Word Into the 82C08 

This step is controlled by the INITialization machine, 
which accomplishes this task via a handshake with the 
POI block. The nine programming bits are loaded as 
follows: 

1) The INIT machine generates two signals 

a) IPCLK (program clk), which clocks the external 
parallel load shift register. 

b) SHPDI (shift PDI) which clocks the internal par
allelload shift register. 

The relationship between these signals is shown in Fig
ure 4.1. 

296D39-11 

Figure 4.1 PCLK, SHPDI Timing 
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ClK 

IPClK _____ J 

SHPDI __________________________ J 

ENDSH ------------------------------- 296039-12 

Figure 4.2 ENDSH Timing 

2) After the PDI block completes shifting in the 9 bits, 
it generates the ENDSH (end shift) signal. This sig
nal causes the INIT machine to stop the generation 
of IPCLK and the SHPDI signals, and move' to the 
third step in initialization. The relationship between 
these signals is indicated in Figure 4.2. 

4.2.3 Memory Initialization 

After the 82C08 completes loading the program data 
bits, it starts memory initialization by performing 8 
memory warm up cycles. The memory initialization is 
performed as follows: 

1. Immediately following RESET, the INIT' machine 
signal notifies the remaining circuitry that the 82C08 
is in the memory initialization period. 

2. This signal starts the refresh time out' counter. As 
long as the INIT' machine signal is active, the re
fresh time out counter is programmed to count inter
vals of 32 clock periods. The interval was chosen to 
be 32 clock periods to minimize the power consump
tion during initialization. At the end of each interval 
a refresh request signal is generated. 

3. Each time the refresh request signal is issued, a re
fresh cycle is started. 

4. At reset, the refresh address counter, which gener
ates ROW addresses in refresh cycle, is set to the 
value of (FFF8H) and is incremented at the third 
clock period of every refresh cycle. When the refresh 
address counter reaches the state of (FFFFH), it is
sues a pulse to the INIT machine signifying the com
pletion of the initialization period. Thus, 8 memory 
warm up cycles are performed. 

External request will not be recognized by the 82C08 
until the completion of the programming and the mem
ory warm-up cyle. Based on the above information, we 
can compute the time the processor must wait, after 
reset, before ,accessing memory. Additionally, the user 
must ensure that the power down detect signal is not 
activated during initialization as the 82C08 ignores the 
PDD input during initialization. 

82C08 System Response: TRESP ,= TPROG + 
TPREP 

Where TPROG = 9 Program bits (4) + Delay in 
activation of the shift clock following the inactive 
edge of reset, which could take a maximum of 4 
clock periods. 

= (40) TCLCL; TCLCL = Clock period. 

and TPREP = (32)(8)(TCLCL); a refresh request 
is generated every 32 clock periods, to minimize 
power consumption, during initialization. 

TRESP = (296)(TCLCL); ·if TCLCL = l25ns, 
TRESP = 37 Microseconds. 

4.2.4 Special Notes on Initialization 

1. During initialization, the 82C08 only registers, but 
does not service commands. No power down re
quests will be served during initialization. 
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Figure 4.3 Differentiated Reset Circuitry 

2. During reset, the 82C08 defaults to synchronous 
port interface. If the desired interface is different 
from the default, then commands should be delayed 
until programming is complete. Otherwise, the 
82C08 might fail to recognize the command. 

3. During initialization the ARBITER circuitry is 
forced into the refresh mode. 

The system design should inhibit the processor from 
accessing memory during the initialization period. A 
simple means of preventing commands or status from 
occurring (if you cannot guarantee the TRESP period) 

. during the initialization period is to differentiate the 
system reset pulse; to obtain the reset for the 82C08. 
The circuitry required to accomplish this, is shown in 
Figure 4.3. The total time of the 82C08 reset pulse and 
the 8208 programming must be'less than the time it 
takes for the CPU to issue a memory command.· The 
differentiated reset pulse resets the 82C08 and com
pletes the initialization while the reset of the system is 
still in reset. 

4.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM , 

Let us look at the detailed block diagram in Figure 4.4 
to see how the 82C08 satisfies the timing requirements 
of the DRAMs. ' 

4.3.1 Address Multiplexing 

Address multiplexing is performed' by a three to one 
multiplexer in the 82C08. The three inputs are the 
ROW address (AHO-AH7), COLUMN address 
(ALO-AL7), and the internally generated refresh row 
addresses. In the idle state, the multiplexer selects the 
Row address, in order to be ready to start a memory 
cycle. When a refresh request is generated, either inter
nally or externally, the multiplexer switches to select 
the refresh row address. In the middle of the refresh 
cycle, the multiplexer switches back to select the row 
address, but ensures that the refresh addresses are held 
valid long enough to meet the RAM timing require
ments. This feature allows the 82C08 DRAM control
ler to be ready to start the next memory cycle. 

4.3.2 Refresh Circuitry 

The refresh circuitry is responsible for generating inter
nal refresh request and to register external refresh re
quest. The operation of the refresh circuitry is summa
rized below. 

The refresh operation is controlled by three blocks: 

1. Refresh Control Block 

2. Refresh Time Out Counter 

3. REFRESH ADDRESS Counter. 

1. At reset, the logic level of the 'RFRQ' phi is internal
ly latched by the Refresh Control Block to determine 
the refreshing mode. 

2. During urltialization sequence the refresh circuitry 
generates a refresh request once for every 32 CLK peri-
ods. . 

3. After initialization, the Refresh Time Out counter is 
enabled. The counter intervitl is determined by the pro
grammed mode values. As the initialization cycle is 
complete, the count interval is no longer 32 clock peri
ods. If the 82C08 is programmed in the non-failsafe 
mode, the Refresh Control Block ignores the REFTO 
counter output, thereby logically disabling the Refresh 
Time Out Counter. 

4. Upon detection of a refresh request, the 82C08 regis
ters the request into an internal register and requ,ests 
the arbiter for a refresh cycle. The arbiter receives the 
request one Clock period later. . 

5. If the 82CQ8 is programmed in the failsafe mode, the 
refresh counter is reset upon detection of a refresh re
quest, and starts counting the refresh interval from the 
beginning. If the request was generated internally, then 
REFTO counter resets itself automatically. 

6: The arbiter then activates signals that enable the 
start of the memory cycle. 

7. In the case of burst refresh, the arbiter is locked on to 
selecting the refresh port. At the termination of the 
burst cycle, the arbiter switches to select the Row Ad
dress Buffer. 
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Figure 4.4 Block Diagram 

4.3.3 Arbitration 

The 82C08 has to arbitrate between two ports - the 
microprocessor port and the refresh port. The refresh 
port is an internal port, dedicated to servicing refresh 
requests. The selected port has direct access to the tim
ing generators, which are responsible for generating 
RAM signaIs. A port has to be selected by the arbitra
tion logic before its RAM cycle can be initiated. Typi
cally, a request on'the unselected port incurs a two to 
three clock period delay before it's memory cycle' is 
initiated, whereas, the selected ports memory request is 
started immediately. Under normal condition the arbi
tration time of a refresh cycle is hidden behind the 
RAM cycle of the selected port, so that the next cycle 
can be started immediately following the completion of 
the present memory cycle. 

The arbitration rules are summarized below: 

- If only one port is requesting service, then that port, 
if n~t already, selected, becomes selected. 

- When no service requests are pending, the proces
sor p0t;t is selected. 

- During initialization and power down mode, only 
the refresh port is selected. 

- If both the refresh and the processor port request 
memory access at the same timt', then the port that 
is currently selected is gra1Jted memory access. 

- During power down, the arbiter is locked on the 
refresh port. ' 

This arbitration arrangement gives memory cycles a 
higher priority, but ensures that a refresh cycle will be 
delayed at most by one RAM cycle. 
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CHAPTER 5 
,INTERFACING THE, 82CP8 CHMOS DYNAMIC RAM 

CONTROLLER TO THE iAPX, 80186 MICROPROCESSOR 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter shows a dyp~c RAM memory design 
using the 8MHz 80186 microprocessor, 82C08 
CHMOS DRAM CONTROLLER and 150 ns 256K 
DRAMs. 

The goals of this design are to: 

1. illustrate a 0 W.S.' Synchronous Status Interface 

2. support 1 Megabyte of DRAM memory 

3. support 150 ns DRAMs 

4. use minimal additional logic 

5. access memory without wait states. 

I 

, 5.2 DESIGN, 

This example (Figure 5.1) is representative of a typical 
medium sized microprocessor system showing all the 
relevant logic. As the 82CO~rts early write (acti
vates WE before activating CAS) the ,'data in' and 'data 
out' lines of the DRAM can be tied together (early and 
late write ~ncepts, are discussed in Chapter 1). The 
8Q186 should be able to perform byte or word memory 
accesses. To enable this, the latched AO and BHE are 
decoded to derive the signals that gate write enable 
(WE) for the upper or lower byte of the memory word. 

I 
I ClK AACK " ........ ---, Ir-T--r0rH£R.=:;:::::::-Tr---4 RESET RASO,l t-----"\ ~\ 

~r AO 

OTHE~~ .... REF'RQ CASO.l " ..... / AACK f ... 5V MEMORY r MEMORY 
............. _,L;S;;,;;IG~NAlS " 82C08 (UPPER) (lOWER) 

SRDY ClK ~--..... 1-------""\" ~ 
SO, vm AOO_8 1--------,,/1 WE 01/0 ..... / WE 01/0 

'- RESET OUT 51 t--...;.,---..... ...---I RQ "r 
52 PCTl WE I-- .. '-;" I 4(1 

MMCS PE OS POI t":l.. I I 
ALE AHO-8 AlO-8 I V 

80186 OE S!8 :... @&HE ~ ~ I 
ACDR/ t--a. __ ......I'.JI..\1 LATCH I 'I -L../ 

DATA 8283 
DT/R DEN 

'- 'I AO-A19 f.J\ LATCHED r-v ADDRESS BUS 

" 
y 

1 OE 

74 A 
lS245 

'I 

~SYSTEM L:::.::.JN"---------------v'r ADDRESS BUS 

296039-15 

Figure 5.1 82C08 Interlace to an 80186 
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Table Sa. BHE and AO Encodlngs 

AO BHE Function 

0 0 Word Transfer 
0 1 Byte Transfer on Upper 

Half of Data Bus (08:-015) 
1 0 Byte Transfer on Lower 

Half of Data Bus (00-07) 
1 1 Not Allowed 

The advanced acknowledge out of the 82C08 ties into 
the synchronous ready (SRDY) input of the 80186 via 
an inverter (a note on synchronous operation .. NO 
BUFFERS ON THE STATUS LINES OR THE 
CLOCK INPU'D. The 80186 clock out signal is direct
ly connected to the 82C08 clock input. The RFRQ' pin 
is strapped high, which programs the 82C08 to generate 
internal refresh requests. 

5.3 PROGRAMMING 

The design shown in Figure 5.1 does not require an 
external shift register. The POI pin is strapped to 
ground. This results in a default of all zeroes, which 
configures the 82C08 to support a 8MHz 80186 type 
interface. When programmed in this configuration, the 
82C08 interfaces DRAMs having an access time of ISO 
ns to the iAPX 186 processor operating at 8 MHz, 
without introducing wait states. This design can be up
graded to support 10 MHz 80186 microprocessor by 
replacing the 150 ns DRAMs with 120 ns access 
DRAMs (assuming they meet the requirement of Table 
5.b). 

5.4 TIMING ANALYSIS 

This section wil1look at a specific system configuration 
to show how the 82C08 timing requirements are satis-

Table 5b. Programmable Timings 

Read and Refresh Cycles 

Parameter C2-Slow Cycle 82C08 Value DRAM Value 

tRP 2TCLCL-T27 200 ns 100 ns 

tePN 2.5TCLCL - T34 223.4 ns 60 ns 
tRSH 2TCLCL-T32 127.6 ns 75 ns 

tcsH 3TCLCL-T25 340 ns 150 ns 

teAH ,3TCLCL - T32 252.5 ns 25 ns 
tAR 3TCLCL-T25 340 ns 100 ns 
tT 3/30 3/30 ns 3/50 ns 
tRC 4TCLCL 500 ns 260 ns 
tRAS 2TCLCL-T25 215 ns 75 ns 

teAS 2TCLCL + T34(min) - T32 124.5 ns 45 ns 
tRCH TCLCL + T36(min) - T34+ TBUF 97.18 ns-TBUF 0 ns 

Write Cycles 

Parameter C2 -Slow Cycle 82C08 Value DRAM Value 

tRP 2TCLCL-T27 200 ns 100 ns 

tePN 2TCLCL-T34 160.9 ns 60 ns 
tRSH TCLCL-T32 90 ns 75 ns 

teAH 2TCLCL-T32 200 ns 25 ns 
tAR 3TCLCL-T25 315 ns 100 ns 
tT 3/30 ·3/30 ns 3/50 ns 
tRC 4TCLCL 500 ns 260 ns 
tRAS 2TCLCL-T25 225 ns 75 ns 

teAS 2TCLCL-T32 215 . ns 45 ns 
tWCH TCLCL - T32 + T BUF 9O,+TBUF ns 75 ns 

twCR 2TCLCL - T25 + T BUF 225+TBUF ns 120 ns 
twp 2TCLCL - T36 - T BUF 127.~-TBlIF ' 45 ns 
tRWL 2TCLCL - T36 - T BUF 127.6-TBUF 45 ns 
tcwL 3TCLCL - T36 - T BUF 252.6-TSUF 45 ns 
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fied by the 80186, and how the 82C08 satisfies the tim
ing requirements of the DRAMs. 

DYNAMIC RAM INTERFACE. 

First, look at the timjlJg requirements of the DRAMs 
to ensure they are satisfied by the S2COS. Memory 
compatibility timings are shown in the S2COS data 
sheet (page 22, Table 10, June 1985) and are summa
rized in Table 5.b. The DRAM timings for the read, 
refresh and write cycles are all a function of the 
82C08's clock period (TCLCL). The clock frequency of 
the 82C08 may be varied to meet the timing require
ments of slower DRAMs. 

tASR (Row AO to RAS setup time) requirement is re-
, lated to the address setup time by the equation:tA VCL 
= 45 + tASR. During read or write cycles, the row 
address propagates directly from the address bus 
through' to the 82C08 address output AOO-A08 pins, 
which are connected to the RAM address pins. So in 
read and write cycles, the row address setup time is 
determined by the microprocessor's address valid tim
ing. The row address set up time calculations are shown 
in the next section. 

For the purpose of this example, the timing calculations 
carried out are based on DRAMs of a type similar to 
TMS4256-l5 (Texas Instruments 256K DRAM, l50ns 
access time). Table 5.b compares the RAM timings 
supported by the 82Co8 against the RAM timing re
quirements of the TMS256-15. 

80186 
8 MHZ CLOCK 

I--t- TCHSV 

ADDRESS SETUP AND HOLD TIME 
MARGINS 

The microprocessor must put the address on the ad
dress bus early enough in the memory cycle to pass 
through the 82C08 and meet the row address setup 
time to RAS (tASR) timing requirement of the dynam
ic RAM. Since the address directly propagates through 
the 82C08, this setup time is a function of how long the 
microprocessor holds the address on the data bus be
fore activating the status or the command lines, the 
address delay through the 82C08, and how long the 
82COS waits before activating RAS. This is shown in 
Figure 5.2 and the calculations are show'.l in Eq~ti.on 
1. This and all equations show time margms, a posItive 
result indicates extra margin, a 2;ero result indicates 
that the margins are just met which would warrant fur
ther analysis, and a negative result indicates that the 
margin was not met, under worst case conditions (See 
Note 1). 

EQUATION 1: 

Address to clk setup time (TAVCL) 

= valid CPU address from clock edge - propagation 
delay (address latch). 

Note 1. The purpose of conducting worst case analysis 
is to identify design problems early in the development 
cycle, and to prevent problems that may occur only 
under worst case component and environmental condi-

,'-----_..11 
TCLAV -j r-

X~V-A-LI-D-AD-D~X~ ______________________________ __ 

ALE -----'---l¢ ~'-..... -_------I 
ADDRESS BUS X: LATCHED ADDRESS 

C-":"tASR 

X,, ______ _ 

RAS/ \,-~_~ __ I 
296039-16 

Figure 5.2 Address Setup and Hold Timings 
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tion. Violating worst case methodology directly affects 
the yield of a product in a manufacturing environment. 

= TCLCL - TCLAV (80186) max - tpd (74S373) 
max. 

at 8 MHz 

TAVCL = 125 - 55 - 20.8 

tASR = 49.2 - 45 = 4.2 ns 

Similarly, the microprocessor must maintain the mem
ory address long enough to satisfy the column address 
address hold time (tCAH). In the slow cycle mode of 
operation the addresses are latched externally via a 
74S373 latch. The addresses are valid until the activa
tion of 'ALE' for the next cycle. The address hold tim
ing requirement is easily met. 

Additionally, the AO and BHE signals, which are de
coded to gate the write enable signal to the appropriate 
upper or lower byte of the memory bank (for 16 bit 
processors), must be held valid for the duration that 
RAS is active. This condition is met, as shown in Equa
tion 2. 

~tion 2. Address hold time margin referenced to 
RAS. 

Delay from the deactivation of RAS to the activa
tion of ALE for the next processor bus cycle. 

TCLCH (80186) + ALE active del~0186) 
+ output enable delay of latch - RAS inac
tive delay 

TCLCH (80186) min + TCHLH (80186) min 
+ tpzl (S373) min - TCLRSH (82C08) max 

('I. TCLCL ~ 7.5) + 0 + 5.5 - 50 ns 

55 + 5.5 - 50 

10.5 ns 

Read Data Access Time 

The dynamic RAMs have two access time parameters -
access time from RAS and access time from CAS. Ei
ther of these parameters may be the critical parameter 
in determining the Read Data access time. If the RAM 
does not meet the access time requirement then either a 
faster DRAM must be chosen or the clock input to the 
80186 and 82C08 must be slowed down. 

Access Time From RAS 
= Delay from the activation of RAS to the time the 

processor samples data on the data bus. 

2TCLCL - TCLRSL (82COS) max - tRAC 
(DRAM) max - tpd (74LS245) max - TDVCL 
(SOIS6) max. 

250 - 35 - 150 - 20.S - 20 

= 24.2 ns 

. Access Time From CAS 

= delay from the activation of CAS to the time the 
processor samples data from the data bus. 

2TCLCL - CAS active delay - Access time from 
CAS - transceiver propagation delay - data setup 
time required by processor. 

2TCLCL - TCLCSL (S2C08) max - tCAC (DRAM) 
max - tpd (74LS245) max - tDVCL (SOIS6) max. 

= 250 - 122.4 - 75 - 20.S - 20 

= 11.S ns 

·Example computation of propagation delay taking 
into consideration the capacitive loading derating and 
compensation for voltage and temperature variations. 

For 74LS245 Transceiver 

tpd (74LS245) = ISns maximum (TTL Data Book) 
specd at 45 pf load. Capacitive loading on the data bus 
= 5pf (2 DRAMs/data line) = lOpf. As this is well 
within the capacitive loading requirement of the tran
ciever, no derating is required. 

Derating for the temperature and Vcc range (70 c, 5 V 
± 5%) for the 74LS gates = 2.S ns. 

Total prop delay = 18 + 2.S = 20.Sns. 

For 74S373 Octal Address Latch 

!Phi = 13ns max (TI Data Sheet) specd at CL = 15pf. 

Capacitive loading for this case = loading due to 
82COS + loading due to the address decoding logic for 
the generation of chip-select (assuming the chip-select 
lines of the 80186 are not being used). 

= 20pf (S2COS) + 5pf (TTl 74S373) = 25 pf. 

!Phi = 13ns + 0.005 ns/pf (10) + 3.1 pf (temp and 
Vcc) = 13 + 0.05 + 3.1 = 16.15 pf. 

The typical loading on the address lines is 300 pf, for 
medium size system. For this case the propagation de
lay is 

tphl = 13 + 0.05ns/pf (300) + 3.1. 

= 13 + 15 + 3.1 = 31 ns. 

For the TMS4257, the access time from CAS is the 
limiting factor. This timing wave form is shown in Fig
ure 5.3. In this system, the read data access time re
quirements are met without the need for wait states. 
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Figure 5.3 80186 READ Cycle Data Setup and Hold Time Waveforms 

Write Data Setup and Hold Time 
Margins 

In a write cycle, the write data must: 

1. reach the dynamic RAMs before CAS, to meet the 
RAMS data setup time. 

2. be valid following CAS to meet the RAMs data hold 
time. 

The write cycle waveforms are shown in Figure 5.4. 

Write Data Setup Time 

From the waveform 

tDS = TCLCL + CAS active delay· data valid delay 
• transceiver propagation delay - data setup 
required by RAMs. 

TCLCL + TCLCSL (82C08) - TCLDV - tpd 
(74LS245) - tOS 

At S MHz 

= 125 + 0 - 44 - 20.S -0 
= 60.2ns 

Write Data Hold Time 

tOH = 2TCLCL + Data invalid delay + transceiver 
propagation delay - CAS active delay -
data hold time required by RAMs. 

2TCLCL + TCLAZ (SOIS6) + tpd 
(74LS245) - TCLCSL (S2COS) tDH 
(DRAM) 

= 250 + 10 + 6 - 35 - 30 

= 201 ns 

Advanced Acknowledge Setup Time 
Margin 

Advanced· Acknowledge (AACK) are hand shaking 
signals to tell the processor when it may terminate the 
bus cycle currently in progress. Thus, AACK timings 
determine how many wait states are incurred during a 
memory cycle. 

AACK and XACK serve the ,same function, but differ 
only in timing. XACK is a Multibus bus compatible 
signal and is activated only when data is actually on the 
bus during a read cycle or when data has been latched 
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Figure 5.4 WRITE Data Setup and Hold Timings for C2 Configuration 

RAS/ RAS/ FOR REFRESH 
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Figure 5.5 READ Cycle Request During REFRESH Cycle (Worst Case 3.W.S.) 

by the DRAMs during a write cycle. AACK (advanced 
acknowledge) is activated earlier in the memory cycle. 
This signal informs the processor that data will be val
id, when the processor samples data. This signal is gen
erated earlier in the cycle to compensate for delays in 
the microprocessor in responding to this signal and ter
minating its current memory cycle. 

I 

In the slow cycle synchronous operation, AACK has 
been optimized to allow zero wait state memory access
es. Both memory read and memory write cycles will be 
performed without wait states, except when the memo
ry access request coincides with an internal refresh cy
cle alreaqy in progress. In this case, the refresh cycle 
has to b¢ completed before the requesting processor's 
memory cycle is started. The AACK hand shake signal 

keeps the processor in wait states, and releases it when 
the requested cycle can start. This is shown in Figure 
5.5. The AACK from the 82C08 connects to the SRDY 
input of the 80186 via an i~verter. The 80186 processor 
saqJ,ples the SRDY line on the falling edge of Clock T3. 
If SRDY is inactive when sampled, the processor intro
duces a wait state. At the end of this clock cycle, the 
SRDY line is sampled again. The number of wait states 
incurred, depends upon whether a refresh cycle is in 
progress when the memory cycle was requested, and if 
so, how near it is to completion. The worst case timing 
is when a refresh cycle is started at the same time that 
the processor requests a memory access. This is shown 
in Figure 5.5. For this case, the processor will experi
ence three wait states. AACK setup time margins is 
shown in Figure 5.6 and is calculated in Equation 11. 
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Figure 5.6 AACK Setup and Hold Timing Waveform 

AACK Setup Time (Equation 11) 

Delay from the time the 82COS activates the 
AACK to the time the processor samples the ready 
line. 

TCLCL - AACK active delay - propagation 
delay through inverter - setup time required 
by 80186 

TCI:.CL - TCLAKL (82COS) max - tPci 
(74LS04) - TSRYCL (80186) 

125 - 35 - 17.5 - 20 

53.5 ns 

AACK Hold Time (Equation 12) 
(Worst Case) . 

AACK in~ve delay + propagation delay 
through inverter - hold time required by proc-
esSor 

TCLAKH (82C08) min + tpd (74LS04) min 
- TCLSRY (80186) max 

0+ 4.5 - 15 

-10.5 ns 

This timing requir~ent of the processor is '~ot ~et 
under the worst case conditions. One solution would ~ 

to slow down the advanced acknowledge output of the 
82C08 by adding additional delay. A crude way of in
corporating this delay is to add two additional invert
'ers.,This is shown in Fi~e 5.7. 

80186 74LS04 82C08 

ROY HKII-CKII-CICIf-.....;2;;.;6~ AACK/ 

296039-21 

Figure 5.7 Glue TTL to Meet 
AACK Hold Tillie 

qhip .Select Set!Jp Time 

The 82Co8 qualifies the RD, Wit inputs with the port 
enable input, prior to performing a memory cycle. If 
the port enable setup timing requirement is violated, 
the'memory cycle will be delayed, worse-caU!le the 
82C08 to fail. . 
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If the programmable chip selects of the 80186 n;Ucfer 
processors are used, then the setup time requiniments 
are easily satisfied, as the chip-selects are activated very 
early in the memory cycle. If chip-selects are generated 
externally by decoding the address lines, then chip-se
lect generation logic must meet the setup timing reo 

-quirement of the 82COS. 

RAM Data Out Hold M,rglns 

The S2COS CAS output is held valid for a fixed length 
of time during a read cycle, after which the RAM data 
outputs are tristated. This time is not long enough to 
allow the processor residing on the Multibus Busto 
read the data, so data must be latched externally. This 
latch should be a transparent latch, and should be 
strobed by XACK from the S2COS. Data hold require
ments of the latch: 

minimum time from XACK active to CAS inac
tive 

TCLCL + CAS inactive delay - XACK active 
delay - tpd (inverter) 

TCLCL + TCLCSH (S2COS) min - TCLTKL 
(S2COS) max - tpd (74LS04) . 

125 + 0 - 35 - IS.5 

71.5 ns 

STATUS 
LINE 

So any· latch with data hold requirements of less than 
70 ns can be used for latching data o~t. of DRAMs. 

OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

1; Pultup resistors on the status lineS: 

The status lines of the S0186 microprocessor connect 
directly to the RD, WR and PCTL inputs of the 
S2COS, when interfacing in the status synchronous 
mode. The status lines of the 801S6 float for approxi
mately six clock. cycles following system reset. The 
S2COS may erroneously decode the status lines, and try 
to initiate a memory cycle or worse, lock up .the prQCeS
sor. In order to prevent a spurious memory cycle, the 
status lines of the S01S6 must be pulled up. The value 
of the pull-up resistor can be calculated as follows. 

Referring to Figure 5.S. 

IOL max = (5 - 0.4)/R = 4.6/R 

This can be rewritten as 
IOL (SOIS6) ~ IlL (82COS Status lines) + 4.6/R 
2.5 ma ~ - 0 + 4.6/Rj For CMOS parts the IiI - O. 

R min = 4.6/2.5 ma = 1870 Ohms 

82C08 INPUTS 

296039-22 

Figure 5.8 Equivalent Circuit for Calculating Pullup ReSistor 
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2. Dall'ping Resistors on the 82C08's 
output lines: . 

The two .co~mon problem areas in a DRAM memory 
design are: 

- Undershoot and overshoot caused by inductive 
traces and high capacitive loads. 

- Switching spikes caused by· switching capacitive 
loads. 

The cause and effect of the problems are outlined in 
Chapter 9. To reduce the current spikes, it is necesasry 
to provide series damping resistors on all the 82C08 
output lines (RAS, CAS, Address outputs and WE 
lines). The values of the series resistor are application 
dependent, and should be selected to cause critical 
damPing. The nominal value for the series resistors are 
39 Ohms on the RAS and CAS outputs, and 22 Ohms 
on the Address 01ltputs. Generally this value is applica
tion· dependent and must be chosen empirically. 

INTERLEAVING 

When the 82C08 is programmed to operate in the 
status synchronous mode, consecutive memory read or 
write 8CCel/seS· to the sameblmk, do not incur wait 
states. There is no performance enhancement by using 
multipl~ banks. 

Figure 5.9 Wait States for 
80186 for Different RAM Speeds 

Dram Speed 100ns 120 ns 

6MHz Ow.s. Ow.s. 

80186 8MHz Ow.s. Ow.s. 

10MHz Ow.s. Ow.s. 

5.6 CONCLUSION 

150ns 

Ow.s. 

Ow.s. 

-

This design will operate without wait states, at worst 
case conditions, at microprocessor frequencies of up to 8 
MHz. This design will operate at 10 MHz, provided 
120 ns DRAMs are used, without the need for any 
additional gates. This can be verified by substituting 
'TCLCL' with 100 ns and recomputing all ofthe above 
parameters. . 
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CHAPTER 6 
INTERFACING THE 82C08 CHMOS 

DYNAMIC RAM CONTROLLER TO THE 
iAPX 80286 MICROPROCESSOR 

6.1 ABSTRACT 

This chapter illustrates a Dynamic RAM design, for a 
80286 based system using the 82C08 CHMOS Dynamic 
RAM controller. Two design examples are considered, 
one using two banks of 120 ns 256K DRAMs while the 
second example uses two banks of ISOns 256K 
DRAMs. The design goals for these examples are: 

1. Control 1 megabyte of memory, configured as two 
banks of 256K X 16 bits. 

2. Support ISOns and 120ns DRAMs by just changing 
the program data word. 

3. Use minimal additional logic. 

4. Achieve zero waitstate memory access. 

6.2 DESIGNING THE HARDWARE 

Figure 6.1 shows a memory design for a 80286 based 
system, using the 82C08 CHMOS DRAM controller. 
This design can support two speeds of DRAMs, 120ns 
and 15Ons, by changing the program data word. To 
incorporate this feature, an external shift register is 
used. The external shift register is not required when 
supporting only 120 ns DRAMs. As few as two addi
tional ICs complete the memory control function. 

In this example, the 82C08 interfaces synchronously to 
the processor for best performance. The 82284 clock 
generator provides the clocking for both the 82C08 and 
the 80286. The status lines of the 80286 are connected 
to the RD and WR inputs of the 82C08. The 82284 
clock generator has internal pull-up resistors, which 
eliminates the need for external pull ups on the status 
lines. The address lines of the 80286 connect directly to 
the ALO-AH8 address input pins of the 82C08 (The 
80286 address lines can drive a capacitive load of 100 
pf. This capacitive load requirement should not be ex
ceeded). In the fast cycle (80286) mode, the 82C08 gen
erates an internal strobe to latch the addresses. The 
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latched AO and BHE signals are decoded to derive the 
gating signals, for upper and lower byte of the memory 
array. 

The least significant address line, AI, is tied directly to 
the bank select input. This allows memory interleaving 
as consecutive addresses are in alternate banks. This 
allows overlapping the RAS precharge of the first ac
cess behind the memory access of the next cycle. 

The 82C08 performs early write memory cycles, which 
allows data in and data out pins to be tied together at 
the RAM. This reduces the number of board traces. 
Data buffers are required to prevent bus contention. 
During the read cycle, the 82C08 CAS line drivers 
drive data onto the bus upto SO ns past the end of the 
bus cycle. If another bus cycle were to start immediate
ly, there could be bus contention between processor and 
DRAM data. 

6.3 TIMING ANALYSIS 

This section will look at two specific examples to show 
how the 82C08's timing requirements are satisfied by 
the 80286 microprocessor and how the 82C08 meets 
the timing requirement of the DRAMs. Methods of de
termining worst case values are also given. 

The first example requires no wait states, as it interfaces 
to fast DRAMs (120 ns). The second example, on the 
other hand, requires one wait state, as it interfaces to 
slow DRAMs (150 ns). Both the examples assume an 8 
MHz 80286. This design can be upgraded to support a 
10 MHz 80286 processor by substituting the 120 ns 
access time DRAMs with 100 ns access time DRAMs. 

6.3.1 Example 1. 

This example assumes an 80286 microprocessor, oper
ating at 8 MHz, interfacing to two banks of 120 ns 
TMS 4257-12 (Texas Instruments) DRAMs. 
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Figure 6.1 82C08 Interface to an 80286 
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Figure 6.2 Address Setup and Hold Margins 
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Figure 6.3 Address Hold Time 

Table 6a. Programmable Timing. 

Read and Refresh Cycles 

296039-25 

Parameter CO-Fast Cycle 82C08 Value DRAM Value 
TMS4464-12 

tRP 3TCLCL-T27 137.5 'ns 100 ns 
tePN 3TCLCL-T34 137.5 ns 40 ns 
tRSH 2TCLCL-T32 ' 90 ns 60 ns 
teSH 3TCLCL-T25 162.5 ns 120 ns 
leAH 2TCLCL-T32 90 ns 20 ns 
tAR 3TCLCL-T25 162.5 ns 70 ns 
tT 3/30 3/30 ns 3/50 ns 
lAc 6TCLCL 375 ns 200 ns 
tRAS 3TCLCL-T25 162:5 ns 150 ns 
teAS ' 3TCLCL - T32 152.5 ns 70 ns 
tRCH TCLCL - T34 + T BUF 12.5+TBUF 0 ns 

Write Cycle. 

Parameter CO-Fast Cycle 82C08 Value DRAM Value 

tRP 3TCLCL-T27 137.5 ns 100 ns 
tePN 4TCLCL-T34 200 ns 40 ns 
tRSH 2TCLCL-T32 100 ns 60 ns 
tcsH 4TCLCL-:-T25 225 ns 12Q ns 
teAH TCLCL-T32 27.5 ns 20 ns 
tAR 3TCLCL-T25 162.5. ns 70 ns 
tT 3/30 3/30 ns 3/50 ns 
tRC 7TCLQL 437.5 ns 200 ns 
tRAS 4TCLCL-T25 225· ns 150 ns 
teAS 2TCLCL-T32 90 ns 70 ns 
twcs ' TCLCL-T36-TBUF 27.5-TBUF 0 ns 
twbH TCLCL - T36 -:- T31 90+TBUF 35 ns 

-TBUF 
twCR 4TCLCL-T25 225+TBUF ns 85 ns 
twP 3TCLCL - T36 - T BUF 152.5-TBUF 40 ns 
tRWL 3TCLCL - T36 - T BUF 152.5-TBUF 40 ns 
tcwL 3TCLCL - T36 - T BUF 152.5-TBUF 40 ns 
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DYNAMIC RAM INTERFACE 
The first requirement is to ensure that the 82C08 satis
fies the timing requirements of the DRAMs. Memory 
'compatibility timings, are shown in the 82C08 data 
sheet (page 22, Table 10, June 1985) and are summa- '-, 
rized in Table 6.a. The DRAM timings for the read, 
write and refresh cycles are a function of the 82C08 
clock input which may be slowed down to accommo
date slower DRAMs. 

During the read or write memory cycles the row ad
dress propagates directly from the address bus through 
,to the 82C08 address output AOO - A08 pins, which 
are connected to the RAM address input pins. The row 
address setup time is determined by the microprocessor's 
address valid delay timing. The row address setup time 
calculations are shown in the next section. 

Table 6.a shows the 82C08 RAM timings calculated for 
a clock input of l6MHz. The table compares the RAM 
timings supported by the 82C08 against the RAM tim
ing requirements of the TMS4256-l2. 

ADDRESS SETUP AND HOLD 
MARGIN . 

The microprocessOr must put the address on the ad
dress bus early enough in the memory cycle for it to 
pass through the 82C08 and meet the row address setup 
time to RAS (tASR) requirement of the DRAM. The 
internal address multiplexer of the 82C08 switches dur
ing the current memory cycle (after the column address 
hold timing requirements are met) to allow the row 
addresses for the next cycle to propagate through to the 
82C08 address output pins. The clock edge that causes 
the internal address multiplexer to switch from column 
address to row address is dependent upon the pro
grammed configuration of the 82C08 (in the CO conflg
uration, the internal multiplexer switches dw:ing the 
clock 2 cycle to select the row address for the next 
cycle). The actual clock edges on whi,* the transition 
takes place are shown in Table 9a. and Table 9b. in the 
82C08 data sheet. ' 

Since the address propagates directly through the 
82C08, the address setup t,irile is a function of how long 
the microprocessor holds the address on the bus prior 
to activating the status lines (synchronous status inter
face) or the re8d and write command lines (command 
interface), the propagation delay through the 82C08, 
and the delay in activating the RAS. This and all the 
equations to follow, show time margins; a pOSitive re
sult indicates extra margin, a zero result indiCates that 
the parameter is just met, and a negative result indi
cates that the timing requirement is not met, under 
worst case condition. 

Before calculating tASR (address setup to RAS) timin8 
margin, it is necessary to calculate the address set up to 
clk (TAVCL) timing, as they are related by the equa~ 
tion. 

tA VCL = TCLCL +tASR; Spec 23, 82C08 Data 
Sheet. 

tAVCL (from J;1igure 6.1.) =Address to Clk setup 
time 

== 2TCLCL - Address valid delay 

tA VCL (for an 8Ml1,z 80286) 

Address valid delay (80286) to the falling edge of 
clock. 

2(TCLCL) - Address valid delay (80286) 

2 x 62.5 - 60 = 125 - 60 = 65 ns. 

tASR = tA VCL - TCLCL 

65 - 62.5 

= ,2ns. 

NOTE: 
1. For the case when the 80286 interfaces in the status 

synchronous mode to, ·the 82C08, ·the address from 
the 80286 can be directly COI\Ilected to the address 
inputs of the 82G08. The 82C08 in thiS mode of oper
ation, internally generates a signal to latch the ad· 
dresses. 

2. The propagation delay of the 'F373' is specified in 
the data sheet to be 9 ns at 50 pf. The capacitive 
loading on the address bus is typically on the order 
of 300 pf. The propagation delay specified in the data 
sheet has to be derated for this capacitive load. 

Row address setup time margin for TMS4256-l2 

2.5 ns .:... (tASR ofTMS42S6-l2) 

=, 2.5 ns - 0 = 2.5 ns 

There is no restriction on how long the processor's ad
dress should be held valid, as they are internally latched 
by the 82C08. More importantly, the latched AO and 
BHE signals, which are· decoded to derive the gating 
signals for the write eilable output (ifbyte write, then to 
determine if write enable should be' activated to upper 
or lower byte of the m~ory word), must be held valid 
until RAS gOes inactive. This timing ,requirement is 
met, as shown below. . 

Address hold time margin 

D-ilily from the deactivation of RAS to the activa-
tion of ALE (or '!;he next bus cycle. . 

TCLCL + ALE active delay~88) min + prop
agatipn delay of the latch - RAS inactive delay -
Address hold time of 82C08. ' 
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Figure 6.4 Read Data Setup and Hold Time Waveform (CO Configuration· 120 ns DRAMs) 

62.5 + 3 ns + tpoe (74F373) min - TCLRSH 
(82CX>8) max - 0 ns . 

62.5 + 3 IlS + tpoe (74F373) min - 50 - 0 = 
62.5 + 3 ns + 4.5 ns - 50 ns - 0 ns = 19.5 ns. 

Read Data Access Time Margin 

Read data access times determines how many wait 
states are required for a read cycle. Ther.e are two ac
cess times that have to be evaluated to determine the 
limiting factor for the D~ access time. 

1. access time from RAS 

2. access time from CAS, 

The wave form for a read cycle is shown in Figure 6.4. 
The calculations carried out below assume l20ns access 
time DRAMs. 

1. Access ume from RAS. 

the delay from the activation of RAS to the time 
valid data is sampled by the CPU. 

3TCLCL - RAS active delay - Access time 
from RAS - transceiver propagation delay -
CPU data setup requirement. 

3TCLCL - TCLRSL (82CX>8) max - tRAC 
(DRAM) max - tpd (74F245) max tDS 
(80286) max. 

at 16MHz (8MHz 80286) 

3 x 62.5 - 25 - 120 - 10 - 8(@ 50 pF) 

= 24.5 ns 

The F245 transceiver is rated at 50Pf. The capacitance 
loadiilg on the data bus fo, a medium size application 
would well exceed this value. Timing charts for the ca
pacitive loading vs propagation delay should be used, to 
determine the actual worst case propagation delay for 
the transceiver. A generai rule ofthumb for determining 
the derating factor is 0.02 ns/pF for excess capacitive 
load. 

So, if the capacitive loading is 300 pF, then the actual 
propagation delay: 

tpd (74F24S) actual = tpd (74F24S) at 50 pF + (300-
SO) 0.02 ns/pF. 

=8+S=13ns. 

2. Access Time From CAS 
the delay from activation of CAS to the time 
when processor samples valid data. 

2TCLCL - CAS active delay - Access time 
from CAS - propagation delay through the 
transceiver - Data setup required by the CPU. 

2TCLCL - TCLCSL (82CX>8) max - tCAC 
(DRAM) max - tpd (74F245) max - tDS 
(802~6) max 
2 x 62.5 - 35 - 60 - 8 (at SO pF) - 10 

125 - 113 = 12 ns. 

For the case being' considered, the CAS access time is 
the limiting factor. Summarizing for this system, the 
read data access time requirement of the DRAM is sat
isfied without the need for wait states. 
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Figure 6.5 Data Set Up and Hold Timing Waveforms for Write Cycle CO Configuration 

Write Data Setup And Hold Time 
Margins 

In the write cycles, the write data must: 

1. reach the DRAMs before CAS is activated to meet 
the RAM data setup time. 

2. the data must be held after the activation of CAS, to 
meet the data hold timing requirement of DRAM. 

Write Data Setup Time 

The write data set up time is a function of how long the 
processor holds valid write data on the bus, prior to ,the 
activation of CAS. The wave form for a write cycle is 
shown in Figure 6.5 and calculated below. 

Write data setup time 

2TCLCL + CAS active delay - valid write data 
delay - propagation delay through the trans
ceiver - data setup requirement of DRAM. 

2TCLCL + TCLCSL (82C08) min ....:' valid 
write data delay (80286) at 16MHz - tpd (F245) 
max·- tDS(DRAM) max. 

2 x 62.5 + 0 - 50 - 8 ns - 0 ns 

125 - 50 - 8 = 67 ns 

Write Data Hold Time 

Data on the bus becomes invalid following the inactive 
edge of DEN, as it tri-states the output buffers of the 
transceiver. 

Write data hold time 

Delay from the activation of CAS to DEN inac
tive delay 

2TCLCL + DEN inactive de1~y + delay 
through the inverter + output disable time from 
DEN/ going inactive - CAS active delay. 

2TCLCL + DEN inactive delay (80286) min + 
tpd (74LS04) min + tpoe (74F245) min 
tCLRSL (82C08) max 

125 + 3 + 4.5 ns + 3 ns - 35 
100.5 ns ' 
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AACK Setup Time Margin 

Advanced acknowledge (AACK) and (XACK) are 
"hand shaking" signals used to inform the processor to 
terminate the present bus cycle. The acknowledge tim
ings directly determine the number of wait states in
curred by the processor. The timings of the 82C08's 
AACK has been optimized to, allow memory accesses 
without incurring wait states. 

AACK and XACK serve the same function but differ 
in timing. XACK is a Multibus Bus compatible signal, 
and is activated when data is valid on the data bus. 
AACK is activated earlier in the memory cycle and 
informs the processor that data will be valid when it is 
ready to sample data. The AACK is generated earlier 
in the memory cycle to compensate for the inherent 
delay of the microprocessor in responding to this signal 
to terminate the current bus cycle. The timings of 
AACK have been optimized for systems that interface 
to the DRAM controller in the status synchronous 
mode. Using AACK is recommended for this type of 
interface as no wait states are introduced during normal 
memory cycles. 

The number of wait states incurred depend upon: 

1. if a refresh cycle is in progress when the memory 
cycle is requested. 

2. if memory accesses are made to the same bank. 

1. Memory Request Occurs When a 
Refresh Cycle is in Progress 

If a refresh cycle is in progress when the processor re
quests a memory cycle, then the number of wait states 
incurred would depend on: 

1. how near the refresh cycle is to completion. 

51-SO 

RA5 FOR REFRESH 

2. The RAS precharge time (as the 82C08 activates 
both the RAS lines, the memory cycle can only be 
started following the RAS precharge time). 

Figure 6.6 shows a case when memory request is re
ceived just as the 82C08 starts a refresh cycle. In this 
case, the memory request is internally latched by the 
82C08 if the command meets the setup and hold time 
required by the 82C08. The advanced acknowledge out
put of the 82C08 is held inactive, until the requested 
memory cycle can start. This ensures that the correct 
number of wait states are introduced. The advanced 
acknowledge output is activated only after the comple
tion of the refresh cycle and the RAS precharge time. 
This is shown in Figure 6.5. It can be seen from the 
figure that the activation of RAS is delayed by one 
clock cycle following the RAS precharge time. This is 
because the 82C08 allows activation of RAS only in the 
middle of the 80286 clock cycle. This ensures that data 
is valid, when the 80286 samples data. (This is stated in 
the 82C08 data sheet, page 19). The worst case delay 
for the read or the write cycle during a refresh cycle is 3 
wait states. ' 

2. Memory Accesses To The Same 
Bank' 

The example considered here assumes two banks of 
memory. With the Bank Select (BS) input tied directly 
to the least significant address line (A 1 address line 
from the 80286), sequential memory accesses will be to 
alternate banks. But if the accesses were to the same 
bank, then only the second immidiate access will be 
delayed by the RAS precharge time. Figure 6.7. shows 
the timing wave form for a write cycle followed by a 
read cycle to the same bank. It is seen from the wave 
forms that when sequential memory accesses are per
formed to the same bank, the memory cycles that fol
low will experience two wait states. 

oATA-------------------------------------------------t~:V~A~L~IO~O~A~TA~------------

Figure 6.6 Memory Request During a Refresh Cycle 
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Figure 6.7 Write Cycle Followed by Read Cycle (CO Configuration) 

The advanced acknowledge (AACK) is connected to 
the SRDY (synchronous ready) input of the 82284 
clock generator. The advanced acknowledge timings 
must satisfy the setup and hold requirements of the 
82284. 

The Advanced Acknowledge setup time is shown in 
Figure 6.7' and calculated below. The calculations show 
that the AACK meets the setup requirement of the 
82284 clock generator. 

SRDY setup time 

TCLCL - AACK active delay - setup time 
required by 82284 

62.5 - 35 - 15 

12.5 ns. 

PCS Setup Time Margin 

The 82C08's RD, WR inputs are qualified by the PCS/, 
in order to grant the requested memory cycle. If the 
PCS/ active setup time is violated, then the memory 
cycle will be delayed • worse cause the 82C08 to not 
function correctly. The chip select generation logic is 
shown 'in Figure 6.8. . 

PCS Setup time margin 

CPU address valid delay - PCS decode time -
setup time required by 82C08 

2TCLCL -address valid delay - tpd (74LS04) 
- tpd (74LSOO) 

125 - 60 - 18.5 - 18.5 - 20 = 8 ns 

RAM Data Out Hold Time Margins 

The 82C08 CAS output is held valid for a fixed length 
of time, during a'read or write cycle. Following the 
deactivation of CAS, the RAM data outputs are trio 
stated. The data is not valid long enough to allow the 
processor on the Multibus Bus to read the data from 
the bus, so data must be latched externally. This latch 
must be a transparent latch and should be strobed by 
XACK from the 82C08. 

RAM data out hold time margin from XACK. 

TCLCL - XACK active delay - setup time 
required by latch 

TCLCL - TCLTKL (82C08) max - tH 
(74LS373) min. 
62.5- 35 - 10 

17.5 ns 

Other Design Considerations: 

Series Resistors on the 82C08 
outputs 

Series resistors are required on all of the. 82C08s out
puts to reduce undershoot and overshoot caused due to 
the complex impedance presented by the high capaci
tive loads and trace inductance. The resistor value.cho· 
sen should cause critical damping. The resistor value is 
system dependent, and varies from 33 Ohms to 60 
Ohms, depending upon the number of DRAMs and 
trace lengths. 
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Figure 6.8 Chip Select Generation Logic 

CONCLUSION 

This design will operate with zero wait states at worst 
case (except when memory requests coincide with are· 
fresh cycle), at microprocessor frequencies up to 
8MHz, using two banks of 120ns DRAMs. This design 
can be upgraded to support 10 MHz 80286 by using 
100 ns DRAMs. When single bank of inemory is used, 
then consecutive memory accesses will incur two wait 
states. 

6.3.2 Example 2 

Alternate Configuration 

Figure 6.9 shows another 80286 based memory system 
design, but this time using 150ns access time DRAMs. 
When 150ns DRAMs are used, memory requests re
quire 1 wait state (Advanced Acknowledge is activated 
one clock cycle later). Additional wait states are in
curred, when a memory access coincides with a refresh 
cycle already in progress, or if consecutive memory ac
cesses are to the same bank. 

The 82C08 has to be programmed via an external shift 
register into C1 configuration, to support the timing 
requirements of the 150 ns DRAMs. Improper opera
tion results when the default programming is used (de
fault mode configures the 82C08 in the CO configura
tion), as the DRAMs cannot put out valid data fast 
enough to meet the processor's data setup and hold 
timing requirements. When the 82C08~rogrammed 
in the C1 configuration, the length of RAS, CAS, WE 
and EACK timings are increased by one clock cycle. 
Delaying the activation of EACK introduces the addi
tional wait state required, to allow correct system oper
ation. 

The only additional logic required to support 150ns ac
cess DRAMs is an external shift register. The program 
data bit (PD2) now needs to be programmed to a zero, 
to configure the 82C08 in the slower C1 configuration. 

DynamiC RAM Interface 

The first step is to ensure that the DRAM timing re
quirements are satisfied by the 82C08. Table 6.b com
pares the DRAM timing requirements to those sup
ported by the 82C08. 
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FIgure 6.9 82C08 Interface to an 80286 
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Table 6b. Programmable Timings 

Read and Refresh Cycles 

Parameter C1-Slow Cycle 

tRP 3TCLCL-T27 

tePN . 3TCLCL - T34 
tRSH 3TCLCL-T32 

teSH 5TCLCL-T25 

teAH 3TCLCL-T32 
tAR 4TCLCL-T25 
tT 3/30 
tRC 7TCLCL 
tRAS 4TCLCL-T25 

teAS 4TCLCL-T32 
tRCS 2TCLCL - T35 + T BUF 
tRCH 2TCLCL - T34 + T BUF 

Write Cycles 

Parameter , C1 -:- Fast Cycle 

tRP 3TCLCL-T27 

tePN 4TCLCL-T34 
tRSH 3TCLCL-T32 

tcsH 5TCLCL-T25 

leAH 2TCLCL-T32 
tAR 4TCLCL-T25 

tr 3/30 
tRC 8TCLCL 

lRAS 5TCLCL-T25 

teAs 3TCLCL-T32 
tWCH 3TCLCL - T32 + T BUF 
twp 4TCLCL - T36-T BUF 
tRwL 4TCLCL-T36-TBUF 
tcwL 4TCLCL - T36 - T BUF 
twcs TCLCL - T36 - T BUF 

As the processor interface remains unchanged, the ad
dress setup and hold time margins, BAACK setup time 
margin and PCS setup time margin will remain the 
same as the previous example. 

Read Data Access Time Margin 

There are two access time parameters that have to be 
considered - RAS access time and CAS access time, to 
determine which is the limiting factor. The read cycle 
timing waveform is shown in Figure 6.10. and the cal
culations are carried out below. As AACK is activated 
later in the memory cycle, one wait state is introduced. 

82C08 Value DRAM Value 

137.5 ns 100 ns 
137.5 ns 60 ns 
152.5 ns 75 ns 
287.5 ns 150 ns 
152.5 ns 25 ns 

225 ns 100 ns 
3/30 ns 3/50 ns 

437.5 ns 2eO ns 
225 ns 75 ns 
215 ns 45 ns 

90-TBUF ns 0 ns 
75-TBUF ns 0 ns 

82C08 Value DRAM Value 

137.5 ns 100 ns 
200 ns 60 ns 

162.5 ns 75 ns 
287.5 ns 150 ns 

90 ns 25 ns 
225 ns 100 ns 

3/30 ns 3/50 ns 
500 ns 260 ns 

287.5 ns 75 ns 
152.5 ns 45 ns 

152.5+TBUF ns 75 ns 
215 - TBUF 45 ns 
215 - TBUF 45 ns 
215 - TBUF 45 ns 

27.5 ns 0 ns 

Access Time From RAS 

5TCLCL - RAS active delay - Access time from 
RAS - propagation delay through the transceiver -
data setup time required by the processor. 

5TCLCL - TCLRSL (S2COS) max - tRAC 
(DRAM) max - tpd (74F245) max - tOS 
(S02S6) max 

at SMHz 

5 x 62.5 - 25 - 150 - S - 10 
312.5 - 25 - 150 - S - 10 

312.5 - 193 = 119.5 ns 
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Figure 6.10 Read Cycle for C1 Configuration (1.W.S) 

If the wait state was not introduced, the access time 
ftomRAS = 

3 X 62.5 - 25 - 150 - 8 - 10 

= - 5.5 ns ... Data setup time is not met. 

In conclusion, 1 W.S. is essential for .. proper memory 
operation. 

Access Time From. CAS 

4TCLCL - CAS active delay - Access time from 
CAS - propagation delay through transceiver - data 
setup time required by the processor 

4TCLCL - TCLCSL - tCAC - tpd (74F245) 
- tDS (80286) 

250 - 35 - 65 - 8 - 10 

132 ns 

In this case the access time from RAS is the limiting 
factor. 

Write Data Setup and Hold Time 
Margins 

In write cycle, the write data must: 

1. Reach the DRAMs long enough before the activa
tion of CAS to meet the data setup requirement of 
DRAM. . 

2. Be held long enough after CAS to meet the data hold 
requirement of DRAMs. 

Data setup and b,.old time calculations are shown below. 
The timing wave forms are shown in Figure 6.11. 

Write Data Setup Time 

2TCLCL + CAS active delay - Write data valid de
lay - propagation delay through the transceiver -
data setup requirement of DRAM. 

2TCLCL + TCLCSL (82C08) min - Write data valid 
delay (80286) max - tpd (74F245) max - tDS 
(DRAM)max. 
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Figure 6.11 Write Data nmlng Waveform. for C1 Configuration (1.W.s) 

125 + 0 - 50 - 8 - 0 

125 - 58 

= 67 ns 

Figure 6.12 Walt State. ,for 8026 for Different 
DRAM Speeds 

DRAM 
100n. 120ns 150n. 200n. Speed 

6 MHz Ow.s. Ow.s. Ow.S. NA 

80286 
8 MHz Ow.s. Ow.s. (C1) 1 w.S. NA 
10 MHz Ow.s. NA 
Confg CO CO 

The 74F245 transceiver is rated at 50 Pf. The capacitive 
loading on the data bus is, usually mUQh greater, say 
300 Pf for a medium sized application. The propagation 
delay of the transceiver is much greater at 300 Pf, so 
appropriate derating has to be applied. A typical rule of 
thumb is to use a derating factor of 0.02 ns/Pf fOr ex
cess capacitive loading. 

tpd (74F245) 

=' 8 + 0.05 (300 - 50) 

= 8 + 0.02 (250) 

=8+5=13ns 

Write data hold time 

Delay from activation of' CAS to data becoming 
itWalid 
5TCLCL + data invalid delay ±....2,ropagation 
delay through the transceiver - CAS active de
lay - data hold time requirement of DRAM. 

5TCLCL + 0 + tpd (74F245) - TCLCSH (82C08) 
max - tDH (DRAM) 

312.5 + 8 - 35 ~ 30 

= 255.5 ns 

CONCLUSION 

This design will operate, at worst case, with one wait 
state, at microprocessor frequencies of up to 8 MHz 
using slow 150 ns access time dynamic RAMs. 
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. CHAPTER. 7 ,. 
INTERFACING·S2COS"CHMQS DRAM CONTJ=lOLLER TO 

, ,STATIC COCUMN'64K'X 4'DYNAMIC RAM 
The 82C08 can support the 'normal.mode of $tatic co1~ , . 
umn and ripple mode DRAMs, It does not however 
support the static column or the ripple mode fast trans
fer cycles, 

This chapter describes a method of. interfacing static , 
column 64K X 4 dynamic RAM (SCRAM) to an 
S01S6 microprocesSOr under control of the 82C08 dy~" 
namic Ram controller. There is a considerable reduc
tion in board space and chip count, when using the 
SC~ as opposed to the conventional 64k X I dy
namic RAMs at the expense of memory density. 

, 
The.tinting analySis.,has been carried out based' on the 
following assumptions: 

SCRAM CHARACTERISTICS 

tcAC = 30 ns. 

mAc = 150 ns. 

tCAA = 70ns. 

tOAC = 25 ns. 

Figure 7.1 is a block diagram of a design using 82C08 ' ,DataSet-Up Time" 
dynamic RAM controller and the SCRAMs, showing 
all of the relevant logic. The read signal from· the proc- The data out of the SCRAM is dependent upon the 
essor is 'anded' with the port enable signal of the 82CO! ." .. four s~tions. , 
and connected to the SCRAM output enable pin. The • tCAC - Access time from CAS 
read signal is chosen, as the output enable is active only • tRAC _ Access time from RAS 
when performing a read cycle. The read cycle is 'anded' 
with the port enable signal: 'to ensure that the output • tCAA - Access time from column address 
enable is not activated by any other bus cycle and there- • tOAC - Access time from output enable 
fore cause bus contention. 

The example being considered assumes a S MHz 80186 
interfacing to l50 ns access SCRAMs via the 82COS. A 
detailed analysis ofthe interface between the 80186 mi
croprocessor and the 82C08 dynamic RAM controller 
is illustrated in Chapter· 5 "Interfacing 'the Dynamic 
RAM Controller to the iAPX 80186": ' 

TIMiNG ANAL. YSIS : 

As shown in the schematic, the output enable pin on 
the SCRAM is tied to the read signal, qu,alitied by the 
dynamic RAM chip select signal MCSO. The timing 
analysis for this interface is covered in the paragraphs 
to follow. 

Timing Analysis 

This analysis is cafriCld out to verify if the 'data 'set-up 
and hold timings are met for an 8MHz 80lS6 micro
processor, when performing a read operation. ' 

Eitherofithe$!l'four parameters may' be the limiting 
factor in determining the. RAM access time. 

'I. Data out with reference to CAS! (Equati~ 1) 

CAS active from clock J.. delay (S2C08) + Access 
time from CAS(SGRAM) . 

TCLCSL . (82C08) max + tCAC (SCRAM) 
max. 

122.4' + 30 = 1;~2.4 ns. 

II. Data out with reference to RAS: (Equation 2) 

. RAS active from clock J.. delay (S2COS) max + 
. Access time from RAS(SCRAM) max 

r~ . TCJ:,RSL (S2C08) max + tRAC (SCRAM) 
max 

,;= 3.5 + ISO = 185 ns 

III. Data out with reference 'to column address: 
(Equation 3) 

CAS active from clock J.. delay (82C08) max + 
Access time from column address (SCRAM) max 
- column AO to CAS, set-up (S2C08) min 

. TCLCSL (82COS) max + tCAA (SCRAM) 
max - tASC (82C08) min 

122.4 + 70 - 5 = 181.4 ns 
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. Figure 7.1 80186/82C08 Interface Block Diagram 
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Figure 7.2 80 186/82C08 Interface Block Diagram 

IV. Data out with reference to output enable: 
(Equation 4) 

Rd active delay (80186) max + buff delay 
(74LS32) max + Access time from OEI 
(SCRAM) max 

TCLRL max (80186) + tpd (74LS32) max + 
tOAC max (SCRAM) 

70+25+25= 130ns 

The calculations indicate that the delay from the col
umn address is the limiting factor as it introduces the 
most delay. Using this value to see if the 80186's data 
set-up time is met: 

2 clks - Access time from column address (Equa
tion 3) - buff delay 2 Data set-up (80186) 

2 clks - (Equation 3) - tpd (8286) max 2 
TDVCL (80186) 
250 - 187.4 ns - 30 
= 32.6 ns > 20 ns 

So, the timing requirement is met. 

Data Hold Time 

In this case, read signal from the processor is the most 
limiting factor, as this signal becomes inactive first. Us
ing this parameter, and computing data hold time: 

Rd inactive delay (80186) min. + tpd (8286) min. 
+ buffer delay (LS32) min. > Data in hold 

TCLRH (80186) min + tpd (74LS32) min. + tpd 
(8286) min 2 TCLDX (80186) 

1O+5+5=20ns>lOns 

Therefore, the data set-up and hold timings are satis
fied. 

"tARH" Column Address Hold Time 
To RAS 

The additional timing parameter unique to static col
umn mode DRAMs is tARH (column address hold 
time to RAS). The static column mode DRAMs do not 
latch the row addresses during a read cycle. So the row 
addresses have to be held valid for the duration RAS is 
valid. This timing waveform is shown in Figure 7.2 and 
calculated in Equation 9. It is seen from the calculation 
that this timing requirement is satisfied. 

Column Address Hold time to RAS: Equation 9. 

TCLCL - RAS Inactive delay (82C08) max - delay 
in switching from column to row address. 
@8MHz 
125 - 50 - 0 = 75 ns. 

Conclusion 

The 82C08 can support tlie normal access feature of the 
static column and the ripple mode DRAMs. 
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CHAPTER 8 

POWER DOWN 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The 82C08 supports two modes of operation 

- Normal mode 

- Power Down mode 

Following initialization, the 82C08 operates in the nor
mal mode. In this mode, the 82C08 uses system power 
supply and clock to perform memory and refresh cy
cles. The 82C08 monitors the Power Down Detect in
put (Pin 17) at each clock cycle. If the PDD input is 
sampled high, the power down mode is invoked. When 
operating in the power down mode, the 82C08 will only 
perform refresh cycles to preserve memory contents. 
The 82C08 operates in the power down mode until the 
PDD input goes inactive, whereupon, it returns to the 
normal mode. 

8.2 POWER DOWN MODE 

8.2.1 Power Supplies and Clocks: 

The 82C08 has two power pins (Pins 24, 48), one sup
plies power to the 82C08 logic (Pin 48) and the other 
supplies power to the output buffers (Pin 24). During 
power down, all the logic circuitry and the output buff
ers are connected to the logic V cc. So during power 
down mode, only logic Vee need be tied to the back up 
power supply. But in order to shorten the power up 
time, it is recommended that both pins be tied to the 
same power supply. 

~uring power down, clock is supplied only to the re
fresh generation logic circuitry. This clock is derived 
from the Power Down Clock input. To reduce power 
dissipation during power down, the PDCLK can be 
slowed down to support the extended refresh feature of 
certain CMOS DRAMs, wherein the refresh period can 
be extended up to 64 ms versus the 4 ms during non-ex
tended cycles. 

When supporting the extended refresh at power down, 
the DRAMs must be refreshed completely, both before 
going into and after coming out of the power down 
mode, without allowing active memory cycles. If the 
user cannot guarantee this idle time requirement, the 

82C08 car; be programmed to perform three consecu
tive burst refresh cycles which are activated internally, 
by strapping the 'RFRQ' input high at reset. The differ
ence between power down burst refresh and the stan
dard burst refresh during normal mode of operation is 
that during power down the 256 refresh cycles are gen
erated against 128 burst cycles during normal burst cy
cles. This allows the 82C08 to support the extended 
refresh DRAMs that have 512 rows. 

8.2.2 POWER DOWN PROCEDURE 
The 82C08 will not service the power down request 
during initialization. Upon detection of power down, 
and after initialization, the 82C08 saves its configura
tion status, refresh counter content, and performs three 
power down burst cycles if programmed in the failsafe 
refresh mode (strapping RFRQ high). A low level at 
the RFRQ enables the 82C08 to enter power down im
mediately without executing any burst cycles. After the 
burst cycles, the 82C08 will continue refreshing the 
next address location. When the POD input is deacti
vated, the 82C08 issues an internal reset. This internal 
reset does not reprogram the device or change the con
tents of the refresh address counter. Following the in
ternal reset, the 82C08 performs 3 power down burst 
cycles, which refreshes the entire memory array. The 
82C08 will not service memory requests during the 
three power down burst cycles. Reset should not be 
activated, when exiting from the power down mode, as 
this will cause the 82C08 to reprogram itself, and cor
rupt memory contents. 

8.2.3 POWER DOWN REQUIREMENTS 

The Power Down Detect is a us.er generated signal, 
used to inform the 82C08 of a power failure. The 82C08 
samples the PDD input after the completion ofthe pro
gramming and the RAM warm up period. In the slow 
cycle mode, the system power and clock should be sta
ble at least 3100 system clocks, while in the fast cycle 
mode the clock and power must be stable at least 4700 
system clocks, following the activation of the POD sig
nal for the three burst cycles. If the three PD burst 
cycles are not required by the DRAMs, then the 
'RFRQ' must be strapped low, and the clock and the 
power must remain stable for at least 20 system clocks, 
following the activation of the POD signal. Additional
ly the system power and clock should be stable prior to 
deactivating the PDD signal. 
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8~2.4 82C08 Outputs on Power Down, 

Four of the 820>8's outputs are not activated during, 
power down, AACK, CAS 0 - I, and WE. These out
puts are forced to an inactive state. The Address Out
puts and the RAS outputs will sWitch to perform RAS 
only refresh' cycles; The RAS lines have intenial pun
ups to reduce DRAM power oonSumpti<lD;. The size of 
the output bUffers, in the power down mode, is muCh 
smaller than the buffers used during normal operations. 
This increases the propagation delay through the buff
ers during power' down. This is done to reduce the 
speed of charging and discharging the outpu,ts; which 
results in a reduction in the spikes on the power lines; 
This is C!lpecially required, as there is a single power 
supply that drives the logic circuits as well as the buff~ 
ers. All the device inputs are ignored during power 
down. 

, 8.2.5 Refresh During Power Down 
The 82C08 has two clock inputS; the system clock and 
power down clock. The power down clock may be gen
erated externally from a crystal oscillator circuit. When 
entering the power down mode, the 82C08 disables the 
system clock and uses the PDCLK to generate refresh 
cycles. During power down, RAS only refresh cycles 
are performed. In the power down mode the time inter
val between refresh cycles is 5 PDCLKs and this is 
fixed for all applications. 
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Figure 8.1, Data Retention Current (Typical) 

The 82C08 supports the extended refresh of certain 
DRAMs (upto 64 ms) by slowing down the PDCLK 
~ency. During the power down refresh cycle, the 
RAS is activated for one PDCLK cycle only. At ex
tended refresh, the PDCLK frequency will be below 50 
Khz and this will cause a long duration of the' ill 
signal. But reducing the PDCLK creates another prob
lem. CMOS DRAMs have the data retention character
istics as shown in Figure 8.1. Thecufrent rapidly in
creases as the durati~ of the RAS low pulse incr~ 
beyond one or two microseconds. To minimiie the 
RAS low pulse, the two RC networks, shown in Figure 
8.2, are designed to insert one very fast cycle whenever 
RAS is low (1 microsecond). The time constant of the 
RCI and RC2, should be centered around 300 ns and 
lOOns respectively. 

PDCLK FREQUENCY 

At power down the count interval will have four fong 
clOckS' and one short clock (1 microsecond duration). 
The equation for calculating the PDCLK frequency 
will be: 

4/f + 1 + 8 tp ~ (aOlOOO)/n Equation 10 

where 

f - The PDCLK frequency in MHz 

tp - The dqration of the sys~ clock in microsec
onds. 

a - The extended refresh period of DRAMs in ms 

n - The-number of rows in the DRAMs. 

For example: 

Let us assume that the system clock is 8 MHz (tp = 
0.125). We are supporting a DRAM which has an ex
tended refresh of 32 ms (a = 32) and the number of 
rows is 256 (n = 256). Then by substituting these val
ues in the Equation 10 we get f = 32.52 Khz. 

Note: Even when supporting the standard refresh peri~ 
od of 4 ms, the PDCLK frequency will not 'exceed 300 
Khz. ., 
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8.2.6 Power Down Control 

Figure 8.3 shows one method of invoking the power 
down mode of the 82C08. The logical novy is shown in 
Figure 8.4. The example considered assumes that bat
tery backup on power fail is a required mode of opera
tion. The power fail signal is generated by the power 
supply. Upon power fail, the NMI causes the CPU to 
store all the registers in predetermined locations in 
memory. The CPU then activates the Power Down De
tect signal by accessing a predefined I/O location. The· 
82C08 internally synchronizes the PDD input and per
forms three burst refresh cycles before synchronizing to 
the PDCLK. Once set, the PDD signal cannot be reset 
by the CPU unless the power is back on. This prevents 
spurious signals from deactivating the power down 
mode erroneously. The internal reset circuitry has been 
designed to prevent resetting the 82C08 when the PDD 
signal is active since this would result in loss of data. 
The CPU can gain access to memory by first resetting 
the PDD signal by reading the predefined I/O address. 
When the PDD is deactivated, the 82C08 automatically 
synchronizes to the system clock and then performs 
three burst refresh cycles before allowing the CPU to 
access memory. 

8.3 SUMMARY 

The expepted data retention current for the 82C08, in 
the power down mode when operating with a PDCLK 
of 32.768 Khz is 

16 CMOS DRAMs == 1.60 mA 
(Estimated values for CMOS DRAMs) 

82C08 

32.768 Khz Oscillator 

HC 132, HC 74, HC 04 

Total 

= l.00mA 
@ 32.768 Khz (estimated) 

= 0,30mt\ 

= 0.Q3 mA 

2.93mA 

A 1 A hr battery will retain data for - 340 hrs or 14 
days. 
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Figure 8.4 Power Up/Powe.r Down Sequence 
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CHAPTER 9 
BOARD LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS AND 

COMMON PROBLEM AREAS 
The purpose of this chapter is to forewarn new design
ers of the problems they might encounter. This chapter 
also identifies some of the common problem areas, and 
the steps to be taken. 

9.1 The need for damping resistors: 

Most memory system designs, for 16 bit processors, will 
comprise from 16 to 32 DRAMs, providing I Mbyte of 
RAM. The S2COS address output goes to every 
DRAM. The RAS and CAS outputs go only to one 
DRAM bank (16 DRAMs). 

Implementing this typical memory system is simple, 
provided a little care and attention is paid in avoiding 
certain areas which can be easily overlooked. The two 
areas in particular, that could cause memory errors or 
damage, are: 

1. Undershoot and overshoot caused by inductive 
traces and high capacitive loads. 

2. Switching spikes caused by switching capacitive 
loads. 

9.1.1 Undershoot and Overshoot 

Using a large number of DRAMs result in high capaci
tive loads which are caused by a combination of RAM 
input capacitance and trace capacitance. The input ca
pacitance is further compounded by wire wrapping. 
The trace capacitance and the lead inductance combine 
to present a complex impedance to the drivers, which 
results in overshoot and undershoot, each time a mem
ory driver changes state. In order to change the state, 
the load capacitance have to be charged or discharged, 
which cannot be done instantaneously due to current 
limitations. This results in a spike, that lasts as long as 
it takes to change the voltages of all the capacitances. 
This current, if large (depends upon the trace induc
tance. Even a small inductance can cause an excessive 
voltage across the inductance) can cause 

1. Damage to the DRAMs at the far end of the trace. 

2. Glitches, which if they occut on the RAS lines, can 
destroy the contents of memory. 

To reduce current spikes, it is necessary to provide se
ries damping resistors in the path between the DRAMs 
and the controller. The value for the resistor, which is 
application dependent, should be selected to cause crit
ical damping. Too high a value can cause overdamping, 
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which will cause slow transistions. This increased 
switching delay can cause excessive skew problems, and 
will violate certain DRAM timing requirements, such 
as column address set up time (tASC) or row address 
hold time (tARH). Using too small a value for this 
resistor, will not correct the problem of undershoot and 
overshoot will still exist. Typically, the resistor value 
will vary between 33 Ohms - 60 Ohms, depending on 
the loading (lighter capacitive loads require higher val
ue of damping resistor). Generally the correct resistor 
value must be chosen empirically. 

9.1.2 SWITCHING CURRENT SPIKES 

Another undesirable effect of the current spikes, is its 
effect on the Vcc and GND pins. When performing 
refreshes, the S2COS simultanously activates both the 
RAS lines. If all the address outputs switch in the same 
direction during the refresh cycle, it will result in a 
large current surge in a very short time period. This can 
cause excessive voltage drops, during this switching 
time, which may upset the latches internal to the S2COS 
and result in incorrect operation. To reduce this spike, 
a 22 uF ceramic capacitor in parallel with a 0.1 uF 
capacitor, should be placed between Pins 24 (power pin 
to the drivers) and GND, and a 1 uF ceramic capacitor 
between Pins 4S (Power pin to the logic circuits) and 
GND. Additionally each DRAM must have its own 
decade capacitor (typically 0.1 uF)o The capacitors 
should be placed as close to the leads as possible, to 
minimuze lead inductance. 

9.2 GENERAL PROBLEM AREAS 

Listed below, are some of the common problems that 
have been encountered: 

1. RAS and CAS disappears or remains active indefi
nitely. 

2. No AACK. 

3. Incorred refresh rate. 

When experiencing the above mentioned problems, it is 
necessary to ensure 

1. The clock input into the S2COS is a MOS level clock. 

2. No glitches on the RD, WR or the RESET inputs. 
This should be checked using an Oscilloscope, as it 
can be easily overlooked when using a logic analyzer. 
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3. Check to see that the correct program data bits are 
being read in by verifying that the refreshes are being 
perfOrrtled at the correct intervals (14 - 15 ms). . , 

4. Unnecessary buffering of,~gnals, wliich may Violate . 
certain RAM parameters. ' . 

S. Chose the correct damping resistors on the RAS, 
CAS and address outputs. 

6. In a synchronous application, never buffer the Clock 
or the RD. WR lines (status outputS). ' 

, '. ' . 
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8231A 
ARITHMETIC'PROCESSING UNIT 

Fixed Point Single and Double • Compatible with all Intel and most 
Precision (16/32 Bit) other Microprocessor Families 

Floating Point Single Precision (32 Bit) • Direct Memory Access or Programmed 

Binary Data Formats 1/0 Data Transfers 

Add, Subtract, Multiply and Divide • End of Execution Signal 

Trlgnometrlc and Inverse Trigonometric • General Purpose 8-Blt Data Bus 

Functions Interface 

Square Roots, Logarithms, • Standard 24 Pin Package 

Exponentiation • + 12V and + 5V Power Supplies 

Float to Fixed and Fixed to Float • Advanced N-Channel Silicon Gate 
Conversions HMOS Technology 

Stack Oriented Operand Storage 

The Intel<ll 8231A Arithmetic Processing Unit (APU) is a monolithic HMOS LSI device that provides high 
performance fixed and floating point arithmetic and floating point trigonometric operations. It may be used to 
enhance the mathematical capability of a wide variety of processor-oriented systems. Chebyshev polynomials 
are used in the implementation of .the APU algorithms. 

All transfers, including operand, result, status and command information, take place over an 8-bit bidirectional 
data bus. Operands are pushed onto an internal stack and commands are issued to perform operations on the 
data and the stack. Results are then available to be retrieved from the stack. 

Transfers to and from the APU may be handled by the associated processor using conventional programmed 
1/0, or may be handled by a direct memory access controller for improved performance. Upon completfon of 
each command, the APU issues an end of execution signal that mal( be used as an interrupt by the CPU to 
help coordinate program execution. 

231305:"1 

Figure 1. Block Diagram 
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Figure 2. Pin Configuration 
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Table 1 Pin Description 

Symbol Pin Type Name and Function No, 

Vee 2 POWER: + 5V power supply. 

Voo 16 POWER: + 12V power supply. " 

Vss 1 GROUND. 

CLK 23 I CLOCK: An external, TIL compatible, timing source is applied to the 
CLKpin. 

/' 

RESET 22 I RESET: The active high reset Signal provides initialization for the Chip. 
RESET also terminates any operation in progress. RESET clears the 
status register and places the 8231A into the idle state. Stack contents 
and command registers are not affected (5 clock cycles). 

O'S 18 I CHIP'SELECT: O'S is an active low input signal which selects the 8231A 
and enablell communication with the data bus. 

Ao 21 I ADDRESS: In conjunction with the RC5 and WR signals, the Ao control 
line establishes the type of communication that is to be performed with 
the 8231A as shown below: 

Ao fID WR FUnction 

0 1 0 Enter data byte into stack 
0 0 1 Read data byte from stack 
1 1 0 Enter command 
1 0 1 Read status 

AD 20 I READ: This active low input indicates that data or status is to be read 
from the 8231A if CS is low. 

WR 19 I WRITE: This active low input indicates that data or a command is to be 
written into the 8231A if CS is low. " 

EACK 3 I END OF EXECUTION: This active low input clears the end of execution 
output signal (END. If EACK is tied low, the END output will be a pulse 
that is one clock period wide. 

SVACK 4 I SERVICE REQUEST: This active low input clears the service request 
output (SVREQ). 

END 24 0 END: This active low, open·drain output indicates that execution of the 
previously entered command is complete. It can be used as an interrupt 
request and is cleared by EACK, RESET or any read or write access to 
the 8231. 

SVREQ 5 0 SERVICE REQUEST: This active high output signal indicates that 
command execution is complete and that post execution service was 
requested in the previous command byte. It is cl,eared QY SVACK, the 
next command output to the device, or by RESET. 

READY 17 0 READY: This active high output indicates that the 8231A is able to 
accept communication with the data bus. When an attempt is made to 
read data, write data or to enter a new command while the 8231 A is 

,. executing a command, READY goes low until execution of the current 
command is complete (See READY Operation, p. 6). 

DBO-DB7 8·15 1/0 DATA BUS: These eight bidirectional lines provide for transfer of 
commands, status and data between the 8231A and the CPU. The 
8231 A can drive the data bus only when CS and RD are low. 
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COMMAND STRUCTURE 

Each command entered into the 8231A consists of a 
single 8-bit bYte having the format illustrated below: 

I IVREa I 
IRI SlNOLE I FIXED I 
7 • • 
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Bits 0-4 select the operation to be performed as 
shown in the table; Bits 5-6 select the data format 
appropriate to the selected operation. If bit 5 is a 1, a 
fixed point data format is specified. If bit 5 is 0, float
ing point format is specified. Bit 6 selects the preci-

sion of the data to be operated upon by fixed point 
commands only (If bit 5 = 0, bit 6 must be 0). If bit 6 
is a 1, single-precision (16-bit) operands are as
sumed. If bit 6 is a 0, double-precision (32-bit) oper
ands are indicated. Results are undefined for all ille
gal combinations of bits in the command byte. Bit 7 
indicates whether a service request is to be Issued 
after the command is executed. If bit 7 is a 1, the 
service request output (SVREQ) will go high at the 
conclusion of the command and will remain high un
til re5VAtgKl' low level on the service acknowledge 
pin ( or until completion of execution of the 
succeeding command where service request (bit 7) 
Is O. Each command issued to the 8231A requests 
post execution service based upon the state of bit 7 
in the command byte. When bit 7 is a 0, SVREa 
remains low. 

Table 2. 32-Blt Floating Point Instructions 

Hex(l) Stack Contenta(2) 
Status Flags(4) 

Instruction Description After Execution 
Code 

ABCD 
Affected 

ACOS Inverse CoSine of A 06 RUUU S,Z,E 

ASIN Inverse Sine of A 05 RUUU S,Z,E 

ATAN Inverse Tangent of A 07 RBUU S,Z 

CHSF Sign Change of A 15 RBCD S,Z 

CO$ Cosine of A (radians) 03 RBUU. S,Z 

EXP eA Functi0l') OA RBUU S,Z,E 

FADD AddAandB 10 RCDU S,Z,E 

FDIV Divide B by A 13 RCDU S,Z,E 

FLTD 32-Bit Integer to Floating-Point·Conversion 1C RBCU S,Z 

FLTS 16-Bit Integer to Floating Point Conversion 1 D RBCU S,Z 

FMUL Multiply A and B 12 RCDU S,Z,E 

FSUB Subtract A from B 1 1 RCDU S,Z,E 

LOG Common Logarithm (base 10) of A 08 RBUU S,Z,E 

LN . Natural Logarithm of A 09 RBUU S,Z,E 

POPF Stack Pop 18 BCDA S,Z 

PTOF Stack Push 17 AABC S,Z 

PUPI . Push 7r onto Stack 1A RABC S,Z 

PWR BA Power Function OB RCUU S,Z,E 

SIN Sine of A (radians) 02 RBUU S,Z 

SaRT Square Root of A 01 RBCU S,Z,E 

TAN Tangent of A (radians) 04 RBUU S,Z,E 

XCHF Exchange A and B 19 BACD S,Z 
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Table 3. 32-B1t Integer lnatructlons 

, Hex(1) Stack Contente(2) 
~tus Flaga(4) Instruction Description After EXecution COde -ABCD Affected 

CHSD Sign Change of A 34 RBCD S,Z,O 

DADO AddAandB 2C RCDA S,Z,C,E 
- DOIV Divide BbyA 2F RCDU S,Z,E 

OMUL Multiply A and B (R = lower 32-blts) 2E RCDU S,Z,O 
DMUU Multiply A and B (R = upper 32-blts) 36 RCDU S,Z,O 

DSUB Subtract A from B 20 RCDA S,Z,C,O 
FIXD Floating Point to Integer Conversion 1 E RBCU S,Z,O 

POPD Stack Pop 38 BCDA S,Z 

PTOD Stack Push 37 AABC S,Z 
XCHD Exchange A and B 39 BACD S,Z 

Table 4. 16-Blt Integer Instructlona 

Hex(1) Stack Contente(3) 
Status Flags(4) 

Inst.ructlon Description After Execution Code 
Au AL Bu BL Cu CL Du DL 

Affected 

CHSS Change Sign of Au 74 R ALBuBLCUCLDuDL S,Z,O 
FIXS Floating Point to Integer Conversion 1 F R Bu BL Cu CL U U U S,Z,O· 
POPS Stack Pop 78 AL Bu BL Cu CL Du DL Au S,Z 
PTOS Stack Push 77 Au Au AL Bu BL Cu CL Du S,Z 
SADD AddAuandAL 6C R Bu BL Cu CL Du DL Au S,Z,C,E 
SDIV Divide AL by Au 6F R Bu BL Cu CL Du DL U S,Z,E· 

SMUL Multiply AL by Au (R = lower 16-bits) 6E R Bu BL Cu CL Du DL U S,Z,E 
SMUU Multiply AL by Au (R = upper 16-bits) -76 R Bu BL -Cu CL Du DL U S,Z,E 
SSUB, Subtract Au from AL 60 R Bu BL Cu CL Du DL Au S,Z,C,E 
XCHS Exchange Au and AL 79 AL AL.Bu BL Cu CL Du DL S,Z 
NOP No Operation 00 Au AL Bu BL Cu CL Du DL 

NOTES: 
1. In the hex code column, SVREQ Is a O. 
2. The stack initially is composed of four 32-bit numbers (A, B, C, D). A is equivalent to Top Of Stack (TOS) and B Is Next 
On Stack (NOS). Upon completion of a command the stack is composed of: the result (R); undefined (U); or the initial 

, contents (A,.B, C, or D). 
3. The stack initially Is composed of eight 16·bft numbers (Au, At.. Bu, BL, Cu, CL, Du, Du. Au is the TOS and AL Is NOS. 
Upon completion of a command the stack Is composed of: the result (R); undefined (U); or the initial contents (Au, At, Bu, 
BL .. ·)· • - , 
4. Nomenclature: Sign (S); Zero (Z); Overflow (0); Carry (C); Error Code Field (E). 

DATA FORMATS 

,The 8231A arithmetic processing unit handles oper
ands in both fixed point and I floating point formats. 
.Fixed point operands may be represented in either 
single (16-bit operands) or double precision (32-bit 
operands), and are always represented as binary, 
two's complement values. 
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Single Precision Fixed Point Formaf 

I VALUE I 
01 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
~ . 
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Double Precision Fixed Point Format 

231305-5 

The sign (positive or negative) of the operand is lo
cated in the most significant bit (MSB). Positive val
ues are represented by a sign bit of zero (S = 0). 
Negative values are represented by the two's com
plement of the corresponding positive value with a 
sign bit equal to 1 (S = 1). The range of values that 
may be accommodated by each of these formats is 
- 32,768 to + 32,767 for single precision and 
-2,147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647 for double pre-
cision. 

Floating point binary values are represented in a for
mat that permits arithmetic to be performed in a 
fashion analogous to operations with decimal values 
expressed in scientific notation. 

(5.83 x 102) (8.16 x 101) = (4.75728 X 104) 

In the decimal system, data may be expressed as 
values between 0 and 10 times 10 raised to a power 
that effectively shifts the implied decimal point right 
or left the number of places necessary to express 
the result in conventional form (e.g., 47,572.8). The 
value-portion of the data is called the mantissa. The 
exponent may be either n~gative or positive. 

The concept of floating point notation has both a 
gain and a loss associated with it. The gain is the 
ability to represent the. significant digits of data with 
values spanning a large dynamic range limited only 
by the capacity of the exponent field. For example, 
in decimal notation in the exponent field is two digits 
wide, and the mantissa is five digits, a range of val
ues (positive or negative) from 1.0000 x 10-99 to 
9.9999 x 10+99 can be accommodated. The loss is 
that only the significant digits of the value can be 
represented. Thus there is no distinction in this rep
resentation between the values 123451 and 
123452, for example since each would be expressed 
as: 1 :2345 x 1 05. The sixtli digit has been discard
ed. In most applications where the dynamic range of 
values to be represented in large,- the loss of signifi
cance, and hence accuracy of results, is a minor 
consideration. For greater precision a fixed point for
mat could be chosen, although with a loss of poten
tial dynamic range. 

The 823~A is a binary arithmetic processor and re
quires that floating point data be represented by a 
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fractional mantissa value between 0.5 and 1 multi
pliEld by 2 raised to an appropriate power. This is 
expressed as follows: 

value = mantissa x 2exponent 

For example, the value 100.5 expressed in this form 
is 0.1100 1001 X 27. The decimal equivalent of this 
value may be computed by summing the compo
nents (powers of two) of the mantissa and then mUl
tiplying by the exponent as shown below: 

value = (2- 1 + 2-2 + 2-5 + 2-8) X 27 

= 0.5 + 0.25 + 0.03125 + 0.00290625) x 128 

= 0.78515625 x 128 

= 100.5 

FLOATING POINT FORMAT 

The format for floating point values in the 8231A is 
given below. The mantissa is expressed as a 24-bit 
(fractional) value; the exponent is expressed as a 
two's complement 7-bit value having a range of -64 
to + 63. The most significant bit is the sign of the 
mantissa (0 = positive, 1 = negative), for a total of 
32 bits. The binary point is assumed to be the left of 
th~ most significant mantissa bit (bit 23). All floating 
pomt data values must be normalized. Bit 23 must 
be equal to 1, except for the value zero, which is 
represented by all zeros. 

I EXPONENT I MANTISSA I 
~I ~II I I [ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I 
3130 2423 0 
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The range of values that can be represented in this 
format is ±(2.7 x 10-20 to 9.2 X 1018) and zero. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

STACK CONTROL 

The user interface to the 8231A includes access to 
an 8 level 16-bit wide data stack. Since single preci
sion fixed point operands are 16-bits in length, eight 
such values may be maintained in the stack. When 
using double precision fixed point or floating pOint 
formats four values may be stored. The stack· in 
these two configurations caQ be visualized as shown 
below: 
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~~: ==.:: :: r :: =9 :: ~ :: ~ :: ~ ; I r 
1--'--1 I. .... . -"'-.~ 
-'1-
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Data are written onto the stack, eight bits at a time, 
in the order shown (A 1, A2, A3, ... ). Data are re
moved from the stack in reverse byte order (A4, A3, 
A2 ... ). Data should be el'ltered onto the stack in 
multiples of the number of bytes appropriate to the 
chosen data format. 

DATA ENTRY' 

Data entry is accomplished by bringing the ~ se
lect (~), the command/data Une (Ao), and WR low, 
as shoWn' in the timing diagram. The entry of each 
new data word "pushes 'down" the previously en
tered data and places the new byte on the top of 
stack (TOS). Data on 'the bottom of the stack prior to 
a stack entry are lost. . . 

DATA REMOVAL 

Data are removed from the stack In the 8231A by 
bringing chip select (~, command/data (Ao), and 
'Frn low as shown in the timing diagram. The removal 
of each data world redefines TOS so that the next 
successive byte to be removed becomes TO$. Data 
removed from the stack rotates to the bottom of the 
stack. . 

COMMAND ENTRY 

After the appropriate number of bytes of data have 
been entered onto the stack, a command may be 
issued to perf6rm an 'operation on that data. COm
mands which require two operands for execution 
(e.g., add) operate on the TOS and f'JOS values. Sin. 
gl~ operand commands operate only on tlie TOS. 

Commands,are issued to the 8231,A ,?y bringing the 
chjp select' ~ line low, command data (Ao) line 
high, and WR line low as indicated by the timing dia
gram. After Ii command is issued, the. Cf1V can con
tinue execl,ltion. of its program conourrently wl,th th!it 
8231A command exeoution. 

COMMAND COMPLETION 

The 8231A Signals the oompletion of each com
mand execution by lowering the End Execution line 
(Em5). Simultaneously, the busy bit in the status reg-
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· ister is cleared:and the Service" Request bit of the 
· command register Is ch~ked. If It is a "1" the serv
ice request output level (SVREQ) is raised. END is 
· cleared on receipt of an active low End Acknowl
edge. (~) pulse.' Similarly, the service request 
line is, cleared by rseoQ8~on of an active low Serv-
ice Acknowledge (A pulse. 

READY OPERATION" 

An active high ready (READY) is provided. This line 
is high in its quiescent state and is pulled low by the 
8231A under the following conditions: 
1. A previouly initiated operation is in progress (de

viCe busy) and Command Entry has been attempt
ed. In this case, the READY line will be pulled low 
and remain low until completion of the current 
command execution. It will then go high, permit
ting entry of the new command. 

2: A previously initiated operation is in progress and 
stack access has been attempted. In this case, 
the READY lirie will be pulled low, will remain.in 
that state until execution is complete, and will 
then be raised to permit completion of the. stack 
access. 

3. The 8231A Is not busy, and data removal'has 
been requested. READY will be pulled low for the 
length of time necessary to transfer the byte from 
the top of stack to the interface latch, and will 
then go high,. Indicating availability of the data. 

4~ The 8231A Is not busy, and a data entry h~ been 
. requested. READY will be pulled low for the 
length of time required to ascer1ain if the preced
ing data byte, if any, has been written to the staCk: 
If so READY will Immediately go high. If not, 
READY will remain low until the interface latch Is 
free a!1d will then go high. 

5. When a status read 'has been requested, READY 
will be pulled low for the leng,th of time necessary 
to transfer the status to the interface latch, and 
wUl: then be raise.d to permit completion of the 
status read. Status may be read whether or not 
the 8231A Is busy. 

When READY goes loY', theAPU expects the. bus 
control signals present at the time to remain stable 
ull1tll READY goes ,high. 

DEVICE STATUS 

Device status is provided by means of an Internal 
status register whose format Is shown below: 

IIU'V SlON 
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Busy: Indicates that 8231A is currently exe
cuting a command (1 = Busy) 

Sign: Indicates that the value on the top of 
stack is negative (1 = Negative) 

Zero: Indicates that the value on the top of 
stack is zero (1 = Value is zero) 

Error Code: This field contains an indication of the 
validity of the result of the last opera
tion. The error codes are: 

OOOO-No error 

1000-Divide by zero 

0100-Square root or log of negative 
number 

110CJ.--'-Argument of inver~e sine, co
sine, or eX too large 

XX10-Underflow 

XX01-Overflow 

Carry: Previous operation resulted in carry or 
borrow from most significant bit. (1 = 
Carry/Borrow, 0 = No Carry/No Bor

. row). 

If the BUSY bit in the status register is a one, the 
other status bits are not defined; if zero, indicating 
not busy the operation is complete and the other 
status bits are defined as given above. 

READ STATUS 

The 8231A status register can be read by the CPU 
at any time (whether an operation is in progress or 

not) by bringing the chip select (CS) low, the com
mand/data line (Ao) high, and lowering RD. The 
status register is then gated onto the data bus and 
may be input by the CPU. 

EXECUTION TIMES 

Timing for execution of the 8231A command set is 
contained below. All times are given in terms of 
clock cycles. Where substantial variation of execu
tion times is possible, the minimum and maximum 
values are quoted; otherwise, typical values are giv
en. Variations are data dependent. 

Total execution times may require allowances for 
operand transfer into the APU, command execution, 
and result retrieval from the APU. Except for com
mand execution, these times will be heavily influ
enced by the nature of the data, the control interface 
used, the speed of memory, the CPU used, the prior
ity allotted to DMA and interrupt operations, the size 
and number of operands to be transferred, and the 
use of chained calculations, etc . 

DERIVED FUNCTION DISCUSSION 

Computer approximations of transcendental func
tions are often based on some form of polynomial 
equation, such as: 

(1.1) 

Table 5. Command Execution Times 

Command Clock Command Clock Command Clock Command Clock 
Mnemonic Cycles Mnemonic Cycles Mnemonic Cycles Mnemonic Cycles 

SADD 17 FADD 54-368 LN 4298-6956 POPF 12 
SSUB 30 FSUB 70-370 EXP 3794-4878 XCHS 18 
SMUL 84-94 FMUL 146-168 PWR 8290-12032 XCHD 26 
SMUU 80-98 
SDIV 84-94 FDIV 154-184 NOP 4 XCHF 26 
DADO 21 SORT 800 CHSS 23 PUPI 16 
DSUB 38 SIN 4464 CHSD 27 
DMUL 194-210 COS 4118 CHSF 18 
DMUU 182-218 
DDIV 208 TAN 5754 PTOS 16 
FIXS 92-216 ASIN 7668 PTOD 20 
FIXD 100-346 ACOS 7734 PTOF 20 
FLTS 98-186 ATAN 6006 POPS 10 
FLTD 98-378 LOG 4474-7132 PO PO 12 
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The primary shortcoming of an approximation is this 
form is that it. typically exhibits very large errors 
when the magnitude of Ixl is large, although the er
rors are small when Ixl is small. With polynomials in 
this form, the error distribution is markedly uneven 
over any arbitrary interval. 

A set of approximating functions exists that not only 
minimizes the maxiinum error but also provides an 
even distribution of errors within the selected data 
representation interval. These are known as Che
byshev Polynomials and are based upon cosine 
functions., These functions are defined as follows: 

Tn(X) ~ Cos n9; where n ~ 0, 1,2 ... (1·2) 

9 ~ Cos-1 X 

The various terms of the Chebyshev series can be 
computed as shown below: . 

To(X) ~ Cos (0 x 9) ~ Cos (0) ~ 1 (1·4) 

T1(X) ~ Cos (Cos -1X) ~ x (1·5) 

T2(X) ~ Cos 29 ~ 2Cos29 -1 ~ 2Cos2(Cos -1X) -1 (1·6) 

~ 2X2 - 1 

In general, the next term in the Chebyshev series 
can be recursively derived from the previous term as 
follows: 

Tn(X) ~ 2X [Tn - 1(X)1 - Tn - 2(X); n;, 2 (1-7) 

Common logarithms are computed by multiplication 
of the natural logarithm by the conversion factor 
0.43429448 and the error function is therefore the 
same as that for natural logarithm. The power func
tion is realized by combination of natural log and 
exponential functions according to the equation: 

XV = eyLnx. 

The error for the power function is a combination of 
that for the logarithm and exponential functions. 

Each of the. deriwid functions is an approximation of 
the true function. Thus the result of a derived func
tion will have an error. The absolute error is the dif
ference between the function's result and the true 
result. A more useful measure of the function's error 
is relative error (absolute error/true result). This 
gives a measurement of the significant digits of algo
rithm accuracy. For the derived functions except LN, 
LOG, and PWR the relative error is typically 4 x 
10-7. For PWR the relative error is the summation 
of the EXP and LN errors, 7 x 10-7. For LN and 
LOG, the absolute error is 2 X 10-7. 

APPLICATION INFORMATION 

The diagram in Figure 4 shows the interface connec
tions for the APU with operand transfers handled by 
an 8237 DMA controller, and CPU coordination han
dled by an Interrupt Controller. The APU interrupts 
the CPU to indicate that a command. has been com
pleted. When the. performance enhancements pro
vided by the DMA and Interrupt operations are not 
required, the APU interface can be simplified as 
shown in Figure 3. The 8231A APU is designed with 
a general purpose 8-bit data bus and interface con
trol so that it can be conveniently used with any gen
eral 8-bit processor. 

In many systems it will be convenient to use the mi
crocomputer system clock to drive the APU clock 
input. In the case of 8080A systems it would be the 
</>2TTL signal. Its cycle time will usually fall in the 
range of 250 ns to 1000 ns, depending on the sys
tem speed. 

ADDRESS BUS ~ 
ii5A RD Ao CS 

CPU 

iliW \iii 
8231A 

ARITHMmC 
CLOCK ClK PROCE880R 

READY READY UNIT 

.... ;:... .... ;::... 

.... ,... .... ~ I\. 
SYSTEM DATA BUS 

r 
231305-10 

Figure 3. Minimum Configuration Example 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65·C to + 1500C 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias,' ... :,' OOC to 70·C 

Voo with Respect to Vss ........ -0.5V to + 15.0V 

Vee with RespecttoVss •.•.••••. -0.5Vto +7.0V 

All Signal Voltages with Respect 
to Vss ••....•..•.••.•..•.•..• -0.5V to + 7.0V 

Power Dissipation .......................... 2.0W 

-Notice: Stresses above those listed under .~~ 
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only ami" 
functional operation of the device at theSe or any 
other conditions above tfipse indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specIfICation is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

D.C. AND OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 
TA = OOC to 700C, Vss = OV, Vee = +5V ±10%, voo = +12V ±10% 

Parameters Description Min 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage 3.7 

VOL Output LOW Voltage 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 2.0 

VIL Input LOW Voltag, -0.5 

IlL Input Load Current 

10FL Data Bus Leakage 

Icc Vee Supply Current 

100 Voo Supply Current 

Co Output Capacitance 

CI Input Capacitance 

CIO I/O Capacitance 

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

u-y 
y -.I\>-~-<:)C 

231305-12 
A.C. Testing: Inputs are driven at 3.7V for a loglcal"1~' and 0.4V 
for a logic "0". Timing measurements are made 'at 2.0V for a logic 
'''1'' and O.BV for a logic "0". 

Typ Max Units Test Conditions 

V 10H = - 200 ,..A 

0.4 V 10L = 3.2 rnA 

Vee V 

0.8 V 

±10 ,..A Vss ~ VIN ~ Vee 

±10 ,..A Vss +0.45 ~ Your ~ Vee 

50 95 rnA 

50 95 rnA 

8 pF 

5 pF fc = 1;0 MHz, Inputs = OV 

10 pF 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

2-10 

DEVICE 
UNDER 

TEST 

231305-13 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = 0·Cto70·C, vss = OV, vcc = +5V ±10%, voo = +12V ±10% 

READ OPERATION 

8231A·8 8231A 
Symbol Parameter Units 

Min Max Min Max 

tAR Ao, CS Setup to RD 0 0 ns 

tRA Ao, CS Hold from RD 0 0 ns 

tRY READY J.. from RD J.. Delay (Note 2) 
, 

150 100 ns 

tYR Ready t to RD t 0 0 ns 

Data 3.5 tCY 3.5 tcy 
ns 

tRRR READY Pulse Width (Note 3) 
+ 50 + 50 

Status 
1.5 tCY 1.5 tCY 

ns 
+ 50 + 50 

tROE Data Bus Enable from RD J.. 50 50 ns 

tORY Data Valid to READY t 0 0 ns 

tOF Data Float after RD t 50 200 50 100 ns 

WRITE OPERATION 

8231A-8 8231A 
Symbol Parameter Units 

Min. Max. Min. Max. 

tAw Ao, CS Setup to WR 0 0 ns 

tWA Ao, CS Hold after WR 60 25 ns 

tWY READY J.. from WR J.. Delay (Note 2) 150 100 ns 

tyW READY t to WR t 0 0 ns 

tRRW READY Pulse Width (Note 4) 50 50 ns 

tWI Write Inactive Time I Command 4tCY 4tCY ns 
(Note 4) I Data 5tCY 5 tCY ns 

tow Data Setup to WR 150 100 ns 

two Data Hold after WR 20 20 ns 

2-11 
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OTHER TIMINGS 

8231A-8 8231A 
Symbol Parameter Units 

Min Max Min Max 

tcy Clock Period 480 5000 250 2500 ns 

tCPH Clock Pulse High Width 200 100 ns 

tcPL Clock Pulse Low Width 240 120 ns 

tEE END Pulse Width (Note 5) 400 200 ns 

tEAE EACK J.. to END t Delay 200 150 ns 

tAA 'EACR. Pulse Width 100 50 ns 

tsA SVACK J.. to SVREQ J.. Delay 300 150 ns 

tss SVACK Pulse Width 100 50 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Typical values are for T A = 25'C, nominal supply voltages processing paral)'leters. 
2. READY is pulled low for both command and data operations. 
3. Minimum values shown assume no previously entered command is being executed for the data access. If a previously 
entered command is being executed, READY low pulse width is the time to complete execution plus the time shown. Status 
may be read at any time without exceeding the time shown. 
4. READY low pulse width is less than 50 ns when writing into the data port or the control port as long as the duty cycle 
requirement (!wI) is observed and no previous command is being executed. tWI may be safely violated as long as the 
extended tRRW that results is observed. If a previously entered command is being executed, READY low pulse width is the 
time to complete execution plus the time shown. These timings refer specifically to the 8231A. 
5. Effi) low pulse width is specified for EACK tied to VSS. Otherwise tEAE applies. 

2-1.2 
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WAVEFORMS 

flEAD OPERATION 

CLOCK 

READY 

DATA 
BUS 

WRITE OPERATION 

INTERRUPT OPERATION 

SVREQ / _____ .....J 

8231A 
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8253/8253-5 
PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL TIMER 

MCS·85™ Compatible 8253·5 • Count Binary or BCD 

3 Independent 16·Blt Counters • Single + 5V Supply 

DC to 2.6 MHz • AVailable in EXPRESS 

Programmable Counter Modes - Standard Temperature Range 
- Extended Temperature Range 

The Intel® 8253 is a programmable counter/timer device designed for use as an Intel microcomputer peripher
al. It uses NMOS technology with a single + 5V supply and is packaged in a 24-pin plastic DIP. 

It is organized as 3 independent 16-bit counters, each with a count rate of up to 2.6 MHz. All modes of 
operation are software programmable. 

DATA COUNTER 07 Do BUS 
"0 BUFFER 

RD 

WR READI 
WRITE 

Ao LOGIC 

A, 

CS 

CONTROL 
WORD COUNTER 

REGISTER "2 

INTERNAL BUS / 

Figure 1. Block Diagram 
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CLK 0 

GATE 0 

OUT 0 

CLK 1 

GATE 1 

OUT 1 

CLK 2 

GATE 2 

OUT 2 

231306-1 

0 7 vee 
D6 iNA 

D5 AD 
~ 

A, 

D2 Ao 

D, ClK 2 

Do OUT 2 

ClK 0 GATE 2 

OUTO ClK 1 

GATE 0 GATE 1 

GND OUT 1 

231306-2 

Figure 2. Pin Configuration 

November 1986 
Order Number: 231306-001 
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FUNCTIONAL DI;SCRIPTION 

General 

The 8253 is programmable interval timer/counter 
specificaHy designed for use with the Intel™ Micro
computer systems. Its function is that of a general 
purpose, multi-timing element that can be treated as 
an array of I/O ports in the system software. 

The 8253 solves one of the most common problems 
in any microcomputer system, the generation of ac
curate time delays under software control. Instead of 
setting up timing loops in systems software, the pro
grammer configures the 8253 to match his require
ments, initializes one of the counters of the 8253 
with the deSired quantity, then upon command the 
8253 will count out the delay and interrupt the CPU 
when it has completed its tasks. It is easy to see that 
the software overhead is minimal and that multiple 
delays can easily be maintained by assignment of 
priority levels. 

Other counter/timer functions that are non-delay in 
nature but also common to most microcomputers 
can be implemented with the 8253. 

• Programmable Rate Generator 

'. Event Counter 

• Binary Rate Multiplier 

• Real Time Clock 

• Digital One-Shot 

• Complex Motor Controller 

Data Bus Buffer 

The 3-state, bi-directional, 8-bit buffer is used to in
terface the 8253 to the system data bus. Data is 
transmitted or received by the buffer upon execution 
of INput or OUTput CPU instructions. The Data Bus 
Buffer has three basic functions. 

1. Programming the MODES of the 8253. 
2. Loading the count registers. 
3. Reading the count values. 

Read/Write Logic 

The Read/Write ,Logic accepts inputs from the sys
tem bus and in turn generates control signals for 
overall device operation. It is enabled or disabled by 
CS so that no operation can occur to change the 
function unless the device has been selected by the 
system logic. 

2-15 

RD(Read) 

A "low" on this input informs the 8253 that the CPU 
is inputting data in the form of a counters value. 

WR (Write) 

A "low" on this input informs the 8253 that the CPU 
is outputting data in the form of mode information or 
loading counters. 

AO,A1 

These inputs are normally connected to the address 
bus. Their function is to select one of the three coun
ters to be operated on and to address the control 
word register for mode selection. 

CS (Chip Select) 

A "low" on this input enables the 8253. No reading 
or writing will occur unless the device is selected. 
The CS input has no effect upon the actual opera
tion of the counters. 

Ci------I 

INTERNAL BUS 

231306-3 

Figure 3. Block Diagram Showing Data Bus 
B,,".r and Read/Write Logic Functions 
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CS RD WR A1 Ao 
0 1 0 0 0 Load Counter No. 0 

0 1 0 0 1 Load Counter No. 1 

0 1 0 1 0 Load Counter No.2 

0 1 0 1 1 Write Mode Word 

0 0 1 0 0 Read Counter No. 0 

0 0 1 0 1 Read Counter No.1 

0 0 1 1 0 Read Counter No.2 

0 0 1 1 1 No-Operation 3-State 

1 X X X X Disable 3-State 

0 1 1 X X No-Operation 3-State 

Control Word Register 

The Control Word Register is selected when AO, A 1 
, are 11 . It then accepts information from the data bus 

buffer and stores it in a register. The information 
stored in this register controls the operation MODE 
of each counter, selection of binary or BCD counting 
and the loading of each count register. 

The Control Word Register can only be written into; 
no read operation of its contents is available. 

Counter # 0, Counter # 1, Counter # 2 

These three functional blocks are identical in opera
tion so only a single counter will be described. Each 
Counter consists of a single, 16-bit, pre-settable, 
DOWN counter. The counter can operate in either 
binary or BCD and its input, gate and output are con
figured by the selection of MODES stored in the 
Control Word Register. 

The counters are fully independent and each can 
have separate MODE configuration and counting op
eration, binary or BCD. Also, there are special fea
tures in the cbntrol word that handle the loading of 
the count value so that software overhead can be 
minimized for these functions. 

The reading of the contents of each counter is avail
able to the programmer with simple READ opera
tions for event counting, applications and special 
commands and logic are included in the 8253 so 
that the contents of each counter can be read "on 
the fly" without having to inhibit the clock input. 

8253 SYSTEM INTERFACE 

The 8253 is a component of the Intel™ Microcom
puter systems and interfaces in the same manner as 
all other peripherals of the family. It is treated by the 

2-16 

systems software as an array of peripheral I/O 
ports; three are counters and the fourth is a control 
register for MODE programming. 

Basically, the select inputs AO, A 1 connect to the 
AO, A 1 address bus signals of the CPU. The CS can 
be derived directly from the address bus using a lin
ear select method. Or it can be connected to the 
output of a decoder, such as an Intel 8205 for larger 
systems. 

INTERNAL BUS 

231306-4 

Figure 4. Blocl( Diagram Showing Control Word 
, Register and Counter Functions 

231306-5 

Figure 5. 8253 System Interface 
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OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 

The complete functional definition of the 8253 is 
programmed by the systems software. A set of con
trol words must be sent out by the CPU to initialize 
each counter of the 8253 with the desired MODE 
and quantity information. Prior to initialization, the 
MODE, count, and output of all counters is unde
fined. These control words program the MODE, 
Loading sequence and selection of binary or BCD 
counting. 

Once programmed, the 8253 is ready to perform 
whatever timing tasks it is assigned to accomplish. 

The actual counting operation of each' counter is 
completely independent and additional logic is pro
vided on-chip so that the usual problems associated 
with efficient monitoring and management of exter
nal, asynchronous events or rates to the microcom
puter system have been eliminated. 

Programming the 8253 

All of the MODES for each counter are programmed 
by the systems software by simple I/O operations. 

Each counter of the 8253 is individually programmed 
by writing a control word into the Control Word Reg
ister. (AO, Ai = 11) 

Control Word Format 

D7 D6 Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 

I SCi I SCO I RL 1 I RLO I M2 I M1 I MO I BCD I 

Definition Of Control 

SC-SELECT COUNTER: 

SC1 SCO 

0 0 Select Counter 0 

0 1 Select Counter 1 

1 0 Select Counter 2 

1 1 Illegal 

2-17 

RL-READ/LOAD: 

RL1 RLO 

0 0 Counter Latching operation (see 
READ/WRITE Procedure Section). 

1 0 Read/Load most significant byte only. 

0 1 Read/Load least significant byte only. 

1 1 Read/Load least significant byte first, 
then most significant byte. 

M-MODE: 

M2 M1 MO 

0 0 0 Mode 0 

0 0 1 Mode 1 

X 1 0 Mode 2 

X 1 1 Mode 3 

1 0 0 Mode 4 

1 0 1 Mode 5 

BCD: 

0 Binary Counter 16-Bits 

1 Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) Counter 
(4 Decades) 

Counter Loading 

The count register is not loaded until the count value 
is written (one or two bytes, depending on the mode 
selected by the RL bits), followed by a rising edge 
and a falling edge of the clock. Any read of the coun
ter prior to that falling clock edge may yield invalid 
data. 

MODE DEFINITION 

MODE 0: Interrupt on Terminal Count. The output 
will be initially low after the mode set operation. After 
the count is loaded into the selected count register, 
the output will remain low and the counter will count. 
When terminal count is reached, the output will go 
high and remain high until the selected count regis
ter is reloaded with the mode or a new count is load
ed. The counter continues to decrement after termi-
nal count has been reached. \ 

Rewriting a counter register during counting results 
in the following: 

(1) Write 1st byte stops the current counting. 
(2) Write 2nd byte starts the new count. 
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MODE 1: Programmable One-Shot. The output will 
go low on the count following the rising edge of the 
gate input. 

The output will go high on the terminal count. If a 
new count value is loaded while the output is low it 
will not affect the duration of the one·shot pulse until 
the succeeding trigger. The current count can be 
read at any, time without affecting the one-shot 
pulse. ' 

The one-shot is retriggerable, hence the output will 
remain low for the full count after any rising edge of 
the gate input. 

MODE 2: Rate Generator. Divide by N counter. The 
output will be low for one period of the input clock. 
The period from one output pulse to the next equals 
the number of input counts in the count register. If 
the count register is reloaded between output pulses 
the present period will not be affected, but the sub
sequent period will reflect the new value. 

The gate input, when low, will force the output high. 
When the gate input goes high, the counter will start 
from the initial count. Thus, the gate input can be 
used to synchronize the counter. 

When this mode is set, the output will remain high 
until after the count register is loaded. The output 
then can also be synchronized by software. 

MODE 3: Square Wave Rate Generator. Similar to 
MODE 2 except that the output will remain high until 
one half the count has been completed (or even 
numqers) and go low for the other half of the count. 
This is accomplished by decrementing the counter 
by two on the falling edge of each clock pulse. When 
the counter reaches terminal count, the state of the 
output is changed and the counter is reloaded with 
the full count and the whole process is repeated. 

If the count is odd and the output is high, the first 
clock pulse (after the count is loaded) decrements 
the count by 1. Subsequent clock pulses decrement 
the clock by 2. After timeout, the output goes low 
and the full count is reloaded. The first clock pulse 
(following the reload) decrements the counter by 3. 
Subsequent clock pulses decrement the count by 2 
until timeout. Then the whole process is repeated. In 
this way, if the count is odd, the output will be high 
for (N + 1)/2 counts and low for (N ...,. 1)/2 counts. 

2-18 

In Modes 2 and 3, if a ClK source other than the 
system clock is used, GATE should be pulsed imme
diately following WR of a new count value. 

MODE 4: Software Triggered Strobe. After the 
mode is set, the output will be high. When the count 
is loaded, the counter will begin counting. On termi
nal count, the output will go low for one, input clock 
period, then will go high again. 

If the count register is reloaded during counting, the 
new count will be loaded on the next ClK pulse. The 
count will be inhibited while the GATE input is low. 

MODE 5: Hardware Triggered Strobe. The counter 
will start counting after the rising edge of the trigger 
input and will go low for one clock period when the 
terminal count is reached. The counter is retriggera
ble. The output will not go low until the full count 
after th~ rising edge of any trigger. 

Signal low 
Status Or Goihg Rising High 
Modes Low 

0 Disables - Enables 
counting counting 

1 - 1) I,nitiates -
counting 

2) Resets output 
after next 
clock 

2 1) Disables 1) Reloads Enables 
counting counter counting 

2) Sets output 2) Initiates 
immediately counting 
high 

3 1) Disables 1) Reloads Enables 
counting counter counting 

2) Sets output 2) Initiates 
immediately counting 
high 

4 Disables - Enables 
counting counting 

5 - Initiates -
counting 

Figure 6.,Gate Pin Operations Summary 
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MODE 0: INTERRUPT ON TERMINAL COUNT 
CLOCK 

I 
_n~ 

I I 

OUTPUT ClNTERRUPT' • i 2 t , 

(n04' I-f-n--l 
I I 
I I 

WRm 

'GATE :L-...ir-;!----
64 3210 

OUTPUTCINTERRUPT' ~ 
A B 

A+B-m 

231306-6 

MODE 1: PROGRAMMABLE ONE-8HOT 

TR'GGER ~ 
4 3 2 1 0 

OUTPUT (n- 4) ~ I I 

TRIGGER~ 

4i_~3~2~~4~3~2~~I-1---__ OUTPUT -.. 

231306-7 

MODE 2: RATE GENERATOR 

231306-8 

MODE 3: SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR 

CLOCK 

OUTPUT 

_ ____ 4 __ 3 ___ 2 __ 1~O 

~ 

LOADn~~----------

GATE ---------~~~------------
OUTPUT 

_
____ 4~ ___ 4~~3~2~~I~O 

U-
231306-10 

MODE 5: HARDWARE TRIGGERED STROBE 
CLOCK 

GATE -----Jr-----
4 3 2 1 0 

OUTPUT In 0 4' Wr------

GATE~ 
4343210 

OUTPUT In 0 4' W r----

231306-11 

Figure 7. 8253 Timing Dlagrama 
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8253 READ/WRITE PROCEDURE 

Write, Operations 

The systems software must program each counter 
of the 8253 with the mode and quantity desired. The 
programmer must write out to the 8253 a MODE 
control word and the programmed number of count 
register bytes (1 or 2) prior to actually using the se
lected counter. 

The actual order of the programming is quite flexible. 
Writing out of the MODE control word can be in any 
sequence of counter selection, e.g., counter #0 
does not have to be first or counter # 2 last. Each 
counter's MODE control word register has a sepa
rate address so that its loading is completely se
quence independent. (SCO, SC1). 

The loading of the Count Register with the actual 
count value, however, must be done in exactly the 
seql:Jence programmed in the. ~ODE control word 
(RLO, RL 1). This loading of the counter's count reg
ister is still sequence independent like the MODE 
control word loading, but when a selected count reg
ister is to be loaded it must be loaded. with the num
ber of bytes programmed in the MODE control word 
(RLO, RL 1). The one or two bytes to be loaded in the 
count register do not have to follow the associated 
MODE control word. They can be programmed at 
any time following the MODE control word loading 
as long as the correct number of bytes is loaded in 
order. 

All counters are down counters. Thus, the value 
loaded into the count register will actually be decre
mented. Loading all zeros into a count register will 
result in the maximum count '(216 for Binary or 104 
for BCD). In MODE 0 the new count will not restart 
until the load has been completed. It will accept one 
of two bytes depending on how the MODE control 
words (RLO, RL 1) are programmed. Then proceed 
with the restart operation. 
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MODE Control Word 
Countern 

LSB Counter Register byte 
Counter n 

MSB Counter Register byte 
Countern 

NOTE: 
Format shown is a simple example of loading the 8253 
and does nat imply that it is the only format that can be 
used. 

Figure 8. Programming Format 

A1 AO 

No.1 
MODE Control Word 

1 1 
Counter 0 -

No.2 
MODE Control Word 

1 1 
Counter 1 

No.3 
MODE Control Word 

1 1 
Counter 2 

No.4 LSB 
Count Register Byte 

0 1 
Counter 1 

NO.5 MSB 
Count Register Byte 

0 1 
Counter 1 

No.6 LSB 
Count Register Byte 

1 0 
Counter 2 

No.7 MSB 
Count Register Byte 

1 0 
Counter 2 

No.8 LSB 
Count Register Byte 

0 0 
Counter 0 

No.9 MSB 
Count Register Byte 

0 0 
Counter 0 

NOTE: 
The exclusive addresses of each counter's count regis-
ter make the task of programming the 8253 a very sim-
ple matter, and maximum effective use of the device 
will result if this feature is fully initilized. 

Figure 9. Alternate Programming Formats 
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Read Operations 

In most counter applications it becomes necessary 
to read the value of the count in progress and make 
a computational deciSion based on this quantity. 
Event counters are probably the most common ap
plication that uses this function. The 8253 contains 
logic that will allow the programmer to easily read 
the contents of any of the three counters without 
disturbing the actual count in progress. 

There are two methods that the programmer can 
use to read the value of the counters. The first meth
od involves the use of simple I/O read operations of 
the selected counter. By controlling the AO, A1 in
puts to the 8253 the programmer can select the 
counter to be read (remember that no read opera
tion of the mode register is allowed AO, A 1-11). The 
only requirement with this method is that in order to 
assure a stable count reading the actual operation of 
the selected counter must be inhibited either by con
trolling the Gate input or by external logic that 
inhibits the clock input. The contents of the counter 
selected will be available as follows: 

First I/O Read contains the least significant byte 
(LSB). 

Second I/O Read contains the most significant byte 
(MSB). 

Due to the internal logic of the 8253 it is absolutely 
necessary to complete the entire reading procedure. 
If two bytes are programmed to be read, then two 
bytes must be read before any loading WR com
mand can be sent to the same counter. 

3MHz 
ClK 

8085 

72 

Read Operation Chart 

A1 AD RD 
0 0 0 Read Counter No. 0 

0 1 0 Read Counter No. 1 

1 0 0 Read Counter No.2 

1 1 0 Illegal 

Reading While Counting 

In order for the programmer to read the contents of 
any counter without effecting or disturbing the count
ing operation the 8253 has special internal logic that 
can be accessed using simple WR commands to the 
MODE register. Basically, when the programmer 
wishes to read the contents of a selected counter 
"on the fly" he loads the MODE register with a spe
cial code which latches the present count value into 
a storage register so that its contents contain an 
accurate, stable quantity. The programmer then is
sues a normal read command to the selected coun
ter and the contents of the latched register is 
available. 

MODE Register for Latching Count 

AD, A1 = 11 

I :Z1 I :~o I ~51 ~41 ~31 ~21 ~1 I ~D I 
SC1, SCQ- specify counter to be latched. 
OS, 04 - 00 deSignates counter latching opera-

tion. 
X - don't care. 

The same limitation applies to this mode of reading 
the counter as the previous method. That is, it is 
mandatory to complete the entire read operation as 
programmed. This command has no effect on the 
counter's mode. 

• 1.5MHz 
elK 

8253·5 

231306-12 
'If an 8085 clock output is to drive an 8253·5 clock input. ~ must be reduced to 2 MHz or less. 

Figure 10. MC&-85TM Clock Interface' 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* , 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ...... O°C to 70°C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65°C to + 150·C 

Voltage On Any Pin 
with Respect to Ground ............ - 0.5V to 7V 

Power Dissipation ......................... 1 Watt 

• Notice: Stresses above those listed under "Abso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device; This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = 0·Cto70·C, vee = 5V ±10%* 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltag~ 2.2 Vee + .5V V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V (Note 1) 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V (Note 2) 

IlL Input Load Current ±10 ,."A VIN = Vee toOV 

10FL Output Float Leakage ±10 ,."A Your = Vee to 0.45V 

lee Vee Supply Current 140 mA 

CAPACITANCE TA = 25·C Vee = GND = OV , 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions ' 

CIN Input Capacitance 10 pF fc = 1 MHz 

ClIO 1/0 Capacitance 20 pF Unmeasured pins returned to Vss 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O·C to 70·C, Vee = 5.0V ± 10%, GND = OV· 

Bus Parameters(3) 

READ CYCLE 
., 

8253 8253·5 
Symbol Parameter Unit 

Min Max Min Max 

tAR Address Stable before READ 50 30 ns 

tRA Address Hold Time for READ 5 5 ns 

tRR READ Pulse Width 400 300 ns 

tRD Data Delay from READ(4) 300 200 ns 

tDF READ to Data Floating 25 125 25 100 ns 

tRY Recovery Time between READ 1 1 ,."s 
and Any Other Control Signal 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

WRITE CYCLE 

8253 8253-5 
Symbol Parameter , Min Max Min Max 

tAW Address Stable before WRITE 50 30 

twA Address Hold Time for WRITE 30 30 

tww WRITE Pulse Width 400 300 

tow pata Set Up Time for WA1'I'E 300 250 

two Data Hold Time for WRi'I'E 40 30 

tRV Recovery Time between WFii'i'E 1 1 
and Any Other Control Signal 

CLOCK AND GATE TIMING 

8253 8253-5 
Symbol Parameter 

Min Max Min Max 

tcLK Cloc;:k Period 380 dc 380 de 

tpWH High Pulse Width 230 230 

tpWL Low Pulse Width 150 150 

taw Gate Width High 150 150 

taL Gate Width ldw 100 100 

tas Gate Set Up Time to ClK t 100 100 

taH Gate Hold Time after ClK t 50 50 

too Output Delay from ClK J.. (4) 400 ' 400 

toOG Output Delay from Gate J.. (4) 300 300 

NOTES: 
1. IOL = 2.2 mAo 
2. IOH = - 400 /IA. 
3. AC timings measured at VOH 2.2, VOL = O.B. 
4. CL = 150 pF. 
·For Extended Temperature EXPRESS, use MS253 electrical parameters. 

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

u -V~>~~<~V-
G.45~O.8 o .• ~ 

, 231308-13 
A.C. Testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4V for a logic "1" and 0.45V 
for a logic "0". Timing measurements are made at 2.2V for a 
Logic "1" and O.SV for a logic "0". 
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A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

DEVICE 
UNDER 

TEST 

CL Includes Jig Capacitance 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

JJ.s 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

231306-14 
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WAVEFORMS 

WRITE TIMING 

"0-1' CI __ ,.,.. _____ .,......_Hi'-__ _ 

DATA BUS 

---------~~~--+---~,---

WR 

231306-15 

CLOCK AND GATE TIMING 

READ TIMING 
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PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL TIMER 

• Compatible with All Intel and Most 
Other Microprocessors 

• Handles Inputs from DC to 10 MHz 
- 5 MHz 8254·5 
- 8 MHz 8254 
- 10 MHz 8254·2 

• Status Read·Back Command 

• Six Programmable Counter Modes 

• Three Independent 16·Blt Counters 

• Binary or BCD Counting 

• Single + 5V Supply 

• Available In EXPRESS 
- Standard Temperature Range 

The Intel~ 8254 is a counter/timer device designed to solve the common timing control problems in micro
computer system design. It provides three independent 1 §-bit counters. each capable of handling clock inputs 
up to 10 MHz. All modes are software programmable. The 8254 is a superset of the 8253. 

The 8254 uses HMOS technology and comes in a 24-pin plastic or CERDIP package. 

eLK 0 

07.00 

OUTO 

Ali 
eLK 1 

WII READI 
WRITE GATE 1 

Ao ~ LOGIC 

A, OUT, 

I!! 

231164-1 

Figure 1.8254 Block Diagram 
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07 Vee 
De WR 

05 AD 

D4 CS 
D3 A, 

Ao 
0, eLK 2 

Do OUT2 

eLK, 

GATE 1 

OUT, 

231164-2 

Figure 2. Pin Configuration 

October 1986 
Order Number: 231164-003 
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Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol Pin Type Name and Function No. 

07-0 0 1-8 tlO . DATA: Bi·directional three state data bus lines; connected to system 

CLKO 9 I 
OUT 0 10 0 
GATE 0 11 I 
GND 12 

Vee 24 
\VA 23 I 
Rl5 22 I 
O'S 21' I 

A1,Ao 20-19 I 

CLK2 18 I 
OUT 2 17 0 
GATE 2 16 I 
CLK1 ' 15 I 
GATE 1 14 I 
OUT 1 13 0 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 

data bus. 
CLOCK 0: Clock input of COunter O. 
OUTPUT 0: Output of Counter O. 
GATE 0: Gate input of Counter O. 
GROUND: Power supply connection. 
POWER: + 5V power supply connection. 
WRITE CONTROL: This input is low during CPU write operations. 
READ CONTROL: This input is low during CPU read operations. 
CHIP SELECT: A low on this ~ut enables the 8254 to respond to 
RI5 and \VA signals. Ffi5 and are ignored otherwise. 
ADDRESS: Used to select one of the three COunters or the Control 
Word Register for read or write operations. Normally connected to 
the system address bus. 

A1 Ao Selects 
0 0 Counter 0 
0 1 Counter 1 
1 0 COunter 2 
1 1 Control Word Register 

CLOCK 2: Clock input of Counter 2. 
OUT 2: Output of Counter 2. 
GATE 2: Gate input of COunter 2. 
CLOCK 1: Clock input of Counter 1. 
GATE 1: Gate input of COunter 1. 
OUT 1: Output of Counter 1. 

Some of the other counter/timer functions common 
to microcomputers which can be implemented with 
the 8254 are: 

• Real time clock 

The 8254 Is a programmable interval timer/ counter 
designed for use with Intel microcomputer systems. 
It is a general purpose, multi-timing element that can 
be treated as an array of I/O ports in the system 
softWare. 

• Event-counter 
• Digital one-shot 
• Programmable rate generator 
• Square wave generator 

The 8254 solves one of the most common problems 
in any microcomputer system, the generation of ac
curate time delays under software control. Instead of 
setting up timing loops in software, the programmer 
configures the 8254 to match his requirements and 
programs one of the counters for the desired delay. 
After the desired delay, the 8254 will interrupt the 
CPU. Software overhead Is minimal and variable 
length delays can easily be accommodated. 
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• Binary rate multiplier 
• COmplex waveform gene~ator 
• Complex motor controller 

Block Diagram 

DATA BUS BUFFER 

TlJis 3-state, bi-clirectional, 8-bit buffer is used to in
terface the 8254 to the system bus (see Figure 3). 
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07.00 

Im----I~ 

WJl •. /M'AeI " 
Waitt·' . 

Ao ~~ 
A,--~ 

~----... 

elK 0 

GATE 0 

OUT 0 

elK 1 

GATE 1 

OUT 1 

elK 2 

GATE 2 

OUT 2 

231164-3 

Figure 3. Block Diagram Showing Data Bus Buffer and Read/Write Logic Functions 

READ/WRITE LOGIC 

The Read/Write logic accepts inputs from the sys
tem bus and generates control signals for the other 
functional blocks of the 8254. A1 and Ao select one 
of the three counters or the Control Word R~ter 
to be read from/written into. A "low" on the RTI in
put tells the 8254 that the CPU is reading one of the 
counters. A "low" on the WR input tells the 8254 
that the CPU is writing either a Control Word or an 
initial count. Both RD and WR are qualified by CS; 
RD and WR are ignored unless the 8254 has been 
selected by holding CS low. 

CONTROL WORD REGISTER 

The Control Word Register (see Figure 4) is selected 
by the Read/Write logic when A1.AO = 11. If the 
CPU then does a write operation to the 8254, the 
data is stored in the Control Word Register and is 
interpreted as a Control Word used to define the 
operation of the Counters. 

The Control Word Register can only be written to; 
status information is available with the Read-Back 
Command. 
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COUNTER 0, COUNTER 1, COUNTER 2 

These three functional blocks are identical in opera
tion, so only a single Counter will be described. The 
internal block diagram of a single counter is shown 
in Figure 5. 

The Counters are fully independent. Each Counter 
may operate in a different Mode. 

The Control Word Register is shown in the figure; it 
is not part of the Counter itself, but its contents de
termine how the Counter operates. 

The status register, shown in Figure 5, when 
latched, contains the current contents of the Control 
Word Register and status of the output and null 
count flag. (See detailed explanation of the Read
Back command.) 

The actual counter is labelled CE (for "Counting Ele
ment"). It is a 16-bit presettable synchronous down 
counter. 

OlM and Oll are two 8-bit ,latches. Ol stands for 
"Output latch"; the subscripts M and l stand for 
"Most significant byte" and "least significant byte" 
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07"00 

RD ClK 1 
\VA READI 

WRITE GATE 1 
Au .. lOGIC 

A, OUT 1 

~ 

GATE 2 

OUT2 

231164-4 

Figure 4. Block Diagram Showing Control Word Register and Counter Functions 

GATEn 
ClK n OUT n 

231164-5 

Figure 5. Internal Block Diagram of a Counter 
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respectively. Both are normally referred to as one 
unit and called just OL. These latches normally "fol
low" the CE, but if a suitable Counter latch Com
mand is sent to the 8254, the latches "latch" the 
present count until read by the CPU and then return 
to "following" the CEo One latch at a time is enabled 
by the counter's Control logic to drive the internal 
bus. This is how the 16-bit Counter communicates 
over the 8-bit internal bus. Note that the CE itself 
cannot be read; whenever you read the count, it is 
the Ol that is being read. 

Similarly, there are two 8-bit registers called CRM 
and CRL (for "Count Register"). Both are normally 
referred to as one unit and called just CR. When a 
new count is written to the Counter, the count is 
stored in the CR and later transferred to the CEo The 
Control logic allows one register at a time to be 
loaded from the internal bus. Both bytes are trans
ferred to the CE simultaneously. CRM and CRL are 
cleared when the Counter is programmed. In this 
way, if the Counter has been programmed for one 
byte counts (either most significant byte only or least 
significant byte only) the other byte will be zero. 
Note that the CE cannot be written into; whenever a 
count is written, it is written into the CR. 

The Control logic is also shown in the diagram. 
ClK n, GATE n, and OUT n are all connected to the 
outside world through the Control logic. 

8254 SYSTEM INTERFACE 

The 8254 is a component of the Intel Microcomputer 
Systems and interfaces in the same manner as all 

other peripherals of the family. It is treated by the 
system's software as an array of peripheral 1/0 
ports; three are counters and the fourth is a control 
register for MODE programming. 

Basically, the select inputs AO.A1 connect to the Ao, 
A1 address bus signals of the CPU. The CS can be 
derived directly from the address bus using a linear 
select method. Or it can be connected to the output 
of a decoder, such as an Intel 8205 for larger sys
tems. 

OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 

After power-up, the state of the 8254 is undefined. 
The Mode, count value, and output of all Counters 
are undefined. 

How each Counter operates is determined when it is 
programmed. Each Counter must be programmed 
before it can be. used. Unused counters need not be 
programmed. 

Programming the 8254 

Counters are programmed by writing a Control Word 
and then an initial count. 

The Control Words are written into the Control Word 
Register, which is selected when A1,Ao = 11. The 
Control Word itself specifies which Counter is being 
programl!'ed. 

ADDRESS BUS (16) 

CONTROL BUS 

231164-6 

Figure 6. 8254 System Interface 
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Control Word Format 
A1.AO = 11 OS = 0 Ri5 = 1 iJiiR' = 0 

~ 06 05 04 03 02 01 "DO 

I SC1 I SCO' I RW1 I RWO I M21 M1 I MO I BCD I 
, 

Sc-:-5elect Counter M-Mode 
SC1 SCO M2 M1 MO 

0 0 Select Counter 0 0 0 0 Mode 0 
\ 

0 1 Select Counter 1 0 0 1 Mode 1 

1 0 Select Counter 2 X 1 0 Mode 2 

1 1 Read-Back Command X 1 1 Mode 3 
(see Read Operations) 1 0 0 Mode 4 

, 1 0 1 Mode 5 
RW-Read/Wrlte 
RW1 RWO , 

0 0 Counter l.atch Command (see Read 
BCD 

Operations) 0 Binary Counter 16-bits 

0 1 Read/Write least significant byte only 1 Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) Counter 

1 0 Read/Write most significant byte only 
(4 Decades) 

1 1 Read/Write least significant byte first, 
then most significant byte 

NOTE: 
Don't care bits (X) should be 0 to insure compatibility with future Intel producl\l. 

Figure 7. Control Word Format 

By contrast, initial counts are written into the Coun
ters, not the Control Word Register. The A1,Ao in
puts are u$ed to select the Counter to be written 
into. The format of the initial count is determined by 
the Control Word used. . 

Write Operations 

Since' tlie Control Word Register and the three 
Counters have separate addresses (selected by the 
A1,Ao inputs), and each Control Word specifies the 
Counter it applies to (SCO,SC1 bits), no special in
struction sequence is required. Any programming 
sequence that follows the conventions in Figure 7 is 
acceptable. 

A new in,itial count may be written to a Counter at 
The programming procedure for the 8254 is very any time without affecting the Counter's pro-
flexible. Only two conventions need to be remem. grammed Mode in any way. Counting will be affected 
bered: , as described in the Mode definitions. The new count 
1) For each Counter, the Control Wo~d must be writ-' must follow the programmed coun~ format. 

ten before the initial count is written. \.ID . .. 1\-.. If a Counter IS programmed to read/write twO-byte 
2) The .1~ltlal. count must follow the cou~t f~rmat counts, the following precaution applies: A program 

- specified In the ~~~rol Word (least slgnlflc~nt must not transfer control between writing the first 
b~e only, most Significant b~e ?nly, or least slg- and second byte to another routine which also writes 
nlflcant byte and then most Significant byte). into that same Counter. Otherwise, the Counter will 

be loaded witli an incorrect count. 
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A1 Ao A1 Ao 
Control Word-Counter 0 1 1 Control Word-Counter 2 1 1 
LSB of count-Counter 0 0 0 Control Word-Counter 1 1 1 
MSB of count-Counter 0 0 0 Control Word-Counter 0 1 1 
Control Word-Counter 1 1 1 LSB of count-Counter 2 1 0 
LSB of count-Counter 1 0 1 MSB of count-Counter 2 1 0 
MSB of count-Counter 1· 0 1 LSB of count-Counter 1 0 1 
Control Word-Counter 2 1 1 MSB of count-Counter 1 0 1 
LSB of count-Counter 2 1 0 LSB of count-Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count-Counter 2 1 0 MSB of count-Counter 0 0 0 

A1 Ao A1 Ao 
Control Word-Counter 0 1 1 Control Word-Counter 1 1 1 
Control Word-Counter 1 1 1 Control Word-Counter 0 1 1 
Control Word-Counter 2 1 1 LSB of count-Counter 1 0 1 
LSB of count-Counter 2 1 0 Control Word-Counter 2 1 1 
LSB of count-Counter 1 0 1 LSB of count-Counter 0 0 0 
LSB of count-Counter 0 0 0 MSB of count-Counter 1 0 1 
MSB of count-Counter 0 0 0 LSB of count-Counter 2 1 0 
MSB of count-Counter 1 0 1 MSB of count-Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count-Counter 2 1 0 MSB of count-Counter 2 1 0 

NOTE: 
In all four examples, all Counters are programmed to read/write !Y\'.()-_b)1!1_.co~~ These are only four of many possible 
programming sequences. 

Figure 8. A Few Possible Programming Sequences 

Read Operations 

It is often desirable to read the value of a Counter 
without disturbing the count in progress. This is easi· 
Iy done in the 8254. 

There are three possible methods for reading the 
counters: a simple read operation, the Counter 
Latch Command, and the Read-Back ·Command. 
Each is explained below. The first method is to per· 
form a simple read operation. To read the Counter, 
which is selected with the A 1, AO inputs, the CLK 
input of the selected Counter must be inhibited by 
using either the GATE input or external logic. Other
wise, the count may be in the process of changing 
when it is read, giving an undefined result. 

COUNTER LATCH COMMAND 

The second method uses the "Counter Latch Com· 
mand". Like a Control Word, this command is written 
to the Control Word Register, which is selected 
when A1,Ao = 11. Also like a Control Word, the 
SCO, SC1 bits select one of the three Counters, but 
two other bits, 05 and 04, distinguish this command 
from a Control Word. 
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A1,AO = 11j CS = OJ RD = 1j WR = 0 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 

I SC1 I SCO I 0 I 0 I X I X I X I X I 

SC1 ,SCO-specify counter to be latched 

SC1 SCO Counter 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 2 
1 1 Read-Back Command 

05,04--00 deSignates Counter Latch Command 

X-don't care 

NOTE: 
Don't care bits (X) should be 0 to insure compatibility 
with future Intel products. 

Figure 9. Counter latching Command Format 
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The selected Counter's output latch (OL) latches the 
count at the time the Counter . latch Command is 
received. This count is held in the latch until it is. read 
by the CPU (or until the Counter is reprogrammed). 
The count is then unlatched automatically and the 
Ol returns to "following" the coonting e.lement (CE). 
This allows reading the contents of the Counters 
"on the fly" without affecting counting in progress. 
Multiple Counter latch Commands may be used to 
latch more than one Counter. Each latched Coun
ter's OL holds its count until it is read. Counter latch 
Commands do not affect the programmed Mode of 
the Counter in any way. 

If a Counter is latched and then, some time later, 
latched again before·the count is read, the second 
Counter latch Command is ignored. The count read 
will be the count at the time the first Counter latch 
Command was issued. 

With either method, the count must be read accord
ing to the programmed format; specifically, if the 
Counter is programmed for two byte counts, two 
bytes must be read. The two bytes do not ~ave to be 
read one right after the other; read or write or pro
gramming operations of other Counters may be in
serted between them. 

Another feature of the 8254 is that reads and writes 
of the same Counter may be interleaved; for exam
ple, if the Counter is programmed for two byte 
counts, the following sequence is valid. 

1) Read least significant byte. 

2) Write new least significant byte. 

3) Read most significant byte. 

4) Write new most significant byte. 

If a Counter is programmed to read/writ~ two-byte 
counts, the following precaution applies: A program 
must not transfer control between reading the first 
and second byte to another routine which also reads 
from that same Counter. Otherwise, an incorrect 
count will be read. 

READ-BACK COMMAND 

The third method uses the Read-Back Command. 
This command allows the user to check the count 
value, programmed Mode, and current states of the 
OUT pin and Null Count flag of the selected coun
ter(s). 

The command is written into the Control Word Reg
ister and has the format shown in Figure 10. The 
command applies to the counters selected by set
ting their corresponding bits 03, 02, 01 = 1. 
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AO, A1 = 11 CS= 0 RD = 1 WR = 0 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

1111 ICOON'flS'fATOSICNT21cNT11cNTOI 0 I 
Ds: 0 = Latch count of selected counter(s) 
D4: 0 = Latch status of selected counters(s) 
D3: 1 = Select Counter 2 
D2: 1 = Select Counter 1 
Dl: 1 = Select Counter 0 
Do: Reserved for future expansion; Must be 0 

Figure 10. Read-Back Command Format 

The read-back command may be used to latch multi
ple counter output latches (Ol) by setting the 
COUNT bit 05 = 0 and selecting the desired coun
ter(s). This single command is functionally equiva
lent to several counter latch commands,. one for 
each counter latched. Each counter's latched count 
is held until it is read (or the counter is repro
grammed). The counter is automatically unlatched 
when read, but other counters remain latched until 
they are read. If multiple count read-back commands 
are issued to the same counter without reading the 
count all but the first are ignored; i.e., the count 
which' will be read is the count at the time the first 
read-back command was issued. 

The read-back command may also be used to latch 
status information of selected counter(s) by setting 
STATUS bit 04 = O. Status must be latched to be 
read; status of a counter is accessed by a read from 
that counter. 

The counter status format is shown in Figure 11. Bits 
05 through 00 contain the counter's programmed 
Mode exactly as written in the last Mode Control 
Word. OUTPUT bit 07 contains the current state of 
the OUT pin. This allows the user to monitor the 
counter's output via software, possibly eliminating 
some hardware from a system. 

06 

1 = OUT Pin is 1 
o = OUT Pin is 0 

1 = Null Count 
o = Count available for reading 

05-00 Counter programmed mode (see Figure 
7) 

Figure 11. Status Byte 
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NULL COUNT bit 06 indicates when the last count 
written to the counter register (CR) has been loaded 
into the counting element (CE). The exact time this 
happens depends on the Mode of the counter and is 
described in the Mode Definitions, but until the count 
is loaded into the counting element (CE), it can't be 
read from the counter. If the count is latched or read 
before this time, the count value will not reflect the 
new count just written. The operation of Null Count 
is shown in Figure 12. 

This Action Causes 
A. Write to the control word register;(1) Null Count = 1 
B. Write to the count register (CR);(2) Null Count = 1 
C. New Count is loaded into Null Count = 0 

CE(CR-CE); 

NOTE: 
1. Only the counter specified by the control word will 
have its Null Count set to 1. Null count bits of other 
counters are unaffected. 
2. If the counter is programmed for two-byte counts 
(least significant byte then most significant byte) Null 
Count goes to 1 when the second byte is written. 

Figure 12. Null Count Operation 

If multiple status latch operations of the counter(s) 
are performed without reading the status, all but the 
first are ignored; i.e., the status that will be read is 
the status of the counter at the time the first status 
read-back command was issued. 

Both count and status of the selected counter(s) 
may be latched simultaneously by setting both 

Command 
07 06 05 04 03 02 01 Do 

COUNT and STATUS bits 05,04 = o. This is func
tionally the same as issuing two separate read-back 
commands at once, and the above discussions ap
ply here also. Specifically, if multiple count and/or 
status read-back commands are issued to the same 
counter(s) without any intervening reads, all but the 
first are ignored. This is illustrated in Figure 13. 

If both count and status of a counter are latched, the 
first read operation of that counter will return latched 
status, regardless of which was latched first. The 
next one or two reads (depending on whether the 
counter is programmed for one or two type counts) 
return latched count. Subsequent reads return un
latched count. 

CS RD WR A1 Ao 

0 1 0 0 0 Write into Counter 0 

0 1 0 0 1 Write into Counter 1 

0 1 0 1 0 Write into Counter 2 

0 1 0 1 1 Write Control Word 

0 0 1 0 0 Read from Counter 0 

0 0 1 0 1 Read from Counter 1 

0 0 1 1 0 Read from Counter 2 

0 0 1 1 1 No-Operation (3-State) 

1 X X X X No-Operation (3-State) 

0 1 1 X X No-Operation (3-State) 

Figure 14. Read/Write Operations Summary 

Description Result 

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 Read back count and status of Count and status latched 
Counter 0 for Counter 0 

1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 Read back status of Counter 1 Status latched for Counter 1 

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 Read back status of Counters 2, 1 Status latched for Counter 
2, but not Counter 1 

1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 Read back count of Counter 2 Count latched for Counter 2 

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 Read back count and status of Count latched for Counter 1, 
Counter 1 but not status 

1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 Read back status of Counter 1 Command ignored, status 
already latched for Counter 1 

Figure 13. Read·Back Command Example 
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Mode Def,initions 

The following are defined for use in describing the 
operation of the 8254. 

ClK Pulse: a rising edge, then a falling edge, in 
that order, of a Counter's ClK in
put. 

Trigger: a rising edge of a Counter's GATE 
input. 

Counter loading: the transfer of a count from the CR 
to the CE (refer to the "Functional 
Description") 

MODE 0: INTERRUPT ON TERMINAL COUNT 

Mode 0 is typically used for event counting. After the 
Control Word is written, OUT is initially low, and will 
remain low until the Counter reaches zero. OUT then 
goes high and remains high until a new count or a 
new Mode 0 Control Word is written into the Coun
ter. 

GATE = 1 enables counting; GATE = 0 disables 
, counting. GATE has no effect on OUT. 

After the Control Word and initial count are written to 
a Counter, the initial count will be loaded on the next 
ClK pulse. This ClK pulse does not decrement the 
count, so for an initial count of N, bUT does not go 
high until N + 1 ClK pulses after the initial count is 
written. 

If a new count is written to the Counter, it will be 
loaded on the next ClK pulse and counting will con
tinue from the new count. If a two-byte count is writ
ten, the following happens: 

1) Writing the first byte disables counting. OUT is set 
low immediately (no clock pulse required) , 

2) Writing the second byte allows the new count to 
be loaded on the next ClK pulse. 

This allows the counting sequence to be synchroniz
ed by software. Again, OUT does not go high until 
N + 1 ClK pulses after the new count of N is written. 

If an initial count is written while GATE = 0, it will 
still be loaded on the next ClK pulse. When GATE 
goes high,OUT will go high N ClK pulses later; no 
ClK pulse is needed to load the Counter as this has 
already been done. 

,MODE 1: HARDWARE RETRIGGERABLE 
ONE-SHOT 

OUT will be initially high. OUT will go low on the ClK 
pulse following a trigger to begin the one-shot pulse, 
and will remain low until the Counter reaches zero. 
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OUT will then go high and remain high until the ClK 
pulse after the next trigger. 

After writing the Control Word and initial count, the 
Counter is armed. A trigger results in loading the 
Counter and setting OUT low on the next ClK pulse, 
thus starting the one-shot pulse. An initial count of N 
will result ina one-shot pulse N ClK cycles in dura
tion. The one-shot is retriggerable, hence OUT Will 
remain low for N ClK pulses after any trigger. The 
one-shot pulse can be repeated without rewriting the 
same count into the counter. GATE has no effect on 
OUT. 

If a new count is written to the Counter during a one
shot pulse, the current one-shot is not affected un
less the counter is retriggered. In that case, the 
Counter is loaded with the new count and the one
shot pulse continues until the new count expires. 

MODE 2: RATE GENERATOR 

This Mode functions like a divide-by-N counter. It is 
typically used to generate a Real Time Clock inter
rupt. OUT will initially be high. When the initial count 
has decremented to 1, OUT goes low, for one ClK 
pulse. OUT then goes high again, the Counter re
loads the initial count and the process is repeated. 
Mode 2 is periodic; the same sequence is repeated 
indefinitely. For an initial count of N, the sequence 
repeats every N ClK cycles. 

GATE = 1 enables counting; GATE = 0 disables 
counting. If GATE goes low during an output pulse, 
OUT is set high immediately. A trigger reloads the 
Counter with the initial count on the next ClK pulse; 
OUT goes low N ClK pulses after the trigger. Thus 
the, GATE input can be used to synchronize the 
Counter. 

After writing a Control Word and initial count, the 
Counter will be loaded on the next ClK pulse. OUT 
goes low N ClK Pulses after the initial count is writ
ten. This allows the Counter to be synchronized by 
software also. 

Writing a new count while counting does not affect 
the current counting sequence. If a trigger is re
ceived after writing a new count but before the end 
of the current period,the Counter will be loaded with 
the new count on the next ClK pulse and counting 
will. continue' from the new count. Otherwise, the 
new count will be loaded at the end of the current 
counting cycle. In mode 2, a COUNT of 1 is illegal. 

MODE '3: SQUARE WAVE MODE 

Mode 3 is typically used for Baud rate generation. 
Mode 3 is similar to Mode 2 except for the duty cycle 
of OUT. OUT will initially be high. When half the 
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The following conventions apply to all mode timing diagrams: 

231164-7 

1. Counters are programmed for binary (not BCD) counting and for reading/writing least significant byte (LSB) only. 
2. The counter is always selected (CS always low). 
3. CW stands for "Control Word"; CW = 10 means a control word of 10 HEX is written to the counter. 
4. LSB stands for "Least Significant Byte" of count. 
5. Numbers below diagrams are count values. The lower number is the least significant byte. The upper number is the 
most significant byte. Since the counter is programmed to read/write LSB only, the most significant byte cannot be read. 

N stands for an undefined count. 
Vertical lines show transitions between count values. 

Figure 15. Mode 0 
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Figure 16. Mode 1 

initial count has expired, OUT goes low for the re
mainder of the count. Mode 3 is periodic; the se
quence above is repeated indefinitely. An initial 
count of N results in a square wave with a period of 
N ClK cycles. 

GATE = 1 enables counting; GATE = 0 disables 
counting. If GATE goes low while OUT is low, OUT is 
set high immediately; no ClK pulse is required. A 
trigger reloads the Counter with the initial count on 
the next ClK pulse. Thus the GATE input can be 
used to synchronize the Counter. 
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After writing a Control Word and initial count, the 
Counter will be loaded on the next ClK pulse. This 
allows the Counter to be synchronized by software 
also. 

Writing a new count while counting does hot affect 
the current counting sequence. If a trigger is re
ceived after writing a new count but before the end 
of the current half-cycle of the square wave, the 
Counter will be loaded with the new count on the 
next ClK pulse and counting will continue from the 
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A GATE transition should not occur one clock prior to terminal count 

Figure 17. Mode 2 

new count. Otherwise, the new count will be loaded, 
at the end of the current half-cycle. 

Mode 3 is implemented as follows: 

Even counts: UT is initiall h' h The initial count is 
loaded on one C pu se an en is decremented 
by two on su~eeding elK pulses. When the Count 
expires OUT changes value and the CountElr is reo 
loaded with the initial count. The above process is 
repeated indefinitely. 
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Qdd counts: OUT is initially high. The initial count 
minus one (an even number) is loaded on one ClK 
pulse and then is decremented by two on succeed· 
ing ClK pulses. One ClK pulse after the count ex· 
pires, OUT goes low and the Counter is reloaded 
with the initial count minus one. Succeeding ClK 
pulses decrement the count by two. When the count 
expires, OUT goes high again and the C~unter is 
reloaded with the initial'count minus one. The above 
process is repeated indefinitely. So for odd counts, 
OUT will be high for (N + 1)/2 counts and low for 
(N - 1 )/2 counts. 
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A GATE transition should not occur one clock prior to terminal count. 

FlguNt18. Mode 3 

.. 
.... . ... " , .•. ,.. ."-- "~"">~~ 
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MODE 4: SOFTWARE TRIGGERED STROBE 

OUT will 'be initially high. When the initial count ex
pires, OUT will go low for one ClK pulse and then 
go high again. The counting sequence is "triggered" 
by writing the initial count. 

GATE = 1 enables counting; GATE = 0 disables 
counting. GATE has no effect on OUT. 

After wiiting a Control Word and initial count, the 
Counter will be loaded on the next ClK pulse. This 
ClK pulse does not decrement the count, so for an 

initial ,count of N, OUT Qoes not strobe low until N +-, 
1 ClK pulses after the initial count is written. 

If a new count is written during counting, it will be 
loaded on the next ClK pulse and counting will con
tinue from the new count. If a two-byte count is writ
ten, the following happens: 

1) Writing the first byte has no effect on counting. 

2) Writing the second byte allows the new count to 
be load~d on the nextClK pulse. 

This allows the sequence to be "retriggered" by 
software. OUT strobes low N + 1 elK pulses after 
the new count of N is written. 
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I N 1 N 1 N I N I 

u 
'0 1 0 1 FF 1 FF 1 FF 1 

1 0 FF FE FD 
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Figure 19. Mode 4 
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MODE 5: HARDWARE TRIGGERED STROBE 
(RETRIGGERABLE) 

OUT will initially be high. Counting is triggered by a 
rising edge of GATE. When the initial count has ex
pired, OUT will. go low for one ClK pulse and then 
go high again. 

Aft~r writing the Control Word and initial count, the 
counter will not be loaded until the elK pulse after a 
trigger. This ClK pulse does not decrement the 
count, so for an initial count of N, OUT does not 
strobe low until N + 1 ClK pulses after a trigger. 

CW=lA lSB=3 

A trigger results in the Counter being loaded with the 
initial count on the next ClK pulse. The counting 
sequence is retriggerable. OUT will not strobe low 
for N + 1 elK pulses after any trigger. GATE has 
no effect on OUT. 

If a new count is written during counting, the current 
counting sequence will not be affected. If a trigger 
occurs after the new count is written but before the 
current count expires, the Counter will be loaded 
with the new count on the next ClK pulse and 
counting will continue from there. 
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Figure 20. Mode 5 
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Signal Low 
Statu. OrOolng Riling High 
Mod •• Low 

0 Disables -- Enables 
Counting Counting 

1 -- 1) Initiates --
Counting 

2) Resets Output 
after Next 
Clock 

2 1) Disables 
Counting Initiates Enables 

2) Sets Output Counting Counting 
Immediately 
High 

3 1) Disables 
Counting Initiates Enables 

2) Sets Output Counting Counting 
Immediately 
High 

4 Disables -- Enables 
Counting Counting 

5 -- Initiates --
Counting 

Figure 21. Gate Pin Operations Summary 

Mode 
Min Max 

Count Count 

0 1 0 
1 1 0 
2 2 0 
3 2 0 
4 1 0 
5 1 0 

NOTE: 
o is equivalent to 216 for binary counting and 104 for 
BCD counting. 

Figure 22. Minimum and Maximum Initial Counts 

8254 
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Operation Common to All Modes 

PROGRAMMING 

When a Control Word is written to a Counter, all 
Control Logic is immediately reset and OUT goes to 
a known initial state; no CLK pulses are required for 
this. 

GATE 

The GATE input is always sampled on the rising 
edge of CLK.ln Modes 0,2,3, and 4 the GATE input 
is level sensitive, and the logic level Is sampled on 
the rising edge of CLK. In Modes 1, 2, 3, and 5 the 
GATE input is rising-edge sensitive. In these Modes, 
a rising edge of GATE (trigger) sets an edge-sensi
tive flip-flop in the Counter. This flip-flop is then sam
pled on the next rising edge of CLK; the flip-flop is 
reset immediately after it is sampled. In this way, a 
trigger will be detected no matter when it occurs--a 
high logic level does not have to be maintained until 
the next rising edge of CLK. Note that in Modes 2 
and 3, the GATE input is both edge- and level-sensi
tive. In Modes 2 and 3, if a CLK source other than 
the system clock is used, GATE should be pulsed 
immediately following WFi of a new count value. 

COUNTER 

New counts are loaded and Counters are decre
mented on the falling edge of CLK. 

The largest possible initial count is 0; this is equiva
lent to 216 for binary counting and 104 for BCD 
~~~ . 

The Counter does not stop when it reaches zero. In 
Modes 0, 1, 4, and 5 the Counter "wraps around" to 
the highest count, either FFFF hex for binary count
ing or 9999 for BCD counting, and continues count
ing. Modes 2 and 3 are periodic; the Counter reloads 
itself with the initial count and continues counting 
from there. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ...... O·C to 70·C 
Storage Temperature ......•... - 65·C to + 150·C 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
Respect to Ground .............. - 0.5V to + 7V 

Power Dissipation ........................... 1 W 

• Notice: Stresses above those listed under ':Abso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
eXtended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTICE: Specifications contained within the 
following tables are subject to change. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·C to 70·C, Vee = 5V ± 10% 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee +0.5V V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V IOL = 2.0mA 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -400 IJ.A 

IlL Input Load Current ±10 IJ.A VIN = Vee to OV 

IOFL Output Float Leakage ±10 /kA VOUT = Vee to 0.45V 

lee Vee Supply Current 170 mA 

CAPACITANCE TA = 25·C, Vee = GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

CIN Input Capacitance 10 pF fo = 1 MHz 

CliO 1/0 Capacitance 20 pF Unmeasured pins 
returned to V ss 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O·C to 70·C, Vee = 5V ± 10%, GND = OV 

Bus Parameters(1) 

READ CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter 8254-5 8254 8254-2. Unit 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tAR Address Stable Before RD .J, 45 45 30 ns 

tSR CS Stable Before RD .J, 0 0 0 ns 

tRA Address Hold Time After RD t 0 0 0 ns 

tRR RD Pulse Width 150 150 95 ns 

tRD Data Delay from RD .J, 120 120 85 ns 

tAD Data Delay from Address 220 220 185 ns 

tDF RD t to Data Floating 5 90 5 90 5 65 ns 

tRv Command Recovery Time 200 200 165 ns 

NOTE: 
1. Ae timings measured at VOH = 2.0V. VOL = O.SV. 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O·C to 70·C, Vcc = 5V ± 10%, GND = OV (Continued) 

WRITE CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter 8254-5 8254 8254·2 Unit 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tAW Address Stable .Before WR J.. 0 0 0 ns 

tsw CS Stable Before WR J.. 0 0 0 ns 

twA Address Hold Time After WR J.. 0 0 0 ns 

tww WR Pulse Width 150 150 95 ns 

tow Data Setup Time Before WR t 120 120 95 ns 

two Data Hold Time After WR t 0 0 0 ns 

tRY Command Recovery Time 200 200 165 ns 

CLOCK AND GATE 

Symbol Parameter 8254·5 8254 8254·2 Unit 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tCLK Clock Period 200 DC 125 DC 100 DC ns 

tPWH High Pulse Width 60(3) 60(3) 30(3) ns 

tPWL low Pulse Width 60(3) 60(3) 50(3) ns 

tR Clock Rise Time 25 25 25 ns 

tF Clock Fall Time 25 25 25 ns 

tGW Gate Width High 50 50 50 ns 

tGL Gate Width low 50 50 50 ns 

tGS Gate Setup Time to ClK t 50 50 40 ns 

tGH Gate Setup Time After ClK t 50(2) 50(2) 50(2) ns 

too Output Delay from ClK J.. 150 150 100 ns 

tOOG Output Delay from Gate J.. 120 120 100 ns 

tvyc ClK Delay for loading J.. 0 55 0 55 0 55 ns 

tWG Gate Delay for Sampling -5 50 -5 50 -5 40 ns 

two OUT Delay from Mode Write 260 260 240 ns 

tCL ClK Set Up for Count latch -40 45 -40 45 -40 40 ns 

NOTES: 
2. In Modes 1 and 5 triggers are sampled on each rising clock edge. A second trigger within 120 ns (70 ns for the 8254-2) of 
the rising clock edge may not be detected. . 
3. Low-going glitches that violate tpWH, tPWL may cause errors requiring counter reprogramming. 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

RECOVERY 

231164-15 

CLOCK AND GATE 

eLK -----:...~I 

GATE 

OUTPUT 0 

------~-----------r--J~------J~-------------

• Last byte of count being written. 

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

24 lC ==<2.0 2.0 > TEST POINTS < 
0.8 0.8 

0.45 

231164-17 

AC. Testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4'>1 Ie.,' a Logic "I" and O.45V 
lor a Logic "0." Timing measurements are made at 2.0V lor a 
Logic "1" and 0.8V lor a Logic "0". 
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A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

DEVICE 
UNDER 

TEST iC~ = 150pF 

231164-18 
CL = 150 pF 
CL Includes Jig Capacitance 
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CHMOS PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL TIMER 

• Compatible with all Intel ~nd most • Three independent 16-bit counters' 
other microprocessors • Low Power CHMOS 

• High Speed, "Zero Wait State" -Icc = 10 mA @ 8 MHz Count 
Operation with 8· MHz 8086/88 and frequency 
80186/188 • Completely TTL Compatible 

• Handles Inputs from DC to 8 MHz • Six Programmable Counter Modes 
-10 MHz for 82C54-2 

• Available In EXPRESS • Binary or BCD counting 

- Standard Temperature Range • Status Read Back Command 
- Extend~d Temperature Range • Available in 24-Pin DIP and 28-Pln PLCC 

The Intel, 82C54 is a high-performance, CHMOS version of the industry standard 8254 counter/timer which is 
designed to solve the timing control problems common in microcomputer system design. It provides three 
independent 16-bit counters, each capable of handling clock inputs up to 10 MHz. All modes are software 
programmable. The 82C54 is pin compatible with the HMOS 8254, and is a superset of the 8253. 

Six programmable timer modes allow the 82C54 to be used as an event counter,elapsed time indicator, 
programmable one-shot, and' in many other applications. 

The 82C54 is fabricated on Intel,'s advanced CHMOS III technology which provides low power consumption 
with performance equal to or greater than the equivalent HMOS product. The 82C54 is available in 24-pin DIP 
and 28-pin plastic leaded chip Carrier (PLCC) packages. 

01'00 

ClK 0 

OUTO' 

eLK 1 

GATE 1 

OUT 1 

c:l:-----' 

OUT 2 

231244-1 

Figure 1. 82C54 Block Diagram 
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PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 

231244-2 
Diagrams are for pin reference only. 

Package sizes are not to scale. 

Figure 2. 82C54 Pinout 

October 1986 
Order Number: 231244-003 
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Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol Pin Number Type 
DIP PLCC 

DrDo 1-8 2-9 I/O 

CLKO 9 10 I 

OUTO 10 12 0 
GATE 0 11 13 . I 

GND 12 14 

OUT 1 13 16 0 
GATE 1 14 17 I 

CLK 1 15 18 I 

GATE 2 16 19 I 

OUT 2 17 20 0 
CLK2 18 21 I 

A1,Ao 20-19 23-22 I 

CS 21 24 I 

RD 22 26 I 

WR 23 27 I 

Vee 24 28 

NC 1, 11,15,25 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 

The 82C54 is a programmable interval timer/counter 
designed for use with Intel microcomputer systems. 
It is a general purpose, multi-timing element that can 
be treated as an array of I/O ports in the system 
software. 

The 82C54 solves one of the most common prob
lems in any microcomputer system, the generation 
of accurate time delays under software control. In
stead of setting up timing loops in software, the pro
grammer configures the 82C54 to match his require
ments and programs one of the counters for the de-

Function 

Data: Bidirectional tri-state data bus lines, 
connected to system data bus. ' 

Clock 0: Clock input of Counter O. 

Output 0: Output of Counter O .. 

Gate 0: Gate input of Counter O. 

Ground: Power supply connection. 

Out 1 : Output of Counter 1. 

Gate 1: Gate input of Counter 1. 

Clock 1: Clock input of Counter 1. 

Gate 2: Gate input of Counter 2. 

Out 2: Output of Counter 2. 

Clock 2: Clock input of Counter 2. 

Address: Used to select one of the three Counters 
or the Control Word Register for read or write 
operations. Normally connected to the system 
address bus. 

A1 Ao Selects 
0 0 Counter 0 
0 1 Counter 1 
1 0 Counter 2 
1 1 Control Word Register 

Chip Select: A low on this input enables the 82C54 
to respond to RD and WR signals. RD and WR are 
ignored otherwise. 

Read Control: This input is low during CPU read 
operations. 

Write Control: This input is low during CPU write 
operations. 

Power: + 5V power supply connection. 

No Connect 
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sired delay. After the desired delay, the 82C54 will 
interrupt the CPU. Software overhead is minimal and 
variable length delays can easily be accommodated. 

Some of the other counter/timer functions common 
to microcomputers which can be implemented with 
the 82C54 are: 

• Real time clock 
• Even counter 
• Digital one-shot 
• Programmable rate generator 
• Square wave generator 
• Binary rate multiplier 
• Complex waveform generator 
• Complex motor controller 
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Block Diagram 

DATA BUS BUFFER 

This 3-state, bi-directional, 8-bit buffer is used to in
terface the 82C54 to the system bus (see Figure 3). 

231244-4 

Figure 3. Block Diagram Showing Data Bus 
Buffer and Read/Write Logic Functions 

READ/WRITE LOGIC 

The Read/Write Logic accepts inputs from the sys
tem bus and generates control signals for the other 
functional blocks of the 82C54. A1 and Ao select 
one of the three counters or the Control Word Re~ 
ter to be read from/written into. A "low" on the RD 
input tells the 82C54 that the CPU is reading one of 
the counters. A "low" on the WR input tells the 
82C54 that the CPU is writing either a Control, Word 
or an Initial count. Both RD and WR are qualified by 
CS; RD and WR are ignored unless the 82C54 has 
been selected by holding as low. 
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CONTROL WORD REGISTER 

The Control Word Register (see Figure 4) is selected 
by the Read/Write Logic when A1, Ao = 11. If the 
CPU then does a write operation to the 82C54, the 
data is stored in the Control Word Register and is 
interpreted as a Control Word used to define the 
operation of the Counters. 

The Control Word Register can only be written to; 
status information is available with the Read·Back 
Command. 

231244-5 

Figure 4. Block Diagram Showing Control Word 
Register and Counter Functions 

COUNTER 0, COUNTER 1, COUNTER 2 

These three functional blocks are identical in opera
tion, so only a single Counter will be described. The 
internal block diagram of a single counter is shown 
in Figure 5. 

The Counters are fully independent. Each Counter 
may operate in a different Mode. 

The Control Word Register is shown in the figure; it 
is not part of the Counter itself, but its contents de
termine how the Counter operates. 
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Figure 5. Internal Block Diagram of a Counter 

The status register, shown in the Figure, when 
latched, contains the current contents of the Control 
Word Register and status of the output and null 
count flag. (See detailed explanation of the Read
Back command.) 

The actual counter is labelled CE (for "Counting Ele
ment"). It is a 16-bit presettable synchronous down 
counter. 

OlM and OlL are two 8-bit latches. Ol stands for 
"Output Latch"; the subscripts M and l stand for 
"Most significant byte" and "least significant byte" 
respectively. Both are normally referred to as one 
unit and called just OL. These latches normally "fol
low" the CE, but if a suitable Counter latch Com
mand is sent to the 82C54, the latches "latch" the 
present count until read by the CPU and then return 
to "following" the CEo One latch at a time is enabled 
by the counter's Control logic to drive the internal 
bus. This is how the 16-bit Counter communicates 
over the 8-bit internal bus. Note that the CE itself 
cannot be read; whenever you read the count, it is 
the Ol that is being read. 

Similarly, there are two 8-bit registers called CRM 
and CRL (for "Count Register"). Both are normally 
referred to as one unit and called just CR. When a 
new count is written to the Counter, the count is 
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stored in the CR and later transferred to the CEo The 
Control logic allows one register at a time to be 
loaded from the internal bus. Both bytes are trans
ferred to the CE simultaneously. CRM and CRL are 
cleared when the Counter is programmed. In this 
way, if the Counter has been programmed for one 
byte counts (either most significant byte only or least 
significant byte only) the other byte will be zero. 
Note that the CE cannot be written into; whenever a 
count is written, it Is written into the CR. 

The Control logiC is also shown in the diagram. ClK 
n, GATE n, and OUT n are all connected to the out
side world through the Control Logic. 

82C54 SYSTEM INTERFACE 

The 82C54 is treated by the systems software as an 
array of peripheral 110 ports; three are counters and 
the fourth is a control register for MODE program
ming. 

Basically, the select inputs Ao, A1 connect to the Ao, 
A1 address bus Signals of the CPU. The CS can be 
derived directly from the address bus using a linfijar 
seleqt method. Or it can be connected to the output 
of a decoder, such as an Intel 8205 for larger sys
tems. 

231244-7 

Figure 6. 82C54 System Interface 
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OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 

After power-up: the state of the 82C54 is undefined. 
The Mode, count value, and output of all Counters 
are undefined. 

How each Counter operates is determined when it is 
programmed. Each Counter must be programmed 
before it can be used. Unused counters need not be 
programmed. 

Control Word Format 

At, Ao = 11 CS = 0 RD = 1 WR = 0 

07 06 . 05 04 

Programming ~he 82C54 

Counters are programmed by writing a Control Word 
and then an initial count. The 'control word format is 
shown in Figure 7. 

All Control Words are written into the Control Word 
Register, which is selected when At, Ao = 11. The 
Control'Word itself specifies which Counter is being 
programmed. 

By contrast, initial counts are written into the Coun
ters, not the Control Word Register. The At, Ao in
puts are used to select the Counter to be written 
into. The format of the initial count is determined by 
the Control Word used. 

I 

03 02 01 Do 

1 S011 SCO 1 RW1 I RWO I M21 M1 I MO I BCD I 
SC - Select Counter: M-MOOE: 

SC1 SCO M2 M1 MO 

0 0 Select Counter 0 0 0 0 Mode 0 

0 1 Select Counter 1 0 0 1 Mode 1 

1 0 Select Counter 2 X 1 0 Mode 2 

1 1 
Read-Back Command X 1 1 Mode 3 
(See Read Operations) 1 0 0 Mode 4 

RW - Read/Write: 1 O· 1 Mode 5 

RW1 RWO 

0 0 Counter Latch Command (see Read BCD: 

Operations) 0 Binary Counter 16-bits 

0 1 Read/Write least significant byte only. 1 Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) Counter 

1 0 Read/Write most significant byte only. (4 Decades) 

1 1 Read/Write least significant byte first, 
then most significant byte. 

NOTE: Don't care bits (X) should be 0 to insure 
compatibility with future Intel products. 

Figure 7. Control Word Format 
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Write Operations 

The programming procedure for the 82C54 is very 
flexible. Only two conventions need to be remem· 
bered: 

1) For each Counter, the Control Word must be 
written before the initial count is written. 

2) The initial count must follow the count format 
specified in the Control Word (least significant 
byte only, most significant byte only, or least sig· 
nificant byte and then most significant byte). 

Since the Control Word Register and the three 
Counters have separate addresses (selected by the 
A1, Ao inputs), and each Control Word specifies the 
Counter it applies to (SCO, SC1 bits), no special in· 

A1 Ao 
Control Word - Counter 0 1 1 
LSB of count - Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count - Counter 0 0 0 
Control Word - Counter 1 1 1 
LSB of count - Counter 1 0 1 
MSB of count - Counter 1 0 1 
Control Word - Counter 2 1 1 
LSB of count - Counter 2 1 0 
MSB of count - Counter 2 1 0 

A1 Ao 
Control Word - Counter 0 1 1 
Counter Word - Counter 1 1 1 
Control Word - Counter 2 1 1 
LSB of count - Counter 2 1 0 
LSB of count - Counter 1 0 1 
LSB of count - Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count- Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count- Counter 1 0 1 
MSB of count - Counter 2 1 0 

NOTE: 

struction sequence is required. Any programming 
sequence that follows the conventions above is ac· 
ceptable. 

A new initial count may be written to a Counter at 
any time without affecting the Counter's pro· 
grammed Mode in any way. Counting will be affected 
as described in the Mode definitions. The new count 
must follow the programmed count format. 

If a Counter is programmed to read/write two·byte 
counts, the following precaution applies: A program 
must not transfer control between writing the first 
and second byte to another routine which also writes 
into that same Counter. Otherwise, the Counter will 
be loaded with an incorrect count. 

A1 Ao 
Control Word- Counter 2 1 1 
Control Word - Counter 1 1 1 
Control Word - Counter 0 1 1 
LSB of count,- Counter 2 1 0 
MSB of count - Counter 2 1 0 
LSB of count- Counter 1 0 1 
MSB of count - Counter 1 0 1 
LSB of count - Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count - Counter 0 0 0 

A1 Ao 
Control Word - Counter 1 1 1 
Control Word - Counter 0 1 1 
LSB of count- Counter 1 0 1 
Control Word - Counter 2 1 1 
LSB of count - Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count- Counter 1 0 1 
LSB of count - Counter 2 1 0 
MSB of count- Counter 0 0 0 
MSB of count- Counter 2 1 0 

In all four examples, all counters are programmed to read/write two·byte counts. 
These are only four of many possible programming sequences. 

Figure 8. A Few Possible Programming Sequences 

Read Operations 

It is often desirable to read the value of a Counter 
without disturbing the count in progress. This is easi· 
Iy done in the 82C54. 

There are three possible methods for reading the 
counters: a simple read operation, the Counter 
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Latch Command, and the Read·Back Command. 
Each is explained below. The first method is to per· 
form a simple read operation. To read the Counter, 
which is selected with the A 1, AO inputs, the CLK 
input of the selected Counter must be inhibited by 
using either the GATE input or external logic. Other· 
wise, the count may be in the process of changing 
when it is read, giving an undefined result. 
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COUNTER LATCH COMMAND 

The second method uses the "Counter Latch Com
mand". Like a Control Word, this command is written 
to the Control Word Register, which is selected 
when A1, Ao = 11. Also like a Control Wdrd, the 
SCQ, SC1 bits select one of the three Counters, but 
two other bits, 05 and 04, distinguish this command 
from a Control Word. 

A1. Ao= 11; CS=O; RD=1; WR=O 

07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 Do 

I SC1 I SCQ I Q I Q I X I X I X X I 
SC1, SCQ - specify counter to be latched 

SC1 SCO Counter 

Q Q Q 
Q 1 1 
1 Q 2 
1 1 Read-Back Command 

05,04 - 00 designates Counter Latch Command 

X - don't care 

NOTE: 
Don't care bits (Xl should be 0 to insure compatibility 
with future Intel products. 

Figure 9. Counter Latching Command Format 

The selected Counter's output latch (OL) latches the 
count at the time the Counter Latch Command is 
received. This count is held in the latch until it is read 
by the CPU (or until the Counter is reprogrammed). 
The count is then unlatched automatically and the 
OL returns to "following" the counting element (CE). 
This allows reading the contents of the Counters 
"on the fly" without affecting counting in progress. 
Multiple Counter Latch Commands may be used to 
latch more than one Counter. Each latched Coun
ter's OL holds its count until it is read. Counter Latch 
Commands do not affect the programmed Mode of 
the Counter in any way. 

If a Counter Is latched and then, some time later, 
latched again before the count is read, the second 
Counter Latch Command is ignored. The count read 
will be the count at the time the first Counter Latch 
Command was issued. 

I 

With either method, the count must be read accord
ing to the programmed format; specifically, if the 
Counter is programmed for two byte counts, two 
bytes must be read. The two bytes do not have to be 
read one right after the other; read or write or pro-
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gramming operations of other Counters may be in
serted between them. 

Another feature of the 82C54 is that reads and 
writes of the same Counter may be interleaved; for 
example, if the Counter is programmed for two byte 
counts, the following sequence is valid. 

1. Read least significant byte. 
2. Write new least significant byte. 
3. Read most significant byte. 
4. Write new most significant byte. 

If a Counter is programmed to read/write two-byte 
counts, the following precaution applies; A' program 
must not transfer control between reading the first 
and second byte to another routine which also reads 
from that same Counter. Otherwise, an incorrect 
count will be read. 

READ·BACK COMMAND 

The third method uses the Read-Back command. 
This command allows the user to check the count 
value, programmed Mode, and current state of the 
OUT pin and Null Count flag of the selected coun
ter(s). 

The command is written into the Control Word Reg
ister and has the format shown in Figure 10. The 
command applies to the counters selected by set
ting their corresponding bits 03,02,01 = 1. 

AO, A1 = 11 CS = 0 AD = 1 WR = 0 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

11 11 ICOUNTlsTATuslcNT2lcNT1IcNTol 01 

D5: 0 = Latch count of selected counter(s) 
D4: 0 = Latch status of selected counter(s) 
D3: 1 = Select counter 2 
D2: 1 = Select counter 1 
Df 1 = Select counter 0 
Do: Reserved for future expansion; must be 0 

Figure 10. Read·Back Command Format 

The read-back command may be used to latch multi
ple counter output latches (OL) by setting the 
COUNT bit 05 = 0 and selecting the desired coun
ter(srThis single command is functionally equiva
lent to several counter latch commands, one for 
each counter latched. Each counter's latched count 
is held until it is read (or the counter is repro
grammed). That counter is automatically unlatched 
when read, but other counters remain latched until 
they are read. If multiple count read-back commands 
are issued to the same counter without reading the 
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count all but the first are ignored; i.e., the count 
which' will be read is the count at the time the first 
read-back command was issued. 

The read-back command may also be used to latch 
status information of selected counter(s) by setting 
STATUS bit D4 = O. Status must be latched to be 
read; status of a counter is accessed by a read from 
that counter. 

The counter status format is shown in Figure 11. Bits 
D5 through DO contain the counter's programmed 
Mode exactly as written in the last Mode Control 
Word. OUTPUT bit D7 contains the current state of 
the OUT pin. This allows the user to monitor the 
counter's output via software, possibly eliminating 
some hardware from a system. 

D7 D8 D5 D4 D3 D2 Dl Do 

I OUTPUT I ~~';T I RW1 I RWO I M21 M.11 MO I BCD I 
071 = Out Pin is 1 

0= OutPinisO 
De 1 = Null count 

o = Count available for reading 
Os-Do Counter Programmed Mode (See Figure 7) 

Figure 11. Status Byte 

NULL COUNT bit D6 indicates when the last count 
written to the counter register (CR) has been loaded 
into the counting element (CE). The exact time this 
happens depends on the Mode of the counter and is 
described in the Mode Definitions, but until the count 
is loaded into the counting element (CE), it can't be 
read from the counter. If the count is latched or read 
before this time, the count value will not reflect the 
new count just written. The operation of Null Count 
is shown in Figure 12. 

THIS ACTION: 
A. Write to the control 

worll register: [1] 

B. Write to the count 
register (CR);[2] 

C. New count is loaded 
into CE (CR - CE); 

CAUSES: 

Null count = 1 

Null count = 1 

Null count=O 

[1] Only the counter specified by the control word will 
have its null count set to 1. Null count bits of other 
counters are unaffected. 
12] If the counter Is programmed for two-byte counts 
(least significant byte then most significant byte) null 
count goes to 1 when the second byte is written. 

Figure 12. Null Count Operation 

If multiple status latch operations of the counter(s) 
are performed without reading the status, all but the 
first are ignored; i.e., the status that will be read is 
the status of the counter at the time the first status 
read-back command was issued. 

Both count and status of the selected counter(s) 
coy be latched simultaneously by setting both 

UNT and STATUS bits D5,D4=0. This is func
tionally the same as issuing two separate read-back 
commands at once, and the above discussions ap
ply here also. Specifically, if multiple count and/or 
status read-back commands are issued to the same 
counter(s) without any intervening reads, all but the 
first are ignored. This is illustrated in Figure 13. 

If both count and status of a counter are latched, the 
first read operation of that counter will return latched 
status, regardless of which was latched first. The 
next one or two reads (depending on whether the 
counter is programmed for one or two type counts) 
return latched count. Subsequent reads return un
latched count. 

Command 
o 06 Os 04 03 02 01 Do 

Description Results 
7 

1 1 .0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 0 0 1 

1 1 1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 1 0 

1 1 0 0 0 1 

1 1 1 0 0 0 

1 0 Read back count and status of 
Counter 0 

0 0 Read back status of Counter 1 

0 0 Read back status of Counters 2, 1 

0 0 Read back count of Counter 2 

0 0 Read back count and status of 
Counter 1 

1 0 Read back status of Counter 1 

Figure 13. Read·Back Command Example 
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Count and status latched 
for Counter 0 

Status latched for Counter 1 

Status latched for Counter 
2, but not Counter 1 

Count latched for Counter 2 

Count latched for Counter 1 , 
but not status 

Command ignored, status 
already latched for Counter 1 
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CS RD WR A1 Ao 

0 1 0 0 0 Write into Counter 0 

0 1 0 0 1 Write into Counter 1 

0 1 0 1 0 Write into Counter 2 

0 1 0 1 1 Write Control Word 

0 0 1 0 0 Read from Counter 0 

0 0 1 0 1 Read from Counter 1 , 
0 0 1 1 0 Read from Counter 2 

0 0 1 1 1 No-Operation (3-$tate) 

1 X X X X No-Operation (3-State) 

0 1 1 ~ X No-Operation (3-State) 

Figure 14. Read/Write Operations Summary 

Mode Definitions 

The following are defined for use in describing the 
qperation of the 82C54. 

CLK PULSE: a rising edge, then a falling edge, in 
, that order, of a CountE\r's CLK input. 

TRIGGER: a rising edge of a Counter's GATE in-
put. ' , 

COUNTER LOADING: the transfer of a count from 
the CR, to the CE (refer:to 
the "Functional Descrip
tion") 

MODE 0: INTERRUPT ON TERMINAL COONT 

Mode 0 is typically used for event counting. After the 
Control Word is written, OUT i,s initially low, and will 
remain low until the Counter reaches 'zero. OUT then 
goes high and remains high until anew count or a 
new Mode 0 Control Word is written into the Coun
ter. 

GATE = 1 enables counting; GATE = 0 disables 
counting. GATE has no effect on OUT. 

After the Control Word and initial count are written to 
a Counter, the initial count will be loaded on the next 
CLK pulse. This CLK pulse does not decrem~nt the 
count, so for an initial count of N, OUT does not go 
high until N + 1 CLK pulses after the initial count is 
written. 

If a new count is written to the Counter, it will be 
loaded on the next CLK pulse and counting wiH con~ 
tinue from the new count. If a two-byte count is writ
ten, the following happens: 

1) Writing the first byte disables counting. OUT is set 
low immediately (n'o clock pulse required). 

2) Writing the second byte allows,the new,count to ' 
be loaded on the next CLK pulse. 
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This allows the coonting sequence to besYnchronit
edby software. Again, OUT does not go high until N 
+ 1 CLK pulses after the new count of N is written, 

If an initial count is.written while GATE = 0, it will 
still be loaded on the next CLK pulse. When GATE 
goes high, OUT will go high N CLK pulses later; no 
CLK pulse is needed to load the Counter as this has 
already been done. 

CWz10 LSI=4 Wlil..JLjr----"'-----

CLK 

, 'QATE --------------'-

OUT =::::1 ... _______ ....1 

ININININI~I:I~I I~I~~I~~I 

CW .. 10 LSB=3 \VIIl...JL.J....-------
eLK 

GATE 

OUT =-::::'J ... _______ --J,--
1 N IN 1 N 1 N I: 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 : 1 ~ 1 ~~ 1 

\VII ' 
eLK 

GATE --------------

OUT ::::=1 .... _______ ..... ,--
1 N 1 N 1 N 1 N 1 : I: 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 ~ I ~~ 1 

231244-8 

NOTE: 
The Following Conventions, ApplyTo All Mode Timing 
Diagrams: , " , 
1. Counters ,are progranimed for binary (not BCD) 
counting and for Reading/Writing least significant byte 
(lSB) only. 
2. The cQuntE;!ris,always selected (CS always low). 
3. CW stands for "Control Word"; CW = 10 means a 
control word of 10, hex is written to the counter. 
4. LSB stands for "Least Significant Byte" of count. 
5. Numbers below diagrams are count values. 
The lower number is the least significant byte. ", 
The upper number is the most significant byte. Since 
the counter is programmed to Read/Write LSB only, 
the most significant byte cannot be read. ' 

, N stands for an undefined count. 
Vertical lines show tral'1sitions between count values. 

Figure 15. Mode 0 
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MODE 1: HARDWARE RETRIGGERABLE 
ONE-8HOT 

OUT will be initially high. OUT will go low on the ClK 
pulse following a trigger to begin the one-shot pulse, 
and will remain low until the Counter reaches zero. 
OUT will then go high and remain high until the elK 
pulse after the next trigger. 

After writing the Control Word and initial count, the 
Counter is armed. A trigger results in loading the 
Counter and setting OUT low on the next ClK pulse, 
thus starting the one-shot pulse. An initial count of N 
will result in a one-shot pulse N ClK cycles in dura
tion. The one-shot is retriggerable, hence OUT will 
remain low for N ClK pulses after any trigger. The 
one-shot pulse can be repeated without rewriting the 
same count into the counter. GATE has no effect on 
OUT. 

If a new count is written to the Counter during a one
shot pulse, the current one-shot is not affected un
less the Counter is retriggered. In that case, the 
Counter is loaded with the new count and the one
shot pulse continues until the new count expires. 

CW.12 Lsa_3 _________ _ 

WlILn..J 
ClK 

------., n---------'ft.:= DATE , I 

OUT 

CW .. 12 LSB=3 

WlI~r-~------~----

ClK 

QATE -------In----ln--,--------
OUT =:.J r 

I N IN I N I N IN I: I: I ~ 1:\: I ~ I: I 

I N I N I N I N 1 N I ~ I ~ I : I == I ~: I : I : I 
231244-9 

, Figure 16. Mode 1 
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MODE 2: RATE GENERATOR 

This Mode functions like a divide-by-N counter. It is 
typiclally used to generate a Real Time Clock inter
rupt. OUT will initially be high. When the initial count 
has decremented to 1, OUT qoes low for one ClK 
pulse. OUT then goes high again, the Counter re
loads the initial count and the process is repeated. 
Mode 2 is periodic; the same sequence Is repeated 
indefinitely. For an initial count of N, the sequence 
repeats every N ClK cycles. 

GATE = 1 enables counting; GATE = 0 disables 
counting. If GATE goes low during an output pulse, 
OUT is set high immediately. A trigger reloads the 
Counter with the initial count on the next ClK pulse; 
OUT goes low N ClK pulses after th~ trigger. Thus 
the GATE input can be used to synchronize the 
Counter. 

After writing a Control Word and initial count, the 
Counter will be loaded on the next ClK pulse. OUT 
goes low N ClK Pulses after the initial count is writ
ten. This allows the Counter to, be synchronized by 
softWare also. 

CW.'4 Lse., WlI'l..J1..J--------------
elK 

QATE -------------

OUT 

CW.14 Lsa.3 ________ _ 

WlI Ln..J 
elK 

GATE 

OUT =:.J 

elK 

QATE -------------

OUT:=J U 
1 N 1 N I' N 1 N I : I ~ 1 : I ~ I : I : I ': I 
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NOTE: 
A GATE transition should not occur one clock prior to 
terminal count. 

Figure 17.,Mode 2 
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Writing a new count while counting does not affec~ 
the current counting sequence. If a trigger is re
ceived after writing a new count but before the end 
of the current period, the Counter wi" be loaded with 
the new count on, the next ClK pulse and counting 
will continue from the new count. Otherwise, ,the 
new count wi" be loaded at the end of the current 
coun~ing cycle. In mode 2, a COUNT of 1 is illegal. 

MODE 3: SQUARE WAVE MODE 

Mode 3 is typically used for Baud rate generation. 
Mode 3 is similar to Mode 2 except for the duty cycle 
of OUT. OUT will initially be high. When half the ini
tial count has expired, OUT goes low for the remain
der of the count. Mpde 3 is periodic; the sequence 
above is repeated indefinitely. An initial count of N 
results in a square wave with a period of N ClK 
cycles. 

GATE = 1 enables counting; GATE = 0 disables 
counting. If GATE goes low while OUT is low, OUT is 
set high immediately; no ClK pulse is required. A 
trigger reloads the Counter with the initial count on 
the next ClK pulse. Thus the GATE input can be 
used to synchronize the Counter. 

After writing a Control Word and initial count, the 
Counter will be loaded on the next ClK pulse. This 
allows the Counter to be synchronized by software 
also. 

Writing a new count while counting does not affect 
the current counting sequence. If a trigger is re
ceived after writing a new count but before the end 
of the current half-cycle of the square wave, the 
Counter will be loaded with the new count on the 
next ClK pulse and counting will continue from the 
new count. Otherwise, the new count will be loaded 
at the end of the current half-cycle. 

Mode 3 is implemented as follows: 

Even counts: OUT is initially high. The initial count is 
loaded on one ClK pulse and then is decremented 
by two on succeeding ClK pulses. When the count 
expires OUT changes value and the Counter is re
loaded with the initial count. The above process is 
repeated indefinitely. 

Odd counts: OUT is initially high. The initial count 
minus one (an even number) is loaded on one ClK 
pulse and then is decremel1ted by two on succeed-

, ing ClK pulses. One ClK pulse after the count ex
pires, OUT goes low and the Counter is reloaded 
with the initial count minus one. Succeeding ClK 
pulses decrement the count by two. When the ,count' 
expires, OUT goes high again and the Counter Is 
reloaded with the initial count minus one. The above 
process is repeated indefinitely. So for odd counts, 

, OUT wi" be high for (N + 1)/2 counts and low for 
(N -1 )/2 counts. .., 

cw.,. UI.,. 
liIiL..JL..ji------------'-

CLK 

OATI------------....... --
au' 

CW.f. Ul.lr..-_________ _ 

lIIIl.JLj 

CLK 

.. T.---------------
OUT 

cw.,. LU." ______ ...... ...,... __ _ 
liIiUU 

INI-I-I-I:I:I:I:I:I:I:I:I:I:I 
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NOTE: 
A GATE transition should not occur one clock prior to '\ 
terminal count. 

Figure 18. Mode 3 

MODE 4: SOFTWARE TRIGGERED STROBE 

OUT wi" be initially high. When the initial count ex
pires, OUT wi" go low for one CLK pulse and then 
go high again. The counting sequence is "triggered" 
by writing the initial, count. I 

GATE = 1 enables counting; GATE = 0 disables 
counting. GATE has no effect on OUT. 

After writing a Control Word and initial count, the 
Count~r will be loaded on the next ClK pulse. This 
ClK pulse does not decrement the count, so for an 
initial count of N, OUT does not strobe low until 
N + 1 ClK pulses after the initial count is written. 

If a new, count is' written during coun~ing, it will be 
loaded qn the next ClK pulse and counting will con-' 
tinue from the new count. If a two-byte count is writ
ten, the following happens: 



1) Writing the first byte has no effect on counting. 

2) Writing the second byte allows the new count to 
be loaded on the next CLK pulse. 

This allows the sequence to be "retriggered" by 
software. OUT strobes low N + 1 CLK pulses after 
the new count of N is written. 

CW_UI LSB_3 WIILJUr--------
eLK 

GATE -------------

OUT =.:J u 
I N I N I N I N I : I : I ~ I g I :: I ~: I ~~ I 

CW.18 LSB-3i-_______ _ 

WIILJU 
eLK 

GATE -------
OUT =.:J 

eLK 

GATE -------------

OUT =.:J LJ 
I N I N I N I N I : I : I ~ I : I ~ I g I :~ I 
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Figure 19. Mode 4 

MODE 5: HARDWARE TRIGGERED STROBE 
(RETRIGGERABLE) 

OUT will initially be high. Counting is triggered by a 
rising edge of GATE. When the initial count has ex~ 
pired, OUT will go low for one CLK pulse and then 
go high again. 
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After writing the Control Word and initial count, the 
counter will not be loaded until the CLK pulse after a 
trigger. This CLK pulse does not decrement the 
count, so for an initial count of N, OUT does not 
strobe low until N + 1 CLK pulses after a trigger. 

A trigger results in the Counter being loaded with the 
initial count on the next CLK pulse. The counting 
sequence is retriggerable. OUT will not strobe low 
for N + 1 CLK pulses after any trigger. GATE has 
no effect on OUT. 

If a new count is written during counting, the current 
counting sequence will not be affected. If a trigger 
occurs after the new count is written but before the 
current count expires, the Counter will be loaded 
with the new count on the next CLK pulse and 
counting will continue from there. 

CW.1A LSB=3 

WI! u-Ljr-------

eLK 

GATE -------1 n---------lrL:.:::.::: 

OUT 

I N I N I N I N I N I : I : I : I : I ~~ I : I 
CW=1A Lsa:3i-_________ _ 

Wl!u-Lj 

elK 

GATE -- -- -----lrc.=1Jl--- ----- -- --

OUT -----1 
I N I N I N I N I N I N I ~ I : I ~ I : I : I : I ~~ I 

GATE n-n---vr---------"\rt== 
OUT ~ u 

I N I N I N I N I N I ~ I : I : I : I ~~ I ~: I ~ I : I 
231244-13 

Figure 20. Mode 5 



Signal Low 
Status Or Going RIsing' High 
Mod .. Low 

0 Disables ! - Enables' 
counting counting 

1 - 1) Initiates -
" . counting 

2) Resets output 
after next 
clock 

2 1) Disables 
counting Initiates Enables 

2) Sets output counting counting 
immediately 
high 

3 1) Disables 
counting Initiates Enables 

2) Sets output counting counting 
immediately 
high 

4 Disables - Enables 
counting counting 

5 - Initiates -
counting 

Figure 21. Gate Pin Operations Summary 

MODE MIN MAX 
COUNT COUNT 

0 1 0 

1 1 0 

2 2 0 

3 2 0 

4 1 0 

NOTE: 
o is equivalent to 216 for binary counting and 104 for 
BCD counting 

82C54 

Operation Common to All Modes 

Programming 

When a Control Word is written to a Counter, all 
Control logic is immediately reset and OUT goes to 
a known initial state; no ClK pulses are required for 
this. 

GATE 

The GATE input is always sampled on the rising 
edge of ClK. In Modes 0, 2, 3, and 4 the GATE input 
is level sensitive, and the logic level is sampled on 
the rising edge of ClK. In Modes 1, 2, 3, and 5 the 
GATE input is rising-edge sensitive. In these Modes, 
a rising edge of GATE (trigger) sets an edge-sensi
tive flip-flop in the Counter. This flip-flop is then sam
pled on the next riSing edge of ClK; the flip-flop is 
reset immediately after it is sampled. In this way, a 
trigger will be detected no matter when it occurs-a 
high logic level does not have to be maintained until 
the next rising edge of ClK. Note that in Modes 2 
and 3, the GATE input is both edge- and level-sensi
tive. In Modes 2 and 3, if a ClK source other than 
the system clock is used, GATE should be pulsed 
immediately following WR of a new count value. 

COUNTER 

New counts are loaded and Counters are decre
mented on the falling edge of ClK. 

The largest possible initial count is 0; this is equiva
lent to 216 for binary counting and 104 for BCD 
counting. 

Figure 22. Minimum and Maximum Initial Counts 

The Counter does not'stop when it reaches zero. In 
Modes 0, 1, 4, and 5 the Counter "wraps around" to 
the highest count, either FFFF hex for binary count
ing or 9999 for BCD counting, and continues count
ing. Modes 2 and 3 are periodic; the Counter reloads 
itself ,with the initial count and continues counting 
from there. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS'" 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ....... O·C to 70·C 
Storage Temperature ............ - 65· to + 150·C 
Supply Voltage •.................. - 0.5 to + 8.0V 
Operating Voltage .................. + 4V to + 7V 
Voltage on any Input.. ........ GND - 2V to + 6.5V 
Voltage on any Output .. GND-0.5V to Vee + 0.5V 
Power Dissipation ........................ 1 Watt 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS 
(TA=O·C to 70·C, Vee=5V± 10%, GND=OV) (TA = 

Symbol Parameter Min 

VIL. Input Low Voltage -0.5 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 

VOL Output Low Voltage 

VOH Output High Voltage 3.0 
Vee - 0.4 

IlL Input Load Current 

IOFL Output Float Leakage Current 

lee Vee Supply Current 

leCSB Vee Supply Current-Standby 

leeSB1 Vee Supply Current-Standby 

CAPACITANCE (TA = 25·C, Vee = GND = OV) 

Symbol Parameter Min 

CIN Input Capacitance 

ClIO 1/0 CapaCitance 

COUT Output CapaCitance 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS 

* Notice: Stresses above those listed under "Abso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

-40·C to + 85·C for Extended Temperature) 

Max Units Test Conditions 

0.8 V 

Vee + 0.5 V 

0.4 V IOL = 2.5mA 

V IOH = -2.5mA 
V IOH = -100 p.A 

±20 p.A VIN = Vee to OV 
±10 p.A VOUT=Vee toO.45V 
20 mA 

Clk Freq= 
8M Hz 82C54 

10MHz 82C54-2 

10 p.A CLKFreq = DC 
CS = HIGH. 
AlllnputslData Bus HIGH 
All Outputs Floating 

150 p.A CLKFreq = DC 
CS = HIGH. 
All Other Inputs, Outputs, 
1/0 Plus Floating 

Max Units Test Conditions 

10 pF fc = 1 MHz 

20 pF Unmeasured pins 
20 pF returned to GND 

(TA = O·C to 70·C, Vee = 5V ±10%, GND =0V) (TA = -40·C to + 85·C for Extended Temperature) 

BUS PARAMETERS (Note 1) 

READ CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter 82C54 82C54·2 Units 
Min Max .Mln Max 

tAR Address Stable Before RD .,l. 45 30 ns 

tSR CS Stable Before RD.,l. 0 0 ns 

tRA Address Hold Time After RD .,l. 0 0 ns 

tRR RD Pulse Width 150 95 ns 

tRD Data Delay from AD .,l. 120 85 ns 

tAD Data Delay from Address 220 185 ns 

tDF AD t to Data Floating 5 90 5 65 ns 

tRY Command Recovery Time 200 165 ns 
NOTE: 
1. I.G timings measured at VOH = 2.0V. VOL = O.SV. 
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A.C: CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

WRITE CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter 82C54 82C54-2 Units 
Min Max Min ' Max 

tAW Address Stable Before WR J.. 0 0 ns 

tsw es Stable Betore WR J.. 0 0 ns 

twA Address Hold Time After WA t 0 I 0 ns 

tww WR Pulse Width 150 95 ns 

tow 
' - Data Setup Time Before WA t 120 95 ns 

two Data Hold Time After WR t 0 0 ns 

tRY Command Recovery Time 200 165 ns 

CLOCK AND GATE 

Symbol Parameter 82C54 82C54-2 Units 
Min Max Nlln Max 

tClK , Clock Period 125 DC 100 DC ns 

tpWH' High Pulse Width 60(3) 30(3) ns 

tPWl low Pulse Width 60(3) 50(3) ns 

TR Clock Rise Time ' 25 25 ns 

tF Clock Fall Time 25 25 ns 

taw Gate Width High 50 50 ns 

tal Gate Width low 50 50 ns 

tGS Gate Setup Time to ClK t 50 40 ns 

tGH Gate Hold Time After ClK t 50(2) 50(2) ns 

Too Output Delay froll) ClK J.. 150 100 ns 

tooo Output Delay from Gate J.. 120 100 ns 

twc ClK Delay for loading(4) 0 55 0 55 ns 

tWG Gate Delay for Sampling(4) -5 50 -5 40 ns 

two OUT Delay from Mode Write 260 240 ns 

tel ClK Set Up for Count latch -40 45 -40 40 ns 

NOTES: 
2. In Modes 1 and 5 triggers are sampled on each rising clock edge. A second, trigger within 120 ns (70 ns for the 82C54-2) 
of the rising clock edge may not be detected. 
3. low-going glitches that violate tPWH, tPWL may cause errors requiring counter reprogramming. 
4. Except for Extended Temp., See Extended Temp. A.C. Characteristics below. 

EXTENDED TEMPERATURE (T A = -40·C to + 85·C for Extended Temperature) 

Symbol Parameter 82C54 82C54-2 Units 
Min Max Min Max 

twc ClK Delay for loading ~25 25 -25 25 ns 

tWG Gate Delay for Sampling -25 25 -25 25 ns 
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WAVEFORMS 

WRITE 

231244-14 

READ 

1----•• ,----1 

DATA BUS---

231244-15 

231244-16 
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~: I <> ~, 

,\"4 '1' 

CLOCK AND GATE 

cue ------.:11"1 

GATE 

OU~UTO ________ ~ ________________ ~---"~---------'.~-----------------

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

INPUT/OUTPUT 

u~u . u)C , > TEST POINTI < 
O,4S 0.8 d •• 

231244-18 
A.C. Testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4V for a logic "1" and 0.45V 
for a logic "0." Timing measurements are made at 2.0V for a logic 
"1" and 0.8V for a logic "0." 
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231244-17 
• Last byte of count being written 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

231244-19 
CL = 150pF 
CL Includes Jig capacitsnce 
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8255A/8255A-5 
PROGRAMMABLE PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

MCS-85TM Compatible 8255A-5 • Direct Bit Set/Reset Capability Easing 

24 Programmable 1/0 Pins Control Application Interface 

Completely TTL Compatible • Reduces System Package Count· 

Fully Compatible with Intel • Improved DC Driving Capability 

Microprocessor Families • Available in EXPRESS 

Improved Timing Characteristics - Standard Temperature Range 
- Extended Temperature Range 

• 40 Pin DIP Package or 44 Lead PLCC 
(See Intel Packaging: Order Number: 231369) 

The Intel 8255A is a general purpose programmable 1/0 device designed for use with Intel microprocessors. It 
has 24 1/0 pins which may be individually programmed in 2 groups of 12 and used in 3 major modes.of 
operation. In the first mode (MODE 0), each group of 12 1/0 pins may be programmed in sets of 4 to be input 
or output. In MODE 1, the second mode, each group may be programmed to have 8 lines of Input or output. Of 
the remaining 4 pins, 3 are used for handshaking and interrupt control signals. The third mode of operation 
(MODE 2) is a bidirectional bus mode which uses 8 lines for a bidirectional bus, and 5 lines, borrowing one 
from the other group, for handshaking. . 

._. {----.. +IV ........ ,.. _ .... 

<~=>I .. ,. K~=====~ D7-Do BUS 

II! 

WI! 

" .. 
....., 

BUFFER 

.... , 
WlllTE -LOGIC 

..... . -

.... , 
INTE"'L 
DATA sus 

Figure 1. 8255A Block Diagram 
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...... . 
POll' • ,I, 

231308-1 

231308-2 

Flf)ure 2. Pin 
Configuration 

Ootober 1986 
Order Number: 231308-001 
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8255A FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTI.ON 

General 

The 8255A is a programmable peripheral interface 
(PPI) device designed for 'use in Intel microcomputer 
systems. Its function is that.of a general purpose 1/0 
component to interface peripheral equipment to the 
microcomputer system' bus; The functional configu
ration of the 8255A is programmed by the system 
software so that normally no external logic is neces
sary to interface peripheral devices or, structures. 

Data Sus Buffer 

This 3-state bidirectional 8-bit buffer is used to inter
face the 8255A to the system data bus. Data is 
transmitted .or received by the buffer upon execution 
of input or output instructions by the CPU. Control 
words and status information are also transferred 
through the data 'bus buffer. 

Read/Write and Control Logic 

The function of this block is to manage all of the 
internal and external transfers of both Data and 
Control or Status words. It accepts inputs from the 

POWER (--.,V 
SUPf>LlES --GND 

81 DIRECTIONAL DATA BUS 

CPU Address and Control busses and in turn, issues 
commands to both of the Control Groups. 

Chip Select. A ~~I,ow" on this input pin enables the 
communication between the 8255A and the CPU. 

(RD) 

Read. A "low" on this input pin enables the 8255A 
to send the data or status informati.on to the CPU on 
the data bus. In essence, it allows the CPU to "read 
from" the 8255A. 

(WR) 

Write: A "low" on this input pin enables the CPU to 
write data or control words into the 8255A. 

(Ao and A1) 

Port Select 0 and Port Select 1. These input sig
nals, in conjunction with the RD and WR inputs, con
trol the selection of one .of the three ports or the 
control word registers. They are normally connected 
to the least significant bits of the address bus (Ao 
and A1)' 

01 00C::==:::JI B:B:~S:R I¢~==========::i 

A.--_ 

,,------' 

881T 
INTERNAL 
DATA-BUS 

GROUP 

po:r K=~::) P~~P80 
j8) 

231308-3 

Figure 3. 8255A Block Diagram Showing Data Bus Buffer and Read/Write Control Logic Functions 
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8255A BASIC OPERATION 

A1 Ao 1m WR eI Input Operation (READ) 

0 0 0 1 0 Port A -+ Data Bus 

0 1 0 1 0 Port B -+ Data Bus 

1 0 0 1 0 Port C -+ Data Bus 

Output Operation 
(WRITE) 

0 0 1 0 0 Data Bus -+ Port A 

0 1 1 0 0 Data Bus -+ Port B 

1 0 1 0 0 Data Bus -+ Port C 

1 1 1 0 0 Data Bus -+ Control 

Disable Function 

X X X X 1 Data Bus -+ 3-State 

1 1 0 1 0 Illegal Condition 

X X 1 1 0 Data Bus -+ 3-State 

(RESET) 

Reset. A "high" on this input clears the control reg
ister and all ports (A, B, C) are set to the input mode. 

Group A and Group BContrors 

The functional configuration of each port is pro
grammed by the systems software. In essence, the 
CPU "outputs" a control word to the 8255A. The 
control word contains information such as "mode", 
"bit set", "bit reset", etc., that initializes the func
tional configuration ofthe 8255A. 

2-65 

Each of the Control blocks (Group A and Group B) 
accepts "commands" from the Read/Write Control 
logic, receives "control words" from the intemal 
data bus and issues the proper commands to its as
sociated ports. 

Control Group A-Port A and Port C upper (C7 -04) 
Control Group B-Port B and Port Clower (03-CO) 

The Control Word Register can, Calx b!I written into. 
No Read operation of the Control Word Register is 
allowed. 

Ports ,..., B, and C 

The 8255A contains three 8-bit ports (A, B, and C). 
All can be configured in a wide variety of functional 
characteristics by the system software but each has 
its own special features or "personality" to further 
enhance the power and flexibility of the 8255A. 

Port A. One 8-bit data output latch/buffer and one 
8-bit data input latch. 

Port B. One 8-bit data input/output latch/buffer and 
one 8-bit data input buffer. 

Port C. One 8-bit data output latch/buffer and one 
a-bit data input buffer (no latch for input). This port 
can be divided into two 4-bit ports under the mode 
control. Each 4-bit pO,rt e,ontains a 4-bit latch and it 
can be used, for the control signal outputs and status 
signal inputs in conjunction with ports A and B. 



POWER {~+$V 
SUPfILIES ---..GND 

al·DlRilSCTIONAl DATA BUS 

o,-Do '<---vi 

1115---<4 
""---q 

OATA 
aus 

BUFFER 

READ 
WRIT, 

A,--_~I C~~~~~ A. ___ ~ 

RESET--_~ 

ei-------' 

8255A/8255A-5 

GROUP 
A 

CONTROL IV---, 

8·BIT 
INTERNAL 
OATA BUS 

GROUP 
B 

PORT 
B 

(8, 

I/O 
.,,--__ 0/ PA7~PAO 

010 
Iv--.--v PC,·PC4 

'/0 
Iv--.--v pe3-PeO 

231308-4 

-Figure 4. 8225A Block Diagram Showing Group A and Group B Control Functions 

Pin Configuration 

PIl L 19 

P821 20 

8255A 

'A' 
'AS 

PAl 

W-

D. 

D, 

D, 

D, 

D. 

D. 

D. 

'B' 
PB3 

Pin Names 

07-0 0 Data Bus (Bi-Directional) 

RESET Reset Input 

CS Chip Select 

RD Read Input 

WR Write Input 

AO,A1 Port Address 

PA7-PAO Port A (BIT) 

PB7-PBO Port B (BIT) 

PC7-PCO Port C (BIT) 

Vee +5 Volts 

GND o Volts 

8255A OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 
231308-5 
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Mode Selection 

There are three basic modes of operation that can 
be selected by the system software: 
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Mode O-Basic Input/Output 

Mode 1-Strobed Input/Output 

Mode 2-Bi-Directional Bus 

When the reset input goes "high" all ports will be set 
to the input mode (Le., all 24 lines will be in the high 
impedance state). After the reset is removed the 
8255A can remain in the input mode with no addi
tional initialization required. During the execution of 
the system program any of the other modes may be 
selected using a Single output instruction. This al
lows a single 8255A to service a variety of peripheral 
devices with a simple software maintenance routine. 

The modes for Port A and Port B can be separately 
defined, while Port C~s' divided into two portions as . 
required by the Port' ~ and port B definitions. All of . 
the output registers, including the status flip-flops, 
will be reset whenever the mode is changed. Modes 
may be combined so that their functional definition 
can be "tailored" to almost any I/O structure. For 
instance; Group B can be programmed in Mode 0 to 
monitor simple switch closings or display computa
tional results, Group A could be programmed in 
Mode 1 to monitor a keyboard or tape reader on an 
interrupt-driven basis. 

ADDRESS BUS 

CONTROL BUS 

MODE 0 

231308-6 

Figure 5. Basic Mode Definitions and Bus 
Interface 
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* CONTROLWO D 

I D,I 0, o,ID·lo, 0,1 0,1 0.1 
Lr-1 

/ GROUPB \ 
'--

PORT C (LOWER, 
, -INPUT 
.-OUTPUT 

PORTR 
'----- , -INPUT 

O-OUTPUT 

MODE RELECTION 
O-MODEO 
,-MODE1 

/ QROUPA \ 
PORT C (UPPER' 
,-JNPUT 
O-OUTPUT 

PORTA 
'-INPUT 
0" OUTPUT 

MODE SELECTION 
00 - MODE. 
01 "MODE 1 
1X-MOOE2 

MODE seT FLAG 
'-ACTIVE 

231308-7 

Figure 6. Mode Definition Format 

The mode definitions and possible mode combhla
tions may seem confusing at first but after a cursory 
review of the complete device operation a simple, 
logical I/O approach will surface. The design of the 
8255A has taken into account things such as effi
cient PC board layout, control signal definition vs PC 
layout and complete functional flexibility to support 
almost any peripheral device with no external logic. 
Such design represents the maximum use of the 
available pins. 

Single Bit Set/Reset Feature 

AIl~ Of thlL~J1s of Port C c.jn b~ Set or Beset 
.using a Single OJdIput instn IclinQ Jhis feature re
duces software requirements in Control-based appli
cations. 
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.l<. 
CONtROL WORD . 

II~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I 
I I I -~r BIT SET/RESET 

,X X X , '-SET , O· RESET 
DON'T 
CARE 

BIT SELECT 
01234687 
01010'01110 

... 00 , 1 0·0 1 1 8.1 
00001111B')1 

BITSET/RESET FLAG 
O-ACTIVE 

231308-8 

Figure 7. Bit Set/Reset Format 

When Port C is being used as status/control for Port 
A or B, these bits can be set or reset by using the Bit 
Set/Reset operation just as if they were data output 
ports. 

Interrupt Control Functions 

When the 8255A is programmed to operate in m<;>de 
1 or mode 2, control signals are provided that can be 
used as interrupt request inputs to the CPU, The in
terrupt request signals, generated from port C, can 
be inhibited or enabled by setting or resetting the 
associated INTE flip-flop, using the bit set/reset 
function of port C" ':LN\<c-11 

'& Tr-"b,a 

MODE 0 (BASIC INPUT) 

. 
Ro '\-

r--tIR -

INPUT 

I---t.A-
Cl,A1,AO 

0,,00---______ ,_ 

, . ' .. ,r . ~ ,-

tRO 

. 

This function allows the Programmer to disallow or 
allow a specific I/O device to interrupt the CPU with
out affecting any other device in the interrupt struc
ture, 

INTE flip-flop definition: 

(BIT-SET)-INTE is set-Interrupt enable 

(BIT-RESET)-INTE is RESET-Interrupt disable 

NOTE: 
All Mask flip-flops are automatically reset during 
mode selection and device Reset. 

Operating Modes 

Mode 0 Basic Functional Definitions: 

• Two 8-bit ports and two 4-bit ports, 

• Any port can be input or output. 

• Qulputs are latcbeCls 

• ,Jeguts are om 'f!lpbed. 
• 16 different Input/Output configurations are pos

sible in this Mode. 

t.A 0 

-,'-

-'HA-I 

-tRA_1 

---
0 tOF 0 

231308-9 
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MODE 0 (BASIC OUTPUT) 

tww 
--'e- i-

r---tow twD---I 

tAW twA 

a. AI. AO x= 
OUTPUT 

I----tw. 
231308-10 

MODE 0 PORT DEFINITION 

A B Group A Group B 

D4 D3 D1 Do PortA 
PortC 

# Port B 
. PortC 

(Upper) (Lower) 

0 0 0 0 OUTPUT OUTPUT 0 OUTPUT OUTPUT 

0 0 0 1 OUTPUT OUTPUT 1 OUTPUT INPUT 

0 0 1 0 OUTPUT OUTPUT 2 INPUT OUTPUT 

0 0 1 1 OUTPUT OUTPUT 3 INPUT INPUT 

0 1 0 0 OUTPUT INPUT 4 OUTPUT OUTPUT 

0 1 0 1 OUTPUT INPUT 5 OUTPUT INPUT 

0 1 1 0 OUTPUT INPUT 6 INPUT OUTPUT 

0 1 1 1 OUTPUT INPUT 7 INPUT INPUT 

1 0 0 0 INPUT OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT OUTPUT 

1 0 0 1 INPUT OUTPUT 9 OUTPUT INPUT 

1 0 1 0 INPUT OUTPUT 10 INPUT OUTPUT 

1 0 1 1 INPUT OUTPUT 11 INPUT INPUT 

1 1 0 0 INPUT INPUT 12 OUTPUT OUTPUT 

1 1 0 1 INPUT INPUT 13 OUTPUT INPUT 

1 1 1 0 INPUT INPUT 14 INPUT OUTPUT 

1 1 1 1 INPUT INPUT 15 INPUT INPUT 
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MODE CONFIGURATIONS 

CONTROL WORO #0 CONTROL WORD #2 

0, D. D. D. D3 D2 D, D. 

I I I I I I I 0 I 0 I 
0, 06 05 04 0 3 02 01 00 

I I I I I 0 I I, I 0 I 
A 

8 A 
8 

825SA 8255A 

4 . · C{ 
4 

4 

C{ 
4 

B 
8 B 

8 pe,·pBo 

231308-11 231308-12 

CONTROL WORD #1 CONTROL WORD #3 

07 06 06 D. 03 O2 0, O. 0, 06 Os 04 03'- 02 0, 00 

I I I I I I I 0 1'1 I I I I I 0 I I I I 
A 

8 
A 

8 

8255A 8255A 

4 

4 · C{ . ,4 
I 

4 

c{ 4 ,4 
I 

B 
8 

B 
8 

231308-13 231308-14 

CONTROL WORD #4 NTROL WORD #8 

0 7 D. O. D. 0 3 O2 0, DO 0, 0 6 05' 04 0 3 02 0, 00 

I I I I I I 0 I 0 I 0 I I I I I I I I I I 
A 

8 
A . ,8 

j 

8255A 8255A .. 
4 4 

. · C{ 
i--~ 

. . C{ 
4 

B 
8 

PB,'PSo B 
8 

231308-15 231308-16 
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CONTROL WORD #II CDNTROL WORD #8 

0, 0, D, D. Da D. D, DO 0, D, D, D. D3 , D. D, DO 

',IOIOIOI,IOIQII I ,1 0 I 0 , 1 ~ I 0 I 0 I ' r 
A 

8 PA,.pAo A' 
S 

~ 8255A 
4 pe.,.f'C. c{ o,-Do D7-o0 
4 

PC3-PCo 

4 

c{ 
4 

B, 
8 PB,.p1lo B 

8 

231308-17 231308-18 

CDNTROL WORD #II CDNTROL WORD #,0 

A 
8 

A 
8 

82I5A S255A 
4 

" c{ 
4 

4 

c{ 
4 

: 

B, S 
B • 

,8 
I PB"PBO 

231308-19 231308-20 

CONTROL WORD #7 CDNTROL WORD #11 ,,-, 

0, D. De D. D3 D. D, DO' 

',1°1 0 10 1,1 0 1,1,) 
0, , De ,D,' D41 D3 D• D,DO ,,', ' 

), I 0 I 0 I " I 0 I 0 I, I,' ) 
8" Ai--r-- PA,-PAo ,A 

8 

82I5A 

4 
PC7-P'4 ' 

4 
PC3-PCO I 

,4 

c{ 
4 

8 
8 

, , .. 
.~' 

231308-22 
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CONTROL WORD #'2 

D7 D. D5 D, D. 02 D, D. 

1'\0\0\ \'\0\0\01 

A 
8 

8255A 
4 

c{ 
4 

B 
8 

231308-23 

CONTROL WORD #'3 

D7 D. 'D5 D, D. D2 D, D. 

1 ' \ a \ a \ ' \, \ a \ a \ ' 1 

A 
8 .,. 
4 

c{ 
4 

B 
8 

231308-25 

Operating Modes 

Mode 1 Basic Functional Definitions: 

• Two Groups (Group A and Group B) 

• Each group contains one 8-bit data port and one 
4-bit controll data port. 

• The 8-bit data port can be either input or output. 
$19th irlP,JtS acd QI~tp.'ts ere latched 

• The 4-bit port is used for control and status of the 
8-bit data port.' , 
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CONTROL WORD #,4 

0, D. Os D.' 0. D2 D, D. 

"\0\0\ \ \0\,\01 

A 
8 

f2II6A 

c{ 
,4 

4 

B 
8 

231308-24 

ODNTROL WORD #,6 

D7 D. Os D4 D. D2 D, Do 

,I ' I a I a I ' I " \. 0 1, 1, 1 

A 
8 

82SSA 
4 

c{ 
4 

B 
8 

231308-26 

Input Control Signal Definition 

STB (Strobe Input). A "lOW" on this input loads 
data into the input latch. 

IBF (Input Buffer Full F/F) 

A "high" on this output indicates that the data has 
been loaded into the input latch; in essence, an ac-' 

knowledgement. ~~et ~ ~~:f ~~ 1.0jl 
!!J,d is reset by tp=: edJ! 0 r t; . 

INTR (Interrupt Request) 

A "high" on this output can be used to interrupt the 
CPU when an input device is requesting service. 
INTR is set by the STB is ~ "one", IBF is a "one" 
and INTE is a "one". It is reset by the falling edge of 
RD. This procedure allows an input device to re
quest service from the CPU by simply strobing its 
data into the port. 



INTEA 

Controlled by bit set/reset of PC4' 

MOOE 1 (PORT AI 

CONTROL WORD 

0, D. Do D. 0,0, D,11" 
I, I 01, I, I,!OWXIXI 

L PC" 
, -INPUT 
0- OUTJIVI' 

8255A/8255A-5 

INTE B 

Controlled by bit set/reset of PC2. 

MODE 1 (PORT BI 

CONTROL WORD 

0, D. D. D. 0. D, D, Do 

I'~~I'M 

1/0 

231308-27 

Figure 8. MODE 1 Input 

~"T-

...... 
~'II.- ,I' 

IIF £v \ 

tJ t81T 1_'.,0_) 
,-) INTR 

/ 
Ill! 

1-.... -1 

INTRa 

231308-28 

INI'UTFROM 
PERIPHERAL --- ---------------------

... 
231308-29 

Figure 9. MODE 1 (Strobed Input) 
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Output Control Signal Definition 

_ (output Buffer Full F/F). The 0EiF outpat will 
go. "low" to indicate that the CPU has written data 
out to the specified,port. The tmF F/F will be se£~ 
the rising e~ge Qf the WFf input and reset by 
Input being low. ' , 

~ (Acknowledge Input). A "low" on this input, 
informs the 8255A that the data from port A or port 
B has been accepted. In essence, &JlImoO§A from 
III _phAral devi~ indjQiting thin jt biI received· 
1!le ,data output by e ,CPU. 

IIffR (Interrupt Reque.t). A "high" on this output 
'can be' used to interrupt the CPU when an output 

MODE 1 (PORT A) 

CONTROL WORD 

D,DeDe D.~D2D, Do 

I ' I ° I ' I ° 11Io@M 
'L pc ... 

, -INPUT 
O-OUTPUT 

231308-30 

device has accepted data transmitted by the CPU. 
INTR is set when Am< is a "one", tmF is a "one", 
and INTE is a "one~'.lt is reset by the failing~edge'Of 
WR. ., 

INTEA 

Controlled by bit set/reset of pGe. 
~ 

INTEB 

Controlled by bit set/reset of !2t 

MODE 1 (PORT B) 

CONTROL WORD 

D, D. De D. ~ D.D, Do 

I ' @¢<IX] , I ° r><I PC, 

INTRa 

231308-31 

Figure 10. MODE 1 Output 

WII 
, 

~7 
-'AO. 

c5D -

~/) INTR 

IWIT-

/f' Al5( 

I---'AK 'AlT-

0U1?UT 

~- 231308-32 

Figure 11. MODE 1 (Strobed Output) 
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CONTROL WORD 

0, D. Do D. Do Do 0, Do 

I, I 0 I, I, It:, '1 0 M 
PCe.. 
,-INPUT 
O-OI/TPUT 

INTR. 

231308-33 
PORT~STROBEDINpun 
PORT B-jSTROBED OUTPUn _ 

P,.,.PA" 8 

PC, 1BFa 

PORT ~STROBED OUTPun 
PORT B-(STROBED INPUn 

INTR. 

231308-34 

Figure 12. Combinations of MODE 1 

Combinations of MODE 1 
Port A and Port B can be individually defined as in
put or output in MODE 1 to support a wide variety of 
strobed 1/0 applications. 

Operating Modes' 

~ODE 2 <Strobed Bidirectional Bus I/O~ This 
netional configuration provides a means for com

municating with a peripheral device or structure on a 
single a-bit bus for both transmitting and receiving 
data (bidirectional bus 1/0). "Handshaking" signals 
are provided to maintain proper bus flow discipline in 
a similar manner to MODE 1. Interrupt generation 
and enable/disable functions are also available. 

MODE 2 Basic Functional Definitions: 

• Used in Group A only. 

• One a-bit, bi-directional bus Port (Port A) and a 5-
bit control Port (Port C). 

• Both inputs and outputs are latched. . 

• The 5-bit control port (Port C) is used for control 
and status for the a-bit, bi-directional bus port' 
(Port A). 
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Bidirectional Bus 110 Control Signal 
Definition 

INTR (Interrupt Request). A high on this output can 
be used to interrupt the'CPU for both input or output 
operations. 

Output Of)eratlons 

OBF (Output Buffer Full). The ~ output will go 
"lOW" to indicate that the CPU has written data out 
to Port A. 

ACK (Acknowledge). A "low" on this input enables 
the tri-state output buffer of port A to send out the 
data. Otherwise, the output buffer will be in the high 
impedance state. 

INTE 1 (The INTE Flip-Flop ASSOCiated with 
OBF). Controlled by bit set/reset of PCs. 

Input Operations 

STB (Strobe Input). A "low" on this input loads 
data into the input latch. 
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IBF (Input Buffer Full F/F). A "high" on this output 
indicates that data has been loaded into the input 
latch. 

INTE 2 (The INTE Flip-Flop A880clated with IBF). 
Controlled by bit set/reset of PC4. 

CONTROL WORD 

PCz.o 
'-INPUT 
0-1)UTPUT 

L---_PORTB 
'-INPUT 
O-O~ 

~------·GRO~B~E 
0-_0 
'-~E' 

231308-35 

Figure 13. MODE Control Wor~ 

111!_ 

231308-36 

Figure 14. MODE 2 

INTR 

__________ ... ________ +~ 4---tAk 

m 

II' 

NOTE: . 

DATAJIROII 
PERIPHERAL TO 8HIA 

. }'J. ",. \ 

Any sequence where WR' occurs before ACR and m occurs before AD is pennissible. 
(INTR = IBF.~.m.fm + ~.~.ACR.WJ!() 

Figure 15.~~J_ (BIdirectional) 
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DATAI'IIOM 
_TO I0IO 

231308-37 



MODE 2 AND MODE 0 (INPUT) 

CONTROL WORD 

D,O.o,.D.D,D 2 01 DO 

1111@<M 
01 5' 4 
-INPUT 

PCz 
1 
o -OUTPUT 

PC, 

p..,.p ... 

PC., 

PC" 

pc. 

PC" 

PCz4 

PB, ..... 

MODE 2 AND MODE 1 (OUTPUT) 

CONTROL WORD 

PC" 

PI,· ..... 

PC, 

iiD--~ pc. 

Wii--~ PC" 

8255A/8255A-5 

INT", 

A- I") 
V -v 

-

3 
I/O 

A-
] 8 

V 

231308-38 

OBF. 

ACt<,. 

STB. 

IBFA 

08F. 

ACK. 

INTRa 

231308-40 

MODE 2 AND MODE 0 (OUTPUT) 

ODNTROL WORD 

D,o,.o,.D.o.D.D,"o 

"I'M>@ OIJ' 
PC'4 
, -INPUT 
O-OUTPUT 

PC.,1---0aF. 

PCZ4 I+--f-- I/O 

231308-39 

MODE 2 AND MODE 1 (INPUT) 

PC, 

,..,., ... ~ 
PC, 

CONTROLWOR 0 
PC" 

2 01 Do 

11M pc. 

PC" 

PB7-PBO ~ 
pc. 

PC, IBFa 

- pc. INTRa 

231308-41 

Figure 16_ MODE % Combinations 
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,Mode Definition Summary 
MODE 0 

IN OUT 

PAO IN OUT 
PA1 IN OUT 
PA2 iN OUT 
PA3 IN OUT 
PA4 IN OUT 
PA5 IN OUT 
PAs. IN OUT 
PA7 IN OUT 

PBo IN OUT 
PB1 IN OUT 
PB2 IN OUT 
PB3 IN OUT 
PB4 IN OUT 
PB5 IN OUT 
PBe IN OUT 
PB7 IN OUT 

PCo IN OUT 
PC1 IN OUT 
PC2 IN OUT 
PC3 IN OUT 
PC4 IN OUT 
pes IN OUT 
PCe IN OUT 
PC7 IN OUT 

Special Mode Combination 
Considerations 

MODE 1 

IN OUT 

IN OUT 
IN OUT 
IN OUT 
IN OUT 
IN OUT 
IN OUT 
IN OUT 
IN OUT 

IN OUT 
IN OUT 
IN OUT 
IN PUT 
IN OUT 
IN OUT 
IN OUT 
IN OUT 

INTRs INTRs 
IBFs OBFs 
STBs ACKs 
INTRA INTRA 
STBA 1/0 
IBFA 110 
1/0 ACKA 
1/0 OBFA 

There are several combinations of modes when not 
all of the bits in Port C are used for control or status. 
The remaining bits can be used as follows: 

If Programmed as Inputs-

All input lines can be accessed during a normal Port 
C read. 

MODE 2 

GR~UPAONLY 

~ +-+ 
+-+ 
+-+ 
+-+ 
+-+ 
+-+ 
+-+ 
+-+ 

--
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1/0 
1/0 
1/0 

INTRA 
STBA 
IBFA 
ACKA 
OBFA 

MODE 0 
OR MODE 1 
ONLY 

This feature allows the 8255 to directly drive Darling
ton type drivers and high-voltage displays that re
quire s,,!ch source current. 

Reading Port C Status 

If Programmed as Outputs-

Bits in C upper (PC7-PC4) must be individually ac
cessed using the bit set/reset function. 

In Mode 0, Port C transfers data to or from the pe
ripheral device. When the 8255 is programmed to 
function in Modes 1 or 2, Port C generates or ac
cept$ /hand-shaking" signals with the peripheral de
vice~09Jb,e cOlltents of Por:tC.alIQw~the pro
gr1llllmsuo.JesLor verity-the-.:'status" of ~ 

. !lP1lerm-.deYjca...aruLcllange the -progra"'- flow-ac=
?~dingl~ .. 

Bits in Clower (PC3-PCO) can be accessed using 
the bit set/reset function or accessed as a three
some by writing into Port C. 

Source Current Capability on Port B 
and PortC 

Any set of eight output buffers, selected randomly 
from Ports Band C can source 1 mA at 1.5 volts. 
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There is no special instruction to read the status in
formation from Port C. A normal read operation of 
Port C is executed to perform this function. 
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INPUT CONFIGURATION 

0, De Os 04 0 3 02 0, Do 

I/O I/O I IBF.IINTE._IINTR.IINTE.I IBF.IINTR·I 

II i ' 

GRO'uP A GROUP B 

OUTPUT CONFIGURATION 

i 

GROUP A 
Ii i ' 

GROUPB 

231308-59 

Figure 17. MODE 1 Status Word Format 

07 D. Do D. 0_ D. 0, Do 

IW·IINTE,IIBF·IINTE·IINTR·IXIXIXI 

, ! II i I 

GROUP A ____ GRQUPB 

IDE FINED BY MODE 0 OR MODE 1 SELECTION) 

231308-42 

Figure 18. MODE 2 Status Word Format 

APPLICATIONS OF THE 8255A 

the 8255A is a very powerful tool for interfacing pe
ripheral equipment to the microcomputer system. It 
represents the optimum use of available pins and is 
flexible enough to interface almost any I/O device 
without the need for additional external logic. 

Each peripheral device in a microcomputer system 
usually has a "service routine" associated with it. 
The routine manages, the software interface be
lWeen the device and the CPU. The functional defini
tion of the 8255A is programmed by the I/O service 
routine and becomes an extension of the system 
software. By examining the I/O devices interface 
characteristics for both data transfer and timing, and 
matching this information to the examples and ta
bles in the detailed operational description, a control 
word can easily be developed to initialize the 8255A 
to exactly "fit" the application. Figures 19 through_ 
25 represent a few examples of typical applications 
of the 8255A. 
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INTERRUPT 
REQUEST 

MODEl 
IOUTPUT) 

... 
PO, ... 
PO, ... 

1~.r:JI :: 
PO, 

ACK 

,'~ . 

HIGH4PEED 
PRINTIR 

HAMMER 
RELAVS 

CONTROL LOGIC AND DRIVEAS 
INTERRUPT 
REQUEST 

231308-43 

Figure 19. Printer Interface 

' REQUEST 
INTERRUPTi 

pc. P,," R, 

82HA PA, R, 
PA, R. FULLY 

PA, R, DECOOED 
KEVBOARD 

PAo R, 

MODE 1 
PAs R, 

(INPUT) PAs SHIFT 

PA7 CONTROL 

pc. STROBE 

c-PCa ACK 

'PBo Bo 
PB, B, 
PB, a, BURROUGHS 

SELF·SCAN 
PB_ B, DISPLAY 

PB. B, 

MODEl 
PBo ... 

(OUTPUT) PBs BACKSPAce 

Pa, CLEAR 

PC, DATA READY 

PC, ACK 

pc. BLANKING 

PCo ~7 CANCEL WORD 

INTERRUPT ~ . 
REQUEST 

231308-44 

Figure 20. Keyboard and Display Interface 
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INTERRUPT 

" fOUESY'1 

PC, 

~~~T~-

l2l1A 

PA" 

PA, 

PAt 

PA, 

PJ\, 

PA,; 

PA,; 

PA, 

PC, 

PC, 

PC, 

PC, 

------
P •• 

PB, 

PS, 

:~~T~-
PB, 

PB, 

PB, 

P., 

P., 

". 
", 
", 
", FULLY 

DECODED 

", KEyBoARD 

", 
SHIFT 

CONTROL 

STROBE' 

ACKNOWLEDGE 

BUSY IT 

TEST IT 

--",-

--",------..,,----------"........ 

---"........ 

I-
I-
I-
I-
f-
I-
I-
~ 

T ERMINAL 
DORESS A 

231308-45 

Figure 21. Keyboard and 
Termlnal.Address InteHace 

PA" LSB 
PA, 

PAt 

PA, 

PA, 

MODE 0 PA5~-
(OUTPUT) PAs 12-81T 

PA, D·A I-CONVERTER 
ANALOG OUTPUT 

PC, IDACI 
PC, 

l2l1A "'" PC, MSB 

r STBDATA 

PC, OUTPUT EN 

BIT 
SET/RESET 

PC, SAMPLE EN 

PC, STB 

P" LOB 

P8, 8-BIT 

Po, 
A·D 

CONVERTER I-
MODE 0 PB, (ADCI 

ANALOG INPUT 

(lNPUTI PB, 

PBs 
PBs .., MOB 

231308-46 

Figure 22. Digital to Analog, Analog to Digital 

REOUEST 
INTERRUPT, 

PC, PAo Do 
PA, D, 

PA, ", 
PAs D, ' fLOPPY DISK 
P", D, 

CONTROLLER 
AND DRIVE 

PA, ", 
MODE 2 PAo D, 

PA, 0, 

PC, DATA ST8 

.." ACKflNI 
PC, DATA READY 

PC, ACK (OUT) ...... 
PC, TRACK "0" SENSOR 

PC, SYNC READY 

PC, INDEX 

rpBo ENGAGE HEAD 

PB, FORWARD/REV. 
PB, REAO ENABLE 

MOOE. ... WRITE ENABLE 

(OUTPUT) .. , DISC SELECT 

PBs ENABLECRC ... TEST 

PB, BUSV IT 

231308-47 

Figure 23. Basic Floppy Disk InteHace 

REQUEST 
'NTE""UPT, 

PC, PA" ". 
PA, ", CRT CONTROLLER 
PA, ", • CHARACTER GEN. 
PA, .,. • REFRESH BUFFER 

PA, ., • CURSOR CONTROL 

PA,; ., 
MODE 1 PA, ,SHIFT 

10UTPUT) PA, CONTROL 

PC, DATA READY 

PC, AC' 

PC, BLANKED 

...... PC, BLACK/WHITE 

PC, ROWSTB 

PC, COLUMNSTB 

PC, CURSOR HN STB 

... 
MOOED .. , 

(OUTPUTI ... .. , }--.. , ADDRESS 
HOV 

PBs 
PBs .., 

231308-48 

Figure 24. Basic CRT Controller InteHace 
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INTERRUPT 
REQUE "1 

PC, ... 
.'" .... .A, ... 

MODE 1 'As 
(INPUT) 'As .'" 

PC, 

PC, 

"':0 
UIIA 

~OEO{~ 
(INPUT) PC, 

PC, 

... .. , .. , 
MODE 0 .., 

(OUTPUTl .. , ... .. , ... 

1----

c---

.. 
", ., 8 LEVEL 

PAPER •• TAPI ., READER 

•• .. 
•• 
1ft 
A"ClI 
STOP/GO 

MACHINE TOOL 

STARTISTOP 
LIMIT SENSOR (HIV) 

aUTOF FLUID 

CHANOETOOL 

LEFT/RIGHT 
UPIOOWN 
HOR. STEP STROBE 
VERT. STEP STROBE 
SLEWISTEP 

FLUID ENABLE 

EMERGENCY STOP 

231308-49 

Figure 25. Machine Tool Controller Interface 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ...... O"C to 70·C 
Storage Temperature .......... -65·C to + 150·C 
Voltage on Any Pin 

with Respect to Ground ..•....... - 0.5V to + 7V 
Power Dissipation ....................•... 1 Watt 

-Notice: Stresses above those listed under ':4bso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device st these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·C to 70"C, Vee = + 5V ± 10%, GND = OV-

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

VOL (DB) Output Low Voltage (Data Bus) 0.45- V IOL = 2.5mA 

VOL (PER) Output Low Voltage (Peripheral Port) 0.45- V IOL = 1.7mA 

VOH (DB) Output High Voltage (Data Bus) 2.4 V IOH = -400/J-A 

VOH (PER) Output High Voltage (Peripheral Port) 2:4 .V IOH = -200/J-A 

IOAR(1) Darlington Drive Current -1.0 -4.0 mA REXT = 7500.; VEXT = 1.5V 

Icc Power Supply Current 120 mA 

IlL Input Load Current ±10 p.A VIN = Vcc to OV 

IOFL Output Float Leakage ±10 p.A VOUT = VcctoO.45V 

NOTE: 
1. Available on any 8 pins from Port Band C. 
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CAPACITANCETA= 25·C, Vee';' GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

CIN Input Capacitance . 10 pF fc = 1 MHz 

CliO 1/0 Capacitance . 20 pF Unmeasured pins returned to GND 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O·C to 70·C, Vee = + 5V ± 10%, GND = OV· 

Bus Parameters 

READ 

Symbol Parameter 
8255A 8255A-5 Unit 

Min Max Min Max 

tAR Address Stable before READ 0 0 ns 

tRA Address Stable after READ 0 0 ns 

tRR READ Pulse Width 300 300 ns 

tRO Data Valid from READ(1) 250 200 ns 

tOF Data Float after READ 10 150 10 100 ns 

tRv Time between READs and/or WRITEs 850 850 ns 

. WRITE 

Symbol' Parameter 8255A 8255A-5 Unit 
Min Max Min Max 

tAW Address Stable before WRITE' 0 0 ns 

tWA Address Stable after WRITE 20 20 ns 

tww WRITE Pulse Width 400 300 . ns 

tow Data Valid to WRITE (T.E.) 100 100 ns 

two Data Valid after WRITE 30 30 ns 

OTHER TIMINGS 

Symbol Parameter 8255A 8255A-5 Unit 
Min Max Min Max 

tWB WR = 1 to Output(1) 350 350 ns 

tlR Peripheral Data before RD 0 0 ns 

tHR Peripheral Data after RD 0 0 ns 

tAK ACK Pulse Width 300 300 ns 

tST STB Pulse Width I· 500 500 ns 

tps Per. Data before T.E. of STB 0 0 ns 

tpH Per. Data after T.E. of STB 180 180 ns 

tAD ACK = 0 to Output(1) 300 300 ns 

tKO ACK =1 to Output Float 20 250 20 250 ns 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

OTHER TIMINGS (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter 
8255A 8255A-5 

Unit 
Min Max Min Max 

tWOB WA = 1 toOBF = 0(1) 650 650 ns 

tAOB ACK = 0 to OBF == 1(1) 350 350 ns 

tslB STB = OtolBF = 1(1) 300 300 ns 

tRIB AD = 1 to IBF = 0(1) 300 300 ns 

tRIT AD = 0 to INTA = 0(1) 400 400 ns 

tSIT STB = 1 to INTA = 1(1) 300 300 ns 

tAIT ACK == 1 to INTA = 1(1) 350 350 ns 

twiT WA = 0 to INTA = 0(1,3) 450 450 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Test Conditions: CL = 150 pF. 
2. Period of Reset pulse must be at least 50 J.l.s during or after power on. Subsequent Reset'pulse can be 500 ns min. 
3. INTR t may occur as early as iNA J, . 
·For Extended Temperature EXPRESS, use M8255A electrical parameters. 

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

Input/Output 

2.4 

0.45 

2.0 2.0 > ,.aI,.POINTS < 
0.8 0.' 

231308-50 
A.C. Testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4V for a Logic "I" and 0.45V 
for a Logic "0". Timing measurements are made at. 2.0V for a 
Logic "I" and 0.8V for a Logic "0". 

2-e3 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

DEVICE 
UNbER 
TEST l--r..--..... "v\J\r----o VEXT• 

I Ct.=1IOpF 

231308-51 
·VEXT ill set at various voltages during testing to guarantee the 
specification. CL includes jig capacitance. 
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WAVEFORMS 

MODE 0 (BASIC INPUT) 

. '." 0 

~ 
~ J r 

t::='R- 1--'·"-1 
,NPUT 

~tAR _____ -tAA------1 
a,Al.AO 

-----------( --
'RO 0 'OF 0 

231308-52 

MODE 0 (BASIC OUTPUT) 

twA 

OUTPUT 

231308-53 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

MODE 1 (STROBED INPUT) 

-'sr- , 

IBF 

INTR 

INPUT FROM 
PERIPHERAL 

~t'lj) 

---
... 

MODE 1 (STROBED OUTPUT) 

INTR 
_twiT 

OUTPUT 

j 

1 
\ 

tilT 
~tRI.-') 

~7 / 
/ 

- ......... 1 

---------------------

231308-54 

231308-55 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

MODE 2 (BIDIRECTIONAL) 

INTR 

-tsr-
------------------~ r--~_+--~--~--~----------

ISF 

PERIPHERAL 
8US ----------

NOTE: , 

DATA FROM 
PERIPHERAL TO 8255 

Any sequence where WR occurs before AC5R and m occurs before l1i5 is permissible. 
(INTR = ISF- MASK - S'iti -l1i5 + OBF -~ - AC5R - WFi) . .' 

WRITE TIMING 

Ao.,. c.--"l' ...... ----__ ...."Hi'_ ___ _ 

DATA BUS 

--------~'~+---+---~'----

READ TIMING. 

DATA FROM 
8266 TO 8080 

231308-58 

OATA BUS ___ H_'G_H_'_MP_EMDA_N_C_E __ + __ 1-_ ..... _.;.;;. 

231308-57 
231308-58 
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intJ 82C55A 
CHMOS PROGRAMMABLE PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

• Compatible with' all Intel' and Most 
O"er Mlcroprooe .. o~ 

• High Speed, "Zero Walt State" 
Operation with 8 MHz 8086188 and 
80186/188 

• 24 Programmable I/O Pins 

. " 

• Control' Word Read-Back Capability 

• Direct Bit Set/Re.et Capability 

• 2.5 mA DC Drive capability on all I/O 
Port Outputs 

• Available In 40-Pln DIP and 44-Pln PLOC 

• Available In EXPRESS 
• Low Power CHMOS . _ Standard Temperature Range 
• Completely TTL Compatible - Extended Temperature Range, 
The Intel 82C55A is a high"performance,.CHMOS version of the Industry standard 8255A general purpose 
programmable 1/0 device which is designed for use with all Intel and most other microprocessors. It provides 
24 1/0 pins whioh may be individually programmed in 2 groups of 12 and used in 3 major modes of operation. 
The 82C55A is pin compatible with the NMOS 8255A and 8255A-5. 
In MODE 0, each group of 12 110 pins may be programmed in sets of 4 and 8 to be inputs or outputs. In 
MODE 1, each group may be programmed to have 8 lines of input or output. 3 of the remaining 4 pins are used 
for handshaking and interrupt control signals. MODE 2 is a strobed bi-directional bus configuration. 
The 82C55A is fabricated on Intel's advanced CHMOS III technology which provides low power consumption 
with performance equal to or greater than the equivalent NMOS product. The 82C55A is available in 40-pin 
DIP and 44-pin plastiC leaded chip carrier (PLCC) packages. 

...... 

III .. 
" .. 

01 __ --' 

Figure 1. 82C55A, Block Dlagrelll 

.. .... ,-'AQ 

'10 
I'C?-.c. 

" . ....... 

'to .. , .... 

231256-1 

... 
peo 

• '" I 214441424140 

1 ,. 1 IS 

~UU!!iUU 
231256-31 

231256-2 

Figure 2. 82C55A Pinout 
Diagrams are for pin raterenee only. Packaga 
sizes are not to scale. 
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Table 1 Pin De.Crlptlon 

Symbol 
Pin Number 

TYPII Name and Function . Dip PLC"C 
,,t' 

PAs-o . 1-4 2-5 110 PORT A, PINS 0":'3: Lower nibble 01 an 8~bit data output latchl 
buffer and an 8-bit data input latch. 

RD 5 6 I READ CONTROL: This input is low during CPU read operations. .. 
CS 6 ·7 I CHIP SELECT: A low on this input enables the S2C55A to 

respond to RD and WR signals. RD and WR arEi ignored 
otherwise. 

GND 7 8 ;Sy.tem Ground 

A1-0 8-9 9-10 I ADDRESS: These input signals, in conjunction RD ~nd WR, 
control the selection of one of the three ports or the control 
word registers. 

A1 Ao RD WR CS Input Operation (Read) 

0 0 0 1 0 Port A - Data Bus 

0 1 0 1 0 Port B - Data Bus 

1 0 0 1 0 Port C - Data Bus 

1 1 0 1 0 Control Word - Data Bus 

Output Operation (Write) 

0 0 1 0 0 Data Bus - Port A 

0 1 1 0 0 Data Bus - Port B 

1 0 1 0 0 Data Bus - Port C 

1 1 1 0 0 Data Bus - Control 

Disable Function 

X X X X 1 Data Bus - 3 - State 

X X 1 1 0 Data Bus - 3 - State 

PC7-4 10-13 11,13-15 liD PORT C, PINS 4-7: Upper nibble 01 an 8-bit data output latchl 
buffer and an 8-bit data input buffer (no latch for input). This port 
can be divided into two 4-bit ports under the mode control. Each 
4-bit port contains a 4-bit latch and it can be used for the control 
signal outputs and status signal inputs in conjunction with ports 
A and B. 

PCo-s 14-17 16-19 liD PORT C, PINS 0-3: Lower nibble of Port C. 

PBO-7 18-25 20-22, liD . PORT B, PINS 0-7: An 8-bit data output latchlbuffer and an 8-
24-28 bit data input buffer. 

Vee 26 29 SYSTEM POWER: + 5V Power Supply. 

·07-0 27-34 30-33, liD DATA BUS: Bi-directional, tri-state data bus lines, connected to 
35-38 system data bus. 

RESET 35 39 I RESET: A high on this input clears the control register and all 
ports are set to the input mode. 

WR 36 40 I WRITE CONTROL: This input is low during CPU write 
operations. 

PA7-4 37-40 41-44 liD PORT A, PINS 4-7: Upper nibble of an 8-bit data output latchl 
buffer and an 8-bit data input latch. 

NC 1,12, No Connect 
23,34 
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82C55A FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 

The 82C55A is a programmable peripheral Interface 
device designed for use in Intel microcomputer sys
tems. Its function Is that of a general purpose I/O 
component to interface peripheral equipment to the 
microcomputer system bus. The functional configu
ration of the 82C55A is programmed by the system 
software 80 that normally no extemallogic is neces
sary to interface peripheral devices or structures. 

Data Bus Buffer 

This 3-state bidirectional 8-b~ buffer is used to inter
face the 82C55A to the system data bus. Data is 
transmitted or received by the buffer upon execution 
of input or output instructions by the CPU. Control 
words and status information are also transferred 
through the data bus buffer. 

Read/Write and Control logic 

The function of this block is to manage all of the 
internal and external transfers of both Data and 
Control or Status words. It accepts inputs from the 
CPU Address and Control busses and in turn, issues 
commands to both of the Control Groups. 

Group A and Group B Controls 

The functional configuration of each port is pro
grammed by the systems software. In essence, the 
CPU "outputs" a control word to the 82C55A. The 
control word contains information such as "mode", 
"bit set", "bit reset", etc., that initializes the func
tional configuration of the 82C55A. 
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Each of the Control blocks (Group -A and Group B) 
accepts "commands" from the Read/Write ContrOl, 
Logic, receives "control words" from the i~ternal' 
data bus and issues the proper commands to its as
sociated ports. 

Control Group A - Port A and Port C upper (C7 -04) 
Control Group B - Port B and Port Clower (03-CO) 

The control word register can be both written and 
read as shown in the address decode table in the 
pin deSCriptions. Figure 6 shows the control word 
format for both Read and Write operations. When 
the control word is read, bit 07 will always be a logic 
"1", as this implies control word mode information. 

Porta A, B, and C 

The a2C55A contains three a-bit ports (A, B, and C). 
All can be configured in a wide variety of functional 
characteristics by the system software but each has 
its own special features or "personality" to further 
enhance the power and flexibility of the 82C55A. 

Port A. One a-bit data output latch/buffer and one 
B-bit input latch buffer. Both "pull-up" and "pull
down" bus hold devices are present on Port A. 

Port' B. One a-bit data inputloutputlatch/buffer. 
Only "pull-up" bus hold devices are present on Port 
B. 

Port C. One a-bit data output latch/buffer and one 
a-bit data input buffer (no latch for input). This port 
can be divided into two 4-bit ports under the mode 
control. Each 4-blt port contains a 4-bit latch and it 
can be used for the control signal outputs and status 
signal inputs in conjunction with ports A and B. Only 
"pull-up" bus hold devices are present on Port C. 

See Figure 4 for the bus-hold circuit configuration for 
Port A, B, and C. 
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,--=----- , ,,"LlD -GND 

lIoQ1f1EC:TfONAL DATA lUI .DATA "::::;:======~ 
D, .. C=::::>18U~R I' 

1iD---(lJ 
,111_ 

,A, ___ ", 

.. ---( 
OOlT---'" 

I!I ____ -I 

GROUP • POOT 

• ,., 
V'-~~" "0 
"'"~_O/ Pa"No 

231256-3 

figure '- 82C$5A Block DIagram Showing Data Bus Buffer and Read/Write Controll.oglc Functions 

EXTEIINAL 
INTERNAL - .... ---1(1-1(1-1-- POK1' A 

D/ITA IN PIN , 

~~--------~)o----~ 
WR 

Vee 

EXTERNAL 
L-~I---~-t-- :r B,C 

~---f:~----' 

0NOTE: iii 231256-4 
Port pins loaded with more than 20 pF capacitance may not have their logic level guaranteed following a hardware reset 

Figure 4. Port It. B, C, Bu .. hold Conflguretlon 
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82C55A OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Mod~ Selection 

There are three basic modes of operation that can 
be sele¢ed by the system software: 

Mode 0"- Basic input/output 
Mode 1 - Strobed Input/output 
Mode 2 - Bi-directional Bus 

When the reset input goes "high" all ports will be set 
to the input mode with all 24 port lines held at a logic 
"one" level by the internal bus hold devices (see 
Figure 4 Note). After the reset is remf)ved the 
82C55A can remain in the input mode with no addi
tional initialization required. This eliminates the need 
for pullup or pulldown devices in "all CMOS" de
signs. During the execution of the system program, 
any of the other modes may be selected by using a 
single output instruction. This allows a single 
82C55A to service a variety of peripheral devices 
with a simple software maintenance routine. 

The modes for Port A and Port S can be separately 
defined, while Port C is divided into two portions as 
required by the Port A and Port S definitions. All of 
the output registers, including the status flip-flops, 
will be reset whenever the mode is changed. Modes 
may be combined so that their functional definition 
can be "tailored" to almost any I/O structure. For 
instance; Group B can be programmed in Mode 0 to 
monitor simple switch closings or display computa
tional results, Group A could be programmed in 
Mode 1 to monitor a keyboard or tape reader on an 
interrupt-driven basis. 

ADDRESS BUS 

MODED 

MODE 2 -t' B cr 

~o 1111 lIlt 
pa,·pBo 11O! comROL ' 

231256-5 

Figure 5. Basic Mode Definitions and Bus 
Interface 
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CONTROL WORD 

I 0,1 D. D.I 04 1 D31 021 ~ I D.\ 
LJ 

.; QROUPB \ 
PORT C ILOWERI - '-INPUT 
O-OUTPUT 

PORTS 
'--- '-INPUT 

O-OUTPUT 

MODE SELECTION 
O-MODEO 
'-MODE1 

/ GROUP A \ 
PORT C IUPPERI 
'-INPUT 
0- OUTPUT 

PORTA 
'-INPUT 
O-OUTPUT 

MODE SELECTION 
OO-MOoED 
01 -MODE 1 
1X- MODE 2 

MODE SET FLAG 
1· ACTIVE 

231256-6 

Figure 6. Mode Definition Format 

The mode definitions and possible mode combina
tions may seem confusing at first but after a cursory 
review of the complete device operation a simple, 
logical 1/0 approach will surface. The design of the 
82C55A has taken into account things such as effi
cient PC board layout, control signal definition vs PC 
layout and complete functional flexibility to support 
almost any peripheral device with no external logic. 
Such design represents the maXimum use of the 
available pins. 

Single Bit Set/Reset Feature 

Any of the eight bits of Port C can be Set or Reset 
using a single OUTput instruction. This feature re
duces software requirements in ContrOl-based appli
cations. 

When Port C is being used as status/control for Port 
A or S, these bits can be set or reset by using the Bit 
Set/Reset operation just as if they were data output 
ports. 



CONTROL WORD 

BITIET/RESET 
'-SET 
0- RESET 

8lTSELECT 
01234687 
0101010180 
00"00118 
00001 1 1 1 

'-----------... 1 :'!:m~:SET FLAG 

231256-7 

Figure 7. Bit Set/Reset Format 

82C55A 

Interrupt Control Functions 

When the 82C55A is programmed to operate in 
mode 1 or mode 2, control signals are provided that 
can be used as interrupt request inputs to the CPU. 
The interrupt request signals, generated from port C, 
can be inhibited or enabled by setting or' resetting 
the associated INTE flip~flop, using the bit set/reset 
function of port C. 

This function allows the Programmer to disallow or 
allow a specific 1/0 device to interrupt the CPU with
out affecting any other device in the interrupt struc
ture. 

INTE flip-flop definition: 

(BIT-SET)-INTE is SET-Interrupt enable 
(BIT-RESET)-INTE is RESET-Interrupt disable 

Note: 
All Mask flip-flops are automatically reset during 
mode selection and device Reset. 
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Operating Mod.s 

Mod. 0 (Basic Input/Output). This functional con
figuration provides simple input and output opera
tions for each of the three ports. No "handshaking" 
Is required, data is simply written to or read from a 
specified port. 

MODE 0 (BASIC INPUT) 

-'0-

1--'10-
1....uT 

1----' •• -. 

-----------( 

MODE 0 (BASIC OUTPUT) 

'0. 
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Mode 0 Basic Functional Definitions: 
• Two a-bit ports and two 4-bit ports. 
• Any port can be input or output. 
• Outputs are latched. 
• Inputs are not latched. 
• 16 different Input/Output COnfigurations are pos-

sible i., this Mode. . .. 

"'. 0 

J ~ 

1--'.0-1 

1----',.-1 

---
0 'oF 0 

231256-8 
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MODE 0 Port Definition 

A B GROUP A GROUPB, 
" 

PORTC PORTC 
04 03 01 Do PORTA (UPPER) # PORTB (LOWER)' , 

0 0 0 0 OUTPUT OUTPUT 0 OUTPUT OUTPUT 
0 0, ' 0' / 1 OUTPUT' OUTPUT 1 OUTPUT INPUT 
0 0 1 0 OUTPUT OUTPUT 2 INPUT OUTPUT 
0 0 1 1 OUTPUT OUTPUT 3 INPUT INPUT 
0 1 0 0 OUTPUT INPUT 4 OUTPLlT OUTPUT 
0 1 0 1 OUTPUT INPUT 5 OUTPUT INPUT 
0 1 1 0 OUTPUT INPUT 6 INPUT OUTPUT 
0 1 1 1 OUTPUT INPUT 7 INPUT INPUT 
1 0 0 0 INPUT OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT OUTPUT 
1 0, O. , 1 INPUT OUTPUT 9 OUTPUT INPUT 
1 0 1 0 INPUT OUTPUT 10 INPUT OUTPUT 
1 0 1 1 INPUT OUTPUT 11 INPUT INPUT 
1 1 0 0 INPUT INPUT 12 OUTPUT OUTPUT 
1 1 0 .1 INPUT INPUT, 13 OUTPUT INPUT 
1 1 1 0 INPUT INPUT 14 INPUT OUTPUT 
1 1 1 1 INPUT INPUT 15 INPUT INPUT 

MODE 0 Configurations 

CONTROL WORD #0 CONTROL WORD #2 

0, D. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Do 0, D. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Do 

1,1.1.1.1.1°1.1.1 I, I • I • I • I 0 I • I, I ·1 

A 
' . 

PA7-PAO A 
a 

PAt'PAo - eacHA 
4 PC7..pC4 

4 
pe7·pc • 

. c{ c{ °,·°0 0,-00 
4 

PC:rPCo 
4 

PCrPCo 

• • PBrPBo • / . PB,.PBa , 

CONTROL WORD.1 CONTROL WORD #3 

0, 0, 

"" 
0, 0, 0, 0, Do 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Do 

1,1.1°1.1 010101'1 1,1°101010101, 1,1 

A • PA,.f'Ao A • PA7"'PAo - 82C5'!A 
4 

Pe,.PC. 
, 

c{ c{ PC,...." 

0,-00 0,-00 

, /' PC3~O , /' Pe3-PeO 

• • PB,.f'Bo .. I. , PB,..pSo 

231256 10 -
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MODE 0 Configurations (Continued) 

CONTROL WORD .. CONTROL WORD. 

D, D, D, D. D, D, D, Do D, D, DS D. D, D, D, D, 

I ' I 0 I 0 I 0 I ' I 0 I o I 0 I I ' I 0 I 0 I , I 0 I 0 I o I 0 I 
A 

8 
PA,.PAc! A i 

,8 PA,."'Ao 
.ICIIA -, 

PC,-pc. • PC,-PC. c{ c{ D,-O() . 0,-00 ,[ , 
PC,-PCo • PC,-PCO 

8 • P87~PBo 
" • • PB,-PBo 

-
CONTROL WORD lMi CONTROL WORD" 

D, D, D, D. D, D, D, D, D, D, D, D. D, D, D, D, 

I ' I 0 I 0 I 0 I ' I 0 I o I ' I I , I 0 I 0 I , I 0 I 0 I o I ' I 
A' • P~""Ao A , , . PA,-'Ao 

II2CIIA -" pc7.pC .. • PC1"PC .. c{ c{ ~7-DO • . O,..()O • 

• , . 
PC:rPCO , PC:rPCO 

8 
8 ..,.pe, 8 • pe,'pe, 

CONTROL WORD 116 CONTAOL WORD #10 

D, D. D, D. 0, 0, 0, Do 0, 0, Os D. 0, 0, 0, Do 

I , I 0 I o I 0 I ' I o I , I 0 I I , I 0 I 0 I , I 0 I 0 I , I 0 I 
A • PA"..Ao A • PA"..Ao 

Il2ClIA II2CIIA 

" pc.,.PC .. • PCr"C .. c{ I"~ c{ 0,-00 • D~O " • • PC3..f'CO " PC3·PCO 

• , ,8 PB,oPan • , , . ..,...., 

CONTROL WORD f7 CONTROL WORD #11 

D, D, Os D. 0, 0, 0, Do D, 0, 0, D. 0, 0, 0, Do 

I , I 0 I 0 I 0 I , I 0 I , I, I I , I 0 I 0 I , I 0 I 0 I , I, I 
A • PA"..Ao A , ' . PA,.pAo 

II2CIIA II2CIIA 

• PC,-PC. 
, 

PC,-PC. c{ c{ 0,.,°0 • . °,,°0 

" PC3-PCO • PC,""", i 

B . , . 
PB,.,BO 8 

8 
P8"..8, i 

231256-11 
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MODE 0 Configurations (Continued) 

CONTROL WORD #12 

0, De 06 0 4 0 3 02 01 "Do 

I, I 0 I 0 I, I,' I 0 I 0 I 0 I 
,8 

i PA7~PAg 

II2CIIA 

" PC,-pC, c{ i 

0,-00 • 

PC3.f1CO 

PBt..pa. 

CONTROL WORD .13 

0, 06 05 04 03 02 01 Do 

I, I 0 I • I, I, I 0 I 0 I, I 
A ,8 

PA,.fIAg , 
II2CIIA 

c{ , ,4 
PC,-PC. 

DrDo • 
,4 PC,-pc, I 

PB,..pBo 

Operating. Modes 

MODE 1 (Strobed Input/Output). This functional 
configuration provides a means for transferring I/O 
data to or from a specified port in conjunction with 
strobes or "handshaking" signals. In mode 1, Port A 
and Port B use the lines on Port C to generate or 
accept these "handshaking" signals. 
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CONTROL WORD .14 

0, De Os Dc 03 02, 01 Do 

I, I • I • I, I, I • 1,1·1 
A 

,8 
.Ai .. "" 

, - " PC7~4 c{ i 

Dr>, 
Pe3"pc. 

,8 
i ..., ..... 

CONTROL WORD .16 

0, De Os D. D3 02 0, 00 

I, I · I 0 I, I, I 0 I, I, I 
A 'A,-P"" -c{ PC,-pc, 

0,..00 

PC,.oc. 

PSi"'" 

231256-12 

Mode 1 Basic functional Definitions: 

• Two Groups (Group A and Group B). 

• Each group contains one 8-bit data port and one 
4-bit control/data port. 

• The 8-bit data port can be either input or output 
Both inputs and outputs are latChed. 

• The 4-bit port is used for control and status of the 
8-bit data port. 
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Input Control Signal Definition 

STB (Strobe Input). A "low" on this input loads 
data into the input latch. 

IBF (Input Buffer Full F/F) 

A "high" on this output indicates that the data has 
been loaded into the input latch; in essence, an ac
knowledgement. IBF is set by m in~ being low 
and is reset by the rising edge of the AD input. 

INTR (Interrupt Request) 

A "high" on this output can be used to interrupt the 
CPU when an input device is requesting service. 
INTR is set by the m is a "one", IBF is a "one" 
and INTE is a "one". It is reset by the falling edge of 
RD. This procedure allows an input device to re
quest service from the CPU by simply strobing its 
data into the port. 

INTEA 

Controlled by bit set/reset of PC4. 

INTE B 

Controlled by bit set/reset of PC2. 

- .... --

I.' 
~tll·l1 

'liT 

'NTR D 
~""-I 

MODE l' (PORT AI 

CONTROL WORD 

0., 0. 0 5 004 DsDz 0, Do 

I ' I 0 I ' I ' I,IOD<IXIXI 
L PC., 

1-INPUT 

18F" 

. 0- OUTPUT 

I/O 

MODE 1 (POAT 8) 

CONTROL WORD 

D, D. D. D4 D3 02 0, 00 

I'D¢¢<I)<H ,~ 

231256-13 

Figure 8. MODE 1 Input 

\ 
1_'0 .. __ 1') 

-7 / 

INPUT FROM 
PER'PHERAL --- ---------------------

... 
231256-14 

Figure 9. MODE 1 (Strobed Input) 
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Output Control SI$lI'I_1 Definition 

OBF (Output Bu.ffer Full F/F). The OBF output will 
go "low" to indicate that the CPU has written data 
out to the specified port. The OB~ .F/F will be set by 
the rising edge of the WR input and reset by ACK 
Input being. low. 

ACK (Acknowledge Input). A "low" on this input 
informs the 82C55A that the data from Port A or Port 
B has been accepted. In essence, a response from 
the peripheral device indicating that it has received 
the data output by the CPU. 

INTR (Interrupt Request). A "high" on this output 
can be used to interrupt the CPU when an output 
device has accepted data transmitted by the CPU. 
INTR is set when ACK is a "one", OBF is a "one" 
and INTE is a "one". It is reset by the falling edge of 
WR. 

INTEA 

Controlled by bit set/reset of PC6. 

INTE B 

Controlled by bit set/reset of PC2. 

INTA 

1----IWIT 

OUTPUT 

MODE 1 (PORT AI 

'A,"" 8 CONTROL WORD 

MODE , (POAT" . 

CONTROL WORD 

07 De Os 04 D3 02 D1 Do 

1'fX0&J'lotxl m. 
~ 

INTRa 

231256-15 

Figure 10. MODE 1 Output 

231256-16 

Figure 11. MODE 1 (Strobed Output) 
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Combinations of MODE 1 

Port A and Port B can be individually defined as input or output in Mode 1 to support a wide variety of strobed 
1/0 applications. 

RD_ 

CONTROL WOAD 

0,0 .... 0.0.0.0, ... 

I ' , 0 , ' , ' "[' , 0 M 
"".7 
, -INPUT 
O-DUTPUT 

ViR 

........ 
pca-ACi. 

PCo INTR, 

WIi-

CONTROL WOAD 

O,D .... D.O,D.D, ... 

I, '0 , ' , 0 "[' , ' M 
PC4•1 , -,....". 
O-OUTPUT 

'A,"Ao • 
PC, l5D'. 

",,-m.-
PC, INT". 

,/0 

m. 
PC, .IF. 

oe" INTR. 

PORT A - (STROBED INPUT) PORT A - (STROBED OUTPUTI 
PORT B - (STROBED OUTPUT) PORT B - (STROBED INPUT) 

231256-17 

Figure 12. Combinations of MODE 1 

Operating Modes 

MODE ,,2 (Strobed Bidirectional Bus 1/0).This 
functional configuration provides a means for com
municating with a peripheral device or structure on a 
single 8-bit bus for both transmitting and receiving 
data (bidirectional bus I/O). "Handshaking" signals 
are provided to maintain proper bus flow discipline in 
a similar manner to MODE 1. Interrupt generation 
and enable/disable functions are also available. 

MODE 2 Basic Functional Definitions: 

• Used in Group A only. 
• One 8-bit, bi-directional bus port (Port A) and a 5-

bit control port (Port C). 

• Both inputs and outputs are latched. 

• The 5-bit control port (Port C) is used for control 
and status for the 8-bit, bi-directional bus port 
(Port A). 

Bidirectional Bus 1/0 Control Signal Definition 

INTR (Interrupt Request). A high on this output can 
be used to interrupt the CPU for input or output oper
ations. 

2-99 

Output Operations 

OBF (Output Buffer FUll). The OBF output will go 
"low" to indicate that the CPU has written data out 
to port A. 

ACK (Acknowledge). A "low" on this input enables -
the tri-state output buffer of Port A 10 send out the 
data. Otherwise, the output buffer will be in the high 
impedance state. 

INTE 1 (The INTE Flip-Flop Associated with 
OBF). Controlled by bit setlreset of PCs. 

Input Operations 

STB (Strobe Input). A "low" on this input loads 
data into the input latch. 

IBF (Input Buffer Full F/F). A "high" on this output 
indicates that data has been loaded into the input 
latch. 

INTE 2 (The INTE Flip-Flop Associated with IBF). 
Controlled by bit setlreset of PC4. 



CONTROL WORD 

PC.., 
I-INPUT 
O-OUTPUT 

L--_PORTB 
I-INPUT 
O·OUTPUT 

~------.~~~~E 
I'MODEI 

231256-18 

Figure 13. MODE Control Word 

82C5$4 

Figure 14. MODE 2 

INTR 

m 

IBF 

PERIPHERAL 
BUS ----------

,( Ill! 

.' , . . ,t:lgur, 15. MODE 2 (Bidirectional) 
'l'" ,.t ,,;'l • , .', 

NOTE: , . ' , . 
Any sequence where Wi!{ occurs before ~. and STB occurs before RD is permissible. 
(INTR = ISF. MASK .• STB • RD + OBF • MASK. ACK • WR) 
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MODE 2 AND MODE 0 (INPUT) 

CONTROL WORO 

II, Dt Dt o. Do Do 0, Do 

l'I,D¢¢Xl~JI 
'-'NPUT 
O-OUTI'UT 

MODE 2 AND MODE 1 (OUTPUT) 

CONTROL WOAD 

0.,0,0,,0.0.0.0,0. 

I, I ' IXIXIXI t\o IXI 

Pee 

.., .... 
PC, 

AD PCz 

Wii oc;, , ' 

INTR" 

OBF. 

AC" 

IT" 
'If. 

0Bfa 

AC" 

'NTRe 

82C55A 

MODE 2 AND MODE 0 (OUTPUT) 

CONTROl. WOIID 

II, Dt Dt o. Do liz II, Do 

l'I'Dm~o51 
, -INPUT 
O-OUTPI!" 

l1li 

l1li_ 

PC ...... --m,. 

'If. 

'10 

MODE 2 AND MODE 1 (INPUT) 

I'Ca 'NTR. 

oaF. 

CONTROL WORD 
~ 

II, De Dt o. 0. Oz 0, D. 

I, I, IXIXIXI'I,IXI m,. 

laF" 

iii" 
AD PC, 'life 

Wii Pea INTRI 

231256-21 

F!gure 16. MODE % Combinations 
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Mode Definition Su~mary 

MODE 0 MODE 1 

IN OUT IN OUT 

PAo I~ OUT IN OUT 
PA1 'IN OUT IN OUT 
PA2 IN OUT IN OUT 

. PAs IN OUT IN OUT 
PA4 IN OUT IN OUT 
PAs IN OUT IN OUT 
PAs IN OUT IN ' OUT 
PA7 IN OUT ,IN, , OUT 

PBo IN OUT IN OUT 
PB1 IN OUT IN OUT 
PB2 IN OUT IN OUT 

, PB3 IN OUT 
PB4 :IN OUT 

IN OUT 
IN OUT 

PBs ,IN OUT IN OUT 
PBs IN OUT IN OUT 
PB7 IN OUT IN OUT 

PCo IN OUT 
PC1 IN OUT 

INTRa INTRa 
IBFa OIWa 

PC2 ' IN OUT SiBa Am<a 
PCs IN OUT 
PC4. IN OUT 

INTRA INTRA 
SiBA 110 

PCs IN OUT 
POe IN OUT 

IBFA 110 
110 AORA 

PC7 IN OUT 110 OIWA 

Special Mode Combination Considerations 

There are several combinations of modes possible. 
For any combination, some or all of the Port Clines 
are used for control or status. The remaining bits are 
either Inputs or outputs as defined by a "Set Mode" 
command. 

During a read of Port C, the state of all the Port C 
lines, except the ~ and SiB lines, will 'b~aced 
on the data: bus. In place of the AOR and STS line 
states, flag status will appear on the data bus in the 
PC2, PC4, and PC6 bit poSitions as illustrated by 
Figure 18. ' 

Through a "Write Port C" command, only the Port C 
pins programmed as outputs in a Mode 0 group can 
be written. No other pins can be affected by a "Write 
Port C" command, nor can the Interrupt enable flags 
be accessed. To write to any Port C output pro
grammed as an output In a Mode 1 group or to 

MODE 2 

GROUP A ONLY 

~ 

~' ...... 
~ 

~, 

~, 

~ 

~ 

-
-

\ -
---
-
-
110 
110 
110 

INTRA 
STBA 
IBFA 
~A 
OBFA 

MODE 0 
OR MODE 1 
ONLY' 

change an interrupt enable flag, the "Set/Reset Port 
C Bit" command must be used. 

With a "Set/Reset Port C Bit" command, any Port C 
line l!I'Q9I'ammed as an output (including INTR, IBF 
and OBF) can be written, or an interrupt' enable flag 
can be either set or reset. Port C lines programmed 
as inputs, Including Am< and SiB lines, associated 
with Port C are not affected by a "Set/Reset Port C 
Bit" command. Writin.9JQ. the corresponding Port C 
bit positions of the ACK and STB lines with the 
"Set/Reset Port C Bit" command will affect the 
Group A and Group B interrupt enable flags, as iIIus-' 
trated in Figure 18. ' 

Current Drive Capability 

Any output on Port A, B or C can sink or source 2.5 
rnA. This feature allows the 82C55A to directly drive 
Darlington type drivers and high-voltage displays' 
that reqUire such sink or source current. 
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Reading" Port C Status 

In Mode 0, Port C transfers data to or fr()m the pe
ripheral device. When the 82C55A is programmed to 
function< in Modes 1 or 2, Port C generates or ac
cepts "hand-shaking" Signals with the peripheral de
vice. Reading the contents of Port C allows the pro
grammer to test or verify the "status" of each pe
ripheral device and change the program flow ac
cordingly. 

There is no special instruction to read the status in
formation from Port C. A normal read operation of 
Port C is executed to perform this function. 

Interrupt Enable Flag Position 

INTEB PC2 
INTEA2 PC4 
INTEA1 PC6 

INPUT CONFIGURATION 
D7 D8 Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 

1110 1110 IIBFA IINTEA I INTRA IINTEB IIBFB IINTRB I 
I I I 

GROUP A GROUPB 

OUTPUT CONFIGURATIONS 
D7 De Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 

IOSFA IINTEA 1110 11/0 I INTRA IINTEB I ~B IINTRB I 
I I I 

GROUP A GROUPB 

Figure 17a. MODE 1 Status Word Format 

D7 De D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 

IO§F'AIINTE111BFAIINTE211NTRAI 
I I 

GROUP A GROUPB 
(Defined By Mode 0 or Mode 1 Selection) 

Figure 17b. MODE 2 Status Word Format 

Alternate Port C Pin Signal (Mode) 

ACRB (Output Mode 1) or STBB (Input Mode 1) 
SiBA (Input Mode 1 or Mode 2) 
ACKA (Output Mode 1 or Mode 2 

Figure 18. Interrupt Enable Flags In Modes 1 and 2 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias .... 0·C to + 70·C 

Storage Temperature ......... -. 65·C to + 150·C 

Supply Voltage .................. - 0.5 to +8.0V 

Operating Voltage .•... ~ .•......... + 4V to + 7V 

Voltagaonany Input. ....•.... GND-2Vto +6.SV 

Voltage on any Output .. GND - O.SV to Vee + O.SV 

Power Dissipation ..................•....• 1 Watt 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS 

• Notice: Stresses above those listed under '~bso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
fUnctional operation of the device at these or any 
other coilditions above those Indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extenqed periods may affect device reliability. 

TA = 0·Ct0700C, Vee = +sv ±10%, GND = OV(TA = -40·Cto +8S·C for Extended Temperture) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

VIL Input Low Voltage -O.S 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOL = 2.SmA 

VOH Output High Voltage 3.0 V IOH = -2.S mA 
Vee - 0.4 V IOH = -100/LA 

IlL Input Leakage Current ±1 /LA VIN = Vee to OV 
(Note 1) 

IOFL Output Float Leakage Current ±10 /LA VIN = Vee toOV 
(Note 2) 

IOAR Darlington Drive Current ±2.S mA Ports A, B, C 
Rext = 7S00 
Vext = 1.SV 

IpHL Port Hold Low Leakage Current +SO +300 /LA VOUT = 1.0V 
PortA only 

IpHH Port Hold High Leakage Current -so -300 /LA VOUT = 3.0V 
Ports A, B, C 

IpHLO Port Hold Low Overdrive Current -3S0 /LA VOUT = 0.8V 

IpHHO Port Hold High Overdrive Current +3S0 /LA VOUT = 3.0V 

lee Vee Supply Current 10 mA (Note 3) 

leeSB Vee Supply Current-Standby 10 /LA Vee = S.SV 
VIN = Vee or GND 
Port Conditions 
If liP = OpenlHigh 

OIP = Open Only 
With Data Bus = 

HighlLow 
CS = High 
Reset = Low 

Pure Inputs = 
LowlHigh 

NOTES: 
1. Pins Al, Ao, es, WR, RD, Reset. 
2. Data Bus; Ports B, e. 
3. Outputs open. 
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CAPACITANCE 
TA = 25·C, vee =GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min 

CIN Input Capacitance 

CliO I/O Capacitance 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS 
TA = o· to 70·C, Vee = +5V ±10%, GND = OV 

TA = -40·C to + 85·C for Extended Temperature 

BUS PARAMETERS 

READ CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter 

tAR Address Stable Before AD .J.. 
tRA Address Hold Time After AD t 
tRR AD Pulse Width 

tRO . Data Delay from RD .J.. 

tOF RD t to Data Floating 

tRY Recovery Time between AD/WR 

WRITE CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter 

tAW Address Stable Before WR .J.. 
tWA Address Hold Time After WR t 

tww WR Pulse Width 

tow Data Setup Time Before WR t 
two Data Hold Time After WR t 

Max Units 

10 . pF 

20 ·pF 

82C55A-2 

Min Max 

0 

0 

150 

120 

10 75 

200 

82C55A-2 

Min Max 

0 

20 

20 

100 

100 

30 

30 

2·105 

Test Conditions 

Unmeasured pins 
returned to GND 

fo = 1 MHz 

Units 
Test 

'Condltlons 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Units 
Test 

Conditions 

ns 

ns PortsA&B 

ns PortC 

ns 

ns 

ns PortsA&B 

ns PortC 



inter 82C55A 

OTHER TIMINGS 

Symbol Parameter 82C55A-2 Units Test 
Min Max 

Conditions.· ... 

tws WR = 1 to Output 350 ns 

tlR Peripheral Data Before RD 0 ns 

tHR .. 'Peripheral Data After RD 0 ns 

tAK ACK Pulse Width 200 ns 

tST STB Pulse Width 100 ns 

tps Per. Data Before STB High 20 ns 

tpH Per. Data After STBHigh 50 ns 

tAD ACK = 0 to Output 175 ns 

tKD ACK = 1 to Output Float 20 250 ns 

twos WR= 1 toOBF = 0 150 ns 

tAOS ACK = 0 to OBF = 1 150 ns 

tSIS STIi = 0 to ISF = 1 150 ns 

tRIS RD = 1 to IBF = 0 150 ns 

tRIT RD = 0 to INTR = 0 200 ns 

tSIT· STB = 1 to INTR = 1 150 ns 

tAIT ACK = 1 to INTR = 1 150 ns 

tWIT WR = 0 to INTR = 0 200 ns see note 1 

tRES Reset Pulse Width 500 ns see note 2 

NOTE: 
1. INTR t may occur as early as WR .J, . 
2. Pulse width of initial Reset pulse after power on must be at least 50 !1Sec. Subsequent Reset pulses may be 500 ns 
minimum. 
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WAVEFORMS 

MODE 0 (BASIC INPUT) 

. ' .. 
RD ~r- ...., f-

~IR- 1--'.11_1 
INPUT 

'===-'A.- -tR~ 

CS,Al,AO 

--------,----( --
'.D 'DF . 

231256-22 

MODE 0 (BASIC OUTPUT) 

'wW 

~ k- -,'-

I---'ow fwd 

'AW 'wA 

CS,",AO 

OUTPUT 

/+----... 8--

231256-23 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

MODE 1 (STROBED INPUT) 

IBF 

INTR 

INPUT FROM 
PERIPHERAL ---

, . 

-'sT-----

1\ J 

1"-'''·-11 
I 

tilT 

... 

MODE 1 (STROBED OUTPUT) 

INTR 
.....-twiT 

8'2C55A 

If 

\ 

D ~7 
1_ .... _) 

/ 

- .... -1 
---------------------

231256-24 

231256-25 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

MODE 2 (BIDIRECTIONAL) 

_t 40B 

INTA 

____________ -..I-'·T- ,---+-+---.,.--f------------

IBF 

PERIPHERAL 
BUS ----------

Note: 

DATA FROM 
PERIPHERAL TO 8255 

DATA FROM 
8255 TO 8080 

231256-26 

Any sequence where WR occurs before ACK AND'S"i'B occurs before RD is permissible. 
(INTR = IBF. MASK. STB • RD + OBF • MASK. ACK • WR) 

WRITE TIMING 

Ao ••• cs_~J'''' _______ --!-''i'''-___ _ 

DATA BUS 

---------"~+---~--t~---

231256-27 

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

'.4 
2.0 2.0 > TEST POINTS < 
0.8 0.8 

0.45 

231256-29 

A.C. Testing Inputs Are Driven At 2,4V For A Logic 1 And 0,45V 
For A Logic 0 Timing Measurements Are Made At 2.0V For A 
Logic 1 And 0.8 For A Logic O. 

READ TIMING 

AD .. · CS=t---.A-R-------'! '-___ _ 

231256-28 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST i Ct.-1SOpF V 

-n VEXT* 

231256-30 

'VEXT Is Set At Various Voltages During Testing To Guarantee 
The Specification. CL Includes Jig Capacitance. 
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8256AH 
MULTIFUNCTION MICROPROCESSOR 

SUPPORT CONTROLLER 
Programmable Serial Asynchronous • Two 8-Blt Programmable Parallel I/O 
Communications Interface for 5-, 6-, 1-, Ports; Port 1 Can Be Programmed for 
or 8-Blt Characters, 1, 1%, or 2 Stop Port 2 Handshake Controls and Event 
Bits, and Parity Generation Counter Inputs 

On-Board Baud Rate Generator • Eight-Level Priority Interrupt Controller 
Programmable for 1$ common Baud Programmable for 8085 or IAPX 86, 
Rates up to 19.2 KBlts/Second, or an IAPX 88 Systems and for Fully Nested 
External Baud Clock Maximum of 1 M Interrupt Capability. 
Bit/Second . • Programmable System Clock to 1 x, 
Five 8-Bit Programmable Timer/ 2 x, 3 x, or 5 X 1.024 MHz 
Counters; Four Can Be Cascaded to 
Two 16-Blt Timer/Counters 

The Intel® 8256AH Multifunction Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter (MUARn combines five com
monly used functions into a single 40-pin device. It is designed to interface to the 8086/88, iAPX 186/188, and 
8051 to perform serial communications, parallel I/O, timing, event counting, and priority interrupt functions. All 
of these functions are fully .programmable through nine internal registers. In addition, the five timer/counters 
and two parallel I/O ports can be accessed directly by the microprocessor. 

. ADO-AD4 

011-017 

a-..J"~-'" 
II\S 
~ 
ALE 

RElET 
1m 
INT_~ __ ...... 

Figure 1. MUART Block Diagram 
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CLK 

RID 
TID 

~ 
he 
ilft 
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ADO 1 

AD3 

AD4 

01. 8 P14 
DI. PI. 
DI7 

ALE P17 
1m PIO 

Wii P21 

RESET 

a 13 

1m 14 P24 
INT 

EXTINT 
CLK P27 

230759-2 

Figure 2. MUART Pin 
Configuration 
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" Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol Pin Type " Name and Function 

ADO-AD4 1-5 I/O' ADDRESS/DATA: Three-state address/data lines which interfaCE! to the lower 8 
DB5-DB7 6-8 bits of the microprocessor's multiplexed address/data bus. The 5-bit address is 

latched on the falling edge of ALE. In the S-bit mode, ADO-AD3 are used to select 
the proper register, whileAD1-AD4 are used in the 16·bit mode. AD4 in the 8·bit 
mode is ignored as an address, while ADO in the 16·bit mode is used as a second 
chip select, active low. 

ALE 9 I ADDRESS LATCH ENABLE: Latches the 5 address lines on ADO-AD4 and ~ 
on the falling edge. 

RD 
; 

10 I READ CONTROL: When this signal is low, the selected register is gated onto the 
data bus. 

WR" 11 I WRITE CONTROL: When this signal is low, the value on the data bL\s is written 
into the selected register. 

RESET 12 I RESET: An active high pulse on this pin forces the chip into its initial state. The 
chip remains in this state until control information is written. 

~ 13 I CHIP SELECT: A low on this signal enables the MUART. It is latched with the 
address on the falling edge of ALE, and lID and WR have no effect unless C;S 
was latched low during the ALE cycle. 

iNTA 14 I INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE: If the MUART has been enabled to respond to 
interrupts, this signal informs the MUART that its interrupt request is being 
acknowledged by the microprocessor. During this acknowledgement the MUART 
puts an RSTn instruction on the data bus for the 8·bit mode or a vector for the 16· 
bit mode. 

INT 15 0 INTERRUPT REQUEST: A high signals the microprocessor that the MUART 
needs service. 

EXTINT 16 I EXTERNAL INTERRUPT: An external device can request interrupt service 
through this input. The input is level sensitive (high), therefore it must be held high 
until an INT A occurs or the interrupt address register is read. 

CLK 17 I SYSTEM CLOCK: The reference clock for the baud rate generator and the timers. 

RxC 18 I/O RECE.VE CLOCK: If the baud rate bits in the Command Register 2 are all 0, this 
pin is an input which clocks serial data into the RxD pin on the rising edge of RxC. 
If baud rate bits in Command Register 2 are programmed from 1-0FH, this pin 
outputs a square wave whose rising edge indicates when the data on RxD is 
being sampled. This output remains high during start, stoP. and parity bits. 

RxD 19 I RECEIVE DATA: Serial data input. 

GND 20 . PS GROUND: Power supply and logic ground reference. 
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Table 1. Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pin Type '. Name and Function ' 

CTS .', 21 ' I CLEAR TO SEND: This input enables the serial transmitter. ·If 1, 
1.5, or2 stop bits are selected CTS is level sensitive. As long as 
CTS is low, any character loaded into the transmitter buffer 
register will be transmitted serially. A single negative going pulse 
causes the transmission of a single character previously loaded 
into the transmitter buffer registeJ. If a baud rate from 1-0FH is 
selected, CTS must be low for at least 1132 of a bit, or it will be 
ignored. If the transmitter buffer is empty, this pulse will be ignored. 
If this pulse occurs during the transmission of a character up to the 

\ 
time where % the first (or only) stop bit is sent out, it will be 
ignored. If it occurs afterwards, but before the end of the stop bits, 
the next character will be transmitted immediately following the 
current one. If CTS is still high when the transmitter register is 
sending the last stop bit, the transmitter will enter its idle state until 
the next high-to-Iow transition on CTS occurs. If 0.75 stop bit~ 
chosen; the CTS input is edge sensitive. A negative edge on CTS 
results in the immediate transmission of the next character. The 
length of the stop bits is determined by the time interval between 
the beginning of the first stop bit and the next negative edge on 
CTS. A high-to-Iow transition has no effect if the transmitter buffer 
is. empty or if the time interval between the beginning of the stop bit 
and next negative edge is less than 0.75 bits. A high or a low level 
or a low-to-high transition has no effect on the transmitter for the 
0.75 stop bit mode. 

TxC 22 liD TRANSMIT CLOCK: If the baud rate bits in command register 2 
.are all set to 0, this input clocks data out of the transmitter on the 
falling edge. If baud rate bits are programmed for 1 or 2, this input 
permits the user to provide a 32 x or 64 X clock which is used for 
the receiver and transmitter. If the baud rate bits are programmed 
for 3-0FH, the internal transmitter clock is output. As an output it 
'delivers the transmitter clock at the selected bit rate. If 1 % or 0.75 
stop bits are selec.ted, the transmitter divider will be 
asynchronously reset at the beginning of each start bit, 
immediately causing a high-to-Iowtransition on TxC. TxC makes a 
high-to-Iow transition at the beginning of each serial bit, and a low-
to-high transition at the center of each bit. 

TxD 23 0 TRANSMIT DATA: Serial data output. 

P27-P20 24-31 liD PARALLEL 110 PORT 2: Eight bit general purpose liD port. Each 
nibble (4 bits) of this port can be either an input or an output. The 
outputs are latched whereas the input signals are not. Also, this 
port can be used as an 8~bit input or output port when using the 
two-wire handshake. In the handshake mode both inputs and 
outputs are latched. 

P17..,P10 32-39 liD PARALLEL 110 PORT 1: Each pin can be programmed as an 
input or an output to perform general purpose liD. All outputs are 
latched whereas inputs are not. Alternatively these pins can serve 
as control pins which extend the functional spectrum of the chip. 

Vee 40 PS POWER: + 5V power supply. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The 8256AH Multi·Function Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver·Transmitter (MUART) combines five com· 

. monly used functions into a single 40·pin device. 
The MUART performs asynchronous serial commu· 
nications, parallel I/O, timing, event counting, and 
interrupt control. For detailed application informa· 
tion, see Intel AP Note "153, Designing with the 
8256. 

Serial Communications 
The serial communications portion of the MUART 
contains a full·duplex asynchronous receiver·trans· 
mitter (UART). A programmable baud rate generator 
is included on the MUART to permit a: variety of op· , 
erating speeds without external components. The 
UART can be prograq1med by the CPU for a variety 
of character sizes, parity generation and detection, 
error detection, and start/stop bit handling. The reo 
ceiver checks the start and stop bits in the center of 
the bit, and a break halts the reception of data. The 
transmitter can send breaks and can be controlled 
by an external enable pin. 

Parallel 110 

The MUART includes 16 bits of general purpose par· 
allel I/O. Eight bits (Port 1) can be individually 
changed from input to output or used for special I/O 
functions. The other eight bits (Port 2) can be used 
as nibbles (4 bits) or as bytes. These eight bits also 
include a handshaking capability using two pins on 
Port 1. 

Counter ITimers 
There are five 8·bit counter/timers on the MUART. 
The timers can be programmed to use either a 1 kHz 
or 16 kHz clock generated from the system clock. 
Four of .the 8·bit counter/timers can be cascaded to 
two 16·bit counter/timers, and one of the 8·bit coun· 
ter/timers can,be reset to its initial value by an exter· 
nal signal. 

Interrupts 
An eight·l~vel priority interrupt controller can be con· 
figured for fully nested or normal interrupt priority. 
Seven of the, eight interrupts service functions on 
the MUART (counter/timers, UART), and one exter· 
nal interrupt is provided which can be used for a 
particular function or for chaining interrupt control· 
lers or more MUARTs. The MUART will support 

8085 and 8086/88 systems with direct interrupt vec· 
toring, or the MUART can be polled to determine the 
cause of the interrupt. If additional interrupt control 
capability is needed, the MUART's interrupt control· 
ler can be cascaded into another MUART, into an 
Intel 8259A Programmable Interrupt Controller, or 
into the interrupt controller of the iAPX 186/188 
High·lntegration Microprocessor. 

INITIALIZATION 

In general the MUART's functions are independent 
of each other and only the registers and bits associ· 
ated with a particular function need to be initialized, 
not the entire chip. The command sequence is arbi· 
trary' since every register is directly addressable; 
however, Command Byte 1 must be loaded first. To 
put the device into a fully operational condition, it is 
necessary to write the following commands: 

Command byte 1 
Command byte 2 
Command byte 3 

Mode byte 
Port 1 control 
Set Interrupts 

The modification register may be loaded if required 
for special applications; normally this operation is 
not necessary. The MUART should be reset before 
initialization. (Either a hardware or a software reset 
will do.) 

INTERFACING 

This section describes the hardware interface be· 
tween the 8256 MUART and the 80186 micro· 
processor. Figure 3 displays the block diagram for 
this interface. The MUART can be interfaced to 
many other microprocessors using these basic prin· 
ciples. 

In all cases the 8256 will be connected directly to 
the CPU's multiplexed address/data bus. If latches 
or data bus buffers are used in a system, the 
MUART should be on the microprocessor side of the 
address/data bus. The MUART latches the address 
Internally on the falling edge of ALE. The address 
consists of Chip Select (CS) and four address lines. 
For 8·bit microprocessors, ADO-AD3 are the ad· 
dress lines. For 16·bit microproces13ors, AD1-AD4 
are the address lines; ADO is used as a second chip 
select which is active low. Since chip select is inter
nally latched along with the address, it does not 
have, to remain active during the entire instruction 
cycl~. As long as the chip select setup and hold 
times are met, it can be derived from multiplexed ad· 
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r'a., n' XXRESET 1 2 RD 
RES WR' 

T 
INTO 

INTAO 
ALE 

' L-STB +sv- BRDY DTIR I-

NMI 
.DEN I- 8282 ADDRESS ) r ADO-IS IIP.ATA 

,LATCH 

r HOLD 
-V (2) OE 

PCSO 

*" 80186 
8288 

, (16) fRCvR DATA ) r1 CLOCK J 
~Q-:E (2) -Y GENERATOR. 

~ 
TI 

A~LE INTA INT WR RD RESET CLK .. 
8 

... D5~4 - 8256 
PORT 1 (!l :y 
PORT 2 

cs CTS ToO AoD ToC RoC EXTINT 
(8) 

-V 

f 1 
SERIAL 110 

230759-3 

Figure 3. 80186/8256 Interface 

dress/data lines or multiplexed address/status 
lines. When the 8256 is in the 16-bit mode, AO 
serves as a second chip select. As a result the 
MUART's internal registers will all have even ad
dresses since AO must be zero to select the device. 
Normally the MUART will be placed on the lower 
data byte. If the MUART is placed on the upper data 
byte, the internal registers will be 512 address loca
tions apart and the chip would occupy an 8k word 
address space. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REGISTERS 

The following section will provide a description of 
the registers and define the bits within the registers 
where appropriate. Table 2 lists the registers and 
their addresses. ' 

Command Register 1 

I L11 LO I 51 150 I BRKI I BITI 180861 FRO I 
(OR) (OW) 

FRQ-..:. TIMER FREQUENCY SELECT 

This bit selects between two frequencies for the five 
timers. ff FRO = 0, the timer input frequency is 
16 kHz (62.5 ,""s). If FRO = 1, the timer input'fre· 
quency is 1 kHz (1ms). The selected clOck frequeh-

cy is shared by all the counter/timers enabled for 
timing; thus, all timers must run with the same time 
base. ' ' 

8086-8086 MODE ENABLE 

This bit selects between 8085 mode and 8086/8088 
mode. In 8085 mode (8086 = 0), AO to,A3 are used 
to address the internal registers, and an R5Tn in· 
struction is generated in response to the first INTA. 
In 8086 mode (8086 = 1), A1 to A4 are used to 
address the internal registers, and AO is used, as an 
extra chip select (AO must equal zero to be enabled,. 
The response to INTA is for 8086 interrupts where 
the first INTA is ignored, and an interrupt vector 
(40H to 47H) is placed on the bus in response t6 tlie 
second INTA. 

BITI-INTERRUPT ON BIT CHANGE 

This bit selects between one of two interrupt sourc
es on Priority Level 1 , either Counter/Timer 2 or Port 
1 P17 interrupt. When this bit equals 0, Counter/ 
Timer 2 will be mapped into Priority Level 1. If BITI 
equals 0 and Level 1 interrupt is enabled, a tran
sitiOn from 1 to 0 in Counter/Timer 2 Will generate 
an interrupt request on Level 1. When BITI equals 1, 
Port 1 P17 external edge triggered interrupt source 
is mapped into Priority Level 1. In this case if Level 1 
is enabled, a low-to-high transition on P17 generates 
an interrupt request on Level 1. 
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Table 2. MUART RegIsters 

8085 Modr.AD3 ADZ AD1 ADO' 
8088 Mode: AD4 AD3 ADZ A01 

Write Registers , ' 

1 11 \ LO I SI I so I SAKI I BITI \ 8086 I FAO 10 0 0 0 I 111 LO I 81 I SO I BRKI I BIT! I 8086 I FAO I 

Command 1 Command 1 

I PEN I EP I Cl I CO I B3 I B2 \ . Bl I BO I 0 '0 0 1 I PEN I EP I Cl I CO I B3' I B2 I Bl I BO I 
Command 2 Command 2 

I 0 I AxE IIAE I NIE I 0 I SBRK I TBAK I 0 I 0 0 1 0 I SET I AxE IIAE I NIE I END I 8BRK I TBAK I RST I 

Command 3 Command 3 

I T35 I T24 I T5C ICTal CT2 I P2C2 \ P2Cl I P2CO I 0 0 1 1 I T35 \ T24 I T5C I·CT31 CT2 I P2C2 I P2Cl\ P2CO I 

Mode Mode 

I P171 P161 PIS I P141 P13 I P12 Pll I Pl0 I 0' 1 0 o 1 P171 P161 PIS I P141 P13 1 P12 I, Pll 1 Pl0 I 

Port 1 Control Port 1 Control 

I L7 I L8 I L5 I L4 I La 
I 

L2 
I 

11 1 LO I 0 1 0 1 1 L7 I L8 I LS I L4 1 L3 
1 

L2 
I Ll LO I 

Interrupt Enable Set Interrupts 

1 07 I De I 05 1 04 1'03 I 
02 

I 
01 I DO I 0 1 1 o 1 L7 I L6 I LS 1 L4 I L3 

I 
L2 

I 
Ll LO I 

,Interrupt Addreaa Reset Interrupts 

1 07 I 06 1 Osl D4 I 03 
I 

02 
I 

01 100 I 0 1 1 1 107 1 D6 1 D5 1 04 I 03 
I 

02 01 
I DO I 

Receiver Buffer Transmitter Buffer 

I 07 I 06 I 05 I D4 1 03 
I 

02 
I 

01 I 00 11 0 0 o 1 07 I D6 1 05 I 04 I 03 [ 02 
1 

01 
I 001 

Port 1 Port 1 

I 07 I 06 I OS 1 D4 I 03 
I 

02 
1 

01 I 00 11 0 0 1 1 07 I D6 I OS 'I 04 I 03 
I 

02 
1 

01 DO I 

Port 2 Port 2 

I 07 I 06 I 05 I 04 I 03 
I 

02 01 1 DO 11 0 1 o 1 07 I 06 I 05 I D4 I 03 
I 

02 
1 

01 
I 

00 

Timer 1, Timer 1 

I 07 I 06 I 05 I 04 I 03 
I 

02 01 I DO 11 0 1 1 1 07 I 06 I 05 I D4 I 03 
I 

02 01 
I 

DO 

Timer 2 Timer 2 

1 07 1 06 I 05 I D4 I 03 
I 

02 
I 

01 1 DO 11 1 0 o 1 07 I 06 I 05 I 04 I 03 
I 

02 I 01 DO I 

Timer 3 Timer 3 

I 07 I 06 I 05 I 04 I 03 I 02 
I 

01 I DO 11 1 0 11071061051041 03 I 02 ' 01 DO I 
Timer 4 Timer 4 

107106105104103 1 
02. 01 I DO 1,1 1 1 01071061051041 03 

I 
02 I 01 

I 001 

Timer 5 TimerS 

liNT I ABF I T~EI TRE I BO 1 PE OE I FE 11 1 1 1·1 0 I AS41 AS3 1 RS2 1 ASI I RSO ITMEI08CI 

Status Modification 
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BRKI-BREAK-IN DETECT ENABLE 

If this bit equals 0; Port 1 P16 is a general purpose II 
o port. When BRKI equals 1, the Bre8/<-ln:Detect, 
feature is enabled on Port 1 P16. A Break-In condi
tion is present on the transmi!lsion line when it is 
forced to the start bit voltage 'level by the receiving 
station. Port 1 P16 must b~ connected externally to 
the transmission line in order to detect a Break~ln. A 
Break-In is polled by the MUART during the trans
mission of the last or only stop bit of a character. 

A Break-In Detect is OR-ed with Break Detect in Bit 
3 of, the Status Register. The distinction can be 
made through the interrupt controller. If the transmit 
and receive interrupts are enabled, a Break-In will 
generate an interrupt on Level 5, the transmit inter
rupt, while Break will generate an interrupt on Level 
4, the receive interrupt. 

so, S1-8TOP BIT LENGTH 

S1 SO Stop Bit Length 

0·· 0 1 

0 1 1.5 

1 0 2 

1 1 0.75 

The relationship of the number of stop bits am;1 the 
function of input 'OiS is discussed in the Pin De
scription section under "'OiS". 

LO, L 1-CHARACTER LENGTH 

1.:1 LO Character Length 

0 0 8 

0 , 1 7 

1 0 6 

1 ' 1 5 

Command Register 2 

I PEN 1 EP ,I C1 1 CO 1 B3 1 B2 1 B1 1 BO I 

(1R) (1W) 

Programming bits 0 ••• 3 with values from 3H to FH 
enables the internal, baud rate generator as a com- . 
moo. ciock source for the, transmitter and receiver 
and determines its divider ratio. 

Programming bits 0 .•• 3 with values of 1 H or 2H 
enables input TxC as a common clock source for the 
transmitter and receiver. The external clock must 

" 'provide a frequency of either 32 x or 64 X the baud 
rate. The data transmission r~tes range from O ... 32 

"Kbaud. ',,' 

If bits 0'. ;. 3 are set to 0, separate clocks must be 
input to pin Axe for the receiver and pin TxC for the ' 
transmitter. Thus, different baud rates can be used 
for transm.ission and reception. In this case, pre
scalers are disabled and the input serial clock, fre
quency must match the baud rate. The input serial 
clock frequency can range from 0 MHz to 1.024 
MHz. ' 

BO, B1, B2, B3-BAUD RATE SELECT 

These four bits select the bit clock's source, sam
pling rate, and serial rate for the internal baud rate 
generator. 

B3 B2 B1 BO 'Baud Sampling 
Rate Rate 

0 0 0 0 IxO. RXe 1 
0 0 0 1 ~/64 64 
0 0 1 0 ~/32 32 
0 a 1 1 19200 32 
0 1 0 0 9600 64 
0 1 0 1 4800 64 
0 1 1 0 2400 64 
0 1 1 1 1200 64 
1 0 0 0 600 64 
1 0 0 1 300 64 
1 0 1 0 200 64 
1 0 1 1 150 64 
1 1 0 0 110 64 
1 1 0 1 100 64 
1 1 1 0 75 64 
1 1 1 1 50 64 

The following table gives an overview of the function 
of pins TxC anc;! RxC:' , 

Blt83to \ 

o (Hex.) TxC RxC 

0 Input: 1 X baud Input: 1 X baud 
rate clock for the . rate clock for the 
transmitter receiver 

1,2 Input: 32 X or Output: receiver bit 
64 X baud rate clock with a low-to-
for· transmitter high transition at 
and receiver data bit sampling , 

time. Otherwise: 
high level 

3toF Output: baud rate Output: as above 
clock of the 
transmitter 
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As an output, RxC outputs alow-to-high transition at 
sampling time of every data bit of a character. Thus, 
data can be loaded, e.g., into a shift register exter
nally.The transition occurs only if data bits of a char
acter are present. It does not occur for start, parity, 
and stop bits (RxC = high). 

As an output, TxC outputs the internal baud rate 
clock of the transmitter. There will be a high-to-Iow 
transition at every beginning of a bit. 

co, C1-SYSTEM CLOCK PRESCALER (BITS 4, 
5) 

Bits 4 and 5 define the system clock prescaler divid
er ratio. The internal operating frequency of 
1.024 MHz is derived from the system clock. 

C1 CO Divider RatiO 

0 0 5 

0 1 3 

1 0 2 

1 1 1 

EP-EVEN PARITY (BIT 6) 

EP = 0: Odd parity 
EP = 1: Even parity 

PEN-PARITY ENABLE (BIT 7) 

Clock at Pin 
CLK 

5.12 MHz 

3.072 MHz 

2.048 MHz 

1.024 MHz 

Bit 7 enables parity generation and checking. 

PEN = 0: No parity bit 
PEN = 1: Even parity bit 

The parity bit according to Command Register 2 bit 6 
(see above) is inserted between the last data bit of a 
character .and the first or only stop bit. The parity bit 
is checked during reception. A false. parity bit gener
ates an error indication in the Status Register and an 
Interrupt Request on Level 4. 

Command Register 3 

I SET I RxE IIAE I NIW I END I SBRK I TBRK I RST I 
(2R) (2W) 

Command Register 3 is different from the first two 
registers because it has a bit set/reset capability. 
Writing a byte with Bit 7 high sets any bits which 
were also high. Writing a byte with Bit 7 low resets 

any bits which were high. If any bit 0-6 is low, no 
change occurs to that bit. When command Register 
3 is read, bits 0, 3, and 7 will always be zero. 

RST-RESET 

If RST is set, the following events occur: 

1. All bits in the Status Register except bits 4 and 5 
are cleared, and bits 4 and 5 are set. 

2. The Interrupt Enable, Interrupt Request, and Inter
rupt Service Registers are cleared. Pending re
quests and indications for interrupts in service will 
be cancelled. Interrupt signal INT will go low. 

3. The receiver and transmitter are reset. The trans
mitter goes idle (TxD is high), and the receiver 
enters start bit search mode. 

4. If Port 2 is programmed for handshake mode, IBF 
and OBF are reset high. 

RST does not alte~ ports, data registers or command 
registers, but it halts any operation in progress. RST 
is automatically cleared. 

RST = 0 has no effect. The reset operation trig
gered by Command Register 3 is a subset of the 
hardware reset. 

TBRK-TRANSMIT BREAK 

The transmission data output TxD will be set low as 
soon as the transmission. of the previous character 
has been finished. It stays low until TBRK is cleared. 
The state of CTS is of no significance for this opera-· 
tion. As long as break.is active, data transfer from 
the Transmitter. Buffer to the Transmitter Register 
will be inhibited. As soon as TBRK is reset, the break 
condition will be deactivated and the transmitter will 
be re-enabled. 

SBRK-SINGLE CHARACTER BREAK 

This causes the transmitter data to be set low for 
one character including start bit, data bits, parity bit, 
and stop bits. SBRK is automatically cleared when 
time for the last data bit has passed. It will start after 
the character in progress completes, and will delay 
the next data transfer from the Transmitter Buffer to 
the Transmitter Register until TxD returns to an idle 
(marking) .state. If both TBRK and SBRK are set, 
break will be set as long as TBRK is set, but SBRK 
will be cleared after one character time of break. If 
SBRK is set again, it remains set for another charac
ter. The user can send a definite number of break 
characters in this manner by clearing TBRK after 
setting SBRK for the last character time. 
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END-END OF INTERRUPT ' 

If fully nested interrupt mOde>i~seleQted, this:'bit~re-' 
sets the currently'served interrupt level in the Inter
rupt Service Register. This command must occur at 
the end of Nch Interrupt service routine ,during ftiIJy 
nested Interrupt mode. END is automatically cleared 
when the Interrupt ServiCEi Register Onternal) is 
cleared., END is ignored if nested interrupts are not 
enabled. 

NIE-NESTED INTERRUPT ENABLE 

When NIE equals 1, the interrupt controller will oper
ate in the nested interrupt mode. When NIE equals 
0, the interrupt controller will oper~te in the normal 
interrupt mode. Refer to the "Interrupt controller" 
section of AP-153 under "Normal Mode" and "Nest
ed Mode" for a detailed description of these opera-
tions. ' 

IAE-INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE ENABLE 

This bit enables an automatic respOnse to'rnTA. The 
particular response is determined by the 8086 bit in 
Command Register 1. ' , , 

RxE-RECEIVE ENABLE 

This bit enables the serial receiver and its associat
ed status bits in the status register. If this bit is reset, 
the serial receIVer will be disabled and the receiVe 
status bits will not be updated. 

Note that the detection of break characters remains 
enabled while the receiver is disabled; i.e., Status 
Register Bit 31 (BD) will be set while the receiVer is 
disabled whenever a break character has been rec
ognized at the receiVe data Input RxD. 

SET -BIT SET/RESET 

If this bit is high during a write to Command Register 
3, 'then any bit marked by ,a ,high will set. If this bit is 
low, then any bit marked by a high will be cleared., 

MODE REGISTER 

1 T351 T241 T5C I CT31 OT21 P2c21 P2C1 I P2CO I, 
(3R) "(3W) 

If test mode is selected, the output from the internal 
baud rate generator is placed on bit:4 of Port 1 (pin 
35). 

To achieve this, it is, necessary to p~ogram bit 4 of 
Port 1 as an output (Port 1 Control Register Bit P14 
= 1), and to program Command Register 2 bits B3-
BO with a value ~ 3H. ' 

P,2C2, P2C1, P2CO-PORT 2 CONTROL 

P2C2 P2C1 P2CO Mode 
Direction 

Upper Lower 
, 
0 '0 0 . Nibble Input Input 

0 0 1 Nibble Input Output 

0 1 0 Nibble Output Input 

0 1 1 Nibble Output Output 

1 0 0 Byte Input 
Handshake 

I 1 0 1 Byte Output 
Handshake 

1 1 0 DO NOT USE 

1 1 1 Test 

NOTE: 
If Port 2 is operating in handshake mode, Interrupt Level 7 
is not available for Timer 5. Instead it is asalgned to Port 2 
handshaking. 

cn" CT3-COUNTERniMER MODE 

Bit 3 and 4 defines the mode of operation of event 
counter/timers 2 and 3 regardless of its use as a 
single unit or as a cascaded one. 

If CT2 or CT3 are high, then counter/timer 2' or 3 
respectiVely is configured as an event counter on bit 
2 or 3 respectively of Port 1 (pins 37 or 36). The 
event counter decrements the count by one on each 
low-to-high transition of the external input. If CT2 or 
CT3 is low, then the respective counter/timer )s con-' 
figured as a timer and the Port 1 pins are used for 
parallel 110. . 

T5t-TIMER 5 CONTROL 

If T5C is set, then Timer 5 can be preset and started 
by an external signal. Writing to the Timer 5 register 
loads the Timer '5 save register and stops the'timer.' 
A high-to-Iow transition on bit '5 of Port 1 (pin 34) 
loaos the timer with the saved value and starts the 
timer. The next high-to-Iow transition on pin 34 're
triggers the timer by reloading it with the initial value 
and continues timing. 

Following a hardware reset, the save register is re
set to OOH and both clock and trigger inputs are dis
abled. 'Transferring an instruction wi~h T5C = 1 en
ables the trigger input; the save register can now be 
loaded with an initial value. The first trigger pulse 
causes the initial value to be loaded from the save, 
register and enables the counter to Count down to, 
zero. 

When the timer reaches zero it issues an interrupt 
request, disables its interrupt level and continues 
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counting. A subsequent high-to-Iow transition on pin 
5 resets Timer 5 to its initial value. For another timer 
Interrupt, the Timer 5 Interrupt enable bit must be set 
again. 

T35, T24-CASCADE TIMERS 

These two bits cascade Timers 3 and 5 or 2 and 4. 

Timers 2 and 3 are the lower bytes, while Timers 4 
and 5 are the upper bytes. It T5C is set, then both 
Timers 3 and 5 can be preset and started ~y an 
external pulse. 

When a high-to-Iow transition occurs, Timer 5 is pre
set to its saved value, but Timer 3 is always preset to 
all ones. If either CT2 or CT3 is set, then the corre
sponding timer pair is a 16-blt event counter. 

A sumrnary of the counter/timer control bits is given 
in Table 3. 

NOTE: 
Interrupt levels assigned to single counters are 
partly not ocoupied if event counters/timers are 
cascaded. Level 2 will be vacated if event coun
ters/timers 2 and 4 are cascaded. Likewise, Level 
7 will be vacated if event counters/timers 3 and 5 
are cascaded; 

Single event counters/timers generate an interrupt 
request on the transition from 01 H to OOH, while cas
caded ones generate it on the transition from 0001 H 
to OOOOH. 

Port 1 Control Register 
I P171 P161 P151 P141 P131 P121 P11 I P10 I 

(4R) (4W) 

Each bit in the Port 1 Control Register configures the 
direction of the corresponding pin. If the bit is high, 
the pin is an output, and if it is low the pin is an input. 
Every Port 1 pin has another function which is con
trolled by other registers. If that special function is 
disabled, the pin functions as a general I/O pin as 
specified by this register. The special functions for 
each pin are described below. 

Port 10, ii-HANDSHAKE CONTROL 

If byte handshake control is enabled for Port 2 by 
the Mode Register" then Port 10 is programmed as 
m/~ handshake control input, and Port 11 is 
programmed as mF /rnw handshake control output. 

If byte handshake mode is enabled for output on 
Port 2 c:5B"F Indicates that a character has been load-, 
ed into the Port ,2 output buffer. When an external 

Table 3. Event Counters/Timers Mode of Operation 

Event Counter I Function Programming Clock Source Timer (Mode Word) 

1 8,bittimer - ,Internal clock 

2 8-blttimer T24 = 0, CT2 = 0 'Internal clock 

8-bit event counter T24 == 0, CT2 = 1 Pi2 pin 37 ,-
2 8·bit timer T35 = 0, CT3 = 0 Internal clock 

8·bit event counter T35 = 0, CT3 = 1 P13 pin 36 

4 8·bittimer T24 = 0 Internal clock 

8-bit timer, T35 = 0, T5C = 0 Internal clock 

5 normal mode 

8·bit timer, T35 = 0, TSC = 1 Internal clock 
retriggerable mode 

2and4 16-bit timer" T24 = 1,CT2 = 0 Internal clock 

cascaded i6-bit event counter T24 = 1, CT2 = 1 P12 pin 37 

16·bit timer, T35 = 1,T5C = 0, Internal clock 
normal mode CT3 = 0 

3and5 16·bit event counter, T35= 1, T5C = 0, P13 pin 36 
cascaded normal mode CT3 = 1 

is-bit timer, T35 = 1, T5C = 1, Internal clock 
retriggerable mode CT3 = 0 

16-bit event counter, T35 = 1, T5C = 1, P13 pin 36 
retriggerable mode • CT3 = 1 
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device reads the data, it acknowledges this opera
tion by driving ACK low. OBF is set low by writing to 
Port 2 and is'reset by ACK. ~ 

If byte handshake mode is enabled for input on Port 
2, SfB is an input. IBF is driven low after STB goes 
low. On the rising edge of STB the data from Port 2 
is latched. 

IBF is reset high when Port 2 is read. 

PORT 12, 13-COUNTER 2, 3 INPUT 

If Timer 2 or Timer 3 is programmed as an event 
counter by the Mode Register, then Port 12 or PO\"t 
13 is the· counter input for Event Counter 2 'or 3; 
respectively. 

PORT 14-BAUD RATE GENERATOR OUTPUT 
. CLOCK 

If test mode is enabled by the Mode Register and 
Command Register 2 baud rate select is greater 
than 2,'then Port 14 is an output from the internal 
baud rate generator:' 

P14 in Port 1 control register must be set t01 for the 
baud rate generator clock to be output. The baud 
rate generator clock is 64 x the serial bit rate excet 
at 19.2 Kbps when it is 32 x the bit rate. ' 

PORT 15-TIMER 5 TRIGGER 

If T5C is set in the Mode Register enabling a retrig
gerable timer, then Port 15 is the input which starts 
and reloads Timer 5. 

A high-to-Iow transition on P15 (Pin 34) loads the 
timer with the slave register and starts the timer. 

PORT 16-BREAK·IN DETECT 

If Break-In Oetect is enabled byBRKI in Command 
Register 1, then this input is used to sense a Break
In. If Port 16 is low while the serial transmitter is 
sending the last stop bit, then a Break-In condition is 
Signaled. ' 

PORT 17-PORT INTERRUPT SOURCE 

If BITI in Command Register 1 is set, then a low-to
high transition on Port 17 generates an interrupt re
quest on Pfiority Level 1. 

Port 17 is edge triggered. 

Interrupt Enable Register 

I L~ I L6 I L5 I L4 IL3 1 L2 'j L 1 1 LO 

(5R) (5W = enable, 
6W = disable) 

Interrupts are enabled by writing tothe Set Interrupts 
Register (5W). Interrupts are disabled by writing to 
the Reset Interrupts Register (6W). Each bit set by 
the Set Interrupts Register (5W) will enable that level 
interrupt, and each bit set in the Reset Interrupts 
Register (6W) will disable that level interrupt. The 
user can determine which interrupts are enabled by 
reading the Interrupt Enable Register (5R). 

Priority 
Highest 

Lowest 

Source 
LO Timer 1 
L 1 Timer 20r Port Interrupt 
L2 Extarnallnterrupt (EXTINT) 
L3 Timer 3 or Timers 3 & 5 
L4 Receive Interrupt 
L5 Transmitter Interrupt 
L6 Timer 4 or Timers 2 & 4 
L7 Timer 5 or Port 2 Handshaking 

Interrupt Address Register 

lolololD4lD~21 0 10 
(SR) I - Interrupt Level 

Indication 

230759-4 

Reading the interrupt address register transfers an 
identifier for the currently requested interrupt level 
on the system data bus. This identifier is the number 
of the interrupt level multiplied by 4. It can be used 
by the CPU' as an offset address for interrupt han
dling. Reading the interrupt adClress register has the 
same effect as a hardware interrupt acknowledge 
INTA; it clears the interrupt request pin (INT) and 
indicates an interrupt acknowledgement to the inter
rupt controller. , , 

Receiver and Transmitter Buffer 
I 07 ' .• 06 1 05 1 04 1 03 1 02 1 01 1 00 

(7R) (7W) 

Both the receiver. and transmitter in the MUART are 
double buffered. This means that the transmitter and 
receiver have a shift register and a buffer register. 
The buffer ,registers are directly addressable by 
reading or writing to register seven. After the receiv-' 
er'buffer is full, the RBF bit in the status register is 
set.' 
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Reading the receive buffer clears the RBF status'bit. 
The transmit buffer should be written to only if the 
TBE bit'in the status register is set. Bytes written to 
the, transmit buffer are held there until the transmit 
shift register Is empty, assuming m is low. If the 
transmit buffer and shift register are empty, writing to 
the transmit buffer immediately transferS the byte to 
the transmit shift register. If a serial character length 
Is less than 8 bits, the unused most significant bits 
are set to zero when reading the receive buffer, and 
are Ignored when writing to the transmit buffer. 

I 07 I 06 I 05 D4 03 02 I 01 1 DO ·1 
(8R) (81N) 

Writing to Port 1 sets the data in the Port 1 output 
latch. Writing to an input pin doe~ not affect the pin, 
but the data is stored and will be output if the direc
tion of the pin is changed later. If the pin is used as a 
control signal, the pin will not be affected, but the 
data is stored. Reading Port 1 transfers the data in 
Port 1 onto the data bus. 

Port 2 

I 07 1 D6 1 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

(9R) (9W) 

Writing to Port 2 sets the data in the Port 2 output 
latch. Writing to an input pin does not affect the pin, 
but it does store the data in the latch. Reading Port 2 
puts the input pins onto the bus or the contents of 
the output latch for output pins. 

Timer 1-5 

10710610510403 02 01 1 DO 1 

Reading Timer N puts t~e contents of the timer onto 
the data bus:IHhe Counter changes while m5 is lciw, 
the value on the data bus will not change. If two 
timers are cascaded, reading the high-order byte will 
cause th~ low-order byte to be latched. Reac;ling'the 
low-order byte will unlatch them both. Writing to ei
ther timer or decascading them also clears the latch 
condition. Writing to a timer sets the starting value of 
that timer. If two timers are cascaded, writing to the 
high-order byte presets the low-order byte to all 
ones. Loading only the high-order byte with a value 
of X leads to a courtt of X *256 + '255. Timers count 
down continuously. If the interrupt IS enabled, it oc
curs when tM counter changes from 1 t6 O. 

The timer/counter interrupts are automatically dis
abled when the interrupt request is generated. 

Status Register 

liNT 1 RBF 1 TBE I'TRE 1 BO 1 PE I OE I, FE 1 

, (OF1SR), , 

Reading the status register gates its contents onto 
the data bus. It holds the operational status of the 
serial interface as well as the status of the interrupt 
in INT. The status register can be read at any time. 
The flags are stable and well defined at all instants. 

FE-FRAMING ERROR, TRANSMISSION MODE 

Bit 0 can be used in two modes. Normally, FE indi
cates framing error which can be changed to trans
mission mode indication by setting the TME bit in tne 
modification register. ' , 

If transmission mode is disabled (in Modification 
Register), then FE indicates a framing error. A fram
ing error is detected during the first stop bit. The 
error is reset by reading the Status Register or by a 
chip reset. A framing error does not inhibit the load
ing ~ ttje ReCeiver Buffer. If !;liD remains low, the 
receiver'will assemble the next character. The false 
stop bit is treated as the next start bit, and no high
to-low transitipn on RxO, is (equired to, synchronize 
the receiver •. ,: ' , 

When the TME bit in tl)e Modification Register, is'set, 
FE is I,Ised to indipate that the transmitter was active 
during the reception of a character, thus indicating 
that the character received was transmitted by its 
own transmitter. FE is reset when the transmitter is 
not active during the reception of character. Reading 
the s,tatus register will not reset the FE bit in the 
transmission mode. 

OE-oVERRUN ERROR 

If the' user does not r~ad the character in the Re
ceiver Buffer before the next character is received 
and. transfE;lrred to this register: then ,the OE bit is 
set. The OE ,f1ag.is se.t during ~he reception 'of the 
first stop bit and is cleared when the Status Register 
is rea~ or when a h$rdware or software reset occurs. 
The first character received in this case will be lost. 

, , 

PE-PARITY ERROR 

This bit indicates a· parity erro~ has' occurred during' 
the reception of a character. A parity error is present 
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if.value of ~e parity bit In the received chwaqter ,is 
different from the one expected according to com~ 
mand word 2 'bits 6 EP. The parity bit is expected 
and checked only If it Is enabled by command word 
2 bit 7 PEN. 

A parity error'is set during the first stop bit and Is 
reset by reading the Status Register or by a chip 
reset. 

BD-BREAKIBREAK·IN ' 

The' BD bit flags whether,s break character has 
been received, or a Break-In condition exists on the 
transmission line. Command Register 1 Bit 3 (BRKI) 
enables the Break-In Detect function. 

Whenever a break character has been received, 
status Register Bit 3 will be set and in addition an 
interrupt request on Level 4 is generated. The re
ceiver will be idled. It will be started again with the 
next high-to-low transition at pin RxD. 

The break dharacter received will not be loaded Into 
the receiver buffer register: ' 

" ' 

If Break-In Detection Is enabled and a ,Break-In con
dition occurs, St,atus Register Bit 3 will be set and In, 
addition an Interrupt request on, ,Level 5 Is generat
ed. 

The BD Status bit will be reset on reading the status 
regi~ter or on a hardware or software reset. For 
more information on Break/Break-In" refer to the 
"Serial Asynchronous Communication" section Of 
AP-153 onder "Receive Break Detect" and "Break
In Detect." 

TRE-TRANSMIT REGISTER EMPTY 

When TRE is set the transmit register is empty and 
an interrupt request is generated on Level 5 if en
abled. When TRE equals 0 the transmit register is in 
the process of sending data. TRE is set bya 'chip 
reset and when the last stop bit has left the transmit. 
ter. It Is reset when a character is loaded into the 
Tran~itter Register. If m is low, the Transmitter 
R~ister will be loa!fed during the transmission of 
the start bit. If m is high at the end of, a character, 
TRE will remain high and no ~haracter Will be loa~ed 
into the Tral'!smitter Regi~er \lntil m goes low. 11 
the transmitter was inactive before a charaCter is 
loaded into the Transmitter Buffer, the Transmitter 
Register will be empty temporarily while the b~ffer, is 
full. However, the data in the buffer will be trans
ferred to the' transmitter register immediately and 
TRE will ,be cleared while TBE is set. 

TBE-TRANSMITTER 'BUFFER EMPTY 

TBE indicates trle Tr~nSl'l)itler Buffer is empty ,and,.!s 
ready to accept, a chara~ter. TBE is set by,a chip 
reset or ~he trar:J~er, of~ta to. the Transmi~er Reg
ister, and is cl~ared whe!1 a chara$r is ~ritten to 
the transmitter ,buffer., When 'TBE is set, an interrupt 
request is g~eratel;l ,on leVElI 5 if enabled. 

" 

RB~ECEIVER BUFFER' FULL 

RBF is set when the Receiver Buffer has been load
ed with a new character during the sampling of the 
first stop bit. RBF is cleared by reading the receiver 
buffer or by a chip reset. 

INT-INTERRUPT PENDING 

The INT bit reflects the state of the INT Pin (Pin 15) 
and indicates,an interrupt Is 'pending. It Is reset by 
1NTA or by readil)g the hiterrupt Address Register If 
only one Interrupt ill pendlJ;lg and by a chip reset. 

FE, OE, PE, RBF, and Break Detect ail generate a 
Level 4 interrupt when the receiver samples the first 
stop bit. TRE, TBE, and Break-In Detect generate a 
Level 5 interrupt. TRE generates an interrupt when 
TBE is set and the Transmitter Register finished 
transmitting. The Break-In Detect interrupt is Issued 
at the same time as TBE or TRE. 

MODIFICATION REGISTER 

I 0' I RS41 RS3' RS2 , RS1 , RSO , TME , DSC I 
(OF16W) 

DSC-DISABLE START BIT CHECK 

DSC disables the receivers start bit, check. In this r
state the receiver will not be reset if RxD is not low 
at the center of the start bit. 

TME-TRANSMISSION MO,DE,EN~BLE 

TME enables transmission mod~ and disables fram
ing' error detection. For information on transmission 
mode see the description 0' -the framing error bit in 
the status register. 

'I 

RSO, RS1, RS2, R_'RS4-RECEIVER SAMPLE' 
TIME 

The number in RSn alters when the receiver sam
ple!! RxD."The receIver sample tim~,can be .mo~lfIed 
only if the receiver is no, clocked, by RxC. 
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NOTE: 
The modification register cannot be' read. Reading 
from address OFH, 8086: 1 EH gates the contents 
of the status register onto the data bus. 

A hardware reset (reset, Pi1)12) resets all mod~ica· 
tion rl;lgister bits to 0, i.e.: . 

• The start bit check is enabled. 

• Status Register Bit 0 (FE) indicates framing error. 

• The sampling time of the. serial re~eiver is the bit 
center. . , 

A software reset (Command Word 3" RST) does not 
affect the modification register. ' 

Hardware Reset 

A reset signal on pin RESET (HIGH level) forces the 
device 8266. into a well·defined initial state. This 
state is characterized as follows: 

1) Command registers 1, 2 and -S, mode register, 
Port 1 control register, and modification register 
are reset. Thus, all bits of the. parallel interface 
are set to be intputs and event counters/timers 
are configured as independent 8-bit timers. 

2) Status register bits are reset with the exception of 
bits 4 and 6. Bits 4 and 6 are set indicating that 
both transmitter register and transmitter buffer 
register are empty. 

3) The interrupt mask, interrupt request, and inter· 
rupt service, register bits are reset and disable all 
requests:As a consequence, interrupt signallNT 
IS INACTIVE (LOW). 

4) The transm,it data output is set to the marking 
state (HIGH) and the receiver section is disabled 
until it is enabled by Command Register 3 Sit 6. 

6) The start bit will be checked at sampling time. 
The receiver will return to start bit search mode if 
input RxD is not LOW at this time. 

6) Status Register Bit 0 implies framing error. 

7) The receiver samples input RxD at bit center. 

Reset has no effect on ,the contents of receiver.buff· 
er register, transmitter buffer register, the intermedi· 
ate latches of parallel ports, and event counters/tim· 
ers, respectively. 

Point of Til1le Between 

RS4 RS3 RS2 RS1 RSO 
Start of Bit and End of 
Bit Measured In Steps 

ot Va2 Bit Length 

0 1 1 1 1 1 (Start of Bit) 
0 1 1 1 0 2 
0 1 1 0 1 3 
0 1 1 0 0 4 
0 1 0 1 1 6 
0 1 0 1 0 6 
0 1 0 '0 1 7 
0 1 0 0 0 8 
0 0 1 1 1 9 
0 0 1 '1 0 10 
0 0 1 0 1 11 
0 0 1 0 0 12 
0 0 0 1 1 13 
0 0 0 1 0 14 
0 0 0 0 1 16 
0 0 0 0 0 16 (Bit center) 
1 1 1 1 1 17 
1 1 1 1 0 18 
1 1 1 0 1 19 

,1 1 1 0 0 20 
1 1 0 1 1 21 
1 1 0 1 O. 22 
1 1 0 0 1 23 
1 1 0 0 0 24 
1 0 1 1 1 26 
1 0 1 1 0 26 
1 0 1 0 1 27 
1 0 1 0 0 28 
1 0 0 1 1 29 
1 0 0 1 0 30 
1 0 0 0 1 31 
1 0 0 0 0 32 (End of Bit) 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS'" 

AnlbientTemperature Und.erBias •• ; ~ ;'.o·C to 700C 

Storage Temperature ........•. - 6S·C to + 1S0·C 

Voltage On Any Pin 
with' R~spect to Ground .......... - O.SV to + 7V 

~: .":' l;' I ,.' , '.' , 

Power DissiPation " ... .' .•. ~.; ............ 1 Watt 
. , ~ ~: ' ;1, :; ", '. 

* Notice: Stresses above tbose listed under "Abso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age totbe device; This' isa stress rating only and 
functional operation of 'tile device at tbese or any 
otber conditions above tb(Jse indicated in tbe opera
tional seCtions of tbis specification is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. . 

NOtICE: Specifications contained within the 
foliowing tables are subject to change. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·Cto 70·C, Vee = +S.OV ±10o,i.. 
Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

Vil Input Low Voltage -O.S 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + O.S V 

VOL Output Low Voltage. 0.4S V IOl = 2.SmA 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -400 /LA 

III Input Leakage 10 /LA VIN = Vee 
-10 /LA VIN = OV 

IlO Output Leakage 10 /LA Your = Vee 
-10 

., 
/LA Your == 0.4SV 

Icc Vee Supply Current' ,160 mA 

CAPACITANCE TA = 2S·C, Vee = GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

CIN Inpu~ Capacitance 10 pF fc = 1 MHz 

CliO 
, 

110 Capacitance 20 pF Unmeasured Pins 
" Returned to Vss 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A '7 O·C t070·C, Vee ~ . + S.OV ± 10%, GND = OV 

8256AH 
Symbol Parameter Units 

"'In Max. 

BUS PARAMETERS 

tll ALE Pulse Width 50 ns 

teSl CS to ALE Setup Time 0 ns 

tAL Address to ALE Setup Time 20 ns 

tLA Address Hold Time after ALE 25 ns 

tle ALE to RD/WR 20 ns 

tee RD, WR, INTA Pulse Width 200 ns 

tRD Data Valid from RD (1) 120 ns 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O·C to 70·C, Vcc = + 5.0V ± 10%, GND = OV (Continued) 

8256AH 
Symbol Parameter Units 

Min Max 

BUS PARAMETERS (Continued) 

tOF Data Float after RD (2) 50 ns 

tow Data Valid to WR 150 ns 

two Data Valid after WR 50 ns 

tel RD/WR Control to Latch Enable 25 ns 

tlOR ALE to Data Valid 150 ns 

tRST Reset Pulse Width 300 ns 

tRY Recovery Time between RD/WR 500 ns 

TIMER/COUNTER PARAMETERS 

tePI Counter Input Cycle Time (P12, P13) 2.2 IJ-s 

tCPWH Counter Input Pulse Width High 1.1 IJ-s 

tePWl Counter Input Pulse Width Low 1.1 IJ-s 

trPI Counter Input t to INT t at Terminal Count 2.75 IJ-s 

tTIH LOAD Pulse High Time Counter 5 1.1 IJ-s 

tTll LOAD Pulse Low Time Counter 5 1.1 IJ-s 

tpp Counter 5 Load before Next Clock Pulse on P13 1.1 fJ-s 

tCR External Count Clock t to RD.J, to Ensure Clock is 2.2 fJ-s 
Reflected in Count 

tRC RD t to External Count Clock t to Ensure Clock 0 ns 
is not Reflected in Count 

tew External Count Clock t to WR t to Ensure Count 2.2 fJ-s 
Written is Not Decremented 

twc 

I 
WR.t to External Count Clock to Ensure Count 0 ns 
Written is Decremented 

INTERRUPT PARAMETERS 

tOEX EXTINT t to INT t 200 ns 

tOPI Interrupt Request on P17 t to INT t 2tCy+500 ns 

tpi Pulse Width of Interrupt Request on P17 tCY+ 100 ns 

tHEA INTA t or RD t to EXTINT .J, 30 ns 

tHIA INTAt orRDt tolNT.J, 300 IJ-s 

SERIAL INTERFACE AND CLOCK PARAMETERS 

tCY Clock Period 195 1000 ns 

tClKH Clock High Pulse Width 65 ns 

telKl Clock Low Pulse Width 65 ns 

tR Clock Rise Time 20 ns 

tF Clock Fall Time 20 ns 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O·C to 70·C, Vcc '= + 5.0V ± 10%, GND = OV (Continued) 

8256AH 
Symbol Parameter 

Min Max 

SERIAL INTERFACE AND CLOCK PARAMETERS (Continued) 

tsCY Serial Clock Period (4) 975 

tspo Serial Clock High (4) 350 

tspw Serial Clock Low (4) 350 

tSTO Internal Status Update Delay from Center of 300 
Stop Bit (5) 

tOTX i"XC to TxD Data Valid 300 

tlRBF INT Delay from Center of First Stop Bit 2tCy+500 

tlTBE INT Delay from Falling Edge of Transmit Clock at 2tCy+500. 
End of Start Bit 

tCTS Pulse Width for Single Character Transmission (6) 

PARALLEL I/O PORT PARAMETERS 

twp WR t to P1/P2 Data Valid 0 

tpR P1/P2 Data Stable before Ri5 J. (7) 300 

tRP P1/P2 Data Hold Time 50 

tAK ACK Pulse Width 150 

tST Strobe Pulse Width tSIB 

tps Data Setup to STB t 50 

tpH Data Hold after S'fB t 50 

tWOB WR t toOBFt 250 

tAOS ACK J. to OBF J. 250 

tSIB STB J. to IBF J. 250 

tRI RDt to IBFt 250 

tSIT STBt to INTt 2tcy 
+500 

tAIT ACKt tolNTt 2tcy 
+500 

tAEO OBF J. to ACK J. Delay 0 

NOTES: 
1. CL = pF all outputs. 
2. Measured from logic "one" or "zero" to.1.5V at CL = 150 pF. 
3. P12, P13 are external clock inputs. 

·4. Note that RxC may be used as an input only in 1 x mode, otherwise it will be an output. 
5. The center of the Stop Bit will be the receiver sample time, as programmed by the modification register. 
S. 1t16th bit length for 32 x, 64 x; 100 ns for 1 x. 
7. To ensure tRD spec is met. 
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WAVEFORMS 

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

2.4=X )C 2.0 2.0 
TEST POINTS 

0.45 _ 0.8 0.8 _ 

230759-5 

A.C. testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4V for a Logic "1" and 0.45V 
for a Logic "0". Timing measurements are made at 2.0V for a 
Logic "1" and O.BV for a Logic "0". 

SYSTEM CLOCK 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

CL = 150 pF 
CL Includes Jig Capacitance 

-'" ,.L~J 
WRITE CYCLE 

READ CYCLE 

0l()'7 

A0.3 

ALE 

010.7 --'\:J,r:-==:-F~==~~=~ 
A0.3 

ALE 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

PARALLEL PORT HANDSHAKING-INPUT MODE 

P 
20-27 

P 
10 

(5TB) 

P 
11 

(IBF) 

INT 

Ro 

DB 
0-7 

A 
0-3 

11 

PARALLEL PORT HANDSHAKING-OUTPUT MODE 

£1 

\' 

DATA. >
VALID 

DB 
0-7 

A 
0-3 

:x e!~i6 Xlo... _____ :,:. ___ -I::x ___ >--
WR 

P 
11 

(OBF) 

(ACK) 

INT 

INTA DR iID 

________ ~Iwpl~ 
OUTPUT r::: 

_____ XnATA VALID 
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inter 
COUNT PULSE TIMINGS 

P12· P13 
(COUNTER INPUT) 

INT 

8256AH 

LOADING TIMER (OR CASCADED COUNTER/TIMER 3 AND 5) 

P13 
(COUNTER INPUT) 

P11 
(COUNTER INPUT) 

INT 

TRIGGER PULSE FOR TIMER 5 (CASCADED EVENT COUNTER/TIMI:R 3 AND 5) 

P11 
(TRIQGliR INPUT) 

COUNTER TIMER TIMING 

EXTERNAL CLOCK 
(P12, P13) 

OUTPUT FROM PORT 1 AND PORT 2 

'we 

____ .-IX DATA VAUD X ... _______ _ 

OUTPUT 

P10-17, PlO·27 

230759-12 

230759-13 

230759-14 

230759-15 

230759-16 



INPUT FROM PORT 1 AND PORT 2 

INPUT V- . 
P1(1.17. P2(1.21 -----" 1:: ... ~: 
iii) "k 

__________ .,·x DATAVALID )>-...------
230759-17 

INTERRUPT TIMING 

iiiTAORRo 

___________ ....,x DATA )>----
230759-18 

CTS FOR SINGLE CHARACTER TRANSMISSION 

230759.-19 

RESET TIMING 

I - 230759-20 
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EXTERNAL BAUD RATE CLOCK FOR SERIAL INTERFACE 

TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER CLOCK FROM INTERNAL CLOCK SOURCE 

iiiC,iiiiC 
(OUTPUT) 

TRANSMISSION OF CHARACTERS ON SERIAL IN'rERFACE 

NOTES: 

STATUS 
IIEQISTlII 
liT 5 (TIEl 

STATUS 
IIEGISTER 
lIT 4 (TIIEI 

INT 
(LEVEL 51 

TID 

1. Load transmitter buffer register. 
2. Transmitter buffer register is empty. 
3. Transmitter register is empty. 
4. CHaracter format for this example: 7 Data Bits with Parity Bit and 2 Stop Bits . 

. 5. Loading of transmitter buffer register must be complete before ~ goes low. 
6. Interrupt due to transmitter buffer register empty. 
7. Interrupt due to transmitter re~er empty. 
No status bits are altered when' RD Is active. 
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DATA BIT OUTPUT ON SERIAL INTERFACE 

TxC 
(1 x BAUD RATE INPUT) 

TxC 
(84 x BAUD RATE INPUT) 

TxC 
(32 x BAUD RATE INPUT) 

TxD 

I------DATA BlT-------4~ 

CONTINUOUS RECEPTION OF CHARACTERS ON SERIAL INTERFACE 
WITHOUT ERROR CONDITION 

230759-24 

CHARACTER CHARACTER CHARACTER CHARACTER CHARACTER 

NOTES: 

RxD 

COMMAND' 
REGISTER 
BIT 6 (RxE) 

STATUS 
REGISTER 
BIT 8 (RBF) 

INT 
(LEVEL 4) 

1) 

2) 

4) RECEIVER ENABLE 

CHARACTER CHARACTER 

RECEIVER DISABLE 

CHARACTER 

1. Character format for this example: 6 data bits with parity bit and one stopbi\' 
2. Set or reset bit 6 of comma,nd register 3 (enable receiver). 
3. Receiver buffer located. 
4. Read receiver buffer register. 
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ERROR ~ONDITIONS DURING REGEP1'IQN OF CHARAGTERS ON THE SERIAL INTERFACE 

IlxD 'I 

STATUS 
I1EGlSTEI1 21 
BIT. (I11F) 

CHARACTEI1 CMAIlACTEI1 CHARACTER CHARACTEI1 CHARACTEI1 

-, 
~ L 

(LEVEL 41 

STATUS 31 
I1EGISTEI1 ------+ .... --:~ 
81Tl (OEI 

STATUS 

:';G~~~ FIlAMING EI1I1OI1 

NOTES: 
1. Character format for this example: 6 data bits without parity and one stop bit. 
2. Receiver buffer register loaded. 
3. OVerrun error. ' 
4. Framing error. 
5. Interrupt from receiVer buffer register loading. 
6. Interrupt from overrun error. 
7. Interrupt from framing error and loading receiver buffer register. 
No status bits are altered when RD is active. 
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PROGRAMMABLE KEYBOARD/DISPLAY INTERFACE 

• Simultaneous Keyboard Display • Single 16-Character Display 
Operations • Right ort-eft Entry 16-Byte Display 

• Scanned Keyboard Mode RAM 

• Scanned Sensor Mode • Mode Programmable from CPU 

• Strobed Input. Entry MOde • Programmable Scan Timing 

• S-Character Keyboard FIFO • Interrupt Output on Key Entry 

• 2-Key Lockout or N-Key Rollover with • Available In EXPRESS 
Contact Debounce - Standard Temperature Range 

• DualS- or 16-Numerlcal Display - Extended Temperature Range 

The Intel@ 8279 is a general purpose programmable keyboard and display 1/0 interface device designed for 
use with Intel@ microprocessors. The keyboard portion can provide a scanned interface to a 64-contact key 
matrix. The keyboard portion will also interface to an array of sensors or a strobed interface keyboard, such as 
the hall effect and ferrite variety. Key depressions can be 2-key lockout or N-key rollover. Keyboard entries are 
debounced and strobed in an 8-character FIFO. If more than 8 characters are entered, overrun status is set. 
Key entries set the interrupt output line to the CPU. 

The display portion provides a scanned display interface for LED, incandescent, and other popular display 
technologies. Both numeric and alphanumeric segment displays may be used as well as simple indicators. The 
8279 has 16x8 display RAM which can be organized into dual 16x4. The RAM can be loaded or interrogated 
by the CPU. Both right entry, calculator and left entry typewriter display formats are possible. Both read and 
write of the display RAM can be done with auto-increment of the display RAM addr~ss. 

CPU 
'NTERFACE 

TVcc 

A 
,RQ RLo 1 

~ 
A 

<.. 8 " 
DAT~ 

~ BUS 
SHIFT • 

• illS 

Wl\ 
CNTl/STI I 

~ 
SLDl 4 

AO 

QUTA03 4 

RESET 

ClK OUT 803 4 

IRi 
/ 

* I 

Figure 1. Logic Symbol 

8 I 

'" :)S 

" 

) 
Y 

) 
Y 

KEY DATA 

CAN 

DISPLAY 
DATA 

290123-1 
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RESET 9 

1m 
m 

VCC 

Rl, 

1~ Rlo 

CNTLISTB 

SHIFT 

Sl3 

Sl2 

Sl, 

SLo 

OUT 80 

OUT B, 

OUT B2 

OUT B3 

OUT Ao 

OUT A, 

qUT A2 

OUT A3 

m 
~ 

290123-2 

Figure 2. Pin Configuration 

November 19BB ' 
Order Number: 290123-001 
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HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

The 8279 is packaged in a 40 pin DIP. The following is a functional description of each pin. 

Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol 
Pin Name and Function 
No. 

DSO"':DS7 19-12 BI-DIRECTIONAL DATA BUS: All data and commands between the CPU 
and the 8279 are transmittedon these lines. 

CLK 3 ' CLOCK: Clock from system used to generate internal timing. 

RESET 9 RESET: A high signal on this pin resets the 8279. After being reset the 8279 is 

" 

placed in the following mode: 
1) 16 8-bit character display-left entry. 
2) Encoded scan keyboard-2 key lockout. 
Along with this the program clock prescaler is set to 31. 

CS 22 CHIP SELECT: A low on this pin enables the interface functions to receive or 
transmit. 

Ao 21 BUFFER ADDRESS: A high on this line indicates the signals in or out are 
interpreted as a command or status. A low indicates that they are data. 

RD,WR 10-11 INPUT/OUTP,UT READ AND WRITE: These signals enable the data buffers 
to either send data to the external bus or receive it from the external bus. 

IRQ 4 INTERRUPT REQUEST: In a keyboard mode, the interrupt line is I)igh when 
there is data in the FIFO/Sensor RAM. The interrupt line goes low with eaCh 
FIFO/Sensor RAM read and returns high if there is still information in the 
RAM. In a sensor mode, the interrupt line goes high whe,never a change in a 
sensor is detected. 

Vss,Vcc 20,40 GROUND AND POWER SUPPLY PINS. 

SLo-SLa 32-35 SCAN LINES: Scan lines which are used to scan the key switch or sensor 
matrix and the display digits. These lines can be either encoded (1 of 16) or 
decoded (1 of 4). 

RLo-RL7 38,39, RETURN LINE: Return line inputs which are connected to the scan lines 
1,2,5-8 through the keys or sensor switches. They have active internal pullups to 

keep them high until a switc~ closure pulls one low. They also serve as an 8-
bit input in the Strobed Input mode. 

SHIFT 36 SHIFT: The shift input status is stored along with the key position on key 
closure in the Scanned Keyboard modes. It has an active internal pullup to 
,keep ithigh until a switch closure pulls it low. 

CNTLISTS 37 CONTROL/STROBED INPUT MODE: For keyboard modes this line is used 
as a control inputand stored like status on a key closure. The line is also the 
strobe line that enters the data into the FIFO in the Strobed Input mode. 
(Rising Edge). It has an active internal pullup to keep it high until a switch 
closure pulls it low. 

OUT Ao-OUT Aa 27-24 OUTPUTS: These two ports li!re the outputs for the 16 x 4 display refresh 
OUT So-OUT Sa 31-28 registers. The data from these outputs is synchronized to the scan lines (SLo-

SLa) for multiplexed digit displays. The two 4 bit ports may be blanked 
independently. These two ports may also be considered as one 8-bit port. 

SD 23 BLANK DISPLAY: This output is used to blank the display during digit 
switching or by a display blanking command. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Since data input and ,display are an ,integral part of, 
many microprocessor designs, the system designer 
needs an interface that can control these functions 
without placing a large load on the CPU. The 8279 
provides this function for 8-bit microprocessors, -

The 8279 has two ~ections: keyboard and display. 
The keyboard section can interface to regular type· 
writer style keyboards or random toggle or thumb 
switches. The display section drives alphanumeric 
displays qr a bank of i!)dicator lights. Thus the CPU 
is relieved from scanning the keyboard or refreshing 
the display. 

The !3279 is designed to directly connect to the mi· 
croprocessor bus. The CPU can program all operat
ing, modes for the 8279. These modes include: 

Input Modes 
• S~!}nned Keyboard-with encoded (8 x 8 key 

keyboard) or decoded (4 x 8 ,key keyboard), scan 
lines. A key depres~ion generates a 6-bit encod· 
ing of key position. Position and shift and control 
status are stored in the FIFO. Keys are automati· 
callY debounced with 2-key lockout or N·key roll· 
over. ' 

• Scan'n9d Sensor Matrix-with encoded (8 x 8 mao 
trix switches) or decoded (4 x 8 matrix switches) 
scan lines. Key status (open or closed) stored in 

, RAM addressable by ~PU. 

• Strobed Input-Data on return Iines'duril1g con· 
trol line strobe is transferred to FIFO. 

Output MOdes 
• 8 or 16 'character multiplexed displays that can 

be organized as dual 4-",it or single 8-bit (Bo = 
Do, Aa = ,07). 

• Right entry or left entry display formats. 

Other features of the 8279 include: 

• Mode programming from the CPU. 

• Clock Prescaler 

• Interrupt output to signal CPU when there is key· 
board or sensor data available. 

• An 8 byt~ FIFO to 'store keyboard information. 

• 16 byt~ Internal Displ~y RAM for display refreSh. 
This RAM can also be read by the CPU. 

PRINCIPL~S OF OPERATION 
The following is a description of the major elements 
of the 8279 Programmable Keyboard/Display inter· 
face device. Refer to the block diagram in Figure 3. 

1/0 Control and DataB~f,er,s 

The I/O control section uses the ~, Ao, Rpand 
WR lines to control data flow to and from the various 
internal registers and buffers. All data flow to and 
from the 8279 is enabled by CS. The character of 
the information, given or desired by the CPU, ,is iden· 
tified by Ao. A logiC one means the information is a 

, command or ~tus. :AJQgic zero means the ,informa· 
tion is data. RD anc! WR deterliline the direction of 
data flow through the Data Buffers. The Data Buffers 
are bj·directional buffers that connect the internal 
bus to the external bus. When the chip is not select· 
ed (CS = 1), the devices are ~ h!9!:!, impedance 
state. The drivers inplJt durir:1g WR • CS and output 
~uring AD • ~. 

Control and Timing Registers and 
Timing Control 

These registers store the keyboard and display 
modes and otlier operating conditions programmed 
by the CPU. 't:he modes are programmed by pre· 
senting the proPer command on the data lines with 
Ao = 1 and then sending a WR. The command is 

. latched on the rising edge of WR. The command is 
then decoded and the appropriate function is set. 
The timing control 'contains the basic timing counter 
chain. The first counter is a + N prescaler that can 
be programmed to yield an internal frequency of 100 
kHz whi~h gives a 5.1 ms keyboard scan time and a 
10.3 ms debounce time: The other counters divide 
down the basic internal frequency to provide the 
proper key scan, row scan, keyboard matrix scan, 
and display SCan times. 

Scan Counter 

The scan counter has two modes. In the encoded 
mode, the counter provides a binary count that must 
be externally decocjed to provide the scan lines for 
the keyboard and display. In the decoded mode, the 
scan counter decodes the least significant 2 bits and 
provides' a decoded 1 of 4 scan. Note that when the 
keyboard is in decoded scan, so is the display. This 
means that only .the first 4 characters in the Display 
RAM are displayed. 

In the encoded mode, the scan lines are active high 
outputs. In the ,decodedrnode, the scan lines are 
active low outputs. 

-' 
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Return Buffers and Keyboard 
Debounce and Control 

The 8 return lines are buffered and latched by the 
Return Buffers. In the keyboard mode, these lines 
are SCannEl9, looking for key closures in that row. If 
the debounce circuit detects a closed switch, it waits 
about 10 ms to check if the switch remains closed, If 
it does, the address of the switch in the matrix plus 
the status of SHIFT and CONTROL are transferred 
to the FIFO. In the scanned' Sensor Matrix mode's, 
the contents of the return lines is directly transferred 
to the corresponding row of the Sensor RAM (FIFO) 
each key scan time. In Strobed Input mode, the con
tents of the return lines are transferred to the FI FO 
on the rising edge of the CNTL/STB line pulse. 

FIFO/Sensor ,RAM and Status 

This block is a dual function 8 x 8 RAM. In Keyboard 
or Strobed Input modes, it is a FIFO. Each newentry 
is written into successive RAM positions and each is 
then read in order of entry. FIFO status keeps track 
of the number of characters in the FIFO and whether 
it is full or empty. Too many reads or writes will be 
rec£9!lized as an error. The status can, be read by 
an RD with CS low and Ao high. The status logiC also 
provides an IRQ signal when the FIFO is not empty. 
In Scanned Sensor Matrix mode, the memory is a 
Sensor RAM. Each row of the Sensor RAM is loaded i 
with the status of the corresponding row of sensor in 
the sensor matrix. In this mode, IRQ is high if a 
change in a sensor is detected. 

Display Address Registers and Display 
RAM 

The Display Address Registers hold the address of 
the word currently being written or read by the CPU 
and the two 4-bit nibbles being displayed. The readl 
write addresses are programmed by CPU command. 
They also can be set tQ auto increment after each 
read or write. The Display RAM can be directly read 
by the CPU after the correct mode and address is 
set. The addresses for the A and B nibbles are auto
matically updated by the 8279 to match data entry 
by the CPU. The A and B nibbles can be entered 
independently or as one word, according to the 
mode that is set by the CPU. Data entry to the dis
play can be set to either left or right entry: Seelnter~ 
face Considerations for details. ' 

SOFTWARE OPERATION 

8279 Commands 

The following commands program the 8279 operat
ing modes. The commands are sent on the Data Bus 

, with CS low and Ao hi~and are loaded to the 8279 
on the rising edge of WR. 

, Keyboard/Display Mode Set 
MSB 

Code: I 0 I 0 I 0 I,D I 0 I K I 

LSB 

Where DO is the Display Mode and KKK is the Key
board Mode. 

DD 
o 0 8 8-bit character display-Left entry 

o 1 16 8-bit character display-Left entry· 

o 8 8-bit character display-Right entry 

16 8-bit character display-Right entry 

For description of right and left entry, see Interface 
Considerations. Note that when decoded scan is set 
in keyboard mode, the display is reduced to 4 char
acters independent of display mode set. 

KKK 
0 0 0 Encoded Scan Keyboard-2 Key Lock-

out" 

0 (j Decoded'Scan Keyboard-2-Key Lock-
out 

0 0 Encoded Scan Keyboard-N-Key Roll-
over 

0 Decoded Scan Keyboard-N-Key Roll-
over 

0 0 Encoded Scan Sensor Matrix 

0 1 Decoded Scan Sensor Matrix 

0 Strobed Input, Encoded Display Scan 

Strobed Input, Decoded Display Scan 
• Default after reset. 

, Program Clock 

Code: I 0 I 0 P P P P P 

All timing and multiplexing signals for the 8279 are 
generated by an internal prescaler. This prescaler 
divides the external clock (pin 3) by a programmable 
integer. Bits PPPPP determine the value of this inte
ger which ranges from 2 to 31. Choosing a divisor 
that yields ,100 kHz will give the specified scan and 
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debounce times. For instance, if Pin 3 of the 8279 is 
being clocked by a 2 MHz signal, PPPPP should be 
set to 10100 to divide the clock by 20 to yield the 
proper 100 kHz operating frequency. 

Read FIFO/Sensor RAM 

The CPU sets the 8279 for a read of the FIFO/Sen
sor RAM by first writing this command. In the Scan 
Keyboard Mode, the Auto-Increment flag (AI) and 
the RAM address bits (AAA) are irrelevant. The 8279 
will automatically drive the data bus for each subse· 
quent read (Ao = 0) in the same sequence in which 
the data first entered the FIFO. All subsequent reads 
will be from the FIFO until another command is is
sued. 

In the Sensor Matrix Mode, the RAM address bits 
AAA select one of the 8 rows of the Sensor RAM. If 
the AI fllig is set (AI = 1), each successive read will 
be from the subsequent row of the 'sensor RAM. 

Read DlsPlaYr-R_A.,M_"""-~_--.----'_--r---'_..., 
Code: 1,-0-,-11_' .1-1 --,-_AI-L-A--'-..-A--JI,-A--I-I A--li 

The CPU sets up the 8279 for a read of the Display 
RAM by first writing this command. The address bits 
AAAA select one of the 16 rows of the Display RAM. 
If the AI flag is set (A 1 = 1), this row address will be 
incremented after each following read or write to the 
Display RAM. Since the same counter is used for 
both reading and writing, this command sets the 
next read or write address and the sense of the 
Auto-Increment mode for both operations. 

Write Display RAM 
Code: i-I ,--'Ir-o-'I-o-'"'-A-I Ir-A-Ir-A--'Ir-A--'Ir-A-'I 

The CPU sets up the 8279 for a write to the Display 
RAM by first writing this command. After writing the 
command with Ao = 1, all subsequent writes with Ao 
= ° will be to the Display RAM. The addressing and 
Auto-Increment functions are identical to those for 
the Read Display RAM. However, this command 
does not affect the source of subsequent Data 
Reads; the CPU will read from whichever RAM (Dis
play of FIFO/Sensor) wh,ich was last specified. If, 
indeed, the Display RAM was last specified, the 
Write ,Display RAM will, nevertheless, change the 
next Read location. 

Display Write Inhibit/Blanking 
, A B A B 

Code: 1 1 I ° 11,1 X llw IIW I BL , BL I 

The IW Bits can be used to mask nibble A and nibble 
B in applications requiring separate 4-bit display 
ports. By setting the IW flag (IW = 1), for one of the 
ports, the port becomes marked so that entries to 
the Display RAM from the CPU do not affect that 
port. Thus, if each nibble is input to a BCD decoder, 
the CPU may write a digit to the Display RAM with· 
out affecting the other digit being displayed. It is im
portant to note that bit Bo corresponds to bit Do on 
the CPU bus, and that bit A3 corresponds to bit D7. 

If the user wishes to blank the display, the BL flags 
are available for each nibble. The last Clear com
mand issued determines the code to be used as a 
"blank." This code defaults to all zeros after a reset. 
Note that both BL flags must be set to blank a dis
play formatted with a single e-bit port. 

Clear 

Code: I ° I Co I CD I CD I CF I CA I 

The CD bits are available in this command to clear 
all rows of the Display RAM to a selectable blanking 
code as follows: 

CUD~ ox, All Zero. (X = Don't carel 

1 0 AS = He. 20 (0010 00001 

1 1 All One. 

Enable clear di.play when = 1 (or by CA = 11 

290123-13 

During the time the Display RAM is being cleared 
( - 160 /Ls), it may not be written to, The most signifi
cant bit of the FIFO status word is set during this 
time. When the Display RAM becomes available 
again, it automatically resets. 

If the CF bit is asserted (CF = 1), the FIFO status is 
cleared and the interrupt output line is reset. Also, 
the Sensor RAM pointer is set to row 0. 

CA, the Clear All bit, has the combined effect of Co 
and CF; it uses the CD clearing code' on the, Display 
RAM and also clears FIFO status. Furthermore, it 
resynchronizes the internal timing chain. 
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End Interrupt/Error Mode Set 

Code: 11 11 11 lEI X I X I X I X I X = Don't care 

For the sensor matrix modes this command lowers 
the IRQ line and enables further writing il')to RAM. 
(The IRQ line would have been raised upon the de
tection of a change in a sensor value. This would 
have also inhibited further writing into the RAM until 
reset). 

For the N-key. rollover mode-if the E bit is pro
grammed to "1" the chip will operate in the special 
Error mpde. (F:or fu.rther details, see Interface Con
Siderations Section.) 

Status Word 

The status word contains the FIFO status, error, and 
display unavailable Signals. This word is read by the 
CPU when Ao is high and CS and FiI5 are low. See 
Interface Considerations for more detail on status 
word. 

Data Read 

Data is read when Ao, CS and RD are all low. The 
source of the data is specified by the Read FIFO or 
Read Display commands. The trailing edge of RD 
will cause the address of the RAM being read to be 
incremented if th~ Auto-Increment flag is set. FIFO 
reads always increment (if no error occurs) indepen
dent of AI. 

Data Write 

Data that is written with Ao, CS and WR low is al
ways written to the Display RAM. The address is 
specified by the latest Read Display or Write Display 
command .. Auto-Incrementing on the rising edge 
of WR occurs if AI is set by the latest display 
command. 

INTERFACE CONSIDERATIONS 

Scanned Keyboard Mode, 2-Key 
Lockout 

There are three possible combinations of conditions 
that can occur during debounce scanning. When a 
key is depressed, the debounce logic is set. Other 
depressed keys are looked for during the next two 
scans. If none are encountered, it is a single key 
depression and the key position is entered into the 

FIFO along with the status of CNTL and SHIFT lines. 
If the FIFO was empty, IRQ will be set to signal the 
CPU that there is an entry in the FIFO. If the .FIFO 
was full, the key will not be' entered and the error 
flag will be set. If another closed switch is encoun
tered, no entry to the FIFO can occur. If' all other 
keys are released before ths one, then it will be en
tered to the FIFO. If this key is released before any 
other, it will be entirely ignor~. A key is 'entered to 
the FIFO only once per depression, no matter how 
many keys were pressed along with it or in what 
order they were released. If two keys are depressed 
within the debounce cycle, it is a simultaneous de
pression. Neither key. will be recognized until one 
key remains depressed alone. The last key will be 
treated as a single key depression. 

Scanned Keyboard Mode, N-Key 
Rollover 

With N-key Rollover each key depression is treated 
independently from all others. When a key is de
pressed, the debounce circuit waits 2 keyboard 
scans and then checks to see if the key is still down. 
If it is , the key is entered into the FIFO. Any number 
of keys can be depressed and another can be rec
ognized and entered into the FIFO. If a simultaneous 
depression occurs, the keys are recognized and en
tered according to the order the keyboard scan 
found them. 

Scanned Keyboard-Speclal Error 
Modes ' 

For N-key rollover mode the user can program a 
special error mode. This is done by the "End Inter
rupt/Error Mode Set" command. The debounce cy
cle and key-validity check are as in normal N-key 
mode. If during a single debounce cycle, two keys 
are found depressed, this is considered a simulta
neous multiple depression, and sets an error flag. 

o This flag will prevent any further writing into the FIFO' 
and will set interrupt (if not yet set). The error flag 
could be read in this mode by reading the FIFO 
STATUS word. (See "FIFO STATUS" for further de
tails.) The error flag is reset by sending the normal, 
CLEAR command with CF = 1. 

Sensor Matrix Mode 

In Sensor Matrix mode, the debounce logic is inhibit
ed. The status of the sensor switch is inputted di
rectly to the Sensor RAM. In this way the Sensor 
RAM keeps an image of the state of the switches in 
the sensor matrix. Although debouncing is not pro
vided, this mode has the advantage that the CPU 
knows how long the senSor was closed and when it 
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was released. A keyboard mode can only indicate a 
validated closure. To make the software easier, the 
desiQlJ,er should functionally group the sensors by 
row since this is the format in which the CPU will 
read them. 

The IRQ line goes high if any sensor value change is 
detected at the end of' a sensor matrix scan. The 
IRQ line is cleared by the first data read operation If 
the Auto-Increment flag is set to zero, or by ,the End 
Interrupt command if the Auto-Increment flag is set 
to one. 

NOTE: 
Multiple changes in the matrix Addressed by 
(SLo-a = 0) may cause multiple interrupts. (SLo = 
o in the Decoded Mode.) Reset may cause the 
8279 to see multiple changes. 

Data Format 

In the Scanned Keyboard mode, the character en
tered into the FIFO corresponds to the position of 
the switch in the keyboard plus the status of the 
CNTL and SHIFT lines (non-inverted). CNTL is the 
MSB of the character and SHIFT is the next most 
significant bit. The next three bits are from the scan 
counter and indicate the row the key was found in. 
The last three bits are from the column counter and 
indicate to which return line the key was connected. 

MSB LSB 

ICNTLlsHIFTI :SCAN: , ~ETUR~ I 

SCANNED KEYBOARD DATA FORMAT 

In Sensor Matrix mode, the data on the return lines 
is entered directly in the row of the Sensor RAM that 
corresponds to the row in the matrix being scanned. 
Therefore, each switch position maps directly to a 
Sensor RAM position. The SHIFT and CNTL inputs 
are ignored in this mode. Note that switches are not 
necessarily the only thing that can be connected to 
the return lines in this mode. Any logic that can be 
triggered by the scan lines can enter data to the 
return line inputs. Eight multiplexed input ports could 
be tied to the return lines and scanned by the 8279. 

M~ ~B 

I RL7 I RLa I RL5 I RL4 I RLa I RL2 IRLl I RLo I 
In Strobed Input mode, the data is also entered to 
the FIFO from the return lines. The data is entered 

by the rising edge of a CNTL/STB line pulse. Data 
can come from another encoded keyboard or simple 
switch matrix. The return lines can also be used as a 
general purpose strobed input. 

MSB LSB 

I RL7 I RLel RL5 I R41 RLa I RL21 RLl I RLo I 

Display 

Left Entry 

Left Entry mode is the simplest display format in that 
each display position directly corresponds to a byte 
(or nibble) in the Display RAM. Address 0 in the 
RAM is the left-most display character and address 
15 (or address 7 in 8 character display) is the right 
most display character. Entering characters from po
sition zero causes the display to fill from the left. The 
17th (9th) character is entered back in the left most 
position and filling again proceeds from there. 

o 1 14 15 

2nd entry QEI = = = = II] 
, 0 1 14 15 

16th entry QEI= = = = EEJ 
o 1 14 15 

17thentrv B2I= = = =EEJ 
o 1 14 15 

18th entry @EI= = = =EEJ 
290123-14 

Left Entry Mode (Auto Increment) 

Right Entry 

Right entry is the method used by most electronic 
calculators. The first entry is placed in the right most 
display character. The next entry is also placed in 
the right most character after the display is shifted 
left one character. The left most character is shifted 
off the end and is lost. 

2·141. 
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1 2 ,', 14' 15' a.-Display 

1st entry [0' -- ~1,lll lRAM ' 
"'l"-;-;;--. , ... Addre~s 

2 3 15 a 1 

2n~entry ITI====I,11121 
34 a 1 2 ' 

3rd entry Q] = = = = 1 1 1 21 3 1 

~-- 13 14 15 
10 10 

1 2 14 15 a 
17th entry riEI= = = -1151161171 

2 3 15 a 1 

18th entry ~ = = = 1161171181 
290123-15 

Right Entry Mode (Auto Increment) 

Note that now the display position and register ad
dress.clo not correspond. Consequently, entering a 
character to an arbitrary position in the Auto Incre
ment mode may have unexpected results. Entry 
starting at Display RAM address 0 with sequential 
entry is recommended. 

Auto Increment 

In the Left Entry mode, Auto Incrementing causes 
the address where the CPU will next write to be in
cremented by one and the character appears in the 
next location. With non-Auto Incrementing the entry 
is both to the same RAM address and display posi
tion. Entry to an arbitrary address in the Allto Incre
ment mode has no undesirable side effects and the 
result is predictable: 

01 2, 3 4 5 6 7 +- Display 

1stentry 111 I I I 1 I 1'1 ~~~ess 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2ndentry 111211 I I 1 I I 
o 1 2 3 4 567 

Command 111.21 I I I II I 
IVVIVIV 

Enter next at Location 5 Auto Increment 

o 1 2 3 ,4 5 6 7. 

3rd entry 11 121 I I 131 I I 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4th entry 11 121 I I 13141 I 
LEFT ENTRY MODE 
(AUTO INCREMENT) 

In the Right Entry mode, Auto Incrementing a.nd non 
Incrementing have the same effect as in the Left 
Entry except if the address sequence is interrupt~d. 

, , 

12345670 +- Display 

1st entry I I I I I I I 11 I ~:~ess 

2nd entry 

Command 
10010101 

2 3 4 5 6 701 

I 1 I I I 1 11 121 

2 34 5 6 7 0 1 

II 1 1 1 111121 

Enter next at Location 5 Auto Increment 

3 4 5 6 701 2 

3rd entry I I 131 111 121 I 
4 567 0 1 2 3 

4th entry 1 13141 11 1 gil I 
RIGHT ENTRY MODE 
(AUTO INCREMENT) 
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Starting at an arbitrary location operates as shown 
below: 

Command 
10010101 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -" Display 

I1111I111 ~~~ess 
Enter next at Location 5 Auto Increment 

123 4 5 6 7 0 

1 st entry 1 I I I I ~ I I I I 
2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 

2nd entry 1 I I 11 121 I I I 
8th entry 141516171811 12131 

9th entry 15161718191213141 

RIGHT ENTRY MODE 
(AUTO INCREMENT) 

Entry appears to be from the intiill entry point. 

8/16 Character Display Formats 

If the display mode is set to an 8 character display, 
the on duty-cycle is double what it would be for a 16 
character display (e.g., 5.1 ms scan time for 8 char
acters vs. 10.3 ms for 16 characters with 100 kHz 
internal frequency). 

G. FIFO Status 

FIFO status is used in the Keyboard and Strobed 
Input modes to indicate the number of characters in 

the FIFO and to indicate whether an error has oc
curred. There are two types of errors possible: over
run and underrun. Overrun occurs when the entry of 
another character into a full FIFO is attempted. Un
derrun occurs when the CPU tries to read an empty 
FIFO. 

The FIFO status word also has a bit to indicate that 
the Display RAM was unavailable because a Clear 
Display or Clear All command had not completed its 
clearing operation. 

In a Sensor Matrix mode, a bit is set'in the FIFO 
status word to indicate that at least one sensor clo
sure indication is contained in the Sensor RAM. 

In Special Error Mode the S/E bit is showing the 
error flag and serves as an indication to whether a 
simultaneous multiple closure error has occurred. 

FIFO, STATUS WORD 

- Error·Underrun 
Error·Overrun 

'----- Sensor Closure/Error Flag for 
Multiple Closures 

'------ Display unavailable 

290123-4 
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SHIFT KEYBOARD 
MATRIX 

CONTROL 

8/ 8 COLUMNS 

RETURN 
LINES 8 ROWS 

J. 

, 10- 5V H8 

INT SHIFT CNTL RO_7 --1 
INT VOD ·3 ·8 DECODER 

8·BIT .DATA BUS Vss Jv f= MICRO· DATA 
8/ 0 0 _7 ~ . 

PROCESSOR BUS 
3 lSB' SYSTEM 

Ri5 50-3 4/ 
CONTROLS { 

lOR· 
WR 

lOW 
8279 SCAN LINES (4 

RESET 
RESET 

CS CS 4 ·16 DECODER 
ADDRESS { Ao BUS AO 

CLOCK 
ClK 

CLK BO_3 iiD V 16 AO_3 BLANK 1 
DISPLAY .10-

4 ADDRESSES 

/ ~DECODED) 

DISPLAY 

4 CHARACTERS 
DATA 

/ 
DISPLAY 

21;10123-5 
'Do not drive the keyboard decoder with the MSB of the scan lines . 

. Figure 4. System Block Diagram 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Ambient Temperature ................ O°C to 70°C 

Storage Temperature ............• - 65°C to 125°C 
Voltage on any Pin with 

Respect to Ground .............. -O.5V to + 7V 

Power Dissipation ........................ 1 Watt 

"Notice: Stresses above those listed under ':4bso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O°C to 70°C Vss = OV (Note 3)* 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

VIL1 Input Low Voltage for Return Lines -0.5 1.4 V 

VIL2 Input Low Voltage for All Others -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH1 Input High Voltage for Return Lines 2.2 V 

VIH2 Input High Voltage for All Others 2.0 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V (Note 1) 

VOH1 Output High Voltage on Interrupt Line 3.5 V (Note 2) 

VOH2 Other Outputs 2.4 I - -400 p.A 8279-5 
OH - -100 p.A 8279 

IIL1 Input Current on Shift, Control and +10 p.A VIN = Vee 
Return Lines -100 p.A VIN = OV 

111 .. 2 Input Leakage Current on All Others ±10 p.A VIN = Vee to OV 

IO!:'L Output Float Leakage ±10 p.A VOUT = Veo toO.45V 

100 Power SupPly Current 120 mA 

CAPACITANCE 
Symbol Parameter Typ Max Unit- Test Conditions 

CIN Input Capacitance 5 10 pF fo = 1 MHz Unmeasured 

COUT Output Capacitance 10 20 pF Pins Returned to Vss 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O°C to 70°C, Vss = OV (Note 3)" 

Bus Parameters 

READ CYCLE 

8279 8279-5 
Symbol Parameter 

Min Max Min Max 
Unit 

tAR Address Stable Before READ 50 0 ns 

'tRA Address Hold Time for READ 5 0 ns 

tRR READ Pulse Width 420 250 ns 

tRO(4) Data Delay from READ 300 150 ns 

tAO(4) Address to Data Valid 450 250 ns 

tOF READ to Data Floating 10 100 10 100 ns 

tROY Read Cycle Time 1 1 p's 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

WRITE CYCLE 

Symbol' Parameter' 
'.' . 

tAW Address Stable Before WRITE 

tWA Address Hold Time for WRITE 

tww WRITE Pulse Width 

tDW Data Set Up Time for WRITE 

tWD Data Hold Time for WRITE 

tWCY Write Cycle Time 

OTHER TIMINGS 

Symbol Parameter 
Min 

t<l>W Clock Pulse Width 230 

tCY Clock Periocl 500 

Keyboard Scan Time ...................... 5.1 ms 
Keyboard Debounce Time ................ 10.3 ms 
Key Scan Time ........................... 80 fJ-s 
Display Scan Time ....................... 10.3 ms 

NOTES: 
1. 8279, IOL = 1.6 mA; 8279-5. IOL = 2.2 mA. 
2.IOH = -100 /LA 
3,8279, VCC = +5V :\:5%; 8279-5, VCC = +5V ±10% 
4.8279, CL = 100 pF; 8279-5, CL = 150pF. 

8279 8279·5 

Min Max Min Max 
Unit 

50 0 ns 

20 0 ns 

400 250 ns 

300 150 ns 

40 0 ns 

1 1 fJ-s 

8279 .8279·5 
Unit 

Max Min Max 

120 ns 

320 ns 

Digit-on Time ............................ 480 jJ.s 
Blanking Time ........................... 160 fJ-s 
Internal Clock Cycle(5) ..................... 10 fJ-s 

5. The Prescaler shduld be ilrogrammed to provide a 10 /Ls internal clock cycle . 
• For Extended Temperature EXPRESS, use M8279A electrical parameters. 

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 
INPUT/OUTPUT u=x )C 2.0 2.0 > TEST POINTS ~ 
0.45 0.8 0.8 

290123-6 
A.C, Testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4V for a Logic "1" and O.4SV 
for a Logic "0". Timing measurements are made.at 2.0V for a 
Logic "1" and O.BV for a Logic "0". 

A_C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

DEVICE 
UNDER 

'1CL:120PF 
TEST 

'::' 

290123-7 
CL = 120 pF 
CL Includes Jig Capacitance 
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WAVEFORMS 

READ OPERATION 

(SYSTEM'S 

't---~---------------'f .... _____________ ADDRESSBUS) 

i+-----·RR----.J 

(READ CONTROL) 

14------~D------.1 

DATA BUS ,' .... __ _ 

(OUTPUT) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~""~ ___ DA_T_A_V_A_LI_D::::::_-_ .... _-tl~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

290123-8 

WRITE OPERATION 

(SYSTEM'S 
'-____________ ADDRESS BUS) 

~-----~,-----~ 

(WRITE CONTROLI 

-toW---+ 1---- 'wD 
DATA BUS DATA ~ _OATAVALlD~1\I DATA 

IINPUTI _____ M_AY_C_H_A_NG_E ____ JI': --Il\'-_____ M_A_Y_CH_A_N_G_E ____ _ 

290123-9 

CLOCK INPUT 

290123-10 
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SCAN 

ENCODED 
SCAN 

DECODED 
SCAN 

So 

51 

5, 

s, U 

I 
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I 
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5, U U 
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u 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

DISPLAY 

i-------640IoI.·84tCV------1 

RLO- RLr 

NOTE: 
5hown is encoded scan left entry 

A(O) 
BLANK 
CODE· 

52-53 are not shown but they are simply 51 divided by 2 and 4_ 

2-149 

PRESCALER PROGRAMMED FOR IN
TERNAL FREQUENCY = 100 kHz SO 
Icv = 10!'8 

All) 

·BLANK CODE IS EITHER ALL 
0'. OR ALL 1'. OR 20 HEX 

B(I) 

290123-12 
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INTRODUCTION 

The INTEL 8256 MUART is a Multifunction Univer
sal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter designed to be 
used for serial asynchronous communication while also 
providing hardware support for parallel I/O, timing, 
counting and interrupt control. Its versatile design al
lows it to be directly connected to the MCS@-85, 
iAPX-86, iAPX-88, iAPX-186, and iAPX-188 micro
computer systems plus the MCS-48 and MCS-51 family 
of single-chip microcomputers. 

The four commonly used Peripheral functions con
tained in the MUART are: 

1) Full-duplex, 'double-buffered serial asynchronous 
ReceiverlTransmitter with an on-chip Baud Rate 
Generator 

2) Two-8-bit parallel I/O ports 

3) Five-8-bit counters/timers 

4) 8-level priority interrupt controller 

This manual can be divided'into two parts. The first 
part describes the MUART in detail, including its func
tions, registers and pins. This section' IIlso describes the 
interface between the MUART and Intel CPUs plus a 
discussion on programming considerations. The second 
section provides an application example: a MUART
based line printer multiplexer. The Appendix contains 
software listings for the line printer multiplexer and 
some useful reference information. 

DESCRIPTION OF, THE MUART 

The MUART can be logically partitioned into seven 
sections: the microprocessor bus interface, the com
mand and status registers, clocking circuitry, asynchro
nous serial communication, parallel I/O, timer/event 
counters, and the interrupt controller. This can be seen 
from the block diagr~ of the 11256 MUART as shown 
in Figure 1. The MUART's pin configuration can be 
seen in Figure 2. 

Microprocessor Bus Interface 

The microprocessor bus interface is the hardware sec
tion of the MUART which allows a ~P to communi
cate with the MUART. It consists of tristate bi-direc
tional data-bus buffers, an address latch, a chip select 
CS latch and bus control logic. In order to provide all 
of the: MUART's functions in a 4O-pin DIP while re
taining direct register addressing, a multiplexed ad
dress/data bus is used. 

ADDRESS/DATA BUS 

The MUART contains 16 internal directly addressable 
read/write registers. Four of the' eight address/data 
lines are used to generate the address. When using 8-bit 
microprocessors such as MCS-85, MCS-48 and MCS-
51, ADO-AD3 are used to address the 16internal reg
isters while Address/Data line 4 (AD4) is not used for 
addressing. For J6-bit systems, AD1-AD4 are used to 
generate the address for the internal data registers and 
ADO is used as a second active low chip select. 

RD, WR, CS 

The 8256 bus' interface uses the staridard bus control 
signals which are compatible with all Intel p~herals 
and microprocessors. The chip select signal (CS), typi
cally derived from an address decoder, is latched along 
with the address on the faIling edge of ALE. As a re
sult, chip select does not have to remain low for the 
entire bus cycle. However, the data bus buffers will re
main tristated unless an RD or a WR signal becomes 
active while chip select has been latched in low. 

INT, INTA 

The INT and INTA signals are used to interrupt the 
CPU and receive the CPU's acknowledgment to the 
interrupt request. The MUART can vector the CPU to 
the ~ppropriate service routine depending on the source 
of the interrupt. 

RESET 

When a high level occurs on the RESET pin, the 
MUART is placed in a known initial state. This initial 
state is described under "Hardware Reset". 

Command and Status Register 

There are three command registers and one status reg
ister as shown in Figure 1. The three command regis
ters are read/write registers while the status register is a 
read only. The command registers configure the 
MUART for its operating environment (i.e., 8 or 16 
bits CPU, system clock frequency). In addition, they 
direct its higher level functions such as controlling the 
UART, selecting modes of operation for the interrupt 
controller, and choosing the fundamental frequency for' 
the timers. Command Register 3 is the ollly register in 
the MUART which is a bit set/reset,register, allowing 
the programmer to simply perform one write to set or 
reset any of the bits. ' 
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of the 8256 MUART 
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The status register I?rovides all of the information about 
the status of the UART's transmitter and reCeiver'as 
well as the status of the interrupt pin. The status regis
ter is the only read only register in the MUART. 

CLOCK CIRCUITRY 

The clock for the five timers and bliud rate generator is 
derived from the system clock. The system clock" pin 
17 (eLK), is fed into a system clock prescaler which in 
turn feeds the five timers and the baud rate generator. 
The MUART's system clock can be asynchronous to 
the microprocessor's clock. ' 

SYSTEM CLOCK PRESCALER 

Figure 2. MUART Pin Configuration 

The system clock prescaler is a programmable divider 
which normalizes the internal clocking frequency for 
the timers' and baud rate generator to 1.024 MHz. It 
divides the system clock (eLK) by I, 2, 3, or 5, allow
ing clock frequencies of 1.024 MHz, 2.048 MHz, 3.072 
MHz or 5.12 MHz. (The commonly used 6.144 MHz 
crystal frequency for the 8085 results in a 3.072 MHz 
frequency from the 8085's eLK pin.) If the system 
clock is not one of the four frequencies mentioned 
above, then the frequency of the baud rate generator 
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and the timers will be nonstandard; however, the 
MUART will still run as long as the system clock 
meets the data sheet tcy spec. 

Receiver Section of the UART 

The serial asynchronous receiver section contains a se
rial shift register, a receiver buffer register and receiver 
control logic. The serial input data is clocked into the 
receive shift register from the RxD pin at the specified 
baud rate. The sampling actually takes place at the ris
ing edge of RxC, assuming an external clock, or at the 
rising edge of the internal baud clock. When the receiv
er is ena~led but inactive, the receive logic is sampling 
RxD at either 32 or 64 times the bit rate, looking for a 
change from the Mark (high) to the Space (low) state. 
This is commonly referred to as the start bit search 
mode. When this state change occurs, the receive logic 
waits one half of a bit time and then samples RxD 
again. If RxD is still in the Space state, the receive logic 
beg~ns to clock in the receive data beginning one bit 
period later. If RxD has returned to the Mark state 
(i.e., false start bit), the receive logic will return to the 
start bit search mode. 

Timer Prescaler 

The timer prescaler permits the user to select one of 
two fundamental timing frequencies for all of the 
MUART's timers, either 1 kHz or 16 kHz. The fre
quency selection is made via Command Register O. 

Asynchronous Serial Interface 

The asynchronous serial interface of the MU ART is a 
full-duplex double-buffered transmitter and receiver 
with separate control registers. The standard asynchro
~ous format is used as shown in Figure 3. The opera
tion of the UART section ofthe MUART is very shni
lar to the operation of the 8251A USART. 

GENERATED 
DO D, - --- D_ BVI258 

T.O MARKING 

RECEIVER INPUT 

R_O 

DOES NOT IIPPEIIR 
000, ----D_ ON THE DIITA BUS 

t t t t 
START : 

L-....;;.B .. IT_.L-_D_A_T~A B\oI_T5_.....L_":;';'; ___ ..1 

PROGRAMMED 
CHARACTER 

LENGTH 

TRANSMISSION FORMAT 

CPU BYTE (5 8 BI TS/CHAR I 

OATA C~~RACTER 
ASSEMBLED SERIAL DATA OUTPUT (hOI 

ST071 
arrs L 

ST6;I 
BrrS L 

DATA CHARACTER SToD 
~ _______ ~~ ____ ~~ ___ -..I~_B~ITS 

RECEIVE FORMAT 

SERIAL DATA INPUT IR.DI 

DATA CHARACTER STO';"l 
~ ____ -L ____ -..I __ ~B~IT~ 

CPU BYTE 158 BITS/CHIIRI' 

: I DATA CHA~ACTE H 

-NOTE: 
If character length is defined as 5, 6, or 7 bits the unused bits are set to "zero". 

Figure 3. Asynchronous Format 
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Normally the received data is sampled in the center of 
each bit, however it is possible to adjust the location 
where the bit is sampled. This feature is controlled by 
the modification register. 

The bit rate of the serial receive data is derived from 
either the internal baud rate generator or an external 
clock. When using an external clock, the programmer 
has a choice of three sampling rates: lx, 32x, or 64x. 
Using the internal baud rate generator, the sampling 
rates are all 64x except for 19.2 Kbps which is 32x. 

When the serial shift register clocks in the stop bit, an 
internal load pulse is generated which transfers the con
tents of the shift register into the receive buffer. This 
transfer takes place during the first half of the first stop 
bit. The load pulse also triggers several other signals 
relevant to the receive section including Receive Buffer 
Full (RBF), Parity Error (PE), Overrun Error (OE), 
and Framing Error (FE). These four status bits are up
dated after the middle of the first stop bit when the 
receive buffer has already been latched. Each one of 
these four status bits are latched. They are reset on the 
rising edge of the first read pulse (RD) addressed to the 
status register. A complete description of the status reg
ister is given in the section "Description of the Regis
ters". 

When the serial receiver is disabled (via bit 6 of Com
mand Register 3) the load pulse is suppressed. The re
sult is that the receive buffer is not loaded with the 
contents of the shift register, and the RBF, PE, OE, 
and FE bits in the status register are not updated. Even 
though the receiver is disabled, the serial shift register 
will still be clocking in the data from RxD, if any. This 
means that the receiver will still be synchronized with 
the start and stop bits. For example, if the receiver is 
enabled via Command Register 3 in the middle of re
ceiving a serial character, the cliaracter will still be as
sembled correctly. When the receiver is disabled the 
last character received will remain in the receive buffer. 
On power-up the value in the receive buffer is unde
fmed. 

Whenever a character length of fewer than 8 bits is 
programmed, the most significant bits of a received 
character will read as zero. Also, the receiver will only 
check the first stop bit of any character, regardless of 
how many stop bits are programmed into the device. 

Receive Break Detect 

A Receive Break occurs when RxD remains in the 
space state for one character time, including the parity 
bit (if any) and the first stop bit. The MUART will set 
the Break Detect status bit (BD)' when it receives a 
break. The Break Detect status bit is set after the mid
dle of the first stop bit. If the MUART detects a break 

it will. inhibit the J;eceive buffer load pulse, thus the 
receive buffer will not be loaded with the null charac.
ter, and none of the four status bits (PE, OE, FE, and 
RBF) will be updated. The last character received will 
remain in the receive buffer: A break detect state has 
the same effect as disabling the receiver-they both in
hibit the load pulse-therefore one can think of the 
break status as disabling the receiver. 

The Break Detect status bit is latched. It is cleared by 
the rising edge of the read pulse addressed to the status 
register. If a break occurs, and then the RxD data line 
returns to the Mark. state before the status register is 
read, the BD status bit will remain set until it is read. If 
RxD returns to the Mark state after the BD status bit 
has been read true, the BD status bit will be reset auto
matically without reading the status register. . 

The receive break detect logic of the MUART is inde
pendent of whether the receiver is enabled or disabled; 
therefore even if the receiver is disabled the MUART 
will recognize a break. When the RxD line returns to 
the Mark state after a break, the 8256 will be in the 
start bit sear!;h mode. 

, If the receiver interrupt level is enabled, break will gen
erate an interrupt request regardless of whether the re
ceiver is enabled. Another receive interrupt will not be 
generated until the RxD pin returns to the Mark state. 

Transmitter Section of the UART 

The serial' asynchronous transmitter section of the 
MUART consists of a transmit buffer, a transmit (shift) 
register, and the associated control logic. There are two 
bits in the status register which indicate the status of 
the transmit buffer and transmit register: TBE (trans
mit buffer empty) and TRE (transmit register empty). 

To transmit a character, a byte is written to the trans
mit buffer. The transmit buffer should only be written 
to when TBE = 1. When the transmit register is empty 
and CTS = 0, the character will be automatically 
transferred from the transmit buffer into the transmit 
register. The data transfer from the transmit buffer to 
the transmit register takes place during the transmis
sion of the start bit. After this transfer takes place, 
sometime at the beginning of the transmission of the 
first data bit, TBE is set to 1. 

When the transmitter is idle, both TBE and TRE will 
be set to I. After a character is written to the transmit 

, buffer, TBE = ° and TRE = 1. This state will remain 
for a short period of time, then the character will be 
transferred into the transmit register and the status bits 
will read TBE = I and TRE = 0. At this point a 
second character may be written to the transmit buffer 
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after which TBE = 0 and TRE = O. TBE will not be 
set to 1 again until the transmit register becomes empty 
and is reloaded with the byte in the transmit buffer. 

The transmitter can be disabled only one way-using 
the CTS pin. When CTS = 0 the transmitter is en
abled, and when CTS = 1 the transmitter is disabled. If 
the transmitter is idle and CTS goes from 0 to 1, dis
abling the transmitter, TBE and TRE will remain set to 
1. Since TBE = 1, a character can be written into the 
transmit buffer. The character will be stored in the 
transmit buffer but it will not be transferred to the 
transmit register until CTS go~ low. 

If CTS goes from low to high during transmission of a 
character, the character in transmission will be com
pleted and TxD will return to the Mark state. If the 
transmitter is full (Le., TBE and TRE = 0), the trans
mit shift register will be emptied but the transmit buffer 
will not; therefore TBE = 0 and TRE = 1. 

Transmitter Break Features 

The MUART has three transmit break features: Break
In Detect, Transmit Break (TBRK), and Single Char
acter Break (SBRK). 

. .Break-In Detect-A Break-In condition occurs when 
the MUART is sending a serial message and the trans· 
mission line is forced to the space state by the receiving 
station. Break-In is usually used with ,half-duplex trllI).s
mjssion so that the receiver can signal a break to the 
transmitter. Port 16 must be connected externally to 
the transmission line in order to detect a Break-In. If 
transmission voltage levels other than TTL are used, 
then proper buffering must be provided so that Port 16 
on the MUART will receive the correct- POlarity and 
voltage levels. 

When Break-In Detect is enabled, Port 16 is polled in· 
ternally during the transmission of the last or only stop 
bit of'a character. If this pin is low during tranSmission 
of the stop bit, the Break Detect status bit (.BD) will be 
set Break-In Detect an'd receive Break Detect are 
OR-ed to set the BD status bit. (Either one can set this 
bit.) The distinction can be made through the interrupt 
controller. If the transmit and receive interrupts are 
enabled, a Break·In will generate an interrupt on level 
5, the transmit interrupt,' while Brea:k will generate' an 
in.terrupt on level 4, the receive interrupt. If RxC and 
TxC are used for the serial bit rates, Break-In cannot be 
detected. 

Transmit Br~-Thiscauses the TxD pin to be forced 
low for as long as the TBRK bit in Command Register 
3 is set. While Transmit Buffer. is active,· data transferS 
from the Transmit Buffer to the Transmit register will 
be inhibited. 

If both the Transmit Buffer and the Transmit Register 
are full, and a Transmit Break command is issued 

(command register 3, TBRK = 1), the entire character 
in the Transmit register is sent including the stop bits. 
TxD is then driven low and the character iii the Trans
mit Buffer remains there. until Transmit Break is dis
abled (command register 3, TBRK =' 0). At this time 
TxD will go high for one bit tiIne and then send the 
character in the Transmit Buffer. 

Single Character Break-This causes TxO to be set low 
for one character including start bit, data bits, parity 
bit, and stop bits. The uset can send a specific number 
of Break characters using this feature. 

If both the Transmit Buffer and the Transmit Register 
are full and a Send Break command is issued (com
mand register 3, SBRK = 1) the entire character in the 
Transmit Register is sent including the stop bits. TxD 
is driven low for one complete character time followed 
by a high for two bit.tiInes after which the character in 
the Transmit Buffer is sent. 

Modification Register 

The modification register is used to alter two standard 
functions of the receiver (start bit check, and sampling 
time) and to enable a special indicator flag for half-du
plex operation (transmitter status). Disabling start bit 
check means that the receiver will not return to the 
start bit search mode if RxD has returned to the Mark 
state in the center of the start bit. It will simply proceed 
to assemble a character from the RxD pin regardless of 
whether. it received a false start bit or not. The modifi
cation register also allows the user to define where 
within the receive data bits the MUART will sample. 

Parallel 1/0 

The MUART contains 16 parallel I/O pins which are 
divided into two 8·bit ports. These two parallel I/O 
ports (port 1 and Port 2) can be used for 'basic digital 
I/O such as setting a bit high or low, or for byte trans
'fers using a two-wire handshake. Port 1 is bit program
mable for input or output, so any combination of the 
eight bits in Port 1 can be selected as' either an input or 
an output. Port 2is nibble programmable, which means 
that all four bits in the upper or lower nibble have to be 
selected as either inputs or outputs. For byte transfers 
using the two-wire handshake, Port 2 can either input 
or output the byte while two bits in Port 1 are used for 
the handshaking signals .. 

All of the bits in Port 1 have alternate functions other 
than I/O ports. As mentioned above, when using the 
byte handshake mode, two bits on Port 1 are used for 
the handshaking signals. As a result, these two bits can
not be used for general purpose I/O. The other six bits 
in Port l' also have alternate functiOns if they are not 
used as I/O ports. Table 1 lists each bit from Port 1 and 
its corresponding alternate function. 
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Table 1 Port 1 Control Signals 
(" 

Pin Pin . Control Function Condition Symbol Number 

Pi0 39 ~ . yOntrbl Signals for Port 2 Mode Register 
OBF P11 38 8-bit Handshake Output P2C2:- P2CO,=o 101 

P10 39 m Control Signals for Port 2 Mode register 
P2c;2 ...::. P2CO = 100 P11 38 iBF· 8-olt Handshake Input 

P12 37 , Eveht Counter 2 Mode Register 
Clock Input CT2 = 1 

P13 36 Event Counter 3 Mode Register 
Clock Input C:r3= 1 

P14 35 Internal Baud Rate. Mbde Word 
Generator Clock Output I P2CO.,- P2C2 = 111 

Port 1 Control Word P14 = 1 
Command Register 2 
B3 - BO ~ 3H 

P15 34 Timer 5 Trigger Input Mode Register 
T5C = 1 

P16 33 Break-In Detection Input Command Register 1 
SRKI = 1 

P17 32 I:xtetnal Edge Sensitive. Command Register 1 
I nterrupt I npllt 

The bits in the Port I Control Register select whether 
the pins on Pqrt 1 are inputs or qUt!?uts. The pins on 
Port 1 are selected as c~%l pinst~rough the other 
programming registers Which are ret evant to the con
trol signal. Configuring a bit in Port 1 as a control 
function overrides its definition in the Port 1 Control 
Register. If the pins on Port 1 are redefmed as control 
signals, the definition of whether the pin is an input or 
an output in the Port 1 Control Register remains un
changed. If the pins on Port J are converted back to 
I/O pins, they assume the state which was defined in 
the Port 1 Control Register. 

Each parallel I/O port has a latch and driv~ts: When 
the port is in the output mode, the data written to the 
port is latched and driven on the pins. The data which 
is latched in the I/O ports re!;llains unchanged unless 
the port is w~tten to again. Reading the l'0rts, whet~er 
the port is an mput .PT output, gates the state at the pms 
onto the data bus. Writing to an input port has no effect 
on the pin, but the data is stored in the latch and will be 
output if the direction on the pin is changed later. Writ
ing to a control pin on Port I has the same. effect as 
writing to an input pili. If pins 2, 3, 5, and 6 m Port 1 
are used for control signals, the contents of the respec
tive outPUt latches will be .read, not the state of the 
control signals. If pins 0, I, and 7 on Port 1 are used for 
control signiils, the state of the control signals will be 

BITI = 1 

read. If pin 4: on Port 1 is used as a test. output for the 
internal baud rate, this' clock signal will be output 
through the output latch, thus. the inforniation in the 
output latch will be lost. 

The Two-Wire Byte Handshake 

The 825i'iean be programmed, via the Mode Register, 
to iInplementan input or output, two-wire byte hand
shake. When the Mode Register is programmed for the 
byte handshake, Port 2 is used to· transmit or receive 
the byte, alld pins PIO and Ptt are used for the two 
handshake control signals. Figures 4 and .5 show a 
block diagram and timing signals for the two-wire 
handshake input and output.. . 

To set up the two-wire handshake output using inter
rupt$ .one must first program the Mode Register, and 
then enable the interrupt via the interrupt mask regi~~ 
ter. An interrupt will not occur immediately after the 
two-wire handshake interrupt is enabled. The interrupt 
is triggered by the rising edge of ACK. There are two 
ways to. generate the first interrupt. Either the first data 
byte must be written to Port 2 and completely trans
ferred before an 'interrupt will occur, or the fwo-wire 
handshake interrupt is enabled while ACK is low, and 
then ACK goes high. 
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Figure 4. Block Diagram of Handshake Output 

Event Counters/Timers 

The MUART's five 8-bit programmable counters/tim
ers are binary presettable down counters. The distinc
tion between timer and counter is determined by the 
clock source. A timer measures an absolute time inter
val, and its input clock frequency is derived from the 
MUART's system clock. A counter's input clock fre
quency is derived from a pulse applied to an external 
pin. The counter is decremented pn the rising edge of 
this pulse. . 

When the counters/timers are configured as timers 
their clock source passes through two dividers: the sys
tem clock prescaler, and the timer prescaler. As men
tioned before, the system clock presca1er normalizes the 
internal system clock to 1.024 MHz. The timer presca1-
er receives this normalized system clock and divides it 
down to either 1 kHz or 16 kHz, depending pn how 
Command Register I is programmed. If more $ling 
resolution is needed the clock frequency can be input 
externally tJ1rough the I/O ports. 

By programming the Mode Register, four of the 8"bit 
counters/timers can be cascaded to form two 16-bit 
counters. Counters/timers 3 and 5 can be cascaded to
gether, and .colll1ters/timers 2 and 4 can be cascaded 
together. Counters/timers 2 and 3 are the lower bytes, 
while counten/timers 4 and 5 are the upper bytes in 
the cascaded mode. 

Each counter can be loaded with. an arbitrary initial 
value. Titp.er, ,5 is the only timer which has a special 
save register which holds its initial value. Whenever 
Timer S is .loaded with an, initilll. value thij special save 
register is also loade~ with this value. TUner ~ can be 
reloaded to its initi8l value from the detection of a high-
to-low transition on Port PIS. . 

The counters are decremented on the first rising edge of 
the clock after the initial value has been loaded. The 
setup time for loading the counter when using an exter
nal clock is specified in the data sheet. When using 
internal clocks, the user has n() way of knowing the 
phase relationship of the clock to the write pulse; there
fore the timing accuracy is one clock period. 

The timers are counting cq!1tinuously, and an interrupt 
request is issued any time a single counter or pair of 
cascaded counters reaches zero. If the timers are going 
to be used with interrupts, then the programmer should 
first load the timer with the initial value, then enable 
the interrupt. If the programmer enables the interrupt 
first, it is possible that the interrupt will occur before 
the initial value is loaded. Wllen an interrupt from any 
one of the timers occurs, the corresponding bit in the 
,interrupt mask regi~!er is automatiCally resiit, prevent
ing further interrupt requ~ts from occurring. 

The event Counters/timers can be used in the following 
modes of operation: 

Timer 1 

- Serves as an 8-bit timer. 

Event Counter/Timer 2 

- Serves as an 8-bit timer or event counter, or cascad
ed with Timer 4 as a 16-bit timer or event counter .. 

Event Counter/Timer 3 

- Serves as an8-bit timer or event countel;, or cascad
ed with Timer 5 as a 16-bit timer or event counter, 
with the additional modes of operation selectable 
for Timer 5. 
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Data 

NOTES:, 210907-5 

1. The 8256' signals with INT that the etjuipment has accepted the last character and that the output latches are empty 
~* . 
2. Thereupon, the microprocessor transfers the next data to the. 8256. 
3. Th~ rising edge of. WR latches the data into port 2 (P20 ... P27) and "Output Buffer-Full" (OaF) is set which indicates 
that a new byte is available. 
4. The equipment acknowledges with the falling edge of ACK that it recognized OBF. 
5. Thereupon, the 8256 releases OBF. . . . . .'. . 
6. The equipment acknowledges the data transfer with a rising edge of ACK. which causes' the 8256 to set INT. 

Figure 4a. Timing of Handshake Output 

Timer 4 

- Serves as an 8-bit timer; or cascaded with Event 
Counter/Timer 2 as a 16-bit timer or event counter. 

Timer 5 

1. Non-tetriggerable 8-bit timer. 

2. Retriggerable 8-bit timer whose initial value is load
ed from a save register which statts following the 
negative trimsition of an external signal. Subsequent 
transitions of this signal after the counting has start
ed, reloads the initial value and restarts the counting. 

3. Cascaded with Event Counter/Timer 3, non-retrig
gerable 16-bit timer, which can be loaded with an 
initial value by two write operations. 

4. Cascaded with event counter/timer 3, non-retrigger
able 16-bit event counter, which can be loaded with 
im initial value by two write operations. 

5. Cascaded with Event Counter/Timer 3, retrigger
able 16.bit timer. The most significant byte (Timer 5) 
will be loaded with its initial value from the save 
register, while the last significant byte (Event Coun
ter/Timer 3) will be set to OFFH automatically, 
Loading, starting, and retriggering operations follow 
the same pattern as, in 2. 

6. Cascaded with Event Counter/Timer 3, retrigger
able 16-bit event counter. The most significant byte 
(Timer 5) will be loaded with its initial value from 
the save register, while the least significant byte' 
(Event Counter/rimer 3) will be set to OFFH auto
matically.Loading, starting, and retriggering opera
tions follow the same pattern as in 2. . 
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Figure 5. Block Diagram of Handshake Input 

Interrupt Controller 

In a microcomputer system there are several ways for 
the CPU to recognize that a peripheral device needs 
service. Two of the most common ways are the polling 
method and the interrupt service method. , 

In the polling method the CPU reads the status of each 
peripheral to determine whether it needs service. If the 
peripheral does not need service, the tiIne the CPU 
spends polling is wasted; therefore this overhead results 
in increasing the execution time. Some systems must 
meet a specific request to response time such as a real 
time signal. In this case the programmer must guaran
tee that the peripheral is polled at a certain frequency. 
This polling frequency cannot always easily be met 
when the CPU must execute a main program as well as 
subroutines. Usually each peripheral has its own re
quest to response time requirements; therefore the user 
must establish a priority scheme. 

The interrupt method provides certain advantages over 
the polling method. When a peripheral device needs 
service it signals the CPU through hardware asynchro
nously, thus reducing the overhead of polling a device 
which does not need service. The CPU would typically 
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finish the instruction it is executing, save the important 
registers, and acknowledge the peripheral's interrupt 
request. During the acknowledgment, the CPU reads a 
vector which directs the CPU to the starting location of 
the appropriate interrupt service routine. If several in
terrupt requests occur at the same time, special logic 
can prioritize the requests so that when the CPU ac
knowledges the interrupt, the highest priority request is 
vectored to the CPU. 

An interrupt dnven system requires additional hard
ware to control. the interrupt request signal, priority, 
and vectoring. The 8256 integrates this additional hard
ware onto the chip. The interrupt controller on the 
MUART is directly compatible with the MCS-85, 
iAPX-86, iAPX-88, iAPX-186, iAPX-188 family ofmi
crocomputer systems, and it can also be used with other 
microprocessors as well. It contains eight priority lev
els, however, there are a total of 12 interruptable sourc
es: 10 internal and 2 external. Since there are eight pri
ority levels, only eight interrupts can be used at one 
time. The assignment of the interrupts used is selected 
by Command Register 1 and by the mode register. The 
MUART's interrupt sources have a fixed priority. Ta
ble 2 displays how the 12 interrupt sources are mapped 
into the 8 priority levels. 
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1. The equipment indicates with the falling edge of ru (Strobe) that a new character is available at port 2. The 8256 
acknowledges the indication by activati!:!a.!BF (Input Buffer Full). . 
2. Thereupon, the equipment releases STB and the 8256 latches the character. 
3. The 8256 informs the microprocessor through INT that a new character is ready for transfer. 
4. The microprocessor reads the character. 
5. The rising edge of signal RD resets signal IBF. 
6. The action signals to the equipment that the input latches of the 8256 are empty and the next character can be 
transferred. 

Figure Sa. Timing for Handshake Input 

Table 2. Mapping of Interrupt 
Sources to Priority Levels 

Priority Source 

Highest LO Timer 1 
L1 Timer 2 or Port Interrupt 
L2 External Interrupt (EXTINT) 
L3 Timer 3 or timers 3 & 5 
L4 Receiver Interrupt 
L5 Transmitter Interrupt 
L6 Timer 4 or Timers 2 & 4 

Lowest L7 Timer 5 or Port 2 Handshaklng 

MCS®~85/8256 Interrupt Operation 

The 8256 is compatible with the 8085 interrupt vector
ing method when the 8086 bit in Command Register 1 
of the MUART is set to O. This is the default condition 
after a hardware reset. The 8085 has five hardware in
terrupt pins: INTR, RST 7.5, RST 6.5, RST 5.5, and 
TRAP. When the MUART's interrupt acknowledge 
feature is enabled (IAE bit 5 Command Register 
3 = 1) the MUART's INT Pin 15 should be tied to the 
8085's INTR, and both the 8085 and the MUART's 
INTA pins should be tied together. All of the interrupt 
pins on the 8085 except INTR automatically vector the 
program counter to a specified location in memory. 
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When the INTR pin becom~ active (HIGH), assuming 
the 8085 has interrupts enabled, the 8085 fetches the 
next instruction from the data bus where it has been 
placed by the 8256 or some other interrupt controller. 
This instruction is usually a Call or an RSTO through 
RST7. Figure 6 shows the memory locations where the 
8085 will vector to based on which type of interrupt 
occurred. . 

The 8085 can receive an' interrupt request any time, 
since its INTR input is asynchronous. The 8085, how
ever, doesn't always acknowledge an interrupt request 
immediately. It can accept or disregard requests under 
software control using the EI (Enable Interrupt) or'DI 
(Disable Interrupt) instructions. 

At the end of each instruction cycle, the 8085 examines 
the state of its INTR pin. If an interrupt request is 
present and interrupts are enabled, the 8085 enters an 
interrupt machine cycle. During the interrupt machine 
cycle the 8085 automatically disables further interrupts 
until the EI instruction is executed. Unlike normal ma
chine cycles, the interrupt machine cycle doesn't incre
ment the program counter. This ensures that the 8085 
can return to the pre-interrupt program location after 
the interrupt service is completed. The 8085 issues an 
INT A pulse indicating that it is honoring the request 
and is ready to process the interrupt. 

TRAP 

RST 7.5 
RST 8.5 
RST 5.5 

MEMORY ADDRESS 

~ ___ ---. OOH 

./-___ ......, OSH 

-1------.., 10H 

-.J----......., 18H 

h--'----'-~ 20H 

C~-"";'---I 24H 
.;..t--,---~ 28H 
_+-___ ......,2CH 

.~~ ____ ~. 30H 

_~~ ___ --.., 34H 

~'------'-~!!4--'---~ 38H 
BOSSA 

EXECUTING 
SOFTWARE 

RST INSTRUCTIONS 
IN RESPONSE TO INTR 

...... .t------1 3CH 

8085A 
SYSTEM 
MEMORY 

210907-8 

Figure 6. SOS5A Hardware and 
Software RST Branch Locations 

The 8256 can now vector program execution to the cor
responding service'routine. This is done during the first 
and only INT A pulse. Upon receiving the INT A pulse, 
the 11256 places .the opcQde RSTn on the data bus; 
where n equals 0 through 7 based on the level of the 
interrupt requested. The RSTn instruction causes the 
contents of the pr<1gram counter to be pushed onto the 
stack, then transfers control to the instruction whose 
address is eight times n, as shown in Figure 6. 

Note that because interrupts are disabled during the 
interrupt acknowledge sequence, the EI instruction 
must be executed in either the service routine or the 
main program before further interrupts can be process
ed. 

For additional information on the 8085 interrupt opera
tion and the RSTn instruction, refer to the MCS-85 
User's Manual. 

IAPX·S6/S8-S256.lnterrupt Operation 

The MUART is compatible with the 8086/8088 meth
od' Qf interrupt vectoring when the 8086 bit in Com
mand Register 1 is set to 1. The MUART's INT pin is 
tied to the 8086/8088 INTR pin, and its INTA pin 
connected to the 8086/88's INTA. pin. Like the 8085, 
the 8086/8088's INTR pin is also asynchronous so that 
an interrupt request can occur at any time. The 8086/ 
8088 can accept or disregard requests on the INTR pin 
under software control instructions. These instructions 
set or clear the interrupt-enabled flag IF. When the 
8086/8088 is powered-on or reset, the IF flag is cleared, 
disabling external interrupts on INTR . 

Although there are some basic similarities, the actual 
processing of interrupts with an 8086/8088 is different 
from the 8085. When an interrupt request is present 
and interrupts are enabled, the 8086/8088 enters its in
terrupt acknowledge machine cycle. The interrupt ac
knowledge machine cycle pushes the flag registers onto 
the stack (as in PUSHF instruction). It then clears the 
IF flag, which disables interrupts. Finally, the contents 
of both the code segment register and the instruction 
pointer are pushed onto the stack. Thus, the stack re
tains the pre-interrupt flag status and program location 
which are used to return from the service routine. The 
8086/8088 then issues the first of two INTA pulses 

. which signals the 8256 that the 8086/8088 has honored 
its interrnpt request. 

The 8256 is now ready to vector program execution to 
the appropriate service routine. Unlike the 8085 where 
the first· INTA pulse is used to place an instruction on 
the data bus, the first INT A pulse from the 8086/8088 
is used only to signal the 8256 of the honored request. 
The. second INT A pulse causes the 8256 to place a sin
gleinterrupt vector byte onto the data bus. The 8256 
places the interrupt vector bytes 40H through 47H cor-
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responding to the level of the interrupt to be serviced. 
Not used as a direct address, this interrupt vector byte 
pertains to one of.256 interrupt "types" supported by 
the 8086/8088 memory. Program execution is vectored 
to the corresponding service routine by the contents of 
a specified interrupt type. 

All 256 interrupt types are located in absolute memory 
locations 0 through 3FFH which make up the 8086/ 
8088's interrupt vector table. Each type in the interrupt 
vector table requires 4 bytes of memory and stores a 
code segment address and an instruction pointer ad
dress. Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the interrupt 
vector table. When the 8086/8088 receives an interrupt 
vector byte, it multiplies its value by four to acquire the 
address of the interrupt type. 

Once the service routine is completed the main pro
gram may be re-entered by using an IRET (Interrupt 
Return) instruction. The IRET instruction will pop the 
pre-interrupt instruction pointer, code segment and 
flags off the stack. Thus the main program will resume 
where it was interrupted with the same flag status re
gardless of changes in the service routine. Note espe
cially that this includes the state of the IF flag; thus 
interrupts are re-jlnabled automatically when returning 
from the service routine. For further information refer 
to the iAPX 86,88 User's Manual. 

MUART'S 
INTERRUPT 
LEVELS 

~i'" 

~~ 

~R 

INTERRUPT 

INTERRUPT 

INTERRUPT 

INTERRUPT 

INTERRUPT 

INTERRUPT' 

INTERRUPT 

INTERRUPT 

INTERRUPT 

INTERRUPT 

· · · 
INTERRUPT 

INTERRUPT 

INTERRUPT 

Using the 8256's Interrupt Controller 
Without 1Ni'A .' 

There are several configurations where the 8256 will 
not have an INTA signal connected to it. Some exam
ples are when using the 8256 with an 8051 or 8048, or 
when connecting the INT pin .on the 8256 to the 8085~s 
RST 7.5, RST 6.5, or RST 5.5 inputs. In these configu
rations the IAE bit in Command Register 3 is set to 0, 
and the INTA pin on the 8256 is tied high. When the 
interrupt occurs the CPU should branch to a service 
routine which reads the interrupt address register to 
determine which interrupt request level occurred. The 
interrupt address register contains the level of the inter
rupt multiplied by four. Reading the interrupt address 
register is equivalent in effect to the INTA signal; it 
clears the INT pin and indicates to the MUART that 
the interrupt request has been acknowledged. After the 
CPU reads the value in the interrupt address register, it 
can add an offset to this value and branch to an inter
rupt vector table which contains jump instructions to 
the appropriate interrupt service routines. An 8085 pro
gram which demonstrates this routine is given is Figure 
8. 

Table 3 summarizes the priority levels and the interrupt 
vectors which the 8256 sends back to the CPU. Note 
that when using Timer 1 there is a conflict present be
tween RSTO in the 8085 mode and a hardware reset, 
because both expect instructions starting at address OH. 
However, there is a way to distinguish between the two. 

TYPE 255 IFFHI 

TYPE 254 (FEHI 

· · · 
TYPE 71 (47H) 

TYPE 70 (46H) 

TYPE 69 (45H) 

TYPE 68 (44HI 

TYPE 67 (43H) 

TYPE 66 (42H) 

TYPE 65 (41H) 

TYPE 64 140Hl 

TYPE 2 (2H) 

TYPE 1 (1H) 

TYPE 0 (OH) 

Cr' 

~~ 

l:~ 

3FCH 

3F8H 

11CH 

118H 

.114H 

110H 

10CH 
108H 

104H 

100H 

8H 

4H 

OH 
2109Q7-9 

Figure 7. 8086/8088 Interrupt Vector Table 
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;Read the Interrupt Address Register 
;Put the interrupt address in HL 

;Load BE with the interrupt table offset 
;Add the offset to the interrupt address 
;Jump to the interrupt vector table 

Figure 8. Software Interrupt Acknowledge Routine 

Table 3. Assignment of Interrupt Levels to Interrupt Sources 

Restart Inter-
Com- rupt Inter- Trigger Sources 
mand Vector rupt (Only One Source Can Be 
8085 8086 Address 

Mode Assigned at Any Thne) 
Mode Mode 

RSTO 40H OH Edge Timer 1 

RST1 41H 4H Edge Event Counter/Timer 2 or 
External Interrupt Request 
on Port 1 P17 

RST2 42H 8H Level Input EXTINT 

RST3· 43H CH Edge Event Counter/Timer 3 or 
Cascaded. Event Counters/ 
Timers 3 and 5 

RST4 44H 10H Edge Serial Receiver 

RST5 45H 14H Edge Serial Transmitter 

RST6 46H 28H Edge Timer 4 or cascaded Event 
Counters/Timers 2 and 4 

RST7 47H 1CH Edge Timer 5 or Port 2 with 
Handshaking Interrupt 
Request 

Selection 
By 

-

Command 
Word 1 BITI 
(Bit 2) 

-
Mode Word 
T35 (Bit 7), 

-
-
Mode Word 
T24 (Bit 6) 

Mode Word 
P2C2-P2CO 
(Bits 2 ... 0) 

1. If no interrupt requests are pending and INTA cycle occurs, interrupt level 2 will be the default value vectored to the CPU. 
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After a hardware reset, all control registers are reset to 
a value of OH; therefore wh~ usmg Timer 1, Reset and 
RSTO can be distinguished by reading one of the con
trol registers of the 8256 which has not been pro
grammed with a value of OH. The control registers Will 
contain the previously programmed values ,if RSTO 00-, 

curs. 

Interrupt Registers 

The 8256's interrupt controller has several registers as
sociated with it: an Interrupt Mask Register, an Inter
rupt Address Register, an Interrupt Request Register, 
an Interrupt Service Register, and a Priority Control
ler.Only the Interrupt Mask Registers and the Inter
rupt Address Register can be accessed by the,user. 

Interrupt Mask Registers 

The Interrupt Mask Registers consist of two write reg
isters-the Set Interrupts Register and Reset Interrupts 
Register, and one read register-the Interrupt Enable 
Register. Ea!<h one of the eight level~ o.f iD.terrupts may 
be individually eriabled or disabled through these regis
ters. Writing, a one to any of the bitS in the Set Inter
rupts Regis~ enables the corresponding interrupt lev
el, while writing a one to a bit in the Reset Interrupts 

_ Regist'er' disables the corresponding interrupt level. 
Reading the Interrupt· Enable' Register allows the user 
to determine which interrupt levels are enabled. The 
bits which are set to one in the Interrupt Enable Regis
ter correspond to the levels which are enabled. All of 
the interrupt levels will remain enabled until disabled 
by the Reset Interrup~ Register except the counter/ 
timer U1terrupts which automatically disable them
selves when they reach zero. 

Interrupt requests occurring when the corresponding 
interrupt level is disabled are 16st,"An interrupt will 
only occur if the interrupt is enabled ~fore the inter
rupt request occurs. 

Interrupt Address Register 

The Interrupt Address Register contains an identifier 
for the currently requested interrupt level. The numeri
cal value in this register is equal to the interrupt level 
multiplied by four. It can be used in lieu of an INTA 
signal to vector the CPU to the apprqpriate interrupt 
service routine. Reading this register has the same ef
fect as the INTA pulse: it clears the INT pin and indi
cates an interrupt acknowledgement to the MUART. If 
the Interrupt Address Register is read while no inter
rupts are pending, the external interrupt EXTINT will 
be the default value, OSH. 

'Int~rl'upt'Request Register 

Tbe Interrupt Request Register latches all pending in~ 
terrupt requests unless they are maSked off. The request 
is set whenever the associated event occurs. . 

Il"!terrupt Se""lce Register 

In the fully nest~ mode of operation, every interrupt 
request whicn is gninted service is entered into this reg
ister. The appropriate bit will be set whenever the inter
rupt is acknowledged by INTA or by reading the Inter
rupt Address Register .. At the. same -time, the corre
sponding bit in the Interrupt Request Register is reset. 
The Interrupt Service Register bit reinains set until the 
microcomputer transfers the End Of Interrupt com
mand (EOI) to the device by writing it into Command 
Register 3. In the normal mode the bits in tlte Interrupt 
Service Register are never set. 

Priority Controller 

The priority controller selects the highest priority re
quest in the Interrupt Request Register from up to 
eight requests pending. If the INT A signal is enabled 
and becomes active, the priority controller. will calIse 
the highest priority level in the Interrupt Request Reg
ister to be vectored back to the CPU, regardl~s of 
whether the 8256 is in the normal mode or the nested 
mode. In the normal mode, if any bits are set in the 
Interrupt Request Register, the INT pin is activated. 
Tbe highest priority lcv:cl in the Interrupt RClquest Reg
ister will be transferred to the Interrupt Address Regis
ter at the same time the interrupt request occurs. In the 
Fully Nested mode, the priorities of all pendingre
quests are compared to the priorities in the Interrupt 
Service Register. If there is a higher priority in the In
terrupt Request Register than in the Interrupt Service 
Register, the INT signal will be activated and the new 
interrupt level will be loaded into the Interrupt Address 
Register. 

Interrupt Mode. 

There at;e two modes of operation for the interrupt con
troller: a normal mode and a fully nested mode. In the 
normal mode the CPU should only be a maximum of 
one interrupt level deep; therefqre, the CPU can be in
terrupted only while in the main program IIIl-d not while 
in an interrupt SClrvice routine. In the fully nested mode 
it is possible for the CPU to be nested up to eight inter
rupt levels deep. Using the' fully nested mode, the 
MUART will activate the INT pin only when a higher 
priority than the one in service is requested. The fully 
nested mode is used to protect high priority interrupt 
service routines from being interrupted by equal or low
er pnority requests. 
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Normal Mode 

In the normal mode of operation the 8256 will activate 
the INT pin whenever any of the bits in the Interrupt 
Request Register are set. The bits in the Interrupt Re
quest Register can be set only if the corresponding in
terrupts are enabled. If more than one interrupt request 
bit is set, the MUART will always place the highest 
priority level in the Interrupt Address Register and vec
tor this level to the CPU during an INTA cycle. When 
the CPU acknowledges the interrupt request, using ei
ther the INTA signal or by reading the Interrupt Ad
dress Register, the corresponding Interrupt Request 
Register bit is reset. Since the Interrupt Service Regis
ter bits· are never set, there is no indication in the 
MUART that an interrupt service routine is in prog
ress. Therefore, the priority controller will interrupt the 

INTERRUPT 
REQUEST 4 

I 

I 

MAIN PROGRAM 

• I 
t 

EI OR STI I 

• J 

• 
L 

• 
• 
• L-.-
t 

• 
1 

CPU again if any of the interrupt request bits are set, 
regardless of whether the next request is a higher, low
er, or equal priority. 

The implied way to design a program using the normal 
mode is to have the CPU's interrupt flag enabled dur
ing portions of the main program, but to leave the in
terrupt flag disabled while the CPU is executing code in 
an interrupt service routine. This way, the CPU can 
never be interrupted in an interrupt service routine. 
Upon completion of an interrupt service routine the 
program can enable the CPU's interrupt flag, then re
turn to the main program. 

Figure 9 shows an example of how the normal mode of 
interrupts may operate. As the CPU begins executing 
code in the main program, certain I/O ports, variables, 
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Figure 9. Normal Interrupt Mode Example 
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and arrays need to be initialized. During this time the 
CPU's interrupt flag is disabled. Once the program has 
completed the initialization routine and can accept an 
interrupt, the interrupt flag is enabled. In the 8085 this 
is done with the assembly language instruction EI, and 
on the 8086 with STI. . 

A short time later, an interrupt request comes in on 
Level 4. Since the CpU's interrupt flag is enabled, the 
interrupt acknowledge signal is activated and the CPU 
branches off to Interrupt Service Routine 4. While the 
CPU is executing .code in Interrupt Service Routine 4, 
an interrupt request comes in on Level 6 and then a 
short time later on Level 2. The 8256 activates the INT 
signal; however, the CPU ignores this because its inter
rupt flag is disabled. Upon returning to the main pro
gram the interrupt flag is enabled. When the interrupt 
acknowledge signal is activated, the MUART places 
the highest priority interrupt request on the data bus 
regardless of the order in which the requests came in. 
Therefore, during the interrupt acknowledge the 
MUART vectors the indirect address for Interrupt 
Level 2. The INT signal is not cleared after the ac
knowledge because there is still a pending interrupt. 

The normal mode of operation is advantageous in that 
it simplifies programming and lowers code require
ments within interrupt routines; however, there are also 
several disadvantages. One disadvantage is that the in
terrupt response time for higher priority interrupts may 
be excessive. For example, if the CPU is executing code 
in an interrupt service routine during a higher priority 
request, the CPU will not branch off to the higher pri
ority service routine until the current interrupt service 
routine is completed. This delay time may not be ac
ceptable for interrupts such as the serial receiver or a 
real time signal. For these cases the MUART provides 
the nested mode. 

Nested Mode 

In the nested mode of operation, whenever a bit in the 
Interrupt Request Register is set, the Priority Control
ler compares the Interrupt Request Register to the In
terrupt Service Register. If the bit set in the Request 
Register is of a higher priority than the highest priority 
bit set in the Service Register, the MUART will acti
vate the INT signal and update the Interrupt Address 
Register. If the bit in the Request Register is of equal or 
lower priority than the highest priority bit set in the 
Service Register, the INT signal will not be activated. 
When an INTA signal is activated or the Interrupt Ad
dress Register is read, the corresponding bit in the Re
quest Register which caused the INT signal to be as
serted is reset and set in the Service Register. When an 
EOI (End Of Interrupt) command is issued, the highest 
priority bit in the Service Register is reset. ' 

Figure 10 shows an example of th~ program flow using 
the nested mode of interrupts. During the main pro
gram an interrupt request is generated from Level 4. 
Since the interrupt flag is enabled, the interrupt ac
knowledge signal is activated, and the microprocessor 
is vectored to Service Routine 4. During Service Rou
tine 4, Level 2 requests an interrupt. Since Level 2 is a 
higher priority than Level 4, the 8256 activates its INT 
signal. An interrupt acknowledge is not generated be
cause the interrupt flag is disabled. This section of code 
in Service Routine 4 is protected and cannot be inter
rupted. A protected section of code may reinitialize a 
timer, take a sample, or update a global variable. When 
the interrupt flag is enabled the microprocessor ac
knowledges the interrupt and vectors into Service Rou
tine 2. Service Routine 2 immediately enables the inter
rupt flag because it does not have a protected section of 
code. During Service Routine 2, Interrupt Request 6 is 
generated. However, the MUART will not interrupt 
the microprocessor until service routines 2 and 4 have 
issued the EOI command. 

Edge Triggering 

The MUART has a maximum of two external inter
rupts-EXTINT and P17. EXTINT is a dedicated in
terrupt pin which is level triggered, where P17 is either 
an I/O port or an edge triggered interrupt. If P17 is 
selected as an interrupt through Command Register 1 
and its interrupt level is enabled, it will generate an 
interrupt when the level on this pin changes from low 
to high. The edge triggered mode incorporates an edge 
lockout feature. This means that after the rising edge of 
an interrupt request and the acknowledgment of the 
request, the positive level on P 17 won't generate further 
interrupts. Before another interrupt can be generated, 
P17 must return low. 

External devices which generate a pulse for an interrupt 
request can use the edge triggered mode as long as the 
minimum high time specified in the data sheet is met. 

Level Triggering 

The external interrupt (EXTINT pin 16) is the only 
level triggered interrupt on the MUART. The 8256 will 
recognize any active (high) level on the EXTINT as an 
interrupt request. The EXTINT pin must stay high un
til a short time after the rising edge of the first INT A 
pulse. If the voltage level on the EXTINT pin is high, 
then goes low, the bit in the interrupt request register 
corresponding to EXTINT will be reset. 

In the normal mode of operation if EXTINT is still 
high after the INT A pulse has been activated, the INT 
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Figure 10. Fully Nested Interrupt Mode Example 

signal will remain active. If the microprocessor's inter
rupt flag is immediately re·enabled, another interrupt 
will occur. Unless repeated interrupt generation is de
sired, the programmer should not re-enable the CPU's 
interrupt flag until EXTINT has gone low. 

In the nested mode of operation, if EXTINT is still 
high after the INTA pulse has been activated, the INT 
signal will not be reactivated. This is because in the 
nested mode only a higher priority interrupt than the 
one being serviced can activate the INT signal. The 
EXTINT pin should go inactive (low) before the EOI 
command is issued if an immediate interrupt is not de
sired. 

Depending upon the particuar design and application, 
the EXTINT pin has a number of uses. For example, it 
can provide repeated interrupt generation in the normal 
mode. This is useful in cases when a service routine 
needs to be continually executed until the interrupt re
quest goes inactive. Another use of the EXTINT pin is 

that a number of external interrupt requests can be 
wire-ORed. This can't be done using P17, for if a device 
makes an interrupt request while P17 is high (from an
other request), its transition will be shadowed. Note 
that when a wire-OR'ed scheme is used, the actual re
questing device has to be determined by the software in 
the service routine. 

Cascading the MUART's 
Interrupt Controller 

Cascading the MUART's interrupt controller is neces
sary in an interrupt driven system which contains more 
than one interrupt controller, such as a system using 
more than one MUART, or using a MUART with an
other interrupt controller like the 8259A. For a system 
which uses several MUART's, one of them is tied di
rectly to the microprocessor's INT and INTA pins, 
while the remaining MUARTs are daisy-chained using 
the EXTINT and INT pins. This is shown in Figure 11. 
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Using the configuration in Figure 11, when the micro
processor receives an interrupt, it' generates an inter
rupt acknowledge and branches into an interrupt serv
ice routine. For the interrupt service routine of the ex
ternal interrupt, EXTINT Level 2, the microprocessor 
will read the next MUART's interrupt address register 
and branch to the appropriate service routine. In effect, 
this would be a software interrupt acknowledge. An 

example of this type of interrupt acknowledge is given 
in Figure 8. If the last MUART in the chain indicated 
an external interrupt, the microprocessor would simply 
return to the main program; however, this would be an 
error condition caused by a spurious interrupt. A flow 
chart of the software to handle cascaded interrupts is 
given in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Flow Chart to Resolve Interrupt Request 
When Cascading MUART Interrupt Controllers 
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Some consideration should be given to the priority of 
the interrupts when cascading MUARTs. If all of the 
MUART's Level 0 and Levell interrupts are disabled, 
the highest priority interrupt is the EXTINT. In this 
case the last MUART in the chain would have the 
highest priority; however, it would take the longest 
time to propagate back to the CPU. If, however, Level 
o or Level 1 interrupts were enabled, the closer to the 
microprocessor the MUART'is, the higher the priority' 
these two levels would have. 

When using the 8256 interrupt controller along with 
some other interrupt controller, such as the 8259A, the 
MUART's INT signal would simply be tied to one of 
the interrupt controller's request inputs. The service 
routine for the MUART's interrupt request would ini
tially perform the software interrupt acknowledge be
fore servicing the MUART's interrupt request. A block 
diagram of this configuration is given in Figure 13. 

Polling the MUART 

If interrupts are not used, the only other way to control' 
the MlJART is to poll it. It is still possible to use the 
priority structure of the MUART with polling. In this 
mode of operation the MUART's INT signa1-(piri 15) 
is not used, and the INT A pin is tied high. Since the 
INT pin's level is duplicated in the MSB of the Status 
Register, a program can poll this bit. When it becomes 
set, the program could read the Interrupt Address Reg
ister to determine the cause. Either the normal or nest
ed mode of operation can be used. Note 'that the func
tions used with this poll¢ methoq must have their in
terrupts enabled. ' , 

It is also possible to poll the counters/timers, parallel 
I/O, and UART separately. To control the UART, one 
could poll the Status Register. Byte handshakes with 
the parallel I/O' can be controlled by polling Port 1. 
Finally, each counter/timer has its own register which 
can be polled. 

8085A 8259A 8256 
8086 

INTR - INT IRm - INT 

INTA - INTA 
VC"t"" 

INTA 
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Figure 13. Connecting the 8256 to the 8259A Interrupt Controller 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 
Symbol Pin No. Type Name and Function 

ADO-AD4 1-5 I!O ADDRES.S/DATA: Three-state address/data lines which interface to the 
D85-D87. 6-8 lower 8 bits of the microprocessor's multiplexed address/data bus. The 

5-bit address is hitched on the falling edge of ALE. In the 8-bit mode, 
ADO-AD3 are used to select the proper register, while AD1-AD4 are 
used in the 16-bit mode. AD4 in the 8-bit mod~ is ignored as an address, 
whilE:! ADO in the 16-bit mode is used as a second chip select, active low. 

ALE 9 I ADDRESS LATCH ENABLE: Latches the 5 address lines on ADO-AD4 
and CS on the falling edga. 

RD 10 I READ CONTROL: When this signal is low, the selected register is gated 
onto the data bus. 

WR 11 I WRITE CONTROL: When this signal is low, the value on the data bus is 
written into the selected register. 

RESET 12 I RESET: An active high pulse on this pin forces the chip into its initial 
state. The chip remains in this state until control information is written. 

CS 13 I CHIP SELECT: A low on this signal enables the MUART. It is latched with 
the address on the falling edge of ALE, and RL5 and WR have no effect 
unless CS was latched low during the ALE cycle. 

INTA 14 I INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE: If the MUART has been enabled to 
respond to interrupts, this signal informs the MUART that its interrupt 
request is being acknowledged by the microprocessor. During this 
aCknowledgement the MUART puts an RSTn instruction on the data bus 
for the 8-bit mode or a vector for the 16-bit mode. 

INT 15 0 INTERRUPT REQUEST: A high signals the microprocessor that the 
MUART needs service. 

EXTINT 16 I EXTERNAL INTERRUPT: An external device can request interrupt 
service through this input. The input is level sensitive (high), therefore it 
must be held high until an iNiA occurs or the interrupt address register is 
read. 

CLK 17 I SYSTEM CLOCK: The reference clock for the baud rate generator and 
the timers. 

RxC 18 I/O RECEIVE CLOCK: If the baud rate bits in Command Register 2 are all 0, 
this pin is an input which clocks serial data into the RxD pin on the rising 
edge of RxC. If baud rate bits in Command Register 2 are programmed 
from 1-0FH, this pin outputs a square wave whose rising edge indicates 
when the data on RxD is being sampled. This output remains high during 
start, stop, and parity bits. 

RxD 19 I RECEIVE DATA: Serial data input. 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS (Continued) 

Symbol Pin No. Type Name lilnd Function 

m 21 I CLEAR TO SEND: This input enables the serial transmitter. If 1 ,'1.5, or 2' , 
stop bits are selected, CTS is level sensitive. As long as CTS is low, any' 
character loaded into the transmitter buffer register will be transmitted 
serially. A single negative going pulse causes the transmission of a single 
character previously loaded into the transmitter buffe,r register. If a baud 
rate from 1-0FH is selected, CTS must be low for at least %2 of a bit, or it 
will be ignored. If the transmitter buffer is empty, this pulse will be ignored. 
If this pulse occurs during the transmission of a character up to the time, 
where % of the first (or only) stop bit is sent out, it will be ignored. If it 
occurs afterwards, but before the end of the stop bits, the next character 
will be transmitted immediately following the current one. IF m is still 
high when the transmitter register is sending the last stop bit, the 
transmitter will enter its idle state until the next high-to-Iow transition on m occurs. If 0.75 stop bits is chosen, the CTS input is edge sensitive. A 
negative edge on C'ffi results in the immediate transmission of the next 
character. The length of the stop bits is determined by the time interval 
between the beginning of the first stop bit and the next negative edge on 
CTS. A high-to-Iow transition has no effect if the transmitter buffer is 
empty or if the time interval between the beginning Of the stop bit and 
next negative edge is less than 0.75 bits. A high or a low level or a low-to-
high transition has no effect on the transmitter for the 0.7q stop bit mode. 

TxC 22 1/0 TRANSMIT CLOCK: If the baud rate bits in command register 2 are all 
set to 0, this input clocks data out of the transmitter on the falling edge. If 
baud rate bits are programmed for 1 or 2, this input permits the user to 
provide a 32x or 64x clock which is used for the receiver and transmitter. 
If the baud rate bits are programmed for 3-0FH, the internal transmitter 
clock is output. As an output it delivers the transmitter clock at the 
selected bit rate. If 1 % or 0.75 stop bits are selected, the transmitter 
divider will be asynchronously reset at the beginning of each start bit, 
immediately causing a high-to-Iow transition em TxC. TxC makes a high-
to-low transition at the beginning of each serial bit, and a low-to-high 

, transition at the center of each bit. 

TxD 23 0 TRANSMIT DATA: Serial qataoutput. 

P27-P20 24-31 1/0 PARALLEL 1/0 PORT 2: Eight bit general purpose 1/0 port. Each nibble 
(4 bits) of this port can be either an input or an output. The outputs are 
latched whereas the input Signals are not. Also, this port can be used as 
an 8-bit input or output port when using the two-wire handshake. In the 
handshake mode both inputs and outputs are, latched. 

P17-P10 32-39 1/0 PARALLEL 1/0 PORT 1: Each pin can be programmed as an input or an 
output to perform general purpose 1/0. All outputs are latched whereas 
inputs are not. Alternatively these pins can serve as control pins which 
extend the functional spectrum of the chip. 

GND ~O PS GROUND: Power supply and logic ground reference. 

Vee 40 PS POWER: + 5V power supply. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE REGISTERS FRa-Timer Frequency Select 

The following section wUI provide a description of the 
registprs and define'the bits within the registers where 
appropriate. Table 4 lists the registers and their ad
dresses. 

Command Register 1 

I L 1 I LO I 81 I SO I BRKI I BITI I 8086 I FRO I 
(OR) (OW) 

This bit selects between two frequencies for the five 
timers. If FRQ = 0, the timer input frequency is 16 
kHz (62.5 J.Ls). If FRQ = I, the timer input frequency 
is 1 kHz (1 ms). The selected clock frequency is shared 
by all the counter/timers enabled for timing; thus, all 
timers must run with the same time base. 

8086-8086 Mode Enable 

This bit selects between 8085 mode and 8086/8088 
mode. In g085 mode (8086 = 0), AO to A3 are used to 

Table 4. MUART Registers 

Read Registers Write Registers 
8085 Mode: AD3 AD2 AD1 ADO 
8086 Mode: AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 

'-1 L-1-rI-L-0 '-1 -S1-rI-s-0 '-1 B-R-KI'-I-BI-TI-rI-SO-S-6 'I F-R---'O I 0 0 0 0 '-1 L-1-rI-L-0 '-1 S-1-rI-s-0 '-1 B-R-KI'-I-BI-TI-r,-S-OS-6 'I F-R---'O I 

CORlmand 1 Command 1 

IPENI EP I C1 I CO I B3 I B2 I B1 I BO I 0 o 0, 1 I PEN I EP I C1 I CO I B3 I B2 I B1 I BO I 

Command 2 

1 0 IRxEllAEINIEI 0 ISBRKITBRKI 0 I 0 0 

Command 3 

1 T351T241T5CICT31 CT21 P2C21 P2C11p2CoI 0 0 

Mode 

Command 2 

o ISETIRXEIIAE I NIE I END ISBRKITBRKI RST I 

Command 3 

1 1 T351T241T5CICT31 CT21 P2C21 P2C11p2CoI 

Mode 

1 P171 Pt61 P151 P141 P13 I P12 I P11 I P10 I 0 

Port 1 Control 

o 0 1 P17lp161p151p141 P131 P121 P1t I P10 1 

Port 1 Control 

1 L7 I L6 1 L5 I L4 1 L3 I L2 I L 1 1 LO I 0 o 1 L7 I L6 I L5 I L4 I L3 I L2 L1 I LO 1 
Interrupt Enable Set Interrupts 

1 07 I 06 1 051 04 1 03 I 02 I 01 I DO I 0 0 I L7 I L6 I L5 I L4 I L3 I L2 L 1 I LO 1 
Interrupt Address Reset Interrupts 

1 07 1 06 I 05 I 04 I 03 I 02 I 01 I DO I 0 1071061051041031 02 I 01 I DO I 
Receiver ,Buffer Transmitter Buffer 

1 07 'I 06 1 05 1 04 1 03 I 02 01 1 DO I 1 o 0 o I 07 I 06 I 05 I 04 1 03 I 02 01 I DO 1 
Port 1 Port 1 

1071061051041031 02 01 I DO I 1 0 0 1 I 07 I 06 I 05 I 04 I 03 I 02 01 I DO I 
Poi't2 ' Port 2, 

I 07 1 06 1 05 104 1 03 I 02 01 I DO 1 1 0 0 I 07 I 06 1 05 I 04 1 03 I 02 01 I::§] 
Timer 1 Timer 1 

1071061051041031 02 01 I DO 1 1 0 1 1071061051041031 02 01 I DO I 
Timer 2 Timer 2 

1071061051041031 02 1 01 I DO 1 1 0 01071061051041031021 01 I DO 1 
Timer 3 Timer 3 

1071061051041031 02 I 01 I DO 1 1 0 1 107106105104103102 I 01 I DO I 
Timer 4 Timer 4 

1071061051041031 02 I 01 I DO I 1 1 I 07 I 06 I 05 I 04 I 03 I 02 I 01 I DO I 
TimerS TimerS 

liNT IRBFITBEITREI BO I PE I OE I FE 1 1 1 I o IRS41RS31RS21 RS1 I RSO I TME losci 
Status Modification 
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address the internal registers, and an RSTn instruction 
is generated in response to the first iN1'A: In 8086 
mode (8086 = 1), Al to A4 are used to address the 
internal registers, and AO is used as an extra chip select 
(AO must equal zero to be enabled). The response to 
INTA is for 8086 interrupts where the first INTA is 
ignored, and an interrupt vector (40H to 47H) is placed 
on the bus in response to the second INTA. 

BITI-Interrupt on Bit Change 

This bit selects between one of two interrupt sources on 
Priority Levell, either Counter/Timer 2 or Port 1 P17 
interrupt. When this bit equals 0, Counter/Timer 2 will 
be mapped into Priority Level 1. If BITI equals 0 and 
Level I interrupt is enabled, a transition from I to 0 in 
Counter/Timer 2 will generate an interrupt request on 
Levell. When BITI equals I, Pori 1 PI7 external edge 
triggered interrupt source is mapped into Priority Level 
1. In this case if Level 1 is enabled, a low-to-high tran
sition on PI7 generates an interrupt request on Levell. 

BRKI-Break-In Detect Enable 

If this bit equals 0, Port I P16 is a general purpose I/O 
port. When BRKI equals I, the Break-In Detect fea
ture is enabled on Port 1 P16. A Break-In condition' is 
present on the transmission line when it is forced to the 
start bit voltage level by the receiving station. Port 1 
PI6 must be connected externally to the transmission 
line in order to detect a Break-In. A Break-In is polled 
by the MUART during the transmission of the last or 
only stop bit of a character. 

A Break-In Detect is OR-ed with Break Detect in Bit 3 
of the Status Register. The distinction can be made 
through the interrupt controller. If the tI'ansmit and 
receive interrupts are enabled, a Break-In will generate 
an interrupt on, Level 5, the transmit interrupt, while 
Break will generate an interrupt on Level 4, the receive 
interrupt. 

so, S1-Stop Bit Length 
S1 SO 
o 0 
o 1 
1 0 
1 1 

Stop Bit Length 
1 

1.5 
2 

0.75 

The relationship of the number of stop bits and the 
function of input CTS is discussed in the Pin Descrip
tion section under "CTS". 

LO, L 1-Character Length 

L1 LO 
Character 

o 
o 
1 
1 

o 
1 
o 
1 

Command Register 2 

Length 
8 
7 
6 
5 

I PEN I EP I C1 I CO I B3 B2 B1 BO 

(1R) (1W) 

Programming bits 0 ... 3 with values from 3H to FH 
enables the internal baud rate generator as a common 
clock source for the transmitter and receiver and deter
mines its divider ratio. 

Programming bits 0 ... 3 with values of IH or 2H 
enables input TxC as a common clock source for the 
transmitter and receiver. The external clock must pro
vide a frequency of either 32x or 64x the baud rate. The 
data transmission rates range from 0 ... 32 Kbaud. 

If bits O ... 3 are set to 0, separate clocks must be input 
to pin RxC for the receiver and pin TxC for the trans
mitter. Thus, different baud rates can be used for trans
mission and reception. In this case, prescalers are dis
abled and the input serial clock frequency must match 
the baud rate. The input serial clock frequency can 
range from 0 to 1.024 MHz. 

BO, B1, B2, B3-Baud Rate Select 

These four bits select the bit clock's source, sampling 
rate, and serial bit rate for the internal baud rate gener-
ator. 

B3 B2 B1 BO 
Baud Sampling 
Rate Rate 

0 0 0 0 TxC,RxC 1 
0 0 0 1 TxC/64 64 
0 0 1 0 TxC/32 32 
0 0 1 1 19200 32 
0 1 0 0 9600 64 
0 1 0 1 4800 64 
0 1 1 0 2400 64 
0 1 1 1 1200 64 

0 0 0 600 64 
0 0 1 300 64 
0 1 0 200 64 
0 1 1 150 64 
1 0 0 110 64 
1 0 1 100 64 
1 1 0 75 64 

50 64 
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The following table gives an overview of the function of 
pins TxC and RxC: 

Bits 3 to 
TxC RxC o (Hex.) 

0 Input: 1 x baud Input: 1 x baud 
rate clock for the rate clock for the 
transmitter receiver 

1,2 Input 32 x or 64 Output: receiver 
x baud rate for bit clock with a 
transmitter and low-to-high 
receiver transition at data 

bit sampling time. 
Otherwise: high 
level 

3to F Output: baud Output: as above 
rate clock of the 
transmitter 

As an output, RxC outputs a low-to-high transition at 
sampling time of every data bit of a character. Thus, 
data can be loaded, e.g., into a shift register externally. 
The transition occurs only if data bits of a character are 
present. It does not occur for start, parity, and stop bits 
(RxC = high). 

As an output, TxC outputs the internal baud rate clock 
of the transmitter. There will be a high-to-Iow tran
sition" at every beginning of a bit. 

co, C1-5ystem Clock Prescaler 
(Bits 4, 5) 

Bits 4 and 5 defme the system clock prescaler divider 
ratio. The internal operating frequency of 1.024 MHz is 
derived from the system clock. 

C1 CO Divider Ratio 

0 0 5 

0 1 3 

1 0 2 

1 1 1 

EP-Even Parity (Bit 6) 

EP = 0: Odd parity 

EP = 1: Even parity 

Clock at Pin 
ClK 

5.12 MHz 

3.072 MHz 

2.048 MHz 

1.024 MHz 

PEN-Parity" Enable (Bit 7) 

Bit 7 emibles parity generation and checking. 

PEN = 0: No parity bit 

PEN = 1: Enable parity bit 

The parity bit according to Command Register 2 bit 6 
(see above) is inserted between the last data bit of a 
character and the first or only stop bit. The parity bit is 
checked during reception. A false parity bit generates 
an error indication in the Status Register and an Inter
rupt Request on Level 4. 

Command Register 3 
I SET I RxE IIAE I NIE I END I SBRK I TBRK I RST I 

(2R) (2W) 

Command Register 3 is different from the first two reg
isters because it has a bit set/reset capability. Writing a 
byte with Bit 7 high sets any bits which were also high. 
Writing a byte with Bit 7 low resets any bits which were 
high. If any bit 0-6 is low, no change occurs to that bit. 
When Command Register 3 is read, bits 0, 3, and 7 will 
always be zero. 

RST"":"Reset 

If RST is set, the following events occur: 

1) All bits in the Status Register except bits 4 and 5 are 
cleared, and bits 4 and 5 are set. 

2) The Interrupt Enable, Interrupt Request, and Inter
rupt Service Registers are cleared. Pending requests 
and indications for interrupts in service will be can
celed. Interrupt signal INT will go low. 

3) The receiver and transmitter are reset. The transmit
ter goes idle (TxD is high), and the receiver enters 
start bit search mode. 

4) If Port 2 is programmed for handshake mode, IBF 
and OBF are reset high. 

RST does not alter ports, data registers or command 
registers, but it halts any operation in progress. RST is 
automatically cleared. 

RST = 0 has no effect. The reset operation triggered 
by Command Register 3 is a subset of the hardware 
reset. 

TBRK-Transmit Break 

The transmission data output TxD will be set low as 
soon as the transmission of the previous character has 
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been finished. It stays low until TBRK. is cleared. The 
state of CTS is of no significance for this operation. As 
long as break is active, data transfer from the Transmit
ter Buffer to the Transmitter Register will be inhibited. 
As soon as' TBRK. is reset, the break condition will be 
deactivated and the transmitter will be re-enabled. 

SBRK-Slngle Character Break 

This causes the transmitter data to be set low for one 
character including start bit, data bits, parity bit, and 
stop bits. SBRK is automatically cleared when time for 
the last data bit has passed. It will start after the char
acter in progress completes, and will delay the next 
data transfer from the Transmitter Buffer to the Trans
mitter Register until TxD returns to an idle (marking) 
state. If both TBRK and SBRK are set, break will be 
set as long as TBRK is set, but SBRK will be cleared 
after one character time of break. If SBRK is set again, 
it remains set for another character. The user can send 
a definite number of break characters in this manner by 
clearing TBRK after setting SBRK for the last charac
ter time. 

END-End of Interrupt 

If fully nested interrupt mode is selected, this bit resets 
the currently served interrupt level in the Interrupt 
Service Register. This command must occur at the end 
0/ each interrupt service routine during fully nested in
terrupt mode. END is automatically cleared when the 
Interrupt Service Register (internal) is cleared. END is 
ignored if nested interrupts are not enabled. 

NIE-Nested Interrupt Enable 

When NIE equals 1, the interrupt controller will oper
ate in the nested interrupt mode. When NIE equals 0, 
the interrupt controller will operate in the normal inter
rupt mode. Refer to the "Interrupt controller" section 
under "Normal Mode" and "Nested Mode" for a de
tailed description of these operations. 

IAE-Interrupt Acknowledge Enable 

This bit enables an automatic response to INT A. The 
particular response is determined by the 8086 bit in 
Command Register 1. 

RxE-Recelve Enable 

This bit enables the serial receiver and its associated 
status bits in the status register. If this bit is reset, the 
serial receiver will be disabled and the receive status 
bits will ~Qt be updated. 

Note that the detection of break characters remains en
abled while the receiver is disabled; i.e., Status Register 
Bit 3 (BD) will be set while the receiver is disabled 
whenever a break character has been recognized at the 
receive data input RxD. 

SET-Bit Set/Reset 

If this bit is high during a write to Command Register 
3, then any bit marked by a high will set. If this bit is 
low, then any bit marked by a high will be cleared. 

Mode Register 

I Tssl T241 TSC I CTsl CT21 P2C21 P2C1 I P2CO I 
(SA) (SW) 

P2C2, P2C1, P2Co-Port 2 Control 

P2C2 P2C1 P2CO 

o 0 0 
001 
o 1 0 
o 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 

Direction 
Upper Lower 

Mode 

nibble input input 
nibble input output 
nibble output input 
nibble output output 

byte handshake input 
byte handshake output 

DO NOT USE 
test 

If test mode is selected, the output from the internal 
baud rate generator'is placed on bit 4 of Port 1 (pin 35). 

To achieve this, it is necessary to program bit 4 of Port 
1 as an output (port 1 Control Register Bit P14 = 1), 
and to program Command Register 2 bits B3-BO with 
a value ~ 3H. 

NOTE: 
If Port 2 is operating in handshake mode, Interrupt 
Level 7 is not available for Timer 5. Instead it is as
signed to Port 2 handshaking. 

CT2, Cn-Counter/Tlmer Mode 

Bit 3 and 4 defines the mode of operation of event' 
counter/timers 2 and 3 regardless of its use as a single 
unit or as, a cascaded one. 

If CT2 or CT3 are high, then counter/timer 2 or 3' 
respectively is configured as an event counter on bit 2 
or 3 respectively of Port 1 (pins 37 or 36). The event 
counter decrements the count by one on each low-to
high transition of the external input. If CT2 or CT3 is 
low, then the respective counter/timer is configured as 
a timer and the Port 1 pins are used for parallel I/O. 
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T5C-Timer 5 Control 

If T5Cis set, then Timer 5 can be preset and started by 
an external signal. Writing to the Timer 5 register loads 
the Timer 5 save register and stops the timer. A high
to·low transition on bit 5 of Port I (pin 34) loads the 
timer with the saved value and starts the timer. The 
next high·to·low transition on pin 34 retriggers the tim· 
er by reloading it with the initial value and continues 
timing. 

Following a hardware reset, the save register is reset to 
OOH and both clock and trigger inputs are disabled. 
Transferring an instruction with T5C = 1 ena1;lles the 
trigger input; the save register can now be loaded with 
an initial value. The first trigger pulse causes the initial 
value to be loaded from the save register and enables 
the counter to count down to zero. 

When *e timer reaches zero it issues an interrupt reo 
quest, disables its interrupt level and continues count· 
ing. A subsequent high·to·low transition on pin 5 resets 
Timer 5 to its initial value. For another timer interrupt, 
the Timer 5 interrupt enable bit must be set again. 

T35, T24-Cascade Timers 

These two bits cascade Timers 3 and 5 or 2 and 4. 
Timevs 2 and 3 are the lower bytes, while Timers 4 and 
5 are the upper bytes., If T5C is set, then both Timers 3 
and 5 can be preset and started by an external pulse. 
When a high·to·low transition occurs, Timer 5 is preset 
to its saved value, but Timer 3 is always preset to all 
ones. If either CT2 and CT3 is set, then the correspond· 
ing timer pair isa 16-bit event counter. , 

A summary of the counter/timer control bits is given in 
Table 5. 

NOTE: 
Interrupt levels assigned to single counters are partly 
not occupied if event counters/timers are cascaded. 
Level 2 will be vacated if event counters/timers 2 and 
4 are cascaded. Likewise; Level 7 will be vacated if 
event counters/timers 3 and 5 are cascaded. 

Single event counters/timers generate an interrupt reo 
quest on the transition from OIH to OOH, while cascad· 
ed ones generate it on the transition from OOOIH to 
OOOOH. 

Table 5. Event Counters/Timers Mode of Operation 

Event Counter/ 
Function 

Programming 
Clock Source 

Timer (Mode Word) 

1 8-BitTimer - Internal Clock 

2 8-BitTimer T24 = 0, CT2 = 0 Internal Clock 

8-Bit Event Counter T24 =0, CT2 = 1 P12 Pin 37 

3 8-BitTimer T35 = 0, CT3 = 0 Internal Clock 

8-Bit Event Counter T35 = 0, CT3 = 1 P13 Pin 36 

4 ' 8-Bit Timer T24 = 0 Internal Clock 

5 8-Bit Timer, T35 = 0, T5C = 0 Infernal Clock 
Normal Mode 

, 8-Bit Timer, T35 = 0, T5C = 1 Internal Clock 
Retriggerable Mode 

2and4 16-Bit Timer T24 = 1, CT2 = 0 Internal Clock 
Cascaded 16-Bit Event Counter T24 = 1, CT2 = 1 P12 Pin 37 

3 and 5 ' 16-jait Timer, T35 = 1, T5C = 0, 
Internal Clock 

Cascaded Normal Mode CT3 = 1 

16-Bit Event Counter, T35 = 1, T5C = 0, 
P13 Pin 36 

Normal Mode CT3 = 1 

16-Bit Timer, T35 = 1, T5C = 1 
Internal Clock 

Retriggerable Mode CT3 = 0 

16-Bit Event Counter, T35 = 1, T5C = 1, 
1'13 Pin 36 

Retriggerable Mode eT3 = 1 
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Port 1 Control Register 
I P171 P161 P1s1 P141 P1s1 P121 P11 I P10 I 

(4R) (4W) 

Each bit in the Port 1 Control Register configures the 
direction of the corresponding pin. If the bit is high, the 
pin is an output, and if it is low the pin is an input. 
Every Port 1 pin has another function which is con
trolled by other registers. If that special function is dis
abled, the pin functions as a general I/O pin as speci
fied by this register. The special functions for each pin 
are described below. 

Port 10, 11-Handshake Control 

If byte handshake control is enabled for Port 2 bL.!!!e 
Mode Register, then Port 10 is programmed as STB/ 
ACK handshake control input, and Port 11 is pro
grammed as IBF/OBF handshake control output. 

If byte handshake mode is enabled for output on Port 2, 
OBF indicates that a character has been loaded into the 
Port 2 output buffer. When an external device reads the 
data, it acknowledges this operation by driving ACK 
low. OBF is set low by writing to Port 2 and is reset 
high by ACK. 

~e handshake mode is enabled for in~on Port 2, 
STB is an input. IBF is driven low after STB goes low. 
On the rising edge of STB the data from Port 2 is 
latched. 

IBF is reset high when Port 2 is read. 

Port 12, 13-Counter 2, 3 Input 

If Timer 2 or Timer 3 is programmed as an event coun
ter by the Mode Register, then Port 12 or Port 13 is the 
counter input for Event Counter 2 or 3, respectively. 

Port 14-Baud Rate Generator Output Clock 

If test mode is enabled by the Mode Register and Com
mand Register 2 baud rate select is greater than 2, then 
Port 14 is an output from the internal baud rate genera
tor. 

P14 in Port 1 control register must be set to 1 for the 
baud rate generato~ clock to be output. The baud rate 
generator clock is 6:4 x the serial bit rate except at 
19.2 Kbps when it is 32 x the bit rate. 

Port 15-Tlmer 5 Trigger 

If T5C is set in the Mode Register enabling a retrigger~ 
able timer, then Port 15 is the input which starts and 
reloads Timer 5. 

A high-to-low transition on PIS (pin 34) loads the tim
er with the save register and starts the timer. 

Port 16-Break-ln Detect 

If Break-In Detect is enabled by BRKI in Command 
Register 1, then this input is used to sense a Break-In. 
If Port 16 is low while the serial transmitter is sending 
the last stop bit, then a Break-In condition is signaled. 

Port 17-Port Interrupt Source 

If BIT! in Command Register 1 is set, then a low~to
high transition on Port 17 generates an interrupt re
quest on Priority Level 1. 

Port 17 is edge triggered. 

Interrupt Enable Register 
I L7 I L6 I LS I L4 I LS I L2 I L 1 LO 

(SR) (SW = enable, 
6W = disable) 

Interrupts are enabled by writing to the Set Interrupts 
Register (5W). Interrupts are disabled by writing to the 
Reset Interrupts Register (6W). Each bit set by the Set 
Interrupts Register (5W) will enable that level inter
rupt, ,and each bit set in the Reset Interrupts Register 
(6W) will disable that level interrupt. The user can de
termine which interrupts are enabled by reading the 
Interrupt Enable Register (5R). 

Priority 

Highest LO 
L1 
L2 
LS 
L4 
LS 
L6 

Lowest L7 

Source 

Timer 1 
Timer 2 or Port Interrupt 

External ,Interrupt (EXTINT) 
Timer S or Tim,ers S & 5 

Receiver Interrupt 
Transmitter Interrupt 

Timer 4 or Timers 2 & 4 
Timer 5 or Port 2 Handshaking 
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Interrupt Address Register 

01 0 o I D4 IDili2 1 0 I 0 1 , a Interrupt Level 
(6R) Indication 

210907-15 

Reading the interrupt address register transfers an 
identifier for the currently requested interrupt level on 
the system data bus. This identifier is the number of the 
interrupt level multiplied by 4. It can be used by the 
CPU as an offset address for interrupt handling. Read
ing the interrupt address register has the same effect as 
a hardware interrupt acknowledge INTA; it clears the 
interrupt request pin (lNT) and indicates an interrupt 
acknowledgement to the interrupt controller. 

Receiver and Transmitter Buffer 

I 07 I 06 I 05 I 04 I 03 I 02 I 01 I DO 
(7R) (7W) 

Both the receiver and transmitter in the MUART are 
double buffered. This means that the transmitter and 
receiver have a shift register and a buffer register. The 
buffer registers are directly addressable· by reading or 
writing to register seven. After the rec~iver buffer is 
full, the RBF bit in the status register is set. Reading 
the receive buffer clears the RBF status bit. The trans
mit buffer should be written to only if the TBE bit in 
the status register is. set. Bytes written to the transmit 
buffer are held there until the transmit shift registeris 
empty, assuming CTS is low. If the transmit buffer and 
shift register are empty, writing to the transmit buffer 
immediately transfers the byte to the transmit shift reg
ister. If a serial character length is less than 8 bits, the 
unused most significant bits are set to zero when read
ing the receive buffer, and: are ignored when writing to 
the transmit buffer. 

Port 1 
I 07 l 06 0504 03 02 01 DO 

(SR) (SW) 

Writing to Port 1 sels the data in the Port 1 output 
latch. Writing to an input pin does not affect the pin, 
but the data is stored and will be output if the direction 
of the pin is changed later. If the pin is used as a control 
signal, the pin will not be affected; but the data is 
stored. Reading Port 1 transfers the data in Port 1 onto 
the data bus. 

Port 2 
I 07 I 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

(9R) (9W) 

Writing to Port 2 sets the data in the Port 2 output 
latch. Writing to an input pin does not affect the pin, 
but it does store the data in the latch. Reading Port 2 
puts the input pins onto the bus or the contents of the 
output latch for output pins. 

Timer 1-5 
I 07 I 06 I 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

Reading Timer N puts the contents of the timer onto 
the data bus. If the counter changes while RD is low, 
the value on the data bus will not change. If two timers 
are cascaded, reading the high-order byte will cause the 
low-order byte to be latched. Reading the low-order 
byte will unlatch them both .. Writing to either timer or 
decascading them also clears the latch condition. Writ
ing to a timer sets the starting value of that timer. If 
two timers are cascaded, writing to the high-order byte 
presets the low-order byte to all ones. Loading only the 
high-order byte with a value of X leads to a count of X 
256 + 255. Timers count down continuously_ If the in. 
terrupt is enabled, it occurs when the counter changes 
from 1 to O. 

The timer/counter interrupts are automatically dis
abled when the interrupt request is generated. 

Status Register 
liNT I RSF I TSE I TRE SO PE OE FE 

(OF16R) 

Reading the status register gates its contents onto the 
data bus. It holds the operational status of the serial 
interface as well as the status of the interrupt pin INT. 
The status register can be read at any time. The flags 
are stable and well defined at all instants. 

FE-Framing Error, Transmission Mode 

Bit 0 can be used in two modes. Normally, FE indicates 
framing error which can be changed to transmission 
mode indication by setting the TME bit in the modifi
cation register. 

If transmission mode is diabled (in Modification Regis
ter), then FE indicates a framing error. A framing error 
is detected during the first stop bit. The error is reset by 
reading the Status Register or by a chip reset. A fram-
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ing error does not inhibit the loading of the Receiver 
Buffer. If RxD remains low, the receiver will assemble 
the next character. ,The false stop bit is treated as the 
next start bit, and no high-to-Iow transition on RxD is 
required to synchronize the receiver. 

When the TME bit in the Modification Register is set, 
FE is used to indicate that the transmitter was active 
during the reception of a character, thus indicating that 
the character received was transmitted by its own 
transmitter. FE is reset when the transmitter is not ac
tive during the reception of character. Reading the 
status register will not reset the FE bit in the transmis
sion mode. 

OE-overrun Error 

If the user does not read the character in the Receiver 
Buffer before the next character is received and trans
ferred to this register, then the OE bit is set. The OE 
flag is set during the reception of the first stop bit and is 
cleared when the Status Register is read or when a 
hardware or software reset occurs. The first character 
received in this case will be lost. 

PE-Parlty Error 

This bit indicates that a parity error has occurred dur
ing the reception of a character. A parity error is pres
ent if value of the parity bit in the received character is 
different from the one expected according to command 
word 2 bits 6 EP. The parity bit is expected and 
checked only if it is enabled by command word 2 bit 7 
PEN. 

A parity error is set during the first stop bit and is reset 
by reading the Status Register or by a chip reset. 

BD-Break/Break·ln 

The BD bit flags whether a break character has been 
received, or a Break-In condition exists on the trans
mission line. Command Register 1 Bit 3 (BRKI) en
ables the Break-In Detect function. 

Whenever a break character has been received, Status 
Register Bit 3 will be set and in addition an interrupt 
request on Level 4 is generated. The receiver will be 
idled. It will be started again with the next high-to-Iow 
transition at pin RxD. 

The break character received will not be loaded into the 
receiver buffer register. 

If Break-In Detection is enabled and a Break-In condi
tion occurs, Status Register Bit 3 will be set and in 
addition an interrupt request on Level 5 is generated. 
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The BD status will be reset upon reading the ,status 
register or on a hardware of software reset. For more 
information on Break!Break-In, refer to the "Serial 
Asynchronous Communication" section under "Re
ceive Break Detect and "Break-In Detect". 

TRE-Transmit Register Empty 

When TRE is set the transmit register is empty and an 
interrupt request is generated on Level 5 if enabled. 
When TRE equals 0 the transmit register is in the pro
cess of sending data. TRE is set by a chip reset and 
when the last stop bit has left the transmitter. It is reset 
when a character is loaded into the Transmitter Regis
ter. If CTS is low, the Transmitter Register will be 
loaded during the transmission of the start bit. If CTS 
is high at the end of a character, TREwill remain high 
and no character will be loaded into the Transmitter 
Register until CTS goes low. If the transmjtter was in
active before a character is loaded into the Transmitter 
Buffer, the Transmitter Register will be empty tempo
rarily while the buffer is full. However, the data in the 
buffer will be transferred to the transmitter register im~ 
mediately and TRE will be cleared while TBE is set. 

TBE-Transmitter Buffer Empty 

TBE indicates the Transmitter Buffer is empty and is 
ready to accept a character. TBE is set by a chip reset 
or the transfer of data to the Transmitter Register, and 
is cleared when a character is written to the transmitter 
buffer. When TBE is set, an interrupt request is gener
ated on Level 5 if enabled. 

RBF-Receiver Buffer Full 

RBF is set when the Receiver Buffer has been loaded 
with a new character during the sampling of the first 
stop bit. RBF is cleared by reading the receiver buffer 
or by a chip reset. 

tNT-Interrupt Pending 

The INT bit reflects the state of the tNT Pin (pin 15) 
and indicates an interrupt is pending. It is reset by 
INTA or by reading the Interrupt Address Register if 
only one interrupt is pending and by a chip reset., 

FE, OE, PE, RBF, and Break Detect all generate a 
Level 4 interrupt when the receiver samples the first 
stop bit. TRE, TBE, and Break-In Detect generate a 
Level 5 interrupt. TRE generates an interrupt when 
TBE is set and the Transmitter Register 'finished trans
mitting. The Break-In Detect interrupt is issued at the 
same time as TBE or TRE. 
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Modification Register 
I 0 I AS4 I AS3 I AS2 I AS1 I ASO I TME I DSC I 

(OF16W) 

DSC-Dlsable Start Bit Check 

DSC disables the receiver's start bit check. In this state 
the receiver will not be reset if RxD is not low at the 
center of the start bit. 

TME-Transmission Mode Enable 

TME enables transmission mode and disables framing 
error detection. For information on transmission mode 
see the description of the framing error bit in the Status 
Register. 

RSO, RS1, RS2, RS3, RS4-Receiver Sample 
Time 

The number in RSn alters when the receiver samples 
RxD. The receiver sample time can be modified only if 
the receiver is not clocked by RxC. 

NOTE: 
The modification register cannot be read. Reading 
from addressOFH, 8086: lEH gates the contents of 
the status register onto the data bus. 

- A hardware reset (reset, Pin 12) resets all modifica
tion register bits to 0, i.e.: 

• The start bit check is enabled. 

• Status Register Bit 0 (FE) indicates framing er
ror. 

• The sampling time of the serial receiver is the bit 
center. 

A'software reset (Command Word 3, RST) does not 
affect the modification register. 

Hardware Reset 

A reset signal on pin RESET (HIGH level) forces the 
device 8256 into a well-defined initial state. This state is 
characterized as follows: 

Point of Time between 

RS4 RS3 RS2 RS1 RSO 
Start of Bit and End of 
,Bit Measured in Steps 

of 1/32 Bit Length 

0 1 1 1 1 1 (Start of Bit) 
0 1 1 1 0 2 
0 1 1 0 1 ' 3 
0 1 1 0 0 4 
0 1 0 1 1 5 
0 1 0 1 0 6 
0 1 0 0 1 7 
0 1 0 0 0 8 
0 0 1 1 1 9 
0 0 1 1 0 10 
0 0 1 0 1 11 
0 0 1 0 0 12 
0 0 0 1 1 13 
0 0 0 1 0 14 
0 0 0 0 1 15 
0 0 0 0 0 16 (Bit Center) 
1 1 1 1 1 17 
1 1 1 1 0 18 
1 1 1 0 1 19 
1 1 1 0 0 20 
1 1 0 1 1 21 
1 1 0 1 0 22 
1 1 0 0 1 23 
1 1 0 0 0 24 
1 0 1 1 1 25 
1 0 1 1 0 26 
1 0 1 0 1 27 
1 0 1 0 0 28 
1 0 0 1 1 29 
1 0 0 1 0 30 
1 0 0 0 1 31 
1 0 0 0 0 32 (End of Bit) 

1) Command registers 1,2 and 3, mode register, Port 1 
control register, and modification register are reset. 
Thus, all bits of the parallel interface are set to be 
inputs and event counters/timers are configured as 
independent 8-bit timers. 
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2) Status register bits are reset with the exception of 
bits 4 and 5. Bits 4 and 5 are set indicating that both 
transmitter register and transmitter buffer register 
are empty. 

3) The interrupt mask, interrupt request, and interrupt 
service register bits are reset and disable all requests. 
As a consequence, interrupt signal INT is inactive 
(LOW). 

4) The transmit data output is set to the marking state 
(HIGH) and the receiver section is disabled until it is 
enabled by Command Register 3 Big 6. 

5) The start bit will be checked at sampling time. The 
receiver will return to start bit search mode if input 
RxD is not LOW at this time. 

6) Status Register Bit 0 implies framing error. 

7) The receiver samples input RxD at bit center. 

Reset has no effect on the contents of receiver buffer 
register, transmitter buffer register, the intermediate 
latches of parallel ports, and event counters/timers, re
spectively. 

INTERFACING 

This section describes the hardware interface between 
the 8256 MUART and the 8085, 8086, 8088, and 80186 
microprocessors. Figures 14 through 19 display the 
block diagrams for these interfaces. The MUART can 
be interfaced to many other microprocessors using 
these basic principles. 

In all cases the 8256 will be connected directly to the 
CPU's mUltiplexed address/data bus. If latches or data 
bus buffers are used in a system, the MUART should 
be on the microprocessor side of the address/data bus. 
The MUART latches the address internally'on the fall
ing edge of. ALE. The address consists of Chip Select 
(CS) and four address lines. For 8-bit microprocessors, 
ADO-AD3 are the address lines. For 16-bit microproc
essors, AD 1-AD4 are the address lines; ADO is used as 
a second chip select which is active . low. Since chip 
select is internally latched along with the address, it 
does not have to remain active during the entire in
struction cycle. As long as the chip select setup and 
hold times are met, it can be derived from multiplexed 
address/data lines or multiplexed address/status lines. 

In Figure 15, the 8088 min mode, the 8·205 chip select 
decoder is connected to the 8088's address bus lines 
A8-A15. These address lines are stable throughout the 
entire instruction cycle. However, the MUART's chip 
select signal could have been derived from A16/S3-
A19/S6. 

Figure 16 shows the 8256 interfaced With an' 8086 in 
the min mode. When the 8256 is in the 16-bit mode, AO 
serves as a second chip select. As a result the 

MUART's internal registers will all have even address
es since AO must be zero to select the device. Normally 
.the MUART will be placed on the lower data byte. If 
the MUART is 'placed on the upper data byte the inter
nal registers will be 512 address loCations apart and the 
chip would occupy an 8K word address space. Figure 
16A shows a table and a diagram of how the 8256 may 
be selected in an 8086 system where the MUART is 
I/O mapped and used on the lower byte of the address/ 
data bus. 

PROGRAMMING 

, Initialization 

In general the MUART's functions are independent of 
each other and only the registers and bits associated 
With a particular function need to be initialized, not the 
entire chip. The command sequence is arbitrary since 
every register is directly addressable; however, Com
mand Word 1 must be loaded frrst. To put the device 
into a fully operational condition, it is necessary to 
write the folloWing commands: 

Command byte I 
Command byte 2 
Command byte 3 

Mode byte 
Port I control 
Set Interrupts 

The modification register may be loaded if required for 
special applications; normally this operation is not nec
essary. It is a good idea to reset the part before initiali
zation. (Either a hardware or a software reset will do.) 

Operating the Serial Interface 

The microprocessor transfers data to the serial interface 
by writing bytes to the Transmit Buffer Register. Re
ceive characters are transferred by reading the Receiver 
Buffer Register. The Status Register provides all of the 
necessary information to operate the serial I/O, includ
ing wheri to write to the Transmit Buffer, and when to 
read the Receive Buffer and error information. 

Transmitting . 

The transmitter and the receiver may be operated by 
using either polling or interrupts. If polling is used then 
the software may poll the Status Register and write a 
byte to .the Transmit Buffer whenever TBE = 1. Writ
ing a byte to the Transmit Buffer clears the. TBE status 
bit. If the CTS pin is low, then the Transmit Buffer Will 
transfer the data to the Transmit Register when it be
comes empty. When this transfer takes place the TRE 
bit is reset, and the TBE bit is set indicating the next 
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Figure 14. 8085/8256 Interface 

byte may be written to the Transmit Buffer. If CTS is 
high, disabling the transmitter, the data byte will re
main in the Transmit Buffer and TBE will remain low 
until CTS goes low. The transmitter can only buffer one 
byte if it is disabled. ' 

There is no way of knowing that the transmitter is dis
abled unless the CTS signal is fed into one of the I/O 
ports. Using the transmitter interrupt will free up the 
CPU to perform other functions while the transmitter 
is disabled or while the Transmit Buffer is full. 

To .enable the transmit interrupt feature Bit L5 in the 
Set Interrupt Register mjlst be set. An interrupt request 
will not occur immediately after this bit has been set. 
Before any transmit interrupt request will occur a byte 
must be written to the Transmit Buffer, After the first 
byte has been written to the Transmit Buffer, a transmit 
interrupt request will occur, providing the transmitter 
is enabled. ' 

There are three sources of transmitter interrupt re
quests: TBE = 1, TRE = 1, and Break-In Detect. 
Assuming the Break-In Detect feature is disabled, after 

the transmit interrupt is enabled and the first byte is 
written, a transmit interrupt request will be generated 
by TBE going active. The microprocessor can immedi-

, ately write a byte to the Transmit Buffer without read
ing any status. However if Break-In Detect is enabled, 
the Status Register must be read to determine whether 
the transmit interrupt request was generated by Break
In Detect or TBE. 

The TRE interrupt request can be used to' indicate 
when the transmitter has completely sent all of the 
data. For example, using half-duplex communications, 
all of the data written to the MUART must be trans
mitted before the line can be turned around. After the 
last byte is written, an interrupt request will be generat
ed by TBE. If this interrupt is acknowledged without 
writing another byte, then the next transmitter inter
rupt request, TRE = 1, will indicllte that the transmit
ter is empty and the line may be turned around. 

RECEIVING 

Valid data may be read from the Receive Buffer when
ever the RBF bit in the Status Register is set. Reading 
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Figure 15.8088 Min Mode/8256 Interface Multiplexed Bus 

the Receive Buffer resets the RBF status bit. The RBF 
bit in the Status Register can be used for polling. When 
the RBF bit is set, the three receive status ,bits, PE, OE, 
and FE are updated. These three status bits are reset 
~hen the~ are read. Therefore when the status register 
IS read with RBF set, the three error status bit should 
be tested too. 

If interrupts are used for serial receive data, the receiver 
must be enabled by setting the RxE bit in Command 
Register 3, and Bit U must be set in the Set Interrupt 
Register. When the receive interrupt request occurs the 
Receive Buffer may be read, but the status register 
should also be read since the receive interrupt could 
have been generated by the Break Detect. Also, reading 
the status register will indicate whether there were any 
errors in the received character. 

Operating the Parallel Interface 

Data can be transferred to or read from Port 1 and Port 
2 by using the appropriate write and read operations. 

LOADING PORT 1 AND PORT 2 

Writing to the ports transfers the data present on the 
data bus into the output latches. This operation is inde· 
pendent of the programmed I/O characteristics of the 
individual port pins. Writing to control or input ports 
has no effect on the state of the pins. Pins defined as 
outputs immediately assume the state which is associat· 
ed with the transferred data. If inputs or control pins 
are reprogrammed into outputs, they assume the states 
stored in their output latches which were transferred by 
the most recent port write operation. 
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Figure 17.8088 Max Mode/82S6lnterface 

READING PORT 1 AND PORT 2 

Reading the ports gates the state at the pins onto the 
data bus if they are defined as VO pins. A read opera
tion transfers the contents of the associated output 
latches of pins P12, P13, PIS, and P16, which are de
fined as control function pins. Reading control pins 
PIO, PI 1, and PI7 delivers the state of these pins. 

Operating the Event Counters/Timers 

The event counters/timers can be loaded with an intial 
value at any time. Reading event counters/timers is 
possible without interfering with the counting process. 

LOADING EVENl: COUNTERS/TIMERS 

Loadini event counters/timers 1-5 under their respec
tive addresses transfers the data present on the data bus 
as an initial value into the addressed event counter/tim
er. 'The event counter/timer counts from the new initial 
value immediately following the data transfer (excep
tion: retriggerable mode of Timer 5, or 3 and 5). 

Cascaded counters/time~s can be loaded with an initial 
value using one of two procedures: 

1) Only the event counter/timer representing the most 
significant byte will be loaded. The event counter/ 
tinier representing the least significant byte is set to 
OFFH automatically. Counting is started immediate
ly after the data transfer_ 

2) The event counter/timer representing the inost sig
nificant byte will be loaded, causing the least signifi
cant byte to be set to OFFH automatically. Counting 
is started immediately following the data 'transfer. 
Next, the counter representing the least significant 
byte will be loaded and counting is started again, but 
this time with a complete I6-bit initial value. The 
least significant byte of the initial value must be 
transferred before the counter representing the least 
significant byte exhibits its zero transition to prevent 
the most significant, byte of the initial value from 
being decremented improperly. 
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Figure 18.8086 Max Mode/8256 Interface 

In the case of an 8-bit initial value for Timer 5 or for 
cascaded Event Counter/Timer 3 and 5, the initial val
ue for Timer 5 is loaded from a save register, if it is 
operated in retriggerable counting mode. Counting is 
started after an initial value has been transferred when
ever a high-to-low transition occurs on Port P15. 

Cascaded Event Counter/Timer 3 and 5 operating in 
retriggerable counting mode can be loaded directly with 
an initial value for Timer 5 representing the most sig
nificant byte; Event Counter/Timer 3 will be set to 
OFFH automatically, 

READING EVENT COUNTERS/TIMERS 

Reading event counters/timers 1-5 from their respec
tive addresses gates the counter contents onto the data 
bus. The counter contents gated onto the data bus re
main stable during the read operation while ·the counter 
just being read continues to count. The.minimum time 
between the two read operations from the same counter 
is I jJ.s. 

The procedure to be followed when reading cascaded 
event counters/timers is: 

1) The event counter/timer representing the most sig
nificant byte will be read first. At this time, the least 
significant byte is latched onto read latches. 

2) When the event counter/timer representing the least 
significant byte is addressed, the byte stored. in the 
read latches will be gated onto the data bus. The 
value stored in the read latches remains valid until it 
is read, the cascading condition is removed, or a 
write operation affecting one of the two event coun
ters/timers is executed. 

The time between reading the most significant byte and 
the least significant byte must be a least I jJ.s. 

NOTE: 
For cascaded event counters/timers the least signifi
cant counter/timet is latched after reading the most 
significant counter/timer. If the lower byte changes 
from OOH to OFFH between the reading of the MSB 
and the latching of the LSB, the carry from the most 
significant event counter/timer to the least significant 
event counter/timer is lost. Therefore, it is necessary 
to repeat the whole reading once if the value of the 
least significant event countel/tipler is OFFH. Doing 
this will avoid working· with a wrong value (correct 
value + 255). 
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Figure 19. 80186/8256 Interface 

APPLICATION EXAMPLE 

This section describes how the 8256 w~' designed into a 
Line Printer Multiplexer (LPM). This application ex- . 
ample was chosen because it employs a majority of the 
MUART's features. The information in this section will 
be applicable to many other designs since it deScribes 
some common software and hardware aspects of using 
theMUART. ' 

Description of the Line Printer 
Multiplexer (LPM)' . 

The Line Printer Multiplexer allows up to eight work
stations to share one printer. The workstations transmit 
serial asynchronous data to the LPM. The LPM re
ceives the serial data, buffers it, then transmits it to the 
line printer using a two-wire byte handshake Datapro
ducts interface. A conceptual diagram of this system is 
shown in Figure 20. Note that only one workstation 
can transmit at a time. This workstation will transmit 
its entire file before another workstation will be allowed 
to transmit. 

The LPM sequentially polls each of the eight RS-232 
ports for a Request To Send ~). When it finds a 
serial port which has asserted RTS, it configures itself 
for the appropriate data format and bit rate, establishes 
the connection and sends back to the serial port a Clear 
To Send (CTS) which enables transmission. The LPM . 
receives the serial asynchronous data, buffers it in a 
software FIFO, and transmits the data to the line prin
ter. If the LPM detects an error in any of the serial 
characters it receives, it transmits an error message to 
the serial port and ignores the bad character. If the 
LPM does not receive a Serial character after 18 sec
onds, ,it assumes that the transmission is complete. It 
transmits the fina1 status to the serial port, and returns 

, to scanning. 

This LPM was designed to be used with single-user 
workstations and a 300 lines per minute line printer. 
These workstations are not multitasking; therefore in 
the middle of a file transfer when the CPU needs to 
reload its buffer from the disk, no serial data is trans
mitted. During this time the LPM is emptying its 
FIFO; thus, the line printer never stops printing. 
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Figure 20. Using the LIne Printer Multiplexer to Share a LIne Printer 

The buffer size on the LPM was chosen to complement 
the disk access time on the workstations. Figure 21 il· 
lustrates the buffer size calculation. The line printer can 
print up to 300 lines per minute, or approximately 660 
characters per second. This corresponds to a serial 
transmission rate of 6,600 bps (assuming ASCII char· 
acter codes and a parity bit) as shown in equation 1. 

9,800 BPS 
OR 

19,200 BPS 

Serial bit rate for the line printer = 
(300 lines/min)·(132 char/line)·(10 bits/char) 

(60 sec/min) (1) 

The bottleneck in this data transfer is the line printer 
since the MUART and the workstations can both 

LINE 
PRINTER 
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Figure 21. LPM Buffer Siz~ Calculation 

FIRSTBYT!, 

L1 LO 
o 0 8-BIT 
017 
1 0 8 
o . 0 5 

UPPER NIBBLE 

Figure 22. p~ogrammlng Words Format for LPM 
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transmit and receive at 19.2 Kbps. To realize the maxi" 
mum ,data transfer rate of this system the LPM must 
guaralltee that the average transfer rate to the line prin
ter is 660 characters per second. The maximum amount 
of dead time that the serial port on the workstation is 
not transmitting, multiplied by 660 is the number of 
bytes which the LPM should butTer. It was determined 
through experimentation that it takes about 3 seconds 
to load 40K bytes of data from the disk into the work
station's RAM. During these 3 seconds no serial data is 
being sent; therfore the butTer size' on the LPM should 
be 2K bytes. (Note: even though only a 2K byte FIFO 
is required, this design used an 8K byte FIFO.) 

To keep the LPM's buffer full the serial data rate must 
be greater than 6.6 Kbps. The two bit rates which the 
workstations use are 9.6 Kbps and 19.2 Kbps. The CTS 
signal is used to control the flow of the serial data so 
that the LPM butTer will not overflow. 

Each serial port on the LPM can have a different bit 
rate, character length, and parity format. These param-

r ----------, 

eters are programmable through the serial port. When 
the LPM pdwers up, or is reset, it expects a bit rate of 
9600 bps, 7 bit characters, and odd parity. When a seri
al port receives an ASCII ESC character (IBH), it puts 
that port in the program mode. The next two bytes will 
program these three parameters. Only the lower nibbles 
of these two bytes are used, and the upper nibbles are 
discarded. The format of these programming words is 
given in Figure 22. If the word following the ESC is an 
ASCII NUL (0), the LPM will exit from the program
ming mode and not change any of its PlU"llJlleters. 

Description of the Hardware 

Figure 23 shows a block diagram of the LPM. In addi
tion to the standard components of most microproces
sor systems such as CPU, RAM, and ROM this partic
ular design requires a UART, timers, para:11el I/O and 
an interrupt controller. The MUART is the ideal 
choice for this design since it integrates these four func
tions onto one device. 

----------l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 

c=:J c=:J C...J c=:J S.rlal 

1:===~r:::==::-I-;::::==:::;-i-;:==:::-1I!o porls c--.; c=J C...J c=:J 
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Figure 23. Functional Block Diagram of the Line Printer Multiplexer 
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The eight serial I/O ports use four signals: Transmit 
Data (TxD),Receive pata ~), Request Te Send 
(RTS), and Clear To Send (CTS). These .foursignals, 
controlled by the, MUART, are connected to one POrt 
at a time using TTL multiplexers. The TTL multiplex
erS are interfaced to RS-232 transceivers to be electri
cally compatible with the RS-232 spec. The serial port 
select address is derived from three bits of· the 
MUART's parallel I/2...!2.ort (port 1). Two more bits 
from Port 1 control CTS and RTS, and another bit 
lights up an LED to indicate when the LPM's.buffer is 
full. Parallel Port 2 and two bits from Port 1 are con
nected to the line printer implementing a two-wire byte 
handshake transfer. These signals are passed through a 
line driver so that they can reliably drive a long cable. 

There are three timing functions needed for the LPM: a 
scan timer, a debounce timer, and a receive timeout. 
The Scan timer determines the amount of time spent 
sampling RTS on each port before the next port is ad
dressed. By using one of the MUART's timers to do 
this function, the CPU is free to perform other func-

tions instead of implementing the timer in software. If 
RTS is re90gnized as true, the .CPU branches into a 
debounce procedure. Tpis prpcedure uses another one 
of the MUART's timers to wait 10 ms then sample 
RTS again, thus preventjng any glitches from register
ing as a false RTS. The receive timeout timer uses two 
8-bit timers in the cascaded mode to measure an 18-sec
ond interval. After a valid RTS is recognized, the LPM 
sends back a CTS and initializes the receive timeout 
timer for 18 seconds. Each time a character is received 
by the LPM, this timer is reinitialized. If this timer 
times out, the LPM considers the transmission com
plete and returns to scanning. 

The schematic diagram of the LPM is shown in Figure 
24. The CPU is an 8088 used in the min mode. It is 
interfaced directly to the 8256. An 8282 latch is em
ployed in the system so that nonmultiplexed bus memo
ry can be used. A 2716 holds the entire program, and 
six 2016s (2K x 8 static RAMs) are used to store the 
buffer, temporary data, stack area, and interrupt vector 
table. The 2716 is located in the upper 2K of the 8088 

Table 6. Dataproducts Interface Line Functions 

Signal Description Connector Pin 

Data Request Sent by printer to synchronize data transmission. When true, E(return C) 
requests a character. Remains true until Data Strobe is 
received, then goes false within 100 ns. 

Data Strobe Sent by user system to cause printer to accept .information on . j(return m) 
data lines. Should remain true until printer drops Data Request 
line. Data lines must stabilize for at least 50 ns before Data 
Strobe is sent. 

Data Bit 1 B(return D) 
Data Bit2 F(return J) 
Data Bit 3 L(return N) 
Data Bit4 Bit 8 controls optional character set R(return T) 
Data Bit 5 Refer to Commands and Formats. V(return X) 
Data Bit 6 Z(return b) 
Data Bit 7 n(return k) 
Data Bit 8 h(return e) 

VFU Control Optional control from user system. Used for VFU control. Data p(return s) 
(PI) ReqUest/Strobe timing is sallle as for data lines. 

Ready Sent to user system by printer. True when no Check condition CC(return EE) 
exists. 

On Line Sent to user system by printer. True when Ready line is true and y (return AA) 
operator has activated ON LINE Pushbutton. Enables interface 
activity. 

Interface Verify Jumper in printer connector. Continuity informs user system that xtov 
connector is properly seated. 

+5V Supply voltage for ExerCiser only. HH 
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address space (FF800-FFFFFH) so that the reset vec
tors can be stored starting at location FFFFOH. The 
RAM address space spans 0-2FFFH so that the inter
rupt vector table can be stored starting at location O. 
The MUART is I/O mapped and its registers occupy 
even addresses from 0 to lEH. Using an 8088 CPU the 
MUART must be placed in the 8086 mode since the 
INT A signal is used; hence the register addresses are all 
even numbers. 

The line printer used provides a choice of two standard 
parallel interfaces: Centronics or Dataproducts. The 

2~193 

Centronics interface uses a two-wire handshake pulsed 
strobe where the transmitter asserts a complete strobe 
pulse before an acknowledge is received. The Datapro
ducts interface is an interlocking two-wire handshake. 
The Dataproducts interface was chosen since it is di
rectly compatible with the MUART's two-wire byte 
handshake. The MUART could also be connected to 
the Centronics interface; however, additional hardware 
would be necessary to generate the pulsed strobe for 
correct interrupt operation. Figure 2S shows the timing 
of the Dataproducts interface and Table 6 lists the con
Ilector pin configuration. 
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Figure 24. Schematic of LPM (Continued) 
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Figure 25. Timing of Dataproducts Interface 

Only ten signals are used to interface the LPM to the 
line printer: Data Request, Data Strobe, and the eight 
data lines. The most significant da~a line is not used 
since the character code is 7-bit ASCII. Data Strobe 
connects to' OBF on $e MUART; however/ for the 
Dataproducts interface this siS!!!!... must be inverted. 
Data Request is connected to ACK on the MUART. 
When the line printer is ready to accept data, the Data 
Request signal goes high. The 8256 will not interrup~ 
the CPU to transmit parallel data unless this signal is 
high. 

The Dataproducts interface is slightly different from 
the MUART's two-wire handshake in that it latches 
the data on the leading edge of the strobe signal. When 
the MUART receives bytes it latches the data on the 
trailing edge. As a result the Dataproducts interface has 
a 50 ns setup time for data stab~e to the leading edge of 
Data Strobe. In the LPM hardware a delay line was 
used to realize this setup, time. 

Description of the Software 

The software is written in PL/M and is broken up into 
four separate modules, each containing several proce
dures. A block diagram of the software structure is giv
en in Figure 26. The modules are identified by the dot
ted boxes, and the procedures are identified by the solid 
boxes. Two or more procedures connected by a solid 
line means the procedure above calls the procedure be
low. The procedures without any solid lines connected , 
above are interrupt procedures. They are entered when 
the MUART interrupts the CPU and vectors an indi
rect address to it. 

The LPM program uses nested interrupts; the priority 
of the interrupt procedures is given in Table 7. 

Table 7. Line Printer 
Multiplexers' Interrupt Priority 

Highest 

Priority Source 

0' 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Debounce Timer 
Not Used 
Not Used 
Receive Timer 
RxD Interrupt 
TxD Interrupt 
ScariTimer 
LP Interrupt' 

The priority of the interrupts is not programmable but 
they are logically oriented so that for this application 
the priority is correct. In the steady state of the LPM's 
operation the UART will be receiving data, and the 
parallel port will be transmitting data. The serial receiv
er should be the highest priority since it can have over
run errors. This is the case because the debounce timer 
will be disabled, and the receive timeout interrupt will 
only occur when serial reception has ended. Therefore 
the RxD request can interrupt any other service rou
tine, thus preventing any possibility of an overrun er
ror. 

On power-up the CPU branches from OFFFFOH to the 
INITCODE routine which is included in the machine 
code by the MDS locater utility. INITCODE initializes 
the 8088's Sllgment registers, stack pointer, and instruc
tion pointer, then it disables interrupts and jumps into 
MAIN~OD. The first executable instruction in 
M~N~OD calls POWERSON, which initializes 
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Figure 26. Block Diagram of LPM Software Structure 
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the MUART, flags, variables, and arrays. The 
MAIN_MOD calls LOAD$INT$TABLE, which ini
tializes the interrupt vector table. The CPU's interrupt 
is then enabled and the program enters into a DO 
FOREVER loop which scans the eight serial ports for 
an RTS. 

DEBOUNCE does nothing more than wait 10 ms and 
sample RTS again using the same technique discussed 
above. If RTS is still valid INIT$RECEIVER is called, 
otherwise the CPU returns to scan. 

There are three software functions which employ the 
MUART's timers and nterrupt controller to measure 
time intervals: SCAN, debounce, arid IN
IT$RECEIVER. DEBOUNCE and IN
IT$RECEIVER procedures, employ the MUART's 
timers and interrupt controller to measure time inter
vals. The CPU remains in a loop for a specific amount 
of time before it proceeds with the next section of code. 
In this loop the CPU is waiting for a global status flag 
to change while servicing any interrupts which may oc
cur. When the appropriate timer interrupt occurs, the 
interrupt service routine will set the global flag which 
causes the CPU to exit the loop and proceed to the next 
section of code. An example can be seen from the scan 
flow chart in Figure 27. 

The first thing the program does before entering the 
loop is set the flag (in this case SCAN$DELA Y) 
TRUE. The timer is intialized and the loop is entered. 
As long as SCAN$DELA Y is TRUE the CPU will 
continue to sample RTS. Ifrn remains false for more 
than 100 ms, the timer interrupts the CPU and the 
interrupt service routine sets SCAN$DELAY FALSE 
This causes the CPU to. exit the loop and address the 
next port. The process is then repeated. If RTS be
comes true while it is being sampled, the DEBOUNCE 
procedure is called. ' 
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INIT$RECEIVER calls CONFIGURE which pro
grams the MUART for the bit rate, number of bits in a 
character, and parity format. This information is stored 
in an array called SERIAL$FORMAT, which contains 
a byte for each port. The bytes in the SERI
AUFORMAT array have the same bit definition as' 
the two nibbles in the programming words in Figure 22. 
Upon returning to INIT$RECEIVER the receiver is 
enabled, the receive timeout timer is initialized, and the 
timer and receiver interrupts are enabled. CTS on the 
serial port is then set true, and the CPU enters a loop 
which does nothing except wait for 18 seconds. If no 
characters are received within 18 seconds, the receive 
timeout interrupt occurs and the loop flag is set false, 
which causes the CPU to exit the loop. If a character is 
received, a receive interrupt occurs, and the CPU vec
tors into the RxD interrupt service routine. 

Figure 28 shows a flow chart of the RxD interrupt serv
ice routine. This routine begins by reading ther receive 
buffer and reinitializing the receive timeout timer. 
There are two conditions to check for before the char
acter can be inserted into the FIFO. First, if there are 
any errors in the received character, an ERROR proce
dure is called which reports back to the serial port what 
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Figure 28. RxD Inte~rupt Procedure Flow Chart 

the error condition was. The character in error is dis
carded and the routine returns. The other condition is 
that if the received character is an ASCII ESC, the 
PROGRAM proceQure is called. If neither one of these 
conditions occurs, the character is placed in the FIFO 
by the BUFF$IN procedure. 

The LP interrupt routine is entered when the byte 
handshake interrupt request is acknowledged. This rou
tine simply calls the BUFF$OUT procedure, which ex
tracts a byte out of the FIFO. BUFF$OUT returns the 
byte to.the LP interrupt procedure, which then writes it 
to Port 2. One small problem with getting the hand
shake interrupt going is that the first byte has to be 
written to Port 2 before the first handshake interrupt 
will occur, The problem is that the line printer may not 
be ready for the first byte. This would be indicated by 
DATA REQUEST being low. If the byte was written 
to the LP while DATA REQUEST is low, it would be 
lost. Note that if the handshake interrupt is enabled 
while DATA REQUEST is low, then DATA RE
QUEST goes high, the interrupt will occur without 
writing the first byte. There are several ways to solve 
this problem. Port 1 can be read to find out what the 
state of the DATA REQUEST line is. If DATA RE
QUEST is low, the CPU can simply wait for the inter
rupt without writing the first byte. If DATA RE
QUEST is high, then the first data byte may be written. 
Another solution would be to write a NUL character as 
the first byte to Port 2. If DATA REQUEST is low, 
then a worthless character is lost. If DATA REQUEST 
is high, the NUL character would be sent to the line 
printer; however, it is not printed since NUL is a non
printable character. The LPM program uses the NUL 
character solution. 

BUFFER MANAGEMENT 

The FIFO implementation uses an 8K byte array to 
store the characters. There are two pointers used as 
indexes in the array to address the characters: 
IN$POINTER and OUT$POINTER. IN$POINTER 
points to the location in the array which will store the 
next byte of data inserted. OUT$POINTER points to 
the next byte of data which will be removed from the 
array. Both IN$POINTER and OUT$POINTER are 
declared as words. Figure 29 illustrates the FIFO in a 
block diagram. 

The BUFF$IN procedure receives a byte from the RxD 
interrupt routine and stores it in the array location 
pointed to by IN$POINTER, then IN$POINTER is 
incremented. Similarly, when BUFF$OUT is called by 
the LP interrupt routine, the byte in the array pointed 
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to by OUTSPOINTER is reac!. OUTSPOINTER is in
cremented, aDd the byte which was read is passed back 
to the LP interrupt routine. Since INSPOINTER:and 
OUTSPOINTER are always incremented, they must be 
able to roll over when they hit the top of the 8K byte 
address space. This is dol1e by clearing the upper three 
bits of each pointer after it is incremented. 

(0) 

... FIFO (OUT$POINTER) 

... FIFO (IN$POINTER) 

(8 K) 
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Figure 29. FIFO Structure and Status 

INSPOINTER and OUT$POINTER not only point to 
the locations in the FIFO, they also indicate how many 
bytes are in the FIFO and whether the FIFO is full or , 
empty. When a character is placed into the FIFO and 
INSPOINTER is incremented, the FIFO is full if 
INSPOINTER equals OUTSPOINTER. When a char
acter is read from the FIFO and OUTSPOINTER is 
incremented, the FIFO is empty if OUTSPOINTER 
equals INSPOINTER. If the buffer is neither full nor 
empty, then it is in use. A byte called BUP
FERSSTA TUS is used to indicate one of these three 
conditions. 

The software uses the buffer status information to con
trol the flow into and out of the FIFO. When the FIFO 
is empty the handshake interrupt must be turned off. 
When the FIFO is full, CTS must be sent false so that 
no more data will be received. If the buffer status is in 
'use, crs is true and the handshake interrupt is en
abled. 

Figure 30 shows the flow chart of the BUPFSIN proce
dure. The BUFFSIN procedure begins by checking the 
BUFFERSSTA TUS. If it is empty and the character to 
be inserted into the FIFO is a CR or LF, the handshake 
interrupt is enabled, a NUL character is output, and 
the BUFFERSSTA TUS is set to INUSE. The character 

passed to BUFFSIN from RxD is put into the FIFO. If 
the FIFO is now full, the BUFFERSSTA TUS is, set to 
FULL, CTS is set false, and the buffer full LED is 
turned on. 

Figure 31 shows the flow chart of the BUPPSOUT pro
cedure. After the character is read from the FIFO, the 
FIFO is tested to determine if it is empty. If it is not 
empty, the BUFFERSST A TUS is FULL and there are 
200 bytes available, in the FIFO, serial data reception is 
reenabled, and the FIFO fills again. White data is being 
received from the workstation, CTS toggles high and 
low, filling up and ,emptying the last 200 bytes in the 
FIFO. Referring to the 'top of the flow chart (FIFO 
empty test) if it's empty, the BUFFERSSTATUS is set 
to EMPTY, and the handshake interrupt is disabled. 
During this time all interrupts are disabled at the CPU. 
(Remember that the RxD interrupt routine can inter
rupt the LP and BUFFSOUT procedures since it has a 
higher priority, and the MUART is in the nested 
mode.) 
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Figure 30. Flow Chart of the BUFF$IN Procedure 
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If the CPU interrupt was not disabled during this time, 
the following events could occur which would cause the 
LPM to· crash. Assume that the RxD interrupt oc
curred where the asterisk is in the flow chart, after 
BUFFER$STATUS is set to EMPTY. The BUFF$IN 
procedure would set BUFI:ER$STATUS to INUSE 
and enable the handshake interrupt. When the RxD 
interrupt routine returned to BUFF$OUT, the hand
shake interrupt is disabled, but the BUFFER$STATUS 
is INUSE. The handshake interrupt could never be 
reenabled, and the FIFO would fil). up. This is known 
as a critical section of code. Suspicion should arise for a 
critical section of code when two or more nested inter
rupt routines can affect the same status. One solution is 
to disable the interrupt flag at the CPU while the status 
and conditional operations are being modified. 

The flow chart for the TxD interrupt procedure is given 
in Figure 32. For this program five different messages 
can be transmitted,· and they are stored in ROM. It is 
possible to download the messages into a de4icated 

, RAM buffer; however, the RAM buffer would have to 
be as large as the largest message. A more efficient way 
to transmit the messages is to read them from ROM. In 
this case the address of the first byte of the message 
would have to be accessible by the transmit interrupt 
procedure. Since parameters cannot be passed to inter
rupt procedures, this message pointer is declared PUB
LIC in one module and EXTERNAL in the other mod
ules. 

To get the transmit interrupt started, the first byte of 
the message must be written to the transmit buffer. 

When a section of code decides to transmit a message 
serially, it loads the global message pointer with the 
address of the first byte of the message,. enables the 
transmit interrupt, and caIls the TxD interrupt proce
dure. Calling the TxD interrupt procedure writes. the 
first byte to the transmit buffer to initiate transmit in
terruptS. This can be done by calling PL/M's built-in 
procedure CAUSE$INTERRUPT. 

The transmit interrupt routine checks each byte before 
it writes it to the transmit buffer. The last character in 
each message is a 0, so if the character fetched is 0, the 
transmit interrupt is disabled and the character is ig
nored. 

USING THE LPM WITH THE 
INTELLEC® MICROCOMPUTER 
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM, 
SERIES" OR SERIES '" 

A special driver program was written for .. the MDS to 
communicate to the LPM. This program, called 
WRITE, reads a specified file from the disk, expands 
any TAB characters, and. transmits the data through 
Serial Channel 2 to the LPM. Serial Channel 2 was 
chosen because crs and RTS are brought out to the 
RS-232 connector. The WRITE program is listed in 
Appendix B. It was also necessary to modify the boot 
ROM of the development system so that Serial Channel 
2 initializes with RTS false and a bit rate of 9600 bps. 
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Figure 31. Flow Chart of the BUFF$OUT Procedure 
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Figure 32. Flow Chart for TxD Interrupt Procedure 
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APPENDIX A 
LISTING OF THE LINE PRINTER 

MULTIPLEXER SOFTWARE 

SERJES-llI PL/I'1-8~ VI a LOMPILAllUN Of" MODULE:. MAINMOD 
OB,JECT MODULE PLACED IN 1"1 MAIN 00.1 
COMPILER INVOKED BV PLM(i6 96 F I MAIN SRC 

2 

I •••• *.*. **.* ... * .......... *.* .......... ** .. *** ......... '!: ••••• ** ••••• *** ................ . . 
• 

MAIN MODULE FOR THE LINE PRINTER MULTIPLEXER · • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• **.** •• ** ••••••••••• *.**.* ••• *******.*.*.*, 
.DEBUG 
M"'IN'MOD DO, 

, •••••••••••••• *.*.*.**.* *** ••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••• **** •• * •••• ** •••• 
• PORT I BIT CONFIGURATION • 

BUFFER FULL CTS 
B7 06 

"'DDRESS 
85 04 B3 

RTS TWO WIRE HANDSHAKE 
B2 BI BO 

• 
* 
* •••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••• * ••••••• **.**** •••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••• * •• , 

DECL"'RE LIT LITERALLY 'LITERALLV' , 
TRUE LIT 'OFFH' , 
F"'LSE LIT '0', 
FOREVER LIT 'WHILE I', 

CMD •• LIT '0', ,*a256 REgiSTERS.' 
CMD.2 LIT '2', 
CMD.3 LIT '4', 
MODE LIT '6', 
PORTS •• CTRL LIT 'S', 
SETSINT LIT 'OAH', 
INTSEN LIT 'O"'H', 
RSTSINT LIT 'OCH', 
INTSADDR LIT 'OCH', 
TX.BUFF LIT 'OEH', 
RX.BUFF LIT 'OEH', 
PORTS I LIT 'IOH', 
PORTS2 LIT 'IO!H', 
DEBOUNCESTIMER LIT '14H', 
SC AN.TI MER LIT 'IAH', 
RECEIVUTlMER LIT ' lCH'. 
STATUS.REG LIT 'IEH', 

SCAN.INT LIT '40H', 
DEBOUNCEt INT LIT 'OIH' , 
RECEIVER.INT LIT 'IOH' " 
T1MEtOUTSINT LIT 'OBH', 
TRAt~SI'IIT'INT LIT '20H', 

EMPTV LIT '0', 
I NUSE LIT 'I " 
FULL LIT '2', 

RTS Ll1 '( INPUT (PORTSI) AND 04H)', 
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:3 I 
4 2 

5 I 
6 ~ 2 

7 I 
8 :z 
9 1I 

10 2 
II :z 

12 I 
13 :2 
14 :2 
15 2 
16 :2 
17 2 
IB 2 

19 2 

20 :2 
21 3 

22 :2 
23 :2 
24 :2 
25 :2 

BEGIN 

TEMP , " BYTE. 
SCA"t$DELAY' BYTE 
DEBOUr;CHDELA¥, B VTE 
RECEIVESDELAY BYTE 
PORT.PTR BYTE' 
SER IALSFORMAT(S) BYTE 

MESSAGE.PTR 
,J 
OK( 1) 
3UFFERSSTATUS 

POINTER 
BYTE 
BYTE 
BYTE 

., " 
PUBLI~,' 

P,\!BL IG, 
'PUBLIC, 
PUBLIC, 
PUBLIC, 
PUBLIC, ;" PEN EP Ll LO 83 82 81 BO *1 

EXTERNAL, 
EXTERNAl., 
EXTERNAL, 
EXTERNAL 

1******** * ......... ** * ..... * ...... * ......... *** ********* ... ** ** 'It .................... ** .*. *** **** ... **_. 
* EXTERNAL PROCEDURE DECLARATIONS 

************************************************* •• ******************1 

POWER$ON PROCEDURE EXTERNAL, 
END POWERSON, 

l..OAO$INTSTADLE PROCEDURE EXTERNAL. 
END LOADSINTSTABLE, 

1**** •• **.**** ••• **** •• *******.** ..... * • .,.*****************************.* * SET THE BIT RATE AND DATA FORMAT FOR THE SERIAL PORT 
***************************************'******************************/ 

CONFIGURE PROCEDURE, /*Inltlill1Ie bit rate and data format-I 
TEMP-SERIALSFORMAT (SHR (PORTSPTR, 3», 
QUTPUT(CMO$l )=< <SHL(TEMP, 2) AND OCOH) OR 03H), 
OUTPUT( CMDS2) = <TEMP OR 30H),' 
END CONFIGURE. 

1***************************************.*******************.'********* 
INITIALIZE SERIAL RECEIVER 

**************************************.* •••• *************************1 

INITsRECEIVER PROCEDURE. 
CALL CONFIGURE. 
RECEIVESOELAY=TRUE. 
OUTPUT( CMDS3 )=OCOH, 
OUTPUT(RECEIVESTIMER )=70, 
OUTPUT (SETSINT) =IBH, 
IF (BUFFERSSTATU&c~FULL> 

THEN 

I*Enable serlal recelver*1 
1*18 secoT'ld TIME$OUr.1 
I.Enable RECEIVER and TIME$OUT lnteT'rupts*1 

OUTPUT(PORT$l )=( INPUT(PORT$l) AND OBFH), I-Send eTS 

DO ~"HIlE RECEIVESDELA¥=TRUE, 1* Walt here whlle "eC~lVlnQ ser1al data *1 
END, 

~. After 18 seconds of not Tec.4:nvlng a chara,. tel, pl'oceed *1 

OUTPUT (SETS lNT) =TRANSM 11$INT, 
.)=0, 
MESSAGESPTR~ @DK(O" 
CAUSESIt<TERRUPT (45H)' 

1* Send the termlnatlng 11I~<:.sage */ 
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30 1 
31 2 
32 2 
33 2 
34 2 
35 3 
36 2 
39 2 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 2 
44 2 
45 2 

46 2 
47 3 

49 3 
49 3 

50 2 
51 :2 
52 2 
53 2 

54 :2 

" 2 
56 I 

OUTPUl <PORT.1 )-( INPUT 'PORT.1) OR 40H), I_Send eTS FALSE_I 
OUTPUT(RST.INT)-lBH. ,*Cl •• " RECEIVI:R .nd TIMER Int"-'rupts*1 
OUTPUT (Ct10.3)-40H. '*Dl •• bl ••• "1.1 ".telve".1 
END INlnRECEIVER. 

/ .................. **** .** •••• ** ••••••••• *.* *** •••• *** .... *.* •• *.** •• *.** ••• 
o DEBOUNCE RTS * 
**.*** ••• ** •••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••• ***** •••••••••••••••••••• 1 

DEBOUNCE PROCEDURE. 
DEBOUNCUDELAV=TRUE. 
OUTPUT(DEBOUNCE.TIMER):.10. /* 10 ms.r d.bounc. tlme d .. l_1J */ 
OUTPUT (SEn INT ) -DEBOUNCESI NT. 

DO WHIL.E DEBOUNCESDELAV~TRUE. 
END. 

IF RTS-O THEN CALL INITSRECEIVER. 
END DEBOUNCE. 

/ •• ***.*** •• ** •••• *** •••• *** •••••••• * ••• ** •••• **** •••••••••• *.* ••• * ••• 
BEGIN MAIN PROGRAM 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ****** •••••••••••••• *** ••• ** •••• **.** •• ****1 

BECIN CALL POWER_ON. 

CALL LOADSINTSTABLE. 

ENABLE. 

DO FOREVER. 

SCANSOELAY=TRUE, 
OUTPU't'(SCANSTIMER)=100, '-Spend 100 11158' on a.ch sarl.1 port •• mpl1ng RTS*I 
OUTPUT (SET$INT )=SCAN$INT. 

DO WHILE SCAN$DELAV-TRUE. 
IF RTS=O 

THEN 
CALL DEBOUNCE. 

END. 

TEMP-INPUT(PORTS1), '*In,r.ment PORT.PTR*/ 
PORnPTR-TEMP AND 39H. 
TEMP-TEMP AND (NOT 39H). 
PORT$PTR-(PORnPTR+9) AND 39H. 

OUTPUT(PORTSU-TEMP OR PORT_PTR, 1*L.ook at next •• r1al port*1 
END. 'oDD FOREVERo, 
END I'IAIN,MOD. 

MODULE INFORMATION 

CODE AREA SI ZE • 011CH 2940 

PL'M-96 COMPILER MAINMOD 

CDNSTANT AREA SIZE • OOOOH OD 
VARIABLE AREA SIZE = OOODH 130 
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE - OOOCH 120 
159 LINES READ 
o PROORAM WARtHNGS 
o PROGRAM ERRORS 

END OF PL/M-S6 COMPILATION 
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f.-'L/M-8o CuMP II.F.R rr"IMUIJ 

SERIES III PL/M-B6 ':: " COMPILATl':.tN UF MLlT/Ull TN 1 1'1!JD 
OBJECT MODul f PLACE.D fI'l F! n.n DBJ 
C.OMPILER IN},OKED BY rt MH6 8f> t I {~r. ~.R' 

3 

4 1 
5 2 
Co 2 

7 1 
8 2 

9 1 
10 2 
11 2 

12 1 
13 2 

14 

INTE:QRUPT MfJDI,lt .. otJr,\rNS At.L IN'q:.RH\JPf Rn\qtN~S 
PLUS LL.-l!i' frHrRP'/r'i 11-,00E fl~L1{EDlA-cL 

$DEBUG 
INTSMOD DO, 
$NOLIST 

DECLARE 
ESC 
SCAN$DELAY 
DEBOUNCE$DELAY 
RECEIVE.DEL AY 
MESSAGESPTR 
J 

LI T 
BYTE 
BYTE 
BYTE 
P(1INTER 
BYTE 

'11iH' , 
EXTERNAL· 
EXTE'RNAL. 
EXTE"RNAL, 
EXTFRNAl_, 
EXTERNAL. 

I ***********iI-********"'**********."****1t***. ****** .... * .... ***"'. *~ .. « •• _ ••• * * MESSAGES SENr TO GE'RJAL PORTS It 

._ ......... * .* ••• _ ** ... ** .** *** <110 ***** ** ... * ...... -II -It." ** ... Q> ** •• * .. *~ *** * ••• *. __ • I 
OK (*) BYTE. PUBLIC DATA ('TRANSMISSION COMPLETE', OAH, DDH, 00), 
BREAK (+) BYTe PUBL.IC DATA ('BREA;.c. DETE'cr ERRQR',OAH,ODH,OO), 
PARITY (*>BYTE PUBLIC DATA ('PARITY ERROR DE"TE(;TED',OAH,ODH,OQ), 
FRAME (*) BYTE PUBLIC DATA ('FRAMING ERROR DETECTED', OAH, ODH, 00), 
OVERSRUN(*)BYTE' PUBLIC DATAi'OVER RUN ERROR DETECTED',OAH.ODH,QQ), 

/ .* ***** ******** .. ** ... ** * ••• * .......... *. ** .** ""** •• * •••• * •• *. * ........ * * ** 
• EXTERNAL PROCEOURES CALLED BY THE INTERRUPT ROUT INES 
* ••••• **"".****. _***.* •••••• * _*.** **** ** .. it*.**.* * ..... "'*.* .. * .... _ ....... * ..... *. _.* / 

ERROR PROCEDURE (STATUS) EXTERNAL 
DECLARE STATUS BYTE, 
END ERROR, 

PROGRAM PROCEDURE EX1ERNAL, 
END PROGRAM, 

BUFF.IN PROCEDURE (CHAR) EXTERNAL. 
DECLARE CHAR BYTE, 
END BUFF$IN, 

BUFF.OUT PROCEDURE BYTE EXTERNAL 
END BUFF$OUT. 

1*·**.,* •• * _*. _ * ..... * * ..... _. * ** ...... * ........ * * *._-** •• _.* -*. * ..... ** ••• * *. '*.~ 
LOAD THE INTERRUPT TABL.E iI 

._** •• * ....... * ..... ____ * ... *_ .......... * .. *.* ............. * •• * ••••• *** '*' ...... 'It ••• *** ....... I 

LOADSINTSTABLE PROCEDURE PUBLIC. 
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15 :2 
I;' 2 
17 2 
IB 2 
19 2 
20 2 

21 

:27 I 
2B 2 
29 2 
30 2 

31 1 
32 2 
33 2 
34 2 
35 :2 

3;, 

37 :2 

38 :2 
39 2 
40 :2 

CALL SETtINTERRUPT (40H, DEBOUNCEtr IME), 
CALL SETtINTERRUPT (43H, RECEIVESTIME). 
CALL SET.INTERRUPT (44H. RXO). 
CALL SETtINTERRUPT (45H. TXD), 
CALL SET. INTERRUPT (4;,H, SCANSTIME), 
CALL SETtINTERRUPT (47H, LP), 

END LOAD.INTSTABLE, 

1**·.·····****··**··**···········***·***··***·····**·· ... * ••••••• *.*** INTERRUPT ROUTINES 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *** ............ *.* ............... ** ... **.*.*.*/ 

, •••••••• *** •••••••••••••••••• * ••••• ** ................... *** •• *.*.** ••• 
• SET SCAN DELAY FLAG FALSE • 
••••• * ••••• * •••••••••••••• *** ••••••••••••••••••••••••• **··.*.********1 

SCAN'TlME PROCEDURE INTERRUPT 4;,H, 

ENABLE, 
SCAN.DELAY=FALSE, 
OUTPUT (CMD'3) -aBH, 
END SCAN. TI ME, 

1* •••••• * •••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••• ***.** •• 
... SET DEBOUNCE DELAY FLAQ FAL.SE ... 
*.*** ••• * ***.* ** •• ****.* ••• *** •••••••• **** ••• *** ... * •• *** ••• *** _*'***** I 

DEBOUNCESTIME PROCEDURE INTERRUPT 40H, 
DEBOUNCUDELAY-F ALSE, 
OUTPUT (CMD'3) -BBH, 
END DEBOUNCE.TlME, 

1********************************************************************* 
SET RECEIVE DELAY FLAG FALSE 

*************************************_************_**_*****"'*********1 
RECEIVESTIME PROCEDURE INTERRUPT 43H. 
ENABL.E, 
RECEIVE.DELAY-FALSE, 
OUTPUT (CMDS3) -SSH. 
END RECEIVESTlME, 

1*****************************.*************************************** 
• READ SERIAL RECEIVE BUFFER 

*.***********************************.*******************************1 
RXD PROCEDURE INTERRUPT 44H. 

DECLARE 
STATUS 
CHAR 

CHAP-INPuT (RX.BUFF), 

DYTE, 
DYTE, 

OUTPUTc~ECEIVESTIMER)=70. 1* REINITIALIZE RECEIVE TIME OUT II 
STATUSa.INPUT (STATIJS.REG I ANO OFH, 
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H./M-Sa COMPII fR I (..tTMOlJ 

., 2 I' STATUS . 0 
lhl:.N 

4~ 2 CAI.L ERROR (3rATUS). 

43 2 ELSE I~ CHAFh;E.SC 
fHEN 

44 2 CALL PRfI(;~AI'1, 

ELSE 
45 :2 CALL BUFF$IN (CHAR), 
4<!o :2 OUTPUT (CMD.3, =BBH, 
47 2, END RXD, 

1******"'**********************.**************************** •• ********* * SEND A BYTE TO THE LINE PRINTER * 
******** •• **********.***.* •••• ****************.**********************1 

4B I 
49 :2 
50 2 
51 2 
52 2 

LP PROCEDURE INTERRUPT 47H, 
ENABLE, 
OUTPUT (PORTS2) =-BUFF.OUT . 
OUTPUT (CMD$3, -BBH, 
END LP, 

I *********** •• **************************.**************.*.******* ••• ** * SEND A BYTE TO THE SER I AL PORTS * 
**********.*************.** ••••• *.*****************.*.*******'*** •••• */ 

53 I TXD. PROCEDURE INTERRUPT 45H, 
54 :2 DECLARE 

MESSAGE BASED MESSAGE.PTR C I' BYTE, 
I BYTE. 

55 :2 ENABLE, 
5<!o :2 I-MESSAGE C -J ) , 
57 :2 IF 100 

THEN OUTPUTCTX$BUFF,=!. 
59 2 ELSE OUTPUTCRSUINTl-TRANSMlT$INT, 
60 2 ..)=,)+1. 
61 :2 OUTPUT (CMO$a) =88 .... 
62 2 END TXDJ 

<!o3 END INUMOD. 

MODULE INFORMATION 

CODE AREA SIZE 
CONSTANT AREA SIZE = 
VARIABLE AREA SI ZE 
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE = 
IBI LINES READ 
o PROGRAM WARNINGS 
o PROGRAM ERRORS 

END OF PL/M-B<!o COMPILATION 

OIBDH 
007BH 
0003H 
0022H 

4450 
1200 

3D 
340 
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SERIES-III PL'M-Bb VI 0" COMPILATION, OF MODUL.E BUFFMOD 
OB~ECT MODULE PLACED IN F\ BUFF OB~ 
COMPILER INVOKED BY PLMBb Bb Fl BUFF SRC 

3 

4 1 
5 ~ 

6 ~ 

7 2 

/ *** .***** *** ........ ** ... *. **'* ......... ** ... * *.* .... *,.** ... ** *** *** *. *.** *.* *** ****.*.*. 
* * BUFFER MODULE INSERTS AND REMOVES CHARACTERS FROM FIFO 

REPORTS SER IAL RECEIVE ERRORS AND * 
RE-PROGRAMS SERIAL PORTS * 

•• * •• *** ..................... ** .................. *****.*.** ••• ******* ••• *, 
.DEBUG 
BUFF'MOD DO • 
• NOLIST 

DECLARE 
MESSAGE.PTR POINTER 
~ BYTE 
OK (1) BYTE 
aREA'" e 1 ) BYTE 
PAR lTY ( 1 ) BYTE 
FRAME ( 1 ) BVTE 
OVER.RUN (1) BYTE 
SERIAL.FORMATe 1 )BYTE 
PORTSPTR BYTE 

FIFO(8192) 
IN.POINTER 
OUTSPOINTER 
BUFFER.STATUS 

BYTE. 
WORD 
WORD 
BYTE 

PUBLIC. 
PUBLIC. 
EXTERNAL. 
EXTERNAL. 
EXTERNAL. 
EXTERNAL. 
EXTERNAL. 
EXTERNAe •. 
FXTERNAL, 

PUBLIC 
PUBLIC. 
PUBLIC. 

1.* •• ******** •• ****.********.************************** •••• *********** 
INSERT CHARACTER INTO FIFO * 

******* ••• *** •••• *.*.*.***.***.*****.****.*****.:*'*._.**************,.*.1 
BUFF.IN PROCEDURE (CHAR) PUBLIC. 
DECLARE 

CHAR BYTE. 

IF «DUFFER$STATUS=EMPTV) AND «(CHAR=LF) OR (CHAR=CR») 
THEN 

DO. 
B 3 
9 3 

OUTPUT<SETSINTI=HANDSHAKESINT. 1* Enable two-Wlre hoilnd.h.kIP lntlP"rupt */ 
BUFFERSSTATUS=INUSE. 

10 :3 OUTPUT(PORT$2~:O. 1* Output NULL chararter to get 
the lntA!'r'rupt started *1 

11 :3 END. 

12 2 FIFO(INSPOHHER):-:-CHAH. 1* Put CHAR lnta f IFn ,;lind Inl rt'm~'nt pOlntf'" .' 
13 2 IN.POINTER,:,( (IUPOINTl:.RH) AND IFFFHL 

14 ;;> IF 1«(I1~"POIrHF:R"4) At·m IFf"I-HI·llLJrt."OJIHlR),''It If tht' huitf" fl,ll ..,tl)P l't>lt'.lt\tlfl fI 

THEN 
15 2 DO. I. Send CT~~ fALSE. .md light up buffel' full Ill) Ij, 

210907-44 
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II. 3 
17 3 
18 3 
19 2 

ao I 
ill 1/ 
il2 2 
23 1 
14 iI 

illI 1 
2' ::I 
27 ::I 
28 3 
29 3 
30 3 

31 II 

32 II 
33 3 
34 3 
3' 3 

37 II 

3S I 
39 2 

40 2 

41 2 
42 2 

43 2 
44 2 

4' 2 
41> 2 

47 O! 

49 3 
'0 3 

AP-153 

BUFFPIOll 

OUTPUHPORT.II-( (INPUT(PORno OR 40H) AND 7FH). 
BUFFER.S T ATUSaFULL • 

END, 
END lUFF. IN, 

I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••• 
* 111l'1li11£ CHARACTER FROM FIFO * ...................................................................... , 

IUFF.OUT PROCEDURE BVTE PUILIC. 
DECLARE CHAR BYTE, 
CHAllooFIFO(OUTtPOINTER) • 
QUTtP01NTER-( (OUTtPOINtIR+I) AND IFFFH). 
IF QUTtPOINTER-IN$POINTER /* If \h. '"Her .. '""TY d ... bl. tho out,ut to LP *' 

THIN 
DO, 

DISABLE. 
IUFFERtSTATUS"I""TY • 
OUTPUT (RSTtlNT) _HANDBHIIIIUINT. 
ENABLE. 

END. 

'* If U. bu' ... 10 tI"~ to fill up aga." thin .. "d CTS TRUE *' 
ELIE IF «BUFFERISTATUS-FULL) AND «( (OUnpOINTER-O!OO) AND IFFFH)·INt~OINTERII 

THEN 
DOJ /* Tv,," .f' bu'fet-full L.ED .nlt tu"" on eTa *' 

OUTpUTCPORT.O-CC INPUT (PORUII AND OBFHI 011 BOH), 
BUFFERtSTATUI-INUBE. 

END. 
RETURN CHAR, 

END BUFF.OUt, 

/ ..................................................................... ** 
* S£ND ERROR MrSIIAGE TO SER IAL PORT * 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ***.* ••••••••• *, 

ERROR PROCEDURE (STATUS) PUBLIC. 
DECLARE liT A TUS BYTE • 

M£SSAQ£ • ASED MESSAQ£tPTR ( I ) BYTE. 

IF (STATUS AND OO!H»O 
THEN 

STATUS-O!, 
ELS£ IF (STATUS AND 04Hl>O 

THEN 
STATUII-3. 

ELSE IF (IITATUS AND OIH):>O 
THEN 

STATUS-4. 
ELIE IF (STATUS AND OIH);).O 

THEN 
STATUII_I. 

DO CASE STATUS, 

MESSAGEtPTR-.FRAME (0) • 
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51 3 
52 3 
53 3 
54 3 

" 2 
50 :/ 

" :/ 
5a :/ 

,. I 
100 2 

61 :/ 
102 3 

63 :/ 

114 :/ 

., 2 
lob 3 
.7 3 
loa 3 
II. 3 

70 2 

71 :/ 
72 3 

73 :/ 

74 2 
7S :I 

,. 

MESSAQE.PTA .. tOVER.RUN« 0) • 
MESSAGUPTR-.PAR I TV (0) • 
MESSAQUPTR-.BAEAK (0) . 

END, 

~~~~UT(SET.INT~:T::~~:I~:J~;~ond ch.r.ct.r in .tl'~ng *1 

OUTPUT (TXnUFF) -MESSAGE (0). 
END ERROR. 

I •••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• • AELOAD SEA IAL PORT CONF I GUAE BYTE" • ................................................... .,. ................. , 
PROORAII: PROCEDURE PUDL! C. 

DECLARE TEIIP BYTE. 
CHAR BYTE. 

DO WHILE (JNPUTCSTATUS."EQ) AND 40H)-Oi '* W.it for next bVt. *' 
END. 

CHAA-INPUTCRXeIUFF) ; 

IF CHAR-O 
THEN 

DO. 

END. 

OUTPUT (RECEIVE_TIllER) -70. 
CALL BUFFSIN <CHAR). 
RETURN. 

TEIIP- <CHAR AND OFH). 

DO WHILE (INPUTCaTATUUREQ) AND 40H)-0. 
END. 

TEIIP-C1NPUTCRXBUFF) AND OFH) OR SHLCTEIIP.41. 

aERIAL.FORIIAT CSHACPOATtPTR. 3) )-TEIIP. 
END PAOGAAII. 

END IUFF_II0D, 

IIODULE I NFORIIATI ON. 

CODE ARIA SIZE - 0lE4H 
CONITANT AAEA SIZE. OOOOH 
VIIIIIIIILE IIAEII SIZE - ;ZOOIH 
MIIXlI'IUK ITIICY. SIZE - OOOIlH 
II' L.INEI AEIID 
o PAOIIRI\K WIIANINGS 
o PIIOIIIII\K EAAOAS 

END OF PL./II-SII COIIP I LIITI ON 

4a4D 
OD 

a203D 
10D 
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SERIES-III PL/M-B6 V1 0 COMPILATION OF MClDUL.l PON .MOD 
OB')ECT MODULE PLACED IN n PON (J~" 
COMPILER INVO!'.EI> BY PLMB6 9t> Fl PDN SRC 

5 :z 

b :2 

7 O! 

9 :z 

9 :z 
10 :2 

11 O! 

12 O! 

13 O! 

14 :z 
U 2 
17 :z 

IB :z 

SDEBUg 

,****.*. *****.* ............ *. -_.* ** ...... *.* •• ** .. *** ••••• * ................ *** •••• 
* * -* POWER ON' INITIALIZAnON OF THE L.INE PRINtE"R MULTIPLEXER * 

* •• * .. *.* ........... *. *** ........... ***** ..... *._ .... **"'*.***** •••• ** *.**** *** ••• *.*1 

PON_MOD DO. 

SNOLIST 

oeCLARE BUFFERSSTATUS BYTE 
INSPOINTeR WORD 
OUT.POINTER WORD 
PORTSPTR BYTE 
SERIALSFORMAl C9/BVTE 

POWERSON PROCEDURE PUBLIC. 

DECLARE I BVTE. 

DISABLE. 

EXTERNAL. 
EXTERNAL. 
EXTERNAL. 
EXTERNAL. 
E"XTERNAI • 

,* INITIALIZE THE MUART *' 

OUTPUTCCMDSI )-010000118. 

OUTPUTCCMOS21-10110100B. 

OUTPUTCCMDS3)-01l11111B. 
OUTPUT (CMDU> -1011000IB. 

OUTPUT (MODE )-1000010IB. 

'*90BI> MODE. FREO"I!'.H. • 1 STOP BIT.. .. 
7 BITS'CHARACTER" 

,00DO PARITV. SVSTEM CLOC!'.-1 024 MH .... 
9bOO bps.' ' 

'_CLEAR CMOS3 REGISTER*' 
'*RE"SET, INTERRUPT ACI<NOWLEOQE ENABLE" ... 

NESTED INTERRUPT MODE*, 
'*CASCAOE TIMERS 35 FOR THE 

RECEIVUTlMESOUT TIMER. BVTE OUTPUT MOOEo, 

OUTPUT(PORTS1'CTRU-II111000B. ,oPORT 1 RTS-INPUT. THE REST ARE OUTPUTS*' 

OUTPUTCPORTSI )-11000000B, '*POINT TO THE FIRST PORT. eTS IS F." 
AND BUFFER IS NOT FULLo' 

,* INITIAL.IZe FLAGS. VARIABLES. AND ARRAVS *' 
DUFFER'STATUS-EMPTV. 
IN'POINTER-O. OUTSPOINTER-O. 
PORTSPTR-O. 

DO 1-0 TO 7. 
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PL/t1-Bb COMP ILER 

19 :l 

020 :l 

021 02 END POWEA*ON. 

MODULE INFORMATION. 

CODE AREA SIZE • OOllBH BBD 
CONSTANT AREA SIZE. OOOOH 00 
VARIABLE AREA SIZE. OOOIH 10 
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE - 00002H 20 
9B LINES READ 
o PROGRAM WARNINGS 
o PROGRAM ERRORS 

END OF PL/M-Bb COMPILATION 

AP·153 

I_ ON POWER-UP ALL EIGHT SER IAL PORTS 
DEFAULT TO 9600 bps. ODD PARITY. AND 
7 BITS/CHARACTER_I 
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APPENDIX B 

f-L/M- eo (..(}Mf'll F '" 

ISIS-II PL/M-80 V4 0 COMPILAlION OF MOVULE WRIT!,",10D 
OBJECT MODULE PLACED IN F I WR ITE OB.! 
COMP ILER INVOKED BY F01 PLMBO F I WR ITE SRC 

3 

4 

, 2 
i> 01 

7 

8 2 
9 2 

10 

.DEBUC 
WR I TE.MOD DO. 

, ............................................ ** ••• * ••••• ******* ... ***.* •• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

WRITE PROGRAM READS A FILE ~ROM A DISK AND CQPIE~ 
IT TO SERIAL CHANNEl. 01 ON nl"- "OS 

SYNTAX OF WRITE WRITE DEVICE NAME t.xrENSION 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* •••••••••••••••••••••••• *** •••• ** ...................... * ••••• * •••• ****** I 

DECLARE LIT 
USARnDATA 
USARnSTATUS 
RTS 
TXEN 
RXE 
CR 
LF 
TAB 
SP 
ESC 
FORM.FEED· 

LITERALLY 
LIT 
LIT 
LIT 
LIT 
LIT 
LIT 
LIT 
LIT 
LIT 
LIT 
LIT 

DECLARE AFUIN ADDRESS. 
FILENAME (1') BYTE. 
STATUS ADDRESS. 
BUFFER (30!000) BYTE. 
ACTUAL ADDRESS. 
CHAR.COUNT ADDRESS. 
BYE(42) BYTE INITIAL 

'LITERALLY', 
·OFi>H'. 
'OF7H , 
'01OH', 
'OIH', 
'04H'. 
'ODH', 
'OAH'. 
'09H'. 
'01OH', 
'IBH'. 
'OCH'. 

('WROTE ' 10. O. O. 0. O. o. O. O. 0. o. O. O. 0. O •• TO THE L.INE PRINTER', OAH, ODH), 
I ADDRESS. 
J BYTE. 

, ................................................................. * •••••••••• 
* EXTERNAL SVSTEM LIB PROCEDURES * 
•••••••• * .............. **.**.*** •••• , •••••• ** ..... ** ...................... , 

OPEN 
PROCEDURE (AFTNPTR. FILE. ACCESS. MODE. STATUS) EXTERNALl 
DECLARE (AFTNPTR. FILE, ACCESS, MODE, STATUS> ADDRESS. 

END OPEN. 

READ 
PROCEDURE (AFTN. BUFFER. COUNT. ACTUAL. STATUS) EXTERNAL. 
DECLARE (AFTN. BUFFER. COUNT. ACTUAL. STATUS) ADDRESS. 

END READ. 

WRITE 
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PL/I'I-IO COI'IP ILER 

II 2 
12 2 

13 

14 2 
U 2 

I. 
17 2 
II 2 

I~ 

20 2 

21 

22 2 
23 3 
24 2 

2. 

27 

2S 

2~ 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

3. 

PROCEDURE CAFTN. BUFFER"COONT. STATUI) EXTERNAL. 
DECLARE (AFTN. BUFFER. COUNT. STATUS) ADDRESS. 

END WRITE. 

CLOSE 
PROCEDURE CAFTN. STATUS) EXTERNAL. 
DECLARE CAFTN. STATUS) ADDRESS. 

END CLOSE. 

ERROR 
PROCEDURE (ERRNUI'I) EXTERNAL. 
DECLARE (ERRNUI'I) ADDRESS. 

END ERROR. 

EXIT 
PROCEDURE EXTERNAL. 

END EXIT. 

, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* WAIT UNTIL USART TRANlI'IITTER IS READY * 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .., ••••••••••• *.*** ••• *** ••• *, 

TXRDY 
PROCEDURE. 
DO WHILE, ( CINPUTCUSARTSSTATUS) AND OIH) .0 ). 
END. 

END TXRDY. 

1 •• **** ••••• • ••••• ** •••••••• *** •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ****.*.**** •• 
* BEGIN ""'IN PROGRAI'I * 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••• * ••••• * •••• ****1 

BESIN 
STATUS-O, 

CALL READe 1, FILENAPIE. Ut. ACTUAL.. STATUS), '* R •• d In file and path n ..... , 

REPEAT 

IF STATUS <> 0 
THEN 

SO TO DONE. 

CALL OPEN( AFTSIN. FILENAI'IE. I. O. STATUS). 1* Open up the hIe *1 

IF STATUS <> 0 
THEN 

SO TO DONE. 

CALL READCAFTSIN. BUFFER. 32000. ACTUAL. STATUS)' 

IF STATUS <> 0 
THEN 

GO TO DONE. 

DUTPUTCUSARTtSTATUS). RTS OR TXEN. 
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.... ll M-Sr) 1..\..1 ...... ILf.,.. 

37 

38 I 
39 2 
40 2 
41 2 

42 

43 2 

44 2 
45 3 
410 :3 
47 :3 

48 :3 
49 4 
50 4 
51 4 
52 4 
53 :3 

54 2 

55 2 
510 :3 
57 3 
58 :3 

59 2 
100 3 
101 :3 
62 3 

63 :3 

64 :3 

65 :3 
66 :3 
67 2 

68 

69 

70 
71 
72 

IF AUFFER<Ol:;.FORMIFEED /* If ttle 'lr~t. Chd1 ... t.t,i'T t~ • form f •• d 

lH£N 
DO, 

BUFFE.R (0) -OOH, 
CHAR.COUNT- -1. 

END, 

remo ...... It '-';HItI ft"f:'d'!lo Inserted at the 
end 0# a fl1 ... , 

DO I "" 0 TO (ACTUAL - I), 

END· 

IF (DUFFER(II-TAB) 1* Rrpl05c@ rAB ch."ar.tt'T''5 wIth the 

ELSE 

THEN 
DO, 

END, 

approprIate number 04' SpilC •• *1 

CALL TXRDV, , 
OUTPUT (USARTSDATA) =SP, 
CHAR.COUNT-CHARtCOUNT+ 1 J 

DO WHILE (<CHAR.COUNT AND 0007H)';: 0), 
CALL TXRDV, 

END, 

OUTPUT (USARTSDATA) =SP, 
CHAR$COUNT-CHARSCOUNl + I, 

IF nUFFER(I}=E:SC 1* If outputtIng ESC, then output d 
o nekt so the LPM does not gr.t 

THEN 
00 .J=O TO 1-

CALL TXRDY, 

r!'-proqrammed *1 

OUTPUT (USARTSDATA) -D. 
END. 

ELSE 1* If theo chaT'act.r 15 not an ESC aT' TAB then output' It *1 
DO, 

CALL TXRDY. 
OUTPUT (USART.OATA).l:BUFFER ( I), 
IF (DUFFER"): IFH AND BUFFER" )<>7FH) 

THEN 1* Only Increment CHAR'$COUNT 
foT' pTlntabl& chaT'.acters *1 

CHAR"COUNT=CHAR"COUNT+1, 

IF ( (DUFFER") =CR) OR (DUFFER") =LF) ) 
THEN 1* R.set CHAR.COUNT for CR or LF *1 

CHAR.COUNT=O, 
END, 

IF ACTUAL 32000 I*If the 111e is more than :J2~, get some more dolt. *1 
THEN 

GO TO REPEAT, 

CALL TXRDY, '''' TeT'mlnoilte fl1e wIth CR, LF", and FF *' 
OUTPUT < USART.OATA l=CR, 
CALL TXRDV, 
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PL/M-80 COMP ILER 

73 
74 
75 

76 

77 

78 1 
79 2 

80 2 
81 2 
B2 2 

B3 

B4 

BS 

B6 

B7 

OUTPUT (U$ART.OAl A) =LF. 
CALL TXRDV, 
OUTPUT (USART.OATA) =FORMSFEEO. 

OUTPUT(USART.STATUS)=~XE OR TXEN. 1* Shut off RTS *1 

CALL CLOSE (AFTSIN. STATUS). 

00 1=0 TO 14. 1* Output S19" off message *1 

END, 

IF FILENAME( I )=CR 
THEN 

GO TO SKIP, 
BVE( I+5)=FILENAME( J ),' 

SKIP CALL WRITE(Q. BVE.42. STATUS), 

GO TO NEXT, 

DONE 
CALL ERROR (STATUS l. 

NEXT 
CALL EXIT, 

END WR ITE.MOD, 

MODULE INFORMATION 

CODE AREA SIZE • 0209H 
VAR lADLE AREA SIZE c 7D44H 
MAX I MUM STACK 51 ZE = OOOBH 
191 LINES READ 
o PROGRAM ERRORS 

END OF PL/I'I-BO COI'IP ILATION 

5210 
3206BD 

BD 
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APPENDIX C 
MUART REGISTERS 

8085 Mode: AD3 AD2 AD1 ADO 
8085 Mode: AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 

0000 

0001 

0010 

Timer Frequency Select 
'---- 8086 Mode Enable 

'------ Interrupt on Bit Change 
'-------- Break·in Detect Enable 

'----------- Stop Bit Lensth 
'---------------- Character Bit Length 

I PEN I EP I CI I CO I B3 I B2 I BI I BO I 

T Baud Rate Select I Command 1 

System Clock Divider 
'--------------- Even Parity 

'---------------- Parity Enable 

I SET I RxE I IAE 1 NIE LENO\SBRKtrBRKjRSTJ 

Col mml,nd 3 I I L Software Reset 

L_~===: Transmit Break 
Single Character Break 

'-------- End of Interrupt 
L. __________ Nested Interrupt Enable 

l_~· ============ Interrupt Acknowledge Enable Receiver Enable 
'---------------- Bit Set/Reset 
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0011 

0100 

0101 

0110 

0101 

0110 

1111 

AP-153 

I T3S I T24 hsc I cnl cnlp2C21p2Cllp2Coi 

MOdi I Port 2 Control 
Counter/Jimer 2 
Counter ITimer 3 

L-___________ Timer 5 Retriggerable 

'--------------- Cascade Counter/Timer 2 & 4 
L-_______________ Cascade Counter/Timer 3 & 5 

Output/Input of Port I pins 

(Write only) 

L7 L6 LS I L4 I u I L2 L1 I LO I Enable 
Set Interrupts 

. 210907-56 

210907-57 

210907-58 

(Write only) 

L7 L6 LS 1L4I U I L2 L1 I LO I Disable 
Reset Interrupts 

210907-59 

(Read only) 

L7 L6 LS I L4 I u·1 L2 L1 I LO I Interrupt Levels Enabled 
Interrupt Enable 

210907-60 

(Read only) 

Interrupt Level in Service 
210907-61 

(Write only) 

I 0 I RS4 I RS3 I RS2 I RSI I RSO ITME IDSel 

I Modification I I Disable Start Bit Check 

I Transmit Mode Enable 
Receiver ~ampling Point 

210907-62 
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Status Register 

(Read only) 

1111 I INTIRBFITBEITRE IBO I PE I DE I FE I 

I I Framing Error/Transmission Mode 
Indication 
Overrun Error 
Parity Error 
Break Detect or Break-in Oetect 
Transmitter Register Empty 
Transmitter Buffer Empty 
Receiver Buffer Full 
Interrupt Pending 

ResponsetolNTA 

BOBS-Mode (FiSi instruction in response to iN'i'A) 

OS 04103 
... ~-L~-L~I::~~~I~~~~~~~ __ 

BOBS-Mode (Interrupt Vector in response to iN'i'A) 

Interrupt Level 

o 0 0 0 02 1 01 1 00 1 
'-~"-"-'--"-"-"-...L..-=-...L..lIC~~~~' ~_ Interrupt Level 
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INTRODUCTION 

A primary goal of microcomputer system design is to 
provide the required functionality and flexibility with 
the fewest number of components. The 8256AH Multi
function Peripheral is designed specifically to meet 
these conflicting requirements. Four of the most com
mon microcomputer system functions, previously re
quiring up to four separate MSI or LSI devices, are 
combined into one LSI device. The 8256AH incorpo
rates a serial asynchronous communication channel, 
two 8-bit parallel I/O ports, five 8-bit timer/count
ers and an eight level priority interrupt controller in 
one 40 pin package. Its flexible design allows it to 
directly interface to most microprocessors, including 
Intel's MCS-85, iAPX-86, iAPX-88, iAPX-186 and 
iAPX-188, and the MCS-48 and MCS-51 family of sin
gle-chip microcomputers. 

This application note describes using the 8256AH to 
implement a Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) 
RS-232C serial asyncrhonous communication link with 
the control signals necessary to interface to a Bell 
103/212A modem. The interface requires' a total of 
nine interface signals. Three of these signals, TxD, RxD 
and CTS, are provided by the UART section of the 
8256AH. The balance of the RS-232C interface signals 
are implemented using six of the independently pro
grammable parallel PORT llines. In addition, the ap
plication design provides an eight bit parallel I/O port 
with handshaking signals. The on-chip priority inter
rupt controller enables the RS-232C serial interface and 
the parallel interface to operate on an interrupt basis. 
The 8256AH uniquely addresses the complexities of 
implementing an RS-232C communications interface. 
By utilizing the built-in hardware and software features 
of the 8256AH, the design achieves flexibility with sim
plicity, qualities often exclusive of one another. 

2 WIRE 
HANDSHAKE 

Previous solutions required four components to imple
ment the same interface. Figure 1 illustrates the basic 
system block diagrams for the two solutions. In Figure 
la the 8251A Programmable Communications Inter
face provides the UART serial communications inter
face. The 8254 Programmable Interval Timer provides 
baUd rate generation and other timing functions, such 
as time-out loops, needed for software support of an 
RS-232C interface. These are especially needed if the 
RS-232C channel is to operate in an interrupt system 
environment. The 8255A Programmable Peripheral In
terface provides parallel I/O with one port dedicated to 
the RS-232C control signals. The 8259A Priority Inter
rupt Controller provides an eight level priority inter
rupt structure. This represents a total of 120 device pins 
compared to the single 40 pin 8256AH, and 465 mA 
current requirement verses a 160 rnA current require
ment. Figure Ib represents the 8256AH solution incor
porating the four functions in one package. 

In some data communication applications only three 
lines - ground, Transmit Data and Receive Data - are 
used for serial communication .. An example is commu
nication between an ASCII terminal or printer and a 
personal computer. These devices are usually located 
close to one another and in general do not require the 
additional control signals of the EIA RS-232C serial 
communications standard. In other data communica
tions applications, this same equipment requires that 
the integrity of the serial communications link be con
stantly monitored. This enables the host system to con
trol the data trransmission at all times, whether it be a 
host computer or intelligence local to a communica
tions device, such as an ASCII terminal. The need for 
control and monitoring of the serial line is particularly 
important when the communications link is over tele
phone lines using a modem. In a Switched Network, 
where a number of serial devices share the same com
munications line, the control signals are crucial to the 
system's multiplexing the single line. 

RxD 1lcD 

231125-1 

Figure 1a. System Block Diagram Without the 8256AH 
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PARALLEL 
110 WITH 
2 WIRE 

HANDSHAKE 

RxD llcD 
SERIAL 110 

231125-2 

Figure 1b. System Block Diagram With the 8256AH 

This Application Note assumes that the reader is famil
iar with the 8256AH Data Sheet and with the RS-232C 
communication protocol and terminology. A complete 
software listing is provided in Appendix A. A complete 
description and definition of the RS-232C interface 
standard may be found in the book "Data Communica
tions: A Users Guide" by Kenneth Sherman, Reston 
Publishing 1981. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE 8256AH 

The 8256AH combines four commonly used peripheral 
functions into one device (see Figure 2); 

h A full-duplex, double-buffered serial asynchronous 
Receiver/Transmitter (DART) with an on-chip 
Baud Rate Generator. 

2. Two 8-bit parallel I/O ports; One bit programmable, 
One nibble programmable. 

3. Five 8-bit timer/counters; 4 can be cascaded to form 
2 16-bit timer/counters 

4. An 8-level priority interrupt controller. 

The 8256AH uses the standard bus control signals 
compatible with Intel's family of peripherals and mi. 
croprocessors. The microprocessor interface utilizes a 
multiplexed address/data bus. Four of th,e eight ,ad
dress/ data lines are used to generate the register ad
dress. This enables all of the 8256AH's functionality to 
be contained in a 40 pin package while, retaining direct 
register addressing. 

The sixteen directly addressable internal read/write 
registers provide control for all of the 8256AH's vari
ous functions. Fourteen of the registers are read/write, 
one, the Status Register, is read only and one, the Mod
ification Register, is write only. Three Command Reg
isters configure the operating environment including 
the type of CPU, 8 or 16 bit, and system clock frequen
cy. Command Register Three provides bit set-reset ca
pability for control of such functions as End of Inter
rupt, Nested Interrupts, Interrupt Acknowledge and 
UART Receive Enable. The Status Register provides 
all information about the UART's transmitter and re
ceiver, and the state of the interrupt (INT) output pin 
to the microprocessor. The Mode Register defines the 
configuration of the two parallel ports and the five tim
er/ counters. The write only MOdificati<1n Register is 
used to alter two standard functions of the receiver, 
start bit sampling and to enable a special indicator flag 
for half-duplex operation. In addition, six registers con
trol the two parallel ports. Two registers provide for 
UART Transmit and Receive Buffers. Ten registers are 
used for timer!counter interface, and four registers pro
vide for Priority Interrupt Controller support. 

TheUART section of the 8256AH features a full-du
plex dpuble-buffered transmitter and receiver with sep
arate control registers. The internal baud rate generator 
provides the thirteen common sampling rates from 50 
bps t6 19.2 kbps. An external baud rate clock can also 
be used, with programmable choice of IX, 32X or 64X 
sampling rates. 

The two parallel I/O ports can be configured as two 
independent 8-bit parallel I/O ports, or as one 8-bit 
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AD().AD4 

DB5-DB7 

cs ---t 
RD ---t 
WR -~-.. 'BUS 

ALE --_ .. CONTROL 
RESET LOGIC 

PORT 1 
COUNTER 
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SYSTEM 
CLOCK 

PRESCALER 

BAUD 
RATE 

GENERATOR 

CLK 

RxD 
1lcD 
RxC 
1lcC 
ffii 

INTA --_ .. INTERRUPT 
CONTROLLER .. --- EXTINT INT _--I 

231125-3 

Figure 2. 8256AH Internal Block Diagram 

parallel port with ACK/OBF and STB/IBF two wire ' 
handshake signals. In the latter configuration, the six 
remaining I/O lines may be used as either independent
ly programmable I/O lines, or as predefined special 
function inputs andlor outputs, such as a second exter
nal interrupt input or timer/counter inputs. 

The five 8-bit programmable timer/counters are binary 
presettable downcounters. In addition, an independent 
on-chip Baud Rate Generator is provided, for the 
UART. The clock sources for the timers/counters may 
be either internal or external - via programmed parallel 
port pins - depending upon whether they are configured 
as timers or counters. Four of the timer/counters may 
be cascaded to form two 16-bit timer/counters. Each of 
the five timer/counters has its own read/write register. 

," 

The eight level priority interrupt controller has twelve 
possible interrupt sources. Ten of the sources are inter
nal and two are external. One of the external interrupt 
sources is a fixed pin; EXTINT. The second is one of 
the parallel Port I pins which can be programmed as an 
external interrupt source. The twelve interrupt sources 
are internally mapped to the eight interrupt priority 
levels. 

The interrupt controller may be programmed to oper
ate in either a Normal or Nested Interrupt Mode. In 
Normal Mode any interrupt may interrupt any other 
interrupt based upon the enable/disable bits in the In
terrupt Enable, or Mask, Register. In the Nested Mode 
only an interrupt of higher piority may interrupt one of 
lower priority, again based upon the bits in the Enable 
Register. 

The 8256AH interrupt structure supports both 8085 
and 8086 interrupt vectoring methods via the INTR 
and INT A signals. In vectored interrupt operation the 
8256AH places the interrupt vector address on the data 
bus during the INTA sequence. In addition the 
8256AH supports non-vectored interrupt interfaces, 
such as MCS-51 and MCS-48 systems. In non-vectored 
interrupt applications the host system simply reads, the 
interrupt vector address from the Interrupt Address 
Register of the 8256AH. Reading the interrupt address 
register clears the INT pin and acknowledges that the 
interrupt has been serviced. This is the functional 
equivalent t6 an INTA sequence generated by'the host 
processor. 
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DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

Hardware Description 

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of this application's 
system design. The microprocessor used is an 
iAPX-186 with two 8256AH's for parallel and serial 
I/O, as well as for providing a variety of system sup
port functions. One 8256AH is used to implement both 
the RS-232C modem interface and provide multiplexed 
parallel I/O. The system uses the Intel 957B System 
Monitor for control of the system hardware and soft
ware development support. The second 8256AH is used 
for basic serial communication between an ASCII ter
minal and the Intel 957B System Monitor residing in 
16K bytes of EPROM. The two 8256AHs provide a 
total of six I/O channels - two UARTs and four paral
lel I/O ports. 

When one of the 8256AHs is configured for the serial 
RS-232C interface, one of its parallel ports, Port 1 pins 
2-7, provides control signals for the serial interface. 
Four of the RS~232C control signals (CTS, DSRS, DSR 
and CD) are OR'd to the EXTINT pin of the 8256AH. 
If any of these signals change from their defined state, 
an interrupt is generated to the 8256AH. The modem 
driver software then responds to the interrupt by read
ing the Port 1 register, determines the signal generating 
the interrupt and responds accordingly (see the soft
ware listing; INT-MOD). In addition to the RS-232C 
control signals, the communications software can sup
port all ofthe standard UART error conditions such as 
framing errors, underrun, overrun and parity, if parity 
is enabled. 

Parallel 1/0 With Handsh,aklng 

The remaining two Port 1 lines, not used for the 
RS-232C control signals, provide ACK/OBF and 
STBIIBF handshaking signals for parallel Port 2. In an 
environment which utilized the second parallel port, 
while implementing the above described RS-232C 
channel, both would operate on an interrupt basis. The 
interrupt software algorithm depends upon whether the 
parallel port is configured as input. or output, and 
whether Nested or Normal interrupt mode is pro
grammed. If Nested Interrupt Mode is used, the soft
ware flow would default to parallel input or output (as 
programmed) with Port 2 handshaking the lowest pri
ority interrupt. The serial channel would then interrupt 
parallel Port 2 transmission whenever the serial chan
nel transmitted or received a character. The RS-232C 
control signals, OR'd to the External Interrupt 
(EXTINT) pin, would have the highest interrupt con
troller priority. The Software Description below de
scribes this in greater detail. 

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 

Serial RS-232C Interface 

The software is written in PLIM.and is broken up into 
four separate modules, each containing several proce
dures. A block diagram of the software structure is giv~ 
en in Figure 4. The modules· are identified by the dotted 
boxes, and the procedures are identified by the solid 
boxes. Two or more procedures connected by a solid 
line means the procedure above calls the procedure be
low. The procedures without any solid lines connecting 
them are interrupt procedures. They are entered when 
the 8256AH interrupts the 80186 and vectors an indi
rect address to the 80186. 

The Serial RS-232C Interface software uses nested in
terrupts. The priority of the interrupt procedures is giv
en in Figure 5. 

The priority of the interrupts' is not programmable but 
they are logically oriented so that for this application 
the priority is correct. The serial receiver should have 
the highest priority since it could have overrun errors. 
Therefore the RxD request can interrupt any other in· 
terrupt service routine thus preventing any possibility 
of an overrun error. 

The Serial RS-232C Interface software is entered via a 
GO instruction from the 957B System Monitor console. 
The software fl1'St calls POWR-ON-INIT which ini
tializes the 8256AH. This sets the 8256AH to 8086 
Mode with parallel Port 2 in two wire handshake mode 
using Port 1 pin 0-1 for Port 2 handshaking. The ini
tialization configures six of the Port 1 lines, pins 2-7, 
for RS-232C handshaking-input or output depending 
upon the specific signal tied to the pin. Figure 6 illus
trates the defmition of each Port 1 RS-232C handshak
ing line and its direction. 

Both the Serial RS-232C Interface and the parallel in
terface with handshaking operate on an interrupt basis. 
Following initialization the software enters an endless 
loop and awaits an interrupt from one of three sources; 
Receive Data (RxD), Transmit Data (TxD) or the par
allel interface. In the serial interface idle state, neither 
transmitting nor receiving data, the software is con
stantly responding to TxD interrupts; a result of the 
Transmit ButTer (TBE) and/or Transmit Register 
(TRE) being continuely empty. When data is received 
by the RS-232C channel the RxD interrupt, being of 
higher priority, asserts its interrupt. 
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Figure 4. Block Diagram of the 8256AH Serial RS-232C Interface Software Structure 

Priority Source 

Highest 0 Not Used 
1 Not Used 
2 . External Interrupt (EXTINT) 
3 Not Used 
4 RxD Interrupt 
5 TxD Interrupt 
6 Timer 2 or 2 & 4 (16 bit) 
7 Port 2 Handshaking 

Figure 5. 8256AH Interrupt Source To Priority Level Map 

Port 1 
Circuit 1/0 Abrev. Signal Name 

PinNo. 

0 STB/ACK Parallel Port 2 
1 IBF/OBF Handshaking Signals 
2 CG I CTS Clear To Send 
3 CE I RI Ring Indicator 
4 CD 0 DTR Data Terminal Ready 
5 CI I DSRS Data Signal Rate Selector 
6 CF I RLSD Receive Line Signal Detector 

(or CD) (Carrier Detect) 
7 CC I DSR Data Set Ready 

Figure 6. Port 1 RS-232C Pin Definition 
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Although the parallel interface software is not imple
mented in the software listing of Appendix A, the algo
rithm for implementing multiplexed parallel and serial 
I/O is to input or output data on the parallel port dur
ing the relatively lengthy time required for serial com
munication overhead. The algorithm differs slightly 
during the serial channel idle state when the software 
responds to repetitive TxD interrupts. In this case the 
endless loop would detect the idle state repetitive TxO 
interrupts and disable the TxO interrupt for a short 
time while the parallel inputs or outputs data. This 
would require using one of the 8256AH timers to time 
out repetitive TxO interrupts. The timer used has to be 
lower in priority than the RxD interrupt to guarantee 
protection against overrun errors. Timer 2, or 2 and 4 ' 
cascaded if longer time delays are desired, provides the 
proper interrupt level as shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 7 shows the Receive Data (RxD) interrupt serv
ice routine software flowc art. Since two conditions can 
generate an RxD Interrupt the Software first reads the 
Status Register and checks for the, Break Detect 

(DB) bit being set. If· the BD bit is clear, no Break 
condition being present, the data byte is read, stripped 
to seven bits, for an ASCII character, and sent to the 
system console via a call to the 957B System Monitor 
Console Output (CO) ,routine. Upon return from the 
957B monitor call an End Of Interrupt (EO!) is sent to 
the 8256AH to reset the currently served interrupt level 
bit in the Interrupt Service Register. 

Figure 8 shows the Transmit Data (TxO) interrupt 
service routine software flowchart. There are three con
ditions which may cause a TxD Interrupt; TBE, TRE 
and Break-In Detect. The TxD service routine first 
reads the Status Register to determine if the interrupt 
source is the TBE (Transmit ButTer Empty), if not then 
the interrupt service routine returns to the MAIN
MOD loop. If TBE= 1 (true) then a data byte is read 
from the 957B System Monitor Console Input (CI) rou
tine. If the data byte is an ASCII character it is written 
to the 8256AH Transmit ButTer. The software exists via 
an EOI (End Of Interrupt) command to the, 8256AH 
then returns to the MAIN-MOD Rx-Tx-Loop. 

231126-6 

Figure 7. Receive Data Interrupt Service Routine 
, Software Flowchart 
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Figure a.Transmlt Data Interrupt Service Routine 
Software Flowchart 

RS-232C Control Signals Interrupt 
Structure 

The overall interrupt scheme is such that a change in a 
RS-232C handshake line causes an interrupt via the 
EXTINT pin on the 8256AH (see Figure 3 8256AH/ 
80186 Schematic). The EXTINT interrupt is of higher 
priority than either the RxD or TxD interrupt. This 
enables the RS-232C handshake signals to manage the 
receipt or transmission of data via the nested interrupt 
mode of the 8256AH. The EXTINT interrupt service 
routine first reads the Port 1 pins 2-7 data and com- ' 
pares it to default state for the signal requiring service. 
The EXTINT interrupt service routine then calls the 
appropriate handshake signal service, procedure as 
shown in the bottom module of Figure 4 Software 
Structure Block Diagram. 

Each of the individual RS-232C control signal service 
procedures displays' a message on the' 957B monitor 
console device indicating the, signal requiring a· re
sponse. The service procedure then either initiates spe
cific predefip.ed actions or prompts the user with op-

, tions. In a system which utilized file storage, such as a 
personal computer, the RS-232C software driver could 

pass a flag to the communications software, rather than 
a message. The communications software would in turn 
perform the same types of action but could also protect 
disk buffering files which might be open at the time of 
the inten'upt. Two examples of the RS-232C Control 
Signal interrupt service routines, CTS and DSRS, are 
describ~, below; 

If Clear To Send (CTS) changes state, the UART auto" 
matically disables the transmitter. The CTS interrupt 
service procedure initializes the 8256AH's internal 
Tim:er. If the timer times, out before CTS goes active 
again an inten;upt is generated, a second message is 
displayed at the 957B monitor console prompting the 
user, that the ,CTS line remains inactive. The options 
available at this point are to wait again, re-initializing, , 
Timer I, pr to disconnect the RS-232C channe1. 

If Data Signal Rate Selector (DSRS) changes state, the 
software prompts the user with a message that the Data 

'Rates of the two RS-232C channels are not the same 
and the user is given the option of altering the data rate. 
This application example was interfaced to a 103A12l2 
Bell modem and as such prompts the user to select 
between 300 or 1200 bps data rates. In the case of a 
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non-modem interface the routine could prompt the user 
for one of the thirteen standard data rates. The software 
then returns to the TxD/RxD software loop. The bal
ance of the interrupt service procedures for the 
RS-232C handshaking signals function in a similar 
manner. 

Depending upon the specific system design and soft
ware requirements, a variety of enhancements could be 
added to the system design. These could include inter
. rupt traps that initiate specific corrective options or 
cascading multiple 8256AHs each with an RS-232C in
terfaces as described above. An example of an interrupt 
trap might be auto redial upon time out for lack of 
Carrier Detect (CD) upon initiating a communications 
link, or automatic disk file update when a receive buffer 
approaches overflow. 

The ability of the 8256AH to be reprogrammed to meet 
the changing requirements of a system simplifies the 
overall system design and multiplies its capabilities. A 
simple reinitialization sequence could reconfigure the 
8256AH as a UART with two parallel ports or utilize 
any of the various special functions of the parallel Port 
1; e.g., an external timer input or an additional external 
interrupt input, etc. The reinitialization could also con-

2-231 

figure the 8256AH Multifunction Peripheral for a vari
ety of custom applications. 

CONCLUSION 

The functional integration of the 8256AH makes it 
ideal for designs which require maximum flexibility and 
simplicity of implementation. The implementation of 
the RS-232C serial channel modem interface and multi
plexed parallel I/O described in this application note 
represent a level of efficiency in peripheral performance 
and design previously unavailable. The 8256AH Multi
function Peripheral represents a savings of two-thirds 
the board space and power required by the previous 
four chip solution, with the added benefit of increased 
system reliability. The application note demonstrates 
the ease of implementing the variety of 1/0 capabilities 
and system support functions of the 8256AH. The inte
gration of four common microprocessor system func
tions into one VLSI device enables the designer to de
vote valuable resources to adding features to enhance 
the system design, adding performance and flexibility, 
and reducing the system's overhead. 
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APPENDIX A 

SOFTWARE LISTING 

PL/M-86 COMPILER MAINMOD 

SERIES-III PL/M-86 V2.3 COMPILATION OF MODULE MAINMOD 
OBJECT MODULE PLACED IN :F2:56.0BJ 
COMPILER INVOKED BY,: .PLM86.86: F2: 56 

1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

8256AH MULTIFUNCTION PERIPHERAL SIMPLIFIES 
MICROCOMPUTER 1/0 DESIGN 

Intel Corporation 
3065'Bowlrs Avenue 
Santa C lara. Ca. 95051 

* 
* 
* 
* • 
* 
* 
* * Wr.itten 'By Christopher Scott * 

* * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *( 

2 

$MOD186 DEBUG LARGE 
MAINMOD: 
DO; 

1* - - - - - - - - - - -
1* 8256AH Regist~r 
1* - - - - - - -
Declare Lit 

DCL 

True 
False 
Forever 
Pesl 
Cmdlrlg 
Cmd2rog 
Cmd3rog 
Modereg 

PortlCtrl1Reg 
SetIntReg 
EnIntRIg 
RstIntRIg 
IntAddrRog 
TxBuHReg 
RxBuffRog 

PartlR'g 
Port2Rog 
Tlmer lReg 
Timor2Rog 
Timer3Reg 
StatRlg 

Intrl 
Int,,:;! 
Intr3 

- - - - - - - - - - - - *1 
Value Constant Definitions *1 - - - - - *1 

Literally , 1 i terally' ~ 
lit 'Dec lare I, 

lit 'O.pfh I, 
lit 'Oh " 
lit 'wh il e l' • 
li~ '80h '. 
lit 'pc .1 + 0', 
lit 'pc s 1 + 2'. 
lit 'pcsl + 4'. 
lit 'pc 11 + 6', 

lit 'pc sl + 8', 
lit 'pesl + Oah '. 
lit 'pes 1 + Oah '. 
lit 'pcsl + Och " 
lit ' pcst + Och " 
lit 'pes! + O.h', 
lit 'pc al + Och I, 

lit 'pcsl + 10h '. 
lit 'pcs 1 + li2h I, 
lit 'pcsl + 14h I I 

lit 'pcsl + lah' • 
lit 'pcsl + lch' , 
lit ' pClt + ieh " 

lit 'pest + 40h '. 
lit 'csl + 01h I, 
lit 'pc .1 + 10h '. 

231125-8 
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PL/M-86 COMPILER MAINMOD 

3 

1* -
1* 
DCL 

Intr4 Iii: 

IntJlu.t lit 
SioTIEn lit 
SioTIRdV lit 
SioRIRdV lit 
Br.ak lit 
DhIntr lit 
StripToUh lit 
PorU_Strip lit 

Cmd1 lit 
Cmd2A lit 
Cmd2B lit 
Cmd3Clr lit 
Cmd3 lit 
Mod. lit 
EnRcvr lit 

A lit 
B lit 
DSR lit 
DSR]la. lit 
CD lit 
CD]la. lit 
DSRS lit 
DSRS]lag lit 
DTR lit 
RI lit 
CTS lit 
CTB]lag lit 

(Status. 
Hnd.hk....pin •• 
,) BVh. 

Char BVh 

M .... g • ....Ptr Point.r, 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
"-•• ag. D.claration. 

CTS.JISQ (*) Bvte Public 

DSR.JISQ (*) BVh Pub lic 
CD_MSQ (*) BVh Pub lie 
DSRS.JIBQ (*) BVh Pub lie 

CTS2.J1SQ (*) Bvte Pub lie 

'pcal + OSh', 

'ash', 
'10h " 
'20h " 
'40h I, 
'04h', 
'OOh " 
'7f" " 
'OfcH', 

'43h', 
'07h I, 
'09h " 
'7fh " 
'O.lh I, 
'OOh " 
'OcOh I, 

'41h " 
'42h " 
'BOh I, 
'SOh ~, 
'40h " 
'40h I, 
'20h', 
'20h " 
'10h " 
'OBh', 
'04h I, 
'04h', 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 
*1 

Dete ('CTS Dhabhd. R.Ceiv. D.ta .topped. '. 
OAH. ODH. 0). • 

Data ('DSR Dhabhd. ',OAH,ODH.OO). 
Data ('CD Dhabhd. ',OAH.ODH.OO). 
Deta ('Enter Baud Ret., A. 300 D. 1200 

(AlB) : '.00), 
Data ('CTS Dhebhd. Rec.ive Deta stopp.d. '. 

OAH. ODH. 00). 
B,..ak.JISQ (*) Bvt. Public Dat. ('Br.ak in R.eeiv. Oat •. ',OAH, ODH, 00), 

1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 

1* - - - - - - - - - - -'- - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 
1* Ext.rnel Procedur •• : *' 
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PL/M-86 COI'IPILER MAINI'IOD 

4 , 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 
14 

15 
16 

17 
18 

19 

20 

21 
22 
23 
24 

2' 

1 
2 
2 

1 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 
2 

2 
2 

2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

2 

*1 1* 
l* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 

MeO: 9'78 Monito~ Consol. Output Routine *1 
*1 

MCI: 9'78 "onito~ Consol. Input Rout in. *1 
*1 

- - .. ' '. - - - - - - - - - *1 

MCO: P~oc.du~.CCha~1 Ext.~nal. 
DCL Chu 8Vh. 

End MeO. 

Mel: P~oc.du~. 8Vh Ext.~nal. 
End MCI. 

1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 

1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 
1* IniUdi .. 82'6AH P~oc.dure *1 
Init'6: P~oc.du~ •• 

Disable. 
1* Output 82'6AH Init Data 
OutputCCmdlR.gl-Cmdl. 

OutputCCmdlR.,I-Cmd2A. 

OutputCCmdlR.gl-Cmd3CI~1 
OutputCCmdlR.gl-Cmd3. 

OutputCCmdlR.gl-EnRcv~. 
Output CCmdlR.g I-Mod., 

Call Load_lnt_Tabl.' 
Enable. 

*1 
1* 8086 mod •• f~.g-lkhz. 1 .top bit. 

and 7 bit cha~ *1 
1* odd pa~itv. ',vst.m clk-l. 024mhz. 
and 1200 bps *1 

1* cl.a~ cmd ~.g 3 *1 
1* ~ ••• t. it~ act .nabl.d. n •• t.d 

int~ mod. *1 
1* .nabl. ~.c.iv.~ *1 
1* ca.cad. tim.~. 3.'. fo~ the 

~ •• iv.~.tim.~.out tim.~. bVt •• 
output lIIod. *1 

End IniU6. 
1* - - - - - - - - - - - - -,- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - *1 

1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1* P~oc.du~.: 'Load Int.~~upt Add~ ... Vecto~. 
Load_Int_Tebl.: P~ocedu~. PubliC' 

Call S.t.lnt.~~uptC42H.EXTINTI. 
Call S.t.Int.~~uptC44H.R.c.iv._Cha~11 
Call 8.t.lnt.~~uptC4'H.T~an'lIIit_Cha~I' 
Call S.t.Int.~~uptC46H.Tilll.~~_411 

End Loed_Int_Table. 

- *1 
*1 

1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 

It - - - - -
1* 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 

1* 
EXTINT Int.~~pt P~oc.du~.: *1 

2·234 
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PL/M-S6 COMPILER MAINMOD 

26 

27 2 
28 2 
29 2 
30 2 
.31 3 
32 3 
33 3 
34 2 

35 2 
36 2 

37 2 
38 2 

39 2 
40 3 
41 3 
42 3 

43 3 
44 3 

45 3 
46 2 
47 2 

48 2 

49 

50 2 
51 2 
52 2 
53 2 
54 3 
55 3 
56 3 
57 2 

58 3 
59 3 
60 3 
61 2 

62 2 

1* S.rvic. rout in. r •• d. the Port 1 RS232 *1 
1* h.nd.h.k •• ign.ls .nd •• t. the m •••••• point.r *1 
1* cor •• ponding to the silln.l d.t.ct.d. *1 
1* *1 
1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 
EXTINT: Proc.dur. Int.rrupt 42H, 

En.ble, 
HndShk-Pin.-InputCPort1R.II) .nd Portl_Strip, 
If CTSJF1.g - HndShk-Pin •• nd CTS Th.n 

Do, 
M •••• g.-Ptr •• CTSjMSQCO), 
OutputCTim.r2R.g)-100, 

End, 
El .. 

If DSRJF1.g • HndShk-Pin •• nd DSR Th.n 
M ...... -Ptr·.DSR_MSQCO) , 

El .. 
If CDJF1 ••• HndShk-Pins .nd CD Th.n 

M .. ··II·_Ptr·.CDjMSQCO), 
El .. 

If DSRSJF1.g - HndShk-Pins and DSRS Th.n 
DO, 

M •••• g.-Ptr·.DSRS~SQCO), 
If MCI • A Th.n 

OutputCCmdlR.II)-Cmd2A, 
El .. 

1* odd p.rity •• v.t.m clk-l.024mhz. 
.nd 1200 bps *1 

If MCI • B Then 
OutputCCmdlReg)·Cmd2B, 1* odd p.ritv. sy.t.m clk.1.024mhz • 

• nd 300 bps *1 
End, 

C.U S.nd_Milg, 
OutPutCR.tIntR.g)·IntjR ••• t, 

End EXTlNT, 
1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 

1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 
1* Procedure R.ceiva • ch.r.ct.r *1 
R.c.iv._Ch.r: Proc.dur. Int.rrupt 44H, 

En.ble, 
St.tu.-CInput CSt •. tRag) .nd SioRxRdy), 
If St.tus AND Br •• k Then 

DO, 
M •••• g._Ptr·.Sr •• k_MSQCO)' 
C.U S.nd~sg, 

End, 
Else 

Do. 
Ch.r-InputCRxBuffR.II) .nd StripT07fh, 
C.U MCOCCh.r), 

End, 
OutPutCRstIntR.g)-IntjR ••• t, 
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03 

04 2 
0:5 2 
00 2 
07 2 
oS 2 
o'i' 2 

70 2 

71 

72 2 
73 2 
74 ;:z 

7:5 2 

76 

77 2 

7S 2 
7'i' 2 
SO 3 
SI 3 
S2 3 
S3 3 
S4 2 

S:5 2 

So 1 
S7 1 
SS 2 

1* - - - -'-' - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - *1 

1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1* Procedure: Write char.cter to S2:56AH UART 
Tr.n.mit_Char: Procedure Int.rrupt 4:5HJ 

Status-(Input(StatRegl .nd SioRxRdVI; 
I' St.tus and S10RxRdy Then 

- *1 
*1 

Ch.r-(MCI And Str1pTo7FHII 1* .trip to 7 bits *1 
If Ch.r >- 20H And Ch.r <- 7'H Then 1* if ch.r is ASCII output it *1 

Output(TxBuf'R.gI-Ch.rJ 
OutPut(R.tIntRegl-Int_R ••• t; 

End Tr.n.mit_Ch.rl 
1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 

1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1* Procedure: Writ. ch.r.cter to B:56AH UART 
Timer~_4: Proc.dur. Interrupt 40HJ 

M •••• ge-ptr·eCTS2_MSQ(011 
Call S.nd_Mlg; 
OutPut(RltIntR'gl-Int_Re •• tl 

End Timer..,.2_41 
1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 

1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 
1* M •••• g. Output Procedure *1 
S.ndJMsg: Proc.dur., 

DCL 

.1-0, 
Do While M •••• ge(.JI <> 0, 

Ch.r.M .... g.(.JII 
C.ll MCO(Ch.r I, 
.1-.1+1, 

Endl 
R.turnl 

End S.ndJMsg, 
1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 

1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 
1* M.in Program Body *1 

Call Init:5o, 
Do Fo'rev,,,, 
End, 

1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *1 
231125-12 
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MODULE INFOR""TION: 

CODE AREA SIZE • 023~ 565D 
CONSTANT AREA SIZE • OOBEH 190D 
VARIABLE AREA SIZE • 0007H 7D 
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE. 0034H 52D 
2BO LINES READ 
o PROQRAM WARNINQS 
o PROQRo\I'I ERRORS 

DICTIONARY SUMKARY: 

31KB MEMORY AVAILABLE 
oKB MEMORY USED (19X) 
OKB DISK SPACE USED 

Ap·183 
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8272A 

SINGLE/DOUBLE DENSITY FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 

• IBM Compatible In Both Single and • Data Transfers In DMA or Non-DMA 
Double Density Recording Formats Mode 

• Programmable Data Record Lengths: • Parallel Seek Operations on Up to Four 
12$,256,512, or 1024 Bytes/Sector Drives 

• Multi-Sector and Multi-Track Transfer • Compatible with all Intel and Most 
Capability Other Microprocessors 

• Drives Up to 4 Floppy or Mini-Floppy • Single-Phase 8 MHz Clock 
Disks • Single + 5V Power Supply (± 10%) 

• Controls 8",5%" and 3Yz" Floppy Disk • Plastic 40 Pin DIP or 40 PlnCERDIP 
Drives Packages 

The 8272A is an LSI Floppy Disk Controller (FDC) Chip, which contains the circuitry and control functions for 
interfacing a processor to 4 Floppy Disk Drives. It is capable of supporting either IBM 3740 single density 
format (FM), or IBM System 34 Double Density format (MFM) including double sided recording. The 8272A 
provides control signals which simplify the design of an external phase locked loop and write precompensation 
circuitry. The FDC simplifies and handles most of the burdens associated with implementing a Floppy Disk 
Drive Interface. The 8272A is a pin-compatible upgrade to the 8272 . 

. ." 

TERMINAL 
COUNT 

ClK~ 

vee ---. GND ' ______ 

-+--READY 
WRITE PROTECTITWO sloe 
INDEX 
FAULTITRACK 0 

DRIVE SELECT 0 
DAIYE SEL.ECT 1 
MFM MODE 

RWISEEK 
HEAD LOAD 
HEAD SELECT 
lOW CURRENTJDIREe,TION 
FAULT RESETISTEP 

210606-1 

Figure 1. 8272A Internal Block Diagram 
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LeTIDIR 

WP/TS 

, FLY/TAKO 

PSo 
PS, 

WR DATA 

2. .So 

V" 
RD DATA 

210606-2 

Figure 2. Pin Configuration 

November 1986 
Order Number: 210606-002 
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Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol. 
Pin 

Type Connec-
Name and Function No. tionTo 

RESET 1 I JA-P RESET: Places FDC in idle state. Resets output lines to FDD to "0" 
(low). Does not clear the last specify command. 

RD 2 1(1) JA-P READ: Control Signal for transfer of data from FDC to Data Bus, when 
"0". (low) . .' 

WR 3 1(1) JA-P WRITE: Control signal for transfer of data to FDC via Data Bus, when 
"0" (low). 

CS 4 I JA-P CHIP SELECT: IC selected when "0" (low) allowing RD and WR to be 
enabled. 

Ao 5 1(1) • JA-P DATA/STATUS REGISTER SELECT: Selects Data Reg (Ao = 1) or 
Status Reg (Ao = 0) contents to be sent to Data Bus. 

DBo-DB7 6-13 110(1) JA-P DATA BUS: BidirectionalS-Bit Data Bus. 

DRO 14 0 DMA DATA DMA REQUEST: DMA Request is being made by FDC when 
DRO "1".(3) 

DACK 15 , DMA DMA ACKNOWLEDGE: DMA cycle is active when "0" (low) and 
Controller is performing OMA transfer. 

TC 16 I DMA TERMINAL COUNT: Indicates the termination of a DMA transfer when 
"1" (high)(2). 

IDX 17 I FDD INDEX: Indicates the beginning of a disk track. 

INT 18 0 JA-P INTERRUPT: Interrupt Request Generated by FOC. 

ClK 19 I CLOCK: Single Phase 8 MHz (4 MHz for mini floppies) Squarewave 
Clock. 

GND 20 GROUND: D.C. Power Return. 

Vee 40 D.C. POWER: + 5V 

RW/SEEK 39 0 FDD READ WRITE/SEEK: When "1" (high) Seek mode selected and when 
"0" (low) Read/Write mode selected. 

LCT/DIR 38 0 FDD LOW CURRENT/DIRECTION: Lowers Write current on inner tracks in 
Read/Write mode, determines direction head will step in Seek mode. 

FR/STP 37 0 FDD FAULT RESET/STEP: Resets fault FF in FDD in Read/Write mode, 
provides step pulses to move head to another cylinder in Seek mode. 

HDL 36 0 FOO HEAD LOAD: Command which causes Read/Write head in FOO to 
contact diskette. 

RDY 35 I FOO READY: Indicates FOO is ready to send or receive data. Must be tied 
high (gated by the index pulse) for mini floppies which do not normally 
have a Ready line. 

WP/TS 34 I FOO WR.ITE PROTECT/TWO-SIDE: Senses Write Protect status in Read/ 
Write mode, and Two Side Media in Seek mode. 

FlT/TRKO 33 I FOO FAULT/TRACK 0: Senses FOO fault condition in Read/Write mode 
and Track 0 condition in Seek mode. 

PS1, PSo 31,32 0 FOO PRECOMPENSATION (PRE-SHIFT): Write precompensation status 
/ during MFM mode. Determines early, late, and normal times. 

WRDATA 30 0 FDO WRITE DATA: Serial clock and data bits to FOO .. 

OSl, DSo 28,29 0 FDD DRIVE SELECT: Selects FDO unit. 
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Table 1. Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol 
Pin 

Type 
Connec-

Name and Function 
No. tlo" To , 

HDSEL 27 0 FDD HEAD SELECT: Head 1 selected when "1" (high) Head 0 selected 
when "0" (low). 

MFM 26 0 PLL MFM MODE: MFM mode when "1," FM mode when "0". 

WE 25 0 FDD WRITE ENABLE: Enables write data into FDD. 

YCO 24 0 PLL VCO SYNC: Inhibits YCO in PI,.L when "O"(low),. enables YCO when 
"1." 

RDDATA 23 I FDD . READ DATA: Read data from FDD, containing clock and data bits. 

DW 22 I PLL DATA WINDOW: Generated by PLL, and used to sample data from 
FDD. 

WRCLK 21 I WRITE CLOCK: Write data rate to FDD FM = 500 kHz, MFM = 1 
MHz, with a pulse width of 250 ns for both FM and MFM. 
Must be enabled for all operations, both Read and Write. 

NOTES: 
1. Disabled when OS = 1. 
2. TC must be activated to terminate the Execution Phase of any command. 
3. ORO is also an input for certain test modes. It should have a 5 kG pull-up resistor to prevent activation. 

CPU I n 
SYSTEM BUS .. i""- .e. .,.. 

"'" 
;,. 

~~ DATA -Br WINDOW PLL DRQ 

AD DATA ) 
WA DATA 

DR'YE ~ 8237 DACK ...... 
A DMA FDC 

CONTROLLER INPUT CONTROL 
INTERFACE 

) 'I 
~ 

OUTPUT CONTROL 
TC If TERMINAL~ 

COUNT 
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Figure 3. 8272A System Block Diagram 

DESCRIPTION 

Hand-shaking signals are provided in the 8272A 
which make DMA operation easy to incorporate with 
the aid of'an external DMA Controller chip, such as 
the 8237 A. The FDC will operate in either DMA or 
Non-DMA mode. In the Non-DMA mode, the FDC 
generates interrupts to the processor for every 
transfer of a data byte between the CPU and the 
8272A. In the DMA mode, the processor need only 

load a command into the FDC and all data transfers 
occur under control of the 82?2A and DMA control
ler. 

There are 15 separate commands which the 8272A 
will execute. Each of these commands require multi
ple 8-bit bytes to fully specify the operation which 
the processor wishes the FDC to perform. The fol
lowing commands are available. 

Read Data 
Read ID 
Read Deleted Data 
Read a Track 
Scan Equal 
Scan High or Equal 
Scan Low or Equal 
Specify 

Write Data 
Format a Track 
Write Deleted Data 
Seek 
Recalibrate (Restore to 
Track 0) 
Sense Interrupt Status 
Sense Drive Status 

For more information see the Intel Application Notes 
AP-116 and AP-121. 

FEATURES 

Address mark detection circuitry is internal to the 
FDC which simplifies the phase locked loop and 
read electronics. The track stepping rate, head load 
time, and head unload time may be programmed by 
the user. The 8272A offers many additional features 
such as multiple sector transfers in both read and 
write modes with a single command, and full IBM 
compatibility in both single (FM) and double density 
(MFM) modes. 
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8272A ENHANCEMENTS 

On the 8272A, after detecting the Index Pulse, the 
VCO Sync output stays low .for .a shorter period of 
time. See Figure 4a. 

On the 8272 there can be a problem reading data 
when Gap 4A is 00 and there is no lAM. This occurs 
on" some older floppy formats. The 8272A cures this 
problem by adjusting the vce Sync timing so that it 
is not low during the data field. See Figure 4b. 

T .. ct ClIIPoIAllAMI aap1 110 I aap' I ~~ 
InclexPufl. ~ 
1272 veo Syn~ r--
1.72A yeo SyiiC' 

·210606-4 
*560 P.s in FM mode; 527 p.s in MFM mode 

a. Margin on the Index Pulse 

aap4A(00) I 10 I aap. I Dale 
Inde.Pul .. ~ 

11272 
YCOSync 

1.72A 
veo Sync ------------~~~----

b. Ability to Read Data 
When Gap 4A Contains 00 
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Figure 4; 8272A Enhancements over the 8272 
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8272A REGISTERS-CPU INTERFACE 

The 8272A contains two registers which maybe ac
cessed by the main system processor; a Status Reg- . 

. ister t;lnd a .Data Register. The 8-bit Main Status 
Register contains the status information of the FDC, 
and may be accessed at any time. The 8-bit Data 
Register (actually consists of several registers ·In ' a 
stack wjth only one register presented to the data 
bus at a time), stores data, commands, parameters, 
and FDD status information". Data bytes are read out 
of, or written into, the Data Register in order to pro
gram or obtain the'results after execution of a com
mand. The Status Register may only be read and is 
used to facilitate the transfer of data between the 
processor and 8272A. 

The relationship between the Status/Down registers 
and t~e signals RD, WR, and Ao is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Ao, RD, WR Decoding for the Selection 
of Status/Data Register Functions. 

Ao RD WR Function 

0 0 1 Read Main Status Register 

0 1 0 Illegal(l) 

0 0 0 lIIegal(l) 

1 0 0 IIlegal(l) 

1 0 1 Read from Data Register ., 

1 1 0 Write into Data Register 

NOTE: 
1. Design must guarantee that the 8272A is not subjected 
to illegal inputs. 

The Main Status Register bits are defined in Table 3. 
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Table 3; MaIn status RegIster BIt DescrIptIon' 

BIt Number Name, Symbol, ' DescriptIon 

Do FOOO Busy OoB FOO number 0 is in'the seek mode. 

01 FOO 1 Busy 01 B FOO number 1 is in the Seek mode. 

02 FOD2Busy 02B FOO number 2 is in the Seek mode. 

03 F003 Busy DaB FOO number 3 is in the Seek mode. 

04 FOCBusy CB A read or write command is in process. 

05 Non-OMA Mode, NOM the FDC is in the non-OMA mode. This bit is set only 
during thS execution phase in non-OMA mode. 
Transition to "0" state indicates execution phase has 
ended. 

De Data Input/Output 010 Indicates direction of data transfer between FOC and 
Data Register. If 010 = "1" then transfer is from Data 
Register to the Processor. If 010 = "0", then transfer 
is from the Processor to Data Register. 

07 Request for Master ROM Indicates Data Register is ready to send or receive 
data to or from the Processor. Both bits 010 and ROM 
should be used to perform the handshaking functions 
of "ready" and "direction" to the processor. 

The 010 and ROM bits in the Status Register indicate when Data is ready and in which direction data will be 
transferred on the Data Bus. 

NOTE: 
There is a 12 ,...s or 24,...s ROM flag delay when using an 8 or 4 MHz clock respectively. 

DATA IN·OUT 
(DIOI OUT OF PROCESSOR A/IID INTO FDC or OF FDe AND INTO PROCIllOt-R __ _ 

I 
REQUEST 

FOR MASTER 
(RQIII 

I I I I 
\Vii U u I I I I I 
iiii 

I 
I I I J I A • A I. I A I 

,NOTes: 
A-Data register ready to be written into by processor 
B-Data register not ready to be written into by processor 
C-Data register ready for neid data byte to be read by the processor 
D-Data register not ready for next data byte to be read by processor 

FIgure 5. Status Register TIming 
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The 8272A is capable of executing 15 different com
mands. Each command is initiated by a multi-byte 
transfer from the processor, and the result after exe
cution of the command, may also be a multi-byte 
transfer back to the processor. Because of this mUl
ti-byte interchange of information between the 
8272A and the processQr, it is convenient to consid
er each command as consisting of three phases: 

Command Phase: The FDC receives all information 
required to perform a particular 
operation from the processor. 

Execution Phase: The FDC performs the, operation 
it was instructed to do. 

Result Phase: After completion of the opera
tion, status and other house
keeping information are made 
available to the processor. 

During Command or Result Phases the Main Status 
Register (described in Table 3) must be read by the 
processor before each byte of information is written 
into or read from the Data Register. Bits 06 and 07 
in the Main Status Register must be in a 0 and 1 
state, respectively, before each byte of the com
mand word may be written into the 8272A. Many of 
the commands require multiple bytes, and as a re
sult the Main Status Register must be read prior to 
each byte transfer to the 8272A. On the other hand, 
during the Result Phase. 06 and 07 in the Main 
Status Register must both be 1 's (06 = 1 and 07 = 
1) before reading each byte from the Data Register. 

NOTE: 
This reading of the Main Status Register before 
each byte transfer to the 8272A is required in only 
the Command and Result Phases, and NOT during 
the Execution Phase. 

During the Execution Phase, the Main Status Regis
terneed not be read. If the 8272A is in the non-DMA 
Mode, then the receipt of each data byte (if 8272A is 
reading data from FDD) is indicated by an interrupt 
signal on pin 18 (INT = 1). The generation of a 
Read signal (RD = 0) will reset the interrupt as well 

·as output the Data onto the Data Bus. For example, 
if the processor cannot, handle Interrupts fast 
enough (every 13 p.s for MFM mode) then it may poll 
the Main Status Register and then bit 07 (ROM) 
functions just like the Interrupt signal. If a Write 
Command is in process, then the WR signal per
forms the reset to the Interrupt signal. 

The 8272A always operates in a multi-sector trans
fer mode. It continues to transfer data until the TC 
input is active. In Non~DMA Mode, the system must 
supply the TC input. 

If the 8272A is in the DMA Mode, no Interrupts are 
generated during the Execution Phase. The 8272A 
generates ORa's (DMA Requests) when each byte 
of data is available. The DMA Controller responds to 
this request with both a DACK = 0 (DMA Acknowl
edge) and a RD = 0 (Read si!ilna~ When the DMA 
Acknowledge Signal goes low (DA K = 0) then the 
DMA Request is reset (ORO = 0). If a Write Com
mand has been pro~mmed then a WR signal will 
appear instead of RD. After the Execution Phase 
has been completed (Terminal Count has occurred) 
then an Interrupt will occur (IN'T = 1). This signifies 
the beginning of the Result Phase. When the first 

. byte of data is read during the Result Phase, the 
Interrupt is automatically reset (I NT = 0). 
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It is important to note that during the Result Phase 
all bytes shown in the Command Table must be 
read. The Read Data Command, for example has 
seven bytes of data in the Result Phase. All seven 
bytes must be read in order to successfully complete 
the Read Data Command. The 8272A will not accept 
a new command until all seven bytes have been 
read. Other commands may require fewer bytes to 
be read during the Result Phase. 

The 8272A contains five Status Registers. The Main 
Status Register mentioned above may be read by 
the processor at any time.· The other four Status 
Registers (STO, ST1, ST2, and ST3) are only avail
able during the Result Phase, and may be read only 
after successfully completing a command. The par
ticular command which has been executed deter
mines how many of the Status Registers will be. 
read. 

The bytes of data which are sent to the 8272A to 
form the Command Phase, and are read out of the 
8272A in the Result Phase, must occur in the order 
shown in the Table 4. That is, the Command Code 
must be sent first and the other bytes sent in the 
prescribed sequence. No foreshortening of the 
Command or Result Phases are allowed. After the 
last byte of data in the Command Phase is sent to 
the 8272A, the ~xecution Phase automatically 
starts. In a similar fashion, when the la~t byte of 
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Table 4. 8272A Command Set 

Phase R/W 
Data Bus 

Remarks 
D7 De Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 

READ DATA 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 0 1 1 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 OSO 
W --- C --- Sector 10 Information 
W --- H --- Prior to Command 
W --- A --- Execution 
W --- N ---
W --- EOT ---
W --- GPL ---
W --- OTL ---

Execution Data Transfer 
Between the FOO 
and Main-System 

Aesult A --- STO --- Status Information 
A --- ST1 --- After Command 
A --- ST2 --- Execution 
A --- C ---
R --- H --- Sector 10 Information 
A --- A --- After Command 
R --- N --- Execution 

READ DELETED DATA 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 1 1 0 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 OSO 
W --- C --- Sector 10 Information 
W --- H --- Prior to Command 
W --- A --- Execution 
W --- N ---
W --- EOT ---
W --- GPL ---
W --- DTL ---

Execution Data Transfer 
Between the FOO 
and Main-System 

Aesult R --- STO --- Status Information 
R --- ST1 --- After Command 
A --- ST2 --- Execution 
R --- C ---
R --- H --- Sector ID Information 
A --- A --- After Command 
R --- N --- Execution 
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Table 4. 8272A Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
Oata<Bus < 

<, Remarks, 
07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

WRITEOATA 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 0 1 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 
W --- C --- Sector 10 Information 
W --- H --- Prior to Command 

'If --- R --- Execution 
W --- N ---
W --- EOT ---
W --- GPL ---
W --- DTL ---

Execution Data Transfer 
Between the Main-
System and FDD 

Result R --- STO --- Status Information 
R --- ST1 --- After Command 
R --- ST2 --- Execution 
R 
~ 

C ---
R --- H --- Sector 10 Information 
R --- R --- After Command 
R --- N --- Execution 

WRITE DELETED DATA 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 1 0 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 
W --- C --- Sector 10 Information 
W --- H --- Prior to Command 
W --- R --- Execution 
W --- N ---
W --- EOT ---
w- --- GPL ---
W --- DTL ---

Execution Data Transfer 
Between the FDD 
and Main-System 

Result R --- STO --- Status Information 
R --- ST1 --- After Command 
R --- ST2 --- Execution 
R --- C ---
R --- H --- Sector 10 Information 
R --- R --- After Command 
R --- N --- Execution 
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Table 4 8272A Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
OataBus 

Remarks 
07' 08 05 04 03 02 01 00 

REAOATRACK 

Command W 0 MFM SK 0 0 0 1 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 
W --- C --- Sector ID Information 
W --- H --- Prior to Command 
W --- R --- Execution 
W --- N ---
W --- EOT ---
W --- GPL ---
W --- DTL ---

Execution Data Transfer 
Between the FDD 
and Main-System. 
FDC Reads all of 
Cylinders Contents 
from Index Hole to 
EOT 

Result R --- STO --- Status Information 
R --- ST 1 --- After Command 
R --- ST2 --- Execution 
R --- C ---
R --- H --- Sector ID Information 
R --- R --- After Command 
R N Execution 

READID 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 1 0 1 0 Commands 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 

Execution The First Correct I D 
Information on the 
Cylinder is Stored in 
Data Register 

Result R --- STO --- Status Information 
R --- ST1 --- After Command 
R --- ST2 --- Execution 
R --- C ---
R --- H --- Sector ID Information 
R --- R --- During \Execution 
R --- N --- Phase 
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Table 4. 8272A Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
OataBus 

,Remarks 
D7 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

FORMAT A TRACK 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 1 1 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 
W --- N --- Bytes/Sector 
W --- SC --- Sectors/Cylinder 
W --- GPL --- Gap 3 
W --- D --- Filler Byte 

Execution 
FDC Formats an 
Entire Cylinder 

Result R --- STO --- Status Information 
R --- ST1 --- After Command 
R --- ST2 --- Execution 
R --- C ---
R --- H --- In This Case, the ID 
R --- R --- Information has no 
R --- N --- Meaning 
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Table 4 8272A Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
OataBus 

Remarks 
07 Os. 05 04 Os 02 01 00 

SCAN EQUAL 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 0 0 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 
W --- C --- Sector ID Information 
W --- H --- Prior to Command 
W --- R --- Execution 
W --- N ---
W --- EDT ---
W --- GPL ---
W --- STP ---

Execution Data Compared 
Between the FDD 
and Main-System 

Result R --- STO --- Status Information 
R --- ST 1 --- After Command 
R --- ST2 --- Execution 
R --- C ---
R --- H --- Sector ID Information 
R --- R --- After Command 
R --- N --- Execution 

SCAN LOW OR EQUAL 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 1 0 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 
W --- C --- Sector ID Information 
W --- H --- Prior to Command 
W --- R --- Execution 
W --- N ---
W --- EDT ---
W --- GPL ---
W --- STP ---

Execution Data Compared 
Between the FDD 
and Main-System 

Result R --- STO --- Status Information 
R --- ST 1 --- After Command 
R --- ST2 --- Execution 
R --- C ---
R --- H --- Sector ID Information 
R --- R --- After Command 
R N Execution 
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Table 4. 8272ACommand Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
OataBus 

. Remarks 
07 '06 05 04 03 02 .01 00 

SCAN HIGH OR EQUAL 

Command W MT MFM SK 1 1 1 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 Oso '. 
W C --- Sector 10 Information 
W --- H --- Prior to Command 
W --- R --- Execution 
W --- N ---
W --- EaT ---
w --- GPL ---
W --- STP ---

Execution Data Compared 
Between the FOO 
and Main·System 

Result R --- STO --- Status Information 
R --- ST 1 --- After Command 
R --- ST2 --- Execution 
R --- C ---
R --- H --- Sector 10 Information 
R --- R --- After Command 
R N Execution 

RECALIBRATE 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 0 OS1 OSO 

Execution Head Retracted to 
Track 0 

SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 
Command W 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Command Codes 
Result R --- STO --- Status Information at 

R --- PCN --- the End of Each Seek 
Operation About the 
FOC 
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Table 4. 8272A Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
Data Bus 

Remarks 
D7 D6 Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 

SPECIFY 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Command Codes 
W - SRT --~> <--- HUT -
W HLT > ND 

SENSE DRIVE STATUS 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 

Result R ST3 Status Information 
aboutFDD 

SEEK 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 
W NCN 

Execution Head is Positioned 
Over Proper Cylinder 
on Diskette 

INVALID 

Command W Invalid Codes Invalid Command 
Codes (NoOp-FDC 
Goes I nto Standby 
State) 

Result R STO STO = 60 
(16) 
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Table 5 Command Mnemonics 

Symbol Name Description 

Ao Address Line 0 Ao controls selection of Main Status Register (Ao = 0) or Data Register 
(Ao = 1). 

C Cylinder Number C stands for the current selected Cylinder track number 0 through 76 of 
the medium. 

D Data D stands for the data pattern which is going to be written into a Sector. 

D7-0 0 Data Bus a-bit Data bus where D7 is the most significant bit, and Do is the least 
significant bit. 

DSO, DS1 Drive Select DS stands for a selected drive number 0 or 1. 

DTL Data Length When N is defined as 00, DTL stands for the data length which users are 
going to read out or write into the Sector. 

EDT End of Track EDT stands for the final Sector number of a Cylinder. 

GPL Gap Length GPL stands for the length of Gap 3 (spacing between Sectors excluding 
VCD Sync Field). 

H Head Address H stands for head number 0 or 1, as specified in ID field. 

HDS Head Select HDS stands for a selected head number 0 or 1 (H = HDS in all command 
words). 

HLT Head Load Time HL T stands for the head load time in the FDD (2 to 254 ms in 2 ms 
increments). 

HUT Head Unload Time HUT stands for the head unload time after a read or write operation has 
occurred (16 to 240 ms in 16 ms increments). 

MFM FM or MFM Mode If MF is low, FM mode is selected and if it is high, MFM mode is selected. 

MT Multi-Track If MT is high, a multi-track operation is to be peformed (a cylinder under 
both HDO and HD1 will be read or written). 

N Number N stands for the number of data bytes written in a Sector. 

NCN New Cylinder NCN stands for a new Cylinder number, which is going to be reached as a 
Number result of the Seek operation. Desired position of Head. 

ND Non-DMA Mode ND stands for operation in the Non-DMA Mode. 

PCN Present Cylinder PCN stands for the Cylinder number at the completion of SENSE 
Number INTERRUPT STATUS Command. Position of Head at present time. 

R Record . R stands for the Sector number, which will be read or written. 

R/W Read/Write R/W stands for either Read (R) or Write (W) Signal. 

SC Sector SC indicates the number of Sectors per Cylinder. 

SK Skip SK stands for Skip Deleted Data Address Mark. 

SRT Step Rate Time SRT stands for the Stepping Rate for the FDD (1 to 16 ms in 1 ms 
increments). The same Stepping Rate applies to all drives (F = 1 ms, 
E = 2 ms, etc.). 
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Table 5. Command Mnemonics (Continued) 

Symbol Name Description. 

STO Status 0 ST 0-3 stand for one of four registers which store the status information after 
ST 1 . Status 1 a command has been executed. This information is available during the result 
ST2 Status 2 phase after command execution. These registers should not be confused with 

ST3 Status 3 the main status register (selected by Ao = 0). ST 0-3 may be read only after 
a command has been executed and contain information relevant to that 
particular command. 

STP During a Scan operation, if STP = 1, the data In contiguous sectors is 
compared byte by byte with data sent from the processor (or DMA), and if 
STP = 2, then alternate sectors are read and compared. 

data is read out in the Result Phase, the command is 
automatically ended and the 8272A is ready for a 
new command. A command may be aborted by sim
ply sending a Terminal Count signal to pin 16 
(TC= 1). This is a convenient means of ensuring that 
the processor may always get the 8272A's attention 
even if the disk system hangs up in an abnormal 
manner. 

POLLING FEATURE OF THE 8272A 

After power-up RESET, the Drive Select Lines DSO 
and 051 will automatically go into a polling mode. In 
between commands (and between step pulses in 
the SEEK command) the 8272A polls all four FDDs 
looking for a change in the Ready line from any of 
the drives. If the Ready line changes state (usually 
due to a door opening or closing) then the 8272A will 
generate an interrupt. When Status Register 0 (sTO) 
is read (after Sense Interrupt Status is issued), Not 
Ready (NR) will be indicated. The polling of the 
Ready line by the 8272A occurs continuously be
tween instructions, thus notifying the processor 
which drives are on or off line. Approximate scan 
timing is shown in Table' 6. 

Table 6. Scan Timing 

DS1 DSO Approximate Scan Timing 

0 0 220 J.ts 

0 1 220 J.ts 

1 0 220 J.ts 
; 1 1 440 J.ts 

COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS 

During the Command Phase, the Main Status Regis
ter must be polled by the CPU before each byte is 
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written into the Data Register. The 010 (DB6) and 
ROM (BD7) bits in the Main Status Register must be 
in the "0" and "1" states respectively, before each 
byte of the command may be written into the 8272A. 
The beginning of the execution phase for any 'of 
these commands will cause DIO and ROM to switch 
to "1" and "0" states respectively. 

READ DATA 

A set of nine (9) byte words are required to place the 
FDC into the Read Data Mode. After the Read Data 
command has been issued the FDC loads the head 
(if it is in the unloaded state), waits the specified 
head settling time (defined in the Specify Com
mand), and begins reading 10 Address Marks and 10 
fields. When the current sector number ("R") stored 
in the ID Register (lOR) compares with the sector 
number read off the diskette, then the FDC outputs 
data (from th\il data field) byte-by-byte to the main 
system via the data bus. 

After completion of the read operation from the cur
rent sector, the Sector Number is incremented by 
one, and the data from the next sector is read and 
output on the data bus. This continuous function is 
called a "Multi-Sector Read Operation." The Read 
Data Command must be terminated by the receipt of 
a Terminal Count signal. Upon receipt of this signal, 
the FDC stops .outputting data to the processor, but 
will continue to read data from the current sector, 
check CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Count) bytes, and 
then at the end of the sector terminate the Read 
Data Command. 

The amount of data which can be handled with a 
single command to the FDC depends upon MT (mul
ti-track), MFM (MFM/FM), and N (Number of Bytesl 
Sector). Table 7 on the next page shows the Trans
fer Capacity. 
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Table 7. Transfer Capacity 

Multi-Track MFM/FM Bytes/Sector Maximum Transfer Capacity Final Sector Read 
MT MFM N (Bytes/Sector)(Number of Sectors) from Diskette 

0 0 00 (128) (26) = 3,328 26 at Side 0 
0 1 01 (256) (26) = 6,656 or 26 at Side 1 

1 0 00 (128) (52) = .6,656 
26 at Side 1 

1 1 01 (256) (52) = 13,312 

0 b 01 (256) (15) = 3,840 15 at Side 0 
0 1 02 (512) (15) = 7,680 or 15 at Side 1 

1 0 01 (256) (30) = 7,680 
15 at Side 1 

1 1 02 (512)(30) = 15,360 

.0 0 02 (512) (8) = 4,096 8at Side 0 
0 1 03 (1024) (8) = 8,192 or 8 at Side 1 

1 0 02 (512) (16) = 8,192 
8 at Side 1 

1 1 03 (1024) (16) = 16,384 

The "multi-track" function (MT) allows the FDC to 
read data from both sides of the diskette. For a par
ticular cylinder, data will be transferred starting at 
Sector 1, Side 0 and completing at Sector L, Side 1 
(Sector L = last sector on the side). 

NOTE: 
This function pertains to only one cylinder' (the 
same track) on each side of the diskette. 

When N = 0, then DTL defines the dat~ length 
which the FDC must treat as a sector. If DTL is 
smaller than the actual data length in a Sector, the 
data beyond DTL in the Sector is not sent to the 
Data Bus. The FDC reads (internally) the complete 
Sector performing the CRC check, and depending 
upon the manner of command termination, may per
form a Multi-Sector Read Operation. When N is non
zero, then DTL has no meaning and should be seHo 
OFFH. 

At the completion of the Read Data Command, the 
head is not unloaded until after Head Unload Time 
Interval (specified in the Specify Command) has 
elapsed; If the processor issues another command 

. before the head unloads then the head settling time 
may be saved between subsequent reads. This time 
out is particularly valuable when a diskette is copied 
from one drive to another. 

If the FDC detects the Index Hole twice withoutfind
ing the right sector, (indicated in "R"), then the FDC 
sets the ND (No Data) flag in Status Register 1 to a 
1 (high), and terminates the Read Data Command. 
(Status Register 0 also has bits 7 and 6 set to 0 and 
1 respectively.) . 
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After reading the ID and Data Fields in each sector, 
the FDC checks the CRC bytes. If a read error is 
detected (incorrect CRC in ID field), the FDC sets 
the DE (Data E;rror) flag in Status R~gister 1 to a 1 
(high), and if a CRC error occurs in the Data Field 
the FDC also sets the DD (Data Error in Data Field) 
flag in Status Register 2 to a 1 (high), and terminates 
the Read Data Command. (Status Register 0 also 
has bits 7 and 6 set to 0 and 1 respe,ctively.) 

If the FDC reads a Deleted Data Address Mark off 
the diskette, and the SK bit (bit D5 in the first Com
mand Word) is not s~t (SK = 0), then the FDC sets 
the CM (Control Mark) flag in Status Register 2 to a 
1 (high), and terminates the Read Data Command, 
after reading all the data in the Sector. If SK = 1, 
the FDC skips the sector with the Deleted Data Ad
dress Mark and reads the next sector. 

During disk data transfers between the FDC and the 
processor, via the .data bus, the FDC must be serv
iced by the processor every' 27 /Ls in the FM Mode, 
and every 13 /Ls in the MFM Mode, or the FDC sets 
the OR (Over Run) flag in Status Register 1 to a 1 
(high), and terminates the Read Data Command . 

If the processor terminates a read (or write) opera
tion in the FDC, then the ID Information in the Result 
Phase is dependent upon the state of the MT bit and 
EOT byte. Table 5 shows the values for C, H, R, and 
N, when the processor terminates the Command. 
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Table 8. ID Information When Processor Terminates Command 

MT EOT 
Final Sector Transferred to ID Information at Result Phase 

Processor C H R N 

1A Sector 1 to 25 at Side 0 
OF Sector 1 to 14 at Side 0 NC NC R + 1 NC 
08 Sector 1 to 7 at Side 0 

1A Sector ?6 'at Side 0 
OF Sector 15 at Side 0 C+1 NC R = 01 NC 

0 
08 Sector 8 at Side 0 

1A Sector 1 to 25 at Side 1 
OF Sector 1 to 14 at Side 1 NC NC R + 1 NC 
08 Sector 1 to 7 at Side 1 

1A Sector 26 at Side 1 
OF Sector 15 at Side 1 C+1 NC R = 01 NC 
08 Sector 8 at Side 1 

1A Sector 1 to 25 at Sjde 0 
OF Sector 1 to 14 at Side 0 NC NC R + 1 NC 
08 Sector 1 to 7 at Side 0 

1A Sector 26 at Side 0 
OF Sector 15 at Side 0 NC LSB R = 01 NC 

1 
08 Sector 8 at Side 0 

1A Sector 1 to 25 at Side 1 . 
OF Sector 1 to.14 at Side 1 NC NC R+1 NC 
08 Sector 1 to 7 at Side 1 

1A Sector 26 at Side 1 
OF Sector 15 at Side 1 C+1 LSB R = 01 NC 
08 Sector 8 at Side 1 

NOTES: 
1. NC (No Change): The same value !IS the one at the beginning of command execution. 
2. LSB (Least Significant Bit): The least significant bit of H is complemented. 

WRITE DATA 

A set of nine (9) bytes are required to set the FOC 
into the Write Data mode. After the Write Data com
mand has been issued the FOC loads the head (if it 
is in the unloaded state), waits the specified h~ad 
settling time (defined in the Specify Command), and 
begins reading 10 Fields. When the current sector 
number (lOR"), stored in the 10 Register (I DR) com
pares with the sector number read off the diskette, 
then the FOC takes data from the processor byte
by-byte via the data bus, and outputs it to the FOO. 

After writing data into the current sector, the$ector 
Number stored iii "R" is incremented by one, and 
the next data field is written into. The FOC continues 
this "Multi-Sector Write Operation" ~ntil the issu-

ance of a Terminal Count signal. If a Terminal Count 
signal is sent to the FOC ifcontinues writing into the 
current sector to complete the data field. If the Ter
minal Count signal is received while a data field is 
being written then the remainder of the data field is 
filled with 00 (zeros). 

The FOC reads the 10 field of each sector and 
checks the CRC bytes. If the FOC detects a read 
error (incorrect CRC) in one of the 10 Fields, it sets 
the DE (Data Error) flag of Status Register 1 to a 1 
(high), and terminates the Write Data Command. 
(Status Register 0 also has bits 7 and 6 set to 0 and 
1 respectively.) 

The Write Command operates in much the same 
manner as the Read Command. The following items 
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are the same; refer to the Read Data Command for 
details: ' 

• Transfer Capacity 

• EN (End of Cylinder) Flag 

• NO (No Data) Flag 

• Head Unload Time Interval 

• 10 Information when the processor terminates 
command (see Table 2) 

• Definition of DTL when N = 0 and when N ~ 0 

In the Write Data mode, data transfers between the 
processor and FDC must occur every 31 p,s in the 
FM mode, and every 15 p,s in the MFM mode. 11 the 
time interval between data transfers is longer than 
this then the FDC sets the OR (Over Run) flag in 
Status Register 1 to a 1 (high), and terminates the 
Write Data Command. 

For mini-floppies, multiple track writes are usually 
not p~rmitted. This is because .of the turn-off time of 
the erase head coils-the head switches tracks be
fore the erase head turns off. Therefore the system 
should typically wait 1.3 ms before attempting to 
step or change sides. 

WRITE DELETED DATA 

This command is the same as the Write Data Com
~ mand except a Deleted Data Address Mark is written 

at the beginning of the Data Field instead of the nor
mal Data Address Mark. 

READ DELETED DATA 

This command is the same as the Read Data Com
mand except that when the FDC detects a Data Ad
dress Mark at the beginning of a Data Field (and 
SK = 0 (low», it will read all the data in the sector 
and set the' CM flag in Status Register 2 to a 1 
(high), and then terminate the command. If SK ~ 1, . 
then the FDC skips the sector with the Qata Address 
Mark and reads the next sector. 

READ A TRACK 

ihis command is similar to READ DATA Command 
except that the entire data field is read continuously 
from each of the sectors of a traek. Immediately a1-
ter encountering the INDEX HOLE, the FDC starts 
reading all data fields on the track as cQCItinuous 
blocks of data. If the FDC finds an error in the 10 or 
.DATA CRC check bytes, it continues to read data 
from the track. The FDC compares the. 10 Informa
tion read from each sector with the value stored in 
the lOR, and sets the NO flag of Status Register 1 to 

, a 1 (high) if there is no 'comparison. Multi-track or 
skip operations are not allowed with this command. 

This command terminates when EOT number of 
sectors have been read. If the FDC does not find an 
10 Address Mark on the diskette after it encounters 
the INDEX HOLE for 'the second time, then it sets 
the MA (missing addre~ mark) flag in Status Regis
ter 1 to a 1 (high), and terminates the command. 
(Status Register 0 has bitS 7 and 6 set to 0 and 1 
respectively.)' 

READID 

The READ 10 Command is used to give the present 
position of the recording head. The FDC stores the 
values from th~ first 10 Field it is able to read. If no 
proper 10 Address Mark is found on the diskette, 
before the IND,EX HOLE is encountered for the sec
ond time thEjn,the MA (Missing Address Mark) flag in 
Status Register'1 is set to a 1 (high), and ifno data is 
found thEm the NO (No Data) flag is also set in 
Status Register 1 to a 1 (high) and the command is 
terminated. 

FORMAT A TRACK 

The Format Command allows an entire track to be 
formatted. After the INDEX HOLE is detected, Data 
is written on 'the Diskette: Gaps, Address Marks, 10 
Fields and Data Fiel,ds, all per the IBM System 34 
(Double Density) or System 37:40 (Single Density) 
Format are recorded. The particular format which 
will be written is controlled by the values pro
grammed into N (number of bytes/sector), SC (sec
tors/cylinder), GPL (Gap Length), and 0 (Data Pat
tern) which are supplied by the processor during the 
Command Phase. The Data Field is filled with the 
Byte of data stored in D. The 10 Field for each sector 
is supplied by the processor; that is; four data re
quests per sector are made by the FDC for C (Cylin
der Number), H(Head Number), R(Sector Number) 
and, N(Number tlf Bytes/Sector). Ttlis allows the 
~iskette to be formatted with nonsequential sector 
numbers, if desired., ' 

After forrnattlng each sector, the processor must 
send ,new 'Values for C, H, R, and N to the 8272A for 
each sector on ,the track. The contents tlf the R Reg
Isteris'incremented by one after each sector is for
matted, thus, the R register contains a value of R of 
1 ~h$n ,it is read during the Result Phase. This incre
menting 'and forma~ng continues for the whole 
track until the FDC encounters the INDEX HOLE' for 
the seCond ~r'ne, w~ereuPon it terminates the com-
mand.' , 
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If a FAULT signal is received ,from the FDD at the 
end of a write operation, then the FDC sets the EC 
flag of Status Register 0 to a 1 (high), and termi
nates the command, after setting bits 7 and 6 of 
Status Register 0 to 0 and 1 respectively. Also the 
loss of a READY signal at the beginning of a com-

mand execution phase causes command termina
tion. 

Table 9 shows the relationship between N, SC, and 
GPL for various sector sizes: 

Table 9. Sector Size Relationships 

Format Bytes' 8" Floppy Bytes' 5%" Floppy Byte.' 3:W Mini Floppy 
Sector N SC' GPL(1) GPL(2) Sector N SC GpL(1) GpL(2) Sector N SC GPL(1) GpL(2) 

FM 128 00 1A 07 18 128 00 12 07 09 128 0 OF 07 18 
Mode ' 256 01 OF OE 2A 128 00 10 10 19 - - - - -

512 02 08 18 3A ' 256 01 08 18 30 256 1 09 OF 2A 
, 1024 03 04 47 8A 512 02 04 46 87 512 2 05 18 3A 

2048 04 02 C8 FF 1024 03 02 C8 . FF - - - - -
4096 05 01 C8 FF 2048 04 01 C8 FF - - - - -

MPM 256 01 1A OE 36 256 01 12 OA OC 256 1 OF CE 36 
Mode 512 02 OF 18 54 256 01 10 20 32 - - - - -

1024 03 08 35 74 512 02 08 2A 50 512 2 09 18 54 
2048 04 04 99 FF 1(124 03 04 80 FO 1024 3 05 35 74 

,4096 05 02 C8 FF 2048 04 02 C8 FF - - - - -
8192 06 01 C8 FF 4096 05 01 C8 FF - - - - -

NOTES: 
1. Suggested values of GPL in Read or Write Commands to avoid splice point between data field and ID field of contiguous 
sections. 
2. Suggested values of GPL In format command. 

SCAN COMMANDS 

The SCAN Commands allow data which is being 
read from the diskette to be compared against data 
which is being supplied from the main system (Proc
essor in NON-DMA mode, and DMA Controller in 
DMA mode). The FDC compares the data on a byte
by-byte basis, and looks for a sector of data which 
meets the conditions of DFDD = Dprocessor, DFDD ::;; 
DProcessor, or DFDD ~ DProcessor. Ones comple
ment'arithmetic is used for comparison (FF = larg
est number, 00 = smallest number). After a whole 

sector of data is compared, if the conditions are not 
met" the sector number is incremented (R ,,... STP 
- R), and the scan operation is continued. The 
scan operation continues until one of the following 
conditions occur; the conditions for scan are met 
(equal, low, or high), the last sector on the track is 
reached (EOT), or the terminal count Signal is re
ceived. 

If the conditions for scan are met then the FDC sets 
the SH (Scan Hit) flag of Status Register 2 to a 1 
(high), and terminates the Scan Command. If the 

Table 10. Scan Status Codes 
, 

Command Status Register 2 Comments 
Bit 2 = Stl BIt3 = SH 

Scan Equal 0 1 DFDD = Dprocessor 
1 0 DFDD "" DProcessor 

0 1 DFDD = Dprocessor 
Scan Low or Equal 0 0 DFDD < Dprocessor 

1 0 DFDD ,» Dprocessor 
, 

0 1 DFDD = DProces~or 
Scan High or Equal ()' 0 DFDD > Dprocessor 

1 0 " DFDD « Dprocessor 
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conditions for scan are not met between the starting 
sector (as specified by R) and the last sector on the 
cylinder (EOn, then the FDC sets the SN (Scan Not 
Satisfied) flag of Status Register 2 to a 1 (high), and 
terminates the Scan Command. The receipt of ,a 
TERMINAL COUNT Signal from the Processor or 
DMA Controller during the scan operation will cause 
the FDC to complete the comparison of the particu
lar byte which is in process; and then to terminate 
the command. Table 10 shows the status of bits SH 
and SN under various conditions of SCAN. 

If the F,DC encounters a Deleted Data Address Mark 
on one of the sectors (and SK = 0), then it regards 
the sector as the last sector on the cylinder, sets CM 
(Control Mark) flag of Status Register 2 to a 1 (high) 
and terminates the command. If SK = 1, the FDC 
skips the sector with the Deleted Address Mark, and 
reads the next sector. In the second case (SK = 1), 
the FDC sets the CM (Control Mark) flag of Status 
Register'2 to a 1 (high) in order to show that a Delet
ed Sector had been encountered. 

When either the STP (contiguous sectors STP = 01, 
or alternate sectors STP = 02 sectors are read) or 
the MT (Multi-Track) are programmed, it is neces
sary to remember that the last s~ctor on the track 
must be read. For example, if STP = 02, MT = 0, 
the sectors are numbered sequentially 1 through 26, 
and we start the Scan Command at sector 21; the 
following will happen. Sectors 21, 23, and 25 will be 
read; then the next sector (26) will be skipped and 
the Index Hole will be encountered before the EOT 
value of 26 can be read. This will result in an abnor
mal termination of the command. If the EOT ·had 
been set at 25 or the scanning started at sector 20, 
then the Scan Command would be completed iin a 
normal manner. 

During the Scan Command data is supplied by either 
the processor or DMA Controller for comparison 
against the data read from the diskette. In order to 
avoid having the OR (Over Run) flag set in Status 
Register 1, it is necessary'to have the data available 
in less than 27 p.s (FM Mode) or 13 p.s (MFM Mode). 
If an Overrun occurs the FDC terminates the com
mand. 

SEEK 

The read/write within the FDD is moved from cylin
der to cylinder under control of the Seek Command. 
The FDC compares the PCN (Present Cylinder Num
ber) which is the current head position with the NCN 
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(New Cylinder, Number), and performs the following 
operation if there is a difference: 

PCN < NCN: Direction signal to FDD set to :a 1 
(high), and Step Pulses are issued. (Step In.) 

PCN > NCN: Direction signal to FDD set to a 0 
(low), and Step Pulses are is~ued. (Step Out.) 

The 'rate at which Step Pulses are issued is con
trolled by SRT (Stepping Rate Time) in the SPECIFY 
Command. After each Step Pulse is issued NCN, is 
compared against PCN, and when NCN~ = PCN, 
then the SE (Seek End) flag is set in Status Register 
o to a 1 (high), and the command is terminated. 

During the Command Phase of the Seek operation 
the FDC is in the FDC BUSY state, but during the 
Execution Phase it is in the NON BUSY state. While 
the FDC is in the NON BUSY state, another Seek 
CO!Tll')'1and may be issued, an~ in this manner paral
lel seek operations may be done on up tp 4 Drives at 
once. 

If an FDD is in a NOT READY state at the beginning 
of the command execution phase or during the seek 
operation, then the NR (NOT READY) flag is set in 
Status Register 0 to a 1 (high), and the command is 
terminated. 

Note that the 8272A Read and Write Commands do 
not have implied Seeks. Any R/W command should 
be preceded by: 1) Seek Command; 2) Sense Inter
rupt Status; and 3) Read 10. 

RECALIBRATE 

This command causes the read/write head within 
the FDD to re~ract to the Track 0 position. The FDC 
clears the contents of the PC~ counter, and c~ecks 
the status of the Track 0 signal from the FDD. As 
long as the Track 0 signal is low, the Direction signal 
remains 1 (high) and Step Pulses are issued. When 
the Track 0 Signal goes high, the SE (SEEK END) 
flag in Status Register 0 is set to a 1 (high) and the 
command is terminated. If the Track 0 Signal is still 
low after 77 Step Pulses have been issued, the FDC 
sets the SE (SEEK END) and EC (EQUIPMENT 
CHECK) flags of Status Register 0 to both 1 s 
(highs), and terminates the command. 

The ability to overlap RECALIBRATE Commands to 
multiple FDDs, and the loss of the READY Signal, as 
described in the SEEK Command, also applies to 
the RECALIBRATE Command. 
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SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 

An Interrupt Signal is generated by the FDC for one 
of the following reasons: 

1) Upon entering the Result Phase of: 

a) Read Data Command 

b) Read a Track Command 

c) Read 10 Command 

d) Read Deleted Data Command 

e) Write Data Command 

f) Format a Cylinder Command 

g) Write Deleted Data Command 

h) Scan Commands 

2) Ready Line of FDD changes state 

3) End of Seek or Recalibrate Command 

4) During Execution Phase in the NON.OMA Mode 

Interrupts caused by reasons 1 and 4 above occur 
during normal command operations and are easily 
discernible. by the processor. However, interrupts 
caused by· reasons 2 and 3 above may be uniquely 
identified with the aid of the Sense Interrupt Status 
Command. This command when issued resets the 
interrupt signal and via bits 5, 6, and 7 of Status 
Register 0 identifies the cause of the interrupt. 

Neither the Seek or Recalibrate Command have a 
Result Phase. Therefore, it is mandatory to use the 
Sense Interrupt Status Command after these com
mands to effectively terminate them and to provide 
verification of the head position (PCN). 

Table 11 Seek Interrupt Codes , 
Seek End Interrupt Code 

Cause 
Bit 5 Bit 6 Bit 7 

0 1 1 Ready Line Changed 
State, Either Polarity 

1 0 0 Normal Termination 
of Seek or Recalibrate 
Command 

1 1 0 Abnormal Termination 
of Seek or Recalibrate 
Command 

SPECIFY 

The Specify Command sets the intitial values for 
each of the three internal timers. The HUT (Head 
Unload Time) defines the time from the end of the 
Execution Phase of one of the Read/Write Com-
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mands to the head unload state. This timer is pro
grammable from 16 to 240 ms in increments of 
16 ms (01 = 16 ms, 02 = 32 Ins .... OF = 
240 ms). The SRT (Step Rate Time) defines the time 
interval between adjacent step pulses. This timer is 
programmable from 1 to 16 ms in increments of 
1 ms (F = 1 ms, E = 2 ms, 0 '" 3 ms, etc.). The 
HL T (Head Load Time) defines the time between 
when the Head Load signal goes high and when the 
Read/Write operation starts. This timer is program
mable from 2 to 254 ms in increments of 2 ms (01 = 
2 ms, 02 = 4 ms, 03 == 6 ms .... FE = 254 ms). 

The step rate should be programmed 1 ms longer 
than the minimum time required by the drive. 

The time intervals mentioned above are a direct 
function of the clock (CLK on pin 19). Times indicat
ed above are for an 8 MHz clock, if the clock was 
reduced to 4 MHz (mini-floppy application) then all 
time intervals are increased by a factor of 2. 

The choice of DMA or NON-DMA operation is made 
by the NO (NON-DMA) bit. When this bit is high 
(NO = 1) the NON-DMA mode is selected, and 
when NO = 0 the DMA mode is selected. 

SENSE DRIVE STATUS 

This command may be used by the processor when
ever it wishes to obtain the status of the FDDs. 
Status Register 3 contains the Drive Status informa
tion. 

INVALID 

If an invalid command is sent to the FDC (a com
mand not defined above), then the FDC will termi
nate the command. No interrupt is generated by' the 
8272A during this condition. Bit 6 and bit 7 (010 and 
ROM) in the Main Status Register are both high 
(" 1") indicating to the processor that the 8272A is in 
the Result Phase and the contents of Status Regis
ter 0 (STO) must be read. When the processor reads 
Status Register 0 it will find an SOH indicating an 
invalid command was received. 

A Sense Interrupt Status Command must be sent 
after a Seek or Recalibrate interrupt, otherwise the 
FDC will consider the next command to be an Invalid 
Command. 

In some applications the user may wish to use this 
command as a No-Op command, to place the FDC 
in a standby or no operation state. 
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Table 12. Status Registers 

Bit Description 
No. Name Symbol·· 

STATUS REGISTER 0 

D7 Interrupt IC D7=OandDs=O 
Code Normal Termination of Command, (NT). Command was completed and 

properly executed. 

Ds D7 = OandDs = 1 
Abnormal Termination of Command, (AT). Execution of Command was 
started, but was not successfully completed. 

D7= 1andDs=O 
Invalid Command issue, (IC). Command which was issued was never 
started. 

D7=1andDs=1 
Abnormal Termination because during command execution the ready 
signal from FDD changed state. 

Ds Seek End SE When the FDC completes the SEEK Command, this flag is set to 1 
(high). 

D4 Equipment EC If a fault Signal is received from the FDD, or if the Track 0 Signal fails 
Check to occur after 77 Step Pulses (Recallbrate Command) then this flag is 

set. 

D3 Not Ready NR When the FDD is in the not-ready state and a read or write command 
is issued, this flag is set. If a read or write command is issued to Side 1 
of a single sided drive, then this flag is set. 

D2 Head HD This flag is ~sed to indicate the state of the head at Interrupt. 
Address 

D1 Unit Select 1 US 1 These flags are used to indicate a Drive Unit Number at Interrupt. 

Do Unit Select 0 USO 

STATUS REGISTER 1 

D7 End of EN When the FDC tries to access a Sector beyond the final Sector of a 
Cylinder Cylinder, this flag is set. 

Ds Not usee;!. This bit is always 0 (low). 

Ds Data Error DE When the FDC detects a CRC error in either the ID field or the data 
field, this flag is set. 

D4 OverRun OR If the FDC is not serviced by the main-systems during data transfers, 
within a certain time interval, this flag is set. 

D3 Not used. This bit always 0 (low). 

D2 No Data ND During execLition of READ DATA, WRITE DELETED DATA or SCAN 
Command, if the FDC cannot find the Sector specified in the IDR 
Register, this flag is set. 

During executing the READ ID Command, if the FDC cannot read the 
ID field without an error, then this flag is set. 

During the execution of the READ A Cylinder Command, if the starting 
sector cannot be found, then this flag is set. 
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Table 12. Status Register (Continued) 

Bit Description 
No. Name Symbol 

STATUS REGISTER 1 (Continued) 

01 Not NW During execution of WRITE DATA, WRITE DELETED DATA or Format 
Writable A Cylinder Command, if the FDC detects a write protect signal from the 

FDD, then this flag is set. 

Do Missing MA If the FDC cannot detect the 10 Address Mark after encountering the 
Address index hole twice, then this flag is set. 
Mark If the FDC cannot detect the Data Address Mark or Deleted Data 

Address Mark, this flag is set. Also at the same time, the MD (Missing 
Address Mark in Data Field) of Status Register 2 is set. 

STATUS REGISTER 2 

07 Not used. This bit is always 0 (low). 

Os Control CM During executing the REAQ OAT A or SCAN Command, if the FDC 
Mark "encounters a Sector which contains a Deleted Data Address Mark, this 

flag is set. 

05 Data Error in DO If the FDC detects a CRC error in the data field then this flag is set. 
Data Field 

04 Wrong WC This bit is related with the NO bit, and when the contents of C on the 
Cylinder medium is different from that stored in the lOR, this flag is set. 

03 Scan Equal SH During execution, the SCAN Command, if the condition of "equal" is 
Hit satisfied, this flag is set. 

02 Scan Not SN During executing the SCAN Command, if the FDC cannot find a Sector 
Satisfied on the cylinder which meets the condition, then this flag is set. 

01 Bad BC This bit is related with the NO bit, and when the content of C on the 
Cylinder medium is different from that stored in the lOR and the content of C is 

FF, then this flag is set. 

Do Missing MD When data is read from the medium, if the FDC cannot find a Data 
Address Address Mark or Deleted Data Address Mark, then this flag is set. 
Mark in Data 
Field 

STATUS REGISTER 3 

07 Fault FT This bit is used to indicate the status of the Fault signal from the FDD. 

Os Write WP This bit is used to indicate the status of the Write Protected signal from 
Protected the FDD. 

05 Ready ROY This bit is used to indicate the status of the Ready signal from the 
FDD. 

04 Track 0 TO This bit is used to indicate the status of the Track 0 signal from the 
FDD. 

03 Two Side TS This bit is used to indicate the status of the Two Side Signal from the 
FDD. 

02 Head HD This bit is used to indicate the status of Side Select signal to the FDD. 
Address 

01 Unit Select 1 US 1 This bit is used to indicate the status of the Unit Select 1 signal to the 
FDD. 

Do Unit Select 0 USO This bit is used to indicate the status of the Unit Select 0 signal to the 
FDD. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* 

Operating Temperature ............. O°C to + 70°C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 40°C to + 125°C 

All Output Voltages ....... , .... " ... -0.5 to + 7V 

All Input Voltages .................. -0.5 to + 7V 

Supply Voltage Vee ................ -0.5 to + 7V 

Power Dissipation .•...................... 1 Watt 
'TA ~ 2S'C 

"Notice: Stresses above those listed under '~bso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O°Cto + 70°C, Vee = +5V ±10% 

Parameter 
Limits 

Unit Test 
Symbol 

Min Max Conditions 

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5 V 

VOl . Output Low Voltage 0.45 V IOl = 2.0 mA 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 Vee V IOH = -400 p.A 

lee Vee Supply Current 120 mA 
-

III Input Load Current 10 p.A Y,N = Vee 
(All Input Pins) -10 p.A Y,N = OV 

ILOH High Level Output 10 p.A VOUT = Vee 
Leakage Current 

--
IOFl Output Float ±10 p.A 0.45C :s; VOUT :s; Vee 

Leakage Current 

CAPACITANCE TA = 25°C, fc = 1 MHz. Vee = OV 

Limits Test Symbol Parameter Unit 
Conditions Min Max 

C'N(4)) Clock Input Capacitance 20 pF All Pins Except Pin 

CIN Input Capacitance 10 pF Under Test Tied 
to AC Ground 

CliO Input/Output Capacitance 20 pF 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·Cto +70·C, vcc = +5.0V ± 10% 

Symbol Parameter Typ(1) Min Max Unit Notes 

CLOCK TIMING 

tCY Clock Period 120 500 ns (Note 5) 

tCH Clock High Period. 40 ns (Note 4, 5) 

tRST Reset Width 14 toy 
READ CYCLE 

tAR Select Setup to RD ,J.. 0 ns 

tRA Select Hold from R5 t 0 ns 

tRR RD Pulse Width 250 ns 

tRO Data Delay from RD ,J.. 200 ns 

tOF Output Float Delay 20 100 ns 

WRITE CYCLE 

tAW Select Setup to WR ,J.. 0 ns 

tWA Select Hold from WR t 0 ns 

tww WR Pulse Width 250 ns 

tow Data Setup to WR t 150 ns 

two Data Hold from WR t 5 ns 

INTERRUPTS 

tRI INT Delay from RD t 500 ns (Note 6) 

tWI INT Delay from WR t 500 ,ns (Note 6) 

DMA 

tRQCY DRO Cycle Period 13 I4s (Note 6) 

tAKRQ DACK i to DRO ,J.. 200 ns 

tRQR DROt toRD,J.. 800 ns (Note 6) 

tRQW DROttoWR,J.. 250 ns (Note 6) 

tRQRW DRO t to RD t or WR t 12 I4s (Note 6) 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·Cto +70·C, vee = +5.0V ±10% (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Typ(1) Min Max Unit Notes 

FDDINTERFACE 

twCY WCK Cycle Time 2or4 MFM = 0 
1 or 2 /A-s . MFM = 1 (Note 2) 

tWCH WCK High Time 250 80 350 ns 

tcp Pre-Shift Delay from WCK t 20 100 ns 

tco WDA Delay from WCK t 20 100 ns 

twoo Write Data Width tWCH - 50 ns 

tWE WEt toWCKt orWEJ, to 20 100 . ns 
WCKJ, Delay 

twwCY Window Cycle Time 2 MM = 0 
1 /A-s MFM = 1 

tWRO Window Setup to ROD t 15 ns 

tROW Window Hold from ROD J, 15 ns 

tROD ROD Active Time (HIGH) 40 ns 

FDD SEEK/DIRECTION/STEP 

tus USo, 1 Setup to Rl/II /SEEK t 12 /A-s (Note 6) 

tsu USO, 1 Hold after RW/SEEK J, 15 /A-s (Note 6) 

tso RW /SEEK Setup to LCT /DIR 7 /A-s (Note 6) 

tos RW ISEEK Hold from LCT IDIR 30 p.s (Note 6) 

tOST LCT IDIR Setup to FR/STEP t 1 /A-s (Note 6) 

tSTO LCT IDIR Hold from FRISTEP J, 24 /A-s (Note 6) 

tSTU DS2, 1 Hold from FR/Step J, 5 /A-s (Note 6) 

tSTP STEP Active Time (High) 5 /A-s (Note 6) 

tsc STEP Cycle Time 33 /A-s (Note 3, 6) 

tFR FAULT RESET Active Time (High) 8 10 /A-s (Note 6) 

tlOX INDEX Pulse Width 10 toy 
tTC Terminal Count Width 1 tCY 

NOTES: 
1. Typical values for T A = 25·C and nominal supply voltage. 
2. The former values are used for standard floppy and the latter values are used for mini-floppies. 
3. tsc = 33 p.s min. is for different drive units. In the case of same unit, tsc can be ranged from 1 ms to 16 ms with 8 MHz 
clock period, and 2 ms to 32 ms with 4 MHz clock, under software control. 
4. From 2.0V to + 2.0V. 
5. At 4 MHz, the clock duty cycle may range from 16% to 76%. Using an 8 MHz clock the duty cycle can range from 32% to 
52%. Duty cycle is defined as: D.C. = 100 (tCH + tCY) with typical rise and fall times of 5 ns. 
6. The specified values listed are for an 8 MHz clock period. Multiply timings by 2 when using a 4 MHz clock period. 
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A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT W~VEFORM A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

"=X )C 2.0 2.0 > TEST POINTS < . 
0.1 o.a 

G.45 

210606-7 

A.C. Testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4V for a Logic "1" and 0.45V 
for a Logic "0". Timing measurements are made at 2.0V for a 
LogiC "1" and 0.8V for a Logic "0". 

WAVEFORMS 

PROCESSOR READ OPERATION 

DEVICE 
UNDER 

J~.'." 
TEST 

210608-8 

CL = 100 pF 
CL Includes Jig Capacitance 

ADA:X. y-
~ I~"""-AR----I ... -t--:------~~~~~-'R-R~~~~~~~~~~~~-.j.-I----'R-A=J ~ 

OATA - - - - - - - - - - - -

INT 

210606-9 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

PROCESSOR WRITE OPERATION 

Ao.CI.DACK 

f+----.ww------io-J 

DATA 

.NT 

210606-10 

DMA OPERATION 

I---------"'oe'----------\ 

ORQ 

f+------tRQRW------~ 

WAo, AD 
f+----IROW---~ 

f+----tRQR-----.J 

210606-11 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

CLOCK TIMING 

eLK 

;-b 
FDD WRITE OPERATION 

WAITE ENABLE 
(WE) 

8272A 

~. 

PreshlftO 

Normal 0 

Late 0 

Early 

Invalid 
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ICY 

~ / 
210606-12 

ICp 

210606-13 

Preshlft 1 

o 

o 



WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

SEEK OPERATION 

LeT/ 
01RECTION 

STEP 

FLT RESET 

FAULT RESET 
FAIL UNSAFE RESET 

8212A 

STABLE 

lOS 

I----------Isc-----------.j 

210606-14 

INDEX 

210606-15 
210606-16 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

FDD READ OPERATION 

READDA4A . 
tROD --------------------------

READ DA_TA _______________ ~: ~t .---'WRD 
WINDOW : 

-------------------
f+-------tWWCIf------____ ---.:~ 

210606-17 

TERMINAL COUNT RESET 

TC RESET 

210606-18 210606-19 
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82072 

CHMOS HIGH INTEGRATION FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 

• Integrated Analog Data Separator with • CHMOS and POWERDOWN MODE for 
Software Selectable Data Rates (250K, Low Power/Portable Applications 
300K, 500K, 1M Bit/Sec-MFM Mode) • Implied Seek with Read/Write Disk 

• 16 Byte FIFO with Progtammable Commands 
Threshold • Supports IBM Single and Double 

• High Speed Processor Interface Density Recording Formats 
16 MHz IAPX 386- 1 Wait State • Software Compatible with 8272A 
12.5 MHz iApX 286-1 Wait State 
8 MHz iAPX 286- 0 Wait State • On-Chip Crystal Oscillator 

• Programmable Internal Write • Cory trois 8" ,5%" and 3%" Floppy Disk 
Precompensation Delays Drives 

\ 

• Programmable Drive Motor On/Off • Plastic 40 Pin DIP or 44 Pin PLCC 
Delays Packages 

• Addresses Up to 256 Tracks Directly, 
(See Packaging Spec. Order .. 231369) 

Supports Unlimited Tracks 

The 82072 CHMOS high integration floppy disk controller solves the many complex disk drive and microproc
essor interface issues that eXIst. today, while maintaining software compatibility with the industry standard 
8272A. Features inClude a sophisticated on-chip analog phase lock loop with software selectable data rates, 
write precompensation delay, and motor on/off delays to simplify the disk drive interface. System interfacing is 
enhanced with the addition of a FIFO which allows a more flexible system to be designed. Its CHMOS 
technology and a powerdown mode that drops the current requirement into the hundred microamp range 
make the 82072 ideal for low power or portable applications. 

The standard 82072 supports a maximum data rate of 500 Kbits per second. The 82072-1 supports data rates 
up to 1 Mbit per second. 

The 82072 is fabricated on Intel's advanced CHMOS III technology for minimal power consumption and is 
available in a plastic 40 pin DIP or a plastic 44-leaded chip carrier (PLCq package. 

o I~ I; 10 I~ s ~ ~ ~ g ~ 
~ 0 ~ Q > > 0 ~ ~ 

DBO WP 

DBl TRKO 

DB2 WRDATA 

DB3 82072 OSO 

oB4 oSl 

NC Ne 

DB5 HoSEl 

oB6 MOTOR 

DB? 31 MFM 

ORQ WE 

Te AVSS 

18 19 2021 22 23 242526 27 28 

290122-1 

Figure 1. 82072 Pinout 
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OIR 

STP 
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WP 

TRKO 

WRoATA 
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WE 

AVSS ' 

VSS 
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OW 
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Table 1. 82072 Pin Description 

Symbol DIP PLCC 1/0 Function 

DACK 1 2 I DMA ACKNOWLEDGE: DMA control line that qualifies the Ri5 and 
WR inputs during DMA cycles. 

RD 2 3 I READ: Control signal to transfer data to the data bus from the 82072. 

iNA 3 4 I WRITE: Control signal to transfer data into the 82072 from the data 
bus. 

es 4 5 I CHIP SELECT: Control Signal that qualifies the RD and WR inputs. 

AO 5 6 I ADDRESS: 
AO RI5 WR Function 

0 0 0 Illegal' 
0 0 1 Read Main Status 

Register 
0 1 0 Write to the Data Rate Select 

Register .. 
0 1 1 No Action 
1 0 0 Illegal' 
1 0 1 Read from FIFO 
1 1 0 Write into FifO 
1 1 1 No Action 
• User must ensure that these inputs do not occur . 

•• Change from 8272A-was illegal. 

DBO-7 6-13 7-11, I/O DATA BUS: Bidirectional8-bit data bus. AO determines whether 
13-15 transfer is to/from the FIFO or Main Status Register. 

DRQ 14 16 0 DMA REQUEST: Used to request servic!'l from a DMA controller. 

TC 15 17 I TERMINAL COUNT: Control line from a DMA controller used to 
terminate requests fordata transfers. Disk read and write commands 
complete the transfer to the current sector with valid CRC checking/ 
generation. 

lOX 16 18 I INDEX: Disk drive signal t~at indicates the beginning of a track. It is 
used to count retries and delay periods for internal (i.e. Motor On/Off) 
timers and is rising edge triggered. 

INT 17 19 0 Interrupt: Interrupt to host to indicate command completion or that a 
data transfer is required (depending upon the data transfer mode). 
Command completion interrupts are cleared by reading the Main 
Status Register. Data transfer interrupts are cleared when the amount 
of data in the FIFO reaches the full or empty level (depending on FIFO 
direction). 
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Table 1.82072 Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol DIP PLCC I/O Function 

RESET 18 20 I RESET: Places the 82072 in a known idle state. All disk outputs are 
set to a low level. All registers, except those set by the SPECIFY 
command, are cleared. 
From the trailing edge of Reset, there is a maximum delay of 4 
microseconds until the Main Status register is valid. 
Following reset, the 82072 defaults to polling disabled mode . 
. The def~ult values for the new features are: internal data separator 
enabled, write precompensation value is 250 ns, MOTOR on delay is 
1 sec., MOTOR off delay is 5.2 sec., data rate is 250 kbps, FIFO 
enabled, threshold = 1. . 

X1 19 21 I CRYSTAL 1: External connection for a fundamental mode parallel 
resonant 24 MHz crystal for the internal oscillator. May be driven with 
a MOS level clock instead of a crystal. Refer to the D.C. 
Specifications. 

X2 20 22 I CRYSTAL 2: If an external clock is supplied on X1, this input must be 
left unconnected (floating). 

Vss 21,25 23,24,28 LOGIC GROUND. 

OW 22 25 I··· DATA WINDOW: Clock from the external PLL logic used to sample 
the Read Data input. When the internal PLL is used, this input is 
ignored and should be tied to VCC or VSS. 

RDDATA 23 26 I READ DATA: Serial FM orMFM encoded data from the disk drive. 

VCO/LD 24 27 0··· READ DATA GATE: This active high output enables an external PLL 
to synchronize to Read Data input from the disk drive. 
LOW DENSITY: This active high output is used by quad density disk 
drives to modify Read/Write head and data channel characteristics. 
This signal is activated when internal PLL is enabled and a data 
transfer rate of 300 Kbps is chosen. 

AVSS 26 29 " Analog ground for the Data Separator. This must not be connected 
directly to logic ground. 

WE 27 30 0 WRITE ENABLE: Disk drive control signal that enables the head to 
write onto the disk . 

MFM 28 31 0··· .MFM MODE: When an external PLL is used, this output selects 
between single and double density (FM and MFM) modes. 1 = 
MFM, 0 = FM mode. 

MOTOR 29 32 0 MOTOR ENABLE: Output used to activate the drive motor on the 
selected drive. Delays are programmable. With one output, this pin 
must be qualified with the drive select logic to provide motor enables 
for each drive. 

HDSEL 30 33 0 HEAD SELECT: Signal used to select one of two sides on the disk. A 
0= side 0, a 1 = side 1. 

DS1,0 31,32 35,36 0 DRIVE SELECT: These outputs select one of four disk drives. DSO, 
DS1 = 0, 0 will select drive o. 

WRDATA 33 37 0 WRITE DATA: FM or MFM encoded serial data to the disk drive. No 
external precompensation is required. 
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Table 1.82072 Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol DIP PLCC 110 Function 

TRKO 34· 38 I TRACK 0: Control line from the disk drive ~hat indicates the head is on 
track 0 (outermost track). 

WP 35 39 I WRITE PROTECT: Input from the disk drive that indicates if the disk is 
physically write protected. This input is treated the same as the ROY 
pin. 

ROY 36 40 I READY: Input from the disk drive that indicates whether the drive is 
ready for an operation. Command terminates if this is not valid. 

HDL 37 41 0 HEAD LOAD: This output loads the head onto the disk drive if required. 
Typically used by 8" drives. 

STP 38 42 0 STEP: Output used to supply step pulses to the disk drive. 

DIR 39 43 0 DIRECTION: This output, in conjunction with STP, causes the drive to 
move the head outward if a "0", and inward if a "1 ". 

VCC 40 1,44 Logic DC power supply. 

NOTES: 
1. Pins 12, 34 of the 44 pin PLCC package are not connected . 
••• : These pins are intended for an external PLL. The outputs are always active and are n~t a function of the programming. 

INTRODUCTION 

The 82072 has integrated all of the complex circuitry 
required to interface microprocessor systems with 
disk drives that comply with the IBM System 34 Dou
ble Density (MFM) format or the IBM 3740 single 
density format (FM). The 82072 is a superset of the 

8272A. Control over ttie new features was accom
plished by adding extra registers and commands to 
the 82072. The 82072 will function like the 8272A 
Floppy Disk Controller (FDC) after being reset, with 
the added features being set to 8272A compatible 
default values. When accessing the disk drives, the 
82072 is programmed the same as the 8272A. 

WRDATA 

RDDATA 

CONNECTOR 
TO DISK 
CABLE 

CONNECTOR 
TO DISK 
CABLE 

290122-3 

Figure 2. 82072 Typical System Block Diagram 
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The microprocessor interface was enhanced by add~ 
ing a 16 byte FIFO to reduce the timing constraints 
that most floppy disk controllers impose upon a sys
tem. The point at which the 82072 generates a re
quest for a data transfer is selectable within the 16 
byte range of the FIFO. The interface was further. 
enhanced to support todays faster' microprocessors 
(i.e., 10 MHz iAPX286, 10 MHz iAPX186) without in
curring wait states. A powerdown mode has been 
added for low power or portable applications. With 
one command, the 82072 resets itself and then dis
connects the power from the internal oscillator. Re
set will reconnect the clock and once the 82072 is 
reprogrammed (if necessary), it will be ready to read 
and write disks again. 

All of the control logic of the disk interface has been 
integrated into the 82072. Flexibility is maintained by 
allowing the user to select read and write data rates 

·NOTE: 

. TC 
ORO 

OACK 
INT 
RO 
WR 
CS 
AD 

RESET 

Xl 
X2 

These pins are not used with the internal P LL 

(without any external hardware); write precompensa
tion delays; motor on/off delay; and the track to start 
the precompensation on~ . The' typical deSign will 
need the.82q72, a crystal and high current driVers 
for the signals that interface to the disk drive. The 
new features (when used) need only to be chosen 
once after reset (although they may be modified at 
any time). From then on, the user programs the 
82072 for disk accesses in the same manner as the 
8272A. 

ARCHITECTURE 

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the 82072. The high
lighted' blocks represent areas that are either com
pletely new or highly enhanced. All new features 
were adopted with the requirement of being soft
ware compatible with the 8272A. 

ROY 
WP 

TRKO 

lOX 

OSO 
OS1 

MOTOR 

OIR 
STP 
HOl 

290122-4 

Figure 3. 82072 Block Diagram 
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Summary of Differences Between the 8272A and the 82072 
Table 2 lists the features that are different between the 8272A and the 82072. The Scan commands are not 
supported by the 82072. 

Table 2. Summary of Differences Between 82072 and 8272A 

Features 82072 8272A 

Process CHMOSIII HMOS II 
Data Separator Internal User $upplied 

Data Rates Up to 1 Mbitlsec. Up to 500 kbitlsec 
Software Selectable External Hardware , 
Without Hardware Needed 

Power Down Mode Internal None 
Commands Superset of 8272A 

Host Interface 16 byte FIFO 1 byte Register 
Software Reset Ves None 
Implied Seeks Ves None 
Relative Seek Ves None 
Motor Delays Ves External Hardware 

Write Precompensation Delays Ves External Hardware 
Recalibrate Issues 256 Step Pulses Issues 77 Step Pulses 

Crystal Oscillator Specification 

1 
X1 

.1. 24t.lHz 82072 
jCRYSTAL 

X2 

GND 
290122-5 

C1 ~ 20 pF 
C2~20pF 

'Figure 4. Crystal OSCillator Circuit 

Specification of the parallel resonant crystal (typical 
Values): 

Frequency: 

Mode: 

Series Resistance: 

Motional Inductance: 

24 MHz 

Parallel resonant 
Fundamental mode 

Rs == 8n 
L = 2.2 mH 

Motional Capacitance: C = 0.02 pF 

Shunt Capacitance: CO = 4.5 pF 

The 24 MHz clock can be supplied either by a crystal 
or a MOS level square wave. All internal timings are 
referenced to this clock or a scaled count (which is 
determined by the data rate selection). 

The crystal oscillator must be allowed to run for 10 
mS after the VCC supply has reached 4.5 volts or 1 
ms after the chip has been taken out of the Power
down mode before it is guaranteed to have stabi
lized. 
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MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE 

There are three ports accessible from the host's 
point of view; the FIFO, the Main Status Register 
(MSR) and the Data rate Select Register (DSR) . 
Communication between the microprocessor and 
the 82072 is done by reading the Main Status regis
ter to determine If the controller is ready, If it is 
ready, a command, followed by the correct parame
ters, is sent to the 82072 through the FIFO (data 
port). The MSR can be read at any time and the 
DSR can be written at any time (before, during and 
after a command). The FIFO should be accessed 
when the ROM bit in the MSR is set, or if a DMA 
transfer is in progress. 

MAIN STATUS REGISTER 

Bit 7-RQM (Request For Master) 

This bit indicates that the host can access the FIFO 
(data port) If a "1", No accesses are permitted if set 
to a "0". 

Bit 6-010 (Di:\ta In/Out) 

Indicates the direction of the data transfer only when 
ROM is a "1". If 010 is a "1" the host should re
move the bytes in the FIFO. A "0" means that the 
host must write into the FIFO. 
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Bit 5-NDM (Non-DMA Mode) 

If the non-OMA mode is selected in the SPECIFY 
command, this bit will be set = "1" only during the 
execution phase of a command. This bit is intended 
to support polled data transfers along with ROM and 
010. If DMA mode is selected, it remains a "0". 

Bit 4-CB (Controller Busy) 

CB is set to a "1" when a command is in progress 
and indicates that the controller is processing a 
command. This bit will go active in the command 
phase after the command byte has been accepted. 
CB goes inactive at the end of the result phase 
which indicates the start of the next command 
phase. If the command has no result phase (Le. 
SEEK and RECALIBRATE) the CB bit is cleared af
ter receiving the last byte in the command phase. 

Bit 0-3; Drive Busy 

These bits are set only when a drive is in the seek 
portion of a command, including implied seeks and 
overlapped seeks. 

FIFO 
A 16 byte FIFO was added to increase the flexibility 
of a system when transferring data between the disk 
and memory by increasing the amount of time be
fore service is required. This permits the 82072 to 
have a lower priority in servicing without losing data. 

The 82072 FIFO is 16 bytes deep with the threshold 
set at any point (the threshold is set with the Config
ure command). A reset will reset the threshold to an 
8272A value of 1 byte. During writes into the FIFO 
(from the host), the 82072 will request service (via 
DRO or INT-depending upon the'selected transfer 
mode) when there are the programmed threshold 
number of bytes left in the FIFO. The request will go 
inactive once the FIFO is filled. When reading from 
the FIFO (to the host), service is requested when 
there are more than (16-threshold number) bytes in 
the FIFO. The request for service goes inactive 
when the FIFO is emptied. 

During the Command phase (see next section), the 
FIFO is disabled and data must be sent only after 
the Main Status register has indicated that it is 
ready. Improper operation will result if command 
bYtes are sent !;lefore the 82072 if ready. The 82072 
does not ask for command parameters by generat
ing interrupts or DMA requests. All command param
eters are sent by polling the MSR. ' 
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As the 82072 enters the execution phase, it clears 
the FIFO of any data to ensure that invalid data is 
not written or read from the disk. During writes to the 
disk, if the host fails to respond in time, "00" will be 
written to the disk. During reads from the disk, the 
82072 will not go into the Result phase until all data 
has been removed from the ,FIFO. 

An overrun or underrun condition will terminate the 
transfer of data between the FIFO and the host. 
Writes to the disk will complete the current sector 
(using "OO"s) and generate CRC. Reads will require 
the host to read all data bytes out of the FIFO so 
that the Result phase may begin. The proper error 
bit will be set in the Status register. A Terminal 
Count (TC) will always get the 82072 into the Result 
phase. 

During the Result phase, the result bytes are read 
out one at a time and the FIFO is again disabled. 

During disk transfers between the FIFO and the host 
(or OMA controller), the FIFO must be serviced with
in a specified period after the appropriate indicator is 
set (INT, DRO). Table 3 gives an example of the 
delays. The 1.5 J.Ls delay is to convert the parallel 
data into serial MFM/{FM) data (with a clock speed 
of 24 MHz). Other data rate service delays are deter
mined by: 

Threshold # X [ __ 1_ X 8] - 1.5 p,s = DELAY 
dat,a rate ' 

Table 3. FIFO Service Delay 

FIFO Threshold Maximum Delay to Servicing 
Examples at 1 Mbps Data Rate 

1 byte 1 X 8 J.Ls - 1.5 J.Ls = 6.5 Jis 
'2 bytes 2 x 8 J.Ls - 1.5 J.Ls = 14.5 J.Ls 
8 bytes 8 x 8 J.Ls - 1.5 J.Ls = 70,5 J.Ls 

15 bytes 15 X 8 J.Ls - 1.5 J.Ls = 118.5,..,s 

FIFO Threshold Maximum Delay to Servicing 
Examples at 500 Kbps Data Rate 

1 byte 1 X 16,..,s - 1.5,..,s = 14.5 J.Ls 
2 bytes 2 x 16,..,s - 1.5 ,..,S = 30.5 J.Ls 
8 bytes 8 x 16,..,s - 1.5 J.Ls = 126.5 J.Ls 

15 bytes 15 X 16,..,s - 1.5,..,s = 238.5,..,s 

The FIFO defaults to enabled but with an 8272A 
compatible threshold level of 1 byte. If the FIFO is 
enabled, DRO stays active until the FIFO is emp
tied/filled . .lf the FIFO is disabled with the EFIFO bit 
in the CONFIGURE command, individual DRO's are 
issued. Refer to the section on DMA transfers for 
more detail. 
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COMMAND PHASES 

Command Phase 

After a RESET, the 82072 enters the Command phase and is ready to accept a command from host. For each 
of the commands, a defined set of command code bytes and parameter bytes has to be written to the 82072 
before the command phase is complete. (Please refer to the Command Description section). These bytes of 
data must occur in the order prescribed. For example: 

SEEK Command 
07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO 
00001 1 1 1 1 st byte to the 82072 

2nd byte to the 82072 
3rd byte to the 82072 

o 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 OSO 
<-----------N~----------> 

Before writing to the 82072, the host must examine 
the ROM and 010 bits of the Main Status Register. 
ROM, 010 must be equal to "1" and "0", respective
ly before command bytes may be written. ROM is 
set false by the 82072 after each write cycle until the 
received byte is processed. The 82072 asserts ROM 
again to request each parameter byte of the com
mand, unless an illegal command condition is de
tected. After the last parameter byte is received, 
ROM, 010 switch to "0", "1", and the 82072 auto
matically enters the next phase as defined by the 
command definition. 

The FIFO is disabled during the command phase to 
retain compatibility with the 8272A, and to provide 
for the proper handling of the "invalid command" 
condition. 

Execution Phase 

All data transfers to or from the 82072 occur during 
the execution phase, which can proceed in DMA or 
non-OMA mode as indicated in the SPECIFY com
mand. 

The following paragraphs detail the operation of 
the FIFO flow control. In these descriptions, 
<threshold> is defined as the number of bytes 
available to the 82072 when service is requested 
from the host, and ranges from 1 to 16. The parame
ter FIFOTHR which the user programs is one less, 
and rang'es from 0 to 15. 

A low threshold value (Le. 2) results in longer peri
ods of time between service requests, but requires 
faster servicing of the request, for both read and 
write cases. The host must be very responsive to the 
service request. This is the desired case for use with 
a "fast" system. 
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A high value of threshold (Le. 12) is used with a 
"sluggish" system by affording a long latency period 
after a service request, but results in more frequent 
service requests. 

NON-DMA MODE, Transfers from the 
FIFO to the Host: 

The tNT pin and ROM bits in the Main Status Re
gister are activated when the FIFO contains 
(16 - <threshold» bytes, or the last bytes of a full 
sector transfer has been placed in the FIFO. The 
INT pin can be used for interrupt driven systems and 
ROM can be used for polled systems. The host must 
respond to the request by reading data from the 
FIFO. The 82072 will deactivate the INT pin and 
ROM bit when the FIFO becomes empty. This pro
cess is repeated until the last byte is transferred out 
of the FIFO. 

NON-DMA MODE, Transfers from the 
Host to the FIFO: 

The INT pin and ROM bit in the Main Status Register 
are activated upon entering the execution phase of 
data transfer commands. The host must respond to 
the request by writing. data into the FIFO. The INT 
pin and ROM bit remain true until the FIFO becomes 
full. They are set true again when the FIFO has 
<threshold> bytes remaining in' the FIFO. The 
82072 will also deactivate the INT pin and ROM bit 
when TC goes active, indicating that no more data is 
required. The 82072 enters the results phase after 
the last byte is taken. by the 82072 from the FIFO 
(Le., FIFO empty condition). 
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DMA MODE, Transfers from the FIFO 
to the Host: 

The 82072 activates the DRQ pin when the FIFO 
contains (16 - <threshold» bytes, or the last byte 
of a full sector transfer has been placed in the FIFO. 
The DMA controller must respond to the request by 
reading data from the FIFO. The 82072 will deacti
vate the DRQ pin when the FIFO becomes empty. 
DRQ goes inactive after DACK goes.active for the 
last byte of a data transfer (or on the active edge of 
RD, on the last byte, if no edge is present on DACK). 
A data underrun may occur if DRQ is not removed in 
time to prevent an unwanted cycle. Refer to the sec
tion on DMA Transfers for more detail. 

DMA MODE, Transfers from the Host 
to the FIFO: 

The 82072 activates the DRQ pin when entering the 
execution phase of the data transfer commands. 
The DMA controller must respond by activating the 
DACK and WR pins, and placing data in the FIFO. 
DRQ remains active until the FIFO becomes full. 
DRQ is again set true when the FIFO has 
<threshold> bytes remaining in the FIFO. The 
82072 will also deactivate the DRQ pin when TC 
becomes true, indicating that no more data is re
quired. DRQ goes inactive after DACK goes active 
for the last byte of a data transfer (or on the active 
edge of WR on the last byte, if no edge is present on 
DACK). A data overrun may occur if DRQ is not re
moved in time to prevent an unwanted cycle. Refer 
to the section on DMA Transfers for more detail. 

The 82072 supports terminal count explicitly through 
the TC pin and implicitly through the underrun/over
run and end-of-track (EOT) functions. The EOT pa
rameter can define the last sector to be transferred 
in a multisector transfer. If the host stops transfer
ring data mid-sector, the 82072 will complete the 
transfer in the same way as if a hardware TC was 
received. The only difference between these implicit 
functions and TC is that they return "abnormal termi
nation" result status. Such status indications can be 
ignored if they were expected. 

Note that when the host is sending data to the 
82072's FIFO, the internal sector count will be com
plete when the 82072 reads the last byte from its 
side of the FIFO. There maybe a delay in the remov
al of the transfer request signal of up to the time 
taken for the 82072 to read the last 16 bytes from 
the FIFO. The host must tolerate this delay. 
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If before the execution of a command, the RDY pin 
is "0", the 82072 will set the corresponding bit in 
Status Register 0, and terminate the command 
phase. When an external TC signal is received, the 
external transfer is suspended, but the sector trans
fer is completed internally before the command 
phase is ended. The command phase is also termi
nated if the last sector on the track has been read or 
written, (as defined by the EOT parameter). 

The 82072 activates INT to indicate the beginning of 
the result phase. The first reading of status from the 
82072 resets the INT pin. 

Result Phase 

The generation of INT determines the beginning of 
the result phase. For each of the commands a de
fined set of result bytes has to be read fr~m the 
82072 before the result phase is complete. (Refer to 
the Command Description section). These bytes of 
data must be read out for another command to start. 

RQM and DIO must be equal to "1" and "1", before 
the result bytes may be read from the FIFO. RQM 
and DIO will remain "1" and "1" until the required 
number.of bytes are read from the 82072, then 
RQM, DIO will switch to "0", "1" and the 82072 
automatically returns to the command phase. At 
some point within the result phase, the CB bit will be 
set to a "0". 

DATA RATE SELECT REGISTER 
(DSR) 

The Data Rate select register gives the user control 
over the read and write disk data. The user can se
lect between an internal or external data separator, 
the data rate of the data separator and the delays 
for the write precompensation logic. The internal 
data separator requires no external control logic or 
analog components with its selectable data rates. 
SOFTWARE RESET and the POWER DOWN mode 
are invoked by setting the appropriate bit in this reg
ister. 

When the processor writes into the DSR, the data is 
loaded after a delay to synchronize to an internal 
machine state. The processor. must not perform suc
cessive writes into the DSR until this synchronization 
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time (24 clock periods or 1 microsecond at 24 MHz) 
has elapsed. This register should be programmed 
before issuing a command that accesses the disk 
and uses values that this register controls. There is a 
2 millisecond delay between writing the data rate se
lect bits and having the PLL stabilize at the new fre
quency. This can be hidden bY,overlapping it in the 
stepping and head load delays. There is no minimum 
delay between writing this register and any other 
82072 register. 

A write to this register during data transfers will alter 
the contents of this register and the logic it controls. 
Data rates and precompensation values will change 
which may give undesirable results. 

Changing the data rate also changes the timings of 
the drive control signals that are initialized with the 
SPECIFY command. To ensure that drive timings 
are not violated, the user should either choose val
ues of drive timings such that the fastest data rate 
would not violate a drive timing specification or 
should follow a write to the data rate select bits with 
a new SPECIFY command. Refer to the SPECIFY 
command for more detail on these timings. 

The Datarate select register (DSR) is a write only 
register. The functions of the DSR are indicated be
low: 

Bit 7-8WR; (SOFTWARE RESEn 

When set to "1", enables software reset of the 
82072. A software reset causes the hardware reset 
line to go active internally. Refer to Figure 5 for an 
illustration. This method ensures that software and 
hardware resets perform the same function. One 
function not reset is the DSR (since it contains the 
software reset bit). Since a hardware reset is being 
performed, the MSR will not be valid for up to 4 mi
croseconds after the Software Reset is issued. The 
users software should wait that period before at
tempting to read the Main Status register. Software 
reset can also be cleared with a hardware reset. 

In the case of software reset, the DSR retains the 
values previously loaded into it. Upon hardware re
set, the DSR is configured to the following, to pro
vide compatibility with the 8272A: 

SWR PO EPLL PRE-COMP DRATESEL 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Default values: 250 Kbitlsec., MFM, Internal data separa
tor, Precompensation = 125 os 
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Bit 6-PD; (POWER DOWN) 

When set to "1", the 82072 goes into its POWER 
DOWN mode. A SOFTWARE 'RESET is performed 
and held when entering POWER DOWN to ensure 
that no disk control pins are in the active state. The 
powerdown mode deactivates the internal clocks 
and shuts off the oscillator. Only writes to the DSR 
are allowed during powerdown and ALL input Signals 
must be held in a valid state (either D.C. 1 or 0). The 
only exception is the data bus may be floated and 
there will be no increase in the ICC specification. To 
exit the Power down mode, either a hardware or 
software reset must be given. Once reset is given, 
there is a delay of 1 ms for the oscillator to stabilize 
at the correct frequency. 

The 82072 preserves the contents of the peN regis
ter during POWERDOWN. However, all status regis
ters are cleared. Prior to issuing the POWER DOWN 
command, it is highly recommended that the user 
service all pending interrupts through the SENSE IN
TERRUPT STATUS command. 

Bit 5-EPLL; (Enable PLL) 

When set to "0", the internal PLL data separator 
supplies the data window input and the OW pin is 
ignored. The data rate of the internal PLL isdeter
mined by the DRATESEL bits. When set to "1", the 
internal data separator is disconnected from the 
serial interface controller and an external data sepa
rator is required to supply the OW signal. Refer to 
the section on the internal data separator for more 
detail. 

Bits 2-4-PRECOMP; 
(Pre-compensation) 

The write precompensation circuitry adjusts the write 
data pulse before it is sent to the drive on the 
WRDATA pin. A programmed compensation interval 
is added to or subtracted from the normal write 
pulse timing as a function of the data pattern. The 
CONFIGURE command is used to specify the track 
number that precompensation starts upon. If you 
don't issue a CONFIGURE command, the 82072 de
faults t9 beginning pre-compensation on Track O. 
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Figure 5. Reset Block Diagram 

Table 5. Pre-Compensation Delays 

PRECOMP Pre-Compensation Delay 432 

111 0.00 ns-DISABLED 
001 41.67 ns 
010 83.34 ns 
011 125.00 ns 
100 166.67 ns 
101 208.33 ns 
110 250.00 ns 
000 DEFAULT 

If the Data Rate Select Register (DSR) is pro
grammed with bits 2-4 set to zeroes, a ~efault pre
compensation value matching the PC-AT is' auto
matically chosen depen'ding upon the data rate se
lect bits (bits 0 and 1). The. default values corre
sponding to the data rate select values are illustrat-
ed in Table 5A. ' , 

Table SA. Default Pre-Compensation Delays 

Data Rate Pre-Compensation Delays 

1 Mbps 41.67 ns 
500 Kbps 125 ns 
300 Kbps 125 ns 
250 Kbps 125 ns 

Bits 0, 1-DRATESEL; (Data Rate 
Select) , , 

Programs both the read and write data rates. For 
single density (FM mode), data rates are one half 
the ,values stated for the double density (MFM) 
mode. MFM or FM selection is made in the disk read 
and write commands. 

Table 4. Data Rates 

DRATESEL DATA RATE 
1 0 MFM FM 

1 1 1 Mbps . Illegal 
0 0 500 Kbps 250 Kbps 
0 1 300 Kbps 150 Kbps 
1 0 250 Kbps 125 Kbps 
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WRITE CLOCK 
The basic "core" of the 8272A was carried over to 
the 82072 virtually unchanged. To keep the flexibility 
of the 8272A, where the user could vary data rates 
by changing'the frequency on the WRCLK pin, and 
to minimize the external logic, a prescaler for the 
internal WRCLK was added. The prescaler divides 
down the 24 MHz clock to'rates that are equivalent 
to those used with the 8272A. The user changes the 
prescaler value with the data rate selection bits In 
the DATA RATE SELECT register. 

POLLING OF DRIVES 

The 82072 defaults to polling ,Qlsabled mode. Polling 
can be enabled by' issuing a CONFIGURE com
mand. When enabled, the 82072 polls the drives 
and looks for a change in the state of the ROY pin. 
Each of the drives is selected for a period of time 
and its RDY pin sampled. After a delay, the next 
drive is selected. This sequence occurs whenever 
the 82072 is in the command phase. The drives are 
assumed to be not ready initially and a "reaQy" val
ue for each drive is saved in an internal register. An 
interrupt will be issued when a drive signals that it 
changed state from not ready to ready. This interrupt 
must be followed with a SENSE INTERRUPT 
STATUS command from the host. The next time that 
the drive changes its state, an interrupt will again be 
issued. 

The length of time that a drive is selected is depen
dent upon the selected data rate. At 1 Mbps, drives 
0-2 are selected for approximately 115 microsec
onds, and drive 3 for twice that amount. At 500 
Kbps, the selected period is doubled for all drives. 
This period continues to scale with the data rate se
lection. The amount of time that the 82072 actually 
samples the RDY pin is about 15 microseconds at 1 
Mbps and also scales with the data rate. This value 
is equal for all drives. The remaining time the drive is 
selected, changes on RDY will not be sampled. 

NOTE: 
POlling is disabled when an Implied Seek is in prog-
ress; , 
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TERMINAL COUNT (TC) 

TC completes the current disk data transfer and 
then puts the 82072 into the result phase. 

ROM will go inactive immediately after TC is re
ceived. There will be no more requests for data 
transfers. All remaining bytes In the FIFO are read 
out by the 82072. The remaining space in the disk 
sector will be filled with "OO"s. For read's ROM goes 
inactive and remaining data bytes are "dumped" in
ternally and CRC checked. An overrun/underrun er
ror will not be reported in the result phase. The FIFO 
will be reset upon entering the result phase. This 
ensures that any remaining data bytes sent by the 
host do not interfere with the result bytes. 

An implied terminal count also exists. Letting the 
FIFO overrun or underrun will terminate all requests 
for data transfers from the 82072. It terminates the 
transfer exactly the same as the hardware Terminal 
Count except that the overrun error bit will be set in 
the status register. 

Terminal count will always get the 82072 out of the 
execution phase which would be c::aused by the host 
failing to perform the correct action. 

DMA TRANSFERS 

OMA transfers are initiated by the 82072 when it ac
tivates its ORO (OMA Request) pin. When ready, the 
OMA controller responds by activating i5ACR (OMA 
Acknowledge). If the OMA transfer mode is selected 
in the 82072 (with the SPECIFY command), ~ 
must be used in the data transfer sequence. ~ 
is used to clock internal logiC. 

If the FIFO is disabled by setting the EFIFO bit in the 
CONFIGURE command, the FIFO does not exist 

and each byte to be transferred will request a cycle. 
Figure 6 is an example of the handshaking that oc
curs. 

If the FIFO is enabled (the default value), ORO will 
go active for a transfer and stay active until the FIFO 
is filled or cleared (write and read respectively). 

The 82072 can be given pulsed i5ACi('s (which is 
compatible with the iAPX186 and most two cycle 
OMA controllers) or ~'s that stay active until the 
transfer is complete (compatible with the Intel 
8237A controller). A pulsed ~ provides more 
time for the 82072 to determine if ORO should be 
removed (since ~ goes active before RO). If 
~ is not pulsed, then the active going edge of 
RO is used for this deciSion. The edge of RO is gen
erally too late for ORO to be removed and prevent 
an unwanted OMA cycle. 

There is a small delay after ~ (or RO) goe~ ac
tive at the 82072 before ORO is removed, but this "Otc not satiSfy the OMA controller specification 
( K active to ORO inactive) to prevent an un
wanted OMA cycle. It is the users responsibility to 
ensure that an unwanted cycle does not happen due 
to ORO not going inactive quickly enough. It m~18K 
necessary for the design to generate a pulsed 
or one that is earlier than the one supplied by the 
OMA controller. 

DRIVE INTERFACE 

Figure 8 is a block diagram of the floppy drive inter
face for the 82072. The external logic needed are 
high current buffers to drive the cable, termination 
and MOTOR and drive select generation. 

• 

~==I 
DACK C1 IZ; 

RD/WR-U U U 
290122-7 

NOTE: 
This edge asynchronously removes ORQ 

Figure 6. Disabled FIFO DMA Cycles 
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DRQ Note 2 

DACK' 

290122-8 

NOTES: 
,1. OACK can be either active the entire period or can be active for each cycle. 
2. Either edge will remove ORO, but OACK provides more setup time for the 82072 and the OMA controller. 

Figure 7. DMA Transfers with the FIFO Enabled 
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Figure 8. Drive Interface Block Diagram 

When a read operation begins. the sync detect logic 
samples the read data stream until it finds a valid 
sync field. which is a pattern of eight contiguous 
zero bit cells. This is found with an internal one-shot. 
It assumes that this is a synchronization field (Refer 
to the FORMAT command for detail) and will switch 
the veo from the reference clock to the data stream 
after waiting the delay specified in the GAP parame
ter of the READ and WRITE commands. The sync 
logic then switches the READ DATA stream to the 
input of the data separator. The clock that the PLL is 
synchronized to is forced to be in phase with the 
read data as the switch over occurs. The PLL of the 
data separator starts with almost zero phase error •. 
which greatly reduces the capture time. Once veo 

is activated and the PLL has locked onto the serial 
data, it is searched' for an ID address mark. If the 
first non·sync data is not an ID address mark, the 
veo line is deactivated and the search for a sync. 
field begins again with the data separator waiting for 
the one-shot to find another sync. field. If the ad
dress mark was good, the ID field is examined for 
the correct parameters and eRe is checked. When 
the 82072 is not looking at the disk data, it remains 

. synchronized to the programmed data rate. This 
method ensures that the PLL does not lock onto 
harmonics. It also allows a faster lock-up time when 
disk data is fed 'into the PLL. 
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PHASE LOCK LOOP 

REFERENCE REFERENCE 
OSCILLATOR PHASE LOCK LOOP 

u. ! 
1 ANALOG TRIM DATA 1 

SYNC. DET. 

DISK 
DATA ---+ SYNC DETECT 

I 

DATA 

DELAYED 
DATA 

DATA 
PHASE LOCK LOOP 

INTERNAL 
OW . 

READ DATA 
290122-10 

Figure 9. Data Separator Block Diagram 

The internal Data Separator consists of two analog 
phase lock loops as is shown in Figure 9. The data 
separator PLL's function is to recover the clock from 
the data stream so that the data may be decoded. 
The data separator PLL tracks variations in drive 
speed and pulse jitter. To increase the effectiveness 

PHASE LOCK LOOP OVERVIEW 

of the data PLL, a second PLL was added. This 
REFERENCE PLL takes into account temperature, 
voltage and data rate variations and adjusts the data 
PLL proportionately. The combination of the two 
PLL's eliminates the need for any external trimming 
components over the range of data rates. 
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Figure 10. Data PLL 

The PLL design is optimized to reduce the chance of 
noise induced errors. The entire analog section has 
its own voltage reference which has good VCC inde· 
pendence. A 10% AVCC change translates into a 
1 % change seen by the analog circuitry. 

The Phase/Frequency Comparator section is a stan
dard implementation. It generates two signals 
(PUMP UP-PU and PUMP DOWN-PD) which indi
cate how far from the center· frequency the data 
stream is. The Charge Pump essentially amplifies 
these signals for the Loop Filter. 
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The Loop Filter is a second order type with all of the 
capacitors on-chip and compensated for against 
temperature, frequency and VCC ilariations. The fil
ter bandwidth is the data rate divided by 88. Data 
rate selection in the filter is made via the variable 
resistor as shown in the diagram. The second ca
paCitor is much smaller than the one in series with 
the resistor. Its purpose is to filter out high frequency 
noise. 

The VCO design is optimized to reduce its sensitivity 
to noise on AVCC and in the read data stream. 



Lock Definition 
'The data separator phase locked loop is defined to 
be in lock when the phase error is equal to or'less' 
than 5% of the bit cell. As an example, at 1 Mbps' 
the bit cells are 1 ,..,S long, 5% of that is 50 ns. Thus 
by definition the loop will be in lock for this data rate 
if the phase error is equal to or less than ± 50 ns @ 

1 Mbps. 

Locktlme 
The 82072 data separator is designed to acquire 
lock, as defined above, within 48 bit times, indepen
dent of data rate. 

Jitter Response 
The 82072 data separator can tolerate a phase error 
impulse of 17.5% maxii'Tlum, and still remain in lock, 
as defin9d above. As an example, at 1 Mbs, a phase 
impulse of 175 ns should result in a phase error of 
50 ns or less. At 500 KbpS, a phase impulse (error) 
of 350 ns or less will not cause the PLL to lose lock. 

Capture Frequency Range 
The 82072 data separator is designed to lock onto 
read data with a maximum frequency error of 6.0%. 
This total is made up of the following components: 
- Motor speed change ± 1.5% 
- Instantanous speed change ±,1.5% 

SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS 

By far, most problems that will be seen will center 
, upon' noise even though many measures were im

plementeq to reduce the possibility (;)f external noise 
,'related problems. Any digital signals' next to the 

RDDAT A inp,ut line on the board should also be 
avoided. Taking above average precautions will pay 
off with fewer "soft" errors when reading the disk 
and enhance system reliability. 

WRITE PRECOMPENSATION 

The write precompensation logic is used to minimize 
bit shifts in the'read data stream from the disk drive. 
The shifting of bits is a known phenomena of mag
netic media and is dependent upon the disk media 
AND the floppy drive. 

The 82072 monitors the bit stream that is being sent 
to the drive. The data patterns that require precoin
pensation are well known. Depending upon the pat
tern, the bit is shifted either early or late (or not at all) 
relative to the surrounding bits. Figure 11 is a block 
diagram of the internal'circuit 

The top is a 13 bit shift register with the no delay tap 
being in the center. This allows 6 levels of early and 
late shifting 'with respect to nominal. The shift regis
ter is clocked at the main clock rate (24 MHz). The 
output is fed into 2 multiplexors-one for early and 
one for late. A final stage of multiplexors combines 
the early, late and normal data stream back into one 
which is the WRDAT A output. 
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COMMAND SET 
Table 58. 82072 Command Set 

Phase R/W 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 
D7 Ds Ds D4 Ds D2 D, Do 

READ DATA 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 0 , 1 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSl DSO 
W C Sector 10 Information prior 
W H to Command execution 
W R 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPl 
W DTl 

Execution Data transfer between the 
FDD and maln-_system 

Result R STO Status Information aiter 
R STl Command execution 
R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector 10 information aiter 
R R Command execution 
R ,N 

READ DELETED DATA 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 1 1 0 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSl DSO 
W C Sector 10 information prior 
W H to Command execution 
W R 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPl 
W OTl .' 

Execution Data transfer between the 
FDD and main-system 

Result R STO Status information aiter 
R STl Command execution 
R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector ID information aiter 
R R Command execution 
R N 

WRITE DATA 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 0 1 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS OSl DSO 
W C Sector 10 information prior 
W H to Command execution 
W R 
W N 
W EDT 
W GPl 
W OTl 

Execution Data transfer between the 
main-system and FDO 

Result R STO Status information aiter 
R STI Command execution 
R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector 10 information aiter 
R R Command execution 
R N 
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Table 58. 82072 Command Set (Continued) 

Phase R/W 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 
07 06 05 04 03 02 PI Do 

WRITE DELETED DATA 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 I 0 0 I Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W C Sector ID information prior 
W H to Command execution 

W R 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W DTL 

Execution Data transfer between the 
FDD and main-system 

Result R STO Status information after 
R STI Command execution 
R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector ID information after 
R R Command execution 

R N 

READ TRACK 

Command W 0 MFM SK 0 0 0 I 0 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 
W C Sector ID information prior 
W H to Command execution 
W R 
W N 
W EOT 
W GPL 
W DTL 

Execution Data transfer between the 
FDD and main-system. FDC 
reads all of cylinders 
contents from index hole to 
EOT 

Result R STO Status information after 
R STI Command execution 
R ST2 
R C 
R H Sector ID information after 
R R Command execution 
R N 

READ 10 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 I 0 I 0 Commands 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DSI DSO 

Execution The first correct ID 
information on the Cylinder 
is stored in Data Register 

Result R STO Status information after 
R STI Command execution 
R ST2 
R C 
R H Disk status after the 
R R Command has completed. 
R N 
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Table '58. 82072 Command Set (Continued) 

Pha .. R/W' 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 
0-, Os Os 04 03 02 01 Do 

FORMAT TRACK 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 1 1 0 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OSI OSO 
W N Bytes/Sector 
W SC Sectors/Cylinder 
W GPL Gap 3 
W 0 Filler Byte 

Execution FOC formats an entire 
cylinder 

Result R STO Status information after 
R STI Command execution 
R ST2 
R C 
R H Disk status after the 
R R Command has completed 

R N 

RECALIBRATE 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 Command Codes 
w 0 0 0 0 0 0 OSI OSO 

Execution Head retracted to Track 0 
Interrupt 

SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Command Codes 

Result R STO Status information at the 
R PCN end of each seek operation 

about the FOC 

SPECIFY 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Command,Codes 
W __ '_SRT >< HUT ___ 

W HLT > NO 

SENSE DRIVE STATUS 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Command Codes 
W MOT 0 0 0 0 HOS OSI OSO 

Result R ST3 Status information about 
FOO 

SEEK 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 Command Codes 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OSI OSO 
W NCN 

Execution Head i8 positioned over 
proper Cylinder on Diskette 

CONFIGURE 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 Configure Information 
W HSOA < ___ MOFF ___ > < MON > 
W 0 EIS EFIFO POLL < ___ FIFOTHR ___ > 
W < PRETRK > 

MOTOR ON/OFF 

Command W- On/Off OS1 OSO 0 1 0 1 1 Command Code 

RELATIVE SEEK 

Command W 1 OIR 0 0 1 1 1 1 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 OSO 
W RCN 
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Table 58. 82072 Command Set (Continued) 

Phase RIW 
DATA BUS 

Remarks 
Dr 06 05 04 03 02 01 Do 

OUMPREG 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 'Note 
Execution Registers placed in FIFO 
Result R PCN-DriveO 

R PCN-Drive 1 
R PCN-Drive2 
R PCN-Drive3 
R < SRT > < HUT > 
R < HLT > NO 
R < SC/EOT > 
R HSDA < __ MOFF __ > < MON > See Note 
R < PRETRK > 
R 0 EIS EFIFO POLL < ___ FIFOTHR ___ > 

INVALID 

Command W Invalid Codes Invalid Command Codes 
(NoOp - FDC goes into 
Standby State) 

Result R STO STO = 80 
(16) 

SC IS returned If the last command that was Issued was the FORMAT command. EOT IS returned If the last command was a 
READ or WRITE. 
NOTES: 
1. Symbols used in this table are described below. 
2. Ao = 1 for all operations. 
3. X = 'Don't care, usually made to equal binary O. 

PARAMETER ABBREVIATIONS: 
Symbol 

C 

o 

DTL 

EOT 

Description 

Cylinder address. The currently selected 
cylinder address, 0 to 255. 

Data pattern. The pattern to be written in 
each sector data field during formatting. 

DSO, DS1 Disk Drive Select. 

DS1 DSO 

0 0 drive 0 
0 1 drive 1 
1 0 drive 2 
1 1 drive 3 

Special sector size. By setting N to zero 
(00), DTL may be used to control the 
number of bytes transferred in disk 
read/write commands. The sector size (N 
= 0) is set to 128. If the actual sector (on 
the diskette) is larger than DTL, the re
mainder of the actual sector is read but is 
not passed to the host during read com
mands; during write commands, the re
mainder of the actual sector is written 
with all zero bytes. The CRC check code 
is calculated with the actual sector. When 
N is not zero, DTL has no meaning and 
should be set to FF HEX. 

End of track. The final sector number of 
the current track. 
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Symbol 

GPL 

Description 

Gap length. The gap 3 size. (Gap 3 is the 
space between sectors excluding the 
VCO synchronization field). 

H/HDS Head address. Selected head: 0 or 1 
(disk Side 0 or 1) as encoded in the sector 
10 field. 

HL T Head load time. The time interval that 
82072 waits after loading the head and 
before initiating a read or write operation. 
Refer to the SPECIFY command for actu
al delays. 

HUT Head unload time. The time interval from 
the end of the execution phase (of a read 
or write command) until the head is un
loaded. Refer to the SPECIFY command 
for actual delays. 

MFM MFM/FM mode selector. A one selects 
the double density (MFM) mode. A zero 

, selects single density (FM) mode. 

MT Multi-track selector. When set, this flag 
selects the multi-track operating mode. In 
this mode, the 82072 treats a complete 
cylinder, under head 0 and 1, as a single 
track. The 82072 operates as if this ex
panded track started at the first sector 
under head 0 and ended at the last 
sector under head 1. With this flag set, a 
multitrack read or write operation will 
automatically continue to the first sector 
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Symbol Description 

under head .1 when the 82072 finishes 
operating on the last sector under head 
O. 

N Sector size code. This specifies the num
ber of bytes in a sector. If this parameter 
is "00", then the sectqr size is 128 bytes. 
The number of bytes transferred is deter-

NCN 

NO 

mined by the DTL parameter. Otherwise 
the sector size is (2 raised to the "N'th" 
power) times 128. All values up to "07" 
hex are allowable. "07"h would equal a 
sector size of 16k. It is the users respon
sibility to not select combinations that are 
not possible with the drive. 

N Sector Size 

00 128 bytes 
01 256 bytes 
02 512 bytes 
03 1024 bytes 
.. ... 
07 16 Kbytes 

New cylinder number. The desired cylin
der number. 

Non-DMA mode flag. When set to 1, indi
cates that the 82072 is to operate in the 
non-DMA mode. In this mode, the host is 
interrupted for each data transfer. When 
set to 0, the 82072 operates in DMA 
mode, interfacing to a DMA controller by 
means of the ORO and DACK # signals. 

Commands can be written whenever the 82072 is in . 
the command phase. The command set falls into 
two categories as is shown in Table 6. The encoding 
of the bits used in this description can be found in 
the Parameter Abbreviation section which follows 
this section. 

Each command has a unique set of parameters that 
are needed and that are teturned as status. The 
82072 checks to see that the first byte received 
while in the command phase is a valid command. If 
valid, there will be no change in the status bits in the 

Symbol Description 

PCN Present cylinder number. The current po
sition of the head at the completion of 
SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command. 

R Sector address. The sector number to be 
read or written. In multi-sector transfers, 
this parameter specifies the sector num
ber of the first sector to be read or writ
ten. 

SC Number of sectors per track. The number 
of sectors per track to be initialized by the 
FORMAT command. 

SK Skip flag. When set to 1, sectors contain
ing a deleted data address mark will auto
matically be skipped during the execution 
of READ DATA. If READ DELETED is ex
ecuted, only sectors with a deleted ad
dress mark will be accessed. When set to 
"0", the sector is read or' written the 
same as the read and write commands. 

SRT 

STO 
ST1 
ST2 
ST3 

Step rate interval. The time interval be
tween step pulses issued by the 82072. 
Programmable from 0.5 to 8 milliseconds, 
in increments of 0.5 ms at the 1 Mbit data 
rate. Refer to the SPECIFY command for 
actual delays. 

Status register 0-3. Registers within the 
82072 that store status information after 
a command has been executed. This 
status information is available to the host 
during the result phase after command 
execution. 

MSR. If the value was not a valid command, an inter
rupt is issued. The user would issue the SENSE IN
TERRUPT STATUS command which would return 
an invalid command error condition. 

DATA TRANSFER COMMANDS 
The READ DATA, READ DELETED DATA, WRITE 
DATA, WRITE DELETED DATA and READ TRACK 
require and return the same parameter and status 
bytes respectively. The only differences being the 
coding 'of bits 0-4 in the first byte sent to the 82072. 

Table 6. Command Summary 

Data Transfer Control 
Read Data Recalibrate Configure • 
Read Deleted Data Sense Interrupt·Status Motor On/Off" 
Write Data Specify Relative Seek· 
Write Deleted [)ata Sense Drive Status Dumpreg • 
Read Track Seek 
Forrnat Track ReadlD 

"NOTE: 
These· commands are not present in the 8272A 
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NOTE: 

WRDATA 

24MHz 

PRECOMP 
SELECTION FROM 

DSR 

82072 

WRDATA 
TO OUTPUT 

290122-12 

PSO, 1 are 8272A control signals but are not available as outputs on the 82072 

Figure 11. Precompensatlon Block Diagram 

Table 7. Data Transfer Command Summary 

Phase R/W D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO Remarks 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 X X X X Command Code 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 
W -------- C --------
W -------- H --------
W -------- R --------
W -------- N --------
W -------- EOT --------
W -------- GPL --------
W -------- DTL --------

Execution Data Transfer 
Occurs. 

Result R -------- STO -------- Status After 
R -------- ST1 -------- Command Has 
R -------- ST2 -------- Completed. 
R -------- C -------- Disk Status 
R -------- H -------- After The 
R -------- R -------- Command Has 
R -------- N -------- Completed. 

Table 8. Command Encoding IMPLIED SEEK FOR READ AND 
WRITE COMMANDS Command D3 D2 

Read Data 0 1 
Read Deleted Data 1 1 
Write Data 0 1 
Write Deleted Data 1 0 
Read Track 0 0 

D1 

1 
0 
0 
0 
1 

DO 

0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
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The 82072 will execute an implied seek for any com
mand that speCifies the cylinder number. The im
plied seek execution is transparent to the user. This 
means that the user would issue a READ DATA· 
command, send all of the parameter bytes, see step 
pulses issued and start reading data. 
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After the parameter bytes are received, a compari
son is made between PCN and NCN. If stepping is 
required and the Implied Seek bit in the CONFIG
URE command was set, then a SEEK command is 
issued. This would be indicated by the DRIVE BUSY 
bits in the Main Status Register being set. If the 
stepping completes successfully, DRIVE BUSY in 
the MSR will go inactive and then the READ DATA 
command starts. If the SEEK failed, the status bytes 
of the READ DATA command are sent to the FIFO. 
STO contains the cause of the error and C would 
contain the cylinder number on which the stepping 
failed. 

READ DATA COMMAND 

A set of nine (9) bytes is required to place the 82072 
into the Read Data Mode. After the READ DATA 
command has been issued, the 82072 loads the 
~ead (if it is in the unloaded state), waits the speci
fied head settling time (defined in the SPECIFY com
mand), and begins reading ID Address Marks and ID 
fields. When the sector address read off the diskette 
matches with the sector address specified in the 
command, the 82072 reads the sector's data field 
and transfers the data to the FIFO. 

After completion of the read operation from the cur
rent sector, the sector a~dress is incremented by 
one, and the data from the next logical sector is read 
and ouput via the FIFO. This continuous read func
tion is called "Multi-Sector Read Operation". Upon 
receipt of TC, or an implied TC (FIFO overrun/un
~errun), the 82072 stops sending data, but will con
tinue to read data from the current sector, check the 
CRC bytes, and at the end of the sector terminate 
the READ DATA Command. 

N determines the number of bytes per sector (See 
Table 8A Below). If N is set to zero, the sector size is 
set to 128. The DTL value determines the number of 
bytes to be transferred. If DTL is less than 128, the 
82072 transfers the specified number of bytes to the 
host. For reads, it continues to read the entire 128 
byte sector and checks for CRC errors. For writes it 
completes the 128 byte sector by filling in zeroes. If 
N is not set to 00 Hex, DTL should be set to FF Hex 
and has no impact on the number of bytes trans~ 
ferred. 

Table SA. Sector Sizes 

N Sector Size 

00 128 bytes 
01 256 bytes 
02 512 bytes 
03 1024 bytes 
.. . .. 
07 16 Kbytes 
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The amount of data which can be handled with a 
single command to the 82072 depends upon MT 
(multi-track) and N (Number of bytes/sector). 

MT N 
Max. Transfer Final Sector 

Capacity Read from Disk 

0 1 256X26= 6,656 26 at side 0 or 1 
1 1 256 X 52 = 13,312 26 at side 1 
0 2 512 X 15 = 7,680 15 at side 0 or 1 
1 2 512 X 30 = 15,360 15 at side 1 
0 3 1024 X 8= 8,192 8atsideOor1 
1 3 1024 X 16 = 16,384 16 at side 1 

The Multi-Track function (MT) allows the 82072 to 
r~ad data .from both sides of the diskette. For a par
ticular cylinder, data will be transferred starting at 
Sector 1, Side 0 and completing at the last sector of 
the same track at Side 1. 

At the completion of the DATA Command the head 
is not unloaded until after the Head Unioad Time 
Interval (specified in the SPECIFY command) has 
elapsed. If the host issues another command before 
the head unloads then the head settling time may be 
saved between subsequent reads. 

If. the 82072 detects a pulse on the I DX pin twice 
without finding the speci~ied sector (meaning that 
the diskette's index hole passes through index de
tect logic in the drive twice), the 82072 sets the IC 
code in Status Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal termi
nation), and sets the ND bit in Status Register 1 to 
"1", and terminates the DATA Command. 

After reading the ID and Data Fields in each sector, 
the 82072 checks the CRC bytes. If a CRC error 
occurs in the ID or data field, the 82072 sets the IC 
code in Status Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal termi
nation), sets the DE bit flag in Status Register 1 to 
"1 ", sets the DD bit in Status Register 2 to "1" if 
CRC is incorrect in the ID field, and terminates the 
READ DATA Command. 

If the SK bit is "0" and the 82072 reads a Deleted 
Data Address Mark from the diskette, it sets the CM 
bit in Status Register 2 to "1", and terminates the 
READ DATA Command, after reading all the data in 
the sector. If SK is "1", the 82072 skips the sector 
with the Deleted Data Address Mark, sets the CM bit 
in Status Register 2 to a "1", and continues to read 
the next sector. 

WRITE DATA 

After the WRITE DATA command has been issued, 
the 82072 loads the head (if it is in the unloaded 
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state), waits the specified head load time if unloaded 
(defined in the SPECIFY command), and. begins 
reading 10 Fields. When the sector address read 
from the diskette matches the sector address speci- . 
fied in the command, the 82072 reads the data from 
the host via the FIFO, and writes it to the sector's 
data field. 

After writing data into the current sector, the Sector 
Number stored in "R" is incremented by one, and 
the 82072 continues writing to the next data field. 
The 82072 continues this "Multi-Sector Write Opera
tion". Upon receipt of a terminal count signal or if a 
FIFO over/under run occurs while a data field is be
ing written, then the remainder of the data field is 
filled with zeros. 

The 82072 reads the 10 field of each sector and 
checks the CRC bytes. If it detects a CRC error in 
one of the 10 Fields, it sets the IC code in Status 
Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal termination), sets the 
DE bit of Status Register 1 to "1", and terminates 
the WRITE DATA command. 

The WRITE DATA command operates in much the 
same manner as the READ DATA command. The 
following items are the same. Please· refer to the 
READ DATA Command for details: 

• Transfer Capacity 

• EN (End of Cylinder) bit 

• NO (No Data) bit 

• Head Load, Unload Time Interval 

• 10 information when the host terminates the com
mand. 

• Definition of DTL when N = 0 and when N does 
not = O. 

READ DELETED DATA 

This command is the same as the READ DATA com
mand except that when the 82072 detects a Deleted 
Data Address Mark at the beginning of a Data Field 
and SK = "0", it will read all the data in the sector 
and set the CM bit in Status Register 2 to "1", and 
terminate the command. If SK = "1", then the 
82072 skips the sector with the Deleted Data Ad
dress Mark and reads the next sector. Thus the SK 
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bit can be used to cause the 82072 to read only the 
deleted data sectors during a read operation. 

WRITE DELETED DATA 

This command is almost the same as the WRITE 
DATA command except that a Deleted Data Ad
dress Mark is written at the beginning of the Data 
Field instead of the normal Data Address Mark. This 
command is typically used to mark a bad sector con
taining an error on the floppy disk. 

READ TRACK 

This command is similar to the READ DATA com
mand except that the entire data field is read contin
uously from each of the sectors of a track. Immedi
ately after encountering a pulse on the lOX pin, the 
82072 starts to read all data fields on the track as 
continuous blocks of data without regard to logical 
sector numbers. If the 82072 finds an error in the 10 
or DATA CRC check bytes, it continues to read data 
from the track and sets the appropriate error bits at 
the end of the command. The 82072 compares the 
10 information read from each sector with the speci
fied value in the command, and sets the NO flag of 
Status Register 1 to a "1" if there is no comparison. 
Multi-track or skip operations are not allowed with 
this command. 

This command terminates when the EOT specified 
number of sectors have been read. If the 82072 
does not find an 10 Address Mark on the diskette 
after the second occurrence of a pulse on the lOX 
pin, then it sets the IC code in Status Register 0 to 
"01" (Abnormal termination), sets the MA bit in 
Status Register 1 to "1", and terminates the com
mand. 

REGISTER INFORMATION FOR HOST 
TERMINATION 

If the host terminates a read or write operation in the 
82072, then the 10 information in the result phase is 
dependent upon the state of the MT bit and EOT 
byte. 
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MT Head 
Final Sector Transferred 10 Information at Result Phase 

to Host C H 

0 
Less than EOT NC NC 

0 
Equal to EOT C+1 NC 

1 
Less than EOT NC NC 

Equal to EOT C+1 NC 

0 
Less than EOT NC NC 

1 
Equal to EOT NC LSB 

1 
Less than EOT NC NC 

Equal to EOT C+1 LSB 

NC: no change, the same value as the one at the beginning of command execution. 
LSB: least significant bit, the LSB of H is complemented. 

FORMAT COMMAND 
Phase R/W 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 1 1 0 1 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 
W -------- N --------
W -------- SC --------
W -------- GPL --------
W -------- D --------

Execution 

Result 
R -------- STO --------
R -------- ST1 --------
R -------- ST2 --------
R -------- C --------
R -------- H --------
R -------- R --------
R -------- N --------

R N 

R+1 NC 

01 NC 

R+1 NC 

01 NC 

R+1 NC 

01 NC 

R+1 NC 

01 NC 

Remarks 

Command Code 

Data Transfer 
Occurs 

Status After 
Command Has 

Completed. 
Disk Status 
After The 

Command Has 
Completed. 

The FORMAT command allows an entire track to be formatted. After a pulse from the IDX pin is detected, the 
82072 starts writing data on the disk including Gaps, Address Marks, ID Fiel.ds and Data Fields, per the IBM 
System 34 or 3740 format (MFM or FM respectively). The particular values that will be written to the gap and 
data field are controlled by the values programmed into N, SC, GPL, and D which are specified by the host 
during the command phase. The data field of the sector is filled with the data byte specified by D. The ID Field 
for each sector is supplied by the host; that is, four data bytes per sector are needed by the 82072 for C, H, R, 
and N (cylinder, head, sector number and sector size respectively). . 

After formatting each sector, the host must send new values for C, H, Rand N to the 82072 for the next sector 
on the track. The R value (sector number) is the only value that must be changed by the host after each sector 
is formatted. This allows the disk to be formatted with nonsequential sector addresses (interleaving). This 
incrementing and formatting continues for the whole track until the 82072 encounters a pulse on the IDX pin 
again and it terminates the command. 

Table 9 contains typical values for gap fields which are dependent upon the size of the sector and the number 
of sectors on each track. Actual values can vary due to drive electronics. . 
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Table.9. Typical Value, for Formatting 
" 

- S8ctorSlze N ' ' SC GPL1 GPL2 

128 0 1A 07 18 
256 1 OF OE 2A 

FM 512 2 08 18 3A 
1024 3 04 47 8A 
2048 4 02 C8 FF 

8" Drives 4096 5 ,01 C8 FF 

256 1 1A OE 36 
. 512 2 OF 18 54 

MFM 1024 3 08 35 74 
2048 4 04 99 FF 
4096 5 02 C8 FF 

128 00 12 07 09 
128 00 10 10 19 
512 02 08 18 30 

FM 1024 03 04 46, 87 
2048 04 02 C8 'FF 
4096 ' 05 01 C8 FF 

5.25" Drives ... '" 

256 01 12 OA OC 
256 01 10 20 32 
512 02 08 2A 50 

MFM 1024 03 04 80 FO 
2048 04 02 C8 FF 
4096 05 01 C8 FF 
... ... 
128 0 OF 07 18 

FM 256 1 09 OF 2A 

3.5" Drives 512 2 05 18 3A 

256 1 OF OE 36 
MFM 512 2 09 18 54 

1024 3 05 35 74 
GPL 1 = suggested GPL values in read and write commands to avoid splice point between data field and 10 field of contigu
ous sections. 
GPL2 = suggested GPL value in FORMAT TRACK command. 

NOTE: 
All values are in Hex. 

Figure 12. System 34 Format Double Density 

Flgur"13. System 3740 Format Single Density . " . 
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CONTROL COMMANDS 

Each of the control commands hal! a unique set of parameters that are sent and returned. Control commands 
differ in that they do not have a data transfer in the execution phase . 

. READ 10 COMMAND 
Phase R/W 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Remarks 

Command W 0 MFM 0 0 1 0 1 0 Command Code 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS. DS1 DSO 

Execution 1ST 10 Field 
Located. 

Result R -------- STO -------- Status After 
R -------- ST1 -------- Command Has 
R -------- ST2 -------- Completed. 
R -------- C -------- Disk Status 
R -------- H -------- After The 
R -------- R -------- Command Has 
R -------- N -------- Completed. 

The READ 10 command is used to find the present position of the recording heads. The 82072 stores the 
values from the first 10 Field it is able to read into its registers. If the 82072 does not find an 10 Address Mark 
on the diskette after the second occurrence of a pulse on the lOX pin, it then sets the IC code in Status 
Register 0 to "01" (Abnormal termination), sets the MA bit in Status Register 1 to "1", and terminates the 
command. . 

CONTROL COMMANDS WITH INTERRUPTS 

The following commands will generate an interrupt upon completion. They do not return any result bytes. It is 
highly recommended that control commands be followed by the SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS· command. 
Otherwise, valuable interrupt status information will be lost. 

RECALIBRATE COMMAND 
Phase R/W 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO Remarks 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 Command Code 
W 0 0 0 0 0 0 DS1 DSO 

Execution Head Retracts 
To Track O. 

Interrupt 

This command causes the read/write head within the FDD to retract to the track 0 position. The 82072 clears 
the contents of the PCN counter, and checks the status of the TRKO pin from the FDD. As long as the TR~O 
pin is low, the DIR pin remains "1" and step pulses are issued. When the TRKO pin goes high, the SE bit in 
Status Register 0 is set to "1", and the command is terminated. If the TRKO pin is still low after 256 step 
pulses have been issued, the 82072 sets the SE and the EC bits of Status Register 0 to "1", and terminates 
the command. 

The RECALIBRATE command does not have a result pAase. SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command must 
be issued after the RECALIBRATE command to effectively terminate it and to provide verification of the head 
position (PCN). During the command phase of the recalibr~te operation, the 82072 is in the BUSY state, but 
during the execution phase it is in a NON BUSY state. At this time another RECALIBRATE command may be 
issued, and in this manner, parallel RECALIBRATE operations may be done on up to 4 drives at once. 
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Upon power up, the software must issue a RECALIBRATE command to properly initialize all driv~s and the 
, controller. 

SEEK COMMAND 

Phase R/W 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 ' Remarks 
Command W 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 Command Code 

W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO , 
W -------- NCN -,-------

Execution Head is Moved 
to Specified 

Track. 

The read/write head within the FDD is moved from track to track under the control of the SEEK Command. 
The 82072 compares the PCN which is the current head position with the NCN and performs the following 
operation if there is a difference: 
-PCN < NCN: Direction signal to FDD set to "1" (step in), and issues step pulses. 
-PCN > NCN: Direction signal ,to FDD set to "0" (step out), and issues step pulses. 

The rate at which step pulses are issued is controlled by SRT (Stepping Rate Time) in the SPECIFY command. 
After' each step pulse is issued, NCN is compared against PCN, and when NC!'J = PCN, then the SE bit in 
Status Register 0 is setto "1", and the command is terminated. ' 

DUringthe command phase of the seek or raealibrate operation, the 82072 is in the BUSY, state, but during the 
execution phase it is in the NON BUSY state. At this time another SEEK or RECALIBRATE command may be 
issued, and in this manner, parallel seek operations may be done on up to 4 drives at once. 

If an FDD is in a NOT READY state at the beginning of the command execution phase or during the seek 
operation, then the NR bit in Status Register 0 is set to "1", and the command is terminated; 

Note that if implied seek is not enabled, the read and write cc>mmands should be preceded by: 
1) SEEK command; Step to the proper track 
2) SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command; Terminate the Seek command 
3) READ 10. Verify head is on proper track 
4) Issue READ/WRITE command. 

The SEEK command does not have a result phase. Therefore, it is highly recommended that the SENSE 
INTERRUPT STATUS Command after the SEEK command be issued to effectively terminate it and to provide 
verification of the head position (PCN). When exiting POWERDOWN mode, the 82072 saves the current PCN 
values. The status information, however, is cleared. Prior to issuing the POWER DOWN command, it is highly 
recommended that the user service all pending interrupts through the SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS com·, 
mand. 

CONTROL COMMANDS WITHOUT INTI:;RRUPTS 

These commands have no execution phase and do not generate an interrupt upon completion. Their primary 
use is to follow one of the cOmmands that do not have an execution phase, although they may be issued 
whenever the 82072 is in the command phase. 

SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS COMMAND , 
Phase R/W 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Remarks 

Command 'II 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Command Code 
Result R -------- STO --------

R ' , PCN. ----------------
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An interrupt signal on INT pin is generated by the 82072 for one of the following reasons: 

1. Upon entering the Result Phase of: 

a. READ DATA Command 

b. READ TRACK Command 

c. READ 10 Command 

d. READ DELETED DATA Command 

e. WRITE DATA Command 

f. FORMAT TRACK Command 

g. WRITE DELETED DATA Command 

2. ROY pin changes state 

3. End of SEEK or RECALIBRATE Command 

4. 82072 requires a data transfer during the execution phase in the non-DMA Mode 

The SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command resets the interrupt signal and via the IC code and SE bit of 
Status Register 0, identifies the cause of the interrupt. 

Table 10. Interrupt IdentificatIon 

SE Ie Interrupt Due To 

0 11 ROY pin changes state 
1 00 Normal Termination of SEEK or RECALIBRATE command 
1 01 Abnormal Termination of SEEK or RECALIBRATE command 

Both the SEEK and the RECALIBRATE commands have no result phase. SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 
command must be issued immediately after these commands to terminate them and to provide verification of 
the head position (PCN). If a SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS is not issued, the drive, will continue to be BUSY 
and may effect the operation of the next command. 

SENSE DRIVE STATUS 
Phase R/W 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO Remarks 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Command Code 
W MOT 0 0 0 0 HD DSI DSO 

Result R -------- ST3 --------
SENSE DRIVE STATUS obtains drive status information. It has no execution phase and goes directly to the 
result phase from the command phase. STATUS REGISTER 3 contains the drive status information. If Bit 7 of 
the second command byte is set (MOT), there is no delay before the drive is accessed for status information. If 
Bit 7 is not set, the 82072 waits the motor ON/OFF delay period before accessing the drive. 

SPECIFY COMMAND 
Phase R/W 07 06 05 04 03 02 01· DO Remarks 

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Command Code 
W <---SRT---> <---HUT---> 
W <-------- HLT ------> NO 

Execution Values Placed 
Into Regs. 

The SPECIFY command sets th.e initial values for each of the three internal timers. The HUT (Head Unload 
Time) defines the time from the end of the execution phase of one of the read/write commands to the head 
unload state. The SRT (Step Rate Time) defines the time interval between adjacent step pulses. The HL T 
(Head Load Time) defines the time between the Head Load signal goes high and the read, write operation 
starts. The values change with the data rate speed selection and are documented in Table 11. The values are 
the same for MFM and FM. 
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Table 11. Drive Control Delays 

HUT SRT 

1M 500K 300K 250K 1 M 500K 300K 250K 
00 128 256 512 1024 
01 8 16 26.7 32 8.0 16 26.7 32 
02 16 32 53.3 64 7.5 15 25 30 
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 
OE 112 224 373 448 1.0 2 3.33 4 
OF 120 240 400 480 0.5 1 1.67 2 

HLT 

1M 500K 300K 250K 
00 128 256 512 1024 
01 1 2 3.3 4 
02 2 4 6.7 8 
. . . . . . .. 
7F 126 252 420 504 
7F 127 254 423 508 

The choice of DMA or NON-DMA operations is made by the ND bit. When this bit is "1 ", the NON-DMA mode 
is selected, and when ND is "0". the DMA mode js selected. In DMA mode, data transfers are signalled by the 
DRO pin. Non-DMA mode uses the ROM bit and the INT pin to Signal data transfers. 

NEW CONTROL COMMANDS 

CONFIGURE COMMAND 
Phase R/W D7 D6 05 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO Remarks 

Command W 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
W HSDA <--MOFF--> <---MON--> Configuration 
W 0 EIS EFIFO POLL <--FIFOTHR--> Information 
W <---------PRETRK---------> 

Issued to select the special features of the 82072. A CONFIGURE command need not be issued if the default 
values of the 82072 meet the system requirements. 

CONFIGU~E DEFAULT VALUES: 
EIS -No Implied Seeks 

EFIFO -FIFO Enabled 

POLL -Polling Disabled 

FIFOTHR -FIFO Threshold Set to 1 BY1e 
PRETRK -Pre-Compensation Set to Track 0 
HSDA -Disabled 

MOFF -Set to Motor Off Delay of 5.2 Seconds 
MON -Set to 1.0 Second 

EIS 

Enable implied seek. When set to "1", the 82072 will perform a SEEK operation before executing aread or 
write command. Defaults to no implied seek. . 
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EFIFO 

A "1" puts the FIFO into the 8272A compatible mode where the FIFO is disabled. This means data transfers 
are asked for on a byte by byte basis. Defaults to "0", FIFO enabled. The threshold defaults to one. 

POLL 

Disable polling of the drives. Defaults to "1 ", polling disabled. When enabled, each·of the drives is selected for 
a period of time, and its RDY pin sampled. After a delay, the next drive is selected. This sequence occurs 
whenever the 82072 is in the idle state. An interrupt is generated if the 82072 detects a change in the drive 
RDY signal. No polling is performed while the drive head is loaded or until the unload head delay has expired. 

FIFOTHR 

The FIFO threshold in the execution phase of read or write commands. This is programmable from 1 to 16 
bytes. Defaults to one byte. 

PRETRK 

00 = 1 byte 

01 = 2 bytes 

02 = 3 bytes 

OF = 16 bytes 

Pre-compensation start track number. Programmable from track 0 to 255. Defaults to track o. 

HSDA 

00 = TRACK 0 

01 = TRACK 1 

02 = TRACK 2 

FE = TRACK 254 

FF = TRACK 255 

High Speed Disk Adjust causes the motor on/off delays to be doubled. This is necessary for disks that rotate 
at high rates (Le., 600 RPM vs 300 RPM). Defaults to a "0" which is disabled. 

MOFF 

Programs the number of index pulses to be counted before the MOTOR pin is deactivated (if high). All 82072 
commands restart the motor off timer upon their completion. The MOFF bits increment the count value by 4. 
The HSDA bit doubles that value for disks that spin extremely fast. This chart is simplified to iIIustrat.e the count 
delays. All combinations are legal and no checking is done by the 82072. 

The motor off delay is ignored while any drive is BUSY. 

Defaults to 110 (5.2 sec. at 300 RPM). 
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MOFF HSDA Revolutions Dt'lay 

Bits 300 RPM 360,RPM 600 RPM 

000 0 2 0.4 0.33 0.2 SEC. 
000 1 4 - - ,0.4 
001 0 6' 1.2 1.0 0.6 
001 1 12 - - 1.2 
010 0 10 2.0 1.67 1.0 
010 1 20 - - 2.0 

" • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 

110 0 26 5.2 4.33 2.6 
110 1 52 - - 5.2 
111 0 30 6.0 5.0 3.0 
111 1 60 - - 6.0 

MON 

Programs the number of Index pulses that are counted after the MOTOR pin goes active before a command' 
can proceed into the execution phase. This is to give the floppy drive time to spin up and stabilize at the proper 
speed. If MOTOR is already active, no delay will be generated even if the drive selection is changed. fhe MON 
bits increment the index count by one and the HSDA bit will double that value if active. All combinations are 
legal and no checking is done by the 82072. 

Defaults to 101 (1.0 sec. at 300 RPM). 

MON HSDA 
Motor on to Command Execution Delay 

Revolutions 300 RPM 360 RPM 600 RPM 

0000 NO Delay to Command, MOTOR OFF is Infinite 
MOTOR Pin must be given a Command to go On/Off. 

0001 0 1 0.2 0.17 0.1 SECS. 
0001 1 2 - - 0.2 
0010 0 2 0.4 0.33 0.2 
0010 1 4 - - 0.4 
0011 0 3 0.6 0.5 0.3 
0011 1 6 - - 0.6 

: : : : , . : 
1111 0 15 3.0 2.5 1.5 
1111 1 30 - - 3.0 

NOTE: 
Actual index counts depend upon the position of the disk and when the command begins pro-
cessing. There is an error rate of -1/ + 0 revolutions. ' 

The MOTOR logic provides a programmable motor enable signal to the FDDs. This is to allow the drive time to 
spin up the floppy and stabilize before attempting a read or write. Most floppy drives do not require the drive to 
be selected (through the DSx line) or to be ready. The application should qualify the MOTOR pin with the drive 
select outputs. The 82072 will activate the appropriate drive select outputs along with the MOTOR pin. Figure 
14 is an example of the interface logic. If a drive is not currently selected or the MOTOR signal is not on, DS 
and MOTOR are activated the programmed time before the drive is accessed. 
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Two Floppy Solution 

Figure 14. MOTOR and Drive Select Interface 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO Remarks 

ON/OFF DS1 DSO 0 0 Command Code 

Determines whether the command sets the MOTOR pin high or low independent of the internal timer. A "0" 
takes the MOTOR pin low immediately and a "1" takes the pin to a high. The 82072 returns to the command 
phase. 

The, internal timer takes drive changes into account. When switching between drives, the MOFF time will be 
ignored so that the newly selected drive can be accessed as soon as the MOTOR ON delay has expired. The 
MOTOR ON/OFF command allows the user to override the programmed delays. The typical implementation 
would not use the MOTOR ON/OFF command to enable the drive motor because the delays would be the 
responsibility of the host system. 

RELATIVE SEEK 
Phase R/W D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

Command W 1 DIR 0 0 1 1 1 1 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS1 DSO 
W <-------- RCN --------> 

NOTE: 
The command is coded the same as for SEEK, except for the MSB of the first byte and the DIR bit. 

DIR Head Step Direction Control. 

I 
DIR 

o 
1 

Action 

Step Head Out 
Step Head In 

Remarks 

RCN Relative Cylinder Number that determines how many tracks to step the head in or out from the current 
track number. 

The RELATIVE SEEK command differs from the SEEK command in that it steps the head the absolute number 
of tracks specified in the command instead of making a comparison against an internal register. The SEEK 
command is good for drives that have a maximum of 256 tracks. RELATIVE SEEKs cannot be overlapped with 
other RELATIVE SEEKs. Only one RELATIVE SEEK can be active at a time. RELATIVE SEEKs may be 
overlapped with SEEKs and RECALIBRATEs. Bit 4 of Status Register 0 (EC) will be set if RELATIVE SEEK 
attempts to step outward beyond Track O. 
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As an example, assume that a floppy drive has 300 useable tracks and that the host needs to read track 300 
and the head is on any track (0-255). If a SEEK command was issued, the head would stop at track 255. If ~ 
RELATIVE SEEK command was issued, the 82072 would move the head the specified number of tracks, 
regardless of the internal cylinder position register (but would increment the register). If the head had been on 
track 40 (D), the maximum track that the 82072 could position the head on using RELATIVE SEEK, would be 
296 (D), the initial track, +256 (D). The maximum count that the head can be moved with a single RELATIVE 
SEEK command is 256 (D). . 

The internal register, PCN, woul(j overflow as the cylinder number crossed track 255 and would contain 40 (D). 
Functionally, the 82072 starts counting from 0 again as the track number goes above 255(0). !t is the users 
responsibility to compensate 82072 functions (precompensation track number) when accessing tracks greater 
than 255. The 82072 does not keep track that it is working in an "extended track area" (greater than 255). Any 
command issued would use the current PCN value except for the RECALIBRATE command which only looks 
for the TRACKO signal. RECALIBRATE would return an error if the head was farther than 255 due to its 
limitation of issuing a maximum 256 step pulses. The user simply needs to issue a second RECALIBRATE 
command. The SEEK command and implied seeks will function correctly within the 44 (D) track (299-255) 
area of the "extended track area". It is the users responsibility not to issue a new track position that would 
exceed the maximum track that is present in the extended area. 

To return to the standard floppy range (0-255) of tracks, a RELATIVE SEEK would be issued to cross the 
track 255 boundary. 

A RELATIVE SEEK can be used instead of the normal SEEK but the host is required to calculate the differ
ence between the current head location and the new (target) head location. This may ·require the host to issue 
a READ 10 command to ensure that the head is physically on the track that software assumes it to be. 
Different 82072 commands will return different cylinder results which may be difficult to keep track of with 
software without the SCAN 10 command. 

DUMPREG 
Phase R/W 07 06 05 04 03 D2 01 00 Remarks 

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 • Note 

Execution Registers 
Placed into 

FIFO 
R PCN-DriveO 
R PCN-Drive 1 
R PCN·Drive2 
R PCN-Drive3 

F:lesult R <--- SRT ---> < --- HUT --- > 
R <------- HLT-------> NO , 
R <-------- SC/EOT --------> See Note 
R HSDA <- MOFF -> <--- MON ---> 
R <-------- PRETRK --------> 
R 0 EIS EFIFO POLL <-- FIFOTHR --> 

NOTE: 
SC is returned if the last command that was Issued was the Format command. EOT is returned if the last command issued 
was a Read or Write. 

The DUMPREG command is designed to support system run-time diagnostics and application software devel
opment and debug. 
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STATUS REGISTER ENCODING 

The contents of these registers are available only through a command sequence. 

Status Register 0 
Bit Symbol Name Description No. 
7,6 IC Interrupt OO-Normal termination of command. The specified command 

Code was properly executed and completed without error. 
01-Abnormal termination of command. Command execution 
was started, but was not successfully completed. 
10-lnvalid command. The requ~sted command could not be 
executed. 
11-Abnormal termination. During the command execution, the 
RDY signal changed state. 

SE Seek End The 82072 completed a SEEK command or a READ or 
WRITE with implied seek command. 

4 EC Equipment The TRKO pin failed to become a "1" after 256 step pulses in 
Check the RECALIBRATE command. 

3 NR Not Ready RDY pin became a "0" while executing a read, write, or seek 
command. 

2 H ' Head Address The current head address. 
1,0 DS1,0 Drive Select The current selected drive. 

Status Register 1 
Bit Symbol Name Description No. 
7 EN End of The 82072 tried to access a sector beyond the final sector of 

Cylinder the track (255D). 
6 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 
5 DE Data Error The 82072 detected a CRC error in either the ID field or the 

data field of a sector. 
4 OR Overrun/ Becomes set if the 82072 does not receive CPU or DMA 

Underrun service within the required time interval, resulting in data 
overrun or underrun. 

3 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 
2 ND No Data Anyone of the following: 

1. READ DATA, READ DELETED DATA command, the 
82072 did not find the specified sector. 
2. READ ID command, the 82072 cannot read the ID field 
without an error. 
3. READ TRAC,K command, the 82072 cannot find the 
starting sector specified. 

1 NW Not Writable WP pin became a "1" while the 82072 is executing a WRITE 
DATA, WRITE DELETED DATA, or FORMAT TRACK 
command. 

0 MA Missing Anyone of the following: 
Address Mark 1. The 82072 did not detect an ID address mark at the 

specified track after encountering the index pulse from the 
IDX pin twice. 
2. The 82072 cannot detect a data address mark or a deleted 
data address mark on the specified track. 
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Status Register 2 

Bit Symbol Name Description No. 

7 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

6 CM Control Mark Anyone of the following: 
1. READ DATA command, the 82072 encounters a deleted 
data address mark. 
2. READ DELETED DATA command, the 82072 encounters 
a data address mark. 

5 DD Data Error The 82072 detected a CRC error in the data field. 
in Data 
Field. 

4 WC Wrong The track address from the sector ID field is different from 
Cylinder the track address maintained inside the 82072. With implied 

seek, this bit will not be set. 

3 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

2 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 

1 BC Bad Cylinder The track address from the sector ID field is different from 
the track address maintained inside the 82072 and is equal 
to FF hex which indicates a bad track with a hard error 
according to the IBM soft'sectored format. 

0 MD Missing Data The 82072 cannot detect a data address mark or a deleted 
Address Mark data address mark. 

Status Register 3 

Bit Symbol Name Description No. 
7 - - Unused. This bit is always "0". 
6 WP Write Indicates the status of the WP pin. 

Protected 
'5 RDY Ready Indicates the status of the RDY pin. 

4 TO TRACK 0 Indicates the,status of the TRKO pin. 
3 - - Unused. This bit is always "1 ". 
2 HD Head Address Indicates the status of the HDSEl pin. 

1,0 DS1,0 Direct Select Indicates the status of the DS1, DSO pins. 
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D.C. SPECIFICATION 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65·C to + 150"C 

Supply Voltage ..........•........ - 0.5 to + 8.0V 

Supply Voltage ..........•........ - 0.5 to + 8.0V 

Voltage on Any Input ........... GND - 2V to 6.5V 

Voltage on Any Output .. GND - 0.5V to VCC + 0.5V 

Power Dissipation ........................ 1 Watt 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS 

• Notice: Stresses above those listed under '~bso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at the'Se or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTICE: Specifications contained within the 
following tables are subject to change. 

TA = O·Cto = 70·C, Vcc = +5V ±10%, Vss = AVss = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Test Condition 

VILC Input Low Voltage, X1 -0.5 0.8 V 

VIHC Input High Voltage, X1 3.9 Vcc +0.5 V 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 
(all pins except X 1) 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc +0.5 V 
(all pins except X1) 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOL = 2.5mA 

VOH Output High Voltage 3.0 V IOH = -2.5 mA 
Vcc -0.4 V IOH = 1OO!A-A 

Icc Vcc Supply Current tbd mA (Note 1 , 3, 5) 
(Digital and Analog) tbd mA (Note 1 , 4, 5) 

20 mA (Note 2, 3, 5) 
35 mA (Note 2, 3, 5) 

ISSA Analog Supply Current 5 mA 

ICCSB Icc in Powerdown 125 !A-A (Note 3,5) 

ISSASB Analog Icc in Powerdown 25 !A-A (Note 3) 

IlL Input Load Current 10 !A-A VIN = Vcc 
(all input pins) -10 !A-A VIN = OV 

IOFL Data Bus Output Float Leakage ±10 !A-A 0.45 <VOUT<VCC 

NOTES: 
1. Tested at the 1 Mbps data rate. 
2. Tested at the 500 kbps data rate. 
3. VIL = Vss, VIH = Vee; Outputs not connected to D.C. loads. 
4. VIL = 0.8, VIH = 2.0; Outputs not connected to D.C. loads. 
5. Each data bus input that is floated can increase the ICC by about 1.5 mA if the 82072 is not in the POWER DOWN mode. 
These are the only inputs that may be floated. 
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Capacitance 
CIN Input Capacit!ince 
CIN1 Clock Input Capacitance 
ClIO Input/Output Capacitance 

LOAD CIRCUIT 

IF 
82072 

vss 
290122-17 

Cload = 50 pF for all logic outputs, 
100 pF for the data bus. 

A.C. SPECIFICATIONS 

82072 

10 pF AU-Pins Except 
20 I pF Pins Under Tesf 
20 pF Tied to At Ground 

A. C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

TA = O"Cto70·C, Vee = +5V ±10%, Vss = AVss = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Notes 

CLOCK TIMINGS 

t1 Clock Rise Time 10 ns 

Clock Fall Time 10 ns 

t2 Clock High Time 14 27 ns 

t3 Clock Low Time 14 27 ns 

t4 Clock Period 40 43 ns 

t5 Internal Clock Period (Note 3) 

HOST READ CYCLES 

t6 Deleted Specification 

t7 - Address Setup to RD 5 ns 

t8 AD Pulse Width 100 ns 

t9 Address Hold From RD 0 ns 

t10 Data Valid From RD 60 ns 

t11 Command Inactive 60 ns 

t12 Output Float Delay 35 ns 

t13 INT Delay From RD t5+125 ns 

t.14 Data Hold From RD 5 ns 
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A.C. SPECIFICATIONS (Continued) 

TA = O°C to 70°C, Vee = +5V ±10%, Vss = AVss = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Notes 

HOST WRITE CYCLES 

t15 Address Setup to WR 5 ns 

t16 WR Pulse Width 100 ns 

t17 Address Hold from WR 0 ns 

t18 Command Inactive 60 ns 

t19 Data Setup to WR 70 ns 

t20 Data Hold from WR 0 ns 

t21 INT Delay from WR t5+ 125 ns 

DMACYCLES 

t22 ORO Cycle Period 6.5 fLs (Note 1) 

t23 OACK to ORO Inactive 100 ns (Note 1) 

t24 RD to ORO Inactive 150 ns (Note 4) 

t25 DACK Setup to RD, WR 5 ns 

t26 OACK Hold from RD, WR 0 ns 

t27 ORO to RD, WR Active 0 6 fLs (Note 1) 

t28 Terminal Count Width 2 t5 

t29 TC to ORO Inactive 2.5 t5+ 100 ns 

RESET 

t30 Reset Width 170 t4 (Note 5) 

t31 Reset to Control Inactive 2 fLs 

WRITE DATA TIMING 

t32 Write Data Width 40 ns 82072-1 

Write Data Width 80 ns 82072 

DRIVE CONTROL 

t33 DSO, 1 Setup to DIR 6 20 fLs 

t34 OSO, 1 Hold from OIR 8 fLs 

t35 DIR Setup to STEP 0.5 2 fLs 

t36 DIR Hold from STEP 10 fLs 

t37 STEP Active Time (High) 2.5 fLs 

t38 STEP Cycle Time fLs (Note 2) 

t39 INDEX Pulse Width 5 t5 
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A.C. SPECIFICATIONS (Continued) 

TA = O°C to 70°C, Vcc = +5V ± 10%, Vss = AVss =OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Notes 

READ DATA TIMING 

t40 Read Data Pulse Width 40 ns 

t41 Window Setup to. RDDATA 15 ns 

t42 Window Hold from RDDATA 15 

t43 Window Cycle Time 2 I-'-s FM 

Window Cycle Time 0.5 I-'-s MFM 

f44 PLL Data Rate 1M bitls 82072-1 

SOOK bitls 82072 

t44 Data Rate Period 1/f44 

tLOCK Lockup Time 48 t44 

tRANGE Frequency Range -6.0% + 6.0% f44 

tJITIER Noise Error -17.5% +17.5% t44 

NOTES: 
1. This timing is for FIFO threshold = 1 .. When FIFO threshold is N bytes, the value of t22 should be multiplied by Nand 
subtract 1.5 p.s. 
2. This value can be ranged from 0.5 ms to 8.0 ms and is dependent upon data rate. 
3. Many timings are a function of the selected data rate. The nominal values for the internal clock period (t5) for the various 
data rates are: 

1 Mbps 
500 Kbps 
300 Kbps 
250 Kbps 

3 x oscillator period = 125 ns 
6 x oscillator period = 250 ns 

10 x oscillator period = 420 ns 
12 x oscillator period = 500 ns 

4. If OACK transitions before Rri, then this specification is ignored. If there is no transition on OACK, then this becomes the
ORQ inactive delay. 

5. Reset requires a stable oscillator to meet the minimum active period. 
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CLOCK TIMING 

HOST READ CYCLES 

AO,CS, 
DACK 

82072 

~------t8------~ 

DATA -------<1 

INT 
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HOST WRITE CYCLES 

AO,CS, 
DACK 

DATA 

INT 

DMA CYCLES 

DRO 

RD,WR 

TERMINAL COUNT 

82072 

~---tI6 ----I 

i----tI9 ----I 

290122-20 

~-------U2--------~ 

1---- t23 ----I 

290122-21 

~~UB~----
~W~'--______ _ DRO 

290122-22 
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RESET 

82072 

J;=t30~ 
RESET ~- __________ _ 

ORO,INT, 
WE 

U'Sl 
290122-23 

WRITE DATA TIMING 

WROATA 

290122-24 

DRIVE CONTROL 

.ro,' =>i-t-33------------U.?C 
OIR 

STEP 

INDEX ~ 
_r ~t39~ ~'"'------

290122-25 

NOTE: 
For overlapped seeks, only one step pulse per drive selection is issued. Non-overlapped seeks will issue all programmed 
step pulses. . 
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READ DATA TIMING-EXTERNAL PLL 

ROOATA 

i-----t44 ----+--1 

OW FROM 
EXTERNAL PLL 

INTERNAL PLL 

1--- t43 -------I 

.oom ~_.~ ~ 
~Lt40J" 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Most microcomputer systems in use today require low
cost, high-density removable magnetic media for infor
mation storage. In the area of removable media, a de
signer's choice is limited to magnetic types and floppy 
disks (flexible diskettes), both of which offer non-vola
tile data storage, The choice between these two technol
ogies is relatively straight-forward for a given applica
tion. Since disk drives are designed to permit random 
access to stored information, they are significantly fast
er than tape units. For example, locating information 
on a disk requires less than a second, while tape move
ment (even at the fastest rewind or fast-forward speed) 
often requires several minutes. This random access abil
ity permits the use of floppy disks in on-line storage 
applications (where information must be located, read, 
and modified/updated in real-time under program or 
operator control). Tapes, on the other hand, are ideally 
suited to archival or back-up storage due to their large 
storage capacities (more than 10 million bytes of data 
can be archived on a cartridge tape). 

A sophisticated controller is required to capitalize on 
the abilities of the disk storage unit. In the past, disk 
controller designs have required upwards of 150 ICs. 
Today, the single-chip 8272 Floppy Disk Controller 
(PDC) plus approximately 30 support devices can han
dle up to four million bytes of on-line data storage on 
four floppy disk drives. 

The Floppy Di$k 

A floppy disk is a circular piece of thin plastic material 
covered with a magnetic coating and enclosed in a pro-

EJ~ 
, • INDEX HOLE 

o 
~I .L...--....I 

WRITE PROTECT NOTCH"""'" 

207875-1 

Figure 1. A Floppy Diskette 
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tective jacket (Figure 1). The circular piece of plastic 
revolves at a fixed speed (approximately 360 rpm) with
in its jacket in much the same manner that a record 
revolves at a fixed speed on a stereo turntable. Disks 
are manufactured in a variety of configurations for vari
ous storage capacities. Two standard physical disk sizes 
are commonly used. The 8-inch disk (8 inches square) 
is the larger of the two sizes; the smaller size (5 '14 
inches square) is often referred to as a mini-floppy. Sin
gle-sided disks can record information on only one side 
of the disk, while double-sided disks increase the stor
age capacity by recording on both sides. In addition, 
disks are classified as single-density or double-density. 
Double-density disks use a modified recording method 
to store twice as much information in the same' disk 
area as can be stored on a single-density disk. Table 1 
lists storage capacities for standard floppy disk media. 

A magnetic head assembly (in contact with the disk) 
writes information onto the disk surface and subse
quently reads the data back. This head assembly can 

Table 1. Formatted Disk Capacities 

Single-Density ,Format 

Byte/Sector 128 256 512 1024 
Sectors/Track 26 15 8 4 
Track/Disk 77 77 77 77 

Bytes/Disk 256,256 295,680 315,392 315,392 

Double-Density Format 

Byte/Sector 128 256 512 1024 
Sectors/Track 52 30 16 8 
Track/Disk 77 77 77 77 

Bytes/Disk 512,512 591,360 630,784 630,784 

move from the outside edge of the disk toward the cen
ter in fixed increments. Once the head assembly is posi
tioned at one of these fixed positions, the head can read 
or write information in a circular path as the disk re
volves beneath the head assembly. This method divides 
the surface into a fixed number of cylinders (as shown 
in Figure 2). There are normally 77 cylinders on a stan
dard disk. Once the head assembly is positioned at a 
given cylinder, data may be read or written on either 
side of the disk. The appropriate side of the disk is 
selected by the read/write head address (zero or one). 
Of course, a single-sided disk can only use head zero. 
The combination of cylinder address and head address 
uniquely specifies a single circular track on the disk. 
The physical beginning of a track is located by means of 
a small hole (physical index mark) punched through 
the plastic near the center of the disk. This hole is opti
cally sensed by the drive on every revolution of the 
disk. 

Each track is subdivided into a number of sectors (see 
detailed discussion in section 3). Sectors are generally 
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128,256, 512, or 1024 data bytes in length. This track 
sectoring may be accomplished by one of two tech
niques: hard sectoring or soft sectoring. Hard sectored 
disks divide each track into a maximum of 32 sectors. 
The beginning of eaoh, sector is indicated by a sector 
hole punched in the disk plastic. Soft sectoring, the 
IBM standard method, allows software selection of sec
tor sizes. With this technique, each data sector is pre
ceded by a unique sector identifier that is read/written 
by the disk controller. 

A floppy disk may also c~ntain a write protect notch 
punched at the edge ofthe outer jacket of the disk. This 
notch is detected by the drive and passed to the control
ler as a write protect signal. 

The Floppy Disk Drive 

The floppy disk drive is an electromechanical device 
that records data on, or reads data from, the surface of 
a floppy disk. The disk drive contains head control elec
tronics that' move th\l head assembly one increment 
(step) forward (toward the center of the disk) or back
ward (toward the edge of the disk). Since the recording 
head must be in contact with the disk material in order 
to read or write information, the disk drive also con
tains head-load electronics. Normally the read/write 
head is unloaded until it is necessary to read or write 
information on the floppy disk. Once the head assembly 
has been positioned over the correct track on the disk, 
the head is loaded (brought into contact with the disk). 
This sequence prevents excessive disk wear. A small 
time penalty is paid when the head is loaded. Approxi
mately thirty to fifty milliseconds are needed before 
data may be reliably read from, or written to, the disk. 
This time is known as the head load time. If desired, 
the head may be moved from cylinder to cylinder while 
loaded. In this manner, only a small time interval (head 
settling time) is required before data may be read from 
the new cylinder. The head settling time is often shorter 
than the head load time. Typically, disk drives also con
tain drive select logic that allows more than one physi
cal drive to be connected to the same interface cable 
(from the controller). By means of a jumper on' the 
drive, the drive number may be selected by the OEM or 
end user. The drive is enabled only when selected; when 
not selected, all control signals on the cable are ignored. 
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Finally, the drive provides additional signals to thesys
tem controller regarding the status of the drive and 
disk. These signals include: 

Drive Ready-Signals the system that the drive door is 
closed and that a floppy disk is inserted into the drive. 

Track Zero-Indicates that the head assembly is locat
ed over the outermost track of the disk. This signal may 
be used for calibration of the disk drive at system ini
tialization and after an error condition. 

Write Protect-Indicates that the floppy disk loaded 
into the drive is write protected. 

Dual Sided-Indicates that the floppy disk in the drive 
is dual-sided. 

Write Fault-Indicates that an error occurred during a 
recording operation. 

Index-Informs the system that the physical index 
mark of the floppy disk (signifying the start of a data 
track) has been sensed. 

CURRENT TRACK 
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Figure 2. Concentric Cylinders on a Floppy 
Diskette 
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2.0 SUBSYSTEM OVERVIEW 

A disk subsystem consists of the following functional 
electronic units: 

1) Disk Controller Electronics 

2) Disk Drive Electronics 

3) ControllerlDisk Interface (cables, drivers, termina-
tors) 

4) ControllerlMicroprocessor System Interface 

The operation of these functional units is discussed in 
the following paragraphs. 

Controller Electronics 
The disk controller is responsible for converting high
level disk commands (normally issued by software exe
cuting on the system processor) into disk drive com
mands. This function includes: 

1) Disk Drive Selection-Disk controllers typically 
manage the operations of multiple floppy disk drives. 
ThiS controller function permits the system proces
sor to specify which drive is to be used in a pm.:ticu
lar operation. 

2) Track Selection-The controller, issues a timed se
quence of step pulses to move the head from its cur
rent location to the proper disk cylinder from which 
data is to be read or to which data is to be written. 
The controller stores the current cylinder number 
and computes the stepping distance from the current 
cylinder to the specified cylinder. The controller also 
manages the head select signal to select the correct 
side of the floppy disk. 

3) Sector Selection-The controller monitors the data 
on a track until the requested sector is sensed.' 

4) Head Loading-The disk controller determines :~e 
times at. which the head assembly is to be brought in 
contact with the disk surface in order to read or 
write data. The controller is also responsible, for 
waiting until the head has, settled before reading or 
writing information. Often the cpntroller maintains 

,the head loaded condition for up to 16 disk revolu
tions (approximately 2 seconds) after a read or write 
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operation has been completed. This. feature elimi
nates the head load time during periods of heavy 
disk I/O activity. 

5) Data Separation-The actual sign8J. recorded on a 
floppy diSk is a combination of timing information 
(clock) and data. The serial READ DATA input 
(from the disk drive) must be converted into two 
signal streams: clock and data. (The READ DATA 
input operates at 2S0K bits/second for single-density 
disks and SOOK bits/second for double-density 
disks.) The serial data must also be assembled into 8-
bit bytes for transfer to system memory. A byte must 
be assembled and transferred every 32 microseconds 
for'single-density disks' and every 16 microseconds 
for double-density. 

6) Error-Checking-Information recorded on a floppy 
disk is subject to both hard and soft errors. Hard 
(permanent) errors are caused by media defects. Soft 
errors, on the other hand, are temporary errors 
caused by electromagnetic noise or mechanical inter
ference. Disk controllers use a standard error check
ing technique known as a Cyclic Redundancy Check 
(eRC). As data is written to a disk, a 16-bit eRe 
character is computed and also stored on the disk. 
When the data is subsequently read, the eRe char
acter allows the controller to detect data errors. Typ
ically, when CRe errors are detected, the controlling 
software retries the failed operation (attempting to 
recover from a soft error). If data cannot reliably be 
read or written after a number of retries, the system 
software normally reports the error to the operator. 
Multiple CRe errors normally indicate unrecovera
ble media error on the current disk track. Subse
quent recovery attempts must be defined by the sys
tem deisgners and tailored to meet system interfac
ing requirements. 

Today, single-chip digital LSI floppy disk controllers 
such as the 8272 perform all the above functions with 
the exception of data separation. A data separation cir
cuit (a combination of digital and analog electronics) 
synchronizes itself to the actual data rate of the disk 
drive. This data rate varies from drive to drive (due to 
mechanical factors such as motor tolerances) and varies 
from disk to disk (due to temperature effects). In order 
to operate reliably with both single- and double-density 
storage, the data separation circuit must be based on 
phase-locked loop (PLL) technology. The phase-locked 
loop data separation logic is described in section S. The 
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separation logic, after synchronizing with the data 
stream, supplies a data window to the LSI disk control
ler. This window differentiates data information from 
clock information within the serial stream. The control
ler uses this window to reconstruct the data previously 
recorded on the floppy disk. ' 

Drive Electronics 

Each floppy disk drive contains digital electronic cir
cuits that translate TTL-compatible command signals 
into electromechanical operations (such as drive selec
tion and head move,ment/loading) and that sense and 
report disk or drive status to the controller (e.g., drive 
ready, write fault, and write protect). In addition, the 
drive electronics contain analog components to sense, 
amplify, and shape data pulses read from, or written to, 
the floppy disk surface by the read/write head. 

Controller/Drive Interface 

The controller/drive interface consists of high-current 
line drivers, Schmitt triggered input gates, and flat or 
twisted pair cable(s) to connect the disk drive electron
ics to the controller electronics. Each interface signal 
line is resistively terminated at the end of the cable 
farthest from the line drivers. Eight-inch drives may be 
directly interfaced by means of SO-conductor flat"cable. 
Generally, cable lengths should be less than ten feet in 
order to maintain noise immunity. 

Normally, provisions are made for up to four disk 
drives to share the same interface cable. The controller 
may operate as many cable assemblies as practical. LSI 
floppy disk controllers typically operate one to four 
drives on a single cable. 

Processor/Memory Interface 

The disk controller must interface to the system proces
sor and memory for two distinct purposes. First, the 
processor must specify disk control and command pa
rameters to the controller. These parameters include 
the selection of the recording density and specification 
of disk formatting information (discussed in section 3). 
In addition to disk parameter specification, the proces
sor must also send commands (e.g., read, write, seek, 
and scan) to the controller. These commands require 
the specification of the command code, drive· number, 
cylinder address, sector address, and head address. 
Most LSI controllers receive commands and parame
ters by means of processor I/O instructions. 

In addition to this I/O interface, the controller must 
also be designed for high-speed data transfer between 
memory and the disk drive. Two implementation meth
ods may be used to coordinate this data transfer. The 
lower-cost method requires direct processor interven-
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tion in the transfer. With , this method, the controller 
issues an interrupt to the processor for each data trans
fer. (An equivalent method allows the processor to poll 
an interrupt flag in the controller status word.) In the 
case of a disk write operation, the processor writes a 
data byte (to be encoded into the serial output stream) 
to the disk controller following the receipt of each con
troller interrupt. During a disk read operation, the 
processor reads a data byte (previously assembled from 
the input data stream) from the controller after each 
interrupt. The processor must transfer a data byte from 
the controller to memory or transfer a data byte from 
memory to the disk controller within 16 or 32 micro
seconds after each interrupt (double-density and single
density response times, respectively). 

If the systeni processor must service a variety of other 
interrupt sources, this interrupt method may not be 
practiClll, especially in double-density systems. In this 
case, the disk controller may be interfaced to a Direct 
Memory Access (DMA) controller. When the disk con
troller requires the transfer of a data byte, it simply 
activates the DMA request line. The DMA controller 
interfaces to the processor and, in response to the disk 
controller's request, gains control of the memory inter
face for a short period of time-long enough to transfer 
the requested data byte to/from memory. See section 6 
for a detailed DMA interface description. 

3.0 DISK FORMAT 

New floppy disks must be written with a fixed format 
by the controller before these disks may be used to store 
data. Formatting is a method of taking raw media and 
adding the necessary information to permit the control
ler to read and write data without error. All formatting 
is performed by the disk controller on a track-by-track 
basis under the direction of the system processor. Gen
erally, a track may be formatted at any time. However, 
since formatting "initializes" a complete disk track, all 
previously written data is lost (after a format opera
tion). A 'format operation is normally used only when 
initializing new floppy disks. Since soft-sectoring in 
such a predominant formatting technique (due to 
IBM's influence), the following discussion will limit it
self to self-sectored formats. 

Data Recording Techniques 

Two standard data recording techniques are used to 
combine clock and data information for storage on a 
floppy disk. The single-density technique is referred to 
as FM encoding. In FM encoding (see Figure 3), a dou
ble frequency encoding technique is used that inserts a 
data bit between two adjacent clock bits. (The presence 
of a data bit represents a binary "one" while the ab
sence of a data bit represents a binary "zero.") The two 
adjacent clock bits are referred to as a bit cell, and 
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except for a unique field identifiers, all clock bits writ
ten on the disk are binary "ones." In FM encoding, 
each data bit is written at the center of the bit cell and 
the clock bits are written at the leading edge of the bit 
cell. 

The encoding used for double-density recording is 
terms MFM encoding (for "Modified FM"). In MFM 
encoding (Figure 3) the data bits are again written at 
the center ofthe bit cell. However, a clock bit is written 
at the leading edge of the bit cell only if no data bit ~as 
written in the previous bit cell and no data bit will be 
written in the present bit cell. 

Sectors 

Soft-sectored floppy disks divide each track into a nwn
ber of data sectors. Typically, sector sizes of 128, 256, 
512, or 1024 data bytes are permitted. The sector size is 
specified when the track initially formatted by the con
troller. Table 1 lists the single- and double-density data 
storage capacities for each of the four sector sizes. Each 
sector within a track is composed of the following four 
fields (illustrated in Figure 4): 

1) Sector ID Fie1d-This field, consisting a seven bytes, 
is written only when the track is formatted. The ID 
field provides the sector identification that is used by 
the controller when a sector must be read or written. 
The first byte of the field is the ID address mark, a 
unique coding that specifies the beginning of the ID 
field. The second, third, and fourth bytes are the 
cylinder, head, and sector addresses, respectively, 
and the fifth byte is the sector length code. The last 
two bytes are the 16-bit eRe character for the ID 
field. During formatting, the controller supplies the 
address mark. The cylinder, head, and sector ad
dresses and the sector length code are supplied to the 
controller by the processor software. The eRe char
acter is derived by the controller from the data in the 
first five bytes. 

DATA 

FM 

MFM 

j J..11- DATA 
j::..CLOCK 

2) Post ID Field Gap-The post ID field gap (gap 2) is 
written initially when the track is formatted. During 
subsequent write operations, the drive's write circuit
ry is enabled within the gap and the trailing bytes of 
the gap are rewritten each time the sector is updated 
(written). During subsequent read operations, the 
trailing bytes of the gap are used to synchronize the 
data separator logic with the upcoming data field. 

3) Data Field-The length (number of data bytes) of 
the data field is determined by software when the 
track is fornlatted. The first byte of the data field is 
the data address mark, a unique coding that specifies 
the beginning of the data field. When a sector is to be 
deleted, (e.g., a hard error on the disk), a deleted 
data address mark is written in place of the data 
address mark. The last two bytes of the data field 
comprise the eRe character. 

4) Post Data Field Gap-The post data field gap (gap 
3) is written when the track is formatted and sepa
rates the preceding data field from the next physical 
ID field on the track. Note that a post data field gap 
is not written following the last physical sector on a 
track. The gap itself contains a program-selectable 
nwnber of bytes. Following a sector update (write) 
operation" the drive's write logic is disabled during 
the gap. The actual size of gap 3 is determined by the 
maximwn number of data bits that can be recorded 
on a track, the number of sectors per track and the 
total sector size (data plus overhead information). 
The gap size must be adjusted so tht it is large 
enough to contain the discontinuity generated on the 
floppy disk when the write current is turned on or 
off (at the start or completion of a disk write opera
tion) and to contain a synchronization field for the 
upcoming ID field (of the next sector). On the other 
hand, the gaps must be small enough so that the 
total number of data bits required on the track (sec
tors plus gaps) is less than the maximwn number of 
data bits that can be recorded on the track. The gap 

o I 1 1 I 
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Note: " , 
The FM bit cell is twice the size of the MFM bit cell. Thus, the FM time scale in this figure is 4 /LsI bit while the MFM time 
scale is 2 /LsI bit. 

Figure 3. FM and MFM Encoding 
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size must be specified. for all read, write, and format 
operation. The. gap size used during disk reads and 
writes must be smaller than the size used to format the 
disk to avoid the splice points between contiguous 
physical sectors. Suggested gap sizes are listed in Table 
9. 

Tracks 

The overall format for a track is illustrated in Figure 4. 
Each track consists of the following fields: 

1) Pre-Index Gap-The pre-index gap (gap 5) is writ
ten only when the track. is formatted. 

nPHYSICAL 
INDEX 
MARK _____ -1 

f- FINAL PRE· 
SECTOR INDEX ClAP DATA (GAP 4) GAP 

FIELD (GAPS) 

, 

POST INDEX INDEX ADDRESS GAP MARK (GAP 1) 

I 

2) Index Address Mark-The index address mark con
sists of a unique code that indicates the beginning of 
a data track. One index mark is written on each 
track when the track is formatted. 

3) Post Index Gap-The post index gap (gap 1) is used 
during disk read and write operations to synchronize 
the data separator logic with the data to be read 
from the ID field (of the first sector). The post index 
gap is written only when the disk is formatted. 

4) Sectors-The sector i~formation (discussed above) is 
repeat~ once for each sector on ths track. 

POSTID SECTOR FIELD SECTOR 1 
1 GAP DATA FIELD ID FIELD (GAP 2) 

HEX FF SYNC I SYNC (HEX 00) HEX FF (HEX 00) 

I DATA I CRC I CRC ADDRESS 128 x 2" USER DATA BYTES 
MARK BYTE 1 IYTEa 

, 
" 

--, 
POST POSTID 

POIT 
DATA SECTOR DATA SECTOR POST ID ~,- f FIELD FIELD SECTOR 2 FIELD FIELD , SECTOR 
GAP 

2 GAP DATA FIELD GAP 
a GAP DATA 

(GAP 3) 
ID FIELD (GAP 2) (GAP 3) 

ID FIELD (GAP 2) A ·FIELD 

1 T rr 

I SYNC HEX FF (HEX 00) I SYNC HEX FF (HEX 00) 

I ID 
TRACK , HEAD .,. SECTOR' I t CRC I 1 ADDRESS SECTOR CRC 

MARK ADDRESS AD.DR~ ADDRESS LENGTH BYTE t BYTE 2 

BYTE 1 BYTE 2 BYTE a BYTE 4 BYTES IIYTEI BYTE 7 
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Figure 4. Standard Floppy Diskette Track Format (from SBC 204 Manual) 
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5) Final Gap-The final gap (gap 4) is written when 
the track is formatted and extends' from the last 
physical data field on the track to the physical index 
mark. The length of this gap is dependent on the 
number of bytes per sector specified, the legnths of 
the program-selectable gaps specified, and the drive 
speed. 

Sector Interleaving 

The initial formatting of a floppy' disk determines 
where sectors are located within a track. It is not neces
sary to allocate sectors sequentially around the track 
(i.e., 1,2,3, ... ,26) . .In fact, it is often advantageous to 
place the sectors on the track in non-sequential order. 
Sequential sector ordering optimizes sector access times 
during multi-sector transfers (e.g., when a program is 
loaded) by permitting the number of sector specified 
(up to an entire track) to be transferred within a single 
revolution of the disk. A technique known as sector 
interleaving optimizes access times when, although sec
tors. are accessed sequentially, a small amount of pro
cessmg must be performed between sector reads/writes. 
For example, an editing program performing a text 
search reads sectors sequentially, and after each sector 
is read, performs a software search. If a match is not 
found, the software issues a read request for the next 
sector. Since the floppy disk continues to rotate during 
the time that the software executes, the next physical 
sector is already passing under the read/write head 
when the reaq request is issued, and the processor must 
wait for another complete revolution of the disk (ap
proximately 166 milliseconds) before the data may ac
tually be input. With interleaving, the sectors are not 
stored sequentially on a track; rather, each sector is 
physically removed from the previous sector by some 
number (known as the. interleave factor) of physical 
sectors as shown in Figure 5. This method of sector 
allocation provides the processor additional execution 
time between sectors on the disk. For example, with a 
26 sector/track format, an interleave factor of 2 pro
vides 6.4 milliseconds of processing time between se
quential 128 byte sector accesses. 

To calculate the correct interleave factor, the maximum 
processor time between sector operations must be divid
ed by the time required for a complete sector to pass 
under the disk read/write head. After determining the 
interleave factor, the correct sector numbers are passed 
to the disk controller (in the exact order that they are to 
physically appear on the track) during the execution of 
a format operation. . 
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Figure 5. Interleaved Sector 
Allocation within a Track 
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4.0 THE 8272 FLEXIBLE DISKETTE 
CONTROLLER 

The 8272 is a single-chip LSI Floppy Disk Controller 
(FDC) that contains the circuitry necessary to imple
ment both single- and double-density floppy disk stor
age subsystems (with up to four dual-sided disk drives 
per FDC). The 8272 supports the IBM 3740 single-den
sity recording format (FM) and the IBM System 34 
double-density recording format (MFM). With the 
8272, less than 30 ICs are needed to implement a com
plete disk subsystem. The 8272 accepts and executes 
high-level disk commands such as format track, seek, 
read sector, write sector, and read track. All data syn
chronization and error checking is automatically per
formed by the FDC to ensure reliable data storage and 
subsequent retrieval. Extemallogic is required only for 
the generation of the FDC master clock and write clock 
(see Section 6) and for data separation (Section 5). The 
FDC provides signals that control the startup and base 
frequency selection of the data separator. These signals 
greatly ease the design of a phase-locked loop data sep
arator. 

In addition to the data separator interface signals, the 
8272 also provides the necessary signals to interface to 
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Figure 6. 8272 Pin Configuration and Internal Block Diagram 

microprocessor systems with or without Direct Memo
ry Access (DMA) capabilities. In order to interface to a 
large number of commercially available floppy disk 
drives, the FDC permits software specification of the 
track stepping rate, the head load time, and the head 
unload time. 

The pin configuration and internal block diagram of 
the 8272 is shown in Figure 6. Table 2 contains a de
scription for each FDC interface pin. 

Floppy Disk Commands 

The 8272 executes fifteen high-level disk interface com
mands: 

Specify 
Sense Drive Status 
Sense Interrupt Status 
Seek 
Recalibrate 
Format Track 
Read Data 
Read Deleted Data 

Write Data 
Write Deleted Data 
Read Track 
Read ID 
Scan Equal 
Scan High or Equal 
Scan Low or Equal 

Each command is initiated by a multi-byte transfer 
from the processor to the FDC (the transferred bytes 
contain command and parameter information). After 
complete command specification, the FDC automati
cally executes the command. The command result data 
(after execution of the command) may require a multi
byte transfer of status information back to the proces
sor. It is convenient to consider each FDC command as 
consisting of the following three phases: 
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COMMAND PHASE: The executing program trans
fers to the PDC aU the infor
mation required to perform a 
particular disk operation. The 
8272 automatically enters the 
command phase> after RESET 
and following the completion 
of the result phase (if any) of a 
previous command. ' 

EXECUTION PHASE: The FDC performs the opera
tion as instructed. The execu
tion phase is entered immedi
ately after the last command 
parameter is written to the 
FDC in the preceding com
mand phase. The execution 
phase normally ends when the 
last data byte is transferred 
to/froll! the disk (signalled by 
the TC input to the PDC) or 
when an error occurs. 

RESULT PHASE After completion of the disk 
operation, status and other 

,housekeeping information are 
made available to the proces
sor. After the processor reads 
this information, the FDC re
enters the command phase 
and is ready to accept another 
command. 
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Table 2. 8272 FDC Pin Description 

Number 
Pin 

1/0 TolFrom Description 
Symbol 

1 RST I ,...p RESET: Active-high signal that places the FDG in the "idle" state and 
all disk drive output signals are forced inactive (low). This input must 
be held active during power on reset while the RD and WR input are 
active. 

2 RD I" ,...p READ: Active-low control signal that enables data transfer from the 
, 

FDe to the data bus. 

3 WR I" ,...p WRITE: Active-low control signal that enables data transfer from the 
data bus into the FOe. 

4 GS I ,...p CHIP SELECT: Active-low control signal that selects the FDG. No 
reading of writing will occur unless the FDC is selected. 

5 Ao I" ,...p ADDRESS: Selects the Data Register or Main Status Register for 
input/output in conjunction with the RD and WR inputs. (See Table 3.) 

6-13 DBo-DB7 1/0" ,...p DATA BUS: Bidirectional three-state 8-bit data bus. 

14 DRO 0 DMA DMA REQUEST: Active-high output that indicates an FDG request for 
DMA services. 

15 DAGK 1 DMA DMA ACKNOWLEDGE: Active-low control signal indicating that the 
requested DMA transfer is in progress. 

16 TC I DMA TERMINAL COUNT: Active-high signal that causes the termination of 
a command. Normally, the terminal count input is directly connected to 
the TG/EOP output from the DMA controller, signalling that the DMA 
transfer has been completed. In a non-DMA environment, the 
processor must count data transfers and supply a TC signal to the 
FDe. 

17 IDX I Drive INDEX: Indicates detection of the physical index mark (the beginning 
of a track) on the selected disk drive. 

18 INT 0 ,...p INTERRUPT REQUEST: Active-high signal indicating an 8272 
interrupt service request. 

19 GlK I CLOCK: Signal phase 8 MHz clock (50% duty cycle). 

20 GND GROUND: DG power return. 

21 WRGlK I WRITE CLOCK: 500 kHz (FM) or 1 MHz (MFM) write clock with a 
constant pulse width of 250 ns (for both FM and MFM recording). The 
write clock must be present at all times. 

22 DW I Pll DATA WINDOW: Data sample. signal from the phase-locked loop 
indicating that the FDG should sample input data from the disk drive. 

23 RDDATA I Drive READ DATA: FDG input data from the selected disk drive. 

24 VGO 0 Pll VCO SYNC: Active-high output that enables the phase-locked loop to 
synchronize with the input data from the disk drive. 

25 WE 0 Drive WRITE ENABLE: Active-high output that enables the disk drive write 
gate. 

26 MFM 0 Pll MFM MODE: Active-high output used by external logic to enable the 
MFM double-density recording mode. When the MFM output is low, 
single-density FM recording is indicated. 

27 HDSEl 0 Drive HEAD SELECT: Selects head 0 or head 1 on a dual-sided disk. 
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Table 2. 8272 FDC Pin Description (Continued) 

Number 
Pin 

110 To/From Description 
Symbol 

28,29 DS1, DSo 0 Drive DRIVE SELECT: Selects one of four disk drives. 

30 WRDATA 0 Drive WRITE DATA: Serial data stream (combination of clock and data bits) 
to be written on the disk. 

31,32 PS1, PSo 0 Drive PRECOMPENSATION (PRE-8HIFT) CONTROL: Write 
precompensation output control during MFM mode. Specifies early, 
late, and normal timing signals. See the discussion in Section 5. 

33 FLT/TRKO I Drive FAULT/TRACK 0: Senses the disk drive fault condition in the Read/ 
Write mode and the Track 0 condition in the Seek mode. 

34 WPITS I Drive WRITE PROTECT !TWO-SIDED: Sense the disk write protect status 
in the Read/Write mode and the dual-sided media status in the Seek 
mode. 

35 RDY I Drive READY: Senses the disk drive ready status. 

36 HDL 0 Drive HEAD LOAD: Loads the disk drive read/write head. (The head is 
placed in contact with the disk.) 

37 FR/STP 0 Drive FAULT RESET/STEP: Resets the fault flip-flop in the disk drive when 
operating in the Read/Write mode. Provides head step pulses (to 
move the head from one cylinder to another cylinder) in the Seek 
mode. 

38 LCT/DIR 0 Drive LOW CURRENT/DIRECTION: Signals that the recording head has 
been positioned over,the inner cylinders (44-77) of the floppy disk In 
the Read/Write mode. (The write current must be lowered when 
recording on the physically shorter inner cylinders of the disk. Most 
drives do not track the actual head position and require that the FDC 
supply this signal.) Determines the head step direction in the Seek 
mode. In the Seek mode, a ~Igh level on this pin steps the read/write 
head toward the spindle'(step-in); a low level steps the head away 
from the spindle (step-out). , 

39 RW/SEEK 0 Drive READ, WRITE/SEEK MODE SELECTOR: A high level selects the 
Seek mode; a low level selects the Read/Write mode. 

40 Vee + 5V DC Power. 
'Disabled when CS is high. 

Interface Registers 

To support information transfer between the FOC and 
the system processor, the 8272 contains two 8·bit regis
ters: the Main Status Register and the Data Register. 
The Main Status Register (read only) contains FOC 
status information and may be accessed at' any time. 
The Main Status Register (Table 4) provides, the system 
processor with the status of each disk drive, the status 
of the FOC, and the status of the processor interrace. 
The Data Register (read/write) stores data, commands, 
parameters, and disk drive status information. The 
Data Register is us&i t<1 program the FOC during the 
command phase and to obtain result information after 
completion of FOC operations. Data is read from, or 
written to, the FDC regiSters by the cOmbination of the 
AO, RD, WR, and CS signals, as described in Table 3. 

'-

In addition to the ¥ain Status Register, the FOC con
tains four additional status registers (STO, ST1, ST2, 
and ST3). These registers are only available during the 
result phase of a command. 

Table 3. FDC Read/Write Interface 

CS Ao RD WR Function 

0 0 0 1 Read Main Status Register 
0 0 1 0 Illegal 
0 0 0 0 Illegal 
0 1 0 0 Illegal 
0 1 0 1 Read from Data Register 
0 .1 1 0 Write into Data Register 
1 X X X Data Bus is three-stated 
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Table 4. Main Status Register Bit Definitions phase is sent to the 8272 the execution phase automati

Bit Symbol Description Number 

0 DoB DISK DRIVE 0 BUSY: Disk 
Drive 0 is in the Seek mode. 

1 D1B DISK DRIVE 1 BUSY: Disk 
Drive 1 is in the Seek mode. 

2 D2B DISK DRIVE 2 BUSY: Disk 
Drive 2 is in the Seek mode. 

3 DaB DISK DRIVE 3 BUSY: Disk 
Drive 3 is in the Seek mode. 

4 CB FDC BUSY: A read or write 
command is in process. 

5 NOM NON~DMA MODE: The 
FDC is in the non-DMA 
mode when this bit is high. 
This bit is set only during 
the execution phase of 
commands in the non-DMA 
mode. Transition to a low 
level indicates that the 
execution phase has ended. 

6 010 DATA INPUT/OUTPUT: 
Indicates the direction of a 
data transfer between the 
FDC and the Data Register. 
When 010 is high, data is 
read from the Data Register 
by the processor; when 010 
is low, data is written from 
the processor to the Data 
Register. 

7 ROM REQUEST FOR MASTER: 
Indicates that the Data 
Register is read to send 
data to, or receive data 
from, the processor. 

Command/Result Phases 

Table 5 lists the 8272 command set. For each of the 
fifteen commands, command and result phase data 
transfers are listed. A list of abbreviations used in the 
table is given in Table 6, and the contents of the result 
status registers (STO-ST3) are illustrated in Table 7. 

The bytes of data which are sent to the 8272 during the 
command phase, and are read out of the 8272 in the 
result phase, must occur in the order shown in Table 5. 
That is, the command code must be sent first and the 
other bytes sent in the prescribed sequence. All bytes of 
the command and result phases must be read/written 
as described. After the last byte of data in the command 
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cally starts. In a similar fashion, when the last byte of 
data is read from the 8272 in the result phase, the com
mand is automatically ended and the 8272 is ready for a 
new command. A command may be aborted by simply 
raising the terminal count signal (pin 16). This is a eon
venient means of ensuring that the processor may al
ways gain control of the 8272 (even if the disk system 
hangs up in an abnormal manner). 

It is important to note that during the result phase all 
bytes shown in Table 5 must be read. The Read Data 
command, for example, has seven bytes of data in the 
result phase. All seven bytes must be read in order to 
successfully complete the Read Data command. The 
8272 will not accept a new command until all seven 
bytes have been read. The number of command and 
result bytes varies from command-to-command. 

In order to read data from, or write data to, the Data 
Register during the command and result phases, the 
system processor must examine the Main Status Regis
ter to determine if the Data Register is available. The 
DID (bit 6) and RQM (bit 7) flags in the Main Status 
Register must be low and high, respectively, before 
each byte of the command word may be written into 
the 8272. Many of the commands require multiple 
bytes, and as a result, the Main Status Register must be 
read prior to each byte transfer to the 8272. To read 
status bytes during the result phase, DID and RQM in 
the Main Status Register must both be high. Note, 
checking the Main Status Register in this manner be
fore each byte transfer to/from the 8272 is required 
only in the command and result phases, and is NOT 
required during the execution phase. 

Execution Phase 

All data transfers to (or from) the floppy drive occur 
during the execution phase. The 8272 has two primary 
modes of operation for data transfers (selected by the 
specify command): 

1. DMAmode 

2. non-DMA mode 

In the DMA mode, DRQ (DMA Request) is activated 
for each transfers request. The DMA controller re
~nds to DRQ with DACK (DMA Acknowledge) and 
RD (for read commands) or WR (for write com
mands). DRQ is reset by the FDC during the transfer. 
INT is activated after the last data transfer, indicating 
the completion of the execution phase, and the begin
ning of the result phase. In the DMA mode, the termi
nal count (TC/EOP) output of the DMA controller 
should be counected to the 8272 TC input to properly 
terminate disk data transfer commands. 
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Table 5. 8272 Command Set 

DATA BUS DATA IUS 

PHASE, - "7 De lis O. 03 OJ 0, Do REMARKS PHASE - 0, De Os D. Os Os 0, Do I REMARKS 
READ DATA READ A TRACK 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 0 1 1 0 Command Codes Command W 0 MFM SK 0 0 0 1 0 Command Codes 

W 0 0 0 0 '0 HDS OSl DSO W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 0$0 

W C Sector 10 In'ormation W C Sector 10 ,"formation 
W H prior to Command W H prior to Command 
W A execution W A execution 
W N W N 
W EOT W EOT 
W GPl W _____ GPL 

W DTl W OTl 

Execution Data transfer Data transfer 

between the FoD 
Execution between the FOD 

and the malO-system and the main-system 
FOC reads the 

Result A' STO Status ,"formation complete track 
A STI after Command contents from the 
A ST2 execution phYSical Index 
A C mark to EOT 
A H Sector 10 ,"formation 
A A after command Result A STO Status In'ormation 
A N execution A ST 1 a,fle, Command 

R ST2 execution 
READ DELETED DATA R C 

Command W MT MFM SK 0 1 1 0 0 Command Codes R H~ ____ Sector 10 information 

W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OSl OSO 
R R after Command 
A N execution 

W 
C _____ 

Sector 10 information 
W H prior to Command READ 10 
W R execution Command W 0 MFM 0 0 1 0 1 0 Command Codes 
W N 
W' __ ' ___ ECI W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 eso 

oW GPl 
W OTl Execution The first correct 10 

Execution Data transfer 
information on the 
track IS stored in 

between the FPD Data Register 
and the maln·system 

Result < R STO Status information Resull R _____ STO Status Information 
R STI after Command R ST 1 after Command 
A ST2~ ____ execulion A ST~ execution 
R C A C 
R H Sector 10 Information A H Sector 10 information 
A A after Command R R during Execution 
R N execution R N Phase --

WRITE DATA FORMAT A TRACK 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 0 1 0 1 Command Codes Command W 0 MFM 0 0 1 1 0 , Command Codes 

W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS OSl 0$0 W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS OS1 DSO 

W ____ ~C Sector 10 Information W N BytesJSector 
W H prior to Command W SC Sectorsrrrack 

W '_R __ • ___ execution W ____ GPl Gap 3 
W ______ N 'W 0 Filter Byte 

W _____ EDT 
W GPl _____ Execution FDC formats an 
W _____ OTl entire track 

Execution !',)ata transfer Result R STO Status information 
between the main- A STI after Command 
system and the FOD R ST2 execution 

Result A STO Status Information R C 
R ST1 _____ after Command R ______ H In this case, the 10 

R ST2 execution R R_~ ___ information has no 

A 'C R ______ N ______ meaning 

A H Sector 10 ,"formation SCAN EQUAL 
R A after Command 
R N execution Command W MT MFM SK 1 0 0 0 , Command Codes 

WRITE DELETED DATA W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 0$0 

Commtlnd W MT MFM 0 0 1 0 0 1 Command Codes 
W C Sector 10 information 
W ~ prior to Command 

W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS OS1 080 W A ______ execution 
W 

C _____ 
Sector 10 information W N 

W H prior to Command W EOT 
W R execution W GPl 
W 

N _____ W STP 
W EOT 
W GPl EKecutlon Data compared 
oW OTl between the FOD 

Ex&cubon Data transfer, 
and the malM~ystem 

between the FOO Result R STO Status information 
and the main-system R ST1 _____ after Command 

Result A STO Status Information A _____ ST2 execution 

R STI after Command R C 
A ___ ' __ ST2 execution R H Sector 10 mformatlon 

R C R _____ R after Command 

A _ H Sector 10 information A N execution 

R R .fler Command 
R N execution 

207875-18 

NOTE: 
1. AO = 1 for all operations. 
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Table 5. 8272 Command Set (Continued) 

DATA.US DATA lUI 
PHAiE IIIW I 0, lit lit D. Da OJ D. Do I REIWIKS PHAIE IIIW 0, lit lit D. Da OJ D. Do jREllARKS 

SCAN LOW OR EQUAL RECAUBRATE 

Commond W MY MFM SK • • 0 0 • Command Codes, COmmond W 0 0 0 0 0 • • • CommanclCod •• 
W 0 0 0 0 0 H08 OS, DSO W 0 0 0 0 0 0 08' DSO 
W C Sector 10 Information EXlCunan Head retracted to W H prlOf' Command Track a 
w R Ixecutlon 
W N SENSE INTEARUPT STATUS 
W EOT 

Comm.nd W 0 W QPL 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 Command CadI, 
W STP A.lull A sro StatuI Information II 

A G 1M end of nch ._ 
Execullon 0.'" comporod operation abOut thl 

betWMn the t=:OO FDC 
and the maln-aYI'lm 

SPECIFY 
Resull A sro StatuI Inlormatlon Command w~/OOOO.' COmmand Code8 A ST, _____ 

aft" Command 
A sr2 Ixecution W _SPT __ .. _HUT_ 

Tim., Setting_ 
A C W HLT' • NO 
A H Sactor 10 Information SENSE DAIVE STATUS A R att,r Command 
R N execution Command W 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 Command Code, 

SCAN HIGH OR EQUAL W 0 0 0 0 0 H08 OS. DSO 
Re,ult A ST~ StatUI Information Command W MT MFM SK • • , 0 , Command Cod •• about the FOC 

W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS OS, DSO 
W C Sector 10 Information 

SEEK 

W H prior Command Command W 0 0 0 0 • • , • Command Codes 
W R execution W 0 0 0 0 0 H08 OS, DSO W N 

W W EOT' ---- C 
W GPL 

ExeeuUon W STP Hod .1 pOSitioned 
over proper Cyllnd.r 

Execution Olta compared on DI,keU. 
between the FDD INVALID 
and the main·system 

Command W ___ Inyalld Cod •• ___ Invalid Command 
Result R STO Status Information ~(NoOp FDC 

A Sl1 afte, Command gael Into Standby 
R ST2 execution 5ta.e, 
R C Result R STO 5TO=80 R H Sector 10 information (11) A A alter Command 
R N execuhon 

207875-19 

, Table 6. Command/Result Parameter Abbreviations 

Symbol Description 

C . CYLINDER ADDRESS: The currently selected cylinder address (0 to 76) on the disk. 

D DATA PATTERN: The pattern to be written in each sector data field during formatting. 

DSO,DS1 DISK DRIVE SELECT: 

DS1 DSO 
0 0 Drive 0 
0 1 Drive 1 
1 0 Drive 2 
1 1 Drive 3 

DTL SPECIAL SECTOR SIZE: During the execution of disk read/write commands, this 
parameter is used to temporarily alter the effective disk sector size. By setting N to zero, 
DTL may be used to specify a sector size from 1 to 256 bytes in length. If the actual sector 
(on the diskette) is larger than DTL specifies, the remainder of the actual sector is not 
passed to the system during read commands; during write commands, the remainder of 
the actual sector is written with all·zeroes bytes. DTL should be set to FF hexadecimal 
when N is not zero. 

EOT END OF TRACK: The final sector number of the current track. 
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Table 6. Command/Result Parameter Abbreviations '(Continued) 

Symbol Description 

GPL GAP LENGTH: The gap 3 size. (Gap 3 is the space between sectors excluding the veo 
synchronization field as defined in section 3.) , , 

H HEAD ADDRESS: Selected head: 0 or 1 (diSk side 0 or 1 , respectively) as encoded in the 
,sector ID field. 

HLT HEAD LOAD TIME: Defines the time interval that the FDC waits after loading the head 
before initiating a read or write operation. Programmable from 2 to 254 milliseconds (in 
increments of 2 ms). , 

HUT HEAD UNLOAD TIME: Defines the time interval from the end of the execution phase (of a 
read or write command) until the head is unloaded. Programmable from 16 to 240 
milliseconds (in increments of 16 ms). 

MFM MFM/FM MODE SELECTOR: Selects MFM double-density recording mode when high, 
FM single-density mode when low. 

MT MUTLI·TRACK SELECTOR: When set, this flag selects the multi-track operating mode. In 
this mode (used only with dual-sided disks), the FDC treats a complete cylinder (under 
both read/write head 0 and readlwrite head 1) as a single track. The FDC operates 'as if 
this expanded track started at the first seCtor under head 0 and ended at the last sector 
under head 1. With this flag set (high), a multi-sector read operation will automatically 
continue to the first sector under head 1 when FDC finishes operating on the last sector 
under head O. 

N SECTOR SIZE: The number of data bytes within a sector. (See Table 9.) 

ND NON·DMA MODE FLAG: When set (high), this flag indicates that the FDC is to operate ih 

" 

the !'on-DMA mode. In this mode, the processor is interrupted for each data transfer. 
When low, the FDC interfaces to a,DMA cOAtrolier by means of the DRQ and DACK 
signals. ' 

R SECTOR ADDRESS: Specifies the sector number to be read or written. In multi-sector 
transfers, this parameter specifies the sector number of first sector to be read or written. 

SC NUMBER OF SECTORS PER TRACK: Specifies the number of sectors per track to be 
initialized by the Format Track command. 

SK SKIP FLAG: When this flag is set, sectors containing deleted data address marks will 
automatically be skipped during the execution of mul~i-sector Read Data or Scan 
commands. In the same manner, a sector containing 'a data address mark will 
automatically be skipped during the execution of a multi-sector Read Delected Data 
command. 

SRT STEP RATE INTERVAL: Defines the time interval between step pulses issued by the FDC 
(track-to-track access time). Programmable from 1 to 16 milliseconds (in increments of 1 
ms). 
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Table 6. Command/Result Parameter Abbre91atlons (Continued) 

Symbol Description 

STO,ST3 STATUS REGISTER 0-3: Registers within the FDC that store status information after a 
ST2,ST3 command has been executed. This status information is available to the processor during 

the Result Phase after command execution. These registers may only be read after a 
command has been executed (in the exact order shown in Table 5 for each command). 
These registers should not be confused with the Main Status Register. 

STP SCAN SECTOR INCREMENT: During Scan operations, this parameter is added to the " 
current sector number in order to determine the next sector to be scanned. 

Table 7. Status Register Definitions 

Bit Symbol Description 
Number 

Status Register 0 

7,6 IC INTERRUPT CODE: 
00- Normal termination of command. The specified command was properly 

executed and completed without error. 
01- Abnormal termination of command. Command execution was started but 

could not be successfully completed. 
10-lnvalid command. The requested command could not be executed. 
11-Abnormal termination. During command execution, the disk drive ready 

signal changed state. 

5 SE SEEK END: This flag is set (high) when the FDC has completed the Seek 
command and the read/write head is positioned over the correct cylinder. 

4 EC EQUIPMENT CHECK ERROR: This flag is set (high) if a fault signal is received 
from the disk drive or if the track 0 signal fails to become active after 77 step 
pulses (Recalibrate command). 

3 NR NOT READY ERORR: This flag is set if a read or write command is issued and 
either the drive is not ready or the command specifies side 1 (head 1) of a single-
sided disk. 

2 H HEAD ADDRESS: The head address at the time of the interrupt. 

1,0 DS1,DSO DRIVE SELECT: The number of the drive selected at the time of the interrupt. 

~tatus Register 1 

7 EN END OF TRACK ERROR: This flag is set if the FDC attempts to access a sector 
beyond the final sector of the track. 

6 Not used. This bit is always low. 

5 DE DATA ERROR: Set when the FDC detects a CRC error in either the I D field or the 
data field of a sector. 
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Table 7. Status Register Definitions (Continued) 

Bit 
Symbol Description 

Number 

Status Register 1 (Continued) 

4 OR OVERRUN ERROR: Set (during data transfers) if the FDCdoes.not receive DMA 
or processor s~rvice within the specified time interval. 

3 Not used. This bit is always low. 

2 NO SECTOR NOT FOUND ERROR: This flag is set by any of the following conditions. 
a) The FDC cannot locate the sector specified in the Read Data, Read 

Delected Data, or Scan command. 
b) The FDC cannot locate the staring sector specified in the Read Track 

command. 
c) The FDC cannot read the 10 field without error during a Read 10 command. 

1 NW WRITE PROTECT ERROR: This flag is set if the FDC detects a write protect 
signal from the disk drive during the execution of a Write Data, Write Deleted Data, 
or Format Track command. 

0 MA MISSING ADDRESS MARK ERROR: This flag is set by either of the following 
conditions: 

a) The FDC cannot detect the 10 address mark on the specified track (after 
two occurrences of the physical index mark). 

b) The FDC cannot detect the data address mark or deleted data address 
mark on the specified track. (See also the MD bit of Status Register 2.) 

Status Register 2 

7 NOT USED: This bit is always low. 

6 CM CONTROL MARK: This flag is set when the FDC encounters one of the following 
conditions: 

a) A deleted data address mark during the execution of a Read Data or Scan 
command. 

b) A data address mark during the execution of a Read Deleted Data 
command. 

5 DO DATA ERROR: Set (high) when the FDC detects a CRC error in a sector data 
field. This flag is not set when a CRC eror is detected in the 10 field. 

4 WC CYLINDER ADDRESS ERROR: Set when the cylinder address from the disk 
sector 10 field is different from the current cylinder address maintained within the 
FDC. 

3 SH SCAN HIT: Set during the execution of the Scan command if the scan condition is 
satisfied. 

2 SN SCAN NOT SATISFIED: Set during execution of the Scan command if the FDC 
cannot locate a sector on the specified cylinder that satisfies the scan condition. 

1 BC BAD TRACK ERROR: Set when the cylinder address from the disk sector 10 field 
is FF hexadecimal and this cylinder address is different from the current cylinder 
address maintained within the FDC. This all "ones" cylinder number indicates a 
bad track (one containing hard errors) according to the IBM soft-sectored format 
specifications. 

0 MD MISSING DATA ADDRESS MARK ERROR: Set if the FDC cannot detect a data 
address mark or deleted data address mark on the specified track. 
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Table 7. Status Register Definitions (Continued) 

Bit 
Symbol Description 

Number 

Status Register 3 

7 FT FAULT: This flag indicates the status of the fault signal from the selected disk 
drive. 

6 WP WRITE PROTECTED: This flag indicates the status of the write protect signal 
from the selected disk drive. 

5 ROY READY: This flag indicates the status of the ready signal from the selected disk 
drive. 

4 TO TRACK 0: This flag indicates the status of the track 0 signal from the selected 
disk drive. 

3 T5 TWO-SIDED: This flag indicates the status of the two-sided signal from the 
selected disk drive. 

2 H HEAD ADDRESS: This flag indicates the status of the side select signal for the 
currently selected disk drive. 

1,0 051,050 DRIVE SELECT: Indicates the currently selected disk drive number. 

In the non-DMA mode, transfers requests are indicated 
by activation of both the INT output signal and the 
RQM flag (bit 7) in the Main Status Register. INT can 
be used for interrupt-driven systems and RQM can be 
used for polled systems. The system processor must re
spond to the transfer request by reading data from (ac
tivating RD), or writing data to (activating WR), the 
FOC. This response removes the transfer request (INT 

/' and RQM are set inactive). After completing the last 
transfer, the 8272 activates the INT output to indicate 
the beginning of the. result phase. In the non-DMA 
mode, the processor must activate the TC signal to the 
FDC (normally by means of an I/O port) after the 
transfer request for the last data byte has been received 
\(by the processor) and before the appropriate data byte 
has been read from (or written to) the FDC. 

In either mode of operation (DMA or non-DMA), the 
execution phase ends when a terminal count signal is 
sensed or when the last sector on a track (the BOT 
parameter-Table 5) has been read or written. In addi
tion, if the disk drive is in a "not ready" state at the 
beginning of the execution phase, the "not ready" flag 
(bit 3 in Status Register 0) is set (high) and the pom
mand is teJ:minated. 

If a fault signal is received from the disk drive at the 
end of a write operation (Write Data, Write Deleted' 
Data, or Format), the FDC sets the "equipment check" 
flag (bit 4 in Status Register 0), and terminates the 
command after setting the interrupt code (bits 7 and 6 
of Status Register 0) to "01" (bit 7 low, bit 6 high). 
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Multi-Sector and Multi-Track Transfers 

During disk read/write transfers (Read Data, Write 
Data, Read Deleted Data, and Write Deleted Data), 
the FDC will continue to transfer data from sequential 
sectors until the TC input is sensed. In the DMA mode, 
the TC input is normally connected to the TC/BOP 
(terminal count) output of the DMA controller. In the 
!Ion-DMA mode, the processor directly controls the 
FDC TC input as previously described. Once the TC 
input is received, the FOC stops requesting data trans
fers (from the system processor or DMA controller). 
The FOC, however, continues to read data from, or 
write data to, the floppy disk until the end of the cur
rent disk sector. During a disk read operation, the data 
read from the disk (after reception of the TC input) is 
discarded, but the data CRC is checked for errors; dur
ing a disk write operation, the remainder of the sector is 
filled with all-zero bytes. 

If the TC signal is not received before the last byte of 
the current sector has been transferred to/from the sys
tem, the FOC increments the sector number by one and 
initiates a read or write command for this new disk 
sector. 

The FDC is also designed to operate in a multi-track· 
mode for dual-sided disks. In the multi-track mode 
(specified by means of the MT flag in the command 
byte-Table 5) the FOC will automatically increment 
the head address (from 0 to 1) when the last sector (on 
the track under head 0) has been read or written. Read' 
ing or writing is then continued on the first sector (sec
tor 1) of head 1. 
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Drive Status Polling 

After the power-on reset, the 8272 automatically enters 
a drive status polling mode. If a change in drive status 
is detected (all drives are assumed to be "not ready" at 
power-on), an interrupt is generated. The 8272 contin
ues this status polling between command executions 
(and between step pulses in the Seek command). In this 
manner, the 8272 automatically notifies the system 
processor when a floppy disk is inserted, removed, or 
changed by the operator. 

Command Details 

, During the command phase, the Main Status Register 
must be polled by the CPU before each byte is written 
into the Data Register. The DIO (bit 6) and RQM (bit 
7) flags in the Main Status Register must be low and 
high, respectively, before each byte of the command 
may be written into the 8272. The beginning of the 
execution phase for any of these commands will cause 
DIO to be set high and RQM to be set low. 

The following paragraphs describe the fifteen FDC 
commands in detail. 

Specify 

The Specify command is used prior to performing any 
disk operations (including the formatting of a new disk) 
to define drive/FDC operating characteristics. The 
Specify command parameters set the values for three 
internal timers: 

1. Head Load Time (HLT)-This seven-bit value de
fines the time interval that the FDC waits after 
loading the head before initiating a read or write op
eration. This timer is programmable from 2 to 254 
milliseconds in increments of 2 ms. 

2. Head Unload Time (HUT)-This four-bit value de
fmes the time from the end of the execution phase (of 
a read or write command) until the head is unloaded. 
This timer is programmable from 16 to 240 millisec
onds in increments of 16 ms. If the processor issues 
another command before the head unloads, the head 
will remain loaded and the head load wait will be 
eliminated. 

3. Step Rate Time (SRT)-This four-bit value defines 
the time interval between step pulses issued by the 
FDC (track-to-track access time). This timer is pro
grammable from 1 to 16 milliseconds in increments 
of 1 ms. 

The time intervals mentioried above are a direct func
tion ofthe FDC clock (CLK on pin 19). Times indicat
ed above are for an 8 MHz clock. 

The Specify command also indicates the choice of 
DMA or non-DMA operation (by means of the ND 
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bit). When this bit is high the non-DMA mode is select
ed; when ND is low, the DMA mode is selected. 

Sense Drive Status 

This command may be used by the processor whenever 
it wishes to obtain the status of the disk drives. Status 
Register 3 (returned during the result phase) contains 
the drive status information as described in Table 7. 

Sense Interrupt Status 

An interrupt signal is generated by the FDC when one 
or more of the following events occurs: 

1) The FDC enters the result phase for: 

a) Read Data command 

b) Read Track command 

c) Read ID command 

d) Read Deleted Data command 

e) Write Data command 

f) Format Track command 

g) Write Deleted Data command 

h) Scan commands 

2) The ready signal from one of the disk drives changes 
state. 

3) A Seek or Recalibrate command completes opera
tion. 

4) The FDC requires a data transfer during the execu
tion phase of a command in the non-DMA mode. 

Interrupts caused by reasons (1) and (4) above occur 
during normal command operations and are easily dis
cernible by the processor. However, interrupts caused 
by reasons (2) and (3) above are uniquely identified 
with the aid of the Sense Interrupt Status command. 
This command, when issued, resets the interrupt signal 
and by means of bits 5, 6, and 7 of Status 'Register 0 
(returned during the result phase) identifies the cause of 
the interrupt (see Table 8). 

Table 8. Interrupt Codes 

Seek End Interrupt Code 
Cause 

Bit 5 Bit 6 Bit7 

0 1 1 Read Line changed 
state, either.polarity 

1 0 0 Normal Termination 
of Seek or Recalibrate 
Command 

1 1 0 Abnormal Termination 
of Seek or Recalibrate 
Command 
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Neither the Seek nor the Recalibrate command has a 
result phase. Therefore, it is mandatory to use the Sense 
Interrupt Status Command after these commands to 
effectively terminate them and to provide verification of 
the disk head position. 

When an interrupt is received by the processor, the 
FOe busy flag (bit 4) and the non-DMA (bit 5) may be 
used to distinguish the .above interrupt causes: 
bitS bit4 
o 0 
o 1 
1 1 

Asynchronous event-(2) or (3) above 
Result phase-(1) above 
Data transfer required-(4) above 

A single interrupt request to the processor may, in fact, 
be caused by more than one of the above events. The 
processor should continue to issue Sense Interrupt 
Status commands (and service the resulting conditions) 
until an invalid command code is received. In this man
ner, all "hidden" interrupts are serviced. 

Seek 
The Seek command causes the drive's read/write head 
to be positioned over the specified cylinder. The FDe 
determines the ,difference between the current cylinder 
address and the desired (specified) address, and issues 
the appropriate number of step pulses. If the desired 
cylinder address is larger than the current address, the 

. direction signal (LCT/DIR, pin 38) is set high (step
in); the direction signal is set low (step-out) if the de
sired cylinder address is less than the current address. 
No head movement oc~ (no step pulses are issued) if 
the desired cylinder is the same as the current cylinder. 

The rate at v.:hich step pulses are issued is controlled by 
the step rate time (SRT) in the Specify command. After 
each step pulse is issued, the desired cylinder address is 
compared against the current cylinder address. When 
the cylinder addresses are equal, the "seek end" flag 
(bit 5 in Status Register 0) is set (hj.gh) and the com
mand is termiriated. If the disk drive becomes "not 
ready" during the seek operation, the "not ready" flag 
(in Status Register 0) is set (high) and the command is 
terminated. 

During the command phase of the Seek operation the 
FOe is in the FOC busy state, but during the execution 
phase it is in the non-busy state. While the FOe is in 
the non-busy state, another Seek command may be· is
sued .. In this manner parallel seek operations may be in 
operation on up to fo1ll' floppy disk driv.es at once. The 
Main Status Register contains a flag for each drive (Ta
ble 4) that indicates whether th~ associated drive is cur
rently operating in the seek mode. When a drive has 
completed a seek . operation, the FOe generates an 
interrupt. In response to this interrupt, the system soft
ware must issue a Sense Interrupt Status command. 
During the result phase of this command, Status Regis
ter 0 (containing the drive number in bits 0 and 1) is 
read by the processor. 
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Recallbrate 

This command causes the read/write head of the disk 
drive to retract to the track 0 position. The FOe clears 
the contents of its internal cylinder counter, and checks 
the status of the track 0 signal from the disk drive. As 
long as the track 0 signal is low, the direction "signal 
remains high and step pulses are issued. When the track 
o signal goes high, the seek end flag (in Status Register 
0) is set (high) and the command is terminated. If the 
track 0 signal is still low after 77 step pulses have been 
issued, the seek end and equipment check flags (in 
Status Register 0) are both set and the Recalibrate com
mand is terminated. 

Recalibrate commands for multiple drives can be over
lapped in the same manner that Seek commands are 
overlapped. 

Format Track 

The Format Track command formats or "initializes" a 
track on a floppy disk by writing the ID field, gaps, and 
address marks for each sector. Before issuing the For
mat command, the Seek command must be used to po
sition the read/write head over the correct cylinder. In 
addition, a table of ID field values (cylinder, head, and 
sector addresses and sector length code) must be pre
pared before the command is executed. During c~m
mand execution, the FDe accesses the table and, usmg 
the values supplied, writes each· sector on the track. ~e 
ID field address mark originates from the FOe and IS 

written automatically as the first byte of each sector's 
ID field. The cylinder, head, and sector addresses are 
taken, in order, from the table. The ID field eRe char
acter (derived from the data written in the first five 
bytes) is written as the last two bytes of the ID field. 
Gaps are written automatically by the FDe, with the 
length of the variable gap determined by one of the 
Format command parameters. 

The data field address mark is generated by the FOe 
and is written automatically as the first byte of the data 
field. The data pattern specified in the command phase 
is written into each data byte of each sector. A eRe 
character is derived from the data address mark and 
the data written in the sector's data field. The two eRe 
bytes are appended to the last data byte. 

The formatting of a track begins at the physical index 
mark. As previously mentioned, the order of sector as
signment is taken directly from the formatting table. 
Four entries are required for each sector: a cylinder 
·address, a head address, a sector address, and a sector 
length code. The cylinder addres~ in the ID field should 
be equal to the cylinder address of the track currently 
being formatted. 
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The sector addresses must be unique (no t",o equal). 
The order of the sector entries in the table is the se
quence in which sector numbers appear on the track 
when it is formatted. The number of entry sets (cylin
der, head, and sector address and sector length code) 
must equal the number of sectors allocated to the track 
(specified in the command phase). 

Since the sector address is supplied, in order, for each 
sector, tracks can be formatted sequentially (the first 
sector following the index mark is assigned sector ad
dress I i the adjacent sector is assigned sector address 2, 
and so on) or sector numbers can be interleaved (see 
section 3) on a track. 

Table 9 lists recommended gap sizes and sectors/track 
for various sector sizes. 

Read Data 

Nine (9) bytes are required to complete the command 
phase specification for the Read Data command. Dur
ing the execution phase, the FDC loads the head (if it is 
in the unloaded state), waits the specified head load 
time (defined in the Specify command), and \legins 
reading ID address marks .and ID fields. When the re
quested sector address compares with the sector ad
dress read from the disk, the FDC outputs data (from 
the data field) byte-by-byte to the system. The Read 
Data command automatically operates in the multi-sec
tor mode described earlier. In apdition, multi-track op
eration may be specified by means of the MT command 
flag (Table 5). The amount of data that can be trans
ferred with a single command to the FDC depends on 
the multi-track flag, the recording density flag, and the 
number of bytes per sector. 

During the execution of read and write commands, the 
special sector size parameter (DTL) is used to tempo
rarily alter the effective disk sector size. By setting the 
sector size code (N) to zero, DTL may be used to speci
fy a sector size from I to 256 bytes in length. If the 

actual sector (on the disk) is larger than DTL specifies, 
only the number of bytes specified by the DTLparame
ter are passed to the system; the remainder of the actual 
disk sector is not transferred (although the data is 
checked for CRC errors). Multi-sector read operations 
are performed in the same manner as they are when the 
sector size code is non-zero. (The N and DTL parame
ters are always present in the command sequence. DTL 
should be set to FF hexadecimal when N is not zero.) 

If the FDC detects the physical index mark twice with
out finding the requested sector, the FOC sets the "sec
tor not found error" flag (bit 2 in Status Register I) and 
terminates the Read Data command. The interrupt 
code (bits 7 and 6 of Status Register 0) is set to "01." 
Note that the FOC searches for each sector in a multi
sector operation. Therefore, a "sector not found'" error 
may occur after successful transfer of one or more pre
ceding sectors. This error could occur if a particular 
sector number was not included when the track was 
first formatted or if a hard error on the disk has invali
dated a sector ID field. 

After reading the ID field and data field in each sector, 
the FDC checks the CRC bytes. If a read error is de
tected (incorrect CRC in the ID field), the FDC sets 
the "data error" flag in Status Register 1; if a CRC 
error occurs in the data field, the FDC sets the "data 
error" flag in Status Register 2. In either error condi
tion, the FDC terminates the Read Data command. 
The interrupt code (bits 7 and 6 in Status Register 0) is . 
set to "01." 

If the FDC reads a deleted data address mark from the 
disk, and the skip flag (specified durmg the command 
phase) is not set, the FDC sets the "control mark" flag 
(bit 6 in Status Register 2) and terminates the Read 
Data comma:nd (after reading all the data in the sector). 
If the skip flag is set, the FDC skips the sector with the 
deleted data address mark and reads the next sector. 
Thus, the skip flag may be used to cause the FDC to 
ignore deleted data sectors during a multi-sector read 
operation. 

Table 9. Sector Size Relationships 

N SC GPL(1) GpL(2) 

Format Sector Size Sector Size Sectorsl Gap 3 Gap 3 Remarks 
Code Track Length Length 

FM Mode 128 bytes/Sector 00 1A(16) 07(16) 1B(16) IBM Diskette 1 
256 01 OF(16) OE(16) 2A(16) IBM Diskette 2 
512 02 08 1 B(16) ·3A(16) 

MFM Mode 256 01 1A(16) OE(16) 36(16) iBM Diskette 20 
512 02 OF(16) 1 B(16) 54(16) 
1024 03 08 35(16) 74(16) IBM Diskette 20 

NOTES: 
1. Suggested values of GPL in Read or Write commands to avoid splice pOint between data field and 10 field of contiguous 
sectors. 
2. Suggested values of GPL in Format command. 
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During disk data tra\1sfers between the FDC and the 
system, the FDC must be serviced by the system (proc
essor or DMA controller) every 27 ,""S inthe FM mode, 
and every 13 ,""S in t~e MFM mode. If the FDC is not 
serviced within this interval, the "overrun error" flag 
(bit 4 in Status Register 1) is set and the Read Data 
command is terminated. 

If the processor terminates a read (or write) operation 
in the FDC, the ID information in the result phase is 
dependent upon the state of the multi-track flag and 
end of track byte. Table 11 shows the values for C, H, 
R, and N, when the processor terminates the com
mand. 

Write Data 

Nine (9) bytes are required to complete the command 
phase specification for the Write Data command. Dur
ing the execution phase the FDC loads the head (if it is 
in the unloaded state), waits the specified head load 
time (defined by the Specify command), and begins 
reading sector ID fields. When the requested sector ad
dress'compares with the sector address read from the 
disk, the FDC reads data from the processor one byte 
at a time via the data bus and putputs the data to the 
data field of that sector. The CRC is computed on this 
data and two CRC bytes are written at the end of the 
data field. 

The FDC reads the ID field of each sector and checks 
the CRC bytes. If the FDC detects a read error (incor
rect CRC) in one of the ID fields, it sets the "data 
error" flag (bit 5 in Status Register 1) and terminates 
the Write Data command. The interrupt code (bits 7 
and 6 in Status Register 0) is set to "01." 

The Write Data command operates in much the same 
manner as the Read Data command. The following 
items are the same; refer to the Read Data command 
for details: 

• Multi-sector and Multi-track operation 

• Data transfer capacity 

• "End of track error" flag 

• "Sector not found error" flag 

• "Data error" flag 

• Head uuload time interval 
• ID information when the processor terminates the 

command (see Table 11) 

• Definition of DTL when N = 0 and when N '* 0 

During the Write Data execution phase, qata transfers 
between the processor and FDC must occur every 31 
,""S in the FM mode, and every 15 ,""S in the MFM 
mode. If the time interval between data transfers is 
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longer than this, the FDC sets the "overrun error" flag 
(bit 4 in Status Register 1) and terminates the Write 
Data command. 

Read Deleted Data 

This command operates in almost the same manner as 
the Read Data command operates. The only difference 
involves the treatment of the data address mark and the 
skip flag. When the FDC detects a data address mark 
at the beginning of a data field (and the skip flag is not 
set), the FDC reads all the data in the sector, sets the 
"control mark" flag (bit 6 in Status Register 2), and 
terminates the command. If the skip flag is set, the 
FDC skips the sector with the data address mark and 
continues reading at the next sector. Thus, the skip flag 
may be used to cause the FDC to read only deleted data 
sectors during a multi-sector read operation. 

Write Deleted Data 

This command operates in the same manner as the 
Write Data command operates except that a deleted 
data address mark is written at the beginning of the 
data field instead of the normal data address mark. 
This command is used to mark a bad sector (containing 
a hard error) on the floppy disk. 

Read Track 

The Read Track command is similar to the Read Data 
command except that the entire data field is read con
tinuously from each of the sectors of a track. Immedi
ately after encountering the physical index mark, the 
FDC starts reading all data fields on the track as con
tinuous blocks of data. If the FDC finds an error in the 
ID field or data field CRC check bytes, it continues to 
read data from the track. The FDC compares the ID 
information read from each sector with the values spec
ified during the command phase. If the specified ID 
field information is not found on the track, the "sector 
not found error" flag (in Status Register 1) is set. Mul
titrack and skip operations are not allowed with this 
command. 

This command terminates when the last sector on the 
track has been read. (The number of sectors on the 
track is specified by the ejld of track parameter byte 
during the command phase.) If the FDC does not fmd 
anJD address mark on the disk after it encounters the 
physical index mark for the second time, it sets the 
"missing address mark error" flag (bit 0 in Status Reg
ister 1) and terminates th,e command. The interrupt 
code (bits 7 and 6 of Status Register 0) is set to "01." 
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. Read 10 

The Read ID command transfers (reads) the first cor
rect ID field from the current disk track (following the 
physical index mark) to the processor. If no correct ID 
address mark is found on the track, the "missing ad
dress mark error" flag is set (bit 0 in Status Register I). 
If no data mark is found on the track, the "sector not 
found error" flag is also set (bit 2 in Status Register I). 
Either error condition causes the command to be termi
nated. 

Scan Commands 

The Scan commands allow the data being read from the 
disk to be compared against data supplied by the sys
tem (by the processor in non-DMA mode, and by the 
DMA controller in DMA mode). The FDC compares 
the data on a byte-by-byte basis, and searches for a 
sector of data that meets the conditions of "disk data 
equal to system data", "disk data less than or equal to 
system data", or "disk data greater than or equal to 
system data". Simple binary (ones complement) arith
metic is used for comparison (FF = largest number, 00 
= smallest number). If, after a complete sector of data 
is compared, the conditions are not met, the sector 
number is incremented by the scan sector increment 
(specified in the command phase), and the scan opera
tion is continued. The scan operation continues until 
one of the following conditions occurs; the conditions 
for scan are met (equal, low, or high), the last sector on 
the track is reached, or the terminal count signal is 
received. . 

If the conditions for scan are met, the FDC sets the 
"scan hit" flag (bit 3 in Status Register 2) and termi
nates the Scan command. If the conditions for scan are 
not met between the starting sector and the last sector 
on the track (specified in the command phase), the 
FDC sets the "scan not satisfied" flag (bit 2 in Status 
Register 2) and terminates the Scan command. The re
ceipt of a terminal count signal from the processor or 
DMA controller during the scan operation will cause 
the FDC to complete the comparison of the particular 
byte which is in process, and to termiante the com
mand. Table 10 shows the status of the "scan hit" and 
"scan not satisfied" flags under various scan termina
tion conditions. 

If the FDC encounters a deleted data address mark in 
one of the sectors and the skip flag is low, it regards the 
sector as the last sector on the cylinder, sets the "con
trol mark" flag (bit 6 in Status Register 2) and termi
nates the command. If the skip flag is high, the FOC 
skips the sector with the deleted address mark, and 
reads the next sector. In this case, the FDC also sets the 
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Table 10. Scan Status Codes 

Command 
Status Register 2 

Comments 
Blt2 = SN Bit 3 = SH 

Scan Equal 0 1 DFDD = Dprocessor 
1 0 DFDD ,e Dprocessor 

Scan Low 0 1 DFDD = Dprocessor 
or Equal 0 0 DFDD < DP;ocessor 

1 0 DFDD > Dprocessor 

Scan High 0 1 DFDD = Dprocessor 
or Equal 0 0 DFDD > Dprocessor 

1 0 DFDD < Dprocessor 

'control mark" flag (bit 6 in Stauts Register 2) in order 
to show that a deleted sector had been encountered. 

NOTE: 
During scan command execution, the last sector on 
the track must· be read for the command to terminate 
properly. For example if the scan sector increment is 
set to 2, the end of track parameter is set to 26, and 
the scan begins at sector 21, sectors 21, 23, and 25 will 
be scanned. The next sector, 27 will not be found on 
the track and an abnormal command termination will 
oc~ur. The command would be completed in a normal 
manner if either a) the scan had started at sector 20 or 
b) the end of track parameter had been set to 25. 

During the Scan command, data is supplied by the 
processor or· DMA controller for comparison against 
the data read from the disk. In order to avoid having 
the "overrun error" flag set (bit 4 in Status Register I), 
it is necessary to have the data available in less than 27 
p.s (FM Mode) or 13 p.s (MFM Mode). If an overrun 
error occurs, the FDC terminates the command. 

Invalid Commands 
If an invalid (undefined) command is sent. to the FOC, 
the FDC will terminate the command. No interrupt is 
generated by the 8272 during this condition. Bit 6 and 
bit 7 (010 and RQM) in the Main Status Register are 
both set indicating to the processor that the 8272 is in 
the result phase and the contents of Status Register 0 
must be read. When the processor reads Status Register 
o it will find an 80H code indicating that an invalid 
command was received. 

A Sense Interrupt Status command must be sent after a 
Seek or Recalibrate interrupt; otherwise the FDC will 
consider the next command to be an invalid command. 
Also, when the last "hidden" interrupt has been serv
iced, further Sense Interrupt Status commands will re
sult in invalid command codes. 
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Table 11 10 Information When Processor Terminates Command 

EOT 
Final Sector Transferred 10 Information at Result Phase 

MT 
to Processo.r C H R N 

1A Sector 1 to 25 at Side 0 NC NC R + 1 NC 
OF Sector 1 to 14 at Side 0 
08 Sector 1 to 7 at Side 0 

1A Sector 26 at Side 0 C+1 NC R = 01 NC 
OF Sector 15 at Side 0 
08 Sector 8 at Side 0 

0 
1A Sector 1 to 25 at Side 1 NC NC R+1 NC 
OF Sector 1 to 14 at Side 1 
08 Sector 1 to 7 at Side 1 

1A Sector 26 at Side 1 C+1 NC R = 01 NC 
OF Sector 15 at Side 1 
08 Sector 8 at Side 1 

1A Sector 1 to 25 at Side 0 NC NC R + 1 NC 
OF Sector 1 to 14 at Side 0 
08 Sector 1 to 7 at Side 0 

1A Sector 26 at Side 0 NC LSB R = 01 NC 
OF Sector 15 at Side 0 
08 Sector 8 at Side 0 

1 
1A Sector 1 to 25 at Side 1 NC NC R+1 NC 
OF Sector 1 to 14 at Side 1 
08 Sector. 1 to 7 at Side 1 I 

1A Sector 26 at Side 1 C+t LSB R = 01 NC 
OF Sector 15 at Side 1 
08 Sector 8 at Side 1 

NOTES: 
1. NC (No Change): The same value as the one at the beginning of command execution. 
2. ISB (Least Significant Bit): The least significant bit of H is complemented. 

In some applications the user may wish to use this com
mand as a No-Op command to place the FDC in a 
stand-by or no operation state. 

5.0 THE DATA SEPARATOR 

AIl briefly discussed in Section 2, LSI disk controllers 
such as the 8272 require external circuitry to generate a 
data window signal. This signal is used within the FDC 
to isolate the data bits contained within the READ 
DATA input signal from the disk drive. (The disk 
READ DATA signal is a composite signal constructed 
from both clock and data information.) After isolating 
the data bits from this input signal, the FDC assembles 
the data bits into 8-bit bytes for transfer to the system 
processor or memory. 
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Single Density 

In a single-density (PM) recording (Figure 3), the bit 
cell is 4 microseconds wide. Each bit cell contains a 
clock bit at the leading edge of the cell. The data bit (if 
present) is always located at the center of the cell. The 
job of data separation is relatively straightforward for 
single-density; simply generate a data window 2 IA-s 
wide starting 1 IA-s after each clock bit. Since every cell 
has a clock bit, a fixed window reference is available for 
every data bit and because the window is 2 IA-s wide, a 
slightly shifted data bit will still remain within the data 
window. 

A single-density data separator with these specifica
tions may be easily generated using a digital or analog 
one-shot triggered by the clock bit. 
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Double-Density 

Double-density (MFM) bit cells, are reduced to 2 p.s (in 
order to double the disk data storage capacity). Clock 
bits are inserted into the data stream only if data bits 
are not present in' both the current and preceding bit 
cells (Figure 3). The data bit (if present) still occurs at 
the center of the bit cell and the clock bit (if present) 
still occurs at th~ leading edge of the bit cell. 

MFM data separation has two problems. First, only 
some bit cells contain a clock bit. In this manner, MFM 
encoding loses the fixed bit cell reference pulse present 
in FM encoding._ Second, the bit cell for MFM is one
half the size of the bit cell for FM. This shorter bit cell 
means that MRM cannot tolerate as large a playback 
data-shift (as FM can tolerate) without errors. 

Since most playback data-shift is predictable, the FDC 
can precompensate the write data stream so that datal 
clock pulses will be correctly positioned for subsequent 
playback. This function is completely controlled by the 
FDC and is only required for MFM recording. During 
write operations, the FDC specifies an early, normal, or 
late bit positioning. This timing information is specified 
with respect to the FDC write clock. Early and late 
timing is typically 125 ns to 250 ns before or after the 
write clock transition (depending on disk drive require-
ments)., -

The data separator circuitry for double-density record
ing must continuously analyze the total READ DATA 
stream, synchronizing its operation (windOW' genera
t~on) with the actual clock/data bits of the data stream. 
The data separation circuit-must track the disk input 

data frequency very closely-unpredictable bit shifts 
leave less than 50 ns margin to the window edges. 

Phase-Locked Loop 

Only an analog phase-locked loop (PLL) can provide 
the reliability required for a double-density data separa
tion circuit. (A phase-locked loop is an electronic cir
cuit that constantly analyzes the frequency of an input 
signal and locks another oscillator to that frequency.) 
Using analog PLL techniques, a data separator can be 
designed with ± 1 ns resolution (this would require a 
100 MHz clock in a digital phase-locked loop). The 
analog PLL determines the clock and data bit positions 
by sampling each bit in the serial data stream. The 
phase relationship between a data bit and the PLL gen
erated data window is constantly fed back to adjust the 
position of the data window, enabling the PLL to track 
input data frequency changes, and thereby reliably read 
previously recorded data from a floppy disk. 

PLLDesign 

A block diagram of the phase-locked loop described in 
this application note is shown in Figure 7. Basically, the 
phase-locked loop operates by comparing the frequency 
of the input data (from the disk drive) against the fre
quency of a local oscillator. The difference of these fre
quencies is used to increase or decrease the frequency of 
the local oscillator in order to bring its frequency closer 
to that of the input. The PLL synchronizes the local 

r-__________________ READ DATA 

(TO FDC) 

READ DATA 
(FROM DISKETTE DRIVE) 

FRI!QUENCY 
DISCRIMINATOR 

VCO(FROM "DCI -----------..1 
MFM (FROM FDCI -----------..1 

START 
LOGIC 

IDLE CLAMP 

Figure 7. Phase-Locked Loop Data Separator -

3-100, 

DATAWlNOOW 
(TO FCC) 
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oscillator to the frequency of the input during the all 
"zeroes" synchronization field on the floppy disk (im
mediately preceding both the ID field and the data 
field. 

The PLL consists of nine ICs and is located on page 3 
of the schematics in the Appendix. The 8272 veo out
put essentially turns the PLL circuitry on and off. 
When the PLL is off, it "idles" at its center frequency. 
The veo turns the PLL on only when valid data is 
being received from the disk drive. The veo turns the 
PLL on after the read/write head has been loaded and 
the head load time has elapsed. The PLL is' turned off 
in the gap between the ID field and the data field and in 
the gap after ·the data field (before the next sector ID 
field). The GPL parameter in the FOC read and write 
commands specifies the elapsed time (number of data 
bytes) that the PLL is turned off in order to blank out 
discontinuities that appear in the gaps when the write 
current is turned on and off. The PLL operates with 
either MPM or FM input data. The MFM output from 
the FOC controls the PLL operation frequency. 

The PLL consists of six functional blocks as follows: 

1) Pulse Shaping-A 96LS02 senses a READ DATA 
pulse and provides a clean output signal to the FOC 
and to the PLL Phase Comparator and Frequency 
Discriminator circuitry. 

2) Phase Comparator-The phase difference between 
the PLL·oscillator and the READ DATA input is 
compared. Pump up (PU) and pump down (PD) er
ror signals are derived from this phase differ~ce and 
output to the filter. If there is no phase difference 
between the PLL oscillator and the READ DATA 
input, the PU and PD pulse widths are equal. If the 
READ DATA pulse occurs early, the PU duration 
is shorter than the PD duration. If the data pulse 
occurs late, the PU duration is longer than the PD 
duration. 

3) Filter-This analog circuit filters the PU and PD 
pulses into an error voltage. This error voltage is 
buffered by an LM358 operational amplifier. 

4. PLL Oscillator-This oscillator is composed of a 
74LS393, 74LS74, and 96LS02. The oscillator fre
quency is controlled by the error voltage output by 
the filter. This oscillator also generates the data win
dow signal to the FOC. 

S. Frequency Discriminator-This logic tracks the 
READ DATA input from the disk drive and dis
criminates between the synchronization gap for FM 
recording (250 KHz) and the gap for MFM record
ing (500 KHz). Synchronization gaps immediately 
precede address marks. 

6. Start Logic-The function of this logic is to clamp 
the PLL oscillator to its center frequency (2 MHz) 
until the FOC veo signal is enabled and a valid 
data pattern is sensed by the frequency discrimina
tor. The start logic (consisting of a 74LS393 and 
74LS74) ensures that the PLL oscillator is started 
with zero phase error. 

PLL Adjustments 
The PLL must be initially adjusted to operate at its 
center frequency with the veo output off and the ad
justme,nt jumper removed. The 5K timepot should be 
adjusted until the frequency at the test point (Q output 
of the 96LS02) is 2 MHz. The jumper should then be 
replaced for normal operation. 

PLL Design Details 

The following paragraphs describe the operational and 
design details of the phase-locked loop data separator 
illustrated in the appendix. Note that the analog section 
is operated from a separately filtered + sv supply. 

Initialization 

As long as the 8272 maintains a 10w,VCO signal, the 
data separator logic is "turned off". In this ~te, the 
PLL oscillator (96LS02) is not oscillating and tq.erefore 
the 2XBR signal is constantly low. In addition. the 
pump, up (PU) and pump down (PD) signals are inac
tive (pU low and PD high), the CNT8 signal is inactive 
(low), and the filter input voltage is held at 2.5 volts by 
two I MO resistors between ground and + 5 volts. 

Floppy Disk Data 

The data separator freqeuncy discriminator, the input 
pulse shaping circuitry, and the start logic are always 
enabled and respond to rising edges of the READ 
DATA signal. The rising edge of every data bit from 
the disk drive triggers two pulse shaping one-shots. The 
first pulse shaper generates a stable and well-defmed 
200 ns read data pulse for input to the 8272 and other 
portions of the data separator logic. The second one
shot generates a 2.5 ,""S data pulse that is used for input 
data frequency discrimination. 

The frequency discriminator operates as illustrated in 
Figure 8. The 2F output signal is active (high) during 
reception of valid MFM (double-density) sync fields on 
the disk while the IF signal is active (high) during re
ception of valid PM (single-density) sync fields. A mul
tiplexer (controlled by the 8272 MFM signal) selects 
the appropriate IF or 2F signal depending on the pro
grammed mode. 
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207875-9 
x = Freq\lency Dlsalminetor Sample Points to Generate 1 F and 2F Signals 

(a) FM Operation: One-Shot Times 0\It between Clock Pulses ' 

Figure 8. Input Data Frequency Discrimination 

Startup 

The data separator is designed to require reception of 
eight valid sync bits (one sync bYte) before enabling the 
PLL oscillator BI).d attempting to synchronize with the 
input data stream (see Figure 9). This delay ensures 
that the PLL will not erroneously synchronize outside a 
valid sync field in the data stream if the VCO signal is 
enabled slightly early. The sync bit counter is asynchro
nously reset by the CNTEN signal when valid sync 
data is not being recevied by the drive. 

Once the VCO signal is active and eight sync bits have 
been counted. the CNT8 signal is enabled. This signal 
turns on the PLL oscillator. Note that this oscillator 
starts synchronously with the rising edge of the 'disk 
input data (becaslie CNT8 is synchronous with the data 
rising edge) and the oscillator also starts at its center 
frequency of 2 MHz (because the LM348 filter input is 
held at its centt(!' voltage of approximately 2.5 volts). 
This frequency is divided by two and four to generate 
the 2XBR signal (1 MHz for MFM and 500 KHz for 
FM). 
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Figure 9. Typical Data Separator Startup Timing Diagram 

PLL Synchronization 
At this point, the PLL is enabled and begins to syn
chronize with the input data stream. This synchroniza
tion is accomplished very simply in the following man
ner. The pump up (PU) signal is enabled on the rising 
edge of the READ DATA from the disk drive. (When 
the PLL is synchronized with the data stream, this 
point will occur at the same time as the falling edge of 
the 2XBR signal as shown in Figure 9). The PU Signal 
is turned off and the PD signal is activated on the next 
rising edge of the 2XBR clock. With this scheme, the 
difference between PU active time and the PD active 
time ,is equal to the difference between the input bit rate 

and the PLL clock rate. Thus, if PU is turned on longer 
than PD is on, the input bit rate is faster than the PLL 
clock. 

As long as PU and PD are both inactive, no charge is 
transferred to or from the LM358 input holding capaci
tor, and the PLL output frequency is maintained (the 
LM358 operational amplifier has a very high input im
pedance). Whenver PU is turned on, current flows from 
the + 5 volt supply through a 20K resistor into the 
holding capacitor. When the PD signal is turned on, 
current flows from the holding capacitor to ground 
through a 20K resistor. In this manner, both the pump 
up and pump down charging rates are balanced. 
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The change in capacitor charge (and therefore voltage) 
after a complete PU/PD cycle is proportional to the 
difference, between the PU· and PD pulse widths and is 
also proportional to the frequency difference between 
the incoming data stream and, the PLL oscillator. As 
the capacitor voltage is raised (fU active longer than 
PD), the PLL oscillator time constant (RC of the 
96LS02) is modified by the filter output (LM358) to 
raise the oscillator frequency. As the capacitor voltage 
is lowered '(fD active longer than PD), the oscillator 
frequency is lowered. If both frequencies are equal, the 
voltage on the holding capacitor does not change, and 
the PLL oscillator frequency remains constant. 

6.0 AN INTELLIGENT DISKETTE 
DATA BASE SYSTEM 

The system described in this application note is de
signed to function as an intelligent data base controller. 
The schematics for this data base unit are presented in 
Appendix A; a block diagram of the unit is illustrated 
in Figure' 10. As designed, the unit can access over four 
million bytes of mass' storage on four floppy disk drives 
(using a single 8272 FDC); the system can easily be 
expanded to four FDC devices (and 16 megabytes of 
on-line disk storage). Three serial data links are also 
included. These data links may be used by CRT termi
nals or other microprocessor systems to access the data 
base. 

Processor and Memory 
A high-performance 8088 eight-bit microprocessor (op
erating at 5 MHz with no wait states) controls system 
operation. The 8088 was selected because of its memory 
addressing capabilities and its sophisticated string han
dling instructions. These features improve the speed of 
data base search operations. In addition, these capabili
ties allow the system to be easily upgraded with addi
tional memory, disk drives, and if required, a bubble 
memory or Winchester disk unit. 

The schematics for the basic design provide 8K bytes of 
2732A .high-speed EPROM program storage and 8K 
bytes of disk directory and file butTer RAM. This mem
ory can easily be expanded to 1 megabyte for perform
ance upgrades. 

An 8259A Programmable Interrupt Controller (f1C) is 
also included in the design to field interrupts from both 
the serial port and the FDC. This interrupt controller 
provides a large degree of programming flexibility for 
the implementation of data base function in an asyn
chronous, demand driven environment. The PIC allows 
the system to accumulate asynchronous data base re
quests from all serial 1/0 ports while previously speci
fied data base operations are currently in progress. This 
feature is made possible by the ability of the 8251A 
RXRDY signal to cause a processor interrupt. After 
receiving this interrupt, the processor can temporarily 
halt work on existing requests and enter the incoming 
information into a data base request butTer. Once the 
information has been entered into the buffer, the system 
can resume its previous processing. 

In addition, the PIC permits some portions of data base 
requests to be processed in parallel. For example, once 
a disk record has been loaded into a memory buffer, a 
memory search can proceed in parallel with the loading 
of the next record. After the FDC completes the record 
transfer, the memory search will be interrupted and the 
processor can begin another disk transfer before resum
ing the memory search. 

The bus structure of the system is split into three func
tional butTered units. A 20-bit address from the proces
sor is latched by three-state transparent 74LS373 devic
es. When the processor is in control of the address and 
data busses, these devices are output enabled to the sys
tem buffered address bus. All 110 devices are placed 
directly on the local data bus. Finally, the memory data 
bus is isolated from the local data bus by an 8286 octal 
transceiver. The direction of this transceiver is deter
mined by the Memory Read signal, while its output 
enable is activated by a Memory Read or Memory 
Write command. 
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Figure 10. Intelligent Data Base Block Diagram 

Serial 1/0 

The three RS-232-C compatible serial I/O ports oper
ate at software-programmable baud rates to 19.2K. 
EachIiO port is controlled by an 8251A US.i\RT (Uni
versal Synchronous/Asynchronous ReceiverlTrans
mitter). Each USART is individually programmable for 
operation in many synchronous and asynchronous seri
al data transmission formats (including IBM Bi-sync). 
In operation, USART error detection circuits can 
check for parity, data overrun, and framing errors. An 
8253 Programmable Interval Tinler is employed to gen
erate the baud rates for the serial I/O ports. 

The Transmitter Read and Receiver Ready output sig
nals of the 8251As are routed to the interrupt inputs of 
the 8259A interrupt controller. These signals interrupt 
processor execution when a data byte is received by a 
USART and also when the USART is ready to accept 
another data byte for transmission. 

DMA 

The 8272 FDC interfaces to system memory by means 
of an 8237-2 high-speed DMA controller. Transfers be
tween the disk controller and memory also operate with 
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no wait states when 2114-3 (150 ns) or faster static 
RAM is used. In operation, the 8272 presents a DMA 
request to the 8237 for every byte of data to be trans
ferred. This request causes the 8273' to present a HOLD 
request to the 8088. As soon as the 8088 is able to 
relinquish dataladdressbus control, the processor sig
nals a HOLD acknowledge to the 8237. The '8~37 then 
assumes control over the data and address ,bUsses. After 
latching the address for the DMA transfer, the 8237 
generates simultaneous I/O Read and Memory Write 
commands (for a disk read) or simultaneous I/O Write 
and Memory Read commands (for a'disk write). At the 
same time, the 8272 is selected as the I/O device by 
means of the DMA acknowledge signal from the 8237. 
After this single byte has been transferred between the 
FDC and memory, the DMA controller releases the 
data/address busses to the 8088 by deactivating the 
HOLD request. In a short period of time (13 p.s for 
double-density and 27 p.s for single-density) tJlo",f'DC, 
~ueats.a subsequent data transfeJ;, This transfer oc
curs in exactly the same manner as the previous trans
fer. After all data transfers have been completed (speci
fied by the word count progr~ed into the 8237 be
fore th~ FOC operation was initiated), the 8237 signals 
a terminal count (BOP pin). This terminal count signal 
informs the 8272 that the data transfer is complete. 
Upon reception of this terminal count signal, the 8272 
halts DMA requests and initiates an "operation com
plete" interrupt. 

Since the system is designed for a 20-bit addressing, a 
four-bit DMA-address latch is included as a processor 
addressable 110 port. The processor writes the upper 
four DMA address bits before a data transfer. When 
the DMA controller assumes bus ,control, the contents 
of this latch are output enabled on the upper four bits 
of the address bus. The only restriction in the use of 
this address latch is that a single disk read or write 
transfer cannot cross a 64K memory boundary. 

Disk Drive Interface 

The 8272 FOC may be interfaced' to a m~imum of 
four eig4t-inCh floppy disk drives. Both single- and 
double-density drives are accommodated using the data 
separation circuit described in ,section 5. In addition, 
single- or dual-sided, d~ drives may be used. The 8272 
is driven by ari 8 MHz crystal controller clock pro-
duced by an 8224 clock generator. ' 

Drive select signals are decoded by means of a 74LS139 
from the DSO, DS 1 outputs of the FDC. The fault reset, 
step, low current, and direction outputs to the disk 
drives are genera~ed.from the FRlSTEP, LCTIDIR, 
and RW/SEE~ .. FOC outp¥t signals by m~s of a 
74LS24l)., The o$er half of tb,e 74LS240 f~tions as an 
input mu1tiplexer for the disk write protect, two-sided, 
fault, and track :zero status signals. These signals are 
multiplexed into the WP/TS and FLT/TRKO inputs to 
the 8272. 

The 8272 write clock (WR CLK) is generated by a ring . 
counter/multiplexer combination. The write clock f~ 
quency is 1 MHz for MPM recording and 500 KHz for 
PM recording (selected by the MFM output of the 
8272). The pulse width is a constant 250 ns. TlJ.e write 
Clock is constantly generated and input ,to the FDC 
(during both read and write operations). The FOC 
write enable output (WE) is transmitted directly to the 
'write gate disk drive input. 

Write data to the disk drive is preshifted (according to 
the PSO, PSI FOC outputs) by the combination of a 
74LSl75 four-bit latch and a 74LS153 multiplexer. The 
amount of preshift is completely controlled within the 
8272 FOC. Three cases are possible: the data may be 
written one clock cycle early, one clock cycle late, or 
with no preshift. The data preshift circuit is activated 
by the FDC only in the double-density mode. The pre
shift is required to cancel predictable playback data 
shifts when recorded data is later read from the floppy 
disk. 

A single 50-conductor flat cable connects the board to 
the floppy disk drives. FOC outputs are driven by 7438 
open collector high-current line-drivers. These drivers 
are resistively terminated on the last disk drive by 
means of a 150n resistor to + 5V. The line receivers 
are 7414 Schmitt triggered inverters with 150n pull-up 
resistors on board. 

7.0 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

This section contains a quick rev,iew of key features and 
issues, most of which have been mentioned in other 
sections of this application note. Before designing with 
the 8272 FDC, it is advisable that the information in 
this section be completely understood. 

7.1 ~ulti-Sector Transfers 

The 8272 always pperates in a multi-sector transfer 
mode: The 8272 continues to transfer data until the TC 
input is activated. In a DMA configuration, the TC 
input of the 8272 must always be connect~ to the 
EOP /TC output of the DMA controller. When multi
ple DMA channels are used on a single DMA control
ler, EOP must be gated with the select signal for,the 
proper FDC. If,the TCD signal is not gated, a tertnina1 
count on another channel ~ abo,rt FDC operation. 

In a processor driven configuration with no DMA con
troller, the system must count the transfers and supply 
a TC signal to the FOC. In a DMA environment, OR
ing a programmable TC with the TC from the DMA 
controller is a convenient means of ensuring that the 
processor may always gain control of the FDC' (even if 
the diskette system hangs up in an abnormal manner). 
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7.2 Processor Command/Result 
Phase Interface 

In the command phase, the processor must write the 
exact number of parameters in the exact order shown in 
Table 5. During the result phase, the processor must 
read the complete result status. For example, the For
mat Track command requires six command bytes and 
presents seven result bytes. The 8272 will not accept a 
new command until all result bytes are read. Note that 
the number of command and result bytes varies from 
command-to-command. Command and result phases 
cannot be shortened. 

During both the command and result phases, the Main 
Status Register must be read by the processor before 
each byte of information is read from, or written to, the 
FDC Data Register. Before each command byte is writ
ten, DIO (bit 6) must be low (indicating a data transfer 
from the processor) and RQM(bit 7) must be high 
(indicating that the FDC is ready for data). During the 
result phase, DIO must be high (indicating a data 
transfer to the processor) and RQM must also be high 
(indicating that data is ready for the processor). 

NOTE: 
After the 8272 receives a command byte, the RQM 
flag may remain set for 12 microseconds (with an 8 
MHz clock). Software should not attempt to read the 
Main Status Register before this time interval has 
elapsed; otherwise, the software will erroneously as
sume that the FOC is ready to accept the next byte. 

7.3 Sector Sizes 

The 8272 does not support 128 byte sectors in the 
MFM (double-density) mode. 

7.4 Write Clock 

The FDC Write Clock input (WR CLK) must be pres
ent at all times. 

7.5 Reset 

The FOC Reset input (RST) must be held active during 
power-on reset while the RD and WR inputs are active. 
If the reset input becomes inactive while RD and WR 
are still active, the 8272 enters the test mode. Once 
activated, the test mode can only be deactivated by a 
power-down condition. 

7.6 Drive Status 

The 8272 constantly polls (starting after the power-on 
reset) all drives for changes in the drive ready status. At 

power-on, the FOC assumes that all drives are not 
ready. If a drive application requires that the ready line 
be strapped active, the FDC will generate an interrupt 
immediately after power is applied. 

7.7 Gap Length 

Only the gap 3 size is software programmable. All oth
er gap sizes are fixed. In addition, different gap 3 sizes 
must be specified in format, read, write, and scan com
mands. Refer to Section 3 and Table 9 for gap size 
recommendations. 

7.8 Seek Command 

The drive busy flag in the Main Status Register remains 
set after a Seek command is issued until the Sense In
terrupt Status command is issued (following reception 
of the seek complete interrupt). 

The FDC does not perform implied seeks. Before issu
ing data read or write commands, the read/write head 
must be positioned over the correct cylinder. If the 
head is not positioned correctly, a cylinder address er
ror is generated. 

After issuing a step pulse, the 8272 resumes drive status 
polling. For correct stepper operation in this mode, the 
stepper motor must be constantly enabled. (Most drives 
provide a jumper to permit the stepper niotor to be 
constantly enabled.) 

7.9 Step Rate 

The 8272 can emit a step pulse that is one millisecond 
faster than the rate programmed by the SRT parameter 
in the Specify command. This action may cause subse
quent sector not found errors. The step rate time should 
be programmed to be 1 ms longer than the step rate 
time required by the drive. 

7.10 Cable Length 

A cable length of less than 10 feet is recommended for 
drive interfacing. 

7.11 Scan Commands 

The current 8272 has several problems when using the 
scan commands. These commands should not be used 
at this time. 
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7.12 Interrupts 

When the processor receives an interrupt from the 
FOC, the FOC may be reporting <lIle of two distinct 
events: 

a) The beginning of the result phase of a previously 
requested read, write, or scan command.' . 

b) An asynchronous event such as a seek/recalibrate 
completion, an attention, an abnormal command ter
mination, or an invalid command. 

These two cases are distinguished by the FOC busy flag 
(bit 4) in the Main Status Register. If the FOC busy 
flag is high, the interrupt is of type (a). If the FOC busy 
flag is low, the interrupt was caused ·by an asynchro
nous event (b). 

A single interrupt from the FOC may signal more than 
one of the above events. After receiving an interrupt, 
the processor must continue to issue Sense Interrupt 
Status commands (and service the resulting conditions) 
until an invalid command code is received. In this man
ner, all "hidden" interrupts are ferreted out and serv
iced. 

7.13 Skip Flag (SK) 

The skip flag is used during the execution of Read 
Data, Read Deleted Data, Read Track, and various 
Scan commands. This flag permits the FDC to skip 
unwanted sectors on a disk track. 

When performing a Read Data, Read Track, or Scan 
command, a high SK flag indicates that the FOC is to 
skip over (not transfer) any sector containing a deleted 
data address mark. A low SK flag indicates that the 
FOC is to terminate the command (after reading all the 
data in the sector) when a deleted data address mark is 
encountered. 

When performing a Read Deleted Data command, a 
high SK flag indicates that sectors containing normal 
data address marks are to be skipped. Note that his is 
just the opposite situation from that described in the 
last paragraph. When a data address mark is encoun
tered during a Read Deleted Data command (and the 
SK flag is low), the FOC terminates the command after 
reading all the data in the sector. 

7.14 Bad Track Maintenance 

The. 8272 does not internally maintain bad track infor
mation. The maintenance of this information must be 
performed by system software. As an example of typi
cal bad track operation, assume that a media test deter
mines that track 31 and track 66 of a given floppy disk 
are bad. When the disk is formatted for use, the system 
software formats physcial track 0 as logical cylinder 0 
(C = 0 in the command phase parameters), physical 
track I as logical track I (C = I), and so on, until 
physical track 30 is formatted ~s logical cylinder 30 (C 
= 30). Physical track 31 is bad and should be format
ted as logical cylinder FF (indicating a bad track). 
Next, physical ~ack 32 is formatted as logical cylinder 
31, and so on, until physical track 67 is formatted as 
logical cylinder 64. Next, bad physical track 66 is for
matted as logcial cylinder FF (another bad track mark
er), and physical track 67 is formatted as logical cylin
der 65. This formatting continues until the last physical 
track (77) is formatted as logical cylinder 75. Normally, 
after this formatting is complete, the bad track informa
tion is stored in a prespecified area on the floppy disk 
(typically in a sector on track 0) so that the system will 
be able to recreate the bad track information when the 
disk is removed from the drive and reinserted at some 
later time. 

To illustrate how the system software performs a trans
fer operation disk with bad tracks, assume that the disk 
drive head is positioned at track 0 and the disk de
scribed above is loaded into the drive. If a command to 
read track 36 is issued by an application program, the 
system software translates this read command into a 
seek to physical track 37 (since there is one bad track 
between 0 and 36, namely 31) followed by a read of 
logical cylinder 36. Thus, the cylinder parameter C is 
set to 37 for the Seek command and 36 for the Read 
Sector command. 

7.15 Head Load versus Head Settle 
Times 

The 8272 does not permit separate specification of the 
head load time and the head settle time. When the 
Specify command is issued for a given disk drive, the 
proper value for the HLT parameter is the maximum of 
the head load time ~d the head settle time. 
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APPENDIX A 
SCHEMATICS 

Power Distribution 
Part Ref Deslg 

8088 A2 
8224 16 
8237-2 A6 
8251 A A9,B9,C9 
8253-6 A10 
8259A B10 
8272 010 
8284 A1 
8286 B6,F4 
2114 F1, F2, G1, G2, Hi, H2, Ii, 12 
2732A 01,02 
74LSOO E1 
74LS04 B2,E6,E8,F8 
74LS27 E2,E5 
74LS32 B1 
74LS74 A4,G5, H6 
74LS138 F3 
74LS139 E10 
74LS153 13 
74LS157 F6 
74LS164 F5 
74LS173 G3 
74LS175 G4 
74LS240 G10 
74LS257 03 
74LS367 C3,E9 
74LS373 B4,C4,04,C6 
74LS393 15, F7 
74S08 E4 
74S138 06,E3 
7414 H7 
7438 H8, H9, H10 
1488 H3 
1489 H4 
96LS02 G7 
96LS02 G6 
LM358 H5 
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1) Intel, "8272 SinglelDouble Density Floppy Disk 

Controller Data Sheet," Intel Corporation, 1980. 

2) Intel, iSBC 208 Hardware Reference Manual. Man· 
ual Order No. 143078. Intel Corpol;"ation, 1980. 

3) Intel, iSBC 204 Flexible Diskette Controller Hard· 
ware Reference Manual Manual Order No. 
9800568A, Intel Corporation, 1978. 

+5 GND +12 12 

40 1,20 
9,16 8 

31 20 
26 4 
24 12 
28 14 
40 20 
18 9 
20 10 
18 9 
24 12 
14 7 
14 7 
14 7 
14 7 
14 7 
16 8 
16 8 
16 8 
16 8 
14 7 
16 8 
16 8 
20 10 
16 8 
16 8 
20 10 
14 7 
14 7 
16 8 
14 7 
14 7 

7 14 1 
14 7 
16 8 

16 8 
8 4 

4) Shugart, SA800/801 Diskette Storage Drive OEM 
Manual. Part No. 50574, Shugart Associates, 1977. 

5) Shugart, SA800/801 Diskette Storage Drive Theory 
of Operations. Part No. 50664, Shugart Associates, 
1977. 

6) Shugart, SA800 Series Diskette Storage Drive Dou· 
ble Density Design Guide, Part No. 39000, Shugart 
Associates, 1977. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Disk interface software is a major contributor to the 
efficient and reliable operation of a floppy disk subsys
tem. This software must be a well-designed compromise 
between the needs of the application software modules 
and the capabilities of the floppy disk controller (FDC). 
In an effort to meet these requirements, the implemen
tation of disk interface software is often divided into 
several levels of abstraction. The purpose of this appli
cation note is to derme these software interface levels 
and describe the design and implementation of a modu
lar and flexible software driver for the 8272 FOC. This 
note is a companion to AP-116, "An Intelligent Data 
Base System Using the 8272". 

The Physical Interface Level 

The software interface level closest to the FOC hard
ware is referred to as the physical interface level. At 
this level, interface modules (often called disk drivers or 
disk handlers) communicate directly with the FOC de
vice. Disk drivers accept floppy disk commands from 
other software modules, control and monitor the FOC 
execution of the commands, and finally return opera
tional status information (at command termination) to 
the requesting modules. 

In order to perform these functions, the drivers must 
support the bit/byte level FDC interface for status and 
data transfers. In addition, the drivers must field, clas
sify, and service a variety of FDC interrupts. 

The Logical Interface Level 

System and application software modules often specify 
disk operation parameters that are not directly compat
ible with the FDC device. This software incompatibility 
is typically c;aused by one of the following: 

1) The change from an existing FDC to a functionally 
equivalent design. Replacing a TTL based controller 
with an LSI device is an example of a change that 
may result in software incompatibilities. 

2) The upgrade of an existing FDC subsystem to a 
higher capability design. An expansion from a sin
gle-sided, single-density system to a dual-sided, dou
ble-density system to increase data storage capacity 
is an example of such a system change. 

3) The abstraction of the dis" software interface. to 
avoid redundancy. Many FOC parameters (in par
ticular the density, gap size, number of sectors per 
track and number of bytes per sector) are fixed for a 
floppy disk (after formatting). In fact, in many sys
tems these parameters are never changed during the 
life of the system. 

4) The requirement to support a software interface that 
is independent of the. type of disk attached to the 
system. In this case, a system generated ("logical") 
disk address (drive, head, cylinder, and sector num
bers) must be mapped into a physical floppy disk 
address. For example, to switch between single- and 
dual-sided disks, it may be easier and more cost-ef
fective for the 'software to treat the dual-sided disk as 
containing twice as many sectors per track (52) rath
er than as having two sides. With this technique, 
accesses to sectors 1 through 26 are mapped onto 
head 0 while accesses to sectors 27 through 52 are 
mapped onto head 1. 

5) The necessity of supporting a bad track map. Since 
bad tracks depend on the disk media, the bad track 
mapping varies from disk to disk. In general, the 
system and application software should not be con
cerned with calculating bad track parameters. In
stead, these software modules should refer to cylin
ders logically (0 through 76). The logical interface 
level procedures must map these cylinders into phys
ical cylinder positions in order to avoid the bad 
tracks. 

The key to logical interface software design is the map
ping of the "logical disk interface" (as seen by the ap
plication software) into the "physical disk interface" (as 
implemented by the floppy disk drivers). This logical to 
physical mapping is tightly coupled to system software 
design and the mapping serves to isolate both applica
tions and system software from the peculiarities of the 
FOC device. Typical logical interface procedures are 
described in Table 1. 

The File System Interface Level 

The file system typically comprises the highest level of 
disk interface software used by application programs. 
The file system is designed to treat the disk as a collec
tion of named data areas (known as files). These files 
are cataloged in the disk directory. File system interface 
software permits the creation of new files and the dele
tion of existing files under software control. When a file 
is created, its name and disk address are entered into 
the directory; when a file is deleted, its name is re
moved from the directory. Application software re
quests the use of a file by executing an OPEN function. 
Once open'ed, a ·file is normally reserved for use by the 
requesting program or task and the file cannot be re
opened by other tasks. When a task no longer needs to 
use an open file, the task closes the file, releasing it for 
use by other tasks. 

Most file systems also support a set of file attributes 
that can be specified for each file. File attributes may be 
used to protect files (e.g., the WRITE PROTECT attri-
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bute ensures that an existing file cannot accidentally be 
overwritten) and to supply system configuration infor
mation (e.g., a FORMAT attribute may specify that a 
file should automatically be created on a new disk when 
the disk is formatted). 

At the file system interface level, application programs 
need not be explicitly aware of disk storage allocation 
techniques, block sizes, or file coding strategies. Only a 
"filename" must be presented in order to open, read or 
write, and subsequently close a file. Typical file system 
functions are listed in Table 2. 

Table 1. Examples of Logical Interface Procedures 

Name Description 

FORMAT DISK Controls physical disk formatting for all tracks on a disk. Formatting 
adds FDC recognized cylinder, head, and sector addresses as well as 
address marks and data synchronization fielc;ls (gaps) to the floppy 
disk media. 

RECALIBRATE Moves the disk read/write head to track 0 (at the outside edge of the 
disk). 

SEEK Moves the disk read/write head to a specified logical cylinder. The 
logical and physical cylinder numbers may be different if bad track 
mapping is used. 

. READ STATUS Indicates the status of the floppy disk drive and media. One important 
use of this procedure is to determine whether a floppy disk is dual-
sided. 

READ SECTOR Reads one or more complete sectors starting at a specified disk 
address (drive, head, cylinder, and sector). 

WRITE SECTOR Writes one or more complete sectors starting at a specified disk 
address (drive, head, cylinder, and sector). 

Table 2. Disk File System Functions 

Name Description 

OPEN Prepare a file for processing. If the file is to be opened for input and the 
file name is not found in the directory, an error is generated. If the file is 
opened for output and the file name is not found in the directory, the 
file is automatically created. 

CLOSE Terminate processing of an open file . 

READ . Transfer Data from an open filEI to memory. The READ function is 
often designed to buffer one or more sectors of data from the disk 
drive and supply this data to the requesting program, as required. 

WRITE Transfer data from memory to an open file. The WRITE function is 
often designed to buffer data from the application program until . 
enough data is available to fill a. disk sector. 

CREATE Initialize a file and enter its name and attributes into the file directory. 

DELETE Remove a file from the directory and·release its storage space. 

RENAME Change the name of a file in the directory. 

ATIRIBUTE Change the attributes of a file. 

LOAD Read a file of executable code ilnto memory. 

INITDISK Initialize a disk by formatting the media and establishing the directory 
file, the bit map file, and other system files. 
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Scope of this Note 

This application note directly addresses the logical and 
physical interface levels. A complete 8272 driver (in
cluding interrupt service software) is listed in Appendix 
A. In addition, examples of recalibrate, seek, format, 
read, and write logical interface level procedures are 
included as part of the exerciser program found in Ap
pendix B. Wherever possible, specific hardware config
uration dependencies are parametized to provide maxi
mum flexibility without requiring major software 
changes. 

2.0 Disk 1/0 Techniques 

One of the most important software aspects of disk in
terfacing is the fixed sector size. (Sector sizes are fixed 
when the disk is formatted.) Individual bytes of disk 
storage cannot be read/written; instead, complete sec
tors must be transferred between the floppy disk and 
system memory. 

Selection of the appropriate sector size involves a trade
off between memory size, disk storage efficiency, and 
disk transfer efficiency. Basically, the following factors 
must be weighed: 

I) Memory size. The larger the sector size, the larger 
the memory area that must be reserved for use dur
ing disk I/O transfers. For example, a lK byte disk 
sector size requires that at least one lK memory 
block be reserved for disk I/O. 

2) Disk Storage efficiency. Both very large and very 
small sectors can waste disk storage space as follows. 
In disk file systems, space must be allocated some
where on the disk to link the sectors of each file 
together. If most files are composed of many small 
sectorS, a large amount of linkage overhead informa
tion is required. At the other extreme, when most 
files are smaller than a single disk sector, a large 
amount of space is wasted at the end of each sector. 

3) Disk transfer efficiency. A file composed of a few 
large sectors can be transferred to/from memory 
more efficiently (faster and with less overhead) than 
a file composed of many small sectors. 

Balancing these considerations requires knowledge of 
the intended system applications. Typically, for general 
purpose systems, sector sizes from 128 bytes to lK 
bytes are used. For compatibility between single-densi
ty and double-density recording with the 8272 floppy 
disk controller, 256 byte sectors or 512 byte sectors are 
most useful. 

Foe Data Transfer Interface 

Three distinct software interface techniques may be 
used to interface system memory to the FDe device 
during sector data transfers: 

1) DMA-In a DMA implementation, the software is 
only required to set up the DMA controller memory 
address and transfer count, and to initiate the data 
transfer. The DMA controller hardware handshakes 
with the processor/system bus in order to perform 
each data transfer. 

2) Interrupt Driven-The FDe generates an interrupt 
when a data byte is ready to be transferred to memo
ry, or when a data byte is needed from memory. It is 
the software's responsibility to perform appropriate 
memory reads/writes in order to transfer data from! 
to the FDe upon receipt of the interrupt. 

3) Polling-Software responsibilities in the polling 
mode are identical to the responsibilities in the inter
rupt driven mode.' The polling mode, however, is 
used when interrupt service overhead (context 
switching) is too large to support the disk data rate. 
In this mode, the software determines when to trans
fer data by continually polling a data request status 
flag in the FOe status register. 

The DMA mode has the advantage of permitting the 
processor to continue executing instructions while a 
disk transfer is in progress. (This capability is especially 
useful in multiprogramming environments when the 
operating system is designed to permit other tasks to 
execute while a program is waiting for I/O.) Modes 2 
and 3 are often combined and described as non-DMA 
operating modes. Non-DMA modes have the advan
tage of significantly lower system cost, but are often 
performance limited for double-density systems (where 
data bytes must be transferred to/from the FOe every 
16 microseconds). 

Overlapped Operations 

Some FDe devices support simultaneous disk opera
tions on more than one disk drive. Normally seek and 
recalibrate operations can be overlapped in this man
ner. Since seek operations on most floppy drives are 
extremely slow, this mode of operation can often be 
used by the system software to reduce overall disk ac
cess times. 
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Buffers 

The buffer concept is an extremely important element 
in advanced disk I/O strategies. A buffer is nothing 
more than a memory area containing the same amount 
of data as a disk sector contains. Generally, when an 
application program requests data from a disk, the sys
tem software allocates a buffer (memory area) and 
transfers the data from the appropriate disk sector into 
the buffer. The address of the buffer is then returned to 
the application software. In the same manner, after the 
application program has flIled a buffer for output, the 

NOTE: 

DISK 
DRIVE 

buffer address is passed to the system software, which 
writes data from the buffer into a disk sector. In multi
tasking systems, multiple buffers may be allocated from 
a buffer pool. In these systems, the disk controller is 
often requested to read ahead and flII additional data 
buffers while the application software is processing a 
previous buffer. Using this technique, system software 
attempts to fill buffers before they are needed by the 
application programs, thereby eliminating program 
waits during I/O transfers. Figure 1 illustrates the use 
of multiple buffers in a ring configuration. ' 

BUFFER #4 
EMPTY 

BUFFER #1 
BEING 
FILLED 

BUFFER #3 
EMPTY 

BUFFER #2 
EMPTY 

DATA FLOW FROM DISK 
INTO BUFFER 

DISK 
SUBSYSTEM 

207885-1 

a) The first disk read request by the application software causes the disk subsystem to begin filling the first empty buffer. 
The application software must wait until the buffer is filled before it may continue execution. 

Figure 1. Using Multiple Memory Buffers for Disk 110 
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APPLICATION 
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BEING 
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'------' 
~~ 
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BEING 
FILLED 

DISK 
SUBSYSTEM 

BUFFER #4 
EMPTY 

'BUFFER #3 
EMPTY 

DATA FLOW FROM DISK 
INTO BUFFER 

207885-2 

b) After the first buffer is filled, the disk system continues to transier disk data into the next buffer while the application 
software begins operating on the first full buffer. 

Figure 1; Using Multiple Memory Buffers for Disk 1/0 (Continued) 
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, c) When aU empty buffers have been filled, disk activity is stopped until the application software releases one or more 
buffers for reuse. 

Figure 1. Using Multiple ..,emory Buffers for Disk 1/0 (Continued) 
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d) When the application software releases a buffer (for reuse), the disk subsystem begins a disk sector read to refill the 
buffer. This strategy attempts to anticipate application software needs by maintaining a sufficient number of full data 
buffers in order to minimize data transfer delays. If disk data is already in memory when the application software re
quests it, no disk transfer delays are incurred. 

Figure 1. Using Multiple Memory Buffers for Disk 1/0 (Continued) 
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3.0 THE 8272 FLOPPY DISK 
CONTROLLER 

The 8272 is a single-chip LSI Floppy Disk Controller 
(FDC) that implements both single- and double-density 
floppy disk storage subsystems (with up to four dual
sided disk drives per FDC). The 8272 supports the 
IBM 3740 single-density recording format (FM) and 
the IBM System 34 double-density recording format 
(MFM). The 8272 accepts and executes high-level disk 
commands such as format track, seek, read sector, and 
write sector. All data synchronization and error check
ing is automatically performed by the FDC to ensure 
reliable data storage and subsequent retrieval. The 8272 
interfaces to microprocessor systems with or without 
Direct Memory Access (DMA) capabilities and also in
terfaces to a large number of commercially available 
floppy disk drives. 

Floppy Disk Commands 

The 8272 executes fifteen high-level disk interface com
mands: 

Specify 

Sense Drive Status 

Sense Interrupt Status 

Seek 
Recalibrate 

Format Track 

Read Data 

Read Deleted Data 

Write Data 

Write Deleted Data 

Read Track 

Read ID 

Scan Equal 

Scan High or Equal 

Scan Low or Equal 

Each command is initiated by a multi-byte transfer 
from the driver software to the FDC (the transferred 
bytes contain command and parameter information). 
After complete command specification, the FDC auto
matically executes the command. The command result 
data (after execution of the command) may require a 
multi-byte transfer of status information back to the 
driver. It is convenient to consider each FDC command 
as consisting of the following three phases: 

Command Phase: The driver transfers to the FDC all 
the information required to perform 
a particular disk operation. The 8272 
automatically enters the command 
phase after RESET and following the 
completion of the result phase (if 
any) of a previous command. 

Execution Phase: The FDC performs the operation as 
. instructed. The execution phase is 

entered immediately after the last 
command parameter is written to the 

Result Phase: 

FDC in the . preceding command 
phase. The execution phase normally 
ends when the last data byte is trans
ferred to/from the disk or when an 
error occurs. 

After completion of the disk opera
tion, status and other housekeeping 
information are made available to 
the driver software. After this infor
mation is read, the FDC reenters the 
command phase and is ready to ac
cept another command. 

Interface Registers 

To support information transfer between the FDC and 
the system software, the 8272 contains two 8-bit regis
ters: the Main Status Register and the Data Register. 
The Main Status Register (read only) contains FCD 
status information and may be accessed at any time. 
The Main Status Register (Table 3) provides the system 
processor with the status of each disk drive, the status 
of the FDC, and the status of the processor interface. 
The Data Register (read/write) stores data, commands, 
parameters, and disk drive status information. The 
Data Register is used to program the FDC during the 
command phase and to obtain result information after 
completion of FDC operations. 

In addition to the Main Status Register, the FDC con
tains four additional status registers (STO, STl, ST2, 
and ST3). These registers are only available during the 
result phase of a command. 

Command/Result Phases 

Table 4 lists the 8272 command set. For each of the 
fifteen commands, command and result phase data 
transfers are listed. A list of abbreviations used in the 
table is given in Table 5, and the contents of the result 
status registers (STO-ST3) are illustrated in Table 6. 

The bytes of data which are sent to the 8272 by the 
drivers during the command phase, and are read out of 
the 8272 in the result phase, must occur in the order 
shown in Table 4. That is, the command code must be 
sent first and the other bytes sent in the prescribed se
quence. All bytes of the command and result phases 
must be read/written as described. After the last byte of 
data in the command phase is sent to the 8272 the exe
cution phase automatically starts. In a similar fashion, 
when the last byte of data is read from the 8272 in the 
result phase, the result phase is automatically ended 
and the 8272 reenters the command phase. 

It is important to note that during the result phase all 
bytes. shown in Table 4 must be read. The Read Data 
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command, for example, has seven bytes of data in the 
result phase. All seven bytes must be read in order to 
successfully complete the Read Data command. The 
8272 will not accept a new command until all seven 
bytes have been read. The number of command and 
result bytes varies from command-to-command. 

ter must be low and high, respectively, before each byte 
of the command word may be written into the 8272. 
Many of the commands require multiple bytes, and as a 
result, the Main Status Register must be read prior to 
each byte transfer to the 8272. To read status bytes 
during the result phase, 010 and RQM in the Main 
Status Register must both be high. Note, checking the 
Main Status Register in this manner before each byte 
transfer to/from the 8272 is required only in the com
mand and result phases, and is NOT required during 
the execution phase. 

In order to read data from, or write data to, the Data 
Register during the command and result phases, the 
software driver must examine the Main Status Register 
to determine if the Data Register is available. The DIO 
(bit 6) and RQM (bit 7) flags in the Main Status Regis-

Table 3_ Main Status Register Bit Definitions 

Bit Symbol Description 
Number 

0 DoB Disk Drive 0 Busy. Disk Drive 0 is seeking. 

1 D1B Disk Drive 1 Busy. Disk Drive 1 is seeking. 

2 D2B Disk Drive 2 Busy. Disk Drive 2 is seeking. 

3 DaB Disk Drive 3 Busy. Disk Drive 3 is seeking. 

4 CB FDC Busy. A read or write command is in progress. 

5 NOM Non-DMA Mode. The FDC is in the non-DMA mode when this flag 
is set (1). This flag is set only during the execution phase of 
commands in the non-DMA mode. Transition of this flag to a zero 
(0) indicates that the execution phase has ended. 

6 010 Data Input/Output. Indicates the direction of a data transfer 
between the FDC and the Data Register. When 010 is set (1), data 
is read from the Data Register by the processor; when 010 is reset 
(0), data is written from the processor to the Data Register. 

7 ROM Request for Master. When set (1), this flag indicates that the Data 
Register is ready to send data to, or receive data from, the 
processor. 
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Table 4. 8272 Command Set 

DATA.US DATA.US 

,HAIl -JOJ De D5 D. lis lis OJ Dol REMMKS 'HAIl -IOJ De De D. lis lis D. Do 1 REMARKS 

READ DATA READ A TRACK 

Command W MY MFM ,K 0 0 • • 0 Command Code. Command W o MFM SK 0 0 0 , 0 Command Cod .. 

W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS. DSO W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS OS1 DSO 
W C Sector 10 ,"formation W G Sector 10 IntormatlOn 
W H prjor to Command W 'H prior to Command 
W R execution W R execution 
W N W N 
W EDT W EDT 
W GPL W GPL 
W DTL W DTL 

Execution Data traMler Execution 
Det, Iran,f,r 

between the FOD between the FOD 

and the maln·lyatem and the maln·sys.em 
FOC reads the 

Relult R STO StatUI Inlormatlon comple.e t!'llck 
R ST' after Command contents from the 
R SU execullon phYIIC:allndex 
R C mark to EOT 
R H sector 10 Information 
R R afte, command Result R STO Slitus Information 

R N execution R ST' ,fter Command 
R ST2 .. ecutlon 

READ DELETED DATA R C 
Command W MT MFM SK 0 • • 0 0 Commend Cod .. R H Sector 10 Information 

W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS DS. DSO 
R R aller Command 
R N e • .cullan 

W C Sector 10 information 
W H prior to Command READ 10 
W R execution Command W 0 MFM 0 0 • 0 • 0 Command Code • 
W N 
W EC' W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS OS1 OSO 
W 

GPL _____ 

W DTL Execution The first correct 10 

ExecutIOn Deta tranaler Information on the 

between thl FOO track II stored In 

and the maln .. yallm Dlta Rigister 

Ruult R STO StatuI Information Aelull R STO StatuI In'ormatiOn 
R ST. aftar Command R ST' aftl' Command 
R SU exlcutlon R S62 ---- ",cution 
A C R 
R H Sector 10 Information R 

_____ H _____ 
$ector 10 information 

R R attlr Command R R during Execulion 
R N Ixecutlon R N Pha" 

WAITE DATA FORMAT A TRACK 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 0 • 0 • Command Codas Command W o MFM 0 0 • • 0 , Command Cod .. 

W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS OS1 DSO W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS~' DSO 
W C Sector 10 In'ormallon W N BVllllSlcior 
W H prior 10 Command W SC SectorafTrack 
W A eXlcutlon W GPL Gap 3 
W N W D Futar Bvtl 
W EDT 
W GPL Execution FDC formatl an 
W 

_____ DTL Intire track 

Execution Data Il'In,"r Result R STO StatuI Information 
between tha main- R ST' after Command 
sVltem and thl FOO R ST2 Ixecutlon 

Reault A 8TO StatuI Information R C 
R ST. aftar Command R H In this ca .. , the 10 
R SU execution R R Information has no 
A C A N meanlnD 
R H Sictor 10 Information SCAN EQUAL 
R A attar Command 
R N execution Command W MT MFM 8K , 0 0 0 • COmmand Codes 

WRITE DELETED DATA W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS~' D.a 

Command W MT MFM 0 0 • 0 0 , Command COdal 
W C Sector 10 InlormatiOn 
W H poor to COmmand 

W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS~' DSO W A axecutlon 
W C Sactar 10 Information W N 
W H prior 10 Command W EDT 
W A Ixtcutlon W GPL 
W N W STP 
W EDT 
W GPL Execution Oata comparld 
W DTL between tha FDO 

Execution Data tranllir 
and thl maln-lvatam 

betweln thl FOD Reault A STO StatuI Information 
and thl maln",Vltem R ST. ,ttl' Command 

"'lull R 8TO StatUI Inlormatlon A BU a.ecullon 

A ST. attar Command R C 
A 8T2 Ixecutlon A H lector 10 Inlormation 
A C A A attlr Command 

A H 8Io10r ID Informallon A N Ixtcutlon 
A A alter Command 
A 'N "Ieutlon 

207885-34 

NOTE: 
1. Ao = 1 for a/l operations. 
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Table 4. 8272 Command Set (Continued) 

DATA BUS DATA BUS 

PHASE RIW D, D. D. D. D3 D. D, D. I REMARKS PHASE RIW I 0, Do Do D. D3 D. D, Do REMARKS 

SCAN LOW OR eQUAL RECALIBRATE 

Command W MT MFM SK , , 0 0 , Command Codes Command W 0 0 0 • 0 , , , Command Cod •• 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HDS OSl DSO W 0 0 0 0 0 0 OS, DSO 
W C Sector 10 Information Execution Head retracted to 
W H prior Command Track 0 
W A execution 
W N SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 
W EOT 

Command W 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 Command' Codes W G'l 
W ST. Result A STO Status Information at 

A C the end at each ... k 
El(ecutlon Data compared operation about the 

between the FOD FOC 
and the main-system 

SPECIFY 

Result A STO Status Information Command W 0 0 0 0 0 0 , , Command Codes 
A ST' after Command 
A ST2 execution W _SPT __ ._HUT --'----

Timer Settings 
A C W HlT NO 

A H Sector 10 information SENSE DRIVE STATUS 
A A after Command 
A N execution Command W 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 Command Code. 

SCAN HIGH OR eQUAL w 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OSI 050 
Result A ST3 Status Information 

Command W MT MFM SK , , , 0 , ' Command Code. about the FOD 
W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 OSO 

SEEK 
W C ______ Sector 10 mformatlon 
W H prior Command Command W 0 0 0 0 1 , , , Command Codes 
W A execution W 0 0 0 0 0 HOS OS1 050 
W N 

W C W EOT 
W G'l EX8(;utlon Head IS pOSitioned W ST. 

over proper Cylinder 

Execution Data compared on DISkette 

between the FOD 
and the main-system 

INVALID 

Command W ___ Invalid Codes ___ Invalid Command 
Result A STO StatuI information Codes (NoOp- FCC 

A ST' after Command goes into Standby 
A ST 2 execution State) 
A C Result " STO ST 0= 80 
A H Sector 10 mformatlon ('6) 
A A after Command 
A N execution 

207885-35 

NOTE: 
1. AO = 1 for all operations. 
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Table 5 Command/Result Parameter Abbreviations 

Symbol Description 

C· CYLINDER ADDRESS. The currently selected cylinder address (0 to 76) on the disk. 

D DATA PATTERN. The pattern to be written in each sector data field during formatting. 

DSO, DISK DRIVE SELECT. 
DS1 DS1 DSO 

0 0 Drive 0 
0 1 Drive 1 
1 0 Drive 2 
1 1 Drive 3 

DTL SPECIAL SECTOR SIZE. During the execution of disk read/write commands, this parameter is used to 
temporarily alter the effective disk sector size. By setting N to zero, DTL may be used to specify a sector 
size from 1 to 256 bytes in length. If the actual sector (on the disk) is larger than DTL specifies, the 
remainder of the actual sector is not passed to the system during read commands; during write 
commands, the remainder of the actual sector is written with all-zeroes bytes. DTL should be set to FF 
hexadecimal when N is not zero. 

EOT END OF TRACK. The final sector number of the current track. 

GPL GAP LENGTH. The gap 3 size. (Gap 3 is the space between sectors). 

H HEAD ADDRESS. Selected head: 0 or 1 (disk side 0 or 1, respectively) as encoded in the sector ID field. 

HLT HEAD LOAD TIME. Defines the time interval that the FDC waits after loading the head before initiating 
the read or write operation. Programmable from 2 to 254 milliseconds (in increments of 2 ms). 

HUT HEAD UNLOAD TIME. Defines the time interval from the end of the execution phase (of a read or write 
command) until the head is unloaded. Programmable from 16 to 240 milliseconds (in increments of 16 
ms). 

MFM MFM/FM MODE SELECTOR. Selects MFM double·density recording mode when high, FM single-
density mode when low. 

MT MULTI· TRACK SELECTOR. When set, this flag selects the multi-track operating mode. In this mode 
(used only with dual-sided disks), the FDC treats a complete cylinder (under both read/write head 0 and 
read/write head 1) as a single track. The FDC operates as if this expanded track started at the first 
sector under head 0 and ended at the last sector under head 1. With this flag set (high), a multi-sector 
read operation will automatically continue to the first sector under head 1 when the FDC finishes 
operating on the last sector under head o. 

N SECTOR SIZE CODE. The number of data bytes within a sector. 
ND NON·DMA MODE FLAG. When set (1), this flag inidcates that the FDC is to operate in the non-DMA 

mode. In this mode, the processor participates in each data transfer (by means of an interrupt or by 
polling the ROM flag in the Main Status Register). When reset (0), the FDC interfaces to a DMA 
controller. 

R SECTOR ADDRESS. Specifies the sector number to be read or written. In multi·sector transfers, this 
parameter specifies the sector number of the first sector to be read or written. 

SC NUMBER OF SECTORS PER TRACK. Specifies the number of sectors per track to be initialized by the 
Format Track command. 

SK SKIP FLAG. When this flag is set, sectors containing deleted data address marks will automatically be 
skipped during the execution of multi-sector Read Data or Scan commands. In the same manner, a 
sector containing a data address mark will automatically be skipped during the execution of a multl-
sector Read Deleted Data command. 

SRT STEP RATE INTERVAL. Defines the time interval between step pulses issued by the FDC (track-to-track 
access time). Programmable from 1 to 16 milliseconds (in increments of 1 ms). 

STO, STATUS REGISTER 0-3. Registers within the FDC that store status information after a command has 
ST1, been executed. This status information is available to the processor during the Result Phase after 
ST2, command execution. These registers may only be read after a command has been executed (in the 
ST3 exact order shown in Table 4 for each command). These registers should not be confused with the Main 

Status Register. 

STP SCAN SECTOR INCREMENT. During Scan operations, this parameter is added to the current sector 
number in order to determine the next sector to be scanned. 
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Table 6. Status Register Definitions 

Bit Symbol Description Number 

STATUS REGISTER 0 

7,6 IC INTERRUPT CODE. 
00-Normal termination of command. The speci.fied command was 

properly executed and completed without error. 
01-Abnormal termination of command. Command execution was started 

but could not be successfully completed. I 

1 O-Invalid command. The requested command could not be executed. 
11-Abnormal termination. During command execution, the disk drive 

ready signal changed state. 

5 SE SEEK END. This flag is set (1) when the FDC has completed the Seek 
command and the read/write head is positioned over the correct cylinder. 

4 EC EQUIPMENT CHECK ERROR. This flag is set (1) if a fault signal is received 
from the disk drive or if the track 0 signal is not received from the disk drive 
after 77 step pulses (Recalibrate command). 

3 NR NOT READY ERROR. This flag is set if a read or write command is issued and 
either the drive is not ready or the command specifies side 1 (head 1) of a 
single-sided disk. 

2 H HEAD ADDRESS. The head address at the time of the interrupt. 

1,0 DS1, DSO DRIVE SELECT. The number of the drive selected at the time of the interrupt. 

STATUS REGISTER 1 

7 EN ENb OF TRACK ERROR. This flag is set if the FDC attempts to access a 
sector beyond the final sector of the track. 

6 UNDEFINED 

5 DE DATA ERROR. Set when the FDC detects a CRC error in either the ID field or 
the data field of a sector. 

4 OR OVERRUN ERROR. Set (during data transfers) if the FDC does not receive 
DMA or processor service within the specified time interval. 

3 UNDEFINED 

2 ND SECTOR NOT FOUND ERROR. This flag is set by any of the following 
conditions. 

a) The FDC cannot locate the sector specified in the Read Data, Read 
Deleted Data, or Scan command. 

b) The FDC cannot locate the starting sector specified in the Read Track 
command. 

c) The FDC cannot read the ID field without error during a Read ID 
command. 

1 NW WRITE PROTECT ERROR. This flag is set if the FDC detects a write protect 
signal from the disk drive during the execution of a Write Data, Write Deleted 
Data, or Format Track command. 

0 MA MISSING ADDRESS MARK ERROR. This flaQ is set by either of the following 
conditions: 

a) The FDC cannot detect the ID address mark on the specified track (after 
two rotations of the disk). 

b) The FDC cannot detect the data address mark or deleted data address 
mark on the specified track. (See also the MD bit of Status Register 2.) 
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Table 6. Status Register Definitions (Continued) 

Bit, 
Symbol Description 

Number 

STATUS REGISTER 2 

7 UNDEFINED 

6 CM CONTROL MARK. This flag is set when the FDC encounters one of the 
following conditions: 

a) A deleted data address mark during the execution of a Read Data or Scan 
command. 

b) A d~ta address mark during the execution of a Read Deleted Data 
command. 

5 DD DATA ERROR. Set (1) when the FDC detects a CRC error in a sector data 
field. This flag is not set when a CRC error is detected in the ID field. 

4 WC CYLINDER ADDRESS ERROR. Set when the cylinder address from the disk 
sector ID field is different from the current cylinder address maintained within 
theFDC. 

3 SH SCAN HIT. Set during the execution of the Scan command if the scan 
condition is satisfied. 

2 SN SCAN NOT SATISFIED. Set during execution of the Scan command if the 
FDC cannot locate a sector on the specified cylinder that satisfies the scan 
condition. 

1 BC BAD TRACK ERROR. Set when the cylinder address from the disk sector ID 
field is FF hexadecimal and this cylinder address is different from the current 
cylinder address maintained within the FDC. This all "ones" cylinder number 
indicates a bad track (one containing hard errorsi according to the IBM soft-
sectored format specifications. 

0 MD MISSING DATA ADDRESS MARK ERROR. Set if the FDC cannot detect a 
data address mark or deleted data addreSS mark on the specified track. 

STATUS REGISTER 3 

7 FT FAULT. This flag indicates the status of the fault signal from the selected disk 
drive. 

6 WP WRITE PROTECTED. This flag indicates the status of the write protect signal 
from the selected disk drive. 

5 RDY READY. This flag indicates the status of the ready signal from the selected 
disk drive. 

4 TO TRACK O. This flag indicates the status of the track 0 Signal from the selected 
disk drive. 

3 TS' TWO-SIDED. This flag indicates the status of the two-sided signal from the 
selected disk drive. 

2· H HEAD ADDRESS. This flag indicates,the status of the side select signal for 
the currently selected disk drive. 

1,0 D51, D50 DRIVE SELECT. Indicates the currently selected disk drive number. 
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Execution Phase 

All data transfers to (or from) the floppy drive occur 
during the execution phase. The 8772 has two primary 
modes of operation for data transfers (selected by the 
specify command): 

I)DMAmode 

2) non-DMA mode 

In the DMA mode, execution phase data transfers are 
handled by the DMA controller hardware (invisible to 
the driver software). The driver software, however, 
must set all appropriate DMA controller registers prior 
to the beginning of the disk operation. An interrupt is 
generated by the 8272 after the last data transfer, indi
cating the completion of the execution phase, and the 
beginning of the result phase. 

In the non-DMA mode, transfer requests are indicated 
by generation of an interrupt and by activation of the 
RQM flag (bit 7 in the Main Status Register). The in
terrupt signal. can be used for interrupt-driven systems 
and RQM can be used for polled systems. The driver 
software must respond to the transfer request by read
ing data from, or writing data to, the FDC. After com
pleting the last transfer, the 8272 generates an interrupt 
to indicate the beginlling of the result phase. In the 
non-DMA mode, the processor must activate the "ter_' 
minal count" (TC) signal to the FDC (normally by 
means of an VO port) after the transfer request for the 
last data byte has been received (by the driver) and 
before the appropriate data byte has been read from (or 
wntten to) the FDC. 

In either mode of operation (DMA or non-DMA), the 
execution phase ends when a "terminal count" signal is 
sensed by the FDC, when the last sector on a track (the 
EOT parameter-Table 4) has been read or written, or 
when an error occurs. 

Multi-Sector and Multi-Track Transfers 

During disk read/write transfers (Read Data, Write 
Data, Read Deleted Data, and Write Deleted Data), 
the FDC will continue to transfer data from sequential 
sectors until the TC input is sensed. In the DMA mode, 
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the TC input is normally set by the DMA controller. In 
the non-DMA mode, the processor directly controls the 
FDC TC input as previously described. Once the TC 
input is received, the FDC stops requesting data trans
fers (from the system software or DMA controller). 
The FDC, however, continues to read data from, or 
write data to, the floppy disk until the end of the cur
rent disk sector. During a disk read operation, the data 
read from the disk (after reception of the TC input) is 
discarded, but the data CRC is checked for errors; dur
ing a disk write operation, the remainder of the sector is 
filled with all-zero bytes. 

If the TC signal is not received before the last byte of 
the current sector has been transferred to/from the sys
tem, the FDC increments the seCtor number by one and 
initiates a read or write command for this new disk 
sector. 

The FDC is also designed to operate in a multi-track 
mode for dual-sided disks. In the multi-track mode 
(specified by means of the MT flag in the command 
byte-Table 4) the FDC will automatically increment 
the head address (from 0 to 1) when the last sector (on 
the track under head 0) has been read or written. Read
ing or writing is then continued on the first sector (sec
tor I) of head 1. 

Drive Status Polling 

After the power-on reset, the 8272 automatically enters 
a drive status polling mode. If a change in drive status 
is detected (all drives are assumed to be "not ready" at 
power-on), an interrupt is generated. The 8272 contin
ues this' status polling between command executions 
(and between step pulses in the Seek command). In this 
manner, the 8272 automatically notifies the system 
software whenever a floppy disk ·is inserted, removed, 
or changed by the operator. 

Command Details 

During the command phase, the Main Status Register 
must be polled by the driver software before each byte 
is written into the Data Register. The DIO (bit 6) and 
RQM (bit 7) flags in the Main Status Register must be 
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low and high, respectively, before each byte of the' com
mand IPllY be written into the 8272. The beginning of 
the execution phase for any of these commands will 
cause DIO to be set high and'RQM to be set low. 

Operation of the FDC commands is described in detail ' 
in Application Note AP-1l6, "An Intelligent Data 
Base System Using the 8272". 

Invalid Commands 
If an invalid (undefined) command is sent to the FOC, 
the FDC will tenilinate the command. No interrupt is 
generated by the 8272 during this condition. Bit 6 and 
bit 7 (DIO and RQM) in the Main Status Register are 
both set indicating to the processor that the 8272 is in 
the result phase and the contents of Status Register 0 
must be read. When the processor reads Status Register 
o it will fmd an 80H code indicating that an invalid 
command was received. The driver software in Appen
dix B checks each requested command and will not 
issue an invalid command to the 8272. 

A Sense Interrupt Status command must be sent after a 
Seek or Recalibrate interrupt; otherwise the FOC will 
consider the next command to be an invalid command. 
Also, when the last "hidden" interrupt has been serv
iced, further Sense Interrupt Status commands will re-
sult in invalid\ command codes. " 

4.0 8272 PHYSICAL INTERFACE 
SOFTWARE . 

PL/M software driver listings for the 8272 FOC are 
contained in Appendix A. These drivers have been de
signed to operate in a DMA environment (as described 
in Application Note AP-116, "An Intelligent Data 
Base System Using the 8272"). In the following para
graphs, each driver procedure is described. (A descrip
tion of the driver data base variables is given in Table 
7.) In addition, the modifications necessary to reconfig-

ure the drivers for operation in a polled environment 
are discussed. 

INITIALlZE$DRIVERS 

This initialization procedure must be called before any 
FOC operations are attempted. This module initializes 
the DRIVE$READY, DRIVESSTATUSSCHANGE, 
OPERATIONSINSPROGRESS, and OPERA
TIONSCOMPLETE arrays as well as the GLO
BALSDRIVE$NO variable. 

EXECUTE$DOCB 

This procedure contains the main 8272 driver control 
software and handles the execution of a complete FOC 
command. EXECUTESDOCB is called with two pa
rameters: a) a pointer to a disk operation control block 
and b) a pointer to a result status byte. The format of 
the disk operation control block is illustrated in Figure 
2 and the result status codes are described in Table 8. 

Before starting the command phase for the specified 
disk operation, the command is checked for validity 
and to determine whether the FOC is busy. (For an 
overlapped operation, if the FOC BUSY flag is set-in 
the Main Status Register-the command cannot be 
started; non-overlapped operations cannot be started if 
the FDC BUSY flag is set, if any drive is in the process 
of seekinglrecalibrating, or if an operation is currently 
in progress on the specified drive.) 

After these checks are made, interrupts are disabled in 
order to set the OPERATIONSINSPROGRESS flag, 
reset· the OPERATIONSCOMPLETE flag, load a 
pointer to the current operation control block into the 
OPERATIONSOOCBSPTR array and set GLO
BAL$DRIVESNO (if a non-overlapped operation is to 
be started). 

At this point, parameters .fr91l1 the operation cop.trol 
block are output to the DMA controller and the FDC 
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command phase is initiated. After completion of the 
command phase, a test is made to determine the type of 
result phase required for the current operation. If no 
result phase is needed, control is immediately returned 
to the calling program. If an immediate result phase is 
required, the result bytes are input from the FDC. Oth
erwise, the CPU waits until the OPERA-

TION$COMPLETE flag is set (by the interrupt service 
procedure). 

Finally, if an error is detected in the result status code 
(from the FDC), an FDC operation error is reported to 
the calling program. 

Table 7. Driver Data Base 

Name Description 

ORIVE$REAOY A public array containing the current "ready" status of each 
drive. 

ORIVE$STATUS$CHANGE A public array containing a flag for each drive. The appropriate 
flag is set whenever the ready status of a drive changes. 

OPERATION$OOCB$PTR An internal array of pointers to the operation control block 
currently in progress for each drive. 

OPERATION$IN$PROGRESS An internal array used by the driver procedures to determine if a 
disk operation is in progress on a given drive. 

OPERATION$COMPLETE An internal array used by the driver procedures to determine 
when the execution phase of a disk operation is complete. 

GLOBAL$ORIVE$NO A data byte that records the current drive number for non-
overlapped disk operations. 

VALlO$COMMANO A constant flag array that indicates whether a specified FOC 
command code is valid. 

COMMANO$LENGTH A constant byte array specifying the number of command! 
parameter bytes to be transferred to the FOC during the 
command phase. 

ORIVE$NO$PRESENT A constant flag array that indicates whether a drive number is 
encoded into an FOC command. 

OVERLAP$OPERATION A constant flag array that indicates whether an FOC command 
can be overlapped with other commands. 

NO$RESULT A constant flag array that is used to determine when an FOC 
operation does not have a result phase. 

IMMEO$RESUL T A constant flag array that indicates that an FOC operation has a 
result phase beginning immediately after the command phase is 
complete. 

POSSIBLE$ERROR A constant flag array that indicates if an FOC operation should be 
checked for an error status indication during the result phase. 
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Address 
Offset 

Disk Operation 
Control Block (DOCB) 

0, 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

OMA$OP 

OMA$AOOR 

OMA$AOOR$EXT 

OMA$COUNT 

OISK$COMMAND (0) 

DISK$COMMAND (1) 

DISK$COMMAND (2) 

DISK$COMMAND (3) 

DISK$COMMAND (4) 

DISK$COMMAND (5) 

OISK$COMMAND (6) 

OISK$COMMAND (7) 

DISK$COMMAND (8) 

DISK$RESUL T (0) 

DISK$RESULT (1) 

OISK$RESULT (2) 

DISK$RESUL T (3) 

DISK$RESUL T (4) 

DISK$RESUL T (5) 

DISK$RESUL T (6) 

MISC 

Figure 2. Disk Operation Control Block (DOCB) Format 

Table 8. EXECUTE$DOCB Return Status Codes 

Description 

NO ERRORS. The specified operation was completed without error. 

I 

I 

FDC BUSY. The requested operation cannot be started. This error occurs if an 
attempt is made to start an operation before the previous operation is completed. 

FDC ERROR. An error was detected by the FOC during the execution phase of a 
disk operation. Additional error information is contained in the result data portion of 
the disk operation control block (OOCB.OISK$RESUL T) as described in the 8272 
data sheet. This error occurs whenever the 8272 reports an execution phase error 
(e.g., missing address mark). 

8272 COMMAND INTERFACE ERROR. An 8272 interfacing error was detected 
during the command phase. This error occurs when the command phase of a disk 
operation cannot be successfully completed (e.g., incorrect setting of the 010 flag in 
the Main Status Register). 

8272 RESULT INTERFACE ERROR. An 8272 interfacing error was detected during 
the result phase. This error occurs when the result phase of a disk operation cannot 
be successfully completed (e.g., incorrect setting of the 010 flag in the Main Status 
Register). 

INVALID FDC COMMAND. 
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FDCINT 

This procedure perfonns all interrupt processing for the 
8272 interface drivers. Basically, two types of interrupts 
are generated by the 8272: (a) an interrupt that signals 
the end of a command execution phase and the begin
ning of the result phase and (b) an interrupt that signals 
the completion of an overlapped operation or the oc
currence of an unexpected event (e.g., change in the 
drive "ready" status). 

An interrupt of type (a) is indicated when the FDC 
BUSY flag is set (in the Main Status Register). When a 
type (a) interrupt is sensed, the result bytes are read 
from the 8272 and placed in the result portion of the 
disk operation control block, the appropriate OPERA
TIONSCOMPLETE flag is set, and the OPERA
TIONSINSPROGRESS flag is reset. 

When an interrupt of type (b) is indicated (FDC not 
busy), a sense interrupt status command is issued (to 
the FDC). The upper two bits of the result status regis
ter (Status Register Zero-STO) are used to detennine 
the cause of the interrupt. The following four cases are 
possible: 

1) Operation Complete. An overlapped operation is 
complete. The drive number is found in the lower 
two bits of STD, The STO data is transferred to the 
active operation control block, the OPERA
TIONSCOMPLETE flag is set, and the OPERA
TIONSINSPROGRESS flag is reset. 

2) Abnormal Termination. A disk operation has abnor
mally terminated. The drive number is found in the 
lower two bits of STO. The STO data is transferred to 
the active control block, the OPERA
TIONSCOMPLETE flag is set, and the OPERA-
TIONSINSPROGRESS flag is reset. ' 

3) Invalid Command. The execution of an invalid com
mand (i.e., a sense interrupt command with no inter
rupt pending) has been attempted. This interrupt sig
nals the successful completion of all interrupt 
processing. 

4) Drive Status Change. A change has occurred in the 
"ready" status of a disk drive. The drive number is 
found in the lower two bits of STO. The DRIVES
READY flag for this disk drive is set to the new 
drive "ready" status and the DRIVES
STATUS$CHANGE flag for the drive is also set. In 
addition, if a command is currently in progress, the 
STO data is transferred to the active control block, 
the OPERA TION$COMPLETE flag is set, and the 
OPERATION$IN$PROGRESS flag is reset. 

After processing a type (b) interrupt, additional sense 
interrupt status commands must be issued and 
processed until an "invalid command" result is re
turned from the FDC. This action guarantees that all 
"hidden" interrupts are serviced. 

In addition to the major driver procedures described 
above, a number of support procedures are required. 
These support routines are briefly described in the fol
lowing paragraphs. 

OUTPUT$CONTROLS$TO$DMA 

This procedure outputs the DMA mode, the DMA ad
dress, and the DMA word count to the 8237 DMA 
controller. In addition, the upper four bits of the 20-bit 
DMA address are output to the address extension 
latch. Finally, the disk DMA channel is started. 

OUTPUT$COMMAND$TO$FDC 

This software module outputs a complete disk com
mand to the 8272 FDC. The number of required com
mand/parameter bytes is found in the COM
MAND$LENGTH table. The appropriate bytes are 
output one at a time (by calls to OUT
PUT$BYTE$TO$FDC) from the command portion of 
the disk operation control block. 

lNPUT$RESUL T$FROM$FDC 

This procedure is used to read result phase status infor
mation from the disk controller. At most, seven bytes 
are read. In order to read each byte, a call is made to 
INPUT$BYTESFROM$FDC. When the last byte has 
been read, a check is made to insure that the FDC is no 
longer busy. 

OUTPUT$BYTE$TO$FDC 

This software is used to output a single command/pa
rameter byte to the FDC. This procedure waits until 
the FDC is ready for a command byte and then outputs 
the byte to the FDC data port. 

lNPUT$BYTE$FROM$FDC 

This procedure inputs a single result byte from the 
FDC. The software waits until the FDC is ready to 
transfer a result byte and then reads the byte from the 
FDC data port. 

FDC$READY$FOR$COMMAND 

This procedure assures that the FDC is ready to accept 
a command/parameter byte by perfonning the follow
ing three steps. First, a small time interval (more than 
20 microseconds) is inserted to assure that the RQM 
flag has time to become valid (after the last byte trans
fer). Second, the master request flag (RQM) is polled 
until it is activated by the FDC. Finally, the DIO flag is 
checked to ensure that it is properly set for FDC input 
(from the processor). 
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FDC$READY$FOR$RESULT 

The operation of. this procedure is similar to the 
FDC$REAOY$FOR$COMMAND with the following 
exception. If the FOC BUSY flag (in the Main Status 
Register) is not set, the result phase is complete and no 
more data is available from the FOC. Otherwise, the 
procedure waits for the RQM flag and checks the 010 
flag for FDC output (to the processor). 

OPERAT10N$CLEAN$UP 

This procedure is called after the execution of a disk 
operation that has no result phase. OPERATION$
CLEAN$UP resets the OPERA TION$IN$· 
PROGRESS flag and the GLOBAL$ORIVE$NO vari
able if appropriate. This procedure 'is also called to 
clean up after some disk operation errors. 

Modifications for Polling Operation 

To operate in the polling mode, the following modifica
tions should be made to the previous routines: 

1) The OUTPUT$CONTROLS$TO$OMA routine 
should be deleted. 

2) In EXECUTE$DOCB, immediately prior to WAIT
$FOR$OP$COMPLETE, a: polling loop should be 
inserted into' the code. The loop should test the 
RQM flag (in the Main Status Register). When 
RQM is set, a data byte should be written to, or read 
from, the 8272. The buffer address may be computed 
from the base address contained in DOCB.DMA$
ADDR and DOCB.DMA$ADDR$EXT. After the 
correct number of bytes have been transferred, an 
operation complete interrupt will be issued by the 
FDC. During data transfer in the non-DMA mode, 
the NON-DMA MODE flag (bit 5 of the Main 
Status Register) will be set. This flag will remain set 
for the complete execution phase. When the transfer 
is finished, the NON-DMA MODE flag is reset and 
the result phase interrupt is issued by the FOC. 

5.0 8272 LOGICAL INTERFACE 
SOFTWARE . 

Appendix B of this Application Note contains a PL/M 
listing of an exerciser program for the 8272 drivers. 
This program illustrates the design of logical interface 
level procedures to specify disk parameters, recalibrate 
a drive, seek to a cylinder, format a disk, read data, and 
write data. 

The exerciser program is written to operate a standard 
single-sided 8" floppy disk drive in either the single- or 
double-density recording mode. Only the eight parame
ters listed in Table 9 must be specified. All other pa
rameters are derived from these 8 basic variables. 

Each of these logical interface procedures is described 
in the following paragraphs (refer to the listing in Ap
pendix B). 

SPECIFY 

This procedure sets the FDC signal timing so that the 
FDC will interface correctly to the attached disk drive. 
The SPECIFY procedure requires four parameters, the 
step rate (SRT), head load time (HLT), head unload 
time (HUT), and the non-DMA mode flag (ND). This 
procedure builds a disk operation control block (SPE
CIFY$DOCB) and passes the control block to the 
FDC driver module (EXECUTE$DOCB) for execu
tion. (Note carefully the computation required to trans
form the step rate (SRT) into the correct 8272 parame
ter byte.) 

RECALIBRATE 

This procedure causes the floppy disk read/write head 
to retract to track O. The RECALIBRA TE procedure 
requires only one parameter-the drive number on 
which the recalibrate operation is to be performed. This 
procedure builds a disk operation control block (RE
CALIBRA TE$DOCB) and passes the control block to 
the FDC driver for execution. 

SEEK 

This procedure causes the disk read/write head (on the 
selected drive) to move to the desired cylinder position. 
The SEEK procedure is called with three parameters: 
drive number (DRY), head/side number (HD), and 
cylinder number (CYL). This software module builds a 
disk operation control block (SEEK$DOCB) that is ex
ecuted by the FDC driver. 

FORMAT 

The FORMAT procedure is designed to initialize a 
complete floppy disk so that sectors can subsequently 
be read and written by system and application pro
grams. Three parameters must be supplied to this pro
cedure: the drive number (DRY), the recording density 
(DENS), and the interleave factor (INTLVE). The 
FORMAT procedure generates a data block 
(FMTBLK) and a disk operation control block (FOR
MAT$DOCB) for each track on the floppy disk (nor
mally 77). 
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Table 9. Basic Disk Parameters 

Name Description 

DENSITY The recording mode (FM or MFM). 

FILLER$BYTE The data byte to be written in all sectors during formatting. 

TRACKS$PER$DISK The number of cylinders on the floppy disk. 

BYTES$PER$SECTOR The number of bytes in each disk sector. The exerciser accepts 128, 
256, and 512 in FM mode, and 256, 512, and 1024 in MFM mode. 

INTERLEAVE The sector interleave factor for each disk track. 

STEP$RATE The disk drive step rate (1-16 milliseconds). 

HEAD$LOAD$TIME The disk drive head load time (2-254 milliseconds). 

HEAD$UNLOAD$TIME , The head unload time (16-240 milliseconds). 

The format data block specifies the four sector ID f1eld 
parameters (cylinder, head, sector, and bytes per sec
tor) fot each sector on the track. The sector numbers 
need not be sequential; the interleave factor (lNTL VE 
parameter) is used to compute the logical to physical 
sector mapping. 

After both the format data block and the operation 
control block are generated for a given cylinder, control 
is passed to the 8272 drivers for execution. After the 
format operation is complete, a SEEK to the next cylin
der is performed, a new format table is generated, and 
another track formatting operation is executed by the 
drivers. This track formatting continues until all tracks 
on the diskette are foqnatted. 

In some systems, bad tracks must also be specified 
when a disk is formatted. For these systems, the exist
ing FORMAT procedure should be modified to format 
bad tracks with a cylinder number of OFFH. 

Write 
The WRITE procedure transfers a complete sector of 
data to the disk drive. Five parameters must be sup
plied to this software module: the drive number (DRY), 
the cylinder number (CYL), the head/side number 
(HDj, the sector number (SEC) and the recording den
sity (DENS). This procedure generates a disk operation 
control block (WRITESDOCB) from these parameters 
and passes the control block to the 8272 driver for exe~ 
cution. When control returns to the ca11ing program, 
the data has been transferred to disk. 

Read 

This procedure is identical to the WRITE procedure 
except the direction of data transfer is reversed. The 
READ procedure transfers a sector of data from the 
floppy disk to system memory. 

Coping with Errors 

In actual practice all logical disk interface routines 
would contain error processing mechanisms. (Errors 
have been ignored for the sake of simplicity in the exer
ciser programs listed in Appendix B.) A typical error 
recovery technique consists of a two-stage procedure. 
First, when an error is detected, a reca1ibrate operation 
is performed followed 1;ly a retry of the failed operation. 
This procedure forceS the drive to seek directly to the 
requested cylinder (lowering the probability of a seek 
error) and attempts to perform 'the requested operation 
an additional time. Soft (temporary) errors caused by 
mechanical or electrical interference do not normally 
recur during the retry operation; hard, errors (caused by 
media or drive failures), on the other hand, will contin
ue to occur during retry operations. If, after a number 
of retries (approximately 10), the operation Continues 
to fail, an error message is displayed to the system oper
ator. This error message lists the drive number, type of 
operation, and failure status (from the FOC). It is the 
operator's responsibility to take additional action as re
quired. 

6.0 FILE SYSTEMS 

The file system provides the disk I/O interface level 
most familiar to users of interactive microcomputer and 
minicomputer systems. In a file system, all data is 
stored in named disk areas called files. The user and 
applications programs need not be concernej:l with the 
exact location of a file on the disk-the disk file system 
automatically determines the file location from the file 
name. Files may be created, read, written, modified, 
and fmally deleted (destroyed) when they are no longer 
needed. Each floppy disk typiCally contains a directory 

I that lists all the files existing on the disk. A directory 
entry for a file contains information such as file name, 
file size, and the disk address (track and sector) of the 
beginning of the file. 
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File Allocation 

File storage is actmilly allocated on the disk (by the file 
system) in fixed size areas called blocks, Normally a 
block is the same size as a disk sector. Files are created 
by finding and reserving enough unused blocks to con
tain the data in the file. Two file allocation methods are 
currently in widespread use. The first method allocates 
blocks (for a file) from II sequential pool of unused 
blocks. Thus, a file is always contained in a set of se
quential blocks on the disk. Unfortunately, as files are 
created, updated, and deleted, these free-block pools be
come fragmented (separated from one another). When 
this fragmentation occurs, it often becomes impossible 
for the file system to create a file even though there is a 
sufficient number of free blocks on the disk. At this 
point, special programs must be run to "squeeze" or 
compact the disk, in order to re-create a single contigu
ous free-block pool. 

The second file allocation method uses a more flexible 
technique in which individual data blocks may be locat
ed anywhere on the disk (with no restrictions). With 
this technique, a file directory entry contains the disk 
address of a file pointer block rather than tlie disk ad
dress of the first data block of the file. This file pointer 
block contains pointers (disk addresses) for each datil 
block in the file. For example, tlie first pointer in the 
file pointer block contains the track and sector address 
of the first data block in the file; the second pointer 
contains the disk address of the second data block, etc. 

In practice, pointer blocks are usually the same size as 
data blocks. Therefore, some files will require multiple 
pointer blocks. To accommodate this requirement with
out loss of flexibility, pointer blocks are linked together, 
that is, each pointer block contains the disk address of 
the following pointer block. The last pointer block of 
the file is signaled by an illegal disk address (e.g., track 
0, sector 0 or track OFFH, sector OFFH). 

The Intel File System 

The Intel file system (described in detail in the RMX-
80 Users Guide) uses the second disk file allocation 
method (previously discussed). In order to lower the 
system overhead involved in finding free data blocks, 
the Intel file system incorporates a free space manage
ment data structure known as a bit map. Each disk 
sector is represented by a single bit in the bit map. If a 
bit in the bit map is set to 1, the corresponding disk 
sector has been allocated. A zero in the bit map indi
cates that the corresponding sector is free. With this 
technique, the process of allocating or freeing a sector is 
accomplished by simply altering the bit map. 

File names consist of a basic file name (up to six char
acters) and a file extension (up to three characters). The 
basic file name and the file extension are separated by a 
period (.). Examples of valid file names are: 
DRIV72.0BJ, XXTMP,and FILE.eS. In addition, 
four file attributes are supported (see Figure 3 for attri
bute definitions). 

The bit map and the file directory are placed on pre
specified disk tracks (reserved for system use) begin
ning at track zero. 

Disk File System Functions 

Table 2 illustrates the typical functions implemented by 
a disk file system. As an example, the disk directory 
function (DIR) lists disk file information on the console 
display terminal. Figure 3 details the contents of a dis
play entry in the Intel file system. The PL/M proce
dure outlined in Figure 4 illustrates a disk directory 
algorithm that displays the file name, the file attributes, 
and the file size (in blocks) for each file in the directory. 
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Directory Entry 

Presence is a flag that can contain one of three values: 

O· INVISIBLE 
1· SYSTEM 
2 • WRITE·PROTECT 

L----i !:} (RESERVED) 

6· 
7· FORMAT 

OOOH- The file associated with this entry is present on the disk. 

207885-5 

07FH- No file is associated with this entry; the content of the rest of the entry is undefined. The first 
entry with its flag set to 07FH marks the current logical. end of the directory and directory 
searches stop at this entry. 

OFFH- The file named in this entry once existed on the disk but is currently deleted. The next file added 
to the directory will be placed in the first entry marked OFFH. This flag cannot, therefore, be used 
to (reliably) find a file that has been deleted. A value of OFFH should be thought of as simply 
marking an open directory entry. 

File Name is a string of up to 6 non-blank ASCII characters specifying the mime of the file associated with 
the directory entry. If the file name is shorter than six characters, the remaining bytes contain binary zeros. 
For example, the name ALPHA would be stored as: 414C50484100H. 

Extension is a string of up to 3 non-blank ASCII characters that specifies an extension to the file name. 
Extensions often identify the type of data in the file such as OBJ (object module), or PLM (PL/M source 
module). As with the file name, unused positions in the extension field are filled with binary zeros. 

Attributes are bits that identify certain characteristics of the file. A 1 bit indicates that the file has the 
attribute, while a 0 bit means that the file does not have the attribute. The bit positions and their correspond
ing attributes are listed below (bit 0 is the low-order or rightmost bit, bit 7 is the leftmost bit): 

0: Invisible. Files with this attribute are not listed by the ISIS-II DIR command uuless the I switch is used. 
All system files are invisible. 

1: System. Files with this attribute are copied to the disk in drive 1 when the S switch is specified with the 
ISIS-II FORMAT command. 

2: Write-Protect. Files with this attribute cannot be opened for output or update, nor can they be deleted 
or renamed. 

3-6: These positions are reserved for future use. 

7: Format. Files with this attribute are treated as though they are write-protected. In addition, these files 
are created on a new diskette when the ISIS-II FORMAT command is issued. The system files all have 
the FORMAT attribute and it should not be given to any other files. 

Figure 3. Intel Directory Entry Format 
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EOF Count contains the number of the last byte in the last data block of the file. If the value of this field is 
080H, for example, the last byte in the file is byte number 128 in the last data block (the last block is full). 

Number of-Data Blocks is an address variable that indicates the number of data blocks currently used by the 
file. ISIS-II and the RMX/80 Disk File system both maintain a counter called LENGTH that is the current 
number of bytes in the file. This is calculated as: 

(Number of Data Blocks - 1) x 128 + EOF Count. 

Header Block Pointer is the address of the file's header block. The high byte of the field is the sector number 
and the low byte is the track number. The system "fmds" a disk file by searching the directory for the name 
and then using the header block pointer to seek to the beginning of the file. 

Figure 3. Intel Directory Entry Format (Continued) 

dir, procedure(drv,dens) public: 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 

declare dry 
dens 
sector 
i 
dir$ptr 
dir$entry 

size (5) 

invisible$flag 
system$flag 
protected$flag 
forma t$ flag 

based rdbptr structure (presence byte, 
file$name(6) byte,extension(3) byte, 
attribute byte,eof$count byte, 
data$blocks address,header$ptr address), 
byte, 

literally '1', 
literally '2', 
literally' 4', 
literally 'BOH': 

;* The disk directory starts at cvlinder, 1, sector 2 *; 
call seek(drv,l,O): 
do sector=2 to 26: 

call read(drv,l,O,sector,dens): 
do dir$ptr=O to 112 by 4: 

if dir$entry.presence=7FH then return: 
if dir$entry.presence=O 

then do: 
do i=O to 5: call co(dir$entry.file$name(i»: end: 
call co(period): 
do i=O to 2: call co(dir$entry.extension(i»: end: 
do i=O to 4: call co(space): end: 
call convert$to$decimal(@size,dir$entry.data$blocks): 
do i=O to 4: call co(size(i»; end: 
If (dir$entrv.attribute and invisible$flag) <> ° then call co('I'): 
If (dir$entry.attribute and system$flaq) <> ° then call COl'S'); 
If (dir$entry.attribute and protected$flaq) <> ° then call co('W'); 
If (dir$entry.attribure and format$flag) <> ° then call co('F'); 

end: 
end; 

end; 

end dir; 

Figure 4. Sample PL/M Directory Procedure 
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7.0 KEY 8272 SOFTWARE 
INTERFACING CONSIDERATIONS 

This section contains a quick review of Key 8272 Soft
ware design features and issues. (Most items have been 
mentioned in other sections of this application note.) 
Before designing 8272 software drivers, it is advisable 
that the information in this section be thoroughly un
derstood. 

1. Non·DMA Transfers 

In systems that operate without a DMA controller (in 
the polled or interrupt driven mode), the system soft
ware is responsible for counting data transfers to/from 
the 8272 and generating a TC signal to the FDC when 
the transfer is complete. 

2. Processor Command/Result Phase Interface 

In the command phase, the driver software must write 
the exact number of parameters in the exact order 
shown in Table 5. During the result phase, the driver 
must read the complete result status. For example, the 
Format Track command requires six command bytes 
and presents seven result bytes. The 8272 will not ac
cept a new command until all result bytes are read. 
Note that the number of command and result bytes 
varies from command-to-command. Command and re
sult phases cannot be shortened. 

During, both the command and result phases, the Main 
Status Register must be read by the driver before each 
byte of information is read from, or written to, the' 
FDe Data Register. Before each command byte is writ
ten, DIO (bit 6) must be low (indicating a data transfer 
from the processor) and RQM (bit 7) must be high 
(indicating that the FDC is ready for data). During the 
result phase, DIO must be high (indicating a data 
transfer to the processor). 

NOTE: 
After the 8272 receives a command byte, the RQM 
flag may remain set for approximately 16 microsec
onds (with an 8 MHz clock). The driver should not 
attempt to read the Main Status Register before this 
time interval has elapsed; otherwise, the driver may 
erroneously assume that the FDC is ready to accept 
the next byte. 

3. Sector Sizes 

The 8272 does not support 128 byte sectors in the 
MFM (double-density) mode. 

4. Drive Status Changes 

The 8272 constantly polls all drives for changes in the 
drive ready status. This polling begins immediately fol-
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lowing RESET. An interrupt is generated every time 
the FOC senses a change in the drive ready status. Af
ter reset, the FOC assumes that all drives are "not 
ready". If a drive is ready immediately after reset, the 
8272 generates a drive status change interrupt. 

5. Seek Commands 

The 8272 FOC does not perform implied seeks. Before 
issuing a data read or write command, the read/write 
head must be positioned over the correct cylinder by 
means of an explicit seek command. If the head is not 
positioned correctly, a cylinder address error is generat
ed. 

6. Interrupt Processing 

When the processor receives an interrupt from the 
FDC, the FOC may be reporting one of two distinct 
events: 

a) The beginning of the result phase of a previously 
requested read, write, 'or scan command. 

b) An asynchronous event such as a seeklrecalibrate 
completion, an attention, an abnormal command ter
mination, or an invalid command. 

These two cases are distinguished by the FDC BUSY 
flag (bit 4) in the Main Status Register. If the FDC 
BUSY flag is high, the interrupt is of type (a). If the 
FDC BUSY flag is low, the interrupt was caused by an 
asynchronous event (b). 

A single interrupt from the FDC may signal more than 
one of the above events. After receiving an interrupt, 
the processor must continue to issue Sense Interrupt 
Status commands (and service the resulting conditions) 
until an invalid command code is received. In this man
ner, all "hidden" interrupts are ferreted out and serv
iced. 

7. Skip Flag (SK) 

The skip flag is used during the execution of Read 
Data, Read Deleted Data, Read Track, and various 
Scan commands. This flag permits the FDC to skip 
unwanted sectors on a disk track. 

When performing a Read Data, Read Track, or Scan 
command, a high SK flag indicates that the FDC is to 
skip over (not transfer) any sector contaihing a deleted 
data address mark. A low SK flag indicates that the 
FOC is to terminate the command (after reading all the 
data in the sector) when a deleted data address mark is 
encountered. 

When performing a Read Deleted Data command, a 
high SK flag indicates that sectors containing normal 
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data address marks are to be skipped. Note that this is 
just the opposite situation from that described in the 
last paragraph. When a data address mark is encoun
tered during a Read Deleted Data command (and the 
SK flag is low), the FDC terminates the command after 
reading all the data in the sector. 

8. Bad Track Maintenance 

The 8272 does not internally maintain bad track infor
mation. The maintenance of this information must be 
performed by system software. As an example of typi- _ 
cal bad track operation, assume that a media test deter
mines that track 31 and track 66 of a given floppy disk 
are bad. When the disk is formatted for use, the system 
software formats physical track 0 as logical cylinder 0 
(C = 0 in the command phase parameters), physical 
track 1 as logical track 1 (C = 1), and so on, until 
physical track 30 is formatted as logical cylinCier 30 
(C = 30). Physical track 31 is bad and should be for
matted as logical cylinder FF (indicating a bad track). 
Next, physical track 32 is formatted as logical cylinder 
31, and so on, until physical track 65 is formatted as 
logical cylinder 64. Next, bad physical track 66 is for
matted as logical cylinder FF (another bad track mark
er), and physical track 67 is formatted as logical cylin
der 65. This formatting continues until the last physical 
track (77) is formatted as logical cylinder 75. Normally, 
after this.formatting is complete, the bad track informa
tion is stored in a prespecified area on the floppy disk 
(typically in a sector on track 0) so that the system will 
be able to recreate the bad track information when the 
disk is removed from the drive and reinserted at some 
later time. 

To illustrate how the system'software performs a trans
fer operation on a disk with bad tracks, assume that the 

disk drive head is positioned at track 0 and ,the disk 
described above is loaded into the drive. If a command 
to read track 36 is issued by an application program, 
the system software translates this read command into 
a seek to physical track 37 (siflce there is one bad track 
between 0 and 36, namely 31) followed by a read of 
logical cylinder 36. Thus, the cylinder paramder C is 
set to 37 for the Seek command and 36 for the Read 
Sector command. 
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APPENDIX A 
8272 FDC DEVICE DRIVER SOFTWARE 

PL/M-86 COMPILER 8272 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER DEVICE DRIVERS 

ISIS-II PL/M-86 Vl. 2 COMPILATION OF MODULE DRIVERS 
OBJECT MODULE PLACED IN IF1,driv72.0BJ 
COMPILER INVOKED BY. plm86 IF1.ddv72.p86 DEBUG 

10 

$title('8272 floppy disk controller device drivers') 
$nointvector 
$optimize (2) 
Slerqe 

drivers: dOl 

declare 
1* floppy disk port definitions */ 
fdc$status$port 1i terallv #308"', 
fdc$dat.$port literally '31H', 

declare 
/'* floppy disk commands */ 
sense$int$status literally "'OSH"', 

declare 
/* interrupt definitions */ 
fdc$int$level literallv"'33"; 

declare 
1* return status and 
etror 
ok 
complete 
false 
true 
error$in 
'Propagatt'!-$et'ror 

error eoCles */ 
1.iterally "'0"', 
literally "1", 
11 terally '3', 
literally '0', 
literally "1", 
literally '"not", 
, i terallv "return 

1* 8272 status POtt */ 
/* 8272 data port */ 

/* fde interrupt level */ 

error'" , 

stat$ok literally 
stat$bu5v literally 
stat$error literalty 

literaily 

"0" , 
'"1'" , 
'2' , 

/* fdc operation completad without errors */ 
/* fde is hU8Y, operation cannot be 8t",rted */ 
/* fdo operation error */ 

stat$command$er ror 
st!lt$result$error li ter'Olly 
stat$invalid literally 

declare 
/* masks *1 
busy$mask literally 
DIO$ma.k literallv 
RQM$mask literallv 
sElek$mask literallv 
result$erro:Smask literallv 
resu 1 tSdr ive$mask literally 
resut t$readySmask literally 

declare 
1* drive numbers */ 
max$no$dr 1 ves literally 
fdo$gener al literally 

tleclare 
/* misce] laneous control *1 
any$dr ive$seeking 11 terally 
command$code 11. ter all V 
DIO$s~t$for$input 11 terallv 
DIO$set$for$output literallv 
extraet$drive$no literally 
fdc$busv literallv 
no$fdc$error literally 

wait$for$op$complete literally 
wait$for$RQM literally 

declare 
1* structures *1 

.. 3" , 
"4" , 
'5' , 

'"lOH'" , 
.. 40H", 
'"BOH" , 
'OrH' , 
'OCOR' , 
'03H' , 
'08H' , 

'"3" , 
'4' I 

1* fdc not ready for command phase *1 
1* fdo not ready for r.-su! t phase ... / 
1* i nval Id f.da command ... / 

: !d~~g~~l;~$~~:;~mf";~/~M~~k$maSk) <> 0)', 
'( (input (fdcSstatus$port) and DIO$mask)=O)', 
'( (input (fdc$status$port) and DIO$maak) <>0)', 
'(docb.d1ok$command(1) and 03H)', 
, ((input (fdc$otatuo$port) and busv$mask) <> 0)', 
'possible$.rror (command$.ode) and ((docb.disk$result (0) 

and result$error$maa1c) • 0)", 
'do while not operation$complete (drive$no): end', 
'do while (input (fd.$status$port) and RQM$m •• k) .0, end,', 

docb$type literally /* disk operation control block 0/ 
~ (dma$op byte,dma$addr word, dma$addr$ext byte,dma$count word, 

disk$command(9) byte,disk$result(7) byte,misc byte)', 

$eject 
declare 

drive$.tatus$change(4) byte public, 
drive$ready(4) byte public, 
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1* when set - indicates that drva status ehang:ed *1 
1* current status of drives *1 
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24 

25 

26 

27 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 
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declare , 
operation$in$progress(S) byte, 
operation$complete{S) byte, 
operation$docb$ptr {S} pointer, 
int@'rrupt$docb structure docb$type', 
global$drive$no byte: 

1ft internal flags for operation wi.th multiple drives */ 
1ft fde execution phase completed */ 

declare 

/* pointers for operations in progress */ 
1ft temporary docb for interrupt processing */ 
1ft drive number of non-overlapped operation 

in pro9re~s - if any 'fit 

1ft internal vectors that contain command operational information 'fit 
no$result(32) byte 1ft no result phase to cotnmand */ 

data (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0,0,0) , 
immed$result(32) byte 1* immediate result phase for command */ 

data (0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0, 0, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) , 
overlap$operation(32) byte 1* command permits overlapped operation of drvies *1 

data (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) , 
drlve$no$present (32) byte 1* drive number present in command information ·1 

data (0,0, 1, 0, 1, 1,1, 1,0, 1, 1,0, 1, 1,0,1,0. 1, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0, 1, 0, 0) , 
,;)ossible$error (32) byte I. determines if command can return with an error *1 

data (0,0,1,0,0,1, I, 1,1,1,1,0,1,1, 0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1, 0,0) , 
command$length (32) byte 1* contains number of command bytes for each command ·1 

data (a, 0,9,3,2,9,9,2,1,9,2,0,9,6,0,3,0,9,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,9,0, 0,0,9,0.0) , 
valid$cornmand (32) bvte 1* flags invalid command codes *1 

data(O ,0,1, 1,1.,1,1,1,1, 1,1,0,l, 1,0, 1, 0, 1,0,0,0,0, 0,0,0 .1, 0,0,0, 1,0,0) 1 

$eject 

1*'*" initialization for the 8272 fdc driver software. This procedure must 
be called prior to execution of any driver software. ****1 

initiallze$drivers: procedure public: 
I'" initialize 8272 drivers "'I 

declare drv$no byte: 

do drv$no=O to max$no$drives1 
r'J.r ive$ready (drv$no) =false, 
dr ive$status$change (drv$no) =false: 
operationS in$progress (drv$no) =false: 
operation$complete (drv$no) -falseJ 

end: 

operationS in$progress (fdc$qeneral) -falser 
operation$complete (fdcSgeneral) ... false: 
global$drive$no=b; 

end initialh:e$drivers; 

I*"'U wait until the 8272 fdc is ready to receive command/parameter bytes 
in the command phase. The 8272 is ready to receive command bytes 
when the ROM flfllg is hiqh and the 010 flag is low. ****1 

fdc$reaoySfor$command: procedure byte: 

1* wait for valid flag settings in status reqister *1 
call time (1) ; 

I'll wal t for "master request" flag 'II I 
walt$for$RQM: 

1* check data direction flaq 'III 
if DIO$set$for$input 

then return ok, 
else return erron 

end fdc$readv$for$command; 

1**** wait unti 1. the 8272 fdc is ready to return data bytes in the result 
phase. The 8272 is ready to return a result byte when the ROM and 010 
flags are both high. 'rhe busy flag in the main status register will 
remain set unti 1 the last data byte of the result phase has beE'n read 
by the processor. **** I 

fdc$ready$for$result: procedure byte; 

1* wait for valid settings in status register *1 
call time(l): 

1* result phase has ended when the 8272 busy flag is reset 'iiI 
if not fdc$busy 

then return complete~ 
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/", wait for "master request" flag */ 
wait$for$RQM, 

1* check data direct ton flag */ 
if DIO$setSfor$output 

then return ok: 
else return error: 

end fdcSreadv$for$result: 

/**** output a single command/parameter byte to the 8272 fdc. The "data$byte ft 

parameter is the byte to he output to the' fdc. ****/ 

outputSbyte$to$fdc: procedure (data$byte) byte, 
declare dataSbyte byte, 

1* check to see if fde is r~ady for command */ 
if not fdc$readvSfor$command 

then propagate$error; 

output (fdc$data$port) -dataSbytf', 

return ok: 
enti outputSbyte$to$fdc: 

1**** input a single result byte from the 8272 fdc. The "data$byte$ptr" 
parameter is a pointer to the memory location that is to contain 
the input byte. ****1 

input$byte$from$fdc: procedure (data$byte$ptr) byte; 
1eclere data$byte$ptr pointer; 
declare 

data$byte based data$byte$ptr bvte, 
status byte; 

1* check to see if fde is ready *1 
statussfdc$readySforSresultJ -
if ~rror$in status 

then propaqate$error; 

1* checK for result phase complete *1 
if status-complete 

then return complete~ 

nataSbyte"'input (fdc$data$port) , 
return ok) 

pnd input$byteSfrom$fdc; 

$ejf!ct 

1**** output the dma mode, the dma address, and the drne word count to the 
8237 dma controller. Also output the high order four bits of the 
address to the address extension latch. Finally, start the disk 
dme channel. The "docb$ptr" parameter is a pointer to the appropr iate 
dlsk operation control block. ****/ 

outputScontrolsSto$dma: procedure (docb$ptr) ~ 
declare docb$ptr pointer; 
declare docb based nocb$ptr structure docbtypeJ 

declare 

~:a~~~p~~~~d~~~~g~ ~ion~ i ~~r ally 
dma$diskSaddr$port literally 
dma$disk$word$count literally 
dma$command$port literally 
dma$mode$port li terally 
dma$mask$sr$port literally 
dma$clearSff$port. lit.erally 
dma$master$clear$port literally 
dma$mask$por.t literally 

'" 10H", 
'DOH' , 
'OlR' , 
"08H" , 
'OBH' , 
"'OAH" , 
"'OCH" , 
"ODH'" , 
'OFR' , 

dma$d i s k$chan$ star t 
dma$extended$wr i te 
dma$ sing leg tr ansfer 

literallv "OOS"', 
litera11y 'sh1 (1,5)', 
literally"shl(1,6)", 

if docb.dma$op < 3 
then do; 

I'll upper 4 bits of current address 'III 
1* curIent address port */ 
1* word count port 'III 
1* command par t * I 
1* mode port 'III 
I'll ma.sk set/reset port *1 
1* clear first/last flip-flop port 'III 
1* dma master clear port */ 
I'll parallel mask set port*1 

I'll dJ[l8 mask to start disk channel'll/ 
1* extended wr i te flag * / 
1* sinqle transfer flag */ 

/* set dma mode and clear first/last flip-flop 'III 
output (dma$mode$port) =shl (docb.dma$op, 2) or 40H~ 
output (dma$clear$ff$port) ... O ~ 
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1ft set dma address ." / 
output (dma$disk$addr$port) -low (docb.dma$addr) , 
output (dma$disk$addr$port) -high (docb.dma$addr) , 
output (dma$upper$addr$port) -docb.dma$addr$ext, 

1* output disk transfer word count to dme controller 'It/ 
output (dmaSdlsk$wordScount) -low (docb.dma$count) , 
output (dma$disk$word$count) -hiqh (docb.dma$count) I 

1* start. dma channel 0 for fde */ 
output (dma$mask$sr$port) -dmaSdisk$chan$start, 

end, 

end output$controls$to$dma, 

/ ••• * output a high-level disk command to the 8272 fda. The number of bytes 
required for each command is cQntained in the "eommand$length" table. 
The -docb$ptr" parameter is a pointer to the appropriate disk operation 
control block. ****/ 

output$command$to$fdcl procedure (docb$ptr) byte, 
declare docb$ptr pointer p 

declare 
docb based docb$ptr structure docb$type, 
cmd$byte$no byte, 

disable F 

/* output all command bytes to the fdo */ 
do cmd$byte$no=O to command$length (command$code)-1I 

if error$in output$byte$to$fdc (docb.disk$command (cmd$byte$no» 
then do, enable, propaqate$error, end, , 

end, 

enable; 
return ok; 

end output$command$to$fdc, 

/ .... ** input the result data from the 8272 fde during the result phase (after 
command execution). The "docb$ptr" parameter is a pointer to the 
appropriate disk operation control block. .* •• / 

lnput$result$from$fdc: procedure (dOcb$ptr) byte; 
declare docb$ptr pointer; 
declare 

docb based docb$ptr structure docb$type, 
resul t$byte$no byte t 
temp byte, 
status byte; 

disable; 

do result$byte$no.O to 7, 
status=input$byte$from$fdc (@temp) ; 
if error$in status 

then do, enable, pIopaqate$error J end; 
if status=complete 

then do; enable; return ok; end: 
docb.disk$result (result$byte$no) =temp, 

end; 

enable: 
if fdcSbusy 

then return error, 
else return ok; 

end input$reeuJ t$from$fdc, 

/***. cleans up after the execution of a disk oJ)eration that has no result 
phase. Th'e procedure is also used after some disk operation ertors. 
"dtv" is the drive number, and nee" is the command code for the 
disk operation. • •• ",/ 

operation$clean,up: procedure (drv ,0'0') J 
declare (drv,cc) byte J 

disable, 
operation$in$progress (drv) ... falsel 
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end operation$clean$uPf 
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/**** exeaute the dlak operation oontrol bloak specified by the pointer 
parameter "docb$ptr". The "status$ptr· parmeter t. a pointer to 
a byte variable that is to contain the status of the requellted 
operation when it hal been completed. Six Itatul c()ncUtlona are 
pa.sible on return: 

The specified operation waa COIIpleted without error. 
The fde ta busy and the requested operation cannot be started. 
rda error (further information is aontained in the result 
storage portion of the disk operation oontrol block - as 
described in the 8272 data sheet). 

3 'l'ransfer error during output of the aommand bytes to the fdc. 
4 Transfer error during input of the result bytes from the fdc. 
S Inva11d fdc command. • ••• / 

execute$docba procedure (docb$ptr ,atatu8$ptr) public, 
I' execute a diak operation control block '/ 

declare docb$ptr pointer, status$ptr pointer J 
declare 

docb based docb$ptr structure docb$type, 
status baaed atatua$ptr byte, 
dr ive$no byte, 

/* check aommand validi ty */ 
if not valid$command (aommand$aode) 

then do, status-stat$invalid, return: endr 

1* determine if command has a drive nWllber field - if not, set the drive 
number for a general fda comand *1 

if drive$no$present (co .... and$code) 
then drive$no-extract$dr ive$no, 
else drive$no-fdc$general, 

1* an overlapped operation can not be performed if the fde is busy *1 
if overlap$operaUon(command$code) and fdc$buay 

then dor 8tatus-stat$busYJ return, endJ 

1* for a non-overlapped op~ration, check fdc busy or any drive seeking *1 
if not overlap$operation (command$aode) and (fdc$busy or any$drive$seeking) 

then do, atatua-atat$busYJ return, end, 

1* check for drive Operation in progress - if none, set flag and start operation *1 
disable, 
if operatlon$in$progress (ddve$no) 

then do, enabler status-stat$busYr returnJ endJ 
else operation$in$prCMJreBB (drive$no) -true, 

I'" at this point, an fdc operation is about to begin, 10: 
1. reset. the operation complete flag 
2. set the docb pointer for the current operation 
3. if this is not an overlapped operation, set the global drive 

number for the subsequent result phase interrupt. *1 
operatlon$aOlllplete (dr ive$no) -0, 
operatlon$doab$ptr (ddve$no) -docb$ptr, 

if not overlap$operation (eommand$code) 
then global$dr i ve$no-dr i ve$no+l r 

enable, 

call output$controls$to$dma (doab$ptr) , 
if error$in output$command$to$fdc (docb$ptr) 

then do, 
call operation$clean$up(drive$no,command$code), 
status-.tat$command$error J 
return, 

end, 

1* return immediately if the command haa no result phase or completion interrupt - specify ",/ 
if no$resul t (command$code) 

then do, 
call operation$clean$up (drive$no,command$code) , 
status-stat$okJ 
return, 

end, 
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if error$in input'r •• ult$from$fdc (docb$ptr) 
then do; 

call operation$clean$up(drive$no,cOlIIIIand$code) J 
statu8""lItat$result$error, 
returnJ 

end, 
end, 
e18e dOJ 

wai t$for$op$eomplete, 
if docb.misc .. error 

then do: statu.-stat$reault:$error, return: end, 
end, 

if nO$fdc$error 
then status=-8tat$ok J 
e18. status=atat$error, 

end execute$docb, 

'eject 

1**** copy disk command results from the interrupt control bloCk to the 
currently active disk operation control bloek if • disk operation Is 
in progr.... ****/ 

eopy$int$resultt procedure (drv) , 
declare dry byte: 
declare 

i byte, 
docb$ptr pointer, 
docb based doeb$ptr structure docb$type; 

if operation$in$progres. (drv) 
then do, 

docb'ptrsoperaUOn,docb$ptr (dn) , . 
do i=l to 6, docb.diok$result(i)-interrupt$docb.diok,re.u1t(i) , end, 

J docb.misc-ok p 
operation$in$proqress (drv) -fals., 
operatlon$complete (drv) -true, 

end, 

end copy$int$re.u1 t, 

/**** interrupt processing for 8272 fdc driVers. B •• ically, two types of 
interrupts are generated by the 8272: (a) when the execution ph ••• of 
an operation has been cOIlpleted, an interrupt. is generated to signal 
the beginning of the r •• ult phase (the fde buoy nag is set 
when this interrupt is received), and (b) when an overlapped operation 
ts completed or an unexpect.ed interrupt is received (the ldc busy flag 
is not. set when this interrupt is received). 

When interrupt type (al is received, the r.sult byte. from the operation 
ara read from the 8272 and the operati~n complete flag i. set. 

When an interrupt of type (b) is received, the interrupt result code is 
examined to determine which of the followinq four actions ate indicated: 

.1. An overlapped option (recalibrate or aeek) has been completed. The 
result data il re.d from the 8272 and placed in the currently active 
disk operation control block. 

2. An abnormal termination of an operation has occurred. The result 
data is read and placed in the currently active disk operation 
control block. , 

3. The execution of an invalid COIDIIland has been attempted. This 
siqnals the successful completion of all interrupt processing. 

4. The ready status of a drive has chang.a. The "driv.$ready" and 
·drive$reaay$status· change tables are upc1at.ed. If an operation 
is currently in progress on the affected drive, the result data 
is placea in the currently ~ctive disk operation control block. 

After an interrupt ill process.d, additional sense interrupt status commands 
must be is.ued and processea until an invalid c01lUU.nc! result i. returned 
frOll the fdc. Thill action guarantees that all "hidden" interrupt. 
are serviced. .**.1 
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fdclnt: procedure' public interrupt fdc$lnt$level: 
declare 

invalid byte, 
arive$nc byte, 
docb$ptr poi nter , 
docb based docb$ptr structure docb$type1 

declare 
I. interrupt port definitions */ 
ocw2 ltterally ""OS .. , 
Dseoi literally"shl(l,S)", 

declare 
I· miscellaneous flags * / 
result$code literally "shr (lnterrupt$docb.disk$reaul t: CO) and resultSerror$.Ask, 6)" , 
resul t$dr iveSready Ii terally .. «interrupt$docb.disk$result (0) and result$ready$mask) - 0)", 
extract$result$drive$no literally" (lnterrupt$docb.dlsk$result(O) and result$drive$mask)"', 
end$of$interrupt literally "output: (oow2) -nseol" f 

211 

213 

215 
216 

218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 

224 
225 
226 

227 
229 

231 

232 5 
233 6 
234 6 
235 6 

236 5'\ 

237 6 
238 6 
239 6 

240 

241 
242 
243 
244 
245 

247 
248 
249 
250 
251 

252 
253 

1* if the fde is Doay when an interrupt is received, then the result 
phase of the previous non-overlapped operation has begun '*/ 

if f4c$busy 
then do; 

1'* process interrupt if operation in pr09'ress '*1 
if global$drive$no <> 0 

then do~ 
docb$ptr-operation$docbSptr (globalSdrive$no-l); 
if errorS in input$resul t$from$fdc (docb$ptr) 

then docb.misc-error; 
else docb.misc-ok ~ 

operationS in$progress (globalSdrive$no-l) -false, 
operation$complete (globalSdr i veSno-l) -true; 
global$dr ive$no ... Of 

end; 
end: 

1'* if the fdc is not busy, then either an overlapped operation has been 
completed or an unexpected interrupt has occurred (e.g., drive status 
change) '*/ 

else do; 
invalid-false; 
do while not invalid~ 

1* perform a sense interrupt status operation - if errors are detected, 
in the actual fdc interface, interrupt processing is discontinued */ 

if error$in output$byte$to$fdc(sense$int$.status) then go to ignore1 
if errorS in inputSresultSfrom$fdc({linterrupt$docb) then go to ignore, 

do CAse result$code; 

1'* case 0 - operation complete *1 
do~ 

dr i ve$no=extract$resul tSdr i ve$no; 
call copy$int$result (drive$no): 

end; 

1* case I - abnormal termination * / 
do; 

dr i ve$no=extr act$resul t$dr i ve$noJ 
call copy$intSresult (drive$no) ; 

end; 

1* case 2 - invalid command *1 
inval idEtr ue; 

1* case 3 - dr i ve ready change *1 
do, 

dr ive$no .. extr act$resul t$dr i ve$no; 
call copy$int$result (drive$no) ; 
drive$status$change (drive$no) =true; 
if resultSdrive$ready 

then dr ive$ready (dr ive$no) -true; 
else drive$ready (dr ive$no) "false~ 

end; 
end, 

end; 
end; 

ignore: endSof$ interrupt; 
end fdcint; 

254 I end drivers; 
MODULE INFORMATION: 

CODE AREA SIZE 
CONSTANT AREA SIZE ... 
VARIABLE AREA SIZE = 
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE ... 
564 LINES READ 
o PROGRAM ERROR(S) 

END OF PL/M-86 COMPILATION 

0615H 
00008 
0050H 
0032H 

15570 
00 

800 
500 
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APPENDIX B 
8272 FDC EXERCISER PROGRAM 

PL/M-86 COMPILER 8272 FLOPPY DISK DRIVER EXERCISE PROGRlIM 

ISIS-II PL/M-86 Vl.2 COMPILATION OF MODULE RUN72 
OBJECT MODULE PLACED IN :Fl:run72.0BJ 
COMPILER INVOKED BY: plm86 :Fl:run72.p86 DEBUG 

Stitle ('8272 floppy disk driver exercise program') 
$nointvector 
Soptlmize(2) 
Slarge 
run12: do: 

declare 
docb$type literally 1* disk operation control block *1 

i (dma$op byte,dma$addr word,dma$addr$ext byte,dma$count word, 
disk$command (9) byte ,disk$result (7) byte ,mise byte)', 

declare 
1* 8272 fdc commands "I 
fm literally "0", 

literally "1"', 
literally "0"', 
literally "1"', 
literally",'" , 
11 terally .. 3'" , 
literally '6', 
literally "5", 
literally 'ODH', 
li ter ally 'orB', 

mfm 
dma$mode 
non$dma$mode 
recallbrate$command 
specify$command 
read$command 
wr i te$command 
format$command 
seek$command 

declare 
dma$verify 
dma$read 
dma$write 
dm.$noop 

declare 
I" disk operation 
format$docb 
seek$daob 
recalibrate$docb 
.peclfy$docb 
read$docb 
write$docb 

declare 
step$rate 
head$load$time 
head$unload$time 
flller$byte 
operation$statuB 
interleave 
format$gap 
read$wr i te$gap 
index 
drive 
density 
multitrack 
sector 
cylinder 
head 

literally "0", 
literally "1", 
literally "'2", 
li terally '3', 

control blockS */ 
structure docb$type, 
structure docb$type, 
structure docb$type, 
structure docb$type, 
structure docb$type, 
structure docb$type; 

1* disk drive head *1 
tracks$per$disk 
sectors$per$track 
bytes$per$ sector$code 
bytes$per$sector 

byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
wordr /* number of bytes in a sector on the disk * / 

declare 
1* read and write buffers *1 
fmtblk (104) byte public, 
wrbuf (1024) byte public, 

, rdbur (1024) byte public, 

" l' declare 
I" disk format initialization table. */ 
sec$trk$table(3) byte data(26,15,8), 
fmUgap$table(8) byte data(lBH,2AH,3AH,0,0,36H,54H,74H), 
rd$wr$gap$table(8) byte daU(07H,OEH,lBH,0,0,OEH,lBH,35H), 
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10 
11 
12 

13 
14 

15 
16 

17 
1B 
19 
20 
21 

22 

23 
24 

25 
26 
27 
2B 

29 

30 
31 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

37 

3B 

39 
40 

41 
42 

43 

46 

47 
4B 

3 
4 

declare 
I· external pointer 
rdbptr (2) 
wrbptr (2) 
fbptr (2) 
intptr (2) 
! ntvee (BOH) 
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tables and interrupt vector It/ 
word external, 
word external, 
word external, 
word external, 
word externall 

execute$docb: procedure (doeb$ptr ,atatue$ptr) external; 
declare docb$ptr pointer, status$ptr pointer, 

end execute$docb: 

initialize$drivers: procedure external: 
end initialize$drivlI!rsJ 

$ejeet 

/* ••• specify step rate ("srt n ), head load time ("hit"), head unload time ("hut"), 
and dma or non-dme operation ("ndn). ..**/ 

specify: procedure(srt,hlt,hut,nd}; 
declare (srt,hlt,hut,nd) byte, 

specify$docb.dma$op.dma$noopr 
specify$docb.dlsk$command (0) -specify$command, 
specify$docb.disk$command(l)-shl(not srt)+l,4} or shr(hut,4); 
speeify$doeb.disk$eommand (2). (h1t and OFEH) or (nd and 1), 
call exeeute$docb (@specify$docb,@operation$status) , 

end specify; 

1**** recalibrate disk drive 
8272 automatically steps out until the track 0 signal is activated 
by the disk drive. ****1 

recalibratez procedure (drv) f 
declare drv byte, 

recal ibr a te$docb. dma$op-dma$noop; 
recalibrate$docb.disk$command (0) -recalibrate$command; 
reca1ibrate$docb.disk$command (1) -drv; 
call execute$docb (@recalibrate$docb,@operation$status) I 

end recalibrate; 

1**** seek drive "drv", head (side) "hd" to cylinder "cyl". 

seek: procedure (drv ,eyl ,hd); 
declare (drv,cyl,hd) byte: 

seek$docb.dma$op-dma$nooPI 
seek$docb.disk$command (a) aseek$commandl 
seek$doeb.disk$eommand(l).drv or sh1(hd,2), 
seek$docb .disk$command (2) .. eyl, 
call execute$docb (@seek$docb,@operation$statuB) ; 

end seek; 

****1 

1**** format a complete side ("head") of a Single floppy disk in drive "drv". The density, 
(single or double) is specified by flag "dens". ****1 

format: procedure (drv ,dens, intlve) ; 
1* format disk *1 

declare (drv,dens,int1vel byte, 
declare physical$sector byte7 

call recalibrate (drv) ; 
do eylinder-O to traeks$per$disk-1, 

1* set sector numbers in format block to zero before computing interleave */ 

do physioal$sector-l to sectors$per$track, fmtblk «physicial$sector-ll *4+2) ,..0; end, 
1* physical sector 1 equals logical Bector 1 */ 
phyaical$sector-l, 

/* assign interleaved sectors */ 
do sector-l to sectors$per$track, 

indexs (physiea1$seetor-1) *4, 
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/* change sector and index if sector has already been. assi9ned */ 
do while fmtblk (lndex+2) <> 0, index-=index+4; physical$sector-physical$sector+l, end; 

/* set cylinder, head, sector, and size code for current sector into table */ 
fmtblk (index) -cylinder: 
fmtblk (indexH) -head, 
fmtblk (index+2) -sector; 
fmtblk (index+3) -bytes$per$sector$code, 

/* update physical sector number by interleave *1 
physlcal$sector=physlcB'l$sector+intlve, 
if physical$sector ,. sectors$per$track 

then phys ical$sector-physical$sector-sectors$per$ track J 
endr 

1* seek to next cy1 inder * / 
call seek (drv,cylinder ,head) r 

/* set up format control block * / 
format$docb.dma$op=dmaSwr i te 1 
format$docb.dma$addr-fbptr (0) +shl (fbptr (1) ,4) , 
format$docb.dma$addr$ext=O; 
format$doob. dma$count=seotor sSper$ traok*4-1 ~ 
format$docb. d isk$command (0) =format$command or shl (denS, 6) : 
format$docb.disk$command (1) =drv or shl (head, 2) , 
format$docb.disk$command (2) =bytes$per$sector$code; 
format$docb.disk$command (3) =sectors$perStraok; 
format$docb.disk$command (4) =format$gap; 
format$docb.disk$command (5) =filler$byte; 
call execute$docb (@format$docb,@operation$status) ; 

end; 

end format; 

/.* •• write sector "sec" on drive "drv" at head "hd" and cylinder IIcylli. The 
disk recording density is specified by the "dens" flag. Data is expected to be 
in the global ,write buffer ("wrbuf lt ). ****/ 

write: procedure (drv,cyl,hd,sec,dens); 
declare (drv,cyl,hd,sec,dens) byte: 

wr i te$docb. dma$op=dma$wr i te; 
write$docb.dma$addr-wrbptr (0) +shl (wrbptr (1) ,4) , 
write$docb.dma$addr$ext-O; . 
wr i te$docb. dma$count-bytes$per$ seotor-l; 
write$docb.dlsk$command(O)=wrlte$command or shl(dens,6) or shl(multitrack,7); 
write$docb.disk$command(l)=drvor shl(hd,2}; 
wr i te$docb. disk$command (2) acyl J 

wr i te$docb .disk$oommand (3) =hd; 
wr ~ te$docb. d i sk$command (4) =eee, 
wr i te$docb.disk$command (5) =bytes$per$sector$code; 
wr i te$docb.disk$command (6) -sectors$per$track f 
wr i te$docb.dislc$command (7) =read$wri te$gap1 
if bytes$per$sector$code = 0 

then wri te$docb. dlsk$command (8) =bytes$per$sector; 
else w·rite$docb. disk$command (8) ... OFFH; 

call execute$docb (@write$docb,@operation$status) ; 

end write; 

/ •••• read sector "sec" on drive "drv" at head nhd" and cylinder "oy1". The 
disk recording density is'defined by the "dens" flag. Data is read into 
the global read buffer ("rdbuf"). • ••• / 

read: procedure(drv,cyl,hd,sec,dens); 
declare Cdrv,cyl,hd,sec,dens} byte; 

r ead$docb. dma$op=dma$r ead; 
read$docb.dma$addr=rdbptr (O)+shl (rdbptr (l) ,4); 
read$docb.dma$addr $ext=O; 
read$docb. dmaScount=bytes$per$sector-ll 
read$docb~disk$command (0) -read$command or sh1 (dens, 6) or shl (mul titrack, 7) ; 
read$docb.disk$command(l)-drvor shl(hd,2); 
read$doob.disk$command (2) =eyl; 
read$docb.disk$command (3) =hd; 
read$docb.disk.$command (4) "'sec ~ 
readSdocb.disk$command (S) =bytes$per$sector$code; 
read$docb. d isk$command (6) =sector s$per $ track J 
read$docb.disk$command (7) -read$wr i te$gap; 
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if bytes$per$sector$code - 0 
then read$e!ocb.diak$collDlane! (8) -bytea$per$sector, 
eloe reae!$docb.diok$cOlllllland (8) -opn, . 

call execute$docb (@read$docb,loperation$status) , 

end read; 

$eject 

/ •••• initialize system by oetting up 8237 dma controller and 8259A interrupt 
controller. ****/ 

initialize$system: procedure, 
declare 

1* current addre •• port '* / 
/* word count port *1 
/. cOllDland port • / 
/. mode port */ 
/* mask set/relet port ./ 

/. I/O ports ./ 
dma$disk$addr$port 
dma$disk$wore!$count$port 
dma$c01llllland$port 
dma$lROde$port 
dma$lIalk$sr$port 
dma$clear$ff$port 
dma$malter$clear$port 
dma$maak$port 
e!ma$cl$ade!r$port 
e!ma$cl$wore!$count$port 
dma$c 2$addr $por t 
dma$c2$word$count$port 
dma$c3$addr$port 
dma$c3$word$count$port 
icwl 

literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 
literally 

'OOR' , 
"OlB"" , 
'08S' , 
"OBS" , 
"'OU'" , 
'OCR' , 
"'ODS'" , 
"'OPR'" , 
"028"" , 
"03B'" , 
'04R' , 
"'05S'" , 
"06S'" , 
"078'" , 
"'OR'" , 
'718' , 
"'IH'" , 
'"71H'" , 
""OK'" , 
"'OB', 

/. clear first/last flip-flop port */ 
1* dma master clear port */ 
1* parallel mask set port·/ 

iow2 
iew4 
oowl 
ocw2 
oew3 

declare 
I. mise masks and literals *1 
dma$extended$write literally'shl(t,5)', /. extendee! write flaq */ 
dDla$single$transfer literally "'shl (1,6'''", 1* single transfer flag *t 
dma$e!iak$mode literally' 40R', 
dma$cl$mode literally '418', 
dma$c2$mode literally '42R', 
dma$c3$mode li terally '438', 
mode$8088 literally '1', 
interrupt$base literally "'20B"", 
single$control1er literally "shl (1,1)", 
level$sensitive literally "shl(l,))", 
control$word$4$requiree! literally '1', 
base$icw1 literally 'lOR', 
maak$all titerally 'OPFB', 
diak$interrupt$mask literally '1', 

output (dma$master$clear$port) -0, /* master reset */ 
output (dma$mode$port)-e!ma$extended$write, /* set dma command mode */ 

/* set all dma registers to valid values * / 
output, (dma$mask$port) -maak$all, /* mask all channels • / 

/* set all addresses to zero */ 
output(dma$clear$ff$port)-O, /. reset first/last flip-flop */ 
output (e!ma$disk$addr$port) -0, 
output (dma$e!isk$ade!r$port) -0, 
output (dma$cl$addr$port) -0, 
output (dma$cl$addr$port) -0, 
output (dma$c2Saddr$port) -0, 
output (dma$c2$addr$port) -0, 
output (dlla$c3$addr$port) -0, 
outP~t (dlla$c3$addr$port) -0, 

/* .et all word counts to valid values */ 
output (dma$clear$ff$port)-O, /* reset first/last flip-flop '/ 
output (dma$diak$word$count$port) =1, 
output (dma$disk$word$count$port) -1, 
output (e!ma$cl$word$count$port) -1, 
output (dma$cl$wore!$count$port) -1, 
output (dma$c2$word$count$port) -1, 
output (dma$c2$word$count$port) -1, 
output (e!ma$c3$word$count$port) -1, 
output (e!ma$c3$word$count$port) -1, 
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/. initialize all elma channel modes ./ 
output (dala$mode$port) -dma$die,k$mode, 
output (dala$mode$port) -elma$cl$mode, 
output (dma$lIode$port) -dma$c2$lIode, 
output (dma$raode$port) -dma$c3$mode, 

1* init:ialize 8259A int.errupt controller *1 
output(icw1)oling1e$controller or 1eve1$sensitive or contro1$word4$reguired or base$1cw1, 
output (icw2) ointerrupt$baae, 
output (icw4)-mode$8088, /. set 8088 interrupt mode ./ 
output(ocw1)-not disk$1nterrupt$mask, /. mask all interrupts except disk ./ 

/. initiaUze interrupt vector for fdc ./ 
intvec (40B) ointptr (0), 
intvec (4tB) ointptr (1) , 

end initialize$.yatem, 

$eject 

/ •••• main program. first forllat disk (all tracks on side (head) O. Then 
read each sector on every track of the disk forever. ****1 

declare drive$ready (4) byte external, 

/. disable until interrupt vector setup and initialization complete ./ 
disable, 

/. set initial floppy disk parameters ./ 
dene i tY*lIfm r 
head-O, 
multitrack-O, 
filler$byteo55H, 
tracks$per$disk-77, 
bytes$per$ sector= 1024, 
interle.ve-' J 

/. double-dens i ty ./ 
/. single sided ./ 
1* no multitrack operatton */ 
/* for forma t ./ 
/. normal floppy disk drive ./ 
/* 1024 bytes in each sector ./ 
1* set track interleave factor */ 

step$rat.-ll, 
head$1oad$time-40 / 

/* lOms for SASOO plus 1 for uncertainty */ 
/* 40ms head load for 8A800 ./ 

head$un10ad$t ille-240, /. keep head loaded as long as possible ./ 

1* derive dependent parameters from those above *1 
bYtes$per$sector$code=shr (bytes$per$sector, 7) , 
do index-O to 3, 

if (bytes$per$sector$code and 1) <> 0 
then dor bytes$per$sector$code-index, go to donebe, end, 
else bYtes$per$oector$colleoshr (bytea$per$sector$code ,1) , 

end, 

doneber 
aectors$per$track-aec$trk$tab1e (bytes$per$sector$code-densi ty) / 
format$gap-fmt$gap$tab1e (Ihl (density, 2) +bytes$per$sector$code) I 
read$wr ite$gap=rd$wr$gap$tab1e Ish1 (densi ty, 2) +bytes$per$sector$code) / 

/. initiaUze system and drivers */ 
call initiaUze$syatem, 
call initiaUze$drivers, 

1* reenable interrupts and give 8272 a chance to report, on drive Itatus 
before proceedirlg • / 

enable, 
call time (10) I 

/. specify disk drive parameters ./ 
call specify (step$rate ,head$load$tille ,head$un10ad$tille ,dma$mode) / 

drive-O, 

/. wait until drive ready ./ 
do while 1, 

if drive$ready(drive) 
then go to start, 

end, 

Itarts 
call format (drive,density,interleave) J 

do while 1/ 
do cyUnder-O to tracks$per$4isk-lr 

call seek (drive,cyllnder ,head) J 
do sector-l to sectors$per$track; 

/. set up write buffar */ 

/* run Single disk drive 10 ./ 

do index-O to bytes$per$sector-l, wrbuf (index)-lndex+aector+cylinder J end, 
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190 
191 

call write (drive,cylinder ,h •• a,.ector ,denaity), 
call reac!(drive,cyllnder ,he.d,aector ,denaity), 

/* check reac! buffer against wrl te buffer */ 
192 if ompw ("'rbuf ,@rdbuf,ahr (bytee$per$sector, 1» <> OrPFPB 

then halt, 
194 4 
195 3 

end, 
end, 

196 2 end, 

197 end run72, 

MODULI INI'ORMATIOR. 

COOl ARIIA SIZI • 05708 
COIISTAlI'r ARIIA SIll • OOOOR 
VARIABLE ARIIA SIZK • 09071 
MAXIMUM STACK SIZI • 00228 
412 LIND IIBAD 
o PROGRAM BRBOR (S) 

BRD 01' PLIM-a6 COIIPILATIOR 

13920 
00 

23110 
340 
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APPENDIX C 
8272 DRIVER FLOWCHARTS 

RESET GENERAL STATUS 
-OPERATION$INSPROGRESS 
-OPERATIONSCOMPLETE 

C RETURN ) -----
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RESET 
-DRIVE$READY 
-DRIVE$STATUS$CHANGE 
-DPERATIONSINSPROGRESS 
-OPERATION$COMPLETE 
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STAATDMA 
CHANNEL 
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YES 
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RETURN 
ERROR 
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RESET OPERATION$IN$PROGRESS 
AND GLOBALSDRIVE$NO 
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RETURN 
INVALID STATUS 

::>,.;..:;~---- C,_....;B:::u::::.:.f.:~::;~:;~:.::u:::s_ .... ) 

RETURN 
BUSY STATUS 

ENABLE INTERRUPTS ~---~·~C, ___ B_u_:fU~s~T~~~~~S~-,) 
~------I 
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NO 
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RESET OPERATIONSINSPROGRESS FLAG 
SET OPERATIONSCOMPLETE FLAG 

RETURN 
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RESULT PHASE OF 
PREVIOUS COMMAND 

YES 

RESET OPERATION$INSPROGReSS 
ser OPERATION$COMPLETE 
RESET GLOBALSDRIVE$NO 
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ASYNCHRONOUS 
INTERRUPT 

NO 
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CALL COPY$INTSRESULT 
TO PUT OPERATION 

RESULT INFORMATION 
INTO THE DOCe 

CALL COPY$INTSRESUL T 
TO PUT OPERATION 

RESULT INFORMATION 
INTO THE Doca 
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, . CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO THE 82072 

FLOPPY DISK, CONTROLLER 

1.1 ORGANIZATION 

This Application Note provides a detailed description 
of the features and capabilities of the 82072 Floppy 
Disk Controller. Chapter 1 gives a brief overview of 
floppy disk concepts. The second chapter "INTER
NAL ARCHITECTURE" describes the internal func
tions of the 82072 in block diagram form. Operation of 
the internal Data Separator and the Write Pre-Com
pensation circuits are also included. Chapter 3 presents 
a functional description of the 82072. Chapter 4 de
scribes the software requirements of the 82072. Chapter 
5 describes the technique of interfacing floppy disk 
drives to the PC/PC-XT, or the PC-AT, using the 
82072 floppy disk controller. Appendix A provides de
tailed flow charts for the various commands, to aid 
software designers. 

Pin functions, electrical and timing characteristics are 
contained in the 82072 Data Sheet. 

1.2 THE 82072 FLOPPY DISK 
CONTROLLER 

The Intel CHMOS 82072 is a fully integrated floppy 
disk controller designed for use in real time, on-line 
storage applications. The 82072 has been developed to 
allow designers to take full advantage of the emerging 
high capacity, quad density, double sided diskette drive 
capabilities. The 82072 performs all functions associat
ed with data transfers between disks and user's memo
ry. 

The 82072 is a software compatible upgrade of its 
predecessor, the 8272A floppy disk controller. The on
chip enhancements include a self-compensating analog 
data separator with software selectable data rates (that 
require no external components), programmable write 
pre-compensation circuitry and write clock generation 
logic. These enhancements greatly reduce the number 
of components required to interface high capacity flop
py disk drvies to processors. The on-chip sixteen byte 
FIFO, with programmable threshold, minimizes data 
transfer times and overcomes the I/O bottleneck for 
fast disk access. Additionally, the 82072 has a power 
down mode which makes it ideal for low power, battery 
backed, portable applications. 

1.3 OVERVIEW 

The following sections provide the reader with a simpli
fied overview of floppy disk controller concepts. These 
sections are particularly appropriate for those who are 
unfamiliar with floppy disk operations. 

1.3.1 Data Separator 

The actual signal recorded on a floppy disk is a combi
nation of timing information and data. The serial read 
data from the disk must be converted into two signal 
streams: clock and data. The serial data must also be 
assembled into eight bit bytes for transfer to the host. 
The Data Separator generates a Data Window signal 
that is active during the data bit cell interval. This Data 
Window signal is used by the READ hardware to ex
tract data from the serial read data stream. 

The job of data separation is relatively straightforward 
for the single density encoding scheme. In this scheme, 
each bit cell contains a clock bit at the leading edge of 
the cell. The bit cell is 4 microseconds wide (at 125 
Kbps data transfer rate). The data bit (if present) is 
always located at the center of the cell. The job of the 
data separator is to generate a data window 2 microsec
onds wide starting one microsecond after the clock 
pulse. Since every cell has a clock bit, a fixed window 
reference is available for every bit, and as the window is 
2 microsecond wide, a slightly shifted data bit will still 
remain within the data window. 

When MFM (Modified Frequency Modulation) encod
ing is used, data separation has two problems. First, 
MFM encoding loses the fixed cell reference pusle pres
ent in FM encoding as only some bit cells contain a 
clock bit. Secondly, the bit cell in MFM is one half the 
size of the bit cell for FM. This shorter bit cell implies 
that MFM cannot tolerate as large a playback data shift 
(as FM can) without errors. 

The data separator for MFM must continuously moni
tor the read data stream, synchronizing its operation 
with the actual clock/data bits of the data stream. The 
data separation circuit must track the input Read Data 
very closely as unpredictable bit shifts leave less than 
50 ns margin to decode data reliably. 
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1.3.1.2 PHASE LOCK LOOP (PLL) 

Only an analog PLL can provide the reliability required 
for double density data separation. A PLL is an elec
tronic circuit that continuously analyzes the input fre
quency and locks another reference oscillator to that 
frequency. The PLL determines the clock and data bit 
position by sampling each bit in the serial data stream. 
The phase difference between the PLL generated Data 
Window and the data bit is constantly fed back to ad
just the position of the data window, enabling the PLL 
to track input data frequency changes. This allows the 
data separator to reliably read back previously recorded 
data. 

The 82072 has an on-chip self-compensating analog 
data separator. The data separator is a fully integrated 
design with all passive and active components on chip. 

The internal data separator consists of two analog 
Phase Lock Loops (PLL): a Reference PLL and a Data 
PLL. Analog Phase Locked Loops were chosen to pro
vide the reliability and resolution required for double 
density data separation. The Reference PLL stabilizes 
the Data PLL. The Data PLL performs the actual data 
separation function by synchronizing its operation to 
the digital read data input from the disk drive. The 
synchronized signal (Data Window), generated by the 
Data PLL, is used to separate the clock and data bits 
from the read data signal. The data bits are then assem
bled into bytes and transferred to the system memory. 

The PLL consists of three main components: a phase 
comparator, a second order loop filter and a Voltage 
Controlled Oscillator. TIre block diagram of the PLL is 
shown in Figure 1.0. Basically, the PLL compares the 
phase difference between the VCO output and the read 
data input from the disk drive. The difference in phase 
is used to increase or decrease the frequency of the volt
age controlled oscillator in order to bring its frequency 
closer to that df the input. The PLL is locked when the 
frequency of the oscillator is exactly the> same as the 
frequency of the read data input. 

1.3.2 Data Rate 

The 8272A allows the user to vary the data transfer 
rate by changing the frequency of the write clock. To 
maintain this flexibility, the 82072 provides an on-chip 
prescaler that divides the 24 MHz clock to rates that 
are equivalent to those used with the 8272A. By appro
priately setting the DRATSEL bits in the Data Rate 
Select (DSR) register, the prescaler value can be 
changed to obtain the desired data transfer rate. The 
supported data transfer rates are 250, 300, 500 Kbps 
and 1 Mbps with MFM encoding, and 125, 150 and 250 
Kbps with PM encoding. Most of the internal circuitry 
of the 82072 is driven with a 2-phase clock (PHI, PH2) 
that is synchronous with the chosen data rate. 

VCO ENABLE 
,....--------------------. READ DATA 

RAW READ 
DATA 

Figure 1.0. Phase Locked Loop Data Separator 
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X1 
X2 

2414Hz 

PH1 

PH2 

COMP REFERENCE ---..... 
READ DATA ___ --i~:::=~:..t------+DATA WINDOW 

292022-2 

Figure 1.1.82072 Clock Generation Logic 

Table 1.1. Supported Data Transfer Rate 

DRATESEL 
PH1/PH2 

WRCLK 

Bit 1 Bit 0 MFM FM 

1 1 8.0 MHz 1 MHz -
0 0 4.0 MHz 500 Kbps 250 Kbps 
0 1 2.4 MHz 300 Kbps 150 Kbps 
1 0 2.0 MHz 250 Kbps 125 Kbps 

1.3.3 Write Pre-Compensation 

Data is recorded on the magnetic media by puWng a 
recording head to produce a flux change on the surface 
of the diskette for each logic one. Lack of such a mag
netic pulse indicates a logic zero. Ideally, the flux rever
sal induced by the Read/Write head would be instanta
neous, as shown in Figure 1.1. Current would immedi
ately switch from one polarity to the other. But in reali
ty, it takes time for the current to reverse and the fields 
to decay and build up in the opposite direction. The 
resulting read back voltage is more or less sinusoidal 
with peaks less defined in time or amplitude. 

With current recording techniques, adjacent clock/data 
pulses are close enough to interact with each other. 
This phenomenon is particularly noticeable on the in
ner tracks. Peak shift is the result of the interaction of 
these pulses. Because the two pulses tend to have a 
portion of their individual signals superimposed on 
each other, the actual read back voltage is an algebraic 
summation of the pulses, giving rise to overlap errors. 

When all "1's" or all "O's" are being recorded, the data 
frequency remains constant and the pulses are uniform
l¥ sp~ AB a resl;llt, the positive going and the nega
tive gomg errors tend to be equal and opposite and 
hence cancel each other. This is a "zero peak shift" 
condition. ' 

Peak shift occurs when there is a change in frequency. 
A "011" pattern represents a frequency increase since 
there is a delay of about 1.5 cells between the "01" and 
only 1 cell spacing between the "11". AB a result, the 
squeezing of cells cause the mathematical average (the 
actual read back voltage) to shift the apparent peak to 
the left. This is known as "early peak" shift. 

A "110" pattern represents a frequency decrease since a 
pulse is not written at all in the third cell. This causes 
the peak to be shifted to the right. This is known as 
"late peak shift." 

The effect of peak shift is to displace the flux changes 
and create a timing uncertainty which can cause errors 
when data is read back. MFM encoding is much more 
susceptible to peak shift errors due to the shorter data 
window. The data window is dermed as the time that is 
allowed for the data bit to appear and be recognized. 
The data window of the MFM encoding is 1 microsec
ond (at 500 Kbps) as opposed to the data window of 
FM encoding where the Data Window is 2 microsec
onds. The MFM encoding cannot tolerate as large a 
play-back data shift (as compared to FM encoding) 
without errors, due to the smaller data window. 
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To overcome this problem, the WRITE DATA stream 
is pre-compensated, i.e., the direction of each bit shift is 
anticipated and the bit is moved in the opposite direc
tion before being written. 

The 82072 has on-chip write pre-compensation circuit
ry. This circuitry pre-compensates for head and media 
caused peak shifts. The amount of pre-compensation 
applied is programmable, and the value should be cho
sen to compensate for the media peak shifts. 

The older 8" drives required a pre-compensation value 
of 250 ns. The newer 5'14" and 3'1a" mini floppy disk 
drives require a pre-compensation value of 125 ns. The 
82072 supports both pre-compensation values. -

In order to support tomorrow's higher capacity disk 
drives (1 Mbps data transfer rate), the 82072 allows the 
user to select lower pre-compensation values. The pre
compensation values supported by the 82072 are sum
marized in Table 1.2. 

Table 1 2 Write Pre-Compensation Values 
Pre-Comp Amount of Pre-Comp Frequency 
111 o ns-Disabled 0 
001 41.67 ns 1/24 MHz 
010 83.34 ns 2/24 MHz 
011 125.00 ns 3/24 MHz 
100 166.67 ns 4.24 MHz 
101 208.33 ns 5.24 MHz 
110 250.00 ns 6.24 MHz 
000 Default 

If the 82072 is programmed with the default precom
pensation value (000), a default pre-compensation value 
matching the PC-AT is automatically chosen based on 
the data rate selected. The default values corresponding 
to the data rate values are illustrated below in Table 
1.2.1. 

Table 1.2.1. Default Write 
Pre-Compensation Delays 

Data Rate Pre-Compensation Delay 
1 Mbps 41.67 ns 

500 Kbps 125 ns 
300 Kbps 125 ns 
250 Kbps 125 ns 

1.3.4 Seek 

There ate three ways to position the disk Read/write 
head over the desired cylinder: 

1. Normal Seek 
2. Implied Seek 
3. Relative Seek 

1. Normal Seek 

This uses the SEEK command. During the execution 
phase of this command, the track number to seek to 
(NCN) is compared with the present track number 
(PeN). If there is a difference, the following operation 
is performed: 

1. PCN < NCN: The DIRECTION signal to the disk 
drive is set to "1" (step-in) and step 
pulses are issued to position the head 
over the specified cylinder. 

2. PCN ~ NCN: The DIRECTION signal is set to 
"0" (step-out) and the step pulses are 
issued to retract the read/write head 
to the cylinder specified. 

2. Implied Seek 

This method uses the implied seek mode. When en
abled, the 82072 automatically performs a seek opera
tion before executing a read or write command. 

With the 8272A, a READ operation required the fol
lowing steps: 

1. Issue SEEK command 
2. Issue Sense Interrupt Status Command 
3. Issue Read Data Command. 

The new "IMPLIED SEEK" feature is enabled by issu
ing a "CONFIGURE" command. When enabled, only 
the data transfer command needs to be issued. The 
82072 automatically performs the SEEK and the Sense 
Interrupt Status commands before executing the data 
transfer command. 

3. Relative Seek 

Standard Double Density diskettes (360 Kbytes) have 
48 tracks per inch (tpi) while high capacity diskettes 
(1.2 Mbytes) have 96 tracks per inch. The emerging 
high capacity floppy disk drives can support up to 10 
Mbytes and have more than 300 tracks. 

The IBM System 34 format, which the 82072 follows, 
allows only 8 bits for the specification of track address, 
limiting the number of tracks that can be directly ac
cessed to 256. To support the high capacity diskettes 
that have more than 256 tracks, the 82072 allows the 
diskette to be partitioned into pages, with each page 
containing 256 tracks. 
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To support this paging mechanism, the 82072 provides 
a "Relative Seek" mode. The Relative Seek command 
differs from the Seek Track command in that it steps 
the head the absolute number of tracks specified in the 
command, instead of making a comparison against an 
internal register. 

The paging mechanism can be better understood by 
considering an example. Let us assume that a diskette 
has 1024 tracks. This would be divided into four pages 
with each page containing 256 tracks. Let us also as
sume that the CPU needs to access track 800 (which is 
contained in Page 4). If the Read/Write head is cur
rently on track 400 (contained in Page 2; the PCN reg
ister contains 400 - 256 = 144), then a total of 800 -
400 = 400) 400 step pulses have to be issued, to posi
tion the head over the desired track. The maximum 
number of step pulses that can be issued by a single 
seek command is 256 pulses (as the relative cylinder 
number register is 8 bits wide). The internal register, 
PCN (which is an 8-bit register that stores the track 
that the R/W head is currently on), will overflow as the 
cylinder number crosses the track 255 and will count 
upfromO. 

The approach would be to issue two successive Relative 
seek commands. The first Relative Seek is issued with 
the Relative Seek Number (RCN) register initialized to 
255 (which will result in 256 step pulses). When this 
command is executed, the Read/Write head will be po
sitioned over the absolute track 656 (400 + 256) (abso
lute track address). The PCN register will now contain 
(144 + 256 - 256) 144. The second relative seek is 
issued with the RCN register initialized to 143 (which 
will result in 144 Step pulses). This will position the 
Read/Write head over track 800 and the PCN register 
will contain (144 + 144 - 256 = 32) 32. 

When operating within a page all commands function 
correctly. The user~s software should keep a record of 
the Page that the Read/Write head is currently on, and 
determine the number of times the Relative Seek com
mand is executed, to position the Read/Write head 
over the desired cylinder. 
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1.3.5 FIFO 1.3.6 Power Down Mode 

The microprocessor interface was enhanced by adding 
a 16 byte FIFO to reduce the timing constraints that 
most floppy disk controllers impose upon a system. The 
16 Byte FIFO with programmable threshold eliminates 
the extremely critical timing constraints by permitting 
burst data transfers between the 82072 and the system 
bus. The point at which the 82072 generates a request 
for data transfers is selectable within the 16 byte range. 
The interface was further enhanced to support today's 
faster microprocessors (i.e., 10 MHz 80186, 10 MHz 
80286) without incurring waitstates. 

The 82072 power down mode allows the internal oscil
lator to be turned off by the user's software. Because 
the 82072 is fabricated in CHMOS, the current con
sumption occurs only when the transistors change 
state. In power down, the controller consumes less than 
125 microamps. 

Table 1.3.82072 Feature Summary 

Features PC-AT Implementation FDC82072 

Write Pre-Comp External/Programmable On-Chip/Programmable 

Write Clock External/Programmable On-Chip/Programmable 

Drive Select External On-Chip 

Motor On External On-Chip 

Data Separator External/Programmable On-Chip/ Programmable 

Software Reset External/Software Contr On-Chip/Software Contr 

Power Down Not Supported Supported/Software Contr 

Low Density External On-Chip 
Signal 

Table 1 4 82072 Supported Data Rates .. 
Values PC·AT FDC82072 

Supported MFM 250 Kbps yes yes 
Data 360 Kbps yes yes 
Rates 500 Kbps yes yes 

1 Mbps no yes 

FM 125 Kbps - yes 
150 Kbps - yes 
250 Kbps - yes 

Supported o ns no yes 
Pre-Comp 41.67 ns no yes 
Values 83.34 ns no yes 

125.00 ns yes yes 
166.67 ns no yes 
208.33 ns no yes 

250 ns no yes 
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CHAPTER 2 
ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW 

2.1 ARCHITECTURE 

The 82072 provides the data interface between the flop
py disk drive and the processor. The 82072 is a soft
ware compatible upgrade of the 8272A, with many on
chip enhancements. Figure 2.1 shows the block dia
gram of the 82072. The highlighted blocks represent 
areas that are completely new or highly enhanced. All 
the new features were adopted with the requirement of 
being software compatible with the 8272A. The new 
features of the 82072 are: 

1. A crystal controlled reference oscillator 
2. Pre-compensation circuits for the write operation 
3. Analog Data Separator for data detection in the read 
mode 
4. Motor enable and drive select logic 
5. FIFO (Chapter 3) 
6. Enhanced Processor Interface (Chapter 3) 

2.1.1 Crystal Controlled Oscillator 

The 82072 requires an external 24 MHz clock that can 
either be supplied by a 24 MHz crystal or a MOS level 

NOTE: 
These pins are not used with the internal PLL. 

square wave input. All the internal timings are derived 
from this clock input. It provides the reference timings 
for recording of data, generation of Write Clock, pre
compensation circuitry and the analog data separator. 

The 82072 provides the Write Clock for synchroniza
tion of control signals and Write Data, during the write 
operation. To retain the flexibility of the 8272A, where -
the user could vary the data transfer rates by changing 
the frequency of the Write Clock, a prescalar was add
ed to the Write Clock generation logic, which divides 
the 24 MHz clock to generate the Write Clook. By ap
propriately setting the data rate select bits in the DSR 
the prescalar value can be changed to obtain the desired 
Write Clock frequency. 

The oscillator also serves as a reference to the read 
circuits. While waiting for the synchronization field, 
preceding the data field, the PLL is locked to a refer
ence clock frequency (derived from the 24 MHz clock 
input) that is 2 or 4 times the selected data rate for 
MFM and FM respectively. This allows a faster aquisi
tion time when a valid data stream arrives. 

ROY 

WP 

TRKO 

lOX 

OSO 
OS! 

MOTOR 

OIR 
STP 
HOL 
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Figure 2.1. 80272 Block Diagram 
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2.1.2 Write Pre-Compensation 

To overcome the undesirable effects of peak shifts (the 
cause and effect of peak shift is described in CHAP
TER 1), the 82072 pre-compensates the Write Data 
stream before sending it to the disk drive. 

The amount of pre-compensation applied depends upon 
the data transfer rate and the characteristics of the re
cording media and is typically 125 ns (for 500 Kbps). 
This pre-compensation is applied, to data patterns that 
result in large peak shifts. The block diagram of the 
pre-compensation logic is shown in Figure 2.2. The 
Write Data is fed into a 13 bit serial in-parallel out shift 
register. The shift register is clocked at the main clock 
rate (24 MHz). The no-delay tap is at the center (bit 7) 
of the shift register. This allows six levels of early and 
late shifting (in increments of 41.67 ns) with respect to 
the no-delay tap. The first six outputs are fed into an 
Early Multiplexer and the last six outputs are fed into a 
Late Multiplexer. The multiplexers select one out of the 
six inputs depending upon the programming of the 
Data Rate Select register. A final multiplexer combines 
the early, late and normal signals to generate the Write 
Data to the disk drive. The final multiplexer is con
trolled, in turn, by PSO and PSI (8272A equivalent sig
nals), which is internally generated by the 82072. 

Table 2 1 PSO PS1 decoding .. • 
PSO PS1 Select 

0 0 Normal 
0 1 Late 
1 0 Early 
1 1 Invalid 

The circuit examines four bits and determines whether 
to shift or not. The following patterns are compensated 
(bit shifted) in the direction of the arrow. 

WDDATA 

2" MHz 

LATE EARLY - .-X011 X110 
1000 0001 

X = don't care. 

When a flux transition pattern of "110" is written on to 
the disk the second "1" is pulled towards ,the "0". The 
write pre-compensation logic shifts this bit in the oppo
site direction by an amount equal to the expected shift. 

Since the play-back shift is predictable, pre-compensa
tion can be applied to the write data stream, such that 
the clock and data bits can be correctly positioned for 
subsequent reads. This function is completely con
trolled by the 82072 and is required only for MFM 
encoding. During write operations, the 82072 specifies 
an early, late or normal bit positioning depending upon 
the data pattern. This timing is specified with respect to 
the 82072 generated write clock. The track on which 
write pre-compensation is to be enabled is programma
ble. 

2.1.3 82072 Data ,Separator 

The 82072 data separator consists of two analog PLLs; 
a Data PLL and a Ref~ence PLL. The Data PLL ~~ 
forms the actual data separation. The Reference PLL 
stabilizes the Data PLL. Unlike conventional PLLs 
which are based on a Voltage Controlled Oscillator, the 
Reference PLV uses an analog mono-stable multivibra
tor. The frequency input to the Reference PLL is a 
derivative of the 24 MHz crystal oscillator input. In 
lock, the output, pulse width of the mono-stable multivi
brator matches the pulse width of the input reference 
frequency. 

SHIFT REGISTER 

7 

PRECOMP _.,-.....z;....;l'-.z....z.....:lIt....z...,._~..,....lt....L..!:.....!~L.i.-, 

NOTE: 

SELECTION FROM 
DSR 

NO DELAY 

PSO· :==========~J PS1 

PSO, 1 are 8272A control signals but are not available as outputs on the 82072 

Figure 2.2. Precompensatlon Block Diagram 
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The Reference PLL controls the Data PLL's center fre
quency, charge pump current and the transfer function 
of the loop filter. 

The Data PLL in conjunction with the Reference PLL 
provides a Data Separator that is immune to tempera
ture, voltage, process and data rate variations. The ana
log data separators available today cannot provide this 
immunity. 

2.1.3.1 FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW 

The 82072 uses two signals to select the transfer rate of 
the Data Separator: 

1. MFM/FM sets the coding mode. This bit directly 
controls the reference frequency of the Data PLL. 

2. HF/LF (500 Kbps/300 or 250 Kbps) which is con
trolled by the data rate signals. The source of the 
data rate signals is the DSR which is written to by 
the user's software. 

The reference frequency to the Data loop is controlled 
by a combination of the Reference PLL's analog infor
mation and the Data PLL's response to the reference 
signal input. Table 2.2 shows the relationship between 
the data rates and the input reference frequency to the, 
Data PLL. 

Data 
Rate 

1 Mpbs 
500 Kbps 
300 Kbps 
250 Kbps 

Table 2.2 Frequency chart 

Ref 
Freq 

2MHz 
1 MHz 
600 KHz 
500 KHz 

REF2 

VCO OW Freq 
Freq MFM 

4MHz 1 MHz 
2MHz 500 KHz 
1.2. MHz 300 KHz 
1 MHz 250 KHz 

T~ANS
CONDUCTANCE 

AMPLIFIER 

OW Freq 
FM 

500 KHz 
250 KHz 
150 KHz 
125 KHz 

IFQ 

During idle, while the yeO enable signal is inactive, 
the Data PLL is locked on to the input reference fre
quency.When the 82072 receives a data transfer com
mand from the host, it internally activates the yeO 
enable signal (if the internal data separator is being 
used) and enables the sync detection logic. When a data 
transfer command is received, the sync detection logic 
samples the Read Data input for eight consecutive 
ones. When the eight sync pulses are detected, the Data 
PLL's input is switched from the reference frequency to 
the Read Data input. The Data PLL's yeO is halted 
and restarted in phase with the incoming Read Data 
input. The Data PLL generates the Data Window sig
nal that is used, by the read hardware to separate clock 
and data information. 

2.1.3.2 Reference PLL Description 

The primary function of the Reference PLL is to stabi
lize the Data PLL. The reference PLL is not directly 
involved in the data separation process. 

The block diagram of the Reference PLL is shown in 
Figure 2.3. The principle elements of the Reference 
PLL are a phase comparator, charge pump, transcon
ductance amplifier, analog mono-stable multivibrator 
and a reference signal generator: The pulse width of the 
mono-stable multivibrator (one shot) is controlled by a 
current source. The current source is, in: tum, con
trolled by a signal called IFQ which is generated by the 

TRIG 

ANALOG 
ONE 

SHOT 

REFERENCE LOGIC 

CHARGE 
PUMPI 

PHASE 
COMPARATOR 

V3 V4 V5 CURRENT SOURCE 
CONTROL VOLTAGES 
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Figure 2.3. Reference Phase Locked Loop Block Diagram 
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transconductance amplifier. The higher the current, the 
shorter the pulse width. The transconductance amplifi
er also generates current source control voltages V3, 
V4, vs. The V3, V4, and Vs signals control the center 
frequency of the Data PLL's VCO. The levels of these 
signals are dependent on Vtb (the Reference PLL's 
feed-back voltage-Vtb). As Vtb increases the current 
source's current increase. The transconductance ampli
fier provides a voltage to current conversion with Vtb 
being the reference input voltage. 

As mentioned earlier, the reference clock (WIND) is a 
derivative of the 24 MHz crystal clock input. The cir
cuitry that generates the reference clock provides two 
additional signals-TRIG and COMPo TRIG triggers 
the one shot every time the reference clock makes a low 
to high transition. When TRIG is active, the COMP 
signal disables the phase comparator of the Reference 
PLL. 

The Reference PLL is locked onto the stable reference 
clock (for proper operation, the oscillator clock should 
be a stable signal). When the Reference PLL is locked 
to the reference clock frequency input, it generates the 
signals that control the Data PLL's center frequency. 
The signals generated by the Reference PLL are Vtb, 
V3, V4 and VS. 

TRIG 

COMP 
--~I 

os (CLOCK) 
OUTPUT OF ONE-SHOT 

The Reference PLL's phase comparator compares the 
pulse width of the output of the one shot and the high 
time of the reference clock (WIND). If the pulse width 
of the reference input and the output of the one shot are 
equal, the Reference PLL is in "Lock". If the pulse 
width of the reference clock is more than the width of 
the one shot, the phase comparator activates the pump
down signal. If the width of the one shot is greater than 
the high time of the reference clock, then it activates 
the pump-up signal (higher the current, shorter the 
pulse width). The charge pump charges or discharges 
the loop capacitor, depending upon the state of the 
pump-up and pump-down signals, to reduce the error. 

The data 'separator design is based on the assumption 
that the signal input to the reference logic is stable, and 
not affected by temperature, voltage and process varia
tions. When the Reference PLL is locked, a known re
lationship exists between the reference signal and the 
effective "RC" time constant of the one-shot. This 
"standard" RC is then used in the Data PLL. Figure 
2.4 shows the relationship between WIND, TRIG and 
the output of the one shot. 

292022-9 

Figure 2.4. Relationship Between WIND, TRIG, COMP 
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2.1.3.3 DATA PLL CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

The Data PLL is the'section of the data separator that 
actually performs the data separation. The data PLL is 
made up of two major blocks-an analog PLL and sync 
detect logic. The analog PLL is a classic second order 
closed loop systesn. 

The elements of the Data PLL are a phase comparator, 
charge pump, loop ftlter, transconductance amplifter, 
cUrrent mirror, yeO, frequency divider and some delay 
logic. The block diagram of the Data PLL is shown,in ' 
Figure 2.5. 

The veo used in the Data PLL is very similar to the 
analog one shot used in the Reference PLL. The veo 
normally operates at four times the data rate in the 
MFM mode and eight times the data rate in the FM 
mode. The center frequency of the veo is controlled 
by the Reference loop .('13, V 4, and V 5) PLL. The out
put of the veo is fed into a divider (see the block 
diagram) which generates the Data Window signal and 
the Vtbo signal. The divider circuit divides, the veo 
input by four or two, depending upon whether it is FM 
or MFM, to generate the Data' Window signal. The 
Vfbo signal is always twice the frequency of the Data 
Window signal. 

The comparator used in the Data PLL, operates either 
as a phase comparator or a frequency comparator, de-

pending upon the input. If the input to the comparator 
is the reference frequency, then the frequency compar
tor mode is selecte4. The phase comparator mode is 
selected when reading data. The sync detector logic 
controls the comparator's mode of operation. The sync 
detector activates the phase comparator mode when it 
recognizes the valid sync pulses. 

The rising edge of the Read Data input enables the 
circuit for phase comparison. The phase coplparator 
(reading data) compares the phase difference between 
the delayed read data and the V lbo. If the rising edge of 
delayed read data opcurs (II'St, the pump-up signal is 
activated and the veo frequency is increased. If the ' 
V cofb edge occurs before the Delayed read data, then 
the pump-down signal is activated and t1!e veo fre
quency is decreased. When a low to high transition of 
both the delayed read data and the V cofb occurs at the 
same time, the frequency of tJte veo is maintained. 

The charge pump controls the current flow (in or out) 
of the loop filter. When the pump-up (PU) signal is 
active, the current source charges the loop capacitor. 
When pump-down (PD) is active, the current source 
discharges the loop capacitor. When both the PU and 
PD are inactive, the current source is turned off. The 
current source and the charge pump is controlled by 
the Reference PLL. The current changes as a function 
of the data rate, to maintain the loop gait!. 

ANALOG TRIM DATA ,....------1-------1--- FROM REFERENCE 

SYNC. 
DETECT 

READ PU 
DATA PHASE 

DELAY 
FREQ. 

DATA 
COMPAR. PD 

VCO 

REF. ___ ..I 
FREQ. 

CHARGE 
PUMP 

Vfbo 

LOOP 
FILTER 

2x CLOCK 

Data Phase Lock Locp 

Figure 2.5. Data PLL 
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During the idle state, the Data PLL is locked to the 
reference frequency. When the sync detect logic detects 
eight valid sync bits, the data loop input is switched to 
the incoming data stream and the YCO is halted and 
restarted in phase with the read data signal. This reduc
es the time required to achieve lock. 

The YCO requires 5 microseconds (48 bit times) to 
acheive the final lock. After processing the read data, 
the Data PLL switches back to the reference input fre
quency. 

2.1.4 Drive Select and Motor Enable Circuits 

Figure 2.6 shows the circuitry required for generating 
the drive select and motor enable signals. The 74LS156 
is used to decode the DSO, DSI and the MOTOR sig
nals from the 82072 to generate four drive select and 
motor enable signals. The 74LSl56 can source approxi
mately 30 milliamps, which is sufficient to support 
small cable assemblies (less than 2 feet). If longe{ cable 
lengths have to be supported, then open collector driv
ers of the type 74LS38 have to be used instead. 

The FDC's MOTOR logic provjdes a programmable 
motor enable signal. If a drive is not currently selected 
or the MOTOR signal is not on, the drive select and the 
MOTOR signals are activated the programmed time 
before the drive is accessed. 

2.1.5 Drive Status Polling 

Following hardware reset, the 82072 defaults to polling 
disabled mode. When disabled, the 82072 does not 
check for changing READY status except on drives 
currently involved in some disk operation. The polling 
mode may be enabled by issuing a CONFIGURE com
mand (see Chapter 4). When polling is enabled the disk 
controller polls the drives periodically while in the idle 
state. The idle state is after the last byte in the result 
phase has been read and before the first byte for the 
command phase has been written. The disk controller 
selects each drive and checks the ready signal. If the 
drive has changed its ready signal, it generates an inter
rupt. The host must respond to this interrupt by execut
ing a Sense Interrupt Status command. 

74LS156 

GND~~------~r-~~4=::~=========i~ 1 YO MOTOR ENABLE 0 

MOTOR 

1 Yl MOTOR ENABLE 1 

1 Y2 MOTOR ENABLE 2 

DSO)-~S~E~L~EC~T~A~~ ______ ~--t 
1 Y3 MOTOR ENABLE 3 

DS1)-~S~E=L~EC~T~B~ .. ______ ~~~~. 

2YO DRIVE SELECT 0 

2Yl DRIVE SELECT 1 

2Y2 DRIVE SELECT 2 

2Y3 DRIVE SELECT 3 
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Figure 2.6. Drive Select and Motor Enable Circuitry 
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CHAPTER 3 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The CHMOS III 82072's bus interface has been opti
mized to interface to the 10 MHz 80186 and the 10 
MHz 80286 microprocessors without waitstates. Due to 
the conventional nature of the hardware signals be
tween the 82072 and the processor, it can easily inter
face to other microprocessors. This chapter des9ribes 
the processor interface and the data transfer mecha
nism between the processor and the disk drive. The 
emphasis is not on any particular command, but on the 
data transfer process. 

3.1 PROCESSOR INTERFACE 

The 82072 system interface consists of a Parallel Inter
face Unit (PIU) and several registers. The PIU has an 8 
bit bi-directional data bus and handles all of the data 
transfers to/from the system bus. Handshaking signals 
are provided by the 82072 which makes it easy to inter
face to the DMA controller. The 82072 contains three 
registers: 

1. Main Register (MSR) 

2. Data Rate Select Register (DSR) 

3. FIFO 

1. Main Status Register (MSR) 

The Main Status Register is an 8 bit read only register. 
This register may be accessed at any time. It provides 
the system processor with the status of the disk driveS; 
the status of the 82072 and the status of the processor 
interface. 

2. Data Rate Select Register (DSR) 

The Data Rate Select register is a write only register. It 
allows userS to specify the data transfer rate between 
the controller and the disk drive. The user can select 
between internal and external Data Separator, the data 
transfer rate and the write precompensation delays. 

When the Data Rate Select register is accessed by the 
processor, data is loaded into it after an internal syn
chronization delay. The processor should not try to 
perform successive writes to the Data Rate Select regis
ter until the synchronization time has elapsed (24 clock 
periods at 24 MHz or 1 microsecond). The DSR de
faults to a 250 Kbps data transfer rate with 125 ns of 
write precompensation delay. If this value does not 
meet the user's needs, the DSR should be initialized 
before executing data transfer commands. Following 
the initialization of the DSR, the internal PLL requires 
2 milliseconds to stabilize at the new frequency (if you 

are selecting a new data transfer rate). During this sta
bilization delay, only head positioning commands 
should be issued. This register should not be altered 
during the execution phase of data transfer commands, 
otherwise data errors would occur. The contentS' of the 
DSR register are not affected by software reset. The 
functions of the various bits in the DSR register are 
explained below: 

SWR: 
(Software 
Reset) 

PD: 
(Power 
Down) 

EPLL: 
(Enable) 

PRE-COMP 
4 3 2 

When this bit is set to '1', it enables the soft
ware reset of the 82072. Software reset is 
similar to the Hardware reset, but does not 
affect the contents of the DSR. When en
abled, the 82072 internally holds the reset 
active for 12 to 15 clock cycles (- 4 micro
seconds) depending upon the state of the in
ternal state machine. The processor must 
wait for the "Request for Master" (RQM bit 
in the Main status Register) bit to be set be
fore issuing any commands. During the ini
tialization period following a software reset; 
the 82072 does not accept commands from 
the processor. 

A command may be aborted by setfillg the 
software reset bit. This ensures that the host 
will get control of the 82072 even if the disk 
system hangs up in an abnormal fashion. Af
ter a software reset, the SPECIFY command 
has to be re-issued as the software reset 
clears the parameters set by this command. 
The SPECIFY command initializes the Step 
Rate Time, the Head Load Time and the 
Head Unload Time. 

When the Data Rate Select register is pro
grammed with the "PD" bit set to a I, the 
82072 goes into its power down mode. A 
software reset sequence is performed by the 
82072, before entering the power down state. 
During powerdown, the 82072 shuts off the 
clock oscillator. The design should ensure 
that all input signals are held in a valid high 
or low state. Only write operations to the 
Data Rate Select Register are allowed dur
ing power down. 

When set to a zero, this bit enables the inter
nal PLL data separator. When set (the inter
nal PLL is enabled following reset), the ex
ternal Data Window signal is ignored. It in
ternally generates the data window signal 
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that is used to extract data bits from the 
serial clock and data bit stream. If this bit 
is set to 1, exernal data separation circuit
ry is required and should provide the 
Data Window input. 

DRATSEL: 
(Data Rate 
Select) 

Data Rate Select programs both the read 
and write data rates. For single density 
(FM) mode, the data rates are one half 
the values stated for double density 
(MFM) mode. 

Table 3.1. Supported Data Rates 

DRATSEL 
DATA RATE 

MFM FM 

11 1 Mbps NO· 
00 500 Kbps 250 Kbps 
01 300 Kbps 150 Kbps 
10 250 Kbps 125 Kbps 

• Not defined 

PRECOMP: The 82072 has write pre-compensation 
circuitry that internally adjusts the write 
data pulses before sending it to the disk 
drive. 

The 82072 defaults to PC-AT compatible pre-compen
sation values when the DSR register is programmed 
with PRE-COMP bits (bits 2-4) set to zeroes. The pre
compensation value chosen depends upon the pro
grammed data transfer 'rate (bits 0-1). The default pre
compensation values are illustrated in Table 3.1.1 be
low. 

Table 3.1.1. Default Write 
Pre-Compensation Delays 

Data Rate Pre·Compensatlon'Delay 

1 Mbps 41.67 ns 
500 Kbps 125 ns 
300 Kbps 125 ns 
250 Kbps 125 ns 

Upon hardware reset, the contents of the Data Rate 
Select Register defaults to the values shown below: 

Table 3.2 DSR DefaultValues 

SWR PD 

7 6 

0 0 
Default Values: 

EPLL PRE·COMP 

5 

0 

4 131 2 

o 101 0 

,-250 Kbps 
-Internal PLL 
-Pre-comp 125 ns 

DRATSEL 

1 1 0 

11 0 

3. FIFO 

The 82072 has a sixteen byte FIFO with a programma
ble threshold which greatly improves the data transfer 
mechanism while providing buffering between the serial 
channel and the system bus. During the command 
phase, the FIFO is disabled to retain compatibility with 
the 8272A and to provide proper handling of the "in
valid command" condition. A command/parameter 
byte must be sent after polling the Main Status register 
to ensure that the controller is ready to accept a byte of 
data. During the execution phase, the FIFO improves 
the data transfer rate in two ways. First, the DMA 
requests to the processor are minimized by fine tuning 
the FIFO threshold (threshold can be set with the 
CONFIGURE command. See Chapter 4 for details on 
the CONFIGURE command) to match the system bus 
latencies. Second, the host side of the chip does not 
have to wait for serial side which transfers data at a 
much slower rate. 

The Main Status register, the Data Rate Select register 
(DSR) and the FIFO can be selected with different 
combinations of the RD, WR and AO pins as shown 
below. 

Table 3 3 82072 Register Set .. 
AO RD WR Function 

0 0 0 Illegal 
0 0 1 Read Main Status Register 
0 1 0 Write to Data Rate Select Register 
0 1 1 Data Bus is Tri-stated 
1 0 0 lIIega'l 
1 0 1 Read Data from FIFO 
1 1 0 Write Data to FIFO 
1 1 1 Data Bus is Tri-stated 

3.2' PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

Each command is initiated by a multi-byte transfer 
from the processor to the 82072 (the transferred bytes 
contain command and parameter information). After 
completion of the command specification, the 82072 
automatically executes the command. The results after 
the command execution is also a multi-byte transfer 
from the controller to the processor. Because of the 
multi-byte interchange of information between the 
processor and the controller, it is convenient to consid
er the, command execution as having three phases; 

1. Command Phase: The CPU transfers all the infor
mation required to perform the 
command. The 82072 automati
cally enters the command phase 
after Reset or following the com
pletion of the result phase of the 
previous command. 
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2. Execution Phase: The 82072 executes the com

mand. It enters the execution 
phase immediately after receiv
ing. the last command parame
ter. The execution phase nor
mally ends after the last byte of 
data is transferred or if an error 
occurs. 

3. Result Phase: Upon completion of the com
mand, status information is 
made available to the host proc
essor. After the host reads all the 
result bytes, the 82072 re-enters 
the command phase and is ready 
to accept the next command. 

3.2.1. Command Phase 

The 82072 is in the command phase after all of the 
result bytes of the previous command have been read or 
following RESET. Each command is initiated by a mul
ti-byte transfer from the processor to the 82072. The 
command and parameter bytes have to be sent to the 
82072 in the order shown in the COMMAND SET 
(82072 Data Sheet). That is, the command code must 
be sent first and the other parameter bytes must be sent 
in the prescribed sequence. 

During the command phase, bytes· are transferred to 
the 82072 using the Main Status Register to control the 
direction and timing. Bit 6 (DIO) of the MSR should be 
cleared and Bit 7 (RQM) should be set before a byte 
can be written to the FIFO. Many of the commands 
require multiple bytes, and as a result, the MSR must 
be checked prior to each byte transfer. 

The RQM bit (the MSB in the MSR) goes low follow
ing the receipt of the first command byte. The duration 
that RQM is low, is dependent upon the command be
ing executed. The 82072 holds RQM low and internally 
sets up the operation to be performed. It sets RQM 
high when it is ready to accept the next parameter byte. 
After the last parameter byte is received the 82072 au
tomatically enters the next phase as defined by the 
command definition. 

3.2.2 Execution Phase 

All data transfers occur during the execution phase. 
The data transfer can be performed either in the DMA 
or the non-DMA mode, as specified in the SPECIFY 
command. 

1. NON-DMA MODE, Transfers from the FIFO to 
memory: 

When programmed to operate in Non-DMA mode, the 
82072 activates the INT pin and sets the RQM bit in 

the main status register, when the FIFO contains the 
(16 - threshold) number of bytes or after the last bytes 
of a full sector transfer has been placed in the FIFO. 
The MSR should be read to verify that the interrupt is 
for the data transfer. Bits 5 and 7 of the MSR will be 
set. The INT pin is used by interrupt driven systems, 
and the "RQM" bit is used by polled systems. The 
processor must respond to the interrupt and read the 
data bytes from the FIFO. The 82072 deactivates the 
INT pin and RQM bit when the FIFO is empty. This 
process is repeated until the'last byte is transferred out 
of the FIFO; 

2. NON-DMA MODE, Transfers from memory to 
FIFO: 

At the start of the data transfer, the INT pin and the 
RQM bit in the Main Status register are activated six
teen-byte times before the 82072 enters the execution 
phase (if the selected data transfer rate is 500 Kbps, 
then the time from the generation of interrupt to the 
time the first byte is to be written to the FIFO to pre
vent underrun errors, is (16 x 16 - 1.5) = 254.5 mi
croseconds. 1.5 microseconds is the time required for 
serial to parallel conversion). This allows a greater tol
erance to interrupt service latency. The CPU must re
spond to the interrupt by writing data bytes to the 
FIFO. The serial unit empties the FIFO at the serial 
data rate. If the interrupt service latency is greater than 
the (serial data rate X FIFO threshold), an underrun 
will occur. The Interrupt pin stays active until the 
FIFO becomes full. The INT pin and the RQM bit, of 

, the Main Status register are set again when the FIFO 
has (Threshold) number of bytes remaining in the 
FIFO. This process is repeated until the last byte is 
transferred to the FIFO, as indicated by the activation 
terminal count. The interrupt pin is deactivated upon 
receiving terminal count. The 82072 enters the result 
phase when the serial unit has emptied the last byte 
from the FIFO. 

3. DMA MODE, Transfer from FIFO to memory: 

When programmed in DMA mode, the 82072 activates 
the DRQ pin (DMA Request) when the number of 
bytes ill FIFO equals (16 - threshold) number of 
bytes, or the last bytes of a sector has been placed in the 
FIFO. The system DMA has to respond to the request 
by reading data from the FIFO. The 82072 deactivates 
the DRQ pin, when the F~FO is emptied by the DMA 
controller. 

4. DMA MODE, Transfers from memory to FIFO: 

The 82072 activates the DRQ pin upon entering the 
execution phase of the data transfer command. The 
DMA controller must res~ to this DMA request by 
activating its DACK and WR signals, and placing data 
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in the FIFO. DRQ remains active till the FIFO be
comes full. DRQ is activated again when the FIFO 
contains (16-FIFO threshold) number of bytes. The 
82072 also deactivates the DRQ pin when the TC pin is 
activated, indicating that no more data transfers are 
required by the command. The 82072 enters the result 
phase after the last byte has been transferred from the 
FIFO. 

In either mode of operation (DMA or the Non-DMA 
mode), the execution phase ends when a terminal count 
signal is sensed, or when the last track has been read or 
written. In addition, if the disk drive is in a not-ready 
state at the beginning of the execution phase, the not 
ready flag is set in the status register 3 and the com
mand is terminated. If a fault signal is received at the 
end of the execution phase, the FDC sets the equipment 
check flag in the status register 0, and terminates the 
command. 

3.2.3 Result Phase 

Following the completion of the disk operation, status 
information is made available to the processor. The re
sult phase is indicated by the generation of an interrupt. 
All of the result bytes have to be read to properly termi
nate a command. 

Bit 6 (DIO) and 7 (RQM) must be set before a byte can 
be read from the FIFO. The RQM and DIO bits will 
remain set until the last result byte has been read by the 
processor. When the last byte of data is read in the 
result phase, the command is automatically ended and 
the 82072 is ready to accept a new command. 

3.3 SETTING THE FIFO THRESHOLD 

The transaction involved in bus acquisition and release 
imply overhead resulting in losing system clocks due to 
signal propagation delays and arbitration time require
ments. For many short DMA bursts, up to 5 clocks are 
lost due to this switching. On the other hand, long 
burst transfers imply that other masters will experience 
long delays in bus acquisition. An optimal FIFO 
threshold must be selected that improves system per
formance and, at the same time, ensures that OVER
RUN and UNDERRUN errors are avoided. 

A. OVERRUN ERROR: An overrun error occurs if 
the FDC is not serviced before the FIFO overflows. 
This error occurs only during read data transfers. 
The timing requirements for preventing overrun er
rors can be understood by considering an example. 

Let us assume that the FIFO threshold has been set 
to to. During the execution phase of a read data 
command, the DRQ line (when programmed in the 
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DMA mode) is active when the FIFO contains (16 
- threshold) = 6 bytes. The DMA controller must 
respond by reading data from the FIFO before the 
serial unit adds to additional bytes to the FIFO. If 
the DMA response latency is greater than the time 
taken by the serial unit to assemble the 10 additional 
bytes, then an overflow problem occurs. 

To prevent overrun error, the DMA latency time 
must be less than 

Threshold X the serial data transfer rate. 

At 500 Kbps (High Capacity Quad Density Drives) 
data transfer rate: 

= 10 X 16 fJ-s = 160 fJ-s. 
= 1.28 X to3 bus cycles at 8 MHz. 

B. UNDERRUN ERRORS: An underrun error occurs 
if the FDC is not serviced before the FIFO is com
pletely emptied by the serial unit. This error is en
countered only during write data transfers. At the 
start of write data transfers, during the execution 
phase, the FDC 82072 activates the DRQ (DMA 
request) line sixteen byte times before it actually re
quires a byte of data. This gives ample time for the 
DMA cOntroller to respond to the DMA request 
and place data bytes into the FIFO. 

The underrun error timing requirements can be un
derstood by extrapolating the overflow example giv
en above. 

Let us again assume that the FIFO threshold has 
been set to 10. During the execution phase of write 
data transfers, the DRQ line is activated when the 
FIFO contains less than the Threshold number of 
bytes. The DMA controller must respond to the 
DMA request and write data bytes to the FIFO be
fore the serial unit empties the FIFO. 

To prevent underrun errors, the DMA response latency 
must be less than 

Threshold X serial data transfer rate. 

At 500 Kbps (High Capacity Quad Density Drives) 
data transfer rate: 

= to X 16 fJ-s = 160 fJ-s. 
= 1.28 X 103 bus cycles at 8 MHz. 

The 82072's CONFIGURE command provide a means 
for choosing the optimal setting required by the appli
cation. 

If the FIFO is set too low, there are longer periods of 
time between DMA requests, but the DMA controller 
must be very responsive to DMA requests. This is 
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the desired operating mode when interfacing toa "fast" 
system, and typically implies the FDC must be given a 
high DMA priority. 

A high threshold value is used with a "slow" system. 
This allows for a long latency period after a DMA re
quest, but results in more DMA service requests. The 
optimal setting should be a compromise between the 
number of times the bus is accessed, and ensuring that 
there is no overflow/underflow problem. Typically, a 
low threshold value is chosen when the 82072 is given a 
lower DMA priority. 

The parameters that determine the optimal threshold 
value are the parallel bus frequency (Fp), serial data 
transfer rate (Fs), and the bus latency time (in the range 
between NAmax and NAmin). The ratio of Fp/Fs de
termines the relationship between how fast the FIFO is 
filled and how fast it can be emptied. The bus latency 
time determines how long the 82072 has to wait before 
being serviced. If Fs is the serial,data rate, then Fs/8 is 
the serial data rate in bytes per second. The data rate of 
the system depends on the system clock frequency and 
the number of clock cycles required to transfer one byte 
of data (n). 

In order for,the parallel side to keep up with the serial 
side, the following must hold: 

(Fp/n)/(Fs/8) > 1 

This equation assumes that the parallel interface sec
tion will read/write data at a faster rate when com
pared to the serial section. 

To arrive at the optimal threshold value, the designer 
must take into account that it takes a number of clock 
cycles to acquire the system bus (defining the range to 
be between NAmin and NAmax, where NAmin is the 
minimum time required to acquire the system bus and 
NAmax is the maximum time). To prevent underrun or 
overrun, the maximum bus acquisition time must be 
less than the time to fill the FIFO from the threshold 
limit (for write operation, the maximum bus acquisition 
should be less than the time to empty the FIFO from 
the threshold limit). 

(NAmax/Fp) < (The number of bytes from FIFO 
threshold to Full (for read»/(Fs/8) 

(NAmax/Fp) < (LIMIT)/(Fs)/8; 

where LIMIT = FIFO threshold for read/write 
data transfers. 

8(NAMax/Fp)/Fs < LIMIT 

LIMIT> Fs(NAmax)/8Fp. 
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1. During the execution phase, the 82072 generates a DMA request when the FIFO contains less than (16 - Threshold) 
number of bytes. 

Figure 3.1. FIFO Operation During a Write Command 
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NOTE: 
2. DRO is driven inactive when the FIFO is full or when a terminal count signal is detected 

Figure 3.1. FIFO Operation During a Write Command (Continued) 
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1. During execution phase of read command, the 82072 asserts it's DMA request when the FIFO contains (Threshold) 
number of bytes. 

Figure 3.2. FIFO Operation During a Read Command 
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2. The 82072 deactivates the DMA request Signal when the FIFO is empty 

Figure 3.2. FIFO Operation During a Read Command (Continued) 
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Table 3 4 Minimum safe FIFO LImit .. 
Clocks 

NAml" 
FIFO 

Fp/Fs BetwaanOMA NAmax Threshold 
Bursts N1 Min Max 

8 500 100 20 2 8 
16 500 100 20 1 12 

26.67 500 100 20 1 13 
32 500 100 20 1 14 

In order to assure that the CPU can have Nl clock 
cycles between burst cycles, the following conditions 
must hold: the time it takes the serial unit to fill the 
FIFO till the programmed threshold plus the minimum 
bus acquisition time must be greater than the time in
terval between burst cycles. 

(16-LIMln/(Fs/8) + NAmln/(Fp) > N1/Fp 

LIMIT < 16 - Fs(N1·NAmin)/(8Fp) 

Note that this analysis assumes steady state conditions, 
and should only be used as a rough guideline in arriving 
at the optimal FlFq threshold. . 

3.3.1 Bus Utilization 

Bus utilization is defined as the fraction of time that the 
bus is not busy servicing the 82072 during data trans-

fers. The following analysis also assumes steady state 
conditions, and should be regarded as a guideline only. 

The CPU utilization time is the compliment of the time 
taken by the CPU to empty the FIFO (tF) divided by 
the cycle time from FIFO empty to the time it is empty 
again. 

Defmition of terms used in the equation 

tF = time it takes the system bus to fill the FIFO 
tAo = bus acquisition time. 
FIFO Threshold = IT 
BUS UTILIZATION = I - tF/(IT/(fp/8) 

+ tF + tA) 

3.4 CONTROLLER/DRIVE INTERFACE 

Figure 3.3 is a block diagram of the floppy drive inter
face requir~ to interface the controller to four high 
capacity disk drives. Either single or double density 
disk drives can be supported. No external circuitry is 
required to g~erate the write clock. The only external 
logic needed are a decoder to generate the drive seleCt 
signals, high current line drivers and Schmitt triggered 
input gates. 

74LS38 .----P---I 

I')o-....Ju...-I )01----+ DRIVE SELECTO 

82072 
DSO ~ __ -I-~.:.....jIP+--+ DRIVE SELECT 1 

MOTOR t--'--I-t!::[-~IQ-jr-----+ MOTOR ENABLEO 

L-4:....J JIOir------+ MOTOR ENABLE 1 

STP~---+I 

HDSELi----+I 

DlRi----+I 

WEi----+I 

NDIITt----+I 

WPI+-----I 
TRVQI+-----I 

74LS240 

STEPI 

HEADSEL# 

DIRECTION# 

WRITE ENABLE# 

WRITE DIIT ... 

WRITE PROTECT # 

TRACKO# 

IND .... ----_~ J-----<INDEX# 

RDDIIT • 04 ... ----« READ DATA 

Figure 3.3. Drive Interface Logic 
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, CHAPTER 4 
SOFTWARE OVERVIEW. 

The 82072 is a highly integrated floppy disk controller 
that supports both single and double density disk stor
age subsystems. The 82072 supports the IBM 3740 sin
gle-density recording format and IBM System 34 dou
ble-density recording format. The 82072 accepts and 
executes high'ievel disk commands such as format a 
track, read sector and write sector. All data synchroni
zation and error checking is automatically performed 
by the 82072 to ensure reliable data stroage and subse
quent retrieval. 

The software required by the 82072 consists of input/ 
output drivers whose functions are to: 

1. Initialize the 82072 at power on. 
2. Issue commands to the 82072. 

13. Handle completion interrupts from the 82072. 

4.1 INPUT tOUTPUT PARAMETER 
BLOCK 

Most disk operations require multiple byte transfers to 
the 82072 before the command can be executed. For 
example, the program must specify the drive number, 
the track number, the sector number and the side for 
double density diskettes from which data is to be read 
or written. I/O driver routines communicate this data 
to the 82072 in the requisite order, reading them out of 
a user programmed Input/Output parameter block 
(lOPB). The Input/Output parameter block would be 
an array in memory. Figure 4.1 shows the format of 
this array. 

Fourteen of the fifteen COIIlI!lands require multiple 
bytes before the command can be successfully executed. 
Regardless of the command or the number of bytes it 
uses, the user program must initialize the 10PB before 
calling the driver routine. Some of the parameters of 
the 10PB are dynamic (e.g., cylinder number, sector 
number, etc.) and must be written into the 10PB buff
er, before calling the I/O driver. Other parameters re
main fixed (e.g., gap lengths, number of bytes per sec
tor, etc.) during program operation and need omy be 
written once. 

4.2 POWER ON 1t,lITIALIZATION 

When power is fltSt applied to the FDC, it is not pro
grammed. The first step is to reset ~e device, which 
can be accomplished either by a hardware or a software 
reset. This should then be followed by a SPECIFY 
command to set the 82072 signal timings so that it will 
interface correctly with the attached disk drives. 

4.2.1 Initialization Procedure 
Flow Chart 4.1 illustrates the initialization procedure 
following system reset. 

ADDRESS 
OFFSET 

o 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 

8 
9 

10 
11 

12 

13 
14 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

22 

. DMA OPERATION 
DMA PAGE REGISTER 
DMA ADDRESS LOW BYTE 
DMA ADDRESS HIGH BYTE 
DMA COUNT LOW BYTE 
DMA COUNT HIGH BYTE 
DISK COMMAND 0 
DISK COMMAND 1 
DISK COMMAND 2 
DISK COMMAND 3 
DISK COMMAND 4 
DISK COMMAND 5 
DISK COMMAND 6 
DISK COMMAND 7 
DISK COMMAND 8 
DISK RESULT 0 
DISK RESULT 1 
DISK RESULT 2 
DISK RESULT 3 
DISK RESULT 4 
DISK RESULT 5 
DISK RESULT 6 
MISC 

Figure 4.1. Input/Output Control Clock Format 
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NO 

292022-17 

Figure 4.1. Initialization Flowchart 

1. SPECIFY COMMAND 

This command sets the 82072's signal timings so that 
the controller will interface correctly to the attached 
disk drive. The Specify command requires four parame
ters: 

1. Step Rate time (SRT): The 'SRT' defines the 
time interval between step pulses. Step pulses 
are used by the disk drive to position the read! 
write head over the desired cylinder. The step 
pulse causes the head to move forward or back
wards (depending upon the polarity of DIREC
TION pin) by one track. 

2. Head Load time (HLT): The 'HLT' defines the 
time interval that the 82072 waits after loading 
the head before initiating the read or write oper-
ation. ' 

3. Head Unload time (HUT): The 'HUT' defines 
the time interval after the execution phase (of a 
read or write command) until the head is un
loaded. 

4. Non-DMA Mode Flag (NO): The 'ND' bit de
termines if the cOntroller is progr8lIllJled to op
erate in the DMA or the non-DMA mode. In 
the non-DMA mode, the processor is interrupt
ed for ~ch data byte to be transferred. In the 
DMA mode, the 82072 interfaces to the DMA 
controller via the DRQ and DACK hand shake 
signals. 

The specify command must be issued prior to perform
ing any disk operations, to define the drive operating 
characteristics (Refer to the 82072 Data Sheet for tim
ing information). SPECIFY is typically performed fol
lowing power on initialkation. Specify has neither an 
execution phase nor a result phase. 

2. CONFIGURE COMMAND 

After system reset, the 82072 ,defaults to the '8272A' 
compatible mode. The bits set by the CONFIGURE 
command default to: 

FIFOTHR = 01. Enable FIFO (FIFO threshold is set 
to "I"). 

MOFF = Infinite motor off delay. 

PRETRK = 00. The track number beyond which 
write pre-comp is enabled. Defaults to 

, pre-compensation always enabled. 

EIS = O. No implied seek. 

EFIFO 

POLL 

= O. 8272A transfer mode is enabled (i.e., 
data transfer is performed on a byte by 
byte basis). The FIFO·'is enabled with 
the FIFO threshQldset to "I". 

=' o. disable drive polling. 

The default mode enables the 82072 to be software 
compatible with the 8272A. After receiving a CON
FIGURE command, the 82072 will proceed to initial
ize its internal registers to enable the desired features. 

PRETRA~K 

The PRETRACK variable allows the progr8lIllJler to 
select the track number beyond which the write pre
compensation is enabled. 

FIFOTHR 

The 82072 provides a sixteen byte FIFO for a more 
efficient CPU interface. The FIFO threshold is pro
grammable from 1 to 16 bytes. 

MOFF,.MON 

The motor logic provides a programmable motor signal 
to the floppy disk drives. If the ,drives is not currently 
selected or the MOTOR signal is not on, the drive se-
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lect and the MOTOR signal are activated the pro
grammed time before the drive is accessed. MON is 
programmable in increments of rotation times of the 
disk (0 to 15) for a range of 0 to 3 seconds. Counting 
rotations makes the delay independent of the data rates. 
MOFF is programmed in the same way as MON, giv
ing a range of about 0 to 6 seconds. 

If the CPU requests an overlapped SEEK or RECALI
BRATE operation, the programmed MON time will be 
ignored and the step pulses will be issued once the SRT 
time has elapsed. Refer to the 82072 Data Sheet for 
additional details. 

EIS 

Setting EIS to "1" enables implied seek for the READ, 
WRITE commands. When the implied seek mode is 
selected, a SEEK command will be executed, before 
executing the read or write operation. If the seek opera
tion fails, an error flag is set, the 82072 generates an 
interrupt and enters the result phase of the issued read 
or write command. The parameter C in the result phase 
indicates the track number at the time of the abnormal 
termination. All the remaining status bits 'are set to ze
roes. 

EFIFO 

This bit controls the mode of data transfers to and from 
the host system. When this bit is to a "1", the FIFO is 
disabled, and the 82072 is in the "8272A compatible" 
mode. In this mode, the data transfers are performed 
on a byte by byte basis. The 82072 FIFO threshold 
defaults to one. 

POLL 

When set to a "1", POLL disables drive polling. The 
82072 comes out of reset with polling disabled. When 
enabled, the 82072 scans all the drives to check if the 
READY has changed status. Any change of the ready 
status on any drive will cause an interrupt. < 

An indepth discussion of the CONFIGURE command 
can be found in the 82072 Data Sheet. 

The CONFIGURE command need not be issued if the 
system requirements are satisfied by the default mode. 
If the system requirements are different, this command 
should be issued before executing data transfer com-
mands. < 

4.3 CONTROL AND DATA TRANSFER 
COMMANDS' 

1. CONTROL COMMANDS' 

These commands are used to pOSition the head on the 
desired track and to get information regarding the 
status of the disk drives. The control commands are 
summarized below: 

1. SEEK 

2. RECALIBRA TE 

3. RELATIVE SEEK 

4. MOTOR ON/OFF 

5. SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 

6. SENSE DRIVE STATUS 

7. DUMPREG 

8. READ ID 

The SENSE DRIVE STATUS (SDS) command can be 
performed between other commands to obtain the 
status of anyone of the drives. The status of the drive is 
available immediately. The SDS has no execution phase 
and no interrupts are generated. 

The SEEK and RECALIBRATE commands are per
formed prior to a data transfer command, to position 
the ReadlWrite head over the desired cylinder. The 
Host processor is not involved during the execution 
phase of these commands. At the end of the execution 
phase of these commands, the 82072generates an inter
rupt. A SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS command has 
to be issued in response to the interrupt. 

The MON/MOFF command provides software control 
of the MOTOR pin. This command has no execution 
phase and no interrupts are generated. 

The DUMPREG command is designed to support sys
tem run-time diagnostics and application software de
velopment and debug. The DUMPREG command can 
be issued following the SPECIFY or the CONFIGURE 
command, to determine if there is proper communica
tion between the Host and the floppy disk controller. 
This command has no execution phase and 110 inter
rupts are generated. 

A detailed description of these commands are con
tained in the 82072 Data Sheet. 
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2. DATA TRANSFER COMMANDS 

The 82072 support$ six data transfer commands. They 
are:, 

1. Read Data Command 

2. Read Delete Data Command 

3. Read a Track Command 

4. Write Data Command 

5. Write Deleted Data Command 

6. Format a Track Command 

The data transfer commands all require the same pa
rameter bytes and return the same status bytes. The 
only difference between the data transfer commands are 
the coding of bits 0-4 (D3-DO) in the first command 
byte sent to the 82072. 

Table 4.1. Data Transfer coding 

Command D3 D2 D1 DO 

Read Data 0 1 1 0 
Read Deleted Data 1 1 0 0 
Write Data 0 1 0 1 
Write Deleted Data 1 0 0 1 
Read Track 0 0 1 0 

The format common to all the data transfer commands 
and the algorithm for beginning and completing the 
execution is described below. 
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The general format of the Command ~arameter Block 
includes the following fields: 

Byte # Symbol Description 

1 HDS& Head select and drive select. 
DSO, 1 

2 C Cylinder address. The 
currently selected cylinder 
address. 

3 H Selected head address. 
4 R Sector address. Specifies 

the sector number to read or 
written. 

5 N Sector size code. The 
number of data bytes within 
a sector. 

6 EOT The End of Track. The final 
sector number of the current 
track. 

7 GPL Gap Length. Gap 3 size for 
read or write operation. Gap 
are regions introduced 
during disk format. The gaps 
are used to turn the drives 
Read/Write head off. This 
prevents the corruption of 
the data recorded on the 
disks. 

8 DTL Special sector size. This 
parameter is used to 
temporarily alter the sector 
size. By setting N to zero, 
the DTL may be used to 
specify a sector size from 1 
to 256 bytes. 



EXECUTING A DATA'TRANSFER 
COMMAND . 

AP-289 

2. Execution Phase: The 82072 performs the operation 
as instructed. 

As menti~ed earlier iiI section 2.4, ~ch command can 
. ·be considered to have three phases. 

3. Result Phase: The controller ptovides the C~U 
with status information . 

1. Command Phase: The processor issues all the com
mand/parameter bytes required 
to perform the command. 

The paragraphs to follow !ilescn1le the three phases with 
reference to data transfer commands. Figure 4.4 shows 
the flow chart for the Data Transfer commands. 

YES 

SET ERROR F"LAG 

">-----'L--.I CALL INPUT RESULT BYTES 
(FIG. A-4) 

} 
WAITING FOR 
OPERATION 
COMPLETE 
INTERRUPT 

Figure 4.4. Flow Chart for Data Transfer Commands 
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1. COMMAND PHASE OF THE DATA 
TRANSFER COMMAND 

The data transfer commands consist of a command 
byte and eight parameter bytes. (Except for FORMAT 
command, which requires one comman\l byte and five 
parameter bytes.) The host processor must transfer the 
command and parameter bytes required to perform the 
data transfer operation, in the prescribed sequence (re
fer to the 82072 Data Sheet for the command se
quence). The command bytes must be sent after polling 
the Main Status Register to determine if the FIFO reg
ister is available. The handshake mechanism to transfer 
command bytes is explained in Section 2.4. L After the 
last byte of data is sent to the 82072 in the command 
phase, the 82072 automatically enters the execution 
phase. In a similar fashion, 8fter the last byte of result is 
read from the 82072 in the result phase, the result 
phase is ended and the 82072 reenters the command 
phase. 

The 82072 determines if the first byte sent is a valid 
command byte. If valid, it continues to request addi
tional bytes. If, on the other hand, the first byte was 
invalid, the 82072 issues an interrupt and enters the 
result phase. All the result bytes must" be read to suc
cessfully terminate the data transfer command. 

2. EXECUTION PHASE OF THE DATA 
TRANSFER COMMANDS 

Upon receiving the command byte and 8 parameter 
bytes, the 82072 loads the head, waits the specified 
head settling time, and begins reading the ID address 
marks and the ID fields. When the sector number 
stored in. the ID register matches the sector number 
read from the diskette, the 82072 starts the actual data 
transfer. If the current data transfer command being 
executed is a read from the disk drive, then the control
ler assembles the serial data bits sent by the disk drive 
into eight-bit bytes and loads the FIFO. When the 
FIFO contains the programmed threshold number of 
bytes, the controller activates its 'DRQ' line (if pro
grammed to operate in the DMA mode) indicating it 
requires DMA Controller's attention. The DMA con
troller transfers the data from the FIFO to the system 
memory. The DRQ line is deactivated when the FIFO 
is emptied. 

The data transfer commands automatically operates in 
the multi-sector mode, i.e., after completion of read 
from the current sector, the sector address is· incre
mented by one and the data from the next sector is 
transferred. Additionally, multi-track operation may be 
specified (which allows data to be transferred from both 
sides of the diskette) by setting the 'MT' flag in the 
command word. The amount of data that can be trans
ferred with a single command depends upon the multi
track flag, the recording density and the number of 
bytes per sector. 

The data transfer is terminated upon receiving a termi
nal count (TC) through its TC pin or if an attempt is 

made to read past the 'EOT' (End of Track) specified in 
the parameter field. Upon receiving the terminal count, 
the 82072 stops outputting data to the FIFO, but con
tinues to read data from the current sector to check for 
CRC errors. 

ERRORS DURING EXECUTION 
The data transfer commands will be terminated if any 
of the following conditions occur: 

1. If the 82072 detects the Index mark twice without 
fmding the requested sector, the 82072 sets the 'sec
tor not found error' flag and terminates the data 
transfer command. The bits 7 and 6 of the status 
register STO are set to "01". 

NOTE: 
The controller searches for each sector in a multi-sec
tor operation. Therefore a 'sector not found error' 
may occur after successful transfer of one or more sec
tors. 

2. If the 82072 reads the deleted data address mark 
from the disk and the skip flag is not set, the 82072 
sets the "control mark" flag (bit 6 in status register 
2) and terminates the data transfer command. If the 
skip flag is set, the 82072 skips the sector with the 
deleted data address marks, sets the "control mark" 
flag and reads the next sector. Thus, the 82072 could 
be forced to skip the sectors with the deleted data 
address marks, during multi-sector transfers. 

3. After reading the ID fields and the data field in each 
sector, the 82072 checks for CRC bytes. If it fmds an 
incorrect CRC in the ID field, it sets the "data er
ror" flag in the status register 2 and aborts the data 
transfer. Bits 7 and 6 in the status register STO will 
be set to a '01' respectively. 

4. During data transfers between the 82072 and the sys
tem, the 82072 must be serviced by the system before 
an underrun or an overflow condition occurs. These 
error conditions can be avoided by choosing an opti
mal FIFO threshold (Chapter 2 shows how to arrive 
at an optimum FIFO threshold). 

3. RESULT PHASE OF THE DATA TRANSFER 
COMMANDS 

After the completion of the data transfer, the 82072 
enters the result phase. The 82072 generates an inter
rupt to the processor. The processor must respond to 
the interrupt and read the seven result bytes to success
fully terminate the data transfer command. The result 
bytes are read by the "handshake" mechanism de
scribed in chapter 2.4.1, and contain status informa
tion. 

Following the data transfer command, the head is not 
unloaded until after the head unload time has elapsed. 
If the host issues another command before the head 
unload time has elapsed, the head remains loaded. This 
feature allows subsequent commands to bypass the 
head load time delay. 
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CHAPTER 5 
APPLICATIONS 

This chapter presents three 82072 design examples. The 
first example illustrates an 82072 in the popular PC 
environment. It shows a generic floppy disk controller 
board design that is compatible with the PC/PC-XT. 
The board can be used as a direct replacement for the 
existing PC/PC-XT fl<?ppy disk controller board. The 
second design covers the PC-AT. By adding one addi
tional TTL package to the PC/PC-XT design, a 100% 
PC-AT compatible design can be realized. No software 
modifications are required. 

Additionally, the BIOS can be modified to support the 
enhanced features of the 82072 such as: 
1. Burst data transfers 

2. Implied Seek 

3. Power Down Mode 

4. Relative seek and disk paging 

5. 1 Mbps data transfer rate 

The third example describes the hardware required to 
interface the 82072 to the high integration iAPX 186 
microprocessor. 

Although specific microprocessors are used in each of 
these examples, the applications Can be applied to either 
MCS85, iAPX86, iAPX88, iAPX 386 or any other 
process()rs, provided the necessary hardware changes 
are made. These applications should serve as a useful 
guide in illustrating the various procedures in using the 
82072. 

5.1 EXAMPLE 1. INTERFACING TO 
THE PC/PC·XT 

This example illustrates a generic floppy disk controller 
board design for the PC/PC-XT. 

5.1.1 Interface Requirements 

The 82072 based floppy disk controller board occupies 
a single slot on the I/O channel of the IBM PCs. For 
clarity, the VO channel configuration of the 
PC/PC-XT is used in this example. While the PC-AT's 
1/0 channel configuration differs from the PC/PC-XT, 
the sub-set of the signals used by the floppy disk con
troller board is identical. 

The floppy disk controller board requires the resources 
of the processor, DMA and the interrupt controller on 
the system board. A block diagram of the design is 
shown in Figure 5.1. As can be seen from the block 
diagram, the floppy disk sub-system consists of five 
functional units: 

1. Interface between the 82072 card and the I/O Chan-
nel 

2. Chip-select generation 

3. Clock generation 

4. DMA interface 

5. Drive interface 

The implementation of these functional units is dis
cussed il) the following paragraphs. 
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82072 DECODE LOGIC 

DSO,l 
DRIVE SELECTS 

IORD#>------.. RD 

IOWR# WR t.lOTOR t.lOTOR ENABLES 

RESET RES 

"NOTE DROJ---------+ ORO 

~ ~ 
DATA BUrrER RECEIVERS 

DRIVERS 

ADDRESS DECODE 

NOTE: 
Circuitry not required if implemented on motherboard. 

+--TRACKO 

+-- WRITE PROTECT 

+--INDEX 

+-- READ DATA 

STEP 

DIR 

HDSEL 

WRITE GATE 

WRITE DATA 

292022-19 

Figure 5.1. Floppy Disk Controller Block Diagram 

1. INTERFACING TO THE I/O CHANNEL 

The IBM PC/PC-XT has 8 slots on the system board, 
which allows expansion of the basic system. The expan
sion slots are electrically identical. The I/O channel 
contains an 8-bit bi-directional data bus, 20 address 
lines, 6 levels of interrupt, 3 DMA channels and other 
control signals required to perform I/O and memory 
read/write operations. Figure 5.2 shows the signals and 
the pin assignments for the I/O channel. The existing 
disk controller boards designed for the PC/PC-XT use 
interrupt level 6 to get the attention of the processor, 
and channel 2 of the DMA controller for disk data 
transfers. To maintain compatibility with the existing 
floppy disk controller boards, this design example used 
interrupt level 6 and DMA channel 2. 

2. CHIP SELECT AND DATA BUS INTERFACE 

Table 5.1. shows the IBM PC's I/O address map. To 
maintain compatibility with the existing floppy disk 

controller boards for the IBM PC, the 82072 based 
floppy disk controller board's I/O port address space 
was chosen to be 3FO-3F7H. Signals Al through A9 
and AEN (Address Enable) are decoded to generate the 
chip-select for the 82072. this design uses· a 50C60 
EPLD (Erasable Programmable Logic Device) to gen
erate the chip-select for the 82072 and the control sig
nals for the transceiver (74LS245). 

The PC/PC-XT supports 8 expansion slots. However, 
because. of the fan out .constraints, each I/O channel 
slot signal loading must be limited to only one TTL 
load. Consequently, to meet this specification, the data 
bus is buffered through a transceiver. TheDTIR (data 
transmit/receive) line of the transceiver is controlled by 
a lORD signal. The DEN signal is controlled by 
"BDSEL" Signal. (Please refer to the EPLD equations 
in Figures 5.4, 5.5). The transceiver is enabled only 
when the floppy. disk controller board is accessed, 
thereby preventing potential data bus contention. 
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SIGNAL NAME 

GND 

RESET DRV 

+5V 

+IR02 

-5VDC 

+DR02 

-12V 

-CARD SELECT 

+12V 

GND 

-MEMW 

-MEMR 

-lOW 

-lOR 

-DACK3 

+DR03 

-DACKt 

+DROt 

-DRAKO 

CLOCK 

+IR06 

+IR07 

+IR05 

+IR04 

+IR03 

-DACK2 

+T/c 
+ALE 

+5V 

+osc 
GND 

Rear Panel 

SIGNAL NAME 

I/o CH CK 

+D7 

+06 

+05 

+04 

+03 

+D2 

+Dt 

+00 

+1/0 CH RDY 

+AEN 

+At9 

+At8 

+At7 

+At6 

+At5 

+At4 

+At3 

+At2 

+Att 

+AtO 

+A9 

+A8 

+A7 

+A6 

+A5 

+A4 

+A3 

+A2 

+At 

+AO 

COMPONENT SIDE 
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Figure 5.2. I/O Channel Diagram 

3. GENERATION 

The 82072 requires an external 24 MHz system clock 
for its operation. The clock input controls the internal 
operations of the 82072 and its data transfer rate. A 24 
MHz fundamental parallel resonant crystal can be at
tached to the Xl and X2 input pins of the 82072 or the 
Xl (X2 floats) input can be driven directly by aMOS 
level clock. This design example uses an external 24 
MHz crystal. 

4. DISK DRIVE INTERFACE 

The 82072 provides all the signals required to)nterface 
the host processor to four high capacity disk drives. 
The only additional logic required are high cUrrent 
drivers to drive the cable and drive select/motor enable 
decode logic. If the length of the cable connecting the 
disk drives to the controller is relatively small, the high 
current drivers can be replaced with CMOS equivalent 
TTL circuits. 

Table 5 1. PC/PC-XT Address Map 
Hex Range Usage 
OOO-OOF DMA Controller 1 8237 A·5 
020-021 Interrupt ControllEjr, 8259A 
040-043 Timer, 8253·5 
060·063 PP18255A·5 
080·083 DMA Page Registers 
OAX' NMI Mask Register 
200·20F Game Control 
210·217 Expansion Unit 
2F8·2FF Asynchronous Communications 

(Secondary) 
300-31F Prototype Card 
320-32F Fixed Disk 
378·37F Printer 
380-38C" SDLC Communications 
380·389" Binary Synchronous Communications 

(Second) 
390·393 Cluster 
3AO·3AF Binary Synch Communications 

(Primary) 
3BO·3BF Monochrome Display and 

Printer Adapter 
3DO·3DF Colour/Graphics Monitor Adapter 
3FO-3F7 Diskette Controller 
3F8·3FF Asynchronous Communications 

(Primary) 
'Upon reset, the NMI into the 8088 is masked off. The 
mask bit can be set and reset with system programs as 
follows: ' 
MASK ON: Write I/O address 070H, with data bit 7 equal 
o 
MASK OFF: Write I/O address 070H, with data bit 7 equal 
to 1. 

"SDLC Communications and secondary Binary Syncnro
nous communications cannot be used together as their 
hex addresses overlap. 

Motor and Drive Select Logic 

This design example uses the internal Motor enable and 
drive select logic. The internal Motor logic provides a 
programmable motor enable signal to the disk drives. It 
activates the motor enable signal and waits the pre·pro
grammed time (time required for the drive to spin up 
and stabilize), before executing the command. Upon re
set, the 82072 defaults to support a spin up time of 1 
second (which is the value used by the PC/PC-XT)~ 
Since the 82072 provides a single motor enable signal, it 
should be gated by the decoded drive select signals to 
generate the motor enable signals for the appropriate 
drives. The 82072 activates the appropriate drive select 
outputs along with the Motor enable signal. 
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Figure 5.3 shows the circuitry required for generating 
,the drive select and motor enable signals. Drive Select 0 
(DSO) and MOTOR signals from the 82072 are decod
ed, using an 74LS14 inverter and 74LS38 open collec
tor nand gates, to generate two drive select and motor 
enable signals. The design can easily' be upgraded to 
support four drives by using a decOder/driver of the 
type 74LS156. The limitation of the 74LS15~ is that it 
can only sour~ 30 mAo This is sufficient to support 
small cable assemblieS. If longer cable lengths (maxi
mum of 10 feet) have to be supported, then open collec
tor drivers like the 74LS38 have to be used instead. For 
low power applications, the TTL gates can be replaced 
by CMOS gates (e.g., HCT 14, HCT 240 ... ). ' 

Head Positioning and Drive Status 
Circuitry 

The step, head select, direction, write enable and write 
data signal outputs to the disk drive are derived by 
buffering the STP, HDSEL, DIR, WE and WRDATA 
from the 82072 through a 74LS240 driver. The other 
half of the 74LS24O acts as a buffer between the Track 
o and Write Protect signals from the disk drive and the 
82072. The Read Data input is inverted by a Schmitt 
triggered inverter and fed direct1y into the RDDATA 
input of the 82072. The 82072's'internal data separator 
generates the data window signal which is used by the 
read hardware to extract data from the serial Read 
Data stream. 

A single 34-conductor cable connects the floppy disk 
controller board to the disk drives. The last disk drive 
should be resistively terminated by means of 1500 re
sistors pulled-up to + 5V. 

74LS14 

~O>-----------~---+~ 

MOroR>---------------~ 

5. DMA INTERFACE 

The 82072 requires a single DMA channel for its opera
tion. The 82072 interfaces to system ,memory by means . 
of the 8237A-5 DMA controller. &eli channel on the 
8237A-5 can transfer data throughout the sixteen 
Megabyte system address space in 64 KB blocks. To 
support the 20 bit addressing, the IBM PC has a page 
register for each of the DMA channels. Table 5.2 shows 
the address generation for the PC DMA channels. 

The processor writes the upper four address bits (A20-
A16) to the page register before initiating a data trans
fer command. When the DMA eontroller asSumes con
trol of the system bus, the contents of the page register 
are enabled onto the upper four bits of the address bus. 
The only restriction in the use of this page register is~ 
that a single read or write transfer should not cross the' 
64K memory boundary (FFFFH). 

1. OVERVIEW OF THE PC/PC-XT DMA 

The IBM PC system board has one ,8237A-5 DMA 
controller. Channel 0 is used for doing the refresh of 
DRAMs. Channels 1, 2 aJ)d, 3 are available for add-on 
boards. The DMA channel assignments' for the 
PC/PC-XT are as follows: 

Table 5.3. DMA Channel Assignments ' 
Controller 

ChnO-ORAM REFRESH 
Chn1-Spare 
Chn2-Spare 
Chn3-Spare -

10-+----+ DRIVE SELECT 1 

IO--!----+ DRIVE SELECTO 

)0 ..... ------. MOroR ENABLE 0 

)0+------. MOTOR ENABLE,l 

292022-21 

Figure 5.3. Drive Select and Motor Enable Circuit 
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PART: SC060 
INPUTS: SA9, SA8, SA7, SA6, SA5, SA4, SA3, SA2, SAl, SAO, lOW, TC, DACK, AEN 
OUTPUTS: BDSEL, TRIGO, TRIG1, CS072, CS172, TC72 

NETWORK: 

AEN= INP(AEN) % INPUT PIN DEFINITIONS % 
SA9= INP (SA9) 
SA8= INP(SA8) 
SA7= INP(SA7). 
SA6= INP(SA6) 
SA5= INP(SA5) 
SA4= INP ( SA4) 
SA3= INP(SA3) 
SA2= INP(SA2) 
SA1= INP(SAl) 
SAO= INP(SAO) 
IOW= INP (lOW) 
TC= INP(TC) 
DACK=INP(DACK) 

TRIGO = CONF(TRIGOC, VCC) % OUTPUT PIN DEFINITIONS % 
CS072 = CONF(CS072C, VCC) 
TC72 - CONF(TC72C,VCC) 
BDSEL = CONF(BDSELC,VCC) 

EQUATIONS 
CS072C= ! ( !AEN • SA9 • SA8 • SA7 • SAG • SA5 • SA4 • SA3 • SA2' !SAl); 
TRIGOC= (!IOW Be !AEN Be SA9 Be SA8 Be SA7 Be SA6 Be SA5 Be SA4 Be !SA3 Be !SA2 Be SAl Be !SAO) ; 
BDSELC= !(SA9 • SA8 • SA7 • .SA6 • SA5 • SA4 • !SA3); 
TC72C= (lDACK • TC) ; 

Figure 5.5. EPLO Equations for PC/PC-XT Compatible FOC Board 

Since channel 0 of the 8237 A-5 DMA controller is used 
to do the refresh of the DRAMs, all of the remaining 
channels should be operated in a single·byte transfer 
mode. In this mode, the channel with the highest prior
ity gets the DMA access. After the DMA cycle is 
granted, the next channel with the next highest priority 
gains DMA access. This priority scheme ensures that 
no single channel can "hog" the bus. More important
ly, it ensures that the DRAMs are refreshed once every 
15 microseconds, as .the refresh .channel has the highest 
priority. . 

This "byte~by-byte" transfer mode of operation is very 
slow, as HOLD is dropped after every DMA cycle, and 
then asserted again for the next cycle. The HOLD/ 
HLDA handshake mechanism or byte-by-byte transfer 
results in reduced bus bandwidth due to the overhead 
resulting from latencies in bus acquisition. Burst mode 
operation is a more desirable approach when using the 
82072 but cannot be used here due to the DRAM re
fresh requirements. 
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CONCLUSION 

The 82072 based floppy disk controller design is 100% 
compatible with the existing disk controller boards for 
the PC/PC-XT. Only eight components are required 
for implementing a disk controller board as opposed to 
the existing boards that use more than 40 components. 
Furthermore, the 82072 can interface to the 10 MHz 
8088 microprocessors without waitstates (the 8272A in
troduces two waitstates). 

5.2 DESIGNING FOR THE PC-AT 

The previous section illustrated the design of a floppy 
disk controller board for the PC/PC-XT. With the ad
dition of one TTL package, the same design can also be 
used for the PC-AT. 

This example provides a brief overview of the current 
PC-AT floppy disk controller implementation. It is fol
lowed by a discussion of the compatibility issues that 
arise when interfacing the PC-AT to the 82072 based 
floppy disk controller board. The section concludes 
with a discussion of the enhancements provided by the 
82072 based disk controller board. 

5.2.1 Overview Of The PC-AT 

1. Disk Formats 

The PC/PC-XT supports four disk formats: single 
side--8 sectors per track, single side--9 sectors per 
track, . double side--8 sectors per track, and double 
side--9 sectors per track. The four formats are derived 
from the number of sides and the number of sectors on 
each track. The PC-AT has added an additional quad 
density format, double side--15 sectorS per track. Ta
ble 5.3.1 shows the data transfer rates associated with 
the different capacity drives. 

Capacity 

160 K 
160 K 
180 K 
320 K 
320 K 
360 K 
1.2 K 

Table 5.3.1. The Standard 
Floppy Disk DOS Formats 

Density 
Drive ' Data 

Sectors Speed Rate 

Single 300 rpm 250 Kbps 8 
Single 360 rpm 300 Kbps· 8 
Single 300 rpm 250 Kbps 9 
Double 30d rpm 250 Kbps 8 
Double 360 rpm 300 Kbps· 8 
Double 300 rpm 250 Kbps 9 
Quad 360 rpm 500 Kbps 15 

• 160K/320K diskettes in 1.2 Mbyte Drives. 

2. PC-AT Register Set 

Tracks 

40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
80 

To support different capacity drives and the different 
data transfer rates, the current PC-AT disk controller 

board incorporates three additional registers: the Data 
Rate Register (ORR) and the Digital Input Register 
(OIR) and the Digital Output Register (DOR). These 
registers are shown in the PC-AT floppy controller 
Block Diagram, Figure 5.6. The I/O address map for 
the registers, along with a brief description, are given 
below: 

Table 5.4.1/0 Address Map for the PC-AT 

Hex Address Access Type Description 

3FOH ........ _----- Unused 
3F1H ..................... Unused 
3F2H Write Digital Output Reg 
3F3H -- ...... __ ...... Unused 
3F4H Read Main Status Reg 
3F5H Read/Write Data Register 
3F6H ... _ ..... _----- Unused 
3F7H Write Data Rate Register 
3F7H Read Digital Input Reg 

PC-AT Data Rate Register (ORR) 

The Data Rate Register is used to specify the type of 
disk drive and the diskette media (if the diskette is dou
ble density or quad density diskette). This is a write 
only register selected on address 3F7H. This value is 
used by PC-AT floppy disk controller board's data sep
arator circuit to select the data transfer rate and the 
disk drive spindle speed. The data rate is selected by the 
BIOS. The decoding for the Data Rate Register is 
shown below: 

Table 5.5. Drive Decoding 

D1 DO Description 
1 1 Reserved 
1 0 DO Drive DO Diskette 
0 1 QD Drive DO Diskette 
0 0 QD Drive QD Diskette 

~gT:S~oUble' Density 
QD = Quad Density 

Additionally, the DRR controls external hardware 
which generates the "Low Density" (LD) 'signal. LD is 
an active high signal that occurs whenever a data trans
fer rate of 300 Kbps is selected. The PC-AT quad den
sity disk drive was LD internally to vary the Read/ 
Write head and data channel characteristics. This fea
ture allows the PC-AT quad density disk drive to sup
port double density diskettes . 
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Figure 5.6. PC-AT Floppy Disk Controller Block Diagram 

PC-AT Digital Output Register (DOR) 

The Digital Output Register is a write only register 
located at I/O address 3F2H. The individual data bits 
have the following meanings. 

Bits Definition 
0 Drive Select: 0 on this bit indicates 

that drive A is selected, 1 indicates 
that drive 8 is selected. 

1 Reserved: This bit is not used by the 
hardware. It can be set to a 1 or a O. 

2 Diskette Function Reset: When this 
bit is set to a 1, the diskette reset 
function is disabled. 

3 Enable Diskette DMA and 
Interrupts: When this bit is set to a 0, 
the DMA and Interrupt lines are 
enabled. 

4 Drive A Motor Enable: When this bit 
is set to a 1, thE;! Motor A enable signal 
is activated. A timer is dedicated to 
perform the motor disable functio!l. 
The timer is initialized by the 810S, 
based on the command selected. 

5 Drive B motor Enable; same as 4. 
6 Reserved; same as 1. 

7 Reserved; same as 1. 

3-201 

PC-AT Digital Input Register (DIR) 

The Digital Input Register is a read only register locat
ed at I/O address 3F7H. Bit 7 is the only bit used by 
the floppy disk controller. The other bits are used by 
the hard disk controller. Bit 7 is set to a one when a 
quad density drive is accessed. Since the PC may have 
multiple floppy disk drives, the appropriate drive must 
fllSt be selected, before reading this register. This signal 
is reset after the drive is de-selected. 

3. PC-AT OPERATION 

The PC-AT uses a quad density drive that supports 
both quad density and double density floppy diskettes. 
Upon power-up or when the quad density disk drive is 
loaded, the PC-AT performs a routine to determine the 
type of media inserted. Initially the BIOS assumes that 
the diskette. inserted is a quad density diskette and de
faults to a data transfer rate of 500 Kbps. It reads 
Track 0, Head 0, sector 1 to determine the diskette 
type. If successful, it then proceeds to read track 0, 
Sector 15. A successful read operation indicates that 
the media is a quad density diskette. An unsuccessful 
operation implies that the media is a double density 
diskette. If the diskette is a double density diskette, the 
PC-AT BIOS programs the hardware to support a data 
transfer rate of 300 Kbps. 

When interfacing to standard double density disk 
drives, the selected data transfer rate is 250 Kbps. 
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Table 5.7. Data Rate Select Register Default Values 

SWR, I'D EPLL PRE-COM!" DRATSEL 

7 6 5 4 

CONTENT 0 0 0 0 

5.2.2 Compatibility Issues 

The 82072 has integrated a software selectable data sep· 
arator, programmable write pre·compensation logic, 
Write Clock generation logic and motor on/off logic 
on·chip. The 82072 has an on·chip clock prescaler that 
internally divides the 24 MHz clock input to generate 
the Write Clock. By appropriately setting the data rate 
selection bits in the DRS, the prescaler value can be 
changed to obtain the desired Write Clock rate. Addi· 
tionally, the 82072 has a built·in "Software Reset" fea· 
ture. This allows the 82072 based disk controller board 
to support all th'l features of the PC·AT, without reo 
quiring the external data separator or its associated reg· 
isters. These 'enhancements were implemented with the 
objective of maintaining 100% PC·AT compatibility. 

Table 5.6. Comparison Between the PC-AT 
and the 82072 . 

# Features 82072 PC·AT 
1. Motor Control and Drive On-chip External 

SelectCkt 
2. Programmable Data On-chip External 

Transfer Rate 
3. Software Reset On-chip External 
4. DMA and Interrupt enable External External 
5. Diskette Change Signal External External 

COMPATIBILITY CHECK' 

This section compares the features supported by the 
PC-AT registers to the on-chip featureS of the 82072. 

PC-AT Data Rate R$gister (ORR) 

The 82072'sDRS register is compatible with the PC
AT's DRR register. A comparison of the DRR and the 
DSR register is shown in Table 5.8. 

3 2 1 0 

,0 0 1 0 

I L, 
I 

DATA RATE = 250 Kbps 
PRE-COMP = ,125 ns 
NTERNAL PLL ENABLED 
LED POWER DOWN MODE DISAB 

SOFiWARE RESET DISABLE o 
292022-24 

Table 5.8. Decoding of Data Rate Select Bits 

Data Rates PC-AT 82072 
MFM Blt1 BltO Blt3 Blt4 

1 Mbps ---_ .... ............ 1 1 
500 Kbps 0 0 0 0 
300 Kbps 0 1 0 1 
250 Kbps 1 0 1 0 

The 82072 Data Rate Select (DSR) register is bit com
patible with the PC-AT's DRR register. The only in
compatibility is in· the ad4ress location of the registers. 
The DRR of the PC-AT is located at I/O address 3F7 
Hex. The DSR of the 82072 is located at I/O address 
3F4 Hex. This requires that accesses to 3F7 Hex be 
translated to 3F4 Hex to maintain compatibility. This 
can be easily implemented using one AND gate as 
shown in Figure 5.7. 

292022-34 

Figure 5.7 

The 82072 supports a multiplexed Y co/LD pin. When 
the internal PLL is selected by setting the EPLL bit, 
this pin behaves as the Low.Density (LD) output to the 
disk drive. The 82072 activates tht< LD signal whenever 
a data transfer rate of 300 Kbps is selected (identical to 
the PC-AT). When the internal PLL is not used, this 
pin provides the V co signal to enable an external PLL. 

The overall PC-AT compatible design is illustrated in 
Figure 5.8. The PAL equations must be modified to 
provide the additional chip seleCt signal for 3F7 Hex. 
These equations are provided in Figure 5.9. 
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MODULE DECODE_LOGIC; 

TITLE 'SBX 82072 PC-AT COMPATIBLE BOARD DECODE LOGIC' ; 
DEC_LOG DEVICE 'P20L8'; 

VCC,GND 
SA9,SA8,SA7,SA6,SA5 
SA4, SA3,SA2, SAl, SAO 
AEN, IOR_, IOW_,TC,DACK_ 

BDSEL_,CK1,AO,CS_ 
TCNT,CK2 

EQUATIONS 

PIN 12,24; 
PIN 2,3,4,5,6; 
PIN 7,8,9, 10 ,11 ; 
PIN 1,13,14,16,17; 

PIN 21,20,19,18; 
PIN 22,15; 

BDSEL_ = !(!AEN Be SA9 Be SA8 Be SA7 Be SA6 Be SA5 Be SA4 Be !SA3); 
CK1 = (!BDSEL_ Be !IOW_ Be ! SA2 Be SAl Be !SAO); 
AO = (!(BDSEL_ Be !IOW_ Be SA2 Be SAl Be SAO) Be SAO) ; 
CS_ = !«!BDSEL_ Be !IOW_ Be SA2 Be SAl Be SAO)+( !BDSEL_Be SA2 Be !SA1»; 
TCNT - (mACK_ Be TC) ; 
CK2 = (!BDSEL_ Be !IOR_ Be SA2 Be SAl Be SAO) ; 

END DECODE_LOGIC 

Figure 5.9. PAL Equations 
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PC-AT Digital Output Register (DOR) 

There is no . equivalent register to the DOR on the 
82072. Instead, its functions have been integrated into 
the enhanced command set. A bit defmition of the 
DOR register, along with it's 82072 counter part is 
summarized below: 

Bits Definition 82072 Counterpart 

0 Drive Select Automatically 
generated by tl)e 
82072 

1 Reserved 
2 Diskette Bit 7 of 82072's 

Function Reset DRS register 
3 Enable Diskette Not supported. 

DMA and Interrupts Requires external 
logic. 

4 Drive A Motor Enable Automatically 
generated by the 
82072 as a part of 
the command 
execution 
sequence 

5 Drive B Motor Enable Same.as4 
6 Reserved; 
7 Reserved; 

PC-AT Digital Input Register (DIR) 

The quad density disk drives provide a "Disk Change" 
signal. This signal informs the system th\\t the diskette 
in the disk drive has been changed~ The "Disk Change" 
signal sets bit 7 in the DIR register. When set, the pe
AT BIOS performs a routine to determine the type of 
media inserted in the quad density disk drive. 

This feature is not supported by the 82072. It Cl!n be 
implemented by either a.) An extern:aJ, register or b.) 
Modifying the BIOS to support this feature. 

5.3 NEW .FEATURES 
If it is the objective of the designer to minimize changes 
to the BIOS, the above design example provides three 
advantages over the current implementation with mini-
mal effort. It provides the user with: . 

1. Reduced board space. Only 8 components are re
quired for an 82072 based floppy disk controller 
board. The current 8272A implementation requires 
up to 38 components. 

2. Reduced power consumption 

3. No wait-state interface to the 10 MHz 80286 micro-
processor: The 8272A imposes two wait states, . 

With additional effort, the user can reduce the BIOS 
and support enhanced features of the 82072 such as: 

1. Burst data transfers 

2. Implied Seek 

3. Power Down mode 

4. Relative seek and disk paging 

5. I Mbps data transfer rate 

Burst Data Transfers 

During disk transfers between the floppy disk control
ler and the system, today's floppy disk controllers must 
be serviced every 13 ,""S (MFM mode-500 Kbps). This 
imposes severe timing constraints on the system. Dur
ing data transfers, the processor is dedicated to the data 
transfer process. The 82072 overcomes this timing con
straint by providing a 16 byte FIFO. The FIFO im
proves the data transfer mechanism by: 

1. The DMA requests to the processor are minimized 
by fine tuning the FIFO threshold to m\\tch system 
bus latencies. . 

2. The host side of the 82072 does not have to wait for 
the seJ,i.al side which transfers data at a mucp. slower 
data rate. 

Following r.,set, the FIFO is enabled, with ,the FIFO 
threshold set to a "1". The read data transfers are per
formed on a byte by byte basis. When write data trans
fers are performed, the DMA request line is held active 
until the FIFO is full. The DRQ is activated again 
when the Serial Unit tl'all/lfers a byte to the disk drive, 
and the 82072 reverts 'back to the byte by byte transfer 
mode. 

To improve system performance, the CONFIGURE 
command may be issued to select an optimal FIFO 
threshold. This permits burst data transfers between 
the 82072 and the syStem memory. To support burst 
data transfers, the 8237A-5 mode register has to be re
programmed to operate in the Demand Transfer Mode 
(refer to 8237 data Sheet for a description of Demand 
Transfer Mode). 
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Implied Seek 

An added advantage of using the CONFIGURE com
mand is that the user can also enable the Implied Seek 
mode. When. enabled, the. 82072 automatically per
forms the s~k and the sense interrupt status commands 
before executing the data transfer command, thereby 
reducing the software overhead required to perform 
data transfers. 

Power Down Mode 

The 82072 has a power down mode. If there are known 
periods of time when the disk controller is not being 
accessed, the 82072 can be programmed to go into the 
power down mode. This mode is entered by setting Bit 
6 of the DSR register. In this mode, the 82072 con-. 
sumes less than 125 microamps of current. 

The present cylinder number is maintained' while in 
Power Down mode. However, the status information is 
cleared. Prior to issuing a Power Down command, it is 
highly recommended that the user service all pending 
interrupts. 

Relative Seek 

This is a new command which enables the -82072 to 
access more than 256 tracks. The command can be used 
to partition the diskette into an unlimited number of 
pages, each page consisting of 256 tracks. This allows 
the user to exceed the 256 track limit imposed by the 
IBM format, while maintaining compatibility. Refer to 
the 82072 Data Sheet or Chapter. 1 for further details. 

1 Mbps Data Transfer Rate 

The 82072 supports data transfer rates up to 1 Mbps. 
This enables the 82072 to interface to tomorrow's high
er capacity disk drives. 

5.4 INTERFACING THE 82072 TO 
THE iAPX 186 DMA 
CONT.ROLLER 

Although the 82072 interfaces easily to almost any 
processor, no processor offers as much of the needed 
functionality as the 80186 or its 8-bit cousin, the 80188. 
The 80186 is an 8088 object code compatible processor 
with integrated DMA controller, timers, interrupt con
troller, chip-select logic, wait state generator, ready log
ic and clock generation logic on chip. 

Figure 5.10 shows a typical 82072/iAPX 186 micro
processor interface: The data lines of the 82072 are con
nected through buffers to the 80186 ADO-AD7,lines. 
The 82072, following a read, cycle, does not float its 
output drivers quickly. enough to prevent contention 
with the 186's generated address for the next cycle. To 
prev~nt this data bus contention, thl( data lines of the 
82072 are connected through buffers to the 186's ADO
AD7lines. 

The 80186 QMA controller does not provide an explic
it DMA Acknowledge or Terminal Cowlt signal re
quired by the 82072. Instead, the 80186 performs a read 
or write directly to· the DMA requesting device. The 
DMA Acknowledge (DACK) signal can be generated 
by decoding an address or merely by using one of the 
~nerated chip~select lines. The generation of 
DACK and terminal count (TC) signals are discussed 
in the following paragraph. 

1. DACK Generation 

The 80186 can generate chip selects for up to seven 
peripheral devices (PCSO-PCS7). These chip selects 
are active for seven contiguous blocks of 128 bytes 
above a programmed base address. The base address is 
programmable and can only be a multiple of 1 Kbyte. 

Let us consider an example to illustrate the generation 
of DACK and TC signals. For this example, assume 
that PCS4 is connected to the chip-select input of the 
82072. The chip-select is activated when an access is 
made to any I/O location between 3FO-3FFH. 

CASE 1 DACK Generation Using a 
Single PCS line 

The 80186 activates PCS4 when an access to an I/O 
location is between 0300R and 03FFH. The DACK 
signal for the 82072 can be generated by an address 
decode within the region assigned to PCS4. Let us as
sume for this example that DACK is activated when an 
access is made to the I/O location 0380R. 

To generate DACK during DMA transfers, .the DMA 
source pointer (for a read transfer) ot the destination 
pointer (for a write transfer) should be initialized to 
0380H. The "INC" and "DEC" bits in the 80186 con
trol register must both be set, to prevent the contents of 
the source or destination pointer from changing, 
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Figure 5.10. INTERFACING to the IAPX 186 

"ALE" (Address Latch Enable) must be factored into 
the DACK generation circuitry as the addresses are not 
stable when PCS goes active. This could cause glitches 
at the output of the DACK generation circuitry, as the 
address lines may change state. The. circuitry required 
t<;' generate DACK is shown in Figure 5.4. 

CASE 2 Using an independent chip select line to gener
ate DACK. 

If the system is not using all of the chip select lines 
provided by the 80186, then the spare chip select line 
can be used to generate the DACK signal for the 
82072. This eliminates the extra decode logic required 

when using a co=on chip select line. In this type of 
configuration, PCS4 can be used to generate the chip 
select for the 82072 and PCSS can be used to generate 
the DACK signal. 

2. Terminal Count Generation 

The TC line of the 82072 is driven by a cricuit similar 
to the DACK generation circuit. The TC line is used to 
inform the 82072 to terminate the data transfer. Anoth
er method of generating a terminal count signal is by 
connecting the DACK signal to one of the 80186 timers 
and program the timer to output apulse after the exe
cution of a c,ertain number of DMA cycles. 
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Figure A.1. Generic Command Execution 
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Figure A.2. DMA Initialization Figure A.3. Output Commands t.o FDC 
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Figure A.4.lnput Result Bytes 
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figure A.5. FOC Ready For Command 
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Figure A.S. FOC Ready for Result 
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SYNCHRONOUS INTERRUPT 

NO 
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Figure A.7.lnterrupt Service Routine 
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i~ 82064 
CHMOS WINCHESTER DISK CONTROLLER 

WITH ON-CHIP ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION 
• Controls ST506/ST412 Interfac. 

Winchester Disk Drives 
• 5 Nlblt/sec Data Transfer Rate 
• Compatible with All Intel and Most 

Other Microprocessors 
• High Speed Operation 

- "Zero Walt State" Operation with 
8 MHz 80286 and 10 MHz 80186/188 

- "One Walt State" Operation with 
10 MHz 80286 

• Eight High-Level Commands: Restore, 
Seek, Read Sector, Write Sector; Scan' 
ID, Write Format, Compute Correction, 
Set Parameter 

, .. 
• Low Power CHMOS III 
• On-Chip ECC Unit Automatically 

Corrects Errors 
• 5 or 11-Blt Correctlon-Span Software 

Selectable . 
• Implied Seeks with Read/Write 

Commands 
• Multiple Sector Transfer Capability 
.. 128,256,512 and 1024 Byte Sector 

Lengths 
• Available In 4D-Lead Ceramic Dual In

Line, 4D-Lead Plastic Dual In-Line, and 
44-Lead PlastiC; Chip Carrier Packages 

.' (See Packaging Spec., Order #231369) 

The 82064 Winchester Disk Controller (WDC) with on-chip error detection and correction circuitry interfaces 
microprocessor systems to 51f.1" Winchester disk drives. The 82064 is a CHMOS version of the Western 
Digital WD2010A-05. It is also ,socket and software compatible with the Western Digital WD1 01 OA-05 Win
chester Disk Controller, and additionally includes on-chip ECC, support for drives with up to 2k tracks, and has 
an additional control signal which eliminates an external decoder. , 
The 82064 is.fabricated on Intel's .!ldvanced CHMOS III technology and is available in 40-lead CERDIP, plastic 
DIP, and 44·lead plastic leaded chip carrier packages. 
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Table 1. Pin Description 
'. 

" 

Symbol Pin No. Type Name and Function 
DIP PLCC , 

'. ,. 
" 

BCS 1 1 0 BUFFER CHIP SELECT: Output used to enable reading or 
writing of the external sectorbuffer by the 82064. When low, 
the host should not be able to drive the 82064 d~ta bus, RD, 
orWR lines. 

BeR 2 2 0 BUFFER COUNTER RESET: Output that is asserted by the 
r 82064 prior to readlwrite operation. This pin is asSerted 

¥/henever BCS changes state. Used to reset the address 
co.unter of the buffer memory. 

INTRQ 3 3 0 INTERRUPT REQUEST: Interrupt generated by the 82064 
upon commanQ terr;nination. I~ is reset when the STATUS 
register is read, or a new command is written to the 
COMMAND register. Optionally signifies when a data transfer 
is required on Read Sector commands. 

SDHLE 4 4 0 SDHLE is asserted when the SOH register is written by the 
host. 

RESET 5 7 I RESET: Initializes the controller and clears all status flags. 
Does not clear the Task Register File. 

RD 6 8 1/0 READ: Tri"state, bi-directional signal. As an input,RD controls 
the transfer of information from the 82064 registers to the 
host. RD is an output when the 82064 is reading data frOm the 
sector buffer (BCS low). . 

WR 7 9 1/0 WRITE: Tri-state, bi-directional signal. As an input, WR 
controls the transfer of command or task information into the 
82064 registers. WR is an output when the 82064 is writing 
data to the sector buffer (BCS low). 

CS 8 10 I CHIP SELECT: Enables RD and WR as inputs for access to 
the Task Registers. It has no effect once a disk command 
starts. 

Ao-2 9-11 11-13 I ADDRESS: Used to select a register from the task register 
file. 

OBO-7 12-19 14-16 1/0 DATA BUS: Tri-state, bi-directionaI8-bit Data Bus with control 
18-22 determined by BCS. When BCS is high the microprocessor 

has full control of the data bus for reading and writing the Task 
Register File. When BCS is low the 82064 controls the data 
bus to transfer to or from the buffer. 

Vss 20 23 Ground 

WRDATA 21 24 0 WRITE DATA: Output that shifts out MFM data at a rate 
determined by Write Clock. Requires an external 0 flip-flop 
clocked at 10 MHz. The output has an active pullup and 
pulldown that can sink 4.8 mA. 

LATE 22 25 0 LATE: Output used to derive a delay value for write 
precompensatlon. Valid when WR GATE is high. Active on all 
cylinders. 

EARLY 23 26 0 EARLY: Output used to derive a delay value for write 
precompensation. Valid when WR GATE is high. Active on all 
cylinders. 
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Table 1. Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pin No. Type Name and Function 
DIP PLCC 

WRGATE 24 27 0 WRITE GATE: High when write data is valid. WR GATE goes 
low if the WR FAULT input is active. This output is used by the 
drive to enable head write current. 

WRCLOCK 25 29 I WRITE CLOCK: Clock input used to derive the write data rate. 
Frequency = 5 MHz for the ST506 interface. 

DIR 26 30 0 DIRECTION: High level on this output tells the drive to move 
the head inward (increasing cylinder number). The state of this 
signal is determined by the 82064's internal comparison of 
actual cylinder· location vs. desired cylinder. 

STEP 27 31 0 STEP: This Signal is used to move the drive head to another 
cylinder at a programmable frequency. Pulse width = 1.6/Jos 
for a step rate of 3.2 ;,.s/step, and 8.4 /Jos for all other step 
rates. 

DRDY 28 32 I DRIVE READY: If DRDY from the drive goes low, the 
command will be terminated. 

INDEX' 29 33 1 INDEX: Signal from the drive indicating the beginning of a 
track. It is used by the 82064 during formatting, and for 

. counting retries. Index is edge triggered. Only the rising edge 
isvalid. 

WRFAULT 30 34 I WRITE FAULT: An error input to the 82064 which indicates a 
fault condition at the drive. ,If WR FAULT from the drive goes 
high, the command will be terminated. 

TRACK 000 31 35 I 'tRACK ZERO: Signal from the drive which indicates that the 
head is at the outermost cylinder. Used to verify proper 
,completion of a RESTORE command. 

SC 32 36 I SEEK COMPLETE: Signal from the drive Indicating to the 
82064 that the drive head has settled and that reads or writes 
can be made. SC Is edge triggered. Only the rising edge is 
vaHd. 

RWC 33 37 0 REDUCED WRITE CURRENT: Signal goes high for all 
cylinder numbers above the value programmed in the Write _ 
Precomp Cylinder register. It is used by the precompensation 
logic and by the drive to reduce the effects of bit shifting. 

DRUN 34 38 I DATA RUN: This signal informs the 82064 when a field of all 
, 

ones or all zeroes has been detected in the read data stream 
by an external one-shot This indicates the beginning of an 10 
field. RD GATE is brought high when DRUN is sampled high 
for 16 clock periods. 

BRDY 35 39 I BUFFER READY: Input used to Signal the controller that the 
buffer is ready for reading (full), or writing (empty), by the host 

. /JoP. Only the rising edge indicates the condition. 
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Table 1. Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pin No. Type , Name and Function 
DIP PLCC 

BDRQ 36 40 0 BUFFER DATA REQUEST: Activated during Read orWrite 
commands when a data transfer between the host and the 
82064's sector buffer is required. Typically used as a DMA 
request line. 

RDDATA 37 41 I READ DATA: Single ended input that accepts MFM data froin 
the drive. 

RDGATE 38 42 0 READ GATE: Output that is asserted when a search for an 
address mark is initiated. It remains asserted until the end of 

, the 10 or data field. 

RDCLOCK 39 43 I READ CLOCK: Clock input derived from the external data 
recovery circuits. 

Vee 40 44 I D.C. POWER: + 5V. 

NC. - 5,6 NoConnect8 
17,28 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION' 

The Intel 82064 CHMOS Winchester Disk Controller 
,(WDC) interfaces microprocessor systems to Win· 
chester disk drives that use the Seagate Technology 
ST506/ST412 interface. The device translates par· 
allel data from the microprocessor to a 5 Mbitlsec, 
MFM-encodedserial bit stream. It provides all of the 
drive control logic and control signals which simplify 
,the design of external data separation and' write pre· 
compensation circuitry. The 82064 is designed to in· 
terface to the host processor through an external 
sector buffer. 

On·chip error detection algorithms inclu~e the CRC/ 
CCITT and a 32·bit computer generated ECC poly· 
nomial. If the ECC code is selected, the 82064 pro· 
vides three possible error handling techniques if an 
error is detected during a read opefation: 
1. Automatically correct the data in the sector buffer, 

providing the host with good information. 
2. Provide the host with the error location and pat· 

tern, alloWing the host to correct the error. 
3. Take no action other than setting the error flag. 

The Intel 82064 is an enhanced version of the West· 
ern Digital WD2010A·05 Winchester Disk Controller. 
The 82064 has been completely redesigned for In· 
'tel's advanced, CHMOS '" fabrication process, al· 
10wing\lntel to offer a high quality, low power device 
while at the same time maintaining complete com· 
patibility with the WD2010A·05. 

Enhancements to the basic deSign include: 

Conversion to a CHMOS '" fabrication process for 
low power consumption. 
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Improvements to the processor interface to provide 
high-speed "zero wait state" operation with 1 0 MHz 
80186/188 and 8 MHz 80286. High·speed "one wait 
state" operation with 10 MHz 80286. 

The 82064 is socket and software compatible with 
the Western Digital WD1010A·05 and WD2010A-05 
Winchester Disk Controllers. 

INTERNAL ARCHITECTURE 

The internal architecture of the 82064 is shown in 
more detail in Figure 3. It is made up of seven major 
blocks as described below. 

PLA Controller 

The PLA interprets commands and provides all con· 
trol functions. It is synchronized with WR CLOCK. 

Magnitude Comparator 

An 11·bit magnitude comparator is used to calculate 
the direction and :number of steps needed to move 
the heads from the present to the desired cylinder 
position. It compares the cylinder number in the task 
file to the internal "present pOSition" cylinder num· 
ber. 

A separate high·speed eqLlivelance comparator is 
used to compare 10 field bytes when searching for a 
sector'lD field. 
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Figure 3. 82064 Detailed Block Diagram 

CRC and ECC Generator and Checker 

The 82064 provides two options' for -protecting the 
integrity of the data field. The data field may have 
either a CRC (SOH register, bit 7 = 0), or a 32-bit 
ECC (SOH register, bit 7 = 1) appended to it. The 10 
field is always protected by a CRC. 

The CRC mode. provides a means of verifying the 
accuracy of the data read from the disk, but does 
not attempt to correct it. The CRC generator com
putes and checks cyclic redundancy check charac
ters that are written and read from the disk' after 10 
and data fields. The polynomial used is: 

The CRC register is preset to all one's before com
putation starts. 

If the CRC character generated while reading -the 
data does not equal the one previously written an 
error exists. If an 10 field CRC error occurs the "10 
not found" bit in the error register will be set. If a 

data field CRC error occurs the "ECC/CRC" bit in 
the error register will be set. 

The ECC mode is only applicable to the data field. It 
provides the user with the ability to detectand cor
rect errors in the data field automatically. The com
mands and registers which must be considered 
when ECC is used are: 

1. SOH Register, bit 7 (CRC/ECC) 

. 2. REAO SECTOR Command, bit 0 (T) 
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3. REAO SECTOR and WRITE SECTOR Com-
mands, bit 1 (L) 

4. COMPUTE CORRECTION Command 

5. SET PARAMETER Command 

6. STATUS Register, bit 2 - error correction suc-
cessful 

7. STATUS Register, bit 0 - error occurred 

8. ERROR Register, bit 6 - uncorrect~ble error 

To enable the. ECC mode, bit 7 of the SOH register 
must be set to one. 
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Bit 0 (T) of the READ Command controls whether or 
not error correction is attempted. When T = 0 and 
an error is detected, the 82064 tries up to 10 times 
to correct the error. If the error is successfully cor· 
rected, bit 2 of the STATUS Register is set. The host 
can interrogate the status register and detect that an 
error occurred and was corrected. If the error, was 
not correctable, bit 6 of the ERROR Register is set. 
If the correction span.was set to 5 bits, the host may 
now execute the SET PARAMETER Command to 
change the correction span to 11 bits, and attempt 
the read again. If the error persists, the host can 
read the data, but it will contain errors. 

When T = 1 and an error is detected, no attempt is 
made to correct it. Bit 0 of the STATUS Register and 
bit 6 of the ERROR Register are set. The user now 
has two choices: 
1. Ignore the error and make no attempt to correct it. 
2. Use the COMPUTE CORRECTION Command to 

determine the location and pattern of the error, 
and correct it within the user's program. 

When the COMPUTE CORRECTION Command is 
implemented, it must be done before executing any 
command which can alter the contents of the ECC 
Register. The READ SECTOR, WRITE SECTOR, 
SCAN 10, and FORMAT Commands will alter this 
register and correction will be impossible. The COM· 
PUTE CORRECTION Command may determine that 
the error is uncorrectable, at which point the error 
bits in the STATUS and ERROR Registers are set. 

Although ECC generation starts with the first bit of 
the F8H byte in the data 10 field, the actual ECC 
bytes written will be the same as if the A 1 H byte was 
included. The ECC polynomial used is: 

For automatic error correction, the external sector 
buffer must be implemented with a static RAM and 
counter, not with a FIFO. 

The SET PARAMETER Command is used to select 
a 5·bit or 11·bit correction span. 

When the L Bit (bit 1) of the READ SECTOR and 
WRITE SECTOR commands is set to one, they are 
referred to as READ LONG and WRITE LONG com· 
mands. For these commands, no CRC or ECC char· 
acters are generated or checked by the 82064. In 
effect, the data field is extended by 4 bytes which 
are passed to/from the sector buffer. 

With proper use of the WRITE SECTOR, READ 
LONG, WRITE LONG, and READ SECTOR Com· 
mands, a diagnostic routine may be developed to 
test the accuracy of the error correction process. 
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MFM ENCODER/DECODER 

Encodes and decodes MFM data to be written/read 
from the drive. The MFM encoder operates from 
WR CLOCK, a clock having a frequency equal to the 
bit rate. The MFM decoder operates from 
RD CLOCK, a bit rate clock generated by the exter· 
nal data separator. RD CLOCK and WR CLOCK 
need not be synchronous. 

The MFM encoder also generates the write precom· 
pensation control signcls. Deprding on the bit pat· 
tern of the data, EAR Y or LA E may be. asserted. 
External circuitry uses these signals to compensate 
for drift caused by the influence one bit has over 
another. More information on the use of the EARLY 
and LATE control signals can be found in the sec· 
tion which describes the drive interface. 

Address Mark (AM) Detection 

An address mark is comprised of two unique bytes 
preceeding both the 10 field and the data field. The 
first byte is used for resynchronization. The second 
byte indicates whether it is an 10 field or a data field. 

The first byte, A 1 H, normally has .a clock pattern of 
OEH; however, one clock pulse has been sup· 
pressed, making it OAH. With this pattern, the AM 
detector knows it is looking at an address mark. It 
now examines the next byte to determine if it is an 10 
or data field. If this byte is 111101 XX or 111111 XX it 
is an 10 field. Bits 3, 1, and 0 are the high order 
cylinder number bits. If the second byte is F8H, it is a 
data field. 

Host/Buffer Interface Control 

The primary interface between the host processor 
and the 82064 is an 8·bit bi·directional bus. This bus 
is used to transmit and receive data for both the 
82064 and the sector buffer. The sector buffer con· 
sists of a static RAM and counter. Since the 82064 
makes the bus active when accessing the sector 
buffer, a transceiver must be used to isolate the host 
during this time. Figure 4 illustrates a typical inter· 
face with a sector buffer. Whenever the 82064 is not 
us@~ the sector buffer, the BUFFER CHIP SELECT 
(B ) is high (disabled). This allows the host access 
to the 82064's Task Register File and to the sector 
buffer. A decoder is used to generate 80S when 
AO-2 is '000', an unused address in the 82064. A 
binary counter is enabled whenever Frn or WFi go 
active. The location within the sector buffer which is 
addressed by the counter will be accessed. The 
counter will be incremented by the trailing edge of 
the Frn or WFi. This allows the host to access se· 
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Figure 4. Host Interface Block Diagram 

quential bytes within the sector buffer. The decoder 
also generates a CS for the 82064 whenever AO-2 
does not equal '000', allowing access to the 82064's 
internal Task Register File while keeping the sector 
buffer tri-stated. 

During a WRITE SECTOR Command, the host proc
essor sets up data in the Task Register File and then 
issues the command. The 82064 asserts BUFFER 
COUNTER RESET (BCR) to reset the counter. It 
then generat!!ls a status to inform the host that it can 
load the S!!lctor buffer with data to be written. When 
the counter reaches its maximum count, the BUFF
ER READY (BRDY) signal is asserted by the carry 
out of the counter, informing the 82064 that the sec
tor buffer is full. (BRDY is a rising edge triggered 
signal which will be ignored if asserted before the 
82064 asserts BCA.) BCS is then asserted, discon-
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necting the host through the transceivers, and the 
RD and WR lines become outputs from the 82064 to 
allow access to the sector buffer. When the 82064 is 
done using the b,uffer, it deasserts BCS which again 
allows the host to access the local bus. The READ 
SECTOR command operates in a similar manner, 
except the buffer is loaded by the 82064 instead of 
the host. 

Another control signal. BUFFER DATA REQUEST 
(BDRQ), can be used with a DMA controller to indi
cate that the 82064 is ready to send or receive data. 
When data transfer is via a programmed 1/0 envi
ronment, it is the responsibility of the host to interro
gate the DRQ status bit to determine if the 82064 is 
ready (bit 3 of the status register)., For further expla
nation, refer to the individual command descriptions 
and the A.C. Characteristics. 
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When INTRa is asserted, the host is signaled that 
execution, of a command has terminated (either a 
normal termination or an aborted command). For the 
READ SECTOR command, interrupts may be pro
grammed to be asserted either at the termination of 
the command, or when BORa Is asserted, INTRa 
will remain active until the host reads the STATUS 
register to determine the cause of the termination, or 
writes a new command into the COMMAND register: 

The 82064 asserts Sl5HI£ whenever the SOH regis
ter is being written. This signal Can be used to latch 
the drive and head select information in an external' 
r~ister for decoding. Figure 5 illustrates one method. 

~ 
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Drive Interface 

The drive side of the 82064 WDC requires three sec
tions of external logic. These are the control line 
buffer/receivers; data separator, and write precom
pensation. Figure 5 illustrates a drive interface. 

The buffer/receivers condition the control lines to be 
driven down the cable to the drive. The controlliries 
are typically single-ended, resistor terminated, TIL 
levels. The data lines to and from the drive also re
quire buffering. This is typically done with differential 
RS-422 drivers. The interface specification for the 
drive will be found in the drive manufacturer's OEM 
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Figure 5. Drive Interface Block Diagram 
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manual. The 82064 supplies TIL compatible signals, 
and will interface to most buffer/driver devices. 

The data recovery circuits consist of a phase locked 
loop, data separator, and associated components. 
The 82064 interacts with the data separator through 
the DATA RUN (DR UN) and RD GATE signals. A 
block diagram of a typical data separator circuit is 
shown in Figure 6. Read data from the drive is pre
sented to the RD DATA input of the 82064, the ref
erence multiplexor, and a retriggerable one shot. 
The RD GATE output will be deasserted when the 
82064 is not inspecting data. The PLL should remain 
locked to the reference clock. 

When any READ or WRITE command is initiated 
and a search for an address mark begins, the DRUN 
input is examined. The DRUN one-shot is set for 
slightly longer than one bit time, allowing it to retrig
ger constantly on a field of all ones or all zeroes. An 
internal counter times out to see that DRUN is as
serted for two byte times. RD GATE is asserted by 
the 82064, switching the data separator to lock on to 
the incoming data stream. If DRUN is deasserted 
prior to an additional seven byte times,AD GATE is 
deasserted and the process is repeated. RD GATE 
will remain asserted until a non-zero, non-address 
mark byte is detected. The 82064 will then deassert 
RD GATE for two byte times to allow the PLL to lock 
back on the reference clock, and start the DRUN 
search again. If an address mark is detected, RD 
GATE remains asserted and the command will con
tinue searching for the proper 10 field. This se
quence is shown in the flow chart in Figure 7. 

250 NSEC 

The write precompensation circuitry is designed to 
reduce the drift in the da:ta caused by interaction 
between bits. It is divided into wo parts, REDUCED 
WRITE CURRENi (RWC) and ARLY /LATE writing 
of bits. A block diagram of a typical write precom
pensation circuit is shown in Figure 8. 

The cylindef in which the RWC line becomes active 
is controlled by the REDUCE WRITE CURRENT reg
ister in the Task Register File. When a cylinder is 
written which has a cylinder number greater than or 
equal to the contents of this register, the write cur
rent will be .reduced. This will decrease the interac
tion between the bits. 

Drift may also be caused by the bit pattern. With 
certain combinations of ones and zeroes some of 
the bits can drift far enough apart to be difficult to 
read without error. This phenomenon can be mini
mized by using EARLY and LATE as described be
low. The 82064 examines three bits, the last one 
written, the one being written, and the next one to be 
written: From this, it determines whether to assert 
EARLY or LATE. Since the bit leaving the 82064 has 
already been written, it is too late to make it early. 
Therefore, the external delay circuit must be as fol
lows: 

EARLY asserted and LATE deasserted = no 
delay 

EARLY deasserted and LATE deasserted = 
one unit delay (typically 12-15 ns)' 

EARLY deasserted and LATE asserted = two 
units delay (typically 24-30 ns) 

EARLY and LATE are always active, and should be 
gated externally by the RWC signal. Figure 8 illus
trates one method of using these signals. 
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Figure 6. Data Separator Circuit 
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TASK REGISTER FILE 

The Task Register File is a bank of nine registers 
used to hold parameter information pertaining to 
each command, status information, and the com
mand itself. These registers and their addresses are: 

A2 AI AO READ WRITE 
0 0 0 BUS TRI-8TATED BUS TRI-8TATED 
0 0 1 ERROR REGISTER REDUCE WRITE CURRENT 
0 1 0 SECTOR COUNT ~SECTOR COUNT 
0 1 1 SECTOR NUMBER SECTOR NUMBER 
1 0 0 CYLINDER LOW CYLINDER LOW 

0 1 CYLINDER HIGH cyLINDER HIGH 
1 0 SOH SOH 

1 STATUS COMMAND 

NOTE: 
These registers are not cleared by 'REm being asserted. 

ERROR REGISTER 

This read only register contains specific error infor
mation atter the termination of a command. The bits 
are defined as follows: 

Bit 7 - Bad Block Detect (BB) 

This bit is set when an 10 field has been encoun
tered that contains a bad block mark. It is used for 
bad sector mapping. 
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Bit 6 - CRC/ECC Data Field Error (CRC/ECC) 

When in the CRC mode (SOH register, bit 7 = 0), 
this bit is set when a CRC error occurs in the data 
field. When retries are enabled, ten. more attempts 
are made to read the sector correctly. If none of 
these attempts are successful bit 0 in the STATUS 
register is also set. If one of the attempts is succeSs
ful, the CRC/ECC error bit remains set to inform the 
host that a marginal condition exists; however, bit 0 
in the STATUS register is not set. 

When in the ECC mode (SOH register, bit 7 = 1), 
this bit is set when the first non-zero syndrome is 
detected. When retries are enabled, up to ten at
tempts are made to correct the error. If the error is 
successfully corrected, this bit remains set; howev
er, bit 2 of the STATUS register is also set to inform 
the host that the error has been corrected. If the 
error is not correctable, the CRC/ECC error bit re
mains set and bit 0 of the STATUS register is also 
set. 

The data may be read even if uncorrectable errors 
exist. 

NOTE: If the long mode (L) bit is set in the READ or 
WRITE command, no error checking is performed. 

Bit 5 - Reserved 

Not used. Forced to zero. 
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Bit 4 - ID Not Found (ID) 

This bit is set to indicate that the correct cylinder, 
head, sector, or size parameter could not be found, 
or that a CRC error occurred in the ID field. This bit 
is set on the first failure and remains set even if the 
error is recovered on a retry. When recovery is un
successful, the Error bit (bit 0) of the STATUS regis
ter is also set. 

For a SCAN ID command with retries enabled (T = 
0), the Error bit in the STATUS register is set after 
ten unsuccessful attempts have been made to find 
.the correct ID. With retries disabled (T = 1), only 
two attempts are made before setting the Error bit. 

For a READ or WRITE command with retries en
abled (T = 0), ten attempts are made to find the 
correct ID field. If there is still an error on the tenth 
try, an auto-scan and auto-seek are performed. 
Then ten more retries are made before setting the 
Error bit. When retries are disabled (T =1), only two 
tries are made. No auto-scan or auto-seek opera
tions are performed. 

Bit 3 - Reserved 

Not used. Forced to zero. 

Bit 2 - Aborted Command (AC) 

Command execution is aborted and this bit is set if a 
command was issued while DRDY is deasserted or 
WR FAULT is asserted. This bit will also be set if an 
undefined command is written to the COMMAND 
register; however, an implied seek will be executed. 

Bit 1 - Track 000 Error (TKOOO) 

This bit is set during the execution of a RESTORE 
command if the TRACK 000 pin has not gone active 
after the issuance of 2047 step pulses. 

Bit 0 - Data Address Mark (DAM) Not Found 

This bit is set during the execution of.a READ SEC
TOR command if the DAM is not found following the 
proper sector ID. 

REDUCE WRITE CURRENT REGISTER 

This register is used to define the cylinder number 
where the RWC output (Pin 33) is asserted. 

7 6 I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I o 
CYLINDER NUMBER + 4 

The value (OO-FFH) loaded into this cylinder is inter-
. nally multiplied by four to specify the actual cylinder 

where RWC is asserted. Thus a value. of 01 H will 
cause RWC to be asserted on cylinder 04H, 02H on 
cylinder 08H, ... , 9CH on cylinder 270H, 9DH on 
cylinder 274H, and so on. RWC will !;le asserted 
whim the present cylinder is greater than or equal to 
four times the value of this register. For example, the 
ST506 interface requires precomp on cylinder 80H 
and above. Therefore, the REDUCE WRITE CUR
RENT register should be loaded with 20H. 

A value of FFH causes RWC to remain deasserted, 
regardless of the actual cylinder number. 

SECTOR COUNT REGISTER 

This register is used to define the number of sectors 
that need to be transferred to the buffer during a 
READ MULTIPLE SECTOR or WRITE MULTIPLE 
SECTOR command. 

I 7 I 6 I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 10 I 
NUMBER OF SECTORS 

The value contained in the register is decremented 
after each sector is' transferred to/from the sector 
buffer. A zero represents a 256 sector transfer, a 
one a one sector transfer, etc. This register is a 
"don't care" when' single sector commands are 
specified. 

SECTOR NUMBER REGISTER 

This register holds the sector number of the desired 
sector. 

1716151 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 101 
SECTOR NUMBER 

For a multiple sector command, it specifies the first 
sector to be transferred. It is incremented after each 
sector 'is transferred to/from the sector buffer. The 
SECTOR NUMBER register may contain any value 
from 0 to 255. 

The SECTOR NUMBER register is also used to pro
gram the Gap 1 and Gap 3 lengths to be use,d when 
formating a disk. See the WRITE FORMAT pom-

, mand description for further explanation. 
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CYLINDER NUMBER LOW REGISTER 

This register holds the lower byte of the desired cyl
inder number. 

It is used with the CYLINDER NUMBER HIGH regis
ter to specify the desired cylinder number over a 
range of 0 to 2047. 

CYLINDER NUMBER HIGH REGISTER 

This register holds the three most significant bits of 
the desired cylinder number. 

I~I:I:I:I:I!I!I~I 
The CYLINDER NUMBER LOW/HIGH register pair 
determine where the R/W heads are to be posi
tioned. The host writes the desired cylinder number 
into these registers. Internal to the 82064 is another 
pair of registers that hold the present he~d location. 
When any command other than a RESTORE is exe
cuted, the internal head location registers are com
pared to the CYLINDER NUMBER registers to deter
mine how many cylinders to move the heads and in 
what direction. 

The internal head location registers are updated to 
equal the CYLINDER NUMBER registers after the 
completion of the seek. 

When a RESTORE command is executed, the inter
nal head location registers are reset to zero while 
DIR and STEP move the heads to track zero. 

SECTOR/DRIVE/HEAD (SDH) REGISTER 

The SOH register contains the desired sector size, 
drive number, and head parameters. The format is 
shown in Figure 9. The EXT bit (bit 7) is used to 
select between the CRC or ECC mode. When bit 7 
= 1. the ECC mode is selected for the data field. 
When bit 7 = 0 the CRC mode is selected. 

The SOH byte written in the 10 field of the disk by the 
FORMAT command is different than the SOH regis
ter contents. The recorded SOH byte does not have 
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the drive number recorded, but does have the bad 
block mark written. The format of the SOH byte writ
ten on the disk is: 

I 1 I 
HEAD 

STATUS REGISTER 

The status register is used to inform the host of cer
tain events performed by the 82064, as well as re
porting status from the drive control lines. Reading 
the STATUS register deasserts INTRQ. The format 
is: 

Bit 7 - Busy 

This bit is asserted when a command is written· into 
the COMMAND register and, except for the READ 
command, is deasserted at the end of the com
mand. When executing a READ command, Busy will 
be deasserted when the sector buffer is full. Com
mands should not be loaded into the COMMAND 
register when Busy is set. When the Busy bit is set, 
no other· bits in the STATUS or ERROR registers are 
v~lid. 

Bit 6 - Ready 

This bit reflects .the status of DRDY (pin 28). When 
this bit equals zero, the command is aborted and the 
status of this bit is latched. 

Bit 5 - Write Fault (WF) 

This bit reflects the status of WR FAULT (pin 30). 
When this bit equals one the command is aborted, 
INTRQ is asserted, and the status of this bit is 
latched. 

Bit 4 - Seek Complete (SC) 

This bit reflects the status of SC (pin 32). When a 
seek or implied seek has been initiated by a com· 
mand, execution of the command pauses until the 
seek is complete. This bit is latch~c;I after an aborted 
command error. 
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.\ EXT I .... ..... .... .. / 

543 

S~ZE }\ DRIVE 

,. \ 
I \ , ......... "'-.... ................ .... 

o 

L .. ... ..... -..... -.... 
,. ............... .. .... ...... ............. -

6 5 SECTOR SIZE 4 3 DRIVE # 2 1 0 HEAD # 
0 0 256 0 0 OSEL1 0 0 0 HSELO 
0 1 512 0 1 OSEL2 0 0 1 HSEL1 
1 0 1024 1 0 OSEL3 0 1 0 HSEL2 
1 1 128 1 1 OSEL4 0 1 1 HSEL3 

1 0 0 HSEL4 
1 0 1 HSEL5 
1 1 0 HSEL6 
1 1 1 HSEL7 
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NOTE: 
Drive select and head select lines must be generated externally. Figure 3 represents one method of achieving this. 

Figure 9. SOH Register Format 

Bit 3 - Data Request (ORQ) 

The ORQ bit reflects the status of BORQ (pin 36). It 
is asserted when the sector buffer must be written 
into or read from. ORQ and BORQ remain asserted 
until BROY indicates that the sector buffer has been 
filled or emptied, depending upon the command. 
BDRQ can be used for OMA interfacing, while DRQ 
is used in a programmed I/O environment. 

Bit 2 - Data Was Corrected (OWC) 

When set, this bit indicates that an ECC error has 
been detected during a read operation, and that the 
data in the sector buffer has been corrected. This 
provides the user with an indication that there may 
be a marginal condition within the drive before the 
errors become uncorrectable. This bit is forced to 
zero when not in the ECC mode. 

Bit 1 - Command In Progress (CIP) 

When this bit is set a command is being executed 
and a new command should not be loaded. AI
though a command is being executed, the sector 
buffer is still available for access by the host. When 
the 82064 is no longer Busy (bit 7 = 0) the STATUS 
register can be read. If other registers are read while 
CIP is set the contents of the STATUS register will 
be returned. 

Bit 0 - Error 

This bit is set whenever any bits in the ERROR reg
ister are set.· It is the logical 'or' of the bits in the 
ERROR register and may be used by the host proc
essor to quickly check for nonrecoverable errors. 
The host must read the ERROR register to deter
mine what type of error occurred. This bit is reset 
when a new command is written into the COMMAND 
register. 

COMMAND REGISTER 

The command to be executed is written into this 
write-only register: 

I 7 I 6 I 5 I 41 3 I 2 I 1 I 0 I 
COMMAND 

The command sets Busy and CIP, and begins to ex
ecute as soon as it is written into this register. There
fore, all necessary information should be loaded into 
the Task Register File prior to entering the com
mand. Any attempt to write a register will be ignored 
until command execution has terminated, as indicat
ed by the CIP bit being Cleared. INTRQ is deassert
ed when the COMMAND register is written. 
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COMMAND 7 6 

RESTORE 0 0 
SEEK 0 1 
READ SECTOR 0 0 
WRITE SECTOR 0 0 
SCAN 10 0 1 
WRITE FORMAT 0 1 
COMPUTE CORRECTION 0 0 
SET PARAMETER 0 0 

Ra-o = Stepping Rate Field 

For 5 MHz WR CLOCK: 

Ra-o = 0000 35 ~s 
0001 0.5 ms 
0010 1.0 ms 
0011 1.5 ms 
0100 2.0 ms 
0101 2.5 ms 
0110 3.0 ms 
0111 3.5 ms 
1000 4.0 ms 
1001 4.5 ms 
1010 5.0 ms 
1011 5.5 ms 
1100 6.0 ms 
1101 6.5 ms 
1110 3.2 ~s 
1111 16 ~s 

I = Interrupt Control 

5 4 
0 1 
1 1 
1 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 

3 2 1 0 
Ra R2 R1 RO 
Ra R2 R1 RO 
I M L .T 
0 M L T 
0 0 0 T 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 S 

I = 0 INTRQ occurs with BDRQ/DRQ indicating 
the sector buffer is full. Valid only when M = 
o. 

I = 1 INTRQ occurs when the command is com
pleted and the host has read the sector buff
er. 

M = Multiple Sector Flag 

M = 0 Transfer one sector. Ignore the SECTOR 
COUNT register. 

M = 1 Transfer multiple sectors. 

L = Long Mode 

L = 0 Normal mode. Normal CRC or ECC functions 
are performed. 

L = 1 Long mode. No CRC or ECC bytes are devel
oped or error checking performed on the 
data field. The 62064 appends the four addi
tional bytes supplied by the host Qr disk to 
the data field. 

T = Retry Enable 

T = 0 Enable retries. 
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T = 1 Disable retries. 

S =;0 Error Correction Span . 

S = 0 5-bit span. 

S = 1 11-bit span. 

RESTORE COMI'tIAND 

The RESTORE command is used to position the 
R/W heads over track zero. It is usually issued by 
the host when a drive has just been turned on. The 
62064 forces an auto-restore when a FORMAT 
command has been issued following a drive number 
change. 

The actual step rate used for the RESTORE com
mand is determined by the seek complete time. A 
step pulse is issued and the 82064 waits for a rising 
edge on the SC line before issuing the next pulse. If 
the rising edge of SC has not occurred within ten 
revolutions (INDEX pulses) the 82064 switches to 
sensing the level of SC. If after 2047 step pulses the 
TRACK 000 line does not go active the 82064 will 
set the TRACK 000 bit in the ERROR register, ~ssert 
INTRQ, and terminate execution of the command. 
An interrupt will also OCCllr if WR FAULT is asserted 
on DRDY is deasserted.at any time during execu
tion. 

The rate field specified (Ra-o) is stored in an internal 
register for future use in commands with implied 
seeks. 

A flowchart of the RESTORE command is shown in 
Figure 10. 

SEEK COMMAND 

The SEEK command can be used for overlapping 
seeks on multiple drives. The step rate used is taken 
from the Rate Field of the command, and is stored in 
an internal register for future use by those com
mands with implied seek capability. . 

The direction and number of step pulses needed are 
calculated by comparing the contents of the CYLIN
DER NUMBER registers in the Task Register File to 
the present cylinder position stored internally. After 
all "the step pulses have been issued the present 
cylinder. position is updated, .INTRQ is asserted, and 
the command terminated. 
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If DRDY is deasserted or WR FAUL Tis asserted 
during the execution of the command, INTRQ is as
serted and the command aborts setting the AC bit in 
the ERROR register. 

If an implied seek is performed, the step rate indicat
ed by the rate field is used for all but the last step 
pulse. On the last pulse, the command execution 
continues until the rising edge of SC is detected. If 
10 INDEX pulses are received without a rising edge 
of SC, the 82064 will switch to sensing the level of 
SC. 

A flowchart of the SEEK command flow is shown in 
Figure 11. 

READ SECTOR 

The READ SECTOR command is used to transfer 
one or more sectors of data 'from the disk to the 
sector buffer. Upon receipt of the command, the 
82064 checks the CYLINDER NUMBER LOW/HIGH 
register pair against the internal cylinder position 
register to see if they are equal. If not, the direction 
and number of steps calculation takes place, and a 
seek is initiated. As stated in the description of the 
SEEK command, if an implied seek occurs, the step 
rate specified by the rate field is used for all but the 
last step pulse. On the last step pulse the seek con
tinues until the rising edge of SC is detected. 

If the 82064 detects a change in the drive number 
since the last command, an auto-scan ID is per
formed. This updates the internal cylinder position 
regi!lter to reflect the current drive before the seek 
begins. 

After the 82064 senses SC (with or without an im
plied seek) it must find an ID field with the correct 
cylinder number, head, sector size, and CRC. If re
tries are enabled (T = 0), ten attempts are made to 
find the correct ID field. If there is still an error on the 
tenth try, an auto-scan ID and auto-seek are per
formed. Then ten more retries are attempted before 
setting the ID Not Found error bit. When retries are 
disabled (T = 1.) only two tries are made. No auto
scan or auto-seek operations are performed. 

When the data address mark (DAM) is found, the 
82064 is ready to transfer data into the seqtor buffer. 
When the disk has filled the sector buffer, the 82064 
asserts BDRQ and DRQ and then checks the I flag. 
If I = 0, INTRQ is asserted, signaling the host to 
read the contents of the sector buffer. If I = 1, 
INTRQ occurs after the host has read the sector 
buffer and the command has terminated. If after suc
cessfully reading the ID field, the DAM is not found 
the DAM Not Found bit in the ERROR register is set. 
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Figure 10. Restore Command Flow 
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Figure 11. Seek Command Flow 
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An optional M flag can be set fqr multiples~ctor 
transfers. When M = 0, one sector is transferr~d 
and the SECTOR COUNT registeris ignored, When 
M = 1, multiple sectors are transferred. After each 
sector is transferred, the 82064 decrements the 
SECTOR COUNT register and increments,the SEC
TOR NUMBER register. The next logical sector is 
transferred regardless of any int~rleave. Sectors are 
numbered during the FORMAT 'command by a byte 
in the 10 field. 

For the 82064 to make multiple sector. transfers to ' 
the sector buffer, the BRDY Signal must I;>e toggled 
from low to high for each sector. The transfers con
tinue until the SECTOR COUNT register equal zero. 
If the SECTOR COUNT is not zero (indicating more 
sectors remain to be read), and the sectOr buffer is 
full, BORa will be asserted and the host must unload 
the sector buffer. Once this occurs, the sector buffer 
is free to accept the next sector. 

WR FAULT and DRDY are monitored throughout the 
command execution. If WR FAULT is asserted or 
DRDY is deasserted, the command will terminate 
and the Aborted Command bit in the ERROR regis
ter will be set. For a description of the error checking 
procedure on the data field see the explanation in 
the section entitled "CRC andECC -Generator and 
Checker." ' 

Both the READ and WRITE commands feature a 
"simulated completion" to ease programming. 
BORa, ORO, and INTRa are generated in a normal 
manner upon detection of an error, condition. This 
allows the same program flow for succeSsful or un
successful completion of ,a command. 

In summary then, the READ SECTOR operation is 
as follows: . ' 

When M = 0 (Single Sector Read) 

1. HOST: Sets up parameters. Issues READ 
SECTOR cQmmand. 

2. 82064: Asserts BCR. 

3. 82064: Finds sector specified. Asserts BCR 
and SCS. Transfers data to sector 
buffer. 

4. 82064: Asserts BCA. Deasserts BCS. 

5. 82064: Asserts BORa and ORO. 

6. 82064: If I = 1 then go to 9. 

7. HOST: Read contents of sector buffer. 

8. 82064: Wait for BRDY, then assert INTRa. 
End; 

9. 82064: Assert INTRa. 

10. HOST: Read contents of sector buffer. End. ' 
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When M = 1 (Multiple Sector Read) 

1. HOST: Sets up parameters. Issues READ 
SECTOR command. 

2. 82064: Asserts BCR. 

3. 82064: Finds sector specified. Asserts BCIR 
and BCS. Transfers data to sector buff
er. 

4. 82064: Asserts BCR. Deasserts BeS. 
5. 82064: Asserts BORa and ORO. 

6. HOST: Reads contents of sector buffer. 

7. SECTOR 
BUFFER: Indicates data has been transferred by 

asserting BRDY. 

8. 82064: When BRDY is asserted, decrement 
SECTOR COUNT, increment SECTOR 
NUMBER. If SECTOR COUNT = 0, go 
to 10. ' 

9. 82064: Go to 2. 

10. 82064: Assert INTRa. 

A flowchart of the, READ SECTOR command is 
shown in Figure 12. 

WRITE SECTOR 

The WRITE SECTOR command is used to write one 
or more sectors of data from the sector buffer to the 
disk. Upon receipt of the command, the 82064 
checks the CYLINDER NUMBER LOW/HIGH regis
ter pair against the internal cylinder position register 
to see if they are equal. If not, the direction and num
ber of steps calculation takes place, and a seek is 
initiated. As stated in the description of the SEEK 
command, if an implied seek occurs, the step rate 
specified by the rate field is used for all but the last 
step pulse. On the last step pulse the seek contin
ues until the rising edge of SC is detected. 

If the 82064 detects a change in the drive number 
since the last command, an auto-scan 10 js per
formed. This updates the internal cylinder position 
register to reflect the current drive before the seek 
begins. ' 

After the 82064 senses SC (with or without an im
plied seek) BORa and ORO are asserted and the 
host begins filling the sector buffer with data. When 
8RDY is asserted, a search for the 10 field with the 
correct cylinder number, head, sector size, and CRC 
is initiated. If retries are enabled (T '= 0), ten at
tempts are made to find the correct 10 field. If there 
is still an error on the tenth try, an auto-scan 10 and 
auto-seek are performed. Then ten more retries are 
attempted before setting the 10 Not Found error bit. 
When retries are disabled (T = 1) only two tries are 
made. No auto-scan or auto-seek operations are 
performed. 
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o 

231242-13 
"If T bit of command = 1 then dashed path Is taken after 2 index pulses. 

FIgure 12a. Read Sector Command Flow 
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°If T bit of command = 1 then dashed path Is tsken. 231242-14 
001f T bit of command = 1 then test Is for 2 index pulses. 

Figure 12b. Read Sector COmmand Flow (Continued) 
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When the correct ID is found, WR GATE is asserted 
and data is written to the disk. When the CRC/ECC 
bit (SDH Register, bit 7) is zero, the 82064 gener
ates a two byte CRC character to· be appended to 
the data. When the CRC/ECC bit is one, four ECC 
bytes replace the CRC character. When L = 1, the 
polynomial generator is inhibited and neither CRC or 
ECC bytes are generated. Instead four bytes of data 
supplied by the host are written. 

During a WRITE MULTIPLE SECTOR command (M 
= 1), the SECTOR NUMBER register is increment
ed and the SECTOR COUNT register Is decrement
ed. If BRDY is asserted after the first sector is read 
from the sector buffer, the 82064 continues to read 
data from the sector buffer for the next sector. If 
BRDY is deasserted, the 82064 asserts BDRQ and 
waits for the host to place more data In the sector 
buffer. 

In summary then, the WRITE SECTOR operation is 
as follows: 

When M = 0,1 
1. HOST: Sets up parameters. Issues WRITE SEC-

TOR command. 
2. 82064: AssertsBDRQ and DRQ. 
3. HOST: Loads sector buffer with data. 
4. 82064: Waits for rising edge of BRDY. 
5. 82064: Finds specified ID field. Writes sector to . 

disk. 
. 6. 82064: If M = 0, asserts INTRQ. End. 
7.82064: Increments SECTOR NUMBER. Deere-
. ments SECTOR COUNT. 
8. 82064: IF SECTOR COUNT = 0, assert INTRQ. 

End. 
9. 82064: Go to 2. 

A flowchart of the WRITE SECTOR command is 
shown in Figure 13. 

SCAN ID 

The SCAN ID command is used to update the SDH, . 
SECTOR NUMBER, and CYLINDER NUMBER 
LOW/HIGH registers. 

After the command is loaded, the SC line is sampled 
until it is valid. The DRDY and WR FAULT lines are 
also monitored throughout execution of the com
mand. If a fault occurs the command is aborted and 
the appropriate error bits are set. When the first ID 
field is found, the 10 information Is loaded into the 
SOH, SECTOR NUMBER, and CYLINDER NUMBER 
registers. The internal cylinder position register is 
also updated. If this is an auto-scan caused by a 

change in drive numbers, only the internal position 
register is updated. If a bad block is detected, the 
BAD BLOCK bit ~II also be set. 

If an ID field is· not ·found, or if a CRC error occurs, 
and if retries are enabled (T = 0), ten attempts are 
made to read it. If retries are disabled (T = 1), only 
two tries are made. There is no auto-seek in this 
command and the sector buffer is not disturbed. 

A flowchart of the SCAN ID command is shown in 
Figure 14. 

WRITE FORMAT 

The WRITE FORMAT command is used to format 
one track using information in the Task Register File 
and the sector buffer. Ouring execution of this com
mand, the sector buffer Is used for additional param
eter information instead of data. Shown in Figure 15 
is the contents of a sector buffer for a 32 Sector 
track with an interleave factor of two. 

Each sector requires a two byte sequence. The first 
byte deSignates whether a bad block mark is to be 
recorded in the sector's ID field. An OOH is normal; 
an 80H indicates a bad block mark for that sector. In 
the example of Figure 15, sector 04 will get a bad 
block mark recorded. The second byte indicates the 
logical sector number to· be recorded. This allows 
sectors to be reeorded with any interleave factor de
sired. Tne remaining memory in the sector buffer 
may be filled with any value; its only PIJrpose is to 
generate a BROY to tell the 82064 to begin format
ting the track. 

If the drive number has been changed since the last 
command, an auto-restore is initiated, positioning 
the heads to track 000. The internal cylinder position 
register is set to zero and the heads seek to the 
track specified In the Task Register File CYLINDER 
NUMBER register. This prevents an 10 Not Found 
error from occuring due to an Incompatible format, 
or the track having been erased. A normal implied 
seek is also in effect· for this command. 

The SECTOR COUNT register is used to hold the 
. total number of sectors.to. be formatted (FFH = 255 
sectors), while the SECTQR NUMBER register holds 
the number of bytes, minus three, to be used for 
Gap 1 and Gap 3. If, for eXample, the SECTOR 
COUNT register value is 02H and the SECTOR 
NUMBER register value Is OOH, then 2 sectors are 
formatted and 3 bytes of 4EH are written for Gap 1 
and Gap 3. The data fields are filled with FFH and 
the CRC or ECC is automatically generated and ap
pended. After the last sector is written the track Is 
filled with 4EH. 
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°lf retries disabled then dashed path is. taken, after 2 index pulses. 

Figure 13. Write Sector Command Flow 
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'If retries are disabled, path is taken after 2 index pulses. 

Figure 14. Scan 10 Command Flow 
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DATA 
ADDR d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

00 00 00 00 10 00 01 00 11 
08 00 02 00 12 00 03 00 13 
10 80 04 00 14 00 05 00 15 
18 00 06 00 16 00 07 00 17 
2~ 00 08 00 18 00 09 00 19 
28 00 OA 00 1A 00 OB 00 1B 
30 00 OC 00 1C 00 00 00 10 
38 00 OE 00 1E 00 OF 00 1F 
40 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 

: 
: 

FO FF . FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 

Figure 15. Format Command Buffer Contents 

The Gap 3 value is determined by the drive motor 
speed variation, data sector length, and the inter
leave factor. The interleave factor is only important 
when 1:1 interleave is used. The formula for deter
mining the minimum Gap 3 length is: 

Gap 3 = (2.MoS)+K+E 

where: 

M = motor speed variation (e.g., 0.03 for + 3%) 
S = sector length in bytes 
K = 18 for an interleave factor of 1 

o for any other interleave factor 
E = 2 if ECC is enabled (SOH register, bit 7 = 1) 

As for all commands, if WR FAULT is asserted or 
OROY is deasserted during execution of the com- . 
mand, the',command terminates and the Aborted 
Command bit in the ERROR register is set. 

Figure 16 shows the format which the 82064 will 
write on the disk. 

A flowchart of the WRITE FORMAT command is 
shown in Figure 17. 

COMPUTE CORRECTION 

The COMPUTE CORRECTION command deter
mines the location and pattern of a single burst er
ror, but does not correct it. The host, using the data 
provided by the 82064, must perform the actual cor
rection. The COMPUTE CORRECTION command is 

. used following a data field ECC error. The command 
initiating the read must specify no retries (T = 1). 

The COMPUTE CORRECTION command first writes 
the four syndrome bytes from the internal ECC regis
ter to the sector buffer. Then the ECC register is 
clocked. With each clock, a counter is incremented 
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and the pattern examined. If the pattern is correct
able, the procedure is stopped and the count arid 
pattern are written to the sector buffer, following the 
syndrome. The process is also stopped if the count 
exceeds the sector size before a correctable pattern 
is found. 

When the command terminates the sector buffer 
contains the following data: 

Syndrome MSB 
Syndrome 
Syndrome 
Syndrome LSB 
Error Pattern Offset 
Error Pattern Offset 
Error Pattern MSB 
Error Pattern 
Error Pattern LSB 

As an example, when the Error Pattern Offset is zero 
the following procedure may correct the error. The 
first data byte of the sector is exclusive OR'd with 
the MSB of the Error Pattern, the second data byte 
with the second byte of the Error Pattern, and the 
third data byte with the LSB of the Error Pattern. 

If the sector buffer count exceeds the sector size, or 
if the error burst length is greater than that selected 
by the Set Parameter command, the ECC/CRC error 
in the ERROR register and the Error bit in the 
STATUS register is set. 

SET PARAMETER 

This command selects the correction span to be 
used for the error correction process. A 5-bit span is 
selected when bit zero of the command equals 0, 
and an 11-bit span when bit zero equals 1. The 
82064 defaults to a 5·bit span after a RESET. 
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REPEATED FOR EACH SECTOR 

~ IDFIELO- -DATA FlELD-

I 
H 5 C C D C L 2 CRC 

GAP" GAP1 1" BYTES A 
E Y 0 E E R R :5 BYTES 12 BYTES A F 

USER DATA OR :5 BYTES GAP3 
4E 4E '00' 1 

N L W A C C C " 
'00' '00' 1 B 

"ECC 
'00' 4E 

(1) T D * 1 2 (1) 

, , 
'" 

, , , 
I III I I I I~" ________ ~! __________ ~ __ ~' 

I .JJI I I 
WRrrE GATE I: : L....-

I I I I I 
! !! I I 

i I milUIlumlQUIA t1 wl;tIiI/////HIIM 
I I! 
I I! 

READ GATE-.J L _____________ ""I ________ _ 
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IDFIELD 
A1 = A 1 H with OAH Clock 

IDENT = Bits 3, 1, 0 = Cylinder High 
FE = 0·255 Cylinders 
FF = 256·511 Cylinders 
Fe = 512·767 Cylinders 
FD = 768·1023 Cylinders 
F6 = 1024·1279 Cylinders 
F7 = 1280·1535 Cylinders 
F4 = 1536·1791 Cylinders 
F5 = 1792·2047 Cylinders 

HEAD = Bits 0, 1, 2 = Head Number 
Bits 3, 4 'F 0 
Bits 5, 6 = Sector Size 
Bit 7 = Bad Block Mark 

Sec # = LogiCllI Sector Number 

DATA FIELD 
A1 = A 1 H with OAH clock 

F8 = Data Address Mark; Normal Clock 

USER = Data Field 128 to 1024 Bytes 

NOTE: 
1. GAP 1 and 3 length determined by Sector Number Register conten1S dlJring formatting. 

Figure 16. Track Format 
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Figure 17. Write Format Command Flow 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias .•.••. O"C to 70"C 
Storage Temperature .•••.••.•• -65·C to + 150·C 
Supply Voltage ................... - 0.5V to + 8V 
Voltage on Any Input ......•.. GND - 2V to + 6.5V 
Voltage on Any Output .GND - 0.5V to Vee + O.5V 
Power Dissipation ........................ 1 Watt 

• Notice: Stresses above those listed under ':Abso
lute MsxJmum Ratings" may cause.permanent dam
age to the deVice. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the devlca at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated In the opera
tionsl sections of this specification is not implied. Ex
posure to ,absolute msxJmum rating conditions for 
extended periodS may affect deVice reliability. 

NOTICE: Specifications contained within the 
fol/owing table$ are subject to change. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·Cto 70"C' vee = +5V ±10%'GND = OV , , 
Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 1'eat COnditions 

IlL Input Leakage Current ±10 /l-A VIN = VcetoOV 

IOFL Output Leakage Current ±10 "A VOUT = Vee to 0.45V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5 V 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VOH Output High Voltage Vee - 0.4 V 10H =:" -100,...A 
3.0 "IOH = -2.5 mA 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOL =:' 2.5mA 
0.45 6.0mAP21, 

22,23 

lee Supply Current 20 mA See Note 10 
45 See Note 11 

IcesB Standby Supply Current 50 ,...A See Note 12 

CIN Input Capacitance 10 pF fc = 1 MHz 

CliO 1/0 Capacitance 20 pF Unmeasured pins 
\ returned to GND 

For Pins 25, 34, 37, 39 (WR CLOCK, DRUN, READ DATA, READ CLOCK) 

TRS Rise Time 30 ns 0.9Vt04.2V 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·Cto 70·C; Vee = +5V ± 10%;GND = OV 

HOST READ TIMING WR CLOCK = 5.0 MHz 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

1 Address Stable Before Rt5 .J.. 0 ns 
2 Data Delay from m> .J.. 150 ns 

3 lID Pulse Width . 100 ns 
4 Data Valid after RD t 10 100 ns 

5 Address Hold Time after lID t 0 ns 
6 Read Recovery Time 300 ns 
7 CS Stable before lID .J.. 0 ns See Note 6 
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---v--~-------"" ,.----. 
AO-2 ~ ADDRESS STABLE . X.- , . 

- i:--(j) . @-"j..: 
CS--_ 

iiD----_"\. ®-'.r---

DBO-7----~ 
231242-19 

HOST WRITE TIMING WR ClOCK == 50 MHz 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Teat Conditions 

'8 Address Stable Before WR" ,1.. 0 ns 
9 OS Stable Before WR",1.. . 0 ns 
10 Data Setup Time Before WR t 75 ns 
11 WR Pulse Width 100 10000 ns 
12 Data Hold Time After WR t 0 ns 
13 Address Hold Time After WR t 0 ns 
14 CS Hold Time After WR t 0 ns See Note 7 

15' Write Recovery Time 300 ns 
47 SI5R[E Propagation Delay 20 150 ns 

Ao-~ =4--®'=s------------'I' '----
cs ® 

'-~---___ --~~I 

WR----_!---

SDHLE-----~ 

231242-20 
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BUFFER READ TIMING (WRITE SECTOR COMMAND) WR CLOCK = 5.0 MHz " ' 

Symbol Parameter' Min Typ Max Units Teat Condltlona 
16 ~ J.. to FfD Valid 0 100 .. ns' 

17 RD Output Pulse Width 300 400 500 ns See ,Note 3 

18 Data Setup to RD f 140 n.s 
19 Data Hold from FfD f 0 ns 
20 FfD Repetition Rate 1.2 1.6 2.0 p.S See Note 8 

21 FfD Float from ~ f 0 100 ns 

D~~ __________ ~,~ 

1m---
(OUTPUT) 

~-------@------~ 
231242-21 

BUFFER WRITE TIMING (READ SECTOR COMMAND) WR CLOCK = 5.0 MHz 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Unite Teat Conditions 
22 ~ J.. to WR Valid 0 100 ns 

23 WR Output Pulse Width 300 400 500 ns See Note 3 

24 Data Valid from WF!' J.. 150 ns 

25 Data Hold from WR f 60 200 ns 

26 WF!' Repetition Rate 1.2 1.6 2.0 IA-_s See Note 8 , 

27 WF!' Float from BCS f 0 100 ' ns 

BCS~ __ ~~~ ____________________________ ~ __ ~ 

--I' @ 
Wli-~~-""" 

(OUTPUT) 
® 

DBO.7-----------j<~~~~./--------I~~~~ 
1 .. 41-------- @ -----4 .. ~1 

231242-22 
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MISCELLANEOUS TIMING 

Symbol .' Parameter Min 
28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

BDRQ Reset from BRDY 20 

'BRDY Pulse Width 400 

BCR Pulse Width 1.4 

STEP Pulse Width 1:5 

7.9 

INDEX Pulse Width 500 

RES'Ei Pulse Width 24 

RES'Ei t to BCR 0 

RESET t to WR. CS J, 6.4 

WR CLOCK Frequency 0.25 

RD CLOCK Frequency 0.25 

::: ---~-""'"'i~~ 
m~ 

STlP~ 

'INDEX~ 
231242-23 

READ DATA TIMING WR CLOCK = 5.0 MHZ 

Symbol Parameter 
38 RD CLOCK Pulse Width 

,39 RD DATA after RD CLOCK J, 
40 RD DATA before RD CLOCK t 
41 RD DATA Pulse Width 

42 DR UN Pulse Width 

82064 

Typ Max Units Test Conditions 

200 ns 

ns See Note 4 

1.6 1.8 jA.S See Note 9 

1.6 1.7 - /-LS Step Rate = 3.2/-Ls/step 

8.4 8.7 jA.S All other step rates 

ns 

WRCLK See Note 2 

3.2 6.4 /-Ls See Note 1 

jA.S See Note 1 

5.0 5.25 MHz 50% Duty Cycle 

5.0 5.25 MHz See Note 5 

:~ 
-{ '" (' WR CLOCK 

- ® • 

RDCLOCK{ .~. r 
231242-24 

Min Typ Max Units Test Conditions 
95 2000 ns 50% Duty Cycle 

10 ns 

20 ns 

40 T38/2 ns 

30 ns 
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" t@==j RDD~A~ . . 1\ __________________ -J~ 

_r-@- ~ 
RDCLOCK -f=@~ j 

DRUN 

231242-25 

WRITE DATA TIMING WR CLOCK = 5.0 MHZ 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units Test Conditions 

43 WR CLOCK Pulse Width 95 2000 ns 50% Duty Cycle 

Propagation Delay 

44A WR CLOCK t to WR DATA t 
448 WR CLOCK,J, to WR DATA,J, 10 65 ns 

44D WR CLOCK,J, to WR DATA t 
45A WR CLOCK t to EARLY fLATE,J, 

10 65 ns 
458 WR CLOCK,J, to EARLY fLATE,J, 

46A WR CLOCK t to EARLY fLA TE t 
10 65 ns 

468 WR CLOCK,J, to EARLY fLATE t 

WRCLOCK 

WRDATA 

231242-26 
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A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

Input Output 

::.=X:: > ft"~"n < ::x== 
291242-27 

AC Testing: Inpuls Are Driven At 2.4V For A Logic .1, And 
0.45V For A Logic .0. Timing Measurements Are Made At 
2.0V For a Logic .1, And 0.8V For A Logic .0. 

NOTES 
1. Based on WR CLOCK = 5.0 MHz 
2. 24 WR CLOCK periods = 4.8 /-Ls at 5.0 MHz. 
3.2 WR CLOCK periods ± 100 ns. 

DEVICE 
UNDER 

~ c..= 5OpF' 
TEST 

1 100 pF Databus 
':' pins only 

231242-28 

CL Includes Jig Capacitance 

4. Previous restrictions on BRDY no longer apply. There are no restrictions on when BRDY may come. BRDY may be 
connected directly to BDRQ. 
5. WR CLOCK Frequency = RD CLOCK Frequency ± 15%. 
6. RD may be asserted before OS as long as it remains active for at least the minimum. T3 pulse width after OS is asserted. 
7. WR may be asserted before OS as long as it remains active for at least the minimum T11 pulse width after c:;s is 
asserted. 
8. 8 WR CLOCK periods ± 2 WR CLOCK periods. 
9. 8 WR CLOCK periods ± 1 WR CLOCK period. 
10. VIL = GND, VIH = Vee, Outputs Open. 
11. VIL = 0.8V, VIH = 2.0V, Outputs Open. 
12. WR CLOCK = DC, VIL = OV, VIH = Vcc, all output open, c:;s inactive. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The 82064 Winchester Disk Controller (WDC) was de
veloped to ease the complex task of interfacing Win
chester disk drives to microprocessor systems. Specifi
cally, the 82064 WDC interfaces to drives that conform 
to the ST506 specification, which is the dominant inter
face for 5'14 inch drives. This Application Note pro
vides some background on the 82064 WDC, the drive 
interfaces and general software routines. It concludes 
with a design example using the 82064 WDC interfaced 
to the SBXTM bus. Appendix B contains the listing of 
the software necessary to operate this controller board. 

1.1. ST506 Winchester Drive Overview 

Since the 82064 WDC interfaces only to drives con
forming to the ST506 specification, this overview will 
limit itself to those drives. A summary of the ST506 
specification is shown in Appendix A for those who are 
not familiar with it. The ST506 Winchester Disk con
tains from 1 to 8 hard disks (or platters) with the aver
age being 2 to 3 disks. These disks are made from alu
minum (hence the term hard disk) and are coated with 
some type of recording media. The recording media is 
typically made of magnetic-oxide, which is similar to 
the material used on floppy disks and cassette tapes. 
Each side of a hard disk is coated with recording media 
and each side can store. data. Each surface of a disk has 
its own read/write head. 

Hard disk drives are sealed units because the R/W 
heads actually fly above the disk surface at about 8 to 
20 microinches. A piece of dust or dirt, which appears 
as a boulder to the gap between the heads and the disk 
surface, will wreak havoc llpon the disk media. 

The R/W heads are mechanically connected together 
and move as a single unit across the surface of the disk. 
There are 2 basic methods for positioning the heads. 
The first is with stepper motors, which is the most com
mon method and is also used on most floppy disk 
drives. These positioners are used mainly because of 
their low cost. 

The second method of positioning the heads is to use a 
voice-coil mechanism. These units do not move in steps 
but swing across the disk. These mechanisms generally 
permit greater track density than steppers, but also re
quire complex feedback electronics which increases the 
cost of the drive. Generally, voice-coil head positioners 
use closed loop servo positioning, as compared to the 
open loop positioning used with stepper motors. 

The surface of a disk is divided logically into concentric 
circles radiating from the Center as shown in Figure 1. 
Each concentric circle is called a track. 

The group of tracks, all in the same position, on all of 
the disks (platters) in the drive is collectively called a 
cylinder. The number of tracks on a surface (which 
affects storage density) is determined by the head posi
tioners. Typically, stepper head positioners have fewer 
tracks than drives that use a voice coil positioner. 
Which type of positioner is used is irrelevant to the 
82064 as positioners are part of the drive electronics. 
The 82064 can access up to 2048 tracks per surface. 

Once the surface is divided into cylinders it is further 
divided radially (as with a pie). The area between the 
radial spokes is referred to as a sector. The number of 
sectors per track is determined by many variables, but 
is basically determined by the number of data bytes and 
the length of the ID field (which locates a sector). Fig
ure 2 shows one manufacturer's specifications for their 
drive. The manufacturer formats the drive with 32-256 
byte sectors per track. Alternatively, the drive could be 
reformatted to contain 17-512 byte sectors per track. 
This second option has fewer sectors per track but 
stores more data. Determining how many bytes each 
sector contains is done by extensive analysis of the 
hardware and operating system. The 82064 WDC is 
programmable for sector size during formatting. 

The order in which sectors are logically numbered on 
the track is called interleaving. An interleave factor of 
four would have three sectors separating logically se
quential sectors. Starting at the index pulse, an example 
of four way interleaving is: 

Sector 1, Sector X, Sector Y, Sector Z, Sector 2, Sec
tor. 

231927-1 

Figure 1 
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Capacity 
Unfonnatted 

Per Drive 
Per Surface 
Per Track 

Fonnatted 
Per Drive 
Per Surface 
Per Track 
Per Sector 
Sectors per Track 

Transfer Rate 

Access Time 
Track to Track 
Average (Inc. Settle) 
Maximum (Inc. Settle) 
Settling Time 

Average Latency 

Functional Specifications 
Rotational speed 
Recording density 
Flux density 
Track density 
Cylinders 
Tracks 
R/WHeads 
Disks 

6.38 Megabytes 
1.59 Megabytes 
10416 Bytes 

5.0 Megabytes 
1.25 Megabytes 
8192 Bytes 
256 Bytes 
32 

5.0 Megabits 
per second 

3 ms 
170 ms 
Sooms 
15 ms 

8.33 ms 

3600 rpm±l% 
7690 bpi max 
7690 fci 
255 tpi 
153 
612 
4 
2 

FIgure 2. A Typical Drive Specification 

Interleaving is used primarily because one sector at a 
time is transferred from disk to sector buffer to system 
RAM. This transferring of data takes time, and causes 
a delay between the first sector transferred and sectors 
that follow it. Without interleaving, the delay in trans
ferring data would result in sectors on the disk rotating 
past the heads before they could be read. The operating 
system would then have to wait one disk revolution to 
get to the next sector (a 16.7 msec delay). With inter-' 
leaved sectors, the next logical sector would be' posi
tioned beneath the heads after the previous sector of 
data had been transferred to the system RAM. Inter
leaving unfortunately slows down the overall transfer 
rate from the disk. A 5 Mbit/second transfer rate aver
ages out to a 1.25' Mbit/second transfer rate when 
many sectors are, transferred with four way interleav
ing. Again, how much interleaving to use is determined 
by extensive hardware/software benchmarking. 

Whenever data is stored on a multiple platter disk 
drive, the same track on all surfaces whould be used 
before repositioning the heads to another track. Reposi
tioning the heads generates a longer delay due to the 
mechanical delay of moving the heads. Switching to 
another head incurs no mechanical positioning delay. 
Only one head can be selected at a time. 

Hard disk drives tend to be faster than floppies for two 
reasons. The speed at which the disk spins is about 10 
times faster than the floppy (a floppy spins at 360 rpm 
for the popular double density disk drives). This yields 
an immediate one-tenth reduction in access times for 
the same size drive. While both ST506 drives and flop
pies use stepper motorS, the steppers utilized by the 
hard disk drives are approximately twice as fast as 
those used by floppies. 

2.0 82064 WINCHESTER DISK 
CONTROLLER 

The 82064 WOC provides most of the functions neces
sary to interface between a microprocessor and an 
STS06 compatible disk drive. The 82064 converts the 
high level commands and parallel data of a microproc
essor bus into STS06 compatible disk control signals 
and serial MFM encoded data. This section presents a 
detailed description of the 82064 and a discussion of 
various techniques which can be used to interface the 
82064 to a microprocessor. 

, The internal structure of the 82064 is divided into sev
eral sections as shown in Figure 3. They are: 

1. the microprocessor interface which includes the 
status and task registers; 

2. sector buffer control; 

3. the drive interface; 

4. the data transfer section, which includes the MFM 
encoding/decoding of microprocessor data; 

5. and CRCIECC generation and checker. 

2.1 Clock Inputs 
The 82064 has two clock inputs: read clock (RD 
CLOCK) and write clock (WR CLOCK). The PLA 
controller, the processor interface, buffer control and 
MFM encoding sections operate off the WR CLOCK 
input. The RD CLOCK input is used only for decoding 
the MFM data stream. The clocks may be asynchro
nous to one another. Both clocks have non-TTL com
patible inputs. The easiest method to interface to TTL 
requires a pull-up resistor to satisfy their input voltage 

, ueeds. The resistor's value must be compatible with the 
VIL specification of these pins: See the Pin Descrip
tions Section for more specific information. 

2.2 Microprocessor Interface 
The microprocessor interface of the 82064 contains the 
control logic which permits commands and data to be 
transferred between the host and the 82064. The inter
face consists of an 8 bit, tri-state, bidirectionai data bus; 
the task registers; a 3 to' 8 address decoder for selecting 
one of the seyen registers; and the general read, write, 
and chip select logic. Externally, the 82064 expects a 
buffer equal in size to a sector on the disk, and tri-state 
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Figure 3. 82064 Internal Block Diagram 

transceivers between the sector buffer and the micro
processors data bus in order to isolate itself from the 
microprocessor during disk data transfers. 

AO-A2, Data Bus 
These three address lines are active high signals and 
select one of the seven register locations in the 82064. 
They are not latched internally. If the three addresses 
are equal to 0 and the 82064 is selected, the data bus is 
kept tri-stated to ease interfacing to a sector buffer. The 
82064's data bus is controlled by both the microproces
sor and the 82064. The micropro<;eSsor has control for 
loading the registers and command. During disk reads 
or writes, control switches to the 82064 so that it may 
access the local sector buffer when transferring data 
between the disk and the buffer. 

RD, WR, CS 

The chip select (CS) is t~ally decoded from the high~ 
er order address lines. CS only permits data to be 
placed into, or read' from, the 82064's task registers. 
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Once a disk operation starts, CS no longer etlTects the 
82064. RD and WR are bidirectional lines and are used 
to read or.write the 82064's:re~ers by the host micro
processor and are valid only if CS is present. The 82064 
will drive RD and WR when transferring data between 
the sector buffer and the disk. A signal is provided to 
tri-state the RD and WR lines from.the host during a 
buffer access. This is covered in the Sector Buffer Con
trol Section. 

Interrupts 
An interrupt is issued at the end of all commani:ls, and 
the interrupt is cieared by reading any register. For the 
Read Sector command only, the 82064 allows the user 
the' option of an interrupt either at the termination of 
the command, as is the case with all other commands, 
or when data needs to be transferred to the host from 
the sector buffer. This is discussed further in the Inter
rupt Mode Section. When selecting the data transfer 
option, the interrupt line will go active at the same time 
as the BDRQ line and the. interrupt will be removed 
only when the proper handshake occurs with the sector 
buffer. 
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Task Registers 
The Task Register File contains the command, status, 
track number, sector number, and other information 
necessary to properly execute a ~mmand. These r~ 
ters are accessed with AO-A2, RD (or WR), and CS 
being valid and are not cleared by a reset. The registers 
are covered in detail in the Task Register File Section. 

2.3 Sector Buffer Control 
The 82064 was designed to operate with an external 
butTer equal in size to one sector. To ease the design-in 
of this butTer, the 82064 provides all of the control sig
nals it needs to operate the butTer. This butTer must be 
isolated from the system bus, using tri-state butTers, 
during disk transfers to prevent contention during the 
period that the 82064 is ~essing the butTer. A sector 
butTer is generally used to ease interfacing to the system 
due to the ,high disk data rates (625 kbytes/sec), al
though it is not required. 

BCS 
The ButTer Chip Select (BCS) line goes active whenever 
the 82064 is accessing the sector butTer. This signal 
should remove the microprocessors ability to access the 
82064 and sector butTer and must enable the sector 
butTer for use by the 82064. 

At a 5 Mbit/sec disk data rate, the 82064 will access 
the butTer every 1.6 microseconds (8 bits, X 200 nslbit). 
BCS will remain low the entire time the 82064 is access
ing the butTer. The 82064 will pulse the appropriate RD 
or WR line for each byte transferred. 

BCR 
ButTer Counter Reset (BCR) goes active each time that 
BCS changes state. Its purpose is to reset the address 
counter of the sector butTer back to zero before and 
after 'the 82064 uses the sector butTer. Its function is 
optimized for single sector transfers. Multiple sector 
transfers should use a software controlled butTer coun
ter reset and not use BCR as the sector butTer will be 
reset to the beginning after each sector is transferred. 

BDRQ,BRDY 
ButTer Data Request (BDRQ) and ButTer Ready 
(BRDY) provide the handshake needed to transfer data 
between the sector butTer and the host. BDRQ signals 
that data must be moved to/from the sector putTer and 
t\1.e 'host. BRDY luis two functions. Once the transfer 
signaled by BDRQ is finished, asserting BRDY will 
inform the 82064 that the transfer is completed and 
that it may finish executing the command. BRDY is 
also used in multiple sector commands. BRDY going 
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high during a multiple sector transfer indicates that the 
butTer is full (or empty-depending upOn the com
mand) and the transfer should wait until the butTer is 
serviced. The sector that was being transferred will fin
ish and the 82064 will deactivate BCS, and aCtivate 
BDRQ. The host microprocessor must then transfer 
the data between the butTer and system memory. When 
this transfer is finished, asserting BRDY will cause the 
82064 to resume the command. 

The handshaking between BDRQ and BRDY occurs 
only in full sector increments-not on a byte basis. A 
high on BDRQ indicates a full sector's worth of data is 
required; BRDY going high indicates a full sector of 
data is available to the' 82064 without interruption. 

Only the rising edge of BRDY is valid. A falling edge 
may occur at any time without etTect. BCR will pulse 
and BCS will go active eight byte times (8 bytes X 8 
bits/byte X 200 ns/bit = 12.8 microseconds) before 
the first data byte is transferred from the sector butTer 
to the disk. 

82084 

!,DI 
WRI I------IBRDV 

BCR 

231927-2 

, Figure 4. BRDY Generation Logic 

2.4 Data Transfer Logic 

This section of the 82064 is responsible for conversion 
of serial disk data to parallel data (and vice versa); en
coding/decoding of the disk's MFM serial bit stream; 
and detecting the address mark. ' 

Polled Interface 

Since the 82064 isolates itself from the host during sev
eral commands, the host cannot read the status register 
during some periods to determine what course should 
be taken. In Figure la, trying to read the status register 
when BCS is active will return indeterminate data. To 
prevent the microprocessor from reading this indeter
minate data, a hardware generated "~.. pattern 
should be driven onto the data bus if BCS is active. 
This is shown in Figure 11. The status register contafus 
a data request (DRQ) bit whose timing is equal to the 
BDRQ 'output signal, thus making a polled operation 
possible. DRQ will stay set itt the status regis~er until a 
BRDY is generated. 
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Figure 5. Data Address Mark 

One design issue with the polled interface occurs when 
the micropr~sor is polling the status and the 82064 
deactivates BCS. The microprocessor would normally 
read the hardware busy pattern. If BCS is deasserted, 
the hardware pattern is disabled and the microproces
sor will start to read the real status register. The read 
cycle may almost be finished, and the read access peri
od of the 82064 will not be satisfied. The data returned 
to the microprocessor will be invalid. 

Interrupt Interface 
There are cases where the designer does not want to tie 
up the microprocessor with polling. The typical 82064 
design will need two interrupts per command. One for a 
data transfer and one for the completion of the com
mand. The 82064 has an output to issue an intl:lTupt 
when the command has finished. However for data 
transfers an interrupt must be generated from the 
BDRQ line as shown in Figure 12 (whether a DMA 
controller is used or not). When a data transfer is need
ed, the 82064 will activate the BDRQ line. The micro
processor will be interrupted and do the data transfer 
function. BDRQ will stay active until BRDY is gener
ated, so the system must either use edge triggered inter
rupts or must not write the end-of-interrupt byte until 
BDRQ is removed (this is true of Intel's 8259A). 

MFM Encoding/Decoding 
The MFM encoding section will receive 8 bit parallel 
data when a valid command has been recognized and 
BRDY has gone high. The parallel data is first serial
ized and converted to an intermediate, NRZ encoded, 
data stream. The serial NRZ data is sent to the MFM 
encoding section and then transferred to the disk. De
coding of the MFM bit stream (during disk reads) hap
pens in reverse order. 

The control logic operates off the write clock (WR 
CLOCK) running at a frequency of the desired tranfer 
rate. The MFM decoding portion operates off of the 
read clock (RD CLOCK) input, which is supplied by 
an external phase lock loop. The two clocks need not be 
synchronized to each other. Data is written (and hence 
read) with the most significant bit first. 

Address Mark Detector 

The address mark is a unique 2 byte code written at the 
beginning of each ID field and data field. This address 
mark serves two purposes. It tells the controller what 
type of data is about to be received so that internal 
computations can be performed, and to ensure that ID 
fields are not sent to the host. The second purpose is to 
align the serial data back to the original 8 bit bounda
ries that existed when data was written (there are no 
byte boundaries on a disk). 

An address mark is always preceded by the all zeros 
synchronization field. The 82064 starts comparing the 
incoming data stream when the synchronization field 
ends. A high speed comparator is used since the 82064 
does not yet know where the proper byte boundaries 
are. When a proper comparison of the address mark is 
made the controller starts assembling bytes, starting 
with the second byte of the address mark. 

The first byte of the address mark is an "AI" Hex, but 
purposely violates the MFM encoding rules by remov
ing a clock pulse. In Figure 5, the first example is of a 
normal MFM encoded AIH. The second example is of 
the address mark and shows the missing clock pulse. 
The non-MFM compatible Al is to prevent the hosi 
from issuing a similar data byte and possibly confusing 
detection logic. 

The second byte specifies either an ID or data field and 
is encoded according to nomal MFM rules. It is either 
an "FS" Hex for a data field, or "FC" through "FF" 
for an ID field. The different values correspond to a 
range of cylinders on the drive in increments of 256 
tracks. The 82064 makes no use of this information, but 
writes it for compatibility with the ST506 specification 
during formatting. 

PLA Control 

The PLA Controller interprets command sent by the 
microprocessor. Its operation is synchronized to the 
WR CLOCK input. The PLA controller is started 
when a command is written into the command register. 
It generates control signals and operates in a handshake 
mode when communicating with the MFM decoding 
block. 
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Magnitude Comparator 

A 10 bit magnitude comparator is used to calculate the 
direction and number of step pulses needed to move the 
head from the present cylinder position to the desired 
position. A separate high speed equivalence comparator 
is used to compare ID field bytes when searching for a 
sector ID field. 

2.5 CRC/ECC Generator and Checker 

The 82064 provides two options for protecting the in
tegrity of the data field. The data field may have either 
a CRC (SDH register, bit 7 = 0), or a 32-bit ECC 
(SDH register, bit 7 = 1) appended to it. The ID field 
is always protected by a CRC. 

CRC Generation/Checking 

The CRC generator computes and checks the cyclic 
redundancy check bytes that are appended to the ID 
and data fields. CRC generation/checking is always 
done on ID fields. Data fields have a choice between 
82064 CRC, internal ECC or externally supplied ECC. 
The C~C mode is chosen by setting bit 7 of the SDH 
register low. The CRC mode provides a means of veri
fying the accuracy of the data read from the disk, but 
does not attempt to correct it. The CRC generator com
putes and checks cyclic redundancy check characters 
that are written and read from the disk after the ID and 
data fields. 

The generator polynomial for the CRC-CCITT (CRC-
16) code is: 

x16 + x12 + x5 + 1 = (x + 1) (x15 + x14 + x13 + 
x12 + x4 + x3 + x2 + x + 1) 

The code's capability is as follows: 

a) Detects all occurrences of an odd number of bits in 
error. 

b) Detects all single, double, and triple bit errors if the 
record length (including check bits) is less than 
32,767 bits. 

c) Detects all single-burst errors of sixteen bits or less. 

d) Detects 99.99695% of all possible 17 bit burst er
rorS, and 99.99847% of all possible longer burst, as
suming all errors are possible and equally probable. 

The CRC code has some double-burst capability when 
used with short records (sectors). For a 256 byte sector 
the code will detect double-bursts as long as the total 
number of bits in error does not exceed 7. 

If the CRC character generated while reading the data 
does not equal the one previously written, an error ex
ists. If an ID field CRC error occurs the "ID not 
found" bit in the error register will be set. If a data field 
CRC error occurs the "ECC/CRC" bit in the error 
register will be set. 

ECC Generation/Checking 

The ECC mode is only applicable to the data field. It 
provides the user with the ability to detect and correct 
errors in the data field automatically. The commands 
and registers which must be considered when ECC is 
used are: 

1. SDH Register, bit 7 (CRC/ECC) 

2. READ SECTOR Command, bit 0 (T) 

3. READ SECTOR and WRITE SECTOR Com-
mands, bit 1 (L) 

4. COMPUTE CORRECTION Command 

5. SET PARAMETER Command 

6. STATUS Register, bit 2-error correction successful 

7. STATUS Register, bit O-error occurred 

8. ERROR Register, bit 6-uncorrectable error 

'To enable the ECC mode, bit 7 of theSDH register 
must be set to one. 
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Bit 0 (T) of the READ Command controls whether or 
not error correction is attempted. When T = 0 and an 
error is detected, the 82064 tries up to 10 times to cor
rect the error. If the error is successfully corrected, bit 
2 of the STATUS Register is set. The host can interro
gate the status 'register and detect that an error 
occurred and was corrected. If the error was not cor
rectable, bit 6 of the ERROR Register is set. If the 
correction span was set to 5 bits, the host may now 
execute the SET PARAMETER Command to change 
the correction span to 11 bits, and attempt the read 
again. If the error persists, the host can read the data, 
but it will contain errors. 

When T = 1 and an error is detected, no attempt is 
made to correct it. Bit 0 of the STATUS Register and 
bit 6 of the ERROR Register are set. The user now has 
two choices: 
1. Ignore the error and make no attempt to correct it. 
2. Use the COMPUTER CORRECTION Command 

to determine the location and pattern of the error, 
and correct it within the user's program. 

When the COMPUTE CORRECTION Command is . 
implemented, it must be done before executing any 
command which can alter the contents of the ECC 
Register. The READ SECTOR, WRITE SECTOR, 
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SCAN ID, and FORMAT Commands will alter this· 
register and correction will be impossible. The COM
PUTE CORRECTION Command may determine that 
the error is uncorrectable, at which point the error bits 
in the STATUS and ERROR Registers are set. 

Although ECC generation starts with the first bit of the 
F8H byte in the data ID field, the actual ECC bytes 
written will be the same as if the AIH byte was includ
ed. The ECC polynomial used is: 

x32+ X28+ X26+ X19+ X17+ XlO+X6+X2+ I 

For automatic error correction, the external sector 
buffer must be implemented with a static RAM and 
counter, not with a FIFO. 

2X 
DATA RATE --n 

The SET PARAMETER Command is used to select a 
5-bit or II-bit correction span. 

2.6 Drive Interface 

The drive ipterface of the 82064 contains the logic that 
makes possible the storage and reliable recovery of 
data. This interface consists of the drive and head select 
logic, the disk control signals, and read and write data 
logic as shown. in Figure 6. This section describes the 
external circuitry which is required· to complete the 
82064's drive interface. 

iAiiLY WIIITE 
LATE PRECOMP I--n 
AWe WINCHESTER DRIVE 0 

'2 WRITE DATA 
, I 2 

READ DATA READ DATA , 
READ CLOCK PHASE 

DRUN LOCK - DlllYE BEL 
LOOP 

READ GATE - STEP - DIRECTION 
82084 

TO NEXT woe DRIVE· ~ READY 
DATA 

WRCLOCK RATE - - WRITE FAULT 
OSC - TRACK 000 - INDEX ... 

SC .: - SEEK COMPLETE 
INDEX .: - RWC 

TRACK 000 
~ - HEAD NUMBER 

DRDY .: - WRITE GATE 
WR FAULT : 

DIR :: 
WRGATE :: STEP ... 

DATA BUS- D 
7/ DAISY CHAIN TO Q , NEXT DRIVE 

ADDRESB- (HOLDB DRIVE AND HEAD 
BELECTS) 

DATA LATCH 
231927-5 

Figure 6. Drive Interface 
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WR DATAI----I 

EARLY 1----1 
LATEt----i 

8206" 

10t.4HZ 
OSC 

DELAY LINE 

WR DATA 
TO DRIVE 

RWC~----~-+~-------i~ 
1.-_ ....... 

L... _______________ --+ TO DRIVE 

231927-6. 

Figure 7. Write Precompensation Logic 

Drive/Head Select 

The 82064 has no outputs for selecting the head or 
drive. Therefore these signals must be generated by the 
user as shown in Figure 6. Data bits 0-4 should be 
latched whenever the SDH register is written. Bits 0-2 
would then be driven onto the drive cable with open 
collector buffers. ··Bits 3 and 4 would be decoded after 
being latched, then buffered for the cable. The head 
information written to the 82064's SDH register is used 
to write the proper ID fields during formatting. Chang
ing the drive bits in the SDH register will cause a Scan 
ID to be performed by the 82064 to update non user 
accessible registers. 

Drive Control 

The drive control (STEP, DIR, WR FAULT, TRACK 
000, INDEX, SC, RWC, and WR GATE) signals are 
merely conditioned for transmission over the drive 

cable. The purpose of each pin can be found in the 
section on Pin Descriptions and their use in the Com
mand Section. 

WR DATA, EARLY, LATE 
Figure 7 is a diagram of the interface required on the 
write data line. The final stage of the MFM encoding 
requires applying the WR DATA to an external flip
flop clocked at 10 MHz. The 82064 monitors the serial 
write data output for particular bit patterns that require 
precompensation to prevent bit shifting .. EARLY and 
LATE are active on all cylinders and will normally re
quire that RWC be factored into them to activate the 
data precompensation on the proper cylinder. 

A delay line is required to generate the delayed data for 
precompensation since the actual delay varies be~w~n 
drive manufacturers. EARLY and LATE go active In 

the same clock period that generates the data bit to be 
shifted. 

250 NSEC 
RETRIGGERABLE ... --------+1 DRUN 

ONE-SHOT 
t.4Ft.4 ~-' ________ ~::::::::::~ _____ ~ 
DISK ~ 
DATA 

RD DATA 

FILTER 
AND 
YCO 

82064 

RD CLOCK 

___ J ...... -----~;:::==:;----------I RD GATE 

+2 J----------i~ WR CLOCK 

Figure 8. Data Separator Circuit 
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RD Data, DRUN, RD Gate 

The read data interface is shown in Figure 8, and con
sists of the data run (DRUN) signal and a phase lock 
loop to generate the RD CLOCK input to decode the 
serial data. DRUN is generated from a retriggerable 
one-shot with a period just exceeding one bit cell. A 
sync field consisting of a string of clock pulses will con
tinually retrigger the one-shot producing a steady high 
level on DRUN. The 82064 counts off 16 clock pulses 
interually, and if DRUN is still active, will make RD 
GATE active. Any byte other than an address mark 
will deactivate RD GATE and the sequence starts over. 

The phase lock loop generates RD CLOCK which is 
used to decode the incoming serial data. Until RD 
GATE is activated by the 82064, the phase lock loop 
(PLL) should be locked onto a local 10 MHz clock to 
minimize PLL lock-up times. When RD GATE is acti
vated, the PLL starts locking onto the incoming data 
stream, which should consist of the all zeros sync field. 
Once the PLL locks onto this synch field, the 82064 
will start examining the serial data for a non-zero byte. 
A non-zero byte will be indicated by DRUN dropping 
since the address mark follows the sync field and is an 
"AI" Hex. This sequence is shown in Figure 9. If the 
address mark is detected, and if it was preceded by at 
least 9 bytes of zeros, RD GATE will stay active. The 
82064 will then assemble bytes of data, and ensure the 
proper ID field is found. If a non-zero or non-address 
mark byte was detected, RD GATE will go inactive for 
a minimum of 2 byte times. If a data field or the wrong 
ID field is detected, or the ID field was not preceded by 
8 bytes of zeros, then RD GATE goes inactive and the 
sequence starts over with the 82064 examining the 
DRUN input. 

2.7 Microprocessor Interfaces 

This section shows the general 82064 interfaces to a 
microprocessor system. There are essentially four inter
faces which consist of a combination of polled, DMA, 
and interrupts. While the 82064 was designed to inter
face directly to one type, it accommodates all with mi
nor additional logic. 

DMA Interface 

The 82064 is designed to use a DMA controller for data 
transfer between its sector buffer and the host system, 
and to interrupt the host when the command has fin
ished. This interface is shown in Figure 10. 

When the 82064 determines that. a transfer is .needed 
between the sector buffer and the host (either at the 
beginning of a command or through BRDY going ac
tive in a multiple sector transfer), it will assert BDRQ. 
BDRQ will initiate a DMA transfer via the DMA re-
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quest input .. The DMA controller will generate reads or 
writes which will increment an address counter. BRDY 
indicates. that the data transfer has finished and is is" 
sued off the carry-out line (or high order address line) 
of the counter. The 82064 will assert BDRQ at this 
point and activate BCS to prevent the host from intefer
ing with disklbuffer transfers. There can be no polling 
for a data transfer or a register read without an inter
rupt in this scheme. 

RESET 
RD GATE 

231927-8 

Figure 9. PLL Control Sequence 
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Figure 10. 82064 DMA Interface 
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Figure 11.82064 Polled Interface 
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Figure 12. 82064 Interrupt Interface 
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3.0 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 
Pin No. 

Symbol Type Name and Function 
DIP PLCC 

BCS 1 1 0 BUFFER CHIP SELECT: Output used to enable reading or writing 
of the external sector buffer by the 82064. When low, the host 
should not be able to drive the 82064 data bus, RD, or WR lines. 

BCR 2 2 0 BUFFER COUNTER RESET: Output that is asserted by the 82064 
prior to readlwrite operation. This pin is asserted whenever BCS 
changes state. Used to reset the address counter of the buffer 
memory. 

INTRQ 3 3 0 INTERRUPT REQUEST: Interrupt generated by the 82064 upon 
command termination. It is reset when the STATUS register is 
read, or a new command is written to the COMMAND register. 
Optionally signifies when a data transfer is required on Read 
Sector commands. 

SDHLE 4 4 0 SDHLE is asserted when the SDH register is written by the host. 

RESET 5 7 I RESET: Initializes the controller and clears all status flags. Does 
not clear the Task Register File. 

RD 6 8 I/O READ: Tri-state, bi-directional signal. As an input, RD controls the 
transfer of information from the 82064 registers to the host. RD is 
an output when the 82064 is reading data from the sector buffer 
(BCS low). 

WR 7 9 1/0 WRITE: Tri-state, bi-directional Signal. As an input, WR controls 
the transfer of command or task information into the 82064 
registers. WR is an output when the 82064 is writing data to the 
sector buffer (BCS low). 

CS 8 10 I CHIP SELECT: Enables RD and WR as inputs for access to the 
Task Registers. It has no effect once a disk command starts. 

Ao-A2 9-11 11-13 I ADDRESS: Used to select a register from the task register file. 

DBo-DB7 12-19 14-16 1/0 DATA BUS: Tri-state, bi-directionaI8-bit Data Bus with control 
18-22 determined by BCS. When BCS is high the microprocessor has full 

control of the data bus for reading and writing the Task Register 
File. When BCS is low the 82064 controls the data bus to transfer 
data to or from the buffer. 

Vss 20 23 Ground 

WRDATA 21 24 0 WRITE DATA: Output that shifts out MFM data at a rate 
determined by Write Clock. Requires an external D flip-flop 

/' 

clocked at 10 MHz. The output has an active pullup and pulldown 
that can sink 4.8 mA. 

LATE 22 25 0 LATE: Output used to derive a delay value for write 
precompensation. Valid when WR GATE is high. Active on all 
cylinders. " 

EARLY ;13 26 0 EARLY: Output used to derive a delay value for write 
precompensation. Valid when WR GATE is high. Active on all 
cylinders. 

WRGATE 24 27 0 WRITE GATE: High when write data is valid. WR GATE goes low if 
the WR FAULT input is active. This output is used by the drive to 
enable head write current. 

WRCLOCK 25 29 I WRITE CLOCK: Clock input used to derive the write data rate. 
Frequency ::,' 5 MHz for the ST506 interface. 
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3.0 PIN DESCRIPTIONS (Continued) 

Pin No. 
Symbol Type :' Name and Function 

DIP PLCC 

DIR 26 30 0 DIRECTION: High level on this output tells the drive to move the 
head inward (increasing cylinder number). The state of this signal 
is determined by the 82064's internal comparison of actual 
cylinder location vs. desired cylinder. 

STEP 27 31 0 STEP: This signal is used to move the drive head to another 
cylinder at a programmable frequency. Pulse width = 1.6 ,""S for a 
step rate of 3.2 ,""s/step, and 8.4 ,""S for all other step rates. 

DRDY 28 32 I DRIVE READY: If DRDY from the drive goes low, the command 
will be terminated. 

INDEX 29 33 I INDEX: Signal from the drive indicating the beginning of a track. It 
is used by the 82064 during formatting, and for counting retries. 
Index is edge triggered. Only the rising edge is valid. 

WRFAULT 30 34 I WRITE FAULT: An error input to the 82064 which indicates a fault 
, ' condition at the drive. If WR FAULT from the drive goes high, the 

command will be terminated. 

TRACK 000 31 ,35 I TRACK ZERO: Signal from the drive which indicates that the head 
is at the outermost cylinder. Used to verify proper completion of a 
RESTORE command. 

SC 32 36 I SEEK COMPLETE: Signal from the drive indicating to the 82064 
that the drive head has settled and that reads or writes can be 
made. SC is edge triggered. Only the rising edge is valid. 

RWC '33 37 0 REDUCED WRITE CURRENT: Signal goes high for all cylinder 
'- numbers above the value programmed in the Write Precomp 

Cylinder register. It is used by the precompensation logic and by 
the drive to reduce the effects of bit shifting. 

DRUN 34 38 I DATA RUN: This signal informs the 82064 when afield of all ones 
or all zeroes has been detected in the read data stream by an -
external one-shot. This indicates the beginning,of an 10 field. RD 
GATE is brought high when DRUN is sampled high for 16 clock 
periods. 

BRDY 35 39 I BUFFER READY: Input used to signal the controller that the buffer 
is ready for reading (full), or writing (empty), by the host ,""P. Only 
the rising edge indicates the condition. 

BDRQ 36 40 0 BUFFER DATA REQUEST: Activated during Read or Write 
commands when a data transfer between the host and the 
8,2064's sector buffer is required. Typically used as a DMA request 
line. 

RDDATA 37 41 I READ DATA: Single ended input that accepts MFM data from the 
drive. 

RDGATE 38 42 0 READ GATE: Output that is asserted when a search for an 
address mark is initiated. It remains asserted until the ~md of the 10 
or data field. 

RDCLOCK 39 4~ I READ CLOCK: Clock input derived from the external data 
recovery circuits. , 

Vee 40 44 I D.C. POWER: + 5V. 

NC - 5,6, NO CONNECTS 
17,28 
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4.0 TASK REGISTER FILE 

The Task Register File is a bank of registers used to 
hold parameter information pertaining to each com
mand. These registers and their addresses are: 

A2 A1 AQ READ WRITE 
0 0 0 (Bus Tri-Stated) (Bus Tri-Stated) 
0 0 

, 
1 Error Flags Reduce Write Current 

0 1 0 Sector Count Sector Count 
0 1 1 Sector Number Sector Number 
1 0 0 Cylinder Low Cylinder Low 
1 0 1 Cylinder High Cylinder High 
1 1 0 SOH SOH 
1 1 1 Status Register Command Register 

NOTE: 
Registers are not cleared by ftES'ET 

4.1 Error Register 

This read..only'register contains specific error status af
ter the completion of a command. If any bit in this 
register is set, then the Error bit in the Status Register 
will also be set. The bits are defined as follows: 

7 ,6543210 

IBBOlcRC/ECClollololACITKoooloMI 

Bit 7 - Bad Block De~ (BBD) 

This bit is set when an 10 field has been encountered 
that contains a bad block mark. The bad block bit is set 
only during fonnatting. The 82064 will terminate a 
command if an attempt is made to read a sector that 
contains this bit. 

'Bit 6 - CRC/ECC Data Field E~r (CRC/ECC) 

When in the CRe mode (SDH register, bit 7 == 0), ibis 
• bit is set when a CRC err~ occurs in the data field. 
When retries are .led, ten more attempts are ~e 
to read the !leCtor correctly. If none of these attempts ' 
are successful bit 0 in the STATUS register is also set. ' 
If one of the attempts is successful, the CRC/ECC er
ror bit remains set to inform the host that a marginal 
condition exists; however, bit 0 in the STATUS register 
is not set. 

When in the BeC mode (SDH register: bit 7 ;= 1), ,this 
bit is set when the first non-zero syndrome is detected. 
When retries are enabled, up to ten attempts are made 
to correct the 'errOr. If the error is successfully correct
ed, this \?,it remains set; however, bit 2 ofth~ STATUS 
register is also St1t to inform the host that the error has 
been correct~. If the error is not corr~ble, the 
CRC/ECC error bit remains set and bit 0 of the 
~TATUS register is also set. 

The data may be read even if \JnCOrrectable errorS exist. 

NOTE: 
If the long mode (L) bit is set in the READ or 
WRITE command, no error checking is performed. 

Bit S - Reserved. 

Not used. Set to zero. 

Bit 4 - 10 Not Found 

This bit is set to indicate that the correct Cylinder, head, 
sector, or size pl!l'ameter could not be found, or that a 
CRC error occurred in the ID field. Ths bit is set on the 
first failure and remains set even if the error is recov
ered on a retry. When reCovery is unsuccessful, the Er
ror bit (bit 0) of the STATUS register is also set. 

For a SCAN 10 command with ,retries enabled (I' = 
0). the Error bit in the STATUS register is set after ten 
unsuccessful attempts have been ritade to find the cor
rect 10. With retries disabled (T = 1), only two at
tempts are made before setting the Error' bit. 

For a READ or WRITE command with retries enabled 
(T = 0), ten attempts are made to find the correct 10 
field. If there is still an error on the tenth try, an auto
scan and auto-seek are performed. Then ten more re
tries are made before setting the Error bit. When retries 
are disabled (T = 1), only two tries are made. No auto
scan,or auto-seek operations are performed. 

Bit 3 - Reserved. 

Not used. 'Set to zero. 

Bit 2 - Aborted Command 

This bit is set if a command was issued or in progress 
while DRDY (Pin 28) was deasserted or WR FAULT 
(Pin 30) was asserted. The AbQrted Command bit will 
also be set if an undefined COIIlIIWld is written into the 
COMMAND register, but an implied seek will be exe:. 
cuted. 

Bit 1 • TRACK 000 Error (TKOOO) 

This bit is set oUJ.y by the lU!STORE ~and. It 
indicates that TRACK 000 (Pin 31) has not gone active 
after the issuance of 2048 stepping pulses. 

Bit 0 • Dilta Ad4ress,Mark 

This bit is set during a READ SECTOR command if 
the Data A4dreas Mark is not found after the proper 
Sector ID is read. 
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4.2 Reduce Write Current Register 4.5 Cylinder Number Low Register 

This register is used to define the cylinder number 
where RWC (Pin 33) is asserted: 

7 6 543 2 1 0 

CYLINDER NUMBER I 4 

The value (0-255) written into this register is internally 
multiplied by 4 to specify the actual cylinder where 
RWC is asserted. Thus a value ofOlH will cause RWC 
to activate on cylinder 4, 02H on cylinder 8 and so on. 
RWC will be asserted when the present cylinder is 
greater than or equal to the cylinder indicated by this 
register. For example, one ST506 compatible drive re
quires precompensation on cylinder 128 (80H) and 
above. Therefore the REDUCE WRITE CURRENT 
register should be loaded with 32 (20H). A value of 
FFH will keep the RWC output inactive regardless of 
the actual cylinder number. 

4.3 Sector Count Register 

This register is used to define the number of sectors 
that need to be transferred to the buffer during a 
READ MULTIPLE SECTOR or WRITE MULTI
PLE SECTOR command. 

7 6 543 2 0 

# OF SECTORS 

The value contained in the register is decremented after 
each sector is transferred to/from the sector buffer. A 
zero represents a 256 sector transfer, a one a 1 sector 
transfer, etc. This register is ignored when single sector 
commands are specified in the Command register. 

4.4 Sector Number 

This register holds the sector number of the desired 
sector: 

7 6 5 432 o 
SECTOR NUMBER 

For a multiple sector command it specifies the first sec
tor to be transferred. It is decremented after each sector 
is transferred to/from the sector buffer. The SECTOR 
NUMBER register may contain any value from 0 to 
255. The ID Not Found bit will be set if the desired 
sector cannot be located on the track. 

The .SECTOR NUMBER register is also used to pro
gram the Gap 1 and Gap 3 lengths to be used when 
formatting a disk. See the WRITE FORMAT com
mand description for further explanation. 
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This register holds the lower byte of the desired cylin-
der number: . 

76543210 

LS BYTE OF CYLINDER NUMBER 

It is used in conjunction with the CYLINDER NUM
BER HIGH register to specify a range of 0 to 2048 
tracks. 

4.6 Cylinder Number High Register 

This register holds the three most significant bits of the 
desired cylinder number: 

765432 0 

I x x x x x (10) (9) (8) I 
x = ignored 

The 82064 contains a pair of registers that store the 
actual position where the R/W head are located. The 
CYLINDER NUMBER HIGH and LOW registers are 
considered the cylinder destination registers for seeks 
and other commands. The 82064 compares its internal 
registers to the destination registers and issues the num
ber of steps in the right direction to make both sets of 
registers equal. After a command is executed, the inter
nal cylinder position registers' contents are equal. to the 
cylinder high/low registers. If a drive number change is 
detected on a new command, the 82064 automatically 
reads an ID field to update itsinterna1 cylinder position 
registers. This affects all commands except a RE
STORE. 

When a RESTORE command is executed, the internal 
head location registers are reset to zero while DIR and 
STEP move the heads to track zero. 

4.7 Sector/Drive/Head (SOH) Register 

The SDH register contains the desired sector size, drive 
number, and head. number ,parameters. The format is 
shown below. 

7 

EXT 

6 5 

SECT 
SIZE 

4 3 2 0 

DRIVE HEAD # 

Both head number and sector size are compared against 
the disk's ID field. Head select and drive select lines are 
not available as outputs from the 82064 and must be 
generated externally. 
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Bit 7, the extension bit (EXT), is used to select between 
the CRC or ECC mode. When bit 7 = 1, the ECC 
mode is selected for the data field. When bit 7 = 0, the 
CRC mode is selected. The CRC is checked on the ID 
field regardless of the state of EXT. The SDH byte 
written into the ID field is different than the SDH Reg
ister conten~s. The recorded SDH byte does not have 
the drive nUmber (DRIVE) written but does have the 
BAD BLOCK mark written. , 

Note that use of the extension bit requires the gap 
lengths to be modified as described in the WRITE 
FORMAT command description. 

4.8 Status Register 

The status register is a read-only register which infonns 
the host of certain events. This register is a flow
through latch until the microprocessor reads it at 
which point the drive status lines are latched. The 
INTRQ line will be reset when this register is read. The 
fonnat is: 

76543210 

IBUSY I READY I WF I SC I DRQ I owe I CIP I ERROR I 
Bit 7 - Busy 

This bit is asserted when a command is written into the 
COMMAND register and, except for the READ com
mand, is deasserted at the end of the command. When 
executing a READ command, Busy will be deasserted 
when the.sector butTer is full. Commands should not be 
loaded into the COMMAND register when Busy is set. 
When the Busy bit is set, no other bils in the STATUS 
or ERROR registers are valid. 

During other non-data transfer commands, Busy 
should be ignored as it will go active for short periods. 

Bit 6 - Ready 

This bit reflects the state of the DRDY (Pin 28) line at 
the time the microprocessor reads the status register. 
Transitions on the DRDY'line will abort a command 
and set the aborted command bit in the error register. 

Bit 5 - Write Fault 

This bit reflects the stat~ of the WR FAULT (Pin 30) 
line. Transitions on this line will abort a command and 
set the aborted command bit in the error register. 

Bit 4 - Seek Complete 

This bit reflects the state of the SC (Pin 32) line. Com
mands which initiate a seek will pause until Seek Com
plete is set. This bit is latched after an aborted com
mand error. 
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Bit 3 - Data. Request 

The Data request bit (DRQ) reflects the state of the 
BDRQ (Pin 36) line. It is set when the sector butTer 
should be loaded with data or read by the host proces
sor, depending upon the command. The DRQ bit and 
the BDRQ line remain high until BRDY indicates that 
the sector butTer has been filled or emptied, depending 
upon the command. BRDQ can be used for DMA .. 

Bit 2 - Data Was Corrected (DWC) 

When set, this bit indicates that an ECC error has been 
detected during a read operation, and that the data in 
the sector butTer has been corrected. This provides the 
user with an indication that there may be a marginal 
condition within the drive before the errors become un
correctable. This bit is forced to zero when not in the 
ECCmode. 

Bit 1 - Command in Progress 

When this bit is set, a command is being executed and a 
new command should not be loaded until it is cleared. 
Although a command may be executing,. the sector 
butTer is still available for access by the host processor. 
Whell the 82064 is no longer busy (bit 7 = 0) the status 
register can be read. If CIP is set, only the status regis
ter can be read regardless of which register is selected. 

Bit 0 - Error 

This bit is a logical OR of the contents of the error 
register. Any bit being set in the error register sets this 
bit. The host must read the ERROR register to deter
mine what type of error occurred. This bit is cleared 
when a new command is loaded. 

4.9 Command Register 

This write-only register is loaded with the desired com
mand: 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

COMMAND 

The 82064 begins to execute immediately upon loading 
any value into this register. This register should not be 
writtell while the Busy or Command in Progress bits 
are set in the STATUS register. The INTRQ line (Pin 
3) if set, will be cleared by a write to the COMMAND 
register. . 

Instruction Set 

The 82064 WDC instruction set contains six com
mands. Prior to loading the command register, the host 
processor must first set up the Task Register File with 
the infonnation needed for the command. Except for 
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the COMMAND register, the registers may be loaded 
in any order. If a command is in progress, a subsequent 
write to the COMMAND register will be ignored. A 
command is finished when the command in progress 
(CIP) bit in the, STATUS register is cleared. See the 
Command Section for an explanation of each com
mand. 

COMMAND 7654 3 2 1 

RESTORE o 0 0 1 'A3 R2 R1 RO 
SEEK o 1 1 1 R3 R2 R1 RO 
REAOSECTOR 001 0 I M 0 T 
WRITE SECTOR o 0 1 1 0 M 0 T 
seAN 10 o 1 00 0 0 0 T 
WRITE FORMAT o 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
COMPUTE CORRECTION 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
SET PARAMETER 0000 0 0 0 S 

R 3-0 = Rate Field 

For 5 MHz WR Clock: 

0000- ::::35""s 
0001-0.5ms 
0010-1.0 ms 
0011-1.5 ms 
0100-2.0ms 
0101 -:' 2;5 ms 
0'110-3.0 ms 
0111-3.5ms 
1000-4.0ms 
1001-4.5ms 
1010-5.0ms 
1011-5.5ms 
1100-6.0 ms 
1101-6.5ms 
1110-3.2""s 
1111-16""s 

COMMAND 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

T= Retry Enable 

T = 0 Enable Retries 
T = 1 Oisable Retries 

M= Multiple Sector Flag 

M=O Transfer 1 Sector 
M = 1 Transfer Multiple Sectors 

I = Interrupt Enable 

I =0 Interrupt at BORa time 
I =1 Interrupt at end of command 

S= Error Correction Span 

S = 0 5-bitSpan 
S = 1 11-bitSpan 
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5.0 PROGRAMMING THE 82064 

This section consists of two parts. The first part gives 
an explanation of each command, a flowchart showing 
the 82064's sequence of events, and the commands' se
quence of events as seen by the host microprocessor. 
The second section shows flowcharts of general soft
ware ~utines and their PLM equivalent, for both 
polled and interrupt driven software. ' 

The designer must remember that the 82064 expects a 
full sector buffer that can be isolated from the host 
during data transfers between the 82064 and the disk. 
Since the 82064 assumes a full sector buffer is available, 
it does not check for data overrun or underrun error 
conditions. If such a condition occurs, corruption of 
data will happen and the host will have no indication of 
an error. The design must guarantee against over-run 
and under-run conditions when not using the sector 
buffer approach. 

5.1 Commands ' 

A command is placed into the command register only 
after the Task Registers have been written with proper 
values. The Task Registers may be loaded in any order. 
A command, once started, can only be terminated by a 
hardware reset to the 82064. This may corrupt data on 
the disk by removing necessary control signals out of 
sequence. 

The general sequence of a command is as follows: 

- The host loads the Task Registers 

- The host loads the Command Register 

- The 82Q64 locates the correct cylinder 

- Data transfer takes place 

- The 82064 issues an interrupt 

Restore Command -
0001 R3R2R1 RO 

The Restore command is used to position the heads to 
track O. This command is usually issued to the 82064 
on power-up to initialize internal registers. The user 
specified rate field (R3-RO) is stored internally for FU
TURE use in commands with implied seeks. 

The step rate value is not used with this command. The 
actual stepping rate used is dependent upon the hand
shake delay between the 82064 issuing a step pulse and 
the drive returning a seek complete for each track. Af
ter each step pulse is issued, the 82064 waits for a rising 
edge on the Seek Complete (SC) line. before issuing the 
next pulse. If 8 index pulses are received without a ris
ing edge on SC, the 82064 will switch to sampling the 
level of the SC line. If after 2048 step pulses the Track 
00 signal has not gone active, the 82064 will terminate 
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RESET.INTAQ 
ERRORS, 

SETeUSy, COP 

RESETRWC 
SET DIRECTION 

-OUT 
, STORE STI!P~~TE 

,"UEA 
STEP PULSE 

PULSEm 
SETINTRO 

RESET BUSY.CIP 

231927-12 

Figure 13. Restore Command Flow 

the command, assert INTRQ and set the TRACK ()()() 
bit in the Error Register. The command will tenninate 
if WR Fault goes active or DRDY goes inactive at any 
time. Figure 13 is a flow chart of the command. 

, ' 

Seek Command ... 
o 1 1 1 R3 R2 R'1 RO 

The .Seek.command positions the heads to the cylinder 
specified m the Task Registers. The direction and num· 
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231927-13 

Figure 14. Seek Command Flow 

ber of step pulses issued is calculated by comparing the 
cylinder highllow registers to an internal "present posi· 
tion" cylinder register. The present position register is 
updated after all step pulses are issued and the com· 
mand is terminated. ' 

The actual stepping rate is taken from the rate field bits 
(R3-RO) and stored for future use. The command ter· 
minates at once if WR FAULT goes active or DRDY 
goes inactive at any time. Figure 14 i~ a flowchart of the 
command. 

Since the data transfer commands feature implied 
seeks, this command is of use mainly to those using 
multiple drives and software that can take advantage of 
overlapped seeks. ' 
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Scan 10 Command -
01000,00T 

The Scan ID command is used by both the 82064 and 
the host to update the SOH, the Sector Number, Cylin
der and internal present position registers. Once the 
command is issued, the Seek Complete line is sampled 
until valid. The first ID field found, as indicated by the 
address mark, is loaded into the previously mentioned 
registers. The Bad Block bit will be set if detected, and 
the command will terminate. ID CRG errors will start 
the search seqUence over for a maximum of 10 index 
pulses, but the registers will be loaded with whatever 
data the 82064 had perceived as ID information. Im
proper states on WR Fault on ORDY will terminate 
the command. Figure 15 is the flow chart of the com
mand. 

The main use for this command is to determine where 
the heads are currently located and what size the sec
tors are (i.e. 256, 512 etc.). Without this command, it 

, would be necessary to recall the heads to track zero and 
then step out to the desired cylinder each time a drive 
was changed. Specifying the wrong sector size would 
yield an ID not found error. This command enables the 
system to read the disk drive to determine what size 
sectors were recorded. 

Read Sector Command -
0010lMOT 

The READ SECTOR command is used to transfer ~e 
or more sectors of data frQm the disk to the sector 
butTer. Upon receipt of the READ SECTOR com
mand, the 82064 checks the CYLINDER NUMBER 
LOW /HIGH register pair against an internal cylinder 
position register to see if they are equal. If not, the 
direction and number of steps are calculated and a seek 
takes place. If an implied seek is performed, the 82064 
will search until a rising edge of SC is received. The 
WR FAULT and ORDY lines are monitored through-
out the command. ' 

Once the Seek Complete (SC) line is high (with or with
out an implied seek having occurred), the search for an 
ID field begins. If T = 0 (retries enabled), the 82064 
must find an ID with the correct cylinder number, 

,head, sector size, and CRC within 10 revolutions, or a 
Scan ID and re-Seek will be performed. The search for 
the proper ID will again be tried for up to 10 revolu
tions. If the correct sector is still not found, the appro
priate error bits will be set and the command terminat
ed. Data CRC 'errors will also be retried for up to 10 
revolutions (if T = 0). 

1fT = 1 (retries disabled), the 10 search must find the 
correct sector withiit 2 revolutions or the appropriate 
error bits will be set and the command terminated. 
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'IF IIETRII!8 ARE DIIlAllLP. PATH 
IS TAKEN AFTER I INDEX PULSES 

231921-14 

FIgu" 15. Scan iD Command Flow 

Both the READ SECTOl{ and WRITE SECTOR 
commands feature a cisimulated completion" to ease 
programmmg. ORQIBDRQ will be generated upon de
tecting an error condition. This allows the same pro
gram flow for successful or unsuccessful completion of 
a command. 

When the data address mark is found, the 82064 is 
~y to tranfer data to the sector butTer. After the data 
has been ,transferred, the I bit is, checked. If I = 0, 
INTRQ is made active coincident with BORQ, indicat
ing ,that a transfer of data from the' butTer to the host 
propessor is required. If I = I, INm..Q Win oepur at 
the, end of the ,command, i.e. after,the butTer:is unI~ 
ed by the host. 
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'In SUmmary then, READ SECTOR operation !s as follows: 

When M = 0 (READ SECTOR) 

(1) Host: 
(2) 82064: 
(3) 82064: 
(4) 82064: 
(5) 82064: 
(6) 82064: 
(7) Host: 

Sets up Paramete~; issues R,EAD SECTOR command. 
Strobes sm. 
Finds se,ctor specified; asserts BCR and Be'S; transfers data to buffer. 
Sets BCR = '1, Be'S = O. 
Sets BORa = 1; ORa = 1. 
If I,bit = 1 go to (9). 
Reads contents of sector buffer. 

( 8) , 82064: 
(9) 82064: 
(10) Host 

Waits for BRDY, then sets INTRa = 1: END. 
Sets INTRa = 1. 
Reads out contents of buffer; END. 

When M = 1 (READ MULTIPLE SECTOR) 

(1) Host: 
(2) 82064: 
(3) 82064: 
(4) 82064: 
(5) 820~: 

(6) Host: 
(7) 82064: 
( 8) , 82064: 
(9) 82064: 
(10) 82064: 

Sets up parameters; issues READ SECTOR command. 
AssertBCR. 
Finds sector specified; asserts BCR and Be'S; transfers data to buffer. 
Strobes BCR; sets BCS = O. 
Sets BORa = 1; ORa = 1. 
Reads out contents of buffer. 
Waits for BRDY; Deer,aments SECTOR COUNT; increments SECTOR NUMBER., 
When BRDY = 1, if Sector Count = 0 then go to (10); 
Go to (2). ' 
Set INTRa = 1; End. 

A flowchart of the READ SEcroR command is shown in Figures 16A and 16B. 

The M bit is set for multiple sector transfers. When 
M = 0, one ,sector is transferred and the SECTOR 
COUNT register is ignored. When M = 1, multiple 
sectors are transferred. After each sector is transferred, 
the 82064 decrements the SECTOR COUNT register 
and increments the SEcroR NUMBER register. The 
next logical sector will be transferred regardless of any 
interleave. Sectors are numbered at format time. 

l¥,{ultiple sector transfers continue until the SBcroR 
COUNT register equals zero, or the BRDY line goes 
active (low to high). If the SEcroR COUNT register 
is non-zero (indicating more sectors are to be trans
ferred but the; buffer is full), aDRQ will be made active 
and the hosi'must unlOad the'buffer. After this occurs, 
the buffer will again be free t!J 8ccept the remaining 
sectors from the 82064. This scheme enables the user to 
transfer more sectors than the buffer memory has ca
pacity for. ' 

Write Sector Command -
O,1110MOT 

The WRITE SECTOR command is used to write one 
or more sectors' of data to the disk' from the sector 
buffer. Upon receipt of a WRITE SECTOR command 
the 82064 checks the CYLINDER NUMBER LOW / 
HIGH registei' pair against the internal cylinder posi
tionregister to see if they are equal. If not, the direction 
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and number of steps calculation is performed and a 
seek takes place. The WR FAULT and DRDY lines' 
are checked throughout the command. 

When the Seek Complete (SC) line is found to be true 
(with or without an implied seek having occurred)"the 
BDRQ signal is made active and the host proceeds to 
load the buffer. Once BRDY goes high, the ID field 
with the specified cylinder number, head, and sector 
size is searched for. Once found, WR GATE is made 
active and the data is written to the disk. If retries are 
enabled (T = 0), and if the ID 'field cannot be found 
within 10 revolutions, a Scan ID and re-Seek are per
formed. If the correct ID field is not found within 10 
additional revolutions, the ID Not Found error bit is 
set and the command is terminated. If retries are dis
abled, (T == 1) and if the ID field cannot be found 
within 2 revolutions, the ID Not Found error bit is set 
and the command is terminated. 

During a WRITE MULTIPLE SECfOR command 
(M = 1), the SECTOR NUMBER register is decre
mented and the SECTOR COUNt register is, incre
mented after the transfer to the disk takes place. Dur
ing multiple sector transfers if BRDY is asserted after 
the first sector is transferred from the buffer, the 82064 
will transfer,the next sector before issuing BPRQ. The 
82064 will set BDRQ and wait for the host processor to 
place; 1J1Ore data it) the buffer. 
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In summary then, the WRITE SECTOR operation is as follows: 

When M = 0, 1 (WRITE SECTOR) 

( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( Q) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 

Host: 
82064: 

Sets up parameters; issues WRITE SECTOR command. 
Sets BORa = 1, ORa = 1. 
Loads sector buffer with data. 
Waits for BRDY' = 0 to 1. 

Host: 
82064: 
82064: 
82064: 
82064: 
82064: 
82064: 

Finds sp6((ified 10 field; writes sector to disk. 
If M = 0, then set INTRa = 1; END. 
Increment SECTOR NUMBER register; decrement SECTOR COUNT register. 
If SECTOR = 0, then set INTRQ = 1; END. 
Go to (2). 

A flowchart of the WRITE SECTOR command is shown in Figure 17. 

Write Format Command 
01010000 

The WRITE FORMAT command is used to format 
one track using the Task Register File and the sector 
buffer. During execution of this command, the sector 
buffer is used for additional parameter information in
stead of sector data. Shown in Figure 18 is the contents 
of the sector buffer for a 32 sector/track format with an 
interleave factor oftwo. Each sector requires a two byte 
sequence. The first byte designates whether a bad block 
mark is to be recorded in the sector's ID field. A 00 
Hex is normal; an 80H indicates a bad block mark for 
the sector. In the example of Figure 18, sector 04 will 
get a back block ~rk recorded. Any attempt to access 
sector 4 in the future will terminate the command. 

The second byte indicates the logical sector number to 
be recorded. This lLilows sectors to be recorded with 
any interleave factor desired. The remaining memory in 
the sector buffer may contain any value. Its only pur
pose is to generate a BRDY to tell the 82064 to begin 
formatting the track: An implied seek is in effect on this 
command. As for other commands, if the drive number 
has been changed an ID field will be scanned for cylin
der position information before the implied seek is per
formed. If no ID field can be read (because the track 
had been erased or because an incomplete format had 
been used), an ID Not Found error will result and the 
WRITE FORMAT command will be aborted. This can 
be avoided by issuing a RESTORE command before 
formatting. 

The SECTOR COUNT register is used to hold the total 
number of sectors to be formatted (OIH = 1 sector; 
OOH = 256 sectors), while the SECTOR NUMBER 
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register holds the number of bytes (minus three) to be 
used for Gap 1 and Gap 3. For instance, if the SEC
TOR COUNT register value is 02H and the SECTOR 
NUMBER register value is OOH, then 2 sectors are 
written on a track and 3 bytes of 4EH are written for 
Gap 1 and Gap 3. The data fields are filled with FFH 
and the CRC is automatically generated and appended. 
All gaps are filled with 4EH. After the last sector is 
written, the track is filled. with 4EH until the index 
pulse terminates the write. The Gap 3 value is deter
mined by the drive motor speed variation, data sector 
length, and the interleave factor. The interleave factor 
is only important when 1;1 (no) interleave is used. The 
formula for determining the minimum Gap 3 length 
value is: . 

Gap 3 = (2 • M • S) + K + E 
M = motor speed variation (e.g., 0.03 for ±3%) 

S = sector length in bytes 

K = 25 for interleave factor of 1 

K = 0 for any other interleave factor 

E == 7 if the sector is to be extended 

As with all commands, a WR FAULT or drive not 
ready condition, will terminate execution of the 
WRITE FORMAT command. Figure 19 shows the 
format that the 82064 will write on the disk. The ex
tend bit in the SDH register must not be set during the 
Format command. 

A flowchart of the WRITE FORMAT command is 
shown in Figure 20. 



NOTE: 

( READ SECTOR) 

l 
DE-ASSERT INTRQ. 

ERRORS, 
ASSERT BUSY, CIP 
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• If T = 1, then "dashed" path is taken after 2 index pulses. 

Figure 16A. Read Sector Command Flow 
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NO 

231927-16 
• If T bit of command = 1, then dashed path is taken . 

•• If T bit of command = 1, then test is for 2 index pulses. 

Figure 168. Read Sector Command Flow (Continued) 
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NOTE: 
*If retries are disabled, the "dashed" path is taken after 2 index pulses. 

Figure 17. WrIte Sector Command Flow 
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00 00 00 10 00 01 00 11 00 02 00 12 00 03 00 13 
80 04 00 14 00 05 00 15 00 06 00 15 00 07 00 17 
00 08 00 18 00 09 00 19 00 OA 00 - 19 00 OB 00 1B 
00 OC 00 1C 00 00 00 10 00 OE 00 1E 00 OF 00 1F 
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA 
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 

Figure 18. Sector Buffer Contents For Format 

~ 
REPEATED FOR EACH SECTOR 

ID FIELD -DATA FIELD-

I 
S C C C C 

GAP 4 GAP 1 14 BYTES AD C S E R R 3 BYTES 12 BYTES A F R R 3 BYTES GAP 3 
4E 4E 00 1 E Y D C C C 00 00 1 8 

USER DATA C C 00 4E N L H 
T # 1 2 1 2 

WRITE GATE ---.J L-
231927-18 

Figure 19.82064 Sector Format 

5.2 Software Section: General 
Programming 

This section describes the software needed to communi
cate with the 82064 in order to store and retrieve data. 
This chapter describes the software in a general manner 
and Appendix B contains the actual implementation 
used to exercise the 82064 SBX board. 

Polled Mode 

As discussed in the Polled Interface Section, the 82064 
does not directly support polled operation for data 
transfers without the addition of hardware. This section 
is based upon the' polled interface as described in the 
Polled Interface Section. 

The six 82064 commands can be divided into two 
groups, those with data transfers and those without. 
The commands that do not use the sector buffer are: 
Restore, Seek and Scan ID. The functions of each com
mand are explained in the Commands Section. Figure 
21 is a flowchart ofa polled operation and a PLM ex
ample. 

The last status that was read will contain any error 
conditions that might have occurred during the com
mand. 
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For commands that do make use of the sector buffer, 
the si2e of the sector buffer will affect the software. If 
the sector buffer is equal in size to one sector, then a 
carry out of an address -counter (for the sector buffer) 
as the buffer is being filled will indicate to the 82064 
that the command should continue. If the sector buffer 
si2e is equal to two or more disk sectors, and only one 
sector is being transferred, then the carry out signal 
would not go active, and the 82064 will be forever wait
ing for BRDY. In this case an I/O port would have to 
be used to generate this signal for the 82064 so that 
command execution can fmish. Figure 22 is a flowchart 
of the READ SECJ'OR command, and its PLM repre
sentation. The WRITE SECTOR and FORMAT 
TRACK commands are equivalent in terms of software 
interfacing. Their flowcharts and their PLM equiva
lents are shown in Figure 23. 

Once the command register is written the 82064 re·_ 
quests a data transfer before locating the proper track. 
Once the buffer is fllied and BRDY is asserted, the 
82064 will locate the target track and sector. If the ID 
is not located before the selected number of retries have 
occurred, the 82064 will terminate the command. The 
data transferred to the sector buffer will not have been 
used. Once the command has fmished (i.e., CIP = 0), 
the status and error registers will inform the host of an 
error. . 
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Figure 20. Write Format Command Flow 
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Disk$Operation: Procedure; , 
Call Write$82064$Task$Reg~s; r Write Task Registers */ 
Output (Command$Reg) = Command; 
Status = Input (Status$Reg); r Read Status Reg 0/ 
Do while Status and CIP = CIP; /* Wait until command finishes */ 

Status = Input (Status$Reg); 
End; 

End Disk$Operation; 

Figure 21. Polling ~tatus, 
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READ SECTOR COMMAND . 

Dlsk$Operation: Procedure; 
Call Wrlte$82064$Task$Regs; 
Output (Command $ Reg) = Command; 
Status = Input (Status$Reg); 
Do while Status and CIP = CIP; 

If' Status and DRQ = DRQ then Do; 
Call Read$Data$From$Buffer; 
Output (BRDY$PORT) = 01; 

End; 
Status = Input (Status$Port) 

End; 
End Dlsk$Operatlon; 

Figure 22. Polling For Read Data 
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WRITE, FORMAT COMMANDS 

Disk$Operation: Procedure; 
Call Write$82064$Task$Regs; 
Output (Command$Reg) = Command; 
Status = Input (Status$Reg); 
Do while status and CIP = CIP; 

If status and DRQ. = DRW then do; 
Call Write$Data$to$Buffer; 

231927-22 

Output (BRDY$Port) = 01; r Make BRDY go active • ./ 
End; 
Status = Input (Status$Reg) 

End; 
End Disk$Operation; 

Figure 23. Polling For Write Data 
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Disk$Operation: Procedure; 
Call Write$82064$Task$Regs; 1* Write registers *' 
Output (Command$Reg) = Command; r Start command *' 
Status = Input (Status$Reg); r Read status *' 
Do while status and CIP = CIP; r Is a command in progress *' 

It status and DRQ = DRQ then do; r 'Data transfer? = yes *' 
It command = Read$Sector then 
Call Read$Data$From$Buffer; r Remove dElta *' 

Else Call Write$Data$to$Buffer; '* Send data *' 
Output (BRDY$PORT) =01; r Toggle BRDY 0 to 1 *' 

End; 
End Disk$Operation; 

Figure 24. Complete Polled Flow 

Start$Disk$Operation: Procedure; 
Call Write$820S4$Task$Reg's; 
Output (Command $ Reg) = Command; 

End Start$Disk$Operation; 

Figure 25. Interrupt Mode: Starting a Disk Transfer 

Figure 24 is the PLM routine that, allows for all six of' 
the commands. It differs from the READ and WRITE 
routines in that the direction that data is to be trans
ferred is determiil.ed by the command. 

Figure 24 also works for multiple sector transfers. 
However, the BRDY signal must be generated in hard· 
ware (the carry·out of an address counter). 

Interrupt Mode 

Interrupt driven software is chosen when the micro· 
processor must execute other tasks and cannot sit wait· 
ing for the disk to reposition its heads, as in a polled 
environment. The delay in repositioning heads can be 
anything from a couple of milliseconds to a second or 
more. 

The 82064's interrupt (INTRQ) pin goes active to indio , 
cate that the command has finished. The READ SEC·' 
TOR command provides the programmable choice of 
having the interrupt occur at the end of the data trans
fer or the normal end of the command. The reason for 
this option is that when the 82064 signals that a data 
transfer is required (via BDRQ, DRQ) the disk has 
been read and the data has been placed in the buffer. 
The host would remove the data and issue BRDY. The 
82064 would then issue an interrupt indicating that the 
command has fmished. The interrupt procedure would 

only have to read the status register. If the interrupt is 
issued at BDRQ the host would remove the buffer data 
and generate BRDY. At this point the status and error 
registers contain valid information. Generating an in· 
terrupt at BDRQ time may save some systems some 
software overhead. ' 

The WRITE SECTOR and FORMAT commands do 
not have this option because the sector buffer is filled 
before the track and sector are located. Hence, there 
can be significant delays between asking for data and 
the command terminating. 

In an interrupt driven environment, the 82064 can in· 
terface to a DMA controller for data transfers between 
the sector buffer and the host's RAM. If a DMA con· 
troller is not available an interrupt must be generated 
via the BDRQ line. However, BDRQ can stay active 
for long periods of time (until BRDY is generated). The 
interrupt sensing logic must take this into account to 
avoid being retriggered constantly. Intel's 8259A Inter· 
rupt Controller 8259A provides that capability. It 
should be programmed for edge triggered interrupts or 
the end of interrupt byte must not be issued until 
BDRQ is removed to prevent retriggering. 

Figure 25 is a PLM example of starting a disk ,opera· 
tion in an interrupt driven environment. The command 
starts, and some indefinite amount of time later an in· 

,terrupt would be generated, indicating service 'is re-
quired. ' 
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End.of$Transfer: Prooedure Interrupt; 
Status = Input (Status$Register); 
Output (8259A PIC) = End.of.Interrupt; 

End End.of.Transfer; 

Figure 26. Checking Status via Interrupt 

Servioe.Disk.Controller: Prooedure Interrupt; 
Status = Input (Status.Port); 
If Status and DRQ = DRQ then 

Call Transfer$Data$To/From.Buffer;/* Enable DMAC */ 
Output (8259A PIC) = End$of$Interrupt; 

End Servioe.Disk$Controller; 

Figure 27. Complete Interrupt Procedure 

If a DMA controller is used, it would have to be pro. 
grammed and initialized before the command is issued 
to the 82064. Reca1I that once a data transfer between 
the microprocessor and 82064 has finished, BRDY 
must be set high. As long as BRDY is generated from 
hardware, no microprocessor intervention is needed. If 
BRDY is generated by an I/O port the microprocessor 
will have to perform this function (this will be the case 
with any system that has a sector buffer larger than one 
sector). (One option could be to generate an interrupt 
from the terminal count pin 'of the DMA controller. 
The microprocessor would then issue a'BRDY.) Data 
transfers between host RAM and the sector buffer 
would be handled without microprocessor intervention. 
The interrupt would then signal that the command has 
finished as shown in Figure 26. The only Operation the 
host processor would perform is to check the status 
register of the 82064 for any error conditions. 

If BDRQ is used to generate an interrupt in addition to 
the normal interrupt, then the routines shown in Figure 
27 will check the status register to.see if a data transfer 
should be executed or if the command is finished. If 
DRQ is' not set, the command has finished and any 
error conditions would be in the status register. 

Another possibility would be to have separate interrupt 
routines for the, two possible sources of interrupts 
(lNTRQ, BRDQ). There would then be no need to test 
the status to see which interrupt had 'occurred. 
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6.0 APPLICATION EXAMPLE 

This section shows an application using the 82064 in
terfaced to the SBX bus. A quick overview of the SBX 
bus is provided (pin descriptions, general wave forms) 
as a background for the application. Designing the 
82064 onto an SBX Multimodule board was chosen to 
highlight the size and Complexity differences between 
earlier TIL, MSI, LSI-based disk controller boards and 
what is possible using the 82064. Both the hardware 
and software sectiOns will be applicable to most other 
designs using the 82064. This design example is called 
SBX82064 an,d does not represent a real product of
fered by Intel Corporation. Appendix C contains the 
schematic of the SBX board. 

The advantage of the SBX Multimodule is that it per
mits the system to be tailored for specific needs with a 
minimum of effort. The advantage of an SBX based 
disk controller is that a current system can make use of 
the capacity, reliability and speed of a hard disk with 
no (or minimal) hardware redesign. 

6.1 iSBX Bus Multlmodule Boards 

The iSBX Multimodule boards are small, specia1ized, 
I/O mapped boards which plug onto base boards. The 
iSBX boards connect to the iSBX bus connector and 
convert the iSBX bus signals to a defined I/O interface. 
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Base Boards 

Figure 28. ISBX Multlmodule Board Concept (Double Wide) 

Control Lines 

The base board decodes 1/0 addresses and gep.erates 
the chip selects for the iSBX Multimodule boards. In 8-
bit systems, the base board decodes all but the lower 
three addresses in generating the iSBX Multimodule 
board chip selects. In 16-bit systems, the base board 
decodes all but the lower order four addresses in gener
ating the iSBX Multimodule board chip selects. Thus, a 
base board would normally reserve two blocks of 8 I/O 
ports for each iSBX socket it provides. 

There are two classes of base boards, tho~e with Direct 
Memory Access (DMA) support and those without. 
Base boards with DMA support are boards with DMA 
controllers on them. These boards, in conjunction with 
an iSBX Multimodule board (with DMA capability), 
can perform direct 1/0 to memory or memory to 1/0 
operations. 

ISBX Bus Interface 

The iSBX bus interface can be grouped into six £Unc-. 
tional classes: 

1. 'Control Lines 

2. Address and Chip Select Lines 

3. Data Lines 

4. Interrupt Lines 

5. Option Lines 

6. Power Lines 
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The following signals are classified as control lines: 

COMMANDS: 

DMA: 

lORD (1/0 Read) 
IOWRT (I/O Write) 

MDRQT (DMA Request) 
MDACK (DMA Acknowledge) 
TDMA (Terminate DMA) 

INITIALIZE: 
RESET 

CLOCK: 
MCLK (iSBX Multimodule Clock) 

SYSTEM CONTROL: 
MWAIT 
MPST (iSBX Multimodule Board Present) 

Command Lines (lORD, IOWRT) 

The command lines are active low signals which pro
vide the communication link between the base board 
and the iSBX Multimodule board. An active command 
line, conditioned by chip select, indicates to the iSBX 
Multimodule board that the address lines are valid and 
the iSBX Multimodule board should perform the speci
fied operation. 
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DMA Lines (MDRQT, MDACK, TDMA) 

The DMA lines are the communication link between 
the DMA controller device on the base board and the 
iSBX Multimodule board. MDRQT is an active high 
output signal from the iSBX Multimodule board to the 
base board's DMA device requesting a DMA cycle. 
MDACK is an active low input signal to the iSBX 
Multimodule board from the base board DMA device 
acknowledging that the requested DMA cycle has been 
granted: TDMA is an active high output signal from 
the iSBX Multimodule board to the base board. 
TDMA is used by the iSBX Multimodule board to ter
minate DMA activity. The use of the DMA lines is 
optional as not all base boards will provide DMA chan
nels and not an iSBX Multimodule boards will be capa
ble of supporting a DMA channel. 

Initialize Lines (Reset) 

This input line to the iSBX Multimodule board is gen
erated by the base board to put the iSBX Multimodule 
board into a known internal state. 

Clock Lines (MCLK) 

This input to the iSBX Multimodule board is a timing 
signal. The 10 MHz (+ 0%, - 10%) frequency can 
vary from base board to base board. This clock is asyn
chronous from all other iSBX bus signals. 

System Control Lines 
(MWAIT, MPST) 

These output signals from the iSBX Multimodule 
board control the state of the system. 

An active MWAIT (Active Low) will put the CPU on 
the board into wait states providing additional time for 
the iSBX Multimodule board to perform the requested 
operation. MW AIT must be generated from address 
(address plus chip select) information only. If MWAIT 
is driven active due to a glitch on the CS line during 
address transitions, MW AIT must be driven inactive in 
less than 75 ns. 

The iSBX Multimodule board present (MPST) is an 
active low signal (tied to signal ground) that informs 
the base board 110 decode logic that an iSBX Multi
module board has been installed. 

Address and Chip Select Lines 

The address and chip select lines are made up of two 
groups of signals. 
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Address Lines: MAO-MA2 

, Chip Select Lines: MCSO.,..MCSI 

The base board decodes I/O addres~ and generates 
the chip selects for the iSBX Multimodule boards. The 
base board decodes all but the lower order three ad
dresses in generating the iSBX Multimodule board chip 
selects. 

Address Lines (MAO~MA2) 

These positive true input lines to the iSBX Multimod
ule boards are generally the least three significant bits 
of the I/O address. In conjunction with the command 
and chip select lines, they establish the 110 port ad
dress being accessed. In 16-bit systems, MAO-MA2 
may be connected to ADRI-ADR3 of the base board 
address lines. ' 

Chip Select Lines (MCSO-MCS1/) 

In an 8-bit system, these input lines to the iSBX Multi
module board are the result of the base board I/O de
code logic. MCS is an active low signal which condi
tions the I/O command signals and thus enables com
munication with the iSBX Multimodule boards; 

6.2 The SBX82064 Design Example 

The SBX82064 Multimodule board will' interface an 
ST506 compatible drive to any host board having an 
SBX connector. Two restrictions on the disk drive are 
that there is a maximum of 2048 cylinders and/or 8 
heads. The SBX connector cannot supply the power-up 
current requirements of the drive. The drive must be 
connected directly to the power supply. The SBX82064 
in Appendix C does not support DMA transfers. The 
version in Appendix D does support DMA transfers. 
Since this multimodule has a 2 kbyte sector buffer, the 
host microprocessor must generate a BRDY by access
ing an I/O port during data transfers. 

The software for communicating to the SBX board is 
intended to be interrupt driven. Polling for data trans
fers is not supported, Reading the status without an 
interrupt is not recommended. During the times the 
82064 is accessing the sector buffer, the SBX82064 win 
isolate itself from the host. To support poning, a hard
ware generated busy pattern should be driven onto the 
host's data bus as is shown in the poned Interface sec
tion. The sector buffer stores up to 2 kbytes of disk' 
data, for mUltiple sector transfers. The SBX board only 
interfaces -to one drive (for space reasons), but four 
drives could be used with the addition of a read data 
multiplexor (o~e IC) and the drive data cables. 
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Microprocessor Interface 

Figure 29 is a block diagram of the SBX82064's micro
processor interface. The I/O port assignments are listed 
in Table 1. The functional blocks of the interface are: 

Sector BUffer Isolation Logic 

Wait State Logic 

Sector Buffer 

Sector/Drive/Head Register Logic 

Table 6-1 1/0 Port Assignments 
Port.Address Read Write 

80H Sector Buffer Sector Buffer 
82H Error Reg RWCReg 
84H Sector Count Sector Count 
86H Sector Number Sector Number 
88H Cylinder Low Cylinder Low 
8AH Cylinder High Cylinder High 
8CH SDH Reg SDH Reg 
8EH Status Reg Command Reg 
90H None None 
92H None Asserts BCR 
94H None Asserts BRDY 

NOTE: 
Address aSSignments are determined by the host board. 

IlWAJT 
M",TRO 

w. 

MDO-
11m 

"'" 
ORDY 

iiO 
Wii 
Co 

Sector Buffer Isolation Logic 

The host will be isolated from the SBX board whenever 
the 82064 is accessing its sector buffer which is,enabled 
by BCS. The host's control signals, RD, WR, MCSO, 
and MCSI and data bus are also disabled at the same 
time to prevent any data in the sector buffer from being 
corrupted. The host should wait for an interrupt before 
reading the 82064's Status register. Attempting to read 
the SBX board while BCS is active will return invalid 
data, since the SBX board will have the data bus tri
stated. 

Wait State Logic 

The wait state logic drives the 'not ready' line, 
MW AIT, active whenever the host reads the SBX 
board. MW AIT does not go active for buffer or 82064 
register writes. This logic was required for two reasons. 
First, a d~ed read is generated, because the address 
setup to RD margin of the SBX bus is less than the 
82064's needs (50 ns vs 100 ns). Second, the RD to data 
valid access period of the 82064 (375 ns). is greater than 
the SBX bus' full speed read cycle (275 ns) permits. 

EARLY 
um; 

DRUN 
RD DATA 

... 6. 
RDCLK 

5MHZ 

-MfM WROATA 
+MFM WR DATA 

ST508 INTERFACE 

HDO 
HD1 
HD2 
iiSii 
Dsi 
DS2 
DS3 

231927-24 

Figure 29. 82064 sax Multimodule Diagram 
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MW AIT is deactivated after allowing for the delayed 
RD and the access period of the 82064. This-delay is 
accomplished with a 500 ns delay line. The first tap at 
100 ns generates the read request to allow for the ad
dress setup margin. The next tap 400 ns later removes 
MW AIT to allow the host to continue. 

Sector Buffer 

The sector buffer consists of an address counter (using 
'ls393's) and a 2 kbyte static RAM. The address coun
ter is incremented on the trailing edge of a valid RD or 
WR cycle, either host microprocessor or 82064 initiat- ' 
ed. The counter is reset by a hardware reset, the 82064 
buffer reset BCR, or by accessing an 110 port to pro
vide software control. The 82064 will issue BCR each 
time BCS changes state (i.e. twice per sector). Resetting 
the buffer counter can be put under software control for 
multiple sector transfers. BRDY going high tells the 
82064 that the buffer is available for its use. BRDY is 
generated by the address counter, by filling or emptying 
the entire buffer in multiple sector transfers, or from an 
I/O port when single sector transfers are done (since 
single sectors won't use all 2 kbytes of the buffer, the 
hardware signal will not be generated). When the 82064 
is using the buffer, BCS will be low, and the RD or WR 
line will be pulsed every 1.6 microseconds. 

When the 82064 is using the buffer it prevents access by 
the host by tristatin~e read, write, select and data 
lines -with a low on BCS. 

SOH Register Logic 

The drive and head select bits must be latched external
ly to the 82064, since these outputs are not provided. 
An 8 bit latch is strobed on the trailing edge of the WR 
pulse when the SDH register is selected. The two drive 
select bits are then demultiplexed to provide a one of 
four drive select line. If multiple drives are used then 
these outputs would also be used to select which disk's 
read data line would be gated into the PLL. 

Interrupts 

While the interrupt line is programmable (to notify of 
an 'end of command or data transfer request for the 
Read Sector command "nly), software will ensure that 
the interrupt from the 82064 signifies command termi
nation. The BDRQ line is OR'ed with the 82064's 
INTRQ line or BDRQ can generate its own interrupt. 
BDRQ is also gated off-board for a DMA controller. 
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Disk Interface 

Figure 30 is a block diagram of the interface between 
the 82064 and the disk drive. The functional blocks are: 

Write Data Logic 

Read Data Logic (PLL) 

Drive Control 

Write Data Logic 

The WR DATA output requires a D flip-flop clocked 
at 10 MHz to complete the conversion of data to MFM. 
The output of this D flip-flop is true MFM and is sent 
to a delay line. A delay line determines the amount of 
delay for precompensation. No delay corresponds to 
shifting the data bit early; the flfSt tap is approximately 
12 ns 'of delay and is the "normal", or no delay and the 
second. tap provides 12 ns of delay, referenced to the 
"normal" write data. Which output is selected is deter
mined by the states on RWC, Early and Late. This 
function was generated with a 74s151 multiplexer. 
When RWC is inactive EARLY and LATE only select 
"normal" data since they are always active. The pre
compensated write data is then driven onto the data 
cable by an RS-422 driver. 

Read Data Logic 

The PLL generates the RD CLOCK that is used to 
decode the serial MFM data from the drive. -A selected 
drive issues read data, unless WR GATE is active. A 
one-shot generates a pulse of 220-270 ns to provide the 
DRUN input. Only during an all zero's or one's field 
will the DRUN input stay high, as it will be retriggered 
every 200 ns (the minimum distance that separates con
tinuous clock and data bits). As soon as DRUN is de
termined to be valid, the RD GATE output will go 
active, switching the PLL from the 10 MHz l~ clock 
input to disk data. The PLL will synchronize to the 
incoming serial data and generate a Read Clock of the 
proper timing and phase. The 82064 will then start to 
search for the address mark which is indicated by 
DRUN going low at the address mark. 

No detail is provided herein on PLL design, as it is 
beyond the scope of this document. PLL design should 
be left to experienced designers, since minute changes 
in temperature and component values wUl drastically 
affect the soft error rate. As an alternative, several com
panies manufacture very high speed PLL chips for 
MFM encoded disk drives. Besides being fairly easy to 
design in, they reduce the number of components and 
board area needed for the sophisticated PLL. 
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Figure 30. 82064 Disk Interface Block Diagram 

6.3 Software Driver Overview 

Presented in Appendix B is a listing of the software 
used to exercise the SBX 82064 board. Communication 
between the host software and the SBX driver routine is 
done through a structure located in system RAM. The 
host routine fills in required parameters, then passes the 
address of this communication block to the SBX driver 
routine. The driver routine pulls necessary values from 
this command block (CBL), executes a disk operation, 
then fills the CBL with the 82064's register contents, 
plus status and error information. The command block 
structure is shown in Figure 31. 

Command 
RwcReg 
Sector Cnt. 
Sector Num. 
CyILow 
Cyl High 
SOH Reg 
Status Reg 
Error Reg 
Host Buffer 

Figure 31 

Byte 
Byte 
Byte 
Byte 
Byte 
Byte 
Byte 
Byte 
Byte 
Pointer 
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The host board did not have a DMA controller avail
able, so an interrupt is issued from the BDRQ line and 
OR'ed with the 82064's interrupt line as interrupt 
sources were limited by the host. When an interrupt 
occurs, the interrupt procedure checks for either a'data 
transfer, and executes it, or the completion of the com
mand. If the interrupt signifies command completion, 
the interrupt procedure fills the command block with 
the 82064's task, status and error registers. 

In this example, the host software examines one byte in 
the command block and until this byte is changed to a 
00, no other command blocks will be passed to the disk 
driver routine. An alternative would be to issue a soft
ware interrupt to notify the microprocessor that the 
disk operation has finished and the command block 
contains parameters froni the last operation and that a 
new disk command could start. 

The driver for this example allows polling for non-data 
transfer commands, and must use interrupts for data 
transfers. As mentioned earlier, microprocessor inter
vention is required since the sector buffer is m~ch larg
erthan one sector and will not generate a BRDY. The 
microprocessor must write to an I/O pOrt, which sets 
BRDY' after each host to sector buffer transfer., An 
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actual software implementation would not include the 
polling and interrupt routines together, as only one 
method would generally be used. 

The calling routine, which would normally be a cUroc-. 
tory program, places the values for which sector, num
ber of sectors, etc., in the CBL. The disk routine is 
called and the address of this structure is passed on the 
stack. The disk driver places these parameters in the 
82064's Task registers and initiates a command. 
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If the interrupt driven method was chosen, the disk 
driver routine returns to the calling routine. This per
mits other processing to be performed while the disk is 
executing a command. At some point, an interrupt will 
be generated, either from. BRDY or INTRQ. Control 
will pass to the driver and the status register will be 
checked. If a data transfer is needed, either the micr0-
processor can transfer data or a DMA controller can 
perform the function. Once the transfer of data to the 
buffer is finished the microprocesso.- must set BRDY 
through an I/O port. 
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APPENDIX A 
'. ST506 INTERFACE 

THE 8T506 INTERFACE 

The ST506 interface is a modified version of Shugarts 
floppy disk drive interface and has been promoted by 
Seagate Technology. This interface is intended to be 
easy and low in cost to implement, yet provide a medi
um level of performance. The interface rigidly defines 
several areas: the hardware interconnects, the data 
transfer rate, the data encoding method, and how the 
disk is formatted. 

Data Transfer Rate 

The data transfer rate depends upon the linear bit den
sity of the disk media and the speed at which the disk 
spins. ST506 specifies a 5 Mbit/second transfer rate. 
The typical ST506 drive has a nominal linear density of 
10,416 bytes and a disk speed of 3600 rpm, which yields 
a 5 Mbit/second data transfer rate. No deviation from 
5 Mlbits second is allowed. 

Increasing the linear density to increase storage capaci
ty would require a decrease in disk speed. Otherwise, 
the data rate would increase. This decrease in disk 
speed would cause access times to increase, which 
many would deem unacceptable. To increase storage 
capacity, and remain ST506 compatible, either the 
number of cylinders and/or the number of platters can 
increase. 

Data Encoding 

ST506 requires that the serial data, sent between the 
drive and the controller, be encoded according to MFM 
rules. The basic unit of storage is a bit cell, which stores 
one bit information. This bit cell is divided into two 
halves, consisting of a clock bit and a data bit (see Fig-
ure A-I). . 

ClOCK BIT I DATA BIT CLOCK BIT I DATA BIT 

THIS WOULD EQUAL A USER 0 THIS WOULD EQUAL A USER 1 

231927-26 

FlgureA·1 
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The encoding rules for MFM are fairly simple: 

1. A clock bit is written when the previous and the 
current bit cell does not contain a data bit. 

2. A data bit is written whenever there is a "one" from 
the user. 

Sync fields are composed of zeroes which generates a 
series of clock bits in the bit cell's. A phase lock loop 
locks on to the data stream during this period and gen
erates a signal of the proper phase and frequency which 
is used to decode the combined clock and data serial 
data stream. 

Disk Format 

All disk media must be written with a specified format 
so that data may be reliably stored and retrieved. The 
smallest unit of controller accessible data is the sector 
which typically contains sync fields, ID fields, and a 
data field, and buffer fields. 

The format of the disk required by ST506 is shown in 
Figure A-2. It should be noted that this format is fixed 
in the 82064. The user has options only for GAPI and 
3 length (when changing sector size or EeC) and 
whether to have 82064 eRe checking or user supplied 
Eee syndrome bits. 

Gap 1 - Index Gap 

Gap 1 serves two purposes. The first is to allow for 
variations in the index pulse timing due to motor speed 
variations. The secono purpose is to allow a small delay 
to permit a different head to be selected without miss
ing a sector. This is more of a data transfer optimiza
tion function and requires the disk controller to know 
which head is to be selected, when the last sector of a 
track has been read, and the next logical sector in the 
file exists on another platter. The 82064 does not switch 
heads automatically. Whether this scheme can be used 
or not depends upon the ~P being able 'to alter one 
register in the 82064, before the next sector passes be
neath the heads. 

This gap is typically 12 bytes long and is written by the 
82064 as 4E Hex. 
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Gap 2 - Write Splice Gap 
This gap follows the eRe bytes of the ID field and 
continues up to the data field address mark. When up
dating a previously written sector, motor speed varia
tions could turn on the write coil, as the head was pass
ing over the ID field. This gap prevents this from oc
curring. The value written is OOH and also serves as 
the PLL sync field for the data field. The minimum 
value is determined by the "loCk up" performance 'of 
the PLL. The 82064 writes sixteen bytes for this field 
once WG is activated. The user has no control over this 
field. 

Gap 3 - Post Data Field Gap 
Gap 3 is very similar to Gap 2 as it is used as a speed 
tolerance buffer also. Without this gap, and with the 
motor speed varying slightly, it would be possible for 
the upcoming sector's sync field and ID field to be 
overwritten. This value is '4E' H and is typically 15 
bytes long. The 82064's Gap 3 length is programmable. 
The exact value is dependent upon several factors. Re
fer to 82064 Format command, Software Section: Gen
eral Programming Section. 

Gap 4 - Track Buffer Gap 
This gap follows the last sector on a track and is written 
until an index pulse is received. Its purpose is to pre
vent the last sector from overflowing past the index 
gap, and absorb track length variations when Eee is 
used (Eee uses more bytes than eRC). The value is 

'4E' H and is about 320 bytes when CRC and 256 byte 
sectors are used. The 82064 writes this field only during 
formatting. The uSer has no control over the number of 
bytes written with the 82064. 

10 Fields 
The controller uses ID fields to locate any individual 
sector. An address mark of two bytes precedes the ID 
field and the data field in a sector. An address mark 
tells the controller the nature of the upcoming informa
tion. ID fields are used by the disk controller and are 
not passed to the host. 

Sector Interleaving 
Sector interleaving occurs when logical sectors are in a 
non-sequential order, which is determined during for
matting. An advantage is that there is a delay between 
logically sequential sectors. This delay can be used for 
data processing and then deciding if the next sector 
should be read. Without interleaving, the next sector 
could slip by, imposing a one revolution delay (approx. 
16.7 ms). An additional benefit to this delay is that bus 
utilization is reduced by spreading the data transfer 
over a greater amount of time. The delay between sec
tors can be determined as follows: 

1 Revolution Period 
Sectors/Track X (Interleave factor - 1) = Delay 

For the typical ST506 drive with four-way interleaving 
this yic;:lds 1.57 ms of delay. 

~ 
REPEATED FOR EACH SECTOR 

r---ID FIELD-

~ CL H S C C 
GAP 4 GAP I 14 BYTES A E YO E E R R 3 BYTES 

4E 4E' 00 I N LW A C C C 00 
T 0 # ,I 2 

WRITE GATE --.J 
10 FIELD 

Al = Al HEX WITH OA HEX CLOCK 
IDENT - 2LS.B. - CYLINDER HIGH 

FE - 0-255 CYLiNDERB 
FF - 2511-511 CYLINDERS 
FC - '12-187 CYLINDERS 
FD = 788-1023 CYLINDERS 
Fe = 1024-1279 CYLINDERS 
F7 - 1280-1535 CYLINDERS 
F4 = 1538-1791 CYLINDERS 
Fa = 1782-2047 CYLI!'IDERS 

HEAD - BITS 0, 1,2 = HEAD NUMBER 
BITS3,4-0 
BITS IS, 6 = SECTOR SIZE 
BIT 7 - BAD BLOCK MARK 

SEC' - LOGICAL SECTOR NUMBER 

12 BYTES 
00 

.----DATA FIELD~ 

C C 
A F R R 3 BYTE! GAP 3 
I e USER DATA C C 00 4E 

I 2 

DATA FIELD 

Al - Al HEX WITH DA HEX CLOCK 
Fe - DATA ADDRESS MARK; NORMAL CLOCK 

USER - DATA FIELD 128 TO 1024 BYTES 

231927-27 

Figure A·2. Format Field 
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FLAT CABLE OR TWISTED PAIR 
HOST SYSTEM 20 FEET MAXIMUM ST506 

1 -
RESERVED 2 

3 ~ 
~ RESERVED (HD SELECT 22)_ 4 

5 .. 
·WRITE GATE 6 

·SEEK COMPLETE 
7 

8 
9 .. 

·TRACK 0 10 
11 .. 

·WRITE FAULT 12 
13 .. 

·HEAD SELECT 2° 14 
15 .. 

RESERVED 16 
17 

·HD SELECT 2' 18 
19 .. 

·INDEX 20 
21 .. 

·READY 22 
23 .. 

·STEP 24 
25 

·DRIVE SELECT 1 26 
27 

.DRIVE SELECT 2 28 

-DRIVE SELECT 3 
29 .. 

30 
31 

·DRIVE SELECT 4 32 
33 ~ 

-DIRECTION IN 34 

\7 "V 
231927-28 

FigureA-3 

The disadvantage to interleaving is that file transfers 
take longer, which may slow down the overall system. 
A four-way interleaved disk will have the transfer rate 
reduced to an average of 1.25 Mbit/sec. 

host of certain conditions. A diagram of the 34 pin 
control connector is shown in Figure A-3. 

The 82064 leaves the logical sector sequence to the 
user. 

ELECTRICAL INTERFACE 
The interface to the ST506 drive is divided into three 
categories and they are: 

1. control signals, 

2. data signals, 

3. power. 

Control Signals 

The functions of the control signals are not covered in 
detail here. Their purpose can be found in the pin de
scriptions section. All control lines are digital in nature 
and either provide signals to the drive or inform the 
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The driver/receiver logic diagram is shown in Figure 
A -4 and the electrical characteristics are: 

True 
False 

7438 

Voltage. 
0.0 VDC to 0.4 VDC 
2,5 VDC to 5.25 VDC 

20 FT. 

FlgureA-4 

Current 
-40 mA (IOL max.) 
250 /LA (IOH open) 

+5V 

2200 

74LS14 

231927-29 
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Data Signals 
The lines associated with the transfer of read/write data between the host and the drive are differential in nature and 
may not be multiplexed between drives. There is one pair of balanced lines for each read and write data line per drive 
and must conform to the RS-422 specification. Figure A-S shows the receiver/transmitter combination. 

20 FT. 

HIOH TRUE 

Z=105 
231927-30 

Figure A·5. E1A RS22 Driver/Receiver Pair Flat Ribbon or Twisted Pair 
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"APPENDIX C 

This appendix contains a schematic of the previous design using PAL's to replace the random logic. The previous 
design could not do DMA transfers and inserted a large delay when transferring data from buffer RAM to the 
system. The PAL version does do DMA transfers and buffer reads happen at full SBX bus speed. One other minor 
change was ,to replace the SOO ns delay line with a 74LS164, which is a more cost effective solution. 

This schematic is only a paper design since only random logic was replaced with the PAL's. 
PAL Equation's 

PAL - Page 1: 
BDRDI = (IORDI • MDACK/) + (IORDI • MCSOI • MAO • MAl • MA2) + 

(DELAYED-READI • CLK) IF BCS 

LTCHSDHI = (MCSOI • MAOI • MAl • MA2 • IOWR/) 

RAMSELI (MCSO .. MAO • MAl • MA2) + (BCS/) + (MDACK/), 

IOBRDYI (MCS11 ~ MAOI • MAl • MA21 • IOWR/) 

IOBCRI = (MCS1/' MAO • MAlI • MA21 • IOWR/) 

BDWRI = (IOWR/) IF BCS 

CSI (MCSO/) IF BCS 

CLK (MCSOI .•. MAO • MAlI • MA2/) + (MCSOI • MAOI • MAl • MA2/) + (MCSOI 
• MAO • MAl • MA2/) + (MCSOI • MAOI • MAlI • MA2) + (MCSOI • MAO • MAlI • 
MA2) + (MCSOI • MAOI • MAl • MA2) + (MCSOI • MAO .. MAl • MA2) 

PAL - Page 2: 
MINTR1/MDRQT = (PIN1) 

MINTRO= (PIN2) + (INTRQl 

COUNT = (BDWRI +BDRD/) • (RAMSEL/) 

RSTCOUNT = (IOBCR/) + (BCR/) 

OEI = (MDACK/) + (CS/) 

CLRI = (IOBCR/) + (BOR/) 
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Universal Peripheral Interface 5 
Slave Microcontrollers 





UPI-452 
CHMOS PROGRAMMABLE 1/0 PROCESSOR 

83C452 - 8K x 8 Mask Programmable Internal ROM 

87C452P - 8K x 8 Piggyback EPROM 

80C452 - External ROM/EPROM 

• 83C452/87C452P/80C452:3.5 to 16 MHz • Two 16-Blt Timer/Counters 
Clock Rate • Boolean Processor 

• Software Compatible with the MCS-51 • Bit Addressable RAM 
Family 

128-Byte Bi-Directional FIFO Slave • 8 Interrupt Sources • Interface • Programmable Full Duplex Serial 

Two DMA Channels 
Channel • 

• 256 x 8-Blt Internal RAM • 64K Program Memory Space 

34 Additional Special Function • 64K Data Memory Space • Registers • 68-Pin PGA 

• 40 Programmable I/O Lines 
(See Packaging Spec., Order: #231369) 

The Intel UPI-452 (Universal Peripheral Interface) is a 68 pin CHMOS Slave 1/0 Processor with a sophisticated 
bi-directional FIFO buffer interface on the slave bus and a two channel DMA processor on-chip. The UPI-452 
is the newest member of Intel's UPI family of products. It is a general-purpose slave 1/0 Processor that allows 
the designer to grow a customized interface solution. 

The UPI-4S2 contains a complete 80C51 with twice the on-chip data and program memory. The sophisticated 
slave FIFO module acts as a buffer between the UPI-452 internal CPU and the external host CPU. To both the 
external host and the internal CPU, the FIFO module looks like a bi-clirectional bottomless buffer that can both 
read and write data. The FIFO manages the transfer of data independent of the UPI-452 core CPU and 
generates an interrupt or DMA request to either CPU, host or internal, as a FIFO service request. 

The FIFO consists of two channels:the Input FIFO and the Output FIFO. The division of the FIFO module 
array, 128 bytes, between Input channel and Output channel is programmable by the user. Each FIFO byte 
has an additional logical ninth bit to distinguish between a data byte and a Data Stream Command byte. 
Additionally, Immediate Commands allow direct, interrupt driven, bi-directional communication between the 
UPI-452 internal CPU and external host CPU, bypassing the FIFO. 

The on-chip DMA processor allows high speed data transfers from one writeable memory space to another. 
As many as 64K bytes can be transferred in a single DMA operation. Three distinct memory spaces may be 
used in DMA operations; Internal Data Memory, External Data Memory, and the Special Function Registers 
(including the FIFO IN, FIFO OUT, and Serial Channel Special Functions Registers). . 

5-1 
November 1986 

Order Number: 231428-003 
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Figure 2. UPI-452 68-Pin PGA Pinout Diagram 
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UPI MICROCONTROLLER FAMILY Packaging 
The UPI-452 joins the current members of the UPI 
microcontroller family. UPl's are derivatives of the 
MCSTM family of microcontrollers. Because of their 
on-chip system bus interface, UPl's are designed to 
be system bus "slaves", while their microcontroller 
counterparts are intended as system bus "masters". 

The 80C452 comes in a 68-pin PGA (Pin Grid Array) 
package, while the 87C452P will be offered in a pig
gyback package. This piggyback package will con
sist of the standard 68-pin PGA package with a 
2764A EPROM soldered on top. These two pack
ages allow designers to use either on-chip EPROM 
or external memory for their initial designs. The 
83C452 (ROM version) will come in the standard 68-
pin PGA package. A complete description of 
87C452P programming can be found at the end of 
this data sheet. 

These UPI Microcontrollers are fully supported by 
Intel's EPROM programmers (iUP-201) and develop
ment tools (ICE, ASM and PLM). 

UPIFamlly MCSFamlly RAM ROM EPROM (Slave (Master Speed (Bytes) (Bytes) (Bytes) Configuration) Configuration) 

80C452 80C51 12MHz 256 - -
83C452 80C51 12 MHz 256 8K -
87C452P 80C51 12MHz 256 - 8K 

80C452-1 80C51 16MHz 256 - -
83C452-1 80C51 16MHz 256 8K -
87C452P-1 80C51 16MHz 256 - 8K 

UPI-452 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 
Symbol Pin # Type Name and Function 

Vss 9/43 I Circuit Ground. 

Vee 60 I + 5V power supply during normal, idle, programming and 
verification operation. 

XTAL1 38 I Input to the oscillator's high gain amplifier. A crystal or external 
source can be used. 

XTAL2 39 0 Output from the high gain amplifier. 
PortO I/O Port 0 is an 8-bit open drain bi-directionall/O port. IUs used for data 
(ADO-AD7) input and output during programming and verification. External 
PO.O 8 pullups are required during program verification. Port 0 can sink 

.1 10 eight LS TIL inputs. It is also the multiplexed low-order address and 

.2 11 data local expansion bus during accesses to external 'memory . 

. 3 12 

.4 13 

.5 14 

.6 15 
PO.7 16 
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UPI-4S2 PIN DESCRIPTIONS (Continued) 

Symbol Pin # Type Name and Function 
Port 1 110 Port 1is an 8-bit quasi-bi-directionaII/O port. It is used for low-orller 
(AO-A7) address byte during programming and verification. Port 1 can sink 
(HLD, HLDA) four LS TTL inputs. Pin~ P1 .. 5 and P1.6 are multiplexed ~ith HLD 
P1.0 7 and HLDA respectively whose functions are defineq as below: 

.1 6 Port Ph' Alternate Function 

.2 5 P1.5 HLD -Local bus hold 

.3 4 input! output signal 

.4 3 P1.6 HLDA -Local bus hold 

.5 2 acknowledge output 

.6 1 
P1.7 68 

Port 2 1/0 Port 2 is an 8-bit quasi-bi-directionaIIiO port. It also emits the high-
(A8-A15) order 8 bits of address when accessing local expansion bus 
P2.0 29 external memory (or during 87C452P programming and verification). 

.1 28 Port 2 can sink four LS TTL inputs. 

.2 27 

.3 25 

.4 24 

.5 23 

.6 22 

.7 21 

Port 3 1/0 Port 3 is an 8-bit quasi-bi-directionaII/O port. It is also multiplexed 
P3.0 67 with the interrupt, timer, local serial channel, RDI and WRI 

.1 66 functions that are used by various options. The alternate functions 

.2 65 can only be activated if the corresponding bit latch in the port SFR 

.3 64 contains a 1. Otherwise, the port pin is stuck at O. Port 3 can sink 

.4 63 four LS TTL inputs. The alternate functions assigned to the pins of 

.5 62 Port 3 are as follows: 

.6 61 Port Pin Alternate Function 
P3.7 59 P3.0 RxD - Serial input port 

P3.1 TxD - Serial output port 
P3.2 INTO - Interrupt 0 Input 
P3.3 INT1 - Interrupt 1 Input 
P3.4 TO - Input to counter 0 
P3.5 T1 - Input to counter 1 
P3.6 WR/· - The write control signal latches the 

data from Port 0 outputs into the 
External Data Memory on the 
local bus. 

P3.7 RDI - The read control signal latches the 
data from Port 0 outputs on the 
local bus. 
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UPI-452 PIN DESCRIPTIONS (Continued) 

Symbol Pin # ~. Name and Function 
Port 4 110 Port 4 is an 8-blt quasl·bl-cllrectlonall/O port. Port 4 can sink/source 
P4.0 30 four TTL inputs. It is also used as the control signals during EPROM 

.1 3,1 programming and verification drive pins as follows: 

.2 32 Port Pin Alternate Function 

.3 33 P4.5 '1' during program and verify 

.4 34 P4.6 '0' during program and verify 

.5 35 P4.7 '0' during verify· used as output enable 

.6 36 '1' during programming w/ ALE = 0 

.7 37 Note: see Programming and Verification Characteristics In AC/DC 
Specification section. 

RST 20 I A high level on this pin for two machine cycles while the oscillator Is 
running resets the device. An Internal pulldown resistor permits Power· 
on reset using only a capacitor connected to Vee. 
This pin does not receive the power down voltage as is lt1e case for 
HMOS MCS-51 family members. This function has been transferred to 
the Vee pin. 

ALE/PGM 18 I/O 'Provides Address Latch Enable output used for latching the address 
into external memory during normal operation. Receives the program 
pulse input during EPROM programming. ALE can sink/source eight LS 
TTL inputs. 

J5S'EN 19 0 The Program Store Enable output is a control Signal that enables the 
external Program Memory to the bus during normal fetch operation. 
PSEN can sink/source eight LS TTL inputs. 

EA 17 I When held at TTL high level, the UPI-452 executes instructions from the 
internal ROM/EPROM when the PC is less than 8192 (8K, 200H). When 
held at a TTL low level, the UPI-452 fetches all instructions from 
external Program Memory. 

080 58 I/O Host Bus Interface Is an 8·bit bi-clirectional bus. It is used, to transfer 
081 57 data and commands between the UPI-452 and the host processor. This 
082 56 bus can sink/source eight LS TTL Inputs. 
083 55 
084 54 
085 53 
086 52 
087 51 
CS 44 I This pin is the Chip Select of the UPI-452. 
AO 40 I These three address lines are used to interface with the host system. 
A1 41 They define the UPI·452 operations. The interface is compatible with 
A2 42 the Intel microprocessors and the MUL TIBUS. 
fiEA[5 46 I This pin is the read strobe from the host CPU. Activating this pin causes 

the UPI·452 to place the contents of the Output FIFO (either a 
command or data) or the Host Status/Control Special Function Register 
on the Slave Data Bus. 

WFUTE 47 I This pin is the write strobe from the host. Activating this pin will cause 
the value on the Slave Data Bus to be written into the register specified 
by AO-A2. 

DRQIN/ 49 0 ThJs pin requests an input transfer from the host system whenever the 
INTRQIN Input Channel requires data. 
DROOUT/ 48 0 This output pin requests an output transfer whenever the Output 
INTROOUT Channel requires service. If the external host to UPI·452 DMA is 

enabled, and a Data Stream Command is at the Output FIFO, DROOUT 
is deactivated and INTRQ is activated (see 'GENERAL PURPOSE DMA 
CHANNELS' section). 
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UPI-452 PIN DESCRIPTIONS (Continued) 

Symbol Pin # Type Name and Function 
INTRQ 50 0 This output pin is used to interrupt the host processor when an 

Immediate Command Out or an 'error condition is encountered. It is 
also used to interrupt the host processor when the FIFO requests 
service if the DMA is disabled and INTRQIN and INTRQOUT are 
not used. 

DACK 45 I This pin is the DMA acknowledge for the host bus interface Input 
and Output Channels. When activated, a write command will cause 
the data on the Slave Data Bus to be written as data to the Input 
Channel (to the Input FIFO). A read command will cause the Output 
Channel to output data (from the Output FIFO) on to the Slave Data 
Bus. This pin should be driven high (+ 5V) in systems which do not 
have a DMA controller (see Address Decoding). 

Vee/Vpp 26 I + 5V power supply during operation. The Vee pin receives the 
+ 12V EPROM programming and verification supply voltage. It is 
also the standby power pin for power down mode. 

ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW 

Introduction 

The UPI-452 slave microcontroller incorporates an 
BOC!;l1, with double the program and data memory, a 
slave interface which allows it to be connected di
rectly to the host system bus as a peripheral, a FIFO 
buffer module, a two channel DMA processor, and a 
fifth 1/0 port (Figure 3). The UPI-452 retains all of 
the 80C51 architecture, and is fully compatible with 
the MCS-51 instruction set. 

The Special Function Register (SFR) interface con
cept introduced in the MCS-51 family of microcon
trollers has been expanded in the UPI-452. To the 
20 Special Function Registers of the MCS-51, the 
UPI-452 adds 34 more. These additional Special 
Function Registers, like those of the MCS-51, pro
vide access to the UPI-452 functional elements in
cluding the FIFO, DMA and added interrupt capabili
ties. Several of the 80C51 core Special Function 
Registers have also been expanded to support add
ed features of the UPI-452. 

This data sheet describes the unique features of the 
UPI-452. Refer to the 80C51 data sheet for a de
scription ot the UPI-452's core CPU functional 
blocks including; 

- Timers/Counters 

.....: I/O Ports 

- Interrupt timing and control (other than FIFO and 
DMAinterrupts) 

- Serial Channel 

- Local Expansion Bus 

- Program/Data Memory structure 

- Power-Saving Modes of Operation • 

- CHMOS Features 

- Instruction Set 

• except 87C452P piggyback package 

Figure 3 contains a conceptual block diagram of the 
UPI-452. Figure 4 provides a functional block dia
gram. 

231428-7 

Figure 3.lIPI-452 .Conceptual Block Diagram 
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OPTIONAL FEATURES: 
-SERIAL CHANNEL' I 

-EXTERNAL INTERRUPTS I 

-HLD/HLD,ACK 
-LOCAL EXPANSION 

BUS 
-RD 
-WR 

-EXTERNAL 
COUNTER INPUT 

-EPROM PROGRAM 
AND VERIFY 
CONTROL ._------------
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Figure 4. UPI-452 Functional Block Diagram 

FIFO Buffer Interface 

A unique feature of the UPI·452 is the incorporation 
of a 128 byte FIFO array at the host·slave interface. 
The FIFO allows asynchronous bi·directional trans· 
fers' between the host CPU and the internal CPU. 
The division of the 128 bytes between Input and 
Output channels is user programmable allowing 
maximum flexibility. If the entire 128 byte FIFO is 
allocated to the Input channel, a high performance 
Host can transfer up to 128 bytes at one time, then 
dedicate its resources to other functions while the 
internal CPU processes the data in the FIFO. Varj· 

_ ous handshake Signals allow the external Host to 
operate independently and without frequent monitor· 
ing of the UPI·452 internal CPU. The FIFO Buffer 
insures that the slave processor receives data in the 
same order that it was sent by the host without the 
need to keep track of addresses. Three slave bus 
interface handshake methods are supported by the 
UPI-452: DMA, Interrupt and Polled. 

The FIFO is nine bits wide. The ninth bit acts as a 
command/data flag. Commands written to the FIFO 
by either the host or internal CPU are called Data 
Stream Commands' or DSCs. DSCs are written to 
the input FIFO by the Host via a unique external 
address. DSCs are written to the output FIFO by the 
internal CPU via the COMMAND OUT Special Func· 
tion Register (SFR). When encountered by the host 
or internal CPU a Data Stream Command can be 
used as an address vector to user defined service 
routines. DSCs provide synchronization of data and 
commands between the Host and internal CPU. 

5·11 

FIFO PROGRAMMABLE FEATURES 

Size of Input/Output Channels 

Tl:le 128 bytes of FIFO space 'can be allocated be· 
tween the Input and Output channels via the Chan7 
nel Boundary Pointer· (CBP) SFR. This register con· 
tains the number of address locations assigned to, 
the Input channel. The remaining address locations 
are automatically assigned to the Output FIFO. The 
CBP SFR can only be programm~ by the internal, 
CPU during FIFO DMA Freeze Mode (See FIFO·Ex· 
ternal Host Interface FIFO DMA Freeze, Mode de· 
scription). The CBP is initialized to 40H, (64 bytes) 
upon reset. 

The number in the Channel Boundary Pointer SFR is 
actually the first address location of the Output 
FIFO. Writing to the CBP SFR reassigns the Input 
and Output FIFO address space. Whenever the CBP 
is written, the Input FIFO pointers are reset to zero 
and the Output FIFO pointers are set to the value in 
the CBP SFR. 

All of the FIFO space may be assigned to one chan· 
nel. In such a situatiOn the other channel's data path I 

consists of a single SFR (FIFO IN/COMMAND IN or 
FIFO OUT/COMMAND OUT SFR) locatiOn. 
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FIFO Read/Write Pointers 
~ 

These normally operate in auto-increment (and auto
rollover) mode, but can be reassigned by the internal 
CPU during FIFO DMA Freeze Mode (See FIFO-Ex
ternal Host Interface FIFO DMA Freeze Mode de
scription). 

Threshold Register 

The Input FIFO Threshold SFR contains the number 
of empty bytes that must be available in the Input 
FIFO to generate a Host interrupt. The Output FIFO 
Threshold SFR contains the number of bytes, data 
and/or DSC(s), that must be in the FIFO before an 
interrupt is generated. The Threshold feature pre
vents the Host from being interrupted each time the 
FIFO needs to load or unload one byte of data. The 
thresholds, therefore, allow the FIFO's operation to 
be adjusted to the speed of the Host, optimizing the 
overall interface performance. 

Immediate Commands 

The UPI-452 provides, in addition to data and DSCs, 
a third direct means of communication between the 
external Host and internal CPU called Immediate 
Commands. As the name implies, an Immediate 
Command is· available to the receiving CPU immedi
ately, via an interrupt, without being entered into the 
FIFO as are Data Stream Commands. Like Data 
Stream Commands, Immediate Commands are writ
ten either via a unique external address by the hOst 
CPU, or via dedicated SFR by the internal CPU. 

The DSC and/or Immediate Command interface 
may be defined as either Interrupt or Polled under 
user program control via the Interrupt Enable (IE), 
Slave Control Register (SLCON), and Interrupt En
able Priority (IEP) Special Function Registers, for the 
internal CPU and via the Host Control SFR for the 
external Host CPU. 

DMA 
The UPI-452 contains a two channel internal DMA 
controller which allows transfer of data between any 

of the three writeable memory spaces: Internal Data 
Memory, External Load Expansion Bus Data Memo
ry and the Special Function Register array. The Spe
cial Function Register array appears as a set of 
unique dedicated memory addresses which may be 
used as either the source or destination address of a 
DMA transfer. Each DMA channel is independently 
programmable via dedicated Special Function Reg
isters for mode, source and destination addresses, 
and byte count to be transferred. Each DMA channel 
has four programmable modes: 

- Alternate Cycle Mode 

- Burst Mode 

- FIFO or Serial Channel Demand Mode 

- External Demand Mode 

A complete description of each mode and DMA op
eration may be found in the section titled "General 
Purpose DMA Channels". 

FIFO/SLAVE INTERFACE 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Overview 

The FIFO is a 128 Byte RAM array with recirculating 
pOinters to manage the read and write accesses. 
The FIFO consists of an Input and an Output chan
nel. Access cycles to the FIFO by the internal CPU 
and external Host are interleaved and appear to be 
occurring concurrently to both the internal' CPU and 
external Host. Interleaving access cycles ensures 
efficient use of this shared resource. The internal 
CPU accesses the FIFO in the same way it would 
access any of the Special Function Registers e.g., 
direct and register indirect addressing as well as ar
ithmetric and logical instructions. 

Input FIFO Channel 

The Input FIFO Channel provides for data transfer 
from the external Host to the internal CPU (Figure 5). 
The registers associated with the Input Channel dur
ing normal operation are listed in Table 1'. 

Table 1. Input FIFO Channel Registers' 

Register Name Description 

1) Input Buffer Latch Host CPU Write only 
2) FIFO INSFR Internal CPU Read only 
3) COMMAND IN SFR Internal CPU Read only 
4) Input FIFO Read Poi mer SFR Internal CPU Read only 
5) Input FIFO Write Pointer SFR Internal CPU Read only 
6) Input FIFO Threshold SFR Internal CPU Read only 

. . 
'See "FIFO-EXTERNAL HOST INTERFACE FIFO DMA FREEZE MODE" section for FIFO DMA Freeze Mode SFR charactensllcs d~scription . 
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EXTERNAL HOST 
CPU 

EXTERNAL 
ADDRESS HOST DATA 

BUS 

INPUT WRITE 
POINTER (IWPR) 

THRESHOLD SFR 
(ITHR) 

INPUT READ 
POINTER (IRPR) 

INPUT FIFO 
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Figure 5. Input FIFO Channel Functional Block Diagram 

The host CPU writes data and Data Stream Com
mands into the Input Buffer Latch on the rising edge 
of the external WR Signal. External addressing de
termines whether the byte is a data byte or Data 
Stream Command and the FIFO logic sets the ninth 
bit of the FIFO accordingly as the byte is moved 
from the Input Buffer Latch into the FIFO. A "1" in 
the ninth bit indicates that the incoming byte is a 
Data Stream Command. The internal CPU reads 
data bytes via the FIFO IN SFR, and Data Stream 
Commands via the COMMAND IN SFR. 

A Data Stream Command will generate an interrupt 
to the internal CPU prior to being read and after 
completion of the previous operation. The DSC can 
then be read via the COMMAND IN SFR. Data can 
only be read via the FIFO IN SFR and Data Stream 
Commands via the COMMAND IN SFR. Attempting 
to read Data Stream Commands as data by address
ing the FIFO IN SFR will result in "OFFH" being 
read, and the Input FIFO Read Pointer will remain 
intact. (This prevents accidental misreading of Data 
Stream Commands.) Attempting to read data as 
Data Stream Commands will have the same conse
quence. 

The Input FIFO Channel addressing is controlled by 
the Input FIFO Read and Write Pointer SFRs. These 
SFRs are read only registers during normal opera
tion. However, during FIFO DMA Freeze Mode (See 
FIFO-External Host Interface FIFO DMA Freeze 
Mode description), the internal CPU has write ac
cess to them. Any write to these registers in normal 
mode will have no effect. The Input Write Pointer 
SFR contains the address location to which datal 
commands are written from the Slave Bus Input! 
Slave Bus Command registers. The write pointer is 
automatically incremented after each write and is re
set to zero if equal to the CBP, as the Input FIFO 
operates as a circular buffer. 

If a write is performed on an empty FIFO, the first 
byte is also written into the FIFO IN or COMMAND 
IN SFR. If the Host continues writing while the Input 
FIFO is full, an external interrupt, if enabled, is sent 
to the host to signal the overrun condition. The 
writes are ignored by the FIFO control logic. Similar

.Iy, an internal CPU read of an empty FIFO will cause 
an underrun error interrupt to be generated to the 
internal CPU and a value of "OFFH" will be read by 
the internal CPU. 
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The Read Pointer SFR holds the address of the next 
byte to be read from the Input FIFO. An Input FIFO 
read operation post-increments the Input Read 
Pointer SFR and loads a new data byte into the 
FIFO IN SFR or a Data Stream Command into the 
COMMAND IN SFR at the end of the read cycle. 

number of bytes in the Input FIFO minus the number 
of bytes programmed in the Input FIFO Threshold 
SFR. With this feature the Host is assured that it can 
write at least a threshold number of bytes to the 
Input FIFO channel without worrying about an over
run condition. Once the Request for Service is gen
erated it remains active until the Input FIFO be
comes full. An Input FIFO Request for Service (via DMA, Inter

rupt or a flag) is generated to the Host whenever 
more data can be written into the Input FIFO. For 
efficient utilization of the Host, a "threshold" value 
can be programmed into the Input FIFO Threshold 
SFR. The range of values of the Input FIFO Thresh
old SFR can be from 0 to (CBP-2). The Request for 
Service Interrupt is generated only after the Input 
FIFO has room to accommodate a threshold number 
of bytes or more. The threshold is equal to the total 

.. Output FIFO Channel 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

The Output FIFO Channel provides data transfer 
from the UPI-452 internal CPU to the external Host 
(Figure 6). 

The registers associated with the Output Channel 
during normal operation are listed in Table 2". 

231428":10 

Figure 6. Output FIFO Channel Functional Block Diagram 

Table 2. Output FIFO Channel Registers 

Register Name Description 

Output Buffer Latch Host CPU Read only 
FIFO OUT SFR Internal CPU Read and Write 
COMMAND OUT SFR Internal CPU Read and Write 
OutputFIFO Read PointerSFR Internal CPU Read only 
Output FIFO Write Pointer SFR Internal CPU Read only 
Output FIFO Threshold SFR Internal CPU Read only 

'See "FIFO·EXTERNAL HOST INTERFACE FIFO DMA FREEZE MODE" section for FIFO DMA Freeze Mode register characteristics description. 
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The UPI·452 internal CPU transfers data to the Out· 
put FIFO via the FIFO OUT SFR and commands via 
the COMMAND OUT SFR. If the byte is written to 
the COMMAND OUT SFR, the ninth bit is automati· 
cally set (= 1) to indicate a Data Stream Command. 
If the byte is written to the FIFO OUT SFR the ninth 
bit is cleared (= 0). Thus the FIFO OUT and COM· 
MAND OUT SFRs are the same but the address de· 
termines whether the byte entered in the FIFO is a 
DSC or data byte. 

The Output FIFO preloads a byte into the Output 
Buffer Latch. When the Host issues a RDI Signal, 
the data is immediately read from the Output Buffer 
Latch. The next data byte is then loaded into the 
Output Buffer Latch, a flag is set and an interrupt, if 
enabled, is generated if the byte is a DSC (ninth bit 
Is set). The operation Is carefully timed such that an 
interrupt can be generated In time for it to be recog· 
nized by the Host before its next read instruction. 
Internal CPU write and external Host read opera· 
tions are interleaved at the FIFO so that they appear 
to be occurring concurrently. 

The Output FIFO read and write pOinter operation is 
the same as for the Input Channel. Writing to the 
FIFO OUT or COMMAND OUT SFRs will increment 
the Output Write Pointer SFR but reading from it will 
leave the write pointer unchanged. A rollover of the 
Output FIFO Write Pointer causes the pointer to be 
reset to the value in the Channel Boundary Pointer 
(CBP) SFR. 

If the external host attempts to read a Data Stream 
Command as a data byte it will result in invalid data 
being read. The DSC is not lost because the invalid 
read does not increment the pointer. Similarly at
tempting to read a data byte as a Data Stream Com
mand has the same result. 

A Request for Service is generated to the external 
Host under the following two conditions: 

1.) Whenever the internal CPU has written Ii thresh
old number of bytes or more into the Output FIFO 
(threshold = (OTHR) + 1). The threshold num
ber should be chosen such that the bus latency . 
time for the external Host does not result in a 
FIFO overrun error condition on the internal CPU 
side. The threshold limit should be large enough 
to make a bus request by the UPI-452 to the ex
ternal host CPU worthwhile. Once a request for 
service is generated, the request remains active 
until the Output FIFO becomes empty. The range 
of values of the FIFO Output Threshold (OTHR) 
SFR is from 1 to the Output FIFO Size. The 
threshold number can be programmed via the 
OTHR SFR. 
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2.) The second type of Request for Service is called 
"Flush Mode" and occurs when the internal CPU 
writes a Data Stream Command into the Output 
FIFO. Its purpose Is to ensure that a data block 
entered into the Output FIFO, which is less than 
the programmed threshold, will generate a Re
quest for Service interrupt, if enabled, and be 
read, or "Flushed" from the Output FIFO, by the 
external host CPU regardless of the status of the 
OTHR SFR. 

Immediate Commands 
Immediate Commands provide direct communica
tion between the external Host and UPI·452. Unlike 
Data Stream Commands which are entered Into the 
FIFO, the Immediate Command is available to the 
receiving CPU directly, bypassing the FIFO. The Im
mediate Command can serve as a program vector 
pointing into a jump table in the recipients software. 
Immediate Command Interrupts are generated, if en· 
abled, and a bit in the appropriate Status Register is 
set when an Immediate Command is input or output. 
A similar bit is provided to acknowledge when an 
Immediate Command has been read and whether 
the register is available to receive another com
mand. The bits are reset when the Immediate Com
mands are read. Two Special Function Registers are 
dedicated to the Immediate Command interface. Ex
ternal addressing determines whether the Host is 
accessing the Input FIFO or the Immediate Com
mand IN (IMIN) SFR. The internal CPU writes Imme
diate Commands to the Immediate Command OUT 
(IMOUT) SFR. 

Both processors have the ability to enable or disable 
Immediate Command Interrupts. By disabling the in
terrupt, the recipient of the Immediate Command 
can poll the status SFR and read the Immediate 
Command at its convenience. Immediate Com
mands should only be written when the appropriate 
Immediate Command SFR is empty (as indicated in 
the appropriate status SFR:HSTAT ISSTA T). Simi
larly, the Immediate Command SFR should only be 
read when there is data in the Register. 

The flowcharts in Figure 7a and 7b illustrate the 
proper handshake mechanisms between the exter
nal Hostand internal CPU when handling Immediate 
Commands. 
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HOST & SLAVE INTERFACE SPECIAL FUNCTION REGISTERS 

Slave Interface Special Function Registers 
The Internal CPU interfaces with the FIFO slave module via the following registers: 
1) Mode Special Function Register (MODE) 
2) Slave Control Special Function Register (SLCON) 
3) Slave Status Special Function Register (SSTAT) 

Each register resides in the SFR Array and is accessible via all direct addressing modes except bit Only the 
Slave Control Register (SLCON) is bit addressable. 

1) MODE Special Function Register (MODE) 

The MODE SFR provides the primary control of the external host·FIFO interface. It is included in the SFR 
Array so that the internal CPU can configure the external host·FIFO interface should the user decide that the 
UPI·452 slave initialize itself independent of the external host CPU. 

The MODE SFR can be directly modified by the internal CPU through direct address instructions. It can also be 
indirectly modified by the external host CPU by setting up a MODE SFR service routine in the UPI-452 program 
memory and having the host issue a Command, either Immediate or DSC, to vector to that routine. 

Symbolic Physical 
Address Address 

MODE I MD6 MD5 MD4 OF9H 

(MSB) (LSB) 
Status On Reset: 

1* o o o 1· 1· 1· 1· 

MD7 (reserved)·· 
MD6 Request for Serivce to external CPU via; 

1 = DMA (DRQIN/DRQOUT) request to external host when the Input or Output FIFO channel reo 
quests service 
o = Interrupt (INTRQINIINTRQOUT or INTRQ) to external host when the Input or Output FIFO 
channel requests service or a DSC is encountered in the I/O Buffer Latch 

MD5 Configure DRQINIINTRQIN and DRQOUT IINTRQOUT to be either; 
1 = Enable (Actively driven) 
o = Disable (Tri·state) 

MD4 Configure INTRQ to be either; 
1 = Enable (Actively driven) 
o = Disable (Tri·state) 

MD3 (reserved)·· 
MD2 (reserved)·· 
MD1 (reserved)·· 
MDO (reserved)·· 

2) Slave Control SFR (SLCON) 

The Slave Control SFR is used to configure the FIFO·internal CPU interface. All interrupts are to the internal 
CPU. 
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Symbolic Physical 
Address Address 

SLCON IFI OFI ICII ICOI FRZ IFRS OFRS OE8H 

(MSB) (LSB) 
Status On Reset: 

0 0 0 0 0 1* 0 0 

IFI Enable Input FIFO Interrupt (due to Underrun Error Condition, Data Stream Command or Request 
Service) 

1 = E,nable 

0= Disable 

OFI Enable Output FIFO Interrupt (due to Overrun Error Condition or Request Service) 

1 = Enable 

0'" Disable 

Note: If the DMA is configured to serivce a FIFO demand, then the Request for Service Interrupt is 
not generated. 

ICII Generate Interrupt when a command is written to the Immediate Command in Register 

1 = Enable 

0= Disable 

ICOI Generate Interrupt when Immediate Oommand Out Register is Available 

1 = Enable 

0= Disable 

FRZ Enable FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 

1 = Normal operation 

o = FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 

SC2 (reserved) .. 

IFRS Input FIFO Channel Request for Service 

1 = Request when Input FIFO not empty 

o = Request when Input FIFO full 

OFRS Output FIFO Channel Request for Service 

1 = Request when Output FIFO not full 

o = Channel Request when Output FIFO empty 

NOTES: 
*A '1' will be read from all SFR reserved locations except HCON, SFR, HCO and HC2. 

"'reserved'-these locations are reserved for future use by Intel Corporation. 

3) Slave Status SFR (SST AT) 

The bits in the Slave Status SFR reflect the status of the FIFO-internal CPU interface. It can be read during an 
internal interrupt service routine to determine the nature of the interrupt or read during a polling sequence to 
determine a course of action. 

Symbolic 
Address 

SSTAT 

(MSB) 

o o o 
(LSB) 
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Physical 
Address 
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SS17 Output. FIFO Overrun Error Condition 

1 = No Error 

UPI-452 

o = Error (latched until Slave Status SFR is read) 

SST6 Immediate Command Out Register Status 

1 = Full (i.e. Host CPU has not read previous Immediate Command Out sent by internal CPU) 

0= Available 

SST5 FIFO DMA Freeze Mode Status 

1 = Normal Operation 

o = FIFO DMA Freeze Mode in Progress 

SST4 Output FIFO Request for Service Flag 

1 = Output FIFO does not request service 

o = Output FIFO requests service 

SST3 Input FIFO Underrun Error Condition Flag 

1 = No Underrun Error 

o = Underrun Error (latched until Slave Status SFR is read) 

SST2 Immediate Command In SFR Status 

1 = Empty 

o = Immediate Command received from host CPU 

SST1 Data Stream Command/Data at Input FIFO Flag 

1 = Data (not DSC) 

o = DSC (at COMMAND IN SFR) 

SSTO Input FIFO Request For Service Flag 

1 = Input FIFO Does Not Request Service 

o = Input FIFO Request for Service 

EXTERNAL HOST INTERFACE SPECIAL FUNCTION REGISTERS 

The external host CPU has direct accass to the following SFRs: 

1) Host Control Special Function Register 

2) Host Status Special Function Register 

It can also access other SFRs by commanding the internal CPU to change them accordingly via Data Stream 
Commands or Immediate Commands. The protocol for implementing this is entirely determined by the user. 

1) Host Control SFR (HCON) 

By writing to the Host Control SFR, the host cen enable or disable FIFO interrupts and DMA requests and can 
reset the UPI-452. 

Symbolic Physical 
Address Address 

HCON HC7 HC6 HC5 HC4 HC3 HC1 OE7H 

(MSB) (LSB) 
Status On Reset: 

0 I' 0 0 0 0 O· 0 0* 
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HC7 Enable Output FIFO Interrupt due to Underrun Error Condition, Data Stream Command lor Service 
Request 

1 = Enable 

0= Disable 

HC6 Enable Input FIFO Interrup~ due to Overrun Error COl')dition, or Service Request 

1 = Enable 

0= Disable 

HC5 Enable the generation of the Interrupt due to Immediate Command Out being present " 

1 = Enable 

0= Disable 

HC4 Enable the Interrupt due to the Immediate Command in Register being Available for a new Immediate 
Command byte 

1 = Enable 

0= Disable 

HC3 Reset UPI-452 

1 = Software RESET 

o = Normal Operation 

HC2 (reserved) *" . 
HC1 Select between INTRQ and INTRQINIINTRQOUT as Request for Service interrupt signal when DMA is 

disabled 

1 = INTRQ 

o = INTRQIN or INTRQOUT 

HCO (reserved)·· 

NOTES: 
*A '1' will be read from all SFR reserved locations except HCON, SFR, HCO and HC2. 
··'reserved'-these locations a~e reserved for future use by Intel Corporation. 

2) Host Status SFR (HST A T) 

The Host Status SFR provides information on the FIFO-Host Interface and can be used to determine the 
source of an external interrupt during polling. Like the Slave Status SFR, the Host Status SFR reflects the 
current status of the FIFO-external host interface. 

Symbolic 
Address 

HSTAT 

+- Output FIFO Status -. 
Status On Reset: 

1 

(MSB) 

0/1· 

(lSB) 
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HST7 Output FIFO Underrun Error Condition 
1 = No Underrun Error 
o = Underrun Error (latched until Host 
Status Register is read) 

HST6 Immediate Command Out SFR Status 
1 = Empty 
o = Immediate Command Present 

HST5 Data Stream Command/Data at Output 
FIFO Status 
1 = Data (not DSC) 
o = DSC (present at Output FIFO COM
MAND OUT SFR) 
(Note: Only if HST 4 = 0, if HST 4 = 1 then un
determined) 

HST4 Output FIFO Request for Service Status 
1 = No Request for Service 
o = Output FIFO Request for Service due to; 

a. Output FIFO containing the threshold 
number of bytes or more 

b. Internal CPU sending a block of data ter
minated by a DSC (DSC alone clears upon 
being read) 

HST3 I\lput FIFO Overrun Error Condition 
1 = No Overrun Error 
o = Overrun Error (latched until Host Status 
Register is read) 

HST2, Immediate Command In SFR Status 
1 = Full (i.e. Internal CPU has not read pre
vious Immediate Command sent by Host) 
0= Empty. 

Reset value; 

'1' - if read by the external Host 

'0' - if read by internal CPU (reads shadow 
latch - see FIFO DMA Freeze Mode descrip
tion) 

HST1 FIFO DMA Freeze Mode Status 
1 = Freeze Mode in progress. 
(In Freeze Mode, the bits of the Host Status 
SFR are forced to a '1' initially to prevent the 
external Host from attempting to access the 

. FIFO. The definition of the Host Status SFR 
bits during FIFO DMA Freeze Mode can be 
found in FIFO DMA Freeze Mode descrip
tion) 
o = Normal Operation 

HSTO Input FIFO Request Service Status 
1 = Input FIFO does not request service 
o = Input FIFO request service due to the 
Input FIFO containing enough space for the 
host to write the threshold number of bytes 
or more 
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FIFO MODULE • EXTERNAL HOST 
INTERFACE 

Overview 
The FIFO-external Host interface supports high 
speed asynchronous bi-directional a-bit data trans
fers. The host interface is fully compatible with Intel 
microprocessor local busses and with MUL TIBUS. 
The FIFO has two specialized DMA request pins for 
Input and Output FIFO channel DMA requests. 
These are multiplexed to provide a dedicated Re
quest for Service interrupt (DRQIN/INTRQIN, 
DF:!QOUT /INTRQOUT). 

The external Host can program, under user defined 
protocol, thresholds into the FIFO Input and Output 
Threshold SFRs which determine when the FIFO 
Request for Service interrupt is generated to the 
Host CPU. The FIFO module external Host interface 
is configured by the internal CPU via the MODE 
SFR. "The external Host can enable and disable 
Host interface interrupts via the Host Control SFR." 
Data Stream Commands in the Input FIFO channel 
allow the Host to influence the processing of data 
blocks and are sent with the data flow to maintain 
synchronization. Data Stream Commands in the 
Output FIFO Channel allow the internal CPU to per
form the same function, and also to set the Output 
FIFO Request Service status logiC to the host CPU 
regardless of the programmed value in the Thresh
old SFR. 

Slave Interface Address Decoding 
The UPI-452 determines the desired Host function 
through address decoding. The lower three bits of 
the address as well as the READ, WRITE, Chip Se
lect (CS) and DMA Acknowledge (DACK) are used 
for decoding. Table 3 shows the pin states and the 
Read or Write operations associated with each con
figuration. 

Interrupts to the Host 
The UPI-452 interrupts the external Host via the 
INTRQ pin. In addition, the DRQIN and DRQOUT 
pins can be multiplexed as interrupt request lines, 
INTRQIN and INTRQOUT respectively, when DMA 
is disabled. This provides two special FIFO "Re
quest for Service" interrupts. 

There are eight FIFO-relat~d interrupt sources; two 
from The Input FIFO; three from The Output FIFO; 
one from the Immediate Command Out SFR; one 
from the Immediate Command IN SFR; and one due 
to FIFO DMA Freeze Mode. 

INPUT FIFO: The Input FIFO interrupt is generated 
whenever: 

a. The Input FIFO contains space for a threshold 
number of bytes. 
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Table 3. UPI-452 Address Decoding 

DACK CS A2 A1 AO Read Write 

1 1 X X X No Operation No Operation 

1 0 0 0 0 Data or DMA from Output FIFO Channel Data or DMA to Input FIFO Channel 

1 0 0 0 1 Data Stream Command from Output FIFO Channel Data Stream Command to Input FIFO Channel 

1 0 0 1 0 Host Status SFR Read Reserved 

1 0 0 1 1 Host Control SFR Read Host Control SFR Write 

1 0 1 0 0 Immediate Command SFR Read Immediate Command to SFR Write 

1 0 1 1 X Reserved Reserved 

0 X X X X DMA Data from Output FIFO Channel DMA Data to Input FIFO Channel 

1 0 1 0 1 Reserved Reserved 

NOTES: 
1. Attempting to read a DSC as a data byte will result in invalid data being read. The read pointers are not incremented so 
that the DSC is not lost. Attempting to read a data byte as a DSC has the same result. 
2. If DACK is active the UPI-452 will attempt a DMA operation when RD or WR becomes active rega~~ss of the DMA 
enable bit (MD6) in the MODE SFR. Care should be taken when using DACK. For proper operation, DA must be driven 
high (+ 5V) when not using DMA. 

b. When an Input FIFO ,overrun error condition ex
ists. The appropriate bits in the Host Status SFR 
are set and the interrupt is generated only if en
abled. 

OUTPUT FIFO: The Output FIFO Request for Serv
ice Interrupt operates in a similar manner as the In
put FIFO interrupt: 

a. When the FIFO contains the threshold number of 
bytes or more. 

b. Output FIFO error condition interrupts are gener
ated when the Output FIFO is underrun. 

c. Data Stream Command present in the Output 
Buffer Latch. 

A Data Stream Command interrupt is used to halt 
normal processing, using the command as a vector 
to a service routine. When DMA is disabled, the user 
may program (through HC1) INTRQ to include FIFO 
Request for Service Interrupts or use INTRQIN and 
INTRQOUT as Request for Service Interrupts. 

IMMEDIATE COMMAND INTERRUPTS: 

a. An Immediate Command Out Interrupt is generat
ed, if enabled, to the Host and the corresponding 
Host Status SFR bit (HST AT HST6) is set, when 
the internal CPU writes to the Immediate Com
mand OUT (IMOUT) SFR. When the Host reads 
the Immediate Command OUT (IMOUT) SFR the 
corresponding bit in the Host Status (HST AT) 
SFR is cleared. This causes the Slave Status Im
mediate Command OUT Status bit (SST AT SST6) 
to be set indicating that the Immediate Command 
OUT (IMOUT) SFR is empty. If enabled, a FIFO
Slave Interface will also be generated to the inter
nal CPU. (See Figure 7b, Immediate Command 
OUT Flowchart.) 
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b. An Immediate Command IN interrupt is generat
ed, if enabled, to the Host when the internal CPU 
has read a byte from the Immediate Command IN 
(IMIN) SFR. The read operation clears the Host 
Status SFR Immediate Command IN Status bit 
(HSTAT HST2) indicating that the Immediate 
Command IN SFR is empty. The corresponding 
Slave Status (SST AT) SFR bit is also set to indi
cate an empty status. Setting the Slave Status 
SFR bit generates a FIFO-Slave Interface inter
rupt, if enabled, to the internal CPU. (See Figure 
7a, Immediate Command IN Flowchart.) 

NOTE: 
Immediate Command IN and OUT interrupts are ac
tually specific Request For Service interrupts to the 
Host. 

FIFO DMA FREEZE MODE: When the internal CPU 
invokes FIFO DMA Freeze Mode, for example at re
set or to reconfigure the FIFO interface, INTRQ is 
activated. The INTRQ can only be deactivated by 
the external Host reading the Host Status SFR 
(HST1 remains active until FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 
is disabled by the internal CPU). 

Once an interrupt is generated, INTRQ will remain 
high until no interrupt generating condition exists. 
For a FIFO underrun/overrun error interrupt, the in
terrupt co'ndition is deactivated by the external Host 
reading the Host Status SFR. An interrupt is serv
iced by reading the Host Status SFR to determine 
the source of the interrupt and vectoring the appro-
priate service routine. I 
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DMA Requests to the Host 

The UPI-452 generates two DMA requests, DROIN 
and DROOUT, to facilitate data transfer between the 
Host and the Input and Output FIFO channels. A 
DMA acknowledge, DACK, is used as a WiP Delect 
and initiates a data transfer. The external EA and 
WRITE signals select the Input and Output FIFO reo 
spectively. The CS and address lines can also be 
used as a DMA acknowledge for processors with 
onboard DMA controllers which do not generate a 
DACK signal. 

The internal CPU can configure the UPI-452 to reo 
quest service from the external host via DMA or in· 
terrupts by programming Mode SFR MD6 bit. In ad· 
dition the external Host enables DMA requests 
through bits 6 and 7 of the Host Control SFR. When 
a DMA request is invoked the number of bytes trans· 
ferred to the Input FIFO is the total number of bytes 
in the Input FIFO (as determined by the CSP SFR) 
minus the value programmed in the Input FIFO 
Threshold SFR.. The DMA request line is activated 
only when the Input FIFO has a threshold number of 
bytes that can be transferred. 

The Output FIFO DMA request is activated when a 
DSC is written by the internal CPU at the end of a 
less than threshold size block of data (Flush Mode) 
or when the Output FIFO threshold is reached. The 
request remains active until the Input FIFO becomes 
full or the Output FIFO becomes empty. If a DSC is 
encountered during an Output FIFO DMA transfer, 
the DMA request is dropped until the DSC is read. 
The DMA request will be reactivated after the DSC is 
read and remains active until the Output FIFO be· 
comes empty or another DSC is encountered. 

FIFO MODULE • INTERNAL CPU 
INTERFACE 

Overview 

The Input and Output FIFOs are accessed by the 
internal CPU through direct addressing of the FIFO 
IN/COMMAND IN and FIFO OUT/COMMAND OUT 
Special Function Registers. All of the 80C51 instruc· 
tions involving direct addressing may be used to ac· 
cess the FIFO's SFRs. The FIFO IN, COMMAND IN 
and Immediate Command In SFRs are actually read 
only registers, and their Output counterparts are 
write only. Internal DMA transfers data between In· 
ternal memory, External Memory and the Special 
Function Registers. The Special Function Registers 
appear as another group of dedicated memory ad· 
dresses and are programmed as the source or desti· 
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nation via the DMAO/DMA1 Source Address or Des· 
tination Address SpeCial Function Registers. The 
FIFO module manages the transfer of data between 
the external host and FIFO SFRs. 

Internal CPU Access to FIFO Via 
Software Instructions 

The internal CPU has access to the Input and Out· 
put FIFOs via the FIFO IN/COMMAND IN and FIFO 
OUT/COMMAND OUT SFRs which reside in the 
SpeCial Function Register Array. At the end of every 
instruction that involves a read of the FIFO IN/COM· 
MAND IN SFR, the SFR is written over by a new 
byte from the Input FIFO channel when available. At 
the end of every instruction that involves a write to 
the FIFO OUT/COMMAND OUT SFR, the new byte 
is written into the Output FIFO channel and the write 
pointer is incremented after the write operation (post 
incremented). 

The internal CPU reads the Input FIFO by using the 
FIFO IN/COMMAND IN SFR as the source register 
in an instruction. Those instructions which read the 
Input FIFO are listed below: 

ADD A,FIFO IN/COMMAND IN 
ADDC A,FIFO IN/COMMAND IN 
PUSH FIFO IN/COMMAND IN 
ANL A,FIFO IN/COMMAND IN 
ORL A,FIFO IN/COMMAND IN 
XRL A,FIFO IN/COMMAND IN 
CJNE A,FIFO IN/COMMAND IN, rei 
SUBS A,FIFO IN/COMMAND IN 
MOV direct,FIFO IN/COMMAND IN 
MOV @Ri,FIFO IN/COMMAND IN 
MOV Rn,FIFO IN/COMMAND IN· 
MOV A,FIFO IN/COMMAND IN 

After each access to these registers, they are over· 
written by a new byte from the FIFO. 

NOTE: 
Instructions which use the FIFO IN or COMMAND 
IN SFR as both a source and destination register 
will have the data destroyed as the next data byte 
is rewritten into the FIFO IN register at the end of 
the instruction. These instructions are not support· 
ed by the UPI-452 FIFO. Data can only be read 
through the FIFO IN SFR and DSCs through the 
COMMAND IN SFR. Data read through the COM· 
MAND IN SFR will be read as OFFH, and DSCs 
read through the FIFO IN SFR will be read as 
OFFH. The Immediate Command in SFR is read 
with the same instructions as the FIFO IN and 
COMMAND IN SFRs. 
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The FIFO IN, COMMAND IN and Immediate Com
mand In SFRs are read only registers. Any write op
eration performed on these registers will be ignored 
and the FIFO pointers will remain intact. 

The internal CPU uses the FIFO OUT SFR to write 
to the Output FIFO and any instruction which uses 
the FIFO OUT or COMMAND OUT SFR as a desti
nation will invoke a FIFO write. DSCs are differenti
ated from data by writing to the COMMAND OUT 
SFR. In tne FIFO, Data Stream Commands have the 
ninth bit associated with the command byte set to 
"1". The instructions used to write to the Output 
FIFO are listed below: 

MOV FIFO OUT /COMMOUT, A 
MOV FIFO OUT /COMMOUT, direct 
MOV FIFO, OUT /COMMOUT, Rn 
POP FIFO OUT /COMMOUT 
MOV FIFO OUT/COMMOUT, #data 
MOV FIFO OUT/COMMOUNT, @Ri 

NOTE: 
Instructions which use the FIFO OUT/COMMAND 
OUT SFRs as both a source and destination regis
ter cause invalid data to be written into the Output 
FIFO. These instructions are not supported by the 
UPI-452 FIFO. 

GENERAL PURPOSE DMA CHANNELS 

Overview. 

There are two identical General Purpose DMA Chan
nels on the UPI-452 which allow high speed data 
transfer from one writeable memory space to anoth
er. As many as 64K bytes can be transferred in a 
single DMA operation. The following memory 
spaces can be used with DMA channels: 

• Internal Data Memory 

• External Data Memory 

• Special Function Registers 

The Special Function Register array appears as a 
limited group of dedicated memory addresses. The 
Special Function Registers may be used in DMA 
transfer operations by specifying the SFR as the 
source or destination address. The Special Function 
Registers which may be used in DMA transfers are 
listed in Table 4. Table 4 also shows whether the 

. SFR may be used as Source or Destination only, or 
both. 

The FIFO can be accessed during DMA by using the 
FIFO IN SFR as the DMA Source Address Register 
(SAR) or the FIFO OUT SFR as the Destination Ad-

dress Register (DAR). (Note: Since the FIFO IN SFR 
is a read only register, the DMA transfer will be ig
nored if it is used as a DMA DAR. This is also true if 
the FIFO OUT SFR is used as a DMA SAR.) 

Each DMA channel is software programmable to op
erate in either Block Mode or Demand Mode. In the 
Block Mode, DMA transfers can be further pro
grammed to take place in Burst Mode or Alternate 
Cycle mode. In Burst Mode, the processor halts its 
execution and dedicates its resources to the DMA 
transfer. In Alternate Cycle Mode, DMA cycles and 
instruction cycles occur alternately. 

In Demand Mode, a DMA transfer occurs only when 
it is demanded. Demands can be accepted from an 
external device (through External Interrupt pins, 
EXTD/EXT1) or from either the Serial Channel or 
FIFO flags. In this way, a DMA transfer can be syn
chronized to an external device, the FIFO or the Se
rial Port. If the External Interrupt is configured in 
Edge Mode, a Single byte transfer occurs per tran
sition. The external interrupt itself will occur if en
abled. If the External Interrupt is configured in Level 
Mode, DMA transfers continue until the External In
terrupt request goes inactive or the byte count be
comes zero. The following flags activate Demand 
Mode transfers of one byte to/from the FIFO or Seri
al Channel: 

RI - Serial Channel Receiver Buffer Full 

TI - Serial Channel Transmitter Buffer Empty 

Architecture 

There are three 16 bit and one 8 bit Special Function 
Registers associated with each DMA channel. 

• The 16 bit Source Address SFR (SAR) points to 
the source byte. 

• The 16 bit Destination Address SFR (DAR) points 
to the destination. 

• The 16 bit Byte Count SFR (BCR) contains the 
number of bytes to be transferred and is decre
mented when a byte transfer is accomplished. 

• The DMA Control SFR (DCON) is eight bits wide 
and specifies the source memory space, destina
tion memory space and the mode of operation. 

, In Auto Increment mode, the Source Address and/ 
or Destination Address is incremented when a byte 
is transferred. When.a DMA transfer is complete 
(BCR = D), the DONE bit is set and a maskable 
interrupt is generated. The GO bit must be set to 
start any DMA transfer (also, the Slave Control SFR 
FRZ bit must be set to disable FIFO DMA Freeze 
Mode). The two DMA channels are deSignated as 
DMAD and DMA 1, and their corresponding registers 
are suffixed by D or 1; e.g. SARD, DAR1, etc. 
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Table 4. DMA Acce .. lble Special Function Registers 

SFR Symbol 

Accumulator A/ACC 
B Register B 
FIFO IN FIN 
COMMAND IN CIN 
FIFO OUT FOUT 
COMMAND OUT COUT 
Serial Data Buffer SBUF 
PortO PO 
Port 1 P1 
Port 2 P2 
Port 3 P3 
Port 4 P4 

DMA Special Function Registers 

DMA Control SFR: DCONO, DCON1 
Symbolic 
Address 

DCONO 

DCON1 

Addre .. Source 
Only 

OEOH 
OFOH 
OEEH y 
OEFH Y 
OFEH 
OFFH 
099H 
080H 
090H 
OAOH 
OBOH 
OCOH 

Destination 
Only 

Y 
y 

Either 

Y 
Y 

Y 
y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Physical 
Addreaa 

092H 

093H 

Reset Status: DCONO and DCON1 = OOH 

Bit Definition: 

DAS IDA Destination Addreaa Space 

0 0 External Data Memory without Auto-Increment 
0 1 External Data Memory with Auto-Increment 
1 0 Special Function Register 
1 1 Internal Data Memory 

SAS ISA Source Addreaa Space 

0 0 External Data Memory without Auto-Increment 
0 1 External Data Memory with Auto-Increment 
1 0 Special Function Register 
1 1 Internal Data Memory 

DM TM DMA Tranater Mode 

0 0 Alternate-Cycle Transfer Mode 
0 1 Burst Transfer Mode 
1 0 FIFO or Serial Channel Demand Mode 
1 1 External Demand Mode 
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DONE DMA transfer Flag: 

o DMA transfer is not completed .. 
DMA transfer is complete .. 

NOTE: 
This flag is set when contents of the Byte Count 
SFR decrements to zero. It is reset automatically 
when the DMA vectors to its interrupt routine. 
GO Enable DMA Transfer: 

o Disable DMA transfer (in all modes). 
Enable DMA transfer. If the DMA Js in 
the Block mode, start DMA transfer if 
possible. If it is in the Demand mode, 
enable the channel and wait for a de
mand. 

NOTE: 
The GO bit is reset when the BCR decrements to 
zero. 

DMA Transfer Modes 
The following four modes of DMA operation are pos
sible in the UPI-452. 

1. ALTERNATE·CYCLE MODE 

Oeneral 

Alternate cycle mode' is useful when CPU process
ing must occur during the DMA transfers. In this 
mode, a DMA cycle and an instruction' cycle occur 
alternately. The interrupt request is generated (if en
abled) at the end of the process, i.e. when BCR dec
rements to zero. The transfer is initiated by setting 
the GO bit in the DCON SFR. 

Alternate'Cycle FIFO Demand Mode 

Alternate cycle demand mode is useful for FIFO 
transfers of a less urgent nature. As mentioned be· 
fore, CPU Instruction cycles are interleaved with 
DMA transfer cycles, allowing true parallel process
ing. 

This mode differs from FIFO Demand Mode in that 
CPU instruction cycles must be interleaved with 
DMA transfers, even if the FIFO is demanding DMA. 
In FIFO Demand Mode, CPU cycles would ne,ver oc
cur if the FIFO demal)d was present. 

Input Channel 

The DMA is configured as in FIFO Demand Mode 
and transfers are initiated whenever an Input FIFO 

service request is generated. DMA transfer cycles 
are alternated' with instruction execution cycles. 
DMA transfers are terminated as in FIFO Demand 
Mode. 

Output Channel 

The DMA is configured as in FIFO Demand Mode 
and transfers are initiated whenever an Output FIFO 
requests service. DMA transfer cycles are alternated 
with instruction execution cycles. DMA transfers are 
terminated as in FIFO Demand Mode. 

The FIFO logic resets the interrupt flag after trans
ferring the byte, so the interrupt is never generated. 

2. BURST MODE 

In BURST mode tne DMA is initiated by setting the 
GO bit in the DCON SFR. The DMA operation con
tinues until BCR decrements to zero (zero byte 
count), then an interrupt is generated (if enabled). 
No interrupts are recognized during a DMA opera
tion once started. 

Input Channel 

The FIFO Input Channel can be used in burst mode 
by specifying the FIFO IN SFR as the DMA Source 
Address. DMA transfers begin when the GO bit in 
the DMA Control SFR is set. The number of bytes to 
be transferred must be specified in the Byte Count 
SFR (BCR) and autO-incrementing of the SAR must 
be disabled. Once the GO bit is set nothing can in
terrupt the transfer of data until the BCR is zero. In 
this mode, a Data Stream Command encountered in 
the FIFO will be held in the COMMAND IN SFR with 
the pointers frozen, and invalid data (FFH) will be 
read through the FIFO IN SFR. If the input FIFO 
becomes empty during the block transfer, an OFFH 
will be read until BCR decrements to zero. 

Output Channel 
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The Output FIFO Channel can be used in burst 
mode by specifying the FIFO OUT or COMMAND 
OUT SFR as the DMA Destination Address. DMA 
transfers begin when the GO bit is set. This mode 
can be used to send a block of data or a block of 
Data Stream Commands. If the FIFO becomes full 
during the block transfer, the remaining data will be 
lost. 
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NOTE: 
All interrupts including FIFO interrupts are not rec
ognized in Burst Mode. Burst Mode transfers 
should be used to service the FIFO only when the 
user is certain that no Data Stream Commands are 
in the block to be transferred (Input FIFO) and that 
the FIFO contains enough space to store the block 
to be transferred. In all other cases Alternate Cycle 
or Demand Mode should be used. 

3. FIFO AND SERIAL CHANNEL DEMAND 
MODES 

FIFO, Demand Mode 

Although any DMA mode is possible using the FIFO 
buffer, only FIFO Demand and Alternate Cycle FIFO 
Demand Modes are recommended. FIFO Demand 
Mode DMA transfers using the input FIFO Channel 
are set-up by setting the GO bit and specifying the 
FIFO IN register as the DMA Source Address Regis
ter. The BCR should be set to the maximum number 
of expected transfers. The user must also program 
bit 1 of the Slave Control Aegister (SC1) to deter
mine whether the Slave Status (SSTAT) SFR FIFO 
Aequest For Service Flag will be set when the FIFO 
becomes not empty or full. Once the Request For 
Service Flag is set by the FIFO, the DMA transfer 
begins, and continues until the request flag is deacti
vated. While the request is active, nothing can inter
rupt the DMA (i.e. it behaves like burst mode). The 
DMA Request is held active until one of the following 
occurs: 

1) The FIFO becomes empty. 

2) A Data Stream Command is encountered (this 
generates a FIFO interrupt and DMA operation 
resumes after the Data Stream Command is 
read). 

3) BCR = 0 (this generates a DMA interrupt and 
sets the DONE bit). 

DMA transfers to the Output FIFO Channel are simi
lar. The FIFO OUT or COMMAND OUT SFR is the 
DMA Destination Address SFA and a transfer is 
started by setting the GO bit. The user programs bit 
o of the Slave Control SFA (SCO) to determine 
whether a demand occurs when the Output FIFO is 
not full or empty. DMA transfers begin when the Re
quest For Service Flag is set by the FIFO logic and 
continue as long as the flag is set. The Flag remains 
set until one of the following occurs: 

1) The FIFO,becomes full 

2) BCR = 0 (this generates a DMA interrupt and 
sets the DONE bit). 
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As in Alternate Cycle FIFO Demand Mode, the FIFO 
logic resets the interrupt flag after transferring the 
byte, so the Interrupt is never generated. 

SerIal Channel Demand Mode 

Serial Channel Demand Mode is the logical choice 
when using the Serial Port. The DMAs can be acti
vated by one of the Serial Ghannel Flags. Aeceiver 
interrupt (AI) or Transmitter l'nterrupt (TI). 

After the GO bit is set, the DM~ is activated if one of 
the following conditions takes place: 

SAA(0/1) = SBUF and AI flag is set 
DAA(0/1) = SSUF and TI flag is set 
SAA(0/1) = FIFO IN and IFRS flag is set 
DAR(0/1) = FIFO OUT and OFRS flag is set 

NOTE: 
TI flag' must be set by software to Initiate the first 
transfer. 

When the DMA transfer begins, only one byte is 
transferred at a time. The serial port hardware auto
matically resets the f,lag after completion of the 
transfer, so an interrupt will not be generated until 
SCR = O. 

4. EXTERNAL DEMAND MODE 

The DMA can be initiated by an external device via 
External interrupt 0 and 1 (INJOIINT1) pins. The 
INTO pin demands DMAO (Channel 0) and INT1 de
mands DMA 1 (Channel 1). If the interrupts are con
figured in edge mode, a single byte transfer is ac
complished for every request. Interrupts also result 
(INTO and INT1) after every byte. transfer (if en
abled). If the interrupts are configured in level mode, 
the DMA transfer continues until the request goes 
inactive or SCR = O. In either case, a DMA interrupt 
is generated (if enabled) when SCR = O. The GO bit 
must be set for the transfer to begin. 

EXTERNAL MEMORY DMA 

When transferring data to or from external memory 
via DMA, the HOLD (HLD) and HOLD-ACKNOWL
EDGE (HLDA) signals are used for handshaking. 
The HOLD and HOLD-ACKNOWLEDGE are active 
low signals which arbitrate control of the local bus. 
The UPI-452 can be used in a system where multi
masters are connected to a single parallel Address/ 
Data bus. The HLD/HLDA signals are used to share 
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resources (memory, peripherals, etc.) among all the 
processors on the local bus. The UPI-452 can be 
configured in any of three different eXternal Memory 
Modes controlled by bits 5 and 6 (REQ & ARB) in 
the PCON SFR (Table 5). Each mode is described 
below: 

REQUESTER MODE: In this mode, the UPI-452 is 
not the bus master, but must request the bus from 
another device. The UPI-452 configures port pin 
P1.5 as a HLD output and pin P1.6 as a HLDA input. 
The UPI-452 issl,les a HLD,signal when it needs ex
ternal access for a DMA channel. It uses the local 
bus after receiving the HLDA signal from the bus 
master, and will not release the bus until its DMA 
operation is complete. , 

ARBITER MODE: In this mode, the UPI-452 is the 
bus master. It configures port pin P1.5 as HLD input 
and pin P1.6 as HLDA ,output. When a device as
serts the HLD signal to use the local bus, the UPI-
452 asserts the HLDA signal after current instruction 
execution is complete. If the UPI-452 needs an ex
ternal access via a DMA channel, it waits until the 
requester releases the bus, HLD goes inaCtive. 

DISABLE (NQN-DMA) MODE: When external pro
gram memory is accessed by an instruction or by 
program counter overflow beyond the internal ROM 
address or external data memory is accessed by 
MOv)( instructions, it is a local memory acqess and 
the HLD/HLDA logic is not,initiated. When a DMA 
channel attempts data transfer to/from the external 
data memory, the HLD/HLDA logiC is initiated as de
scribed below. DMA transfer' from internal memory 
space to internal memory space does not initiate -the 
HLD/HLDA logic. 

The balance of the PCON SFR bits are described in 
the "80C51 Register Description: Power Control 
SFR" -section below. 

Latency 

When the GO bit is set, the UPI-452 finishes the 
current instruction before starting the DMA opera
tion. Thus the maximum latency is 3;Omicr'oseconds 
(at 16 MHz). 

DMA Interrupt Vectors 

Each DMA channel has a unique vectored interrupt 
associated with it. There are two vectored interrupts 
associated with the twc1 DMA channels. The DMA 
interrupts are enabled and priorities set via the Inter
rupt Enable and Priority SFR (see "Interrupts" sec
tion). The interrupt priority scheme is Similar to the 
scheme in 80C51. 

When a DMA operation is complete (BCR decre
ments to zero), the DONE flag in the respective 
DCON (DCONO or DCON1) SFR is set. If the DMA 
interrupt is enabled, the DONE flag is reset automat
ically upon vectoring to the interrupt routine. 

Interrupts When DMA Is Active 

If a Burst Mode DMA transfer is in progress, the in
terrupts are not serviced until the DMA transfer is 
complete. This is also true for level activated exter
nal Demand DMA transfers. During Alternate Cycle 
DMA transfers, however, the interrupts are s~rviced 
at the end of the DMA cycle. After that, DMA cycles 
and instruction execution cycles occur alternately. In 
the case of edge activated External Demand Mode 
DMA transfers .. the interrupt is serviced at the end of 
DMA transfer of that single byte. 

Table 5. DMA MODE CONTROL· PCON SFR 
Symbolic 
Address 

PCON 

Definition: 

ARB 

0 
0 
1 
1 

-* ARB REQ -* 
(MSB) 
"Defined as per MLS-51 Data Sheet 
Reset Status: OOH 

REQ 

0 
1 
0 
1 
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-* -* -" -* 
(LSB) 

HLD/HLDA logic is disabled. 

Physical 
Address 

87H 

The UPI-452 is in the Requester Mode. 
The UPI-452 is in the Arbiter Mode. 
Invalid 
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DMA Arbitration 

Only one of the two DMA channels is active at a 
time, except when both are configured in the Alter
nate Cycle mode. In this case, the DMA cycles and 
Instruction Execution cycles occur in the following 
order: 

1. DMA Cycle O. 

2. Instruction execution. 

3. DMA Cycle 1. 

4. Instruction execution. 

DMAO has priority over DMA 1 during simultaoeous 
activation of the two DMA channels. If one DMA 
channel is active, the other DMA channel, if activat
ed, waits until the first one Is complete. 

If DMAO is already in the Alternate Cycle mode and 
DMA 1 is activated in Alternate Cycle Mode, it will 
take two instruction cycles before DMA 1 is activated 
(due to the priority of DMAO). Once DMA1 becomes 
active, the execution will follow the normal se
quence. 

If DMAO is already in the Alternate Cycle mode and 
DMA 1 is activated in Burst Mode, the DMA 1 Burst 
transfer will follow the DMAO Alternate Cycle trans
fer (after the completion of the next instruction). 

If the UPI-452 (as a Requester) asserts a HLD signal 
to request a DMA transfer (see "External Memory 
DMA")and its other DMA Channel requests a trans
fer before the HLDA signal IS received, the channel 
having higher priority is activated first. A Burst Mode 
transfer on channel 0 can not be interrupted since 
DMAO has the highest priority. A Demand Mode 
transfer on channel 0 is the only type of activity that 
can interrupt a block transfer on DMA 1. 

If, while executing a DMA transfer, the Arbiter re
ceives a HLD signal, and then before it can acknowl
edge, its other DMA Channel requests a transfer, it 
then completes the second DMA transfer before 
sending the HLDA Signal to release the bus to the 
HLD request. 

The DMA Tr~nsfer waveforms are in Figures 8-11. 

OSC -

ALE \. r t"-y 

PSEN 

PORT2 -DC S( URCE ADDR IsS AI5-A IX DESl NATION AD! E5S A15 A8 -
PORTO A7-AO DATA IN }-- A7- 0 Y DATA OUT 

>, 

iii 1\ 1/ 

WR 1\ Ir 
DMA CYCLE 

231428-13 

Figure 8. DMA Transfer from External Memory to External Memory 
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CLOCK 
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Figure 11. DMA Transfer from Internal Memory to Internal Memory 

INTERNAL INTERRUPTS 

Overview 

The UPI-452 provides a total of eight interrupt sourc
es (Table 6). Their operation is the same as in the 
80C51 , with the addition of three new interrupt 
sources for the UPI-452 FIFO and DMA features. 
These added interrupts have their enable and priori
ty bits in the Interrupt Enable and Priority (IEP) SFR. 
The IEP SFR is ,in addition to the 80C51 Interrupt 
Enable (IE) and Interrupt Priority (IP) SFRs. The add
ed interrupt sources are also globally enabled or dis
abled by the EA bit in the Interrupt Enable SFR. Ta
ble 6 lists the eight interrupt sources in order of pri
ority. Table 7 lists the eight interrupt sources and 
their respective address vector location in program 
memory. (DMA interrupts are discussed in the "Gen
eral Purpose DMA Channels" section. Additional in
terrupt information for Timer/Counter, Serial Chan
nel, External Interrupt may be found in the Microcon
troller Handbook for the 80C51.) 

FIFO Module Interrupts to Internal CPU 

The FIFO module generates interrupts to the inter
nal CPU whenever the FIFO requests service or 
when a Data Stream Command is in the COMMAND 
IN SFR. The Input FIFO will request service whenev
er it becomes full or not empty depending on bit 1 of 
the Slave Control SFR (IFRS). Similarly, the Output 
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Table 6. Interrupt Priority 
Interrupt Source Priority Level 

External Interrupt 0 
Internal Timer/Counter 0 
DMA Channel 0 Request 
External Interrupt 1 
DMA Channel 1 Request 
Internal Timer/Counter 1 
FIFO - Slave Bus Interface 
Serial Channel 

(highest) 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

(lowest) 

Table 7. Interrupt Vector Addresses 
Interrupt Source Starting Address 

External Interrupt 0 3 (003H) 
Internal Timer/Counter 0 11 (OOBH) 
External Interrupt 1 19 (013H) 
Internal Timer/Counter 1 27 (01 BH) 
Serial Channel 35 (023H) 
FIFO· Slave Bus Interface 43 (02BH) 
DMA Channel 0 Request 51 (033H) 
DMA Channel 1 Request 59 (03BH) 

FIFO requests service when it becomes empty or 
not full as determined by bit 0 of the Slave Control 
SFR (OFRS). Request for Service interrupts are 
generated only if enabled by the internal CPU via the 
Interrupt Enable SFR, and the Slave Control Regis
ter. 
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A Data Stream Command Interrupt is generated 
whenever there is a Data Stream Command in the 
COMMAND IN SFR. The interrupt is generated to 
ensure that the internal interrupt is recognized be
fore another instruction is executed. 

Immediate Command Interrupts 
a. An Immediate Command IN interrupt is generat

ed, if enabled, to the internal CPU when the Host 
has written to the Immediate Command IN (IMIN) 
SFR. The write operation clears the Slave Status 
SFR bit (SST AT SST2) and sets the Host Status 
SFR bit (HSTAT HST2) to indicate that a byte is 
present in the Immediate Command IN SFR. 
When the internal CPU reads the Immediate Com
mand IN (1M IN) SFR the Slave Status SFR status 
bit is set, and the Host Status SFR status bit is 
cleared indicating the IMIN SFR is empty. Clear
ing the Host Status SFR bit will cause a Request 
For Service (INTRQ) interrupt, if enabled, to Signal 
the Host that the IMIN SFR is empty. (See Figure 
7a, Immediate Command IN Flowchart.) 

b. An Immediate Command OUT interrupt is gener
ated, if enabled, to the internal CPU when the 
Host has read the Immediate Command OUT 
SFR. The Host read causes the Slave Status 

Interrupt Enable SFR (IE) 
Symbolic 
Address 

IE EA 

(MSB) 

Symbol Position 

ES 

Immediate Command OUT bit (SSTAT SST6) to 
be set and the corresponding Host Status bit 
(HST AT HSTS) to be cleared indicating the SFR is 
empty. When the internal CPU writes to the Imme
diate Command OUT SFR, the HoSt Status bit is 
set and Slave Status bit is cleared to indicate the 
SFR is full. (See Figure 7b, Immediate Command 
OUT Flowchart.) 

NOTE: 
Immediate Command IN and OUT interrupts are ac
tually specific FIFO-Slave Interface interrupts to the 
internal CPU. 

One instruction from the main program is executed 
between two consecutive interrupt service routines 
as in the 80C51. However, if the second interrupt 
service routine is due to a Data Stream Command 
Interrupt, the main program instruction is not execut
ed (to prevent misreading of invalid data). 

Interrupt Enabling and Priority 

Each of the three interrupt special function registers 
(IE, IP and IEP) is listed below with its corresponding 
bit definitions. 

-ET1 EX1 ETO EXO 

(LSB) 

Function 

Physical 
Address 

OA8H 

EA IE.7 Enables all interrupts. If EA = 0, no interrupt will be 
acknowledged. If EA = 1, each interrupt source is 
individually enabled or disabled by setting or clearing its 
enable bit. 

- IE.S (reserved) 

- IE.5 (reserved) 
ES IE.4 Serial Channel interrupt enable 
ET1 IE.3 Internal Timer/Counter 1 Overflow Interrupt 
EX1 IE.2 External Interrupt Request 1. 
ETO IE.1 Internal rimer/Counter 0 Overflow Interrupt 
EXO IE.O External Interrupt Request o. 
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Interrupt Priority SFR (IP) 

A priority level of 0 or 1 may be assigned to each interrupt source, with 1 being higher priority level, through the 
IPC and the IEP (Interrupt Enable and Priority) SFR. A priority level of 1 interrupt can interrupt a priority level 0 
service routine to allow nesting of interrupts. 

Symbolic 
Address 

IP 

Symbol 

-
-
-
PSC 
PT1 
PX1 
PTO 
PXO 

(MSB) 

Position 

IP.7 
IP.6 
IP.5 
IP.4 
IP.3 
IP.2 
IP.1 
IP.O 

PSC PT1 PX1 PTO PXO 

(LSB) 

Function 

(reserved) 
(reserved) 
(reserved) 
Local Serial Channel 
Internal Timer/Counter 1 
External Interrupt Request 1 
Internal Timer/Counter 0 
External Interrupt Request 0 

Physical 
Address 

OB8H 

Priority Within 
A Level 

(lowest) 
-
-
-
0.7 
0.5 
0.3 
0.1 
0.0 

(highest) 

Interrupt Enable and Priority SFR (IEP) 

The Interrupt Enable and Priority Register establishes the enabling and priority of those resources not covered 
in the Interrupt Enable and Interrupt Priority SFRs. 

Symbolic 
Address 

IEP 

Symbol 

-
-
PFIFO 
EDMAO 
EDMA1 
PDMAO 
PDMA1 
EFIFO 

(MSB) 

Position 

IEP.7 
IEP.6 
IEP.5 
IEP.4 
IEP.3 
IEP.2 
IEP.1 
IEP.O 

I PFIFO I EDMAO I EDMA 1 I PDMAO I PDMA 1 I EFIFO I 
(LSB) 

Function 

(reserved) 
(reserved) 
FIFO Slave Bus Interface Interrupt Priority 
DMA Channel 0 Interrupt Enable 
DMA Channel 1 Interrupt Enable 
DMA Channel 0 Priority 
DMA Channel 1 Priority 
FIFO Slave Bus Interface Interrupt Enable 
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Physical 
Address 

OF8H 

Priority 
Within a 

Level 

0.6 

0.2 
0.4 
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FIFO-EXTERNAL HOST INTERFACE 
FIFO DMA FREEZE MODE 

Overview 

During FIFO DMA Freeze Mode the internal CPU 
can reconfigure the FIFO interface. FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode is provided to prevent the Host from 
accessing the FIFO during a reconfiguration se
quence. The internal CPU invokes FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode by clearing bit 3 of the Slave Control 
SFR (SC3). INTRQ becomes active whenever FIFO 
DMA Freeze Mode is invoked to indicate the freeze 
status. The interrupt can only be deactivated by the 
Host reading the Host Status SFR. 

During FIFO DMA Freeze Mode only two operations 
are possible by the Host to the UPI-452 slave, the 
balance are disabled, as shown in Table 8. The in
ternal DMA is disabled during FIFO DMA Freeze 
Mode, and the internal CPU has write access to all 
of the FIFO control SFRs (Table 9). 

Initialization 

At power on reset the FIFO Host interface is auto
rnatically frozen. The Slave Control Enable FIFO 

DMA Freeze Mode bit defaults to FIFODMA Freeze 
Mode (SLCON FRZ = 0). Below is a list of the FIFO 
Special Function Registers and their default power 
on reset values; 

SFRName Label Value 

Channel Boundary Pointer CBP 40H / 640 
Output Channel Read Pointers ORPR 40H /640 
Output Channel Write Pointers OWPR 40H / 640 
Input Channel Read Pointers IRPR OOH / 000 
Input Channel Write Pointers IWPR OOH /000 
Input Threshold ITH OOH / 000 
Output Threshold OTH 01H / 10 

The Input and Output FIFO channels may be recon
figured by programming any of these SFRs while the 
FIFO Host interface is in FIFO DMA Freeze Mode. 
The UPI-452 also notifies the Host that FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode is in progress by setting the Host 
Status SFR FIFO DMA Freeze Mode Status bit, 
FIFO DMA Freeze Mode In Progress. The Host in
terrogates the Host Status SFR to determine the 

Table 8 Slave Bus Interface Status During FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 

Interface Pins; 
CS READ WRITE 

Operation In Status In 
DACK 

A2 A1 AO 
Normal Mode FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 Read Host Status SFR Operational 

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 Read Host Control SFR Operational 

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 Write Host Control SFR Disabled 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 Data or DMA Data from Disabled 
Output Channel 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 Data or DMA Data to Disabled 
Input Channel 

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 Data Stream Command from Disabled 
Output Channel 

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 Data Stream Command to Disabled 
Input Channel 

1 0 1 0 0 0 1 Read Immediate Command Disabled 
Out from Output Channel 

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 Write Immediate Command Disabled 
In to Input Channel 

0 X X X X 0 1 DMA Data from Output Disabled 
Channel 

0 X X X X 1 0 DMA Data to Input Channel Disabled 
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status of the FIFO Host interface following reset be
fore attempting to read from or write to the UPI-452 
FIFO buffer. 

The UPI-452 can also be programmed to interrupt 
the Host following power on reset in order to indi
cate to the Host that FIFO DMA Freeze Mode is in 
progress. This is done by enabling the INTRa inter
ruptoutput pin via the MODE SFR (MD4) before the 
Slave Control SFR Enable FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 
bit is set to Normal Mode. At power on reset the 
Mode SFR is forced to zero. This disables all inter
rupt and DMA output pins (INTRa, DRaIN/ 
INTRalN and DRaOUT /INTRaOUT). Because the 
Host Status SFR FIFO DMA Freeze Mode In Prog
ress bit is set, a Request For Service, INTRa, inter
rupt is pending. This is because the FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode interrupt is always enabled. If the 
Slave Control FIFO DMA Freeze Mode bit (SLCON 
FRZ) is set to Normal Mode before the MODE SFR 
INTRa bit is enabled, the INTRa output will not go 
active when the MODE SFR INTRa bit is enabled. 

The default values for the FIFO and Slave Interface 
represents minimum UPI-452 internal initialization. 
No specific Special Function Register initialization is 
required to begin operation of the FIFO Slave Inter
face. The last initialization instruction must always 
set the UPI-452 to Normal Mode. This causes the 
UPI-452 to exit FIFO DMA Freeze Mode and en
ables Host read/write access of the FIFO. 

Following reset, either hardware (via the RST pin) or 
software (via HCON SFR bit HC3) the UPI-452 re
quires 2 internal machine cycles (24 TCLCL) to up
date all internal registers. 

Invoking FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 
During Normal Operation 

When the UPI-452 is in normal operation, FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode should not be arbitrarily invoked by 

DRQIN/ .-J 
DRQOUT 

clearing SC3 (SC3 = 0) because the external Host 
runs asynchronously to the internal CPU. Invoking 
FIFO DMA Freeze Mode without first stopping the 
external Host from accessing the UPI-452 will not 
guarantee a clean break with the external Host. 

The proper way to invoke FIFO DMA Freeze Mode is 
by issuing an Immediate Command to the external 
host indicating that FIFO DMA Freeze Mode will be 
invoked. Upon receiving the Immediate Command, 
the external Host should complete servicing all 
pending interrupts and DMA requests, then send an 
Immediate Command back to the UPI-452 acknowl
edging the FIFO DMA Freeze Mode request. After 
issuing the first Immediate Command, the internal 
CPU should not perform any action on the FIFO until 
FIFO DMA Freeze Mode is invoked. 

If FIFO DMA Freeze Mode is invoked without stop
ping the Host, only the last two bytes of data written 
into or read from the FIFO will be valid. The timing 
diagram for disabling the FIFO module to the exter
nal Host interface is illustrated in Figure 12. Due to 
this synchronization sequence, the UPI-452 might 
not go into FIFO DMA Freeze Mode immediately af
ter SC3 is cleared. A special bit in the Slave Status 
Register (SST5) is provided to indicate the status of 
the FIFO DMA Freeze Mode. The FIFO DMA Freeze 
Mode operations described in this section are only 
valid after SST5 is cleared. 

As FIFO DMA Freeze Mode is Invoked, the DRaiN 
or DRaOUT will be deactivated (stopping the trans
ferring of data), bit 1 of the Host Status SFR will be 
set (HST1 = 1), and SST5 will be cleared (SST5 = 0) 
to indicate to the external Host and internal CPU 
that the slave interface has been frozen. After the 
freeze becomes effective, any attempt by the exter
nal Host to access the FIFO will cause the overrun 
and underrun bits to be activated (bits HST7 (for 
reads) or HST3 (for writes)). These two bits, HST3 
and HST7, will be set (deactivated) after the Host 
Status SFR has been read. 

r-: ----~5 5-----., 
I' ~! A FIfO RD/WR AFTER INTERFACE 
,- FREEZE IS INVOKED WILL CAUSE 
, HST 3 OR HST7 TO BE SET 

...1 ,5-------~~,--~~~~~~~~--~ 
INTRQ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , FIFO INTERNALLY STOPPED FROM 

• ACCEPTING OR OUTPUniNG DATA 

SC3 

HST1 

231428-17 

Figure 12. Disabling FIFO to Host Slave Interface Timing Diagram 
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External Host writing to the Immediate Command In 
SFR and the Host Control SFR is also inhibited 
when the slave bus interface is frozen. Writing to 
these two registers after FIFO DMA Freeze Mode is 
invoked will also cause HST3 (overrun) to be activat
ed (HST3 = 0). Similarly, reading the Immediate 
Command Out Register by the external Host is dis
abled during FIFO DMA Freeze Mode, and any at
tempt to do so will cause the clearing (deactivating, 
"0") of HST7 bit (underrun). 

After the slave bus interface is frozen, the internal 
CPU can perform the following operations on the 
FIFO Special Function Registers (these operations 
are allowed only during FIFO DMA Freeze Mode). 

For FIFO 

Reconfiguration 

To Enhance the 
Testability 

1. Changing the Channel 
Boundary Pointer SFA. 

2. Changing the Input and 
Output Threshold SFA. 

3. Writing to the read and write 
pointers of the Input and 
Output FIFO's. 

4. Writing to and reading the 
Host Control SFRs. 

5. Controlling some bits of Host 
and Slave Status SFRS. 

6. Reading the Immediate 
Command Out SFR and 
Writing to the Immediate 
Comand In SFR. ' 

Description of each of these special 
functions are as follows: 

FIFO Module SFRs During 
FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 

Table 9 summarizes the characteristics of all the 
FIFO Special Function Registers during normal and 
FIFO DMA Freeze Modes. The registers that require 
special treatment in FIFO DMA Freeze Mode are: 
HCON, IWPR, IRPR, OWPR, ORPR, HSTST, 
SSTAT, IMMIN & IMMOUT SFRs.They can be de
scribedin detail as follows: 

Host Control SFR (HCON) 

During normal operation, this register is written 'to or 
read by the external Host. However, in FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode (i.e. SST5=0) the UPI-452 internal 
CPU has write access to the Host Control SFR and 
write operations to this SFR by the eXternal Host will 
not be accepted. If the Host attempts to write to 

HCON, the Input Channel error condition flag 
(HST3) will be cleared. 

Input FIFO Pointer Registers 
(IRPR & IWPR) 

Once the FIFO module is in FIFO ,DMA Freeze 
Mode, error flags due to overrun and underrun of the 
Input FIFO pointers will be disabled. Any attempt to 
create an overrun or underrun condition by changing 
the Input FIFO pointers would result in an inconsist-

I ency in performance between the status flag and the 
threshold counter. 

To enhance the speed of the UPI-452, read opera
tions on the Input FIFO will look ahead by two bytes. , 
Hence, every time the IRPR is changed during FIFO 
DMA Freeze Mode, two NOPs need to be executed 
so that the two byte pipeline can be updated with the 
new data bytes pointed to by the new IRPA. The 
Threshold Counter SFR also needs to change by the 
same number of bytes as the IRPR (increase 
Threshold Counter if IRPR goes forward or decrease 
if IRPR goes backward). This will ensure that future 
interrupts will still be generated only after a thresh
old number of bytes are available. (See "Input and 
Output FIFO Threshold SFR" section below.) 

In FIFO DMA Freeze Mode, the internal CRU can 
also change the content of IWPR, and each, change 
of IWPR also requires an update of the Threshold 
Counter SFA. 

Normally, the internal CPU cannot write into the In
put FIFO. It can, however, during FIFO DMA Freeze 
Mode by first reconfiguring the FIFO as an Output, 
FIFO (Refer to "Input and Output FIFO Threshold 
SFR" section below). Changing the IRPR to be 
equal to IWPR, generates a full condition while 
changing IWPR to be equal to IRPR generates an 
empty condition. The order in,which the pointers are 
written determines whether a full or empty condition 
is generated. 

'Output FIFO Pointer SFR 
(ORPR and OWPR) 
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In FIFO DMA Freeze Mode the contents of OWPR 
can be changed by the internal CPU, but each 
change' of OWPR or ORPR requires the Threshold 
Counter SFR to be updated as described in the next 
section. A NOP must be executed whenever a new 
value is written into ORPR, as just described for 
changes to IRPR. As before, changing ORPR to be 
equal to OWPR will generate a full conditi(;m, Output 
FIFO overrun or underrun condition cannot be gen
erated though. The FIFO pointers should not be set 
to a'value outside of its range. 
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Table 9. FIFO SfR's Characteristics During FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 

Normal FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 
Label Name Operation Operation 

(SST5 = 1) (SST5 = 0) 

HCON Host Control Not Accessible Read & Write 

HSTAT Host Status Read Only Read & Write 4 

SLCON Slave Control Read & Write Read & Write 

SSTAT Slave Status Read Only Read & Write 4 

IEP Interrupt Enable & Priority Read & Write Read & Write 

MODE Mode Register Read & Write Read & Write 

IWPR Input FIFO Write Pointer Read Only Read & Write 5 

IRPR Input FIFO Read Pointer Read Only Read & Write 1 , 5 

OWPR Output FIFO Write Pointer Read Only Read & Write 6 

ORPR Output FIFO Read POinter Read Only Read & Write 2, 6 

CBP Channel Boundary Pointer Read.Only Read & Write 3 .. 
IMIN Imme.dlate .90mmand In Read Only Read & Write 

IMOUT Immediate Command Out Read & Write Read & Write 

FIN FIFO IN Read Only Read Only 

CIN COMMAND IN Read Only Read Only 

FOUT FIFO OUT Read & Write Read & Write 

COUT COMMAND OUT Read & Write Read & Write 

ITHR Input FIFO Threshold Read Only Read & Write 

OTHR Output FIFO Threshold Read Only Read & Write 

NOTES: 
1. Writing of IRPR will automatically cause the FIFO IN SFR to load the contents of.the Input FIFO from that location. 
2. Writing to ORPR will automatically cause the IOBl SFR to load the contents of the Output FIFO at that ORPR address. 
3. Writing to the CBP SFR will cause automatic reset of the four pointers of the Input and Output FIFO chanl)els. 
4. The internal CPU cannot directly change the status of these registers. However. by changing the status of the FIFO 
channels, the internal CPU can indirectly change the contents of the status registers. ' 
5. Changing the Input FIFO Read/Write Pointers also requires that a consistent update of the Input FIFO Threshold Counter 
SFR. 
6. Changing the Output FIFO Read/Write Pointers also requires that a consistent update of the Output FIFO Threshold 
Counter SFR. 
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Input and Output FIFO Threshold SFR 
(ITHR & OTHR) 

The Input and Output FIFO Threshold SFRs are also 
programmabl~ by the internal CPU during FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode. For proper operation of the Threshold 
feature, the Threshold SFR should be changed only 
when the Input and Output FIFO channels are emp· 
ty, since they reflect tl'le current number of bytes 
available to read/write before an' interrupt is gener· 
ated. 

Table 10 illustrates the Threshold SFRs range of 
values and the number of bytes to be transferred 
when the Request For Service Flag is activated: 

Table 10. Threshold SFRs Range of Values and 
Number of Bytes to be Transferred 

ITHR No. of By1es OTHR No. of By1el 
(lower Available to (lower Available to 

~even bits) be Written seven bits be Read 

0 CBP 1 2 
1 CBp·1 2 3 
2 CBP·2 3 4 

• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 

CBp·3 3 (80H·CBP)·3 (80H·CBP)·2 
CBp·2 2 (80H·CBP)·2 (80H~CBP)·1 

(80H·CBP)·1 (80H·CSP) 

The eighth bit of the Input and Output FIFO Thresh· 
old SFR indicates the status of the service requests 
regardless of the freeze condition. If the eighth bit is 
a "1 ", the FIFO is requesting service from the exter· 
nal Host. In other words, when the Threshold SFR 
value goes below zero (2's complement), a service 
request is generated. Normally the ITHR SFR is dec· 
remented after each external Host write to the Input 
FIFO and incremented after each internal CPU read 
of the Input FIFO. The OTHR SFR is decremented 
by internal CPU writes and incremented by external 
Host reads. Thus if the pointers are moved when the 
FIFO's are not empty, these relationships can be 
used to calculate the offset for the Threshold SFRs. 
It is best to change the Threshold SFRs only when 
the FIFO's are empty to avoid this complication. The 
threshold registers should also be updated after the 
pointers have been manipulated. 

NOTE: 
When programming the ITHR SFR, the eighth bit 
should be set to 1 (OR'd with 80H). This causes 
HSTAT SFR HSTO = 0, Input FIFO Request For 
Service. If ITHR bit 7 ='0 then HSTAT HSTO = 1, 
Input FIFO Does Not Request Service, and no in· 
terrupt will be 'generated. 

, Host Status SFR(HSTAT) 
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When in FIFO DMA Freeze Mode, some bits in the 
Host Status SFR are forced high and will not reflect 
the new status until the system returns to normal 
operation. The definiti9n of the register in FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode is as follows: 

NOTE: 
The internal CPU reads this shadow latch value 
when reading the Host Status SFR. The shadow 
latch will keep the information for these bits so nor· 
mal operation can be resumed with the right status. 
The following bits are cleared (= 0) when FIFO 
DMA Freeze Mode is invoked; 

HST7 Output F'IFO Error Col1dition Flag 

1 = No error. 

o = An invalid read has been done on the 
output FIFO or the Immediate Command 
Out Register by the host CPU. 

NOTE: 
The normal underrun error condition status is dis
abled. If an Immediate Command Out (I MOUn 
SFR read is attempted during FIFO DMA Freeze 
Mode, the contents of the IMOUT SFR is output on 
the Data Suffer and the error status is set (= 1). 

HST6 Immediate Command Out SFR Status 

During normal operation, this bit is cleared 
(= 0) when the IMOUT SFR is written by the 
UPI·452 internal CPU and set (= 1) when the 
IMOUT SFR is read by the external, Host. 
Once the host·slave interface is frozen (i.e. 
SST5 = 0), this bit will be read as a 1 by the 
host CPU. A shadow latch will keep the infor· 
mation for this bit so normal operation can be 
resumed with the correct status. 

Shadow latch: 

1 = Internal CPU reads the IMOUT SFR 

o = Internal CPU writes to the IMOUT SFR 

HST5 Data Stream Command at Output FIFO 

, This bit is forced to a "1" during FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode to prevent the external host 
CPU from trying to read the esc. Once nor· 
mal operation is resumed, HST5 will reflect 
the Data/Command status of the current byte 
in the Output FIFO. 

Shadow Latch (read by the internal CPU): 

1 = No Data Stream Command (DSC) 

o = Data Stream Command at Output FIFO 
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HST4 Output FIFO Service Request Status 

When FIFO DMA Freeze Mode is invoked, 
this bit no longer reflects the Output FIFO Re
quest Service Status. This bit wll be forced to 
a "1". 

HST3 Input FIFO Error Condition Flag 

1 = No error. 

o = One of the following operations has 
been attempted by the external host and 
is invalid: 

1) Write into the Input FIFO 

2) Write into the Host Control SFR 

3) Write into the Immediate Command In 
SFR 

NOTE: 
The normal Input FIFO overrun condition is dis
abled. 

HST2 Immediate Command In SFR Status 

This bit is normally cleared when the internal 
CPU reads the IMIN SFR and set when the 
external host CPU writes into the IMIN SFR. 
When the host-slave interface is frozen, read
ing and writing of the IMIN will change the 
shadow latch of this bit. This bit will be read 
as a "1" by the external Host. 

Shadow latch. 

1 = Internal CPU writes into IMIN SFR 

o = Internal CPU reads the 1M IN SFR 

HST1 FIFO DMA Freeze Mode Status 

1 = FIFO DMA Freeze Mode. 

o = Normal Operation (non-FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode). 

NOTE: 
This bit is used to indicate to the external Host that 
the host-slave interface has been frozen and hence 
the external Host functions are now reduced as 
shown in Table 8. 

HSTO Input FIFO Request Service Satus 

When slave interface is frozen this bit no 
longer reflects the Input FIFO Request Serv
ice Status. This bit will be forced to a "1". 

Slave Status SFR (SST AT) 

The Slave Status SFR is a read-only SFR. However, 
once the slave interface is frozen, most of the bits of 
this SFR can be changed by the internal CPU by 
reconfiguring the FIFO and accessing the FIFO Spe
cial Function Registers. 
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SST7 Output FIFO Overrun Error Flag 

Inoperative in FIFO DMA Freeze Mode. 

SST6 Immediate Command Out SFR Status 

In FIFO DMA Freeze Mode,. this bit will be 
cleared when the internal CPU reads the Im~ 
mediate Command Out SFR and set when 
the internal CPU writes to the Immediate 
Command Out Register. 

SST5 FIFO-External Interface FIFO DMA Freeze 
Mode Status 

This bit indicates to the internal CPU that 
FIFO DMA Freeze Mode is in progress and 
that it has write access to the FIFO Control, 
Host control and Immediate Command SFRs. 

SST4 Output FIFO Request Service Status 

During normal operation, this bit indicates to 
the internal CPU that the Output FIFO is 
ready for more data. The status of this bit re
flects the position of the Output FIFO read 
and write pOinters. Hence, in FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode, this flag can be changed by the 
internal CPU indirectly as the read and write 
pOinters change. 

SST3 Input FIFO Underrun Flag 

Inoperative during FIFO DMA Freeze Mode. 

During normal operation, a read operation 
clears (= 0) this bit when there are no dats 
bytes in the Input FIFO ~nd deactivated (= 1) 
when the Slave Status Sf!R is read. In FIFO 
DMA Freeze Mode, this bit will not be cleared 
by an Input FIFO read underrun error condi
tion, nor will it be reset by the reading of the 
Slave Status SFR. 

SST2 Immediate Command InSFR Status 

This bit is normally activated (= 0) when the 
external host CPU writes· into the Immediate 
Command In SFR and deactivated (= 1) 
when it is read by the internal CPU. In FIFO 
DMA Freeze Mode, this bit will not be activat
ed (= 0) by the external Host's writing of the 
Immediate Command IN SFR since this func
tion is disabled. However, this bit will be 
cleared (= 0) it the internal CPU writes to the 
Immediate Command In SFR and it will be set 
= 1) if it reads from the register. 

SST1 Data Stream Command at Input FIFO Flag 

In FIFO DMA Freeze Mode, this bit operates 
normally. It indicates whether the next byte of 
data from the Input FIFO is a DSC or data 
byte. If it is a DSC byte, reading from FIFO IN 
SFR will result in reading invalid data (FFH) 
and vice versa. In FIFO DMA Freeze Mode, 
this bit still reflects the type of data byte avail
able from the Input FIFO. 
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SSTO Input FIFO Service Request Flag 

During normal 'operation, this bit is activated 
(= 0) when the Input FIFO contains bytes that 
can be read by the internal CPU and deacti
vated (=1) when the Input FIFO does not 
need any service from the internal CPU. In 
FIFO DMA Freeze Mode, the status of this bit 
should not change unless the pOinters of the 
Input FIFO are changed. In this mode, the in
ternal CPU can indirectly change this bit by 
changing the read and write pointers of the 
Input FIFO but cannot change it directly. 

Immediate Command InlOut SFR 
(IMIN/IMOUn 

If FIFO DMA Freeze Mode is in progress, writing to 
the Immediate Command In SFR by the external 
host will be disabled, and any such attempt will 
cause HST3 to be cleared (= 0). Similarly, the Imme
diate Command Out SFR read operation (by the 
host) will be disabled internally and read attempts 
will cause HST7 to be cleared (= 0). 

Internal CPU Read and Write of the 
FIFO During FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 

In normal operation, the Input FIFO can only be read 
by the internal CPU and similarly, the Output FIFO 
can only be written by the internal CPU. During FIFO 
DMA Freeze Mode, the internal CPU can read the 
entire contents of the Input FIFO by programming 
the CBP SFR to 7FH, setting the IRPR SFR to zero, 
and then the IWPR SFR to zero. Programming the 
pointer registers in this order generates a FIFO full 
signal to the FIFO logic and enables internal CPU 
read operations. If the IWPR and IRPR are already 
zero, the write pointer should be changed to a non
zero value to clear the empty status then the point
ers can be set to zero. This allows the input FIFO 
look ahead registers to be updated when the read 
pointer is changed. 

In a similar manner, the internal CPU can write to all 
128 bytes of the FIFO by setting the CBP SFR to 
zero, setting OWPR SFR to zero, and then setting 
ORPR SFR to zero. This generates a FIFO empty 
signal and allows internal CPU write operations to all 
128 bytes of the FIFO. The Threshold registers also 
need to be adjusted when the pointers are 
changed.(See "Input and Output FIFO Threshold 
SFR" section below.) 

MEMORY ORGANIZATION 

The UPI-452 has separate address spaces for Pro
gram Memory and Data Memory like the 80C51. The 
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Progra.m Memory, can be up to 64K bytes. The lower 
8K of Program Memory may reside on-chip. The 
Data Memory consists of 256 bytes of on-chip RAM, 
up to 64K byteS of off-chip RAM and a number of 
"SFRs" (Special Function Registers) which appear 
as yet another set of unique memory addresses. The 
80C51 Special Function Registers are listed in Table 
11 a, and the additional UPI-452 SFRs are listed in 
Table 11 b. A brief description of the 80C51 core 
SFRs is also provided below. 

Accessing External Memory 

As in the 80C51 , accesses to 'external memory are 
of two types: Accesses to external Program Memory 
and accesses to external Data Memory. 

External Program Memory is accessed under two 
conditions: 

1) Whenever signal EA = 0; or 

2) Whenever the program counter (PC) contains a 
number that is larger than 1 FFFH. 

This requires that the ROM less versions have EA 
wired low to enable the lower 8K program bytes to 
be fetched from external memory. 

External Data Memory is accessed using either the 
MOVX @DPTR (16 bit address) or the MOVX @Ri (8 
bit address) instructions. 

Table 11a. 80C51 Special Function Registers; 

Symbol Name Address 

·ACC Accumulator OEOH 
·s B Register OFOH 
·PSW Program Status Word ODOH 
SP Stack Pointer 81H 

DPTR Data Pointer (consisting 82H 
of DPH and DPL) 

·PO PortO 80H 
·P1 Port 1 90H 
·P2 Port 2 OAOH 
·P3 Port 3 OBOH 
·IP I nterrupt Priority Control OB8H 
·IE Interrupt Enable Control OA8H 
TMOD Timer/Counter Mode Control 89H 
TCON Timer/Counter Control 88H 
THO Timer/Counter 0 (high byte) 8CH 
TLO Timer/Counter 0 (low byte) 8AH 
TH1 Timer/Counter 1 (high byte) 8DH 
TL1 Timer/Counter 1 (low byte) 8BH 
·SCON Serial Control 98H 
SBUF Serial Data Buff 99H 
PCON Power Control 87H 
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Table 11b. UPI-452 Additional Special Function 
Registers 

ITHR Input FIFO Threshold OF6H 
OTHR Output FIFO Threshold OF7H 
·SLCON Slave Control OE8H 
SSTAT Slave Status OE9H 
·IEP Interrupt Enable & Priority OF8H 
MODE Mode Register OF9H 
IWPR Input Write Pointer OEAH 
IRPR Input Read Pointer OEBH 
ORPR Output Read Pointer OFAH 
OWPR Output Write Pointer OFBH 
CBP Channel Boundary Pointer OECH 
1M IN Immediate Command In OFCH 
IMOUT Immediate Command Out OFDH 
FIN FIFO IN OEEH 
CIN COMMAND IN OEFH 
FOUT FIFO OUT OFEH 
COUT COMMAND OUT OFFH 
·P4 Port 4 OCOH 
HSTAT Host Status OE6H 
HCON Host Control OE7H 
DCONO DMAO Control 92H 
DCON1 DMA 1 Control 93H 

DMA Source Address 
SARLO low byte/ OA2H 
SARHO hi byte/ channel 0 OA3H 
SARL1 low byte/ OB2H 
SARH1 hi byte/ channel 1 OB3H 

DMA Destination Address 
DARLO low byte/ OC2H 
DARHO hi byte/ channel 0 OC3H 
DARL1 low byte/ OD2H 
DARH1 hi byte/ channel 1 OD3H 

DMA Byte Count 
BCRLO low byte/ OE2H 
BCRHO hi byte/ channel 0 OE3H 
BCRL1 low byte/ OF2H 
BCRH1 hi byte/ channel 1 OF3H 

The SFRs marked with an asterisk (0) are both bit- and byte- address
able. The functions of the SFRs are as follows: 

Miscellaneous Special Function 
Register Description 

80C51 SFRs 

ACCUMULATOR 

ACC is the Accumuator SFR. The mnemonics for 
acqumulator-specific instructions, however, refer to 
the accumulator simply as A. 
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B REGISTER 

The B SFR is used during multiply and divide opera
tions. For other instructions it can be treated as an
other scratch pad regster. 

PROGRAM STATUS WORD 

The PSW SFR contains program status information 
as detailed in Table 12. 

STACK POINTER 

The Stack Pointer register is S bits wide. It is incre
mented before data is s~ored during PUSH and 
CALL executions. While the stack may reside any
where in on-chip RAM, the Stack POinter is initialized 
to 07H after a reset. This causes the stack to begin 
at location OSH. 

DATA POINTER 

The Data Pointer (DPTR) consists of a high byte 
(DPH) and a low byte (DPL). Its intended function is 
to hold a 16-bit address. It may be manipulated a8 a 
16-bit register or as two independent S-bit registers. 

PORTS 0 TO 4 

PO, P1, P2, P3 and P4 are the SFR latChes of Ports 
0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 

SERIAL DATA BUFFER 

The Serial Data Buffer is actually two separate regis
ters, a transmit buffer and a receive buffer register. 
When data is moved to SBUF, it goes to the transmit 
buffer where it is held for serial transmission. (Mov
ing a byte to SBUF is what initiates the 
transmission.) When data is moved from SBUF, it 
comes from the receive buffer. 

TIMER/COUNTER SFR 

Register pairs (THO, TLO), and (TH1, TL 1) are the 
16-bit counting registers for Timer/Counters 0 and 2. 

P9WER CONTROL SFR (PCON) 

The PCON Register (Table 13) controls the power 
down and idle modes in the UPI-452, as well as pro
viding the ability to double the Serial Channel baud 
rate. There are also two general purpose flag bits 
available to the user. Bits 5 and 6 are used to set the 
DMA mode (see "General Purpose DMA Channels" 
section), and bit 4 is not'used. 
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Table 12. Program Status Word 
Symbolic 
Addre .. 

PSW 

Symbol 

CY 
AC 
FO 
RS1 
RSO 
OV 

-
P 

CY AC FO 

(MSB) 

Position 

PSW.7 
PSW.6 
PSW.5 
PSW.4 
PSW.3 
PSW.2 
PSW.1 
PSW.O 

'(RS1, RSO) enable Intemal RAM register banks as follows: 

RS1 RSO 

0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

RS1 RSO OV 

Name 

Carry Flag 

P 

(LSB) 

Physical 
Addre .. 

ODOH 

Auxiliary Carry (For BCD operations) 
Flag 0 (user assignable) 
Register Bank Select bit 1· 
Register Bank Select bit O· 
Overflow· Flag 
(reserved) 
Parity Flag 

Internal RAM Register Bank 

BankO 
Bank 1 
Bank 2 
Bank 3 

Table 13. peON Special Function Reglater 
Symbolic 
Addre .. 

PCON -I SMOD 1 ARB 

(MSB) 

Symbol 

SMOD 

ARB 
REO 

-
GF1 
GFO 
PO 

IDL 

. . 'See "DMA Transfer Mode" descnption . 

NOTE: 

REO 

Position 

PCON7 

PCONS 
PCON5 
PCON4 
PCON3 
PCON2 
PCON1 

PCONO 

GF1 GFO PO IDL 

(LSB) 

Function 

Double Baud rate bit. When set to a 

Physical 
Addre .. 

087H 

1, the baud rate is doubled when the 
serial port is being used in either 
Mode 1 , 2 or 3. 
DMA Arbiter control bit • 
DMA Requestor control bit • 
(reserved) 
General-purpose flag bit 
General-purpose flag bit 

. Power Down bit. Setting this bit 
activates power down operation. 
Idle Mode bit. Setting this bit 
activates idle mode operation. 

If 1's are written to PO and IOL at the same time, PO takes precedence. The reset value of peON is (OOOXOOOO). 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ..... 0·C to 70·Ct 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65·C to + 150·C 

Voltage on Any 
PintoVss ............... -0.5VtoVcc + 0.5V 

Voltage on Vcc to Vss ........... -0.5V to + 6.5V 

Power Dissipation ........................ 1.0W" 

VcclVpp Supply Voltage with 
Respect to Ground 
During Programming ......... - 0.6V to + 14.0V 

• Notice: Stresses above those listed under '~bso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTICE: Specifications contained within the 
following tables are subject to change. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = 0·Ct070·C;Vcc = 5V ±10%;Vss = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.2Vcc - 0.1 V 
(except EA) 

VIL1 Input Low Voltage (EA) -0.5 0.2Vcc - 0.3 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 0.2Vcc + 0.9 Vee + 0.5 V 
(exceptXTAL1, RST) 

VIH1 Input High Voltage 0.7Vec Vec + 0.5 V 
(XT AL 1, RST) 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V IOL = 1.6 mA (Note 1) 
(Ports 1, 2, 3, 4) 

VOL1 Output Low Voltage 0.45 V IOL = 3.2 mA (Note 1) 
(except Ports 1, 2, 3, 4) 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -60 p.A, Vee = 5V ± 10o~o 
(Ports 1, 2, 3, 4) 

0.75 Vec V IOH = -25 p.A 

0.9Vec V IOH = -10 p.A 

VOH1 Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -400 p.A, Vee = 5V ± 10% 
(except Ports 1, 2, 3, 4 and 

0.75Vec V IOH = -:-150 p.A 
Host Interface (Slave) Port) 

0.9Vcc V IOH = - 40 p.A (Note 2) 

VOH2 Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -400 p.A, Vce = 5V ± 10% 
(Host Interface (Slave) Port) 3.0 V IOH = -40 p.A 

Vee - 0.4 V IOH = -10 p.A 

IlL Logical 0 Input Current -50 p.A VIN = 0.45V 
(Ports 1,2,3,4) 

ITL Logical 1 to 0 Transition -650 p.A VIN = 2V 
Current (Ports .1, 2, 3, 4) 

t Ambient Temperture under Bias for 87C452P is o·e to 50·C. 
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D.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O·C to 70·C; Vcc = 5V± 10%; VSS = OV (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

III Input Leakage Current ±10 /J-A 0.45V < VIN < VCC 
(except Ports 1, 2, 3,. 4) 

loz Output Leakage Current ±10 /J-A VOUT = 0.45V, and 3.0V 
. (except Ports 1, 2, 3, 4) 

ICCl Operating Current (Note 6) 15 mA VCC = 5.5V, 16 MHz 

Icc Operating Current (Note 7) 50 mA VCC = 5.5V, 16 MHz (Note 4) 

ICCI Idle Mode Current 25 mA VCC = 5.5V, 16 MHz (Note 5) 

IpD Power Down Current 100 /J-A VCC = 2V (Note 3) 

RRST Reset Pulldown Resistor 50 150 Kn 
CIO Pin Capacitance 20 pF 1 MHz, TA = 25·C 

(sampled, not tested on all parts) 

NOTES: 
1. Capacitive loading on Ports 0 and 2 may cause spurious noise pulses to be superimposed on the VOLS of ALE and Ports 
1 and 3. The noise is due to external bus capacitance discharging into the Port 0 and Port 2 pins when these pins make 1-
to-O transitions during bus operations. In the worst cases (capacitive loading> 100 pF), the noise pulse on the ALE line may 
exceed 0.8V. In such cases it may be desirable to qualify ALE with a Schmitt Trigger, or use an address latch With a Schmitt 
Trigger STROBE input. . 
2. Capacitive loading on Ports 0 and 2 may cause the VOH on ALE and PSEN to momentarily fall before the 0.9 Vee 
specification when the address bits are stabilizing. 
3. Power DOWN IcC is measured with all output pins disconnected; EA = Port 0 = Vee; XTAL2 N.C.; RST = Vss; DB = 
Vee; WR = RD = DACK = CS = AO = A1 = A2 = Vee. Power Down Mode is not supported on the 87C452P. 
4. Icc is measured with all output pins disconnected; XTAL1 driven with TCLCH, TCHCL = 5 ns, VIL = Vss + 0.5V, VIH = 
Vee - 0.5V; XTAL2 N.C.; EA = RST = Port 0 = Vee; WR = RD = DACK = cs = AO = A1 = A2 = Vee. Icc would be 
slightly higher if a crystal oscillator is used. 
5. Idle Icc is measured with all output pins disconnected; XTAL1 driven with TCLCH, TCHCL = 5 ns, VIL = Vss + 0.5V, 
VIH.= Vee - 0.5V; XTAL2 N.C.; Port 0 = Vee; EA = RST = Vss; WR = RD = DACK = CS = AO = A1 = A2 = Vee. 
6. 87C452P Piggyback EPROM only. 
7. 80C452 and 83C452 only. 

EXPLANATION OF THE AC SYMBOLS 

Each timing symbol has 5 characters. The first char
acter is always a 'T' (stands for time). The other 
characters, depending on their positions, stand for 
the name of a signal or the logical status of that 
signal. The following is a list of all the characters and 
what they stand for: 

A: Address. 

C: Clock. 

D: Input data. 

H: Logic level HIGH. 

I: Instruction (program memory contents). 

L: LogiC level LOW, or ALE. 

P: PSEN. 
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Q: Output data. 

R: READ signal. 

T: Time. 

V: Valid. 

W: WRITE signal. 

X: No longer a valid logic level. 

Z: Float. 

EXAMPLE 

TAVLL = Time for Address Valid to ALE Low. 
TLLPL = Time for ALE Low to PSEN Low. 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·Cto 70"C, vee = 5V ±10%, vss = OV, Load Capacitance for 
Port 0, ALE, and PSEN = 100 pF, Load capacitance for All Other Outputs = 80 pF 

EXTERNAL PROGRAM AND DATA MEMORY CHARACTERISTICS 

16MHzOsc: Variable Oscillator 
Symbol Parameter Units 

Min Max Min Max 

1/TCLCL Oscillator Frequency 3.5 16 MHz 

TLHLL ' ALE Pulse Width 85 2TCLCL-40 ns 

TAVLL Address Valid to ALE Low 7 TCLCL-55 ns 

TLLAX Address Hold after ALE Low 28 TCLCL-35 ns 

TLLIV ALE Low to Valid Instr In 150 4TCLCL-100 ns 

TLLPL ALE Low to PSEN Low 22 TCLCL-40 ns 

TPLPH PSEN Pulse Width 142 3TCLCL-45 ns 

TPLIV PSEN Low to Valid Instr In 82 3TCLCL-105 ns 

TPXIX Input Instr Hold after PSEN 0 0 ns 

TPXIZ Input Instr Float after PSEN 37 TCLCL-25 ns 

TAVIV Address to Valid Instr In 207 5TCLCL-105 ns 

TPLAZ PSEN Low to Address Float 10 10 ns 

TRLRH RD Pulse Width 275 6TCLCL-100 ns 

TWLWH WR Pulse Width 275 6TCLCL-100 ns 

TRLDV RD Low to Valid Data In 148 5TCLCL-165 ns 

TRHDX Data Hold after RD 0 0 ns 

TRHDZ Data Float after RD 2TCLCL-70 ns 

TLLDV ALE Low to Valid Data In 350 8TCLCL-150 ns 

'TAVDV Address to Valid Data In 398 9TCLCL-165 ns 

TLLWL ALE Low to RD or WR Low 137 237 3TCLCL-50 3TCLCL+50 ns 

TAVWL Address Valid to Read or Write Low 120 4TCLCL-130 ns 

TQVWX Data Valid to WR Transition 2 TCLCL-60 ns 

TWHQX Data Hold after WFi 12 TCLCL-50 ns 

TRLAZ RD Low to Address Float 0 0 ns 

TWHLH RD or WFi High to ALE High 23 103 TCLCL-40 TCLCL+40 ns 

TPXAV PSEN High to Address Valid 55 TCLCL-8 ns 

TQVWH Data Valid to WFi (Setup Time) 288 7TCLCL-150 ns 
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'" EXTERNAL DATA MEMORY READ CYCLE 

ALE ~ }WHLH~ I -- r----------------~I~ ~ ____ _J 

FiSER J It--.----TLLDV ___ -I ''--__ --'' 

PORTO 

PORT 2 __ J P2.0-P2.7 OR A8-A15 FROM DPH AS-A15 FROM PCH 

231428-19 

EXTERNAL PROGRAM MEMORY READ CYCLE 

JTLHLL~ 

ALE IIAVLJ~ TPLPH --+l~ 
TLLPL 

TLLIV:;::J 

,...o+---!--\.I TPLIV I Ir----~ 

,'-------

TPLAZ TPXIX 

, PORTO 

PORT 2 __ J A8-A15 AS-A15 

231428-20 
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EXTERNAL DATA MEMORY WRITE CYCLE 

ALE-'l 

TWHLH-I h I 

PSENJ 

TWLWH---! 

\ I 

WR 

TQVWH TWHOX 

PORTO DATA OUT 

PORT2 P2.0-P2.7 OR A8-A15 FROM DPH A8-A15 FROM PCH 

231428-21 

SHIFT REGISTER MODE TIMING WAVEFORMS 
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EXTERNAL CLOCK DRIVE 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

1/TCLCL Oscillator Frequency 3.5 16 MHz 

TCHCX High Time 20 ns 

TCLCX Low Time 20 ns 

TCLCH Rise Time 20 ns 

TCHCL Fall Time 20 ns 

NOTE: 
External clock timings are sampled, not tested on all parts. 

SERIAL PORT TIMING-SHIFT REGISTER MODE 

Test Conditions: TA = O·C to 70·C; Vee = 5V ± 10%; Vss = OV; Load Capacitance = 80 pF 

Symbol Parameter 

TXLXL Serial Port Clock Cycle Time 

TOVXH Output Data Setup to Clock Rising Edge 

TXHOX Output Data Hold after Clock Rising Edge 

TXHDX Input Data Hold after Clock Rising Edge 

TXHDV Clock Rising Edge to Input Data Valid 

EXTERNAL CLOCK DRIVE WAVEFORM 

AC TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORMS 

VCC-o.S--v 0.2 Vcc+O.9 >C 
O.4SV -A. .... O_.2 __ Vcc:;;;...-_O._I ____ • 

231428-24 
AC Inputs during testing are driven at Vcc -0.5V for a logic "1" 
and 0.45V for a logic "0". Timing measurements are made at VIH 
min. for a logic "1" and VIL max. for a logic "0". 

16MHzOsc Variable Oscillator 
Units 

Min Max Min Max 

750 12TCLCL ns 

492 10TCLCL-133 ns 

8 2TCLCL-117 ns 

0 0 ns 

492 1 OTCLCL -133 ns 

231428-23 

FLOAT WAVEFORMS 
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TIMING REFERENCE 
POINTS _______ VOL+O.1V 

231428-25 
For timing purposes a port pin is no longer floating when a 
100 mV change from load voltage occurs, and begins to float 
when a 100 mV change from the loaded VOHIVOL level occurs. 
IOLIiOH ~ ± 20 rnA. 
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HLD/HLDA WAVEFORMS 

HLO---~~' THM�N-----+t·V_---------
i--THLAL -, • i--THHAH =' 

~~.~_-_~~~~:::_~_M_IN ______ ~_JV~----------
231428-28 

HLD/HLDA TIMINGS 

Test Conditions: T A = O·C to 70·C; Vee = 5V ± 10%, V SS = OV; Load Capacitance = 80 pF 

16MHzOsc Variable Oscillator 
Symbol Parameter Units 

Min . Max Min Max 

THMIN HLD Pulse Width 350 4TCLCL+100 ns 

TAMIN HLDA Pulse Width 350 4TCLCL+100 ns 

THHAH HLD to HLDA Delay if 350 4TCLCL+100 ns 
ALDA is Granted 

THLAL HLD to HLDA Delay 350 4TCLCL+100 ns 

HOST PORT WAVEFORMS 

Tee 

) 1 TRV 
Tee 

TOR 

1 ) 
fTDH 

DATA ----t-<:==:>r----------------<:==::>-----.... 
DRQIN -----....;-...;, DRQOUT ~ ____________________________ _ 

231428-27 
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HOST PORT TIMINGS 

Test Conditions: T A = O·C to 70·C; Vee = 5V ± 10%; Vss = OV; Load Capacitance = 80 pF 

16MHzOsc Variable Oscillator 
Parameter Symbol 

Min 

TCC Cycle Time 375 

TPW Command Pulse Width 1'00 

TRV Recovery Time 60 

TAS Address Setup Time 5 

TAH Address Hold Time 30 

TDS Write Data Setup Time 30 

TDHW Write Data Hold Time 0 
TDHR Read Data Hold Time 5 

TDV READ Active to Read 85 
Data Valid Delay 

TOR i,1ii'Rjj'E Inactive to Read 
Data Valid Delay 
(Applies only to Host 
Control SFR) 

TRQ READ or WRITE Active 
to DRQIN or DRQOUT Delay 

PROGRAMMING MODES 
Caution: Exceeding 14V on Vpp will permanently 
damage the device. ' 

Initially, all bits of the EPROM are in the, "1" state. 
Data is introduced by selectively programming "Os" 
into the desired bit locations. Although only "Os" will 
be programmed, both "1s" and "Os" can be present 
in the data word. ThEil only way to change a "0" to a 
"1" is by ultraviolet light exposure· (Cerdip 
EPROMs). 

This device is in the programming mode wheGvpp is 
raisedto'its programming voltage and ALE/P Mare 
both at TIL-low. The data to be programmed is ap
plied 8 bits in parallel to the Port 0 pins. The levels 
required for the address and data inputs are TIL. 
The address is applied to Port 1 and 2. 

Program Verify 
A verify should be performed on the programmed 
bits to determine that they have been correctly pro
graMmed. The verify Is performed with OE at VIL, 
PG at VIH and Vpp and Vee at their programming 
voltages. 

intellgent IdentiflerTM Mode 
inteligent Identifier™ Mode is not supported on the 
87C452P piggyback EPROM device. 

5~50 

Units 
Max Min Max 

6TCLCL ns 

100 ns 

60 ns 

5 ns 

30 ns 

30 ns 

0 ns 

40 5 40 ns 

85 ns 

300 4.8TCLCL ns 

150 150 ns 

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS 
The erasure characteristics are such that erasure 
begins to occur upon exposure to light with wave
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms 
(A). It should be noted that sunlight and certain 
types of fluorescent lamps have wavelengths in the 
3000A-4000A range. Data shows that constant ex
posure to room level fluorescent lighting could erase 
the EPROM in approximately three years, while it 
would take approximately one week to cause era
sure when exposed to direct sunlight. If the EPROM 
is to be exposed to these types of lighting conditions 
for.extended periods of time, opaque labels should 
be placed over the window to prevent unintentional 
erasure. 

The recommended erasure procedure is exposure 
to shortwave ultraviolet light which has a wavelength 
of 2537 Angstroms (A). The integrated dose (i.e., UV 
intenSity x exposure time) for erasure should be a 
minimum of fifteen (15) Wsec/cm2. The erasure 
time with this dosage is approximately 15 to 20 min
utes using an ultraviolet lamp with a 12,000 ,... W I cm2 
power rating. The EPROM should be placed within 
one inch of the lamp tubes during erasure. The maxi
mum integrated dose an EPROM can be exposed to 
without damage is 7258 Wsec/cm2 (1 week @ 

12000 ,...W/cm2). Exposure of the EPROM to high 
intensity UV light for longer periods may cause per
manent damage. 
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DEVICE 
FAILED 

DEVICE 
FAILED 

231428-29 

Figure 4.1n1ellgent Programmlng™ Flowchart 

Inteligent Programmlng™ Algorithm 
The intaligent Programming Algorithm, a standard in 
the industry for the past few years, is required for all 
of Intel's f2.5V DERDEP EPROMs. Plastic amd 
PLCq EPROMs may also be programmed using this 
method. A flowchart of the intaligent Programming 
Alg,Orithm is shown in Figure 4. 

The intaligent Programming Algorithm utilizes two 
different pulse types: initial and overprogram. The 

duration of the initial PGM pulse(s) is one millisec-
, ond, which will then be followed by a longer overpro
gram pulse of length 3X ms. X is an iteration counter 
and is equal to the number of the initial one millisec
ond pulses 'applied to a particular location, before a 
correct verify occurs. Up to 25 one-millisecond puls
es per byte are provided for before the overprogram 
pulse is applied. 
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The entire sequence of program pulses and byte verifications Is performed at Vee = 8.0Vand Vpp = 
12.5V. When the inteligent Programming cycle has been completed, all bytes should be compared to the, 
original data with Vee = Vpp = 5.0V. 

EPROM PROGRAMMING AND VERIFICATION WAVEFORMS 

PROGRAMMING VERIFICATION 

PORT 1 f PORTZ ~ ADDRESS 0 - 12 ADDRESS 0 - 12 

TAVQY ~ 

PORT 0 DATA IN DATA OUT 

IJ TGHDX. I-

~ LTEHQZ 
I"-TDVOl 

TELQV1 !.-• TAVGL l"- • TOHAX 14-

• ~~ I"- TOHAX I-

~ ~TPHGL I I 
ALE/PGioi 

+12V 

231428-30 

A.C. PROGRAMMING CHARACTERISTICS 
T A = 25°C ± 5°C (see EPROM PROGRAMMING D.C. 9HARACTERISTICS for Vee and Vpp Voltages) 

Symbol Parameter 
Min 

12MHzOSC 
Test Condltlons-(1) 

Max Unit 

TAVGl Address Setup to Pm.;; 2.9 ,..,s 
TDXOl C5E Setup from Data Float 2.0 ,..,s 
TDVGl Data Setup to PGM 3.8 ,..,s 
TOHAX Address Hold after OE 0 ,..,s 
TGHDX Data Hold after PGM 2.0 ns 

TEHOZ Data Float after OE O. 1.6 ,..,s (Note 3) 

TOHAX Address Hold after Pm.;; 0 ,..,s 
TPHGl Vpp Setup to PGM 2.0 ,..,s 
TCHGl Vee Setup to PGM 2.0 ,..,s 
TEHSH _ C5E Setup to Vpp and Vee 2.0 ,..,s 
TGlGH PGM Pulse Width 0.95 1.05 ms inteligent Programming 

TAVOV Address to Data Valid 3.0 p.s 
TOPW Pm.;; Overprogram Pulse Width 2.85 78.75 ms (Note 2) 

TElOV Data Valid from C5E 2.0 ,..,s ' . 

NOTES: 
1. Vee must·be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and. removed slmultan8Qusly or after Vpp. ' 
2. The length of the overprogram pulse may vary 'from, 2.85 ms to 78.75 ms as a function of the iteration counte, value X 
(inteligent Programming Algorithm only). . 
3. This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested. Output Float is defined as the point where data is no longer 
driven-see timing diagram. . . 
4. The maximum current value is with Port 0 unloaded. 
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D.C. PROGRAMMING CHARACTERISTICS T A = 25°C ±5% 
, 

Limits 
Symbol ' Parameter 

Max Min 

lee2(4) Vee Supply Current (Program and Verify) 150 

IpP2(4) Vpp Supply Current (Program) 50 

VIO Ae Inteligent Identifier Voltage 11.5 12.5 

Vpp inteligent Programming Algorithm 12.0 13.0 

Vee inteligent Programming Algorithm 5.75 6.25 
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Test Condltlonso(1) 
Unit 

mA 

mA ~=VIL 

V 

V CE = PGM = VIL 

V 
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UPITM-4 t, 42: 8041AH/8042AH/8741AH/8742AH 
UNIVERSAL PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

8-BIT SLAVE MICROCONTROLLER 
UPI-41: 6 MHz; UPI-42: 12 MHz • Flllly Compatible with all Intel and Most 

Pin, Software and Architecturally Other Microprocessor Families 

Compatible with all UPI-41 and UPI-42 • Interchangeable ROM and EPROM 
Products Versions 

8-Bit CPU plus ROM/EPROM, RAM, 110, • Expandable 110 
Timer/Counter and Clock in a Single • Sync Mode Available 
Package 

2048 x 8 ROM/EPROM, 256 x 8 RAM on • Over 90 Instructions: 70% Single Byte 

UPI-42, 1024 x 8 ROM/EPROM, 128 x 8 • Available in EXPRESS 
RAM on UPI-41, 8-Bit Timer/Counter, 18 - Standard Temperature Range 
Programmable 110 Pins • Intellgent Programmlng™ Algorithm 
One 8-Bit Status and Two Data - Fast EPROM Programming 
Registers for Asynchronous Siave-to- • Available in 40-Lead Cerdip, 40-Lead 
Master Interface Plastic and 44-Lead Plastic Leaded 
DMA, Interrupt, or Polled Operation Chip Carrier Packages 
Supported (See Packaging Spec., Order # 231369) 

The Intel UPI-41 and UPI-42 are general-purpose Universal Peripheral Interfaces that allow the designer to 
develop customized solutions for peripheral device control. 

They are essentially "slave" microcontrollers, or microcontrollers with a slave interface included on the chip. 
Interface registers are included to enable the UPI device to function as a slave peripheral controller in the 
MCSTM Modules and iAPX family, as well as other 8-, 16-bit systems. 

To allow full user flexibility, the program memory is available in ROM, One-Time Programmable EPROM (OTP) 
and UV-erasable EPROM. All UPI-41 and UPI-42 devices are fully pin compatible for easy transition from 
prototype to production level designs, These are the memory configurations available. 

UPI 
Device 
8042AH 
8742AH 
8041AH 
8741AH 

..... 
E • .. 

., 

ROM EPROM 

2K -
- 2K 
1K -
- 1K 

RAM Programming 
Voltaae 

256 -
256 12.5V 
128 -
128 12.5V 

eli" 3 2. 1 "-43.u 4140 

o 

' .. 
~ ~2 
~ ~, 

~ ~o 

~ H ~ 
1819202122232425162728 

_ ~~3G~¥~~~~1 .. 
'''"'I.::--~ 
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Figure 1. DIP Pin Configuration 
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Figure 2. PLCC Pin Configuration 

November 1986 
Order Number: 210393-003 
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Table 1. Pin Description 

DIP PLCC 
Symbol Pin Pin Type Name and Function 

No. No. 

TEST 0, 1 2 I TEST INPUTS: Input pins which can be directly tested using conditional branch 
TEST 1 39 43 instructions. 

FREQUENCY REFERENCE: TEST 1 (T-1) also functions as the event timer input (under 
software control). TEST 0 (To) is used during PROM programming and ROM/EPROM 
verification. It is also used dUring Sync Mode to 'reset the instruction state to S 1 and 
synchronize the internal clock to PH1. See the Sync Mode Section. 

XTAL 1, 2 3 I INPUTS: Inputs for a crystal, LC or an exte~nal timing signal to determine the internal 
XTAL2 3 4 oscillator frequency. 

REm 4 5 I RESET:lrput used to reset status flip-flops and to set the program counter to zero. 
REm is also used during EPROM programming and verification. 

~ 5 6 I SINGLE STEP: Single step input used in conjunction with the SYNC output to step the 
program through each instruction (EPROM). This should be tied to + 5V when not used. 
This pin is also used to put the device in Sync, Mqde by applying 12.5V to it. 

~ 6 7 I CHIP SELECT: Chip ,select input used to seleet one UPI microcomputer out of selferal 
connected to a common data bus. 

EA 7 8 I EXTERNAL ACCESS: External access input which I;IIIows emulation, testing and 
ROM/EPROM verification. This pin should be tied low if unused. 

RD 8 9 I READ: I/O read input which enables the master CPU to read data and status words from 
the OUTPUT DATA BUS BUFFER or status register. 

-, 

Ao 9 10 I 'COMMAND/DATA SELECT: Address Input used by the m~ster processor to indicate 
whether byte transfer is data (Ao = 0, F1 is reset) or command (Ao -= 1, F1 is set). Ao = 0 
during program and lIerify operations. 

WR 10 11 I WRITE: I/O write input which enables the master CPU to write data and command words 
• ~o the UPIINPUT DATA BUS BUFFER. 

SYNC 11 13 0 OUTPUT CLOCK: Output signal which occurs once per UPI instruction cycle. SYNC can 
be used as a strobe for external circuitry; it is also used to synchronize single step 
operation. 

00-07 12-19 14-21 I/O DATA BUS: Three-state, bidirectional DATA BUS BUFFER lines used to interface the UPI 
(BUS) microcomputer to an 8-bit master system data bus. 

P10-P17 27-34 30-33 I/O PORT 1: 8-bit, PORT 1 quasi-bidirectional 110 lines. P10-P17 access the signature row 
35-38 and security bit. 

P20-P27 21-24 24-27 I/O PORT 2: 8-bit, PORT 2 quasi-bidirectional I/O lines., The lower 41lits (P20-P2S) interface 
35-38 39-42 directly to the 8243 I/O expander device and contain address and gata information during 

PORT 4-7 access. The upper 4 bits (P24-P27) can be program,rned-to provide interrupt 
Request and DMA Handshake capability. Software control can configure P24 as Output 
Buffer Full (OBF) interrupt, P25 as Input Buffer Full (IBF) interrupt, P26as DMA Request 
(ORO), and P27 as DMA ACKnowledge (DACK). 

PROG' 2!) 28 I/O PROGRAr,II: Multifunction pin used as the program pulse input during PROM programming. 
Du'ring li6 expander access the PROG pin acts as an address/data strobe to the 8243. 
This pin should be tied high if unused. 

Vee 40 44 POWER: + 5V main power supply pin, '. 
" 

Voo 26 29 POWER: + 5V during normal operation. + 12.5V during programming operation. Low 
power standby supply pin. 

VSS 20 22 GROUND: Circuit ground potential. 
" 
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210393-1 

Figure 3. Block Diagram 

UPI-41 and UPI-42 FEATURES 
1. Two Data Bus Buffers, one for input and one for 

Outpul This allows a much cleaner Master/Slave 
protocol: ' 

2. 8 Bits of Status 

INPUT 
DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 
(II 

OUTPUT 
DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 
(II 

INTERNAL 
DATA BUS 

210393-4 

1ST 71 ST 61 ST 51 ST 41 F1 I Fo IIBF I OBF I 
~ 06 05 04 03 02 01 Do 

ST4-ST7 are user definable status bits. These 
bits are defined by the "MOV STS, A" single byte, 
single cycle Instruction. Bits 4-7 of the acccumu
lator are moved to bits 4-7 of the status register. 
Bits 0-3 of the status register are not affected. 

MOV STS, A Op cOde: 80H ' 

.I 1 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 0 10 10 I 
'~ ;,' .. Do , 

3. R'O and WFI are edge triggered. IBF, OBF, F1 and 
" INT change internally after the trailing edge of 'Fm 
orWl!'. 
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During the time that the host CPU is reading the 
status register, the UPI is prevented from updat
ing this register or is 'locked out.' 

4. P24 and P25 are port pins or Buffer Flag pins 
which can be used to interrupt a master proces
sor. These pins default to port pins on Reset. 
If the "EN FLAGS" instruction has been execut
ed, P24 becomes the OBF (Output Buffer Full) pin. 

, A "1" written to P24 enables the OBF pin (the pin 
outputs the OBF Status Bit). A "0" written to P24 
disables the OBF pin (the pin remains low). This 
pin can be used to indicate that valid data is avail
able from the UPI (in Output Data Bus Buffer). 
If "EN FLAGS" has been executed, P25 becomes 
the TBF (lnput'Buffer Full) pin. A "1" written to P25 
enables the TBF, pin ,(the pin outputs the Inverse of 
the IBF Status Bit. A "0" w1itten to P25 disables 
the TBF pin (the pin remains low). This pin can be 
used.to indicate that the UPI is ready for data. 

OBF (INTERRUPT REQUEST) 

~ (INTERRUPT REQUEST) 

210093-5 

Data Bua Buffer Interrupt Capability 

EN FLAGS Op Code: OFIH ' 

I 1 II I 1 I 0 0 

00 
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5. P26 and P27 are port pins or OMA handshake pins 
for use with a OMA controller. These pir,ls default 
to port pins on Reset. 
If the "EN OMAn .instruction has, been executed, 
P26 becomes the ORQ (OMA Request) pin. A "1" 
written to P26 causes a OMA request (ORQ is acti
vated). ORQ is deactivated by OACK-RD, 
DACK-WR, or execution of the "EN OMAn in
struction. 
If' "EN OMAn has been executed, P27 becomes 
the DACK (OMA ACKnowledge) pin. This pin acts 
as a chip select input for the Data Bus Buffer reg
isters during OMA transfers. 

I 
ORQr.:5!: ~: UPHI/4t 1257 

OACKI!!!: 

210393-7 

DMA Handshake capability 

EN DMA Op Codr. DESH 

o 
07' Do 

8. When, EA is enabled on the UPI, the program 
counter is placed on Port 1 and the lower three 
bits of Port 2' (MSB = P22, LSB = P10). On the 
UPI this information is multiplexed with PORT 
DATA (see port timing diagrams at end of this 
da~ sheet). 

7. The 8741AH and 8742AH support the inteligent 
Programming Algorithm. (See the Programming 
Section.) 

APPLICATIONS 

,: /1:--
T DEVICES -. 
T, 

-
AIIDtI~~~~ CONT_I: 

210393-8 

F:lgure 3. 8088·UPI·41/42 Interface 
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1011-------1 

_ WlII--------1 

PORT CONTA 

lUI DAT IU 
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Figure 4. 8048H·UPI·41 142 Interface 

DA.TA IUS 

CONTROl. IUS 

210398-9 

Figure 5. UPI·41/42-8243 Keyboard scanner 

L DATA IUS 
~---

\ - - CONTROL IUS 

210393-)1 

Figure 8. UPI-41/42 8D-Column 
Matrix Printer Interface 

\ 
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PROG~AMMING, VERIFYING, AND 
ERASING THE 87,41AH and 8742AH 
EPROM ' 

Progran:-ming Verification 

In brief, the programming process consists of: .. acti
vating the program mode, applying an address; 
latching the address, applying data, and applying a 
programming pulse. Each word is programmed com
pletely before moving on to the next and is followed 
by a verification step. The following is a list of the 
pins used for programming and a description of their 
functions: ' 

Pin Function 
XTAL1 2 Clock Inputs 
Resel' Initialization and Address Latching 
Test 0 Selection of Program or Verify Mode 
EA Activation of ProgramlVerify Signature 

Row/Security Bit Modes 
BUS Address and Data Input 

Data Output During Verify 

P20-22 Address Input 

Vee Programming Power Supply 
PROG Program Pulse Input 

WARNING 
An attempt to program a mlssocketed 8741 AH or 8742AH will result in 
severe damage to the part. An indication of a properly socketed part is 
the appearance of the SYNC clock output. The lack of this clock may 
be used to disable the programmer. 

The ProgramlVerify sequence is: 

1. CS = 5V, Vee = 5V, Veo = 5V, RESET = OV, 
Ao = OV, TEST 0 = 5V, clock applied or internal 
oscillator operating, BUS floating, PROG = 5V. 

2. Insert 8741AH or 8742AH in programming socket 

3. TEST 0 = OV (select program mode) 

4. EA = 12.5V (active program mode) 

5. Vee = 6V (programming supply) 

,6. Vbe = 12.5V (programming power) 

7. Address applied to BUS a~d P20-22 

8. RESET = 5V (latch address) 

9. Data applied to BUS 

10. PROG = 5V followed by one 1 ms pulse to OV· 

11.TEST 0 = 5V (verify mode) 

12. Read and verify data on BUS 

13. TEST 0 = OV 

14. Apply overpr6gram pulse 

15. RESET = OV and repeat from step 6 

16. Programmer should be at conditions of step 1 
when 8741 AH or 8742AH is removed from socket 

Please follow the inteligent Programming flow chart 
for proper programming procedure. 
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8741AH/Q742AH Erasure .. 
Characteristics 

The erasure characteristics of the 8741AH/8742AH 
are such that eraslire begins to occur when expO$ed 
to light with wavelengths shorter than approximately 
4000 Angstroms (A). It should be noted that sunlight 
and certain types of fluorescent lamps have wave
lengths in the 3000-4000A range. Data show that 
constant exposure to room level fluorescent lighting 
could erase th~ typical 8741AH/8742AH in approxi
mately 3, years while it would take approximately one 
week to cause erasure when exposed to direct sun
light. If the 8741AH/8742AH is to be exposed to 
these types of lighting conditions for extended peri
ods of time, opaque labels are available from Intel 
which should be placed over the 8741AH/8742AH 
window to prevent unintentional erasure. , 

The recommended erasure procedure for the 
8741AH/8742AH is exposure to shortwave ultravio
let light which has a wavelength of 2537 A. The inte
grated dose, (i.e., UV intensity x exposure time) for 
erasure should be a minimum of 15 w-sec/cm2. The 
erasure time with this dosage is approximately 15 to 
20, minutes using an ultraviolet lamp with a 12,000 
p,W/cm2 power rating. The 8741AH/8742AH should 
be placed within one inch of the lamp tubes during 
erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their tubes 
which should be removed before erasure. Exposure 
of the 8741AH/8742AH to high intensity UV light for 
long periods may cause permanent damage. 

inteligent Programmlng™ Algorithm 
The inteligent Programming Algorithm rapidly pro
grams Intel 8741AH/8742AH EPROMs using an effi
cient and reliable method particularly suited to the 
production programming environment. Typical pro
gramming time for individual devices is on the' order 
of 10 seconds. Programming reliability is' also en~ 
sured as the incremental program margin of each 
byte is continually monitored to determine when it 
has been successfully programmed. A flowchart of 
the 8741AH/8742AH intaligent Programming Aigo-
rithm is shown in Figure 7. ' 

The intaligent Programming Algorithm utilizes two 
different pulse types: initial and overprogram. The 
duration of the initial PROG pulse(s) ,is one millisec" 
ond, which will then be followed by a long~r overpro
gram pulse of length 3X msec. X is an Iteration coun
ter and is equal to the number of the initial one milli
second pulses applied to a particular 8741AHI 
8742AH location, before a correct verify occurs. Up 
to 25 one-millisecond pulses per byte are provided 
for before the overprogram pulse is applied. 
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Figure 7 
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The entire sequence of program pulses and byte 
verifications is performed at Vee = 6.0V and Voo = 
12.5V. When the inteligent Programming cycle has 
been completed, all bytes should be compared to 
the original data with Vee = 5.0, Voo = 5V. 

Verify 

A verify should be performed on the programmed 
bits to determine that they have been correctly pro
grammed. The verify is performed with TO = 5V, 
Voo = 5V, EA = 12.5V, SS = 5V, PROG = 5V, 
AO = OV, and CS = 5V. 

SECURITY BIT 

The security bit is a Single EPROM cell outside the 
EPROM array. The user can program this bit with the 
appropriate access code and the normal program
ming procedure, to inhibit any external access to the 
EPROM contents. Thus the user's resident program 
is protected. There is no direct external access to 
this bit. However, the security byte in the signature 
mode has the same address and can be used to 
check indirectly whether ~he security bit has been 
programmed or not.The security bit has no effect on 
the signature mode, so the security byte can always 
be examined. 

SECURITY BIT PROGRAMMING! 
VERIFICATION 

Programming 

a. Read the security byte of the signature mode. 
Make sure it is OOH. 
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b. Apply access code to appropriate inputs to put 
the device into security mode. 

C. Apply high voltage to EA and Voo pins. 

d. Follow the programming procedure as per the 
Inteligent Programming Algorithm with known 
data on the databus. Not only the security bit, but 
also the security byte- of the Signature mode is
programmed. 

e. Verify that the security byte of the signature 
mode contains the same data as appeared on 
the data bus. (If DBO-DB7 = high, the security 
byte will contain FFH.) 

f. Read two consecutive known bytes from the 
EPROM array and verify that the wrong data are 
retrieved in at least one verification. If the 
EPROM can still be read, the security bit may 
have not been fully programmed though the se
curity byte in the Signature mode has. 

Verification 

Since the security bit address overlaps the address 
of the security byte of the Signature mode, it can be 
used to check indirectly whether the security bit has 
been programmed or not. Therefore, the security bit 
verification is a mere read operation of the security 
byte of the signature row (1 = security bit pro
grammed; 0 = security bit unprogrammed). Note 
that during the security bit programming, the reading 
of the security byte does not necessarily indicate 
that the security. bit has been successfully pro
grammed. Thus, it is recommended that two consec
utive known bytes in the EPROM array be read and 
the wrong data should be read at least once, ~e
cause it is highly improbable that random data coin
cides with the correct ones twice. 
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SIGNATURE MODE 

The UPI-41 /42 has an additional 32 bytes of 
EPROM available for Intel and user signatures and 
miscellaneous purposes. The 32 bytes are parti
tioned as follows: 

A. Test code/checksum-This can accommodate 
up to 25 bytes of code for testing the internal 
nodes that are not testable by executing from the 
external memory. The test code/checksum is 
present on ROMs, and OTPs. 

B. Intel signature-This allows the programmer to 
read from the UPI-41 /42 the manufacturer of the 
device and the exact product name. It facilitates 
automatic device identification and will be pres
ent in the ROM and OTP versions. Location 10H 
contains the manufacturer code. For Intel, it is 
89H. Location 11 H contains the device code. 

The code is 43H and 42H for the 8042AH and 
OTP 8742AH, and 41 Hand 40H for the 8041 AH 
and OTP 8741AH, respectively. 

C. User signature-The user signature memory is 
implemented in the EPROM and consists of 2 
bytes for the customer to program his own signa
ture code (for identification purposes and quick 
sorting of previously programmed materials). 

D. Test signature-This memory is used to store 
testing information such as: test data, bin num
ber, etc. (for use in quality and manufacturing 
control). 

E. Security byte-This byte is used to check 
whether the security bit has been programmed 
(see the security bit section). 

The signature mode can be accessed by setting P10 = 0, P11-P17 = 1, and then following the programming 
and/ or verification procedures. The location of the various address partitions are as follows: 

Address Device No. of 
Type Bytes 

Test Code/Checksum 0 OFH ROM/OTP 25 
16H 1EH 

Intel Signature 10H 11H ROM/OTP 2 

User Signature 12H 13H EPROM/OTP 2 

Test Signature 14H 15H ROM/OTP 2 

Security Byte 1FH EPROM/OTP 1 
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SYNC MODE 

The UPI-41 142 has incorporated a new mode. The 
Sync Mode i~ provided to ease the design of multi
ple controller circuits by allowing the designer to 
force the device into known phase and state. time. 
The Sync Mode may also be utilized by automatic 
test eqllipment (ATE) for quick, easy, and efficient 
srnchronizing between the tester and the OUT (de-
vice under test). . 

SYNC MODE TIMING DIAGRAMS 

XTAL 1 

PHASE1-------- -----

PHASE 2- - - - - - - - - - - - -

TIME STATE 

Sync Mode is enabled when SS pin is raised to high 
voltage level of + 12 volts. To begin synchroniza
tion, TO is raised to 5 volts at least four clock cycles 
after~. TO must be high for at least four X1 clock 
cycles to fully reset the prescaler and time state 
generators. TO may then be brought down during 
low state of X1. Two clock cycles later, with the ris
ing edge of X1 , the device enters into Time State 1, 
Phase 1. SS is then brought down to 5 volts 4 clocks 
later after TO. RESET is allowed to go high 5 tCY (75 
clocks) later for normal execution of code. 

2 3 4 
12V ,1"---------_____ --, SS 5V---' L.. ____________ _ 

OV 

TO 
SV _____ s----, 
ov ~------------------

SV 
SYNC OV---------------------______________________ ~ 
~ OV---------------____________________ _ 

210393-28 

Minimum Specifications 
SYNC Operation Time, tSYNC = 3.5 XT AL 1 Clock cycles. Reset Time, tRS = 4 tCY. 

NOTE: 
The rising and falling edges of TO should occur during low state of XT AL 1 clock. 
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ACCESS CODE' 

The following table summ"rlz.s the acee .. cod .. required to Invoke the Sync Mode, Signature Mode, 
and the Security Bit, respectively. Also, the programming and verification modes are Included for 
comparison. 

AcceaaCode 

Mode, 
Control Signal, Datalu, 

Port 2 Port 1 

TO RST SS EA PROG, VDD Vee 0 1 2 3 4 6 87 012 0 1234587 

Progranimlng 0 0 1 HV 1 VOOH Vee ' Address Addr ao a1 X X X X X X 
Mode 0 1 1 HV STB VOOH Vee Data In Addr 
Verification 0 0, 1 HV 1 Vee Vee Address Addr ao a1 X X X X X X 
Mode 1 1 1 HV 1 Vee Vee Data Out Addr 

SyncMocie STB 0 HV 0 X Vee Vee X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX XXX 
High 

Signature Prog 0 0 1 HV 1 VOOH Vee Addr. (see Sig Mode Table) 000 0 1 111XX1 
Mode 0 1 1 HV STB VOOH Vee Data In 000 

Verify 0 0 1 HV 1 Vee Vee Addr. (see Sig Mode Table) 000 

1 1 1 HV 1 Vee Vee 
Security Prog 0 0 1 HV 1 VOOH Vee 
Bit/Byte 0 1 1 HV STB VOOH Vee 

Verify 0 0 1 HV 1 Vee Vee 
1 1 1 HV 1 Vee Vee 

NOTES: 
1. ao = 0 or 1-; a1 = 0 or 1. ao must = a1. 

,ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ••.. O·C to + 70"C 
Storage Temperature .............. 65·C to + 150"C 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
Resp~ct to Ground .•.•.•.•.•.••• - 0.5V to + 7V -

Power Dissipation .•.•.•.•.••...•...••.•... 1.5 W 

Data Out 000 

Address 000 
. 

Data In 0 o 0 

Address 0 o 0 

Data Out 0 o 0 

• Notice: Stresses abo.ve those listed under "Abso
lute Ma>i1mum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indiCated in the opera
tional sections o!.this specification is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTICE: Specifications contained within the 
fol/owing tables are subject to change. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·Cta +70·C, Vee = VDD =-+5Y ±10% 

Symbol Parameter 
8042/8742 Units Notes 

Min Max 

VIL Input Low Voltage (Except Xi" AL 1, XTAL2, RESET) -0.5 0.8 V 

VIL1 Input Low Voltage (XTAL1, XTAL2, RESET) -0.5 0.6 V 

VIH Input High Voltage (Except XT AL 1, XT AL2, RESET) 2.0 Vee V 

VIH1 Input High Voltage (XT AL 1, RESET) 3.5 Vee V 

VIH2 Input High Voltage (XTAL2) 2.2 Vee V 

VOL Output Low Voltage (00-0]) 0.45 V IOL = 2.0mA 
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D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O"Cto +7a.C. vee = voo = +5V ±10% (Continu$d) 

SY~bol , Parameter " 

'" " 
,. , 

VOL1 Output Low Voltage (Pl0P17. P20P27. Sync) , 

VOL2 Output Low Voltage (PROG) 

VOH Output High Voltage (00-07) 

VOH1 Output High Voltage (All Other Outputs) 

IlL Input Leakage Current (To. T 1. RD. WR. CS. Ao. EA) 

IOFL Output Leakage Current (00-07. High Z State) 

III Low Input Load Current (Pl0P17. P20P27) 

ILI1 Low Input Load Current (RESET. SS) 

100 Voo Supply Current 

lee + 100 Total Supply Current ' 

100 Standby Power Down Supply Current 

IIH Input Leakage Current (Pl0-P17. P20-P27) 

CIN Input Capacitance 

CIO 1/0 Capacitance 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS-PROGRAMMING 
TA = 25'C ±5°C. Vee = 6V ±0.25V. voo = 12.5V ±0.5V 

.-

Symbol Parameter 

VOOH Voo Program Voltage High Level 

VOOL Voo Voltage Low Level 

VPH . PROG Program Voltage High Level 

VPL PROO Voltage Low Lev~1 

VEAH Input High Voltage for EA 

VEAL EA Voltage Low Level 

100 Voo High Voltage Supply Current 

lEA EA High Voltage Supply Current ' 

NOTES: 
1. Voltages over l3V applied to pin Voo wllI.I.,errnanently damage the device. 
2. VEAH must be applied to EA before VODH and removed after VOOl. 

804218742, , lfnlta Notes 
Min Max' ' 

0.45 V 10L = 1.6mA 

0.45 ' V 10L = 1~OmA 
2.4 V 10H = -400 pA 

2.4 IOH = -50pA 

±10 pA Vss :s; VIN :s; Vee 

±10 p.A Vss +0.45 
:s; VOUT s: Vee 

0.3 rnA , VIL = O.SV 

0.2 mA VIL = O.SV 

20 rnA Typical = S mA 

135 rnA Typical = SO mA 

20 mA Typical = S rnA 

100 pA VIN = Vee 

10 pF 

20 pF 

Min Max Units 

12 13 V(l) 

4.75 5.25 V 

2.0 5.5 V 

-0.5 O.S V 

12.0 13.0 V(2) 

-0.5 5.25 V 

30.0 rilA 

1.0 rnA 

3. Vee must be aPPlied ,Simu~eously or before V~o and nius~ be ~emoved si~ultaneouSIY or after Voo· 
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"A.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = O·Cto +70·C, vss = OV, vee'" voo = +5V ±10% 
DBB READ 

Symbol Parameter Min Max 

tAR CS, Ao Setup to AD ..t- O 

lRA CS, Ao Holci After AD t 0 

lRR AD Pulse Width 160 

tAD CS, Ao to Data Out Delay 130 

tRO AD..t- to Data Out Delay 0 130 

tOF ADt to Data Float Delay . 85 

DBB WRITE 

Symbol Parameter Min Max 

tAW CS, Ao Setup to WR ..t- O 

tWA CS, Ao Hold After WR t 0 

tww WR Pulse Width 160 

tow Data Setup to WR t 130 

two Data Hold After WR t 0 

CLOCK 

Symbol Parameter Min Max .,; 

tcv (UPI-41) Cycle Time 2.5 9.20 

tcvc (UPI-41) Clock Period 167 613 

tcv (UPI-42) Cycle Time 1.25 9.20 

tcvc (UPI-42) Clock Period 83.3 613 

tPWH Clock High Time 33 

tpwL Clock Low Time 33 

tR Clock Rise Time 10 

tF Clock Fall Time 10 

NOTE: 
1. tcv ,;, 15/f(XTAL) 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS DMA 

Symbol Parameter Min Max 

tACC DACK to WR or AD 0 

tcAC AD or WR to OACK 0 

tACO OACK to Data Valid 0 130 

tcRQ RD or WR to ORQ Cleared 110 

NOTE: 
1. CL = 150 pF. 
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Unl .. 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Urilts 

p.s(1) 

ns 

p.s(1) 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Units 

ns 
ns 

ns 

ns(1) 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS-PROGRAMMING 
TA = 25·C ±5°C, vcc = 6V ±0.25V, VOOL = +5V ±0.25V, VOOH = 12.5V ±0.5V 
(8741AH/8742AH ONLY). 

Symbol Parameter Min 

tAW Address Setup Time to RESET t . 4tcv 

tWA Address Hold Time After RESET t 4tcv 

tow Data in Setup Time to PROG .J.. 4tcv 

two Data in Hold Time After PROG t 4tcv 

tpw· Initial Program Pulse Width 0.95 

tTW Test 0 Setup Time for Program Mode 4tcv 

twr Test 0 Hold Time After Program Mode 4tcv 

too Test 0 to Data Out Delay 

tww RESET Pulse Width to Latch Address 4tcv 

tr, tf PROG Rise and Fa" Times 0.5 

tcv CPU Operation Cycle Time 2.5 

tRE. RESET Setup Time. Before EA t 4tCV 

Max 

1.05 

4tcv 

100 

3.75 

topw Overprogram Pulse Width 2.85 78.75 

tOE EA High to VOO High Hcv 

NOTES: 
1. Typical Initial Program Pulse width tolerance = 1. ms :1;5%. 
2. This variation is a function .ot the iteration counter value, X. 
3. If TEST 0 is high, too can 'be triggered by RESET t . 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS PORT2TA = O·Cto +70·C, Vcc = +5V ±100/0 

Symbol Parameter f(tCy)(3) Min 

tCi=' Port Control Setup Before Falling Edge of PROG 1/15tcv-28 55 

tpc Port Control Hold After Falling Edge of PROG ' 1/10 tcv 125 

tpR PROG to Time P2 Input Must Be Valid 8/15tcv- 16 

tpF Input Data Hold Time, 0 

top Output Data Setup Time 2/10 tcv 250 

tpo Output Data Hold Time 1/10tcv-8O 45 

tpp PROG Pulse Width 6/10tcv 750 

NOTES: 
1. 'CL = sq pF. 
2. CL =20 pF. 
3. Icv =;J..25 ,is. 
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Units 

ms(l) 

J.l.s 

J.l.s 

ms(2) 

Max Units 

ns(l) 

ns(2) 

650 ns(l) . 

150 ns(2) 

ns(l) 

ns(2) 

ns 
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A.C. TESTING INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

INPUT/OUTPUT 

2.0=>< x= 20 2.0 
;> TEST POINTS < 

0.8 0.8 
0.45 

210393-14 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

210393-15 

DRIVING FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE· TWO OPTIONS 

>6 MHz 

LC OSCILLATOR MODE 

L C NOMINAL 
45 H 20 pF 5.2 MHz 

120 H 20 pF 3.2 MHz 

XTAL' 

XTAL2 

210393-16 

+5V 

470Q 

Jo--+-----=-jXTAl t 

+ 5V 

470Q 

L-------"-i XTAl. 

210393-17 
Rise and Fan Times Should Not Exceed 10 ns. F\esis
tors to Vcc are Needed to Ensure VIH = 3.5V if TIL 
Circuitry is Used. 

1=_'_ 
2'1rJ[C' 

C,=C+3Cpp 
2 

Cpp '" 5-10 pF 
Pin·to-Pin Capacitance 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR MODE 

~
ct I 1::63-122 XTAL1 

I MHz 

C2 __ 1_- = 
---i-- I = I 

r--'-----'--:-i XTAL2 
C3 

210393-19 
Cl 5 pF (STRAY 5 pF) 
C2 (CRYSTAL + STRAY) 8 pF 
C3 20-30 pF INCLUDING STRAY 

210393-18 
Each C Should be Approximately 20 pF. including Stray Capacitance. 

Crystal Series Resistance Should 
be Less Than 300 at 12 MHz; 
Less Than 750 at 6 MHz; Less 
Than 1800 at 3.6 MHz. 
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WAVEFORMS 

READ OPERATION-DATA BUS BUFFER REGISTER 

es OR AO =:)( 
-IAM-

' .. -IRA-

\ V 
_tRO - _tOf 

IAU 

WRITE OPERATION-DATA BUS BUFFER REGISTER 

X 
-

(SVSTEM'S 
ADOR ISS BUSI 

(READ CONTROL 1 

210393-20 

~ 
fSVST'EM'S 

~ OR AO ADDRESS BUSI 

WR 

~~-'AW-----J-I'======-'W-W=====~--~~~: ____________________ _ 
~ IWRITE CONTROL) 

DATA 8US DATA \) W DATA 
!lNPUn MAY CHANGE .I' -OATAVALID-Il\. MAY CHANGE ______ ~~~ __ -J ~ ________________ __ 

210393-21 

CLOCK TIMING 

2.4V 

XTAL2 1.6V 

.4SV 

tCYC 

210393-22 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

UPI-41/42 

COMBINATION PROGRAM/VERIFY MODE 

VEAH( 12.5 V) 

EA VIH(5V) 

VIL(OV) 
--

~ 

~I 
f-I 

PROGRAW 
IRE 

I END or 
RAW 
RlrY 

VERIFY -+ PROGRAII - PROG 
OR VE 

\. 

-tTW- -Iwr-

NOTES: 

RESET VIH1 (5V) 
VIL1 (OV) 

VIH(5V) 

VIL(OV) 

VOOH(12.5V) 

Voo VOOL(5 V) 

PROG 
VIH(5V) 

V,L(DV) 

- r--. 

""""" 
_IAW_ I+-IWA-

:::>--- ADDRESS OATA IN 

ADDRESS 

- 10E I::. 
I 

I-Ipw-

~ 
low- 1---

1. Ao must be held low (OV) during program/verify modes. 

\. 

Iwwj--"\. 

=tIOO 

-- )COATI. OUT}-{ NEXT ADDRESS 
-1-

X NEXT ADDRESS 

ID£~ 
\... 

-Iwo 

2. For VIH. VIH1. VIL. VIL1. VOOH. and VOOL. please consult the D.C. Characteristics Table. 

l+-

210393-23 

3. When programming the 8741AH/8742AH. a 0.1 I£F capacitor is required across Voo and ground to suppress spurious 
voltage transients which can damage the device. 

VERIFY MODE 

VEAH:::~~~-------------------------------EA VIH 
VIL 

TO 
VIH ---t------'\ 
VIL ,"----

VIH1 
RESETI VIL1 

VIH 
DBO-DB7 

VIL 

VIH:::X ~ P20-P22 NEXT, ADDRESS 

VIL ------------------------. 210393-29 

. NOTES: 
1. PROG must float if EA is low. ' 
2. PROG must always float. 
3. P10·P17 = 5V or must float. 
4. P24-P27 = 5V or must float. 
5. Ao must be held low during programming/verify modes. 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

DMA 

DATA BUS 

ORO 

PORT 2 

SYNC 

EXPANDER 
PORT 

OUTPUT 

EXPANDER 
PORT 

INPUT 

PROG 

\ 

- 'ACC - -'CAC -

V VALID 

-'ACO-

-t,l 

PORT 20_3 DATA 

PCRT 20_3 OATA 

PORT TIMING DURING .E)!:TERNAL ACCESS (EA) 

SYNC I \ 
P10·17 X PORT PC 
P20.22 

DATA 

~ 

- 'ACC - -'CAC -
VALID 

- teR -

210393-25 

210393-26 

I \ 

X X PORT PC DATA 

210393-27 
On the Rising Edge of SYNC and EA is Enabled, Port Data is Valid and can be Strobed on the Trailing Edge of Sync the 
Program Counter Contents are Available. 
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Table 2. UPITM Instruction Set 

Mnemonic Description Byte. Cycle. Mnemonic, ,.; Description' Bytes Cycle. 

ACCUMULATOR DATA MOVES 
ADDA,Rr Add register to A 1 1 MOVA, Rr Move registerto A' 1 '. 1 
ADD A, @Rr Add data memory 1 1 MOVA,@Rr Move data memory 1 1 

toA toA 
ADD A, "'data Add immediate to A 2 2 MOVA, "'data Move immediate to A 2 2 
ADDCA,Rr Add register to A 1 1 . MOVRr,A Move A to register 1 .; 1 

with carry MOV@Rr,A Move A to data 1 1 
ADDCA,@Rr Add data memory 1 1 memory • ' ." r ., 

to A with carry 'MOV Rr, "'data Move Immediate to 2 2 
ADDC A, '" data Add Immediate 2 2 register 

to A with carry MOV@Rr, Move Imm~dieteto 2 2 
ANLA, Rr AND register to A 1 1 "'data data mel'!1ory ., 
ANL,A@Rr AND data memory 1 1 MOVA,PSW MovePSWtoA 1 . 1 

toA MOVPSW,A MoveAtoPSIf;J 1 1 
ANLA, "'data AND immediate to A 2 2 XCHA,Rr Exchange A ~nd 1 1 
ORLA, Rr OR register to A 1 1 register 
ORL, A,@Rr OR data memory 1 1 XCHA,@Rr Exchange A ~~d 1 1 

toA data memory . 
ORLA, "'data OR immediate to A 2 2 XCHDA,@Rr Exchange digit of A 1 1 
XRLA, Rr Exclusive OR regis- 1 1 and register 

terto A MOVPA,@A Move to A from 1 2 
XRLA,@Rr Exclusive OR data 1 1 current page , 

memory to A MOVP3,A,@A Move to A from 1 2 
XRLA, "'data Exclusive OR imme- 2 2 page 3 

diate to A 
INCA IncrementA 1 1 
DEC A Decrement A 1 1 
CLRA Clear A 1 1 
CPLA Complement A 1 1 
DAA Decimal Adjust A 1 1 
SWAP A Swap nibbles of A 1 1 
RLA Rotate A left 1 1 
RLCA Rotate A left through 1 1 

. TIMER/COUNTER 
MOVA, T Read Timer/Counter 1 .1 

.MOVT,A Load Til'!1er ICounter 1 1 
STRTT Start Timer .. 1 ,. 1 
STRTCNT Start Counter . 1 1 
STOP TCNT Stop Timer/Qounter 1 1 
EN TCNTI Enable Timerl 1 1 

Counter Interrupt ( . 
DIS TCNTI Disable Timerl 1 1 

carry 
RRA Rotate A right 1 1 
RRCA Rotate A right 1 1 

through carry 

INPUT/OUTPUT 
INA,Pp Input port to A 1 2 

Coun~er Interrllpt. , " ',. 
CONTROL 
ENDMA Enable DMA Hand- 1 1 

shake Lines 
ENI Enable IBF Interrupt 1 1 

OUTLPp,A Output A to port 1 2 
ANL Pp, "'data AND immediate to 2 2 

port 
ORL Pp, "'data OR immediate to 2 2 

port 
INA,DBB Input DBB to A, 1 1 

clearlBF 
OUTDBB,A Output A to DBB, 1 1 

setOBF 
MOVSTS,A A4 -A7 to Bits 4-7 of 1 1 

Status 

DISI Diable IBF Inter- 1 1 
rupt 

EN FLAGS Enable Master 1 1 
Interrupts 

SELRBO Select register 1 1 
bank 0 

SELRB1 Select register 1 1 
bank 1 

Nap No Operation 1 1 

REGISTERS 

MOVDA,Pp Input Expander 1 2 
port to A 

INCRr Increment register 1 1 
INC@Rr I ncrement data 1 1 

MOVDPp,A Output A to 1 2 
Expander port 

memory 
DECRr Decrement register 1 1 

ANLDPp,A AND A to Expander 1 2 
port 

ORLDPp,A OR A to Expander 1 2 
port 
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Table 2. UPlTM Inetructlon Set (Continued) 

Mnemonlo Deaorlptlon Bytes Cyol.s 

SUBROUTINE 
CALLaddr Jump tosubrolltine 2 2 
RET Retum 1 2 
RETR Retum and restore 1 2 

status 

FLAGS 
CLRC Clear Carry 1 1 
CPLC Complement Carry . 1 1 
CLRFO Clear Flag 0 1 1 
CPLFO Complement Flag 0 1 1 
CLRF1 Clear F1 Flag 1 1 
CPLF1 Complement F1 Flag 1 1 

BRANCH 
JMPaddr Jump unconditional 2 2 
JMPP@A Jump Indirect 1 2 
DJNZ Rr, addr Decrement register 2 2 

and Jump 
JCaddr Jump on Oarry .. 1 2 2 
JNCaddr Jump on Carry = 0 2 2 

. JZaddr Jump on A Zero 2 2 
JNZaddr Jump all A not Zero 2 2 
JTOad(lr Jump on TO .. 1 2 2 
JNTOaddr Jump on TO = 0 2 2 
JT1 addr JumponT1 "" 1 2 2 
JNT1 addr JumponT1 = 0 2 2 
JFOaddr Jump on FO Flag "" 1 2 2 
JF1 addr Jump on F1 Flag'" 1 2 2 
JTF addr Jump on Timer Flag 2 2 

= 1, Olear Flag 
JNIBFaddr Jump on·1BF Flag 2 2 

=0 
JOBFaddr Jump on OBF Flag 2 2 

= 1 
JBbaddr Jump on ·Accumula- 2 2 

for Bit 
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8243 
MCS~48@ INPUT/OUTPUT EXPANDER 

• Low Cost • 24-Pln DIP 

• Simple Interface to MC8-488 • Single 5V Supply 
Microcomputers • High Output ,Drive 

• Four 4-Blt 1/0 Porta • Direct Extension of Resident 8048 110 

• AND and OR Directly to Porta Porta 

The Intel. 8243 is an Input/output expander designed specifically to provide a low cost means of 1/0 expan· 
sion for the MCS-48 family of single chip microcomputers. Fabricated in 5 volts NMOS, the 8243 combines low 
cost, single supply voltage and high drive current capability. 

The 8243 consists of four 4·bit bidirectional static I/O ports and one 4·bit port which serves ss an interface to 
the MCS-48 microcomputers. The 4·blt Interface requires that only 4 1/0 lines of ,~he 8048 be used for I/O 
expansion, and also allows multiple 8243's to be added to the same bus. 

The 1/0 ports of the 8243 serve as a direct extension of the resident 1/0 facilities of the MCS-48 microcomput· 
ers and are accessed by their own MOV, ANL, and ORL instructions. 

PORTS 

PORTZ 

PORT 6 

PORT 7 

231317-1 

Figure 1.8243 Block Diagram 
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Vee 
PIlI 

P112 

PlIO 

PIlI 
PROO PII2 

P73 

P21 

P20 11 

GND 

231317-2 

Figure 2. 8243 
Pin Configuration 

Novembw' 1188 
Order Number: 231317-001 
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Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol Pin No. Function 

PROG 7 CLOCK INPUT. A high to low 
transition on PROG signifies that 
address and control are available 
on P20-P23, and a low to high 
transition signifies that data is 
available on P20-P23. 

as 6 CHIP SELECT INPUT. A high on 
CS Inhibits any change of output or 
internal status. 

P20-P23 11-8 Four (4) bit bi-directlonal port 
contains the address and control 
bits on a high to low transition of 
PROG. During a low to high 
transition, contains the data for a 
selected output port if a write 
operation, or the data from a 
selected port before the low to 
high transition if a read operation. 

GND 12 o volt supply. 

P40-P43 2-5 Four (4) bit bi-directionall/O ports. 
P50-P53 1,23-21 May be programmed to be input 
P60-P63 20-17 (during read), low impedance 

P70-P73 13-16 latched output (after write), or a tri-
state (after read). Data on pins 
P20-P23 may be directly written, 
ANDed or ORed with previous 
data. 

Vee 24 + 5 volt supply. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General Operation 
The 8243 contains four 4-bit 1/0 ports which serve 
as an extension of the on-chip I/O and are ad
dressed as ports 4-7. The following operations may 
be performed on these ports: 

• Transfer Accumulator to Port 

• Transfer Port to Accumulator 
• AND Accumulator to Port 

• OR Accumulator to Port 

All communication between the 8048 and the 8243 
occurs over Port 2 (P20-P23) with timing provided 
by an output pulse on the PROG pin of the proces
sor. Each transfer consists of two 4-bit nibbles. 

The first containing the "op code" and port address 
and the second containing the actual 4-bits of data. 
A high to low transition of the PROG line indicates 
that address is present while a low to high transition 
indicates the presence of data. Additional 8243's. 

may be added to the 4-bitbus and chip selected 
using additional output lines from the 8048/87481 
8035. 

Power On Initialization 

Initial application of power .~o the device forc;:es in
put/output ports 4, 5, 6, and 7 to the tri-state and 
port 2 to the input mode. The PROG pin may be 
either high or low when power is applied. The first 
high to low transition of PROG causes device to exit 
power on mode. The power on sequence is initiated 
if Vee drops below 1V. 

Address Instruction 
P21 P20 Code P23 P22 Code 

0 0 Port 4 0 0 Read 
0 1 PortS 0 1 Write 
1 0 Port 6 1 0 ORLD 
1 1 Port 7 1 1 ANLO 

Write Modes 

The device has three write modes. MOVD Pi, A di
rectly writes new data into the selected port and old 
data is lost. ORLO Pi, A takes new data, OR's it with 
the old data and then writes it to the port. ANLD Pi, 
A takes new data, AND's It with the old data and 
then writes it to the port. Operation code and port 
address are latched from the input port 2 on the high 
to low transition of the PROG pin. On the low to high 
transition of PROG, data on port 2 is transferred to 
the logic block of the specified output port. 

After the logic manipulation is performed, the data is 
latched and output. The old data remains latched 
until new valid outputs are entered. 

Read Mode 

The device has one read mode. The operation code 
and port address are latched from the input port 2 
on the high to low transition of the PROG pin. As 
soon as the read operation and port address are 
decoded, the appropriate outputs are tri-stated, and 
the input buffers switched on. The read operation is 
terminated by a low to high transition of the PROG 
pin. The port (4, 5, 6 or 7) that· was selected is 
switched to the tri-stated mode while port 2 is re
turned to the input mode. 

. Normally, a port will be in an output (write mode) or 
input (read mode). If modes are changed during op
eration, the first read .following a write should be ig
nored; all following reads are valid. This is to allow 
the external driver on the port to settle after the first 
read instruction removes the low impedance drive 
from the 8243 output. A read of any port will leave 
that port in a high impedance state. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ...... O·C to 70·C 

Storage Temperature ........•. - 6S·C to + 150·C 

Voltage on Any Pin 
With Respect to Ground ....•.... - 0.5V to + 7V 

Power Dissipation ................•........•. 1W 

• Notice: Stresses above those listed under '~bso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICSTA = 0·Ct070·C, Vee = 5V ±10% 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units Test Conditions 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5 V 

VOL1 Output Low Voltage Ports 4-7 0.45 V IOL = 4.5 mAO 

VOL2 Output Low Voltage Port 7 1 V IOL = 20mA 

VOH1 Output High Voltage Ports 4-7 2.4 V IOH = 240 p..A 

IIL1 Input Leakage Ports 4-7 -10 20 p..A VIN = Vee toOV 

11L2 Input Leakage Port 2, CS, PROG -10 10 p..A VIN = Vee to OV 

VOL3 Output Low Voltage Port 2 0.45 V IOL = 0.6mA 

lee Vee Supply Current 10 20 mA 

VOH2 Output Voltage Port 2 2.4 V IOH = 100 p..A 

IOL Sum of alilOL from 16 Outputs 72 mA 4.5 mA Each Pin 
.. .. • See followIng graph for addItional sInk current capabIlIty. 

A.C. CHARACTERISTICSTA = 0·Ct070·C, Vee = 5V ±10% 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

tA Code Valid Before PROG 100 ns 80 pF Load 

ts Code Valid After PROG 60 ns 20 pF Load 

te Data Valid Before PROG 200 ns 80 pF Load 

tD Data Valid After PROG 20 ns 20 pF Load 

tH Floating After PROG 0 150 ns 20 pF Load 

tK PROG Negative Pulse Width 700 ns 

tes CS Valid Before/After PROG 50 ns 

tpo Ports 4-7 Valid After PROG 700 I ns 100 pF Load 

tLP1 Ports 4-7 Valid Before/After PROG 100 ns 

tAee Port 2 Valid After PROG 650 ns 80pF Load 

2.4 ~X02.'80 > 
TEST POINTS 

0.45----' 231317-3 
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WAVEFORMS 

PROG 

r-~--------------IK---------------4~ 

PORTZ FLOAT FLOAT 

'~'~ ~'x PORTZ OUTPUT 
VALID , 

IpO 

PORTS4.7 PREVIOUS OUTPUT VALID OUTPUT 
VALID 

lIP - liP 

PORTS 4·7 INPUT VALID 

leI les 

231317-4 
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i 
:i 
9 
4 75 .. 
Z .. 
II: 
II: GUARANTEED WORST CASE :I 
U CURRENT SINKING CAPABILITIES .. 
Z OF ANY I/O PORT PIN .1. TOTAL 
;; 50 SINK CURRENT OF ALL PINS ... 
~ 
0 .. 

25 

o 
o 13 

MAXIMUM SINK CURRENT ON ANY PIN @ .45V 
MAXIMUM 10L WORST CASE PIN (mAl 

231317-5 

Figure 3 

Sink Capability 

The 8243 can sink 5 mA @ 0.45V on each of its 16 
1/0 lines simultaneously. If, however, all lines are 
not sinking simultaneously or all lines are not fully 
loaded, the drive capability of any individual line in
creases as is shown by the accompanying curve. 

For example, if only 5 of the 16 lines are to sink 
current at one time, the curve shows that each of 
those 5 lines is capable of sinking 9 mA @ 0.45V (if 
any lines are to sink 9 mA the total IOL must not 
exceed 45 mA or five 9 mA loads). 

Example: How may pins cal) drive 5 TIL loads 
(1.6 mA) assuming remaining pins are un
loaded? 

IOL = 5 x 1.6 mA = 8 mA 

EIOL = 60 mA from curve 
# pins = 60 mA + 8 mA/pin = 7.5 = 7 

In this case, 7 lines can sink 8 mA for a 
total of 56 mA. This leaves 4 mA sink cur
rent capability which can be divided in any 
way among the remaining 8 1/0 lines of 
the 8243. 
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Example: This example shows how the use of the 
20 mA sink capability of Port 7 affects the 
sinking capability of the other 1/0 lines. 

An 8243 will drive the following loads 
simultaneously. 

2 loads-20 mA @ 1 V (port 7 only) 

8 10ads-4 mA @ 0.45V 

6 loads-3.2 mA @ 0.45V 

Is this within the specified limits? 

EIOL = (2 X 20) + (8 X 4) + (6 X 3.2) 
= 91.2 mA. From the curve: for IOL = 
4 mA, EIOL :::::: 93 mA. Since 91.2 mA < 
93 mA the loads are within specified limits. 

Although the 20 mA @ 1 V loads are used 
in calculating EIOL, it is the largest current 
required @ 0.45V which determines the 
maximum allowable EIOL. 

NOTE: 
A 10 KO to 50 KO pullup resistor to + 5V should 
be added to 8243 outputs when driving to 5V 
CMOS directly. , 
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I/O 
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TEST P5 
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Figure 4. Expander Interface 

P2O·P23 --<'-_--'X'-___ -..J»)---
ADDRESS (4·BITS) DATA (4·BITS) 

Figure 5. Output Expander Timing 

I/O 

I/O 

I/O 
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Figure 6. Using Multiple 8243's 
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intJ , UPI41AH/42AH USER'S MANUAL 

CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Accompanying the introduction of microprocessors 
such as the 8088, 8086, 80186 and 80286 there has been 
a rapid proliferation of intelligent peripheral devices. 
These special purpose peripherals extend CPU per
formance arid flexibility in a number of important 
ways. 

Table 1-1. Intelligent Peripheral Devices 

8255 (GPIO) Programmable Peripheral 
Interface 

8251 A(USART) Programmable 
Communication Interface 

8253 (TIMER) Programmable Interval Timer 

8257 (DMA) Programmable DMA Controller 

8259 Programmable Interrupt 
Controller 

8271 (SDFDC), Programmable Floppy Disk 
8272 (DDFDC) Controllers 

8273 (SDLC) Programmable Synchronous 
Data Link Controller 

8274 Programmable Multiprotocol-
Serial Communications 
Controller 

8275/8276 (CRT) Programmable CRT 
Controllers 

8279 (PKD) Programmable 
Keyboard/Display Controller 

8291A,8292,8293 Programmable GPIB System 
Talker, Listener, Controller 

Intelligent devices like the 8272 floppy disk controller 
and 8273 synchronous data link controller (see Table 
I-I) can preprocess serial data and perform control 
tasks which off-load the main system processor. Higher 
overall system throughput is achieved and software 
complexity is greatly reduced. The intelligent peripher
al chips simplify master processor control tasks by 
performing many functions externally in peripheral 
hardware rather than internally in main processor soft
ware. 

Intelligent peripherals also provide system flexibility. 
They contain on-chip mode registers which are pro
grammed by the master processor during system initial
ization. These control registers allow the peripheral to 
be configured into many different operation modes. The 
user-defined program for the peripheral is stored in 
main system memory and is transferred to the peripher
al's registers whenever a mode change is required. Of 
course, this type of flexibility requires software over
head in the master system which tends to limit the ben
efit derived from the peripheral chip. 
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In the past, intelligent peripherals were designed to 
handle very specialized tasks. Separate chips were de
signed for communication disciplines, parallel I/O, 
keyboard encoding, interval timing, CRT control, etc. 
Yet, in spite of the large number of devices available 
and the increased flexibility built into these chips, there 
is still a large number of microcomputer peripheral 
control tasks which are not satisfied. 

With the introduction of the Universal Peripheral In
terface (UP!) microcomputer, Intel has taken the intel
ligent peripheral concept a step further by providing an 
intelligent controller that is fully user programmable. It 
is a complete single-chip microcomputer which can 
connect directly to a master processor data bus. It has 
the same advantages of intelligence and flexibility 
which previous peripheral chips offered. In addition, 
UPls are user-programmable: it has IK/2K bytes 
(4IAH/42AH respectively) of ROM or EPROM mem
ory for program storage plus 256 bytes of RAM memo
ry for data storage or initialization from the master 
processor. The UPI device allows a designer to fully 
specify his control algorithm in the peripheral chip 
without relying on the master processor. Devices like 
printer controllers and keyboard scanners can be com
pletely self-contained, relying on the master processor 
only for data transfer. 

The UPI family currently consists of five components: 

• 8741AH microcomputer with lK EPROM memory 

• 8041AH microcomputer with lK ROM memory 

• 8042AH microcomputer with 2K ROM memory 

• 8243 I/O expander device 

• 8742AH microcomputer with 2K EPROM memory 

The 8741AH, 8041AH, 8742AH and 8042AH single 
chip microcomputers are functionally equivalent except 
for the type and amount of program memory available 
with each. These devices have the following main fea
tures: 

• 8-bit CPU 
• 8-bit data bus interface registers 

• 2K by 8 bit ROM or EPROM memory (lK for 
804IAH/8741AH) 

• 256 by 8 bit RAM memory 

• Interval timer/event counter 

• Two 8-bit TTL compatible I/O ports 

• Resident clock oscillator 

• 12 MHz operation, 1.25 JA-sec instruction cycle for 
8041AH, 8742AH, 8042AH 
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HMOS processing has been applied to the UPI family 
to allow for additional performance and memory capa
bility while reducing costs. The 804IAH, 8741AH, 
8042AH, 8742AH are all pin and software compatible. 
This allows growth in present designs to incorporate 
new features and add additional performance. For new 
designs, the additional memory and performance of the 
8042AH/8742AH extends the UPI 'grow Y9ur own so
lution' concept to more cOl;Ilplex motor control tasks, 
80-column printers and process control applications as 
examples. 

The 8243 device is an I/O multiplexer which allows 
expansion of I/O to over 100 lines (if seven devices are 
used). All three parts are fabricated with N-channel 
MOS technology and require a single, 5V supply for 
operation. 

INTERFACE REGISTERS FOR MULTI· 
PROCESSOR CONFIGURATIONS 

In the normal configuration, the 804IAH/874IAH, 
8042AH/8742AH interfaces to the system bus, just like 
any intelligent peripheral device (see Figure I-I). The 
host processor and the 804IAH/874IAH, 8042AH/ 
8742AH form a loosely coupled multi-processor 
system, that is, communications between the two proc
essors are direct. Common resources are three addres-

HOST 
PROCESSOR 

sable registers located physically on the 804IAH/ 
8741AH, 8042AH/8742AH. These registers are the 
Data Bus Buffer Input (DBBIN), Data Bus Buffer Out
put (DBBOUT), and Status (STATUS) registers. The 
host processor may read data from DBBOUT or write 
commands and data into DBBIN. The status of 
DBBOUT and DBBIN plus user-defmed status is sup
plied in STATUS. The host may read STATUS at any 
time. An interrupt to the UPI processor is automatical
ly generated (if enabled) when DBBIN is loaded. 

Because the UPI contains a complete microcomputer 
with program memory, data memory, and CPU it can 
function as a "Universal" controller. A designer can 
program the UPI to control printers, tape transports, or 
multiple serial communication channels. The UPI can 
also handle off-line arithmetic processing, or any num
ber of other low speed control tasks. 

POWERFUL 8·BIT PROCESSOR 

The UPI contains a powerful, 8-bit CPU with as fast as 
1.25 ,...sec cycle time and two single-level interrupts. Its 
instruction set includes over 90 instructions for easy 
software development. Most instructions are single byte 
and single cycle and none are more than two bytes long. 
The instruction set is optimized for bit manipulation 
and I/O operations. Special instructions are included to 

.~ 
..,..,..._-tUPI.41AH. 42AH ~ 
~~ 

DATA 
BUS 

L-L..L--iUPI.41AH.42AH 

CONTAOL 
BUS 

ADDAESS 
BUS 

KEYBOARD 

PAINTER 

Figure 1·1. Interfacing Peripherals To Microcomputer Systems 
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231318-2 

8041 AH, 8042AH 
Mask 

Programmed 
ROM 

_S741AH. 

I S742AH 
xxxx 

~l 

231318-3 

8741AH,8742AH 
Electrically 

Programmable 
Ught Erasable 

EPROM 

Figure 1.2. Pin Compatible 
ROM/EPROM Versions 

allow binary or BCD arithmetic operations, table look
up routines, loop counters, and N-way branch routines. 

f' 

a·BIT 
MICROCOMPUTER 

SYSTEM 

~--" 

"'" 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTION SET 
FEATURES 
• For Loop Counters: 

Decrement Register and Jump if not zero. 

• For Bit Manipulation: 
AND to A (immediate data or Register) 
OR to A (immediate data or Register) 
XOR to A (immediate data or Register) 
AND to Output Ports (Accumulator) 
OR to Output Ports (Accumulator) 
Jump Conditionally on any bit in A 

• For BDC Arithmetic: 
Decimal Adjust A 
Swap 4-bit Nibbles of A 
Exchange lower nibbles of A and Register 
Rotate A left or right with or without Carry 

• For Lookup Tables: 
Load A from Page of ROM (Address in A) 
Load A from Current Page of ROM 
(Address in A) 

Features for Peripheral Control 

The UPI 8-bit interval timer/event counter can be used 
to generate complex timing sequences for control appli
cations or it can count external events such as switch 
closures and position encoder pulses. Software timing 
loops can be simplified or eliminated by the interval 
timer. If enabled, an interrupt to the CPU will occur 
when the timer overflows. 

The UPI I/O complement contains two TTL-compati
ble 8-bit bidirectional I/O ports and two general-pur
pose test inputs. Each of the 16 port lines can individu
ally function as e'ither input or output under software 
control. Four of the port lines can also function as an 

UPI·41AH. 
UPI·42AH 

UPI·41AH. 
UPI·42AH 

UPI·41AH. 
UPI·42AH 

. PERIPHERAL 
CONTROL 

OFF·LINE ARITHMETIC 
PROCESSING 

SERIAL 
COMMUNICATION 

231318-5 

Figure 1·3. Interfaces and Protocols for Multiprocessor Systems 
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interface for the 8243 I/O expander which provides 
four additional 4-bit ports that are directly addressable 
by UPI software. The 8243 expander allows low cost 
I/O expansion for large control applications while 
maintaining easy and efficient software port addressing. 

P~311,,::===:::>I 
P20 

804'AH/874'AH. 
8042AH/8742AH 

8243 

PAOG t------' 

'2 I 0 LINES 

'61 0 LINES 

231318-4 

Figure 1-4.8243110 Expander Inter1ace 

On-Chip Memory 

The UPI's 256 bytes of data memory include dual 
working register banks and an 8-level program counter 
stack. Switching between the register banks allows fast 
response to interrupts. The stack is used to store retu(I1 
addresses and processor status upon entering a subrou
tine. 

The UPI program memory is available in two types to 
allow flexibility in moving from design to prototype to 
production with the same PC layout. The 8741AH, 
8742AH device with EPROM memory is very econom
ical for initial system design and development. Its pro
gram memory can be electrically programmed using 
the Intel Universal PROM Programmer. When chang
es are needed, the entire program can be erased using 
UV lamp and reprogrammed in about 20 minutes. This 
'means the 8741AH/8742AH can be used as a single 
chip "breadboard" for very complex interface and con
trol problems. After the 8741AH/8742AH is pro
grammed it can be tested in the actual production level 
PC board and the actual functional environment. 
Changes required during system debugging can be 
made in the 8741AH/8742AH program much more 
easily than they could be made in a random logic de
sign. The system configuration and PC layout can re
main fixed during the development process and the 
turnaround time between changes can be reduced to a 
minimum. 
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At any point during the development cycle, the 
8741AH/8742AH EPROM part can be replaced with 
the low cost 8041AH, 8042AH respectively with facto
ry mask programmed memory. The transition from sys
tem development to mass production is made smoothly 
because the 8741AH and 8041AH, 8742AH and 
8042AH parts are completely pin compatible. 8742AHs 
or 8042AHscan be used in an 8041AH/874IAH sock
et. This feature allo~s extensive testing with the 
EPROM part, even into initial shipments to customers. 
Yet, the transition to low-cost ROM is simplified to the 
point of being merely a package substitution. 

PREPROGRAMMED UPI's 

The 8292, 8294, and 8295 are 8042AH's that are pro
grammed by Intel and sold as standard peripherals. 
The 8292 is a GPIB controller, part of a three chip 
GPIB system. The 8294 is a Data Encryption Unit that 
implements the National Bureau of Standards data en
cryption algorithm. The 8295 is a dot matrix printer 
controller designed especially for the LRC 7040 series 
dot matrix impact printers. These parts illustrate the 
great flexibility offered by the UPI family. 

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT 

The UPI microcomputer is fully supported by Intel 
with development tools like the UPP PROM program
mer already mentioned. An ICE-42AH in-circuit 
emulator is also available to allow UPI software and 
hardware to be developed easily and quickly. The com
bination of device features and Intel development sup
port make the UPI an ideal component for low-speed 
peripheral control applications. 

UPI DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT 

• 8048/804IAH/8042AH Assembler 

• Universal PROM Programmer UPP Series 

• ICE-41A Module 

• MULTI-ICE 
• Insite User's Library 

• Application Engineers 

• Training' Courses 
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CHAPTER 2 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The UPI-41AH, 42AH microcomputer is an intelligent 
peripheral controller designed to operate iniAPX-86, 
88, MCS-85, MCS-80, MCS-51 and MCS-48 systems. 
The UPI's architecture, illustrated in ,Figure 2-1, is 
based on a low cost, single-chip microcomputer with 
program memory, data memory, CPU, I/O, event tim
er and clock oscillator in a single 40-pin package. Spe
cial interface registers are included which enable the 
UPI to function as a peripheral to an 8-bit master proc
essor. 

This chapter provides a basic description of the UPI 
microcomputer and its system interface registers. Un
less otherwise noted the descriptions in this section ap-

I CLOCK 

1 1 
8-BITCPU 

I 
1 

8-BIT 
DATA BUS 

INPUT REGISTER 

II 

I 
1024 X 8, 2048 X 8 

PROGRAM 
MEMORY 

(ROM/EPROM) 

II 
II 
8-BIT 

DATA BUS 
OUTPUT REGISTER 

II 

SYSTEM 
INTERFACE 

ply to both the 8741AH, 8742AH (with UV erasable 
program memory) and the 8041AH, 8042AH (with fac
tory mask programmed memory). These two devices 
are so similar that they can be considered identical un
der most circumstances. All functions described in this 
chapter apply to the 8041AH, 8042AH, and 8741AH, I 

8742AH. 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

The 8041 AH/8741 AH, 8042AH/8742AH are pack
aged in 4O-pin Dual In-Line (DIP) packages. The pin 
configuration for both devices is shown in Figure 2-2. 
Figure 2-3 illustrates the UPI Logic Symbol. 

268X8 
DATA MEMORY 

I I 
II 

8-BIT 
STATUS 

REGISTER 

II 

8-BIT 
TIMER I COUNTER 

18 
110 LINES 

v 
PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

AND 
110 EXPANSION 

231318-6 

Figure 2·1. UPI-41AH, 42AH Single Chip Microcomputer 
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Figure 2-2"PI., Configuration 
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The following section summarizes the functions of each UPI-41A pin. NOTE that several pins have two or more 
functions which are described in separate paragraphs. 

Table 2-1. Pin Description 
Symbol Pin No. Type Name and Function 

Do-D? 12-19 I/O DATA BUS: Three·state, bidirectional DATA BUS BUFFER 
(BUS) lines used to interface'the UPI·41 AH, 42AH microcomputer to 

an a·bit master system data bus. 

P~O-P17 27·34 I/O PORT 1: 8·bit, PORT 1 quasi·bidirectionall/O lines. 

P20-P27 21·24 I/O PORT 2: 8·bit, PORT 2 quasi·bidirectional I/O lines. The lower 
35-38 4 bits (P20-P23) interface directly to the 8243 I/O expander 

( device and contain address and data information during PORT 
4"':7 access. The upper 4 bits (P24-P27) can be programmed 
to provide interrupt Request and DMA Handshake capability. 
Software control can configure P24 as O~t Buffer Full 
(OBF) interrupt, P25 as Input Buffer Full ( F) interrupt, P26 as 
DMA Request (DRg>' and P27 as DMA 
ACKnowledge (DA K). 

WR 10 I WRITE: I/O write input which enables the master CPU to write 
data and command words to the UPI·41AH INPUT DATA BUS 
BUFFER. 

RD 8 I READ: I/O read input which enables the master CPU to read 
data and status words from the OUTPUT OAT A BUS BUFFER 
or status register. 

CS 8 I CHIP SELECT: Chip select input used to select one UPI· 
41 AH, 42AH microcomputer out of several connected to a 
common data bus. 

Ao 9 I COMMAND/DATA SELECT: Address input used by the 
master processor to indicate whether byte transfer is data 
(Ao = 0) or command (Ao = 1). 

TEST 0, 1 I TEST INPUTS: Input pins can be directly tested using 
TEST 1 39 conditional branch instructions. 

FREQUENCY REFERENCE: TEST 1 (T 1) also functions as 
the event timer input (under software control). TESTO (To) is 
used d\Jring PROM programming and verification in the 
8741AH,8742AH. 

XTAL 1, 2 I INPUTS: Inputs for a crystal, LC or an external timing Signal to 
XTAL2 ,3 determine the internal oscillator frequency. 
SYNC 11 0 OUTPUT CLOCK: Output signal which occurs once per UPI· 

41 AH instruction cycle. SYNC can be used as a strobe for 
external circuitry; it is also used to synchronize Single step 
operation. 

EA 7 I EXTERNAL ACCESS: EXternal access input which allows 
emulation, testing and PROM/ROM verification. 

PROG 25 I/O PROGRAM: Multifunction pin used as the program pulse input 
during PROM programming: ' 
During I/O expander, access the PROG pin acts as an 
address/data strobe to the 8243. 

RESET 4 I RESET: Input ~sed to reset status flip.flops and to set the ' 
program counter to zero. RESET is also used during PROM 
programming 'and verification. 

SS 5 I SINGLE STEP: Single step input used ,in conjunction with the 
SYNC output to step the program through each instruction. 

Vee 40 POWER: + 5V main power supply pin. 

Voo 26 POWER: + 5V during normal operation. + 25V during 

, 
programming operation, + 21 V for programming 8742AH. Low 
power standby pin in ROM version. ' 

Vss 20 GROUND: Circuit ground potential. 
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The following sections provide a detailed functional de
scription of the UPI microcomputer. Figure 2-4 illus
trates the functional blocks within the UPI device. 

CPU SECTION 
The CPU section of the UPI-4IAH, 42AH microcom
puter performs basic data manipulations and controls 
data flow throughout the single chip computer via the 
internal 8-bit data bus. The CPU section includes the 
following functional blocks shown in Figure 2-4: 

• Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) 

• Instruction ~der 

• Accumulator 

• Flags 

Arithmetic Logic Units (ALU) 
The ALU is capable of performing the following opera
tions: 

• ADD with or without carry 

• AND, OR, and EXCLUSIVE OR 

• Increment, Decrement 

• Bit complement 

• Rotate left or right 

• Swap 

• BCD decimal adjust 

=f -"" iO 
iii 
iii .. 
.. .... 
Ii --

Cll¥ITAI,.{, .. , ..... 
Q.OOI I'AU 

-

.. 
sr""" "' ....... 

{""'---""" 
JIOWIIII·YCC_+i ..... ' 

y .. -~ , 

In a typical operation data from the accumulator is 
combined in the ALU with data from some other 
source on the UPI-4IAH, 42AH internal bus (such as a 

_ register or an I/O port). The result of an ALU opera
tion can be transferred to the internal bus or back to the 
accumulator. 

If an operation such as an ADD or ROTATE requires 
more than 8 bits, the CARRY flag is used as an indica
tor. Likewise, during decimal adjust and other BCD 
operations the AUXILIARY CARRY flag can be set 
and acted upon. These flags are part of the Program 
Status Word (pSW). 

Instruction Decoder 
During an instruction fetch, the operation code (op
code) portion of each program instruction is stored and 
decoded by the instruction decoder. The decoder gener
ates outputs used along with various timing signals to 
control the functions performed in the ALU. Also, the 
instruction decoder controls the source and destination 
of ALU data. 

Accumulator 
The accumulator is the single most important register 
in the processor. It is the primary source of data to the 
ALU and is often the destination for results as well. 
Data to and from the I/O ports and memory normally 
passes through the accumulator . 
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Figure 2-4. UPI·41AH, 42AHTM Block Diagram 
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PROGRAM MEMORY 

The UPI-4IAH, 42AH microcomputer has 1024,2048 
8-bit words of resident, read-only memory for program_ 
storage. Each of these memory locations is directly ad
dressable by a 1O-bit program counter. Depending on 
the type .of application and the number of program 
changes anticipated, two types of program memory are 
available: 

• 804lAH, 8042AH with mask programmed ROM 
Memory 

• 874lAH, 8742AH with electrically programmable 
EPROM Memory 

The 804lAH and 8741AH, 8042AH and 8742AH are 
functionally identical parts and are completely pin 
compatible. The 8742AH and 8042AH can be used in 
8041AH, 874lAH sockets. The 8041AH, 8042AH has 
ROM memory which is mask programmed to user 
specification during fabrication. The 8741AH/8742AH 
are electrically programmed by the user using the Uni
versal PROM Programmer (UPP series) with a 
UPP-848 or UPP-549 Personality Card. It can be 
erased using ultraviolet light and reprogrammed at any 
time. 

A program memory map is illustrated in Figure 2-5. 
Memory is divided into 256 location 'pages' and three 
locations are reserved for special use: 
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PAGE 7 
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PAGE 6 
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PAGE 0 
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2 
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25 
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8742AH 
8041AH, 
8741AH 
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o I--

LOCATION 7 - TIMER 
INTERRUPT VECTORS 
PROGRAM HERE 

LOCATION 3 - IBF 
INTERRUPT veCTORS 
PROGRAM HERE 

LOCA nON 0 - RESET 
VECTORS 
PROGRAM HERE 

PROGRAM MEMORY MAP 
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Figure 2-5. Program Memory Map 
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INTERRUPT VECTORS 

1) Location 0 
Following a RESET input to the processor, the next 
instruction is automatically fetched from location O. 

2) Location 3 
An interrupt generated by an Input Buffer Full 
(IBF) condition (when the IBF interrupt is enabled) 
causes the next instruction to be fetched from loca
tion 3. 

3) Location 7 
A timer overflow interrupt (when enabled) will 
cause the next instruction to be fetched from loca
tion 7. 

Following a system RESET, program execution begins 
at location O. Instructions in program memory are nor
mally executed sequentially. Program control can be 
transferred out of the main line of code by an input 
buffer full (IBF) interrupt or a timer interrupt, or when 
a jump or call instruction is encountered. An IBF inter
rupt (if enabled) will automatically transfer control to 
location 3 while a timer interrupt will transfer control 
to location' 7. . . 

All conditional JUMP instructions and the indirect 
JUMP instruction are limited in range to the current 
256-10cation page (that is, they alter PC bits 0-7 ouly). 
If a conditional JUMP or indirect JUMP begins in lo
cation 255 of a page, it must reference a destination on 
the following page. 

Program memory can be used to store constants as well 
as program instructions. The UPI-41AH, 42AH in
struction set contains an instruction (MOVP3) de
signed specifically for efficient transfer of look-up table 
information from page 3 of memory. 

DATA MEMORY 

The UPI-4IAH, 42AH universal peripheral interface 
has 256 8-bit words of random access data memory. 
This memory contains two working register banks, an 
8-level program counter stack and a scratch pad memo
ry, as shown in Figure 2-6. The amount of scratch pad 
memory available is variable depending on the number 
of addresses nested in the stack and the number of 
working registers being used. 

Addressing Data Memory 

The first eight locations in RAM are designated as 
working registers Ro-R7' These locations (or registers) 
can be addressed directly by specifying a register num
ber in the instruction. Since these locations are easily 
addressed, they are generally used to store frequently 
accessed intermediate results. Other locations in data 
memory are addressed indirectly by using R6 or R 1 to 
specify the desired address. 
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255 r----------, 

USER RAM 
224X8 
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~~-----------~ 
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OR 

USER RAM 
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;~-------~ 
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-------~-------
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WHEN BANK , 

:JTED 
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THROUGH 
Rl OR RO 

(RO ORR,) 

DIRECTLY 
ADDRESSABLE 
WHEN BANK 0 
IS SELECTED 

I 
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Figure 2-6. Data Memory Map 

Working Registers 
Dual banks of eight working registers are included in 
the UPI-4IAH, 42AH data memory. Locations 0-7 
make up register bank 0 and locations 24-13 form reg
ister bank 1. A RESET signal automatically selects reg
ister bank O. Wheo bank 0 is selected, refereoces to 
Ro-R7 in UPI-4IAH, 42AH instructiOns operate on 
locations 0-7 in data memory. A "select register bank" 
instruction is used to selected betweeo the banks during 
program execution. If the instruction SEL RBI (Select 
Register Bank I) is executed, theo program refereoces 
to Ro-R7 will operate on' locations 24-31. As stated 
previously, registers 0 and I in the active register bank 
are used as indirect address registers for all locations in 
data memory. ' 

Register bank 1 is normally reserved for handling inter
rupt service routines, thereby preserving the ,conteots of 
the maiD. program registers. The SEL RBI instruction 
can be issued at the beginning of an interrupt service 
routine. Theo, upon return to the main program, an 
RETR (return &; restore status) instruction will auto
matically restore the previously selected bank. During 
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interrupt processing, registers in bank 0 can be accessed 
indirectly using Ro' and R1', 

If register bank I is not used, registers 24-31 can still 
serve as additional scratch pad memory. 

Program Counter Stack 
RAM locations 8-23 are used as an 8-level program' 
counter stack. Wheo program control is temporarily 
passed from the main program to a subroutine or inter-, 
rupt service routine, the IO-bit program counter and 
bits 4-7 of the program status word (PSW) are stored 
in two stack locations. Wheo control is returned to the 
main program via an RETR instruction, the program 
counter and PSW bits 4-7 are restored. Returning via 
an RET instruction does not restore the PSW bits, 
however. The program counter stack is addressed by 
three stack pointer bits in the PSW (bits 0-2). Opera
tion of the program counter stack and the program, 
status ~ord is explained in detail in the following sec
tions. 

The stack allows up to eight levels of subroutine 'nest
ing'; that is, a subroutine may call a second subroutine, 
which may call a third, etc., up to eight levels. Unused 
stack locations can be used as scratch pad memory. 
Each unused level of subroutine nesting provides two 
additional RAM locations for geoera1 use. 

The following sections provide a detailed description of 
the Program Counter Stack and the Program Status 
Word. 

PROGRAM COUNTER 
The UPI-4IAH, 42AH microcomputer has a to·bit 
program counter (PC) which can directly address any 
of the 1024, 2048 locations in program memory. The 
program counter always contains the address of the 
next instruction to be executed and is normally inere
meoted sequeotially for each instruction to be executed 
wheo each instruction fetches occurs. 

Wheo control is temporarily passed from the main pro
gram to a subroutine or an interrupt routine, however, 
the PC conteots must be altered to point to the address 
of the desired routine. The stack is used to save the 
current PC contents so that, at the end of the routine, 
main program execution call continue. The progr,am 
counter is initialized tc? zero by a RESET signal. 

PROGRAM COUNTER STACK 
The Program Counter Stack is composed of 16 loca· 
tions in Data Memory as illustrated ,in Figure' 2-7. 
These RAM locations (8 through 23) are used to store 
the to·bit program counter and 4 bits of the program 
status word. 
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An interrupt or Call to a subroutine causes the contents 
of the program counter to be stored in one of the 8 
register pairs of the program counter stack. 

STACK 
POINTER 

11 

10 

01 

00 

o 11 

o 10 

o 01 

o 00 PSW(4-7) 

F!C(4-7) 

MSB 

PC(8_9) 

PC(O-3) 

LSB 

DATA 
Mj:MORY 
LOCATION 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 

18 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

Figure 2·7. Program Counter Stack 

A 3-bit Stack Pointer which is part of the Program 
Status. Word (pSW) determines the stack pair to be 
used at a given time. The stack pointer is initialized by 
a RESET signal to DOH which corresponds to RAM 
locations 8 and 9. 

The first call or interrupt results in the program coun
ter and PSW contents being transferred to RAM loca
tions 8 and 9 in the format shown in Figure 2-7. The 
stack pointer is automatically incremented by 1 to point 
to location is 10 and 11 in anticipation of another 
CALL. 

Nesting of subroutines within subroutines can continue 
up to 8 levels without overflowing the stack. If overflow 
does occur the deepest address stored (locations 8 and 
9) will be overwritten and lost since the stack pointer 
overflows from 07H to OOH. Likewise. the stack pointer 
will underflow from DOH to 07H. 

The end of a subroutine is signaled by a return instruc
tion. either RET or RETR. Each instruction will auto
matically decrement the Stack Pointer and transfer the 
contents of the proper RAM register pair to the Pro
gram Counter. 

PROGRAM STATUS WORD 
The 8·bit program status word illustrated in Figure 2-8 
is used to store general information about program exe
cution, In addition to the 3·bit Stack Pointer discussed 
previously. the PSW includes the following flags: 
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• CY -Carry 

• AC - Auxiliary Carry 

• Fo- Flag 0 

• BS - Register Bank Select 

MSB 

SAVED IN STACK 

I 

FO' BS 

STACK POINTER 
I 

. LSB 
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Figure 2·8. Program Status Word 

The Program Status Word (pSW) is actually a collec
tion of flip-flops located throughout the machine which 
are read or written as a whole. The PSW can be loaded 
to or from the accumulator by the MOY A. PSW or. 
MOY PSW. A instructions. The ability to write directly 
to the PSW allows easy restoration of machine status 
after a power-down sequence. 

The upper 4 bits of the PSW (bits 4. 5. 6. and 7) are 
stored in the PC Stack with every subroutine CALL or 
interrupt vector. Restoring the bits on a return is op
tional. The bits are restored if an RETR instruction is 
executed. but not if an RET is executed. 

PSW bit definitions are as follows: 

• Bits 0-2 Stack Pointer Bits So. Slo 82 

• Bit 3 Not Used 

• Bit 4 Working Register Bank 
0= BankO 
1 = Bank 1 

• Bit 5 Flag 0 bit (FO) 
This is a general purpose flag which can be cleared 
or complemented' and tested with conditional jump 
instructions. It may be used during data transfer to 
an external processor. 

• Bit 6 Auxiliary Carry (AC) 
The flag status is determined by an ADD instruc
tion and is used by the Decimal Adjustment instruc· 
tion DAA 

• Bit 7 Carry (CY) 
The flag indicates that a previous operation resulted 
in overflow of the accumulator. 

CONDITIONAL BRANCH LOGIC 

Conditional Branch Logic in the UPI-41AH. 42AH al
lows the status of various processor flags. inputs. and 
other hardware functions to directly affect program ex
ecution. The status is sampled in state 3 of the first 
cycle. 
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Table 2-2 lists the internal conditions which are testable 
and indicates the condition which will cause a jump. In 
an cases, the· destination address must be within the 
page of program memory (256 locations) in which the 
jump instruction occurs. 

OSCILLATOR AND TIMING CIRCl,JITS 
The S041AI:I's internal timing generation is controlled 
by a self-contained oscillator and timing circuit. A 
choice of crystal, L-C or external clock can be used to 
derive the basic oscillator frequency. 

The resident timing circuit consists of an oscillator, a 
state counter and a cycle counter as illustrated in Fig
ure 2-9. Figure 2-10 shows instruction cycle timing. 

OSCillator 

The on-board oscillator is a series resonant circuit with 
a frequency range of 1 to 12 (8041AH-2/8042AH/ 
8742AH) MHz. Pins XTAL land XTAL 2 are input 

and output (respectively) of a high gain amplifier stage. 
A crystal or inductor and capacitor connected between 
XT AL 1 and XTAL 2 provide the feedback and proper 
phase shift for oscillation. Recommended connections 
for crystal or L-C are shown in Figure 2-11. 

State Counter 

The output of the oscillator is divided by 3 in the state 
counter to generate a signal which defines the state 
times of the machine. 

Each instruction cycle consists of five states ·as illustrat
ed in Figure 2-10 and Table 2-3. The overlap of address 
and execution operations illustrated in Figure 2-10 al
lows fast instruction execution. 

Table 2·2. Conditional Branch Instructions 

Device Instruction Mnemonic 

Accumulator 

Accumulator bit 
Carry flag 

User flag 

Timer flag 
Test Input 0 

Test Input 1 

Input Buffer flag 
Output Buffer flag 

JZ 
JNZ 
JBb 
JC 
JNC 
JFO 
JF1 
JTF 
JTO 
JNTO 
JT1 
JNT1 
JNIBF 
JOBF 

SYNC 
I--r+- OUTPUT 

(2.5 ~Isec) 

INTERNAL TIMING 

231318-13 

addr 
addr 
addr 
addr 
addr 
addr 
addr 
addr 
addr 
addr 
addr 
addr 
addr 
addr 

SYNC 

I S5 S, 

J INPUT 
INST 

OUTPUT ADDRESS 

I I 

Jump Condition 
Jump If: 

All bits zero 
Any bit not zero 
Bit "b" = 1 
Carry flag = 1 
Carry flag = 0 
Foflag = 1 
F1 flag = 1 
Timer flag = 1 
To = 1 
To = 0 
T1 = 1 
T1 = 0 
IBFfiag = 0 
OBFfiag = 1 

I 

I"l 
2.5 ~Isec CYCLE 

S2 S3 I S4 I S5 S, 

DECODe EXECUTION 
INPUT 
INST. 

INC. PC OUTPUT ADDRESS 

I I I 
231318-14 

Figure 2·9. Oscillator Configuration· Figure 2·10. Instr",ctlon Cycle Timing 
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Table 2-3. Instruction Timing Diagram . , 
, l,nlltructJon 

CYCLE 1 CYCLE 2 

81 sa sa S4 SS 81 sa 
INA,Pp 

Fetch Increment Increment Read Port 
Instruction i Program Counter - Tiiner - -

OUTLPp,A 
Fetch Increment Increment Output 

Instruction Program Counter - Timer To Port - -
Fetch Increment Increment Reed Port' Fetch' - -ANLPp, DATA Instruction Program Timer Immediate 

. Counter Data 

Fetch Increment Increment Reed Port Fetch - -ORLPp, DATA Instruction Program Timer Immediate 
Counter Date 

MOVDA,Pp Fetch Increment. ' Output Increment - Reed 
Instruction Program Counter iOocodel Address Timer - P2Lower 

MOVDpp,A 
Fetch Increment Output Increment Output Dale 

Instruction Program Counter Opcodel Address Timer ToP2 Lower - -
DPp,A 

Fetch Increment Output Increment Output 
Instruction Program Counter Opcodel Address Timer Dale - -

ORLDPp,A 
Fetch Increment Output Increment Output 

Instruction Program Counter OPCOdeI Address Timer Dale - -
Fetch Increment Sample Increment Fetch - -J (Conditional) Instruction Program Counter CondHion Timer Immediate Dale 

MOVSTS,A 
Fetch Increment Increment Update 

Instruction Program Counter - Timer SIetus Register 

INA,DBB F!liCh Increment Increment 
Instruction Program Counter - Timer -

OUTDBB,A 
Fetch Increment Increment Output 

Instruction Program Counter - Timer To Port 

STRTT Fetch increment Start - -STATCNT Instruction Program Counter Counter 

STOP TCNT 
Fetch Increment Stop 

Instruction Program Counter - - Counter 

ENI 
Fetch Increment Enable 

Instruction Proaram Counter - Interrupt -
DIS I 

Fetch Increment Disable 
Instruction Program Counter - Interrupt -

ENDMA Fetch Increment DMAEnabled - -Instruction Pl'Qgram Counter DRQCleared 

EN FLAGS 
Fetch Increment OBF,IF 

Instruction Proaram Counter - OutPut Enabled -

2 
20pF 

2 

~ 
XTAL 1 

~ 
XTAL 1 

8041AH 8041AH 
8741AH 8741AH 
8042AH L 8042AH 

T 8742AH 8742AH 
3 3 

POpF t IS·2SpF 

XTAL2 XTAL2 

J 

Figure 2·11,'Recommended Crystal and L-C Connections' 
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Cycle Counter 
The output of the state counter is divided by 5 in the 
cycle counter to generate a signal which defines a ma
chine cycle. This signal is call SYNC and is available 
continuously on the SYNC output pin. It can be used 
to synchronize external circuitry or as a general pur
pose clock output. It is also used for synchronizing sin
gle-step. 

Frequency Reference 
The external crystal provides high speed and accurate 
timing generation. A crystal frequency of 5.9904 MHz 
is useful for generation of standard communication fre
quencies by the 8041AH/8741AH, 8042AH/8742AH. 
However, if an accurate frequency reference and maxi
mum processor speed are not required, an inductor and 
capacitor may be used in place of the crystal as shown 
in Figure 2-11. 

A recommended range of inductance and capacitance 
combinations is given below: 

• L = 130 p.H corresponds to 3 MHz 

• L = 45 p.H corresponds to 5 MHz 

An external clock signal can also be used as a frequency 
reference to the 8141AH, 8741AH, 8742AH or 
8042AH; however, the levels are not TTL compatible. 
The signal must be in the 1-12 MHz frequency range 
and must be connected to pins XTAL 1 and XTAL 2 
by buffers with a suitable pull-up resistor to guarantee 
that a logic "1" is above 3.8 volts. The recommended 
connection is shown in Figure 2-12. 

Ie 

+sv 

SOO\! 

~~~-----+--~XTAL1 

+sv 

SOO\! 

8041AH 
8741AH 
8042AH 
8742AH 

>c ........ ----; XTAL 2 

231318-18 

Figure 2-12. Recommended Connection 
For External Clock Signal 
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INTERVAL TIMER/EVENT COUNTER 
The 8041AH, 8042AH has a resident 8-bit timer/coun
ter which has several software selectable modes of oper
ation. As an interval timer, it can generate accurate 
delays from 80 microseconds to 20.48 milliseconds 
without placing undue burden on the processor. In the 
counter mode, external events such as switch closures 
or tachometer pulses can be counted and used to direct 
program flow. 

Timer Conflguratlor:'! 
Figure 2-13 illustrates the,basic timer/counter configu
ration. An 8-bit register i~ used to count pulses from 
either the internal clock and presca1er or from an exter
nal source. The counter is presettable and readable with 
two MOV instructions which transfer the contents of 
the accumulator to the counter and vice-versa (i.e. 
MOV T, A and MOV A, T). The counter is stopped by 
a RESET or STOP TCNT instruction and remains 
stopped until restarted either as a timer (STARr T in
struction) or as a counter (START CNT instruction). 
Once started, the counter will increment to its maxi
mum count (FFH) and overflow to zero continuing its 
count until stopped by a STOP TCNt iItstruction or 
RESET. 

The increment from maximum count to zero (overflow) 
results in setting the Timer Flag (TF) and generating an 
interrupt request. The state of the overflow flag is test
able with the conditional jump instruction, JTF. The 
flag is reset by executing a JTF or by a RESET signal. 

The timer interrupt request is stored in a latch and 
ORed with the input buffer full interrupt request. The 
timer interrupt can be enabled or disabled independent 
of the IBF interrupt by the EN TCNTI and DIS 
TCTNI instructions. If enabled, the counter overflow 
will cause a subroutine call to loCation 7 where the tim
er service routine is stored. If the timer and Input Buff
er Full interrupts occur simultaneously, the IBF source 
will be recognized and the call will be to location 3. 
Since the timer interrupt is latched, it will remain pend
ing until the DBBIN register has been serviced and will 
immediately be recognized upon return from the serv
ice routine. A pending timer interrupt is reset by the 
ini~ation of a timer interrupt service routine. 

Event Counter Mode 
The STRT CNT instruction connects the TEST 1 input 
pin to the counter input and enables the counter. Note 
this instruction dOes not clear the counter. The counter 
is incremented on high to low transitions of the TEST 1 
input. The TEST 1 input must remain high for a mini
mum of one state in order to be registered (250 ns at 
12 MHz). The maximum count frequency is one count 
per three instruction cycles (267 kHz at 12 MHz). 
There is no minimum frequency limit. 
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Timer Mode 

The STRT T instruction connects the internal clock to 
the ,counter input and enables the counter. The input 
clock is derived from the SYNC signal of the internal 
oscillator and thedivide-by-32 prescaler. The configu
ration is illustrated in Figure 2-13. Note this instruction 
does not clear the timer register. Various delays and 
timing sequences between 40 ,""sec and 10.24 msec can 
easily be generated with a minimum of software timing 
loops (at 12 MHz). 

Times longer than 10.24 msec can be accurately mea
sured by accumulating multiple overflows .in a register 
under software control. For time resolution less than 40 
,""St;C, an external clock can be applied to the TEST 1 
counter input (see Event Counter Mode). The mini
mum time resolution with an external clock is 3.75 
,""sec (267 kHz at 12 MHz). 

TEST 1 Event Counter Input 
The TEST 1 pin is multifunctional. It is automatically 
initialized asa test input by a RESET signallllld can be 
tested using UPI-41A conditional branch instructions. 

In the second mode of operation, illustrated in Figure 
2-13, the TEST 1 pin is used as an input to the internal 

EXTERNAL 
INPUT 

JLTE ST 1 

,- PRESCALER 
(+ 32) 

~ 
COUNTER 

0 
STOP 

8-bit event counter. The Start Counter (STRTCNT) 
instruction controls an internal switch which connects 
TEST 1 through an edge detector to the 8-bit internal 
counter. Note that this instruction does not inhibit the 
testing of TEST 1. via conditional Jump instructions .. 

In the counter mode the TEST 1 input is s~mpled once 
per instruction cycle. After a high !c::vel is .detected, the 
next occurrence of a low level at TEST 1 will cause the 
counter to increment by one. 

The event counter functions can be stopped by the Stop 
Timer/Counter (STOP TCNT) instruction. When this 
instruction is executed the TEST 1 pin becomes a test 
input and functions as previously described. 

TEST INPUTS 
There are two multifunction pins designated as Test 
Inputs, TEST 0 and TEST 1. In the normal mode of 
operation, status of each of these lines can be directly 
tested using the following conditional Jump instruc
tions: 

• JTO Jump if TEST 0 = 1 

.' JNTO Jump if TEST 0= 0 

• JT! 

• JNTI 

Jump if TEST 1 = 1 

Jump if TEST 1 = 0 

r-Im-
XTAL 1 XTAL 2 

- OSCILLATOR 

~ OVERFLOW I FLAG 

8·BIT -COUNTER 

• l' Y INTERRUPT I 
LOAD/READ 

• l-

\ INTERNAL BUS \ 

231318-17 

Figure 2~13. Timer Counter 
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The test imputs are TTL compatible. An external logic 
signal connected to one of the test inputs will be sam
pled at the time the appropriate conditional jump in
struction is executed. The path of program execution 
will be altered depending on the state of the external 
signal when sampled. 

INTERRUPTS 
The 8041AHI8741AH, 8042AH18742AH has the fol
lowing ,internal interrupts: 

• Input Buffer Full (IBF) interrupt 
• Timer Overflow interrupt 

The IBF interrupt forces a CALL to location 3 in pro
gram memory; a timer-overflow interrupts forces a 
CALL to location 7. The IBF interrupt is enabled by 
the EN I instruction and disabled by the DIS I instruc
tion. The timer-overflow interrupt is enabled and dis
abled by the EN TNCTI and DIS TCNTI instructions, 
respectively. 

WR-~-

Figure 2-14 illustrates the internal interrupt lQl!!:. An 
IBF interrupt request is generated whenever WR and 
CS are both low, regardless of whether interrupts are 
enabled. The interrupt request is cleared upon entering 
the IBF service routine only. That is, the DIS I instruc
tion does not clear a pending IBF interrupt. 

Interrupt Timing Latency 
When the mF interrupt is enabled and an IBF inter
rupt r'equ~i occurs, an intequpt sequence is intiated as 
soon as the currently executing instruction is complet-
ed. The followmg sequence occurs: . 

• A CALL to location 3 is forced. 

• The program counter and bits 4-7 of the Program 
Status Word are stored in the stack. 

• The stack pointer is incremented. 

CS 

IBF 
INTERRUPT 
REQUEST 

IBF 
INTERRUPT 

RECOGNIZED _..Z"_ 
RESET 

IBF 
INTERRUPT 
REPUEST 

R 

ENI -----ts Q 

DIS I 

RESET 

I8F 
INTERRUPT 

ENABLE 

R 

!SF 
INTERRUPT 
ENABLE 

Q INTERRUPT 
IN PROGRESS 

TIMER =J'L::....::=--,:=[) ____ -i 
OVERFLOW S 

TIMER 

TIMER 
INTERRUPT 
REQUEST 

R 

INTERRUPT --r").---.-:.-----I-I RECOGNIZED R 

DIS TCNTI _...r_ 
EXECUTED 

RESET 

Q 

TIMER 
INTERRUPT 

ENABLE 

R 

RETR EXECUTED ::jC)--...,.-.J 
RESET 

Figure 2-14. Interrupt Logic 
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Location 3 in program memory should contain an un
conditional jump to the beginning of the IBF interrupt 
service routine elsew~ere in program memory. At the 
end of the service routine, an RBTR (Return ~d R~ 
store Status) instruction is used to. return control to the 
main program. This instruction will restore the pro
gram counter and PSW bits 4-7, providing automatic 
restoration of the previously active register bank as 
well. RETR also re-enables interrupts.' . 

A timer-overflow interrupt is enabled by the EN 
TCNT! instruction and disabled by the DIS TCNTI 
instruction. If enabled, this interrupt occurs when the 
timer/counter register overflows. A CALL to location 
7 is forced and the interrupt routine proceeds as de
scribed above. 

The interrupt service latency is the sum of current in
struction time, interrupt recognition time, and the in
ternal call to the interrupt vector address. The worst 
case latency time for servicing an interrupt is 7 clock 
cycles. Best case latency is 4 clock cycles. 

Interrupt Timing 
Interrupt inputs may be enabled or disabled under pro
gram control using EN I; DIS I, EN TCNT! and DIS 
tCNTI instructions. Also, a RESET input will disable 
interrupts. An interrupt request must be removed be
fore the RETR instruction is executed to return from 
the service routine, otherwise the processor will re-en
tee the service routine immediately. Thus, the WR and 
CS inputs should not be held low longer than the dura
tion of the interrupt service routine. 

The interrupt system is single level. Once an interrupt 
is detected, all further interrupt requests are latched but 
are not acted upon until execution of an RETR instruc
tion re-enables the interrupt input logic. This occurs at 
the beginning of the second cycle of the RBTR instruc
tion. Ifan IBF interrupt and a timer-overflow interrupt 
occur simultaneously, the IBF interrupt will be recog
nized first and the timer-overflow interrupt will remain 
pending until the end of the interrupt kervice routine. 

External Interrupts 
, 

An external interrupt can be created using the UPI-
41AH, 42AH timer/counter in the event counter mode. 
The counter is first preset to FFH and the EN TCNTI 
instruction is executed. A timer..overflow interrupt is 
generated by the first high to low transition of the 

TEST 1 input pin. Also. if an, IBF interrupt occurs 
during servicing of the timer/counter interrupt, it will 
remain pending until the end of the service routine. ' 

Host Interrupts And DMA 
If needed, two external interrupts to the hos,t system 
can be created using the EN FLAGS instruction. This 
instruction allocates two I/O lines on PORT 2 (P24 and 
P2S)' P24 'is the Output ButTer Full interrupt requllSt 
line to the host system; P2S is the Input ButTer empty 
interrupt request line. These interrupt outputs reflect 
the internal status of the OBF flag and the IBF inverted 
flag. Note, these outputs may be inhibited by writing a 
"0" to these pins. Reenabling interrupts is done by 
writing a "I" to these port pins. Interrupts are typically 
enabled after power on since the I/O ports are set in a 
"I" condition. The EN FLAG's effect is only cancelled 
by a device RESET. 

DMA handshaking controls are available from two 
pins on PORT 2 of the UPI-41AH microcomputer. 
These lines (P26 and P27) are c;nabled by the EN DMA 
instruction. P26 becomes DMA ~t (DRQ) and P27 
becomes DMA acknowledge (DACK). The UPI pro
gram initiates a DMA requllSt by writing a "I" to P26. 
The DMA controller transfers the data into the 
DBSIN data'register using DACK which acts as a chip 
select. The EN DMA instruction can only be'cancelled 
by a chip RESET. 
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RESET 
The RESET input provides a means for internal initiali
zation of the processor. An automatic initialization 
pulse can be generated at power-on by simply conneCt
ing a 1 ,...fd capacitor between the RESET input and 
ground as shown in Figure 2-15. It has an internal 
pull-up resistor to charge the capacitor and a Schmitt
trigger circuit to generate a clean transition. A 2-stage 
synchronizer has been added to support reliable opera
tion up to 12 MHz. 

If automatic initialization is used, RESET should be 
held low for at least 10 milliseconds to allow the power 
~ to stabilize. If an external RESET signal is used, 
RESET may be held low for a minimum of 8 instruc
tion cycles. Figure 2-15 illustrates a confi~ using 
an external TTL gate to generate the RESET input. 
This confIgUration can be used' to dCrive the RESET 
signal from the 8224 clock generator in an 8080 system. 
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-J:L. 1K 8041AH I o----"'>NI~~ .... ~-, ± ___ 4-1 RESET :m~~ EXTERNAL 
RESET 

SIGNAL 

5V 
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Figure 2-15. External Reset Configuration 

The RESET input performs the following functions: 

• Disables Interrupts 

• Clears Program Counter to Zero 

• Clears Stack Pointer 

• Clears Status Register and Flags 

• Clears Timer and Timer Flag 

• Stops Timer 

• Selects Register Bank 0 

• Sets PORTS 1 and 2 to Input Mode 

DATA BUS BUFFER 

Two 8-bit data bus buffer registers, DBBIN and 
DBBOUT, serve as temporary buffers for commands 
and data flowing between it and the master processor. 
Externally, data is transmitted or received by the DBB 
registers upon execution of an INput or OUTput in
struction by the master processor. Four control signals 
are used: 

• Ao Address input signifying control or data 

• CS Chip Select 

• RD Read Strobe 

• WR Write Strobe 

Transfer can be implemented with or without UPI pro
gram interference by enabling or disabling an internal 
UPI interrupt. Internally, data tnmsfer between the 
DBB and the UPI accumulator is under software con-
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trol and is completely asynchronous to the external 
processor timing. This allows the UPI software to han-' 
dIe peripheral control tasks independent of the main 
processor while still maintaining a data interface with 
the master system. 

Configuration 

Figure 2-16 illustrates the internal configuration of the 
DBB registers. Data is stored in two 8-bit buffer regis
ters, DBBIN and DBBOUT. DBBIN and DBBOUT 
may be accessed ~ the external processor using the 
WR line and the RD line, respectively. The data bus is 
a bidirectional, three-state bus which can be connected 
directly to an 8-bit microprocessor system. Four con
trollines (WR, RD, CS, Ao) are used by the external 
processor to transfer data to and from the DBBIN and 
DBBOUT registers. 

An 8-bit register containing status flags is used to indi
cate the status of the DBB registers. The eight status 
flags are defined as follows: 

• OBF Output Buffer Full 
This flag is automatically set when the UPI~Micro
computer loads the DBBOUT register and is cleared 
when the master processor reads the data register. 

• IBF Input Buffer Fun 
This flag is set when the master processor writes a 
character to the DBBIN register and is cleared 
when the UPI INputs the data register contents to 
its accumulator. 
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Figure 2-16. Data Bus Buffer ConfiguratIon 

• FO 
This is a general purpose flag which can be cleared 
or toggled under UPI software control. The flag is 
used to transfer UPI status information to the mas
ter processor. 

• Fi Command/Data 
This flag is set to the condition of the AO input line 
when the master processor writes a character to the 

-, data register. The F J flag can also be cleared or tog
gled under UPI-Microcomputer program control. 

• ST4 through ST7 
These bits are user defined status bits. They are de
fmed by the MOV STS,A instruction. 

SYSTEM INTERFACE 
Figure 2-17 illustrates how a UPI-Microcomputer can 
be connected to a standard SOSO-type bus system. Data 
lines Do-D7 form a three-state, bidirectional port 
which can be connected directly to the system data bus. 
The UPI bus interface has sufficient drive capability 
(400 p.A) for small systems, however, a larger system 
may require buffers. . 

Four control signals are required to handle the data 
and status information transfer: 

• WR 
I/O WRITE signal used to transfer data from the 
system bus to the UPI DBBIN register and set the 
F J flag in the status register. 

• RD 
I/O READ signal used to transfer' data from the 
DBBOUT register or status register to the system 
data bus. 
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• CS 
CHIP SELECT signal used to enable one S041AH 
out of several connected to a common bus. 

·Ao 
Address input used to select either the S-bit status 
register or DBBOUT register during an I/O READ. 
Also, the signal is used to set the F J flag in the 
status register during an I/O WRITE. 

The WR and RD signals are active low and are stan
dard MCS-SO peripheral control signals used to syn
chronize data transfer between the system bus and pe
ripheral devices. 

The CS and Ao signals are decoded from the address 
bus of the master system. In a system with few I/O 
devices a linear addressing configuration can be used 
where Ao andAJlines are connected directly to Ao and 
CS inputs (see Figure 2-17). 

Data Read 

Table 2-4 illustrates the relative timing of a DBBOUT 
Read. When CS, Ao, and RD are low, the contents of 
the DBBOUT register is placed on the three-state Data 
lines Do-D7 and the OBF flag is cleared. 

The master processor uses CS, Ao, WR, and RD to 
control data transfer between the DBBOUT register 
and the master system. The following operations are 
under master processor control: 
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Figure 2-17, Interface to 8080 System Bus 

Table 2-4. Data Transfer Controls 

CiR"D WR Ao 
0 0 1 0 Read DBBOUT register 
0 0 1 1 Read STATUS register 
0 1 0 0 Write DBBIN data register 
0 1 ,0 1 ' Write DBBIN co,mmand register 
1 x x x Disable DBB 

Status Read 

Table 2-4 ~ws the logic ss.uence 2..,equired for a 
STATUS regISter reaci. When CS and RD are low with 
Ao high, the contents of the 8-bit status register appears 
on Data lines 00-07' , 

Data Write 

Table 2·4 shows the sequence for wri!!!!s. information 
to the DBBIN register. When CS and WIt are low, the 
contents of the systen1 data bus is latched into OBBIN. 
Also, the IBF flag is set and an interrupt is generated, if 
enabled. 
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Command Write 
~uring any write (Table 2-4), the state of the Ao input 
is latched into the status register in the FI (command! 
data) flag location. This additional bit is used to signal 
whether OBBIN contents are command (Ao = I) or 
data (Ao = 0) information. 

INPUT/OUTPUTINTERFACE 
The UPI·41A has 16 lines for input and output func· 
tions. These I/O lines are grouped as two 8·bit TTL 
compatl"le ports: PORTS 1 and 2. The port lines can 
individ~,y function as either inputs or outputs under 
software control. In addition, the lower 4 lines of 
PORT 2 can be used to interface to an 8243 I/O expan· 
der device to increase I/O capacity to 28 or more lines. 
The additional lines are grouped as 4-bit ports: PORTS 
4, S, 6, and 7. 

PORTS,1 and 2 
PORTS 1 and 2 are each 8 bits wide and have the same 
I/O characteristics. Data written to these ports by an 
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OUTL Pp,A instruction is latched and remains un
change!! until it is rewritten. Input data is sampled at 
the time theIN, A, Pp instt:uction is executed. There
fore, input data must be present at the PORT until read 
by an INput instruction. PORT 1 and 2 inputs are fully 
TTL compatible and outputs will drive one standard 
TTL loild.' 

Circuit Configuration 

The PORT) and 2 lines have a special output structure 
(shown in Figure 2-18) that allows each line to Serve as 
an input, an output, or both, even though outputs are , 
statically latched. 

Each line has a permanent high impedance pull-up (50 
KO) which is sufficient to provide source current for a 
TTL high level, yet can be pulled low by a standard 
TTL gate drive. When,ever a ".I" is written to a line, a 
low 'impedance pull~up (5K) is switched in momentari
ly (500 ns) to provide a fast transition from 0 to 1. 
When a "0" is written to the line, a low impedance 
pull-down (3000) is active to provide TTL current 
sinking capability. 

To use a particular PORT pin as an input, a logic "I" 
must first be written to that pin. 

NOTE: 
A RESET initializes all PORT pins to the high im
pedan~ lo,gic "1" state. 

Q 
INTERNAL 

D BUS 

D 
FLIP 
FLOP 

elK 0 

WRIT!!' " 
PULSE 

IN 

An exterual TTL device connected to the pin has suffi
cient current sinking capability to pull-down the pin to 
the low state. An IN A, Pp instruction will sample the 
status of PORT pin and will input the proper logic 
lev~. With no external input connected, the IN A,Pp 
instruction inputs the previous output status. 

, , 

This structure allows input and output informatiOn on 
the same pin and also allows any mix of input and 
output lines on the same port. However, when inputs 
and outputs are mixed on one PORT, a PORT write 
will cause the strong internal pull-ups to turn on at all 
inputs. If a switch or other low impedance device is 
connected to an input, a PORT write ("I" to an input) 
could cause current limits on internal lines to be ex
ceeded. Figure 2-19 illustrates the recommended con
nection when inputs and outputs are mixed on one 
PORT. 

,The bidirectional port structure in ~mbination with 
the UPI-41AH, 42AH logical AND and OR instruc
tions provide an efficient means for handling single line 
inputs and outputs within an 8-bit processor. 

PORTS 4, 5, 6, and 7 

By using an 8243 I/O expander, 16 additional I/O lines 
can be connected to the UPI-41AH, 42AH and directly 
addressed as 4·bit I/O ports using UPI-41AH, 42AH 

+sv 
+sv 

"'~ 
1/0 
PIN 

PORT 1 
AND 2 

-=-

231318-23 

Figure 2.,18", Quasl·Bldlrectional Port Structure 
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instructions. This feature saves program space and de
sign time, and improves the bit handling capability of 
the UPI-41AH, 42AH. 

The lower half of PORT 2 provides an interface to the 
8243 as illustrated in Figure 2-20. The PROG pin is 
used as a strobe to clock addr.ess and data information 
via the PORT 2 interface. The extra 16 I/O lines are 
referred to in UPI software as PORTS 4, 5, 6, and 7. 
Each PORT can be directly addressed and can be 
ANDed and ORed with an immediate data mask. Data 
can be moved directly to the accumulator from the ex
pander PORTS (or vice-versa). 

The 8243 I/O ports, PORTS 4, 5, 6, and 7, provide 
more drive capability than the UPI-41AH, 42AH bidi-

~T1'2~ 
8041AH 
8741AH 

i NPUT 

8042AH _ 
8742AH -

INCORRECT UNLESS 
ALL UNES ON THE 
PORT ARE INPUTS 

rectional ports. The 8243 output is capable of driving 
about 5 standard TTL loads. 

Multiple 8243's can be connected to the PORT 2 inter
face. In normal operation, only one ofthe 8243's would 
be active at the time an Input or Output command is 
executed. The upper half of PORT 2 is used to provide 
chip select signals to the 8043's. Figure 2-21 shows how 
four 8243's could be connected. Software is needed to 
select and set the proper PORT 2 pin before an INPUT 
or OUTPUT command to PORTS 4-7 is executed. In 
general, the software overhead required is very minor 
compared to the added flexibility of having a large 
number of I/O pins available. 

1K 

8041AH 
8741AH 
8042AH 
8742AH 

~~':' PORT 1,2 I--Nv..---o 1 

RECOMMENDED WHEN 
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS 
ARE MIXED ON A PORT 

231318-24 

Figure 2-19. Recommended PORT Input Connections 
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Figure 2-21. Multiple 8243 Expansion 
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CHAPTER 3 
INSTRUCTION SET 

The UPI-41AH, 42AH Instruction Set is opcode-com
patible with the MCS-48 set except for the elimination 
of external program and data memory instructions and 
the addition of the data bus buffer instructions. It is 
very straightforward and efficient in its use of program 
memory. All instructions are either I or 2 bytes in 
length (over 70% are only I byte long) and over half of 
the instructions execute in one machine cycle. The re
mainder require only two cycles and include Branch, 
Immediate, and I/O operations. 

The UPI-4IAH, 42AH Instruction Set efficiently han
dles the single-bit operations required in control appli
cations. Special instructions allow port bits to be set or 
cleared individually. Also, any accumulator bit can be 
directly tested via conditional branch instructions. Ad
ditional instructions are included to simplify loop coun
ters, table look-up routines and N-way branch routines. 

The UPI-41AH, 42AH Microcomputer handles arith
metic operations in both binary and BCD for efficient 
interface to peripherals such as keyboards and displays. 

The instruction set can be divided into the following 
groups: 

• Data Moves 

• Accumulator Operations 

• Flags 
• Register Operations 

• Branch Instructions 

• Control 
• Timer Operations 

• Subroutines 
• Input/Output Instructions 

Data Moves 
(See Instruction Summary) 

The 8-bit accumulator is the control point for all data 
transfers within the UPI-41AH, 42AH. Data can be 
transferred between the 8 registers of each working reg
ister bank and the accumulator directly (i.e., with a 
source or destination register specified by 3 bits in the 
instruction). The remaining locations in the RAM 
array are addressed either by Ro or Rl of the active 
register bank. Transfers to and from RAM require one 
cycle. 

Constants stored in Program Memory can be loaded 
directly into the accumulator or the eight working reg
isters. Data can also be transferred directly between the 
accumulator and the on-board timer/counter, the 

Status Register (STS), or the Program Status Word 
(pSW). Transfers to the STS register alter bits 4-7 
only. Transfers to tl;1e PSW alter machine status ac
cordingly and provide a means of restoring status after 
an interrupt or of altering the stack pointer if necessary. 

Accumulator Operations 

Immediate data, data memory, or the working registers 
can be added (with or without carry) to the accumula
tor. These sources can also be ANDed, ORed, or exclu
sive ORed to the accumulator. Data may be moved to 
or from the accumulator and working registers or data 
memory. The two values can also be exchanged in a 
single operation. 

The lower 4 bits of the accumulator can be exchanged 
with the lower 4 bits of any of the internal RAM loca
tions. This operation, along with:an' instruction which 
swaps the upper and lower 4-bit halves of the accu~u
lator, provides easy handling of BCD numbers and 
other 4-bit quantities. To facilitate BCD arithmetic a 
Decimal Adjust instruction is also included. This 
instruction is used to correct the result. of the binary 
addition of two 2-digit BCD numbers. Performing a 
decimal adjust on the result in the accumulator produc
es the desired BCD result. 

The accumulator can be incremented, decremented, 
cleared, or complemented and can be rotated left or 
right 1 bit at a time with or without carry. 

A subtract operation can be easily implemented in UPI-
41AH, 42AH software using three single-byte, single
cycle instructions. A value can be subtracted from the 
accumulator by using the following instructions: 

• Complement the accumulator 

• Add the value to the accumulator 

• Complement the accumulator 

Flags 
There are four user accessible flags: 
.• Carry 

• Auxiliary Carry 

• Fo 

• Fl 

The Carry flag indicates overflow of the accumulator, 
while the Auxiliary Carry flag indicates overflow be
tween BCD digits and is used during decimal adjust 
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operations. Both Carry and Auxiliary Carry are part of 
the Program Status Word (PSW) and are stored in the 
stack during subroutine calls. The Fo and 'F I flags are 
general-purpose flags which can be cleared or comple
mented by UPI instructions., Fo is accessible, via the 
Program Status Word and is stored in the stack with 
the Carry flags. F I reflects the condition of the An line, 
and caution must be used when setting or clearing it. 

Register Operations 

The working registers can be accessed via the accumu
lator as explained above, or they can be loaded with 
immediate data constants from program memory. In 
addition, they can be in,cremented or decremented di
rectly, or they can be used as loop counters as explained 
in the section on branch instructions. 

Additional Data Memory locations can be accessed 
with indirect instructions via Ro and R I. 

Branch Instructions 

The UPI-4IAH, 42AH Instruction Set includes 17 
jump instructions. The unconditional allows jumps 
anywhere in the lK words of program memory. All 
other jump instructions are limited to the current page 
(256 words) of program memory. 

Conditional jump instructions can test the following in
puts and maching flags: 

• TEST 0 input pin 

• TEST 1 input pin 

• Input Buffer Full flag 

• Output Buffer Full flag 

• Timer flag 

• Accumulator zero 

• Accumulator bit 

• Carry flag 

• Fo flag 

• FI flag 

The conditions tested by these instructions are the 
instantaneous values at the time the conditional jump 
instruction is executed. For instance, the jump on accu
mu,lator zero instruction tests the accumulator itself, . 
not an intermediate flag. 

The decrement register and jump if not zero (DJNZ) 
instruction combines decrement and branch operations 

in a single instruction which is useful in implementing a 
loop counter. This instruction can designate any of the 
8 working regi~ters as a counter and can effect a branch 
to any address within the current page of execution. 

A special indirect jump instruction (JMPP @A) allows 
the program to be vect,ored to anyone of several differ
ent locations based on the contents of the accumulator. 
The contents of the accumulator point to a location in 
program memory which contains the jump address. As 
an example, this instruction could \>e used to vector to 
any ,one of several routines based on an ASCII charac
ter which has been loaded into the accumulator. In this 
way, ASCII inputs can be used to initiate various rou
tines. 

Co",trol 

The UPI-41AH, 42AH Instruction Set has six instruc
tions for control of the DMA., interrupts, and selection 
of working registers banks. 

The UPI-41AH, 42AH provides two instructions for 
control of the external microcomputer system. IBF and 
OBF flags can be routed to PORT 2 allowing interrupts 
of the external processor. DMA handshaking signals 
can also be enabled using lines from PORT 2. 

The IBF interrupt can be enabled and disabled using 
two instructions. Also, the interrupt is automatically 
disabled following a RESET input or during an inter
rupt service routine. 

The working register bank switch instructions allow the 
programmer to immediately substitute a second 8 regis
ter bank for the one in use. This effectively provide& 
either 16 working registers or the means for quickly 
saving the contents of the first 8 registers in response to 
an interrupt. The user has the option of switching regis
ter banks when an interrupt occurs. However, if the 
banks are switched, the original bank will automatically 
be restored upon execution of a return and restore 
status (RETR) instruction at the end of the interrupt 
service routine. 

Timer 

The 8-bit on-board timer/counter can be loaded or read 
via the accumulator while the counter is stopped 'or 
while co~nting. 

The counter 'can be started as a timer with an internal 
clock source or as an event counter or timer with an 
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external clock applied to the TEST 1 pin. The iDstruc.. 
tion executed determines which clock source is used. A 
single instruction stops the counter whether it is operat
ing with an internal or an external clock source. In 
addition. two instructions allow the timer interrupt to 
be enabled or disabled. 

Subroutines 

Subroutines are entered by executing a call instruction. 
Calls can be made to any address in the lK word pr0-
gram memory. Two separate return instructions deter
mine whether or not status (i.e .• the upper 4 bits of the 
PSW) is restored upon return from a subroutine. 

Input/Output Instructions 

Two 8-bit data bus butTer registers (DBBIN and 
DBOOUT) and an 8-bit status register (STS) enable the 
UPI-41A universal peripheral interface to communi
cate with the external mi~ocomputer system. Data can 
be INputted from the DBBIN register to the accumula
'tor. ,Data can be OUTputted from the accumulator to 
the DBBOUT register. 

The STS register con~ four user-definable bits 
(ST4-ST7) plus four reserved status bits (IBF. OBF. Fo 
and F 1)' The user-definable bits are set from the accu
mulator. 

The UPI-4IAH. 42AH peripheral interface has two 8-
bit static I/O ports which can be loaded to and from 
the accumulator. Outputs are statically latched but 
inputs to the ports are sampled at the time an IN in
struction is executed. In Iidditio~ immediate data from 
program memory can be ANDed and ORed directly to 
PORTS 1 and 2 with the result remaining on the port. 
This allows ''masks'' stored in program memory to be 
used to set or reset individUal bits on the I/O ports. 
PORTS 1 and 2 are configured to allow input on a 
given pin by first writing a "I" to the pin. 

Four additional 4-bit ports are available through the 
8243 I/O expandei device. The 8243 interfaces to the 

UPI-41AH. 42AH peripheral interface via four PORT 
2 lines which form an expander bus. The 8243 ports 
have their own AND and OR instructions like the on
board ports. as well as move instructions to transfer 
data in or out. The expander AND or OR instructions. 
however. combine the contents of the accumulator with 
the selected port rather than with immediate data as is 
done with the on-board ports. 

INSTRUCTION SET DESCRIPTION 

The following section provides a detailed description of 
each UPI instruction and illustrates how the instnic
tions are used. 

For further information about programming the UPI. 
consult the 8048/8041AH Assembly Language ManuoL 

Table 3-1. Symbols and Abbreviations Uled 

Symbol Definition 

A Accumulator 
C Carry 

OBBIN Oata Bus Buffer Input 
OBBOUT Oata Bus Buffer Output 

Fo. F1 FLAG O. FLAG 1 (C/O flag) 
I Interrupt 
P Mnemonic for "in-page" operation 

PC Program Counter 
Pp, Port designator (p = 1. 2. or 4-7) 

PSW Program Status Word 
Rr Register designator (r = 0-7) 
SP Stack Pointer 

STS Status register 
T Timer 

TF Timer Flag 
To. T1 TEST O. TEST 1 

"" 
Immediate data prefix 

@ Indirect address prefix 
" 

(0) Oouble parentheses show the effect of @. 
that is @RO is shown as «RO». 

() Contents of 
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Table 3-2. Instruction Set Summary 

Mn,monlc Description Bytea Cycle Mnemonic DeacrJptlon Bytee Cycle 

ACCUMULATOR DATA MOVES (Continued) 
ADDA,Rr Add register to A '1 1 MOVPA,@A Move to A from current 
ADD A, @Rr Add data memory to A 1 1 page 1 2 
ADDA. #data Add immediate to A 2 2 MOVP3A, Move to A from page 3 1 2 
ADDCA,Rr Add register to A with carry 1 1 @A 
ADDCA,@Rr Add data memory to A 

with carry 1 1 
ADDCA, Add immediate to A 
"'data with carry , 2 2 
ANLA;Rr And register to A 1 1 
ANLA,@Rr ' And data memory to A 1 1, 
ANLA, #data And immediate to A 2 2 
ORLA, Rr Or register to A 1 1 
ORLA,@Rr Or data memory to A 1 1 
ORLA, "'data Or immediate to A 2 2 

TIMER/COUNTER 
MOVA,T Read Timer/Counter 1 1 
MOVT,A Load Timer/Counter 1 1 
STRTT Start Timer 1 1 
STRTCNT Start Counter 1 1 
STOP TCNT Stop Timer/Counter 1 1 
EN TCNTI Enable Timer/Counter 1 1 
DIS TCNTI Disable Timer/Counter· 1 1 

Intarrupt 

XRLA, Rr Exclusive Or CONTROL 
register to A 1 1 ENDMA Enable DMA Handshake 

XRJ,..A,@Rr Exclusive Or data Lines 1 1 
memory to A 1 1 ENI Enable IBF interrupt 1 1 

XRLA, #data Exclusive Or DIS I Disable IBF interrupt 1 1 
immediate to A 2 2 EN FLAGS Enable Master Interrupts 1 1 

iNCA IncrementA 1 1 SELRSO Select register bank 0 1 1 
DEC A Decrement A 1 1 SELRB1 Select register bank 1 1 1 
CLRA Clear A 1 1 NOP . No Operation' 1 1 
CPLA Complement A 1 1 
DAA Decimal Adjust A 1 .1 
SWAP A Swap nibbles of A 1 1 
RLA Rotate A left 1 1 
RLCA ' Rotate A left 

REGISTERS 
INCRr Increment register 1 1 
INC@Rr Increment data memory 1 1 
DECRr Decrement register 1 ' 1 

through carry 1 1 
RRA Rotate A right 1 1 
RRCA Rotate A right 

\ through carry 1 1 

SUBROUTINE 
CALLaddr Jump to subroutine 2 2 
RET Return 1 2 
RETR Return and restore status 1 ' 2 

INPUT/OUTPUT FLAGS 
INA,Pp Input port to A 1 2 
OUTLPp,A Output A to port 1 2 
ANL Pp, "'data And immediate to port 2 2 
ORL Pp, "'data Or immediate to port 2 2 
INA,DBB Input DDB to A, clear IBF 1 1 

CLRC Clear Carry 1 1 
CPLC Complement Carry 1 1 
CLRFO' Clear Flag 0 1 1 
CPLFO, Complement Flag 0 1 1 
CLRF1 Clear F1 Flag 1 1 

OUTDBB,A Output A to DBB, Set OBF 1 1 CPLF1 Complemerit F1 Flag 1 1 
,MOVSTS,A ~-A7 to bits 4:-7 of status 1 1 
MOVDA,Pp Inpuf E'xpand8r port to A 1 2 
MOVDPp,A Output A. to Expander port 1 2 
ANLDPp,A And A to Expander port 1 2 
ORLDPp,A Or A to Expander port 1 2 

BRANCH 
JMPaddr Jumj) uncond~ional 2 2 
JMPP@A Jump indirect 1 2 
DJNZRr, Decrement register 
addr and jump on non-zero 2 '2 

DATA MOVES JCaddr Jump on Carry = 1 2 2 
MOVA,Rr Move register to A 1 1 JNCaddr. Jump on Carry = 0 2 2 
MOVA,@Rr Move data memory to A 1 1 JZaddr Jump on A zero 2 2 
MOVA, "'data Move immediate to A 2 2 JNZaddr Jump on A not zero 2 2 
MOVRr,A Move A to register 1 1 JTOaddr Jump onTo = 1 2 2 
MOV@Rr,A Move A to data memory 1 1 JNTOaddr Jump on To = 0 2 2 
MOV Rr, "'data . Move immediate to register 2 2 JT1 addr JumponT1 = 1 2 2 
MOV@Rr, Move immediate to JNT1 addr JumponT1 = 0 2 2 
"'data data memory 2 2 JFOaddr Jump on Fo Flag = 1 2 2 
MOVA,PSW Move PSW to A 1 1 JF1 addr Jump on F1 Flag = 1 2 2 
MOVPSW,A MoveAtoPSW 1 1 
XCHA,Rr E'xchange A and registers 1 1 

JTFaddr Jump on Timer Flag = 1 2 2 
JNIBFaddr ' Jump on IBF Flag = 0 2 2 

XCHA,@Rr E'xchange A and JOBFaddr Jump on OBF Flag = 1 2 2 
data memory 1 1 JBbaddr Jump on Accumulator Bit 2 2 

XCHDA, Exchange digit of A 
@Rr and register 1 1 
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ALPHABETIC LISTING 

ADD A,Rr Add Register Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: I 0 1 1 0 I 1 r2 r1 ro J 
I 

The contents of register 'r' are added to the accumulator. Carry is affected. 
(A) - (A) + (Rr) r = 0-7 

Example: ADDREG: ADD A,R6 ;ADD REG 6 CONTENTS 
;TOACC 

ADD A,@Rr Add Data Memory Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: 101101000rJ 

The contents of the standard data memory location address by register 'r' bits 0-5 are added 
to the accumulator. Carry is affected. 

(A) - (A) + «Rr» 
Example: ADDM: MOV RO,#47 

. ADDA,@RO 

ADD A,#data Add Immediate Data to Accumulator 

r = 0-1 

;MOVE 47 DECIMAL TO REG 0 
;ADD VALUE OF LOCATION 
;47 TOACC 

Opcode: I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 1 1 J • I d7 de d5 d4 I d3 d2 d1 do 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The specified data is added to the accumulator. Carry is affected. 
(A) - (A) + data 

Example: ADDID: ADD A,#ADDER ;ADD VALUE OF SYMBOL 
;ADDER' TO ACC 

AD DC A,Rr Add Carry and Register Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: I 0 1 1 1 I 1 r2 r 1 ro J 

The content of the carry bit is added to accumulator location O. The contents of register Or' are 
then added to the accumulator. Carry is affected. 
(A) - (A) + (Rr) + (C) r = 0-7 

Example: ADDRGC: ADDC A,R4 
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ADDC A,@Rr Add Carry and Data Memory Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: \0111\000rl 

The content of the carry bit is added to accumulator location o. Then the contents of the 
standard data memory location addressed by regist~ 'r' bits 0-5 are added to the accumula
tor. Carry is affected. 
(A) +- (A) + «Rr) + (C) r = 0-1 

Example: ADDMC: MOV Rl,#40 
ADDCA,@Rl 

:MOV '40' DEC TO REG 1 
:ADD CARRY AND LOCATION 40 
:CONTENTS TQ ACC 

ADDC A, # data Add Carry and Immediate Data to Accumulator 

Opcode: \ 0 0 0 1 \ 0 0 1 1 1 • \. d7 de d5 d4 \ ds d2 d1 do 1 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The content of the carry bit is added to accumulator location o. 
Then the specified data is added to the accumulator. Carry is affected. 
(A) +- (A) + data + (C) . 

Example: ADDC A,#2SS ;ADD CARRY AND '225' DEC 
:TOACC 

ANL A,Rr Logical AND Accumulator With Register Mask 

Opcode: \ 0 1 0 1 \ 1 r2 r1 ro 1 

Data in the accumulator is logically ANDed with the mask contained in working register 'r'. 
(A) +- (A) AND (Rr) r = 0-7 

Example: ANDREG: ANL A,R3 ;'AND' ACC CONTENTS WITH MASK 
:MASK IN REG 3 

ANL A,@Rr Logical AND Accumulator With Memory Mask 

Opcode: \0101\000rl 

Data in the accumulator is logically ANDed with the mask contained in the data memory 
location referenced by register 'r', bits 0-5. 
(A) +- (A) AND «Rr» r = 0-1 

Example: ANDDM: MOV RO,#OFFH 
ANLA,#OAFH 
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ANL A, # data Logical AND Accumulator With Immediate Mask 

Opcode: 1 0 1 .0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 • I d7 de cis d4 1 ds d2 d1 do I 
This·is a 2-cyc1e instruction. Data in the accumulator is logically ANDed with an immediate-
ly-specified mask.. . . 
(A) +- (A) AND data 

Example: . ANDID: ANL A,#OAFH 

ANL A,#3+XIY 

;'AND' Ace CONTENTS 
;WITH MAS~ 1,0101111 
;'AND' Ace CONTENTS 
;WITH VALUE OF EXP 
'3+XIY' . 

ANL PP,#data Logical AND PORT 1-2 With Immedlata Mask 

Opcode: 1 1 0' 0 11 1 0 P1 Po I • I d7 de ds d4 1 ds'd2 d1 do I 
This is a 2-cycle instruction. Data on the port' 'p' is logically ANDed with an immediately-
specified mask. i 

(Pp) +;-' (Pp) AND data p = 1-2 

Note: Bits 0-1 of tile opcode are used to represent PORT 1 and PORT 2. If you are coding in binary 
rather than assembly language, the mapping is as follows: 

Bits p1 . 'pO 

0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

Example: ANDP2: ANL P2,#()~H 

Port 

X 
1 
2 
X 

;'AND' PORT 2 CONTENTS 
'WITH MASK'PO' HEX 
;(CLEAR P20-23) 

ANLD Pp,A Logical AND Port 4-7 With Accumulator Mask 

P1 PO 

0 .0 
-0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

, Example: ANDP4: ANLD P4,A 

Port 

4 
5 
6 
7 
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CALL address SUbroutine Can ,"" ,I,' 

Opcode: 1 Oa9 as 1 1 .. 0 1 0 0 1 • 1 87 as 8S 8.4 8S 82 81 so 1 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The program counter,and PSW,bits 4-7 are saved in the stack. 
The stack pointer (pSW bits 0-2) is updated. Program control is then passed to the location 
specified by 'address'. 

Execution continues at the instruction following the CALL upon return from the subroutine. 
«SI») +- (PC), (PSW4-7) , , ' 
(SP) +- (S1» + 1 
(PCS-9), ~ (addrS_9) 
(PCo-7) +- (addro-7) 

Example: A!1d three groups of two numbers. Put subtotals in locations 50, 51 and total in location 52. 
MOY RO, #'50 ;MOVE '50' DEC TO ADDRESS 

;REGO 
BEGADD:. MOY A,Rl iMOVE CONTENTS ,OF REG 1 

;TOACC 
ADD A,R2 ;ADD REG 2 TO ACC 

, CALL SUBTOT ' ;CALLSUBR0U1'1NE 'SU~TOT' 
ADD A,R3 ;ADD REG 3 TO Ace 
ADD A,R4 ;ADD REG 4 TO ACC 
CALL SUBTOT ;CALL SUBROUTINE 'SUBTOT' 
ADD A,R5 jADD REG 51'0 ACC 
ADD A,R6 ;ADD REG 6 TO ACC , 
CALL SUBTOT ' ;CALL SUBROUTINE 'SUBTOT' 

SUBTOT: MOY @RO,A ;MOVE CONTENTS OF ACC TO 
;LOCATION ADDRESSED BY 
'REaO 

CLR A Clear Accumulator 

INCRO 
RET 

Opcode: 1001010111 

;INCREMENT REa 0 ' 
;RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM 

The contents of the accumulator are clel!.l'ed to zero. 
'(A) +- OOH 

CLR C Clear Carry Bit 

Opcode: 110010111 

During normal program execution, the carry bit can be set to one by the ADD, ADDC, RLC, 
CPLC, RRC, and DAA instructionS. Tbis instruction resets the carry bit to zero. 
(C) +- 0 

CLR F1 Cle~1r Flag 1 

Opcode: 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 '()1' I' 
The F I flag is cleared to zero. 
(FI) +- 0 
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CLR FO Clear Flag 0 

Opcode: 110000101 

Fo flag is cleared to zero. 
(Fb) +- 0 

CPL A Complement Accumulator 

Opcode: 1001110111 

The contents of the accumulator are complemented. This is strictly a one's complement. Each 
one is changed to zero and vice-versa. 
(A) +- NOT (A) 

Example: Assume accumulator contains 01101010. 
CPLA: CPL A ;ACC CONTENTS ARE COMPLE

;MENTED TO 10010101 

CPL C Complement Carry Bit 

Opcode: 1101010111 

The setting of the carry bit is complemented; one is changed to zero, and zero 'is changed to 
one. 
(C) +- NOT (C) 

Example: Set C to one; current setting is unknown. 
CT01: CLR C ;C IS CLEARED TO ZERO 

CPL C ;C IS SET TO O,NE 

CPL FO COMPLEMENT FLAG 0 

Opcode: 11001101011 

The setting of Flag 0 is complemented; one is changed to zero, and zero is changed to one. 
Fo +- NOT (FO) 

CPL F1 Complement Flag 1 

Opcode: 110110101 

The setting of the FI Flag is complemented; one is changed to zero, and zero 'is changed to 
one. 
(FI) +- NOT (FI) 
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DA A Decimal Adjust Accumulator 

Opcode: 101011011 

The 8-bit accumulator value is adjusted to form two 4-bit Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) digits 
following the binary addition of BCD numbers. The carry bit C is affected. If the contents of 
bits 0-3 are greater than nine, or if A~ is one, the accumulator is incremented by six. 

The four high-order bits are then checked. If bits 4-7 exceed nine, or if C is one, these bits are 
increased by six. If an overflow occurs, C is set to ~ne; otherwise, it is cleared to zero. 

Example: Assume accumulator contains 9AH. 
DAA 
C AC 
o 0 

o 0 

o 

;ACC ADJUSTED TO OlH with C set 
ACC 
9AH INITIAL CONTENTS 
06H ADD SIX TO LOW DIGIT 
AIH 
60H ADD SIX TO HIGH DIGIT 

OIH RESUL"I: 

DEC A Decrement Accumulator 

Opcode: 1 0 0, 0 o. 1 0 1 1 1 

Example: 

The contents of the accumulator are decremented by one. 
(A) +- (A) - I 

Decrement contents of data memory location 63. . . 
. MOV RO,#3FH ;MOVE '3F HEX TO REG 0 

MOV A,@RO ;MOVE CONTENTS OF LOCATION 63 
;TOACC 

DEC A ;DECREMENT ACC 
MOV @RO,A ;MOVE CONTENTS OF ACC TO 

;LOCATION 63 

DEC Rr Decrement Register 

Opcode: 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 r2 r1 ro 

The contents of working register 'r' are decremented by one. 
(Rr) +- (Rr) - 1 r = 0-7 

Exampl~: DECRI: DEC RI ;DECREMENT ADDRESS REG 1 

DIS I Disable IBF Interrupt 

Opcode: 1000110101 

The input Buffer Full interrupt is disabled. The interrupt sequence is not initiated by WR and 
CS, however, an IBF interrupt request is latched and remains pending until an EN I (enable 
IBF interrupt) instruction is executed. 

Note: The IBF flag is set and cleared independent of the IBF interrupt request so that handshaking 
protOCQI can continue normally. 
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DIS TCNTI Disable Timer/Counter Interrupt 

Opcode: 10011101011 

The timer/counter interrupt is disabled. Any pending timer interrupt request is cleared. The 
interrupt sequence is not initiated by an overflow, but the timer flag is set and time accumula
tion continues. 

DJNZ Rr, address Decrement Register and Test 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Register 'r' is decremented and tested for zero. If the· register 
contains all zeros, program control falls through to the next instruction. If the register con
tents are not zero, control jumps to the specified address within the current page. 
(Rr) - (Rr) - 1 
If R #- 0, then; 
(PCo-7) - addr 

Note: A lO-bit address specification does not cause an error if the DJNZ instruction and the jump 
target are on the same page. If the DJNZ instruction begins in location 255 of a page, it will 
jump to a target address on the following page. Otherwise, it is limited to a jump within the 
current page. 

Example: Increment values in data memory locations 50-54. 
MOV RO,#50 ;MOVE '50' DEC TO ADDRESS 

;REGO 
MOV R3,#05 ;MOVE '5' DEC TO COUNTER 

;REG3 
INCRT: INC @RO ;INCREMENT CONTENTS OF 

;LOCATION ADbRESSED BY 
;REGO 

INC RO ;INCREMENT ADDRESS IN REG 0 
DJNZ R3,INCRT ;DECREMENT REG 3-JUMP TO 

;'INCRT' IF REG 3 NONZERO 
NEXT- ;'NEXT' ROUTINE EXECUTED 

;IF R3 IS ZERO 

EN DMA Enable DMA Handshake Lines 

Opcode: 11110101011 

DMA handshaking is enabled using P26 as DMA request (DRQ) and P27 as DMA acknowl
edge (DACK). The DACK lines forces CS and Ao low internally and clears DRQ. 

EN FLAGS Enable Master Interrupts 

Opcode: 11111101011 

The Output Buffer Full (OBF) and the Input Buffer Full (IBF) flags· (IBF is inverted) are 
routed to P24 and P25. For proper operation, a "1" should be written to P25 and P24 before the 
EN FLAGS instruction. A "0" written to P24 or P25 disables the pin. 
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EN I Enable IBF Interrupt 

Opcode: 1000010101 

The Input Buffer Full interrupt is enabled. A low signal on WR and CS initiates the interrupt 
sequence. 

EN TCNTI Enable Timer/Counter Interrupt 

Opcode: 10010101011 

The timer/counter interrupt is enabled. An overflow of this register initiates the interrupt 
sequence. 

IN A,DBB Input Data Bus Buffer Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: 10010100101 

Data in the DBBIN register is transferred to the accumulator and the Input ButTer Full (IBF) 
flag is set to zero. ' 
(A) +- (DBB) 
(IBF) +- 0 

Example: INDBB: IN A,DBB 

IN A,Pp Input Port 1-2 Data to Accumulator 

Opcode: I 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 P1 Po 1 

;INPUT DBBIN CONTENTS TO 
;ACCUMULATOR 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Data present on port 'p' is transferred (read) to the accumulator. 
(A) +- (Pp) P = 1-2(seeANLinstruction) 

Example: INP 12: IN A,Pl 

MOVR6,A 

IN A,P2 

MOVR7,A 

INC A Increment Accumulator 

Opcode: 1000110111 

;INPUT PORT 1 CONTENTS 
;TOACC 
;MOVE ACC CONTENTS TO 
;REG6 
;INPUT PORT 2 CONTENTS 
;TOACC 
;MOVE ACC CONTENTS TO REG 7 

The contents of the accumulator are incremented by one. 
(A) +- (A) + 1 

Example: Increment contents of location 10 in data memory. 
INCA: MOV RO,# 10 ;MOV '10' DEC TO ADDRESS 

, 'REGO 
MOV A,@RO ;MOVECONTENTS OF LOCATION 

;1OTOACC 
INC A ;INCREMENT ACC 
MOV @RO,A ;MOVE ACC CONTENTS TO 

;LOCATION 10 
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INC Rr Increment Register 

Opcode: I 0 0 0 1 1 r2 r1 ro 

The contents of working register 'r' are incremented by one. 
(Rr) ~ (Rr) + 1 r = 0-7 

Example: INCRO: INC RO ;INCREMENT ADDRESS REG 0 

INC @Rr Increment Data Memory Location 

Opcode: 100011000ri 

The contents of the resident data memory location addressed by register 'r' bits 0-5 are 
incremented by one. 
«Rr» ~ «Rr» + 1 r = 0-1 

Example: INCDM: MOV RI,#OFFH 
INC @Rl 

JBb address Jump If Accumulator Bit Is Set 

;MOVE ONES TO REG 1 
;INCREMENT LOCATION 63 

Opcode: I b2 b1 bo 1 I 0 0 1 0 I • I a7 as a5 a4 a3 a2 81 So 

This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. 'Control passes to the specified address if accumulator bit 'b' is set 
to one. 
(PCo-7) addr ifb = 1 
(PC) ~ (PC) + 2 ifb = 0 

Example: JB4ISl: JB4 NEXT 

JC address Jump If Carry Is Set 

;JUMP TO 'NEXT' ROUTINE 
;IF ACCBIT4 = 1 

Opcode: I 1 1 1 1 I 01 1 0 I· a7 as a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 ao 

This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the carry bit is set to 
one. 
(PCo-7) ~ addr 
(PC) ~ (PC) + 2 

Example: JCl: JC OVERFLOW 

JFO address Jump If Flag 0 Is Set 

ifC = 1 
ifC = 0 

;JUMP TO 'OVFLOW' ROUTINE 
;IFC = 1 

Opcode: I 1 0 1 1 I 0 1 1 0 • I a7 as a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 80 

This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. Control passes to the specified address if flag 0 is set to one. 
(PCo-7) ~ addr ifFo = 1 

Example: JFOISl: JFO TOTAL ;JUMP TO 'TOTAL' ROUTINE 
;IFFo = 1 
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JF1 address Jump If C/D Flag (F1) Is Set 

Opcode: 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 • 1 a7 as as B4 83 a2 a1 ao 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the C/D flag (F I) is set 
to one. 
(PCo-7) +- addr ifFI = 1 

Example: JF lISl: JFl FILBUF ;JUMP TO 'FILBUF' 
;ROUTINEIFfl = 1 

JMP address Direct Jump Within 1 K Block 

Opcode: 1 alO a9 as 0 1 0 1 0 0 • 1 a7 as as a4 a3 a2 a1 SO 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Bits 0-9 of the program counter are replaced with the directly
specified address. 
(PCS-9) +- addr 8-9 
(PCo-7) +- addrO-7 

Example: JMP SUBTOT 
JMP $-6 

;JUMP TO SUBROUTINE 'SUBTOT' . 
jJUMP TO INSTRUCTION SIX LOCATIONS 
;BEFORE CURRENT LOCATION 

JMP2FH ;JUMP TO ADDRESS '2F' HEX 

JMPP @A Indirect Jump Within Page 

Opcode: 1101110011 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The contents of the program memory location pointed to by the 
accumulator are substituted for the 'page' portion of the program counter (pC 0-7). 
(PCo-7) +- «A)) 

Example: Assume accumulator contains OFH 
JMPPAG: JMPP @A ;JMP TO ADDRESS STORED IN 

;LOCATION 15 IN CURRENT PAGE 

JNC address Jump If Carry Is Not Set 

Opcode: 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 • 1 a7 as as B4 a3 a2 a1 SO 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the carry bit is not set, 
that is, equals zero. 
(PCo-7) +- addr ifC = 0 

Example: JCO: JNC NOVFLO ;JUMP TO 'NOVFLO' ROUTINE 
;IFC = 0 

JNIBF address Jump If Input Buffer Full Flag Is Low 

Opcode: 

Example: 

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 O· I • I a7 as as a4 I a3 a2 a1 ao 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the Input Buffer Full 
flag is low (IBF = 0). 
(PCO-7) +- addr if IBF = 0 

LOC 3:JNIBF LOC 3 ;JUMP TO SELF IF IBF = 0 
;OTHERWISE CONTINUE 
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JNTO add..... Jump If TEST 0 Is Low 

Opcode: i 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 • I 87 as 8S 114 El3 82 81 ao 1 

This is a 2-cycle instructiOn. Control pa$SeS to the specified address, if the TEST 0 signal is 
low. Pin is sampled during SYNC. 
(PCo-7) +- addr if To = 0 

Example: JTOLOW: INTO 60 

JNT1 add..... Jump If TEST 118 Low 

jJUMP TO LOCATION 60 DEC 
jIFTo = 0 

Opcode: 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 I· 87 as 8S 114 1 El3 82 81 ao 1 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the TEST 1 signal is low. 
Pin is sampled during SYNC. 
(PCo-7) +- addr ifTI = 0 

Example: JTlLOW: JNTI OBBH jJUMP TO LOCATION 'BB' HEX 
;IFTI = 0 

JNZ address Jump If Accumulator 18 Not Zero 

Opcode: 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 ~ I 87 as as 114 1 83 82 81 ao 1 
This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the accumulator con
tents are nonzero at the time this instruction is executed. 
(PCo-7) +- addr if A"" 0 

Example: lACCNO: INZ OABH 

JOBF Address Jump If OutPt,lt Buffer Full Flag 18 Set 

;JUMP TO LOCATION 'AB' HEX 
;IF ACC VALUE IS NONZERO 

Opcode: 11 0 0 0 1 '0 1 1 0 1 • I 87 as 8S 114 1 El3 82 81 ao 1 
This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the Output Buffer Full 
(OBF) flag is set (= 1) at ~e time this instruction is executed. 
(PCo-7) +- addr ifOBF = 1 

Example: 10BFHI: 10BF OAAH 

JTF address Jump If Timer Flag 18 Set 

;1UMP TO LOCATION 'AA' HEX 
;IFOBF = 1 

Opcode: 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 • I 87 as as 114 1 El3 82 81 ao 
This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specifIed address if the timer flag is set to 
one, that is, the timer/counter register overflows to zero. The timer flag is cleared upon 
execution of this instruction. (This overflow initiates an interrupt service sequence if the timer
overflow interrupt is enabled.) 
(PCo-7) +- addr ifTF =' 1 

Example: JTFl: JTF TIMER 
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JTO address Jump If TEST 0 Is High 

Opcode: I 0 0 1 1 I 0 1 1 0 1 • I 87 as as Ii4 as 82 81 SO I 
This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the TEST 0 signal is 
high (= 1). Pin is sampled during SYNC. . 
(PCo-7) - addr if To = 1 

Example: ITOHI: ITO ~3 ;JUMP TO LOCATION S3 DEC 
;IFTo = 1 

JT1 address Jump If TEST 1 Is High 

Opcode: I 0 1 0 1. 1 0 1 1 0 1 • I a7 as as Ii4 as a2 a1 ao I 
This is a 2-cycle instruction. Control passes to the specified address if the TEST 1 signal is 
high (= 1). Pin is sampled during SYNC. 
(PCo-7) - addr ifTI = 1 

Example: ITIHI: ITI COUNT ;JUMP TO 'COUNT' ROUTINE 
;IFTI = 1 

JZ addresa Jump If Accumulator Is Zero 

Opcode: I 1 1 0 0 I 0 1 1 0 I • I a7 as a5 Ii4 a3 a2 a1 ao I 
This is a'2-cycle instruction. Control passeS to the specified address if the accUmulator con
tains all zeros at the time this instruction is executed. 
(PCo-7) - addr .ifA = 0 

Example: JACCO: JZ OA3H 

MOV A,#data Move Immediate Data to Accumulator 

;JUMP TO LOCATION 'A3' HEX 
;IF ACC VAL~ IS ZERO 

Opcode: I 0 0 1 0 I 0 0 1 1 1 • I d7 de d5 d4 I d3 d2 d1 do I 
This is a 2-cycle instruction. The 8-bit value spedified by 'data' is loaded in the accumulator. 
(A) - data 

Example: MOV A,#OA3H ;MOV 'A3' HEX TO ACC 

MOV A,PSW Move PSW Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: 11100101111 

The contents of the program status word are moved to the accumulator. 
(A) - (PSW) . 

Example: Jump to 'RBISET' routine if bank switch, PSW bit 4, is set. 
BSCHK: MOV A,PSW ;MOV pSW CONTENTS TO ACC 

JB4 RBI SET ;JUMP TO 'RBISET' IF ACC 
;BIT4=1· 
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MOV A,Rr Move Register Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r2 r1 ro 1 

Eight bits of data are moved from working register 'r' into the accumulator. 
(A) - (Rr) r = 0-7 

Example: MAR: MOV A,R3 ;MOVE CONTENTS OF REG 3 ' 
;TOACC 

MOV A,@Rr Move Data Memory Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: 111111000rl 

The contents of the data memory location addressed by bits 0-5 of register 'r' are moved to 
the accumulator. Register 'r' contents are unaffected. 
(A) - «Rr» r = 0-1 

Example: Assume Rl contains 00110110. 
MADM: MOV A,@Rl ;MOVE CONTENTS OF DATA MEM 

;LOCATION S4 TO ACC 

MOV A,T Move Timer/Counter Contents to Accumulator 

Opcode: 10100100101 

The contents of the timer/event-counter register are moved to the accumulator. The timer/ 
event-counter is not stopped. 
(A) - (T) 

Example: Jump to "Exit" routine when timer reaches '64', that is, when bit 6 is set-assuming initializa-
tion to zero. ' 
TIMCHK: MOV A,T ;MOVE TIMER CONTENTS TO 

;ACC 
JB6 EXIT ;JUMP TO 'EXIT' IF ACC BIT 

;6 = 1 

MOV PSW,A Move Accumulator Contents to PSW 

Opcode: 11101101111 

The contents of the accumulator are moved into the program status word. All condition bits 
,and the stack pointer are affected by this move. 
(pSW) - (A) 

Example: Move up stack pointer by two memory ,locations, that is, increment the pointer by one. 
INCPTR: MOV A,PSW ;MOVE PSW CONTENTS TO ACC 

INC A ;INCR:EMENT ACC BY ONE 
MOV PSW,A ;MOVE ACC CONTENTS TO PSW 
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MOY Rr,A Move Acc~mulator Contents to Regrster 

Opcode: I 1 0 1 0 I 1 ~2 r1 ro I 
The contents of the accumulator are moved to register 'r' 
(Rr) +- (A) r = 0-7 

Example: MRA MOV RO,A 

MOY Rr,#dats Move Immediate Data to Register 

;MOVE CONTENTS OF ACC TO 
;REOO 

Opcode: I 1 0 1 1 I 1 r2 r1 ro I • I ~ ds ds d4 I d3 d2 d1 do 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The 8-bit value specified by 'data' is moved to register 'r'. 
(Rr) +- data r = 0 ... 7 

Example: MIR4: MOV R4,#HEXTEN 

MIR5: MOV R5,#PI*(R*R) 

MIR6: MOV R6,#OADH 

;THE VALUE OF THE SYMBOL 
;'HEXTEN' IS MOVED INTO 
;REG4 
;THE VAUE OF THE 
;EXPRESSION 'PI*(R *R)' 
;IS MOVED INTQ lUID 5 
;'AD' HEX IS MOVED INTO 
REO 6 

MOY @Rr,A Move Accumulator Contents to Data Memory 

Opcode: 110101000rl 

~',I ", 

The contents of the accumulator are moved to the data memory location whose address is 
specified by bits 0-5 of register 'r'. Register 'r' contents are unaffected. 
«Rr» +- (A) r = 0-1 

bample: Assume RO contains 11000111. 
MDMA: MOV @R,A ;MOVE CONTENTS OF ACC TO 

;LOCATION 7 (REG) 

MOV @Rr,#data Move Immediate Data to Data Memory 

Opcode: I 1 0 1 1 I 0 0 0 r I • I d7 ds ds d4 I d3 d2 d1 do 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The 8-bit value specified by 'data' is moved to the standard data 
memory location addressed by register 'r', bit 0-5. ' 

Example: Move the hexadecimal value AC3F to locations 62-63. 
MIDM: MOV RO,#62 ;MOVE '62' DEC TO ADDR REGO 

MOV@RO,#OACH ;MOVE'AC' HEX TO LOCATION 62 
INC RO ;INCREMENT REG 0 TO '63' 
MOV @RO,#3FH ;MOVE '3F HEX TO LOCATION 63 
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MOY STS,A Move Accumulator Contents to STS Register 

Opcode: 11001100001 

The contents of the accumulator are moved into the status register. Only bits 4-7 are affected. 
(STS4_7) - (~-7) 

Example: Set ST4-ST7 to "I". 
MSTS: MOV A,#OFOH 

MOVSTS,A 
;SETACC 
;MOVETOSTS 

MOY T,A Move Accumulator Contents to Timer/Counter 

Opcode: 10110100101 

The contents of the accumulator are moved to the timer/event-counter register. 
(T) - (A) 

Example: Initialize and start event counter. 

INITEC: CLR A 
MOVT,A 
STRTCNT 

MOyD A,Pp Move Port 4-7 Data to Accumulator 

Opcode: 1 0 0 0 0 I 1 1 P1 Po 1 

;CLEAR ACC TO ZEROS 
;MOVE ZEROS TO EVENT COUNTER 
;START COUNTER 

This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. Data on 8243 port 'p' is moved (read) to accumulator bits 0-3. 
Accumulator bits 4-7 are zeroed. 
(Ao-3) - Pp p = 4-7 
(~-7) -0 

Note: Bits 0-1 of the opcode are used to represent PORTS 4-7. If you are coding in binary rather 
than assembly language, the mapping is as follows: 

Bits 
Port 

P1 Po 
0 0 4 
0 1 5 
1 0 6 
1 1 7 

Example: INPPT5: MOVD A,P5 ;MOVE PORT 5 DATA TO Ace 
;BITS 0-3, ZERO AC~ BITS 4-7 

MOYD Pp,A Move Accumulator Data to Port 4, 5, 6 and 7. 

Opcode: 1 0 0 1 1 I 1 1 P1 Po 1 

This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. Data in accumulator bits 0-3 is moved (written) to 8243 port 'p'. 
Accumulator bits 4-7 are unaffected. (See NOTE above regarding port mapping.) 

Example: Move data in accumulator to ports 4 and 5. 
OUTP45: MOVD P4,A ;MOVE ACC BITS 0-3 TO PORT 4 

SWAP A ;EXCHANGE ACC BITS 0-3 AND. 4..,. 7 
MOVD P5,A ;MOVE ACC BITS 0-3 TO PORT 5 
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MOVP A,@A Move Current Page Data to Accumulator 

Opcode: \1 0 1 0 \ 00 1 1 1 

This is a 2-cyc1e instruction. The contents of the program memory location addressed by the 
accumulator are moved to the accumulator. Only bits 0-7 of the program counter are affected, 
limiting the program memory reference to the current page. The program counter is restored 
following this operation. 
(A) - «A» 

Note: This a I-byte, 2-cycle instruction. If it appears in location 255 ofa program memory page, @A 
addresses a location in the followiI1.g page. 

Example: MOVI2S: MOV A,#12S ;MOVE '12S' DEC TO ACC 
;CONTENTS OF 129TH LOCATION MOVPA,@A 
;IN CURRENT PAGE ARE MOVED TO 
;ACC 

MOVP3 A,@A Move Page 3 Data to Accumulator 

Opcode: \1110100111, 

Example: 

This is a 2-cy,cle instruction. The contents of the program memory location within page 3, 
addressed by the accumulator, are moved to the accumulator. The program counter is restored 
following this operation. 
(A) - «A» within page 3 

Look up ASCII equivalent of hexadecimal code.in table contained at the beginning of page 3. 
Note that ASCII characters are designated by a 7-bit code; the eighth bit is always reset. 
TABSCH: MOVA,#OBSH ;MOVE 'BS' HEX TO ACC(10111000) 

ANL A,#7FH ;LOGICAL AND ACC TO MASK BIT 
;7 (00111000) . 

MOVP3, A,@A ;MOVE CONTENTS OF LOCATION 
;'3S' HEX IN PAGE 3 TO ACC 
;(ASCII 'S') 

Access contents of location in page 3 labelled TAB 1. Assume current program location is not 
in page 3. . 
TABSCH: MOV A,#TABI ;ISOLATE BITS 0-7 

;OFLABEL 
;ADDRESS VALUE 

MOVP3 A,@A ;MOVE CONTENT OF PAGE 3 
;LOCATION LABELED 'TABl' 
;TOACC 

NOP The NOP Instruction 

Opcode: \000010000 

No operation is performed. Execution continues with the following instruction. 

ORL A,Rr Logical OR Accumulator With Register Mask 

Opcode: \ 0 1 00 \ 1 r2 r1 rol 

Data in the accumulator is logically ORed with the mask contained in working register 'r'. 
(A). - (A) OR (Rr) r = 0-7 

Example: ORREG: ORL A,R4 
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ORl A,@Rr logical OR Accumulator With Memory Mask· 

Opcode: 101001000ri 

Data in the accumulator is logically ORed with the mask contained in the data memory 
location referenced by register 'r', bits 0-5. 
(A) +- (A) OR «(Rr» r = 0-1 

Example: ORDM: MOVE RO,#3FH 
ORLA, @RO 

;MOVE '3F' HEX TO REG 0 
;'OR' ACC CONTENTS WITH MASK 
;IN LOCATION 63 

ORl A, # Data logical OR Accumulator With Immediate Mask 

Opcode: 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 I • 1 d7 d6 ds d4 1 da d2 d1 do 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Data in the accumulator is logically ORed with an immediately
specified mask. 
(A) +- (A) OR data 

Example: ORID: ORL A,#'X' ;'OR' ACC CONTENTS WITH MASK 
;01011000 (ASCII VALUE OF 'X') 

ORl Pp,#data logical OR Port 1-2 With ImmedIate Mask 

Opcode: 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 P1 Po I • 1 d7 d6 ds d4 1 da d2 d1 do 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Data on port 'p' is logically ORed with an immediately-specified 
mask. . 
(Pp) +- (Pp) OR data p = 1-2 (see OUTL instruction) 

Example: ORPl: ORL Pl,#OFH ;'OR' PORT 1 CONTENTS WITH 
;MASK 'FF' HEX (SET PORT 1 
'TO ALL ONES) 

ORlO Pp,A logical OR Port 4-7 With Accumulator Mask 

Opcode: 11000111P1Poi 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Data on 8243 port 'p' is logically ORed with the digit mask 
contained in accumulator bits 0-3, 
(Pp) (Pp) OR (Ao-3) p = 4-7 (See MOVD ins~ction) 

Example: ORP7; ORLD P7,A ;'OR' PORT 7 CONTENTS 
;WITH ACC BITS 0-3 

OUT OBB,A Output Accumulator Contents to Data Bus Buffer 

Opcode: 10000100101 

Contents of the accumulator are transferred to the Data Bus Buffer Output register and the 
Output Buffer Full (OBF) flag is set to one. 
(DBB) +- (A) 
OBF <Eo- 1 

Example: OUTDBB: OUT DBB,A 
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OUTL Pp,A Output Accumulator Data to Port 1 arid 2 

Opcode: I 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 P1 Po 1 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. Data residing in the accumulator is transferred (written) to port 
'p' and latched. 
(PP) +- (A) P = 1,..2 

Note: Bits 0-1 of the opcode are used to represent PORT 1 and PORT 2. If you are coding in binary 
rather than assembly language, the mapping is as follows: . 

Bits Port 
P1 Po 
0 0 X 
0 1 1 
1 0 2 
1 1 X 

Example: OUTLPi MOV A,R7 
OUTLP2,A 
MOVA,R6 
OUTLPl,A 

RET Return Without PSW Restore 

Opcode: 110001001 

;MOVE R.E.d 7 CONTENTS TO ACC 
;OUTPUT Acc CONTENTS TO PORTI 
iMOVE REG 6 CONTENTS TO ACC 
;OUTPUT ACC CONTENTS TO PORT 1 

This is a 2-cycle iD.struction. The stack pointer (PSW bits 0-2 is decremented. The program 
counter is then restored from the stack. PSW bits 4-7 are not restored. 
(SP) +- (SP) - 1 
(PC) +- «SP» 

RETR Return With PSW Restore 

Opcode: 110011001 

This is a 2-cycle instruction. The stack pointer is decremented. The program counter and bits 
4-7 of the PSW are then restored from the stack. Note that RETR should be used to return 
from an interrupt, but should not be used within the interrupt service routine as it signals the 
end of an interrupt routine. 
(SP) +- (SP) - 1 
(PC), +-«SP» 
(PSW4-7) +- «SP» 

RL A Rotate Left Without Carry 

Opcode: 1111010111 

The contents of the accumulator are rotated left one bit. Bit 7 is rotated into the bit 0 position. 
(An + 1) +- (An) n = 0-6 
(Ao) +- (A7) 

Example: Assume accumulator contains 1011000 1. 
RLNC: RL A ' ;NEW ACC CONTENTS ARE 01100011 
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RLC A Rotate Left Through Carry 

Opcode: 1111110111 

The contents of the accumulator are rotated left one bit. Bit 7 replaces the carry bit; the carry 
bit is rotated into the bit 0 position. 
(An + 1) - (An> n = 0-6 
(Ao) - (C) 
(C) - (A7) 

Example: Assume accumulator contains a 'signed' number; isolate sign without changing value. 
RLTC: CLR C ;CLEAR CARRY TO ZERO 

RLCA ;ROTATEACCLEFT,SIGN 
;BIT (7) IS PLACED IN CARRY 

RR A ;ROTATEACCRIGHT-VALUE 

RR A Rotate Right Without Carry 

Opcode: 1011110111 

;(BITS 0-6) IS RESTORED, 
;CARRY UNCHANGED, BIT 7 
;ISZERO 

The contents of the accumulator are rotated right one bit. Bit 0 is rotated into the bit 7 
position. 
(A) - (An + 1) n = 0-6 
(A7) - (Ao) 

Example Assume accumulator contains 10110001. 
RRNC: RRA ;NEW ACC CONTENTS ARE 11011000 

RRC A Rotate Right Through Carry 

Opcode: 101101011 

The contents of the accumulator are rotated one bit. Bit 0 replaces the carry bit; the carry bit is 
rotated into the bit 7 position. 
(An> - (An + 1) n = 0-6 
(A7) - (C) 
(C) - (Ao) 

Example Assume carry is not set and accumulator contains 10110001. 
. RRTC: RRCA· ;CARRY IS SET AND ACC 

;CONTAINS 01011000 

SEL RBO Select Register Bank 0 

Opcode: 1110010101 

PSW BIT 4 is set to zero. References to working registers 0-7 address data memory locations 
0-7. This is the recommended setting for normal program execution. 
(BS) - 0 
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SEL RB1 Select Register Bank 1 

Opcode: 11101101011 

PSW bit 4 is set to one. References to working registers.0-7 address data memory locations 
24-31. This is the recommended setting for interrupt service·routines, since locations 0-7 are 
left intact. The setting of PSW bit 4 in effect at the time of an interrupt is restored by the 
RETR instrucqon when the interrupt service routine is completed. 

Example: Assume an IBF interrupt has occurred, control has passed to program memory location 3, and 
PSW·bit 4·was zero before the interrupt. 
LOC3: JMP INIT ;JUMP TO ROUTINE 'INIT' 

INIT: MOV R7,A 

SELRBI 
MOV R7,#OFAH 

SELRBO 
MOVA,R7 
RETR 

STOP TCNT Stop Timer/Event Counter 

Opcode: 10110101011 

;MOV ACC CONTENTS TO 
;LOCATION7 
;SELECT REG BANK 1 
;MOVE 'FA' HEX TO LOCATION 31 

;SELECT REG BANK 0 
;RESTORE ACC FROM LOCATION 7 
;RETURN-RESTORE PC AND PSW 

This instruction is used to stop both time accumulation. and event counting. 

Example: Disable in~errupt, but jump to interrupt routine after eight oVerl1ows and stop timer. Count 
overflows in register 7. 
START: DIS TCNTI ;DISABLE TIMER INTERRUPT 

CLR A ;CLEAR ACC TO ZERO 
MOV T,A ;MOV ZERO TO TIMER 
MOV R7,A ;MOVE ZERO TO REG 7 
STRT T ;START TIMER 

MAIN: JTF COUNT ;JUMP TO ROUTINE 'COUNT' 
;IF TF = 1 AND CLEAR TIMER FLAG 

JMP MAIN ;CLOSE LOOP 
COUNT: INC R7 ;INCREMENT REG 7, 

MOV A,R7 ;MOVEREG 7 CONTENTS TO ACC 
JB3 !NT ;JUMP TO ROUTINE 'IN:T' IF ACC 

;BIT 3 IS SET (REG 7 = 8) 
IMP MAIN ;OTHERWISE RETURN TO ROUTINE , 

;MAIN 

INT: STOP TCNT 
JMP7H 
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STRT CNT Start Event Counter 

Opcode: 1010010101 

The TEST 1 (Tl) pin is enabled as the event-counter input and the counter is started. The 
event-counter register is incremented with each high to low transition on the Tl pin. 

Example: Initialize and start event counter. Assume overflow is desired with fIrSt T 1 input. 
STARTC: EN TCNTI ;ENABLE COUNTER INTERRUPT 

STRT T Start Timer 

MOV A,#OFFH ;MOVE 'FF' HEX (ONES) TO 
;ACC 

MOV T,A ;MOVE ONES TO COUNTER 
STRT CNT ;INPUT AND START 

Opcode: 101010101 

Timer accumulation is initiated in the timer register. The register is incremented every 32 
instruction cycles. The prescaler which counts the 32 cycles is cleared but th~ timer register is 
not. 

Example: Initialize and start timer. 
STARTT: EN TCNTI 

CLRA 
MOVT,A 
STRTT 

SWAP A Swap Nibbles Within Accumulator 

Opcode: 10100101111 

;ENABLE TIMER INTERRUPT 
:CLEAR ACC TO ZEROS 
;MOVE ZEROS TO TIMER 
;START TIMER 

Bits 0-3 of the accumulator are swapped with bits 4-7 of the accumulator. 
(~-7) +-+ (Ao-3) 

Example: Pack bits 0-3 of locations 50-51 into location 50. 
PCKDIG: MOV RO, # 50 ;MOVE '50' DEC TO REG 0 

MOV R1,#51 ;MOVE'51'DECTOREG 1 
XCHD A,@RO ;EXCHANGE BIT 0-3 OF ACC 

;AND LOCATION 50 
SWAP A ;SWAP BITS 0-3 AND 4-7 OF ACC 
XCHD A,@ R1 ;EXCHANGE BITS 0-3 OF ACC AND 

;LOCATION 51 
MOV @RO,A ;MOVE CONTENTS OF ACC TO 

;LOCATION 51 

XCH ARr Exchange Accumulator-Register Contents 

Opcode: 1 0 0 1 0 I 1 r2 r1 ro 1 

The contents of the accumulator and the contents of working register 'r' are exchanged. 
(A) +-+ (Rr) r = 0....,7 

Example: Move PSW contents to Reg 7 without losing accumulator contents. 
XCHAR7: XCH A,R7 ;EXCHANGE CONTENTS OF REG 7 

;ANDACC 
MOV A,PSW ;MOVE PSW CONTENTS TO ACC 
XCH, A,R7 ;EXCHANGE CONTENTS OF REG 7 

;AND ACC AGAIN 
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XCH A,@Rr Exchange Accumulator and Data Memory Contents 

Opcode: 100101000ri 

The contents of the accumulator and the contents of the data memory location addressed by 
bits 0-5 of register 'r' are exchanged. Register 'r' contents are unaffected. 
(A) ...... «Rr» r = 0-1 

Example: Decrement contents of location 52. 
DEC 52: MOV RO, # 52 

XCHA,@RO 

DEC A 
XCHA,@RO 

;MOVE '52' DEC TO ADDRESS 
;REGO 
;EXCHANGE CONTENTS OF ACC 
;AND LOCATION 52 
;DECREMENT ACC CONTENTS 
;EXCHANGE CONTENTS OF ACC 
;AND LOCATION 52 AGAIN 

XCHD A,@Rr Exchange Accumulator and Data Memory 4-blt Data 

Opcode: 100111000ri 

This instruction exchanges bits 0-3 of the accumulator with bits 0-3 of the datil memory 
location addressed by bits 0-5 of register 'r'. Bits 4-7 of the accumulator, bits 4-7 ofthe data 
memory location, and the contents of register 'r' are unaffected. 
(Ao-3) ...... «RrO-3» r = 0-1 

Example: Assume program counter contents have been stacked in locations 22-23. 
XCHNIB: MOV RO, #23 ;MOVE '23' DEC TO REG 0 

CLR A ;CLEAR ACC TO ZEROS 
XCHD A,@RO ;EXCHANGE BITS 0-3 OF ACC 

;AND LOCATION 23 (BITS 8-11 
;OF PC ARE ZEROED, ADDRESS 
;REFERS TO PAGE 0) 

XRL A,Rr Logical XOR Accumulator With Register Mask 

Opcode: I 1 1 0 1· I 1 r2 r 1 ro I 
Data in the accumulator is EXCLUSIVE ORed with the mask contained in working register 
'r'. 
(A) ...... (A) XOR (Rr) 

Example: XORREG: XRL A,R5 

r = 0-7 

;'XOR' ACC CONTENTS WITH 
;MASK IN REG 5 

XRL A,@Rr Logical XOR Accumulator With MemoryMask 

Opcode: 111011000rl 

Data in the accumulator is EXCLUSIVE ORed with the mask contained in the data memory 
location address by register 'r', bits 0-5. . 
(A) ~ (A) XOR «Rr» r = 0-1 

Example: XORDM: MOY. Rl,#20H 
XRLA,@Rl 
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XAL A, # data, logical XOA Accumulator With Immediate Mask 

Opcode: I 1 1 0 1 I 0 0 1 1 I • I d7 ds d5 d4 I d3 d2 d1 do I 
This is a 2-cycle instruction. Data in the accumulator is EXCLUSIVE ORed with an immedi
ately-specified mask. 
(A) +- (A) XOR data 

Example: XORID: XORA,#HEXTEN 
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CHAPTER 4 
SINGLE-STEP AND 

POWER-DOWN MODES 

The UPI family has a single-step mode which allows 
the user to manually step through his program one in
struction at a time. While stopped, the address of the 
next instruction to be fetched is available on PORT 1 
and the lower 2 bits of PORT 2. The single-step feature 
simplifies program debugging by allowing the user to 
easily follow program execution. 

Figure 4-1 illustrates a recommended circuit for single
step operation, while Figure 4-2 shows the timing rela
tionship between the SYNC output and the SS input. 
During single-step operation, PORT 1 and part of 
PORT 2 are used to output address information. In 
order to retain the normal I/O functions of PORTS 1 
and 2, a separate latch can be used as shown in Figure 
4-3. 

+SV 

10k 

MOMENTARY +5V 0 
PUSH TO STEP fl} +sv 

10k 

HALT 

PRESET 

Q +SV o 

+5V 

10k 

Q 
TO is 
INPUT 
ON 8741A 

'--------t> CLOCK 

CLEAR 

FROM 

I-----C~- :~~~A 
~ 7474 ~ 7474 OUTPUT 

231318-28 

Figure 4-1. Single-Step Circuit 

____ ~!~------_x: 
~ ____ ~~ ________ X= 

Figure 4-2. Single-Step Timing 
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SYNC 

Pl0 

Pll 

P12 
8041AH 
8042AH P13 
8741AH 
8742AH P14 

PIS 

PIS 

P17 

10k 

017 

OC ,= OPEN COLLECTOR TTL 
LS = LOW POWER SCHOTTKLY TTL P17INPUT DATA 231318-30 

Figure 4·3. Latching Port Data 

Timing 

The sequence of single-step operation is as follows: 

I) The processor is requested to stop by applying a low 
level on SS. The SS input should not be bro~ht low 
while SYNC is high. (The UPI samples the SS pin in 
the middle of the SYNC pulse). 

2) The processor responds to the request by stopping 
during the instruction fetch portion of the next in
struction. If a double cycle instruction is in progress 
when the single-step command is received, both cy
cles will be completed before stopping. 

3) The processor acknowledges it has entered the 
stopped state by raising SYNC high. In this state" 
which can be maintained indefinitely, the IO-bit ad
dress of the next instruction to be fetched is preset 
on PORT I and the lower 2 bits of PORT 2. 

4) SS is then raised high to bring the processor out of 
the stopped mode allowing it to' fetch the next in
struction.The exit from stop is indicated by the proc
essor bringing SYNC low. 

5·131 

5) To stop the processor at the next instruction SS must 
be brought low again before the next SYNC pulse
the circuit in Figure 4-1 uses the trailing edge of the 
previous pulse. If SS is left high, the processor re
m:ains in the "RUN" mode. 

Figure 4-1 shows a schematic for implementing single
step. A single D-me flip-flop with preset and clear is 
used to generate SS. In the RUN mode SS is held high 
by keeping the flip-flop preset (preset has precedence 
over the clear input). To enter sin~e-step, preset is re
moved allowing SYNC to bring SS low via the clear 
input. Note that SYNC must be buffered since the 
SN7474 is equivalent to 3 TTL loads. 

The processor is now in the stopped state. The next 
instruction is initiated by stoppe state. The next instruc
tion is initiated by clocking "I" the flip-flop. This "1" 
will not appear on SS unless SYNC is high (I.e., clear 
must be removed from the flip-flop). In response to SS 
going high, the processor begins an instruction fetch 
which brings SYNC low. SS is then reset through the 
clear input and the processor again enters the stopped 
state. 
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EXTERNAL ACCESS 
The UPI family has an External Access mode (EA) 
which puts the processor into a test mode. This mode 
allows th~ user to disable the internal prpgrammemory 
and execute from external memory. External Access 
mode is useful in testing because it allows the user to 
test the processor's functions directly. It is only useful 
for testing since this mode uses Do-D7, PORTS 10-17 
and PORTS 20-22. 

This mode is invoked by connecting the EA pin'to SV. 
The II-bit current program counter contents then come 
out on PORTS 10-17 and PORTS 20-22 after the 
SYNC output goes high. (PORT 10 is the least Signm
cant bit.) The desired instruction opcode is placed on 
Do-~ before the start of state Sl. During state S1> the 
opcode is sampled from Do-D7 and subsequently exe
cuted in place of the internal program memory con
tents. 

The program counter contents are multiplexed with th~ 
110 port data on PORTS 10-17 and PORTS 20-22. 
The 110 port data may be demultiplexed using an ex
terna1latch on the rising edge of SYNC. The program 
counter contents may be demultiplexed similarly using 
the trailing edge of SYNC. 

Reading and/or writing the Data Bus Buffer registers is 
still allowed although only when Do-D7 are not being 
sampled for opcode data. In practice, since this sam
pling time is not known externally, reads or writes on 
the system bus are done during SYNC high time. Ap
proximately 600 us are available for each read or write 
cycle. ' 

POWER DOWN MODE 
(8041AH/8042AH ROM ONLY) 
Extra circuitry is included in the ROM version to allow 
low-power, standby ~ation. Power is removed from 

POWER SUPPLY 

all system elements except the internal data RAM in 
the low-power mode. Thus the contents of RAM can be 
maintained and the device draws only 10 to 15% of its 
normal power. 

The Vee pin serves as the SV power supply pin for all 
of the ROM version's circuitry except the dllta RAM 
array. The VDD pin supplies only the RAM array. In 
normal operation, both Vee and VDD are connected to 
the same SV power supply. 

To:enter the Power-Down mode, the RESEt signal to 
the UPI is asserted. This ensures the memory will not 
be inadvertently altered by the UPI during power
down. The Vee pin is then grounded while VDD is 
maintained at SV. Figure 4-4 illustrates a recommended 
Power-Down sequence. The sequence typically occurs 
as follows: 

1) Imminent power supply failure is detected by user 
defined circuitry. The, signal must occur early 
enough to guara,ntee the 8041AH or 8042AH can 
save all necessary data before Vee falls outside nor
ma! operating tolerance. 

2) A "Power, Failure" signal is used to interrupt the 
processor (via a timer overflow interrupt, for in
stance:) and call a Power Failure service routine. 

3) The Power Failure routine saves all important data 
and niachine status in the RAM array. The routine 
may also initiate transfer of a backup supply to the 
VDD pin and indicate to external circuitry that the 
Power Failure routine is complete. 

4) A RESET signal is applied by external hardware to 
guarantee data will not be altered as the power sup
ply falls out of limits. RESET must be low until Vee 
reaches ground potential. 

Recovery from the Power-Down mode can occur as 
any other power-on sequence. An external 1 ,...fd capac
itor on the RESET input will provide the necessary 
initialization pulse. 

I """"' ___ _ 
PROCESSOR ' I I 
INTERRUPTED I I 

. POWER SUPPLY 
FAIL SIGNAL 

-----~J/ II II 
~ ______ ~I I' 

1-----1---------
I I I I I I 

i I L _______ -
I~--~--~I~I----~----I I 

DATA SAVE ACCESS TO 
ROuTINE DATA RAM 
EXECUTED INHIBITED 

Figure 4-4. Power-Down Sequence 
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CHAPTER 5 
SYSTEM OPERATION 

BUS INTERFACE 

The UPI-41AH, 42AH Microcomputer functions as a 
peripheral to a master processor by using the data bus 
buffer registers to handle data transfers. The DBB con
figuration is illustrated in Figure 5-1. The UPI-41AH, 
42AH Microcomputer's 8 three-state data lines (07-
Do) connect directly to the master processor's data bus. 
Data transfer to the master is controlled by 4 external 
inputs to the UPI: 

• Ao Address Input signifying command or data 

• CS Chip Select 

• RD Read strobe 

• WR Write strobe 

ViR 
CONTROL Rii 

BUS cs 
AO .--- STATUS 

r- REGISTER 

u., DATA BUS 

rV INPUT REGISTER 

'-D~~~ < (8) DATA BUS 
OUTPUT REGISTER 

, 

231318-32 

Figure 5-1. Data Bus Register Configuration 

The master processor addresses the UPI-41AH, 42AH 
Microcomputer as a standard peripheral device. Table 
5-1 shows the conditions for data transfer: 

Table 5-1. Data Transfer Controls 

cs Ao RD WR Condition 

0 0 0 1 Read DB BOUT 
0 1 0 1 Read STATUS 
0 0 1 0 Write DBBIN data, set F1 = 0 
0 1 1 0 Write DBBIN command set 

F1 = 1 
1 x x x Disable DBB 

Reading the OBBOUT Register 
The sequence for reading the DBBOUT register is 
shown in Figure 5-2. This operation causes the 8-bit 
contents of the DBBOUT register to be placed on the 
system Data Bus. The OBF flag is cleared automatical
ly. 

Reading ,STATUS 
The sequence for reading the UPI-41AH, 42AH Micro
computer's 8 STATUS bits is shown in Figure 5-3. 
This operation causes the 8-bit STATUS register con
tents to be placed on the system Data Bus as shown. 

iiii --"'"'\ ..... __ ---J1 
DATA ------(_---""_.....J)-

231318-33 

Figure 5-2. DBBOUT Read 

\\.---
iiii--_\. / 

. \.-' _....J. 

DATA --~< ___ --J)-
231318-34 

BUS CONTENTS DURING. STATUS READ 

I ST7 I STa I ST5 I ST4 I F1 I Fo I IBF I OBF I 
07 DB 05 D4 03 02 01 DO 

Figure 5-3. Status Read 
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\'--_-..J1 
DATA --« )>--
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Figure 5-4. Writing Data to DBBIN 

Writ~ Data to DBBIN 

The sequence for writing data to the DBBIN register is 
shown in Figure 5-4. This operation causes the system 
Data Bus contents to be transferred to the DBBIN reg· 
ister and the IBF flag is set. AlsO, the F 1 flag is cleared 
(F 1 = 0) and an interrupt request is generated. When 
the IBF interrupt is enabled, a jump to location 3 will 
occur. The interrupt request is cleared upon entering 
the IBF service routine or by a system RESET input. 

Writing Commands to DBBIN 

The sequence for writing commands to the DBBIN reg· 
ister is shown in Figure 5-5. This sequence is identical 
to a data write except that the Ao input is latched in the 
F 1 flag (F 1 = 1). The IBF flag is set and an interrupt 
request is generated when the master writes a command 
to DBB. 

,Operations of 'Data Bus -Registers 

The UPI-41AH" 42AH Microcomputer controls the 
transfer of DBB data to its accumulator by executing 
INput ,and OUTput instructions. An IN A,DBB in
struction causes the contents to be transferred to the 
UPI accumulator and the IBF flag is cleared. 

The OUT DBB,A instruction causes the contents of the 
accumulator to be transferred to the DBBOUT register. , 
The OBF flag is set. 

The UPl's data bus buffer interface is applicable to a 
variety of microprocessors including the 8086, 8088, 
8085AH, 8080, and 8048. ' 

A description of the interfaCe to each of these proces
sOrs follows. 

" Cs 

AD 

\'--_-..J1 
OATA --« )>-' -
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Figure 5·5. Writing Commands to DBBIN 

DESIGN EXAMPLES 

8085AH Interface 

Fi8!ll'e 5-6 illustrates an 8085AH system using a UPI-
41AH, 42AH. The 8085AH system uses a multiplexed 
address and data bus. During I/O the 8 upper address 
lines (Ag-A1S) contain the same I/O address as the 
lower 8 address/data lines (Ao-A7); therefore I/O ad
dress decoding is done using only the upper 8 lines to 
eliminate latching of the address. An 8205 decoder pro
vides address decoding for bot1/. the UPI-41AH, 42AH 
and the 8237. Data is transferred using the two DMA 
handshaking lines of PORT 2. The 8237 performs the 
actual bus transfer operation. Using the UPI-41AH, 
42AH's OBF master interrupt, the UPI-4IA notifies 
t~e 8085AH upon transfer completion using the RST 
5.5 interrupt input. The IBF master interrupt is not 
used in this example. 

80881riterface 

Figure ,5-7 illustrates a UJ,>1-41AH, 42AH interfac~ to 
an 8088 minimum mode system. Two 8-bit latches are 
used to demultiplex the address and data bus. The ad
dress bus is 20-lines wide. For I/O only, the lower 16 
address lines are used, providing an addressing raq.ge of 
64K. UPI address selection is accomplished using an 
8205 decoder. The Ao address line of the bus is con
nected to the corresponding UPI input for ~gister 
selection. Since the UPI-41A is polled by the 8088, nei
ther DMA nor master interrupt capabilities of the UPI-
41AH, 42AH are used in the figure. 

8086 Interface 

The UPI-41AH, 42AH can be used on an 8086 maxi
mum mode system as shown in Figure 5-8. The address 
and data bus is demultiplexed using three 8282 latches 
providing separate address and data buses. The address 
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Figure 5·6. SOS5AH·UPI System 
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Figure 5·7. SOSS·UPI Mlnlm!Jm Mode System 
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Figure 5-8. 8086-UPI Maximum Mode Systems 

bus is 20-lines wide and the data bus is 16-lines wide. 
Multiplexed control lines are decoded by the 8288. The 
UPI's CS input is provided by linear selection. Note 
that the UPI-4IAH, 42AH is both I/O mapped and' 
memory mapped as a result of the linear addressing 
technique. An address decoder may be used to limit the 
UPI-4IAH, 42AH to a specific I/O mapped address. 
Addre~s line A 1 is connected to the UPI's AQ input. 
This insures that the registers of the UPI will have.even 
I/O addresses. Data will be transferred on Do-D7 lines 
OIily. This allows the I/O registers to be accessed using 
byte manipulation instructions. 

8080 Interface 

Figure 5-9 illustrates the interface to an 8080A system. 
In this example, a crystal and capacitor are used for 
UPI-41AH, 42AH timing reference and power-on RE
SET. If the 2-MHz 8080A 2-phase clock were used in
stead of the crystal, the UPI-41AH, UPI-42AH would 
run at only 16% full speed. 

The Ao and CS inputs are direct connections to the 
8080 address bus. In larger systems, however, either of 
these inputs may be decoded from the 16 address lines. 

The RD and WR inputs to the UPI can be either the 
lOR and lOW or the MEMR and MEMR signals de
pending on the 1/0 mapping technique to be used. 

The UPI can be addressed as an I/O device using IN
put and OUTput instructions in 8080 software. 

. 8048 Interface 

Figure 5-10 shows the UPI interface to an 8048 master 
processor. 

The 8048 RD and WR outputs are directly compatible 
with the UPI. Figure 5-11 shows a distributed process
ing system with up to seven UPI's connected to a single 
8048 master processor. 

In this configuration the 8048 uses PORT 0 as a data 
bus. I/O PORT 2 is used to select one of the seven 
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Figure 5-9. 8080A-UPllnterface 
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Figure 5-10. 8048-UPllnterface 

UPl's when data transfer occurs. The UPl's are pro
grammed to handle isolated tasks and, since they 'oper
ate in parallel, system throughput is increased. 

GENERAL HANDSHAKING 
PROTOCOL 

1) Master reads STATUS register (RD, es, & = (0, 
0, 1» in polling or in response to either an IBF or an 
OBF interrupt. 

2) If the UPI DBBIN register is empty (IBF flag ~, 
Master writes a word to the DBBIN register (WR, 

es, Ao = (0, 0, 1) or (0, 0, 0». If Ao = I, write 
command word, set Fl. If Ao = 0, write data word, 
FI = O. 

3) If the UPI DBBOUT register is full (OBF flag = 1), 
Master reads a word from the DBBOUT register 
(RD, es, Ao = (0,0, 0». 

4) UPI recognizes IBF (via IBF interrupt or JNIBF). 
Input data or command word is processed, depend
ing on FI; IBF is reset. Repeat step 1 above. 

5) UPI-4IAH, 42AH recognizes OBF flag = ° (via 
JOBF). Next word is output to DBBOUT register, 
OBF is set. Repeat step 1 above. 
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Figure 5-11. Distributed Processor System 
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Chapter 6 
APPLICATIONS 

ABSTRACTS 
The UPI-41A is designed to fill a wide variety oflow to 
medium speed peripheral interface applications where 
flexibility and easy implementation are important con
siderations. The following examples illustrate some typ
ical applications. 

Keyboard Encoder 

Figure 6-1 illustrates a keyboard encoder configuration 
using the UPI and the 8243 I/O expander to scan a 
128-key matrix. The encoder has switch matrix scan
ning logic, N-key rollover logic, ROM look-up table, 
FIFO character buffer, and additional outputs for dis
play functions, control keys or other special functions. 

PORT 1 and PORTs 4-7 provide the interface to the' 
keyboard. PORT 1 lines are set one at a time to select 
the various key matrix rows. 

When a row is energized all·16 columns (i.e., PORTs 
4-7 inputs) are sampled to determine if any switch in 
the row is closed. The scanning software is code effi-

INTERFACE 
TO 8-BlT 
MASTER 

PROCESSOR 

) 

\ 

PQAT4 

PORTS 
S243 

EXPANDER 
PORTS 

PORT 7 

4 

PORT 2 PROG 

DBB 

ls; 
DATA BUS 

CONTROL BUS 

~ 

~ 

A. 

cient because the UPI instruction set includes individu
al bit set/clear operations and expander PORTs 4-7 
can be directly addressed with single, 2-byte instruc
tions. Also, accumulator bits can be tested in a single 
operation. Scan time for 128 keys is about 10 ms. Each 
matrix point has a unique binary code which is used to 
address ROM when a key closure is detected. Page 3 of 
ROM contains a look-up table with useable codes (i.e., 
ASCII, EBCDIC, etc.) which correspond to each key. 
When a valid key closure is detected the ROM code 
corresponding to that key is stored in a FIFO buffer in 
data memory for transfer to the master processor. To 
avoid stray noise and switch bounce, a key closure must 
be detected on two consecutive scans before it is consid
ered valid and loaded into the FIFO buffer. The FIFO 
buffer allows multiple keys to be processed as they are 
depressed without regard to when they are released, a 
condition known as N-key rollover. 

The basic features of this encoder are fairly standard 
and require only about 500 bytes of memory. Since the 
UPI is progrimunable and has additional memory ca
pacity it can handle a number of other functions. For 
example, special keys can be programmed to give an 
entry on closing as well as opening. Also, I/O lines are 
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Figure 6·1. Keyboardr:;ncoder Configuration 
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available to control a 16-digit, 7-segment display. The . 
UPI can also be programmed to recognize special com
binations of characters such as commands, then 
transfer only the decoded information to the master 
pro~sor. 

A complete. keyboard application has been developed 
for the UPI-4IA. A description is included. in this sec
tion. The code for the appli~tion is available in the 
Intel Insite Library (program AB 147). 

Matrix Printer Interface 
The matrix printer interface illustr~ted in Figure 6-2 is 
a typical application for the UPI-41A. The actual prin
ter mechanism could be any of the numerous dot-ma
trix types and sirnil~ configurations can be shown for 
drum, spherical head, daisy wheel or chain type print
ers. 

The bus structure shown represents a generalized, 8-bit 
system bus configuration. The UPl's three-state inter
'face port tind asynchronous data buffer registers allow 
it to connect directly to this type of system for efficient, 
two-way data transfer. 

The 'UPI's two on-board I/O .ports provide up to 16 
input and output signals to control the printer mecha
nism. The timer/event counter is used for generating a 
timing sequence to control print head position, line 
feed, carriage return, and other sequences. The on
board program memory provides character generation 
for 5 x 7, 7 x 9, or other dot matrix formats. As an 
add.ed feature a portion of the 64 x 8-bit data memory 
can be used as a FIFO buffer so that the master proces
sor can send a block of data at a high rate. The UPI can 
then output characters from the buffer at a rate the 
printer can accept while the master processor returns to 
other tasks. 
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The 8295 Printer Controller is an example of an 8041A 
preprogrammed as a dot matrix printer interface. 

Tape Cassette Controller 
Figure 6-3 illustrates a digital cassette interface which 
can be implemented with the UPI-4IA. Two sections'of 
the tape transport are cdntrolled by' the UPI: digital 
data/command logic, and motor servo control. 

'" , ",' 

The motor servo:requires a speed reference in the form 
of a monostable pulse whose width is :proportional to 
the desired speed. The UPI monitors apl'erecorded 
clock from the tape and uses its on-board interval timer 
to generate the required speed reference pulses at each 
clock transition. 

Recorded data from the tape is supplied seria11y by the 
data/command logic and is converted to 8-bit words by 
the UPI, then transferred, to the master processor. At 
10 ips tape speed the UPI can easily handle the 8000 
bps data rate. To record data, the UPI uses the two 
input lines to the data/command logic which control 
the flux direction in the recording head. The UPI also 
monitors 4 status lines from the tape transport induCt
ing: end of tape, cassette inserted, busy, and write per
mit. All control signals can be handled by the ,UPl's 
two I/O ports. ' 

Universal 1/0 Interface 
Figure 64 shows an I/O interface design based on the 
UP!. Thj.s configuration includes 12 parallel I/O lines 
and a 'serial (RS232C) interface for full duplex data 
transfer up to 1200 baud. This type of design can be 
used to, interface a master processor to a broad spec
trum of peripheral devices as well as to a serialcommq:
nication channel. 

PORT 1 is used strictly for I/O in thisex~pl~ while 
PORT 2 lines provide five functions: ' 

• P23-P20 ' I/O lines (bidirectional) 

• P24 

• P2S 

• P26 

• P27 

Request to ~end (RTS) 

Clear to send (CTS) 

Interrupt to master 

Serial data out 

The para11el I/O lines make use of the bidirectional 
port structure of the UP!. Any line can function as an 
input or output. AIIl'ort lines are automatically initial
ized to 1 by a system RESET pulse and remain latched. 
An external TTL signal connected to a port line will 
override the UPI's SO KO internal pull-up so that an 
IN}'UT instruction will correctly sample the TTL sig
nal. 
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Figure 6·3. Tape Transport Controller 
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Four PORT 2 lines function.as generalVOsimilar to 
PORT 1. Also, the RTS signal is generated on PORT 2 
under software control when the UPI· has' serial data ·to 
send. The crs signal is monitored via PORT 2 as an 
imableto the UPI to send serial data. A PORT 2 line is 
also used as a software generated interrupt to the mas
ter processor. The interrupt functions as a service re
quest when the UPI has Ii byte of data to transfer or 
when it is ready to receive. Alternatively, the EN 
FLAGS instruction could be used to create the OBF 
and mF interrupts on P24 andP2S. 

The RS232C interface is implemented using the TEST 
o pin as a receive input and a PORT 2 pin as a transmit 
output. External packages (Ao, A \) are used to provide 
Rs232C drive requirements. The serial receive software 
is interrupt driven and uses the on-chip timer to per
form time critical serial control. After a start bit is de
tecteO the interval timer can be preset.to generate an 
interrupt at the proper time for sampling the serial bit 
stream. This eliminates the need for software timing 

PARALLEL 
1/0 . 

~ 

"" 
12. 

.....,......, 
PORT 1 AND 2 

CTS RTS 

! 

loops and allows the processor to proceed to other tasks 
(i.e., parallel I/O operations) between serial bit sam
ples. Software flags are used so the main program can 
determine when the interrupt dt:iVlm. ~eceive program 
has a character assembled for it. 

This type of configuration allows system designers flex
ibility in designing custom I/O interfaces for specific 
serial anfl: parallel I/O applications. For instance, a sec
ond or third serial channel could be substituted in place 
of the parallel I/O if required. The UPI's data memory 
can buffer data and commands for ,up to 4 low-speed 
channels (110 baud teletypewriter, etc.) 

Application Notes 
The following application notes illustrate the various 
applications of the UPI family. Other related publica
tions inCluding the Microcontroller H,andbook are avail
able through the Intel Literature Department. 

RS232C 
SERIAL INTERFACE 

I,' 

INTERRUPT ~ OUTPUT 
TO' AO 

MASTER 
PROCESSOR ~ 

TRANSMIT 
DATA 

i 
, 

TEST 0 
PORT 2 

A1 

RECEIVE 
DATA 

S041AH/S141AH 

INTERFACE 
T08-BIT 
MASTER 

PROCESSOR 

\ 

\ 

DBS CONTROL 

1} 1 ~ 
DATA 

CONTROL 

Figure 6-4. UniverSal 1/0 Il'!terface 
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APPLICATION #1 

'" 
'j, 

, .", ,r l ', 

-' 

THE 8042 UPI1M MICROCONTROLLER IN THE IBM PC/AT 

The following example is an important application of UP Is but there are many more. It is truly a universal device that can 
be customized to all those "non-standard" peripheral control problems. Applications are limited only by imagination. 
Think UPls for non-standard peripherals!! 

IBM PC/AT (BEFORE) ... 

;' ..... --r--..... 

"'-_---,..-_-....1 \ r: ' ',1 

,., I~EyBOARD 
'\. '." 

NEW FUNCTIONS 

The 8042 also brings new functions to the PC! AT: 

• Keyboard lockup security (front panel key) 
• CRT type input to the system 
• Diagnostics/ self testing of keyboard interface 
• Parity check and retry 
• PC and PC; AT keyboard interchangeability 
• Reset CPU to compatible mode 
• Address wrap-around protect in compatible 

mode 

'. ' 

II" 

... IBM PC/AT (AnER) 

I MEMORY I 
f 

'.; 

KEYBOARD 

THE FUTURE IS THE KEY 

Modifications and upgrades are easy because of the 
8042's programmable flexibility and power: 

• Change keyboard scan codes (in 8042 ROM) 
• Increase functionality of keyboard interfacll 

through software and/ or unused I/O lines on 
8042 

• Control other PC;AT functions with these I/Q 
lines 

Summary 
In short, IBM used the 8042 since it: 

'. Offloads housekeeping details from the CPU 
• Facilitates modular system design 
• Offers a customized peripheral 
• Provides a clean, efficient upgrade path 

These benefits can apply to many of your applications' 
also. 
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APPLICATION #2 
USING THE 8042 VS. USING MICROCONTROLLERS 

, ,o' 

PROBLEM 

What do you do when you're making SBX and VME 
modules for a voice digitizing board and you need: 

I) an interface to an AI D Converter with 
2) 12 MHz operation, 
3) an absolute minimum chip count. and 
4) very low cost (for the PC market). 

A leading vendor was faced with exactly this problem. 
Here is what they started with, and the bottom figure 
shows how they improved things with the 8042 Upp· 
microcontroller. 
SOLUTION 
BEFORE .. . 

AFTER .. . 

SYSTEM 

MICROPHONE 

SYSTEM 

MICROPHONE 

The 8042 integrates two latches and the microcontroller 
into a single-chip solution. 

WHY THE SWITCH 

After studying the four requirements for this module, it 
is easy to see why they switched. The' first two (AI D 
interface and 12 MHz) were met by both solutions. 
However, it is clear the second alternative is much 
better on board space and on overall cost. There are 
fewer chips, so they could avoid a multi-layer board 
and thus save a lot in total cost. Actual chip costs are 
within 10% of each other (a typical microcontroller like 
a Z8 or 6801 plus 2 latches compared to an 8042), and 
they do the same thing. 

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE 

People tend to think of microcontrollers whenever 
there is a "non-standard" device to control. CRTs, disk 
drives and DRAMs all have dedicated controllers, but 
printers, front panels, displays and keyboards don't, 
because they are all "non-standard" devices.· Micro
controllers can be customized to these applications. 

The problem is when the device is a "sll!ve";01' a 
peripheral, regular microcontrollers need the extra dr
cuitry shown previously. That's why we invented UPls. 
They are simply microcontrollers with the slave inter
face built in. They are, therefore, more efficient to use 
in peripheral-type configurations. 

UPI 

SLAVE INTERFACE 

MICROCONTROLLER 

UPls may be misunderstood because of the funny 
name. They shouldn't be. It's really simple. When faced 
with non-standard device control, think microcontrol
lers. 

If it's a master-only configuration, think regular micro
controllers. If it's a slavel peripheral configuration, think 
UPIs. . 
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APPLICATION #3 . 
CUSTOM SERIAL PROTOCOL WITH THE 8042 UPI™ MICROCONTROLLER 

BACKGROUND 
The 8042 UPI Microcontroller, because of its program
mab\lity is being used everywhere, and here is another 
example. A lead.ing board vendor was designing a 
communications concentrator board. They wanted a 
way to:. 

I) interface 8 serial channels to a minicomputer bus 
2) operate these at 4800 baud 
3) use one board 
4) provide a custom serial protocol that 

- communicated commands and data packets 
- assembled the data packets 
- ptovided handshaking signals 
- checked for framing, timing, parity, noise, 

modem and synchronization errors 
~ provided self-test diagnostics 

THE 8042 SOLUTION 
There certainly wasn't an "off-the-shelr' chip that would 
satisfy the above requirements, and using the main 

CPU would have caused tremendous system perfor
mance degradation. They needed all of these features to 
offer a competitive product, so they looked to the 8042 
UPI Microcontroller. Since the speed requirements were 
not too great (4800 baud), they could implement the 
protocol in software. The 8042's programmability gave 
them all the flexibility needed to incorporate the format
ting, handshaking and error checking desired. More
over, the on-chip slave interface made communication 
with the minicomputer's bus a snap. 

SUMMARY 
In short, the 8042 allowed this company to implement 
a custom serial communication protocol that in turn 
allowed them to offer a customized, competitive inter
face board to their customers. 

_Don't some of your applications need customized 
interfaces? 
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INTRODUCTION 

The UPI-42AH represents a significant growth in UPI 
capabilities resulting in a broader spectrum of appliea
tions. The UPI-42AH incorporates twice the EPROM! 
ROM of the UPI-41AH, 2048 vs 1024 bytes, 256 bytes 
of RAM, and operates at a maximum speed twice that 
of the UPI-41AH, i.e., 12MHz vs 6MHz. The ROM 
based 8042 and the EPROM based 8742AH provide 
more highly integrated solutions for complex stepping 
motor and dot matrix printer applications. Those appli
cations previously requiring a microprocessor plus a 
UPI chip can now be implemented entirely with the 
UPI-42AH. 

The software features of th~ UPI-42AH, such as indi
rect Data and Program Memory addressing, two 
independent and selectable 8 byte register banks, and 
directly software testable I/O pins, greatly simplify the 
external interface and software flow. The software and 
hardware design of the UPI-42AH allows a complex 
peripheral to be controlled with a minimum of external 
hardware. 

TfST 0 Vee 

XTAl1 TEST' 

XTAl2 P27 DACK 

RESET P26 ORO 

ss P2~ I8F 

cs 'P24 OBF 

'A P17 

RD p,. 
AO P15 

WR P,. 

SYNC P'3 

DO p,. 
0, P" 

D. P,o 

A. VDD 

D. PROO 

05 P23 

o. P2' 

07 '2' 

vss P20 

230795-1 

Figure 1. UPI-42AH Pin Conf.lguratlon 

Many microcomputer systems need real time control of 
peripheral devices such as a printer, keyboard, complex 
motor control or process control. These medium speed 
but still time consuming tasks require a fair amount of 
system software overhead .. This processing burden can 
be reduced by using a dedicated peripheral control 
processor. 

Until r~tly, the dedicated control processor ap
proach was usually not cost effective due to the large 
number of components needed; CPU, RAM, ROM, 
I/O, and Timer/Counters. To help make the approach 
more cost effective, in 1977 Intel introduced the UPI-
41 family of Universal Peripheral Interface controllers 
consisting of an 8041AH (ROM) device and an 
8741AH (EPROM) device. These devices integrated 
the common microprocessor system functions into one 
40 pin package. The UPI-42AH family, consisting of 
the 8042 and 8742AH, further extends the UPl's cost 
effectiveness through more memory and higher speed. 

Another member of the UPI family is the Intel 8243 
Input/Output Expander chip. This chip provides the 
UPI-41AH and UPI-42AH with up to 16 additional 
independently programmable I/O lines, and interfaces 
directly to the UPI-41AH/42AH. Up to seven 8243s 
can be cascaded to provide over 100 I/O lines. 

The UPI is a single chip microcomputer with a stan
dard microprocessor interface. The UPl's architecture, 
illustrated in Figure 3, features on-chip program mem
ory, ROM (8041A/8042) or EPROM (8741A/ 
8742AH), data memory (RAM), CPU, timer/counter, 
and I/O. Special interface registers are provided which 
enable the UPI to function as a peripheral to an 8-bit 
central processor. 

Using one of the UPI devices, the designer simply codes 
his; proprietary .p~ripheral control algorithm into the 
UPI device itself, rather than into the main system soft
ware. The UPI device then performs the peripheral 
control task while the host processor simply issues 
commands and transfers data. Wit~ the proliferation of 
microcomputer systems, the use of UPls or slave mi
croprocessors to off load the main system microproces
sor has become quite common. 

This Application Note describes how the UPI-42AH 
can be used to control dot matrix printing and the prin
ter mechanism, using stepper motors for carriage/print 
head assembly and paper feed motion. Previous Intel 
Application Notes AP-27, AP-54, and AP-91 describe 
using intelligent processors and peripherals to control 
single solenoid driven printer mechanisms with 80 
character lin~ buffering and bidirectional printing. This 
Application Note expands on these previous themes 
and extends the concept of complex device control by 
incorporating full 80 character line buffering, bidirec
tional printing, as well as drive and feedback control of 
two four phase stepper motors. 

The Application Note assumes that the reader is famil
iar with the 8042/8742AH and 8243 Data Sheets, and 
UPI-41AH/42AH Assembly Language. Although 
some background information is included, . it also as
sumes a basic understanding of stepper motors and dot 
matrix printer mechanisms. A complete software listing 
is included in Appendix A. 
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FIgure 2. UPI-42AH Block Diagram 

DOT MATRIX PRINTING 

A dot matrix printer print head typically consistS' of 
seven to nine solenoids, each of which drives a stiff 
wire, or hammer, to impact the paper through an inked 
ribbon. Characters are formed by firing the solenoids tp 
form a matrix of "dots" (impacts of the wires). FIgUre 4 
shows how the character "E" is formed using a 5 X 7 
matrix. The columns are labeled Cl through C5, 'and 
the rows Rl through R7. The print head moves left·to
right across the paper, so that at time: Tl the head is 
over column Cl. The character is formed by activating 
the proper solenoid as the print head s}Veeps ~ the 
character position. 

Dot matrix printers are a cost eft'eptive way of pr~vid. 
ing good quality hard copy output for microcomputer' 
systems. There is an ever increasing d~d for the 
moderately priced printer to provide more functionality 
with improved cost and performance. Using 'stepper 
motors to control the paper feed and cai:riage/print 
head as&embly motion is one way of ~bling the dot 
matrix printe, to provide more capabiJ,ities, such as ex· 
panded or contracted characters, dot or line graphics, 
variable line and character spacing, and SUbscript or 
superscript printin~. 

However, stepper motors require fairly compleX cOntrol 
algorithms. Previous solutions involved the use of a 

~ <;;PU, IJ:PI, RAM, ROM, ,and J/O onboard the 
peiipheta1. Tii~ CPU ~'1IIl suPervisor and'!lSed par. 
allel processitig to, ac1tWVe acCurate stepper tb.o~r con· 
trol via a UPI, character buffering via the I/O device, 
RAM, and ROM. The CPU performed real·$.le de· 
coding of each character into a dot matrix pa.: This 
Application Note demonstrates that the in~ 
memory and performance of the UPI-42AH facilitates 
integrating these control functions to reduce the cost 
and component co~t. 

THE' PRINTER MECHANISM 
The~~ter 'ri.tecbluusm' U$ed in 'this' ~PPlicaii.o'd is the 
Epson Model 3210. It consists of four basic sub·assem· 
blies; the chassis Of frame, the paper feecJtDechanism 
and stepper motor, the carriage motion mecha¢sm and 
stepper motor, and the print head assembly. ' 

The paper feed mechanism is a tractor feed tYpe. It 
accommodates up to 8:5 inch wide paper (not inclUding 

, tractOr feed portion). There Is no platen as such; the 
paper ~~oved ~ough tJ?e paper ~ige. by ~w~ sJ":"OCk. 
etl\d·,Wh~ mounted OJI.. ~ Center spiocket~. T.he, 
sprOOkcMt'shaft: is driven 'by .. a: four pha:se stepper motor. 
The rotation of the stepper motor is transmitted to the: 
sprocket shaft through a series of four reduction gears. 
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Figure 3. UPI-41AH, 42AH Functional Block Diagram 
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The carriage motion mechanism consists of another 
four-phase stepper motor which controls the left-to
right or rlght-to-Ieft print head assembly motion. The 
print speed is 80 CPS maximum. Both the speeC:l of the 
stepper motor and the movement of the print head as
sembly are independently cOntrollable in either direc
tion. The rotation of the stwpet motor is .converted to 
the linear motion of the prlnt head asSembly via a series 
of reduction gears and a toothed drive belt. The drive' 
belt also controls Ii seCond set of reduction gears which 
advances the print ribbon as the print head assembly 
moves. 

Two optical sensors provide feedback information on 
the carriage assembly position and speed. The first of 
these optical sensors, called the 'HOME RESET' or 
HR, is mounted near the left-most physical position to 
which the print head assembly can move. As the print 
head assembly appI'O!lChes the left-most pqsition, a 
flange on the print head assembly interferes with the 
light source and sensor, causing the output of the sen
sor to shift from a logic level one to zero. The right
most printer position is monitored ip, ~ftware rather 
than by another optical sensor. The right-most print 
position is a function of the number of characters print
ed and the distarice required to print them. 

The second optical sensor, called the 'PRINT nM
ING SIGNAL' or PTS, provides feedback on carriilge 
stepper motor velocity and relatiye position within a 

Figure 4. Character E In 5 x 7 Dot Matrix Format 
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REDUCTION GEARS 
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FIgure 5. Carriage Stepper Motor Assembly 

given step of the motor. The feedback is generated by 
the optical sensor as an "encoder disk" moves across it. 
Figure S illustrates the carriage stepper motor, optical 
sensor, encoder disk and reductiOD gears, and drive be).t 
assembly. The optical sensor outputs a pulse train with 
the same period as the phase shift signal used to drive 
the stepper, but slightly out of phase with it when the 
motor is at a coostant speed (see Software Functiooal 
BI~: Phase Shift Data for additional details). The 
disk acts as a timing wheel, providing feedback to the 
UPI software of the carriage speed, positiOD, and opti· 
mum positiOD for energizing the print head solenoids. 
The two optical sensors are mODitored under software 

, and provide the critical feedback needed to CODtrol the 
print head assembly and paper feed motiOD accurately. , 
The process of stepper motor drive and CODtrol via 
feedback signals is called "closed loop" steppef motor 
CODtrol, and is covered in more detail in the software 
discussion. 

The print head assembly CODsists of nine solenoids and 
nine wires or hammers. Figure 6 illustrates a print head 
assembly. The available dot matrix measures 9 x 9. This 
large matrix enables the Epson 3210 print mechanism 

to print a variety of character fonts, such as expanded 
or CODtracted c~, as well as line. or block graph
ics (see Appendix B, Printer Enhancements). It also 
facilitates printing lowercase ASCII characters with 
"lower CaSe descenders." That is to say, certain lower 
case letters (e.g., y, p, etc.) will print below the bottom 
part of all upper case letters. 

DOT WIRE 

I 

MAGNETIC POLE 
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FIgure 6. Print Head Solenoid Assembly 
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Figure 7. Hardware Interface Block Diagram 

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 
Figure 7 shows a blpck diagram of the UPI-42AH and 
8243 interface to !he printer mechanism drive circuit. A ' 
complete schematic is shown in Figure 8. The 
UPI-42AH 'provides all signals ~saiy to control' 
character buft'~ and handshaking, Paperfeed and 
~ge motion stepper motor timing, print head ~le
noid activation, and monitoring of external status 

. sWitches: ' 

The Epson 3210 printer· mechanism manual recom
mends a specific interface circuit to provide proper 
drive.,~~elsJo dl.e stepper motors windings and print 
head .solenolds .. J:he hardware interface used for this 

Application Note followed those recommendations ex
actly (see Appendix C, Printer Mechanism Drive Cir-
cuit Schematics). . 

1/0 Ports 
The lower half of the UPI-42AH Port 2, pins 0-3, pro
vides an interface to the 82431 VO expander. The 
PROG pin of the UPI-42AH is used as a strobe to 
clock address and data informatiOn via the Port 2 inter
face: The extra 16 VO lines of the 8243 become 
PORTS 4, S, 6, and 7 to the UPI software. Combined, 
the UPI-42AH and 8243 provide a total of 28 indepen
dently programmable VO line. These lines are used as 
shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 8. Hardware Interface Schematic 

Port No. of 
Bits 1/0 Deact:lptlon lines 

1 8 0-7 0 Character ,dot column data to print head solenoids 
2 . 1 ' 6 0 (same) 
2 1 7 0 Print head solenoid trigger 
2 2 4,5 0 Host system 'data transfer handshaking (ACK/BUSV) 
4 4 .' 0-3 0 Carriage & p'aper feed stepper motors ' 
5 3 1-3 0 Stepper motor select and current limiting . 

., 
5 1 0 I Pap~r End SElnse" , ., . 

, 

e 1 1 ·0 Print hENId trigger reset 
e 3 " 0,2,3 - (unused) " 

'7 5 0-3 I External status swHches; (LF, FF,TESJ, 
ON/OFF Line) 

",' figure 9. UPI-42AH and 82431/0 Port Map . 
, i, 

NOTE: 
The notation used in the balance of this Application 
Note, when referring to a port number and a particu
lar pin or bit, is Port 23 rather than Port 2 bit 3. ' 

The two printer meChaJ:tism optical sensorS, discusled 
in the Priilter MeChanism description are tied to the 
two ''Test Input'" pinS,·ro and TI, tJf the UPI-42AH 
through a buffer ,circuit: for noise suppressi~.' The8e' 
inputs are directly' testable' in software. 

, ~ " 

, " 
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Host System Interface 
,The host system interfaces.to the printer throuah a par
allel port to ~ tJPl-42AH Data Bus. Four.baDdabak-
in8 sipali are usecI to .coiltrOl':data traDlfer; Data 
:StrObe' (STBI). Acknowledge (ACK). Busy (BUSy). 
and Online or Select. The Data Strobe line of the host 
parallel port is ti.ecl directly to the tJPI-42AH WR/ pin. 
,This PfOvides a low going' pUI8e on the VPI-42AH 
WR/ pin whenever a data' byte is written to the 
VPI-42AH. The ACK and BUSY handshake IIipals 
are tied to two tJPl-42AH I/O port lines for software 
control of data traDlfer. The ''On Line" hlDdshake Big
nal is tied to a IinIle-po1e IinIle-thNw fixed position 
switch, which externally enables, or disables character 
transfer from the host system.. Chari.cters transmitted 
to the tJPl-42AH by the host are loaded into the 
tJPl-42AH Data Bus Buffer ID (DBBIN) register. and 
the Input Buffer Full (IBF) intm'Upt and tJPl-42AH 
status flag are set (see FIgUre 9. tJPl-42AH and 8243 
I/O Ports). 

Stepper ,..otor Interface . 
Port 4 (41-43) of the 8243; JIl'OVldes both carriage and 
paper feed stepper motor phase shift IIipals to the prin
ter mechanism drive circuit. Each of the two stepper 
motors is driven by 2 two phase excitation aipals (4 
phases). Figure 10 shows the wave form for each step
per motor. Each sipal consists of two components 
(Sig. 1 AlB & Sig. 2 CID) 180 degrees out of phase 
with the other. Each of these Iigna1 pairs (AlB & CID) 
is 90 degrees out of phase with the other pair. For each 
~ pair. one port line supplies both halves by usiDJ 
an mverter. 

Each of the resultiq eight stepper motor drive sipals 
!& interfaced to ~ discrete driv~ transistor through an 

, mverter. The euutter of the drive transistor is ti.ecl to 
the open collectOr of the inverter to provide high cur
rent sinking capability for the drive transistor. Each 
half of the motor winding is ti.ecl to the collector of the 
drive transistor (see Appendix C. Printer Mechanism 
Drive Circuit Schematic). . ' , 

Each stepper motor requires two current levels for op:. , 
eration. 1bese levels are called "R.ush" curfentand 
"Hold~' current, Rush current refers to the high current 
required. to cause the rotor to rotate within its windings 
as the polarity of the PQWer applied to, the windings is 
c~g. Each ,?hange in the polarity of the power ap
plied to the motor ,windings, is called a step of phase 
shift. Hold current refers to the low level of current 
required to s~ and maintain the rotor in a fixed 
position when the polarity is applied to the windings is 
not changing. Hold current is simply Rush current with 
• current limiting transistor switched in. Switching 
from Hold to Rush current "IeIects" or enables that 
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FIgure 10. Stepper Motor Step sequence 
Waveforms 

stepper motor to move with the next step signal output. 
In the balance of this Application Note, the term "se
.lect" will ~ u8e!i to refer to turning on Rush current; 
and "deselect~' will refer ,to switching to Hold current. 

Three 8243 port lines are dedicated to the'select/dese
lect control of the two stepper motors. One line is for 
the paper feed stepper motor. and two lines are for the 
carriage motion stepper motor (80 and 132 column). 
These lines are labeled SLF. 80C0l, and 132Col, and 
are 8243 PORT S3, S2. and Sl. respectively. 

By varying the voltage applied to the stepper motor 
biasing circuit and the current, it is possible to vary the 
distance the motor moves the print head assembly with 
each step. Enabling one of two dift'erent voltage biasing 
levels, and changing the timing rate at which the motor 
is stepped, facilitates either 80 or 132 character column 
printing. Only 80 character column printing is imple
mented in the software design. Appendix B; Printer En
hlDcements,·detaiJs the software algorithm for handling 
132 character printing. , 

PrInt Head Interface 
A total of eleven I/O lines are usecI to control the print 
head solenoids and solenoid firing (see Figure 9). Nine 
are usecI for character dot data, one for the Print Head 
Trigger. and one for Reset of the Print Head Trigger 
circuit. Each of the nine character dot data lines is buff
ered ,by an open collector hex inverter. 
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The Print Head Trigger output is tied to the Trigger 
input of a 555 Monostable Multivibrator. The output 
pulse generated,by the 555 triggers the print head sole-' 
noids to fire. The 555 Output pulse width is indepen
dent of the input trigger waveform. The pulse width is 
determined by an RC network across the 555 inputa 
and the,voltage level applied to the ConttolVoltage 555 
input. The 555 Output is tied to the base of a PNP 
transistor through an inverter, biased in a normally off 
configuration. The PNP transistor supplies enough 
drive to pull up the open collector inverter' on each 
print hea(j solenoid lliJe, Port 10-17 and 26. The 555 
output pUtse momentarily' enables the print head sole
noid line open collector inverter output, turning on the 
solenoid drive transistor, and firing the print head ham
mer. The 5S5 Output pulse width is approxiJ:nately 400 
us. Further details of the print head firing operation 
can be found in the software descriptjo~ below. 

Miscellaneous Interface Signals 

The 8243 Port 5 pin 0 is tied to the Paper End Detec
tor, a reed switch located on the printer paper guide. 
This sensor detects when the paper is nearly exhausted. 

Three LED status lights complete the hardware inter
face design. One status light is used for each of the 
following: Power ON/OFF, 0nI0ft' Line, and Out of 
Paper. 

BAC,KGROUND 

Before a detailed discussion of the' softwlirebegiIls, a , 
few ternlS, I!lld software functions reference throughout 
the software need introduction. 

A. What Is a Stepper Motor? 

A stepper motor has the ability to rotate in either direc- ' 
tion as well as start and stop at predetermined angular 
positions. The stepper motor's shaft (rotor) moves in 
precise angular increments for each input step. The dis
placement is repeated for each input step command, 
accurately positioning the rotor for a given number and 
sequence of steps. 

The stepper motor controls position, velocity, and di
rection. The accuracy of stepper motors is generally 5 
percent of one step. The number of steps in each revolu
tion of the shaft varies, depending on the intended ap
plication. 

B. Open/Closed Loop Stepper Motor Drive and 
Control 

The carriage stepper motor is closed loop driven. The 
paper feed stepper motor is open loop driven: 

There are two major types of stepper motor cc;mtrol 
known by the broad headirigs of o~ and closed loop. 
Open loop is simply continuous pulses to drive the mo
tor at a predetermined rate based on the voltage, cur
rent, and the timing of the step pulses applied. Closed 
loop control is characterized by continuous monitoring 
of the stepper motor, through feedback signals, and ad
justing the motor's operation based upon the feedback 
received., 

C. Stepper Motor Drive Phase Shift of Step 
Sequence 

Each change in the polarity of the power applied to 'the 
motor windings is called a step or phase shift. The se
quence of the steps or pbase shifts, and the pattern of 
polarity changes output to the stepper motor, deter
mines the direction of rotation. 

Figure 10 shows the waveforms for each of the two 
stepper motors. Figure 11 lists the ,step sequ~ce for 
carriage motor clockwise rotation, whch moves' the 
print head assembly ~t-to-Right. Figure 11 also lists 
the step sequence for counterclockwise rotations; the 
print head assembly moves Right-to·Left. Figure 12 
lists the step sequence for the paper feed stepper motor 
clockwise drive. The phase sequence, for either stepper 
motor, may begin at any point within the sequenCe list, 
but must then continue in order. 

Step No. A-Step B-Step, C-Step D-Step 

1 On Off Off On 
2 On Off On Off 
3 Off On On Off 

4 Off On Off On, 

Carriage stepper motor rotates clockwise Print head as
sembly moves from left to right 

Step No. A-Step B-Step C-Step D-Step 

1 On Off On Off 
2 On Off Off On 
3 Off ' On Off On 
4 Off On On Off 

Carriage stepper motor rotates counter clockwise Print 
head assembly moves from right to left 

Figure 11. Carriage Stepper Motor Step 
'Sequence 
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Step ,Nt,). A~t!!'p , Mta" , c;.~'P, £)-Step 

" 1 On " ' Off ,On " Oft 

, 2 On Oft 
' ' 

Oft On 

" 3' {)ff On 'Oft On,,' 

b, 4 Oft On On ,Oft 
Figure 12. Paper Feed Stepper Motor Step , 

sequence 

D. Acceleration and Deceleration ofStepp.r 
, Motors , , 

The eamage stepper .motor starts rrom a fixed position, 
accelera~ to a constant speed, .maintains constant 
speed, and then decelerates to a fIXed posi~on. Printing 
.may occur fro.m the tUne and position the print heact 
~b1y r~hes QOnstant speed, until the time and, po
sttion the pnnt head assembly begins to decelerate from 
~tarit speed.~erprinting oCcurs 4urlngany 
carna$e's~ .motot drive Sequen~ is, cOntrolled by 
softw~e., ~lgure 1~, below:, illustrates these compo
nents of pnn~ head lI1Isembly line .mo~on., 

Due, ~Q ~ a ~fhiite tUne interval 'and ~ dis
p~~t ,IS requited to aCcelerate a stepp~ .motor, to 

HRSlGNAL 

PTi 

i~ full speed. ~versely, deceleration .must begin'Sonle 
time before the final angular'position: The tUne interval 
ana angulardisplaoetnel!.t of the carriage <stepper .motor 
translates ~,'the',distatu:e the print head:asse.nbly 
travels before'.lt raches a eonstant, speed, The distance 
traveled during acceleration ,is, constant.·, The diswioe 
the print head asse.mbly' travels during deceleration 
mus~ be .the same as the distance traveled during accel
etatipn m order to acCUrately align the character dot 
columns from one line: to·,the next. " ' , " 

E. Stepper Motor, Predeterinln~ TI~e Constant 

WheneVer the stepper .motor is stepped, or energiud, 
the, 'angular velocity of the rotor is gtea~' than the 
constant, speed, whlch is' ulthn&te1y required. This is 
called "overshoot." Th~ frietionlllioad of,the c8rrlage 
assembly (motor rotor, reduction gears, drive belt and 
print head assembly, or paper feed sprocket shaft and 
wheels) provid~"damp~!)l' frictional load. Damping 
slows the mOtor' to less tluin the required conStant 
speed and is ca,lled ''undershpot'' (see Figure 13" Car
riage S~~ 1'49tor, I)rive Timing). A constant rate: of 
speed ~ ~hieved through, the averaging of ' the over-
shoot and undershoot within 'eaCh step. " " 

TN 
; " ,r,'1, ' 

... -J' L-. 

DOTCO~UMN 
PRINT ' 

T _____ T SIGNAL 
, UNDER-RUNS 

'PTc- OVER ACCELERATES. NOTE: PT8 MOVES FROM LAGGING 
,NEXTPTeITABILlZPS.M. ,PTelOLUDINGPTc 

J" t, r, r 1 n t·:1 1 ("'l" t t = 
t· ______ ..:ACC£LE==R.::::AT::.:IO:::N:..:CO=NTR~O~LP~E~RI~OD~ ______ _I'1 ',' ," , 

• S.M. STABiLIZES 
s.M. cM.r~L T LEADS PTe I IT-PTe 

LCONSTANT SPEED 

0, 

I' 
" EQUATIONS: 

I 
I' 

1 
I' 

PTe' PREDETERMINED TIME CONSTANT ~~ TIM}!~ c PTe + Tx PT.-T,-TN '" 
T .... T" TI_cPTe 

Figure 13. Carriage Stepper Motor 'Qrly.8 Timing, 
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The Predetermined Time (PT), Constant is the time re
quired to average the overshoot' and undershoot of the 
particular stepper motor for a desired constant Tate of 
speed. The PT also is the time required 'to move the 
print head assembly a specific distance, accounting for 
both overshoot and undershoot of the stepper motor. 

Changing the Predetermined, Time Constant changes 
the angular disp~t of the stepper motor rotor, 
this in tum changes'the output. Figure 14 lists the Time 
Constants for both standard and,condensed character 
printing. Figure I S lists the paper, feed stepper motor 
Time Constants used for various line spacing formats. 
This Application Note implements standard character 
print and paper feed (6 lines per inch) Time Constants: 
See Appendix B, Printer Enhancement, for details on 
implementing non-standard Time Constants. 

Charact.,r mode Predetermined time 

Standarq or Enlarged 2.08ms +10%, 
Character -4% 

CondenSed Character 4.16·ms +10% 
-4% 

Figure 14. Carriage Stepper Motor 
Predetermined Time Constanta 

Paper feed pitch 

Paper feed time 
150 ma/4.23 mm 

113 ma/3.1B mm 

100 ma/2.82 mm 

0.12 mm (1/216")/1 pulse 

4.23 mm(1/16")/38pul_ 

3.18 mm (1/8" )127 pul_ 

2.82 mm (1/9" )124 pul_ 

Approx. 6.811nee/s (continuous feed) 

Approx. 8.B llnee/s (con1lnuous feed) 

Approx. 10 IInesls (continuous feed) 

Figure 15. Paper Feed Stepper Motor 
Predetermined Time Constanta 

F. Relationship aetween PTS and PT 

Figure 13 illustrates how PTS lags PT at the start of 
acceleration, and moves to lead PT as the motor 
achieves constant speed. Figure 13 also illustrates the 
telationship between HR, PTS, PT, acceleration, con
stant speed, and printing. Figures 16 and 17 illustrate 
the telationship between PTS and PT during accelera
tion and at constant speed. 

MOTOR A PHAII 

B'HAlI --+----H 
CPHMI l-

DPHAN II 

OAIYliPUL.SI 

'230795-12 

Figure 18. PTS Lags PTTlmlng 

PTIIIDNAL _rt _n I 
("N,D. "",,,INED TIMI, -SOLENOID lilOLlNCIID DAM! PULII (o"m. 2OV, 

DRIVI PULSI --+--~ I 
MOTOR A _I I !-I -..,..--:-

8PHAI, I I 
C.HAN ] ! 
DPHAII I 
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Figure 17. PTS Leads PT Timing 

PTS is the point of peek: angular velocity within a step 
of the motor. PTS is a function of the slot spacing on, 
the encoder disk, shown in Figure S. The spacing is 
determined by the mechanics of the printer mechanism. 

When the carriage stepper motor is accelera~ from a 
fixed position, the effects of damping slows the angular 
velocity of energizing the stepper motor. This causes 
PTS to occur after the PT, or PTS lags PT. When PTS 
lags PT, the next step Signal is output at PTS rather 
than at PT. If the step signal is outputted at PTS, the 
rotor could be midway through a rotation. Energizing 
the motor at PT couid cause it to bind or shift in the 
wrong direction. When the carriage stepper motor is at 
a constant rate of speed, PTS leads PT and the step 
signal is output at ,PT (see Figure 13). 
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G. Stored Time Constants 

The time between each step, 'for a,constant number of 
steps, required for the'mOtor tO'reach a constant speed, 
is calculated and stored in Data Memory during accel
eration. The values stored are usC:d, in reverse' order, 
during deceleration' as the Predetermined Time (PT) 
~tan~. This ens~ that the acceleration and decel
eration distance traveled by the print head assembly is 
the same, and that it accurately aligns character dot 
Columns from one line to the next during printing. The 
time values stored are called "Stored Time Constants." 
Steps 1'1 thrQugh Til in Figure 13, represent the 
Stored Time Constants. 

The equations for the Stored Time Constants are given 
at the bottom of Figure 13, Carriage Stepper Motor 
Drive Timing. 

H. Print Head Assembly "Home" Position 

The "logical" Home position for the print head assem
bly is the left-most position at which printing begins 

LefMo-Rlght Prlnllng: 

Acceleration 
Begins 

Conslanl· , 
Speed, Prinllng 
Can Begin 

(for L-to-R motion) or ends (for R-to-L motion). The 
''physical'' Home position is .the logical HOME posi
tion,.plus,the distance reqUired by the carriage stepper 
motor to fully aQCeI.erate the print head ,assembly to a 
constant speed. Printing can only occur when the print 
head is moving at a constant speed. The printer mecha
nisIp manual stipulates eleven step time periods are re
quired to ensure the print head assembly is at a con
st.l!lit speed. These eleven step time periods ate the 
Stored Time Constants described above. Figure 18 il
lustrates the components of print head assembly line 
motion and character printing. 

SOFTWARE 

Introduction 

The software description is presented in three sections. 
First, a brief overview of the software to familiarize the 
reader with the interdependencies and overall prograril , 
flow. !!econd, data and program memory allocaqon, and 
statllS register flag definitions. And third, each of the 
ten software blocks is presented with its own flowchart. 

Decelerallon 
Begins 

I • (direction 01 prinllng) 

ISlore Time I 
Cons~nI. I 

Physical Home Space Available For Prinling 
~~i.ro~'1 (HR) 

Righl-Io-Lett Printing: 

1
0lliPUI I 
Siored 
Time Constanls 

~rl''::I:mOSI =rl::~':~1 
Posilion Palion 

I ~:'o'!'.~1 I I ~:.::J~~ I 
eonllanll !'=di,ecllon 01 Prinllng) ..... --.,..--I 

Deceleration 
Begins 

Conltanl 
Speed, Prinllng 
CenBegln I 

Acceleration 
Begins 

230795-14 

Figure 18. Components of Print Head AsMmbly Une Motion and Printing 
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Software Overview 

The software is written in Intel UPI-41AH142AH As
sembly Language. A block structure approach is used 
for'ease of development, maintenance, and comprehen
sion. The software is divided into five principal parts. 

1. Initialization 
2. Character Buffering or Input 

3. Stepper Motor Drive and Control 
4. Character Processing 
S. Character Printing or Output 

MAIN PROGRAM IODY 

The five principal parts are incorporated into ten soft
ware blocks, listed below. ' 

1. Power On/Reset Initialization 
2. Home Print Head Assembly 
3. External Status Switch Check 
4. Character Buffer Fill 

S. Carriage Stepper Motor Drive and Line Printing 

6. Accelerate Stepper Motor Time Storage 
7. Process Characters for Printing 
8. Translate Character-to-Dots 
9. Decelerate Carriage Stepper Motor 

10. Paperfeed Stepper Motor Drive 

Flow Chart No. 1 illustrates the overall software algo
rithm. Below, is a description of the algorithm. 

CAA'UAQE STEPPEI' 
MOTOR ACCELERATION 

TIME STORAGE 
(FLOWCHART -1) 

230795-15 

Flow Chart No.1. Main Program Body, 
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Upon power-on reset"a,software and hardware initiali
zation is performed. This stabilizes and sets inactive the 
printer hardware and ~ectronics. The print head as
sembly is then moved to establish its ~OME position, 
The default status registers are set for character buffer
ing, carriage, and paper feed stepper motor drive. The 
External Status switches are checked; FORMFEED, 
LINEFEEJ), ON/OFF LINE, and, Charactc<r, Print 
TEST. If the printer is ON LINE, the software will 
loop on filling the Data Memory Character Buffer. , 

Character or data input to the UPI-42AH'is interrupt 
driven. Characters sent by the host system set the Input 
Buffer Full (lBF) interrupt and the IBF Program 
Status flag. Character input servicing (completed dur
ing the paper feed and carriage stepper motor drive end 
Delay subroutine) testS for various ASCII character 
codes, loads characters into the Character Buffer (CB), 
and repeats until one of several conditions sets the CB 
Full status flag. Once the CB Full flag is set, further 
character transmission by the host system is inhibited 
and printing can begin. 

The carriage stepper motor is initialized, and drive be
gins for the direction indicated. The motor is accelerat
ed to constant speed, printable character codes are 
translated to dot patterns and printed (if printing is 
enabled), and the motor is decelerated to a stop. Two 
timing loops guarantee both constant speed and protec
tion (Failsafe Time) against stepper motor burn out due 
to high current overload. The two optical sensors, de
scribed in the Printer Mechanism section above, are 
constantly monitored to maintain constant speed, and 
trigger print head solenoid firing. 

Once the line is printed and the carriage stepper motor 
drive routine has been completed, a Linefeed is forced. 
The paper feed stepper motor drive subroutine tests the 
number of lines to move, and energizes the paper feed 
stepper motor for the required distance. The lines per 
page default is 66; if 66 lines have been received, a 
Formfeed to Top-of-Next-Page is performed. The Top-
Of-Page is set at Power OuiReset. I 

When the EOF code is received, the EOF status flag is 
set. When the last line has been printed, the EOF check 
will force the print head assembly to the HOME posi
tion. The EOF flag is tested following each paperfeed 
stepper motor drive. The next entry to the External 
Status Check subroutine begins a loop which waits for 
input from either the external status switches or the 
host system. 

The software character dot matrix used in this applica
fion is 5 x 7 of the available 9 x 9 print head solenoid 
matrix. ,Although lower case descenders and blocklline 
graphics characters are not implemented, Appendix B, 
Printer Enhancements, discusses how and where these 
enhancements coUld be added. The .software imple
ments the full 95 ASCII printable characters set. 

Memory and Register Allocation' 

DATA MEMORY ALLOCATION,(RAM) 
.;, • .1' :' 1 

The UPI-42AH has 256 bytes,of,Data'Memory. Sixteen 
bytes are used by the, two 8 byte register banks (RHO 
and RB 1). Sixteen additional bytes are used,for the Pro
gram Stack. The Stored Time CQn,stants, utilize 11 
bytes, while the stepper motor' phase storage requires 4 
bytes. Below is a detailed descriptiOn of Data and Pro-
gram Memory. " 

Hex Add .... DescrIptIon 

2F-7FH ,.-----, 80 Character Une Buffer 
(80 Bytes) 

25-2EH ~----1 Stored Time Constants Buffer 
(11 Bytes) 

24H 1----; Unused 

23H 1----:-1 Character PrIn,t Test ASCII Code 
Start Temporary Storage 

22H ~----1 Pseudo Register: Paperfeed Stepper 

Motor Last Phase Indirect Address 

21 H f--~--i Pseudo Register: CarrIage Stepper 

MotOr Forward/Reverse Last Phase 

20H 1----; Pseudo Register: Last Phase of 
Stepper Motor Not Being DrIven 

18-1FH I--~ Register Bank 1: 

Character Processing 

8-17H 8 level Stack 

0-07H 1----; Register Bank 0: Stepper Motor 

Forward/Reverse 
Acceleration/Drive 

FIgure 19. Data Memory AllocatIon Map 

Register Bank 0 is used for stepper motor drive func
tions. Register Bank 1 is used for character processing. 
Each register bank's register ~ents, is lis,ted in 
Figures,20 and 22, respectively. Each register bank has 
one register allocated as a Status Register. Figures 21 
and 23 detail the Status Register flag assignments. Note 
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that bit 7 of each Status Byte is used as a print head 
assembly motion direction flag. This saves coding of the 
Select Register Bank (SEL RBI!) instruction at each 
point the flag is checked. 

Register Bank 0 

Reglst,er Program Description 
Label 

RO 
R1 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 
R6 
R7 

TmpROO 
TStrRO 
GStR20 
PhzR30 
CntR40 
TConRO 

,LnCtRO 
OpnR70 

RBO Temporary Register 
Store Time Register 
General Status Register 
Stepper Motor Step Register 
Count Register 
Time Constant Register 
Line Count Register 
Available, Scratch 

Figure 20., Register Bank 0 Register Assignment 

BII Oellnllion 

Accel/Decelerate Drive 
Ready llNotRdy 0 

1 Do Not PnntlO Pnnt 
1 Form FeedlQ Line Feed 

..... --- 1 FadSafelO Constant 
Time Wmdow 

AccelJDeceleratJon Initialization 
1 DonelO Nol Done 

Stepper Motor at Speed and 
Print Head Not Left of Home 

1 Sync/O- Not Sync d, Pnnt 
Head Initialize and Fire 

Stepper Motor Direction 
L-to-R 1 R-to-L-O 

230795-16 

Figure 21. Register Bank 0 Status Byte Flag 
Assignments 

Register 
Program 

Description 
Label 

RO TmpR10 RBO Temporary Register 
R1 CAdrR1 Character Data Memory 

Addr!"ss Register 
R2 ChStR1 Character processing 

Status Byte Register 
R3 CDtCR1 Character Dot Count Register 
R4 CDotR1 Character Ddt Temporary 

Storage Register 
R5 CCntR1 Character Count Temporary 

Register 
RS StrCR1 Store Character Register 
R7 OpnR71 Available/Scratch 

Figure 22. Register Bank 1 Register Assignment 
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Bit Dellnltion 

CB Regislers' 1=lmtiallze 
10=00 Not InitIalize, 

I=CR/(LF)/Q=Not CR/(lF) 
Character Buller 

Full= llNot Full=O, 
I=EOF/O=Not EOF 
(unused) , 

'--_____ Character Lookup Table Page' 
I=Pg 1,0=Pg 2 

Character Imtlatlzed. 
1 = Oone/O= Not Done 

'-------- Carnage Stepper Motor DirectIon 
L-to-R= 1, R-to-L=O 

230795-17 

Figure 23. Register Bank 1 Status Byte Flag 
Assignments 

PROGRAM MEMORY ALLOCATION 
(EPROM/ROM) 

The UPI-42AH has 2048 bytes of Program Memory 
divided into eight pages, each 256 bytes. Figure 24 illus
trates the Program Memory allocation map by page. 

Page Hex Addresa Description 

Page 7 1792-2047 Character to Dot Pattern 
Lookup Table; Page 2: 
ASCII50H-7EH 

Page 6 1536-1791 Character to Dot Pattern 
Lookup Table; Page 1: 
ASCII 20H-4FH (sp-M) 

Page 5 1280-1535 MiScellaneous Subroutines: 
InitAl/ AIIOII 
Clear Data Memory 
Home Print Head Assembly 
Character Print Test 
Inttialize Carriage Stepper 

Motor 
Delay 

Stepper Motor Deselect 

Page 4 1024-1279 Paper Feed Stepper 
Motor Drive 

Page 3 768-1023 Steppar Motor Step Look Up 
Table (Indexed) 

Character Processing and 
Translation 

Print Head Firing 

Page 2 51-767 Carriage Stepper Motor 
Acceleration 

Time Calculation and 
Storage 

Stepper Motor Deceleration 

Page 1 256-51'1 Carriage Stepper Motor Drive 

Page 0 0-255 Initlalization-Jump.on-Reset 
Main Program Body 
External Status Switch 

Check 
Character Buffer Fill 

Figure 24. Program Memory Allocation Map 
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Software Functional Blocks 

Below is a description and flow chart for each of the ten 
software blocks listed. .. . 

1. Power-On/Reset Initialization 

The first operational part in Flow Chart No .. 1 is the 
Power-On or Reset Initialization. Flowchart No. 2 il
lustrates the Initialization sequence in detail. 

C START ) 

1 
I DISABLE INTERRUPTS I 

l 
RESET PRINT HEAD TRIGGER 

TURN OFF ALL PRINT HEAD SOLENOIDS 
SET PRINT HEAD TRIGGER INACTIVE 

SET HOST SYSTEM HANDSHAKE ACTIVE 
CLEAR RBOIRB1 STATUS REGISTERS 

+ 
I ' CLEAR OATA MEMORY (20H·7FH) I 

+ 
INITIALIZE CARRIAGE AND PAPER FEED STEPPER MOTORS. I 

! 
II' HOME PRINT HEAD ASSEMBLY / (FLOWCHART #4) 

! 
SET DEFAULT REGISTERS AND FLAGS J 

! 
I RETURN I 

230795-18 

Flow Chart No.2. Power-On/Reset Initialization 

Initialization first disables both interrupts. This is done 
as a precaution to prevent the system software frOIl;l 
hanging-up should an interrupt occur before the proper 
registers and Data Memory values are initialized. 

Initialization then deactivates the system electronics. 
This is also a precaution to protect the printer mecha
nism and includes the print head solenoid (trigger and 
data) lines an!! the stepper motor select lines. The host 
system handshake signals are activated to inhibit data 
transfer from the host until the printer is ready to ac
cept data. 

Next, Data Memory is cleared from 20H to 7FH. This 
includes the. 80 byte Character Buffer, the 11 byte 
Stored Time Constants buffer, and the 4 bytes used as 
pseudo registers. The pseudo registers are Data Memo
ry locations used as if they were registers. They serve as 

storage locations for step data used in accurately re
versing the direction of the carriage stepper motor, and 
stabilizing either of the stepper motors not being driv
en. 

The Data Memory locations OOH through IFH are not 
cleared. These locations are Register Bank 0 (OOH-
07H), Program Stack (08H-17H), and Register Bank 1 
(18H-IFH) (see Figure 19). Clearing the Program 
Registers or Stack would cause the initialization sub
routine to become lost. The registers are used from the 
beginning of the program. Care is taken to initialize the 
registers and stack accurately prior to each program 
subroutine as required. 

Upon power-on, it is necessary to initialize the two 
stepper motors, verify their operation, and locate the 
print head assembly in the left-most 'HOME' position. 
This sequence serves as a system checkout. If a failure 
occurs, the motors are deselected and the external 
status light is turned on. Each stepper motor is selected 
and energized for a sequence of four steps. This serves 
to align and stabilize each stepper motor's rotor posi
tion, preventing the rotor from skipping or binding 
when the ftrSt drive sequence begins. 

At the end of each stepper motor's initialization, the 
last step data address is stored in one of the Data Mem
ory pseudo registers. The last step data address is re
called at the beginning of the next corresponding step
per motor drive sequence, and used as the basis of the 
next step sequence. This ensures that the stepper motor 
always receives the exact next step data, in sequence, to 
guarantee smooth stepper motor motion. This also 
guarantees the motor never skips or jerks, which would 
misalign the start, stop, and character dot column posi
tions. A stepper motor not being driven has its last 
phase data output held constant to stabilize it. 

Following any stepper motor drive sequence of either 
motor, a delay of 30-60 ms occurs by switching the 
current to Hold Current, stabilizing the motor before it 
is deselected. 

2. Home Print Head Assembly 

At the end of the carriage stepper motor four step ini
tialization, the output ot the HR optical sensor is test
ed. The level of the HR signal indicates which drive 
sequence will be required to 'HOME' the print head 
assembly. If the print head assembly is to the right of 
HR, HR. is high, the print head assembly need only be 
moved to from Right-to-Left until HR is low, then de
celerated to locate the physical home position. If HR is 
low, the print head assembly must be moved first Left
to-Right until HR is high, then Right-to-Left to locate 
both the logical and physical 'HOME' positions. In 
each case, the software accelerates the carriage stepper 
motor, generating the Stored Time Constants then de
celerates the stepper motor using the Stored Time Con-
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Flow Chart No.3. HOME Print Head Assembly 

stants (see Background section above). Flow Chart No. 
3 details the HOME print head assembly subroutine. 
Figures 13 and 18 illustrate the components of accelera
tion and print head assembly line motion. 

The carriage stepper motor drive subroutines used to 
HOME the print head assembly and to print, are the 
same. A status flag, called Do-Not-Prilit, determines 
whether the Character Processing subroutine is called. 

The flag is set by the subroutine which calls the Car
riage Stepper Motor Drive subroutine. Details of the 
carriage and paper feed stepper motor drive and char
acter processing subroutines are covered separately be
low. 

3. External Status Switch Check 

Once the system is initialized and the print head is at 
the HOME position, the software enters a loop which' 
continually monitors the four external status swit,?hes, 
and exits if anyone is active. Flow Char;t No.4 details 
the External Status Switch Check subroutine. 

Flow Chart No.4. External Status Switch Check 

If the LINEFEED or FORMFEED switch is set, the 
Paper Feed subroutine is called. The Paper Feed sub
routine is discussed in detail below. If the ONLiNE 
switch is set; the Character Buffer (CB) Fill subroutine 
is called. 

If the Character Print TEST switch is set, the Data 
Memory Character Buffer (CB) is automatically loaded 
with the ASCII code sequence,' beginning at 20H (a 
Space character), the first ASCII printable character 
code. The software then proceeds as if the CB had been 
filled by characters received from the host system. The 

CHARACTER BUFFER FILL 
(FLOWCHART -5) 
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Flow Chart No.4. External Status Switch Check 
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External Status ,Switch Check subrou~e ,is exited ~d 
charactet printing begins. When the line has finished 
printing, a liDefeed occurs (as shown ~ the main pra
gram Flow,Chart No.1) and the pro~ returns to 
the External Status Switch Check subroutine. If the 
TEST switch remains active, the ASCII character code 
is incremented and program continues as before. This 
will eventually prinfaIl 95 ASCII printable characters. 
An example of the TEST printer output, the complete 
ASCII c~ter code printed, is shown in Figure 25. 

4. Character Buffer Fill 

The Character ButTer (CB) Fill subroutine is called 
from three points within the main program; External 
Status Switch subroutine, and the Delay subroutine 'fol
lowing the capiage and paper feed stepper motor drive 
subroutines. Flowchart No. 5 details the Character 
Buffer Fill slJ~routine operation. , " 

The approximate 80 ms tot81 pre-deselect' delay at the 
end of each, stepper motor drive sequence, 40 ms car
risge ~d 40 ms paper feed stepper motor pre-deselect 
delay, is sufficient to load an entire 80 character line. 
Half the CB is fille4 at the end of printing the current 
line, and the second half is filled at the end of a paper 
feed. There is no time lost in printing throughput due 
to fillin~ the ~haracter buffer. 

Character input is interrupt driven. When the IBF in
terrupt is enabled, a ti:ansmitted character sets the IBF 
interrupt and IBF Program Status flag. Three instruc
tions make up the IBF interrupt service routine. This 
short routine disables further interrupts, sets the BUSY 
handshake line active, inhibiting further transmission 
by the host, and returns. The subroutine can be execut
ed at virtually any point in the software flow without 
affecting the, printer mechanism operation. Processing 
of the received character takes place during one of the 
three program segments mentioned aboVe. The BUSY 
line remains active until the character is processed by 
the CB Fill subroutine. 

The CB is 80 bytes from the top of Data Memory 
(3OH-7FH). It is a FIFO for forward, 'left-to-right 
printing, and a LIFO for reverse, right-ta-left, printing. 
Loading the CB always begins at the top, 7FH. One
character may be loaded into the buffer each time the 
CB Fill subroutine is called. 

The CB is always filled with 80 bytes of data prior to 
printing. If the total number of characters input up to a 
C8rrlage Return (CR)/Linefeed (LF), does not com
pletely fill the CB, the CR code is loaded into the CB , 
and the balance of the CB is padded with 20H (Space 
Character) until the CB is full. A Linefeed (LF) charac
ter following a Carriage Return is ignored. A LF is 
always forced at the erid of a printed line. When the CB 
is full, the CB Full'status byte flag is set and printing 
can begin. 
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Figure 25. ASCII Character Code TEST Output and Print Example 
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A LF character alone is treated as a CRiLF at the end interrupts are enabled. Once the CB Full status byte 
of a full 80 character line. This is a special case of a flag is set, IBF interrupts are disabled until the CB has 
printed line and is handled during character processing been entirely emptied, the line printed, or the system 
for printing (see No.7, Processing Characters for Print- Reset. 
ing, below). A Fonnfeed (FF) character sets the FF 
status byte flag. The flag is tested at each paper feed 
stepper motor drive subroutine entry. 

When the software is available to load the CB with a 
character, entry to the CB Fill subroutine checks three 
status flags; CB Full, CB Pad, and IBF flag. If the CB 
.Full flag is set, the program returns without entering 
the body of the CB Fill subroutine. The CB Pad flag 
will cause another Space character to be loaded. If the 
IBF flag is not set, the program returns. If the IBF flag 
is set, the character is read from the Data Bus Buffer 
register, tested for printable or nonprintable ASCII 
code, and, if printable, loaded into the CB. If the char
acter is a non-printable ASCII code and not an accept
able ASCII control code (CR, LF, FF, EOF), a 20H 
(Space Character) is loaded into the CB. 

Exiting the CB Full.subroutine with the CB Full or CB 
Pad flag set does not re-enable IBF interrupts or reset 
the BUSY line. If neither of these flags is set, exiting 
the CB Fill subroutine sets BUSY inactive and IBF 

5. Carriage Stepper Motor prlve and Line 
Printing 

The carriage stepper motor drive subroutine controls 
both L-to-R and R-to-L print head assembly motion. 
Upon entering the subroutine, the HR signal level is 
tested to determine the, direction of print head assembly 
motion and the Direction status flag is set. The default 
control register values are loaded and balance of the 
default status flags are set for stepper motor control 
and character processing, The default control register 
'values include PTand the step sequence look-up table 
start address for the direction indicated. 

The direction ~flag is tested throughout the carriage 
stepper motor drive and character processing subrou
tines. This enables the Same subroutines to control ac
tivities for either direction, simplifying and shorting the 
overall program. Flow .Chart·No. 6 illustrates the car
riage stepper motor drive subroutine. 
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Next, the carriage and paper feed stepper motor step 
data is initialized. The last step data output to the paper 
feed stepper motor is loaded into the Last Phase pseudo 
register. This data is masked with each step data output 
to the carriage stepper motor. Masking the step data in 
this manner guarantees the paper feed motor signals do 
not change as the carriage stepper motor is being driv
en. 

Figure 26 illustrates the carriage stepper motor step 
sequence verses the actual step data output for clock
wise rotation, Left-to-Right motion, and counterclock
wise rotation, Right-to-Left print head assembly mo
tion. An eight step sequence is depicted in the figure. 
Note that the sequence for Right-to-Left motion is the 
reverse of the sequence for Left-to-Right motion. Note 
also, that for the L-to-R sequence step 4 is the same as 
step 0, step S the same as step I, etc., through step 7 
matching step 3. The four step sequence simply repeats 
itself until the motor is stopped via the Deceleration 
subroutine. 

L-to-R Phase/Step R-to-L BCD Motion Data Motion (3210) 
Sequence (3210) Sequence 

0 1001 7 0000 
1 1010 6 0001 
2 0110 5 0010 
3 0101 4 0011 

4 1001 3 0100 
5 1010 2 0101 
6 0110 1 0110 
7 0101 0 0111 

Figure 26. Carriage Stepper Motor 
Phase/Step Data 

When the carriage stepper motor is driven for a specific 
direction of print head assembly motion, the step se
quence must be consistent for the motion to be smooth 
and accurate. The same holds true for the transition 
from one direction of motion to the other. Since the 
sequence for one direction is the opposite for the other 
direction, incrementing the sequence for L-to-R and 
decrementing for R-to-L provides the needed step data 
flow. For example, referring to Figure 26, if the print 
head assembly moved L-to-R and the last step output 
was # I, the first step for R-to-L motion would be #7. 
Thus, when the carriage stepper motor is initialized for 
a clockwise (L-to-R) or counterclockwise (R-to-L) ro
tation, the last step sequence number is incremented or 
decremented to obtain the proper next step. In this 
way, the smooth motion of the stepper motors is as
sur'ed. 

The step data is referenced indirectly via the step se
quence number. The step data is stored in a Program 
Memory look-up table whose addresses correspond to 
the step sequence numbers. For example, as shown ,in 

Figure 26, at location 0 the step data "1001" is stored. 
This method is particularly' well suited to the 
UPI-42AH software. The UPI-42AH features a num
ber of instructions which perform an indirect move or 
data handling operation. One of these instructions, 
MOVP3A,@A, ,unlike the others, allows data to be 
moved from Page 3 of Program Memory to any other 
page of Program Memory. This instruction allows the 
step data to be centrally located on Page 3 of Program 
Memory and accessed by various sllbroutines. 

Each time the carriage 'stepper motor step ditta is out
put, the step data lookup table address is incremented 
or decremented, depending upon the direction ohota
tion, and tested for restart of the sequence. The address 
is tested because the actual step data, Figure 26, is not a 
linear sequence and thus is not an easily testable condi
tion for restarting the sequence. The sequence number 
is tested for rollover of the sequence count from 03H to 
04H and clockwise motor rotation via the Jump on Ac
cumulator Bit instruction (JBn), with OOH loaded to 
restart the sequence. The same bit is tested when decre
menting the sequence count for counterclockwise mo~ 
tor rOtation, R-to-L motion, because the count roUs 
over from OOH to OFFH, with 03H loaded to reStart the 
sequence. 

At this point the UPI-42AH Timer/Counter is loaded, 
the step signal is output, and the timer started. The 
next step data to be output has been determined and the 
At-Speed flag is tested for entry to one of two subrou
tines; Stepper Motor Acceleration Time Storage 'or 
Character Processing. 

The fIrSt entry to the Acceleration Time Storage' sub
routine initializes the subroutine and returns. All other 
entries to one of the two subroutines perform the neces
sary operations, detailed below (Blocks 6 and 7), and 
returns. The program loops until the PT times out or 
the PTS level change is detected.PTS is tied to TO of 
the UPI-42AH. The level present on TO is directly test
ed via conditional jump instructions. The software 
loops on polling the timer Time Out Program Status 
flag and the TO input level. 

,As described in the Background section above (shown 
in Figure 13), if PT times out before PTS is detected, 
the software waits for PTS before outputting the next 
step signal. If PT times out before PTS, a second timer 
count value is loaded into the UPI-42AH timer. The 
timer value is called "Failsafe." This is the maximum 
time the stepper motor can be selected, with no rotor 
motion, and not damage the motor. If PTS is not de
tected, either the carriage stepper motor is not rotating 
or the optical sensor is defective. In either case, pro
gram execution halts, the 'motor is deselected, and the 
external status light is turned on to indicate a malfunc
tion. A system reset is required to recover from this 
condition. The Failsafe time is approximately 20 milli
seconds, including PT. 
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The Failsafe time loop also serves as, a means of track
ing the elapsed time between PT time out and PTS. 
Entry to the, Failsafe timelopp sets the Fai1safe/Co~
stant Time Window status flag. rhis flag i~ tested by 
the Acceleration Time S~orage subroutine for branch
ing to the proper time storage calculation to be,per
formed (see Figure 13 and Block 6 below for further 
description). ' 

During the Failsafe, timer loop, if PTS is detected and 
verified as true, the Failsafe timer value is read and 
stored in the ,Time Storage register. This value is used 
during the next Acceleration Time Storage subroutine 
call to calculate the Stored Time Constant (see Block 6 
below). If fTS is invalid, the flow returns to the timer 
loop jpst exited, again waiting for PTS qr Failsafe time 
out. 

During the PT time loop, if PTS is detected and veri
fied, the Sync flag is tested for entry to the print head 
solenoid firing subroutine. This flag is set by the first 
entry to the Character Processing subroutine. The flag 
synchronizes the solenoid firing with character proqess
ing. Only if characters are processed for printing will 
the solenoids be enabled, via the Sync flag, for firing. 
This prevents the solenoids from being fired without 
valid character dot data present. 

As described in the Backgroun4 section '~Relationship 
Between PTS and PT," PTS is the point of peek angu
lar velocity within a step of the motor. After PTS is 
detected the motor speed ramps down, compensating 
for the overshoot of the rotor motion. PTS is the opti
mum time for print head solenoid firing, as shown in 
Figure 13. This is the stable point of motor rotation 
and, thus, the print head assembly motion. If PTS is 
detected during PT, printing is enabled, the Sync flag is 
set, and the, solenoid trigget is ftred. 

The firing of the soknoid trigger, following PTS, is very 
time critical. The time bet~een PTS and solenoid firing 
must be consistent for aQcurate dot column alignment 
throughout the printed line. The software is designed to 
meet this requirement by placing all character pr09ess
ing and motor control overhead before the solenoid fir
ing subroutine is called. The actual instruction se. 
quence which' fires the print head solenoid trigger is 
plus or minus one instruction for any call to the subrou
tine. 

Once the timer loop is complete, the software tests fot 
Exit conditions. If the Exit conditions fail, the software 
loops to output the next step signal, starts the PT timer, 
and continues to accelerate the carriage stepper motor, 
or process, and print characters. If the Exit test is true, 

. the carriage stepper motor is decelerated to a fixed posi
tion, and, the program returns, to the main program 
flow (see Flowchart 1). 

The exit conditions are different for the two directio1'lS 
of print head assembly Illotion. For L-to-R printing, ifa 
Carriage ,Return (CR) character code is read from CB, 
the carriage stepper motor drive terminates and the 
motor is decelerated to a fixed position. There are "two 
conditions for terminating carriage stepper motor drive 
upon dett;cting a CR during L-to-R motion. If less than 
half a character line (40 characters) has been printed, 
the print head assembly returns to the HOME position 
to st8rt the next printed line. Otherwise, the print head 
assembly continues to the right-most position for a full 
80 character line, and then begins printing the next line 
from R-to-L. R-to-L printing always returns the print 
head assembly to the HOME position before the next 
line is printed L-to-R. When HR is high, character 
printing always stops and the carriage stepper motor 
drive subroutine exits to the deceleration subroutine. 

6. Accelerate Stepper Motor Time Storage 

As described above, when the carriage stepper motor is 
ilccelerated the step time required to guarantee the mo
tor is at a constant rate of speed translates to a specific 
distance traveled by'the print head assembly (see Figure 
18). In order to position the print head assembly accU
rately for bi-directional printing, the distance traveled 
during deceleration must be the same as during acceler
ation. The Carriage Motor Acceleration Time Storage 
subroutine calculates the step times needed to acceler
ate the Carriage stepper motor, and stores them in Data 
Memory for use as PT during deceleration. 

The first call of the Carriage Stepper Motor Accelera
tion Time Storage subroutine initia:uzes the required 
registers and status flags. The time calculation begins 
with the seco,nd carriage stepper motor step signal out
put. The program returns to the carriage stepper motor 
drive subroutine and loops on PT. Each subsequent call 
of the Acceleration Time Storage subroutine tests the 
Failsafe/Constant flag and branches accordingly (see 
Flow Chart 1). The Acceleration Time Storage subrou
tine ha~ two parts which correspond to PTS leading or 
PTS lagging.PT. 

If the Failsafe/Constant flag is set, PTS lagged PT. The 
time from PT time out to PTS, Tx (see Figure 13), must 
be added to the PT and stored in Data Memory. As 
described aboVe, if PT lagged PT, the Fai.1safe time is 
loaded and PTS is again polled during the time loop. 
When PTS occurs within the Failsafe time, the timer is 
stopped and the timer value stored. The UPI42AH 
timer is an up timer, which means that the value stored 
is the time remaining of the Failsafe time when PTS 
occurred .. The elapsed time must be calculated by sub
tracting the time remaining (the value stored) from the 
Failsafe time constant. This is done in software by us
ing two's ,complement arithmetic. If the Failsafe flag is 
not set PTS led PT, aJ;ld PT is the Stored Time Con
stant stored. 
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Flow Chart No.7. Carriage Stepper Motor 
Acceleration Time Storage 

Indirect addressing of Data Memory is used to refer
ence the Stored Time Constant Data Memory location. 
The Data Memory location address is decremented 
each time the Acceleration Time Storage subroutine is 
exited and a Stored Time Constant has been generated. 

The last ACceleration Time Storage subroutine exit sets 
the At-Speed status flag and initializes the character 
processing registers and flags. . 

7. Process Characters for Printing 

The <:haracter Processing subroutine is entered only if 
the Home Reset (HR) optical sensor signal is high and 
printing is enabled. Otherwise, the software simply re
turns to the Carriage Stepper Motor Drive subroutine. 
There are two cases when printing is not enabled' dur
ing the HOME subroutine operation, and wh~ the 
print head assembly return.s to the . HOME position af
~ I?rinting less than half an 80 character line. If print
mg IS enabled, the Sync status flag is set. 

All character processing operations use the second 
UPI-42AH Data Memory Register Bank, RBI. Regis
ter B~ I is· independent of Data Memory Register 
Bank 0, used for stepper motor control. The use of two 
independent register banks greatly simplifies the soft
ware flow, and helps to ensure the accuracy of event 
sequences that must be handled in parallel. Each regis
ter bank must be initialized only once for any entry to 
either the Carriage Stepper Motor Drive or Character 
Processing subroutines. A single UPI-42AH Assembly 
Language instruction selects the appropriate register 
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Flow Chart No.8. Process 
Characters for Printing 

1 

bank. Initializing the character processing registers in
cludes loading-the maximum character count (80), dot 
matrix size coupt (6), and CB start address. The CB 
start address is print direction dependent, as described 
in Block 4, above. 

Character processing reads a character from the ca, 
tests for control codes, translates the character to dots, 
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and conditionally exits, returning to the Carriage Step
per Motor Drive subroutine. Flow Chart 8 details the 
character processing subroutine. 

Each character requires six steps of the carriage stepper 
motor to print; five for the S character dot columns and 
1 for the blank dot column between each character. 
Reading a character from the CB and character-to-dot 
pattern translation takes place during the last character 
dot column, or blank column, time. 

The first character line entry to the Character Process
ing subroutine appears to the software as if a last char
acter dot column (blank column) had been en~ered. 'The 
next character, in this case the first character in the 
line, is translated and printing can begin. This method 
of initializing the Character Processing subt;outine uti
lizes the same software for both start-up and normal 
character flow. Once a character code has been trans
lated to a dot matrix pattern starting, address in the 
look-rip table, all subsequent entries to the Character 
Processing subroutine simply advance the dot column 
data addreSs and outputs the data. 

The decision to translate the character to dots during 
the blank column time was an arbitary one. As was the 
choice of the blank column following rather than pte
ceding the actual character dot matrix printing. 

8. Translate Character-to-Dots 

Characters-to-dot pattern translation involves convert
ing the ASCII code into a look-up table address, where 
the first of the five bytes of character dot column data is 
stOred. The address is then incremented for the next 
column of dot pattern data until the full character has 
been printed. 

The dot pattern look-up table occupies two pages, or 
approximately S 12 bytes of Program Memory. A print
able ASCII character is tested for its dot pattern loca
tion page and the offset addtess, from zero, on that 
page. Both the page test and page offset calculations use 
two's complement arithmetic, with a jump on carry or 
not carry causing the appropriate branching. Once the 
pattern page and address are determined the indirect 
addressing and data move instructions are used to read 
and output the data to the print head solenoids. Flow
chart 9 details the Character-to:.Dots Translation sub
routine. 

In the case of R-to-L printing, although the translation 
operation is the ,same, the character is printed in re
verse. This requites that the character dot pattern ad· 
dress be incremented by five, before printing begins; so 
that the first dot column data output is'the last'dot 
column data of the character. The dot pattern look-up 
table address is then decremel1ted rather ,than incre
mented,' as in L-to-R printil18, for 'the balance of the, 
character. Translation ,still takes place during the last 
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Flow Chart No.9. Translate Character-to-Dot8 

character dot column, the blank column, and the blank 
column follow. the character matrix. 

Only one control code, a Carriage Return (CR), is en
countered by the character translation subroutine. 
Linefeed (LF) characters are stripped offby the CB Fill 
subroutine. If a CR code is detected the software tests 
for a mid-line exit condition; less than half the line 
printed exits the stepper motor drive subroutine and 
HOMEs the print head assembly before printing the 
next line. If the test ,fails, more than half the line has 
been printed, the CR is replaced by a 20H (Space char
acter) and printing continues for the balance of the line; 
the space characters padding the CB ~ printed. . 

As mentioned above, the charaCter dots are printed and 
the print head trigger is fired· when the PTS· signal is 
detected and verified and the carriage stepper motor is 
At Speed. 

When the character to print test fails the CD Buffer size 
count equals zero, the Carriage Stepper Motor Drive 
subroutine exit flags are set, and the flow passes to the 
Deceleration and Delay subroutines and programs re
turns to the main program flow. 
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Flow Chart No. 10. Decelerate Carriage 
Stepper Motor 

9. Decelerate Carriage Stepper Motor 

The transition from the Carriage Stepper Motor Drive 
subroutine to' the Deceleration subroutine outputs the 
next step signal in sequence, and then initialiZes the 
Deceleration subroutine registers; Stored Time Con
stants Data Memory buffer end address and size. The 
Stored Time Constant Buffer is a LIFO for deceleration 
of the carriage stepper motor. The buffer size is used as 
the step count. When the step count decrements to 
zero, the step signal output is terminated, and the last 
step sequence number is stored in the carriage stepper 
motor Next Step pseudo register. The last step sequence 
number is recalled, during initialization of the next car
riage stepper motor drive, as the basis of the next step 
data signal to be output. See Flow Chart 10. 

When the carriage stepper motor is decelerated, Fail
safe protection and PTS monitoring are not necessary. 
The Deceleration subroutine acts as its own failsafe 
mechanism. Should the stepper motor hang-up, the 
subroutine would exit and deselect the' motor in suffi
cient time to protect the motor from burnout. Since 
neither Failsafe nor print head solenoid firing take 
place during deceleration, PTS is not needed. PT is re
placed by the Stored Time Constant values in Data 
Memory. The Deceleration subroutine determines the 
next step signal to output, loads the Timer with the 
Stored Time Constant, starts the UPI-42AH Timer, 
and loops until time out. The subroutine loops to out
put the next step until all of the Stored Time Constants 
have been used. The program returns to the Carriage 
Stepper Motor Drive subroutine and the motor is dese
lected following the Delay subroutine execution. The 
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Delay subroutine is called to stabilize the stepper motor 
before it is deselected. During the DELAY subroutine, 
the IBF interrupt is enabled and characters are process
ed. A paperfeed is forced following the carriage stepper 
motor being deselected. 

10. Paper Feed Stepper Motor Drive 

The paper feed stepper motor subroutine outputs a pre
defined number of step signals to advance the paper, in 
one line increments, for the required number of lines. 
The number of step signals per line increment is a func
tion of the defined number of 1jnes per inch, given the 
distance the paper moves in one step. Figure 16 lists 
three step (or pulse) count and line spacing configura
tions, as well as the distance the paper moves in one 
step. Standard 6 lines per mch splicing has been imple
mented in this Application Note (APPendix B details 
how variable line spacing could be implemented). Flow 
Chart l1 illustrates the Paper'Feed subroutine. 
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Flow Chart No. 11. Paper Feed 
Stepper Motor Drive 
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Thll' number of lines the paper is to be moved is called 
the "Line Count.nThe Line Count defaults to one un
less the Formfeed flag is set, or the total nUD;lber of 
lines previously moved equals a full page. The default 
total lines per page for this application is 66. When the 
total number of lines moved equals 66, the paper is 
moved to the top of the next page. The Top-of-Page is 
set at power-on dr reset. 

If the Fomu-eed flag has been set in the Character Buff
er Fill subroutine, the software calculates the number 
of lines needed for. a top of next page paper feed. The 
reSUlting line count isJoaded in the Line Count Regis
t!;!. The Paper Feed subroutine loops on the line count 
II;I1til done and then returns to the main program body. 

Once the Paper Feed subroutine is complete, the soft
~are loops to test the End of File (BOF) Flag (see Flo~ 
Chart 1). If EOF is ,set, the print head assembly is 
moved to the HOME' position, the program again en
ters the External Status Switch Test subroutine, and 
begins polling the external status switches. If EOF is 
not set, the program directly calls the External, Status 
Switch Check subroutine, and the program repeats for 
the next line. 

CONCLUSION 
Although the full speed, 12 MHz, of the UPI-42AH 
was used, the actual speed required is approximately 8-
9 MHz. 1400 bytes of the available 2k bytes of Program 

'Memory were u~; 500 bytes for the 95 character AS
CII code dot pattern look-up table, 900 bytes for opera~ 
tional software. This means that the UPI-42AH haS 
excess processing power and memory space for imple
menting the additional functions such as those listed 
below and discussed in Appendix B. 

Special Characters or Symbols 
Lower Case Descenders 
Inline Control Codes 
Different Character Fonruits 
Variable Line Spacing 

The software developed for this Application Note was 
not fully optimized and could be further packed by 
combining functions. This would require creating an
other status register, which could also serve to imple
ment some of the features listed above. Since the ful116 
byte stack is not used for subroutine nesting, there are 
6-8 bytes of Program Stack Data, Memory that could 
,be used for this purpose. In several places, extra code 
was added for clarity of the Application Note. For ex
ample, each status byte flag is set with a separate in
struction, using a'equllte label, rather'than setting sev
eral flags simultaneously"aNhesame point in the code. 

This Application Note has demonstrated that the 
UPI-42AH is easily capable of independently control
ling a comple~ peripheral device requiring real time 
event monitoring. The m0gerate size of the program 
required to implement this application attests to the 
effectiveness of the UPI-42AH for peripheral control. 
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APPENDIX A 
SOFTWARE LISTING 

1 11'1004:1 TITLE ( 'UP I 42 APP NOTE') j 
2 _I'IACROF I I.E NQSVI'IBDl.S NOQEN DEBUO 
3 
4 _INCLUDE < . Fl' ANECD. OY1) 

= 5 pg 
6 
7. **** ••• ****** •••• * ••• ********** 

= 8 Complex PerIpheral Control With the UPI-42 
9 

= 10 Intel Corporation 
= 11 3065 BDblers Avenue 

= 12 Santa Clara. Ca 95051 
13 · 14 

= 15 Written By Christopher Scott · 16 · 17 · IS • • *.*.*** ••• *****************.*.******* · 19 

= 20 
• 21 
• 22 J 

• 23 J 

• 24 
• 25 l 
• 26 
• 27 I 

• 2S 
• 29 
• 30 
- 31 
• 32 

"w 33 

= 34 j PG 
• 3' J 

: 36 

Notn and CDmmlnh 
Thf" •• A •• embl", LAnguage fU •• compri •• the full Application 
Not. SOUl'C. code, 

I. ANECD.OYI 

2. 42ANC. SRC UPI-42 App Note Code Sou-rce 

***************.**.******** ••• **** Equates. Constants and System Definl tions 
• 37 I * * * * .. * * * *, * * * * * * * * * * * • * • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
• 3B 
.= 39 
• 40 
: 41 j 
• 42 
• 43 I 

• 44 I 

• 4~ 
• 46 I 

• 47 I 

• 4B 
• 49 
.. 50 I 

• '1 I 
- '2 I 

• '3 J 
• '4 J .. "I 
• ,. I 

• ~7 
• ~B 
• ,. J 

• 60 J 

• 61 
• 6:2 J 

• 63 J 

• 64 I 
... , I 

• 66 I 

• 67 
• loB 
• 69 J 

• 70 

Data & Program Mellory Allocations 
Program Memory 

Pag. 7 1792-2041 

Pagl 6 1~36-1791 

Pagl ~ 12aO-I~3~ 

Pagl 4 1024-1279 
Pagl 3 768-1023 

Pag_ :2 512-767 

Page 1 ;'6-511 

Pagl 0 0-255 

D •• cription 

Cha" to Dot patt."n lookup 'able 
Peg. 2: ASCn eOH-7FH (N-.... ). 

Che" to Dot pett."n lookup tabl. 
Pall_ 1: "'!Icn 2OH-4FH (.p-l'1) 

M1.e cal1.d "outin •• : 
InitAl/AllOfif 
Cl •• " o.t. M.".oT'-' 
CR Hom. 
Che" P"int T •• t - load Ascii cheT' cod •• 
Initieliz. CR Stp" MtT' 
D.la,,: sho,.t/lonl/v.,.-. 10nl 
Stp" MtT' d ••• l.ct 

P.p."F •• d Stp" I'1t" Init and Dl'iv. 
Stp,. Mt" Pha •• L.ookUp Table - Ind •• ed 
Che,..ct." T,.a".lation .nd proc ••• inll 
P"intH •• d f1,.1nll 
atp,. I'It,. ~ee.1. Tim. calc. end "..1II0,,1I.t10" 
Stp" 1'110,. Dec.l.,..t10" 
SMO"iv (FAceel/RAcc.1) - FOl'CHl'd It R.v.,. •• 

9tp" MtT' acc.l.".tion Ie d,.iv. 
1"1tl.1I.t10n Jmp-on-R ••• t 
P"ol"a. Bod" - .11 call. 
Ch.,.acter Input t •• t and Ch.,. Bufl'." flill loop 
Int.,.,.upt •• ,.vice ,"out in •• 
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0025 
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0020 
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0022 
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= 71 pg 

72 j ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

= 73 Da ta Melllor.g 
74 
75 

----------------------------------------_._ .... _-------------------------------

7b j 

77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
8b j 

87 
88 
89 

TOP 

Dec. 

48-127 
37-47 

3b 

~: 
33 
32 

24-31 
8-23 
0-7 

Hex 

2F-7FH 
25-2EH 

24H 
23H 
22H 
21H 
20H 

18-1FH 
8-17H 
0-07H 

Description 

eo Cha~.ct.r Line Buff.~ 
Stpr Mt~ Ace.I/O_c.,1 tiM., memorization 
Unu .. d 
Char Print t •• t ASCII cod. start tmp store 
LF SM l .. st Ph. Ind .... ct Add .. psu.do ... g 
CR S" Forward/Reverse l.st Phz psuedo reg 
P.u.do R.g: Last Ph ••• Qf stp .. mt .. not 

being driven 
R.giste .. B.nk 1: Ch .... ct ... Handling 
8 Lavel Stack 
R.gist ... B.nk 0: Stp .. Mt .. FIR Acc.l/D .. iv. 

90 j 

91 
92 
93 j 

BOTTOM 

94 
95 

EOU 50H Jeha,.. bu"e,.. siz8 0-79 - SO 9b CHBFSZ 
97 HlfCpl 
98 

E4tu OD9H ~ Cp l( 1 12 CbBfS.) -> c P 1 of 27H .. ODIJIi 

E4tu 7fH 
E4tu 80H 
E4tu 2FH 

i.tart of char buffe,.. 
D.c. bV 1 
Inc bV 1 

99 
.. 100 
= 101 
= 102 
= 103 

FCBfSt 
FCBfIS 
RCBfIS 
ChBfIS E4tu 81 

; init CS .t,..t-allobfs Xtl"A 
.init CB st .. t-.llo~. xt .... 
i!oad c~.r cnt reg w/cha,.. bu'-r Init Size 

EOU 
EOU 
E4tu 
EOU 
E4tu 
E4tu 

2FH 
OBH 
OAH 
2FH 
25H 
7FH 

,END OF CHAR BUFFER 
IAccelerate Itp'" mtr bu. count 
iDeeel.rat. Itp,.. mtr bu' count 
,STPR MTR BUFFER START 
;Stpr Mt .. D.t. M.morv Add ...... nd 
1 Data t1.mor~· Top 

.. 104 ENDBUF 

.. 105 ASBfS. 
- lOb DSBfS. 
= 107 5MBFST 
.. 108 5MBEnd 
• 109 DMTop 
.. 110 DMSi,. 
.. 111 

E4tu 93 iD.ta Mlmorv Sizi (1 ••• two working reg'.) 

• 112 L ... tPh 
- 113 CPSAd .. 
- 114 LPSAd .. 

E4tu 
EOU 
E4tu 

20H ,l •• t ph. psu.do ... g .dd .. 
21H ,CR phz psg.do ... g 
22H ,LF ph. psu.do ... g 

- 115 PTA.cS E4tu 23H ; Ch ... p .. int Tnt cod .•• t.rt tmp store 
• llb 
= 117 pg 

• 118 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
=119 Register allocation 
.. 120 
.. 121 
.. 122 
.. 123 
= 124 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
All Indi .. ect Data Memo .. y Add ..... ing via eRn In.t must u •• 

only .. eglsto ... 0 .. 1 of .ith ... ".glster b.nk. Any oth ... ~ill 
b. ".J.ct.d bV the A.s.mbl ... 

• 125 La.t char.ct ... in l.bl. indic.t •• R.gist ... Bank ... f .... nc.d 
• 12b 

= 127 Register Bank 0 
• 128 , ---------------------------------------------------------------------------• 129 TmpROO E4tu 1'0 ,RBO T.mpo ..... v R.glst ... 
- 130 TSt .. RO EGU Rl· ;Sto .... Tim. R.gist ... RBO 
• 131 GStR20 EOU R2 'G.n .... l Statu. R.glste .. RBO 
• 132 PhzR30 EGU R3 ,Stp" Mt .. Ph a .. R.glste .. RBO 
• 133 CntR40 E4tu R4 .Count R.g. Ph ••• count-Stp .. Mt .. loop. 
• 134 , Accel/D.cel Count 
• 135 TCa.nRO E4tu R5 ,Time con.tant ... g RBO 
• 13b LnCtRO E4tu Rb ;Lin. cou~t 
• 137 
.. 138 OpnR7:0 EOU "i ; .v.nable 
.. 139 
- 140 , R.gist ... B.nk 0 D.ta M.mo .. v Addr •• s • 141 s ____ w _____________________________ ~ ___________________ ---------------------
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inter 
0000 
0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 

0005 
0006 

0007 

0000 
0001 
00001 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 

0007 

• 1401 TmpAOO 
• 143 TStrAO 
• 144 QStRAd 
- 145 Ph.AOIO 
• 146 CntRAO 
• 147 
• 14S TConAO 
• 149 LnCtAO 
• 150 
• 151 OpnA70 
• 1501 
• 153 
= 154 PG 
• 155 
= 15b 

E~u OOH 
EGU 01H 
E~u OOlH 
EGU 03H 
E~u 04H 

E~u 05H 
E~u 06H 

EGl: 07H 

AP-161 

• T.mpor.,.~ R.gi.~.,. 0" .dd,. ... 
iTime Sto~. R.gi.t.~ DM .dd~ ••• 
.RIO Ch.r St.tu. Reg 0" .dd,. ••• 
.Stp,. "tr Ph ••• Regilt.,. 0" .dd,.... . 
.Count Reg. Ph ••• count-Stp,. "tr loop. 

Acc.l/D.c.l Count ~ .ddr ••• 
iTim. constant'reg OM ad dr.,. 
.Lin. Count R.gilt.,. 0" .dd,. ••• 

RBO Status Bqte Bit Definition 
• 1'7 I 

• 15S 
• 159 • Bit 
• 160 
• 161 
• 1601 
• 163 
• 164 
• 165 
• 166 
• '167 
- 16S 
• 169 
- 170 
• 171 
• 1701 
• 173 
• 174 
• 175 
• 176 
• 177 
• 17S 
• 179 
• lS0 
• lSI 
• ISOI 
• IS3 
- IS4 
• IS5 
• ISo 
• IS7 
• IBS 
• lS9 
• 190 
• 191 
• 1901 
- 193 
• 194 
= 195 
• 196 
= '197 
• 19S 
• 199 
• 200 
= 201 
- 01001 
- 0103 
• 0104 
- 0105 
• 0106 
• 0107 
• ;ZOS 
• 0109 
• 0110 
• 0111 
• 2101 
• 213 
• 214 

7 
6 
5 
4 

3 
01 
1 
o 

Stp,. Mtr Direction: L-to-R - 1, R-ta-L - 0 
1 • Sink I 0 • Not Sink.d. Print H •• d Init .nd Fir. 
Stpr "t,. .t .p •• d .nd CR not l.~t Q~ Ham. 
Acc.l/D.c.l Init. 1 • Dan. I 0 • Nat Don. 

1 - F.ilS.f. I 0 • Con.t.nt. Tim. Window 
! = Fo,.m F •• d I 0 - Lin. F •• d 
1 • Do Not Print I 0 • p,.int 
FAcc~l/DAcc.l driy. R •• dV • I/NotRdV • 0 (.xit 

drive. dec.1 Itpr mtr> 

Bit " •• ks: RIO 
St.pp.r "atar control bit m •••• function on QStRI0 

LRp,.nt Equ 
RLPrnt Equ 
SnkS.t E~u 
ClrSnk E~u 
AtSpdF Ellu 
NAtSpd Ellu 
ADIntD E~u 
AQIntN EIlU 

F.CTm Ellu 
ClrFsC E~u 
FrmFd Equ 
Lin.Fd E~u 
DoNotP E~u 
OkPrnt E~u 
ReadV E~u 
NotRdij E~u 

PG 

SOH 
7FH 
40H 
OBFH 
20H 
ODFH 
10H 
OEFH 

OSH 
OF7H 
04H 
OFBH 
OOlH 
OFDH 
01H 
OFEH 

.L.ft to Right Printing (ORL) 

.Right to L.ft Printing (ANL) 

.R •• dV Print fl.g 

.cl •• ,. R •• d~ to p,.int Bit 

.Stp,. "tr .t ~onlt.nt speed 

.Stp,. "t,. Not .t .peed 

.Ace.l/D.e.l Init Don. 
,Ace.l/D.c.l Ini~ Not Don. 

.F.ilS.fe/Con.t.nt Tim. 
,Cl •• ,. FaiIS.fe/Con.t tim. flag 
ida formf •• d 
Jda line f •• d 
,"ot Do Not PrInt Stat bit 
,R ••• t - Ok to Print 
,R •• dV d,.ive Stpr "t,. 
,Not R •• dV .xit Stp,. "t,. d,.iv. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Register allocation (cont) 
* * * * * * * * * * .* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Register Bank 1 
TmpRI0 E~u RO 
CAd,.Rl EGU Rl I cha" data memo,.." add!' r.gist.,. 
ChStRl EGU ROI J cha" PT'o~ •• sing Iitatul bVt .... g ist.,. 
COtCRl EGU R3 • Ch.,. Dot count regilte" 
CDotRl Ellu R4 ; Ch.r do.t temp stor.a. ,..gist ... 
CCntRI E'l.u R5 , Ct..,. count tomp .. _gist.,. 
St,.CRl EGU R6 ,Sto,.. Ch.,. Regilt ... 

OpnR71 EGU R7 • Av.il.bl. 

Reg,ste,. B.nk 1 D.t. ".mo .. v Add,. •• s 
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OOIS 
0019 
OOIA 
0011 
OOIC 
OOID 
OOIE 

OOIF 

OOSO 
007F 
0040 
OOBF 
0020 
OODF 
0010 
OOEF 

OOOS 
00F7 
0004 
OOFS 
0002 
OOFD 
0001 
OOFE 

0004 

0020 
007F 

00F3 
00F6 

,OOF4 
OOES 
OOEO 
OOCS 
OOOD 
0020 

OOSI 
00S2 
007F 
0042 
00C4 
0018 

• 215 T~pAI0 Equ 
·.216 ChARRI EGU 
·,217 ChStAd Equ 
··2IS CDtCAI EGU 
.. 219 CDotAl, Equ 
.. 220 CCntAI E~u 
• 221 St,,.CAI EGU 
.. 222 
.. 223 CpnA71 EGU 
.. 224 
.. 225 

= 226 PG 

AP-161 

31 

;t.mpD~.~v/.cr.tch ~ •• i.t.r 
ichar data m.mor~ .ddT r.gilter 
,RBI Cha,. Statu. R.g addr ••• 
ieher Dot count r.gilter 
.ChAr dot ,temp .to,.. ••• "egist." 
,Cha,. count t.~p r.gi.t.r 
;5tor. Char Regilter 

- 227 I ----------------------------------------------------------------------= 228 RBl Status B~te Bit Definition 

D.finiUon 

.. 229 

.. 230 

.. 231 

.. 232 

.. 233 
" 234 

Bit 

7 
10 

Stp1" Mt" Direction: L-to-R. I, R-ta-L - 0 
Char Init, 1. Don. I 0 • Not Don. 

235 
.. 236 
.. 237 

5 
4 

Char Lookup Tabl. P.g.: I .. Pgl, O· Pg2 
l' - T •• t I 0 - Normal char print/input 

I .. ECF I 0 • Not ECF 
Full - IINat Full - 0, Line in Cha? Bu'fe" 
I .. CR/(LF) I 0 • Not CR/(LF) 

- 238 ; 
.. 239 
.. 240 , 
• 241 
.. 242 

3 
2 
I 
o 1 • In!t I 0 - Do Not In!t, C8 "egist.rl done 

= 243 
" 244 

Bit Ma.k.: RBI 
Character printing bit m •• ks function on ChStRl 

J --------------------------------------------------------------
ChrPrn ,Stpr Mtr Dinct!on: L-to-R. I Equ SOH 
CI,.CPr ,Stpr Mt,. Dir.ction: R-to-L" 0 Equ 7FH 
ChlntD ,s.t Ch'.,. Init Don. Equ 040H 
ClntND ,R ••• t Cha" Init Not Done Equ OBFH 
ChCnPI ,Page I cha,., .. t r.ntru bit (CRL) Equ 20H 

• 245 
.. 246 
.. 247 
.. 24S 
.. 249 
.. 250 
.. 2" 
.. 2501 
.. 253 
.. 254 

ChDnP2 ,Page a cha,., r ••• t r.ntru bit (ANL) Equ ODFH 
T.tp,.n ; Cha,. p.,.int t •• t Equ 10H 
Nrmp,.n iNo'rmal eh • .,. input Equ OEFH 

.. 255 ECF 

.. 256 CI,.ECF 

.. 257 CRLF 

.. 25B CI.rCR 

.. 259 CIFLn 

.. 260 NCBFLn 
• 0161 IntCIR 
.. 01601 CIICIR 

263 
.. 264 
= 265 PG 

Equ 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 
Eqll 
Equ 

OSH 
OF7H 
04H 
OFBH 
02H 
OFDH 
OIH 
OFEH 

, .. t ECF Flag , 
,cl.ar ECF flag - Not ECF 
, CR/LF 
,Ch.,. CR/LF 
JFull Li". in Cha" Buff.,. 
,Not Full Line in Char Bu"." 
; Init of CD .,.egi.ta,.. don. 
,Init of CBr.gist.r. not don. 

• 266 J * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * = 267 Equates (cant) 
• OlioS 
• 0169 
.. 270 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Mi.e 

- 271 ; --------------------------------------------------------------= 2701 RLPShf Equ 04H ,R-to-L print lookup tabl. add,. .hift 
• 273 
.. 0174 Alcii Equ 
.. 275 A.cL.t Equ 
• 276 
• 277 CRCpl 
.. 27S LFCpl 
.. 279 FFCpl 
• 280 Eseepl 
.. 2S1 ABcCpl 
.. 2Sa FTCpl 
.. ·2S3 CR 
• 284 Spae. 
• aS5 
.. 2S6 LA.End 
.. 2S7 PA.End 
.. 2SS "'scStp 
.. aS9 PgLnCt 
.. 290 PgLCpl 
.. 291 ECFCpl 
.. 292 

Equ 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 

Equ' 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 

20H 
7FH 

OF3H 
OF6H 
OF4H 
OE5H 
OEOH 
OCSH 
ODH 
20H 

SIH 
S2H 
7fH 
66 
OC4H 
ISH 

= 293 Loop count value. 

;h.~ nmbr of fir.t A.cii Char 
ihex nmbr of last AI~ii Cha,. 

,ASCII cant,.ol code 2'. complement 

JA.cii code (hlx) 
JA.cii codl (hlx) 

;A.cii End 2" cpl - te.t I1n •• ta.,.t 
,A.cii End 2'0 cpl - within lin. p,.int 
i A.cii ma,kl .trip off .MB8 
iPa.e Lin. Caunt: Default - 66 
J P1'inted lin •• p.T pag. ',t •• t 
,ECF ascii cod. cpl 

• 294 J ------------------------~-------------------------------------
230795-32 
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000. 
OOOA 
0004 

0004 
0024 
0018 
001S 

0001 
0042 
0003 

OOSO 
0030 
OOCC 
0000 
OOCC 
008A 
0092 
OOCO 
009S 

OODF 
0020 
OOEF 
0010 

OOOC 
0003 

0040 
OOCO 

0000 
0003 
OOOS 

0001 
0003 
0002 
0000 

0004 
OOOC 
OOOS 
0000 

AP-161 

- 295 ,NDtCCt EIIU O.H ,Norm.l Dot Column Count 
- 29. IEDtCCt EIIU OAH ,E.p.nd.d Dot Column Count 
- 297 PHCnU EQU 04H .NUMIER OF SM PHASES ON INIT 
.. 291 
• 299 ILFCnt EIIU 04 • Init LF .t.p/phl count 
- 300 LPI.p. E'lu 3. ,Lin •• P.r lnch •.• 
- 301 LPISpS E'lu 27 ,Lin •• P.r Inch S.S 
- 302 LPII0 E'lu 24 ,Lin .. Pu Inch 10 

303 
.. 304 Lin.Ct Equ 01 'l1n .... d count 
.. 305 FmFdCt Equ •• ,lin •• p.r 'ormf •• d count 
- 30. StAtu. EQU 03H ,SEE IELOW FOR STATUS BYTE DEF. 
.. 307 TEST: SET FOR CR STPR MTR CONTROL 
- 308 
- 309 
= 310 PC 
- 311 J * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
- 312 • TIMER VALUES - UPI Tim.r/Count.r i. UP Count.r 
- 313 J * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * 
- 314 • 12 MHI Clk timing • 
.. 315 --------------------------------------------------------------- 31. DLYCL ,DELAY COUNT Long EQU 80H 
.. 317 DLYCS • DELAY COUNT Short EQU 30H 
- 31S DlyTim ,TIME DELAY const.nt ~2.0mS EQU 25.-52 
- 319 F.ilTm ,F.iIS.f. TIME • ~17.0mS EQU 25.-25. 
- 320 CrTmrl ,CR Stpr Mtr Ph ••• TIME -EQU 25.-52 ~2.08mS 

~2.40mS 

~4. l.mS 
.. 321 CrTmr2 ,CR Stpr Mtr Ph ••• TIME a EQU 25.-70 
.. 322 CrTmr3 .CR Stpr Mtr Ph ••• TIME .. EQU 25.-110 
.. 323 IntTm2 , Init Stpr Mtr Ph ••• TIME EQU 25.-.4 • ~2.40mS 

~4. l.mS .. 324 LFTMRI .LF Stpr Mtr Ph ••• TIME .. EQU 25.-104 
- 325 
- 32. 
- 327 
.. 328 
.. 329 
• 330 
.. 331 
.. 332 

NoU.y 
Busy 
Ack 
R.SAck 

.. 333 StrpLF 

.. 334 StrpCR 

.. 335 

.. 33. 

.. 337 , 
- 338 PTRgLO 
- 339 PTRgHI 
.. 340 

I/O port b i't m •• kl 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 
Equ 

Mhc 
Equ 
EIIU 

Print 
bit 

EQU 
EQU 

ODFH 
20H 
OEFH 
10H 

bit M •• k. 

iNot Bu." 
• Bu.y 
,Ack 
,ReS.t Ack 

OCH 
03H 

,Strip off .11 bit. but LF Stpr Mtr 
,Strip off .11 bit. but CR Stpr Mtr 

H •• d fir •• on 10~ going .dge of Trigg.r 
.9 in dot column i. m •• k.d off. .lwey.: 

40H ,PH TRIggER BIT - LOW 
OCOH ,PH TRIggER BIT - HIGH 

POI. bit .. 

- 341 , 
- 342 

* * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * St.pp.r Motor Ph ••• St.t. Equ.t •• 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .. 343 , 
- 344 
- 345 
.. 34. 
- 347 
- 34B 
.. 349 
• 350 
.. 351 

, 
FStCRP 
RStCRP 
STLFF 

• 352 CRMFPl 
- 353 CRMFP2 
.. 354 CRMFP3 
.. 355 CRMFP4 
- 35. 
- 357 
• 35B , 
.. 359 LFMFPl 
- 3do0 LFMFP2 
.. 3do1 LFMFP3 
.. 3do2 LFMFP4 
.. 3.3 
::: 364 j PC 

Ph ••• Shift Ind •• Off •• t Off.et St.pp.r 
EQU 
EQU 

Motor 
OOH 
03H 
OBH 

,F CR .tpr mtr ph ••• d.te .t.rt .ddr 

Equ 
,R CR .tpr mtr ph ••• d.te .t.rt eddr 
,P.p.r f •• d .tpr mtr phe •• dAte .tert .ddr 

CARRIAGE STEPPER MOTOR PHASE EQUATES 
FOTwArd (1 thTU 4) • R.v.r •• (4 thru 1) ; 
EQU 01B ,CR STPR MTR PHASE 1 
EQU III ,CR STPR MTR PHASE 2 
EQU lOB ,CR STPR MTR PHASE 3 
EQU OOB ,CR STPR MTR PHASE 4 

,LINE FEED STEPPER 
For~.rd: 

MOTOR PHASE EQUATES 

EQU 01001 
EQU 11001 
EQU 10001 
E~U 00001 

5-177 

,LF STPR MTR 
,LF STPR MTR 
) LF STPR MTR 
,L.F STPR MTR 

PHASE 1 
PHASE 2 
PHASE 3 
PHASE 4 
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0008 

OOOC 

0096 

OOOE 

0000 

0000 

0003 
0003 
0005 

0007 
0007 
0009 
OOOA 

OOOB 
OOOC 
OOOD 
OooF 

0408 

142S 
93 

1429 
C5 
83 

IS 
3S 
B40F 
B42F 

0011 B448 
0013 9400 

0015 B422 

0017 'B400 
0019 142C 

Ap·161 

= 365 , * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * •.• * * * * = 366 ,STEPPER MOTOR SELECT' CONTROL [CURRENT LiMITING] 
• 367 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • 368 
= 369 PORT BIT. ASSIgNMENT, 
- 370 
"'" 371 
= 372 
= 373 
=- 374 ; 
• 375 
a 376 
lIIII 377 ; 
,. 378 ; 
a 379 
= 3S0 
,. 381 , 
= 382 
- 3S3 

CODINg' 

• 384 , 
• 385 
= 386 
• 387 
- 388 , 
,. 389 ; 

• 390 
• 391 
- 392 SCR80 
- 393 
• 394 SCRI32 
• 39S 
• 396 SLF 
• 397 
• 398 SMOFF 

399 
400 
401 PG 

SLF 
SCRSO 
SCRI32 
SMOFF 

EClU 

EClU 

EClU 

EClU 

\ \ \ 
S S S -
L C C 
F R R 

8 I 
03 

2 

S S 5 5 
321 0 

OliO 06H 
1000 OAH 
1100 OCH 
1110 OEH 
W/SCR80 • SCRI32 '0' CBOTH SELECTED] 

DEFAULT IS TO BO COL, 
CDO NOT KNOW WHETHER SCR80-'0' WILL 
SELECT 80 COL ONLY] - REGUIRES TEST. 

OSH 

OCH 

06H 

OEH 

,SELECT CR STPR MTR - 80 COL 
, w/LF STPR MTR OFF 
,SELECT CR STPR MTR - 132 COL 
, w/LF STPR MTR OFF 
,SELECT LF STPR MTft ON 
, w/CR STPR MTR OFF 
,SELECT CR • LF STPR MTR OFF 

402 ; * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 403 MAIN PROGRAM BODY 
404 ; * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 405 

406 Power On I Reset Program Entry 
407 
408 
409 
410 
411 

PROgRAM START 

412 START. 
413 
414 , 
415 
416 IBFIV: 
417 
41B 
419 
420 TMRIV: 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 R ... T: 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
43S , 
436 

Org 

.JI1P 

INPUT 
ORg 
Call 
RETR 
TIMER 
ORO 
Call 
SEL 
Rot 

Dis ' 
Dis 
Call 
Call 

Cal,l 
Call 

437 Hom.: Call 
438 
439 Call 
440 CBInpt: Call 
441 
442 

OOH 

RESET 

BUFFER FULL INTERRUPT CALL ENTRY AND VECTOR 
03H 
IIFIS 

OVERFLOW INTERRUPT CALL ENTRY AND VECTOR 
07H 
TMRIS 
RBO 

INITIALIZATION 

I 
TCntI 
Il'\itAI 
ClrDM 

InitCR 
InitLF 

i •• t all critical output. inactive 
Jcl •• r all data memorv -,93H to 7FH 

do not c,lear R80, RBI 0" Stu k 
,CALL CR SM POWER ON INIT 
,CALL LF SM POWER ON INIT 

MAIN PROGRAM LOOP 

CRHom. 

Daf.lt 
ESCBfF 

5-178 

iC.II Home CR rDutine -
, fix •• loglc.l and phu.lcal CR Hom. 
i •• t default rlgister valu •• 
,St.t SWitch / CB Input S.,.vlc. Tost 

tnt for: CB full/Ull, LF, FF, 
Cha,. p,.nt Tost 
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OOIB 3400 
OOID 940D 
OOIF D:5 
0020 FA 
0021 721:5 
0023 0419 

00211 8A20 
0027 III 
0028 83 

0029 1:5 
002A 35 
0028 83 

002C DII 
002D FA 
002E 53EF 
0030 AA 
0031 C5 

0032 OF 
0033 123D 
00311 3245 
0037 11249 
0039 7211E 
0038 042C 

003D FA 
003E 4304 
0040 AA 
0041 940D 
0043 042C 

00411 940D 
0047 042C 

0049 D:5 
004A FA 
0048 4310 
004D AA 
004E 8823 
0050 FO 
00:51 0381 
00:53 96:57 

00:511 B020 
00:57 FO 
OO:5B AF 
00:59 10 
OO:5A B439 
005C C5 
OO:5D 83 

443 
444 
44:5 
446 
447 
448 
449 

R.p •• t. 

450 PG 

C.!I 
Cdl 
BEL 
Mov. 
..183 
..Imp 

AP-161 

BMD~iv 
LFDriv 
RBI 
A. ChBtRI 
Ho •• 
CBlnpt 

iC.II Fo~w.~d Stp~ Mtr D~iv. 
iCal1 Lin.f •• d Stpr Mtr Drive 

; get the Char Status Regi.ter RBI 
; Jump to CR 8M Home i' EOF bit set 
J loop to Cha,. BuffeT' Input test 

4'1 * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
452 Interrupt Service Routine 
4~3 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * 4114 
411:5 ------------------------------------------------------------------------
456 Input Buffer Full Interrupt Service Routine 
4:57 ------------------------------------------------------------------------
458 
459 18FIB' 
460 ------------------------------------------------------------------------
461 Acknowledge Char input and set Hold/Bu.V Active 
462 ORL P2 •• Bu.y .got ~ .ot DBB ACK/Busy Bit. 
463 Di. I ,disable IBF Interrupt. 
464 Rot 
46:5 
466 ------------------------------------------------------------------------
467 Timer / Counter Interrupt Service Routine 
468 ------------------------------------------------------------------------
469 ITF Interrupt service routine dis.ble. all intr during 
470 stpr mt,. phase .hifting 
471 TMRIS; Dis I ,dis.ble IBF Interrupts 
472 DIS Tentl idie.bltt ITF interrupt. 
473 Rot 
474 

m PG 
476 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
477 External Status Switch Check/Char Buffer Fill 
478 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
479 ESCBfF. iPr.p for normal charactl" handling/input 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
48:5 
486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 

SEL 
Mov 
ANL 
Mav 
BEL 

Tnt 
MavD 
..IBO 
..IBI 
..IB:! 
..IB3 
Jmp 

RBI 
A.ChStRI 
A,INrmPrn 
ChStRI.A 
RBO 

Extlrnal Statu. 
A. P7 
FormFd 
LinFd 
Ch~Tot 
OnLinl 
EBCBfF 

'get thl character .t.t reg b~t. 
,.et normal charact.r input 
;.tor. the stat b~t. 

Port 
iget the st.t .witch POTt bits 

s.rvice Formf •• d 
.ervice Lin.feed 
•• rvice Cha,.acte,. TEST 

I •• ,.vic. Cha,. Buffer Check/Fill 
;Loop 

494 FormFd: Mov 
49:5 ORL 

A.QStR20 
A,IF,.mFd 
QStR20.A 
LfD~iv 
EBCBfF 

;g.t the .tatus b~t' 
••• t the fo~mfeod stat flag 
I.tore trhe .tatus but. 496 

497 
498 
499 

Mav 
Call 
..Imp 

Ida a fo,.mf'ld 

:500 LinFd: Call LfD~iv 
EBCBfF 

ida a 1inl drivI 
501 ,..Imp 
:502 
:503 
:104 
50:5 
506-
507 
'OB 
509 
:510 
511 
:512 

; ------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ch~T.t: SEL RBI ' 

513 AHCLd: 
514 
51:5 
:516 
517 
518 

Mav A,ChStRl Iglt thl cha,.actl" .tat ,.1. butl 
ORL A,.TstPr" , •• t charactl" t •• t flag 
Moy thStR1," ;,to,., thl stat bgtl 
Moy TmpR10,IPTA.cS; load the p.uldo A.cii code tmp ,.eg add,. 
May A,eTmpRl0 ;glt the inc'd a.cii cod. 
ADD A,.LAsEnd It •• t for cod. end 
..INZ AscCLd I if not code ond Jmp to load 

Mov 
Mov 
Mov 
Inc 
C .. 11 
SEL 
Ret 

eTmpRIO •• Aoc it 
A.eTmpRIO 
OpnR71.A 
eTmpRIO 
PrnTst 
RBO 

; if Ind r •• t.rt .scii at blgining 
"torI the a.cii code Itart 
'let thl a.cii codl _gain 
"la(1 in the Imptv r_gi.t,,. 
; Inc .tart ASCII char in data m.moru 
icall thl OM load procldure 
',. ••• l.ct rig bank 0 

:519 I ------------------------------------------------------------------------
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005£ 05 
OOIW 05 
0060 FA 
0061 3267 
0063 1460 
0065 0460 
0067 e5 
0068 83 

0069 05 
006A FA 
006B 32EC 
0060 527C 

006F 05 
0070 D6EC 

0072 FA 
0073 127C 

0075 4301 
0077 AA 
0078 B97F 
007A B050 

007C ED86 
007E FA 
007F 4302 
0081 53FB 
0083 53FE 
0085 AA 
0086 FA 
0087 52EI 

0089 9AEF 
008B 22 
008e 537F 
OOSE A8 
OOIlF 8AIO 

0091 03E0 
0093 F697 
0095 049C 
0097 97 
0098 F8 
00"" Al 
009A 04E3 

009C F8 
0090 03F3 
009" C6C3 
OOAI F8 
00A2 03!8 
00A4 96AA 
00A6 F8 
00A7 Al 
00A8 0419 
OOAA F8 
OOAS 03F4 
OOAO 96EI 
OOAF C5 
OODO FA 
OODI 4304 
0083 AA 
00B4 D5 
00B5 FA 
00D6 4304 

00D8 AA 
OOB9 FA 

'20 OnLine: SEL 
521 EN 
522 CDfCkl: Mov 
523 .lBI 
5:24 IlfCk: Call 
525 .Imp 
526 CICkEx' SEL 
527 Ret 
528 
529 PC 

AP-161 

RDI 
I 
A.ChStRI 
CBCkEx 
caFUI 
eBFCkl 
RDO 

I •• lect ch.~ buffe~ ~.gist.~s 
,enable int.~~upts 
, get" the Ch ... Stat Bute 
iif Chr Buf h •• full line exit 
iT •• d • char into Char Buffer 
;loop to Char Bu' Ful t.st 

530 ------------------------------------------------------------------------
531 Character Input 
532 
533 
534 
535 IIFSrv: 
536 
537 
538 CBFi 11: 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 

Input Buffer Full service routine. t.st 'DT Char buffer full-exit 
else load char into char buffer 

SEL RBI 
Mov A.ChStRI 
.lBI CBFull 
.lS2 CBPad 

EN 
.lNIBF 

I 
CBFIE • 

.get the RBO stat byte 
J if Do Not PrInt Bit Set - EXIT 
it •• t for C& padding flag 

if not pad enabl8 char input 
tell the host'to'send chari. 

Acknowledge Char input and set Hold/BusV Active 
Mov A.ChStRI 'get the RB! Char Stat Iyte 
.lBO SkpInt .test for CB has been Initialized 

547 , ------------------------------------------------------------------------548 , all Char handling registers 
549 
550 
551 
552 

Init of 
ORL A •• !ntCBR .set CD Reg skip Initialization .tat bit 

553 CSPad: 
554 SkpInt. 
555 
556 
557 

Mav 
Mov 
Mov 

D.lNZ 
Mov 
ORL 
ANL 

ehStRl.A ;s~v. the altered stat bvte 
CAd~Rl.*FC8'St ,load cha~ reg ~/cha~ bufr strt 
CCntRl,.ChBfSz iload char cnt reg ~/cha~ bufr sizl 

CCntRI.LdCh.ar 
A.ChStR! 
A •• CBFLn 
A,*CI1'C-r 

'I DECREMENT BUFFER SIZE 
;get the status bvte 
is.t Cha-r Buf'8" Full Line stat bit 
.cllar the CR/(LF) stat bit 

558 ANL 
559 110v 

A •• ClICBR 
ChStRl.A 

Ire.et,CB Init bit: 1nit CB reg on entry 
;.tDrl thl statu. bVtl 

560 LdChar: 
561 
562 
'63 
564 
565 
566 
567 
'68 

Mov 
.lB2 

ANL 
In 
ANL 
Mov 
ORL 

A.ChStRI 
CBPadl 

P2 •• Ack 
A.DBB 
A •• AscStp 
TmpR!O.A 
P2.tlR.SAck 

.get thl statu. bute 

.CB not full but CR/LF previou.lV 
received .0 pad CB 

; output DBB Ack lo~ 
;re.d the Char ' 
• strip off I1SB 
itemp .ave char 
I output DBB ACK High 

569 test far ASCII printable character 
570 ADD A,.ASCCpl ,te.t for Carriage 
57! .lC Asciie ; Jmp to .ervice 
572 .Imp ChrChk 
573 AscUC: Clr C 

A.TmpRIO 
ICAdrRI. A 
IBFSrE 

icl •• ,. cArrv 'lag 
iget the char batk 574 

575 
576 
577 
578 
579 , 
580 ChrChk: 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 ChrCkl: 
590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
597 

Mav 
Mav 
.Imp 

; 1 aa'd data ",emorv ",/Cha,. 

te.t for CR/LF: if CR/LF Strip aff LF and exit ,"tting 
Char Bufflr Init Stat bit 

Mav A. TmpRl0 'get the c~ar b .. ck 
ADD A •• CRCpl It.st for C.rriag. Return 
.lZ CRChr , if CR go .ervice it 
Mav A.TmpRl0 i,et the cha,. back 
ADD A •• EOF~pl .te.t for End Of File 
.lNZ ChrCkl .if nat EOF Jmp to CD Pad 
Mov A.TmpR10 lif EOF. place it in CD 
Mav eCAd1'Rl,A tload data mlmorv ~/CR Char 
.Imp ExtBet ,Exit 
Mav A.TmpRIO 'get the .tatu. byte 
ADD A •• FFCpl ,te.t for FarmFeed 
.lNZ CBPedl 'if not FF Ped the CD 
BEL RBO 
Mov A.9BtR~0 
ORL A •• FrmFd 
Mov QStR20.A 
SEL RBI 
110V A.ChStR! 

'get tho .tatu. bvte 
i.et the formf •• d flag 
i.torl the statu. bvt. 

'get the status byte 
59B 
1199 

ORL A •• CRLF • nt CRLF stat bit: p'.d b .. lance of CB 
, with Spac •• until fill 

600 Mov 
60i ExtSet: Mov 

ChStRI. A 
A.ChStR! 
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i.torl the statu. bvte 
'get the .tatu. byte 
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OOIA 4302 
OOIC '3FI 
OOIE '3FE 
OOCO AA 
OOCI 04EC 

OOC3 f8 
00C4 AI 
OOC, C, 
OOC6 IE 
OOC7 FE 
OOCS 03C4 

OOCA E6DO 
OOCC FA 
OOCD 4304 
OOCF AA 
OODO DII 
OODI Oil 
0002 9ADF 
OOD4 D6D4 
00D6 9AEF 
OODS ZI 

00D9 FA 
OODA 4304 

OODC AA 
OODD BAI0 
OODF 04E3 

00E1 1120 

00E3 C9 
00E4 FA 
OOEII 32EC 
00E7 112EC 

00E9 Oil 
OOEA 9ADF 

OOEC S3 

0100 

0100 36ZI 

0102 FA 
0103 113aF 
01011 I13DF 
0107 4380 
0109 4301 
010B I13EF 
010D AA 
010E DII 
010F FA 
0110 4380 
0112 AA 
0113 CII 

0114 B821 
0116 FO 
0117 AI 
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602 
603 
604 
.oil 
606 
607 
608 
609 CRCb ... 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
6111 

ORL 
ANL 
ANL 
"ov 
~ .. p 

StoTe 
"ov 
"ov 
SEL 
INC 
"DV 
Add 

A •• CIFLn 
A •• Cl .. C .. 
A •• ClICIR 
ChStRl. A 
CIF.IE. 

CR ch.,. T •• d 
A.TOIpRI0 
aCAd .. Rl.A 
RIO 
LnCtRO 
A.LnCtRO 
A.lPgLCpl 

616 ~NC NoF~d 

617 "ov A.OatR2O 
611 ORL A •• F .. MFd 
619 "ov OBtR2O. A 
620 NoFMFd: SEL Rll 

••• 10 Cha .. lu"." Full Lin. 110.10 
.cl.a .. the CR/ILFI Itat bit 
...... 10 CI Init bi t· hit CI ".g 
istor. the s,.tus bvte 
.Exit 

bit 

in LF cha,. ( •• sume its .1~.vs th.,..) and ilnoT it 
.g.t the cha .. back 
'load data ••• 0,., ~/CR Cha" 

; inc the line count 
.g.t the lin. count 
,t •• , fOT pa.e f •• d In ent 
• if LnCt -> PgLnCt 1.10 'o .. lOf •• d 
.tf not at end of p ••• skip 
••• 10 the It.tus byte 
,".t.th. '0"10 f •• d Itatul .1.g 
I •• ve the status bVt. 

621 En I •• nable lob. IBF .... vic. 
6Z1 ANL P2.lNotllY • output a not bUIY to HOlt 
623 LFT.lt: ~IIF LFT.lt .100p to n •• t cba .. 
624 ANL P2.'Ack • output Daa Ack low 
625 In A,DII Ilet n •• t ch.~ - •• sum. it' •• LF 
626 and igno .. it ILF il 'o .. c.d upon 
627 • .d.tection o. CR .t p .. int ti •• 1 
628 S.tPad: "ov A.CbStRI .g.t lob. Itatul bvt. 
629 ORL A •• CRLF .1.10 CRLF .tat bit: pad balanc. o. CI 
630 • ..ith Spac .. until fill 
631 "ov CbStRl.A .1100". the .tatul byte 
632 ORL P2 •• R.SAck • output Daa ACK Higb 
633 ~mp IlfS .. E 'Jmp to add ... t.p ••• it 
634 • ------------------------------------------------------------------------6311 • fill Cha .. luff ..... itb Ipac. 
636 CIPadl: "OV ecAd .. Rl •• Spac •• load data ••• 0 .. V w/Cha" 
637 • ------------------------------------------------------------------------638 • ltep the ch ... addre .. telt fo .. CI 'ull ./0 .. pad 
639 IIFS .. E: DEC CAd .. Rl .D.c~ ••• nt dat m.mo .. y loc.tion 
640 "ov A.CbStRl ,g.t lob •• tatus byte 
641 ~Il CBFull .10.110 '0 .. CI Full 
642 ~12 CBFIE. .10.110 '0 .. CI pad - •• it ./BulY •• 10 
643 • ------------------------------------------------------------------------644 • S.t Bu.y Lin. Low - Not lu.y 
645 EN I 
646 , ANL P2,'NotllY • output a not bu.y to HOlt 
647 • ------------------------------------------------------------------------64S • ..it wI BUlY Still .. 10 bigh 
649 CIFull: 
6'0 CIFIE.: R.t 
651 

652 PI: 
6113. * * * * * • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * 
&54 
&55 

L-to-R/R-to-L Carriage Ste~per "otor Drive 
and Line Printing 

ORO l00H 

••• 10 the Char Stat R •• Data ".m Add .. 
.S.t L-to-R print bit 
•• av. the Char Stat bvt. 

R.stoT. the ph ••• ,..gis'.,. index .dd,. ••••• 
"ov TOIpROO •• CPSAd ..... 10 PhI Sto ..... Add .. plu.do .... 
"ov A.aTmpROO .' •• 10 ,to .. ed CR 1 •• 10 pbal. ind ••• dd .. 
"ov PhIR30.A .plac. lalt LF ph.l. Ind •• add .. in PhI R.g 
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011B 18 
0119 F8 
011A i521E 
011C 2440 
OUE BBOO 
0120 2440 

0122 FA 
0123 538F 
0125 53DF 
0127 537F 
0129 4301 
0121 53EF 
0120 AA 
Ola; 05 
012F FA 
0130 537F 
0132 AA 
0133 C5 

0134 8121 
0136 FO 
0137 AI 

0138 CB 
0139 FB 
013A 523E 
013C 2440 
013E IB03 

0140 BB22 
0142 FO 
0143 E3 
0144 BGO 
0146 AO 

0147 BOlA 

0149 2308 
0148 3D 

014C FD 
0140 62 
014E FB 
014F E3 

01110 IB20 
0152 40 
0153 3C 
0154 55 

0155 740C 

0157 FA 
01R F264 

011A CI 
0158 FB 
OUIC 5260 
OllIE 2462 
0160 IB03 
0162 246C 
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683 J Sit up for nl.t ph ••• bit output before ,ntlring timing loop. 
684 INC Phl~3O .BTEP PHASE DB ADDRE88 
6B5 KaV A.PhIR3O ,CHECK THE PHASE COUNT REG 
686 .JB2 IAF~~P ,CHK FOR COUNT BIT ROLLOYER 
6B7 .JMP 8MDflt •• klp .d~ ind.1 ~I •• t 
68B IAFZ~P MOV PhIR30 •• FStCRP • ZERO CR 8M PHASE REGISTER 
689 .J .. p SKafl t 
690 
691 I R=.=c ••••• ===== ••• 7 •• =.·-=c ••••••• ====c= ••••• =-••••••••• _-........ . 
692 RAeeel ,R-to-L Aee.l.~.t. St.pp.~ Moto~ 
693 -----------------------------------------.------------------------
694 i RIYlr.1 aeceleratlon/drivi Entr~ .tatu. bit. 
695 A.GStR20 .g.t the st.tus but. 
696 A • .cl~Snk ,el •• ~ P~lnt R.,dU bit 
697 A •• NAtBpd ••• t Not At Bp •• d 'lag a 0 
698 A •• RLP~nt ••• t R-to-L p~nt .tatu. bit 
699 A,.R •• dV is,t .tpr .tr re.dy - ~iv. On 
700 A • .,.DIntN ••• t AID Inlt Not Don. 
701 GStR20.A •• to~. the .t.tu. butl 
702 RC8RD~: RII 
703 A.ChBtRI ,g.t the Ch.~ 8tat R.g o.t. M •• Add~ 
704 A.4IRLP~nt. B.t R-to-L p~lnt bit 
705 ChBtRI.A ,.,y. thl Ch.~ Btot but. 
706 RBO 
707 ~-----------------------------------------------------------------70s R •• torl thl pha •• rlgister indl. addr ••• 
709 Moy T.pROO •• CP8Ad~ 'get PhI Bto~ag. Add~ p.u.do ~.g 
710 Moy A.eT .. pROO glt .to~.d CR l •• t ph •• e Indll odd~ 
711 Moy PhIR3O.A ,ploel lo.t LF pho.1 Indll odd~ In PhI Reg 
712 • BIt up 'o~ nelt ph~.1 bit output befO~1 .nt.~I"g t •• lng loop. 
713 D.e Ph zR30 ,STEP PHASE 08 ADDRESS 
714 MOV A.PhIR3O ,CHECK THE PHASE COUNT REG 
715 .J12 IARZ~P ,CHK FOR COUNT BIT ROLLOVER 
716 .lMP SKafit 
717 IARZ~P: MOV PhzR3O.*RStCRP ,ZERO CR SM PHASE REGISTER 
71S 
719 SMDUt. 
720 • ------------------------------------------------------------------72l for 1'8bl11ation of unu.ed .tpr .tr during CR Itpr mtr drive, 
722 ; .torl thl unus.d Itpr mt~ currlnt ph ••• bit. 
723 Moy T~pROO •• LP8Ad~ ,g.t tho CR phI .to~logl edd~ 
724 Moy A •• T.pROO Ig.t thl buut •• to~.d th.~. 
72~ MOyP3 A •• A .get tho phz doto ~ute 
726 Moy TmpROO •• L •• tPh 'load Lest PhI pouldo ~.g to T •• p Reg 
727 Moy eTmpROO.A ,.to~. Lo.t Pha •• bit. - Ind.~.et 

72S 
729 , S.tUp Stp~ Mt~ TI.. Con.tant 
730 MOV TConRO •• C~Tm~2 'Lood tim. eon.tant R.g 
731 
732 Select. ,S.l.et thl Stp~ Mt~ 
733 KaV A. *SCRSO ,GET CR 8M SELECT BITS 
734 MOVD P5.A .SELECT SM [SCRBOl 
735 • ----------------------------------------------------------------736 • SltUp Stp~ Mt~ Pho.e Shift Ind," edd~ ••• ~.gi.tl~ 
737 Output n,"t ph ••• and Inlt tlml~ to Std Tim. eon.tont 
738 STRTT: MOY A.TConRO .got tl ... eon.t.nt f~om ~.g 
739 KaV T. A .100d tho UOIn 
740 MOV A.PhIR30 .g.t thl phz ~.g .ndl~.et odd~ Ind.1 
741 MoyP3 A.eA ,do Indi~ett g.t of phI bit. 
742 
743 , ----------------------------------------------------------------744 p.teh tog.th.~ tho CR l •• t ond LF n •• t phe •• bit. 
745 Moy TmpROO •• Lo.tPh, load Lo.t PhI p.u.do ~.g to T •• p R.g 
746 ORL A.eT~ROO .poteh togoth.~ CR •• I.tlng • n.w LF 
747 MOVD P4. A • OUTPUT BITS 
748 STRT T ,START TIMER 
749 
750 • At .to~t of ti .. lng loop do ,II Stp~ Mt~ Aee.l/D.e.l o~ 
751 , Cho~.et.r S.tUp ov.~h.od· 
752 c.n ADPT.t '. coli Acc.1/D.e.lIP~lnt Tost 
753 
754 • S.t up for nllt pho .. bit output before entnlng tilling loop. 
755 PNRdU1: ,t •• t fo~ fo~wo~d I ~IY.r •• pha ••• t.~t Indl~oet Ind •• to lood 
7116 Moy A.GStR20 •• to~ •• t.t but. 
7117 .JB7 Ae 1 F2 
7118 
7D9 , 'r.V.,.. •• : 
760 • S.t up fo~ n •• t pho •• bit output b.fo~ •• nt.~lng timing loop. 
761 D.e Ph IR30 • STEP PHASE DB ADDRESS 
762 MOV ,A. PhlR30 • CHECK THE PHASE COUNT REG 
763 .J82 ARZ~oP ,CHK FOR COUNT 8IT ROLLOVER 
764 .JMP ARNltP 
7.5 ARZrop: MDV PhrR30 •• RStCRP • ZERO CR SM PHASE REGISTER 
766 ARNltP: Jllp ANltPh 
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0164 II 
0165 FI 
0166 526A 
0168 246C 
016A 1100 

016C 1682 
016E 5612 
0170 246C 
0172 00 
0173 5677 
0175 246C 

0177 FA 
0178 D27C 
017A 247E 
017C 74CA 

017E 1691 
0180 247E 

0182 2300 
0184 62 
0185 55 

0186 FA 
0187 4308 
0189 AA 
018A 5690 
01ae 16Ae 
01. 248A 
0190 00 
0191 5695 
0193 248A 
0195 65 
0196 42 
0197 Al 

0198 FA 
0199 F2A7 

0198 26AC 
019D FA 
01ft 124C 

01AO 4302 
01A2 53IF 
01A4 AA 
01A' 244C 

01A7 FA 
01AS 124C 

01AA 24AC 

01Ae 5437 

01AE FA 
OlAF F213 

767 
768 • '0,. .... ,.' 
769 • S.t up 
770 AelF2: INC 
771 
772 
773 
774,AFZ,.01': 
775 AN.tl'h: 

I10Y 
JIll 
JI1I' 
I10Y 
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'01" next ph ••• 
phlR30 
A,PhzR30 

, AFZ,.op 
AN.tPh 
phIR30,.FStCRp 

bit output b.fo,. •• nt."ing ti.ing 
,STEP PHASE DI ADDRE8S 
,CHEeK THE PHASE COUNT REO 
,CHK FOR COUNT lIT ROLL.OVER 
i.kip .d~ ind ........ t 
,ZERO CR SI1 PHASE REOISTER 

loop. 

776 • ---------------------------------------------------------------777 .tag. on. tim.,. loop T occu,.. b.,o,.. Std ti •• out 
778 • wait fo,. ti •• out 
779 TL.ODl'II: JTF ' FAIL.SF ,JI1P CIIN TlI1E OUT-t ODES NOT OCCUR 1ST 

,IS T HIOH-JI1P TO tCHK 7SO JTl tCHKl 
7S 1 JI1I' TL.00P2 ,L.OOP FOR JTl OR JTF 
782 tCHK 1 : No.. id.l.~, then dou~l. check T silnal 

.JUI1P T TEST TRUE-WAIT FOR JTF 713 JT1 tT,.uWl 
TL.00I'2 7S4 JI'IP 

785 tT,.uWl: 
786 • 
787 
718 
789 
790 
791 RdUP,.2: 
792 I'NRdVIl: 
793 SkpPHF: 

t •• t fo" p,.int R.adu bit - w •• P"int H.ad Fi". S.tup Don.? 
in •• ,., .cc.l ..... tion ti •• /sto,.. tiMe count done/notdone '1 •• bit 
110Y A,OStR20 ,g.t tho .tatu. but. - p,..p fo,. p,.nt 
JI6 RdUp,.1I 'if R.ad, P"int bit •• 10 cIll pHF1,.. 
Jap SkppHF , .1 ••• kip p,.,n1: H.ad Fi,.. 
Call PHFt,.. Jp'r,nt h •• d sa1enotd ,t,.. routine 

794 tT,.uW2: JTF 
795 ""I' 

NXTPHZ 
tT,.uW2 

.JUI1P TO SI1 ERROR 
, L.OOP TO TL.ODl'3 

796 
797 • 
798. 
799 
800. 
801 FAIL.SF: 
S02 
103 

St.p into fail.af./.tartup tim." •• tup - T do •• not 
accu .... be'a,.. Std Tt •• t1m.aut, load f.tl •• f. 8M p'rot.ettan 
t1me and .att '01" '.il •• '. timeout 0,. T. If T occur. 
output ph ... i ... diatolu .,t.,. T y.,.ifV. 

I10Y A,~ailTa ,L.OAD TII1ER W/·15.OmS 
I10Y T,A , SI1 PROTECTION TII1EOUT 
STRT T ,START TlI1ER 

104 • ---------------------------------------------------------------S05 
806 
807 

.. t tho 
110Y 
ORL. 

808 110v 
809 TL.OOP3: JT1 
810 JTF 
111 JI1I' 
812 tCHK2: NOP 
813 JT1 
814 JI1P 
S15 St,.Tml: Stop 
116 110v 
117 I10V 
III 
119 
Bl20 

Statu. bit 
A,OStRao 
A.~SCT .. 
OStR20.A 
tCHK2 
DSL.ECT 
TL.OOP3 

St,.Tml 
TL.OOp3 
TCnt 
A,T 
.TSt,.RO,A 

Sto,.. till' t .. t 
,g.t the .tatu. but. 
, •• t Fail,,'./con.tant ti •• fla, 
J.to,.. the .t.tus bIt. 
.IS T HIGIH 
.IF TII1E OUT 00 SI1 ERROR 
.L.OOP UNTIL. T HIOH OR T-OUT 
• WAIT 
• JU.p out .nd .tor •• l.p •• d ti •• 
• JI1P TO FAIL.SF L.ODl' 
,.top tho '.ilS.'. Tim." 
• ,..ad tho tim.r 
JSto~. the ti •• ~ •• d in ind.x.d .dd~ 
, - n •• t .nt,., to A/D l1.mori •• Ti •• 
• rautin. will add tim. eon.t.nt 'a it 

821. T •• t i. CR Stp,. I1t,. D,.iy. i. ,ini.h.d p,.io,. to n •• t pha •• output 
822 • .----------------------------------------------------------------~-
Bl23 NXTPHZ: 

t •• t fa,. 'o,..ard / ,..y.,. •• ph •••• t.,.t indi,. •• t ind •• to lo.d 
110Y A,OltR20 •• tor •• tat bIt. 
JB7 FDriy. 

1114 • 
125 
126 
827 
121 
829 
B30 
131 
8311 
133 
834 
135 
136 
837 

R.Y.~I. t.lt fo~ R.Y.~ •• Btp~ Mt~ Driye p~Dc.dur. e.it 
AL.WAYS d,.iy. tho CR to tho l •• t IIO.t HOI1E po.ition 
JNTO EOL.n ,t •• t if hom. pooition J.p .top 
110v A,OStRIIO .g.t tho .tatu. but. 
JIO St,.tT ,t •• t R •• dU .tat bit: 

ORL. 
ANL. 
110Y 
J.p 

A,.DoNotp 
A,.Cl,.Snk 
08tRlIO,A 
8t'l'tT 

, i' bit 0 • 1 th.n p,.int 110,.. 
••• t tho do not print 'l.g 
,cl •• ,. p,.int R •• dU'bit 

I.aye tbe status bV'. 
.continu. CR 811 d,.iy. 
, - onlv •• it io HR 

838 ,; Fa,. ........ 
139 FD,.iy.: 

t •• t '0,. Forw.,.d Stp,. "tr DriY. p,.oc.du,. ••• it 

140 110Y A,OStR20 ,g.t tho .tatu. but. 
141 JIO 8t,.tT ,h.t R •• dU .tat bit' 
1411 'f bit 0 • 1 thIn p,.int 110,.. 
143 Jmp EOL.n .1 .. Jmp to End Of L.in ••• it 
844 'Jump to ota,.t till'''' again 
845 DSL.ECT: " 
146 EOL.n: 'Call D.clSI1 ,call 8pt,. I1t,. D.c.l.".t,on 
847 --------------------------------------------------------------------14B t •• t '0" forward / r.yer •• pha •• st.,.t 'indi,..c1: ind •• to load 
1149 110Y A,08tRlI0 ,.to,.' •• t.t but. 
850 JB7 FD,.yFS 'Jmp to , d,.ive 'hg .. t 
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0111 S3FD 

0113 S3BF 

0185 53DF 
0117 All 
0118 83 

01100 

01100 920C 

011011 1911F 
0204 ICOD 
01106 FA 
0207 4310 
0209 All 
02011 4436 

020C ECII6 

OIlOE FA 
OIlOF 4320 
0211 AA 

011111 311116 

01114 DS 
OlliS FA 
0216 4340 
0218 All 
0219 FIIIF 

0211 1911F 
02ID 44111 

02IF 8980 

0221 8DSI 
0223 1101 
OUS CS 

0228 FD 
0229 Al 
02211 4435 

01l2C .. I 
OUDoxa 
02P 6D 

0230 Al 

0831 .. A 
0832 53F7 

aSI 
a511 
aS3 
S54' 
ass 
as 
aS7 
asa 
aS9 
B60 

, 
FD"vF1i 

861 PG 

ANI. 

updah' 
ANL 

, ANL' 
Mav 
RET 

AP·161 

A.IOkP~nt 

thl ,t.tUI byh 
A.IC1?Snk 

A.INAtSpd 
OStRIIO.A 

;" ... , p?int 'lag - Ok P?int 
I only if' p?inUng R-'tQ-L 

,clea? P?int R.ady bit 
, •• t tho Statu. bit fa? ata? tt ... tht 
,Cl •• ? At P?int Sp •• d lit 
i'.VI the .'_'us bVt. 

862 i ...... * * * * ... ... • * * * * * ... • * * * ... • .' * * * * • * ... * * ... ~* * .' 
863 Stepper Motor Accel. Tile Storeage 
864 , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ... * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * a611 
a66 ORO llOOH 
867 
a6a ADI1tItTS: .J114 
a69 

DADInt 
Ent?y ha. O.n Stat Iyt. in A 

.is A/D init dono - thon J.p 

a70 
a71 
8711 
a73 
a74 
a75 
a76 
a77 
a7a 

1st 
Mov 
Mov 
Mov 
DRL 
Mov 
~ .. p 

Entry initializ •• thl AID Tim. store working "Igi.terl 
TSt?RO.ISMB'St .Load tho Stp? Mt~ Buff.? Sta?t Add? 
CntR40 .• ASBfBI ,Load the Buffe" SII. 
A.OStRIIO .g.t tho statu. byt. 
A.IADIntD ••• t nat I.t Acc.l Ent?u Flag 
OStR2O.A •• to? tho .tatu. byt. 
ADExit , •• it - 1st entry h •• not ,Inlrated 

• tla •• d time window 

a79 St.p 
sao DADInt: D~NZ 
Bli 

tho A/D Sta? count 
CntR40.Sta?Ct ,d.c Tim •• to .ta? caunt 

ii. not 0 ItO'l'1 the eount 
a811 
Bl3 
Bl4 
aall 
a86 
ee7 • 
eea 
S89 
890 
a91 
1911 
a93 
a94 
895 
896 
a97 
a98 
a99 LdCIR: 
900 
901 
9011 LdCIRl. 
903 
904 LdCIRII: 
905 
906 
907 

Mov 
ORL 
Mov 

A.OBtRIIO 
A.IIAtSpdF 
OStRIIO.A 

,.1 •• at Ind-•• t doni fl •• 
.got tho .tatu. byt. 
I •• t at .p •• d/na morl to ,tori 
Jltorl thl .t.tus bvte 

nag 

Initiali •• C~ar P?int R.gi.t.~., i' p?intin •• nabl.d 
~BI Sta?Ct .if Da Nat P~int .tat bit •• t 

Skip tho Cha? ~ogi.to~ init 

Init.ali •• all Cha? R.g·. 
To.t 'O~ L-ta-R (fa?a?d' 
SEL RBI 
Mav A.ChStRI 
ORL A.ICHIntD 
Mav ChBtRI.A 
~B7 LdCBRI 

Mav CAd?R 1. IRCBfIS 
~ .. p LdC8RII 

Mav CAd?RI.IFCBfIS 

Mav CCntRI.IChlfIS 
Mov CDtCRI.IOl 
BEL- RaO 

tho .tatus byte ,got 
I •• t Cha? Init Dano flag - bypa •• 
•• av. tho .tatu. bytt 
.t •• t Ch? Stat Byt. R.tu?n.d 

i"bit 7 - I th.n Pr.nt L-ta-R 
'laad cha? ?. w/cha? bu'? .t?t R-to-L 

'lOAd ChA" ent " •• w/'che ... bu'", .il. 
Js.t the eh" dot eolu.n ent 

90s , T •• t 'a? t > Tc a? t < Tc 
909 Sto~Ct: ~13 "ailaT ,t •• t fa? 'ail.af. ti •••• itch 
910 
911 
9111 
913 
914 
915 
916, 
917 , 
91a, 
919, 
920 
9111 
922 

t < Tc 
Mav 
Mov 

, ",",p 

• store Tim. 
A.TCanRO 
eTSt?RO.A 
ADPR.t 

Con.tant in u •• 
;O.t tim. constent cu ....... ntlv in us. 
,M.ma?i •• /Sta? tho ti •• - indi?tct addr 

t > Tc - .to? Tim. Con.tant + FailSaf. Ti.o Elap •• d 
t ••• Acc.l/Cn.t Sp.od/D •• ,l Wav.Fo?] 
.,ua~ion i.: T?d - FailSaf. Tim. - T. 

, -> T?d + Cpl(FailSa'. Tim.' - T. 
T. + Ten.t - T 
ato?/M,.a?i •• T 

923 FaUST: Hoy A.eTSt?RO 
"' ... TCpl 
A.TConRO 

.got tho Ito?d ti •• 

.11'. cpl add '114, Add 
'115 Add 
'116 
'27 
'aa , 
~ 
'30 
931 
932 

Mov eTSt?RO.A 
R •• ,t the St.tus bit 

Hov 
AN\. 

5·184 

,Add: Tim, .to?ed + 
, cur?ntl, in UI. 
.H,.O?i •• /Stor. tho 

'a? ,StO? tim. t.lt 

, •• t the s.atu. byt. 

n •• con.tant 

'r •• ,t F.il.a'./eon,'ant ti., ,la. 
a .. u .... nt?, vi. con.tant ti,'" 
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0234 AA 
0235 C9 
0236 B3 

0237 8925 
0239 8COA 
0238 F8 
023C E3 

023D 8B20 
023F 40 
0240 3C 
0241 FI 
024262 
0243 lilt 
0244 19 

0245 FA 
0246 F252 

0241 C8 
0249 F8 
024A 524E 
024C 445A 
024E 1103 
0250 44l1A 

0252 11 
0253 F8 
0254 5258 
0256 44l1A 
0258 1100 

02l1A FI 
0251 E3 

02l1C 1820 
O2l11E 40 
O2l1F 1663 
0261 445F 
0263 3C 
0264 EC41 

_ 8121 
026B FI 
0269 AO 
026A 8471 
026C B490 
026E B3 

0300 

933 "ay 
934 ADPR.t: D.c 
935 ADExit· R.t 
936 
937 PO 

AP-161 

OStR20.A 
TSt .. RO 

;.tD~. the statuI bit. 
•• t.p tho AID ti •• det •• to .... dd .. 

931 • • • * • * • • • • * • * • • * * • • • * * • * * * • * * • • * * 
93'1 Carriage Stepper "otor Deceleration 
940 J • * • • • • * • • • • * • • • * • * • * • • • * * • * • • * • * 
941 
942 D.cl ... : 
943 • 
944 
945 
946 
947 
94B • 
949 
950 
951 
952 St .. tTD· 
953 
954 
955 

s.tUp 
!'lay 
"oy 
"OY 
"oyl'3 
p.tch 
!'lay 
ORL 
"OYD 
"OY 
"OY 
STRT 
Inc 

the Decele?ation .... Ii.' ..... 
TSt .. RO •• S!'lIEnd .La.d tho Stp .. !'It .. luff ... End Add .. 
CntR40 •• DBlfSI .La.d tho Buff ... Sil' 
A.PhIR30 'I.t ph ••• ind.x .dd ..... 
A,.A I,e' ph ••• 'rom ind ••• d .dd ...... 

tOI.th ... tho CR l •• t end LF n.xt ph ••• bit. 
TmpROO.eL •• tph .la.d L •• t PhI p.u.da "'1 to T •• p R •• 
A •• T.pROO .petch ta •• th ... CR .xi.tin •• n ... LF 
1'4. A .·OUTPUT IITS 
A,.TBtrRO I •• t ti ...... 0. ind.led da' •••• orv 
T,A Jload ti .. ... 
T .START TIllER 
TSt .. RO •• t.p tho " •• o .. il.d tim •• dd .. ind.x .... 

956 • t .. t 
"ay 

.or .orward / reve ..... ph •••• ta ... t indirect ind •• to load 
957 
958 ... 17 
959 
960 
961 
962 

r.v ...... · 

963 
964 
965 
966 DRZ .. aP: 
967 
96B· 

S.t up 
D.c 
I10V 
.J112 
.lI1P 
I'IDY 
.IIIp 

969 • fo ....... d: 
970 • s.t up 
971 DclF2: Inc 
972 !'lOY 
973 ... 12 
974 ... IIP 
975 DZ1'DPh. !'lOY 
976 DNxtPh: 
977 DclR2: 
978 
979 • 
910 
981 
982 TLaapD: 
983 
914 NxtPD2: 
985 
9 .. 

I'IDY 
!'IovP3 
p.tch 
"ay 
ORL 
",TF 
.JI'IP 
I10VD 
D.JNZ 

A.ClStR20 •• ta ... st.t byte 
DclF2 

't",. nelt ph ••• 
phlR30 
A.l'hIR30 
DRZ .. aP 
DNxtl'h 
ph.R30 •• RStCRp 
DclR2 

bit output b.fo .... nt ... in. timing 
,decre.ent the ph •••• ddr 
.O.t tho phi d.t •• dd .. 
• ~HI'. FDR COUNT In RDLLOVER 

• ZERO CR S" PHASE REOISTER 

loop. 

.or n.xt 
phlR30 
A.phIR30 

ph ••• bit output b.fo .... nt ... in.'tlm!n. loop. 
• inc ..... ~t tho ph •••• dd .. 

DZ .. oPh 
DNatPh 
PhIR30.eFltCRp 

.O.t tho phi d.t •• dd .. 
• CHI'. FDR COUNT I IT RDLLOVER 
I.kip adr index re •• t 
• ZERO CR SI'! PHASE REOISTER 
• sot up fo .. nllt ph ... shift 

A.phIR30 ••• t' ph ••• Ind.x .dd .... . 
A •• A ••• t ph ••• f .. o. Ind.x.d .dd ..... 

ta •• th ... tho CR l •• t .nd LF n.xt ph ••• bit. 
TmpROO •• L •• tph .10.d Le.t Phl ,.u.do .... to T •• p R •• 
A •• TmpROO .p.tch'to •• th ... CR .xistin •• n ... LF 
Na tpD2 ........ ON TIllE OUT TO NEXT PH 
TLoopD • LOOP UNTIL TIllE OUT 
1'4. A • DUTpUT BITS 
CntR40.St .. tTD .Exit T •• t 

987. -. Set Sto ...... of n.xt ph •• e d.ta in p.u.do edd... Thl. In.u .... 
ne.' ph ••• i ••• ,u.nc. correct .or stpr .tr drive direction 

919 B.tRN: 
990 

"ay T.pROO.eCI'BAd.. .g.t Phi 8ta ...... Add .. ,.u.do .... 
I10V A. Ph I·R30 ••• t Ph. d.t. 
"DV .T.pROO~A I.to~. CR N.xt ph ••• ind •• addr 991 

992 
993 
994 

_xit: C.ll DlyLnl 
C.ll D.B1Sl'! 
RET 

995 
996 Pel 
997. • • • * * • • • • * • • * • • • • • • • • * • * * * • • * * • • • • * • • 
998 
999. 

1000 • 
1001 
1002 
1003 
1004 • 
1005 • 
1006 
1007 
1008 
1009 
101Q 
IOU 

Stepper "otor PhlSI Shift Definihons 
All P"OI"'. p .. ac.du .... c.ll this d.te. 

• • * * * * • • • • • • • * * * • • • • • * * • * • • • • • • * • • • • • 
ORO 300H 

DEFINE PHAIE ADDRElllEI: 
THE PHASE DIITA IS ENCODED TO THE ADDREI. CAI.LG DURING! THE 
STpR "TR ENER8JZE IEClUENCE CORRESI'ONDINCI TO THE NEXT PHASE 
OF THE IEGUENCE REGUIRR. 

CARRACIE ItOTDR ENCODING!: I'ORWARD 
REYERIE 

5·185 

L.E1'T-h-RI8HT, 
Rl9HT-to-LEI'T 
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0300 01 
0301 03 
0302 02. 
030300 

0308 

030B 04 
030. OC 
030A OB 
0308 00 

030C FA 
0300 8211 

030F 4400 

0311 2 .. B 
0313 32.A 
03111 0218 
0317·FA 
0318 4340 
031A AA 
0318 05 
031C FA 
0310 D23A 

031F Fl 
0320 03F3 
0322 C626 
0324 .437 
0312. FA 
0327 FaaB 

0329 .4312 

1012" 
1013 • 
1014 
1015 
1016 
1017 
1018 
1019 
1020 , 
10121 
1022 
1023 I 
1024 , 

'1025 
102. 
1027 
l02a 
102. 
lq30 

'1031 
10~a 
1033 
1034 

AP·161 

Rev.r •• dh·.ction ENCODING is "ttl ••• lfte b\ltol .cc, •••• d 1n 
rever •• direction 

DB ClIl1FPl 
DB clI"""a 
DB ClUlFP3 
DB C~~P4. 

.* • * * * • * • • * * • * * * * • • * * * * * * * * , * * * * 

pg 

I,.F HOTOR PHASE ENCODE Ie DECODE: FORWARD (CLOCKWISE) 
Far ..... d di,. .. Uon ENCODING: , 
------~-----------------------------------~-------

'. 
ORQ 30BH 

DB LFI1FPl 
DB LFHFPa 
DB LFI1FP3 
DB LFI1FP4 

1035 J * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * 1036 Accel/Decel I Character Handling Test 
1037 , * * 
1038 * * * • • * * • • * * * * * • * * * * * * * • * * • * * * * * * * * * * TEST ) I. CII Stp,. Ht,. At Sp •• d ?? 
103' Y.~ - S.tUp do Ch.,..ct.,. p,.oc ••• ln9 

. No. - C.lculate I Sto,," the Acc.leration Ph ... Shift TiM. (11) 1040 
1041 
1042 I ,-~----------------------------~-----------~--------------------------------
1043 ADPT.t: 
1044 
1045 
1046 
1047 

Hoy 
. .185 

.II1P 

A.OStllaO 
PHFS.t 

I\DHMTS 

,g.t the .t.tu. but. 
,t •• t if Stp~ "t,. At Sp •• d 
, JMP to P~nt H •• d Fi,.. B.tup ,.1 •• C.ll Acc.l/D ••• l H.mo,.v T1 •• 

104S , 
1049 

***.**~*** •• *~~******~*****.********** 
Process Characters for Printing 

1.050 J 

10111 
1000a , 
1053 " 
1054 , 
1055 
1056 , 
1057 
lqsa J 
1059 
lObo 
1~1 , 
1062 J 
10.3 J 

'. 
* ••• *,* •• * • * ••••• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * • ~ * * * 

Ch.,..ct .... d.ot m.t,.1x - no,. ... l chu 
d - Do,t ColuMn 
b • Bl.nk Column 

bddd'dd 
(Ch.,. Hat,.h) 
o 0 0 0 b 
o 0 0 I d 
o 0 1 0 d 
o 0 1 I d, 
o 1 0 0 d 
o 1 Old 

1~4 J. --------.---;-------------------:--------------.--;-------------------------------
1065 
~~;.PHFS.t: ~:T0 
1~8 .18. 
10.. Hoy 
1070 ORL 
1071 Hoy 
10712 SinkSt: BEL 
1073 Hoy 
1074 .18. 
1075 
1076 
1071 pg 

R.bn 
NPII.t 
SinkSt 
A.OStllaO 
A.ISnkS.' 
OStR20.A 
R81 
A. ChStRl 
P.g.Ck 

,if R-O not ..... d, to p,.int-IIU 
,if DII Not p,.int .tat bit ... t - EXIT 
I'i' bit p,..yl.ouI1V .. t-.kip •• Uing it 
,g.' the .t.·tUI bVt. 
, •• t ~,.nt R •• dV Sink bit 
, •• y. the .t.tu. bVt. 

,g.t ch.~ .tatus ,..gl.t.,. add,. 
,tnt Char Inlt Don •• I - p,.int Dot 

o a Oot Che,. 

1078 J --------------------------------------------------~-----------------------107. , Call fo,. Indiyidual cha,.act.,. p,.oc ••• ;ng: Mid lin.'t •• t if CII/ILF) 

lOBO , -----------------------------------~--------------------------------------lOll O.tCh,.: 
1082 J t .. t 
1083 CIIChCk: Hoy 
1084 ADD 
lOIS JZ 
I OSlo .I .. p 
IOS7 CRLnCk' Hoy 
IOSB .187 
lOB. 
10.0 
1091 

.Imp 

'o,.'CII/(LFI i,'it 
" •• CAd .. Rl 
A. 'CRCpl' 
C,.LnCk 
A.c iCi 
A.ChStlli 
HI.Ln 

SpFi 11 

5·186 

i. th. ,.,t pcoition in the lin. 
'let: chal'acte'r 
,t •• t fD~ C.r~t.l. Retu~n 
J if ell go •• ,.vlc. It 
Jtf not CR In •• l't Spec. Che~ 
Jilt ch.~ st.tus "egist." addt' 
,t •• t Ch,. Stat But. R.tu"n.d 
, if bit 7 • 1 thon P,.lnt L-ta-R 
• If II-to-L p,.int .kip •• it upon eR detect 
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0321 FD 
032<: 03D9 
032E F632 

0330 64BA 

033297 
03332320 
03356438 

0337 Fl 
033B 749B 

033A FA 
0331 1241 
033D F4EI 
033F 6443 
0341 D4FO 

0343 EI61 

0345 FA 
0346 S31F 
034B All 
0349 EDSB 
0341 S3FD 
O34D S3FE 
O34F All 

0350 CS 
0351 FA 
0352 53FE 
0354 AA 
0355 DS 
0356 6468 

03SB FA 
0359 F211E 

O3SB 19 
03SC 6468 
0311E C9 
035F 6468 

0361 FA 
0362 F267 

0364 CC 

036564611 
0367 lC 

1092 , 
1093 HlfLn: 
1094 
1095 
1096 
1097 
1098 SpFill: 
1099 LnPad: 
1100 
1101 

AP-161 

i. L-to-R printing 
l'Iov A. CCntRl 
ADD A •• Hl.Cpl 
"'C LnPad 

"'lOp 

Clr 
l'Iov 
"'lOp 

I'IdLnE. 

C 
A •• Spac. 
Chlnt 

the lin. i. l.ss than 1/2 lin. print.d 
iloa. chaT cnt rei ~/ch.~ buf? aize 
'add the 2's cpl o' 1/2 chr buf si •• 
,i' CI>1/2 'ull s.t CR/LF stat bit .or 
.If CI<1/2 s.t bu".r 'ull stat bit 
; IIIItel-11n_ •• it 

,cl •• ? cerrl f1a. 
.in •• rt a .pace char 
.char ins.rt.d J.p ov.r g.t char 

pad 

1102 
J ------------------------------------------------------------------___ _ 1103 AsciCl' l'Iov A.ICAdrRl .,.t charact.r 

1104 ChIsrt' Call OCharl ,call the char lookup/trns tab1. 
1105 • ----------------------------------------------------------------1106 , 
1107 Pag.Ck: 
110B l'Iov 
1109 "'IS 
1110 Call 
1111 "'.p 
1112 FI"'mpl: Call 
1113 
1114 
1115 
1116 PI: 

A.ChStRl 
FI.hopl 
Chrp,2 
"tiTst 
ChrP.1 

column da't. 
,pa,. t.st 'or balanc. o. char 
, •• t the status byte 
If11 Jlftp over pa.e boundr! •• 
,Ascii char 50 - 7F H.I 
'Ju., to "atril T.st 
,Ascii char 20 - 4F H.I 

fall thru to print .atri. 
and CS count t.sts 

1117 , --------------------------------------------------------------------------111B , t.st the Char dot column print matril count and Char bu.f.r count 
1119 , --------------------------------------------------------------------------1120 "tlTst: D"'NZ CDtCR1.PrntDt ,t.st 'or dot color blank 
1121 ,status byte in A upon .ntry h.r. 
11l1a I'IDV A. ChStRl ".t the status byte 
1123 ANL A •• ClntND ,s.t Char Init NotDon. stat Fla. 
1124 l'Iov ChStR1.A ,store the status byte 
1125 D.JNZ CCntR1.NotLCh .d.c char cnt-J"p if Not ~ast Char 
1126 ANL A •• NCIFln 'if 0 r.s.t stat bit Not CI Full Lin. 
1127 ANL A •• ClICBR ,r.s.t CI R., In.t Fla. - do Init 
112B "ov ChStR1.A ,sav. the status byt. 
1129 
1130 
1131 
1132 
1133 
1134 
1135 
1136 

SEL 
"ov 
ANL 
l'Iov 
SEL 
"' .. p 

RIO 
A.OStR20 
A •• NotRdy 
OStR20.A 
Rl1 
R.trn 

,g.t Oen Status r.gi.t.r addr 
,c1.ar the r.ady bit 
,store the O.n.ra1 St.tu. Iyt. 

,EUt 

1137 , T.st 'or L-to-R C'or~ard) or R-to-L Cr.v.rs.) printing 
113B , Cs •• OCharl ABCII char cod. translation proc.dur.) 
1139 , -----------------------------------------------------r--------------------1140 NotLCh: ,A contains LR/RL bit prop.rly s.t 
1141 l'Iov A. ChStRl • ,.t char status r •• ister addr 
1142 "'17 StpCh2 ,t.st Chr Stat IVt. R.turn.d 
1143 , if bit 7 • 1 th.n Print L-to-R 
1144 StpCh1' Inc CAdrRl ,Incr .... nt char data .. amory ad dr, 
1145 "'loP R.trn 
1146 StpCh2: D.c CAdrRl 'D.cr .... nt char date me .. ory addr, 

fall thru to O.t Ch.r 1147 "'.p R.trn 
114B 
1149 
1150 
1151 
1152 , 
1153 , 
1154 
1155 

R.-Entry E.it point 'or •••• char: 
Cb.for. r.turnin •• t.p the .atril) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------T.st for L-to-R Cfor~ard) or R-to-L Cr.v.rs.) printing 
Cs •• OCharl ASCII char cod. translation proc.dur.) 

1156 , --------------------------------------------------------------------------1157 
11SB PrntDt: 
1159 PrnDir: I'IDv 
1160 "'17 
1161 
1162 StpCD1: D.c 
1163 
1164 ","p 
116, Stpcn: INC 
1166 
1167 
1168 
1169 PG 

A.ChStRl 
StpCD2 

CDotRl 

••• t char statu. byt. 
.t.st Chr Stat Iyt. Return.d 

i. bit 7 - 1 th.n Print L-to-R 
• r.v.rse step char dot col, ind.1 
, addr if R-to-L print 
,.kip ov.r L-to-R print addr inc 
,for~rd st.p char dot col ind.1 
, addr if L-to-R print 
,EXIT 

230795-lI3 
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O36B C5 
0369 B3 

036A D5 
0361 FA 
036C F21C 

036E C5 
036F FA 
0310 S3BF 
0372 B3 

0373 D27C 

0375 4340 
0371 AA 
037B lB07 
037A 64BB 
037C EBBB 
037E Fi>. 
031F 53BF 
0381 AA 
0382 C5 
03113 FA 

, 0384 53FE 
0386 AA 
0387 B3 
03BB CII 
03B9 B3 

03iJA FA 
038B S3FD 
03BD 113FE 
038F AA 
0390 CII 
0391 FA 
0392 4302 
0394 113BF 
0396 AA 
03.7 B3 

0398 AE 

0399 03E0 
039. F69F 
039D 64C9 
O~ 97 
03AO FE 

O3A1 03BO 
03A3F6AE 

O3A1I FA 
03A6 4320 
03AB AA 
03A. FE 
03AA03E0 
03AC 648B 

AP-161 

1170 , ------------------------------_---------------------__ --------------1171 , Ch ..... t ... Print S.tUp Exit Proc.du .... 
1172 

~l •• n St.nd ... d E.it 1173 
1174 
1175 
1116 
1177 

, --------------------------------------------------------------------
Ret .. n: BEL RIO 

Rot 

117B , Dp Nat 
1179 ... R.t: BEl, 
llBO "av 
IIBI JB"( 
IIB2 , R.v .... ~ 
l1B3' BEL 
IIB4 tlav 

:::: :~~ 
IIB7 , Far .. erd 

P .. int exit: 
Rl1 
A.ChStRI 
SkpNPI 

RIO 
A.BStR20 
A. 'C'lrSnk 

.. t Itp" "t,. d,.iv. ,.outin. cGu,nt loap 

,g.t the .t.tu. bvt. 
,t •• t p .. int di ... ction 

, •• t tho .t.tu. bVt.' 
I~ ••• t the ,~iftt "' ••• v _It- skip. PHFire cell 

IIBB Ji6 SkpNPI .t •• t 'ar 'ir.t PHFB.t .ntr~ 1". init 
liB' , Initielh ..... hhr v ... i.bln upan " ... t .ntr~ 
11.0 , .nd o. count cl ..... char to p .. int bit in .t.tu. bvtl 
1191 ORL A.'ChlntD '.et Ch ... R.O Init Don •• t.t bit 
1192 "ov ChStR1.A ,.ev. tho .t.tu. bvt. 
1193 "ov T.pRl0.'07H ,lo.d CR .tp ... t .. caunt du .. in. NoPrnt 
1194 Jntp NPEdt 
1195 SkpNPI: DJNZ TmpR10.NPE.it 
1196 "av A. ChStRI 
1197 ANL A.'CIntND 
119B "ov ChStRI.A 
1199 BEL RIO 
1200 "ov A.BStR20 
1201 ,ANL A.lNotRdv 
1202 "ov BStR20.A 
1203 NS.tEx: R.t 
1204 NPE.it: SEL 
1205 R.t 
1206 

RIO 

1207 , "id-Lin. E.it 

,g.t tho .t.tu. bvt. 
,~ ••• t - chaT intt not don. 
I •• VI the statuI bVtl 

,g.t B.n St.tUI ,. •• i.t ... add .. 
,cl •• ,. tho ,. •• dV bit 
".tor. tho B.n .... l St.tu. BUh 

t20S , --------------------------------------------------------------------1209, if CR and not 
A.ChStRI 

> 1/2 lin. don. du .. in. L-to~R p,.int 
, •• t tho .t.tu. bVt. 1210 "dLnEx: 

1211, 
1212 

EXIT -
"ov 
ANL 
ANL 
"ov 
SEL 
"av 
DRL 
ANL 

A •• NCIFln 
A •• CUCIR 
ChStRI. A 
RIO 
A.BStR20 
A.'DoNotP 
A.1C1 .. Snk 
BBtR20.A 

'if 0 rl •• t .t.t bit Nat CB Full Lin. 
, ..... t, CB R •• Init Fl •• - da Init 

1213 , •• v. tho .t.tu. b~t. 
1214 
12111 , •• t tho RIO .t.tu. bVt. 
1216 
1217 
121B 
1219 

"ov 
R.t 

, •• t tho Do Not p .. int Fl •• C.o .. RAcc.l> 
,,. ••• t tho p,.int .... d~ bit-•• it FAcc.l 
,.ev. tho It.tU. bvt. 

1220 
1221 j' PG 
1222 , ----------------------------------------------------------------1223 
1224 , 
12211 , 
1226, 
1221 

Che,..ct.,. Dot B.n .... ta,. "eth 
Laok-up T.bl. Pe •• V.eto,.in. 
P .. int H.ed Fi .. in. 

----------------------------------------------------------------
I22B BCHARI: ~V St,.CR1.A ,STORE THE CHAR 
1229 
1230 , 
1231 
1232 

JIIP 
P .. ntCh: Cl .. 

, Mav 

p ... intabl. 
A.'OEOH 
p,.ntCh 
CntlCh 
C 
A.St,.CRI 

'Jmp ta eont,.al char lookup tebl. 
Icl •• ~ c.~r~ fl_. 
, •• t tho ch .... g.in 

,1233 
1234 

,1235 
1236 
1231 , 
1238 
1239 
1240 
1241 

.c~e_n fa~ ch_~ P_._ tch.~ +(cpl 50 Hex + 1 • 80 Hex)] 
if ce,. .. ~ ch.r on 'p ••• 2 .1 •• pe •• 1 

ADD A.IOIOH 
JC Pe •• 2 

1242 , P... Che,..ct ... -- ABCll 20 H •• th,.u 4F H •• 
1243 , Ca,. ... ct o.f •• t fo,. lookup t.bl. p ••• 
1244 • (Ccha .. + EO Hex>.5 - P ••• 1 index edd .. > 
1245 , ----------------------------------------------------____ --------
1246 P ••• l: "ov A.ChStRI , •• t tho .t.tUI bVt. , 
1247 O,.L A.'ChOnPI ', •• t tho p.g ... Int,.v .1 •• bit 
124& "ov ChStRl.A ,.ta ... tho .t.tUI bVt. 
1249 "av A. St,.CRI ,g.t tho che .... i.n , 
1250' ADD A.IQEOH , •• t p ••• I ,..l.tiv. 00 off •• t 
1251 "'-p "ulti5 'Jump to .dd ....... th 'unction 
1252 

5·188 
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inter 

03AE 97 
03AF FA 
0380 53DF 
0382 M 
0383 FE 
0384 0380 
03866488 

0388 AE 
038., E7 
038A E7 
0388 6E 
038C AC 

031D FA 
031E F2C4 

03CO FC 
03Cl 0304 

03C3 AC 

03C4 FA 
03C5 4340 
O3C7 M 
03C8 83 

03C9 83 

03CA D5 
03CB FI 
03CC 96D2 

03CE 8106 
03DO 64D8 
03D2 2340 
O3D4 3A 
03D523C0 
03D7 3A 
03D8 C5 
03D9 83 

0400 

0400 IC04 
0402 B822 
0404 2308 
0406'AO 

0407 IEOI 

0409 8418 

AP-161 

1253 I Pag. 2 Cha~acto~ -- ASCII 20 Ho. th~u 4F Ho. 
1254 Ca~~oct o ••• ot 'o~ lookup tablo pago twa's co.pI ••• nt 
1285 I 0' ASCII ch~ cod. LookUp Tabl. pag. ba.o cha~ 0' SOH plus 
1256 • cha~ * 5 «cha~ + 10 Ho.le5 • Pa.o a indo. add~) 

1257 • ----------------------------------------------------------------1251 Pag.2: Cl~ C .cloar carrU fla. 
1259 Hov A.ChStRI .got tho .tatu. but. 
1260 AnL A.IChOnP2 I •• t the pag. rontru .la. bit 
1261 Hov ChStRl.A •• tor. the .tatu. bute 
1262 Hov A,StrCRI •• ot the char agian 
1263 ADD A.I080H ••• t pag. 2 ~.lativ. 00 0"'.' 
1264 ~mp Hulti5 •• all thru to addre.s .ath .unction 
1265 
1266 • 
1267 I1UL TI5: 
1261 
126" 
1270 
1271 
1272 
1273 • 
1274 • 

Compute 
Hov 
RL 
RL 
ADD 
HOY 

Ch.,..cte'r 
StrCRI. A 
A 
A 
A.StrCRI 
CDotRI. A 

pag. o •••• t dot patt.rn ind •• ad dr ••• 
,.to? the 1.,.0 o •••• t cheT' 
IHULTIPLY CHR IY 5 TO 
I FIND THE ADDRESS 
IADD 1 TO COMPLETE 5X 
I SAVE THE ADDRESS 

T •• t '01' L-to-R ('orw.,.d) 01' R-to-L (,..v.,. •• ) ,,.intin. 
(.0. OCharl ABCII char cod. translation procodur.1 

1275 • ----------------------------------------------------------------1276 
1277 
1278 
1279 
1280 
1211 
1282 
1283 

HOY 
ADD 

A.ChStRI 
LRPrn 

A.CDotRI 
A.IIRLPSh. 

CDotRl.A 

Ig.t char status but. 
.'hst Chr Stat BUh R.turn.d 
I i. bit 7 - 1 th.n Print L-toR 
Ig.t the char indo. addr 
ladd char o •••• t - start at ond 
10' char. print it R-to-L 
ISAVE THE ADDRESS 

1284 • s.t the .tatu. bu'e .or Charact.r S.tUp dan. 

1215 • ----------------------------------------------------------------1216 LRPrn' Hov A.ChatRI .got the .tatu. but. 
1287 ORL A.IChIntD I •• t l.t char col t.st bit. 0 
12SS Hav ChStRl,A • star. the .tatu. bute 
1289 R.t • return .. /status bU te in A 
1290 t.st fo~ non p~int.bl. ch.~.ct.~. 10 •• he?e 
1291 CntlCh: R.t 
1292 
1293 • 
1294 I 
1295 • 
1296 
1297 I 

* * * * * * * * * * .". * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Print Hoad Firo 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * 
1291 I 
1299 PHFi r.: 
1300 

Entru pOint .ar print hoad .alonaid 'iring 
- tost .or st.tu. but. 'or dot/blank column pa.ition 

SEL R81 
Hav A.CDtCRI 

1301 ~NZ Fire 
, •• t the ch'r dot column ent 
Ii' char cnt nat 0 - Fir. H.ad 
.i. Chr Dot Cnt O. r.s.t the 

Sol. 
1302 
1303 S.tCnt: Hov 
1304 ~p 
1305 Fir.: HOY 
1306 DUTL 
1307 HOY 
1308 DUTL 
1309 Retrnl: SEL 
1310 R.t 
1311 

1312 PG 

CDtCR1.INDtCCt 
Rotrnl 
A.IPTrgLa 
P2.A 
A.IIPTrgHi 
P2.A 
RIO 

I chaT' dot colu~ 'count 
I.kip PH Fir. 
.g.t tho Prnt Hoad Trig.or bUto 
IFIRE PRINT HEAD 
Ig.t tho Prnt Head Trigg.r buto 
I FIRE PRINT HEAD 

IEXIT - roturn wI Ro. Bank 0 R ••• t 

1313 , • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
1314 Pape1'Feed Stp1' Plt1' ll1'ive, 
1315 J * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * 
1316 
1317 
1311 
1319 I 
1320 I 
1321 InitLF' 
1322 
1323 
1324 
1325 
1326 
1327 
1321 
1329 
1330 
1331 

ORG 400H 

Inlt psvedD register ~ith LF inderect .ddr s~aTt - sub •• ,uent 
elchange. of the pauedo register ~ill ~ield COTrect yalue 

"DY' CntR40 •• ILFCNT IINIT PHASE COUNT REG 
Hav TmpROO.IILPSAdr Igot PhI Ind.rect Addr psu.da r.g 
HOY A.IIStLFF Ig.t LF .tarting addr 
Hov eTftlpRoojA •• tore LF pha .. ind.' .ddr .t.rt 

• in p.uedo register 
LnCtRO •• Lin.Ct I.itt line 'count r.g far 1 ,In 

I .nabl •••• it 'ollowing LF SH init 
~ .. p L'Drvl 

5·189 

• Jump Dyer "line/for. feed a.d yeTi.ble 
l lin •• pa,<ing tests II .. tup. 
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0401 ICIB 

040D FA 
040E 5214 
0410 BEOI 
0412 B411 
0414 FE 
0415 37 
0416 0301 
0418 0342 

041A AE 

0411 IB21 
041D FO 
041E E3 
041F B820 
0421 AO 

0422 1822 
0424 FO 
0425 AI 
0426 ID98 

0428 2306 
042A 3D 

042B FI 
042C E3 

042D BB20 
042F 40 

0430 3C 

0431 FD 
043;! 62 
0433 55 

0434 IB 
0435 FB 
0436 523A 
0438 843C 
043A IB08 

043C FB 
043D E3 

043E 1820 
0440 40 

0441 1645 
0443 8441 

0445 3C' 
0446 EC31 

0448 ICll 
044A EE31 

044C FA 
044D 53FI 
044F AA 

0450 IB22. 

AP-16.1 

1332 ~ -----------------------------~--------------------~-------------------
1333 
1334 

1335 • ,-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1336 • 
1337 • 
1338 
1339 
1340 • 
1341 LfD .. iv· 
1342 
1343 LnC·tLd 
1344 
1345 FmFd' 
1346 
1347 
1348 
1349 
1350 
1351 
1352 
1353 
1354 • 
1355 LFD .. vl: 
1356 
13117 
1358 
1359 
1360 
1361 
1362 
1363 
1364 
1365 
1366 
1367 
1368 
1369 
1370 
1371 • 

test for various line/inch .pacing ~ould go here 
(and -,. •• oval of constant .etup below) , 

. MeV CntR40,.LPIBpB -,init ent reg for standard line f •• d 

LinaF •• d/FormFaed T.st 
May A.OStR2O 
~12 FmFd 
May . LnCtRO.ILinaCt 
~mp LfDryl 
Mov A.LnCtRO 
Cpl A 
Add A.IOI 

, Add A.IPgLnCt 

.get the .t.tu. bQt. 
,i' linaf •• d Jmp to cnt 
I •• t line count reg for 
• Jmp to St ... t of Driv. ;g.' the I1n. count 
i2'. cpl Line Count 

,Add 2'. cpl for Paging 

laad 
1 lin. 

PgLnCt - LnCt - n Lin •• to move 

Mov LnCtRO.A 
• PgLnCt+lcpllLnCtl - n lin •• to .ov. 
is.' the line count 'or FF 

'or stabliz.tion of unused .tp,. mtl' during CR atp,. .t1" dr.ve, 
store the unus.d stp,. .t1' current ph ••• bits 

Mov TmpROO.ICPSAdr .g.t the CR ph •• tor •• ge .ddr 
Mov A •• TmpROO .g.t the buute .tor.d th .... 
MovP3 A •• A .get the ph. d.t. bQt. 
Mov TmpROO.IL •• tPh. load L •• t Ph. psu.do ... g to T •• p R.g 
Mov .T.pROO.A • ,to". L •• t Phase bits - ind .... ct 
.Ich.nl.,.to~. the ph ••• ~.Ii.t.~ ind.1 .dd~ ••• e. 
Mov T.pROO.ILPSAdr .g.t Ph. [nde .. ect Add .. p.uedo reg 
Mov A •• TmpROO ••• t LF l •• t ph ••• index .dd .. 
Mov Ph.R30.A .pl.ca l •• t LF ph •• e index addr In Ph. Reg 
MOil TConRO.'LFTMRI .Lo.d tim. con.t.nt Reg 

S.l.ct the stp .. Mtr 
MOil A •• SLF 
MOIID P5.A 

.• OET CR SM SELECT IlTS 
.SELECT SM tSCR801 

Lin.Feed I Fo .. mFe.d Drive Loop 
1372 -----------------------------------~-----------------------------------1373 
1374 
1375 • 
1376 
1377 
1378 • 
1379 
1380 
1381 StrtLF: 
13B2 STRLFT: 
1383 
1384 
1385 
1386 
1::187 
1318 
1389 
1390 ZROPHL: 
1391 
1392 NXTPHL: 
1393 
1394 
1395 
1396 
1397 

MOil 
MovP3 
patch 
Mov 
DRL 
.tart 
MOIID 

MOil 
MOIl 
STRT 
•• tup 
INC 
MDY 
~S2 
~P 
MOil 

MOil 
MavP3 
patch 
Mov 
ORL, 

A.Ph.R30 .g.t the ph ..... indi .. ect add .. index 
A •• A .do indi ... ct get of ph. bits 

together the CR l •• t and LF nelt ph ••• bIt. 
TmpROO.lLa.tPh .lo.d Last Ph. p.u.da .. e. to T.mp Reg 
A •• TmpROO .patch tog.the .. CR •• i.ting • ne. LF 

ti.er and .t.p moto~ 
P4. A • OUTPUT 8 lTS 

A.TConRO 
T.A 
T 

the nelt pha •• 
Ph.R30 
A.Ph.R30 
ZRDPHL 
NXTPHL 
Ph.R30 •• STLFF 

Jglt time con.tant f~om ~.g 
.lo.d the ti .. e .. 
I START TIMER 

to output 
• STEP PHASE DI ADDRESS 
Iglt the ph ••• lndel addr ••• 
; t •• t ph ••• 

A.Ph.R30 .get the ph ... eg indi .. ect add .. ind •• 
A,.A .do indirect glt of phi bits 

togeth ... the CR l •• t .nd LF n •• t ph ••• bit. 
TmpROO.ILa.tPh • load L •• t Ph. p.uedo ... g to Te .. p R •• 
A •• T.pROO .patch togath ... CR a.i.tin •• ne. LF 

1398 TLoopL: ~TF 
1399 Jt1P 

NXPHLF 
TLODPL 

I J"P on ti •• aut to output n.t ph. 
i1'oop until ti.e.,. tim •• aut 

1400 
1401 NXPHLF: MDYD 
1402 D~NZ 

P4.A 
CntR40.St .. LFT 

• .tep IIOtO" - OUTPUT B['TS 
it •• t 'or .nd of ph ••• count for line 
.pr.p for ne.t lin. 1403 

1404 
1405 
1406 
1407 
1408 
1409 

.. 1410 
1411 
1412 
1413 • 
1414 • 
1415 8.tLRN: 

t •• t for varlOUI lin./inch .pacing ~ould 10 h.re 
MOil CntR40.'LP[8pS .init cnt ... g fa .. ,t.ndard line f.ed 
D~Z LnCtRO.St .. tLF .t •• t 'a .. end 0' lin. count 

Mov 
ANL 
Mov 

A.OStR20 
A •• LineFd 
OStR20.A 

.Oet the .t.tu. bQte 
ir ••• t for line f •• d 
.sav. the .t.tu. bQt. 

sto .. e the ph ... "'-giste .. index .dd ....... 
Set LineFeed Stp .. M1o .. Ne.t Ph •• e ind ••• dd ..... 
Mav .T.pROO.ILPSAd ... get Ph. Sto ..... Add .. p.uedo .. e. 

5-190 
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inter 
0452 F8 
0453 AO 
0454 8478 
0456 8490 

0458 83 

0500 

0500 05 
0501 FA 
0502 53F7 
0504 AA 
0505 8823 
0507 8020 
0509 C5 

050A FA 
0508 53FO 
0500 AA 
050E 83 

050F C5 
0510 230F 
0512 3E 
0513 23FF 
0515 39 
0516 23CO 
0518 3A 
0:519 8A03 
0518 BAOO 
051D DS 
051E BAOO 
0520 C5 
0521 B3 

0522 FA 
0523 4302 
0525 AA 
0526 362A 

0528 3402 
052A 3422 

052C B474 
052E 83 

052F 887F 
0531 B95D 
0533 BOOO 

1'I0v 
1'I0v 
Call 
Call 

Ap·161 

A.PhzR30 
eTmpROO.A 
Dl~Lng 
DeS 1 SI'I 

,get the pha •• index address 
;.to~e LF Next pha.e index .ddr 

1416 
1417 
1418 
1419 
1420 
1421 
1422 
1423 
1424 
1425 
1426 
1427 

Check if Cher Buffer cont.ins full line (eO char Dr nChar • CR) 
exit oth.r~i •• continue to read in characters 

1'I0v A.QStR20 ;get the stat b~te 
JBl B~Pa.l ; i' Do Not Print Bit Set - EXIT 
Call CBFe k 

B~P .. l: Ret 

1428 PG 
1429 J * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * 1430 Minor Software Subroutines 
1431 
1432 
1433 

* * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * 
ORG 500H 

1434 
1435 , ---------------------------------------------------------------1436 , 
1437 
1438 Dehlt. 

reset/set EOF statuI flag bit = 0 
SEL RBI 
1'I0v A.ChStRI 
ANL A •• ClrEOF 
1'I0v ChStRI.A 
1'I0v TmpRI0 •• PTAseS 

iget the char status b~t. 
iet.ar the EDF flag bit 
;store the char status bVte 
Jg.~ the Ascii code tmp store .ddr 

1439 
1440 
1441 
1442 
1443 
1444 
1445 
1446 
1447 
1448 
1449 , 
1450 
1451 
1452 
1453 

1'I0v eTmpRI0 •• A.cll ; load the tmp .tor reg w/ •• cii .tart 

1454 In! tAl: 
1455 AIlOH: 

SEL RBO 

reset/.et Ok-to-Print 
1'I0v A.QStR20 
ANL A •• OkPrnt 
1'I0v QStR20.A 
RET 

statuI flag bit = 0 
;get the statu. bVte 
;~es.t p~int flag - Ok 
i.ave the status bvte 

PT'int 

1'456 , ---------------------------------------------------------------
1457 , CLEAR all outputs 
1458 SEL RBO 
1459 1'I0V A •• OFH 
1460 1'I0VD P6. A 
1461 1'I0V A •• OFFH 
1462 OUTL Pl.A 
1463 1'I0y A •• PTRGHI 
1464 OUTL P2.A 
1465 CAL P2 •• 03 
1466 Mov QStR20 •• 00H 
1467 SEL RBI 
1468 1'I0v ChStRI •• OOH 
1469 SEL RBO 
1470 RET 
1471 
1472 PG 

; FORCE PORT HI - RI OF 55' 

,TURN ALL PRNT SOL'. OFF 

i.,t comm hdsk to ACK hi/Bu.~ hi 
icl •• ~ the status ~.gi.t.~s 

,RETURN TO INIT ROUTINE 

1473 
1474 
1475 , 
1476 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Home Carrl.ge I Pr.nt H.ad As.embly 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
1477 CRHome: 
1478 
1479 
1480 
1481 
1482 
1483 RtoL: 
1484 
1485 
1486 
1487 

1'I0v 
ORL 
1'10 v 
JTO 

Call 
Call 

Call 
Ret 

A.GStR20 
A •• OoNotP 
GStR20.A 
RtoL 

FAcc,l 
RAeeel 

OIUVLg 

'get the .tatul byte 
i'lt the do not p~int 'lag 
i.ave the status b~te 
ite.t fo~ position of PH ••••• bl~ 
I d~iY' .cco~dingl~ 
,drive CR Stpr I'Itr 
I ~ind the logical left hom. CR position 
Ideleva long time b.fo~. continuing 

1488 
1489 
1490 
1491 
1492 , 
1493 

* * * * * * * * * * *.* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ Clear Data MemoT'~ 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

1494 ClrOI'l: 
1495 
1496 ClrOI'lI: 

At PowerUp or Re.et. 'ollowlng CR & LF Stpr I'Itr Init. this 
procedure clears data memoT'V above ROO, Stack and RBI. 
1'I0V RO •• OI'ITop ,GET BUFFER START LOCATION [HEX] 
1'I0V Rl •• 0I'lSI%E 
1'I0V eRO •• OOH ,ZERO I'IEI'IORY LOCATION 

5-191 
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; 

inter 
0535 C8 
0536 E933 
0538 83 

0539 897F 
0538 BD50 

053D FF 
053E AI 
053F C9 
0540 IF 
0541 0382 
0543 9647 
0545 8F20 
0547 ED3D 
0549, C5 
054A 83 

0548 BC04 
054D 2308' 
054F 3D 
01150 BDCO 
011:12 B800 
01154 FB 
011511 E3 
01156 3C 
01157 FD 
0119 62 
05119 1111 
OllIlA 18 
0558 F8 
OIlIlC 5260 
01l5E A462 
01160 BBOO 

01162 FB 
01163 E3 
01164 1669 
0566 A464 
0568 3C 
0569 EC57 

O!l6B Baal 
O!l6D FB 
O!l6E AO 
056F 1478 
0571 1490 
0573 B3 

0574 BB7F 
0576 A47E 

0578 ... 0 
01l7A A47E 

1497 
1498 
1499 

.1500 

1501 pg 

DEC 
D.JNZ 
RET 

Ap·161 

RO 
RI. Cl,.DflI ,dec buff."" loop if not: ..... oC.ndl 

,RETURN TO INIT ROUTlIIE 

1502 , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * •• * * * •• * • * * •• 1503 , Ch.r •• t.,. p,.int TEST 
1504 j * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
!:g: 'p,.nT.t· 
1507, TEST 
1508 
1509 , 
1510 

IDad the ch.~ buff .... with succ ••• ive inc ...... " ... of 
the •• cii cod •• t.or.. t •• t fo,. end of •• cii 
p,.int.bl. ch.,. •• nd ,..lnlt the .ha,. .t,. ••• load.d. 

'load ch .......... /eh .... bu'f" .t~t 1511 CTlnt: Mov 
1512 Mov 
1513 ChT.t: 

CAd,.RI •• FCBf8t 
CCntRl •• ChBfSz ; load ch .... ent ..... ~/ch .... bu'''' aiz. 

1514 "ov 
"ov 
DEC 
INC 
ADD 
~NZ 

A.opn,.71 
ICAd,.RI. A 
CAd,.RI 

,T •• t cha,. bu'f.r 'ill with ASCII Cha,. 
Joet the •• cii ch .... 

11115 
1516 
1517 
151B 
11119 
1520 
1521 
1522 
1523 
1524 

"av 
Ch,.TQo' D~NZ 

BEL 
RET 

1525 pg 

op"1'71 
A,_PIIIsEnd 
Ch,.TQo 
DpnR71,."'lctt 
CCntRIo ChTIt 
RBO 

J load date •• mo'l", wlCha ... 
ID.e ...... "t de ..... 0'1", loc.tion 
I Inc~.m.nt Aweii ch.~ nu.b.~ 
Ite.t- fD~ •• cii code end 
J if not end Jmp oye~ cod. ~ •• t.~t 

,dec buff.~, 

'ELSE RETURN TO INIT ROUTINE 

1526 
1527 
1528 
11129 
1530 , 

* * * * * • * • * • • • * * • • * • * • * * * * * * • * * * * * * • * • 
CR Stpr "t,. Pow.,. On Initi.liz.tion .nd 

* • * * • * • * • * * • * * • * * • • * * • • * • • * * * • • • * * • • 
T~i. routine drive. the CR or LF .tpr mtr 'or fou,. pha •• 

.hift. '0,. initialization. 
1531 INITCR: 
11132 
1533 
1534 
1535 
1536 
11137 
1538 
11139 
1540 STRTTR: 
11141 
1542 
1543 
1544 
11I4!I 
1546 
11147 boR.2' 
1548 N.tPhR: 

"OU 
"OY 
"OYD 
"DY 
I'IOU 
"OY 
MovP3 
"OYD 
"OY 
"OY 
STRT 
INC 
"OY 
~B2 
~I'IP 

"OY 

CntR40. IIPhCnti 
A •• SCRBO 
PII.A 
TConRO •• lntTm2 
PhzR30 •• FStCRP 
A.PhzR30 A,." 
P4.A 
A.TConRO 
T.A 
T 
PhzR30 
A.PhzR30 
ZroRg2 
N.tPhR 
PhzR30 •• FStCRP 

11149 MOY A. PhzR30 
111110 MovP3 A. IA 
111111 TLaopR: ~TF NXPHRI 
111112 ~11P TLoopR 
111113 I'IOYD P4. A 
1554 NXPHRI' D.JNZ CntR40.STRTTR 

,POWER ON JNIT STPR "TR 
Ilo.d ph ••• ent ?e, fo? INIT 
,QET CR 81'1 SELECT BITS 
• SELECT 8M [SCRSOl 
,La.d tim. eon.t.nt R., 
Jle~a 8M ph •• e ?e, - fa?_.~d 
I,et ph ••• 1nd •• ~ •• i.t.~ bvte 
,lo.d ind ••• d pha ••• hift b~t. 
,OUTPUT BITS 
.QET TIMER,CONSTANT 

• START TI"ER 
I.t.p ph ••• index ~.Ii.t.~ 
.CHECK THE PHASE COUNT REQ 

, •• t pha.w ind •• ,..gi.t.r b~te 
'load ind ••• d pha ••• hift b~t. 
• ~I'IP ON TIME OUT TO NEXT PH 
,LOOP UNTIL TINE OUT 
,OUTPUT BITS 

1111111 , ,-------------------____________________________________________ _ 

1'56 , .to .... the 1 ••• ph ....... gi.t .... inde •• dd ....... . 
1557 Mov TmpROO •• CPSAd,. , •• t Phz eto,. ••• Add,. p.u.do ,. •• 
1119 Mov A.PhzR30 'pl ••• l •• t CR ph ••• ind ••• dd,. in 
111119 Mov ITmpROO.A .to,.. CR la.t ph ••• ind •• add,. 
1560 Call Dl~Ln. 
11161 Call D.B1S" 
1562 RET 
1563 
1564 pg 
15611 , ----------------------_________________________________________ _ 
1566 , 1567 , ----------------------_________________________________________ _ 

1568 
11169 , Yn~ Long 
11170 Dl~YL.: 
11171 

"OY TmpROO •• 7FH 
~ .. p Dl~ST 

11172 
1573 , Lon. 
11174 Dl~Ln.: HOY 
111711 '.Jllp 
111'1'6 

T.pROO •• Dl~CL, 
Dl~ST 

5·192 

,LOAD DELAY COUNT IN REQ. 

.LOAD DELAY COUNT IN REQ. 
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057C 8830 

057E 23CC 
0580 62 
01581 1515 

01582 168D 

01584 D5 
015815 FA 
01596 929A 

0599 1469 
059A C5 
01598 A482 
0158D E880 
05BF 93 

0590 230E 
0592 3D 
01593 83 

0600 

AP-161 

Not So Long - Sho~t 
DlvBht: MOV TmpROO •• D1VCB • LOAD DELAY COUNT IN REG. 

l Stnt 
D1VST' MOV 
NltTLd MOV 

STRT 

D1Vi..o p: .JTF 

ChAr 
SEL 
Hov 
.JB4 

Call 
SkpCI' BEL 

.JMP 
D1VTO' D.JNZ 

RET 

D.l·V 
A •• DlYTim 
T .... 
T 

D1VTO 

• GET MAX TIMER DELAY 
,LOAD TIMER 
,START TIMER 

,LOOP 

buff.,. fill during time loop: 
RB"1 
A.ChStRI 
SkpCI 

IBFSrv 
RBO 
D1VLOP 
TmpROO.NltTLd 

,get the ch.,..cte,. st.t reg b~te 
test 'a~ norm. I che,. input 
or skip if cha" prnt test 

.serVlce the che,. buffe,. fill 

1577 
11579 
11579 
11590 
1\581 
1582 
1583 
1584 
1595 
1596 
1597 
1599 
1599 
1590 
1591 
1592 
1593 
11594 
1595 
11596 
11597 
11598 
11599 
1600 
1601 
1602 
1603 
1604 
16015 
1606 

--------... ----------'---------------------------------------------
Stpr Mtr D ••• lect 

Steppe,. Motor DeSelect Routine 
DESLSM ,DESELECT LF/CR SM 
SMEROR MOV A •• SMOFF ,GET LF/CR SM DE-SELECT BITS 

MOVD P5.A ,DE-SELECT CR SM 
RET 

.INCLUDE(:Fl·CHRTBL.OV1) 
-1607 
-1609 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * =1609 Character Dot Generator Loo~-up Table Page 1 
-1610 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * =1611 
-1612 

=1613 Character Table Page 1, contains 
-1614 
-1615 l 20H ----------------------------------------> 4FH 
-1616 
-1617 (.p)! .... lI:lk·()*+.-. 10123456789·,<->?<i!ABCDEFGHI.JKLM .. 
=1618 
-1619 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
-1620 
-1621 ORG 600H 
-1622 
-1623 j 

=1624 Page 1 Character Dot Pattern Fetch 
-162e ; «< actual •• sembled characte,. table code not listed »> 
-1626 f ---------------------------------------------------------___________ _ 
-1627 .NoList 
=1676 .List 
-1677 Listing below 15 fo~ refe~.nce onl~, actual code is not listed 
-1678 ; at ilssemb I y time. 
=1679 
-1680 -------------------------------------------_________________________ _ 
-1691 
-1682 I 
-1683 
-1684 I 

-16815 I 

-1686 
-1697 
-1688 
-1699 
=1690 
-1691 
-1692 I 
-11>93 
-1694 
-1695 
-1696 l 

-1697 
-1699 
-1699 
-1700 
-1701 I 
-1702 
-1703 
-1704 
-170:1 , 

•• c20- DB 
•• c21: DB 
•• c22: DB 
•• c23: DB 
•• c24: DB 
•• c2~: DB 
•• c26: DB 
.5c27: DB 
•• c28: DB 
•• c29: DB 
•• c2A: DB 
.. c2B: DB 
•• c2C: DB 
uc2D: DB 
uc2E: DB 
uc2F. DB 
•• c30: DB 
.. c31: DB 
.,c32' DB 
... 33: DB 
•• c34: DB 
•• c-3S: DB 
uc36: DB. 
• 5c37: DB 
.. <38: DB 

7FH • 7FH. 
7FH. 7FH. 
7FH. 7FH, 
6SH. OOH. 
5BH. 55H. 
5CH. 6CH. 
19H. 26H. 
7FH. 7FH. 
63H. 5DH. 
7FH. 7FH. 
5DH. 6BH. 
77H. 77H. 
7FH. 3FH. 
77H. 77H. 
7FH. II'"H. 
5FH. 6FH. 
41H. 2EH. 
7FH. 3PH. 
3DH. lEH. 
'5PH • 3EH. 
67,,,1, 611H. 
58H. 311H. 
43H, 35H. 
7EH • OEH. 
49H. 36H. 

5-193 

7FH. 7FH. 7FH , SPACE 
20H. 7FH. 7FH ; ! 
78H. 7FH. 78H 
6BH. OOH. 6BH I. 
OOH. 55H. 6DH I. 
77H. 1BH. lDH ,lI: 
26H. 59H. '2FH Ilk 
7CH. 7FH. 7FH , . 
3EH. 7FH. 7FH I ( 
3EH. 5DH. 63H , ) 
OOH. 6BH. 5DH 1* 
41H. 77H. 77H ,+ 
4FH. 7FH. 7FH ,. 
77H. 77H. 77H 1-
lFH. 7FH, 7FH ,. 
77H. 7BH; 7DH , I 
36H. 3AH, 41H ,0 
OOH· 3FH. 7FH I 1 
2EH. 36H. 39H .. 2 
36H. 36H. 49H 13 
6DH. OOH • oFH ,4 
311H. 3AH. 41>H 15 
36H. 36H. 4EH 16 
76H. 7AH. 7CH i 7 
:l6H. 36H. 49H Ie 
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inter 

06FO Fe 
06Fl A3 

06F2 4380 
06F4 39 
06F5 83 

0700 

-1706 
=1707 
-1708 
=1709 
-1710 I 

-1711 
-1712 
-1713 
-1714 • 
-171' 
-1716 
=1717 
-171B 
-1719 j 

-1720 
-1721 i 

-1722 I 

=1723 
-1724 
-1725 
-17:26 J 

-1727 
-1728 
-1729 
-1730 

•• c39: DB 
•• c3A: DB 
• sc3B: DB 
• 'c3e: DB 
•• c3D: DB 
•• c3E: DB 
•• e3F: DB 
•• e40: DB 
ase41 ; DB 
.,c42: DB 
•• c43: DB 
ale44: 08 
•• ,4\5: 08 
•• c-46: 08 
.,e47: 08 
•• ,48: DB 
•• e49: DB 
•• c4A: 08 
•• ,48: DB 
•• c4C: DB 
• '1:4D. 08 
•• ,4E: DB 
•• c4F: DB 
•• c4E: DB 
•• c4F' DB 

Ap·161 

39H. 36H. 36H. S6H. 61H ,9 
,7FH. 7FH. 68H. 7FH. 7FH , : 
7FH. 3FH. 4BH • 7FH. 7FH i. 
77H. 6BH • 5OH. 3EH. 7FH i< 
6BH. 6BH. 6BH. ~8H, 68H ,-
7FH. 3EH. SOH. 6BH. 77H ,> 
79H. 1EH • 26H. 7AH. 7DH ,7 
41H. 3EH • 22H. 36H. 71H ,. 
03H. 6DH. 6EH. 6DH. 03H ,A 
OOH. 36H. 36H, 36H. 49H ,8 
41H. 3EH • 3EH. 3EH. 50H , C 
OOH. 3EH. 3EH. SOH. 63H ,0 
OOH. 36M. 36H. 36M. 36H iE 
OOH. 76H • 76H. 76H. 76H ,F 
41H. 3EH. 3EH. 2EH. ODH ,Q 
OOH. 77H. 17H. 77H. OOH ,H 
7Fji. 3EH. OOH. 3EH. 7FH , I 
5FH. 3FH. 3FH. 3FH • 40H ,,) . 
OOH, , 77H, 68H. SOH • 3EH ,K 
OOH. 3FH. 3FH. 3FH • 3FH ,L. 
OOH. 7OH. 73H • 7DH, OOH .M 
O •• H, OdfH, O.fH, Of7H. O.aH ; t.st 
55H. Od,H. O • .pH, Of7H. 5SM I test 
OOH. 78H. 17H. 6FH. DOH ,N 
41H. 3EH. 3EH. 3EH. 41H .0 

-1731 I ---------------------------------------------------------------------
-1732 End P.go I Cha".ct .... Dot P.tt."n Fotch 
-1733 
-1734 ----------------------------------------------------------------
=1735 
_1736 
=1737 

Character Dot Pattnn Fetch 

-1738 eh~Pgl: MOV A,CDotRI 
A~ liA 

Iget ch.~ index .dd~e •• o,f.et 
I get colu'ttln dot p.te,~n b"t. -1739 MOVP 

-1740 
_1741 I 

-1742 ; 
=1743 
-1744 
-1745 
-1746 
-1747 
-1748 
-1749 
=1150 
-1751 
-1752 

=1753 

this bit fix n.c.ss.~V to n~t und.~lin •• ach cha~act.~ 
this •• v •• fixing .ach bit in the look up t.ble 

ORL. 
OutL. 
RET 

END P.go I 

;cha,. bit fix 
Joutput the dot patt.~n 
,exit with b"te in ace 

PAGE 2 -- Character Dot Generator Look-Up Table 
-1754 J ---------------------------------------------------------------------
-1755 

=175b Character Table Page 2. contains 
-1757 
-17'8 50H ------------------------------------------> 7EH 
-1759 
-1760 j' NCPGRSTUVWXYZC\ J ..... _ (? ).bcdefgh i J k ImnOPCl,.stuvwx" z (I)'" II 

-1761 
-1762 
-17b3 
-1764 ORQ 700H 
-1765 
-17b6 

=1767 Page 2 -- Character Dot Pattern Fetch 
-17611 , >>> 
-1769 i ---------------------------------------------------------------------
-1770 SNoL.IST 
-IBI8 SLI.t 
=1819 
-1820 
-1821 
-11122 
-11123 
-1824 J 

=-1825 J 

-IB26 
-IB27 
-18211 
-1829 I 

-1830 
=1831 
-1832 J 

nc50: 
asc51-
•• c52,: 
•• c53-
•• c54_ 
•• c5' 
•• e56 
•• e57 
ase58 
a.c59 

Listing below is ,O~ r.'.rencJonl", .ctu.l cod. is not listed 
.t .s •• mbl" time 

DB OOH. 7bH. 76H. 76H. 79H ,p 
DB 41H. 3EH. 2EH. SEH. 21.1 ,Q 
08 OOH. 76H. 611H. SbH. 39H ,R 
08 59H • 36H. 36H. 36H. 4DH .s 
08 7EH • 7EH. OOH. '7EH. 7EH iT 
DB 40H. 3FH. 3FH. 3FH. 40H ,u 
DB bOH • SFH. 3FH. 5FH. 60H .V 
DB OOH. 5FH. 67H. 5FH. OOH ,w 
DB ICH. 6BH. 77H. 6BH. ICH , X 
DB 7CH, 78H. 07H. 78H. 7CH ,y 230795-50 
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-1833 I a.eS'" DB lEH. 2EH. 36H. 3AH. 3CH I Z 
-1834 I u.51 DB OOH. 3EH. 3EH. 3EH. 7FH · [ 
-1835 •• cSC. DB 7DH. 7BH. 77H. 6FH. 5FH , \ 
-1836 .sc5D. DB 7FH. 3!£H. 3EH. 3EH. OOH , ] 
-~837 I .. ~5E, DB 6FH. 77H. 7BH. 77H. 6FH 
-1838 .~.5F DB 3FH. 3FH. ~FH'. 3FH. 3FH ,-
-1839 U.60' DB 7DH. 7BH. 7H. OFFH. OFFH , \ 
-1840 ; •• c61: D8 ODFH. OABH • OABH. OABH. OB7H .. 
-1841 •• ,62. DB 080H. OB7H. OB7H. OB7H. OCFH I b 
-1842 I ••• 63 DB OC7H. OBBH. OBBH. OBBH. OBBH I. 
-1843 I •• c64. DB OCFH. OB7H • OB7H. OB7H. OSOH 

• d 
-1844 I •• c6': DB OC7H. OABH. OABH. OABH. OB7H I. 
-1845 I ••• 66' DB OF7H. OSIH •• OF6H. , OFEH. OFQH " -11146 I ... 67: DB OF7H. OABH. OABH. OABH. OC3H , t 
-1847 I ... 68: DB 080H. OF7H. QFBH. OFBH, OS7H , h 
-1848 I ••• 69: DB OFFH. 08FH. OSBH. OIFH. OFFH , i 
-1849 ••• 6A: DB ODFH. OBFH. OBBH. OC2H. OFFH I J 
-1850 I d.6B' DB OFFH. OSOH. OEFH. OD7H. OB8H , k 
-1851 I ••• 6C: DB OFFH. DBEH. OSOH. OBFH. OFFH 11 
-185:1 I u.6D' DB 087H. OFBH. OEi!H. OFBH. OS7H 1m 
-1&53 I ... 6E: DB 083H. OF7H. OFBH. OFBH. 087H In 
-1854 ••• 6F: DB OC7H. OBBH • OBSH. OIBH. 'OC7H I a 
-1855 ... 70: DB '084H. OEBH. OEBH. OEBH. OF7H I P 
-18116 I •• ,71: DB OF7H. OEBH. OI!BH. OEBH. 084H III 
-18117 I n.72: DB OFFH. 083H. OF7H. OFBH. OFBH IT' 
.. 18H I •• c73: DB OB7H. OABH. OASH. OASH. ODBH I. 

-1859 I ••• 74' DB OFIH. OC1H. OBBH. ODFH. OFFH It 
-1860 .,0.75: DB OC3H. OBFH. OBFH. OBFH. OC3H • u 
-1861 I ,,0.76' DB ' OE3H. ODFH. OBFH. ODFH. OE3H , v 
-1862 I ••• 77, , DB OC3H. OBFH. OCFH. OBFH. OC3H I .. 
-1863 I ••• 78: DB OBBH. OC7H. OEFH. OC7H. OBBH · . 
-1864 I ••• 79: DB OFFH. OB3H. OAFH. OAFH • OC3H • U 
-1865 •• ,7"': DB OBBH. 09BH • OAIH. OI3H, OBIH , I 

-1866 AIC7B: DB 07FH. 077H; 049H. 03EH. 03EH d 
-1867 I ASC7C: DB OFFH. OFFH. 088H. OFFH. OFFH , I 

-1868 I ASC7D, D8 03EH. 03EH. 009H. 077H. 07FH , ) 
-1869 I ASC7E: DB 067H. 07BH. 067H. 05FH. 067H' ,~ 

~1870 
-1871 I --------------------------------------------------------------
=1872 Chafact.f Dot P~ttefn Fetch 
-1873 I --------------------------------------------------------------
-1874 

07EB FC -1875 Ch,.Pg2: PlOY A.CDiitRl ,get cha ... inde. .dd ...... of, •• t 
07EC A3 -1876 "DYP A •• A J get column dot pat ... n bute 

-1877 
-1878 I tH. bit fil nee ••• a,. .. to· not undel'line .ach ch.,..cte.,. 
-1879 I this •• v •• fixing .ach bit in the look up hble 
-1880 

'07ED 4380 -1881 ORL A.HOH icha,. blii fix 
07EF a. .. 1882 OutL Pl. A j output the dot pattern 
07FO 83 -1883 RE,T I.nt .. ith .byte in ace 

1_ 
1885 
1886 
1887 • * • * * * * * * * * • • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ******* 
IB8B Program End 
1889 I • * • •• • • * * * * * * • • ******* * * * '* * * * * * * * * * * * * 1890 
1891 END 

ASBEIIILY C~LETE. NO ERRORS 
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APPENDIX B 
'SOFTWARE' PRINTER ENHANCEMENTS 

This section describes several software' enhancements 
which could be implemented as 'additions to the soft
ware developed for this Application Note. Space is 
available for most of the items 'described. Approximate
ly 5 bytes of Data Memory woUld be'required to imple
ment most of the features. Two bytes would be used for 
status flags, and two bytes for teniponitY data or count 
storage. It is possible to'use less,than five bytes, but thiS 
would require the duplicate use of sim;le fla,gs, or other 
Data Memory storage, which will signiticandy compli
cate the software ~g and debug tasks. 

Special Characters or Symbols 

Dot mat:px printing lends itself well to the creation of 
custom characters and symbols. There are two aspects 
to implementing special characters. First, a' character 
look-up table, and second, additional software for de
coding and processing the special characters or sym
bols. Special characters might be scientific notation, 
mathematical symbols, unique language characterS, Or 
block and line graphics characters. 

The character look-up table could be an additional page 
of Program Memory dedicated to the special charac
ters, or replace part, or all, of the existing look-up ta
bles. If an additional look-up table is used, a third page 
test would be needed at the beginning of the CluI.racter 
Translation subroutine. There is fundamentally no dif
ference between the processing of special characters 
and standard ASCII printable characters. If the charac
ters require the same 5 x 7 dot matrix, the balan~ of 
the software would remain the same. If, however, the 
special characters require a different matrix, or the ma
nipulation of the matrix, the software becomes more 
complex. 

In general, the major software modification required to 
implement special characters is the size of the dot ma
triX printed or the dot matrix configuration used. In the 
case of scientific characters, it would often be necessary 
to shift the 5 x 7 matrix pattern within the available 9 x 
9 matrix. Block 01' line graphics characters, on-the-oth
er-hand, would require using the entire 9 x 9 print head 
matrix and printing during normally blank dot col
umns. This would require suspending the blank column 
blanldng mechanism implemented in this Application 
Note. This would be the most complex aspect of imp Ie
menting special characters. It would possibly change 
the number of required instructions, and thus the tim
ing between PTS detection and print head solenoid trig-

ger tiring. This could 'cause the dot columns to be misa
ligned within a printed line and between lines. 

In the case of a matrix change, two approaches are 
possible: dynamically changing the matrix, in line, as 
standard ASCII characters are being printed, or isolat
ing the special characters to a seParate processing floW 
where special characters are handled as a unique and 
complete line of characters only. A discussion of in line 
matrix changes for special characters is beyond the 

, scope of-this Appendix. It is s'\lf'ficient to say that the 
changes would require the conditions setting the EOLN 
flag, character count, and dot' column count software 
be modified during char~ter processing and printing. 

Lower,case Descenders 

The general principle of implementing lower case de
scenders is to shift the 5 x 7 character dot matrix within 
the aVailable 9 x 9 print head solenoid matrix. Imple
menting loWer case descenders requires two software 
modifications and' the creation of status flag for the 
purpose. First, the detection of characters needing de
scenders and ~etting a dedicated status flag during the 
character code, to dot pattern' translation subroutine. 
Second, the character dot column data output to ,the 
print head solenoids must be shifted for each dot col
umn of the character. At the end of the character, the 
flag would be reset. 

Inllne Control Codes 

Inline control codes are two to three character se
quences, which indicate special hardware conditions or 
software flow control and branching. TIle firSt charac
ter indicates that the control code sequence is beginning 
and is typically an ASCII Escape Character (ESC), 
IBH. Termination of the inline code sequence would be 
indicated by a default number of code sequence charac
ters. This would decrease the buffer size available for 
characters. Full 80 character line buffering would re
quire loading the Character Buffer with a received 
character as a character is removed from it and pro-
cessed. ' 

The Inline Control Code test would be performed in 
two places: in the Character Buffer Fill subroutine and 
in the Character Processing (translation) subroutine. 
The test would be performed in the same manner that a 
Carriage Return (CR) character code test is implement
ed. Examples are horizontal tabs and expanded or con-
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densed character fonts. In. the case of horizontal ~bs, 
20H (Space Character) would have to be placed in the 
Character Buffer for inline processing during character 
processing and printing. Unless fixed position tabs are 
used, a minimum of a nibble of Data Memory would be 
required to maintain a "spaces-to-tab" count. Fixed tab 
positions could be set via another inline control code, 
by defaUlt of the print software, or through the use of 
external hardware switch settings. The control code 
method of setting the tab positions is the most desir
able, but the most complex to implement. 

Different Chara~ter Formats 

Condensed and enlarged characters are variations in 
either the number of dots and/or the space used to 
print them. Thus, each character is a variation of the 
stepper motor and/or print head solenoid trigger tim
ings. It is possible to print each in bold face by printing 
each dot twice per dot column position. This would 
require little software modification, but would require a 
status flag. Again, care must be used to ensure that the 
delay in retriggering the solenoids is precisely the same 
for each type of event. Without this precise timing the 
dot column alignment will not be accurate. The soft
ware modifications needed to implement enlarged or 
condensed characters is essentially the' same. The car
riage and print head solenoid firing software flow is the 
same, but the timing for each changes. For condensed 
characters, the step Time Constant is doubled to ap
proximately 4.08 ms, and the solenQids are fired four 
times within each step time. The step rate actually be
.comes a multiple of the solenoid fuing time, and a 
counter mcrementing once for each solenoid fuing 
would be needed. At the count of four, the carriage 
stepper motor IS stepped and the counter reset. 

In the case of condensed characters, PTS does not play 
the same roll as in standard or enlarged character print
ing. PTS is not used to indicate the optimum print head 
solenoid firing time. Solenoid firing is purely a time 
function for condensed characters. PTS would only be 
used for Failsafe protection. 

Enlarged characters would require the solenoids be 
fired twice per dot column data, in two sequential dot 
columns, at the same rate as standard characters. The 
character dot column data and dot column count 
would not be incremented at each. output but at every 
other output. A flag could be used for this purpose. 

When printing either condensed or enlarged characters, 
the maximum character count would have to compen
sate for the increased or decreased characters per line 
count. When printing enlarged characters, the maxi
mum characters per line would be 40. 

The Character Buffer could hold two complete lines of 
characters. But, condensed characters presents a quite 
different situation. The avalable character per line in
creases to 132, well beyond the 80 character Character 
Buffer size. The solution is to re-initialize the Character 
Buffer Size Count register count during condensed 
character processing. This will effectively inhibit the 
carriage stepper motor drive EOLN detection. 

Two status flags would be required; one for standard or 
enlarged . characters, and the second for condensed 
characters. A third status flag would be required to 
implement bold face printing. Activating one of the al
ternate character fonts' could be either through the use 
of external status switches or through inline control 
code sequences, as detailed above. Note, that if the al
ternate character fonts are implemented in such a way 
that format changing is to occur dynamically during 
any single line being printed, the same control code 
problems described above also apply. In addition, the 
effect on the timing and dot column alignment must 
also be investigated. 

Variable Line Spacing 

Variable line spacing is another feature which could be 
implemented either through the use of external status 
switches or inline control codes. The line spacing is a 
function of the number of steps the stepper motor ro
tates for a given line. Figure IS, Paper Feed Stepper 
Motor Predetermined Time Constants, in the Back
ground section, lists the Time Constants required for 
three different line spacings; 6, 8, and 10 lines per inch. 
At the beginning of the Paper Feed Stepper Motor 
Drive subroutine, the default line step count is loaded. 
The software required is a conditionalloadJor the line 
spacing, indicated by a status flag set in the External 
Status Switch Check subroutine or the Character Buff
er Fill subroutine. _Implementing the three different line 
spacings would requite two additional status flags. 
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PRINT PULSE 1 
500 ± 20/15 
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APPENDIX C 
PRINTER MECHANISM. 

DRIVE CIRCUIT 

Rl 
~.r;=l-___ -I0,,1 ___ ...... _I~......,...;:S"OL1ENOID 1 

Q 9 SOLENOID 9 

~q---t~~M 

TRIGGER PULSE 
2001's OR LESS 

RESET PULSE 

Parts No. 
IC1-IC10 

IC11 
01-09 
Q1-9 

Q10 
Q11 

R1-R9 
R10 
R11 
R12 

R13 
VR1 
C1 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 

Z01 
Z02 

I. 

24V~ 10% 

L....1-;:::;j;::::;-=~f::::::;-r-1 5V, 5"~ 

C4 

C1. Recommended Solenoid Drive Circuit 

Type 
5N7406 

",A555 
Oiode 552778 

Transistor 250986 
Transistor 25A1015 
Transistor 250633 
Resistor 1.2kfi % 
Resistor 22fi% 
Resistor 580fi2 
Resistor 15kfi % 

Carbon fil = 
Resistor 1.2kfi % 

Variable Resistor 20kfi% 
Capacitor 1 ",F 100V 
Capacitor 0.01 p.F 
Capacitor 0.001",F 
Capacitor 10 ",F 16V 
Capacitor 0.1 ",Ffil = 

Zenor Oiode HZ24 
Zenor Oiode HZ5C1 
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Maker 
TI 

Fairchild 
Toshiba 

NEC 
Toshiba 
Toshiba 

' .. 

Hitachi 
Hitachi 
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HOLD SIGNAL DRIVE SIGNAL 
A c 

5V±5%~ ____ ,-____ +-__ ,-____ ~ __ ~ ____ -+ __ -, ____ ~ __ ~ 

R8 
24V ± 10,. 
IN CASE 01' TC = 4.11 ... 
(CONDENSED CHARACTER 
PRINTING), V = 14 ± 20,. 

C (BLUE) --- -----
B (WHITE) 

C2. Recommended Carriage Motor Drive Circuit 

Parts No. Type Maker 

R1 Resistor 1 kO ± 10% % 
R2-R5 Resistor 2200 ± 10% % 

R6 Resistor 10kO ± 10% % 
R7 Resistor 4700 ± 10% 3 

R8 Resistor 1300 ± 10% 7 

R9 Resistor 3300 ± 10% 3 

01 Transistor 28C1815 Toshiba 

02-05 Transistor 280526-Y Toshiba 

06 Transistor 288669 Matsushita 

01-04 Diode 18954 NEC 
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(YELLOW) -, 
I 
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Qty 

1 

4 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 

1 

4 
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A 

5V~5%~----~--__ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ ____ -+ __ -1" __ ~~-' 

RS PHASE A (RED) C (BLUE) (GREEN) 0 (YELLOW) -- ----- ---- ----- -, 

I 

B (WHITE) 

~ _____________________________ ~~~!~~~~ __ J 
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C3. Recommended Paper Feed Motor Drive Circuit 

Parts No. Type Maker Qty 

R1 Resistor 1 kO ± 10% % 1 

R2-R5 Resistor ·2200 ± 10% % 4 

R6 Resistor 10kO ± 10% % 1 

R7 Resistor 4700 ± 10% 3 1 

R8 Resistor 1300 ± 10% 7 1 

R9 Resistor 3300 ± 10% 3 1 

01 Transistor 25C1815 Toshiba 1 

02-05 Transistor 250526-Y Toshiba 4 

06 Transistor 258669 Matsushita 1 

01-04 Oiode 15954 NEC 4 
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INTRODUCTION 

The microcomputer system designer requiring a low
cost, non-volatile storage medium has a difficult choice. 
His options have been either relatively expensive, as 
with floppy discs and bubble memories, or non-trans
portable, like battery backed-up RAMs. The full-size 
digital cassette option was open but many times it was 
too expensive for the application. Filling this void of 
low-cost storage is the recently developed digital mini
cassette. These mini-cassettes are similar to, but not 
compatible with, dictation cassettes. The mini-cassette 
transports are inexpensive (well under $100 in quanti
ty), small (less than 25 cu. in.), low-power (one watt), 
and their storage capacity is a respectable 200K bytes 
of unformatted data on a l00-foot tape. These charac
teristics make the mini-cassette perfect for applications 
ranging from remote datalogging to program storage 
for hobbyist systems. 

The only problem associated with mini-cassette drives 
is controlling them. While these drives are relatively 
easy to interface to a microcomputer system, via a par
allel I/O port, they can quickly overburden a CPU if 
other concurrent or critical real-time I/O is required. 
The cleanest and probably the least expensive solution 

in terms of development cost is to use a dedicated sin
gle-chip controller. However, a quick search through 
the literature turns up no controllers compatible with 
these new transports. What to do? Enter the 
UPI-4lAH family of Universal Peripheral 'Interfaces. 

The UPI-4lAH family is a group of two user-program
mable slave microcomputers plus a companion I/O ex
pander. The 874lAH is the "flag-chip" of the line. It is 
a complete microcomputer with 1024 bytes of EPROM 
program memory, 64 bytes of RAM data memory, 16 
individually programmable I/O lines, an 8-bit event 
counter and timer, and a complete slave peripheral in
terface with two interrupts and Direct Memory Access 
(DMA) control. The 8041A is the masked ROM, pin 
compatible version of the 8741AH. Figure 2 shows a 
block diagram common to both parts. The 8243 I/O 
port expander completes the family. Each 8243 pro
vides 16 programmable I/O lines. 

Using the UPI concept, the designer can develop a cus
tom peripheral control processor for his particular I/O 
problem. The designer simply develops his peripheral 
control algorithm using the UPI-4lAH assembly lan
guage and programs the EPROM of the 874lAH. 
Voila! 

Figure 1. Comparison of Mini-Cassette and Floppy Disk Transports and Media 
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1024 x 8 
8-BITCPU PROGRAM 

MEMORY 

I II 
I II 

8-BIT 8-BIT 
DATA BUS DATA BUS 

INPUT REGISTER OUTPUT REGISTER 

11 II 

SYSTEM BUS 

64 x 8 
DATA 

MEMORY 

I 
I 

8-BIT 
STATUS 

REGISTER 

I 

8-BIT 
TIMER/COUNTER 

18 
I/O LINES 

.I. 

" 7 

PERIPHERAL BUS 

231314-2 

Figure 2. 8741AH/8041A Block Diagram 

He has a single-chip dedicated controller. Testing may 
be accomplished using either an ICE-41A or the Single
Step mode of the 8741AH. UPI-41AH peripheral inter
faces are being used to cpntrol printers, keyboards, dis- . 
plays, custom serial interfaces, and data encryption 
units. Of course, the UPI family is perfect for develop
ing a dedicated controller. for digital mini"cassette 
transports. To illustrate this application for the UPI 
family let's consider the job of controlling the Braemar 
CM-600 Mini-Dek*. 

THE pM-eOO MINI-DEK* 

The Braemar CM-600 is reptesentative, of digital mini
cassette. transports. It is a si/18le-head, single-motor 
transport which operates entirely fr()ma single 5V pow
er supply. Its power requirements, incluQing the moior, 
are 200 rnA for read.'or write and ,700 mA for rewipd: 
Tape. speeds are 3 inches per second (IPS) during read 
or write, 5 Il~S fast forward, and 15 IPS tewind, :With 
these speeti$ and a maximum recordinj! density of 860 
bits per inc;h (BPI), the maximUlll data rate is 2400 bits 
per seco\ld(BAUD)~ The data capacity using both'sides 
of a lOO-foot. tape is 200K bytes. Oli top 'of this; the 
transport ocCupies()n1y 22.5 cubic 'inches 
(3" x3" x2.5"). 

*MiniDek is a registered trademark of Braemar. 

A).l I/O for the CM-600 is.TTL-compatible and can be 
divided into.three groups: motor control, data control, 
and cassette status. The motor group controls are 
GO/STOP, FAST/SLOW, and FORWARD/RE
VERSE; 'The datil controls are READ/WRITE, 
DATA IN, and DATA OUT. The remaining·group of 
outputs give the transport's status: CLEAR LEADER, 
CASSETTE PRESENCE, FILE PROTECT, and 
SIDE SENSOR. These signals, shown schematically in 
Figure 3 and Table 1, give the pin definition of the 
CM-600 16-pin I/O connector. 

RECORDING FORMAT 

The CM-600 does not provjde either encoding or de
coding Of the recorded data; that task is left for the 
peripheral interface. A multitude of enCOding tech
niques from which the user may choose are available. 
.In this single-chip dedicated controller application, a 
'~self-clocking" phase encoding scheme similar to that· 
used in floppy discs was chosen. This scheme specifies 

. that a logic "0" is. a bit cell with no transition; a cell 
. with a transition is a logic "1." 
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Table 1 CM-600 1/0 Pin Definition 

Pin 1/0 Function 

1 - Index pin-not used 
2 - Signal groLi'nd 
3 0 Cassette side (O-Side e, 1-side A) 
4 I Data input (O-Space, 1-:-l')'1ark) 
5 0 Cassette presence (O-cassette, 1-no 

cassette) 
6 I Read/Write (o-read, 1-write) 
7 0 File protect (O-tab present, 1-tab 

removed) 
8 - + 5V, motor power , , 

9 - Power ground 
10 - Chassis ground 
11 I ' Direction (O-forward, 1-rewind) 
12 I Speed (O-fast, 1-slow) 
13 0 Data output (O-Space, 1-mark) 
14 0 Clear leader (o.;...clear leader, 1-off 

clear leader) 
15 I Motion (O-go, 1-stop) 

, + 5\1 logic power ' 16 -

INPUTS BLOCK DIAGRAM 

:::~g:~Rp::"R' __ -I 
TAPE DIRECTION (I WD/REW) .AAEMAR 
TAPE MDTION (STOP/GO) CM.IOG'. 
TAPE SPEED (FASTISLOW) DIGITAL 
SELICT READIWRITE MINI CASSETTE 

DATAINPUT:~~~~~:TR~A:NSP:O:R~T ] POWER GROUND ' 
SIGNAL GROUND 
CHAssis GROUND 

OUTPUTS 

CASSETTE SIDE 
FILE PROTECT 
CASSETTE PRESENCE 
CLEAR LEADE" 
DATA OUTPUT 

231314-3 

Figure 3. Braemar CM·SOO Block Diagram 

Figure 4 illustrates the encoding of th~ character 3~ 
assuming the previous data ended WIth the data line 
high. (The least significant bit is sent first.) Notice that 
there is always a "clocking" transition' at the beginning 
of each cell. Decoding is simply a matter of triggering 
on this "clocking" transition, waiting 0/4' of a bit cell 
time, and determining whether a mid-cell transition has 
occurred: Cells 'with no mid-cell transitions are data D's; 
cells with transitions are 'data I's. This'encoding tech
nique has all the benefits of Manchester encoding with 
the added advantage thBt the encoded data may be "de
coded by eyeball:" long cells are always O's, short cells 
are always I's. ' 

Besides the encoding scheme, the'data format is also up 
to the user. This controller uses a variable byte length, 
checksum protected block format. Every block starts 
and ends with a SYNC character (AAH), and the char
acter immediately preceding the last SYNC is the 

CELL 

1 J 1 

CLOCKING 
TRANSITION 

231314-4 

FIgure 4. Modified Phase Encoding of 
Character 3A Hex 

checksum. The checksum is capable of catching 2 bit 
errors. The number of data characters within a block is 
limited to, 64K bytes. Blocks are separated by an Inter
Record Gap (IRG). The IRG is of such a length that 
the transport can stop and start within an IRG, as illus
trated in the data blOck timing, Figure S. Braemar spec
ifies a maximum start or stop time of ISO ms for the 
transport, thus the controller uses 450 ms for the IRG. 
This gives plenty of margin for controlling the trans
port and also for detecting IRGs while skipping blocks. 

THE UPI-41AHTM CONTROLLER 

The goal of the UPI software design for this application' 
was to make the UPI-41AH microcomputer into an 
intclligent cassette control processor. The host proces
sor (8086, 8088, 808SA, etc.) simply issues a high-level 
command such as READ-a-block or WRITE-a-block. 
The 8741AH ,accepts the command, performs the re
quested operation, and returns to the host system a re
sult code telling the outcome of the operation, ego 
Good-Completion, Sync Error, etc. Table 2 shows the 
command and tesult code repertoire. The 8741AH 
completely manages liIl the data transfers for reading 
and writing. 

AB an example, consider the WRITE-a-block com
mand. When this command is issued, the UPI-41AH 
expects a 160bit number from the host te1Iing how 
many data bytes to write (up to 64K bytes per block). 
Once this number is supplied in the form of two bytes, 
the host is free to perform other tasks; a bit in the UPl's 
STATUS register or an interrupt output ,will notify the 
host when a data transfer is required. The 8141AH 
then checks the transport's status to be sure that a cas
sette is present and not file protected. If either is false, a 
result code is returned to the host; otherwise the trans
port is started. After the peripheral controller checks to 
make sure that the tape is off, the clear leader and past 
the hole in the tape;'it writes a 450 rns IRG, a SYNC 
character, the block of data, the checksum, and the 
final SYNC character. (The tape has a clear leader at 
both ends and a small hole 6 inches from the end of 
each leader.) The data transfers from the host to the 
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.... � .. -----BLOCK WRITEo'PERATION----'~.~1 

1 SYNC 1 DATA ~~ 1 CHECKSUM 1 SYNC 1 ' -I SYNC 1 DATA 

~4SOMS_1 ' 

'-START TRANSPORT 

r-45OMS-j 
'STOP TRANSPORT 

231314-5 

FlglI~e 5. IRG/Block Timing Diagram (not to scale) 

Table 2 Controller Command/Result Code Set " 

Command ' Result 

Read (01 H) , Good-Completion (OOH) 
Buffer Overrun Error (41 H) 
Bad Synch1 ErrO,r (421"n 
Bad Synch2 Error (43H) 
Checksum Error (44H) 
Command Error (45H) 
End o'f Tape Error (46H) 

Rewind (04H) Good-Completion (OOH) 

Skip (03H) , Good-Completion (OOH) 
End of Tape Error (47H) 
Beginning of Tap~ Error (48H), 

Write (02H) :Good-Completion (OOH) _ 
Buffer Underrur! Error (81 H) 
Command Error (82H) 
End of Tape Error (83H) 

UPI-41AH slave microcomputer are double Quffered. 
The controller requests only the desired number of data 
bytes by keeping track. of the count internally. 

If nothing unusual happened, such as finding clear 
leader while writing, it returns a Good-Cotp.pletion re
sult code to the host. If clear leader was encountered, 
the transport is stopped immlldiately and an En~-of
Tape result code is returned to the host. Another possi
ble error would be if the h98,t is late in supplying data. 
If this qccurs, the co~troller writes an IRG, stops the 
drive, ,and returns the appropriate Data-Vnderrun' re
sult code. ' 

The READ-a-block con:u:nand also provides error 
checking. Once this command ,is issued by the host, the 
controller checks for cassette presc:n~. If present, it, 
stl/118 the transport. The data outPUt from the transport 
is then examined and decoded continuously. If the first 

character is not a SYNC, that's an error and the con
troller returns a Bad-First-SYNC result code (42H) af
ter advancing to the next IRG. If the SYNC is good, 
the succeeding characters are read into an on-chip 30 
character circular buffer. This continues until an IRG 
is encountered. When this occurs, the transport is 
stopped. 'The controller then tests that it is the last 
character. If it is a SYNC, the con'troller then compares 
the accumula~ internal' checksum to the, block's 
checksum, the second to the ~t ~haracter of the block. 
If they match, a Got?d,Completion result code (OOm ~ 
returned to the host. If either test is bad, the appropn
ate error result code is returned. The READ command 
also checks for the End-of-Tape (EDT) clear leader and 
returns the appropriate error result code if it is found 
before the read operation is complete. 

The 30 character circular buffer allows the host up to 
30 character times of response time before the host 
mUst collect the data. All d8ta transfers take place thru 
the UPI-41AH Data Bus' Buffer Output register, 
(DBBOUT). The controller continually monitors the 
status of this register arid moves characters from the 
circular buffer to the register whenever it is empty. 

The SKIl'-n-blocks command allows the host to skip 
the transport forward or backward up to 127 blocks. 
Once the command is issued; the controller IlXpects one 
data byte specifying the number of blocks to skip. The 
most significant bit of this byte selects the direction of 
the skip (0 = forward, 1 = reverse). SKIP is a quaI,
speed operation in the forward d4-ection. If the number 
of blocks to skip is greater ~ ~, the controller uses 
fast-forward (5 IPS until it is within 8 blocks of the ' 
desired location. Once within 8 blocks, the controller 
switches to the nofIt\lll read speed (3 IPS) to allow ac
curate placement of the tape. The reverse skip uses only 
the rewind speed (15 IPS), Like the READ and 
WRITE commands, SKIP also checks for EOT and 
beginning-of-tape (BOT) depen~g upon th~ tape's ~
rection. An error result code IS returned if ,either 18 
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encountered before the number of blocks skipped is 
complete. 

The REWIND command simply rewinds the tape to 
the BOT clear leader. The ABORT command allows 
the termination of any operation in progress, except a 
REWIND. All commands, including ABORT, always 
leave the tape positioned on an IRO. 

THE HARDWARE INTERFACE 

There's hardly any hardware design effort required for 
the controller and transport interface in Figure 6. Since 
the CM-600 is TTL compatible, it connects directly to 
the I/O ports of the UPI controller. If the two are 
separated (i.e. on different PC cards), it is recommend
ed that TTL buffers be provided. The only external cir
cuitry needed is an LED driver for the DRIVE AC
TIVE status indicator. 

The 8741AH-to-host interface is equally straightfor
ward. It has a standard asynchronous peripheral inter
fac~: 8 data lines (Do-D,), read (RD), write (WR), 
register select (AO), and chip select (CS). Thus it con
nects directly to an 8086, 8088, 8085A; 8080, or 8048 
bus structure. Two interrupt outputs are provided for 
data transfer requests if the particular system is inter
rupt-driven. DMA transfer capability is also available. 
The clock input can be driven from a crystal directly or 
with the system clock (6 MHz max). The UPI-41AH 
clock may be asynchronous with respect to other clocks 
within the system. 

~ 
1 ~ 1041A 

2. "''' ." 1 "''' YCCt-
YDDt-

H 

~ e! 
1m TEST1 

~ WR 
AO PID 

Pll 

00·07 P12 
P13 
P14 

OaF PIS 
P24 P16 

IIJF 
P2S P2D 

RESET ~ EA 
YSS ~ 

This application was developed on an Intel iSBC 80/30 
single board computer. The iSBC 80/30 is controlled 
by an 8085A microprocessor, contains 16K bytes of 
dual-ported dynamic RAM and up to 8K bytes of ei
ther EPROM or ROM. Its I/O complement consists of 
an 8255A Programmable Parallel Interface, an 8251A 
Programmable Communications Interface, an 8253 
Programmable Interval Timer, and an 8259A Program
~ble Int~pt Controller. The iSBC 80/30 is espe
cially converuent·for UPI development since it contains 
an uncommitted socket dedicated to either an 8041A or 
~741AH, complete with buffering for its I/O ports. The 
ISBC 80/30 to 8741AH interface is reflected in Figure 
8. (Optionally, an iSBC 569 Digital Controller board 
could be used. The iSBC 569 board contains three un
committed UPI sockets with an interface similar to that 
in Figure 8.) 

Looking at the host-to-controller interface, the host 
sees the 8741AH as three registers in the host's I/O 
address space: the data register, the command register, 
and the status register. The decoding of these registers 
is shown in Figure 7. All data and commands for the 
co~troller are written into the Data Bus Buffer Input 
regtster (D~BIN). The state of the register select input, 
AO, determmes whether a command or data is written. 
(Writes with AO set to 1 are commands by 
convention.) All data and results from the controller 
are read by the host from the Data Bus Buffer Output 
register (DBBOUT). . 

CM·600 
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Figure 8. Status Register Bit Definition 

The Status register contains flags which give the hOst 
the status bf various operations within the controller. 
Its format is given in Figure 8. The Input Buffer Full 
(IBF) and Output Buffer Full (OBF) flags' show the 
~tatus of t~e ~BBIN and DBBOUT registers respec
tively. IBF mdicates when the-DBBIN register contams 
data written El.!he host. The host may write to DBBIN 
only when IBF is O. Likewise, the host may read 
DBBOUT only when OBF is set to a 1. These bits are 
handled automatically by the UPI-4IAH internal hard
ware. FLAG 0 (Po) and FLAG I (FI) are general pur
pose flags used internally by the controller which have 
no meaning externally. 

The remaining four bits are user-definable. For this ap
plication they are DRIVE ACTIVE, FILE PROTECT, 
CASSETTE PRESENCE, and BUSY flags. The FILE 
PROTECT and CASSETrE PRESENCE flags reflect 
the state of the corresponding VO lines from the trans
port. ~RIVE ACTIVE is set whenever the transport 
~otor IS on and the controller is performing an opera
tton. The BUSY flag indicates whether the contents of 
the DBBOUT register is data or a result code. The 
BUSY flag is set whenever a command is issued by the 
host and accepted by ,the controller. As long as BUSY 

is set, any character found in DBBOUT is a result code. 
Thus whenever the host finds OBF set, it should test 
the BUSY flag to determine whether the character is 
data or a result code. 

Notice the OBF'and mF are available as interrupt out
puts to the host proCessor, Figure 6. These outputs are 
self-clearing, that is, OBF is set automatically upon the 
controller loading DBBOUT and cleared automatically 
by the host reading DBBOUT. Likewise IBF is cleared 
to a 0 by the host writing into DBBIN: set to a I when 
the co~troller reads DBBIN into the accumulator. 

The flow charts of Figure 9 show the flow of sample 
host software assuming a polling software interface be
t~een the host and the controller. The WRITE com
mand requires, two additional count bytes which form 
the 16-bit byte count. These extra bytes are "hand
shaked" into .the controller using the IBF flag in the 
STATUS regtster. Once these bytes are written the 
host writes data in response to IBF being cleared.' This 
continues until the host finds OBF set indicating that 
the 9perat\On is complete and reads the result code 
from DBBOUT. No testing of BUSY is needed since 
only the result code appears in the DBBOUT register. 

The READ ~d does require that BUSY be test
ed. Once the READ command is written into the con
troller, the host must test BUSY whenever OBF is set 
to determine whether the contents of DBBOUT is data 
from the tape or the result code. ' 

THE CONTROLLER SOFTWARE 

The UPI-4~AH software to control the cassette can be 
divided up into various commands such as WRITE, 
~ and ABORT. In a previous version of this ap
plication note (May 1980), software was described that 
implemented these commands. This code however did 
not adequately, compensate for speed variations of the 
motor during record and playback nor for data distor
tion caused, by the magnetic media. Since then, a new 
code has been written to include these effects. This re
vised software is now available through the INTEL Us
er's Library, INSITE. For more information on this 
software or INSITE, contact your local INTEL Sales 

, Office. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The UPI-452 targets the leading problem in peripheral 
to host interfacing, the interface of a slow peripheral 
with a fast Host or ''bus utilization". The solution is 
data butTering to reduce the delay and overhead of 
transferring data between the Host microprocessor and 
I/O subsystem. The Intel CMOS UPI-452 solves this 
problem by combining a sophisticated programmable 
FIFO butTer and a slave interface with an MSC51 
based microcontroller. 

The UPI-452 is Intel's newest Universal Peripheral In
terface family member. The UPI-452 FIFO butTer en
ables Host-peripheral communications to be through 
streams or bursts of data rather than by individual 
bytes. In addition the FIFO provides a means of em
bedding commands within a stream or block of data. 
This enables the system designer to manage data and 
commands to further off-load the Host. 

The UPI-452 interfaces to the iAPX 286 microproces
sor as a standard Intel slave peripheral device. READ, 
WRITE, CS and address lines from the Host are used 
to access all of the Host addressable UPI-452 Special 
Function Registers (SFR). 

The UPI-452 combines an MSC5l microcontroller, 
with 256 bytes of on-chip RAM and 8K bytes of 
EPROMIROM, twice that of the 8OC5l, a two channel 
DMA controller and a sophisticated 128 byte, two 
channel, bidirectional FIFO in a single device. The 
UPI-452 retains all of the 8OC51 architecture, and is 
fully comp,atible with the MSC-51 instruction set. 

This application note is a description of an iAPx 286 to 
UPI-452 slave interface. Included is a discussion of the 
respective timings and design considerations. This ap
plication note is meant as a supplement to the UPI-452 
Advance Data Sheet. The user should consult the data 
sheet for additional details on the various UPI-452 
functions and features. 

UPI-4S2 IAPX 286 SYSTEM 
CONFIGURATION 
The interface described in this application note is 
shown in Figure I, iAPX 286 UPI-452 System Block· 
Diagram. The iAPX 286 system is configured in a local 
bus architecture design. DMA between the Host and 
the UPI-452 is supported by the 82258 Advanced 
DMA Controller, The Host microprocessor accesses all 
UPI-452 externally addressable registers through ad~· 
dress decoding (see Table 3, UPI-452 Ex~ Address 
Decoding). The timings and interface descriptions be
low are given in equation form with examples of specif
ic calculations. The goal of this application note is a set 
of interface analysis equations. These equations are the 
tools a system designer can use to fully utilize the fea
tures of the UPI-452 to achieve maximum system per-
formance. ' 

HOST -UPI-4S2 FIFO SLAVE 
INTERFACE 

The UPI-452 FIFO acts as a butTer between the exter
nal Host 80286 and the internal CPU. The FIFO allows 
the Host - peripheral interface to achieve maximum de
coupling of the interface. Each of the two FIFO chan
nels is fully user programmable. The FIFO butTer en
sures that the respective CPU, Host or internal CPU, 
receives data in the same order as transmitted. Three 
slave bus interface handshake methods are supported 
by the UPI-452; DMA, Interrupt and Polled. 

The interface between the Host 80286 and the UPI-452 
is accomplished with a minimum of signals. The 8 bit 
data bus plus READ, WRITE, CS, and AO-2 provide 
access to all of the externally addressable UPI-452 reg
isters including the two FIFO channels. Interrupt and 
DMA handshaking pins are tied directly to the inter
rupt controller and DMA controller respectively. 

DMA transfers between the Host and UPI-452 are con
trolled by the Host processors DMA controller. In the 
example shown in Figure 1, the Host DMA controller 
is the 82258 Advanced DMA Controller. An internal 
DMA transfer to or from the FIFO, as well as between 
other internal elements, is controlled by ·the UPI-452 
internal DMA processor. The internal DMA processor 
can also transfer data between Input and Output FIFO 
channels directly. The description that follows details 
the UPI-452 interface from both the Host processor's 
and the UPI-452's internal CPU perspective. 

One of the wrlque features of the UPI-4S2 FIFO is its 
ability to distinguish between commands and data em
bedded in the same data block. Both interrupts and 
status flags are provided to support this operation in 
either direction of data transfer. These flags and inter
rupts are triggered by the FIFO logic independent of, 
and transparent to either the Host or internal CPUs. 
Commands embedded in the data block, or stream, are 
called Data Stream Commands. 

Programmable FIFO channel Thresholds are another 
unique feature of the UPI-452. The Thresholds provide 
for interrupting the Host only when the Threshold 
number of bytes can be read or written to the FIFO 
butTer. This further decouples the Host UPI-452 inter
face by relieving the Host of polling the butTer to deter
mine the number of bytes that can be read or written. It 
also reduces the chances of overrun and underrun er
rors which must be processed. 

. The ,UPI-452 also provides a means of bypassing the 
FIFO, in both directions, for an immediate interrupt of 
either the Host or internal CPU. These commands are 
called Immediate Commands. A complete description 
of the internal FIFO logic operation is given in the 
FIFO Data Structure section. 
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UPI-452 INITIALIZATION 
The UPI-452 at power-on reset automatically performs 
a minimum initialization of itself. The UPI-452 notifies 
the Host that it is in the process of initialization by 
setting a Host Status SFR bit. The user UPI-452 pro
gram must release the UPI-452 from initialization for 
the FIFO' to be accessible by the Host. This is the mini
mum Host to UPI-452 initialization sequence. All fur
ther initia1ization and configuration of the UPI-452, in
cluding the FIFO', is done by the internal CPU under 
user program control. No interaction or programming 
is required by the Host 86286 for UPI-452 initializa
tion. 

At power-on reset the UPI-452 automatically enters 
FIFO' DMA Freeze Mode by r~tting the Slave Con
trol (SLCON) SFR FIFO DMA FreezeINormal Mode 
bit to FIFO' DMA Freeze Mode (FRZ = "0"). This 
forces the Slave siatus (SST A 1) and Host Status 
QlSTAT) SFR FIFO' DMA FreezeINormal Mode bits 
to FIFO' DMA Freeze Mode In Progress. FIFO' DMA 
Freeze Mode allows the FIFO' interface to be config
ured, by the internal CPU, while inhibiting Host access 
to the FIFO'. 

The MO'DE SFR is forced to zero at reset. This dis
ables, (tri-states) the DRQINIINTRQIN, DRQOUT/ 
INTRQOUT and INTRQ output pins. INTRQ is ~
hibited from going active to reflect the fact that a Host 
Status SFR bit, FIFO' DMA Freeze Mode, is active. If 
the MO'DE SFR INTRQ configure bit is enabled 
(='1'), before the Slave Control and Host Status SFR 
FIFO' DMA FreezeINormal Mode bit is set to Normal 
Mode, INTRQ Wi1l go active immediately. 

The first action by the Host following reset is to read 
the UPI-452 Host Status SFR FreezeINormal Mode 
bit to determine the status of the interface. This may be 
done in response, to a UPI-452 INTRQ interrupt, or by 
polling the Host Status SFR. Reading the Host Status 
SFR resets the INTRQ line low. 

Any of the five FIFO' interface SFRs, liS well as a vari
ety of additional features, may be programmed by the 
internal CPU following reset. At power-on reset, the 
five FIFO' Special Function Registers are set to their 
default values as listed in Table 1. All reserved location 
bits are set to one, all other bits are set to zero in these 
three SFRs. The FIFO' SFRs listed in Table 1 can be 
programmed only while the UPI-452 is in FIFO' DMA 
Freeze Mode. The balance of the UPI-452 SFRs default 
values and descriptions are listed in the UPI-452 Ad
vance Data Sheet in the Intel Microsystems Compo
nent Handbook Volume II and Microcontroller Hand
book. 

The above sequence is the minimum UPI-452 internal 
initialization required. The last initialization instruction 
must always set the UPI-452 to Normal Mode. This 
causes the UPI-452 to exit Freeze Mode and enables 

Host read/write access of the FIFO'. The internal CPU 
sets the Slave Control (SLCO'N) SFR FIFO' DMA 
FreezeINormal Mode (FRZ) bit high (= 1) to activate 
Normal Mode. Ths causes the Slave Status (SSTAT) 
and Host Status QlSTAT) SFR FIFO' DMA Freeze 
Mode bits to be set to Normal Mode. Table 2, UPI-452 
Initialization Event Sequence Example, shows a sum
mary of the initialization events described above. , , 

Table 1. FIFO SpecIal Function 
Register Default Values 

, SFRName Label Reset 
Value 

Channel Boundary Pointer CBP 40H/64D 
O'utput Channel-Read Pointer O'RPR 40H/64D 
O'utput Channel Write Pointer O'WPR 40H/64D 
Input Channel Read Pointer IRPR OOH/OD 
Input Channel Write Pointer IWPR OOH/OD 
Input Threshold ITH OOH/OD 
O'utput Threshold O'TH 01H/1D 

Table 2. UPI·452 InItialization 
Event Sequence Example 

Event Description SFR/blt 
Power-on Reset 
UPI·452 forces FIFO' DMA SLCO'NFRZ = 0 
Freeze Mode (Host access to 
FIFO inhibited) 
UPI-452 forces Slave Status and SSTAT SST5 = 0 
Host Status SFR to FIFO' DMA HSTAT HST1 = 1 
Freeze Mode In Progress 
UPI-452 forces all SFRs, 
including FIFOSFRs, to default 
values. 

• UPI-452 user program enables MO'DEMD4 - 1 
INTRa, INTRa goes active, high 

• Host READ's UPI·452 Host 
Status (HSTA T) SFR to 
determine interrupt source, 
INTRa goes low 

• UPI-452'user program initializes 
any other SFRs; FIFO, Interrupts, 
Timers/Counters, etc. 
User program sets Slave Control SLCON FRZ = 1 
SFR to Normal Mode (Host 
access to FIFO' enabled) 
UPI-452 forces Slave and Host SSTAT SST5 7" 1 
Status SFRs bits to Normal HSTAT HST1 = 0 
Operation 

• Host polls Host Status SFR to 
determine when it can access the 
FIFO 

- or-
• Host waits for UPI-452 Request 

for Service interrupt to access 
FIFO 

• user option 
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FIFO DATA STRUCTURES 

Overview 

The UPI-452 provides three means of communication 
between the Host microprocessor and the UPI-452 in 
either direction; 

Data 
Data Stream Commands 
Immediate Commands 

Data and Data Stream Commands (DSC) are trans
ferred between the Host and UPI-452 through the UPI-
452 FIFO buffer. The third, Immediate Commands, 
provides a means of bypassing the FIFO entirely. These 
three data types are in addition to direct access by ei
ther Host or Internal CPU of dedicated Status and 
Control Special Function Registers (SFR). 

The FIFO appears to both the Host 80286 and the in
ternal CPU as 8 bits wide. Interna1ly the FIFO is logi
cally nine bits wide. The ninth bit indicates whether the 
byte is a data or a Data Stream Command (DSC) byte; 
o = data, 1 = DSC. The ninth bit is set by the FIFO 
logic in response to the address specified when writing 
to the FIFO by either Host or internal CPU. The FIFO 
uses the ninth bit to condition the UPI-452 interrupts 
and status flags as a byte is made available for a Host or 
internal CPU read from the FIFO. Figures 2 and 3 
show the structure of each FIFO channel and the logi
cal ninth bit. 

It is important to note that both data and DSCs are 
actually entered into the FIFO buffer (see Figures 2 
and 3). External addressing of the FIFO determines the 
state of the interna1 FIFO logic ninth bit. Table 3 shows 
the UPI-452 External Address Decoding used by the 
Host and the corresponding action. The internal CPU 
interface to the FIFO is essentially identical to the ex
ternal Host interface. Dedicated internal Special Func
tion Registers provide the interface between the FIFO, 
internal CPU and the internal tWO channel DMA proc
essor. FIFO read and write operations by the Host and 
internal CPU are interleaved by the UPI-452 so they 
appear to be occurring simultaneously. . 

The ninth bit provides It means of supporting two data 
types within the FIFO buffer. This feature enables the 
Host and UPI-452 to transfer both commands and data 
while maintaining the decoupled interface a FIFO buff
er provides. The logical ninth bit provides both a means 
of embedding commands within a block of data and a 
means for the internal CPU, or external Host, to dis
criminate between data and commands. Data or DSCs 
may be written in any order desired. Data Stream 

Commands can be used to structure or dispatch the 
data by defining the start and end of data blocks or 
packets, or how the data following a DSC is to be pro
cessed. 

A Data Stream Command (DSC) acts as an internal 
service routine vector. Th~ DSC generates an interrupt 

Ao a service routine which reads the DSC. The DSC 
byte acts as an address vector to a user defined service 
routine. The address can be any program or data mem
ory location with no restriction on the number of DSCs 
or address boundaries. 

A Data Stream Command (DSC) can also be used to 
clear data from the FIFO or "FLUSH" the FIFO. This 
is done by appending a DSC to the end of a block of 
data entered in the FIFO which is less than the pro
grammed threshold number of bytes. The DSC will 
cause an interrupt, if enabled, to the respective receiv
ing CPU. This ensures that a less than Threshold num
ber of bytes in the FIFO will be read. Two conditions 
force a Request for Service interrupt, if enabled, to the 
Host. The first is due to a Threshold number of bytes 
having been written to the FIFO Output channel; the 
second is if a DSC is written to the Output FIFO chan
nel. Ifless than the Threshold number of bytes are writ
ten to the Output FIFO channel, the Host Status SFR 
flag will not be set, and a Request for Service interrupt 
will not be generated, if enabled. By appending a DSC 
to end of the data block, the FIFO Request for Service 
flag and/or interrupt will be generated. 

An example of a FIFO Flush application is a mass stor
age subsystem. The UPI-452 provides the system inter
face to a subsystem which supports tape and disk stor
age. The FIFO size is dynamically changed to provide 
the maximum buffer size for the direction of transfer. 
Large data blocks are the norm in this application. The 
FIFO Flush provides a means of purging the FIFO of 
the last bytes of a transfer. This guarantees that the 
block, no matter what its size, will be transmitted out of 
the FIFO. 

Immediate Commands allow more direct communica
tion between the Host processor and the UPI-452 by 
bypassing the FIFO in either direction. The Immediate 
Command IN and OUT SFRs are two more unique 
address locations externally and internally addressable. 
Both DSCs and Immediate Commands have internal 
interrupts and interrupt priorities associated with their 
operation. The interrupts are enabled or disabled by 
setting corresponding bits in the Slave Control 
(SLCON), Interrupt Enable (IEC), Interrupt Priority 
(IPC) and Interrupt Enable and Priority (IEP) SFRs. A 
detailed description of each of these may be found in 
the UPI-452 Advance Information Data Sheet. 
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Table 3. UPI·452 External Address Decoding 

DACK· CS A2 A1 AO READ WRITE 
1 1 X X X No Operation No Operation 
1 0 0 0 0 Data or DMA from Data or DMA to 

Output FIFO Channel Input FIFO Channel 
1 0 0 0 1 Data Stream Command Data Stream Command . 

from Output FIFO to Input FIFO 
Channel Channel 

1 0 0 1 0 Host Status SFR Reserved 
Read 

1 0 0 .1 1 Host Control SFR Host Control SFR 
Read Write 

1 0 1 0 0 Immediate Command Immediate Command 
SFR Read SFRWrite 

1 0 1 1 X Reserved Reserved 

0 X X X X DMA Data from DMA Data to Input 
Output FIFO Channel FIFO Channel 

Below is a detailed description of each FIFO channel's 
operation, including the FIFO logic response to the 
ninth bit, as a byte moves through the channel. The 
description covers each of the three data types for each 
channel. The details below provide a picture of the vari
ous FIFO features and operation. By understanding the 
FIFO structure and operation the user can optimize the 
interface to meet the requirements of an individual de
sign. 

UPI·452 Internal Write to the FIFO 

The internal CPU writes data and Data Stream Com
mands into the FIFO through the FIFO OUT (FOUT) 
and Command OUT (COUT) SFRs. When a Thresh
old number of bytes has been written, the Host Status 
SFR Output FIFO Request for Service bit is set and an 
interrupt, if enabled, is generated to the Host. Either 
the INTRQ or DRQOUT/INTRQOUT output pins 
can be used for this interrupt as determined by the 
MODE and Host Control (HCON) SFR setting. The 
Host responds to the Request for Service interrupt by 
reading the Host Status (HST AT) SFR to determine 
the source of the interrupt. The Host then reads the 
Threshold number of bytes from the FIFO. The inter
nal CPU may continue to write to the FIFO during the 
Host read of the FIFO Output channel. 

OUTPUT CHANNEL 

This section covers the data path from the internal 
CPU to the HOST. Data Stream Command or Immedi
ate Command processing during Host DMA Opera
tions is covered in the DMA section. 
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Data Stream Commands may be written to the Output 
FIFO channel at any time during a write of data bytes. 
The write instruction need only specify the Command 
Out (COUT) SFR in the direct register instruction 
used. Immediate Commands may also be written at any 
time to the Immediate Command OUT (IMOUT) SFR. 
The Host reads Immediate Commands from the Imme
diate Command OUT (IMOUT). 

The internal CPU can determine the number of bytes to 
write to the FIFO Output channel in one of three ways. 
The first, and most efficient, is by utilizing the internal 
DMA processor which will automatiCally manage the 
writing of data to avoid Underrun or Overrun Errors. 
The second is for the internal CPU to read the Output 
FIFO channels Read and Write Pointers and compare 
their values to determine the available space. The third 
method for determining the available FIFO space is to 
always write the programmed channel size number of 
bytes to the Output FIFO. This method would use the 
Overrun Error flag and interrupt to halt FIFO writing 
whenever the available space was less than the channel 
size. The interrupt service routine:; could read the chan
nel pointers to determine or monitor the available chan
nel space. The time required. for the internal CPU to 
write data to the Output FIFO channel is a function of 
the individual instruction cycle time and the number of 
bytes to be written. 

Host Read from the FIFO 

The Host reads data or Data Stream Commands'(DSC) 
from the FIFO in response to the Host status 
(HSTAT) SFR flags and interrupts, if enabled. All 
Host read operations access the same UPI-452 internal 
I/O Buffer Latch. At the end 'of the previous Host 
FIFO read cycle a byte is loaded from the FIFO into 
the I/O Buffer Latch and Host Status (HSTAT) SFR 
bit 5 is set or cleared (1 = DSC,O = data) to reflect 
the state of the byte's FIFO ninth bit. If the FIFO ninth 
bit is set (= 1) indicating a DSC, an interrupt is gener
ated to the external Host via INTRQ pin or 
INTRQINIINTRQOUT pins as determined by Host 
Control (HCON) SFR bit 1. The Host then reads the 
Host Status (HSTA T) SFR to determine the source of 
the interrupt. 

The most efficient Host read operation of the FIFO 
Output channel is through the use of Host DMA. The 
UPI-452 fully supports external DMA handshakirlg. 
The MODE and Host Control SFRs control the config
uration of UPI-452 Host DMA handshake outputs. If 
Host DMA is used the Threshold Request for Service 
interrupt asserts the UPI-452 DMA Request 
(DRQOUT) output. The Host DMA processor ac~ 
knowledges with DACK which acts as a chip select of 
the FIFO channels. The DMA transfer would stop 
when either the threshold byte count had been read, as 
programmed in the Host DMA processor, or when the 
DRQOUT output is brought inactive by the UPI-452. 

INPUT CHANNEL 

This section covers the data path from the HOST to the 
internal CPU or internal DMA processor. The details 
of Data Stream Command or Immediate Command 
processing during internal DMA operations are cov
ered in the DMA section below. 

Host Write to the FIFO 

The Host writes data and Data Stream Commands into 
the FIFO through the FIFO IN (FIN) and Command 
IN (CIN) SFRs. When a Threshold number of bytes 
has been read out of the Input FIFO channel by the 
internal CPU, the Host Status SFR Input FIFO Re
quest for Service bit is set and an interrupt, if enabled, 
is generated to the Host. The Input FIFO Threshold 
interrupt tells the Host that it may write the next.b1ock 
of data into the FIFO. Either the INTRQ or DRQINI 
INTRQIN output pins can be used fot this interrupt as 
determined by the MODE and Hast Control (HCON) 
SFR settings. The Host may continue to write to ,the 
FIFO Input channel during the internal CPU read of 
the FIFO. Data Stream Commands may be written to 
the 'FIFO Input channel at any time during a write of 
data bytes. Immediate Commands may also be written 
at any time to the Immediate Command IN (IMIN) 
SFR. 
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The Host also has three methods for determining the 
available FIFO space. Two are essentially identical to 
that of the internal CPU. They involve reading the 
FIFO Input channel pointers and using the Host Status 
SFR Underrun ahd Overrun Error flags and Request 
for Service interrupts these would generate, if enabled 
in combination. The third involves using the UPI-4S2 
Host DMA controller handshake signals and the pro
grammed Input FIFO Threshold. The Host would re
ceive a Request for Service interrupt when an Input 
FIFO channel has a Theshold number of bytes able to 
be written by the Host. The Host service routine would 
then write the Threshold number of bytes to the FIFO. 

If a Host DMA is used to write to the FIFO Input 
channel, the Threshold Request for Service interrupt 
could assert the UPI-452 DRQIN output. The Host 
DMA processor would assert DACK and the FIFO 
write would be completed by Host the DMA processor. 
The DMA transfer would stop when either the Thresh
old byte count had been written or the DRQIN output 
was removed by the UPI-4S2. Additional details on 
Host and internal DMA operation is given below. 

Internal Read of the FIFO 

At the end of an internal CPU read cycle a byte is 
loaded from the FIFO buffer into the FIFO IN/Com
mand IN SFR and Slave Status (SSTAT) SFR bit 1 is 
set or cleared (1 = data,O = DSC) to reflect the state 
of the FIFO ninth bit. If the byte is a DSC, the FIFO 
ninth bit is set (= 1) and an interrupt is generated, if 
enabled, to the Internal CPU. The internal CPU then 
reads the Slave Status (SSTAT) SFR to determine the 
source of the interrupt. 

Immediate Commands are written by the Host and 
read by the internal CPU through the Immediate Com
mand' IN' (IMIN) SFR. Once written, an Immediate 
Command sets the Slave Status (SSTAT) SFR flag bit 
and generates an interrupt, if enabled, to the internal 
CPU. In response to the interrupt the internal CPU 

HOST CPU 

FIFO 
INPUT 

CHANNEL CHANNEL 
BOUNDRY -+.I--_~ 

POINTER FIFO 
(CBP) OUTPUT 

CHANNEL 

HOST CPU 

reads the Slave Status (SSTAT) SFR to determine the 
source of the interrupt and service the Immediate Com
mand. 

FIFO INPUT/OUTPUT CHANNEL SIZE 

Host 

The Host does not have direct control of the FIFO 
Input or Output channel sizes or configuration. The 
Host can, however, issue Data Stream Commands or 
Immediate Command,S to the UPI-452 instructing the 
UPI-452 to reconfigure the FIFO interface by invoking 
FIFO DMA Freeze Mode. The Data Stream Com-
mand or Immediate Command would be a vector to a 
service routine which performs the specific reconfigura
tion. 

UPI-452 Internal 

The default power-on' reset FIFO channel sizes are list
ed in the "Initialization" ~ection and can be set only by 
the internal CPU during FIFO DMA Freeze Mode. 
The FIFO channel size is selected to achieve the opti
mum application performance. ,The entire 128 byte 
FIFO can be allocated to either the Input or Output 
channel. In this case the other channel consists of a 
single SFR; FIFO IN/Command IN or FIFO OUT/ 
Command OUT SFR. Figure '4 shows a FIFO division 
with a portion devoted to each channel. Figure 5 shows 
a FIFO configuration with a11128 bytes assigned to the 
Output channel. 

The FIFO channel Threshold feature allows the user to 
match the FIFO channel size and the performance of 
the internal and Host data transfer rates. The pro
grammed Threshold provides an elasticity to the data 
transfer operation. An example is if the Host FIFO 

FIFO IN SFR 

FIFO OUT SFR 

INTERNAL 
CPU 

292018-4 

Figure 4. Full Duplex FIFO Operation 
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POINTER FIFO 
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CHANNEL 

HOST CPU 
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Figure 5. Entire FIFO Assigned to Output Channel 

data transfer rate is twice as fast as the internal FIFO 
DMA data transfer rate. In this example the FIFO In
put channel size is programmed to be 64 bytes and the 
Input channel Threshold is programmed to be '20 bytes. 
The Host writes the first 64 bytes to the Input FIFO. 
When the internal DMA processor has read 20 bytes 
the ThreShold interrupt. or DMA request (DRQIN). is 
generateQ to signal the Host to begin writing more <i&ta 
to the Input FIFO channel. The internal DMA proces
sor continues to read data from the Input channel as 
the Host, or Host DMA processor, writes to the FIFO. 
The Host can write 40 bytes to the FIFO Input chan
nels in the time it takes for the internal DMA processor 
to read 20 more bytes frOIl) it. This will keep both the 
Host and interqal DMA operating at their maximUm 
rates without forcing one to wait for the other. 

Two methods of managing the FIFO 'size are posSible; 
fixed and variable channel size. 'A fixed channel size is 
one where the channel is configured at initialization 
and remains unchanged throughout progtam execution. 
In a variable FIFO channel size, the configuration is 
changed dynamically to meet the data transmission re
quirements as needed. An example of a variable chan
nel size' application is the mass storage subsystem de
scribed earlier. To meet the demands of a large data 
block transfer the FIFO size could be fully allocated to 
the Input or Output channel as needed. The Thresholds 
are ,also reprograrntD.ed to match the respective data 
transfer rates. 

An example of a fixed channel size application might be 
one which uses the UPI-452 to directly control a series 
of stepper motors. The UPI'-452 manages the motor 
operation and statuS as required. This would include 
pulse train, 8cceleration, deceleration and' feedback. 
The Host transmits motor commands to the UPI-452 in ' 
blocks of 6-10 bytes. Each block of motor command 
data is preceded by a command to the UPI-452 which 

_ selects a specific motor. The UPI-4S2 transmits blocks 
of data to the Host which provides motor and overall 
system status. The data and embedded commands 
structure, indicating the specific motor, is the same. In 

this example, the default 64 bytes per channel might be 
adequate for both c;hannels. 

INTERRUPT RESPONSE TIMING 

Interrupts enable the Host UPI-452 FIFO buffer inter
face and the internal CPU FIFO buffer interface to 
operate with a minimum of overhead on the respective 
CPU. Each CPU is "interrupted" to service the FIFO 
on an as needed basis only. In configuring the FIFO 
buffer Thresholds and choosing the appropriate inter
nal DMA Mode the user must take into account the 
interrupt response time for both CPUs. TheSe response 
times will affect the DMA transfer rates for each chan
nel. By choosing FIFO channel Thresholds which re
flect both the respective DMA transfer rate and the 
interrupt response time the user will achieve the maxi
mum'data throughput and system bus decoupling. This 
in, turn will mean the overall available system bus band
width will increase. 

The following section describes the FIFO interrupt in
terface to the Host and internal CPU. It also describes 
an analysis of sample interrupt response times for the 
Host and UPI-452 internal CPU. These equations and 
the example times shown are then used in the DMA 
section to further analyze an optimum Host UPI-452 
interface. 

HOST 

Interrupts to the Host processOr are supported by the 
three UPI-4S2 outpu~ pins;' INTRQ, DRQINI 
INTRQIN and DRQOUT/INTRQOUT. INTRQ is a 
general purpose Request For selvice interrupt output. 
DRQIN/INTRQIN and DRQOUTIINRQOUT pins 
are multiplexed to provide two special "Request for 
Service" FIFO interrupt request lines when DMA is 
disabled. A FIFO Input or Output channel Request for 
Service interrupt is generated based upon the value pro
grammed in the respective channel's Threshold SFRs; 
Input Threshold (ITHR), and Output Threshold 
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(OTHR) SFRs. Additional interrupts are provided for 
FIFO Underrun and Overrun Errors, Data S~ 
Commands, and Immediate Commands. Table 4 lis~ 
the eight UPI-452 interrupt sources as they appear m 
the HSTAT SFR to the Host processor. " 

Table 4 UPl·452 to Host Interrupt Sourcea 
HSTAT Interrupt Source SFRBlt 
HST7 Output FIFO Underrun Error 
HST6 Immediate Command Out SFR Status 
HST5 Data Stream Command/Data at Output 

FIFO Status 
HST4 Output FIFO Request for Service Status 
HST3 Input FIFO Overrun Error Condition 
HST2 Immediate Comamnd In SFR Status. 
HST1 FIFO DMA Freeze/Normal Mode 

Status 
HSTO Input FIFO Request for Service 

The interrupt response time required by the Host proc
essor is' application and system specific. In general, a 
typical sequence of Host int~Pt ~esponse ev~ts ~d 
the approximate times associated Wlth each are listed m 
Equation 1. . 

The example assumes the' hardware configuration 
shown in Figure 1, iAPX 286/UPI-452 Block Diagram, 
with an 8259A Programmable Interrupt Controller. 
The timing analysis in Equation 1 also assumes the fol
lowing; no other interrupt is either in process or pend
ing, nor is the 286 in a LOCK condition. The current 
instruction completion time is 8'clock cycles (800 ns @ 

10 MHz), or 4 bus cycles. The interrupt service routine 
flfSt executes a PUSHA instruction, PUSH All General 
Registers, to saV\l all iAPX 286 internal registers. This 
requires 19 clocks (or 2.0 p.s @ 10 MHz), or 10 bus 
cycles (rounded to complete bus cycle). The next serv
ice routine instruction reads the UPI-452 Host Status 
SFR to determine the interrupt source. . . 

It is important to note that any UPI-452 INTRQ inter
rupt service routine should ALWAYS mask for the 
Freeze Mode bit first. This will insure that Freeze 
Mode always has the highest priority. This will also 
save the time required to mask for bits which are forced 
inactive during Freeze Mode, before chec~ the 
Freeze Mode bit. Access to the FIFO channels by the 
Host is inhibited during Freeze Mode. Freeze Mode is 
covered in more detail below. 

To ini~te the interrupt the UPI-452 activates the 
INTRQ output. The interrupt acknowledge sequence 
requires two bus cycles, 400 ns (10 MHz iAPX 286), 
for the two INTA pulse sequence. 

Equatlol'l 1. Host Interrupt Response nme 

Bus 
Action Time Cycles' 

Current instruction execution 
completion 800 ns 4 

INTA sequence 400 ns 2 
Interrupt service routine (time 

to host .first REAt5 of UPI-452) 2000 ns 1"0 
Total Interrupt Response TIme 2.3 p.s 16 

NOTE: 
10 MHz iAPX 286 bus cycle, 200 ns each 

UPI-452 Internal 
The internal CPU FIFO interrupt interface is essential
ly identic8l to that of the Host to the FIFO. Three 
internal interrupt SOQ!Ce8 support the FIFO operation; 
FIFO-Slave bus Interface Buffer, DMA Channel 0 and 
DMA Channel 1 Requests. These interrupts provide a 
maximum decoupling of the FIFO buffer and the inter
nal CPU. The four different internal DMA Modes 
available add flexibility to the interface. 

The FIFO-Slave Bus Interfll9ll interrupt response is 
also similar to the Host response to an INTRQ Request 
for Service interrupt. The internal CPU responds to the 
interrupt by reading ~e Slave Status (SS~AT) SFR to 
determine the source of·the interrupt. This allows the 
user to prioritize the Slave Status flag response to m~ 
the users application needs. '. 

The in~ interrupt response tim~ is dependent on 
the current instruction execution, w1;tether the interrupt 
is enabled, and the interrupt priority. In general, to fin
ish execution of the current instr,uction, respond to the 
interrupt request, push the Program· Counter (PC) and 
vectOr to the first instruction of the interrupt service 
routine x:equires from 38 to 86 oscillator.periods (2.38 
to 5.38 p.s @ 16 MHz). If the interrupt is due to an 
Immediate Command or DSC, additional time is re
quired to read the Immediate Command or DSC SFR 
and vector to the appropriate ,service routine. This 
m~ two ~ce routines back to back. Op.e service 
routine to read the Slave Status (SST A T) SFR to deter
mine the source of the Request for Service interrupt, 

. and second the Service routine pointed to by the Imme
diate ~d or DSC byte read from. the respective 
SFR. . 
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DMA 

DMA is the fastest and most efficient way for the Host 
or internal CPU to communicate with the FIFO buffer. 
The UPI-452 provides support for both of these DMA 
paths. The two DMA paths and operations are fully 
independent of each other and can function simulta
neously. While the Host DMA processor is performing 
a DMA transfer to or from the FIFO, the UPI-452 
internal DMA processor can be doing the same. 

Below are descriptions of both the Host and internal 
DMA operations. Both DMA paths can operate asyn
chronously and at different transfer rates. In order to 
make the most of this simultaneous asynchronous oper
ation it is necessary to calculate the two transfer rates 
and accurately match their operations. Matching the 
different transfer rates is done by a combination of ac
curately programmed FIFO channel size and channel 
Thresholds. This provides the maximum Host and in
ternal CPU to FIFO buffer interface decoupling. Below 
is a description of each of the two DMA operations and 
sample calculations for determining transfer rates. The 
next section of this application note, "Interface Laten
cy", details the considerations involved in analyzing ef
fective transfer rates when the overhead associated with 
each transfer is considered. 

HOST FIFO DMA 

DMA transfers between the Host and UPI-452 FIFO 
buffer are controlled by the Host CPU's DMA control
ler, . and is independent of the UPI-452's intenw two 
channel DMA processor. The UPI-452's internal DMA 
processor supports data transfers between the UPI-452 
internal RAM, external RAM (via-the Local Expansion 
Bus) and the various Special Function Registers includ
ing the FIFO Input and Output channel SFRs. 

The maximum DMA transfer rate is achieved by the 
minimum DMA transfer cycle time to accomplish a 
source to destination move. The minimum Host UPI-
452 FIFO DMA cycle time possible is determined by 
the READ and WRITE pulse widths, UPI-452 com
mand recovery times in relation to the DMA transfer 
timing and DMA controller transfer mode used. Table 
5 shows the relationship between the iAPX-286, iAPX-
186 and UPI-452 for various DMA as well as' non
DMA byte by byte transfer mOdes versus processor fre
quencies. 

Host processor speed vs wait states required with UPI-
452 running at 16 MHz:' 
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Table 5. Host UPI-452 
Data Tranafer Performance 

Walt Statea: 
DMA: 

Proceaaor& Back to Back 
Speed READI Single 

WRi'i'E'a 
Cycle 

iAPX-186* 8 MHz 0 N/A* 
10 MHz 0 N/A* 

12.5 MHz 1 N/A* 

iAPX-286** 6 MHz '0 0 
8 MHz 1 1 

10MHz 2 2 

NOTES: 

Two 
Cycle 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

• IAPX 186 On-chip DMA processor is two cycle operation 
only. 

•• iAPX 286 sssumes 62256 ADMA (or other DMA) run-
ning 286 bus cycles at 286 clock rata. 

In this application note system example, shown in Fig
ure 1, DMA operation is assumed to be two bus cycle 
I/O to memory or memory to I/O. Two cycle DMA 
consists of a fetch bus cycle from the source and a store 
bus cycle to the destination. The data is stored in the 
DMA controller's registers before being sent to the des
tination. Single cycle DMA transfers involve a simulta
neous fetch from the source and store to the destina
tion. As the most common method of I/O-memory 
DMA operation, two cycle DMA transfers are the fo
cus of this application note analysis. Equation 2 illus
trates a calculation of the overall transfer tate between 
the FIFO buffer and external Host for a maximum 
FIFO size transfer. The equation does not account for 
the latency of initiating the DMA transfer. 

Equation 2. Host FIFO DMA Tranafer . 
Rate-Input or Output Channel 

2 Cycle DMA Transfer-I/O (UPI-452) to System 
Memory 

FIFO channel size* ~~~ READ/Wi!ii'i'E 
FIFO time + DMA I E/READ Memory 
Time) 

128 bytes*(200 ns + 200 ns) 
51.2 ~s 
256 bus cycles* 

NOTES: 
*10 MHz iAPX 286,200 ns bus cycles. 

The UPI-452 design is optimized for high speed DMA 
transfers between the Heist and the FIFO buffer. The 
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UPI-452 internal FIFO 'blJffer control logic provides 
the necessary synchronization, of the external Host 
event and the internal CPU machine cycle during 
UPI-452 RD/WR accesses. This internal synchroniza
tion is addressed by the TCC AC specification of the 
UPI-452 shown in Figure~. TCC is the time from the 
leading or trailing edge ,of a UPI-452 RDm to the 
same edge of the next UPI-452 RD/WR. The TCC 
time is effectively another way of measuring the system 
bus cycle time with reference to UPI-452 accesses. 

In the iAPX-286 10 MHz system depicted in this appli
cation note the bus cycle time is 200 ns. Alternate cycle 
accesses of the UPI-452 during two cycle DMA opera
tion yields a TCC time of 400 ns which is more than the 
TeC minimum time of 375 ns. Back to back Host 
UPI-452 READ/WRITE accesses may require wait 
states as shown in Table 5. The difference between 10 
MHz iAPX-186 and 10 MHz iAPX 286 reqlJired wait 
states is due to the number of clock cycles in the respec
tive bus cycle timings. The four clocks in a 10 MHz 
iApX 186 bus cycle means a minimum Tee time of 
400 ns versus 200 ns for a 10 MHz iAPX 286 with two 
clock cycle zero wait state bus cycle. 

DMA handshaking between the Host DMA controller 
and the UPI-452 is supported by three pins on the UPI-
452; DRQIN/INTRQIN, DRQOUT/INTRQOUT 
and D~eK. The DRQIN/INTRQIN and DRQOUT/ 
INTRQOUT outputs are two Illultiplexed DMA or in
terrupt request pins. The function of these pins is con
trolled by MODE SFR bit 6 (MD6). DRQIN and 
DRQOUT provide a direct interface to the Host system ' 
DMA controller (see Figure 1). In response. to a 
DRQIN or DRQOUT request, the Host DMA control
ler initiates control of the system bus using HLD/ 
HLDA. The FIFO Input or Output channel transfer is 
accomplished with a minimum of Host overhead and 
system bus bandwislth. 

The third handshake signal pin is DACK which is u~ed 
as a chip select during DMA data transfers. The UPI-
452 Host READ and WRITE input signals select. the 
respective Input and Output FIFO channel during 
DMA transfers. The es and address lines provide 
DMA acknowledge for processors with onboard DMA 
controllers which do not generate a DAeK signal. 

The iAPX 286 Block I/O Instructions provide an alter
native to two cycle DMA data transfers with approxi
mately the same data rate. The String Input and Out
put instructions (INS & OUTS) when combined with 
the Repeat (REP) prefix, modifies INS and OUTS to 
provide a means of transferring blocks of data between 
I/O and Memory. The data transfer rate using REP 
INS/OUTS instructions is calculated in the same way 
as two cycle DMA transfer times. Each READ or 
WRITE would be 200 ns in a 10 MHz iAPX 286 sys
tem. The maximum transfer rate possible is 2.5 
MBytes/second. The Block I/O FIFO data transfer 
calculation is the same as that shown in Equation 2 for 
two cycle DMA data transfers including TeC timing 
effects. 

FIFO Data Structure and Host DMA 

During a Host DMA write to the FIFO, if a DSe is to 
be written, the DMA transfer is stopped, the DSe is 
written and the DMA restarted. During a Host DMA 
read from the FIFO, if a DSe is loaded into the I/O 
Buffer Latch the DMA request, DRQOUT, will be de
activated (see Figure 2 above). The Host Status 
(HSTAT) SFR Data Stream Command bit is set and 
the INTRQ interrupt, output goes active, if enabled. 
The Host responds to the interrupt as described above. 

, es# \ / \ / 
I" Tee-----l'1 

RD#/WR# -----\\ '/ \ / JI'\ I' 
TRR/TWW ~,--____ TR_V-,-----=i TRR/TWW I. e: . Tee ,~ 

292018-6 

Symbol Description Var.Osc. @16MHz 
TCC Command Cycle 6' Tclcl 375 ns min 

Time 
,TRV Command Recovery 75 75 ns min 

Time 

Figure 6. UPI-452 Command Cycle Timing 
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Once INTRQ is deactivated and the DSC has been read 
by the Host, the DMA request, DRQOUT, is reassert
ed by the UPI-452. The DMA request then remains 
active until the transfer is complete or another DSC is 
loaded into the I/O Buffer Latch. 

An Immediate Command written by the internal CPU 
during a Host DMA FIFO transfer also causes the 
Host Status flag and INTRQ to go active if enabled. In 
this case the Immediate Command would not terminate 
the DMA transfer unless terminated by the Host. The 
INTRQ line remains active until the Host reads the 
Host Status (HSTA 1) SFR to determine the source of 
the interrupt. 

The net effect of a Data Stream Command (DSC) on 
DMA data transfer rates is to add an additional factor 
to the data transfer rate equation. This added factor is 
shown in Equation 3. An Immediate Command has the 
same effect on the data transfer rate if the Immediate 
CoJ:nmand interrupt is recognized by the Host during a 
DMA transfer. If the DMA transfer is completed be
fore the Immediate Command interrupt is recognized, 
the effect on the DMA transfer rate depends on wheth
er the block being transmitted is larger than the FIFO 
channel size. If the block is larger than the pro
grammed FIFO channel size the transfer rate depends 
on whether the Immediate Command flag or interrupt 
is recognized between partial block transfers. 

The FIFO configuration shown in Equation 3 is arbi
trary since there is no way of predicting the size relative 
to when a DSC would be loaded into the I/O Buffer 
Latch. The Host DMA rate shown is for a UPI-452 

(Memory Mapped or I/O) to 286 System Memory 
transfer as described earlier. The equations do not ac
count for the latency of intiating the DMA transfer. 

Equation 3. Minimum host FIFO DMA Transfer 
Rate Including Data Stream Command(s) 

Minimum Host/FIFO OMA Transfer Rate w/ OSC 
FIFO size" Host OMA 2 cycle time transfer rate 
+ iAPX 286 interrupt response time (Eq. "1) 
(32 bytes· (200 ns + 200 ns» + 2.3,...s 
15.1,...s 
75.5 bus cycles (@10 MHz iAPX286, 200 ns 
bus cycle) 

UPI·452 INTERNAL DMA PROCESSOR 

The two identical internal DMA channels allow high 
speed data transfers from one UPI-4S2 writable memo
ry space to another. The following UPI-452 memory 
spaces can be used with internal DMA channels: 

Internal Data Memory (RAM) 
External Data Memory (RAM) 
Special Function Registers (SFR) 

The FIFO can be accessed during internal DMA opera
tions by specifying the FIFO IN (FIN) SFR as the 
DMA Source Address (SAR) or the FIFO OUT 
(FOUl) SFR as the Destination Address (DAR). Ta
ble 6 lists the four types of internal DMA transfers and 
their respective timings. 

Table 6. UPI-452 Internal DMA Controller Cycle Timings 

Source Destination Machine @12MHz @16MHz 
Cycles" 

Internal Data Internal Data 
Mem.orSFR Mem.orSFR 1 1 ,...s 750 n8 
Internal Data External Data 
Mem.orSFR Mem. 1 1,...8 750n8 
External Data Internal Data 
Mem. Mem.orSFR 1 1,...s 750ns 
·External Data External Data 
Memory Memory 2 2,...8 1.5,...8 

NOTES: 
"External Data Memory DMA transfer applies to UPI-452 Local Bus only. 

• "MSC-51 Machine cycle = 12 clock cycles (TCLCL). 
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FIFO Data Structure and Internal DMA INTERFACE· LATENCY 

The effect of Data Stream Commands and Immediate 
Commands on the internal DMA transfers is essentially 
the same as the effect on Host FIFO DMA transfers. 
Recognition also dep.ends upon the programmed DMA 
Mode, the interrupts enabled, and their priorities. The 
net internal effect is·the same for each possible internal 
case. The time required to respond to the Immediate or 
Data Stream Command is a function of the instruction 
time required. This must be calculated by the user 
based on the instruction cycle time given in the MSC-
51 Instruction Set description· in the Intel Microcon
troller Handbook. 

It is important to note that the internal DMA processor 
modes and the internal FIFO logic work together to 
automatically manage internal DMA transfers as data 
moves in!O and out of the FIFO. The two most appro
priate internal DMA processor inodes for the FIFO are 
FIFO Demand Mode and FIFO Alternate Cycle Mode. 
In FIFO Demand Mode, once the cOrrect Slave Con
trol and DMA Mode bits are set, the internal Input 
FIFO channel DMA transfer occurs whenever the 
Slave Control Input FIFO Request for Service flag is 
set. The DMA transfer continues lintil the flag is 
cleared or when the Input FIFO Read Pointer SFR 
(IRPR) equals zero. If data continues to be entered by 
the Host, the internal DMA continues until an internal 
interrupt of higher priority, if enabled, interrupts the 
DMA transfer, ·the internal DMA byte count reaches 
zero or until the Input FIFO Read Pointer equals zero. 
A complete description of interrupts and DMA Modes 
can be found in the UPI-452 Data Sheet. 

DMAModes 

The internal DMA processor has four modes of opera
tion. &ch DMA chaimel is software programmable to 
operate in either Block Mode or Demand Mode. De
mand Mode may be further ptogrammed to operate in 
Burst or Alternate Cycle Mode. Burst Mode causes the 
internal processor to halt its execution and dedicate its 
resources exclusively to the DMA transfer. Alternate 
Cycle Mode causes DMA cycles and instruction cycles 
to occur alternately. A detailed description of each 
DMA Mode can be found in the UPI-452 Data Sheet. 

The interface latency is the time required to accommo
date all of the overhead associated with an individual 
data transfer. Data transfer rates between the Host sys
tem and UPI-452 FIFO, with a block size less than or 
equal to the programmed FIFO channel size, are calcu
lated using· the Host system DMA, rate. (see Host 
DMA description above). In this case, the entire block 
could be transferred in one operation. The total latency. 
is 'the time required to accomplish the block DMA 
transfer, the interrupt response or po,Q of the Host 
Status SFR response time, and the time required to ini
tate the Host DMA processor. 

A DMA transfer between the Host and UPI-452 FIFO 
with a block size greater than the programmed FIFO 
channel size introduces additional overhead. This addi
tional overhead is from three sources; first, is the time 
to actually perform the DMA transfer. Second, the 
overhead of initializing the DMA processor, third, the 
handshaking between each FIFO block required to 
transfer the entire data block. This could be time to 
wait for the FIFO to be emptied and/or the interrupt 
response time to restart the DMA transfer of the next 
portion of the block. A fourth component may also be 
the time required to respond to Underrun and Overrun 
FIFO Errors. . 

Table 7 shows six typical FIFO Input/Output channel 
sizes and the Host DMA transfers times for each. The 
timings shown reflect a 10 MHz system bus two cycle 
I/O to Memory DMA transfer rate of 2.5 MBytes/sec
ond as shown in Equation 1: The times given would be 
the same for iAPX 286 I/O block move instructions 
REP INS and REP OUTS as described earlier. 

Table 7. Host DMA FIFO Data Transfer Times 

FIFO Size: 32 43 64 85 96 128 I bytes 

Full or Empty % 1;3' 112 % % Full or Empty 

Time 12.8 17.2 .25.6 34.0 38.4 51.21 p.s 

Table 8 $ows six typical FIFO ~nput/Output channel 
sizes and the internal DMA processor data transfers 
times for each. The timings shown are for a UPI-452 
single cycle Burst Mode transfer at 16 MHz or 750 ns 
per machine cycle in or out of the 'FIFO channels. The 
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machine cycle time is that of the MSC-51 CPU; 6 
states, 2 XTAL2 clock cycles each or 12 clock cycles 
per machine cycle. Details on the MSC-51 machine cy
cle timings and operation may be found in the Intel 
Microcontroller Handbook. 

Table 8. UPI·452 Internal DMA FIFO 
Data Transfer Times 

FIFO Size: 32 43 64 85 96 128 I bytes 

Full or Empty % % % % % Full or Empty 

Time 24.0 32.3 48.0 64.6 72.0 96.0 I p's 

.' 
A larger than programmed FIFO channel size data 
block internal DMA transfer requires internal arbitra
tion. The UPI-452 provides a variety of features which 
support arbitration between the two internal DMA 
channels and the FIFO. An example is the internal 
DMA processor FIFO Demand Mode described above. 
FIFO Demand Mode DMA transfers occur continu
ously until the Slave Status Request for Service Flag is 
deactivated. Demand Mode is especillily useful {or con
tinuous data transfers requiring immediate attention. 
FIFO Alternate Cycle Mode provides for interleaving 
DMA transfers and instruction cycles to achieve a 
maximum of software flexibility. Both internal DMA 
channels can be used simultaneously to provide contin
uous transfer for both Input and Output FIFO chan
nels. 

Byte by byte transfers between the FIFO and internal 
CPU timing is a function of the specific instruction cy
cle time. Of the 111 MCS-51 instructions, 64 require 12 
clock cycles, 45 require 24 clock cycles and 2 require 48 
clock cycles. Most instructions involving SFRs are 24 
clock cycles except accumulator (for example, MOV 
direct, A) or logical operations (ANL direct, A). Typi
cal instruction and their timings are shown in Table 9. 

Oscillator Period: @ 12 MHz = 83.3 ns 

@ 16 MHz = 62.5 ns 

Table 9. Typical Instruction Cycle Timings 

Instruction 
OSCillator 

@12MHz @16MHz 
Periods 

MOV directt, A 12 1 p.s 750 ns 
MOV direct, direct 24 2 p.s 1.5 p.s 

NOTE: 
t Direct = a-bit internal data locations address. This could 
be an Internal Data RAM location (0-255) or a SFR [i.e., II 
o port, control register, etc.) 

Byte by byte FIFO data transfers introduce an addi
tional overhead factor not found in internal DMA op
erations. This factor is the FIFO block size to be trans
ferred; the number of empty locations in the Output 
channel, or the number of bytes in the Input FIFO 

channel. As described above in the FIFO Data Struc
ture section, the block size would have to be deter
mined by reading the channel read and write pointer 
and calculating the space available. Another alternative 
uses the FIFO Overrun and Underrun Error flags to 
manage the transfers by accepting error flags. In either 
case the instructions needed have a significant impact 
on the internal FIFO data transfer rate latency equa
tion. 

A typical effective internal FIFO channel transfer rate 
using internal DMA is shown in Equation 4. Equation 
5 shows the latency using byte by byte transfers with an 
arbitrary factor added for internal CPU block size cal
culation. These two equations contrast the effective 
transfer rates when using internal DMA versus individ
ual instructions to transfer 128 bytes. The effective 
transfer rate is approximately four times as fast using 
DMA versus using individual instructions (96 p.s with 
DMA versus 492 p.s non-DMA). 

Equation 4. Effective Internal FIFO 
Transfer Time Using Internal DMA 

Effective Internal FIFO Transfer flate with DMA 
FIFO channel size· Internal DMA Burst Mode 
Single Cycle DMA Time 
128 Bytes • 750 ns 
96 P.s 

Equation 5. Effective FifO Transfer 
Time USing Individual Instructions 

Effective Internal FIFO Transfer Rate without DMA 
FIFO channel size • Instruction Cycle Time + 
Block size calculation Time 
128 Bytes • (24 oscillator periods @ 16 MHz) + 
20 instructions (24 oscillator period each 
@ 16 MHz) 
128 • 1.5 p.s + 300 P.s 
492 p.s 

FIFO DMA FREEZE MODE 
INTERFACE 

FIFO DMA Freeze Mode provides a means of locking 
the Host out of the FIFO Input and Output channels. 
FIFO DMA Freeze Mode can be invoked for a variety 
of reasons, for example, to reconfigure the UPI-452 Lo
cal Expansion Bus, or change the baud rate on the seri
al channel. The primary reason the FIFO DMA Freeze 
Mode is provided is to ensure that the Host does not 
read from or write to the FIFO while the FIFO inter
face is being altered. ONLY the internal CPU has the 
capability of altering the FIFO Special Function Regis
ters, and these SFRs can ONLY be altered'during 
FIFO DMA Freeze Mode. FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 
inhibits Host access of the FIFO while the internal 
CPU reconfigures the FIFO. 
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FIFO DMA Freeze Mode should not be arbitrarily in
voked while the UPI-452 is in normal operation. Be
cause the external CPU runs asynchronously to the in
ternal CPU, invoking freeze mode without first proper
ly resolving the FIFO Host interface may have serious 
consequences. Freeze Mode may be invoked only by 
the internal CPU. 

The internal CPU invokes Freeze Mode by setting bit 3 
of the Slave Control SFR (SC3). This automatically 
forces the Slave and Host Status SFR FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode to In Progress (SST AT SST5 = 0, 
HSTAT SFR HSTl = 1). INTRQ goes active, if en~ 
abled by MODE SFR bit 4, whenever FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode is invoked tp notify the Host. The Host 
reads the Host Status SFR to determine the source of 
the interrupt. INTRQ and the Slave and Host Status 
FIFO DMA Freeze Mode bits are reset by the Host 
READ of the Host Status SFR. 

During FIFO DMA Freeze Mode the Host has access 
to the Host Status and Control SFRs. All other Host 
FIFO interface access is inhibited. Table 10 lists the 
FIFO DMA Freeze Mode status of all slave bus inter
face Special Function Registers. The internal DMA 
processor is disabled during FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 
and the internal CPU has write access to all of the 
FIFO control SFRs (Table 11). 

If FIFO DMA Freeze Mode is invoked without stop
ping the host, only the last two bytes of data written 
into or read from the FIFO will be valid. The timing 
diagram for disabling the FIFO module to the external 
Host interface is illustrated in Figure 7. Due to this 
synchronization sequence, the UPI-452 might not go 
into FIFO DMA Freeze Mode immediately after the 
Slave Control SFR FIFO 7 DMA Freeze Mode bit 
(SC3) is set = O. A special bit in the Slave Status SFR 
(SST5) is provided to indicate the status of the FIFO 
DMA Freeze Mode. The FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 

INTRQ OR J 
DRQIN/DROOUT 

RD#/WR# 

operations described in this section are only valid after 
SST5 is cleared. 

Either the Host or internal CPU can request FIFO 
DMA Freeze Mode. The first step is to issue an Imme
diate Command indicating that FIFO DMA Freeze 
Mode will be invoked. Upon receiving the Immediate 
Command, the external CPU should complete servicing 
all pending interrupts and DMA requests, then send an 
Immediate Command back to the internal CPU ac
knowledging the FIFO DMA Freeze Mode request. 
After issuing the. first Immediate COmmand, the inter
nal CPU should not perform any action on the FIFO 
until FIFO DMA Freeze Mode is invoked. The hand
shaking is the same in reverse if the HOST CPU initi
ates FIFO DMA Freeze Mode. 

After the slave bus interface is frozen, the internal CPU 
cart perform the operations listed below on the FIFO 
Special Function Registers. These operations are al
lowed only during FIFO DMA Freeze Mode. Table 11 
summarizes the characteristics of all the FIFO Special 
Function Registers during Normal and FIFO DMA 
Freeze Modes. 

for FIFO 
Reconflguration 

1. Changing the Channel Boundary 
Pointer SFR. . 

2. Changing the Input and Output 
Threshold SFR. 

To Enhance the 3. Writing to the read and write 
testability pointers of the Input and Output 

FIFO's. 

4. Writing to and reading the Host 
Control SFRs. 

5. Controlling some bits of Host and 
Slave Status SFRs. 

6. Reading the Immediate Command 
Out SFR and Writing to the Im
mediate Command in SFR. 

:: : A rlro RD/WR AI'TER 
, • _. INTERFACE rREEZE IS 
, INVOKED WILL CAUSE 

! ~ ________________ ~~+-~H~ST~3~O~R~H~s~n_T~O~B~E~S~ET~~. 
INTRO .J _________________________ _ 

SC3 

. ·Hsn _____________ ..-___ .... SET 

NOTE: 
Timing Diagram of disabling of FIFO Module-External Host Interface. 

Figure 7. Disabling FIFO to Host Slave Interface TIming Diagram 
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The sequence of events for invoking FIFO DMA 
Freeze :Mode are listed in Fi~re 8. 

1. Immediate Command to request FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode (interrupt) , 

2. Host/internal CPU interrupt response/service 
, 3. Host/internal CPU clear/service all pending 

interrupts and FIFO data 
4. Internal CPU sets Slave Control (SLCON) 

FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode bit = 0, FIFO DMA Freeze 
Mode, Host Status SFR FIFO DMA Freeze 
Mode Status bit = 1, INTRQ active (high) 

5. Host R'OO Host Status SFR 
6. Internal CPU reconfigures FIFO SFRs 
7. Internal CPU resets Slave Control (SLCON) 

FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode bit = 1, Normal Mode, Host 
Status FIFO DMA Freeze Mode Status bit = 
O. 

8. Internal CPU issues Immediate Command to 
Host indicating that FIFO DMA Freeze Mode is 
complete 
or 
Host polls Host Status SFR FIFO DMA Freeze 
Mode bit to determine end of reconfiguration 

Figure 8. Sequence of EventS to Invoke 
FIFO DMA Freeze M,ode 

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION 

An exatjlple of the time required to reconfigure the 
FIFO 180 degrees, for example from 128 bytes Input to 
128 bytes Output, is shown in Figure 9. The example 
approximates the time based on several assumptions; 

1. The FIFO Input channel is full-128 bytes of data 

2. Output FIFO channel is empty-1 byte 

3. No Pata Stream Commands in the FIFO. 

4. The Immediate Command interrupt is responded to 
immediately-·highest priority-by Host and inter
nal CPU. 

S. Respective interrupt response times 
a. Host (Equation 3 above) = approximately 1.6 ,...S 
b. Internal CPU is 86 oscillator periods or approxi~ 

mately S.38 ,...8 worst case. 

Event 
Immediate Command from Host 
to UPI-452 to request FIFO DMA 
Freeze Mode (iAPX286 WRITE) 
Internal CPU interrupt response/ 
service 
Internal CPU clears FIFO-128 
bytesDMA 
Internal CPU sets Slave Control 
Freeze Mode bit 
Immediate Command to Host
Freeze Mode in progress Host 
Immediate Command interrupt 
response 
Internal CPU reconfigures FIFO 
SFRs 

Channel Boundary Pointer SFR 
Input Threshold SFR 
Output Threshold SFR 

Internal CPU resets Slave 
Control (SLCON) Freeze Mode 
bit = 1, Normal Mode, and 
automatically resets Host Status 
FIFO DMA Freeze Mode bit 
Internal CPU writes Immediate 
Command Out 
Host Immediate Command 
interrupt service 
Total Minimum Time to 
Reconfigure FIFO 

Time 
0.30,...s 

5.38,...s 

96.00,...s 

0.75,...s 

2.3,...s 

0.75,...s 
0.75,...s 
0.75,...s 

2.3,...s 

0.75,...s 

2.3,...s 

112.33,...s 

Figure 9~ Sequence of Events to Invoke FIFO 
DMA Freeze Mode and Timings 
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Table 10. Slave Bus Interface Status During FIFO DMA Freezer Mode 

Interface Pins; Operation In StatuI In 
DACK cs A2 A1 AO Rn6 WRiTE Normal Mode Freeze Mode 

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 Read Host Status SFR Operational 
1 '0 0 1 1 0 1 Read HOst Control SFR Operational 
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 Write Host Control SFR Disabled 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 Data or DMA data from Disabled 

Output Channel 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 Data or DMA data to Disabled 

Input Channel 
'1 0 0 0 1 0 1 Data Stream Command from Disabled 

Output Channel 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 Data Stream Command to , Disabled 

Input Channel 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 Read Immediate Command Disabled 

Out from Output Channel 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 Write Immediate Command Disabled 

In to Input Channel 
0 X X X X 0 1 DMA Data from Output Disabled 

Channel 
0 X X X X 1 0 DMA Data to Input Channel Disabled 

NOTE: 
X = don't care 

Table 11. FIFO SFR's Characteristics During FIFO DMA Freeze Mode 

Normal Freeze Mode 
Label Name Operation Qperatlon 

(SST5 = 1) (SST5 = 0) 
HCON Host Control Not Accessible Read & Write 
HSTAT Host Status Read Only Read & Write 
SLCON Slave Control Read & Write Read & Write 
SSTAT Slave Status Read Only Read & Write 
IEP Interrupt Enable 

& Priority Read & Write Read & Write 
MODE Mode Register Read & Write Read & Write 
IWPR Input FIFO Write Pointer Read Only Read & Write 
,IRPR Input FIFO Read Pointer Read Only Read & Write 
OWPR Output FIFO Write Pointer Read Only Read & Write 
ORPR Output FIFO Read Pointer Read Only Read & Write 
CBP Channel Boundary Pointer Read Only Read & Write 
IMIN Immediate Command In Read Only Read & Write 
IMONT Immediate Command Out Read & Write Read & Write 
FIN FIFO IN Read Only Read Only 
CIN COMMAND IN Read Only Read Only 
FOUT FIFO OUT l1ead & Write Read & Write 
COUT COMMAND OUT Read & Write Read & Write 
ITHR Input FIFO Threshold Read Only Read & Write 
OTHR Other FIFO Threshold Read Only Read & Write 
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8042 IN·CIRCUIT EMULATO'R 
• Precise, Full-Speed, Real-Time 

Emulation 
- Load, Drive, Timing Characteristics 
- Full-Speed Program' RAM 
- Parallel Ports 
-Data Bus 

• Oser-Speclfled Breakpoints 
• Execution Trace 

- User-Specified Qualifier Registers 
- Conditional Trigger 
- Symbolic Groupings and Display 
-Instruction and Frame Modes 

• Emulation Timer 

• Full Symbolic Debugging. 
• Single-Line Assembly and Disassembly 

for Program Instruction Changes 
• Macro Commands and Conditional 

Block Constructs for Automated 
Debugging Sessions 

• HELP Facility: ICETM-42 Command 
Syntax Reference at the Console 

• User Confidence Test of ICE-42 
Hardware 

The ICE-42 module resides in the Intellec Microcomputer Development System and interfaces to any user-de
signed 8042 or 8041A system through a cable terminating in an 8042 emulator microprocessor and a pin-com
patible plug. The emulator processor, together with 2K bytes of user program RAM located in the ICE-42 buffer 
box, replaces the 8042 device in the user system while maintaining the 8042 electrical and timing characteris
tics. Powerfullntellec debugging functions are thus extended into the user system. Using the ICE-42 module, 
the designer can emulate the system's 8042 chip in real-time or single-step mode. Breakpoints allow the user 
to stop emulation on user-specified conditions, and a trace qualifier feature allows the conditional collection of 
1000 frames of trace data. USing the single-line 8042 assembler the user may alter program memory using the 
8042 assembler mnemonics and symbolic references, without leaving the emulator environment. Frequently 
used command sequences ,can be combined ,into compound commands and identified as macros with user-
defined names. " .' 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Integrated Hardware and Software 
Development 

The ICE-42 emulator allows hardware and software 
development to proceed interactively. This approach 
is more effective than the traditional method of inde
pendent hardware and software development fol
lowed by system integration. With the .ICE-42 mod
ule, prototype hardware can be added to the system 
as it is designed. Software and hardware integration 
occurs while the product is being developed. Figure 
1 shows the ICE-42 emulator connected to a user 
prototype. 

The ICE-42 emulator assists four stages of develop
ment. 

SOFTWARE DEBUGGING 

This emulator operates without being connected to 
the user's system before any of the user's hardware 
is available. In this stage ICE-42 debl!gging capabili
ties can be used in conjunction with the Intellec text 
editor and 8042 macro-assembler to facilitate pro
gram development. 

HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT 

The ICE-42 module's precise emulation characteris
tics and full-speed program RAM make it a valuable 
tool for debugging hardware. 

SYSTEM INTEGRATION 

Integration of software and hardware begins when 
any functional element of the user system hardware 
is connected to the 8042 socket. As each section of 
the user's hardware. is completed, it is. added to the 
prototype. Thus, each section of the hardware and 
software is "system" tested in real-time operation as 
it becomes available. 

SYSTEM TEST 

When the user's prototype is complete, it is tested 
with the. final version of the user system software. 
The ICE-42 module is then used for real-time emula
tion of the 8042 chip to debug the system as a com- . 
pleted unit. 

The final product verification test may be performed 
using the 8742 EPROM version of the 8042 micro-

computer. Thus, the ICE-42 module provides the 
ability to debug a prototYpe or production system at 
any stage in its development without introducing ex
traneous hardware or software test tools .. 

Symbolic Debugging· 

The ICE-42 emulator permits the user to <;Iefine and 
to use symbolic, rather than absolute, references to 
program and data memory addresses. Thus, there is 
no need to recall or look up the addresses of key 
locations in the program, or to become involved with 
machine code. 

When a syl)'lboi is used for memory reference in an 
ICE-42 emulator command, the .emulator supplies 
the corresponding location as stored in the ICE-42 
emulatorsymbol table. This table can be loaded with 
the symbol table produced by the assembler during 
application program assembly. The user obtains the 
symbol table duriRg software preparation simply by 
using the "DEBUG" switch in the 8042 macroas
sembler. Furthermore, the user interactively modi
fies the emulator symbol table by adding new sym
bols or changing or deleting old ones. This feature 
provides great flexibility in debugging and minimizes 
the need to work with hexadecimal values. 

Through symbolic references in combination with 
othe~ features of the emulator, the user can easily: 

• Interpret the results of emulation activity collect
ed during trace. 

• Disassemble program memory to mnemonics, or 
assemble mnemonic instructions to executable 
code. 

• Reference labels or addresses defined in a user 
program. 

Automated Debugging and Testing 

MACRO COMMAND 

A macro is a set of commands given a name., A 
group of commands executed frequently can be de
fined as a macro. The user executes the group of 
commands by typing a colon followed by the macro 
name. Up to ten parameters may be passed to the 
macro. 

Macro commands can be defined at the beginning of 
a debug session and then used throughOut the 
whole session. One or more macro definitions can 
be saved on diskette for later use. The Intellec text 
editor may be used to edit the macro file. The macro 
definitions are easy to include in any later emulation 
session. 
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The power of the development system can be ap
plied to manufacturing testing as well as develop
ment by writing test sequences as macros. The mac
ros are stored on diskettes for use during system 
test. 

COMPOUND COMMAND 

Compound commands provide conditional execution 
of commands (IF command) and execution of com
mands repeatedly until certain conditions are met 
(COUNT, REPEAT commands). 

Compound commands may be nested any number 
of times, and may be used in macro commands. 

Example: 

·DEFINE .1=0 

·COUNT 100H 

;Define symbol. I to 0 

;Repeat the following 
commands 100H times. 

• ·IF • I AND 1 THEN ;Check if • I is odd 

• • ·CBYTE. 1=. I ;Fill the memory at 
location. I to value. I 

•• ·END 

.·.1-.1+1 

• ·END 

;Increment .1 by 1. 

;Command exeoutes 
upon carriage-return 
after END 

(The asterisks are system prompts; the dots indicate 
the nesting level of compound commands.) 

Operating Modes 

The ICE-42 software is an Intellec RAM-based pro
gram that provides easy-to-use commands for initiat
ing emulation, defining breakpoints, controlling trace 
data collection, and displaying and controlling sys
tem parameters. ICE-42 commands are configured 
with a broad range of modifiers that provide maxi
mum flexibility in describing the' operation to be per
formed. 

;EMULATION 

The ICE-42 module can emUlate the operation of 
prototype 8042 system, at real-time speed (up to 
12 MHz) or in single steps. Emulation commands to 
the ICE-42 module control the process of setting up, 
running, and halting an emulation of the user's 8042-
based system. Breakpoints and tracepoints enable 
the ICE-42 emulator to halt emulation and provide a 
detailed trace of execution in any part of the user's 
program. A summary of the emulation commands is 
shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Major Emulation Commands 

Command Description 

GO Begins real-time emulation 
and optionally specifies break 
conditions. 

BRO, BR1, BR Sets or displays either or both 
Breakpoint Registers used for 
stopping real-time emulation. 

STEP Performs single-step 
emulation. 

QRO,QR1 Specifies match conditions 
for qualified trace. 

TR Specifies or displays trace-
data collection conditions and 
optionally sets Qualifier 
Register (QRO, QR1). 

Synchronization Sets and displays status of 
Line Commands synchronization line outputs 

or latched inputs. Used to 
allow real-time emulation or 
trace to start and stop 
synchronously with external 
events. 

Breakpoints 

The ICE-42 hardware includes two breakpoint regis
ters that allow halting of emulation when specified 
conditions are met. The emulator continuously com· 
pares the values stored in the breakpoint registers 
with the status of specified address, opcode, oper
and, or port values, and halts emulation when this 
comparison is satisfied. When an instruction initiates 
a break, that instruction is executed completely be
fore the bre,ak takes place. The ICE·42 emulator 
then regains control of the console and enters the 
interrogation mode. With the breakpoint feature, the 
user can request an emulation break when the pro
gram: 

• Executes an instruction at a specific address or 
within a range of addresses. 

• Executes a particular opcode. 

• Receives a specific Signal on a port pin. 

• Fetches a particular operand from the user pro
gram memory 

• Fetches an operand from a specific address in 
program memory. 
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Trace and Tracepolnts 

Tracing is used with real-time and single-step emula
tion to record diagnostic information in the trace 
buffer as a program is executed. The information 
collected includes opcodes executed, port values, 
and memory addresses. The ICE-42 emulator col
lects 1000 frames of trace data. 

If desired this information can be displayed as as
sembler instruction mnemonics for analysis during 
interrogation or single-step mode. The trace-collec
tion facility may be set to run conditionally or uncon
ditionally. Two unique trace qualifier registers, speci
fied in the same way as breakpoint registers, govern 

conditional trace activity. The qualifiers .can be used 
to condition trace data collection to take place as 
follows: 

• Under all conditions (forever}. 

• Only while the trace qualifier is satisfied. 

• For the frames or instructions preceding the time 
when a trace qualifier is first satisfied (pre-trigger 
trace). 

• For the frames or instructions after a trace qualifi
er is first satisfied (post-triggered trace) .. 

Table 2 shows an example of trace display. 

Table 2. Trace Display (Instruction Mode) 

FRAME LOC OBJ INSTRUCTION Pl. P2 TO TJ. DBYIN YOUT YSTS TOVF 

0000: 100H 2355 MOV A,#55H FFH FFH 0 0 bbH DFH 02H 0 
OOO~: 102H 3'l OUTL Pl,A FFH FFH 0 0 bbH DFH 02H 0 
0008: 103H 3A OUTL P2,A 55H FFH 0 0 bbH DFH 02H 0 
0012: 10~H 22 IN A,DBB 55H 55H 0 0 bbH 02H 0 
00l.~: 105H 37 CPL A 55H 55H 0 0 DFH 02H 0 
DOLI.: 10bH 02 OUT DBB,A 55H 5SH 0 0 bbH DOH 0 
0018: 107H BA03 nov R2,#03H 55H 5SH 0 0 b!'H 'l'lH DOH 0 
0022: ]'09H B8~0 MOV RO,#.TABLEO 55H 55H 0 0 bbH 'l'lH 01H 0 
0021.: 10BH B"IbO MOV Rl.,#.TABLEl 55H 55H 0 0 bbH 'l'lH 01H 0 
.LOOP 
0030: 10DH FO MOV A,@RO 55H 55H 0 0 'l'lH 01H 0 
0032: l.OEH A1 MOV @R1,A 55H 55H 0 0 bbH 01H 0 
003~: 10FH 18 INC RO 55H 5SH 0 0 'l'lH 01H 0 
0031.: UOH 1'l INC R1 55H 5SH 0 0 bbH 01H 0 
0038: 1UH EAOD DJNZ R2,.LOOP 55H 5SH 0 0 bbH 'l'lH 01H 0 
.LOOP 
00~2: 10])H FO MOV A ,@RO S5H 5SH 0 0 'l'lH 01H 0 
OO~~: 10EH A1 MOV @R1,A 55H 55H 0 0 bbH 01H 0 
OO~b: 10FH 18 INC RO 55H 55H 0 0 'l'lH 01H 0 
00~8: UOH 1'l INC Rl 55H 5SH 0 ·0 bbH OlH 0 
0050: 1UH EAO]) ])JNZ R2, .LOOP 55H 55H 0 0 I.bH 'l'lH 01H 0 
.LOOP 
005~: 10DH FO MOV A,@RO 55H 55H 0 0 'l'lH 01H 0 
0051.: 10EH A1 MOV @Rl,A 55H 55H 0 0 I.bH 01H 0 
0058: 10FH 18 INC RO 55H 55H 0 0 'l'lH 01H 0 
001.0: BOH 1'l INC R1 55H 55H 0 0 I.bli 01H 0 
001.2: 111H EAO]) DJNZ R2, .LOOP 55H 55H 0 0 I.bH 'l'lH 01H 0 
001.1.: 113H 00 NOP 55H 55H 0 0 'l'lH 01H 0 
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INTERROGATION AND UTILITY Single-Line Assembler/Disassembler 

Interrogation and utility commands give convenient 
access to detailed information about the user pro
gram and the state of the' 8042 that is useful in de
bugging hardware and software. Changes can be 
made in memory and in the 8042 registers, flags, 
and port values. Commands are also provided for 
various utility operations such as loading and saving 
program files, defining symbols, displaying trace 
data, contrOlling system synchronization and return
ing control to ISIS-II. A summary of the basic interro
gation and utility' commands is shown in Table 3. 
Two additional time-saving emulator features are 
discussed below. 

The single-line assembler/disassembler (ASM and 
DASM commands) permits the designer to examine 
and alter program memory using assembly language 
mnemonics, without leaving the emulator environ
ment or requlri~g time-consuming progrl!om reassem
bly. When assembling new mnemonic instructions 
into program memory, previously defined symbolic 
references (from the original program assembly, or 
subsequently defined during the emUlation session) 

Table 3. Major Interrogation and Utility Commands 

Command Description 
HELP Displays help messages for ICE-42 emulator command-entry assistance. 
LOAD Loads user object program (8042 code) into user-program memory, and user symbols 

into ICE-42 emulator symbol table. 
SAVE Saves ICE-42 emulator symbol table and/or user object program in ISIS-II 

hexadecimal file. 
LIST Copies all emulator console input and output to ISIS-II file. 
EXIT Terminates ICE-42 emulator operation. 
DEFINE Defines ICE-42 emulator symbol or macro. 
REMOVE Removes ICE-42 emulator symbol or macro. 
ASM Assembles mnemonic instructions into user-program memory. 
DASM Disassembles and displays user-program memory contents. 
Change/Display Change or display value of symbolic reference in ICE-42 emulator symbol table, 
Commands contents of key-word references (including registers, 110 ports, and status flags), or 

memory references. 
EVALUATE Evaluates expression and displays resulting value. 
MACRO Displays ICE-42 macro or macros. 
INTERRUPT Displays contents for the Data Bus and timer Interrupt registers. 
SECONDS Displays contents of emulation timer, in microseconds. 
Trace Commands Position trace buffer pointer and select format for trace display. 
PRINT Displays trace data pointed to by trace buffer pointer. 
MODE Sets or displays the emulation mode, 8041 A or 8042. 
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Table 4. HELP Command 

_HELP 
Help is available for the following iteMs. Type HELP followed by the item nallle. 
The help itells cannot be abbreviated· (For more information, type HELP HELP or 
HELP INFO. ) 
Emulation: 
GO GR SYO 
BR BROBR]' 
STEP 

Changel 
<CHANGE> 
<DISPLAY> 
REGISTER 

SECONDS 
HFINE 

Macro: 

Trace COllection: 
TR QR QRO QRl SY]' 

Trace Display: 
TRACE MOVE PRINT 
OLDEST NEWEST 

Misc: 
BASE 
&IS"ABLE 
ENABLE 
ERROR 
EVALUATE 

&isplayl 
REMOVE 
SYMBOL 
RESET 

HELP 
&eOnel Ralllove: INFO 

WRITE 
STACK 

CBYTE <LIGHTS> 
DBYTE HSM LIST 

ASM LOAD 

SY 

MODE 
SAVE 
SUFFIX 
SYMBOLIC 

DEFINE »IR 
Compound 
Commands: 

DISABLE ENABLE 
INCLUDE PUT 
<MACROUISPLAY> 
< MACROUNVOC ATION > 

* 
-HELP IF 

COUNT 
IF 

REPEAT 

<address> 
<CPU.keyword> 
<upr> 
< I(E42 #keyword > 
<identifier> 
< instruction> 
< masked"constant > 
<lIatch.cond> 
< numer i c .constant > 
<parti tion> 
<string> 

< str i ng.constant > 
<symbolic.ref> 
<mode> 
< trace.re f erence > 
< unl im i tedhatch.cond > 
< user.symbo 1 s > 

IF - The conditional command allows conditional execution of one or more commands 
based on the val ues of bool san cond i t ions· 

IF <expr> 'THEN <cr> <trueUist>: :"<command> <cr> @ 

<true.list> <falsaUist>;;"<command> <cr> @ 

'ORIF <axpr> <cr> <command>: :=An ICE-42 command. 
<trueUist> @ 

'ELSE <cr> 
<falseUist> 
END 

The <expr>s are evaluated in order as ]'b-bit unsigned integers. If one is 
reached whose value has low-order bit]. (TRUE), all commands in the <trueUist> 
following'that <expr> are then executed and all commands in the other <true.
list>s and in the <falseUist> are skipped. If all <expr>s have value with low
order bit 0 (FALSE), then all commands in all <trueUist>s ara skipped and, if 
ELSE is present, all commands in the <falseUist> are executed. 

-* 
--*EXIT 

(EX: IF. LOOP-S THEN 
STEP 
ElSE 
GO 
END) 

210818-3 
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may be used in the instruction operand field. Th~ 
emulator supplies the absolute address or data val
ues as stored in the emulator symbol table. These 
features eliminate user time spent translating to and 
from machine code and searching for absolute ad
dresses, with a corresponding reduction in transcrip
tion errors. 

HELP 

The HELP file allows display of ICE-42 command 
syntax information at the Intellec console. By typing 
"HELP"; a listing of all items for which help mes
sages are available is displayed. Typing "HELP 
<Item>" then displays relevant information about 
the item requested, including typical usage exam
ples. Table 4 shows some sample HELP messages. 

EMULATION ACCURACY 

The speed and interface demands of a high-per
formance single-chip microcomputer require ex
tremely accurate emulation, including full-speed, 
real-time operation with the full function of the micro
computer. The ICE-42 module achieves accurate 
emulation with an 8042 emulator chip, a special con
figuration of the 8042 microcomputer family, as its 
emulation processor. . 

Each of the 40 pins on the user plug is connected 
directly to the corresponding 8042 pin on the emula
tor chip. Thus the user system sees the emulator as 
an 8042 microcomputer at the 8042 socket. The re
sulting characteristics provide extremely accurate 
emulation of the 8042 including speed, timing char
acteristics, load and drive values, and crystal opera
tion. However, the emulator may draw more power 
from the user system than a standard 8042 family 
device. 

Additional emulator processor pins provide signals 
such as internal address, data, clock, and control 
lines to the emulator buffer box. These signals let 
static RAM in the buffer box substitute for on-chip 
program ROM or EPROM. The emulator chip also 
gives the ICE module "back-door" access to internal 
chip operation, allowing the emulator to break and 
trace execution without interfering with the values on 
the user-system pins. 

Figure 1. A typical 8042 Development 
Configuration. The host system Is an Intellec 

Series IV. The ICE·42 module Is connected to a 
user prototype system. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

ICETM·42 Operating Requirements 

Intellec Model 800, Series II, Series III, or Series IV 
Microcomputer Development System (64K RAM re
quired) 

System console (Model 800 only) 

Intellec Diskette Operating System: ISIS (Version 
3.4 or later). 

Equipment Supplied 
• Printed circuit boards (2) 

• i;:mulation buffer box, Intellec interface cables, 
and user-interface cable with 8042 emulation 
processor 

• Crystal power accessory 

• Operating instructions manuals 

• Diskette-based ICE-42 software (Single and dou
ble density) 
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Eml,llatlon Clock 

Usefs·system clock (up to 12 MHz) or ICE-42 crys
tal power accessory (12 MHz) 

Environmental Characteristics 

Operating Temperature: O·C to 4QoC 
Operating Humidity: Up to 95% relative humidity 
without condensation. 

Physical CharacteristiCS 

Printed Circuit Boards 

Width: 12.00 in. (30.48 cm) 
Height: 6.75 in. (17.15 cm) 
Depth: 0.50 in. (1.27 .cm) 

Buffer Box· 

Width: 8.00 in. (20.32 cm) 
Length: 12.00 in. (30.48 cm) 
Depth: 1.75 in. (4.44 cm) 
Weight: 4.0 Ib (1.81 kg) 

Electrical Characteristics 

DC Power Requirements 
(from Intellec. system) 

Vcc "" +5V, ±5% 
Icc "" 13.2A max; 11.0A typical 
Voo = +12V, ±5% 
100 = 0.1A max; 0.05A typical 
VBe "" -10V, ±5% 
Ise "" 0.05A max; 0.01A typiqal 

User plug characteristics at 8042 socket....,.same 
as 8042 or 8742 except that the user system sees 
an added load of 25 pF capacitance and 50 p,A leak· 
age from the ICE·42 emulator user plug at ports 1 , 2, 
TO, and T1. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Part Number Description 

ICE·42 8042 Microcontroller In·Circuit 
Emulator, cable assembly and in· . 
teractive diskette software 
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iUP-200A/iUP-201A UNIVERSAL 

PROM PROGRAMMERS 
MAJOR IUP-200AlIUP-201A FEATURES: 

• Personality Module Plug-Ins Provide 
Industry First Support for Intel and 
Intel Compatible EPROMs, EEPROMs, 
KEPROM, Microcontrollers, and other 
Programmable Devices. 

• Powerful PROM Programming Software 
(iPPS) Makes Programming Easy with 
Intelleci!!> Development System, INDS-II 
Networks, iPDS Personal Development 
System, IBM PIC, XIT, AIT, and PC 
DOS Compatibles. 

• New Modules Provide Industry-Fastest, 
Intelligent Programming Algorithms to 
Dramatically Shorten Programming 
Times. 

• IUP-200A Provides On-Line Operation 
with a Built-In Serial RS232 Interface 
and Software for a Growing List of 
Environments. 

• IUP-201A Provides Same On-Line 
Performance and Adds Keyboard and 
Display for Stand-Alone Use. 

• iUP-201A Stand-Alone Capability 
Includes Device Previewing, Editing, 
Duplication, and Download from any 
Source Over RS232C Port. 

• Regular Updates and Add-Ons Have 
Maintained Even the Earliest IUP-200 
and iUP-201 Users at the State-of-Art. . 

The iUP-200A and iUP-201 A universal programmers program and verify data in all the Intel and Intel compati
ble, programmable devices (EPROMs and EEPROMs). They can also program the EPROM memory portions 
of Intel's single-chip microcomputer and peripheral devices. The iUP-200A and iUP-201A universal program
mers provide on-line programming and verification in a growing variety of development environments using the 
Intel PROM programming software (iPPS). In addition, the iUP-201A universal programmer supports off-line, 
stand-alone program editing, EPROM duplication, and EPROM memory locking. The iUP-200A universal pro
grammer is expandable to an iUP-201A model. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The iUP-200A universal programmer operates in on
line mode. The iUP-201A universal programmer op
erates in both on-line and off-line mode. 

On-Line System Hardware 
The iUP-200A and iUP-201 A universal programmers 
are free-standing ,units that, when connected to a 
host computer with at least 64K bytes of memory, 
provide on-line EPROM programming and verifica
tion of Intel programmable devices. In addition, the 
universal programmer can read the contents of the 
ROM versions of these devices. 

The universal programmer communicates with thEi 
host through a standard RS232C serial data link. Dif
ferent versions of the iUP-200A and iUP-201A are 
equipped with different cables, including the cable 
most commonly used for interfacing to that host. 
Care should be taken that the version with the cor
rect cable for your particular system is selected, as 
cable requirements can vary with your host configu
ration. A serial converter is needed when using the 
MDS 800 as a host system. (Serial converters are 
available from other manufacturers). . " 

Each universal programmer contains the CPU, se
lectable po~er supply, static RAM, programmable 
timer, interface for personality modules, RS232C in
terface for the host system, ~nd control firmware in 
EP~OM. The iUP-2q1 A also has a keyboard and dis
play. 

A personali~ mo~ule adapts the universal program
mer to a family of EPROM devices; it contains all the 
hardware and firmware necessary to program E!ither 
a family of Intel EPROMs or a Single Intel device. 
The user inserts, the personality module into the uni
versal programmer front panel. 

Fig~re 1 ,shows ~he iUP-2QOA on-line system config
uratIOns, and Figure 2 shows the on-line system 
data flow. 

On!"Llne System Software 
The iUP-200A and iUP201A includes your choice of ' 
one copy of Intel's 'J:lROM Programming software 
iPPS, selected from a growing list of versions for' 
different operating systems and hosts. Each version 
includes the software implementation deSigned for 
that host and O.S. and the RS232C cable most com
monly used. Additional versions may be purchased 
separately if you decide to change hosts at a later 
date. The ,iPPS software provides user control 

through an easy-to-use interactive interface. The 
iPPS software performs the following functions to 
make EPROM programming quick and easy: 

• Reads EPROMs and ROMs 
• Programs EPROMs directly or from a file ' 
• Verifies EPROM data with buffer data 
• Locks EPROM memory from unauthorized ac

cess (on devices which support this feature) 
• Prints EPROM contents on the network or devel

opment system printer 
• Performs interactive formatting operations such 

as interleavirg, nibble swapping, bit reversal, and 
block moves 

• Progra,:"s multiple EPROMs from the source file, 
prompting the user to insert new EPROMs 

• Uses a buffer to change EPROM contents 

All iPPS commands, as well as program address and 
data information, are entered through the host sys
tem ASCII keyboard and displayed on the system 
CRT. Table 1 summarizes the iPPS commands. 

The iPPS software lets the user load programs into 
an EPROM from host system memory or directly 
from a disk file. Access to the disk lets the user cre
ate and manipulate data in a virtual buffer with an 
address range up to 16M. This large block of data 
can be formatted into different EPROM word sizes 
for program storage into several different EPROM 
types. In ,addition, a program stored in the target 
EPROM, the host system memory, or a system disk 
file can be interleaved with a second program and 
entered into a specific target EPROM or EPROMs. 

The iPPS software supports data manipulation in 
any Intel format: 8080 hexadecimal ASCII; 8080 ab
solute object, 8086 hexadecimal ASCII, 8086 abso
lute object, and 80286 absolute obJeCt. Addresses 
and data can be displayed in binary, octal, decimal, 
or' hexadecimal. The user can easily change def~ult 
~ata formats as well as number bases. 

The user invokes the iPP$ software from the operat
ing system. Intellec and iPDS Development systems 
running ISIS allow running the software under con
trol of ISIS submit files freeing the operator frOm rep-
etitious command entry. ' , 

, System ,Expansion 

The iUP-200A universal programmer can be easily 
,upgraded (by the user) to an iUP-201 A universal pro
grammer for off-line operation. The upgrade kit (iUP-

, PAK-A) is available fr.om Intel or your local Intel dis
tributor. 
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MODEL 
NUMBER 

iUP200A211A 
OR 

iUP200A212B 

iUP200A213C 

iUP200A216D 

iUP200A217D 

IUP~200A/IUP·201A 

210319-2 

HOST 
SUPPORTED 

210319-6 

S/W 
OPERATING SYSTEM 

ENVIRONMENT 

ISIS II 

iNDX 

PC-DOS 

PC-DOC 

RS232C 
CABLE 

INCLUDED· 
1/0 PORT 

USED 

INTELLEC-STYLE CH1 OR 2 

INTELLEC-STYLE CH1 OR 2 

PC OR XT STYLE COM 1 OR 2 

PC AT STYLE COM 1 OR 2 

*RS232C CABLES: INTELLEC STYLE-DB 25 PIN MALE TO DB 25 PIN MALE, NULL MODEM CABLE. 
PC XT STYLE - DB 25 PIN FEMALE TO DB 25 PIN MALE, NULL MODEM 

CABLE. 
PC AT STYLE - DB 9 PIN FEMALE TO DB 25 PIN MALE CABLE. 

Figure 1. On-Line System Configurations 
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HOST DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 

IPPS 
BUFFER 

IPPS 
SOFTWARE tj/ ..... 1:: 

~------~ ''---~--~~ 

ISIS 
FILE 

UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER 
IiUP·200A OR IUP·201 A) 

RS·232 INTERFACE 

PERSONALITY / ""\ ,-------, 

MODULE 1+---1 UNIVERSAL .. - -I I 

I 
I PROGRAMMER J ~:A~01 A I 

PROM ~ FIRMWARE I- _ -. I 
L-D_EV_IC_E_(S_I....-_..J , ________ ~ L ______ ..J 

210319-7 

Figure 2. On· Line System Data Flow 

Off-Line System 

The iUP-201A universal programmer has all the on
line features of the iUP-200A universal programmer 
plus off· line editing, EPROM duplication, program 
verification, and locking of EPROM memory inde
pendent of the host system. The iUP-201A universal 
programmer also accepts Intel hexadecimal pro
grams developed on non-Intel development sys
tems. Just a few keystrokes download the program 
into the iUP RAM for editing and loading into a 
EPROM. 

Off-line commands are entered using the off-line 
command keys summarized in Table 2. 

In addition to the hardware components included as 
part of the iUP-200A, the iUP-201A contains a 24-
character alphanumeric display, full hexadecimal 12-
function keypad, and 32K bytes of iUP RAM. Figure 
3 illustrates the iUP-201 A keyboard and display. 

The two logical devices accessible during off-line 
operation are the EPROM device and the iUP RAM. 
A typical operation is copying the data from an 
EPROM (or ROM) into the iUP RAM, modifying this 
data in iUP RAM, and programming the modified 
data back into a EPROM device. The address, range 

of the iUP RAM is automatically determined by the 
universal programmer when EPROM type selection 
is made. Figure 4 shows the off-line system data 
flow. 

SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS 

Both the iUP-200A and iUP-201 A universal program
mers include self-contained system diagnostics that 
verify system operation and aid the user in fault iso
lation. Diagnostics are performed on the power sup
ply, CPU internal firmware ROM, internal RAM, tim
er, the iUP-201A keyboard, and the iUP RAM. In ad
dition, tests are made on any personality module in
stalled in the programmer the first time the module is 
accessed. The personality module tests include the 
power select Circuitry and module firmware. Straight
forward messages are provided on the development 
system display in on-line mode and on the iUP-201A 
display in off-line mode. 

PERSONALITY MODULES 

A personality module is the interface between the 
iUP-200AliUP-201 A universal programmer (or· an 
iPDS., system) and a selected EPROM (or ROM). 
Personality modules contain all the hardware and 
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Table 1. IPPS Command Summary 

Command Description 

PROGRAM CONTROL GROUP CONTROLS EXECUTION OF THE iPPS SOFTWARE. 
EXIT Exits the iPPS software and returns control to the ISIS operating 

system. 
<ESC> Terminates the current command. 
REPEAT Repeats the previous command. 
ALTER Edits and re-executes the previous command. 

UTILITY GROUP DISPLAYS USER INFORMATION AND STATUS AND SETS DEFAULT 
VALUES. 

DISPLAY Displays EPROM, buffer, or file data on the console. 
PRINT Prints EPROM, buffer, or file data on the local printer. 
QUEUE Prints EPROM, buffer or file data on the network spooled printer. 
HELP Displays user assistance information. 
MAP Displays buffer structure and status. 
BLANKCHECK Checks for unprogrammed EPROMs. 
OVERLAY Checks whether non·blank EPROMs can be programmed. 
TYPE Selects the EPROM type. 
INITIALIZE Initializes the default number base and file type. 
WORKFILES Specifies the drive device for temporary work files. 

BUFFER GROUP EDITS, MODIFIES, AND VERIFIES DATA IN THE BUFFER. 
SUBSTITUTE Examines and modifies buffer data. 
LOADDATA Loads a section of the buffer with a constant. 
VERIFY Verifies data in the EPROM with buffer data. 

FORMATIING GROUP REARRANGES DATA FROM THE EPROM, BUFFER, OR FILE. 
FORMAT Formats and interleaves buffer, EPROM, or file data. 

COpy GROUP COPIES DATA FROM ONE DEVICE TO ANOTHER. 
COPY (file to PROM) Programs the EPROM with data in a file on disk. 
COPY (PROM to file) Saves EPROM data in a file on disk. 
COPY (buffer to PROM) Programs the EPROM with data from the buffer. 
COPY (PROM to buffer) Loads the buffer with data in the EPROM. 
COPY (buffer to file) Saves the contents of the buffer in a file on disk. 
COPY (file to buffer) Loads the buffer from a file on disk. 
COPY (file to URAM) Loads file data into the iUP RAM (iUP·201 A model only). 
COPY (URAM to file) Saves iUP URAM data in a file on disk (iUP·201A model only). 
COPY (buffer to URAM) Loads the buffer into the iUP URAM (iUP·201A model only). 
COPY (URAM to buffer) Loads iUP URAM data into the buffer (iUP·201A model only). 

SECURITY GROUP LOCKS SELECTED DEVICES TO PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED 
ACCESS. 

KEYLOCK Locks the EPROM from unauthorized access. 

firmware for reading and programming a family of 
Intel devices. Each personality module is a single 
molded unit inserted into the front panel of the uni· 
versal programmer. A wide variety of personality 
modules and adaptors are available for Intel pro· 
grammable devices. New modules and adaptors al· 
low you to keep abreast of the newest Intel devices, 
programming algorithms, and device packages while 
protecting your equipment investment. Refer to the 
data sheet on "PROM Programming Personality 
Modules" for a complete list of available support. 

Each personality module connects to the universal 
programmer through a 41·pin connector. Module 
firmware is uploaded into the iUP RAM and execut· 
ed by the internal processor. The personality module 
firmware contains routines necessary to read. and 
program a family of EPROMs. In addition, the per· 
sonality module sends specific information about the 
selected EPROM to the universal programmer to 
help perform EPROM device integrity checks. 
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Table 2. Off·Llne Command Keys Summary 

Function 

Selects either on-line or off-line operation: When on-line, all other function keys 
are disabled. 

Selects the EPROM type when using a personality module able to program 
multiple EPROM devices. 

Verifies the contents of the installec;i EPROM device with the contents of the 
iUP RAM. The universal programmer display indicates the address and the 
XOR of any mismatches. 

Performs a device blank check and then programs the target EPROM with data 
from the iUP RAM. If the blank check fails, pressing PROG again peforms an 
overlay check to verify that non-blank EPROMs can be programmed. 

Loads the iUP RAM with the data from the EPROM device installed in the 
personality module. ,-

Terminates the current off-line function, clears a user entry, or restores the 
display after an error. 

Transfers information from the universal programmer display (addresses, data, 
or baud rate) into the iUP RAM. 

Selects an address field for display. 

Selects a data field for keypad editing and entry. 

Loads a contiguous section of iUP RAM locations with a constant. 

Downloads Intel hexadecimal data from any development system which has an 
RS232C port. 

Locks a EPROM from unauthorized access. 

210319-8 
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1 hup READY 

I-{ COMMAND 

000000 

ADORESS I 
55 

DATA 

_~ __________________ ~ __________________ ~-~-L 

---- - .. -.------~t_----------,,-----.---r 

[3 c 0 II E J, F 

E] r== 
8 9 B 

~ 
LOCK 

4 5 6 . 7 

ADDR DATA . FILL LOAD 

0 1 2 3 

<0> POWER 

271234-9 

Figure 3. IUP-201A Keyl;»oard and Display 

LEOs on each personality module indicate opera
tional status. On some personality modules a col
umn of LEOs indicate which EPROM device type the 
user has selected. On some personality modules an 
LED below the socket indicates Which socket is to 
be used. A red indicator light tells the user when 
power is being supplied to the selected device. Fig
ure 5 shows a selection fCl some of the personality 
modules supported on the universal programmer. 

In addition to the testing dorie by the iUP system 
self-tests, each personality module contains diag
nostic firmware that performs selected EPROM 
tests and indicates status. These tests are per
formed in both on-line and off-line modes. The 

EPROM installation test verifies that the device is 
installed in the module correctly and that the ZIF 
socket is closed. The EPROM blank check deter
mines whether a device is blank. The universal pro
grammer automatically determines whether the 
blank state is. all zeros or all ones. The overlay 
check (performed when a EPROM is not blank) de
termines which bits are programmed, compares 
those bits against the program to be loaded, and 
allows programming to continue if they match. As 
with the system self-tests, straight-forward mes
sages are provided. The user can invoke all of the 
EPROM device integrity ch~cks except the installa
tion test (which occurs automatically any time an op
eration is selected). 
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UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER (lUP.201 A) 

, 
PERSONAUTY d UNIVERSAL 1= MODULE PROGRAMMER 

" FIRMWARE IUP·201A 

PROM I (MANUAL FRONT URAM 
DEVlCE(S) '- PANEL CONTROL) 

RS>232 INTERFACE 

HOST 
SYSTEM 
(OPTIONAL) 

210319-10 

Figure 4. Orr·L1ne System Data FloW 

21e319~11 . 

Figure 5. Personality Modules 
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iUP-200A/iUP201A SPECIFICATIONS 

Control Processor 

Intel 8085A microprocessor 
6:144 MH~ clock rate 

Memory 

RAM-4.3 bytes static 
ROM-12K bytes EPROM 

Interfaces 

Keyboard: 16-character hexadecimal and 12-func
tion keypad (iUP-201A model only) 

Display: 24-character alphanumeric (iUP-201A 
model only) 

Software 

Monitor- system controller in pre-programmed 
EPROM 

iPPS -Intel PROM programming software on 
supplied diskette 

Physical Characteristics 

Depth: 15 inches (38.1 cm) 

Width: 15 inches (38.1 cm) 

Height: 6 inches (15.2 cm) 

Weight: 15 pounds (6.9 kg) 

Electrical Characteristics 

Selectable 100, 120,200, or 240 Vac ± 10%; 50-60 
Hz 
Maximum power consumption-80 watts 

Environmental Characteristics 

Reading Temperature: 10·C to 40·C 

Programming Temperature: 25·C ± 5· 

Operating Humidity: 10% to 85% relative 
humidity 

. Reference Material 

166041-001- iUP-200A/201A 'Universal Program
mer User's Guide. 

166042-001- Getting Started with the iUP-200A/ 
201A (For ISIS/iNDX Users). 

166043-001- Getting Started with the iUP-200A/ 
201A (For DOS Users). 

164853 - iUP-200A/201A Universal Program-
mer Pocket Reference. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Product 
Order Code 

iUP-200A 211 A 

iUP-200A 2128 

Description 

On-Line PROM programmer with 
iPPS rei 1.4 on Single density ISIS 
II floppy 

On-Line PROM programmer with 
iPPS rei 1.4 on Double density 
ISIS II floppy 

iUP-200A 213C On-Line PROM programmer with 
iPPS rei 2.0 for Series IV, on mini
floppy 

iUP-200A 2160 On-Line PROM programmer with 
iPPS rei 2.0 for PC/DOS, and ca
ble for PC or XT 

iUP-200A 2170 On-Line PROM programmer with 
iPPS rei 2.0 for PC/DOS, and ca
ble for AT 

iUP-201 A 211 A Off-Line and on-line PROM pro
grammer with iPPS rei 1.4 on Sin
gle density ISIS II floppy 

iUP-201 A 2128 Off-Line and on-line PROM pro
grammer with iPPS rei 1 .4 on Dou
ble density ISIS II floppy 

iUP-201 A 213C Off-Line and on-line PROM pro
grammer with iPPS rei 2.0 for Se
ries IV on mini-floppy 

iUP-201 A 2160 Off-Line and on-line PROM pro
grammer with iPPS rei 2.0 for PCI 
~OS, and cable for PC or XT 

iUP-201 A 2170 Off-Line and on-line PROM pro
grammer with iPPS rei 2.0 for PC/ 
~OS, and cable for AT 

iUP-200/201 U1· Upgrades an iUP-200/201 univer
Upgrade Kit sal programmer to an iUP-200A/ 

iUP-PAK-A 
Upgrade Kit 

201A universal programmer 

Upgrades an iUP-200/ A universal 
programmer to an iUP-201A uni
versal programmer 

·Most personality modules can be used only with 
an iUP-200Al201A universal programmer or an 
iUP-2001iUP201 universal programmer upgraded to 
an A with the iUP-200/iUP-201 U1 upgrade kit. If 
used in an iPOS, most personality modules require 
version 1.4 of the iPPS software. . 
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Product 
Order Code 

iUP-PAK-A 
Upgrade Kit 

Description 
Upgrades an iUP-200A universal 
programmer to an iUP-201 A uni
versal programmer 

Software Sold Separately 
Product 
Order 
Code 
211A 

Description 
PROM programming software rei 1.4 on 
Single density ISIS II floppy . 

2126 PROM programming software rei 1.4 on 
Double density ISIS II floppy 

Product 
Order 
Code 
213C 

2160 

2170 

219F 

5-246 

Description 
PROM programming software rei 2.0 for 
Series IV on mini-floppy 

PROM programming software rei 2.0 for 
PC/DOS with cable for PC or PC XT 

PROM programming software rei 2.0 for 
PC/DOS with cable for PC AT 

PROM programming software for iPDS on 
mini-floppy 
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8275H 

PROGRAMMABLE CRT CONTROLLER 

• Programmable Screen and Character • MCS-51 4D, MC8-854D,IAPX 86, and 
Format IAPX 88 Compatible 

• 6 Independent Visual Field Attributes • Dual Row Buffers 

• 11 Visual Character Attributes (Graphic • Programmable DMA Burst Mode 
Capability) • Single + 5V Supply 

• Cursor Control (4 Types) • High Performance HMOS-II 

• Light Pen Detection and Registers 

The Intele 8275H Programmable CRT Controller is a single chip device to interface CRT raster scan displays 
with Intele microcomputer systems. It is manufactured on Intel's advanced HMOS-II process. Its primary 
function is to refresh the display by buffering the information from main memory and keeping track of the 
display position of the screen. The flexibility designed in the 8275H will allow simple interface to almost any 
raster scan CRT display with a minimum of external hardware and software overhead. 
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Teble 1 Pin Descriptions 

Symbol Pin Type Name and Function No. 

LC3 1 0 LINE COUNT: Output from the line counter which is used to 
LC2 2 address the character generator for the line positions on the 
LC1 3 screen. 

LCo 4 

DRO 5 0 DMA REQUEST: Output Signal to the 8257 DMA controller 
requesting a DMA cycle. 

IJACK 6 I DMA ACKNOWLEDGE: Input signal from the 8257H DMA 
controller acknowledging that the requested DMA cycle has 
been granted. 

HRTC 7 0 HORIZONTAL RETRACE: Output Signal which is active during 
the programmed horizontal retrace interval. During this period 
the VSP output is high and the L TEN output is low. 

VRTC 8 0 VERTICAL RETRACE: Output signal which is active during the 
programmed vertical retrace interval. During this period the 
VSP output is high and the L TEN output is low. 

AD 9 I READ INPUT: A control signal to read registers. 

WR 10 I WRITE INPUT: A control signal to write commands into the 
control registers or write data into the rQw buffers during a DMA 
cycle. 

LPEN 11 I LIGHT PEN: Input signal from the CRT system signifying that a 
light pen signal has been detected. 

DBo 12 I/O BI-DIRECTIONAL THREE-STATE DATA BUS LINES: The 
DB1 13 outputs are enabled during a read of the C or P ports. 
DB2 14 
DB3 15 
DB4 16 
DB5 17 
DBs 18 
DB7 19 

Ground 20 GROUND. 

Vee 40 + 5V POWER SUPPLY. 

LAo 39 0 LINE ATTRIBUTE CODES: These attribute codes have to be 
LA1 38 decoded externally by the dot/timing logic to generate the 

horizontal and vertical line combinations for the graphic 
displays specified by the character attribute codes. 

6·2 
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Table 1. Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

Symbol 
Pin Type Name and Function 
No. 

LTEN 37 0 LIGHT ENABLE: Output signal used to enable the video signal 
to the CRT. This output is active at the programmed underline 
cursor position, and at positions specified by attribute codes. 

RW 36 0 REVERSE VIDEO: Output signal used to indicate the CRT 
circuitry to reverse the video signal. This output is active at the 
cursor position if a reverse video block cursor is programmed 
or at the positions specified by the field attribute codes. 

VSP 35 0 VIDEO SUPPRESSION: Output signal used to blank the video 
signal to the CRT. This output is active: 
• during the horizontal and vertical retrace intervals. 
• at the top and bottom lines of rows if underline is 

programmed to be number 8 or greater. 
• when an end of row or end of screen code is detected. 
• when a DMA underrun occurs. 
• at regular intervals (11t8 frame frequency for cursor, %2 frame 

frequency for character and field attributes)-to create 
blinking displays as specified by cursor, character attribute, 
or field attribute programming. 

GPA1 34 0 GENERAL PURPOSE ATTRIBUTE CODES: oUtputs which 
GPAo 33 are enabled by the general purpose field attribute codes. 

HLGT 32 0 HIGHLIGHT: Output signal used to intensify the display at 
particular positions on the screen as specified by the character 
attribute codes or field attribute codes. 

IRQ 31 0 INTERRUPT REQUEST. 

CCLK 30 I CHARACTER CLOCK (from Dot/Timing Logic). 

CCe 29 0 CHARACTER CODES: Output from the row buffers used for 
CC5 28 character selection in the character generator. 
CC4 27 
CCa 26 
CC2 25 
CC1 24 
Ceo 23 

CS 22 I CHIP SELECT: The read and write are enabled by CS. 

Ao 21 I PORT ADDRESS: A high input on Ao selects the "c" port or 
command registers and a low input selects the "P" port or 
parameter registers. 

6-3 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Data Bus Buffer 

This 3-state, bidirectional, 8-bit buffer is used to in
terface the 8275H to the system Data Bus. 

This functional block accepts inputs from the Sys
tem Control Bus and generates control signals for 
overall device operation. It contains the Command, 
Parameter, and Status Registers that store the vari
ous control formats for the device functional defini
tion. 

Ao Operation Register 

0 Read PREG 

0 Write PREG 

1 Read SREG 

1 Write CREG 

AO RD WR CS 

0 1 0 0 Write 8275H Parameter 

0 0 1 0 Read 8275H Parameter 

1 1 0 0 Write 8275H Command 

1 0 1 0 Read 8275H Status 

X 1 1 0 Three-State 

X X X 1 Three-State 

RD (READ) 

A "low" on this input informs the 8275H that the 
CPU is reading data or status information from the 
8275H. 

WR (WRITE) 

A "low" on this input informs the 8275H that the 
CPU is writing data or control words to the 8275H. 

CS (CHIP SELECT) 

A "low" on this input selects the 8275H. No reading 
or writ~ will occur unless the device is selected. 
Whe.!!..9S is ~, the Data Bus is in the float state 
and RD and WR will have no effect on the chip. 

DRQ (DMA REQUEST) 

A "high" on this output informs the DMA Controller 
that the 8275H desires a DMA transfer. 
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DACK (DMA ACKNOWLEDGE) 

A "low" on this input informs the 8275H that a [;)MA 
cycle is in progress. 

IRQ (INTERRUPT REQUEST) 

A "~igh" on this output informs the CPU that the 
8275H desires interrupt service. 

Character Counter 

The Character Counter is a programmable counter 
that is used to determine the number of characters 
to be displayed per row and the length of the hori
zontal retrace interval. It is driven by the CCLK 
(Character Clock) input, which should be a derivative 
of the external dot clock. 

Line Counter 

The Line Counter is a programmable counter that is 
used to determine the number of horizontal lines 
(Sweeps) per character row. Its .outputs are used to 
address the external character generator ROM. 

Row Counter 

The Row Counter is a programmable counter that is 
used to determine the number .of character rows to 
be displayed per frame and length of the vertical 
retrace interval. 

Light Pen Registers 

The Light Pen Registers are two registers that store 
the contents of the character counter and the row 
counter whenever there is a rising edge on the 
LPEN (Light Pen) input. 

NOTE: 
Software correction is required. 

Raster Timing and Video Controls 

The Raster Timing circuitry controls the timing of the 
HRTC (Horizontal Retrace) and VRTC (Vertical Re
trace) outputs. The Video Control circuitry controls 
the generation of LAO-1 (Line Attribute), HGLT 
(Highlight), RVV (Reverse Video), L TEN (Light En
able), VSP (Video Suppress), and GPAO-1 (General 
Purpose Attribute) outputs. 
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Figure 3. 8275H Block Diagram Showing Counter and Register Functions 

Row Buffers 

The Row Buffers are two 80 character buffers. They 
are filled from the microcomputer system memory 
with the character codes to be displayed. While one 
row buffer is displaying a row of characters, the oth
er is being filled with the next·row of characters. 

FIFOs 

There are two 16 character FIFOs in the 8275H. 
They are used to provide extra row buffer length in 
the Transparent Attribute Mode (see Detailed Oper
ation section). 

Buffer Input/Output Controllers 

The Buffer Input/Output Controllers decode the 
characters being placed in the row buffers. If the 

6-5 

character is a character attril;>ute, field attribute or 
special code, these controllers control the appropri
ate action. (Examples: An "End of Screen-Stop 
OMAn special code will cause the Buffer Input Con
troller to stop further DMA requests. A "Highlight" 
field attribute will cause the Buffer Output Controller 
to activate the, HGL T output) 

SYSTEM OPERATION 

The 8275H is programmable to a large number .of 
different display formats. It provides raster timing, 
display row buffering, visual attribute decoding, cur
sor timing, and light pen detection. 

It is designed to interface with the 8257 DMA Con
troller and standard character generator ROMs for 
dot matrix decoding. Dot level timing must be provid
ed by external circuitry. 
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Figure 4. 8275H Systems Block Diagram Showing Systems Operation 

General Systems Operational 
Description 
The 8275H provides a "window" into the microcom
puter system memory. 

Display characters are retrieved from memory and 
displayed on a.rowJ~YJ:QwJlasis. The 8275H has two 
row buffers. While one row buffer is being used for 
display, the other is being filled with the next row of 
characters to be displayed. The number of display 
characters per row and the number of character 
rows per frame are software programmable, provid
ing easy interface to most CRT displays. (See Pro
gramming Section.) 

The 8275H requests DMA to fill the row buffer that is 
not being used for display. DMA burst length and 
spacing is programmable. (See Programming Sec
tion.) 

The 8275H displays character rows one line at a 
time. 
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The number of lines per character row, the underline 
position, and blanking of top and bottom lines are 
programmable. (See Programming Section.) 

The 8275H provides special Control Codes which 
can be used to minimize DMA or software overhead. 
It also provides Visual Attribute Codes to cause spe
cial action or symbols on the screen without the use 
of the character generator (See Visual Attributes 
Section). 

The 8275H also controls raster timing. This is done 
by generating Horizontal Retrace (HRTC) and Verti
cal Retrace (VRTC) Signals. The timing Of these sig
nals is programmable. 

The 8275H can generate a cursor. Cursor location 
and format are programmable. (See Programming 
Section.) 

The 8275H has a light pen input and registers. The 
light pen input is used to load the registers. Light pen 
registers can be read on command. (See Program
ming Section.) 
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1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Character Cherocter Character Character Charactar Character Character ----------OO •••• OOO.C100n.otJ ••••• OlJOOC}UOCJO •••• OUOIJ ••• OUU.ODO.O 

First Lin. of I Charlcter Row 

ht 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Charact.r Character Charactar Character Character Character' Character -------------OO •••• OOO.UOOO.OO ••••• UUOLlUUUl lU •••• OUOU ••• OLJO.OOLJ. Ll 

o.oooo.oo_onO.ll O.C1UOOULJU[JnfJ[J( llJ_OOrJ.rJu.orJrJ.lJrJ.UDO. [) 

Second Line of a Charlcter Row 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Character Charlcter Charlcter Charactar Chlractar Character Charlctar ---------00 •••• 000.0000.00 ••••• 000000000 •••• 0000 ••• 000.000.0 

0.0000.00 •• 000.00.0000000000000.000.00.000.00.000.0 
0.0000.00.0000.00.00000000000008000.00.000.00.000.0 

Third Lone of. Character Row 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Character Character Character Character Character Character Character -------OO •••• OOO.OOOO.OO ••••• OOOOOOOOO •••• OClOCl ••• OClCl.OClO.Cl 

O.OOClO.OO •• ooo.oO.ooooooooooooO.ooo.oo.ooo.OO.OOO.Cl 
O.OOOO.OO.O.OO.CO.OOOOOOOOOOOOO.OOO.OO.OOO.OO.OOO.O 
0.0000.00.0000.00 •••• 0000000000 •••• 000.000.00.0.0.0 
0.0000.00.00.0.00.0000000000000.0.0000.000.00.0.0.0 
O.OOOO.OO.OOO •• CO.OOOOOOOOClOOOO.OO.OlJO.OOO.OO.O.O.Cl 
00 •••• 000.0000.08 ••••• aDorlO LJOOU. OCl.OLJOO ••• ODO:3. o. au 

Seventh Line of 8 Character Row 

Figure 5. Display of a Character Row 
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Display Row Buffering filling the other row buffer with the next row of char
acters. 

Before the start of a frame, the 8275H requests 
DMA and one row buffer is filled with characters. 

When the first horizontal sweep is started, character 
codes are output to the character generator from the 
row buffer just filled. Simultaneously, DMA begins 

6-7 

After all the lines of the character row are scanned, 
the roles of the two row buffers are reversed and the 
same procedure is followed for the next row. 

This is repeated until all of the character rows are 
displayed. 
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Figure 8. First Buffer Filled with Third Row, Second Row Displayed 

Display Format 

SCREEN FORMAT 

The 8275H can be programmed to generate from 1 
to 80 characters per row, and from 1 to 64 rows per 
frame. 

123456789 .............. 80 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

210464-9 

Figure 9. SCreen Format 
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The 8275H can also be programmed to blank alter
nate rows. In this mode the first row is displayed, the 
second blanked, the third displayed, etc. DMA is not 
requested for the blanked rows. 

123456789 ............... 80 

2 

3 

4 

5 

64 

210464-10 

Figure 10. Blank Alternate Rows Mode 
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ROW FORMAT 

The 8275H is designed to hold the line count stable 
while outputting the appropriate character codes 
during each horizontal sweep. The line count is in
cremented during horizontal retrace and the whole 
row of character codes are output again during the 
next sweep. This is continued until the whole char
acter row is displayed. 

The number of lines (horizontal sweeps) per charac
ter row is programmable from 1 to 16. 

The output of the line counter can be programmed 
to be in one of two modes. 

In mode 0, the output of the line counter is the same 
as the line number. 

In mode 1, the line counter is offset by one from the 
line number. 

NOTE: 
In mode 1, while the first line (line number 0) is be
ing displayed, the last count is output by the line 
counter (see examples). 

Line Line 
Line Counter Counter 

Number Made 0 Mod. 1 

a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0001 0000 
2 0 0 o • o • 0 0 0 0010 0001 
3 00. 0 0 o • 0 0 a 01 1 0010 
4 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0100 a 01 1 
5 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 a 1 a 1 0100 
6 o • • • • • • • 0 a 11 a 0101 
7 o • 0 o 0 0 o • 0 0111 a 110 
8 o • 0 0 o 0 o • 0 1000 01 1 1 
9 o • 0 0 0 0 o • 0 100 1 1000 

10 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 1010 1001 
11 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 1 01 1 1010 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1100 101 1 
13 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 1 1 01 1100 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 1 1 1 a 1 1 0,1 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 1 1 1 1 1110 

210464-11 

Figure 11. Example of a 16-Line Format 
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Line Line 
Line Count., Counter 

Number Mode 0 Model 

a u 11 [J 11 II U II 0000 100 1 
1 [J rJ II • II LJ [J 0001 0000 
2 II II • lJ • LJ Ll 0010 0001 
3 II • U II II • " 00 1 1 0010 
4 " • " " II • " 0100 0011 
5 " • • • • • II a 10 1 0100 
6 " • " II II • II 01 10 0101 
7 II • " " II • II 01 1 1 01 10 
8 1I 1I II II II II 1I 1000 01 1 1 
9 1I 1I II II II 1I II 1001 1000 

210464-12 

Figure 12. Example of a 10-Line Format 

Mode 0 is useful for character generators that leave 
address zero blank and start at address 1 . Mode 1 is 
useful for character generators which start at ad
dress zero. 

Underline placement is also programmable (from 
line number 0 to 15). This is independent of the line 
counter mode. 

If the line number of the underline is greater than 7 
(line number MSB = 1), then the top and bottom 
lines will be blanked. 

Line Line 
Line Counter Counter 

Number Mode a Model 

0 ::J 0 0 0 0 [J 0 0 0 0000 1011 
1 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0001 0000 
2 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 00 10 0001 
3 0 0 • [] 0 0 • 0 0 0011 00 1 a 
4 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0100 0011 
5 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0101 0100 
6 0 • • • • • • • 0 0110 0101 
7 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 01 1 1 0110 
8 0 • 0 [] [] 0 0 • [' 1000 0111 
9 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 1001 1000 

10 • • • • • • • • • 1010 1001 
11 [] [] 0 0 0 [] [] 0 [] 101 1 1010 

Top and Bottom 
Lines are Blanked 

, 210464-13 

Figure 13. Underline in Line Number 10 
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If the line number of the underline is less than or 
equal to 7 (line number MSB = 0), then the top and 
bottom lines will not be blanked. 

lIne 
Number 

a :1 
0 

2 0 

3 0 

4 [J 

5 [] 

6 0 

• 

lJ u • u 0 0 

0 • 0 • 0 u 

• [] [] 0 • [] 

• 0 CJ C • lJ 

• • • • • [J 

• 0 [] 0 • CJ 

• [] " [] • cJ 

• • • • • • 
Top and Bottom 
Lines are not Blanked 

Line Line 
Counter Counter 
Mode 0 Mode 1 

0000 01 1 1 
0001 0000 
0010 0001 
a all a a 10 
0100 0011 
a 10 1 0100 
0110 0101 
0111 0110 

210464-14 

Figure 14. Underline in Line Number 7 

If the line number of the underline is greater than the 
maximum number of lines, the underline will not ap
pear. 

Blanking is accomplished by the VSP (Video Sup
pression) signal. Underline is accomplished by the 
L TEN (Light Enable) signal. 

8275 

vspl-----I 

DOT FORMAT 

Dot width and· character width are dependent upon 
the external timing and contr.ol circuitry. 

Dot level timing circuitry should be· designed to ac
cept the parallel output of the character generator 
and shift it out serially at the rate required by the 
CRT display. 

Dot width is a function of dot clock frequency 

Character width is a function of the character gener
ator width. 

Horizontal character spacing is a function of the shift 
register length. 

NOTE: 
Video control and timing signals must be synchro
nized with the video signal due to the character 
generator access delay. 

VIDEO 

210464-15 

Figure 15. Typical Dot Level Block Diagram 
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HATe 
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Figure 16. Line Timing 
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Raster Timing again .. (See Character Format Section for detailed 
description of Line Counter functions.) . 

The character counter is driven by the character 
clock input (CCLK). It counts out the characters be
ing displayed (programmable from 1 to 80). It then 
causes the line counter to increment, and it starts 
counting out the horizontal retrace interval (program
mable from 2 to 32). This is constantly repeated. 

The line counter is driven by the character counter. It 
is used to generate the line address outputs (LCO-3) 
for the character generator. After it counts ail of the 
lines in a character row (programmable from 1 to 
16), it increments the row counter, and starts over 

The row counter is an internal counter driven by the 
line counter. It controls the functions of the row buff
ers and counts the number of character rows dis
played. 

After the row counter counts ail of the rows in a 
frame (programmable from 1 to 64), it starts count
ing out the vertical retrace interval (programmable 
from 1 to 4). 

~~=X:xXXX:XXXx 
FIRST LAST FIRST LAST 

ONE FRAME 
4 

DISPLAY DISPLAY RETRACE RETRACE 
ROW ROW ROW ROW 

T. 
PROGRAMMABLE 

1 TO 64 ROW COUNTS 

.. 
T 

PROGRAMMABLE 
1 TO 4 ROW COUNTS 

Figure 18. Frame Timing 
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The Video Suppression Output (VSP) is active during 
horizontal and vertical retrace intervals. 

Dot level timing circuitry must synchronize these out
puts with the video signal to the CRT Display. 

DMATiming 

The 8275H can be programmed to request burst 
DMA transfers of 1 to 8 characters. The interval be
tween bursts is also programmable (from 0 to 55 
character clock periods ± 1). This allows the user to 
tailor his DMA overhead to fit his system needs. 

The first DMA request of the frame occurs one row 
time before the end of vertical retrace. DMA re
quests continue as programmed, until the row buffer 
is filled. If the row buffer is filled in the middle of a 
burst, the 8275H terminates the burst and resets the 
burst counter. No more DMA requests will occur until 
the beginning of the next row. At that time, DMA 
requests are activated as programmed until the oth
er buffer is filled. 

The first DMA request for a row will start at the first 
character clock of the preceding row. If the burst 

INTERNAL 
ROW 

COUNTER 

VRTC 

mode is used, the first DMA request may occur a 
number of character clocks later. This number is 
equal to the programmed burst space. 

If, for any reason, there is a DMA underrun, a flag in 
the status word will be set. 

The DMA controller is typically initialized for the next 
frame at the end of the current frame. 

Interrupt Timing 

The 8275H can be programmed to generate an in
terrupt request at the end of each frame. This can be 
used to reinitialize the DMA controller. If the 8275H 
interrupt enable flag is set, an interrupt request will 
occur at the beginning of the last display row. 

IRQ will go inactive after the status register is r",ad. 

A reset command will also cause IRQ to go inactive, 
but this is not recommended during normal service. 

LAST RETRACE ROW 

ONE 

FIRST OISPLAY ROW 

NEXT 
ROW BUFFfR 

FILLEO 

ROW BUFFER 
FILLED 

210464-19 

Figure 19. DMA Timing 
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IRQ 
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Figure 20. Beginning of Interrupt Request 

IRQ 

RD J '--------' 210464-21 

Figure 21. End of Interrupt Request 

Another method of reinitializing the DMA controller 
is to have the DMA controller itself interrupt on ter
minal count. With this method, the 8275H interrupt 
enable flag should not be set. 

NOTE: 
Upon power-up, the 8275H Interrupt Enable Flag 
may be set. As a result, the user's cold start routine 
should write a reset command to the 8275H before 
system interrupts are enabled. 

VISUAL ATTRIBUTES AND SPECIAL 
CODES 

The characters processed by the 8275H are 8-bit 
quantities. The character code outputs provide the 
character generator with 7 bits 01 address. The Most 
Significant Bit is the extra bit and it is used to deter
mine if it is a normal display character (MSB = 0), or 
if it is a Visual Attribute or Special Code (MSB = 1). 

There are two types of Visual Attribute Codes. They 
are Character Attributes and Field Attributes. 
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CHARACTER ATTRIBUTE CODES 

Character attribute codes are codes that can be 
used to generate graphics symbols without the use 
of a character generator. This is accomplished by 
selectively activating the Line Attribute outputs 
(LAO-1), the Video Suppression output (VSP), and 
the Light Enable output. The dot level timing circuitry 
can use these signals to generate the proper sym
bols. 

Character attributes can be programmed to blink or 
be highlighted individually. Blinking is accomplished 
with the Video Suppression output (VSP). Blink fre
quency is equal to the screen refresh frequency di
vided by 32. Highlighting is accomplished by activat
ing the Highlight output (HGL T). 

Character Attributes 

MSB LSB 
l1CCCCBH 

I I L HIGHLIGHT 
BLINK 

'----- CHARACTER ATTRIBUTE CODE 

210464-22 
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Table 2. Character Attributes 

Character attributes were designed to produce the following ~raphlcs: 

CHARACTER ATTRIBUTE OUnUTS 
CODE "CCCC" LA, LAo VIP 

~bove Underline 0 0 1 
0000 Underline 1 0 0 

IBeiow Underline 0 0 
~bove Undorline 0 0 

0001 Indorllne 1 1 0 
Below Inderline 0 0 
Above Inderlin. 0 1 0 

0010 Inderllne 0 0 
Below Inderllne 0 0 1 
Abov. Underlin. 0 1 0 

0011 Itrlln. 0 
IBelow lerllne 0 0 1 
IAbov. lerline 0 

0100 lerline 0 0 0 
Below Unc erline 0 1 0 
Above Ind.rline 0 0 

0101 Inderline 0 
IB.low Inderlin. 0 
IAbove Inderlln. 1 0 

0110 Inderline 1 0 
IBelow Underline 0 1 0 
IAbove Underline 1 0 

0111 Underline 0 0 
IB.,ow Underlin. 0 0 
IAbov. Underline 0 0 

1000 Underline 0 0 0 
IB.,ow Underline 0 0 
IAbove Underline 0 0 

1001 Underline 0 1 0 
IBelow Inderline 1 0 
IAbove Jnderlin. 0 0 

1010 Jnderline 0 0 
IBelow Jnderline 0 0 
IAbove Jnderline 0 0 0 

1011 Underline 0 0 0 
IBelow Underl,ne 
IAbove Underline 0 0 

1100 Underline _0 0 1 
IBelow Underline 0 0 1 
IAbove Underline 

1101 Underline '-
IB.,ow Underline I 
IAbove Underline I 

1110 Underline 
IBelow Underline I 
IAbov. \Jnderline --t-- I 

1111 Underline 
IB.,ow Underline 

--t-
I 

·Character Attribute Code 1011 is not recommend
ed for normal operation. Since none of the attribute 
outputs are active, the character Generator will not 
be disabled, and an indeterminate character will be 
generated. 

Character Attribute Codes 1101, 1110, and 1111 are 
illegal. 

Blinking is active when B = 1. 

Highlight is active when H = 1. 

LTEN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 

0 -0 Top Left Corner 
0 
0 

M 0 Top Right Corner 
0 

. I,· 

0 

~. 0 Bottom Left Corner 
0 
0 

~~II 0 Bottom Right Corner 
0 

-,- Top Int .. ""'t 
0 
0 

--+ 0 Right Inter""'t 
0 
0 

~ Left Inter""'t 0 I' 

0 
0 

...J- Bottom Inte".ct 
0 
0 

I- Horizontal Line 

0 

I-0 Vertical Line 
0 
0 • Crossed LInes 

0 

j. 0 Not Recommended * 
0 
0 

I'IP; 0 Sp.cial Codes 
0 

r--- IIIeg.' 
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Illegal 

Illegal 
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SPECIAL CODES 

Four special codes are available to help reduce 
memory, software, or DMA overhead. 

• MSB 
1 1 1 1 

Special Control Character 

LSB 
o 0 S S 

~ SPECIAL CONTROL CODE 

210464-25 
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S S Function 

0 0 End of Row 
0 1 End of Row-Stop DMA 
1 0 End of Screen 
1 1 End of Screen-Stop DMA 

The End of Row Code (00) activates VSP and holds 
it to the end of the line. 

The End of Row-Stop DMA Code (01) causes the 
DMA Control Logic to stop DMA for the rest of the 
row when it is written into the Row Buffer. It affects 
the display in the same way as the End of Row Code 
(00). 

The End of Screen Code (10) activates VSP and 
holds it to the end of the frame. 

The End of Screen-Stop DMA Code (11) causes the 
DMA Control Lpgic to stop DMA for the rest of the 
frame when it is written into the Row Buffer. It af
fects . the display in the same way as the End of 
Screen Code (10). 

If the Stop DMA feature is not used, all characters 
after an End of Row character are ignored, except 
for the End of Screen character, which operates nor
mally. All characters after an End of Screen charac
ter are ignored. 

NOTE: 
If a Stop DMA character is not the last character in 
a burst or row, DMA is not stopped until after the 
next character is read. In this situation, a dummy 
character must be placed in memory after the Stop 
DMA character. . 

FIELD ATTRIBUTES 

The field attributes are control codes which affect 
the visual characteristics for a field of characters, 
starting at the character following the code up to, 
and including, the character which precedes the 
next field attribute code, or up to the end of the 
frame. The field attributes are reset during the verti
cal retrace interval. 

There are six field attributes: 

1) Blink-Characters following the code blink by 
activating the Video Suppression output (VSP). 
The blink frequency is equal to the screen re
fresh frequency divided by 32. 

2} Highlight-Characters following the code are 
highlighted by activating the Highlight output 
(HGLT). 

6-18 

3) Reverse Video-Characters following the code 
appear with reverse video by activating the Re-
verse Video output (RVV). . 

4) Underline-Characters following the code are 
underlined by activating the Light Enable output 
(LTEN). 

5,6) General Purpose--There are two additional 
8275H outputs which act as general purpose, 
independently ·programmable field attributes. 
GPAO-1 are active high outputs. 

Field Attribute Code 

Lsa Msa 
1 0 

U

1 

RI i~ aLI _~ __ ~~~~~IGHT 
'------GENERAL PURPOSE 

REVERSE VIDEO 
'--------UNDERLINE 

H = 1 for Highlighting 
B = 1 for Blinking 
R = 1 for Reverse Video 
U = 1 for Underline 
GG = GPA1, GPAo 

210464-26 

NOTE: 
More than one attribute can be enabled at the 
same time. If the blinking and reverse video attri
butes are enabled simultaneously, only the re
versed characters will blink. 

The 8275H can be programmed to provide visible or 
invisible field attribute characters. 

If the 8275H is programmed in the visible field attri
bute mode, all field attributes will occupy a position 
on the screen. They will appear as blanks caused by 
activation of the Video Suppression output (VSP). 
The chosen visual attributes are activated after this 
blanked character. 

ABCDE FGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUV 

1 234 5 6 7 8 9 

210464-27 

Figure 23. Example of the Visible Field Attribute 
Mode (Underline Attribute) 

If the 8275H is programmed in the invisible field attri
bute mode, the 8275H FIFO is activated. 
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DIIo-7 
DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 

DRO_----, 

DACK---., 

IRO 

fI---...... 

CCLK 

CCO_6 

LCO_3 

LAo_l 

HRTC 
VRTC 
HLGT 
RVV 
LTEN 
VSP 
GPAO_l 

LPEN 

210464-28 

Figure 24. Block Diagram Showing FIFO Activation 

Each row buffer has a corresponding FIFO. These 
FIFOs are 16 characters by 7 bits in size. 

When a field attribute is' placed in the row buffer 
during DMA, the buffer input controller recognizes it 
and places the next character in the proper FIFO. 

When a field attribute is placed in the Buffer Output 
Controller during display, it causes the controller to 
immediately put a character from the FIFO on the 
Character Code outputs (COo-6). The chosen Visu
al Attributes are also activated. 

Since the FIFO is 16 characters long, no more than 
16 field attribute characters may be used per line in 
this mode. If more are used, a bit in the status word 
is set and the first characters in the FIFO are written 
over and lost. 

NOTE: 
Since the FIFO is 7 bits wide, the MSB of any char
acters put in it are stripped off. Therefore, a Visual 
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Attribute or Special Code must not immediately fol
Iowa field attribute code. If this situation does occur, 
the Visual Attribute or Special Code will be treated 
as a normal display character. 

ABCDEFGHI J KLM 
NOPQRSTUV 

1 234 5 6 7 8 9 

210464-29 

Figure 25. Example of the Invisible Field 
Attribute Mode (Underline Attribute) 
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Field and Character Attribute 
Interaction 

Character Attribute Symbols are affected "by the Re
verse Video (RW) and General Purpose' (GPAo-1) 
field attributes. They are not affected by Underline, ' 
Blink or Highlight field attributes; however, these 
characteristics can be programmed individually for 
Character Attribute Symbols. . 

Cursor Timing 

The cursor location is determined by a cursor row , 
register and a character position register which are 
loaded by command to the controller. The cursor 
can be programmed to appear on the display as: 

1) a blinking underline 

2) a blinking reverse video block 

3) a non-blinking underline 

4) a non-blinking reverse video block 

The cursor blinking frequency is equal to the screen 
refresh frequency divided by 16. 

If a non-blinking reverse video cursor appears in a 
non-blinking reverse video field, the cursor will ap
pear as a normal video block. 

If a non-blinking underline cursor appears in a non
blinking underline~fi9ld, the cursor will not be visible. 

Light Pen Detection 

A light pen consists of a micro switch and a tiny light 
·sensor. When the light pen is pressed against the 
CRT screen, the micro switch enables the light sen
sor .. When the raster sweep reaches the light sen
sor, it triggers the light pen output. 

If the output of the light pen is presented to the 
8275H LPEN input, the row and character position 
coordinates are stored in a pair of registers. These 
registers can be read on command. A bit in the 
status word is set, indicating that the light pen signal 
was detected. The LPEN input must be a 0 to 1 
transition for proper operation. 

1.0 Reset Command 

Operation Ao Description 

Command Write 1 Reset Command 

, NOTE: 
Due to internal and external delays, the character 
position coordinate will be off by at least three 
character positions. This has to be corrected in 
software. 

Device Programming 

The 8275H has ,two pn;lgramming registers, the 
Command Register (CREG) and the parameter reg
ister (PREG). It also has a Status Register (SREG). 
The Command Register can only be written into and 

~~: ;~~~~~~~g~:t~~~o:; only be read from. The~ 

Ao Operation Register 

0 Read PREG 

0 Write PREG 

1 Read SREG 

1 Write CREG 

The 8275H expects to receive a command and a 
seqLience of 0 to 4 parameters, depending on the 
command. If the proper number of parameter bytes 
are not received before another command is given, 
a status flag is set, indicating an improper command. 

INSTRUCTION SET 

The 8275H instruction set consists of 8 commands. 

Command No. of Parameter Bytes 

Reset 4 
Start Display 0 
Stop Display 0 
Read Light Pen 2 
Load Cursor 2 
Enable Interrupt 0 
Disable Interrupt 0 
Preset Counters 0 

In addition, the status of the 8275H (SREG) can be 
read by the CPU at any time. 

Data Bus 
MSB LSB 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Write 0 Screen Comp Byte 1 S 
'. 

H H H H H H H 

Write 0 ~creen Comp Byte 2 V V R R R R R R 
Parameters 

. Write 0 Screen Comp Byte 3 U U U U L L L L 

Write 0 Screen Comp Byte 4 . M F C C Z Z Z Z 
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Action-After the reset command is written, DMA 
requests stop, 8275H interrupts are disabled, and 
the VSP output is used to blank the screen. HRTC 
and VRTC continue to run. HRTC and VRTC timing 
are random on power-up. 

As parameters are written, the screen composition is 
defined. 

Parameter-S Spaced Rows 

S Functions 

0 Normal Rows 
1 Spaced Rows 

Parameter-HHHHHHH 
Horizontal Characters/Row 

H H H H H H H 
No. of Characters 

PerRow 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 80 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 Undefined 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Undefined 

Parameter-VV Vertical Retrace Row Count 

v V No. of Row 
Counts Per VRTC 

0 0 1 
0 1 2 
1 0 3 
1 1 4 

Parameter-RRRRRR Vertical Rows/Frame 

R' R R R R R No. of Rows/Frame 

0 0 0 0 0 
I 

0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 1 0 3 

1 1 1 1 1 1 64 

Parameter-UUUU Underline Placement 

U U U U 
Line Number of 

Underline 

0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 2 
0 0 1 0 3 

1 1 1 1 16 

Parameter-LLLL 
Number of Lines per Character Row 

L L L L No. of Lines/Row 

0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 2 
0 0 1 0 3 

1 1 1 1 16 

Parameter-M Line Counter Mode 

M Line Counter Mode 

0 Mode 0 (Non-Offset) 
1 Mode 1 (Offset by 1 Count) 

Parameter-F Field Attribute Mode 

F Field Attribute Mode 

0 Transparent 
1 Non-Transparent 
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Parameter-.-CC Cursor Format .. SSS Burst Space Code 

C C Cursor Format 

0 0 Blinking reverse video block 
0 1 Blinking underline 

S S S No. of Character Clocks 
Between DMA Requests 

0 0 0 0 
1 0 Nonblinking reverse video block 0 0 1 7 
1 1 Nonblinking underline 0 1 0 15 

0 1 1 23 
1 0 0 31 

Parameter-ZZZZ Horizontal Retrace Count 1 0 1 39 

Z Z Z Z No. of Character 
Counts Per HRTC 

1 1 0 47 
1 1 1 55 

0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 1 4 BB Burst Count Code 

0 0 1 0 6 B B No. of DMA Cycles Per 
Burst 

0 0 1 
0 1 2 

1 1 1 1 32 1 0 4 
1 1 8 

NOTE: 
uuuu MSB determines blanking of top and bottom 
lines (1 = blanked, 0 = not blanked). 

Action-8275H interrupts are enabled, DMA re
quests begin, video is enabled, Interrupt Enable and 
Video Enable status flags are set. 

2.0 Start Display Command 

Operation AD Description Data Bus 
MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Start Display 0 0 1 S S S B B 

No Parameters 

3.0 Stop Display Command .. 

Operation AD Description Data Bus 
MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Stop Display 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No Parameters 

Action-Disables video, interrupts remain enabled, HRTC and VRTC continue to run, Video Enable status flag 
is reset, and the "Start Display" command must be given to re-enable the display. 

4.0 Read Light Pen Command 

Operation AD Description Data Bus 
MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Read Light Pen 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Parameters Read 0 Char. Number (Char. Position in Row) 
Read 0 Row Number (Row Number) 

Action-The 8275H is conditioned to supply the contents of the light pen position registers in the next two 
read cycles of the parameter register. Status flags are not affected. 

NOTE: 
Software correction of light pen position is required. 
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5.0 Load Cursor Position 

Operation Ao Description Data Bus 
MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Load Cursor 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Parameters 
Write 0 Char. Number (Char. Position in Row) 
Write 0 Row Number (Row Number) 

Action-The 8275H is conditioned to place the next two parameter bytes into the cursor position registers. 
Status flags not affected. 

6.0 Enable Interrupt Command 

Operation Ao Description Data Bus 
MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Enable Interrupt 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

No Parameters 

Action-The interrupt enable status flag is set and interrupts are enabled. 

7.0 Disable Interrupt Command 

Operation Ao Description Data Bus 
MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Disable Interrupt 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

No Parameters 

Action-Interrupts are disabled and the interrupt enable status flag is reset. 

8.0 Preset Counters Command 

Operation Ao Description Data Bus 
MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Preset Counters 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

No Parameters 

Action-The internal timing counters are preset, corresponding to a screen display position at the top left 
corner. Two character clocks are required for this operation. The counters will remain in this state until any 
other command is given. 

This command is useful for system debug and synchronization of clustered CRT displays on a single CPU. 
After this command, two additional clock cycles are required before the first character of the first row is put 
out. 
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STATUS FLAGS 

Operation Ao Description 

Command Read 1 Status Word 

IE - (Interrupt Enable) Set or reset by command. It 
enables vertical retrace interrupt. It is auto
matically set by a "Start Display" command 
and reset with the "Reset" command. 

IR - (Interrupt Request) This flag is set at the be
ginning of display of the last row of the frame 
if the interrupt enable flag is set. It is reset 
after a status read operation. 

LP - This flag is set when the light pen input 
(LPEN) is activated and the light pen registers 
have been loaded. This flag is automatically 
reset after a status read. 

IC - (Improper Command) This flag is set when a 
command parameter string is too long or 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ...... O°C to 70°C 

Storage Temperature .......... -65°C to + 150°C 

Voltage On Any Pin 
With Respect to Ground ......... - 0.5V to + 7V 

Power Dissipation ........................ 1 Watt 

MSB 

0 

Data Bus 
LSB 

IE IR LP IC VE DU FO 

too short. The flag is automatically reset after 
a status read. 

VE - (Video Enable) This flag indicates that video 
operation of the CRT is enabled. This flag is 
set on a "Start Display" command, and reset 
on a "Stop Display" or "Reset" command. 

DU- (DMA Underrun) This flag is set whenever a 
data underrun occurs during DMA transfers. 
Upon detection of DU, the DMA operation is 
stopped and the screen is blanked until after 
the vertical retrace interval. This flag is reset 
after a status read. 

FO- (FIFO Overrun) This flag is set whenever the 
FIFO is overrun. It is reset on a status read. 

• Notice: Stresses above those listed under '~bso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O°C to 70°C, Vee = 5V ± 5% 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5V V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V IOL = 2.2mA 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -400 p.A 

IlL Input Load Current ±10 p.A VIN = Vce toOV 

IOFL Output Float Leakage ±10 p.A VOUT = Vee to 0.45V 

lee Vee Supply Current 160 mA 
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CAPACITANCE TA = 25'C, vcc = GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Min . Max Units Test Conditions 

CIN Input Capacitance 10 pF fc = 1 MHz 

CliO 1/0 Capacitance 20 pF Unmeasured pins returned to Vss 

A.C. CHARACTERISTIC.S T A = O'C to 70'C, Vcc = 5.0V ± 5%, GND = OV 

Bus Parameters 

READ CYCLE 

Symbol Par.ameter Min Max Units Test CondItions 

tAR Address Stable before READ 0 ns 

tRA Address Hold Time for READ 0 ns 

tRR READ Pulse Width 250 ns 

tRO Data Delay from READ 200 ns CL = 150 pF 

tOF READ to Data Floating 100 ns CL = 150 pF 

WRITE CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test ConditIons 

tAW Address Stable before WRITE 0 ns 

tWA Address Hold Time for WRITE 0 ns 

tww WRITE Pulse Width 250 ns 

tow Data Setup Time for WRITE 150 ns 

two Data Hold Time for WRITE 0 ns 

CLOCK TIMING 

8275 8275-2 Test 
Symbol Parameter Units Conditions Min Max Min Max 

tCLK Clock Period 480 320 ns 

tKH Clock High 240 120 ns 

tKL Clock Low 160 120 ns 

tKR Clock Rise 5 30 5 30 ns 

tKF Clock Fall 5 30 5 30 ns 
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OTHER TIMING 

Symbol Parameter 

tee Character Code Output Delay 

tHR Horizontal Retrace Output Delay 

tLC Line Count Output Delay 

tAT Control! Attribute Output Delay 

tvR Vertical Retrace Output Delay 

tRI IRO,J... from RD f 

two Di=\O f from WR f 

tRO DRO,J... from WR !. 
tLR DACK,J... toWR,J... 

tRL WRf to DACKf 

tpR LPEN Rise 

tpH LPEN Hold 

tOI DACK Inactive Period 

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

INPUT/OUTPUT 

2.4 
2,0 2,0 > TEST POINTS < 
08 0.8 

045 

210464-30 
A,C, Testing: Inputs are driven at 2,4V for a Logic "1" and 0,45V 
for a Logic "0," Timing measurements are made at 2,OV for a 
Logic "1" and Q,8V lor a Logic "0," . 

8275H 

8275 ' 8275-2 
Units Test·" 

Condltlo,",s Min Max Min Max , 
150 150 ns CL = 50pF 

200 150 ns CL=50pF 

400 250 ns Cl,.;= 50 pF 

275 250 ns CL = 50pF 

275 250 ns Cl,. =50pF , 

250 250 ns CL = 50 pF 

250 250 ns CL = 50 pF 

200 200 ns CL = 50pF 

0 0 ns 

O. 0 ns 

• 50 50 ns 

100 100 ns. 

120 ns 
~ 

A.C. TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

DEVICE 
UNDER rr" .' TEST 

-= 
210464-31 

CL Includes Jig Capacitance 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

ROW TIMING 

CCLK 

HRTC 

LCO_3 

I-----PROGRAMMABLE FROM 1 TO 16 t:INES----~ 

INTERNAL -------~ w---~------------------~~----------~ r-------
ROW 

COUNTER 

FRAME TIMING 

CCLK 

INTERNAL 
ROW 

COUNTER 

VRTC 

PRESENT ROW 
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~AST 
RETRACE 

ROW 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

INTERRUPT TIMING 

AO 

IRQ 

DMATIMING 

ORO --.! 

8275H 

\'---

tLR 

LPEN __ ~j~J __ 

6030 

210464-36 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

WAITE TIMING READ TIMING 

INVALID' ~~ --1_VAL~ID _ 

-=-rIAR 

080_7 ,; HIGH IMPEDANCE <~::;; 
"/ '" / ///' '-, " .'/ 

210464-38 
210464-40 

CLOCK TIMING 

CC;LK 

210464-39 
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8276H· 

SMALL SYSTEM CRT CONTROLLER·' 

• Programmable Screen and Character • Dual Row Buffers 
Format • Single + SV Supply 

• 6 Independent Visual Field, Attributes • 40-Pln Pa~kage 

• Cursor Control (4 Types) • 3 MHz Clock with 8276-2 

• MCS-S1®, MCS-8S®, IAPX 86, and IAPX • High Performance HMOS-II ' 
88 Compatible 

The Intel 8276H Small System CRT Controller is a single chip device intended to interface CRT raster scan 
displays with Intel microcomputers in minimum device-count systems. Its primary function is to refresh the 
display by buffering character information from main memory and keeping track of the display position of the 
screen. The flexibility designed into the 8276H wil! allow simple interface to almost any raster scan CRT 
display. It can be used with the 8051 Single Chip Microcomputer for a minimum IC count design. It is manufac
tured on Intel's advanced HMOS-II process. 

CHARACTER 
COUNTER 

D80 7 
DATA 
8US 

BUFFER 

8RDY • LINE 
COUNTER 

85 

INT~ 
ROW 

COUNTER 

RD READI 
WR- WRITEI W CONTROL 

LOGIC RASTER TIMING C/P- AND 
VIDEO CONTROL 

cs----.1 

Figure 1. Block Diagram 

CCLK 

CCo 6 

LCo 3 

HRTC 
VRTC 
HLGT 
RVV 
LTEN 
VSP 
GPAo 1 

210668-1 

'L~ Vee 

LOll Ne 

La., Ne 

Leo LTEN 
BRDY RVV 

as VSP 
HATC GPAl 
VATe GPAo 

RD HLGT 
WA INT 
NC CCLK 

DBo CCs 
D81 CCs 
DB2 CC4 

083 CC3 
DB4 CC2 
D8s CCl 
086 CCo 
087 CS 
GND ciP 

210668-2 

Figure 2. Pin configuration 

November 1886 
Order Number: 210668-002 
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Table 1. Pin Descriptions 

Symbol Pin Type Name and Function No. 

LC3 1 0 LINE COUNT: Output from the line counter which is used to address the character 
LC2 2 generator for the line positions on the screen. 
LCl 3 
LCo 4 
BRDY 5 0 BUFFER READY: Output Signal indicating that a Row Buffer is ready for loading of 

character data. 

es 6 I BUFFER SELECT: Input Signal enabling WR for character data into the Row 
Buffers. 

HRTC 7 0 HORIZONTAL RETRACE: Output signal which is active during the programmed 
horizontal retrace interval. During this period the VSP output is high and the L TEN 
output is low. 

VRTC 8 0 VERTICAL RETRACE: Output signal which is active during the programmed 
vertical'retrace interval. During this period the VSP output is high and the L TEN 
output is low. 

FID 9 I READ INPUT: A control signal to read registers. 

WR 1'0 I WRITE INPUT: A control Signal to write commands into the control registers or 
write data into the row buffers. 

NC 11 No Connection. 

DBo 12 1/0 BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUS: Three-state lines. The outputs are enabled during a 
DBl 13 read of the C or P ports. 
DB2 14 
DB3 15 
DB4 16 
DBs 17 
DBs 18 
DB7 19 
Ground 20 Ground. 

Vee 40 + 5V Power Supply. 
NC 39 No Connection. 
NC 38 No Connection. 
LTN 37 0 LIGHT ENABLE: Output Signal used to enable the'video signal to the CRT. This 

output is active at the programmed underline cursor position, and at positions 
specified by attribute codes. 

RW 36 0 REVERSE VIDEO. Output signal used to activate the CRT circuitry to reverse the 
video signal. This output is active at the cursor position if a reverse video block 
cursor is programmed or at the positions specified by the field attribute codes. 

VSP 35 0 VIDEO SUPPRESSION. Output signal used to blank the video signal to the CRT. 
This output is active: 
-during the horizontal and vertical retrace intervals. 
-at the top and bottom lines of rows if underline is programmed to be number 8 or 
greater. 

, -when an end of row or end of screen code is detected. 
-when a Row Buffer underrun occurs. 
-at regular intervals (1J16 frame frequency for cursor, %2 frame frequency for 
attributes)-to create blinking displays as specified by cursor or field attribute 
programming. 

GPAl 34 0 GENERAL PURPOSE ATTRIBUTE CODES: Outputs which are enabled by the 
GPAo 33 general purpose field attribute codes. 
HLGT 32 '0 HIGHLIGHT: Output signal used to intensify the display at particular positions on 

the screen as specified by the field atrribute codes. 
INT 31 0 INTERRUPT OUTPUT. 
CCLK 30 I CHARACTER CLOCK: (from dot/timing logic). 
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Table 1. Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

Symbol Pin Type Name and Function No. 

CCa 29 0 CHARACTER CODES: Output from the row buffers used for character selection in 
CCs 28 the character generator. 
CC4 27 
CCs 26 
CC2 25 
CCl 24 
cco 23 

cs 22 I CHIP SELECT: Enables AD of status or WA of command or parameters. 

C/ P 21 I PORT ADDRESS: A high input on this pin selects the "c" port or command 
registers and a low input selects the "P" port or parameter registers. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Data Bus Buffer 

This 3-state, bidirectional, 8-bit buffer is used to in
terface the 8276H to the system Data Bus. 

This functional block accepts inputs from the Sys
tem Control Bus and generates control signals for 
overall device operation. It contains the Command, 
Parameter, and Status Registers that store the vari
ous control formats for the device functional defini
tion. 

C/P Operation Register 
0 Read Reserved 
0 Write Parameter 
1 Read Status 
1 Write Command 

RD (READ) 

A "low" on this input informs the 8276H that the 
CPU is reading status information from the 8276H. 

WR (WRITE) 

A "low" on this input informs the 8276H that the 
CPU is writing data or control words to the 8276H. 

CS (CHIP SELECT) 

A "low" on this input selects the 8276H for RD or 
WR of Commands, Status, and Parameters. 

BRDY (BUFFER READY) 

A "high" on this output indicates that the 8276H is 
ready to receive character data. 

as (BUFFER SELECT) 

A "low" on this input enables WR of character data 
to the 8276H row buffers. 
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INT (INTERRUPT) 

A "high" on this output informs the CPU that the 
8276H. needs interrupt service. 

C/P RD WR CS BS 
0 0 1 0 1 Reserved 
0 1 0 0 1 Write 8276H Parameter 
1 0 1 0 1 Read 8276H Status 
1 1 0 0 1 Write 8276H Command 
X 1 0 1 0 Write 8276H Row Buffer 
X 1 1 X X High Impedance 
X X X 1 1 High Impedance 

Character Counter 

The Character Counter is a programmable counter 
that is used to determine the number of characters 
to be displayed per row and the length of the hori
zontal retrace interval. It is driven by the CCLK 
(Character Clock) input, which should be derived 
ftom the external dot clock. 

Line Counter 

The Line Counter is a programmable counter that is 
used to determine the number of horizontal lines 
(Raster Scans) per character row. Its outputs are 
used to address the external character generator. 

Row Counter 

The Row Counter is a programmable counter that is 
used to determine the number of character rows to 
be displayed per frame and length of the vertical 
retrace interval. 
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Raster Timing and Video Controls 

The Raster Timing circuitry controls the timing of the 
HRTC (Horizontal Retrace) and VRTC (Vertical Re
trace) outputs. The Video control circuitry controls 
the generation of HGL T (Highlight), RW (Reverse 
Video), L TEN (Light Enable), VSP (Video Suppress), 
and GPAO-1 (General Purpose Attribute) outputs. 

Row Buffers 

The Row Buffers are two 80-character buffers. They 
are filled from the microcomputer system memory 
with the character codes to be displayed. While one 
row buffer is displaying a row of characters, the oth
er is being filled with the next row of characters. 

Buffer Input/Output Controllers 

The Buffer Input/Output Controllers decode the 
characters being placed in the row buffers. If the 
character is a field attribute or special code, they 
control the appropriate action. (Example: A "High
light" field atrribute will cause the Buffer Output Con
troller to activate the HGL T output.) 

SYSTEM OPERATION 

The 8276H is programmable to a large number of 
different display formats. It provides raster timing" 

'NT BRDY Leo J .... 

display row buffering, visual attribute decoding and 
cursor timing. 

It is designed to interface with standard character 
generators for dot matrix decoding. Dot level timing 
must be provided by external circuitry. 

General Systems Operational 
Description 
Display characters are retrieved from memory and 
displayed on a row-by-row basis. The 8276H has 
two row buffers. While one row buffer is being used 
for display, the other is being filled with the next row 
of characters to bE1 displayed. The number of display 
characters per row and the number of character 
rows per frame are software programmable, provid
ing easy interface to most CRT displays. (See Pro
gramming Section.) 

The 8276H uses BRDY to request character data to 
fill the row buffer that is not being used for display. 

The 8276H displays character rows one scan line at 
a time. The number of scan lines per character row, 
the underline position, and blanking of top and bot
tom lines are programmable. (See Programming 
Section.) 

The 8276H provides special Control Codes which 
can be used to minimize overhead. It also provides 

VIDEO SIGNAL 

CHARACTER 
MICRO-

ceO. ~ GENERATOR PROCESSOR lis HIGH HORIZONTAL SYNC (AOMOR SPEED 

I 
8278H RAM) DOT 
CRT TIMING 

eli CONTROLLER LOGIC VERTICAL SYNC AND 
CCLK INTERFACE 

TO CAT 

l DE:U J INTENSITY 

VIDEO CONTROLS 

~t J! 
SYSTEM sus 

'"" ~ "" ~ .., j>- .., r-

:;. -.! -i, >-

8253·5 
8251. 

PROGRAM 8255A-5' 
COUNTER' DISPLAY KEYBOARD 

TIMER USART MEMORY CONTROLLER 

~ t 
SER.J 

~.t 
COMMUNICATIONS KEYBOARD I STATUS I CHANNEL 

210668-3 

Figure 3. CRT System Block Diagram 
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1 st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Character Charocter Character Charlcter Character Character Character 
-----..;....~-,;-...;...... 
rlo •••• nnll.rlI1(lrl.r ~LJ ••••• UlILJLJ[J[ I( Jill ' •••• 111 J[ 111 ••• ( Jl H ,auuu.'J 

First Line of I Character Row 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Character Character Character Character Character Character Charactar -..-..-.-----LlD •••• OUIl.ULJ[JLJ.UO ••••• UU[JLlLlUI Hill •••• [JLlOD ••• LlUo. Olm.Ll 

O.OOOO.OU •• oIIo.II o.ClClOOUOUnOUfJt IU.oOo.IJU.OrJO. OrJ.Uou.o 

Second Line of. Character Row 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Character Character Character Character Character Character Character ------C10 •••• Ollo.nflnrJ.llu ••••• rJlIULlLlI Irl[lu •••• tJI 111CJ ••• OUO.t::.JUU.U 

tl.ooooaoCJ •• U[][ '.11 n.oooOllOOLJOI, JUOI Janr"lrJ.l II 1. or I[ J.U[I.ntJu. rl 
r 1.1 11 JrJ[l.r If '.1)[ 11111.1 :0.1 IrlnOlH lUI Ill{ lUI II 18L1LlI Jar Ill.! Illu.r Ill., )llll.U 

Third Line of a Character Row 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Character Charecte, Character Character Charleter Character Characte, ------(JO •••• UUU.OLJ(lU.LJO ••••• UULlUIILJfJlIU •••• U[lrJO ••• C1LJU. OLJuao 

U.oODo.rJLJ •• DOO.OO. DO ClO UU 0 rl LllJ 11f] U. DOll. 0 U. CJ DO. [I U. DO LJ. U 
U.CJooU.DU.o.Uo.co. 0 DO on 0 D [")rJ LlLlllO. rm Cl.IJO.l1IJ Cl. OU. Cl 0 O. 0' 
Cl.ClrJDo.oo.ooLJO.UO •••• oollolJCJrJfl1 JU •••• [jIJo.urJO. DD.O. O.IJ 
0.OUOLJ.UO.UD.O.oO.OOOC1lJnI111110[ Illll.lJ.lll][ 1IJ. emu. CJO.O.IJ.O 
D.oLJoO.olJ.OOD •• cn.OOOOOOClOOClUrJCJ.Oo.ouo.OOO.Clo.CJ.o.o 
oo •••• oOCl.OCIoo.OI [ ••••• OUCl[ 1IJ[ IUlIU.[JU.CJUrllJ ••• o[mLJ.o.CJu 

Seventh Line of a Character Row 

Figure 4. Display Of A Character Row 
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Visual Attribute Codes to cause special action on 
the screen without the use of the character genera
tor. (See Visual Attributes Section.) 

This process is repeated until all of the character 
rows are displayed. 

The 8276H also controls raster timing. This is done 
by generating Horizontal Retrace (HRTC) and Verti
cal Retrace (VRTC) signals. The timing of these sig
nals is also programmable. 

The 8276H can generate a cursor. Cursor location 
and format are programmable. (See Programming 
Section.) 

Display Row Buffering 

Before the start of a frame, the 8276H uses BRDY 
and BS to fill one row buffer with characters. 

When the first horizontal sweep is started, character 
codes are output to the character generator from the 
row buffer just filled. Simultaneously, the other row 
buffer is filled with the next row of characters. 

After al.1 the lines of the character row are scanned, 
the buffers are swapped and the same procedure is 
fOllowed for the next row. 
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Row Buffering allows the CPU access to the display 
memory at all times except during Buffer Loading 
(about 25%). This compares favorably to alternative 
approaches which restrict CPU access to the display 
memory to pccur only during horizontal and vertical 
retrace intervals (80% of the bus time is used to 
refresh the display). 

D80 7 ceo 6 
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Figure 5. First Row Buffer Filled 
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DIIo-7 ' 

210668-6 

Figure 6. Second Row Buffer Filled, 
First Row Displayed 

D807 ceo 6 
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Figure 7. First Row Buffer Filled With Third Row, 
Second Row Displayed 

Display Format 

SCREEN FORMAT 

The 8276H can be programmed to generate from 1 
to 80 characters per row, and from 1 to 64 rows per 
frame. 

123456789, 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

64 

'" , 80 

Figure 8. Screen Format 
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The 8276H can also be programmed to blank alter
nate rows. In this mode, the first row is displayed, 
the second blanked, the third displayed, etc. Display 
data is not requested for the blanked rows. 

'23458789 .. , , ........... ' 80 

64 

210668-9 

Figure 9. Blank Alternate Rows Mode 

ROW FORMAT 

The 8276H is designed to hold the line count stable 
while outputting the appropriate character codes 
during each horizontal sweep. The line count is in
cremented during horizontal retrace and the whole 
row of character codes are output again during the 
next sweep. This is continued until the entire charac
ter row is displayed. 

The number of lines (horizontal sweeps) per charac
ter row is programmable from 1 to 16. 

The output of the line counter can be programmed 
to be in one of two modes. 

In mode 0, the output of the line counter is the same 
as the line number. 

In mode 1, the line counter is offset by one from the 
line number. ' 

NOTE: 
In mode 1, while the first line (line number 0) is be
ing displayed, the last count is output by the line 
counter (see examples). 
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LIllO LIne 
Lin. Counter Co ....... 

Number _.0 _, 
a II LI (J II U LI " II II 0000 1111 
1 II II II (J • Il /J II tJ 0001 0000 
2 " II (J • " . 1I " u 0010 0001 
3 LI I) • LI II II • U II 0011 0010 
4 " IJ 1I " " II • " 0100 0011 
5 Il LI U " " " . 1I 0101 0100 
6 " • • • • • • U 0110 a 1 a 1 
7 " [J n " rl " • " 0111 a 11 a 
6 " IJ I.J II 1I I". U 1000 0111 
9 11 IJ U [J U " • IJ 

1001 1000 
10 " II U LI U tl 1I U 10 1 a 1001 
11 'I " II U [J U U 11 1011 1010 
12 " " [J U II " II II 1100 1011 
13 " lJ fI 

U " " IJ " 1101 1100 
14 , II II " " " " II 1110 1101 
15 " IJ " II " " " II II 1111 1110 
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Figure 10. Example of a 16·L1ne Format 

Llno Lin. 
Lin, Counter Counter 

Numb., Mod. 0 Mod. I 

a " " II II " " " 0000 100 1 
1 " II II • 11 " " 000,1 0000 
2 " " . " . " " 0010 0001 
3 " • " " " . " 0011 0010 
4 " • " " " • " 0100 00 11 
5 " · .. • • • " 0101 0100 
6 " • " " " . " a 11 a a 1 a 1 
7 " . " " " . " 0111 0110 
6 " " ,I II II II II 1000 0111 
9 II II II P II II II 100 I 1000 
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Figure 11. Example of a 10·Une Format 

Mode 0 is useful for character generators that leave 
address zero blank and start at address 1. Mode 1 is 
useful for character generators which start at ad
dress zero. 

Underline placement is also programmable (from 
line number 0 to 15). This is independent of the line 
counter mode. 

If the line number of the underline is greater than 7 
(line number MSB = 1), then the top and bottom 
lines will be blanked. 
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Line 
Number 

a 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 

'I 

" [J 

'II 
11 

II 

II 

" " 11 

• 
" 

[I n II If II II II 

II II • " II II II 
n • n _ II [I II 

• n II 1/ • II II 
n It II II II • II 

[I II II II II • II 

• ••••• II 

" [J " " 'I • II 

" " lJ " " • II 

II Il lJ " II • " • • • • • • • 
" " II " " II " 

Line 
Coun_ 
ModoO 

0000 
0001 
0010 
00 I 1 
0100 
a 1 a 1 
a 11 a 
0111 
1000 
1001 
10 1 a 
1011 

Top and Bottom Unes are Blanked 

LIne 
Co ....... 
Modo 1 

1011 
0000 
0001 
,0010 
0011 
0100 
a I a 1 
a I 10 
a I I 1 
1000 
1001 
1010 
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Figure 12. Underline In Line Number 10 

If the line number of the underline is less than or 
equal to 7 (line number MSB = 0), then the top and 
bottom lines will not be blanked. 

Llfte Lin' 
Line Counter Countet' 

Hum_ Mode 0 Mod. I 

a " II II • " 'II 0000 0111 
II " • II • 0001 0000 
Ii • " II II • II 0010 0001 
Ii • II II 

" • II 0011 0010 
Ii • • • • • II 0100 00 II 
II • " • I, 0101 0100 
Ii • II II II • ,I a II a 0101 

• • • • • • • 0111 0110 

210668-13 
Top and Bottom Unes are not Blanked 

Figure 13. Underline In Line Number 7 

If the line number of the underline is greater than the 
maximum number of lines, the underline will not ap
pear. 

Blanking is accomplished by the VSP (Video Sup
pression) signal. Underline is accomplished by the 
L TEN (Light Enable) signal. ' 

DOT FORMAT 

Dot width and character width are dependent upon 
the external timing and control circuitry. 
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Dot level timing circuitry should be designed to ac
cept the parallel output of the character generator 
and shift it out serially at the rate required by the 
CRT display. 

IIZ1. 

VIOlO 

210668-14 

Figure 14. Typical Dot Level Blpck Diagram 

Dot width is a function of dot clock frequency. 

Character width is a function of the character gener
ator width. 

Horizontal character spacing is a function of the shift 
register length. 

NOTE: 
Video control and timing signals must be synchro
nized with the video signal due to the character 
generator access delay. 

Raster Timing 

The character counter is driven by the character 
clock input (CCLK). It counts out the characters be
ing displayed (programmable from 1 to 80). It then 
causes the line counter to increment, and it starts 
counting out the horizontal retrace interval (program
mable from 2 to 32). This process is constantly re
peated. 

CCLKL 
HATC 

I----i' 
PROGRAMMABLE 1 TO BOCCLKS 

LC03 PRESENT LINe ('OUNl ~ ____________ -J 

Figure 15. Line Timing 

NEXT 
LINE COUNT 

210688'-16 
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The line counter is driven. by the character counter. It 
is used to generate the line address outputs (LCO-3) 
for the character generator. After it counts all of the 
lines in a character row (programmable from 1 to 
16), it increments the row counter, and starts over 
again. (See Character Format. Section for detailed 
description of Line Counter functions.) 

The row counter is an internal counter driven by the 
line counter. It controls the functions of the row buff
ers and counts the number of character rows dis
played. 

ONE CHARACTER ROW F· .. 
HRTe LnSVU-

INHRNAl 
ROW COUNTER .. -.~ 

PROGRAMM:BL,.E 1 TO 16 
liNE COUNTS 

Figure 16. Row Timing 

210888-15 

After the row counter counts all of the rows in a 
frame (programmable from 1 to 64), it starts count
ing out the vertical retrace interval (programmable 
from 1 to 4). 

ONE FRAME . , .. 

ROW'~~~~~:~ XX:XXX:XXXX 
FIAST lAST FIRST LAST 

DISPLAV DISPLAY RETRACE RETRACE 
ROW ROW ROW ROW 

VRTC~~~ 
.., "., I 

'# • 
PROGRAMMABLE PROGRAMMABLE 

1 TO 64 ROW COUNTS 1 TO 4 ROW COUNTS 

210888-17 

Flgur, 17. Frame Timing 

The Video.Suppression Output (VSP) is active during 
horizontal and vertical retrace intervals. ' 

Dot level timing circurity must synchronize th~e out
puts with the video signal to the CRT Display. 
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Interrupt Timing 

The 8276H can be programmed to generate an in
terrupt request at the end of each frame. If the 
8276H interrupt enable flag is set, an interrupt re
quest will occur at the beginning of the Isst displsy 
row. 

• NT 

LMI' .. lIlT 
Illll'UV_ - -
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Figure 18. Beginning of Interrupt 

INT will go inactive after the status register is read. 
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Figure 19. End of Interrupt 

A reset command will also cause INT to go inactive, 
but this is not recommended during normal service. 

NOTE: 
Upon power-up, the 8276H Interrupt Enable Flag 
may be set. As a result, the user's cold start routine 
should write a reset command to the 8276H before 
system interrupts are enabled. 

VISUAL ATTRIBUTES AND SPECIAL 
CODES 

The characters processed by the 8276H are 8-bit 
quantities. The character code outputs provide the 
character generator with 7 bits of address. The Most 
Significant Bit is the extra bit and it is used to deter
mine if it is a normal display character (MSB = 0), or 
if it is a Field Attribute or Special Code (MSB = 1). 

Special Codes 

Four special codes are available to help reduce bus 
usage. 
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SPECIAL CONTROL CHARACTER 

S 
0 
0 
1 
1 

-1111 

S 
0 
1 
0 
1 

L88 

o 0 ~_CO_CODE 
210668-19 

Function 
End of Row 
End of Row-Stop Buffer Loading 
End of Screen 
End of Screen-Stop Buffer Loading 

The End of Row Code (00) activates VSP and holds 
it to the end of the line . 

The End of Row-Stop Buffer Loading (BRADY) Code 
(01) causes the Buffer Loading Control Logic to stop 
buffer loading for the rest of the row upon being writ
ten into the Row Buffer. It affects the display in the 
same way as the End of Row Code (00). 

The End of Screen Code (10) activates VSP and 
holds it to the end.of the frame. 

The End of Screen-Stop Buffer Loading (BRDy) 
Code (11) causes the Row Buffer Control Logic to 
stop buffer loading for the rest of the frame upon 
being written. It affects the display in the same way 
as the End of Screen Code (10). 

If the Stop Buffer Loading feature is not used, all 
characters after an End of Row character are ig
nored, except for the End of Screen character, 
which operates normally. All characters after an End 
of Screen character, are ignored. 

NOTE: 
If a Stop Buffer Loading is not the last character in 
a row, Buffer Loading is not stopped until after the 
next character is read. In this situation, a dummy 
character must be placed in memory after the Stop 
Buffer Loading character. 

Field Attributes 

The field attributes are control codes which affect 
the visual characteristics for a field of characters, 
starting at the character following the code up to, 
and including, the character which precedes the 
next field attribute code, or up to the end of the 
frame. The field attributes are reset during the verti
cal retrace interval. 
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The 8276H can be programmed to provide visible 
field, attribute characters; all field attribute codes will 
occupY 'a position on the screen. These codes will 
appear as blanks caused by activation of the Video 
Suppression output (VSP). The chosen visual attri· 
,butes are activated after this blanked character. 

There are six field attributes: 
1) 8link~haracters foliowing the code are 

caused to blink by activating the Video Sup· 
pression output (VSP). The blink frequency is 
equal to the screen refresh frequency divided 
by 32. 

2) Highlight-Characters following the code are 
caused to be highlighted by activating the 
Highlight output (HGL T). 

3) Reverse Video-Characters following the 
code are caused to appear with reverse vid· 
eo by activating the Reverse Video output 
(RW). 

4) Underline-Characters following the code 
are caused to be underlined by activating the 
Light Enable output (L TEN). 

5, 6) General PUlPOSe-There are two additional 
8276H outputs which act as general purpose, 
independently programmable field attributes. 
GPAo-1 are active high outputs. 

ABCDE FGHI J KLM 
NOP'QRSTUV 

I 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 8 9 
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Figure 20. Example of a Visible Field Attribute 
(Underline Attribute) 

FIELD ATTRIBUTE CODE 

_ ,LIe " 

10UII LIH II IL-~~ alNK : __ PUIiPoeI 
_VIDEO 
UNDIRUNE " 

210668-22 
" I 
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H = 1 FOR HIGHLIGHTING 
B = 1 FOR BLINKING 
R = 1 FOR REVERSE VIDEO 
U = 1 FOR UNDERLINE 

GG = 1 FOR GPA1. GPAo 

NOTE: 
More than one attribute can be enabled at the 
same time. If the blinking and reverse video attri· 
butes are enabled simultaneously, only the reo 
versed characters will blink. 

Cursor Timing 

The cursor location is determined by a cursor row 
register and a character position register which are 
loaded by command to the controller. The cursor 
can be programmed to appear on the display as: 
1. a blinking underline 
2. a blinking reverse video block 
3. a non·blinking underline 
4. a non·blinking reverse video block 

The cursor blinking frequency is equal to the screen 
refresh frequency divided by 16. 

If a non·blinking reverse video cursor appears in a 
non·blinking reverse video field, the cursor will ap· 
pear as a normal video block. 

If a non·blinking underline cursor appears in a non· 
blinking underline field, the cursor will not be visible. 

Device Programming 

The 8276H has two programming registers, the 
Command Register and the Parameter Register. It 
also has a Status Register. The Command Register 
can only be written into and the Status Register can 
only be read from. They are addressed as follows: 

C/P Operation Register 
0 Read Reserved 
0 Writs' Parameter 
1 Read Status 
1 Write Command 

The 8276H expects to receive a command and a' 
sequence of 0 to 4 parameters, depending pn the 
command. If the proper number of parameter bytes 
are not received before another command Is given" 
a status flag.ls set, indicating an improper oommand. 
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Instruction Set 

The 8276H instruction set consists of 7 'commands 

Command No. of Parameter Bytes 

Reset 4 
Start Display 0 
Stop Display 0 
Load Cursor 2 
Enable Interrupt 0 
Disable Interrupt 0 
Preset Counters 0 

In addition, the status of the 8276H can be read by 
the CPU at any time. 

1. RESET COMMAND 

Operation C/P Description 
DataBus 

MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Reset 00000000 
Commarid 

Write 0 ScreenComp SHHHHHHH 
Byte 1 

Write 0 
Screen Comp VVRRRRRR 

Parameters 
Byte 2 

Write 0 
ScreenComp UUUULLLL Byte 3· 

Write 0 ScreenComp M1CCZZZZ 
Byte 4 

Action-After the reset command is written, BRDY 
goes inactive, 8276H interrupts are disabled, and, 
the VSP output is used to blank the screen. HRTC 
and VRTC continue to run. HRTC and VRTC timing 
are random on power-up. 

As parameters are written, the screen composition is 
defined. 

H H 

0 0 
0 0 

,·0 .0 

1 0 
1 0 

1 1 

Parameter-S Spaced Rows 
S Functions 

0 Normal Rows 
1 Spaced Rows 

Parameter-HHHHHHH 
Horizontal Characters/Row 

H H H H H No. Of Characters 
PerRow 

0 0 ·0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 2 
0 0 0 1 0 3 

• • 
• • 
• • 

0 1 1 1 1 80 
1 0 0 0 0 Undefined 

• • 
• • 
• • 

1 1 1 1 1 Undefined 
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Parameter-VV Vertical Retrace Row Count 

V V No. 'Of Row CoUnts Per'VRTe ' .. 

0 0 1 , 
.. 

0 1 .' 2 
1 0 3 
1 1 4 

Parameter-RRRRRR Vertical Rows/Frame 

R 

0 
0 
0 

1 

c 
0 
0 
1 
1 

R R R R R No. Of Rows/Frame 

0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 2 
0 0 0 1 0 3 

• • 
• • 
• • 

1 1 1 1 1 64 

Parameter-UUUU Underline Placement 

U U U U Line Number Of 
Underline 

0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 2 
0 0 1 0 3 

• • 
• • 
• • 

1 1 1 1 16 

Parameter-LLLL Number ·of Lines 
Per Character Row 

L L L L No. Of Lines/Row 

0 o 0 0 1 
0 o 0 1 2 
0 o 1 0 3 

• • 
• • 
• • 

1 1 1 1 16 ' 

Parameter-M Line Counter Mode 

M Line Counter ModI! 

0 Mode 0 (Non-Offset) 
1 Mode 1 (Offs~t by 1 Count) 

Parameter-CC Cursor Format 

C Cursor Format 

0 Blinking Reverse Video Blqck 
1 Blinking Underline 
0 Non-blinking Reverse Video Block 
1 Non-blinking Underline 
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Parameter-ZZZZ Horizontal Retrace Count 6. DISABLE INTERRUPT COMMAND 

Z Z Z Z No. Of Character 
Counts Per HRTC 

0 o 0 0 2 
0 o 0 1 4 
0 o 1 0 6 

• • 
• • • • 

1 1 1 1 32 

NOTE: 
uuuu MSB determines blanking of top and bottom 
lines (1 = blanked,O = not blanked). 

2. START DISPLAY COMMAND 

Operation C/P Description Data Bus 
MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Start Display 00100000 
No Parameters 

Actlon-8276H interrupts are enabled, BRDY goes 
active, video is enabled, Interrupt Enable and Video 
Enable statl.(s flags are set. 

3. STOP DISPLAY COMMAND 

Operation C/P Description 
Data Bus 

MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Stop Display 01000000 
No Parameters 

Action-Disables video, interrupts remain enabled, 
HRTC and VRTC continue to run, Video Enable 
status flag is reset, and the "Start Display" com
mand must be given to reenable the display. 

4. LOAD CURSOR POSITION 

Operation C/P Description 
Data Bus 

MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Load Cursor 10000000 

Parameters 
Write 0 Char. Number (Char. 

Position in 
Row) 

Write 0 Row Number (Row Number) 

Action-The 8276H is. conditioned to place the next 
two parameter bytes into the cursor position regis
ters. Status flag not affected. 

5. ENABLE INTERRUPT COMMAND 

Operation C/P Description Data Bus 
MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Enable Interrupt 10100000 
No Parameters 

Action-The interrupt enable flag is set and inter
rupts are enabled. 
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Operation C/P Description Data Bus 
MSB LSB 

Command Write 1 Disable Interrupt 10100000 

No Parameters 

Action-Interrupts are disabled and the interrupt 
enable status flag is reset. 

7. PRESET COUNTERS COMMAND 

Operation C/P Description Data Bus 
MSB I;SB 

Command Write 1 Preset Counters 11100000 

No Parameters 

Action-The internal timing counters are preset, 
corresponding to a screen display position at the top 
left corner. Two character clocks are required for 
this operation. The counters will remain in this state 
until any other command is given. 

This command is useful for system debug and syn
chronization of clustered CRT displays on a single 
CPU. After this command, two additional clock cy
cles are required before the first character of the first 
row is put out. 

Data Bus 
MSB LSB 

OlE IRX leVE au x 

IE - (Interrupt Enable) Set or reset by command. 
It enables vertical retrace interrupt. It is auto
matically set by a "Start Display" command 
and reset with the "Reset" command. 

IR - (Interrupt Request) This flag is set at the be
ginning of display of the last row of the frame 
if the interrupt enable flag is set. It is reset 
after a status read operation. 

IC - (Improper Command) This flag is set when a 
command parameter string is too long or too 
short. The flag is automatically reset after a 
status read. 

VE - (Video Enable) This flag indicates that video 
operation of the CRT is enabled. This flag is 
set on a "Start Display" command, and reset 
on a "Stop Display" or "Reset" command. 

BU - (Buffer Underrun) This flag is set whenever a 
Row Buffer is not filled with character data in 
time for a buffer swap required by the display. 
Upon activation of this bit, buffer loading 
ceases, and the screen is blanked until after 
vertical retrace interval. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM·RATINGS· 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ...•.. O"C to 70·C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 6S·C to + 1SO"C 

Voltage On Any Pin 
With Respect to Ground .......... - O.SV to + 7V 

Power Dissipatio.n ......................•. 1 Watt 

• Notice: Stresses above those listed under< '~bso
lute Msximuf!'1 Ratings~~ may cause Permanent dam
age to the device. Tl)is is. a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rati"g conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = 0·Cto70·C;Vcc = SV ±S% 

Symbol Parameter Min Max 

VIL Input Low Voltage -O.S 0.8 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee +O.SV 

VOL Output Low Voltage O.4S 

VPH Output High Voltage 2.4 

IlL Input Load Current ±10 

IOFL Ouput Float Leakage ±10 

Icc Vee Supply Current 160 

CAPACITANCE TA = 2SoC;Vee = 2SoC;Vcc = GND·= ov 
Symbol Parameter 

CIN Input Capacitance 

CliO I/O Capacitance 

A,C, TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

DEVICE 
UNDER 

TEST 

CL Includes Jig CapaCitance 

Min Max Units 

10 pF 

20 pF 

210668-23 
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Units Test Conditions 

V 

V 

V IOL = 2.2mA 

V IOH = -400 p.A 

p.A VIN = Vcc toOV 

p.A VOUT = Vcc.to O.4SV 

mA 

Test Conditions 

fe = 1 MHz 

Unmea~ured pins returned to Vss. 

. ,''\.. 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = O·C to 70·C; Vee = 5.0V ± 5%; GND = OV 

Bus Parameters 

READ CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

tAR Address Stable Before READ 0 ns 

tRA Address Hold Time for READ 0 ns 

tRR READ Pulse Width 250 ns 

tRO Data Delay from READ 200 ns CL = 150 pF 

tOF READ to Data Floating 100 ns 

WRITE CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

tAW Address Stable Before WRITE 0 ns 

tWA Address Hold Time for WRITE 0 ns· 

tww WRITE Pulse Width 250 ns 

tow Data Setup Time for WRITE 150 ns 

two Data Hold Time for WRITE 0 ns 

CLOCK TIMING 

Symbol Parameter 
8276H 8276·2 

Units Test 
Min Max Min Max Conditions 

tcLK Clock Period 480 320 ns 

tKH Clock High 240 120 ns 

tKL Clock Low 160 120 ns 

tKR Clock Rise 5 30 5 30 ns 

tKF Clock Fall 5 30 5 30 ns 

OTHER TIMING 

Symbol Parameter 
8276H 8276·2. 

. Units Test 
Min Max Min Max Conditions 

tee Character Code Output Delay 150 150 ns CL = 50 pF 

tHR Horizontal Retrace Output Delay 200 150 ns CL = 50 pF 

tLC Line Count Output Delay 400 250 ns CL = 50 pF 

tAT Controll Attribute Output Delay 275 250 ns CL = 50 pF 

tVR Vertical Retrace Output Delay 275 250 ns CL = 50 pF 

tRI INT,J.. from RD t 250 250 ns CL = 50 pF 

tWQ BRDY t from WR t 250 250 ns CL = 50 pF 

tRQ BRDY,J.. from WR ,J.. 200 200 ns CL = 50 pF 

BS,J.. toWR,J.. 
.. 

0 0 tLR ns 

tRL WRt toBSt 0 0 ns 

6-45 
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WAVEFORMS 

TYPICAL DOT LEVEL TIMING 

E)(T DOT elK 

CClt(Ol 
'---------' 

CCO_6 FIRST CHARACTER CODE SECOND CHARACTER CODE 

CHARACTER ---------llr--------------. ,----------
GENERATOR SECOND CHARACTER 

OUTPUT ---------'I'---------------J '-________ _ 

ATTRIBUTES 
80 CONTROLS 

VIDEO 
(FROM SHIFT 

REGISTER) 

ATTRIBUTES 
& CONTROLS 

(FROM 
SYNCHRONIZER) 

LINE TIMING 

FIRST CHARACTER 

ATTRIBUTES & CONTROLS FOR FIRST CHAR 

'CCLK is a Multiple of the Dot Clock and an Input to the 8276. 

SeCOND CHARACTER 

ATTRIBUTES 81 CONTROLS 
FOR 2ND CHAR 

210668-24 

~t:LC 
Leo 3 -+ ____ P_RE_S_EN_T_L_'N_E_C_O_U_NT ___ ~!--------------.JtiEXT LINE COUNT 

VIDEO 
CONTROLS 

AND ATTRIBUTES· -+Jf'----J '-__ -oJ 

vsp L TEN HOLT RVV, GPAo 1 

210668:"25 
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ROW TIMING 

CCLK 
'HR 

HRTC 

l.Co_3 

I----PFIOGRAMMAILE FROM 1 TO 16 LINes----\ 
INTERNAL ----,Jr------------\,.-----"'\ 

ROW PRESENT ROW 

COUNTER ----'li.----------~ 1-----oJ 
210668-26 

FRAME TIMING 

CCLK 

INTERNA.\. 
ROW 

COUNTER ~AST 
RETRACE 

ROW 

VRle 

210668-27 

INTERRUPT TIMING 

\ 
CCLK 

cc lAST RETRACE I V FIRST RETRACE 
0-6 ___ C_HA_R_A_C_TE_R __ ...yI/\,-__ C_H_A_RA_C_T_ER __ "_ 

rJP J \ 

lCO_l FIRST LINE COUNT cs~ / 
Rii 

1.",~ \ 

INT 

210668-29 

HRTC 

1\'--__ -

INTERNAL -------....,1---------
COUN~:~ ------L-l-ST-D-'-SPf-L-AV-f-O-w-~I-,_R~~~-___ -_-_-

210668-28 
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TIMING FOR BUFFER LOADING 

CCLK 

-I'KQt 

BRDY ~----------------~~~ ____ __ 

.. 

WRITE TIMING 

.,ClII,e.3 VAllO K 
tAW 1+1f--tww 0 

f..twAo 

WI( ~ --
tow 

1- __ 1-- __ two 

DIIo-7 INVALID ) VALID 

CLOCK TIMING 

CCLK 

INVALID 

INVALID 

210668-31 

210668-33 
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210668-30 

READ TIMING 

~,Ci =x ........ , ~VALID_ 
~~AR 

210866-32 

INPUT AND OUTPUT WAVEFORMS FOR A,C. 
TESTS ' 

2,4 ==x 2 0 20X 
0'8> TEST POINTS <O,~ 

0,45· .... -----

210668-34 

For A.C. Testing inputs are driven at 2.4V for a logiC "1'1 and 0:45V 
for a logic "0" timing measurements for input and output signals 
are made at 2.0V for a 10gI0,"1" and 0.8V for a,logic "0". 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this application note is to provide the 
. reader with the design concepts and factual tools need
ed to integrate Intel peripherals and microprocessors 
into a low cost raster scan CRT terminal. A previously 
published application note, AP-32, presented one possi
ble solution to the CRT design question. This applica
tion note expands upon the theme established in AP-32 
and demonstrates how to design a functional CRT ter
minal while keeping the parts count to a minimum. 

For convenience, this application note is divided into 
seven general sections: 

1. Introduction 
2. CRT Basics 
3. 8275 Description 
4. Design Background 
5. Circuit Description 
6. Software Description 
7. Appendix 

There is no question that microprocessors and LSI pe
ripherals have had a significant role in the evolution of 
CRT terminals. Microprocessors have allowed design 
engineers to incorporate an abundance of sophisticated 
features into terminals that were previously mere slaves 
to a larger processor. To complement microprocessors, 
LSI peripherals have reduced component count in 
many support areas. A typical LSI peripheral easily re
places between 30 and 70 SSI and MSI packages, and 
offers features and flexibility that are usually not avail
ble in most hardware designs. In addition to replacing a 
whole circuit board of random logic, LSI circuits also 
reduce the cost and increase the reliability of design. 
Fewer interconnects increases mechanical reliability 
and fewer parts decreases the power consumption and 
hence, the overall reliability of the design. The reduc
tion of components also yields a circuit that is easier to 
debug during the actual manufacturing phase of a prod
uct. 

Until the era of advanced LSI circuitry, a typical CRT 
terminal consisted of 80 to 200 or more SSI and MSI 
packages. The first microprocessors and peripherals 
dropped this component count to between 30 and 50 
packages. This application note describes a CRT termi
nal that uses 20 packages. 

2.0 CRT BASICS 

The raster scan display gets its name from the fact that 
the'i!1lage displayed on the CRT is built up by generat
ing a series of lines (raster) across the face of the CRT. 
Usually, the beam starts in the upper left hand comer 
of the display and simultaneously moves left to right 
and top to bottom to put a series of zig-zag lines on 
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the screen (Figure 2.1). Two simultaneously operating 
independent circuits control the'vertical and horizontal 
movement of the beam . 

--RETRACE LINES 
- DISPLAYED LINES 

207780-1 

Figure 2·1. Raster Scan 

As the electron beam moves across the face ofthe CRT, 
a third circuit controls the current flowing in the beam. 
By varying the current in the electron beam the image 
on the CRT can be made to be as bright or as dark as 
the user desires. This allows any desired pattern to be 
displayed. 

When the beam reaches the end of a line, it is brought 
back to the beginning of the next line .at a rate that is 
much faster than was used to generate the line. This 
action is referred to as "retrace". During the retrace 
period the electron beam is usually shut off so that it 
doesn't appear on the screen. 

As the electron beam is moving across the screen hori
zontally, it is also moving downward. Because of this, 
each successive line starts slightly below the previous 
line. When the beam fmally reaches the bottom right 
hand comer of the screen, it retraces vertically back to 
the top left hand comer. The time it takes for the beam 
to move from the top of the screen to the bottom and 
back again to the top is usually referred to as a 
"frame". In the United States, commercial television 
broadcast use 15,750 Hz as the horizontal sweep fre

·quency (63.5 microseconds per horizontal line) and 60 
Hz as the vertical sweep frequency or "frame" (16.67 
milliseconds per vertical frame). 

Although, the 60 Hz vertical frame and the 15,750 Hz 
horizontal line are the standards used by commercial 
broadcasts, they are by no means the only frequency at 
which CRTs can operate. In fact, many CRT displays 
use a horizontal scan that is around 18 KHz to 22 KHz 
and some even exceed 30 KHz. As the horizontal fre
quency increases, the number of horizontal lines per 
frame increases. Hence, the resolution on the vertical 
axis increases. This increased resolution is needed on 
high density graphic displays and on special text edit
ting terminals that display many lines of text on the 
CRT. 
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Although many CRTs operate at non-standard hori
zontal frequencies, very few operate at vertical frequen
cies other than 60 Hz. If a vertical frequency other than 
60 Hz is chosen, any external or internal magnetic or 
electrical variations at 60 Hz will modulate the electron 

" beam and the image on the screen will be unstable. 
Since, in the United States, the power line frequency 
happens to be 60 Hz, there is a good charu:e for 60 Hz 
interference to exist. Transformers can cause 60 Hz 
magnetic fields and power supply ripple can cause 60 
Hz electrical variations. To overcome this, special 
shielding and power supply regulation must be em
ployed. In this design, we will assume a standard frame 
rate of 60 Hz and a standard line rate of 15,750 Hz. 

By dividing the 63.5 microsecond horizontal line rate 
into the 16.67 millisecond vertical rate, it is found that 
there are 262.5 horizontal lines per vertical frame. At 
first, the half line may seem a bit odd, but actually it 
allows the resolution on the CRT to be effectively dou
bled. This is done by inserting a second set of horizon
tal lines between the first set (interlacing). In an inter
laced system· the line sets are not generated simulta
neously. In a 60 Hz system, first all of the even-num
bered lines are scanned: 0, 2, 4, ... 524. Then all the 
odd-numbered lines: 1, 3, 5, ... 525. Each set of lines 
usually contains different data (Figure 2.2). 

----- . -------- -;-----------
==~----- --------- ------- -----. 
.... -------- ------- --......... -- --------

---:- !VEN F1EI.D 
~-OI;lI;lFIILD 

---------
RETRACE LINES 

NOT8HOWN 
207780-2 

Figure 2-2. Interlaced Scan 

Although interlacing provides greater resolution, it also 
has some distinct disadvantages. First of all, the circuit
ry needed to generate the extra half horizOntal line per 
frame is quite complex when compared to a noninter
laced design, which requires an integer number of hori
zontal"lines per frame. Next, the overall vertical refresh 
rate is half that of a noninterlaced display. As a result, 
flicker may result when the CRT uses high speed phos
phors. To keep things as· simple as possible, this design 
uses the noninterlaced approach. . 
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The first thing any CRT controller must do is generate 
pulses that defme the horizontal line timing and the 
vertical frame timing. This is usually done by dividing a 
crystal reference source by some appropriate numbers., 
On most raster scan CRTs the horizontal frequency is 
very forgiving and can vary by around. 500 Hz or so 
and produce no ill effects. This means that the CRT 
itself can track a horizontal frequency between 15~50 
Hz and 16250 Hz, or in other words, there can be 256 
to 270 horizontal lines per verticle frame. But, as men
tioned earlier, the vertical freqency should be 60 Hz to 
insure stability. 

The characters that are viewed on the screen are 
formed by a series of dots that are shifted out of the 
controller while the electron beam moves across the 
face of the CRT" The circuits that create this timing are 
referred to as the dot clock and character clock. The 
character clock is equal to the dot clock divided by the 
number of dots used to form a character along the hori
zontal axis and the dot clock is calculated by the fol
lowing equation: 

DOT CLOCK (Hz) = (N + R) • 0 • L • F 

where N is the number of displayed characters per row, 

R is the number of retrace character time increments, 

D is the number of dots per character, 

L is the number of horizontal lines per frame and 

F is the frame rate in Hz. 

In this design N = 80, R =0 20, D = 7, L = 270, and 
F = 60 Hz. If the numbers are plugged in, the dot 
clock is found to be 11.34 MHz. 

The retrace number, R, may vary from system to sys
tem because it is used to establish the margins on the 
left and right hand sides of the CRT. In this particular 
design R = 20 was empirically found to be optimum. 
The number of dots per character may vary depending 
on the character generator used and the number of dot 
clocks the designer wants to place between characters. 
This design uses a 5 X 7 dot matrix and allows 2 dot 
clock periods between characters (see Figure 2.3); since 
5 + 2 equals 7, we find that D = 7. 

I 
:I 
o c 

Figure 2-3. 5 X 7 Dot Matrix 
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The number ·of lines per frame can. be determined by 
the following equation:' . 

L=(H*Z)+V 

whefe,H is the number of horizontal lines per charac· 
ter, . 

Z is. the number of character lines per frame and 

V is the number of horizontal lines during vertical reo 
trace.' In this' design, a 5 X 7 dot matrix is to be placed 
on a 7 X 10 field; so H = 10. Also, 25 lines are to be 
displayed, so Z = 25. As mentioned before, V = 20. 
When the numbers are plugged into the equation, L is 
found to be equal to 270 lines per frame. 

The designer should be cautioned that these numbers 
are interrelated and that to guarantee proper operation 

DBQ.7 
DATA 
BUS 

BUFFER 

DRO_----.., 

l5ACR----. 
IRO 

AO 

ef---...J 

. Block Diagram ...------..... 
CHARACTER 

COUNTER 

LINE 
COUNTER 

RASTER TIMING 
'AND 
VIDEO 

CONTROL 

LlGRTPEN 
REGISTERS 

on a standard raster scan CRT, L should be between 
256 and 270. If L does not lie within these bounds the 
horizontal circuits of the CRT may not be able to lock 
onto the driving signal and the image will roll horizon· 
taJly. The chosen L of 270 yields a horizontal frequency 
of 16,200 KHz on a 60 Hz frame and this number is 
within' the 500 Hz tolerance mentioned earlier. 

The V number is chosen to match the CRT in much the 
same manner as the R number mentioned earlier. 
When the electron beam reaches the bottom right cor· 
ner of the screen it must retrace vertically to the top left 
comer. This retrace action requires time, usually be· 
tween 900-1200 microseconds. To aJlow for this, 
enough horizontal sync times must be inserted during 
vertical retrace. Twenty horizontal sync times at 

CCLK 

CCO-6 

LCO·3 

LAO·1 
HRTC 
VRTC 
HLGT 
RVV 
LTEN 
vSP 

GPAQ.1 

LPEN 

207780-4 

LC3 

LC2 

LC1 

LCO 

DRO 

~ 

HRTC 

VRTe 

lit! 

WR 

LPEN 

DBo 

DB1 

DB2 

DBS 

DB4 

DBS 

DBe 

DB7 

GND 

Pin Configuration 

VCC 

LAO 

LA1 

LTEN 

RW 

VSP 

GPA1 

GPAO 

HLGT 

IRO 

. CCLK 

cee 

cCs 

CC4 

CC3 

CC2 

CC1 

CCo 

Cs 
AO 

207780-5 

Figure 3-1. 8275 Block Diagram/Pin Configuration 
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61.5 microseconds yield a total of 1234.5 microseconds, 
which is enough time to allow the beam to ret1irn:to the 
top of the screen. 

3.1 CRr Display Refreshing 

The choices.ofH and Z largely relate to system design 
preference. As H. increases, the character size a1~g the 
vertical axis increases. Z is simply the number of lines 
of characters that are displayed and this, of course, is 
entirely a system design option. ' 

3.0 8275 DESCRIPTION 

A block diagram and pin configuration of the 8275 are 
shown in Figure 3.1. The following is a description of 
the general capabilities of the 8275. 

The 8275, having ~ programmed by the designer to 
a ~pecific screen format, generates a. series of DMA 
reqUest signals, resulting in the transfer of Ii roW' of 
characters from display memory to the 8275's row buff-' 
ers. The 8275 presents the character codes to an exter
nal character gep.erator ROM by using outputs ceo:
CC6. External dot timing logic is then used,.to transfer 
the parallel output data from the character generator 
ROM serially to the video input of the CRT. The 
character. rows are ~played on the CRT one line at a 
time. Line count ~utputs LCO-LC3 are applied to .the 
character generator ROM to perform the line selec-

1st 2nd 3rt! 4th 5th Ifth 7th 
Char.cter Character Ch.racter Ch ... cter Cheractar Ch.racter Ch.racter. ----....-..... _----- ~----.
o~ ••• ooq.oooo~o ••••• ooooooooo •••• ooou ••• ooo.ooo.o 

F·irst Line of a Charecter R_ 

. 1st 2nd 3rt! 4th 6th 6th 7th 
Character Character Character Character Ch.racter Character Charectar -_._-----. ~.. ._----" 
o~ ••• ooa.oOOo.oo ••••• ooooooooo •••• oooo ••• ooo.ooo.o 
0.0000.00 .. 000.00.0000000000000.000.00.000.00.000.0 

~nd Line of. Character R_. 

1 It 2nd 3rd 4th : 5th 8th 7th 
Character Ch ... cter Character Char.cter Char.cter Ch.r.cter Char.cter ----.. _. ._--...... ---

00 .... 000.0000.00 ••••• 000000000 •••• 0000 ••• 000.000.0 
~oooo.oo • .ooo.oo.ooooooooooooo.ooo.oo.ooo.oo.ooo.o 
0.0000.00.0000.00.0000000000000.000.00.000.00.000.0 

Third Line of • Character Row 

1 It 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Character Character Charlicter Character Ch_cter Character Character ----------. '---00 .... 000.0000.00 ••••• 000000000 •••• 0000 ••• 000.000.0 
a.oo~oo •• ooa.oo.ooooooooooooo.ooo.oo.ooo.oo.ooo.o 
0.0000.00.0.00.00.0000000000000.000.00.000.00.000.0 
~ooOO.OO.ODOO.OO •••• oooooooooo •••• ooo.ooo.oo.o.o.o 
0.0000.00.00.0.00.0000000000000.0.0000.000.00.0.0.0 
a.oooo.ao.ooo •• oo.oornoooooooooo.oo.ooo.ooo.oo.o.o.o 
oo •••• o~oooo.oo ••••• ooooooooo.ooo.ooo ••• oooo.o.oo 

Sev.nt~ Line Of a Cheracter Row 

Figure 3-2. 8275 Row Display 
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tion fUnction. The display process is illustrated in Fig· 
ure 3.2. The entire process is repeated for each display 
row. At the beginning of the last displayed row, the 
8275 issues an interrupt by setting the IRQ output line. 
The 8275 interrupt output will nortnally be connected 
to the interrupt input of the system central processor. 
The interrupt causes the CPU to execute an interrupt 
service subroutine. The service'subroutine typically re
initializes DMA controller parameters for the next dis· 
play refresh cycle, polls the system keyboard controller, 
andlor executes other appropriate functions. A block 
diagram of a CRT system implemented with the 8275 
CRT Controller is provided in Figure 3.3. Proper CRT 
refreshing requires that certain 8275 parameters be pro· 
grammed prior to the beginning of display operation. 
The 8275 has two types of programming registers, the 
Command Registers (CREG) and the Parameter Regis· 

~ DRQ 
LC0-3 ~ 

lUnA TRANSFIR 
MICRO· DECOOI ccO-,1 PROcl!8IOR ~ LOGIC ~ WlI 

CRT • 
i" 

CONTROLLER 

ters (pREG). It also has a Status Register (SREG). The 
Command Registers may only be written to and the 
Status Registers may only be'read. The 8275 expects to 
recieve a command followed by a sequence of from 0 to 
4 parameters, depending on the command. The 8275 
instruction set consist of the eight commands shown in 
Figure 3.4. 

To establish the format of the display, the 8275 pro· 
vides a number of user programmable display format 
parameters. Display formats having from 1 to 80 char· 
acters per row, 1 to 64 rows per screen, and 1 to 16 
horizonta1lines per row are available. 

In addition to transferring characters from memory to 
the CRT screen, the 8275 features cursor position con
trol. The cursor position may be programmed, via X 

VIOIO SIGNAL 

CHARACTER 
GENERATOR HIGH 

HORIZONTAL SVNC ROM SPEED 
DOT 

TIMING TO CRT 

LOGIC VERTICAL SYNC 

CCLK AND 
INTERFACE 

INTENSITY 

VIDEO CONTROLS 

7- ... 7 Jt 
SYSTEM BUS .. r- .. r-

2'. ... ~ ). 

8253-& 82151 PROGRAMI 8255A·5 
COUNTERI USART DISPLAY KEY80ARD 

TIMER MEMORY CONTROLLER 

! 
, 

LJ li 
COMMUNICATIONS KEY80ARD I 8TATUS I 

CHANNEL 

207780-7 

Figure 3-3. CRT System Block Diagram 
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and Y cursor position registers, to any character posi
tion on the display. The user may select.from four cur
sor formats. Blinking or non-blinking underline and re
verse video block cursors are available. 

3.2 CRT Timing 

The 8275 provides, two timing outputs, HRTC and 
VRTC, W;hich are utilized in synchronizing CRT hori-
zontal and vertical oscillators to the 8275 refresh cycle. 
In addition, wh~ever HRTC or VRTC is active, a 
third timing output, VSP (Video Suppress) is true, pro-
viding a blinking signal to the dot timing logic. The dot 
timing logic will normally inhibit the video output to 
the CRT during the time when video suppress signal is 
true. An additional timing output, L TEN (Light En-
able) is used to provide the ability to force the video 
output high regardless of the state of VSP. This feature 
is used by the 8275 to .place a cursor on the screen and 
to control attribute functions. Attributes will be consid-
ered in the next section. 

The HLGT (Highlight) output allows an attribute func-
tion to increase the CRT beam intensity to a level great-
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er than normal. The fifth timing ~ignal, R VV (Reverse 
Video) will, when enabled, cause the system video out
put to be inverted. 

No. of 
Command Parameter Note. 

By~es 

RESET 4 Di$play format 
parameters required 

START 0 DMA operation 
DISPLAY parameters included 

in command 

STOP 0 
DISPLAY 

READ 2 
LIGHT 
PEN 

LOAD 2 Cursor X, Y position 
CURSOR parameters required 

ENABLE 0 
INTERRUPT 

DISABLE 0 
INTERRUPT 

PRESET 0 Clears all internal 
COUNTERS counters 

Figure 3·4. 8275's Instruction Set 
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Character attributes were designed to produce the following graphics: 

CHARACTER ATTRIBUTE OUTPUTS 
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 

CODE "CCCC" LA, LAo VSP LTEN 

IAbove Underline 0 0 1 0 
0000 Underline 1 0 0 0 I Top Left Corner, 

Below Underline 0 1 0 0 
IAbove Underlihe 0 0 1 0 

0001' Underline 1 1 0 0 I Top Right Corner 
Below Underline 0 1 0 0 
!Above Underline 0 1 0 0 L 0010 Underline 1 0 0 0 Bottom Left Corner 
Below Underline 0 0' 'I 0 
!Above Underl ine 0 1 0 0 

~ 0011 Underline 1 1 0 0 Bottom R igM Corner 
Below Underline 0 0 1 0 
Above Underline 0 0 1 0 

0100 Underline 0 0 0 1 -r Top Intersect 
Below Underline 0 1 0 0 
!Above Underline 0 1 0 0 

-1 0101 Underline 1 1 0 0 Right Intersect 
Below Underline 0 1 0 0 
Above Underl ine 0 1 0 0 

~ 0110 Underline 1 0 0 0 Left Intersect 
Below Underline 0 1 0' 0 
Above Underline 0 1 0 ~ ---L-0111 Underline 0 0, 0 1 Bottom Intersect 
Below Underline 0 0 1 0 
Above Underline 0 0 1 0 

1000 Underline 0 0 0 1 --- Horizontal Line 
Below Underline . 0 0 1 0 
Above Underline 0 1 0 0 

'I 1001 ~derline 0 1 0 0 Vertical Line 
Below Underline 0 1 0 0 
Above Underline 0 1 0 0 + 1010 Underline 0 0 0 1 Crossed Lines 
Below Underline 0 1 0 0 
Above Underline 0 0 0 0 

1011 Underline 0 0 0 0 Not Recommended' 
Below Underline 0 0 0 0 
Above Underline 0 0 1 0 

1100 Underline 0 0 1 0 Special Codes 
Below Underl ine 0 0 1 0 
Above Underline 

1101 Underline Undjfined Illegal 
Below Underline 
Above Underline I 

1110 Underline Undefined Illegal 
Below Underl ine I 
Above Underline I 

1111 Underline undrne~ Illegal 
Below Underline 

207780-8 

NOTES: 
'Character Attribute Code 1011 is not recommended for normal operation. Sicne none of the attribute outputs are 
active, the character Generator will not be disabled, and an indeterminate character will be generated. 
Character Attribute Codes 1101, 1110, and 1111 are illegal. 
Blinking is active when B = 1. 
Highlight is active when H = 1. 

Figure 3·5. Character Attributes 
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ABC 0 E F G H I J K L M 
NOPORSTUV 

123458789 

207780-9 
Example of the VIsIble Reid Attribute Mode 

(Underline Attribute) 

ABCOEFGHI J KLM 
NOPORSTUV 

1 234 58 7 B 9, 

207780-10 
Example of the Invisible Field Attribute Mode 

(Underline Attribute) 

Figure 3-6. Field Attribute Exampl •• 

3.3 Special Functions 

VISUAL ATTRIBUTES-Visual attributes are special 
codes which, when retrieved from display memory by 
the 8275, affect the visual characteristics of a character 
position or field of characters. Two types of visual attri· 
butes exist, character attributes and field attributes. 

Character Attribute Codes: Character attribute codes 
can be used to generate graphics symbols without the 
use of a character generator. This is accomplished by 
selectively activating the Line Attribute outputs (LAO
LA1), the Video Suppression output (VSP), and the 
Light Enable output (LTEN). The dot timing logic uses 
these signals to generate the proper symbols. Character 
attributes can be programmed to blink or be highlight
ed individually. Blinking is accomplished with the Vid· 
eo Suppression output (VSP). Blink frequency is equal 
to the screen refresh frequency divided by 32. High· 
lighting is accomplished by activating the Highlight 
output (HGLT). Character attributes were designed to 
produce the graphic symbols shown in F~e 3.5. 

Field Attribute Codes: The field attributes are control 
codes which affect the visual characteristiCs for a field 
of characters, starting at the character following the 
field attribute code up to, and including, the character 
which precedes the next field attribute code, or up to 

, the end of the frame. 

There are six field attributes: 

1. Blink-Characters following the code are caused to 
blink by activating the Video Suppression output 
(VSP). The blink frequency is equal to the screen 
refresh frequency divided by 32. 

2. Highlight-Characters following the code are caused 
to be highlighted by activating the Highlight output 
(HGLT). 

3. R'everse Vid~~ters following the code are 
caused to appear in reverse video format by activat· 
ing the Reverse Video output (RVV). 

4. Underline-Characters following the code are 
caused to be underlined by activating the Light En· 
able output (LTEN). 

5. General Purpose-There 'are two additional 8275 
outputs which act as general purpose, independently 
prognunmable field attributes. These attriblltes may 
be used to select colors or perform other desired con· 
trol functons. 

The 8275 cati be progi"ammed to, provide visible or in· 
visible field attribute characters as shown in Figure 3.6. 
If the 8275 is programmed in the visible field attribute 
mode, all field attributes will occupy a position on the 
screen. They will appear as blanks caused, by activation 
of the Video Suppression output (VSP). The chosen vi· 
sual attributes are activated after this blanked charac
ter. If the 8275 is programmed in the invisible field 
attribute mode, the 8265 row butTer FlFOs are activat· 
ed. The FIFOs effectively lengthen the row buffers by 
16 characters, making room for up to 16 field attribute 
characters per display row. The FlFOs are 126 charac· 
ters by 7 bits in size. When a field attribute is placed in 
the row butTer during DMA, the butTer input controller 
recognizes it and places the next character in the proper 
FIFO. When a field attribute is placed in the buffer 
output controller during display, it causes the control· 

, ler to immediately put a character from the FIFO on 
the Character Code outputs (CCO·6). The chosen attri·, 
butes are also activated. 
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LIGHT PEN DETECTION-A light pen consists fun· 
damentany of a switch and light sensor. When the light 
pen is pressed against the CRT screen, the switch en· 
abIes tJJ.e light sensor. When the raster sweep coincides 
with the light sensor position on the display, the light 
pen output is input and the row and character position 
coordinates are stored in two 8275 internal r!'gisters. 
These registers can be read by the microprocessor. 
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SPECIAL CODES-Four special codes may be used to 
help reduce memory, software, or DMA overhead. 
These codes are placed in character positions in display 
memory. 

1. End 0/ Row Code-Activates VSP. VSP remains ac
tive until the end of the line is reached. While VSP is 
active, the screen is blanked. 

2. End 0/ Row-Stqp DMA <;'ode-Causes the DMA 
Control Logic to stop DMA for the rest of the row 
when it is written into the row b1.J.ffer. It affects the 
display in the same way as the End of Row ~ 

3. End 0/ Screen Code-Activates VSP. VSP remains 
active until the end of the frame is reached. 

4. End 0/ Screen-Stop' DMA Code-Causes the DMA 
Control Logic to stop DMA for the rest of the frame 
when it is written into the row b1.J.ffer. It affects the 
display in the same way as the End of Screen Code. 

PROGRAMMABLE DMA BURST CONTROL
The 8275 can be programmed to request single-byte 
DMA transfers of DMA burst transfers of 2, 4, or 8 
characters per burst. The interval between bursts is also 
programmable. This allows the user to tailor the DMA 
overhead to fit the system needs. ' 

4.0 DESIGN BACKGROUND 

4.1 Design Philosophy 

Since the cost of any CRT system is somewhat propor
tional to parts count, arriving at a minimum part count 
solution without sacrificing performance has been the 
motivating force throughout this design effort. To suc
cessfully design a CRT terminal and keep the parts 
count to a minimum, a few things became immediately 
apparent. 

1. An 8085 should be used. ' 

2. Address and data buffering should be eliminated. 

3. Multi-port memory should be eliminated. 

4. DMA should be eliminated. 

Decision 1 is obvious, the 808S's on-board clock gener
ator, bus controller and vectored interrupts greatly re
duce the overall part count considerably. Decision 2 is 
fairly obvious; if a circuit can be designed so that load
ing on the data and address lines is kept to a minimum, 
both the data and address buffers can be eliminated. 
This easily saves three to eight packages and reduceS 
the power consumption of the design. Both decisions 3 
and 4 require a basic understanding of current CRT 
deSign concepts. 
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In any CRT design, extreme time conflicts are created 
because all essential elemen~ require ~s to the bUs., 
The CPU needs to access the memory to control the 
system and to handle the incoming characters, but, at 
the same time, the CRT controller needs to access the 
memory to keep the raster scan display refreshed. TO' 
resolve this conflict two common techniques are' em" 
ployed, page buffering and line buffering. 

In the page buffering approach the entire screen memo
ry is isolated from the rest of the system. This isolation 
is usually accomplished with three-state buffers or two 
line to one line multiplexers. Of course, whenever a 
character needs to be manipulated the CPU must gain 
access to the buffered memory and, agaiD., 'possible con
tention between the CPU and'the CRT controller re
sults. This contention is usually resolved in one of two 
ways: (1) the CPU is always given priority, or; (2) the 
CPU is allowed to access the buffered memory only 
during horizontal and vertical retrace times. 

Approach I ~ the easiest to implement from a hard
ware point of view, but if the CPU always has priority 
the display may temporarily blink or "flicker" while 
the CPU accesses the display memory. This, of coui:se, 
occurs because when the CPU accesses the, display 
memory the CRT controller is not able to retrieve a 
character, so the display must be blanked during this 
time. Aesthetically, this "flickering" is not desirable, so 
approach 2 is often used. 

The second approach eliminates the display flickering 
encountered in the previously mentioned technique, but 
additonal hardware is required. Usually the vertical 
and horizontal blank signals are gated with the buffered 
memory select lines and this line is used to control the 
CPU's ready line. So, if the CPU wants to use the buff
ered memory, its ready line is asserted until horizontal 
or vertical retrace times. This, of course, will impact 
the CPU's overall through put. 

Both page buffered approaches require a significant 
amount of additiqnal hardware and for the most part 
are not well suited for a minimum parts count type of 
terminal. This guides us to the line buffered approach. 
This approach eliminates the separate buffered memory 
for the display, but, at the same tUne, introduces a few 
new problems that must be solved. 
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Figure 4-1. Line BufferIng TechnIque 
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In the line buffered approach both the CPU and the 
CRT controller share the same memory. Every time the 
CRT controller needs a ,new· character or line of data, 
normal processing activity is halted and the CRT con
troller accesses rp.emory and displays the data. Just how 
the CRT controller needs to acquire the display data 
greatly affects the performance of the overall system. 
Whether the CRT controller needs to gain access to the 
main memory to acquire a single character or a com
plete line of data depends on the presence or absence of 
a separa~ line or row buffer. 

If no row buffer is 'present the CRT controller must go 
to the main memory to fetch every character. This of 
crourse, is not a very. efficient approach because the 
processor will be forced to relinquish the bus 70% to 
80% of the time. So much processor inactivity greatly 
affects the overall system performance. In fact termi
nals that use this approach are typically limited to 
around 1200 to 2400 baud on their serial communica
tion chann~. This low baud rate is 'in general not ac
ceptable, hence. this approach was not chosen. 

'. 
If "'separate row buffer is employed the CRT controller 
only has to access the memory once for each dispJayed 
character per line. This forces the processor to relin
quish the bus only about 20% to 35% of the time and a 
full 4800 to 9600 baud can be achieved. Figure 4.1 illus
trates these different techniques. 

The 8275 CRT controller is ideal for implementing the 
row buffer approach because the row buffer is con
tained on the device itself. In fact, the 8275 contains 
two 80-byte row buffers. The presence of two row buff
ers allow one buffer to be filled while the other buffer is 
displaying the data. This dual row buffer approach en
hances CPU performance even further . 

4.2 Using the 8275 without DMA 

Until now the process of filling the row buffer has only 
been alluded to. In reality, a DMA technique is usually 
used. This approach was demonstrated in AP-32 where 
an 8257 DMA controller was mated to an 8275 CRT 
controller. In order to minimize component count, this 
design eliminates the DMA controller and its associat
ed circuitry while I,'Cplacing them with a special inter
rupt-driven transfer. 

FIgure 4-2. RoutIne To Load 8275'. Row Butters 

The only real concern with using the 8275 in an inter· 
rupt-driven ~fer mode is speed. Eighty characters 
must be loaded into the 8275 every 617 microseconds 
and the processor must also have time to perform all 
the other tasks that are required. To minimize the over: 
head associated with loading the characters iIlto the 
8275 a special technique was employed. This technique 
involves setting a special transfer bit and executing a 
string of POP instructions. The string of POP instruc-
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tions is used to rapidly move the data from the memory 
into the 8275. Figure 4.2 shows the basic software 
structure. 

In this design the 8085's SOD line was used as the 
special transfer bit; In order to perform the transfer 
properly this special bit must do two things: (1) turn 
processor reads into DACK plus WR for the 8275; and 
(2) mask processor fetch cycles from the 8275, so that a 
fetch cycle does not write into the 8275. Conventional 
logic could have been used to implement this special 
function, but in this design a small bipolar programma
ble read only memory was used. Figure 4.3 shows a 
basic version of the hardware. 

jfcj BIPOLAR 

IV; CE PROM 82756iCi 

TRANSfER 
BIT 

Ao 8275 Ad 

A10 A1 8275 Wr 

A11 A2 8275 Ci 

A12 A3 

M1 
(FETCH A4 
CYCLE) 

207780-13 

Figure 4-3. Simplified Version of Hardware 
Decoder 

At first, it may seem strange that we are supplying a 
DACK when no DMA controller exists in the system. 
But the reader should be aware that all Int~heral 
devices that have DMA lines actually use DACK as a 
chip select for the data. So, when you want to write a 
command or read status you assert CS and WR or RD, 
but when you want to read or write data you assert 
DACK and RD or WR. The peripheral device doesn't 
"know" if a DMA controller is in the circuit or not. In 
passing, it should be mentioned that DACK and CS 
should not be asserted on the same device at the same 
time, since this combination yields an undefined result. 

This POP technique actually compares quite favorably 
in terms of time to the DMA technique. One POP in
struction transfers two bytes of data to the 8275 and 
takes 10 CPU clock cycles to execute, for a net transfer 
rate of one byte every five clock cycles. The DMA con
troller takes four clock cycles to transfer one byte but, 
some time is lost in synchronization. So the difference 
between the two techniques is one clock cycle per byte 
maximum. If we compare the overall speed of the 8085 
to the speed of the 8080 used in AP-3~, we fmd that at 
3 MHz we can transfer one byte every 1.67 microsec
onds using the 8085 and POP technique vs. 2 microsec
onds per byte for the 2 MHz 8080 using DMA. 
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5.0 CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

5.1 Scope of the Project 

A fully functional, microprocessor-based CRT terminal 
was designed and constructed using the 8275 CRT con
troller and the 8085 as the controlling element. The 
terminal had many of the functions found in existing 
commerciallow-cost terminals artd more sophisticated 
features could easily be added with a modest amount of 
additional software .. In order to minimize component 
count LSI devices were used whenever possible and 
software was used to replace hardware. 

5.2 System Target Speclflcatjons 

The design specifications for the CRT terminal were as 
follows: 

Display Format 

• 80 characters per display row 

• 25 display rows 

Character Format 

• 5 X 7 dot matrix character contained within a 
7 X 10 matrix 

• First and seventh columns blanked 

• Ninth line cursor position 

• Blinking underline cursor 

Special Characters Recognized 

• Control characters 

• Line feed 
• Carriage Return 

• Backspace 

• Form feed 

Escape Sequences Recognized 

• ESC, A, Cursor up 

• ESC,B,Cursordown 

• ESC, C, Cursor right 

• ESC, D, Cursor left 

• ESC, E, Clear screen 

• ESC, H, Home cursor 

• ESC, J, Erase to the end of the screen 

• ESC, K, Erase to the current line 

Characters Displayed 

• 96 ASCII alphanumeric characters 

• Special control characters 
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CRT TERMINAL 
SERIAL OUTPUT LINE 

CRT TERMINAL 
SERIAL INPUT LINE 

SYSTEM BUS 

CHARACTER 
GENERATOR ROM 
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Figure 5-1. CRT Terminal Block Diagram 

Characters Transmitted 

• 96 ASCII alphanumeric characters 

• ASCII control characters 

Program Memory 

• 2K bytes of 2716 EPROM 

Display/Buffer/Stack Memory 

• 2K bytes 2114 static memory (4 packages) 

Data Rate 

• 9600 BAUD using 3 MHz 8085 

CRT Monitor 

• Ball Bros TV-12, 12 MHz B.W. 

Keyboard 

• Any standard un-encoded ASCII keyboard· 

Screen Refresh Rate 

• 60Hz 

5.3 Hardware Description 

A block diagram ofthe CRT terminal is shown in Fig
ure 5.1. The diagrl\IIl shows only the essential systelJl 
features .. A detailed schematic of the CRT is contained 
in the Appendix. The terminal was constructed on a 
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simple 6" by 6" wire wrap board. Because of the mini
mull). bus loading no buffering of any kind was needed 
(see Figure 5.2). 

Worst case t;>us loading: 
Data Bus: 8275 

8255A-5 
8253-5 
8253-5 
8251A 
2X2114 
2716 
8212 

20 pF 
20 pF 
20pF 
20pF 
20 pF 
10 pF 
12pF 
12 pF 

114 pF max 
Only As-A15 are important since Ao-A7 are 
latched by the 8212 
Address Bus: 4 X 2114 20 pF 

2716 6 pF 
--~------------

26 pF max 
This loading assures that all components will 
be compatible with 3 MHz 8085 and that no 
wait states will be required 

Figure 5-2. Bus Loading 

The "heart" of the CRT tenninal is the 8085 micro
processor. The 8d85 initializes' all devices in the system, 
loads the CRT controller, scans the keyboard, assem
bles the characters to be transmitted, decodes the in-
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coming char~ters and determines where the character 
is to be placed on the screen. Clearly, the processor is 
quite busy, 

A standard list of LSI peripheral devices surround the 
808S. The 82S1A is used as the serial communication 
link, the 82SSA:-S is used to scan the keyboard and read 
the system variables through a set of switches, and the 
82S3 is used as a baud rate generator and as a "horizon
tal pulse extender" for the 827S. 

The 8275 is used as the CRT controller in the system, 
and a 2716 is used as the character generator. To han
dle the high speed portion of the terminal the 827Sis 
surrounded by a small handfull of TTL. The program 
memory is contained in one 2716 EPROM and the data 
and screen memory use four 2114-type RAMs. 

All devices in this system are memory mapped. A bipo
lar PROM is used to decode all of the addresses for the 
RAM, ROM, 8275, and the 8253. As mentioned earli
er, the bipolar prom also turns READs into DACK's 
and WR's for the 8275. The 8255 and 8253 are decoded 
by a simple address'line chip select method. The total 
package count for the system is 20,not including the 
serial line drivers. If this same terminal were designed 
using the MCS-8S family of integrated circuits, addi
tional part savings could have been realized. The four 
2114's could have been replaced by two 8185's and the 
8255 and the 2716 program PROM could have been 
replaced by one 8755. Additionally, since both the 8185 
and the 2716 have address latches no 8212 would be 
needed, so the total parts count could be reduced by 
three·or four packages. 

5.4 System Operation 
The 8085 CPU initializes each peripheral to the appro
priate mode of'operation following system reset. After 
initialization, the 808S continually polls the 82S1A to 
see if a character has been sent to the terminal. When a 
character has been received, the 8085 decodes the char
acter and takes appropriate action. While the 8085 is 
executing the above "foreground" progialns,it is being 
interrupted once every 617 microseconds by the 827S. 
This "background" program is used to load the row 
buffers on the 827S. The 8085 is also interrupted once 
every frame time, or 16.67 ms, to read the keyboard 
and the status of the 8275. 

As discussed earlier, a special POP technique was used 
to rapidly move the contents of the display RAM into 
the 827S's row buffers. The characters are then syn
chronously transferred to the character code outputs 
CCO-CC6, connected' to the' character generator ad
dress lines A3-A9 (Figiire 5.3). 'Line count outputs 
LCO-LC2 from the 8215 are applied to the character 
generator' address lines AO-A2. The. 8275 displays 
character rows one line at a time. The line count out
puts are used to determine which line of the character 
selected by A3-A8 will be displayed. Following the 
transfer of the first line to the dot timing logic, the line 
count is incremented and the second line of the charac
ter row is selected. This process continues until the last 
line of the row is transferred to the dot timing logic. 

The dot timing logic latches the output of the character 
generator ROM into a parallel in, serial out sysnchro
nous shift register. This shift register is clocked at the 
dot clock rate (11.34 MHz) and its output constitutes 
the video input to the CRT. 

CHAR CLOCK 
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T 
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3 
r-: -------r--~__. 
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LtNE COU T 

I 
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HRTC 
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VSP 
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6 
I 

AO- A2 

27,08 
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Figure 5-3. Character Generator/Dot Timing Logic Block Diagram 
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Parameter Range 

Vertical Blanking 900 ,...s nominal 
Time (VRTC) 

Vertical Drive 300 ,...s ~ PW ~ 1.4 ms 
P\llsewidth 

Horizontal Blanking 11 ,...s nominal 
Time (HRTC) 

Horizontal Drive 25,...s ~ PW~ 30,...s 
Pulsewidth 

Horizontal 15,750 ± 500 pps 
Repetition Rate 

5.5 System Timing 

Before any specific t4ning can be calculated it is neces
sary to determine .what constraints. the ,chosen CRT 
places on the overall timing. The requirements for the 
Ball Bros. TV-12 monitor are shown in Table 5.1. The 
data from Table 5.1, the 8275 specifications, and the 
systeIJ;l target specifications are all that is needed t9 
calculate the system's timing. 

LINE 1- •••••• , ••••• , •••••••••• . . . . . . . . . ' 
--- . 

UNOEALlNt: • 
POStTtON, _ .• 

· . · .. 
· . · . 

.. . . 
· . ' . . . 

LINE 10 - ••••••••••••••••••••• 

'-.-- -- -.--
CHARACTER 1 CHARACTEA 2 CHARACTER 3 
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Figure 5-4. Row Format 

First, let's select and "match" a few numbers. From 
our target specifications, we see that each character is 
displayed on a 7 X 10 field, and is formed by a5 X 7 
dot matrix (Figure 5.4). The 8275 allows the vertical 
retrace time to be only an integer mUltiple of the hori
zontal character line. This means that the total nwnber 
of horizontal lines in a frame equals 10 times the num
ber of character lines plus the vertical retrace time, 
which is programmed to be either 1, 2, 3, or 4 character 
lines. Twehty-five display lines require 250 horizontal 

lines. So, if we wish to have a horizontal frequency in 
the neighborhood of 15,750 Hz we must choose either 
one or two character lines for vertical retrace. To allow 
for a little more margin at the top and bottom of the 
screen, two character lines 'were chosen for vertical re
trace. This choice yields'a net 250 + 20 = 270 hori
zontallines per frame. So, assuming a 60 Hz frame: 

·60 Hz • 270 = 16,200 Hz (horizontal frequency) 

This value falls within our target specification of 15,750 
Hz with a 500 . Hz variation and also assures timing 
compatibility with the Ball monitor since, 20 horizontal 
sync times yield a vertical retract time of: ' 

61.7 ms X20 horizontal sync times = 1.2345 ms 

This number meets the nominal VRTC and vertical 
drive pulse width time for the Ball monitor. A horizon
tal frequency of 16,200 Hz implies a 1/16,200 = 61.73 
microsecond period. 

It is now known that the terminal is using 250 horizon
tal lines to display data and. 20 horizontal lines to allow 
for vertical retrace and that the horizontal frequency is 
16,200 Hz. The next thing that needs to be determined 
is how ,much time must be allowed for horizontal re
trace. Unfortunately, this number depends almost en
tirely on the monitor used. Usually, this number lies 
somewhere between 15 and 30 percent ofthe total hori
zontalline time, which in this case is 1/16,200 Hz or 
61.73 microseconds. Since in most designs a fixed num
ber of.characters can be displayed on a horizontal line, 
it is often useful to express retrace as a given number of 
character times. In this design, 80 characters can be 
displayed on a horizontal line and it was empirically 
found that allowing 20 horizontal character times for 
retrace gave the best results. So, in reality, there are 100 
character times in every given horizontal line, 80 are 
used to display characters and 20 are used to allow for 
retrace. It should be noted that if too many character 
times are used for retrace, less tHne will be left to dis
play the characters and the display will not, "fill out" 
the screen. Coversely, if not enough character times are 
allowed for retrace, the display may "rim off" the 
screen. 

One hundied character times per complete horizontal 
line meanS tha,t each character requires 

61.73 ms/100character times = 617.3 ns. 
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If we multiply the 20 hQrizontal retrace times by the 
617.3 nanoseconds needed for each character, we find 

617.3 ns • 20 retr.ace times = 12.345 ms 

This value falls short of the 25 to 30 microseconds re
quired by the horizontal drive of the Ball monitor. To 
correct for this, an 8253 was programmed in the one
shot mode and was used to extend the horizontal drive 
pu1sewidth. 

Now that the 617.3 nanosecond character clock period 
is known, the dot clock is easy to calculate. Since each 
character is formed by placing 7 dots along the hori
zontal. 

DOT CLOCK PERIOD = 617.3 ns 
(CHARACTER ClK PERIOD)! 7 DOTS 

DOT CLOCK PERIOD = 88.183 nanoSeconds 

DOT CLOCK FREQUENCY = 1!PERIOD = 11.34 MHz 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the basic dot timing and 
the CRT system timing, respectively . 

. 6.0 SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

6.1 Software Overview 

As mentioned earlier the software is structured on a 
"foreground-background" basis. Two interrupt-driven 
routines, FRAME and POPDAT (Figure 6.1) request 
service every 16.67 milliseconds and 617 microseconds 
respectively, frame is used to check the baud rate 
switches, update the system pointers and decode and 
assemble the keyboard characters. POPDAT is used to 
move data from the memory into the 8275's row buffer 
rapidly. 

The foreground routine first examines the line-local 
switch to see whether to accept data from the USART 
or the keyboard. If the terminal is in the local mode, 
action will be taken on any data that is entered through 
the keyboard and the USART will be ignored on both 
output and input. If the terminal is in the line mode 
data entered through the keyboard will be transmitted 
by the USART and action will be taken on any data 
read out of the USART. 

When data has been entered in the terminal the soft
ware first determines if the character reCeived was an 
escape, line feed, form feed, carriage return, back space, 
or simply a printable character. If an escape was re
ceived the terminal assumes the next received character 
will be a recognizable escape sequence character. If it 
isn't no operation is performed. 

6-67 

After the character is decoded, the processor jumps to 
the routine to perform the required task. Figure 6.2 is a 
flow chart of the basic software operations; the pro
gram is listed in Adppendix 6.8. 

SWITCHED 
CHANGED 

EXIT 

EXIT 

207780-19 

207780-20 

Figure 6-1. Frame and POPDAT Interrupt 
Routines 
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6.2 System Memory Organization 

The display memory organization is shown in Figure 
6.3. The display begins at location 0800H in memory 
and ends at location OFCFH. The 48 bytes of RAM 
from location OFDOH to OFFFH are used as system 
stack ,and temporary system storage. 2K bytes of 
PROM located at OOOOH through 07FFH contain the 
systems program. 

6.3 Memory Pointers and Scrolling 

ROW 1 
ROW 2 
ROW3" 
ROW 4 
ROW5 ' 
ROW 8 
ROW 7 
ROW 8 
ROW 9 
ROW 10 
ROWll 
ROW 12 

, ROW 13 
ROW 14 
ROW 15 
ROW 16 
ROW 17 
ROW 18 
ROW 19 
ROW 20 
ROW 21 
ROW?2 
ROW 23 
ROW 24 
ROW 25 

1atColumn· 2nd Column •.•.•••• 80th Column ' 

OBOOH 0801 H ............. ::.; .. 084FH 
OB50H OB51H ..••••...•.•..•.•.. 089FH 
OBAOH OBA1H .•.•..•.•....•..... 08EFH 
08FOH OBF1H •.•.•..•.......•.•. 093FH 
0940H 0941H ................... 09BFH 
0990H 0991H ............. : .. ",090FH 
09EOH 09E1H ................... OA2FH 
OA30H 0A31H .••..•.•.•.•••..•.• OA7FH 
OABOH OAB1H •.••...•.•....•..•. OACFH 
OAOOH OA01H .•.•..•......•..... OB1FH 
OB20H OB21H ................... OB6FH 
OB70H OB71H .•.•....•....•.•... OBBFH 
OBCOH OBC1H •.... ; .•........ .' •. OCOFH 
OCl0H· OC11H ...•.•.•.•.•..•.•.. OC5FH 
OCSOH OCS1H ................... OCAFH ' 
OCBOH OCB1H .....•..........•. OCFFH 
OOOOH 0OOlH ... " .............. 004FH 
0050H 0051H •...•.••.........•. 0D9FH 
OOAOH OOA 1 H .................. OOEFH 
OOFOH OOFl H ................... OE3FH 
OE40H OE41 H ...•.......•..•..•. OE8FH 
OE90H OE91H ................... OEOFH 
OEEOH OEE1H ...... : ............ OF2FH 
OF30H OF31H ................... OF7FH 
OFBOH OF81H •.•..•.•. : .•.....•. OFCFH 

To calculate the location of a character on the screen, 
three variables must be defined. Two of these variables 
are the X and Y position of the cursor (CURSX, CUR
SY). In addition, the memory address defining the top 
line of the display must be known, since scrolling on the 
8275 is accomplished simply by changing the pointer 
that loads the 8275's row buffers from memory. So, if it 
is desired to scroll the display up or down all that must 
be changed is one 16-bit memory pointer. This pointer 
is entered into the system by the variable TOP AD 
(TOP Address) and always defines the top line of the 
display. Figure 6.4 details screen operation during 
scrolling. ' 

Figure 6-3. Screen Display After Initialization 

LINE 

NO 

2077BO-21 

Figure 6·2. Basic Terminal Software 
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Subroutines CALCU (Calculate) anel ADX (ADd X 
axis) use these three variables to calculate an absolute 
memory acldress. The subroutine CALCU is use4 
whenever a location in the screen memory must be,al
terecl. 

6.4 Software Timing 

One important question that must be asked about the 
terminal software is, "How fast does it run". This is 
important because if the terminal is running at 9600 
baud, it must be able to hanc1le each received character 
in 1.04 milliseconds. Figure 6.S is a flowchart of the 
su:broutine execution times. It shoulcl be pointed out 
that all of the times listed are "worst case" execution 
times. This means that all routines assume they must 
do the maximum amount of data manipulation. For 
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instance, the PUT routine assumes that the character is 
being placed in the last column anel that a line feed 
must follow the placing of the character on the screen. 

How fast do the routines need to exeCute in order to 
assure operation at 9600' baud? Since POPDAT inter
rupts occur every 617 microseconds, it is possible to 
receive two complete interrupt requests in every char
acter time (1042 microseconcls) at 9600 baud. Each 
POPDAT interrupt executes in 211 microseconds max
imum. This means that each routine must execute in: 

1042 - 2 • 211 = 620 microseconds 

By adding up the times for any loop, it is clear that all 
routines meet this speed requirement, with the excep
tion of ESC J. This means that if the terminal is operat
ing at 9600 baud, at least one character time must be 
inserted after an ESC J sequence. 
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ROW 1 
l'IOW2 
ROW 3 
ROW 4 
ROW5' 
Rowe 
ROW 7 
ROWB 
ROW 9 
ROW 10 
ROW 11 
ROW 12 
ROW 13 
ROW 14 
ROW 15 
ROW 16 
ROW 17 
ROW1B 
ROW 19 
ROW 20 
ROW 21 
ROW 22 
ROW 23 
ROW 24 
ROW 25 

ROW 3 
ROW 4 
ROW 5 
Rowe 
ROW 7 
ROWB 
ROW 9 
ROW 10 
ROW 11 
ROW 12 
ROW 13 
ROW 14 
ROW1S 
ROW 16 
ROW 17 
ROW1B 
ROW 19 
ROW 20 
ROW 21 
ROW 22 
ROW 23 
ROW 24 
ROW2S 
ROW 1 
ROW 2 

0800H 
, OB50H 
OBAOH' 
OBFOH 
0940H 
0990H 
09EOH 
OASOH 
OA80H 
OAOOH 
OB20H 
OB70H 
OBCOH 
OC10H 
OCBOH 
OC8OH 
OOOOH 
0050H 
OOAOH 
OOFOH 
OE40H 
OE90H 
OEEOH 
OF30H 
OFBOH 

0801H ... ~ ..... ~ ......... 084FH 
OB51H ................... 099FH 

, . OBA1H ................... OBEFH 
OBF1H ................... 093FH 
0941H ~ .................. 098FH 
0991 H ...... ' .... " ....... 090FH 
09E1H ................... 0A2FH 
OAS1H ................... OA7FH 
OAB1H ...................... OACFH 
OA01H ................. :.OB1FH 
OB21 H •••.•.••..•.••..•.. OB6FH 
OB71H .................... OBBFH 
OBC1H ••••.•••••.•••.••.• OCOFH 
OC11H ................... OC5FH 
OCS1H ................... OCAFH 
OCB1H .................. OCFFH 
0001H ................. ' •. 004FH 
0051H .••••..•.••.•••••.. 009FH 
00A1H .................. OOEFH 
00F1H ................... 0E3FH 
OE41 H ................... OEBFH 
OE91H ................... OEOFH 
OEE1H .••...•.•••.•••.•.• OF2FH 
OF31H ................... 0F7FH 
OFB1H ................... OFCFH 

After Initialization 

OBAOH 
OBFOH 
0940H 
0990H 
09EOH 
OA30H 
OABOH 
OAOOH 
OB20H 
OB70H 
OBCOH 
OC10H 
OCBOH 
OCBOH 
OOOOH 
0050H 
OOAOH 
OOFOH 
OE40H 
OE90H 
OEEOH 
OF30H 
OF80H 
OBOOH 
OB50H 

OBAl H ................... OBEFH 
OBF1H ................... 093FH 
0941 H ................... 09BFH 
0991H ................... 090FH 
09E1H ................... 0A2FH 
OAS1H ................... OA7FH 
OAB1H ................... OACFH 
OA01H .•.••.•..•.••..•••• OB1FH 
OB21H ................... OB6FH 
OB71H ................... OBBFH 
OBCl H ................... OCOFH 
OCllH ................... OC5FH 
0C61H ................... OCAFH 
OCB1H .................. OCFFH 
0001 H ................... 004FH 
OOSlH ................... 009FH 
00A1H .................. OOEFH 
00F1 H .•..•••.••.••.•••.• OE3FH 
OE41H ................... OEBFH 
OE91H ................... OEOFH 
OEE1H •..•.•..•.••..•..•. OF2FH 
OF31H ................... 0F7FH 
OFB1H ................... OFCFH 
OBOl H ................... 084FH 
OB51H ................... OB9FH 

After 2 SCrolls 
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RbW2 
ROW 3 
ROW 4 
ROWS 
ROWS 
ROW 7 
ROWB 
ROW 9 
ROW 10 
ROW 11 
ROW1:;! 
ROW 13 
ROW 14 
ROW1S 
ROW 16 
ROW 17 
ROW1B 
ROW 19 
ROW 20 

. ROW 21 
ROW 22 
ROW 23 
ROW 24 
ROW 25 
ROW 1 

ROW 4 
ROWS 
ROW 6 
ROW 7 
ROWB 
ROW 9 
ROW 10 
ROW 11 
ROW 12 
ROW 13 
ROW 14 
ROW1S 
ROW1S 
ROW 17 
ROW1B 
ROW 19 
ROW 20 
ROW 21 
ROW 22 
ROW 23 
ROW 24 
ROW2S 
ROW 1 
ROW 2 
ROW 3 

OB50H 
OBAOH 

'OBFOH 
0940H , 
0990H 
09EOH 
OA30H 
OABOH 
OAOOH 
OB20H 
OB70H 
OBCOH 
OC10H 
OCBOH 
OC8OI:I 
OOOOH 
0050H 
OOAOH 
ODFOH 
OE40H 
OE90H 
OEEOH 
OF30H 
OFBOH 
OBOOH 

OBS1H ................... 089FH 
0BA1H ...... ; ........... , :08EFH 
08F1H .. ~ ......... ' ....... 093FH· 
0941 H ................... 098FH 
0991H ................... 090FH , 
09E1H ................... OA2FH 
OAS1H ................... OA7FH 
OAB1H .................. ,.OACFH 
OA01H· ............ : ....... OB1FH ' 
OB21H ................... OBBFH 
OB71 H ••.•.•••••••.•.•••• OBBFH 
OBC1H •.•••.•••.•.••.•••• OCOFH 
OCllH •... , ............... 0C5FH 
OC61H ................... OCAFhI 
OCB1H ....... , ........... OCFFH 
0001H ................... 004FH 
0051 H ................... 009FH 
OOAl H .................. OOEFH 
00F1 H ................... OE3FH 
OE41 H ................... OEBFH 
OE91 H .•.•••.•••••.••.••. OEOFH 
OEE1H •..••••••.••••..•.• OF2FH 
OF31H ................... OF7FH 
OFB1H ................... OFCFH 
0801H ................... 084FH 

After 1 SCroll 

OBFOH 
0940H 
0990H 
09EOH 
OASOH 
OABOH 
OAOOH 
OB20H 
OB70H 
OBCOH 
OC10H 
OCBOH 
OC8OH 
OOOOH 
0050H 
OOAOH 
OOFOH 
OE40H 
OE90H 
OEEOH 
0F30H 
OF80H 
OBOOH 
0850H 
OBAOH 

08F1H ................... 093FH 
0841 H ................... 099FH 
0991H ................... 090FH 
09E1H ................... 0A2FH 
OAS1H ................... 0A7FH 
OAB1H •••....•....•.•.••. OACFH 
OAo1H •..••••••..•.•..•.• OB1FH 
OB21H ................... OBSFH 
OB71H ................... OBBFH 
OBCl H ................... OCOFH 
OC11H ................... 0C5FH 
0C61H ................... OCAFH 
OCB1H .................. OCFFH 
0001 H .•.•.•.•.•.•.•..•.. 004FH 
00SlH ................... 009FH 
OoA1 H .................. OOEFH 
OOFl H •.•.•.•.•.•.•..••.• OE3FH 
OE41 H ••.•..••.••.•.••.•. OEBFH 
OE91H ................... OEOFH 
OEE1H ................... OF2FH 
OF31H ................... 0F7FH 
OFB1H ................... OFCFH 
OB01H ................... 084FH 
0851H ................... OB9FH 
OBA1H ................... OBEFH 

After 3 Scrolls 

Figure 6-4. $creen Memory During SCrolling 
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Figure 6-5. Timing Flowchart 
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APPENDIX 7.1 
CRT TERMINAL SCHEMATICS 
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APPENDIX 7.2 
KEYBOARD INTERFACE 

The keyboard used in this design was a simple unen
coded ASCII keyboard. In order to keep the cost to a 
minimum a simple scan matrix technique was imple
mented by using two ports of an 8255 parallel I/O de
vice. 

When the system is initialized the contents of the eight 
keyboard RAM locations are set to zero. Once every 
frame, which is 16.67 milliseconds the contents of the 
keyboard RAM is read and then rewritten with the 
contents of the current switch matrix. If a non-zero 
value of one of the keyboard RAM locations is found to 
be the same as the corresponding current switch 
matrix, a valid key push is registered and action is tak
en. By operating the keyboard scan in this manner an 
automatic debounce time of 16.67 milliseconds is pro
vided. 

SPACE BAR 

Figure 7.2A shows the actual physical layout of the 
keyboard and Figure 7.2B shows how the individual 
keys were encoded. On Figure 7.2B the scan lines are 
the numbers on the bottom of each key position and the 
return lines are the numbers at the top of each key 
position. The shift, control, and caps lock key were 
brought in through separate lines of port C of the 8255. 
Figure 7.3 shows the basic keyboard matrix. 

In order to guarantee that two scan lines could not be 
shorted together if two or more keys are pushed simul
taneously, isolation diodes could be added as shown in 
Figure 7.4. 

207780-27 

Figure 7-2A. Keyboard Layout 

TOP NUMBER = RETURN LINE 
BOTTOM NUMBER = SCAN LINE 

Figure 7-2B. Keyboard Encoding 
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APPENDIX 7.3 
ESCAPE/CONTROL/DISPLA Y CHARACTER SUMMARY 

NOTE: 

Control 
Character. 

DI8playabie 
, Character E8cape Sequence 

Shaded blocks = functions terminal will react to. Others can be generated but are ignored upon receipt. 
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SCAN LINES 

o 2 3,. '4 , 5 ,8 
I 

7 
+5 

10K 

10K 

10K 

13 2 

~ 
3-4~--~~4-~-+~~--~+---~---+--~~ 

I 4~ __ ~~ __ ~~~~~~-+~~~ __ ~ __ ~10K 
10K 

10K 

10K 

207780-29 

~, . Figure 7·3. Keyboard Matrix 
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APPENDIX 7.4 
PROM DECODING 

As stated earlier, all of the logic necessary to convert 
the 8275 into a non-DMA type of device was per
formed by a single small bipolar prom. Besides turning 
certain processor READS into DACKS and WRITES 
for the 8275, this 32 by 8 prom decoded addreases for 
the system ram, rom, as well as for the 8255 parallel 
I/O port. 

Any bipolar prom that has a by eight configuration 
could function in this application, This particular de
vice was chosen simply because it is the only "by eight" 
prom available in a 16 pin package. The connection of 
the prom is shown in detail in Figure 7.5 and its truth 
table is shown in Figure 7.6. Note that when a fetch 
cycle (Ml) is not being performed, the state of the SOD 
line is the only thing that determines if memory reads 
will be written into the 8275's row buffers. This is done 
by pulling both DACK and WRITE low on the 8275. 

Also note that all of the outputs of the bipolar prom 
MUST BE PULLED HIGH by a resistor. This pre
vents any unwanted assertions when the prom is dis
abled. 

(Rd-Wr)-Aj3 

SOD 
(lOll) 

A'0 
(1015) 

An 
(1*) 

A'2 
(1*) 

M, 
(1*) 

M,='O-', 
Vee 

GND 

Ao 

A, 

At 

At 

~ 

Vee 

GND 

ElWlLE 

Do CiDl' 

D., ei21l4 ---
DJ CE 2114 

DCODH.oFFFH 

D. Wi 
I27S 

D4 DiCK 
127. 

Do Ci 
8255 

Do Ci 
S27I 

Dot ii5 
1275 
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Figure 7-5. Bipolar Prom (825123) Connection 
SCAN LINES 

~ Ifl Irl ~ ~ :t ... 

i ~ ~ ~ ! 
It) II) IB II) 

~ 
.. .. .. 

iii iii ill iii l\i ~ ti 
A4 A3 A2 Al AO 07 06 05 D4 03 02 01 DO 

10k 
0' 0- 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

--------~~~------~--~----~~5V 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 

RETURN LINES 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 

10k o ,1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

--------~~~------~--~----~~5V 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 

207780-30 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

Figure 7-4. Isolating Scan LIne. with Diode. 
1 0 0 0 '. 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 '1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 

207780-32 

Figure 7-6. Truth Table Bipolar Prom 
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APPENDIX 7.5 
CHARACTER GENERATOR 

AB previously mentioned, the character generator used 
in this terminal is a 2716 or 2758 EPROM. A lK by 8 
device is sufficient since a 128 character 5 by 7 dot 
matrix only required 8K of memory. AJty "standard" 
or custom character generator could have been used. 

The three low-order line count outputs (LCO-LC2) 
from the 8275 are connected to the three low-order ad
dress lines of the character generator and the seven 
character generator outputs (CCO-CC6) are connected 
to the A3-A9 of the character generator. The output 
from the character generator is loaded into a shift regis
ter and the serial output from the shift register is the 
video output of the terminal. 

Now, let's assume that the letter "E" is to be displayed. 
The ASCII code for "E" is 45H. So, 45H is presented 
to address lines A2-A9 of the character generator. The 
scan lines will now count each line from zero to seven 
to ''Corm'' the character as shown in Figure 7.7. This 
same procedure is used to form al1128 possible charac
ters. 

It should be obvious that "custom" character fonts 
could be made just by changing the bit patterns in the 
character generator PROM. For reference, Appendix 
7.6 contains a HEX dump of the character generator 
used in this terminal. 

6·85 

45H = 01000101 

Address to Prom = 01000101 SL2 SLI SLO 

= 228H - 22FH 

Depending on state of Scan lines. 

Character generator output 

ROM Address R~~~~X Bit Output· 

228H 3E 01234567 
229H 02 XXXXX 
22AH 02 X 
22BH OE X 
22CH 02 XXX 
22DH 02 X 
22EH 3E X 
22FH 00 X X X X X 

Bits 0, 6, and 7 are not used. 

, "NOTE: 
Bit output is backward from convention. 

Figure 7.7. Character Generation 
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APPENDIX 7.6 
HEX DUMP OF CHARACTER GENERATOR 

207780-33 
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APPENDIX 7.7 
COMPOSITE VIDEO 

In this design, it was assumed that the monitor required 
a separate horizontal drive, vertical drive, and video 
input. However, many monitors require a composite 
video signal. The schematic shown in Figure 7.8 illus
trates how to generate a composite video signal from 
the output of the 8275. 

10K 4.7K 
74LS221 

B1 2Q 5 

HRTC 
, H 

UK 

748. 

The dual one-shots are used to provide a sma1l delay 
and the proper horizontal and vertical pulse to the 
composite video monitor. The delay introduced in the 
vertical and horizontal timing is used to "center" the 
display. VRl and VR2 control the amount of delay. 
IC3 is used to mix the vertical and horizontal retrace 
and Ql along with the RI, R2, and R3 mix the video 
and the retrace signal and provide the proper DC lev
els. 

10K 

VRTC 

2.2K 

VIDEO }----'\M--I COMPOSITE 
VIDEO 
OUT 15011 

207780-34 

Figure 7·8. Compoalte Video 
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APPENDIX 7.8 
SOFTWARE LISTINGS 

ISIS-II a_18885 MACRO ASSIIMBI.ER. 11188 

LOC CBJ 

IPJ 
.887 .ellA 
BB8D .. ., 
8812 
1115 

1:11 

: START PRa;RM 
,ALL IlAAIAIlI.ES ARE INrrIALIZED BElIRE ANY'l'HING ELSE 
bI 
LIII 

~£o 
SHLD 
MVI 
STA 
S'DI 
STA 

~I 

,6·91 
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inter 
80SA Dl 
0888 El 
ease il 
01iJ80 Fa 
808E C9 

808f' 3E18 
8091 311 
SS~i %1 
8e~4 E1 
0095 f'l 
809~ Fa 
0097 C9 

Sltl ~n# 
=:~ ~~28 
IiJSM 7C 
811AB B8 
0111\C C2A700 
lliJAf' 70 
0880 B9 
1081 C2A7~0 

00B4 3E88 
0086 320318 

AP-62 

m ~ ~ Ig~R~E 
134 pop psw ,GET A AND FlAGS 
135 EI ,TURN ON I~MIlRUP1'S 
13~ RET ;00 B1CK 

B~ ;THI5 15 THE EXIT RoorINE F<Jl mE l'IWIE IN'rERRupr 

m 8YPASS: iwr. A,18H 
141 5114 m ~ 
U~ ::g~ 
m Ur K 

8 

L 
U~ ;THI5 CLEARS mE AREA Of' ANI 'l1IAT IS USeD 
158 ,FOR KEY8Ql\RD IlEIIOINCE. 

l~~ LPKSO: ~TA SHCO'I ,ZERO SHIFT CONtROL m ~~ ~I= :ig:& ~I~~NE 
t! \iP~lg~ (~~N'%:WrnM.j~~8~r~~. 
l~j ~I ~''WstS !&If.f i~ ~,~ IN HL 

m LOOPf': 1~ ~:20H !r~R~~~ ~I~ER 
1~3 'lev A, H !GET H 
1~ C,",P 8 ;SEE IF SA~E AS 8 
165 Ji'lZ LOOPf' ;IF Nor LOOP AGAIN 
16~ ~ A,L ;GET L 
167 CMP C ;SEE IF SA~E AS C 
168 JNZ LOOPf' ; If' Nor LOOP AGAIN 

I~~ : 8255 INITIALIZATION 
171 • m ~ ~~~5 
174 , 
H~ ; 8251 INITIALIZATION 

m ~ ~:~r 
179 MVt M,08H In =Z~ "',40H 

m ~ ~:=~H 
l§~ : 8253 INITIALIZATION 
18~ . m ~ ~H lpu'r DCo ¥~ 8253 

l~ ~ ~~H :~ 8235 
191 MVt A 00K ;M58 . 
192 STA Ckrl ,pu'r IT IN 8253 m ~L ¥~ :88 g: ~ RATE 

l~ ITHIS RDl1rINE REArS mE BAUD RATE SWITCHES f'R()4 PORT C 
197 ;OF THE 8255 AND LOOKS UP THE NUM8ERS NEEDED TO LOI\Il 
198 /THE 8253 'ro PROVIIlE THE PROPER BAUD RATE. 

~~ S'IlIAUD: lDA PORTC ;READ BAUD RATE SWITCHES 
201 ANI 0f'H ,S'rRIP OFF 4 M58'S 
202 STA BAUD ,SAVE IT 
203 RLC ;MOVE BITS OVER ONE PLACE 
204 LXI H,BDLK ;GET BAUD RATE WOK UP TABLE m ~ ~:l0K ;Z~O D 
287 DAD D 
288 LXI D,cmM 
219 MVI A,0B6H 
218 STAX 0 
211 DCX 0 m ~ S,M 
214 INX H 
215 MOV A,M 

H~ ~:w 0 
218 

207780-37 
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219 ,8275 INITIALIZATION 
220, 

lxI 00F9 210110 221 IN75, ~:i~ ::~~ ~03 m MVI 
OCX 

00FF 364F 224 MVI M,4FH ByrE 1 sm ~~ 225 MVI M,58H ByrE 2 
226 MVI "1,898 aYrE 3 

0105 3600 227 >lVI "',IIJODH eYrE 4 
0107 23 228 INX H 
OU8 C08803 229 Cl\LL L\X:lR 
01BB 3~E0 230 MVI M,OEOR 
0100 3623 231 MVI '1,238 

232 
i'rKIS ROlIfINE REIIOO BOrK THE KEYBOI\RO AND THE USl\RT 233 

234 ,AND TIlKES PRO~ER ACTION DEPENDING ON H<M THE LINE-LOCI\L 
235 ,SWITCH IS SET 

010F 3E16 
236 

AVI 237 SE:I'UP: A,18H ;SET MASK 
0111 30 238 SIM 1~~~reRRu~ 0112 Fe 239 EI 

240 
I REIID THE USAAT 241 

242 
kIM 0113 20 243 RXRDY, ,GET LINE LOCI\L 

0114 E680 244 IINI 80H It,SEII~ ~ '§ rsF~ 0116 C22Ul 245 JNZ KEYIN~ 
0119 0 246 LJll\ USTF ,REIID 
011C 247 ANI 02R :WJ1.. 011E 248 JNZ 0K7 
0121 249 KEYIN~: LJll\ KEYlJIN !y~ 0124 250 ANI BAH 
0126 251 JNZ KEYS fI~RO SHED LEAW 0129 252 MVI ~k~~ 812B 253 STA ,CLEIIR KEYOK 
al2E 254 J"lP RXRDY ,UlOP I\GI\IN 
0131 255 KEllS: LJll\ KEYOK '~~lrI~ 0134 25~ tfCN ~ 9135 257 LJll\ !aET KEYBOIIRO CHI\AAC'r£R 
0138 258 CM~ C lI~ ~~HEr..oilr~Nt(EYOK 0139 259 JZ RXRDY 
01lC 2~0 STA ~~ ,IF NOT Sl\VE IT 
91lF 2~1 STA !~VE LOCI\L 0142 2~2 RIM 
0143 263 ANI SAR ' Y 
9145 264 JZ 1RANS LINE 
0148 265 JM~ CHREC 00 SO'IE WClIK 
014B 266 TAANS, LJll\ USTF FLI\GS 
014E 267 IINI 018 

!LQOP 
TRl\NSMIT? 

0150 268 JZ 1RANS NOT REIIDY 
0153 269 LJll\ USCHR ~GET R 
0156 270 STA USTD ;pu'r • RT 
0159 271 JMP SETU~ ~h~ USART 01SC 272 OK7: LJll\ USTD 
01SF E67F 273 ANI 07FH :~:rrlii'1~~ ~ORY 0161 32E70F 274 STA USCHR 
0164 C34E02 ~~ 3MP CHREC ; LEAVE 

277 I THIS ROlIfIN£ CHECKS THE Bl\UD RATE SWITCHES, RESETS THE 
278 ,SCREEN roINTERS AND REIIOO AND LOOKS UP THE KEYBOIIRO. 
279 

i>usH 0167 F5 280 FRAME, PSW ,SI\VE 1\ liND FLI\GS 
0168 E5 281 ~H R :~~g~~ 916905 282 PUSH 0 
0161\ C5 283 ~H 8 :re:ro ~2~ ~ CLEI\R Itm:RRUPT 016B 31\0114 284 LJll\ INT75 m ISET UP THE roIN'I1!RS 

287 
LRLO 81GE 2IIE30F 288 TOPI\D 1!f~lO~I~N8C~Elir i\lXRESS 0171 22EB0F 289 SHLD CURAD 

290 
ISET UP BAUD RATE 291 

292 
~ 0174 3I\021B 293 IORTC 

0177 E60F 294 IINI 'OFH 
0179 47 295 tfCN ls& 017A 3I\ECOF 296 LJll\ 
9170 B8 297 CMP B 
017E C4\x:00 298 CNZ STBI\UD 

~~ IREIID KEYBOI\RO 
301 

~ 0181 302 KEYDiN ,SEE IF IS D<MN 
0184 303 ANI 40H l¥rKE~ 0186 304 JNZ KYDOWN JU'IP ARWND 
0189 305 CI\LL RIJ(8 ,GO REI\D KEYBOI\RO 
018C 00 306 3M~ BY~ASS ;LEAVE 

207780-38 
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818F 

nil 
IiI 
=i~ 
8lA8 
81Al 

=~t 1m 
8lAS 
81AE 

Slti 
81B1 
81B2 
81B3 

Il=~ 
81B9 
81BA 
81BC 
81BF 
81C2 
81CS 
81C6 
81C9 
81CA 
IlCO 
ng~ 
8100 
1103 
1106 
8108 
110B 
81DE 

Il~! 
81E2 
I1ES 
8lE6 
llE7 
I1E9 
ilEA 
llEB 
I1EE 

Si~ 
SU2 
81F3 

8iF4 In 
8rg 
I FA 
I1FD 
I1FE 
8288 
1281 
1214 
1287 
8289 
12BA 
8288 
8280 
828£ 
8211 sm sm 
1219 47 
121A 3A8218 
1210 £618 
121F CA2£12 sm 
8226 
8228 
8228 

387 RDKB. LXI 

~3 ~ 
311 I4\II 
311 LOOPK. STA 

~ti ; 
~l~ ~ 317 101 
318 RLC 

m ~ 
322 RET 
323 SAVllBY. INK 
324 OIA 
325 101 

U~ ~ ns ~ 
338 RET 
331 K'lCHNG. I4\II 
332 S". 
333 JMP 
334 KYlXII'IN: LXI 
33S MOIl 
336 S". 
337 DCK 
338 LD\ 
339 ORA 

~:r ~ 
342 JZ 
343 LD\ 
344 ANI 
345 JNZ 
346 LD\ 
347 i'IVI 
~:s UP: ~ 
3511 JC 
3S1 INK 

m ~ 
354 UP1. INR 

~~ ~ 
357 MOV 

IU ~ 
~~ ~ 
363 LD\ 

~~ r& 
~~~ ~ 
~~ SNJ 
371 JZ 
371 LD\ 
372 ANI m g 
375 ANI 
376 ORA m SCR: ~5v 
~~a ~ 
~~ ~ 
383 Mt7V 
384 LD\ 
385 ANI 

~ £.. 388 S'l'KEY: 5". 389 _ 

A 
SAVKEY A,a 

H 

s::NLIN 

~TA 
RJRTB 
M 

UP1 
A,B 
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398 5". lXII'IN 

A 

j~~ ~"'P 
393 ; IF 'nI1! CAP LOCK Bl1l'TON IS PUSHED THIS ROU1'INE SEes IF 
394 1"nIE CHARACTI!R IS BE'lWEEN 61H AND 7AH AND IF IT IS nits 
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022E 78 
022F FE6IJ 
0231 D\2302 
0234 FE7S 
0236 022302 
0239 0620 
0238 C32302 

023E 3E80 
8240 B0 
8241 E6BF 
0243 47 
0244 C31U2 
,0247 ]E40 
0249 80 
024A 47 
0248 C31182 

024E 

~m 
8256 
0259 
0258 
025E 
0260 CACM3 
0263 FEeD 
0265 CAAD03 
0268 FE0S 
02611 CME03 
0260 FEIB 
026F eMS03 
0272 B7 
0273 C6E0 
0275 D\7704 
0278 C30F01 

0278 3E00 
0270 32E£0F 
0280 lAE70F 
0283 
0285 
0288 
02BA 
0280 
028F 
0292 

S~I~ 
B~~ 
029E 
02Al 
02A3 
02A6 
02A8 
82AB 

02AE lAE10F 
02Bl FEIB 
0283 CMF01 

S~~ 
02BA 
02BO 

IIi 
=~ 

AP·62 

~~ :Wor§~~~~M~~ g=~R~~ ~~E~II 
397 ,UPPER CIISE ASCII ' 

~n CAPUJC: f.rov A,B BACK 
480 CPI 60H ,G ,IS IT? 
is! ~~ ~;W:Y ~,~ Ii~~ 'ItlO SAALL 
403 JNC STl<EY ,t~ TOO BIG 
404 SUI 28H • A :Sg JMP STKEY IS 'fHE KEY 

407 hHE ROUfINES SHll'N AND CNT~ S6T BIT ~ AND 7 RESPECTIVLY 
~=~ ,IN 'fHE ACe. 

410 CN'~: Avt II,80H m ~ SBm m ~ ~~ 
415 SIIDIN: MVI II,49H 
416 OAA B • 

R 
IS NOT SET 

B 

m 1: ~~ :gg'f 
2~~ ;THIS ;mUfINE CHECKS rot ESCAPE CHllRllCTEAS, LF, CR, 
~~~ ,FF, AND BACK SPACE 

423 C~EC: to,. ESCP ,ESC S£T7 
424 CPI 80H ,SEE IS m t~ ~Ik :~ Ifu~S 
iY srI ~~D ;~~~ FEED 

i4233i srI ~~ !bo~o Frk FEED 
1 CPI 0DR ,CR m ~~I ~T :rAC~ ~ACE 

434 JZ LEF'f ,00 A BACK SPACE 
435 CPI 18H ; ESCAPE 
436 JZ ESKAP ;00 AN ESCIIPE 
437 OM A ,CLEAR CIIRRY 
438 IIDI BEed ;SEE IF CHI\AAC'rER IS PRINfABLE 
439 JC CINPUT ; IF PRINTABLE DO IT 2:r JMP SETUP ,GO BACK AND REIIO USIIRT I\GI\IN 

444432 !THIS ROUfINE RESETS, THE ESCAPE LOCATION AND oecOD!lS 
,THE CIlARl\CTEAS FOLl.OIIING AN ESCIIPE. THE CCWIANOO lIRE 

i2~ ;COMPATABLE WITH INTELS CREDIT TElO' EDITOR 

44 6 ESSQ Avt i'!.l!0H 
444478 : STA "",p 

LD\ USCHR 
449 CPI 42H 
450 JZ DOWN 
451 CPI 45H 
452 JZ CLEM 
453 CPI 4AH 
454 JZ CLRST 
455 CPI 48H 
456 JZ C(RLIN 
457 C'PI 41H 

:~ ~~I ~r.i1.R 
:~r ~~I ~l~H'f 
4~2 JZ LEFT 
4~3 CPI 4~H 
464 JZ IlO'IE 
465 JMP SETUP 

~~~ hHIS ROUfINE "lOVES THE CURSOR DOWN ONE CHIIAACTER LINE 

2~3 DOWN: to,. 
478 Cpl 
471 JZ m ~ 
474 CllLL m ~S&L 
m Wz 
a~~ ~~lf 4g! ;'1P 

CURSY 
CURBaf 
SETUP 
A 
CURSY 
LDCUR 
CI\LCU 

aF~H 
SETUP 
LOC80 
CLLINE 
SETUP 
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OF THE LINE 
CHARACTER 
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.2CF ClE4.3 
8202 C3eF.l 

.205 CIl\584 

.208 COCIl84 
32DB 3123411' 
12D£ )AE2eF 
82El 88 
12£2 CAECII2 
12E5 3C 
82E6 23 
.2£7 71 
82Ea B8 
'2139 C2E582 
:~ ~~DI.f 

S~~ ~~ 12F2 C2I1'DI2 
.~~ 7g 
'USI ~2FD82 
'2I1'A nU.8 'f:D E 81!' 8., E 
•• 2 CAIII"l 
.385 3C 
.386 47 
13n ll583. 
33eA 31;11'8 
330C 78 
1330 FE18 
03311' CAIIFI! 1m fg 
:m~ 
0316 FEeI1' 
IllS C2eA33 
.318 70 Inc FEOB 

1m ~~:~ 
.324 C3IA.3 

.327 
832A 
1320 
833. 

mi 
.34A 
'140 
13rz 
iUi 
.358 
135£ 

1m 
I~ai ~~ 
0368 C3IF.l 
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2~ ;THIS ROOmIE CLEARS THE SCREEN. 

485 CLEAR: hLL CISCR ;GO CLEAR THE SCREEN m JI'IP SETUP ;00 BACK 

488 ;THIS ROOfINE ClEARS ALL LINES BENEATH 'rHE LOCATION 
4S9 ;e»' THE OJRSOR. 

:~ ClAST: ~ALL CALCU 
492 CALL AD)( 

2~l ~ ~~~.H 
495 CI'IP S 
495 J2 O\IRl 
497 LLP: INR ... 
498 INK H 
499 "OV i't,C 
538 CI'IP 8 
531 .JNZ LLP 
~i OVRl. ~~ ~,LAST 

~58'f ~ ~.8 
6 JHZ COICL 

587 101 AL,C 
~8 CI'IP 
• ~i ~ill CONCL: Lo\ 

5 2 CPI 
5 3 JZ 

H IS 

514 IIfR A m ~ ~:krH :PUT 
517 CLOOP: MVI M.3F3H iPUT 

LINE 
FOR LATER 

LINE IN 0 

51S I'lN A B ;GET CURSOR Y m 3r ~~~f i~~EI~w'r.M°1'TCM 
m f:~ ~ !aW:N~\rrYIN~ ONE 52l /'IN B,A ;SAVE A A 
~~5 ~ ~U ; 'ro HIGH LAST 
526 JlfZ CLOOP IT IS NOT m ~ ~6&H ARE ,~ l.DII LAST 
529 JlfZ CLOOP IF IT IS NOT 
53. LXI CHI1!DpIS 'fOP DISPLAY IN H AIfD L m J,~P ~ A'"..AIN 

533 ;THIS iIOIJUNg CLEARS 'l'II£ LINE THE CURSOR IS ON. 

~~~ CUlLIN: hLL CA!.CU' ;CALCULATE ADIllESS 
536 SHLO LOC83 ;S'l'ORE H AND L TO CLEAR LINE m 3..'i;L g~E :&LEAa:cre LINE 
~~ ~THIS ROUTINE MOVES THE CURSOR UP ONE LINE. 

~U Ui'CUR. b CURSY ;1rI~ ~~~ 
U54i3 3r ~ hF IT IS LEAVE 

~ ~URSY !~~ ~~~ 
CALL LOCUR ; LQl\O THE CURSOR 

54S JMP SETUP ; LEAVE 

~ IT8IS ROUTINE MOVES THE CURSOR ON! LOCATION TO THE RIGHT 
551 I m RIGHT. l:rx 
554 JlfZ 

ii~ fr 
~~ ~~ ; 

~~r GOlS. ~¥l IZERO x CURSOR 
562 CALL ; LQl\O THE CURSOR 
S~} J~P ·LEAVE 
5irs N!'OVER' INR i INCR!l'1mf x CURSOR 

~6~ ~lt. I~~ ~E CURSOR 
S~7 3MP ,LEAVE 

~~ ; THIS ROIJfINE MOVES THE CURSOR LEFT ONE CHARACTER POSI'rION 
207780-41 
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57B 
~ ,GET X CIR 836E 571 LEFT: CU~SX 1m m CPI 8WH ;I~ IT AL 
JIn NJIIER ~ET 8376 574 LOA CURSY 

:~~3 i~~ 
CPI 88K 'I~ P 
ttR 

SE'lUP 
• 7E A lMOVE 'l UP 
.~ 5~S STA CtlRS'l i~W: r.Gr X LOCATION MVI ~~~ S3si hi STA l~ ,gE CURSOR '~87 CALL LD:tIR 

5S2 JMP SE'lUP 
S3g 583NOV1lR. OCR A ,ADJUST X CURSOR 

SDf 5S4 STA CURSX ;SAVE CURSOR X 
585 CALL LIlCUR ,LOAD THE CURSOR 

8394 586 JMP SE'lUP ,LEAVE 
S87 

i THIS ROI1rINE HOMES THE CURSOR. 5S3 
8397 ~38 HOME, AVI ~r:~ :i= ~ CURSOR m~ ii~ 

STA 
STA CURSY ,ZERO 'l CURSOR 1m CALL Lo::UR ,LOAD THE CURSOR 

~n 
JMp SE'lUP ,LEAVE 

!THIS EllUrlNE SE'I'S THE ESCAPE BIT 

8lA5 3£S0 ~ £SKAP: l.wx ~~H ,LOAD A WITH ESCAPE SIT 
lA7 32£EII' ~~ STA iW~D~I3[..R'r 83AA C3eF 1 JJiIP SE'lUP 

601 
j'rHIs ROI1rINE alES A CR 682 

683 
~VI 8lAD 684 CGRT: ~r:~ '~~g ACURSOR X 8lAF ~~ STA 

8382 CALL LD:UR i LOAD CURSOR I",ro 8275 
0385 617 JMP SETUP ;POLL USAR'r AGAIN 

60S 
i THIS ROUTINE LOAtXl THE CURSOR H~ 

838S 611 LOCUR: AVI ~~H ~ro 827S 838A 612 STA 
e380 613 LIl\ CURSX 
13C8 614 STA CR'IM 
83C3 615 LOA CURSY 
.3C6 616 STA CR'!M 
8lC9 617 RET 

618 
iTHIS EllUrINE alES A FORM FEED 619 

628 
bALL .lCA 621 _0: ,CALL CLEAR 

8lCD 622 LXI ,pur TCP 01 IN HL 

Sf 623 SHLD ,pu'r IT IN 
~24 CALL ,CLEAR 'lOP 

18: d~ 
MVI li~g ~URSOR x STA 
STA ,ZERO CURSOR 'l 

830£ ~n CALL ,LOAD THE CURSOR 
83E1 JMp ,B~K TO USART 

638 
: THIS RoofINE CLEARS THE SCREEN BY WRITING END OF RCIII 631 

632 ,CHA~ wro THE FIRST tDCATION OF ALL LINES (II 
633 ,THE SCREEN. 
634 l.wx .3E4 3Er. 635 ClSCR: A,er8H ;pur. EQI CIfAR,i\CTER IN , 

.3E6 961S 636 MVI a,CURSor ; a WITH >lAX Y 
83ES 84 637 INR a ! WIrnE,roP OF RAM :~~ mls: ~~3 LXI H,'l'PDIS 

LXI O,lNGTH ' IIoI'IOOANDE 

I~ IJ m LOADX: MOV ~,A MEMQIY 
DAD BY 800 

83F~ 85 OCR a 
8~ C2EF83 643 JNZ LOAOX ,C ZERO 
I 5 C9 ~~ RET ,GO 

646 iTHIS EllUrINE alES A LINE FEED 
647 

tALL 8~ 8raill ~8 !.NI'O: 
JMP = i~trlA~E 

658 
~LINE FEED 651 

652 
~ .3FC 3AE18F 653 !.NP01: CURSY ~fE Il~A~ ~'=EN e3F .. PE18 654 CPI CURBC71' 

8481 CAS314 655 J2 0IeC71' ;11" ',olE ARE, LEAVE 
8484 3C 656 INR A ; INCRDlENT A 
8485 32E1.F 657 STA CURSY ,SAVE NEW CURSOR 
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1148S Ctl\514 ~58 CALL CA!J:U ,C UIA'l'E -'DDtESS :2= ~M~ ~S9 ~ LOC81 , TO CU!AR LINE ~6' ClLlNE 'ftII! LINE 11411 CIlII883 6~1 CALL LOClR tHE ClMSOR 11414 C9 ~~2 RET 
fi~3 

: THIS ROOi'INE CLEARS 'ftII! LINB WIICSS FIRSI' ADDtESS 664 
6~5 ;~~ ~BtiNEPlSH INS'IRIX:TIONS ARB USED TO AAPIIlLY 666 

11415 F3 ~~l CLLINE. III Hl!R£ 
Im~ ~93 !'J!tD LOCJb 
114IC 19 ~n MD g' 
114 D SB XCill 
114 £ ~§.8.8 ~l LXI ~~88HIHI 11421 D\D 1m EiI iU XCIG 

8424 ~2B2' SPlIt 
LXI H,282111i 

678 1- 00 48 PlSH INS'1IIUCTIONS TO CU!AR TIlE LINE 679 
688 

~EP1' (tNQr!V2) 681 
682 PUSH H 
683 END! 8427 E5 684+ PUSH H 11428 B5 685+ PUSH H 11429 £5 ~M! PUSH H S22A £5 PUSH H 2B £5 SS8+ PUSH H 

:2~ ~ 2nt PUSH H 
PUSH H 

:2jJ ~ ~91+ PUSH H , PUSH H 

fill II ruSH H 
PUSH H 
PUSH H 

~+ ruSH H 
B4~ E5 7+ PUSH H 
:2 U~ p+ PUSH H 

99+ PUSH H 8437 E5 7111+ PUSH H 
14D E5 781+ ruSH H 
IP i~ 7112+ PUSH H :ru: PUSH H 8438 E5 PUSH H B43C E5 715+ PUSH II 
:2ig ~~ 786+ PUSH H 

787+ PUSH H 843F E5 738+ ruSH II 

:21' ~~ nt ~n H 
H 114 2 E5 711+ ruSH II 11443 E5 712+ PUSH H 

8444 E5 713+ PUSH H :m ~~ li4+ PUSH H 
PUSH H 

:22A ~~ 71t PUSH H 
717+ PUSH H 

:22U~ lit PUSH H 
PUSH H 

:2~ ~ 728+ PUSH H 
w+ PUSH H 844D E5 PUSH H 

~2H~ 72f PUSH H 
72 XCIll ,Nr STl\CK IN Ht .58 F9 ~~~ SPIlL ,Nr IT BACK IN SP 8451 F8 EI ,ENABlE INTERRUP1'S 8452 C9 ~A RET ,GO BACK 
729 i IF Cl1'ISOR IS 011 'rHJ! BorrtJiI or THl! SCREEN 'rRIS ROIJnN£ fir ,IS USED TO IIIPLEMEfllr 'rHJ! tINE FEED 

8453 
7n 0NIaI': Lito TOPAD 

:~~~~~. B456 SHLD LOC88 11459 8 734 LXI g,tNQrH ,LINE tENGrR I14SC 735 MD 
ia~ ~DELI'IS :2~ ~DB8F m ~ B,IAST :,a JQET II 11461 B8 738 ClIP 
,SNlE ~FBNQT SA'IE 11462 C26D114 739 JNZ AINl 

fil~1I 
748 /IKN ~,t 
~41 ClIP AS C 
72~ JNZ ARND i HtFw'Nf. ¥WEO!' DISPLAY LXI WI8IS 84 22£ 744 ARIID. SHtD ,SAVE ~ T(p ADDtESS 
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04D58888 
1111 
14D75038 
1112 
=4~ A088 .IDB FlI8 
8814 
14DD 4889 
IBIS 
.4DP 9139 

AP-62 
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1886 832+ LINNlI'I 
84E1 £189 833+ OW 
8887 m: LINIItJI 
84&33 .... OW 
8008 Uf+ LIN"IIM 
84£5 8011A OW 

S!I~ IlIJIIA nt ~NIItJI 

11ft 2008 R2ft Ii.\NIItJI 

842+ ~NNlI'I 04£8 7088 43+ 

!If& C908 
324+ LINNlI'I 

OW Ut LINNUII 
84Er 181lC OW 
808E 848+ LIN>lU'4 
041'1 608C ~~r. OW 
80.1' LINIItJI 
04'3 B88C 8SH- OW 
80lS 

:~r: LIN"lI'I 
84'S 0880 OW 
8811 8M ~NNlI'I 0417 5880 

S~~~ A011D m: LIN"lI'I 
OW 

S:~l FOlD nt LIN>llI'I 
OW 

ISM 488E U1i LIN>lU'4 
OW 

::~t 908E 
LINNlI'I 
OW 

8016 8H:, LINNU!4 
0581 E08£ 8 5+ OW 
.817 866+ LINi'IUM 
0583 3001' 8~7+ OW 
0018 868+ LINNUM 
0585 8081' M9+ OW 
8819 878+ LINNlI'I 

871 I 
872 IKE 'rABLE 
873 ,THIS ANS ALL THE ASCII CHI\AAC'1'EI1S 
874 ,'l'IIAT :ur&~M~~~~ BITS 8 1 AND 2 875 ITHE 

~~ !~ ~~htJ~ ~~ 4ca::¥~& ARE THE kETURN LINES 
878 be :~~ ~~ 879 KYLKUP, 38H,3911 18 AND 9 

:~~ 880 DB 311H,2DH ;8 AND-

:~~ 881 DB 3DH,SCH ;. AND \ 

:~~ :3 882 DB 888,80H ,as AND BREAK 

:~&.~ 883 DB 758,6911 ILOIiER CASE U AND I 

Iml 884 DB 61'H,78H I LOWER CASE 0 AND P 
885 DB SBH,SCH ;[ AND \ 0514 SC 

=m~ 886 DB _,71'H ;Ll' AND DEt.ETE 
8S176A 887 DB 6AH,60H ;LOWER CASE J AND K 
=st~ ~ 888 DB 6CH,38H ; LOWER CASE LAND; 8~lA 3B 
851B 27 
8S1C 90 

889 DB 27H,80H ;' AND NarHING 
8510 80 898 DB 0DH,37H ;CR AND 7 8S1E 37 
0511' 6D 891 DB 6DH,2CH ;LOWER CASE " AND 00_ 0528 2C 
9521 2E 892 DB 2EH,2FH ;PERIOD A.O/D SLASH 
1522 21' 

893 DB 98H,89K I BlANK AND NO'rHING .~H= :m IS 894 DB 888,I9K ;NO'l'HING AND NO'rHING 
0527 08 895 DB 88H,61H ;NO'l'HING AND LOWER CASE A 0528 ~l 
8529 7A 895 DB 7AH,78H ; LDWER CASE Z AND X 
:~ ~~ 897 DB 63H,768 ; LC/IiER CASE C AO/D V 052C 76 
8520 ~2 898 DB 62H,6EH ; tiMER CASE 8 AND N 852& 6E 
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0S2F 79 899 DB 79H,0!!!1 ;LOoIER CASE Y AND ~!)l'HING , 
0530 10 
0531 10 900 DB 0BH,2il11 ;NOrHING AND SPACE 
0532 20 
0533 64 901 DB 64H,~<;II ; LOoIER CASE 0 AND F 
0~4 6~ 

,LOoIER CASE G AND H 8 ~5 67 902 DB 67H,6811 
05 6 68 

S~~J ~! 903 DB 0!!!1,71H ;TAB AND LOoIER CASE 0 

~~~i 
904 DB 778,73H ,LOoII!R CASE WANDS 

05 ~2 90S DB 65H,72H ,LOoIER CASE E AND R 

0530 74 906 DB 74H,0!!!1 ; LOoIER CASE 'r AND NOO'HING 053E 08 
IBH,31H ,ESCI\P!: AND 1 053F 18 907 DB 

=~n~ 908 DB 32H,33H , 2 AND 3 

§~I ii 909 DB 34H,3';11 ; 4 AND 5 
8545 ~6 918 DB 36H,90H I 6 AND filTHlNG 0546 00 
0547 2A 
0548 28 

911 DB 2AH,28H ;* AND )' 
0549 29 
054A SF 

912 DB 29H,5FH I( AND-

9548 28 
154C 81 

913 DB 28H,80H ; + AND oorHING 
8540 88 914 DB !!!IH,0BH ,BS A.'fO BREAK 
054E 00 
854F 55 915 DB 55H,49H IU AND I :m 2~ 916 DB 4FH,S0H ;0 AND P 
8552 58 
8553 SO 917 DB 5OH,00H 11 AND NO CIlARACTf;R 
m~~ 918 DB aAfi,7FH ; LF AND DELETE 

m~ lK 919 DB 4AH,4BH ,J AND K 

:~~~ :~ 920 DB 4CH,3AH IL,ANO : 
85SA 3A 
IS5B 22 921 DB 22H,0!!!1 " AND NO CIlARAC1'E~ 8S5C 80 
0550 00 922 DB 0OH,26H ;CR, A.'ID & 
15SE 26 

mal 923 DB 4OH,3CH ;M AND < 
9561 3E 924 DB 3EH,3FH ;> AND? 0552 3F 
1563 IIIil 
1564 10 

925 DB 8BH,80H ,BlAIIK AND NO'rHING 
0565 03 926 DB 88H,88H 'N!)l'H~G AND NOTHING 8566 33 
8557 88 927 DB 80H,41H INOTHING AND A 8568 41 
8559 5A 928 DB SAH,58H IZ AND x 

:~ra lJ 929 DB 43H,5<;11 IC AND V 856C 5 
8550 42 938 DB 42H,4EH IB AND N 

=~~~ !~ 931 DB 59H,80H ;Y AND NOO'HING 8571 08 
8571 00 932 DB 00H,20H INO CHARACTER AND SPACE 
0572 20 
8573 44 933 DB 44H,468 ;0 AND F :m a~ 934 DB 47H,48H ;G AND H :m 38 935 DB 98H,51H ;'I'AB AND 0 0578 51 mx ~~ 936 DB 578,538 ;W AND S 
0578 45 937 DB 45H,52H IE AND R 
:~~ ~ 938 DB 548,80H rf AND NO CONNECTION 857E 08 
857F 18 939 DB IBH,21H I ESCA.PE AND ! 0588 21 
9581 48 948 DB 488,238 ;@ AND t 
SH~ ~l 941 DB 24H,25H ;$ AND,t am ~~ 942 DB 5E8,1!!!I " AND NO CONNEC'rION 
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1585 •• 

61 
,.7 
948 

949 

958 

951 

952 

953 

954 

955 

956 

957 

958 

959 

96. 

9'11 

962 

963 

964 

965 

9'1~ 

~7 

9'18 
969 

97. 
971 
972 

973 

974 

975 

97~ 

m BCLK. 

981 

992 

983 
984 

985 

986 

AP-62 

Ims IS WlllRI 1'111 COIII'ROL CIWW:TIIRS ME lDOICED UP 

6a 1111,1l1li ,NOTHING 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

1.,1tH 

'111,l1li 
1.,.18 
lSH,19H 

lPH,llH 
18K,_ 
MH,7FH 

INI,ISH 

ICH,'IH 

'111". 
a,llK 

a,lIH 
•• H,.1111 

'111,'l1li 
118,1l1li 

lAII,18K 

13H,1fi11 

12K,ftH 

19H,.1111 

1IH,21K 

14H,'4I 
87K,1811 

1IK,11H 

17K,13H 

lfiII,l2K 

14K,11K 

lBH,lOK 

UK,lCK 

14K,lrK 

.1K,81111 

,lICJI'IIlNG 

,lICJI'IIlNG 

,NOI'IIING 

,CONIROL U HID I 

,CONnIOL 0 NIl) P 

,COIII'IIOL [ NCD \ 
,LP AND DIILB'I'B 

,CONIROL J AND K 

/CONTROL L NIl) NOTHIIIG 

,IIO'ftIING 

,CR AND MOTIIIIICl 

,CORROL OJ AND c:ootIA 

,iIarIIING 

,NOTHING 

,NOTHIIIG AND HOI'IUNG 

,CONnIoL Z AND X 

,CONnIOL C ","D V 

.CONI'RCL B AND N 

,CONrMOi. Y AND NO'I'IIING 

,IIO'ftIING .AND SPlICE 

,CONI'ROL D AND r 
,COIII'IIOL G AND H 

,NOTHIIICl AND CONRIOL Q 

,CORROL W NIl) S 

,C<Nl'ROL B AND R 

,CONl'ROL W NIl) MOTIIIIICl 

,ESCAPI: AND HOOII!:(CRBDIT) 

,CtRflCJI UP AND DOWN (CREDIT) 

,CtRflCJI RIGIf!' AND LEPT(CREDIT) 

,NOTHING 

llDOK UP TABLE FIR 8253 BAUb RATE GENBRA'l'DR 

iB •• H,.SH,~9II,83H ,75 I\IIID ue 8AUD 

DB 888,12K,41111,81H ,158 AND 3ee 8AUD 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

MIK,I. 

58H,1I1III 

2IH,11K 

14H,11III 

INI,IIK 

,S88 8AUD 

,1288 BAUD 

,2488 8AUD 

,4888 BAUD 
,~. BAUD 
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8t£1 
8811 
8881 
8882 
8882 

1m 
8881 
8881 

jill 
8881 

SISI 
PUB~IC SYMBOLS 

£X'l'!:RNAL SlI'I8OLS 

~~ 
999 
999 
991 CLRSY: 
992 

iDATA AREA 

~ rEIH 
os I 

993 
994 
99S 
996 
997 

JD 
US~ 
fIll 
1885 

os 2 os 2 os I os 2 os 1 os I os 1 

~ I os 1 

~ I 
END 

ARID A 8460 
A 83l\D 
A 8205 * ~'~l *sm A 8FOO 
A 03FC 

n~~ 
Y A 01AF 

A 8223 
A 8333 

ASSIl'48LY co...u>~Ere. 00 ERROtlS 

AP-62 
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8TDIS A !!F88 
C~8!\R A 82Cl1' 
CNTI A 'i0~1 

~!!nP ~ ~~! 
~~~ ~ .:~ 
LINNIJ'I A 8019 
LOe80 A eFE5 rrk ~m~ 
SIlTUP A ,819' 
TI'IlIS A 8Ra0 
USn.' A MAl 

PASS A 888F 
A 84lS 
A'i002 * :~~3 A 14Al 
A 81BII 
... 8405 
... AM7 Num 

ON ... BrEl 
NS A 0148 
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82716/VSDD 
VIDEO 'STORAGE AND DISPLAY DEVICE 

• Low Cost Graphics Capability • Objects Allow Windowing or Animation 

• Minimum Chip Count Display Controller • Resolution Up to 640 x 512 Pixels 

• Displays Up to 16 Bit Map and • Up to 512K Bytes of Display Memory 
Character Objects of Any Size • Compatible with 8 and 16 Bit 

• On-Chip 16/4096 Color Palette Processors/Micro Controllers 

• On-Chip DRAM Controller • Twin Mode Operation for Higher 

• On-Chip 0/ A Converters Throughput 

• Arbitration of Processor RAM Requests • Powerful External Sync and Overlay 
Capabilities 

• NAPLPS and CEPT Compatible 

82716IVSDD is a low cost, highly integrated video controller. It displays graphics and textual information using 
a minimum of chips. It allows the management of up to 16 display objects on the screen at anyone time. 
These objects may be formatted as bit map or character arrays and can be used for windowing or animation. 

An on-chip color palette allows the selection of up to 16 colors, from a range of 4096. The palette can be 
programmed to drive a set of on-chip Of A converters. The VSDD also provides DRAM controller functions. 

XTALIN 

XTALOUT 

R 

G 

B 

OVR 

VREF 

VIDEO t----+ ....... 
CLOCK 

PIXEL 
UNIT 

TASK 
SCHEDULER 

DH,DL ADDR 

MEMORY 
INTERFACE UNIT 

MIU 

BUS 
INTERFACE UNIT 

BIU 
I 
I 

~--------------l-------~ 
RST 

AD 

Figure 1. VSDD Block Diagram 
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82716/VSDD 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The 82716IVSDD is a low cost, highly integrated 
VLSI CRT controller offering advanced display capa
bilities for Videotex and color graphics displays. Its 
internal architecture allows it to be connected to any 
Intel compatible processor. The screen image is 
constructed from various user-specified objects re
siding in the VSDD memory (mapped into the proc
essor's address space). Pixels are taken directly 
from the memory for display on the screen. Charac
ters are constructed employing user-defined RAM· 
based character generators. The VSDD takes the 
object data from its memory, buffers it, and runs it 
through a color palette and 0/ A converters to pro· 
duce a video signal. The VSDD also supports over· 
lapped objects and transparent pixels. 

In conjunction with appropriate software, the VSDD 
Can be compatible with such video standards as 
NAPLPS, CEPT or custom configurations. Its multi
window features and resolution make the VSDD 
ideal for: 

• Home Information Systems, TV's, VCR's, Games 
and Home Computers 

• Alphanumeric Color/Monochrome Terminals 

• Real· Time Process Control Monitoring Equip· 
ment 

• Videotex Terminals of the Alphageometric, Al
phanumeric and Alphaphotographic Type 

• Automotive Displays 

• Medical Electronics 

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the VSDD. 

A ADDR/DATA " 

FUNCTIONAL D.E~CRIPTION 

Bus Interface Unit (BIU): BIU is the interface be· 
tween the CPU and the VSDD. CPU accesses the 
DRAM through the BIU. . 

Memory Interface Unit (MIU): It is the interface be
tween the VSDD and the DRAM. MIU generates the 
control signals and. the row and column addresses 
for DRAM. 

Timing Unit: it consists of oscillator and clock gen
erators. The Video and internal clocks are generated 
by timing unit. . 

Sync Generator: The sync generator controls the 
horizontal and vertical timings for raster generation 
(HSYNC and VSYNC). 

Pixel Unit: The pixel unit contains pixel formatting 
unit as well as scan line buffers in which display in
formation is placed for each scan line. It also con
tains the color lookup table (color palette) and 0/ A 
converters (DACs). DACs convert the digital color 
specifications to analog RGB signals for the monitor. 

Task Scheduler: This unit is the control circuit of the 
VSDD. It provides the control signals for internal log-
ic. . 

Address Computing Unit: It computes the DRAM 
addresses. 

R. G. B, SYNC" 0 
SYSTEM 'I I" 82716 I" 

CRT CPU VSDO 

CONTROL: WR, " A DATA II. 8051 SYSTEM 
8096 

RD,ALE. BHE I" 
'I AND 8086 ADDR DISPLAY 80186 MEMORY 

80286 ROY (DRAM) 

RESET RAS, CAS. WE 

-:!= ~ I~ I 
231680-2 

Figure 2. Simple System Configuration 
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82716/VSDD 

SYSTEM OPERATION 

The VSDD has 3 primary external interfaces: the 
CPU interface, the dynamic RAM display memory in· 
terface and the video pixel output. 

The video subsystem looks like a memory to the 
CPU. All communication with the video subsystem 
occurs via that memorY; The CPU develops display 
objects in memory and the VSDD constructs the ac
tual video signal for the display from that memory. 
The CPU accesses the DRAM via the VSDD's BIU 
interface. The DRAM contains register segments 
and display Information. CPU access of the dynamic 

. RAM is controlled exclusively by the VSDD's DRAM 
controller. 

The VSDD supports the simultaneous display of in· 
formation from several sources. Each of these 
sources Is an '''obJect'' and is assigned a display win· 
dow within the VSDD screen. The VSDD can display 
up to 16 different objects. The size of each object 
can vary from a few pixels to larger than the full 
screen. The VSDD forms a scan line by gathering 
object Information into one of the two internal line 
buffers. While one buffer is being updated with the 
next scan line, the other buffer is being read out to 
the color look·up table for display. 

ASCII LIST 

An object is defined as a list of pixels or string of 
characters within the VSDD DRAM memory. Each 
object Is described by an entry, in the Object De· 
scriptor Table (ODn that contains positional infor· 
mation, color, size and various other attributes. The 
effective X· Y coordinates of an object can be 
changed at any time, without touching the object it· 
self, thus allowing independent object animation as 
shown in Figure 3. 

An object can be replaced by another object by 
changing the pOinter in the ODT, allowing the possi· 
bility of many more objects in memory than on dis
play at any one time. 

Microprocessor Interface 

The VSDD supports both 8 and 16 bit microproces
sOrs and microcontrollers from all Intel compatible 
families. It uses a multiplexed datal address bus. 

The VSDD accepts Read (RD), Write (WFi), Address 
Latch Enable (ALE) and multiplexed Address and 
Data Bus (ADO-AD15) input signals as well as the 
Address 16 (A 16) input. For 16 bit accesses the Byte 
High Enable (BHE) input is also used. This allows 
the VSDD to distinguish between 16 and 8 bit ac-

~ I~IESJ • 
OBJECT 2 OBJECT 4 OBJECT :5 

OBJECT 1 

------~~ ALL OBJECTS DEFINED IN DRAM , 

---------------p---------------~----------DISPLAY· 

PRIORITIZED VSDD 

PIXEL LINE BUFFER 

Figure 3. Building an Animation Scene 
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82716/VSDD 

cesses. ·If the VSDD cannot service the processor 
request immediately, then it generates a ready sig
nal (RDY) to extend the processor cycle. The VSDD 
allows the processor to access up to 512 Kbytes of 
display DRAM via memory mapping. CPU accesses 
DRAM with a 16 bit address plus a chip-select input 
A16 (maximum of 64 Kbytes of address space). A16 
behaves like other address inputs. It should be ac
tive low. 

Arbitration of display memory access is carried out 
internally by the VSDD. The processor normally has 
priority over the VSDD Display Logic. Accesses 
made by the CPU through the VSDD to the display 
memory can impact VSDD's scan line building pro
cess. 

When construction of a scan line is complete, the 
VSDD enters an idling state to wait till the previously 
constructed line is displayed. If display of the previ
ously constructed line ends before construction of 
the new line is complete, the remainder of the line 
building algorithm is aborted. The VSDD's Construc
tion Time Overflow (CTO) signal is activated to indi
cate this condition to the CPU. This can happen 
when there are more objects on the line than the 
VSDD has time to process or when CPU generated 
accesses to DRAM take up too much of the VSDD's 
time. To avoid this the VSDD can be programmed to 
allow only a certain (programmable) number of CPU 
accesses to the DRAM during line construction. 

After'each frame the user is able to specify the num
ber of high priority accesses (n = 0 to 15) that the 
system processor may have during each line build
ing process. Thus, n accesses from the system 
processor will be serviced with minimum delay con
currently with line buffer building. The (1 + n)th ac
cess will be delayed via wait-states (RDY) until com
pletion of the line buffer. Whenever the VSDD isn't 
constructing a horizontal line, system processor ac
cesses will be serviced with minimum delay. 

For the MCS-51 family the interface is slightly differ
ent:. This family has no RDY input and cannot be 
temporarily halted during a memory access. In this 
case the RDY output is programmed as a "Free Ac
cess" indicator. The 8051 can test this bit to see if 
the VSDD is using the memory and, if not, can gain 
access immediately. Because the 8051 has no RDY 
input, all read operations on the VSDD memory must 
be pipelined. In this mode a single read access to 
the DRAM requires two CPU read cycles. The first 
one is to address the desired DRAM location, but 
will not return data from that location. The second 
read cycle can be to any DRAM location, but will 
return the data that was ·addressed in the first cycle. 
Less overhead is required for a series of reads: The 
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first read cycle returns random. data, but after that 
each read cycle returns the data that was addressed 
in the previous cycle. 

Video Section 

The VSDD receives raw data from its display memo
ry and performs all necessary conversions and ma
nipulations to convert the display data to RGB sig
nals. Two line buffers are implemented in on-chip 
dynamic RAM to store data from two complete scan 
lines. While one scan line is being displayed, the oth
er buffer is being filled with the data for the next line. 

The line buffer has the capacity to hold, at the user's 
selection, up to 640 pixels at 4 bits/pixel or up to 
320 pixels at 8 bits/pixel. 

4 bits/pixel are chosen if the display requires more 
than 320 pixels/line. This is called the High Resoh-l
tion mode. This mode is selected by setting the HRS 
(High Resolution Screen) bit .to 1. 

The on-chip color look-up table [CLUT] contains 16 
color entries defined by 12 bits (4-green, 4-red, 
4-blue) for a possible palette of 4096 colors. The 
RGB signals are generated by 3 internal DACs (Digi
tal-to-Analog Converter) whose inputs are the 12 
bits (4/color) from the color look-up table. The actu
al data for color palette is stored in VSDD DRAM. 
The color palette in external DRAM consists of 16 
entries. Each entry is 16 bits long with the lowest 4 
bits specifying the address of the entry in the CLUT 
and the upper 12 bits specifying the color as shown 
in Figure 4. Four bit pi)(el codes are used to address 
the CLUT. The pixel code is matched with the lowest 
4 bits of the CLUT entry and the pixel is given the 
color specified by the upper 12 bits. The color corre
sponding to the address 0010B is reserved for the 
background. At the end of every frame, VSDD ac
cesses this data to load the on-chip color look-up 
table. The loading possibility at every frame ~lIows 
the user to make real time changes in the color pal
ette. 

In some applications it is necessary to overlay exter
nal video Signals. To support this the VSDD has an 
Overlay output pin "OVR" which can be used as a 
fast switch signal to allow display of external video 
instead of the VSDD output. The OVR pin is con
trolled by the outputs of the color look-up table. 
Whenever the color being displayed is RGB = 111 H 
(0001 0001 0001 B), the DAC driving the OVR pin 
goes to 'white' level [OFH or 1111 B]. Any other col
or will cause the OVR pin to go to "black" level (OOH 
or OOOOB). 
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In a system where VSDD generated video will over
lay video 'from an external video source, the "back
ground" palette location 00'10B would typically be 
programmed with 111 H. Then, whenever the back
ground color is displayed, user-supplied logic will 
switch in the external video source. 

The overlay function is not available when the on
chip 0/ A converters are 'bypassed. 

A digital mode is also available. In 'this mode the 
RGB and "OVR" pins provide direct digital outputs 
from the pixel buffer bypassing the internal color ta
ble and DACs. Up to 256 colors can be obtained in 
this mode using 8 bits/pixel with external color table 

on Chip Color Look Up Table (CLUT) 

16 

and DACs. In 8 bits/pixel mode the data is available 
in two 4-bit nibbles. Low nibble always precedes the 
high nibble. VSDD provides CKIO signal to latch low 
and high nibbles using off-chip decoders as shown 
in Figure 4. Digital mode is also available with 4 bits/ 
pixel. 

Memory Mapping 

The VSDD can support up to 512 Kbytes of DRAM. 
The DRAM is organized as 256K words 0' 16 bits by 
the VSDD for its own accesses. The VSDD allows 
CPU to access up to 512 Kbytes of DRAM via mem-

entry addre.s 

feolor 

In the DRAM starting 
at color look up table I R3 R2 Rl ,RO:G3 G2 Gl GO:B3 B2 Bl BO:A3 .0.2 Al .0.0 I 
base addre.s (R9) 

-----12 bits -----. - 4 blts- 231680-24 

Figure 4. FIlling the CLUT 

CKIO\ I \ I 
DIGITAL DATA::X X X X 

NIBBLE LOW HIGH LOW HIGH 

PIXEL n n n+l n+l 
231880-4 

Figure 5. Digital Output Data, 8 Bits/Pixel (Hrs = 0) 
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(a) Pre-Initialization Memory Mapping 
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(b) Post-Initialization Memory Mapping 

Figure 6. VSDD Memory Mapping 
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ory mapping. The DRAM is organized as 4 banks of 
64K x 16 words. Even byte-addresses are in the low
er half of a word and odd byte-addreses are in the 

DRAM starting location OOOOOH. The length of the 
Data Window/Segment can be specified from 4K to 
64 Kbytes (Figure 6). 

upper half. . 

REGISTER SEGMENT The VSDD provides two logical windows to map por
tions of the processor address space into portions of 
the VSDD-DRAM address space. In the CPU ad
dress space, these windows are referred to ·as the 
Data Window and the Register Window. In the 
VSDD DRAM address space, they are referred to as 
the Data Segment and Register Segment. Thus the 
Data Window maps onto the Data Segment and the 
Register Window onto the Register Segment. The 
Windows are relocatable anywhere in the processor 
address space. While the Data Segment is relocat
able within the VSDD DRAM address space, the 
Register Segment (32 bytes long) is fixed at VSDD 

The register segment is the first 16 words (32 bytes) 
of VSDD DRAM. These registers contain the basic 
information for screen constants, DRAM organiza
tion, timing and base addresses. These registers 
have hardware counterparts on the VSDD. At the 
end of each frame, VSDD reads register RO on to an 
internal register on the chip. If bit UCF (Update Con
trol Flag) in RO is set, the other registers will also be 
written on to the chip. These 16 registers are orga
nized in DRAM as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Register Window Organization 

VSDD 
Byte Loc 

R15 Horiz. Constant 3 Vert, Constant 3 1EH 

R14 Horiz. Constant 2 Vert. Constant 2 1CH 

R13 Horiz. Constant 1 Vert. Constant 1 1AH 

R12 Horiz. Constant 0 Vert. Constant 0 1SH 

R11 Access Table Base Address Counter (ATBAC) 16H 

R10 Char Base Address 0 and 1 14H 

R9 Color Table Base Address (CTBA)· 12H 

RS Access Table Base Address (ATBA) 10H 

R7 Object Descriptor Table Base Address (ODTBA) OEH 

R6 Priority Access Quantity (PAQ) OCH 

R5 Data Segment Base Address (DSBA) OAH 

R4 Data Window/Segment Length Mask (DWSLM) OSH 

R3 Data Window Base Address (DWBA) 06H 

R2 Register Window Base Address (RWBA) 04H 

R1 Video Configuration Register 1 (VCR 1 ) 02H 

RO Video Configuration Register 0 (VCRO) OOH 

NOTE: 
Where zeroes are shown in register locations, 0 must be written to those bits in order to ensure proper operation and 
upward compatibility with any future versions of this device. 
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RO: Video Configuration Register 0 
15 14 13 12 

l 1 
Duty Cycle 

Blt(s) 

UCF 

DEI 

SAB 

DEN 

HRS 

Blink 
Rate 

Duty 
Cycle 

/ 

11 10 9 8 7 6 4' 3 2 1 0 

I DS1 
) 

DSO DOF HRS DEN SAB DEI I UCF I 
BlinkTRate \ ;" 

Description 

Update Control Flag-
If set (1), all the registers will be used to upd$.te the VSDD at 
the end of each frame. If not (0), only ATBA and VCRO will be 
updated. 

Digitally Encoded Color Information-
If set (1), RGB and OVR outputs are digital. 
If not (0), RGB and OVR are analog. 

Slow Access Bit-
If set (1), then slow DRAM (page cycle time = 210 ns) can be 
used. If not (0), fast DRAM (page cycle time = 140 ns) can be 
used. 

Display Enable Flag-
If set (1), the VSbD display is enabled. 
If not (0), ,the VSDD display Is disabled. 

High Resolution Screen-
If set (1), the maximum horizontal resolution is 640 pixels. 
If not (0), the resolution is 320 pixels. 

Blink rate of selected objects is ~t from 8 frames to 256 
frames in multiples of 8 frames. For 50 Hz/60 Hz, this 
translates into blink rate increments of .160 ms/133 ms starting 
from 6.2 Hzl7.5 Hz (code 00000) down to 0.20 Hz/0.23 Hz 
(code 11111). 

The duty cycle of the blink rate can be selected as below: 
111 Always On 
110 12.5% Off 87.5% On 
101, 25.0% Off 75.0% On 
100 37.5% Off 62.5% On 
011 50.0% Off 50.0% On 
010 62.5% Off 37.5% On 
001 75.0% Off ~5.0%On 
000 87.5% Off '12.5% On 
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DS1 and DSO indicate the array size (16K, 64K or 256K) of the DRAM used to implement the, display, memory. 
DOF (DRAM organization flag) is used to indicate if the DRAM is bit-wide (DOF = 0) or nibble-wide (DOF = 
1). See Table 2. 

Table 2 

DS1 DSO DOF Dram Configuration 
Maximum ADDR PIns Used 
Capacity Row Col Bank Select 

0 0 0 16Kx 1 32 Kbytes 0-6 0-6 (None) 

0 0 1 16Kx4 128 KbYtes 0-7 0-5 ti, 7 at CAS 

0 1 0 64Kx 1 128 Kbytes 0-7 0-7 (None) 

0 1 1 64Kx4 512 Kbytes 0-7 0-7 8atRAS,CAS 

1 0 0 256Kx 1 512 Kbytes 0-8 0-8 (None) 

NOTE: ' , 
For 16K x 4,2 bank select bits are emmed on address pin 6 and 7 when ~ goes low. By using external 2-to-4 decoders, 
up to 4 banks can be selected. For 64K x 4, two bank select bits come out on address pin 8: one with the row address 
(MSB) and one with the column address (LSB). 
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R1: Video Configuration Register 1 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

l ~ J.INL I MAS SM TMM I TMS I 0 I EVC I PCE FAE RE I PSA I PRE I 
Char Height 

Bit Description 

PRE Pipeline Read Enable-If set (1), enables the pipeline read 
mode: CPU read cycles always return data from the previous 
read cycle. If not (0), then accesses are not pipelined. 

PSA Pre Scaler Active-This bit defines the relationship between 
the video clock frequency and the sync generator clock 
frequency. (Figure 7). GCLK is used for programming 
horizontal timings. If the video clock exceeds 16 MHz, the PSA 
bit should be set (1). 

RE This flag, when set (1), enables the CPU to read data from the 
display memory through 82716. If not (0), the output buffers of 
the VSDD are disabled, thus preventing CPU from reading the 
DRAM. 

FAE Free Access Enable-Enables the ROY pin to act as a free 
access indicator to the processor, if set (1). 

PCE Priority Counter Enable-If set (1), enables the VSDD to limit 
the number of CPU access to DRAM. Only valid with 
processors that have wait states. 

EVC External Video Clock-If set (1), it enables the CKIO pin to be 
used as input for a video clock up to 25 MHz. If not set, CKIO is 
a buffered clock output. (Figure 6) 

TMS Twin Mode Slave-Used for twin mode. If set (1), it specifies 
the VSDD as a slave, displaying only the even lines. 

TMM Twin Mode Master-In twin mode if set (1), it specifies the 
VSDD as a master, displaying only the odd lines and supplying 
sync to slave. The combination TMM = 0, TMS = 0 means 
twin mode operation is not in use. TMM = 1, TMS = 1 is 
Illegal.. 

SM Sync Mode-If set (1), enables the HSYNC pin to operate in 
composite sync mode. Otherwise HSYNC outputs horizontal 
sync. 

MAS Master-If set low, the VSDD accepts external synchronization 
signals and locks to it via an on-chip PLL circuit. • 

INL Interlace-If set (1), selects interlaced mode. If not (0), selects 
non-interlaced video. 

Char These 4 bits encode the number of scan lines per character. 
Height The number is encoded as a simple unsigned binary integer, 

except that 0000 means 16. 
• If set high (1), HSYNC and VSYNC are outputs. 
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PSA=l 

~GCLK 
PSA=O 

PSG-Programmable Sync Generator 
HRS-Hlgh Resolution Screen 
EVC-External Video Clock 
PSA-Prescaler Active 231680-7 

Figure 7. PSG Clock Generator 

R2: Register Window Base Address (RWBA) 

Register Window Base Address: R16-R5 

ME-Margin Enable: When set (1), a margin {in background color) can be added in a standard TV mode. 

TF2, TF1 (Test Flags): If DEI = 1, then these flags determine what type of digital output is emitted. The output 
options are summarized in the table below: 

DEI TF2 TF1 Outputs Signals 

0 X X Analog RGBO 

1 0 0 Digital Reds Only· 

1 0 1 Digital Greens Only· 

1 1 0 Digital Blues Only· 

1 1 1 Digital Pixel Code 

NOTE: 
·These three combinations can be used to test the on-chip color look-up table. The chosen combination selects one of the 
color components to be output via the OV3-0VO outputs. The DEI bit has to be set to 1 to switch off the OACs. 

R16-R5 specify the Register Window base address. This is the window (mapped into the CPU's address 
space) through which the CPU accesses the Register Segment of the DRAM. This register may be placed on 
32 byte boundaries. . 
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R3: Data Window Base Address (DWBA) 

Data WindowW16-W12 Screen Boundary SB9-SB3 

SB9-SB3 Screen Boundary bits spec,ify the upper 7 bits of the10-bit x coordinate of the right edge of the 
screen. VSDD would process pixels up to x = to this number with lower 3 bits taken to be 1 s. No pixels will be 
processed which are to the right of the screen boundary. 

W16-W12 bits specify the Data Window Base Address. This is the window through which the CPU accesses 
the Data Segment of the DRAM. 

R4: Data Window/Segment Length Mask (DWSLM) 

1 L161 L151 L141 L131 L121 0 1 0 'I 0 1 0 o o o o o o o 

L 16-L 12 bits are the Data Window Length Mask, which specify the length of the Data Window in bytes, as 
follows: 

L16 L15 L14 L13 L12 Data Window Length 

1 1 1 1 1 4 Kbytes 

1 1 1 1 0 8 Kbytes 

1 1 1 0 0' 16 Kbytes 

1 1 0 0 0 32 Kbytes 

1 0 0 0 0 64 Kbytes 

R5: Data $egmentBase Address (DSBA) 

DataSegment S16-S12 
I I I I 

I 0 I 0 I BSO I BS1 I 0 o o o o o o 

BS1 BSO divide the 512 Kbyte-address space into four banks of 128 Kbyte each. Note however that only 
bitmapped object data can reside in banks 1 through 3. All other display data such as character generators, 
register segment, aC,cess table etc. must be written to bank o. 

S16-S12 bits specify the Data Segment base address in the VSDD's address space. The display data is 
stored in the data segment. The data must be placed on the boundaries corresponding to the size specified in 
the data window length mask (see DWSLM). 

R6: Priority Access Quantity (PAQ) 

1010101010101010 o o o o +- P A Quantity -
I I I 

PAQ 4 bits indicate the m8)(imum number of CPU accesses to the DRAM that are allowed during building of 
each scan line, if PCE bit (in R1) is 1. 

R7: Object Descriptor Table Base Address (ODTBA) 

Object Descriptor Table Base: A 15-A6 

This register contains the word base address of the object descriptor table in the VSDD's address space. It is 
accessed by the VSDD at the end of each frame. This table must reside in bank o. 

R8: Access Table Base Address (ATBA) 

Access Table Base Address: B15-BO 
I I I I I 
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B15-BO bits specify the Access Table base address. This table resides in the bank 0 of the VSOO's address 
space. This is a word-address. In a 256K word-address space, which requires 18-bit addresses, the two 
highest bits, corresponding to B16 and B17, are O. It is accessed by the VSOO on each frame. 

R9: Color Table Base Address (CTBA) 

Color Table Base Address: 015-00 
I I I I I 

D15-DO bits specify the Color Table base address. Color table is located in bank 0 in VSOO memory. This is a 
word-address. In a word-address space, which requires 18-bit addresses, the two highest bits, corresponding 
to 016 and 017, are O. It is accessed by the VSDD on each frame. 

R10: Character Generator Base Address (CGBA) 

CharGen 0 CharGen 1 t 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I d I 0 I 0 I 0 I I I I I I I 

Char Gen 0, Char Gen 1 bits specify bits 15 through 12 of the base address of the two character generators. 
Bits 16 and 17 are 0 implying that both the character generators must be in bank O. Refer to Character 
Generator section on how to access the generators. 

R11: Access Table Address Counter (ATBAC) 

Access Table Address Counter: C15-CO 
I I I I I I I I' 

C15-CO bits point to the next Access Table entry to be used. It's maintained by the VSDD. The CPU can read 
this value but should not write to it. C16 and C17 are 0 as access table must be in bank O. It is incremented 
after each scan line. 

R12-R15: Horizontal and Vertical Constants 

R15 

R14 

R13 

R12 

HC3 

HC2 

HC1 

HCO 

VC3, 

VC2 

VC1 

VCO 

These registers hold data for screen timings. Four constants are defined for both horizontal and vertical 
timings as follows: 

Screen Constant What It Programs 

HCO Width of HSYNC 
HC1 AHZ Start Time 
HC2 AHZ Stop Time 
HC3 Horizontal Sweep -rime 

VCO Width of VSYNC 
VC1 AVZ Start Time 
VC2 \ AVZ Stop Time , 

VC3 Vertical Sweep Time 

The horizontal screen constants are programmed in units of GCLK periods, offset by 1 (see Figure 7). If the 
programmed constant is 5, the actual time is 6 GCLK periods. 

The vertical screen constants VCO through Ve3 are programmed in units of horizontal lines offset by 1. If the 
programmed co'nstant is 5, the actual time is 6 GCLK periods. 
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Figure 8. Programmable Raster Parameters. 
ACCESS TABLE 

The Access Table contains the vertical positioning 
information for each object. The Table begins at the 
location deSignated by the Access Table Base Ad
dress register, R8 in the Register Bank. The Table 
contains one word in DRAM for each scan line in the 
Active Ve(tical Zone of the display. . 

The first line (at the top of the display) is associated 
with the word at the Table's base address. Within 
each word, bit number !.is the Access Flag associat
ed with object number I in the display and has the 
priority I. Object number 4 has a lower priority than 
object number 5 (see Figure 9). 

bO is the access flag for object 0, b1 for object 1, 
etc. 

The Access Flags indicate to the VSDD which ob
jects are to be present on which lines of the display. 
If an Access Flag is set (1), then there is to be no 
change in the object's display status; that is, if the 
object did not appear On the previous line, it will also 
not appear on this line. If the object's Access Flag is 
clear (0), the object's display status is reversed from 
what it was in the previous line. All objects are dis
abled at the end of the Active Vertical Zone. 

An object is activated by putting a zero in the word 
corresponding to the scan line on which the object is 
first displayed. This turns on the object for all follow
ing scan lines. The object is toggled off by putting a 
zero in the scan line following the last line of the 
object. 

At the beginning of each frame, the VSDD writes the 
contents of Access Table base address, R8, into Ac
cess Table Counter, R11. At the end of each line 
this counter is read into the Access Table Entry Ad
dress Register (on the VSDD). This entry address is 
then used to read the access flags for the line that is 
to be constructed. Access Table Entry Address is 
then incremented and written back into R11 prepar
ing it for th~ next line. 

Then the Access Flag Register is examined bit by bit 
to determine if there is a change ih any object's dis-. 
play status. If object number I is to be displayed, 
then its Object Descriptor field is read. The base ad
dress for the Object Descriptor field for object num
ber I is constructed from the Object Descriptor Table 
Base Address register, R7, by concatenating bits 
A 15 through A6 from R7 with 4 bits representing the 
number I (i = 0 to 15). 

Figure 9. Access Flag Register 
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Then the Object Descriptor field base Address is: 

o 0 A15 A14 A13 A12 A11 A10 A9 A8 A7 A6 i3 i2 i1 10 o o 
I I I f I 1·1 

An Object Descriptor field is 4 words long, and all 4 
words are read, so the last two bits in the above 
address are incremented to get all 4 words. Access 
Table and Object Descriptor Table must reside in 
bank o. 
Different Access Tables may be defined at the same 
time but only one is activated during anyone frame. 
The Access Table allows easy vertical scrolling of 
an object. If the object scrolls down, truncating takes 
place by simply moving the window down and trun
cating the object when it moves off the screen. Mov
ing up the scrE'en is similar except when the object 
moves past the top of the screen, the object base 
address must be incremented to point to the start of 
the next displayed line. 

OBJECT DESCRIPTOR TABLE 

The Object Descriptor Table (ODT) contains a 4-
word Object Descriptor field for each object in the 
display. This field describes the base address, attri
butes, and X-position of each object. This informa
tion is initialized as well as updated by the system 
processor. The 16 available object descriptors (128 
bytes) are located contiguously in the ODT, starting 
at the location specified by the ODTSA register. The 
ODT is located in the VSDD DRAM. 

There are two types of objects: bitmapped and char
acter. Their descriptor fields are as shown below. 

Sitmap Descriptor Field: 

Bitmap Descriptor Field: 

N: Current ObJect Entry Address is the address of 
the pixel data for the next scan line for the object. At 
the beginning of each frame, the VSDD copies Ob
ject Sase Address into this field. This is maintained 
by the VSDD and should not be altered by the CPU. 

0: ObJect Base Address points to the beginning of 
the object's data base. This is a 18 bit address. Only 
low 16 bits are specified here. 017 and 016 are 
specified elsewhere in the descriptor field. 

W: ObJect Width indicates how wide the object is in 
"64 bit words". The width of the object must be a 
multiple of four 16-bit words. 000001 specifies a 
width of 1 "64 bit word", 111111 a width of 63 "64 
bit words". 

X: XO coordinate is a 1 O-bit signed number (2's com
plement) encoding the horizontal position of the left
most pixel in the object. XO can be -512 to + 511. 

C/B: Character/Bitmap ObJect Specifier. CIS = 
1 indicates a character object. C/B =0 indicates a 
bitmap object. 

HI N: Current Object Entry Address N15-NO 

0: Object Sase Address 015-00 

W: Object Width X: XO Coordinate 

LO o I 0 I 0 -I 0 I CIS I R1 RO I 0 I 017 1 016 1 OBL I BLA I 0 I TDE I C1 I CO 
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R1, RO: Resolution: For a bitmap object, these 2 bits 
specify how many bits each pixel takes up in VSDD 
DRAM, as shown in the table below. HRS is a bit in 
RO. 

Bltmapped Objects (C/B = 0) 

HRS R1 RO Bits/Pixel 

0 0 0 Do Not Use 
0 0 1 2 
0 1 0 4 
0 1 1 8 
1 0 0 Do Not Use 
1 0 1 Do Not Use 
1 1 0 2 
1 1 1 4 

017, 016: Two highest bits of the object base ad
dress. 

OBl: Object Blinker = 1 causes the object to blink 
between foreground and background color. The 
blink rate and duty cycle are specified in RO in the 
Register Segment. . . 

BLA: Blanker = 1 turns the object off i.e. the object 
is not displayed. 

TOE: Transparency Detect Enable. If TOE = 1, 
then pixels that are encoded as all O's are not writ
ten into the Line Buffers. The buffers will retain the 
previous pixel data. Thus a low priority object will be 
visible through the transparent pixels of a higher pri
ority object. When TOE = 0, then pixels that are 
encoded as all O's are written into the line buffer. 
"OOOOB" is then one of 16 color codes. 

C1 CO: Default Color Specification. For bitmapped 
objects that are stored in external VSDD memory in 
the 2 bitslpixel mode, these two bits extend the pix
el specification to 4 bits. 

Character Descriptor Field: 

Character Descriptor Field: 

Z: Slice Number contains a character object's slice 
number for the next scan line. It is reloaded by the 
VSDD once per frame with the slice number (YS3-
YSOr 

N: For character object, it's the beginning address of 
the current line of text. The entry address is formed 
of 015-012 and N11-NO. Hence, a character ob
ject may not extend across a 4K word boundary. 
Two highest bits-017, 016-arezero for character 
objects. Between each frame, lowest 12 bits of ob
ject base address are written into N. 

V: Start Slice Number is the first (topmost) charac
ter slice of this object. The CPU can modify this field 
to produce a scrolling effect in the display of the 
text. Y = 0 is the bottom of the character and Y = 
Character height (defined in R1) is the top. 

R1 RO: Resolution: For character objects, R1 and 
RO specify the width of the character, as shown in 
the table below. 

Character Objects (C/B = 1) 

HRS R1 RO Pixels/Char 

0 0 0 6 
0 0 1 8 
0 1 0 12 
0 1 1 16 
1 0 0 16 
1 0 1 6 
1 1 0 8 
1 1 1 12 

HI Z: Slice No. I N: Current Object Entry Address N11-NO 

0: Object Base Address 015-00 
I 

W: Object Width X: XO Coordinate 

lO Y: Slice No. I C/B I R1 RO I CRS I PSE I FAD I OBl I BlA I HCR I TOE I C1 I CO 
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FAD: Full AttriQute Definition = 1 means character,. 
descriptions are 3 bytes long. Each character is en
coded as an ASCII byte plus a 2-byte attribute word. 
FAD = 0 means character descriptions are 1 byte 
long. 

CRS: Conceal/Reveal/Select. If FAD = 1, then 
CRS = 1 enables the MSK bit in the character's 
attribute word to cause the character to be con
cealed. If FAD = 0, then CRS selects one of two 
character generators. CRS = 0 selects CGBAO as 
specified in the register segment. CRS = 1 selects 
CGBA1. 

PSE: Proportional Spacing = 1 enables proportional 
spacing of characters. 

HCR: High Color Resolution. If FAD = 1, then HCR 
= 1 means use 16-color palette for characters and 
their backgrounds. If FAD = 1, then HCR = 0 
means use 8-color palette (see Attribute definition). 
If FAD = 0, then HCR should be o. 

C1 CO: For character objects that are stored in ex
ternal memory in the 1 byte/character mode, these 
two bits become the MSBs of the foreground/back
ground colors of the characters as shown below. 

Foreground color = C1 CO 0 1 
Background color = C1 CO 0 0 

OBJECT DATA 

Objects are rectangular windows on the screen. Ob
ject data begins at the Object Base Address speci
fied in the "0" field of the Descriptor table. The 
length of the data file depends on the object's 
height, width and resolution. The width of the object 
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is specified in 4-word units by the 'W' field. in the 
Object Descriptor. For example, if the 'W' field con
tains 001010 then the object is ten 4-word units 
wide. 

The VSDD will read in 10 X 4 = 40 words of object 
data for each scan line in which the object appears. 
For bit-mapped objects, the beginning address of 
each block of 40 words is constructed from the 'N' 
field in the Object Descriptor. The 'N' field is updat
ed for the next scan line after each block of data is 
read. 

For character objects, 'N' field is used to construct 
the beginning address of a line of ASCII text. The 
object itself may consist of many lines of text. Each 
line of text consists of individual scan lines--each 
scan line presenting one "slice" of the text charac
ter. When the final slice of a line of text has been 
constructed the 'N' field is updated to the next line 
of text. 

The Table 3 shows minimum and maximum width of 
character and bit-mapped objects. 

Table 3 

Object Type Min. Width Max. Width 

Bitmap 2 Bit/Pixel 32 Pixels 2016 Pixels 
Bitmap 4 Bit/Pixel 16 Pixels 1008 Pixels 
Bitmap 8 Bit/Pixel 8 Pixels 504 Pixels 
Character 1 Byte/Char 8 Char's 504 Chars 
Character 3 Byte/Char 1 Char(2) 168 Chars(l) 

NOTES: 
1. The last 16 bit-word of the objeci will not be used. 
2. The minimum memory required is actually 4 x 16-bit 
words. The second character can be eliminated by setting 
its transparent attribute bit. 
3. For 3 bytes! character objects, full memory utilization 
can be obtained if the width of the object is a multiple of 12 
words. 
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For character objects, two formats are defined. The first is a 1 byte/character mode. In this mode 2 ASCII 
character codes are stored in each DRAM word. The second format uses 3 bytes/character. They a-e formed 
as follows: . 

1 Byte/Character 

X15 XO 
2nd Character 1 st Character 

A7:A6:A5:A4:A3:A2:A 1 :AO A7:A6:A5:A4:A3:A2:A 1 :AO 

- A7 -AO = Character ASCII Code 

3 Bytes/Character 
X15 XO 

HI 2nd Character Attribute Field 

1 st Character Attribute Field 

LO A7:A6:A5:A4:A3:A2:A 1 :AO I A7:A6:A5:A4:A3:A2:A 1 :AO 

2nd Character I 1 st Character 

The attribute field is formatted as follows: 

WHERE: 
-A7-AO 

- BC2-BCO 
- BC3 (U/L) 

- FC2-FCO 
- FC3 (OH) 

-UNO 

- BLI 
-INV 
-MSK 

-OW 

-TBG 
-TFG 
-CG 

ICGITFGITBGIowiMSKIINVIBLIluNOIFC3IFC21FC11FcolBC3IBC21BC11Bcoi 

8 bit ASCII code o~ any other 8 bit character code. 
Background color. 
When HCR = 0, it specifies the upper or lower half of the character in double height mode. 
When set (1), it specifies the upper half. If not (0), lower half is specified. When HCR = 1, it is 
used as the MSB of the background color. 
Foreground color. 
When HCR = 0, it specifies the character to be double its normal height when set (1). When 
HCR = 1, it is the MSB of the foreground color. When HCR =0, and OH = 0, then U/L 
must be set to O. 
If set (1), the character is underlined. 

Enables the character to alternate between foreground and background color when set (1). 
If set (1), the foreground and background colors are reversed. 
If set (1), the character disappears from the screen (when CRS = 1) i.e. foreground color is 
same as background color. When CRS = 0, MSK attribute is ignored. 
If set (1), the character is expanded to double width. 
Sets background transparent, when TBG = 1. 
Sets background transparent, when TFG = 1. 
Selects one of two character generators. 

Character Generators 

The VSOO allows the simultaneous use of two independent character generators of 256 characters each. Bits 
15-12 of their base addresses are specified in R10 in the Register Segment. Each character generator must 
begin on a 4K word-address boundary in memory bank O. 
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The address for a character generator consists of four fields: See Figure 10 

REGISTER SEGMENT 

r --'} CHAR GEN 

R10 h-I..L 

~ I 

ASCII CODE AO 
A17 , . , • 

10 I 0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I . , 

1 Z: SLICE NO. 

231680-9 

Figure 10 

A character set consists of H blocks of 256 words, 
where H is the character height in scan lines. Each 
character is divided into H slices with slice zero de
fined as the bottom of the character and slice H-1 is . 
the top scan line of the character. Character height, 
globally defined for the whole frame in register R 1 
can be up to 16. 

Each slice occupies one word in DRAM. Within the 
word, the slice is encoded as a sequence of pixel 
bits, the leftmost pixel being the LSB in the word. If a 
pixel bit is 1, then the pixel is to be given foreground 
color. If a pixel bit is 0, the pixel is given background 
color. ' 

If the characters are encoded in plain ASCII (FAD = 
0), then the character generator is selected by. the 
CRS bit in the Object Descriptor. If the characters 
are encoded with full attributes (FAD = 0), then the 
character geperator is selected by attribute bit CG. 

As the characters are defined in DRAM, a new ver
sion of the character generator can be obtained by 
either: 
- modifying the character generator directly or 
- updating one set while the other set is being dis-

played. The set can then be changed by updating 
the CGBA pointer in the register segment. This 
method results in an instantaneous change on 
the screen. 

PICTURE CONSTRUCTION 

VSDD supports, 2, 4 or 8 bits pixels. Up to 640 x,512 
pixels can be supported using 2 or 4 bits/pixel. In 
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the 8 bits/pixel mode, a picture size of 320 x 512 
can be supported. In this mode only the lower 4 bits 
of the byte are used by the color look-up table, the 
upper four are ignored. In digital mode,.using 8 bits/ 
pixel 256 colors can be obtained with external color 
palette and DACs. 

The VSDD starts picture construction at the begin
ning of the frame using the logic flow shown in Fig
ure 11. 

At the beginning of each frame, the contents of Ac
cess Table Base Address, R8 is copied into R11, 
Access Table Counter. Simultaneously, the VSDD 
also loads the color look-up table from the DRAM 
into the on-chip color look-up table. This feature en
ables the user to select a different set of 16 colors at 
every frame. 

After each scan line, R11 is loaded into an on-chip 
register, Access Table Entry Address Register by 
the VSDD. The on-chip register (Acces$ Table Entry 
Address) point~ to an access table entry for the line 
that is to be constructed. The VSDD rea this entry 
into an on-chip register called the Access Flag regis
ter. (R11 is then incremented by 1 to point to the 
access table entry for the next scan line.) (Simulta
nE~OUS to this operation, the VSDD fills the line buffer 
with the specified background color.) Each access 
table word contains 16 flag bits-one for each ob
ject. Access flags determin,e which objects are pres- , 
ent on the line. Object priorities are fixed with object 
15 being the highest and object 0 being the lowest. 
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NO: FETCH 
NEXT 
OBJECT 

YES: FRAME 
, COM~LETE 

CHARACTER 

NO 

231680-10 

Figure 11. Scan Line Building Process 

If an object is present, then its object descriptor data 
is read from the VSDD DRAM. This determines the 
object's width, horizontal position, type and wher~ to 
find the display data for this line of the object. For 
bit-mapped objects the display data passes directly 
ftom the VSOD DRAM into the line buffer. 

For character objects, the data passes via a charac
ter generator into the line buffer. The appropriate 
slice of character pixel information is written ,in the 
appropriate horizontal 'position in the line buffer. 
Both character and bit-mapped data overwrites the 
background ,pixels that were previously written into 
the buffer. " 

This procedure is repeated for each object that is 
present on the line. For overlapped objects, the high 
priority data overwrites the low priority data. Low pri~ 
ority object will be hidden behind the high priority 
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object. The priority of objects are determined by the 
order in which they are written into the line buffer. 
For example, the object number 5 has higher priority 
than the object number 4. Object number 1 is de
scribed in the first Object Descriptor Table entry, ob
ject number 2 in the second entry, etc. Transparent 
Pixels (OOOOB, when TDE bit is set) are not written 
into the line buH:er. Previous pixel data is retained at 
the location where transparent pixels are present. 
Thus a lower priority object can still be visible behind 
the transparent parts of a higher priority object: 

The cdnstruction process may result in more pixels 
being read from the DRAM than are actually dis
played on the line. Since only a finite time exists for 
line construction, it is important that the number of 
objects and, the amount of overlap between the ob
jects be considered when examining display per
formance. 
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When construction of each line is complete the 
VSDD enters an idling state to wait till the previously 
constructed line finishes being displayed. If display 
of the previously constructed line ends before con
struction Of the new line is complete, the remainder 
of the line construction algorithm is aborted, and the 
VSDD's Construction Time. Overflow signal is acti
vated to indicate this condition to the CPU. 

REPEATED FOR EVERY FRAME 

Construction time overflow can result when there 
are more objects on the line than the VSDD has time 
to process or when CPU-generated accesses to 
DRAM takes up too much of the VSDD's time. 

Figure. 12 shows. the VSDD and DRAM operation 
during line building process. 

REPEATED FOR EVERY SCAN LINE 

REPEATED FOR EVERY OBJECTRl16 

1 DMA OBJECT DATA TO LINE BUFFER 

REGISTER ACCESS OBJECT DESCRIPTOR OBJECT 
SEGMENT TABLE UP TO TABLE 16 x DATA 

_--_16xI6 S12x16 ~4xI6)_--"'I 

FRAME 
CONSTANTS I----[~ 

DISPLAY DRAM 

VSDD 

ACCESS 
TABLE 
ADDR 

OBJECT 
TABLE 

BASE ADDR 

OBJECT 1 

OBJECT.2 

OBJECT 
DMA 

ADDRESS 

Figure 12. VSDD and DRAM Operation 
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ASCII 
DATA 

CHARACTER 
PROCESSING 

UNIT 

BIT MAPPED DATA 

2 x 256 CHARACTERS 

( .. CHARACTER . 

" GENERATOR . 

PIXEL LINE 
BUFFER 
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Movement of objects is accomplished easily in the x 
direction by changing the value in the object descrip
tor. Movement in the y direction is accomplished by 
moving the bits which turn the object on and off with
in the access table. If the "off" bit falls below the 
bottom of the access table, the ol;>ject will automati
cally be truncated at the bottom of the screen. Mov
ing in an upwards direction requires that the object 
base address in the desciptor table be changed to 
truncate the top of the object. 

TWIN-MODE OPERATION 

For higher performance, it is possible to connect two 
VSDD chips in parallel. One of them is designated 
as the master and the other as the slave. The mas
ter generates information for the even lines of the 
display together with all the system timing. The slave 
accepts the synchronization pulses as inputs and 
displays the odd lines of the picture. Because each 
VSDD is essentially constructing half the picture, the 
scan line construction time is twice as great, allow
ing higher throughput in terms of information pro
cessed and objects displayed. 

Pin Description 
Symbol Pin Type 

ADO-AD7 1-8 I/O 
AD8-AD15 10-17 
A16 18 I 
BHE 19 I 
ALE 20 I 
RD 21 I 
WR 22 I 
RESET 29 I 
ROY 30 0 

R/DV3, G/DV2 23,24 0 
B/DV1 25 
OVR/DVO 28 0 

VREF 27 I 
HSYNC 32 I/O 

VSYNC 33 I/O 

DLO-DL7 34-41 I/O 
DHO-DH7 42-50 I/O 
ADDRO-:ADDR8 59-51 0 
~ 62 0 
CTO 65 0 
CAM: 63 0 
mH 64 0 

PERFORMANCE 

The number of objects that a VSDD can support on 
a scan line is dependent upon the screen resolution, 
refresh rate, DRAM type, and resolution per object. 
In addition, the percent overlap of each object can 
affect the performance. Usually the amount of over
lap can be kept to a minimum by keeping the object 
window only as large as necessary. 

VIDEOTEX STANDARDS 

The VSDD has been designed for these types of 
application. It can support several Videotex stan
dards from Europe, North America and Japan. Al
though it has been optimized for alpha-geometric 
applications such as NAPLPS, GKS, and VOl, it is 
capable of supporting the existing alpha-mosaic 
standards and the higher resolution alpha-photo
graphic standards. It supports most of the European 
CEPT standard that includes PRESTEL and TELE
TEL by using static char~cter objects. In addition it 
offers bit-map objects and movement. Alpha-photo
graphic standards such as Picture PRESTEL and 
Picture TELETEL can be supported in 8 bit pixel 
mode with the addition of external color translation 
and higher resolution hardware. 

Function 

Processor system bus multiplexed address/data. 

Programmable chip select. 
Byte high enable. 
Address latch enable. 
Read strobe from processor. 
Write strobe from processor. 
Places the VSDD in initialization mode. 
Ready-wait state for 86/88/96 and free access 
indicator for MCS-51. 
Red, green, and blue analog outputs or 
3 bits of digital output. 
Output signal or fourth digital output. 

Analog voltage reference. 
As an output it supplied horizontal 'Or composite 
sync. As an input it synchronizes the VSDD with an 
external video signal. 
As an output it provides vertical sync. As an input it 
synchronizes the VSDD to external video. 
Data input/output to DRAM low order byte. 
Data input/output to DRAM high order byte. 
DRAM row and column addresses. 
Row address strobe. 
Construction time overflow. 
Column address strobe low. 
Column address strobe high. 
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Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pin Type Function 

~ 61 0 Write enable. 
XTALIN 66 I Oscillator input or crystal terminal. 
XTALOUT 67 0 Oscillator output or crystal terminal. 
CKIO 68 011 As output it serves as a buffered dot clock. As an 

input it is used to receive external dot clock. 
PLLCTL 31 0 PLL control used to fine tune oscillator 
Vee 26,60 5 volt main supply. 
Vss 9,43 Digital ground. 

PACKAGING 

Pinout for a 68-pin Pin Grid Array Package is shown below. 

A16 ALE WR/ G/OV2 VCC1 OVR/OVO ROY HSYNC OLO 

Gi) G) GJ GJ GV GV (i) Gi) G) 
RO/ R/OV3 B/OV1 VREf RST PLLCTL VSYNC OL2 

A015 GY G) GJ GV GJ G) GJ GJ G) G) G\) 0L1 

A013 GJ Gi) A014 OL4 (A) G) OL3 

A011 GJ ~ A012 OL6 (A) GV OL5 

A09 G) Gi) A010 OHO Ci) GJ OL7 

VSS1 G) Gi) A08. 
VSOO ·OH1~ ~ VSS2 82716 

A06 G) G) A07 DH3 (i) GV OH2 

A04 G) Ci) ADS PINOUT DIAGRAM OH5 <A) GV. OH4 

9/26/85 REV 1/0 

A02 G) G) A03 

BOTTOM VIEW 

OH7 <A:> GJ OH6 

AOO G) G) ~ GJ GV Gl> GV G;) G) ~ GJ ADORa 

A01 XTALOUT CTO CASL/ WE/ AOORO AOOR2 AOOR4 AOOR6 

GJ GJ GJ GV ~ GV GV GJ GV 
CKIO XTALIN CASH/ RAS/ VCC2 AOOR1 AOOR3 AOOR5 AOOR7 

231680-12 
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ........ O to 70·C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65·C to + 150·C 

Voltage from any Pin 
with RespecttoVss ............ -1.0to +7.0V 

Power Dissipation ........................... 3W 

• Notice: Stresses above those listed under "Abso
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions, above those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability, 

NOTICE Specifications contained within the 
following tables are subject to change. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = 0 to 70·C, VCC1 /VCC2 = + 5V ± 10% 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

VREF Reference Voltage 2 V Typ = 1.0V 

RVREF Source Impedance of VREF 200 n. 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = - 400 /loA 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOH = 2.0mA 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc+0.5V V 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIHd1) Input High Voltage Clock 3.5 Vcc+0.5V V 

VILd1) Input Low Voltage Clock -0.5 0.8 V 

III Input Leakage Current ±10 /loA OV < VIN < VCC 

ILO Output Leakage Current ±10 /loA 0.45V < VOUT < VCC 

Icc Power Supply Current 300 mA 

CIN Capacitance of Inputs 10 pF fe = 1 MHz 

CIO Capacitance of I/O's 15 pF fe = 1 MHz 

COUT Capacitance of Outputs 15 pF fe = 1 MHz 
RAS, CASL, CASH, WE, OE 

COUT Capacitance of Outputs 10 pF fe = 1 MHz 

COUT Capacitance of Outputs 7 pF fe = 1 MHz 
(R/DV3, G/DV2, B/DV1, I/DV) 

CRAS RAS Load 200 pF 

CCAS CACSn Load 100 pF 

CWE WE Load 200 pF 

COij DLO-DL7 100 pF 
DHO-DH7 Load 

CAOO ADDO-ADD8 Load 150 pF 

NOTE: 
1. For XTALlN, CKIO and RESET pins only. 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICSTA = Ot070·C, VCC1IVCC2 = +5V ±10% 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS 
Symbol Parameter 

tCLCL CLOCK Cycle Period 

DCCK Duty Cycle 

tCLCH ClKlowTime 

tcHCL ClK High Time 

tvCLCL VIDEO CLOCK Cycle Period 

DCVCK Duty Cycle 

tVCILIH Video Clock Rise Time(1) 

tVCIHIL Video Clock Fall Time(1) 

tlLlH Input Rise Time 

tlHIL input Fall Time 

NOTE: 
1. Timings defined for CKIO in input mode. 

XTALIN 
INPUT 

Min Max Units 

70 200 ns 

40 60 % 

0.4 tCLCL ns 

0.4 tCLCL ns 

40 200 ns 

40 60 % 

10 ns 

10 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns 

231680-25 

Diagram 1 
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Test Conditions 

From 1.0V to 3.5V 

From 3.5V to 1.0V 

From 0.8V to 2.0V 

From 2.0V to 0.8V 
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BUS INTERFACE UNIT 

CPU WRITE CYCLE TIMINGS 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Note 

tLHLL ALE Pulse Width 35 ns 

tAVLL(1) Address Set-Up Time 15 ns 

tLLAX Address Hold Time 25 ns 

tAVWL Address Valid or ALE HIGH 75 ns 
(whichever Is later) to WR LOW 

tAVYL Address Valid or ALE HIGH 100 ns 
(whichever is later) to ROY LOW 

tWLDV Data Valid after iNA LOW 8tcLCL ns 
-100 

tWLYH WR LOW to ROY High 14tcLCL ns 
+100 

twLWH iNA Pulse Width 2tCLCL ns 
+20 

twHDX Data Hold Time After iNA High 0 ns 

twLLH WR Low to ALE High of Next 18tcLCL ns 
'FiD/WF{ Cycle +100 

NOTE: 
1. Chip select input. A16. has the same timing spec as the' other address Inputs. 

ALE 

AOBUS 

ROY 

231680-14 

CPU Write Cycle Using Ready to Generate WAit States 
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ALE 

ADBUS 

231680-15 

CPU Write Cycle Not Using Ready 

. CPU READ CYCLE TIMINGS 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Note 

tRLYH RD LOW to ROY High 19tCLCL ns 
+100 

tQVYH Data Valid to ROY High 0 ns 

tRHQZ Data Float Time after AD 40 ns 

tRlQV RD LOW to Data Valid 10 40 ns 
(PRE = 1) 

fRlRH RD Pulse Width 2tClCl ns 
(PRE =1) +20 

tRllH RD LOW to ALE High of 18tCLCl ns 
Next RD/WR Cycle +100 

tAVRl Address Valid or ALE High 75 ns 
(whichever is later) to RD LOW 

ALE 

AD x 

RDY 

Jj:::==:.t~A:!!VR~L;..===j'>--- tRLYH 

231680-16 

CPU Read Cycle Using Ready to Generate WAIT States (PRE = 0) 
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- LHLL-

ALE -J 
, 

- tAVLL _..., tLLAX 

AD ADDR ATA(fROM,PREVIOU5 READ CYCLE) 

tAVRL JtRLOV r--!tRHOZ 
tRLRH , ) 

tRLLH 
231880-17 

CPU Read Cycle Not Using Ready (PRE = 1) 

DRAM CONTROLLER 

READ CYCLE 

~ymbOl Parameter SAB = 1 SAB = 0 
Unitt 

Min Max Min Max 

~RC Random Read Cycle Time 5telel - 20 4telel - 20 ns 

REF Refresh Time 
128 Cycles Note 1 Note 1 ms 
256 Cycles Note 2 Note 2 

tRP ~ Preeharge Time 2telel- 20 2telel - 20 ns 

tcPN ~ Preeharge Time 3telel- 40 3telel - 40 ns 
(Non-Page Mode) 

ReD IRAS to ~ Delay Time telel - 10 telel - 10 ' ns 

tRSH ~HoldTime 2telel - 5 telel- 5 ns 

tesH roAS Hold Time 3telel - 15 2telel- 15 ns 

tASR Row Address Set-Up Time teleh - 15 teleh - 15 ns 

tRAH Row Address Hold Time tehel - 10 tehel- 10 ns 

tASC_ Column Address Set-Up Time teleh - 10 ,teleh - 10 ns 

teAH Column Address Hold Time tehel - 5 tehel - 5 ns 

AR Colurnn Address Hold to m 3 telel + tehel - 20 2 telel + tehel - 20 ns 

RAS m Pulse Width 3telel- 15 2telel- 15 ns 

teAS ~ Pulse Width, 2telel- 5 telel- 5 ns 

!cRP ~ to m Preeharg", Time 2telel - 50 2telel- 50 ns 

teAC Access Time from ~ 2telel - 10 telel - 10 ns 

RAC Access Time from ~ 3telel- 30 2telel- 30 IlS 

toFF Data-In Hold Time 0 0 ns 

NOTES: 
1. (128/(12 • scan line time» + 10,000 tclel 
2. (256/(12 • scan line time)) + 10,000 telel 
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tRC 
tRAS lr- tRP -

~ 1\ 

RP- + 
,tCSH 

.1' tRCD tRSH ~tCPN-

\.\\'i 
tCAS 

--' ~ 
tAR 

tASR r I+tRAH1 r tASC I-- tCAH--

ADDRESS X ROW ADORESS X X COLUMN ADDRESS l( 

HIGH LEVEL 

r- torr.:1' 
DATA IN VALID DATA 

I--tcAc-
'I 

tRAC 

231680-18 

Read Cycle 

WRITE CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter SAB = 1 SAB:;= 0 
Units 

Min Max Min Max 

tRc Random Write Cycle Time 5tcici - 20 4tclcl - 20 ns 

tRAS RAS Pulse Width 3 tclcl - 15 2tclcl - 15 ns 

teAS CAS Pulse Width 2telel - 5 telel - 5 ns 

twp Write Command Pulse Width 3 telel - 20 2telel - 20 ns 

twcs Write Command Set-Up 'time teleh - 10 teleh - 10 ns 

tWCH Write Command Hold Time 2 telel + tehel - 40 telel + tehel - 40 ns 
to~ 

tWCR Write Command Hold Time 3 tele! + tehcl - 40 2 telel + tehel - 40 ns 
to~ 

tRWL Write to RAS Lead Time 2 telel + teleh - 40 telel + teleh - 40 ns 

tcwL Write to aAS Lead Time 2 tclel + teleh - 40 telel + teleh - 40 ns 

tos Data-Out ~et-Up Time telel + teleh - 50 telel + teleh - 50 ns 

tOH Data-Out Hold Time 2 telel + tehel - 20 telel + tehel - 20 ns 

tOHR Data-Out Hold Time to J!iAS " 3 telel + ,tehel - 20 2 telel + tchel - 20 ns 

tR, tF Rise, Fall Time 'RAS, eAS 5 40 5 40 ns 
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~---------------tRC----------------~ 

1------tRAS------I1 r- ~P--l 
RAS ----:"' )$ 

~-----------~H----------_+~ 
tcRP1 --tRCO---.f---tRSH ------~·I I j--tCPN
---+-*---------r~L~-------t~---~ 

CAS.....IT ~\ \11 fT ~ 
-tAR-~~1 ~::::=;---_r1' 

tASR r- ... ~AH ., r- tASC I-- tCAH -

ADDRESS x: ROW ADDRESS It. x: COLUMN ADDRESS 

I I~-~-L--~ 
- twes I- I r-=-_tw..::..:C::.:..H-j-//-------twp ;, 

1---- twCR ----H---------+I 
r-tOS-ll--tOH -

~n----~------,yr-------------~~----------------
O~ ____ ~ ______ ,A~------------~~----------------

~----t~R----------~ 

Write Cycle 

231680-19 

PAGE MODE 

Symbol Parameter SAB = 1 SAB= 0 Units 
Min Max Min Max 

fpc Page Mode Read Cycle 3telel - 15 2telel - 15 ns 

tc;p ~ Preeharge Time telel - 15 telel- 15 ns 

teAs ~Pl:.llseWidth 2telel - 5 telel - 5 ns 

lRPM ~ Pulse Width 96telel - 5 65telel - 5 ns 

WE----+---------~----~~_+----~~--~--------------

~n----t----------r1c:::~ IN 

231680-20 

Page Mode Read Cycle 
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VIDEO OUTPUT TIMINGS 
Symbol. Parameter Min Max Units Comments 

txHCH XTALIN High to 60 ns EVC = 0 
CKIOHigh HRS = 1 

txLCL XTALIN Low to 70 ns EVC= 0 
CKIO Low HRS = 1 

75 ns EVC = 0 
HRS = 0 

tXLCH XTALIN Low to 80 ns EVC = 0 
CKIOHigh HRS = 0 

txooo Digital Data Delay 30 ns EVC = 0 
HRS = 1 

35 ns EVC = 0 
HRS = 0 

55 ns EVC = 1 
HRS = 1 

Eve = 0 

~'UH~~ t~{ HRS = 1 

CKIO OJ (OUTPUT)J I 
tODD t 

DV3-0VO 

231680~21 . 

Video Output Timings 

HRS = 0 
Eve = 0 XTALIN 

CKIO '''tr (OUTPUT) 

tOODt: 

DV3-0VO 

231680-22 

HRS = 1 
CKIO Eve = 1 

(iNPUT) 

DV3-0VO 
231680-23. 

Video Output Timings 
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DAC SPEC 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Test Condition 

VREF Reference Voltage 2.0 V typ = 1.6V 

Linearity %LSB VREF = 1.6V ±5% 

ts Settling Time 20 ns Max'Load = 10 pF 

SYNC SPEC 

tHSYN HSYNC Delay from XTALIN 150 ns 

tVSYN VSYNC Delay from XTALIN 150 ns 

toFF1 Dead Zone between Two Active 120 tclcl ns 
Horizontal Zones 

tpLL PLLCTL Valid Delay from HSYNC 100 ns 

XTALIN 

HSYNC 

~---------HC3----------~ 

AHZ 

~---------HC2----------~ 

VSYNC 

tYSYN 

PLLCTL 

231680-26 

Sync Specs 
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82730 TEXT COPROCESSOR 

• High Quality Display fC)r Text and • Extremely Flexlblej Programmable 
Graphics Applications· Features Include Screen and Row 

• Provides Proportional Spacing, Formats, Two Cursors, Character and 

Simultaneous Superscript/Subscript, Field Attributes and Smooth Scrolling 

Soft Font Support and Bit Map • Supports Multiple Windows 
Graphics • High Resolution Display; Up to 200 

• High Performance Manipulation of Characters/Graphics Cells per Rowand 
Text/Graphics Strings 2048 Scan Lines per Frame 

• Programmable Bus Interface Handles 8 • Separate Bus and Video Clocks Allow 
or 16 Bit Data and 16 or 32 Bit Optimization of Overall System 
Addresslngj IAPX 86/88/186/188 Performance. 
Compatible • Provides a Complete LSI Solution for 

• On-Chip Processing Unit Simplifies Display Control when Used In 
Software Design by Executing High Conjunction with the 82731 Video 
Level Commands and Supporting Interface Controller 
Linked List Data Structures • 68 Pin JEDEC Package: (See Intel 

packaging: Order Number: 210931-004) 

The 82730 Text Coprocessor is a high performance VLSI solution for raster scan text and graphics displays. 
The 82730 works as a coprocessor and has processing capabilities specifically tailored to execute data 
manipulation and display tasks. It provides the designer the ability to functionally partition his system thereby 
offloading the system CPU and achieving maximum performance through concurrent processing. The 82730 
supports the generation of high quality text displays through features like proportional spacing. Simultaneous 
superscript/subscript. dynamically reloadable fonts and user programmable field and character attributes. It 
supports high quality graphics with fast manipulation and display of bit map strings. An intelligent system 
interface and efficient software capabilities makes 82730 based systems easy to design. 

BUS CONTROLS 

SINT 

ADO-AD15 

MICROCONTROLLER 
UNrr DISPLAY 

CHARACTERISTICS 
REGISTERS 

MEMORY INTERFACE UNrr -1-DISPLAYGENERATOA 

Figure 1. 82730 Block Diagram 
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DISPLAY 
GENERATOR 

CONTROL 

CHAR 
DATA 

VIDEO 
CONTROLS 

210931-1 

November 1986 
Order Number: 210931-004 
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210931-2 

82730 

CA • 
III 
!1 

READY 
SINT 
IRST 

RESET 
BCLK 

lisa 
ALE 
lIII 
WR 

HLDA 
HOLD 
JmI 
m 

UALE 

PIN NO.1 MARK 

Figure 2. 82730 Pinout Diagram 

CAW 
IlLANK 
~ 
LPEN 
RRW 
VSYNC 
CSYNC 
CCLK 
lisa 
RCLK 
SYNCIN 
HSYNC 
LC4 
Lca 
LC2 
LC1 

I .............. LCO 

210931-3 

Table 1. 82730 Pin Description 

The 82730 is packaged in a 68 pin JEDEC Type A ceramic package. 

Symbol Pin Type Name and Function 
Number 

AD15-ADO 1-8 1/0 ADDRESS DATA BUS: these lines output the time multiplexed 
10-17 address (TU, T1 states) and data (T2, T3, T 4 and TW) bus. The bus is 

active HIGH and floats to 3-state OFF when the 82730 is not driving 
the bus (i.e., HOLD is not active or When HOLD is active but not 
acknowledged; or when RESET is active). 

BCLK 59 I BUS CLOCK: provides the basic timing for the Memory Interface Unit. 
m; 62 0 READ STROBE: indicates that the 82730 is performing a memory 

read cycle on the bus. m; is active low for T2, T3 and TW of any read 
cycle and is guaranteed to remain high in T2 until the address is 
removed from the bus. AD is active low and floats to 3-state OFF 
when 82730 is not driving the bus. JID will return high before entering 
the float state and will not glitch low when entering or leaving float. 

WA 63 0 WRITE STROBE: Indicates that the data on the bus is to be written in 
a memory device. WA is active for T2, T3 and TW of any write cycle. It 
is active LOW and floats when 82730 is not driving the bus. WA will 
return high before entering the float state and will not glitch low when 
entering or leaving float. , 

ALE 61 0 LOWER ADDRESS LATCH ENABLE: provided by the 82730 to latch 
the address into an external address latch such as 8282/8283 (active 
HIGH). Addresses are guaranteed to be valid on the trailing edge of . 

" ALE. 

UALE 68 ,0 UPPER ADDRESS LATC~ ENABLE: it is similar to ALE except that it 
occurs in upper address output cycle (TU). 

AEf\l 67 0 ADDRESS ENABLE: AEFJ is active LOW during the entire period 
when 82730 is driving the bus. It can be used to unfloat the outputs of 
the Upper and Lower Address latches. ' 
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Table 1.82730 Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pin Type Name and Function Number 

DEN 66 0 DATA ENABLE: provided as a data bus transceiver output enable for 
transceivers like the 8286/8287. DEN is active LOW during each bus 
cycle and floats when 82730 is not driving the bus. DEN will not glitch 
when entering or leaving the float state. 

SO, S1 53,54 0 STATUS PINS: encoded to provide bus-transaction information: 

S1 SO Bus. Cycle Initiated 

0 0 - - - (Reserved) 
0 1 Memory Read 
1 0 Memory Write 
1 1 Passive (No Bus Cycle) 

These pins are directly compatible with iAPX 86, 186 status outputs S1 
and SO. The status pins are floated when 82730 is not driving the bus. 
They will not glitch when entering or leaving the 3-state condition. 

READY 55 I READY: signal to inform the 82730 that the data transfer can be 
completed. Immediately after RESET, READY is asynchronous 
(internally synchronized) but can be programmed during initialization to 
bus synchronous. 

HOLD 65 0 HOLD: indicates that the 82730 wants bus access. HOLD stays active 
HIGH during the entire period when 82730 is driving the bus. 

HLDA 64 I HOLD ACKNOWLEDGE: indicates to 82730 that it is granted the bus 
access as requested. HLDA may be asynchronous to 82730 clock. If 
HLDA goes inactive (LOW) in the middle of an 82730 bus cycle, the 
82730 will complete the current bus cycle first, then it will drop HOLD 
and float address and bus control outputs. 

CA 52 I CHANNEL ATTENTION: used to notify 82730 that a command in the 
command block is waiting to be processed. CA is latched on its falling 
edge. 

SINT 56 0 STATUS INTERRUPT: used to inform the processor that an unmasked 
interrupt has been generated in the 82730 status register. 

IRST 57 I INTERRUPT RESET: SINT is cleared by activating the IRST pin. 

RESET 58 I RESET: causes 82730 to immediately terminate its present activity and 
enter a dormant state. The signal must be active HIGH for at least 4 
BCLK cycles and is internally synchronized to the bus clock. 

CCLK 27 I CHARACTER CLOCK: input used to clock row buffer data, attribute, 
cursor and line count out of 82730. When more than one 82730 is 
connected in cluster mode, CCLK is used to synchronize output from 
both master and slave chips. A character data word will be output at 
every riSing edge of CCLK. 

RCLK 25 I REFERENCE CLOCK: input used to generate timings for the screen 
layoutand.to define screen columns for data formatting. All raster 
output signals are specified relative to the rising edge of RCLK. 

DATO-DAT14 36-42 0 VIDEO DATA BUS OUTPUT: the least significant 15 bits. of the 
44-51 character data words are passed through the 82730 row buffer and 

made available on the pins DATO-DAT14. The user has the flexibility 
to partition the data word into character and attribute bits per his 
requirements. The bits that are assigned for internally generated 
attributes may also be available at pin DATO-DAT14. New character 
data will be shifted to these output pins at every rising edge of the 
CCLK. Together with LCO-LC4, they may be used to address the 
character generator or as attribute controls. 
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Table 1: 82730 Pin Description (Continued) 

SY!:1'lbOI 
Pin Type· Name and Function . Number 

WDEF 35 0 WIDTH DEFEAT: is used to indicate. when the character is allowed 
to be a variable width or must be of fixed width. WDEF is LOW if the 
character being output is normal, but is HIGH if it is a superscript! 
subscript character or visible attribute (TAB or GPA). Optionally, 

, :. WDEF can be held high by U13er command. 

LCO-LC4 18-22 0 LINE COUNT OUTPUTS: used to address the character generator 
for the line positions in a row. The line number output is a function 
of the display mode and character attributes programmed by the 
user. 

CSYNC 28 0 CCLK SYNCHRONIZATION OUTPUT: used to synchronize 
external character clock generator to reference clock timing. This 
output is active (high) outside the display field. 

CRQ[J) 32 0 CCLK INHIBIT OUTPUT: used by external logic to inhibit CCLK 
generation. This output is active (low) during the tab and end-of-row 
function. 

SYNCIN 24 I SYNCHRONIZATION INPUT: used to synchronize the vertical 
timing counters to an externally generated VSYNC signal. User;! by 
slave mode 82730 to synchronize toa master mode 82730 and by 
the master 82730 to lock the frame to an external source such as 
the power line frequency. 

HSYNC 23 o (MASTER) HORIZONTAL SYNC: in master mode, it is used to generate the 
I (SLAVE) CRT monitor's horizontal sync Signal. It is active HIGH during the 

progr~mmed horizontal sync interval. In interlace slave mode it is 
used in conjunction with SYNCIN to indicate the start of the even 
field for timing counter reset. At RESET, pin is set as an output in 
the LOW state. 

VSYNC 29 0 VERTICAL SYNC: active HIGH during the programmed vertical 
. sync interval and used to generate the CRT monitor's vertical sync 
signal. 

BLANK 33 0 BLANKING OUTPUT: lJsed to suppress the video signal to the 
CRT. BLANK is clocked by CCLK. 

CRW 34 0 CHARACTER REVERSE VIDEO (CCLK OUTPUT): used to 
externally invert video data output. CRW is clocked by CCLK. 

RRW 30 0 REFERENCE REVERSE VIDEO (RCLK OUTPUT): to externally 
invert video in the field and border area if so programmed by user. It 
is LOW outside the border area, RRVV is clocked by RCLK. 

LPEN 31 I LIGHT PEN INPUT: used to latch the position of a light pen. At the 
rising edge of this input, the column position and the row position of 
the 82730 will be loaded into the LPENROW and LPENCOL 
locations in the Command block. 

Vee 9,43 POWER: + 5V nominal potential. 

Vss 26r eO POWER: ground potential. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Figure 1 shows a basic block diagram of the 82730 
Text Coprocessor. The chip is divided into two main 
sections, the Memory Interface Unit and the Display 
Generator. The Memory Interface' Unit controls 
fetching of the data and commands and handles in
terrupts and status. The Display Generator takes the 
data fetched by the Memory Interface Unit and pre
sents it to the Video Interface logic which in turn 
drives the CRT monitor. 

Memory Interface Unit 

The Memory Interface Unit is divided into two sec
tions: The Bus Interface Unit and the Microcontroller 
Unit. The Bus Interface Unit does the acutal interfac
ing to the memory bus. It fetches or writes data un
der the control of the Microcontroller Unit. The Mi
crocontroller Unit is a microprogrammed controller 
which is designed to efficiently fetch data from mem
ory (up to 4 Mbytes/sec), and decode and execute 
various control and data handling commands. The 
Bus Interface Unit may be configured for 8 or 16 bit 
bus operation. With 8 'bit bus selection, the user may 
specify either 8 or 16 bit character data. It also han
dles address, manipulation automatically after being 
loaded from the Microcontroller Unit. 

Display Generator 

The Display Generator takes the data fetched from 
memory plus the modes programmed into it at initial
ization and produces all the video timing and the 
data transfers to support the CRT monitor at the 
character level. The 82730 works with an external 
character generator and the 82731 Video Interface 
Controller. The data is passed to the Display Gener
ator from the Memory Interface Unit through the dual 
row buffers (similar in operation to the one in the 
8275 CRT controller). The row buffers allow the user 
to use cheaper and slower main memory for display 
needs, provide on-chip attribute and display function 
generation, and avoid the conflict of access to the 
di~play mem?ry (that would otherwise take place) by 
uSing an ordinary DMA access mechanism. 

SYSTEM BUS INTERFACE 
The Memory Interface Unit provides communication 
with system processor as well as memory interac
tions. Communication between the processor and 
the 82730 is performed via messages placed in 
communication blocks in shared memory. The proc
essor can issue commands by preparing message 
blocks and directing the 82730's attention to them 
by asserting a hardw~re channel attention. The 
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82730 can cause interrupts on certain conditions if 
enabled, by the processor by activating its Syst~m 
Interrupt output, with, status and error reporting tak
ing place through the communication block in mem- . 
ory. 

BUS INTERFACE UNIT 

The 82730 Bus Interface Unit provides an 8086 
compatible bus interface which consists of: 

- a 16/32 bit multiplexed Address/Data Bus: ADo
AD15 

- A complete set of local bus control signals com
patible with 8086 min mode: RD, iiVR", ALE, t5Efir, 
and READY 

- Two status signals SO and 51, compatible with 
8086 max mode so that a bus controller (8288) 
can be shared for Multibus@ access. 

- Local bus arbitration through HOLD/HLDA 

- Two upper Address Latch controis: UALE and 
AEN 

The BUS INTERFACE UNIT (BIU) utilizes the same 
Bus structure as the 80186 or basically the same 
bus structure as the 8086 in both Min. and Max. 
mode, (with the exception of RQ/GT) and it per
forms a bus cycle only on demand (e.g., to fetch a 
command from the command block, or fetch a char
acter from display data memory). The same set of T
states (T1, T2, T3, T 4 and TW) of 8086 are used to 
handle the time multiplexed address/data bus. How
ever, adaptations are made to handle 32 bit ad
dresses as eXplained in the, following sections where 
specific details of the BIU operation are described. 
Those details not mentioned can be assumed to be 
the same as those of the 80186. 

ADDRESS BUS 

The 82730 can be programmed during initialization 
to operate on either 16 bit or 32 bit (including any 
length between 17 and 32) physical addresses. Note 
that the, 82730 does not use memory segmentation. 
The programmer must calculate physical addresses 
from segment and offset values to manipulate data 
structures. 

To support 32 bit physical addresses with a 16 bit 
physical bus; multiplexing is again used. An upper 
address output cycle, TU, is inserted between T4 
and T1 to output the upper 16 bits of address. The 
upper address latch enable, UALE, is used to latch 
the upper addresses during TU. Figure 3 shows the 
configuration of a 32 bit address bus. 
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TU occurs only when the 32 bit mode is specified 
and the upper address register of BIU is reloaded by 
MCU. This may result from: 

i) "1itialization 

ii).~anipulation of display data or command point
ers, for example, when a new string pointer is 
loaded during the execution of the END OF 
STRING command. 

iii) DMA address incrementing across a 64K byte 
segment boundary. 

iv) Regaining the bus after losing it to a higher priori-
ty master. . 

Timing of UALE is identical. to that of ALE. AEN is 
equivalent to the active period of 82730 driving the 
bus. 

If 16 bit address mode is programmed, TU will never 
occur in any bus cycle since the MIU treats a" dis
play pointers as 16 bit quantities and loading of inter
nal upper address register is bypassed during ad
dress calculation. UALE always stays inactive, but 
AEN still goes active to indicate the 82730 has con
trol of the bus. 

DATA BUS 

The 82730 is capable of operating on either an 8 bit 
or a 16 bit Data bus, as programmed during initializa
tion on the SYSBUS byte. 

When an 8 bit data bus is specified, the address 
present on AD15 to AD8 Address/Data lines .is 
maintained for the complete bus cycle. Therefore, 
compatibility with 80188, 8088, 8089 and 8085 multi
plexed address peripherals is maintained. Since the 
internal processing of the 82730 generally operates 
on 16 bit data quantities, two Bus fetch cycles are 
performed for each 16 bit data item. The first cycle 
fetches the low order byte, .the second cycle the 
high order byte. These 2 fetch cycles are always 
executed back to back. If HLDA drops during the 
first cycles, the 82730 will not respond until the sec
ond cycle is completed. An 8 bit data mode can be 
selected in an 8 bit bus system that requires only 8 
bit character data be fetched. 

In 16 bit bus system, the 82730 requires a" 16 bit 
quantities to start on even address boundary. Word 
transfer to or from odd boundary is not allowed since 
this type of transfer not only doubles the use of bus 
bandwidth but also can be easily avoided in applica
tion software. A" that is required is to make sure a" 
address pointers be an even number (AO = 0). 
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82730 

LATCH 1--_-/Al .. 31 

UALE 

AEN 
210931-4 

Figure 3. Address Extension up to 32 Bits 

BUS CONTROLS 

The 82730 BIU provides both the 8086 MIN. Mode 
(Local Bus Control) and MAX. mode bus control sig
nals simultaneously in any bus cycle. By providing a 
complete set of Local Bus control Signals, the com
ponent count of the Local processing module is min
imized. 

Because only two types of Bus operations, Memory 
Read and Memo'!y Write, are executed in the 82730 
BIU, the 8086's S2 status signal is omitted from the 
Max. mode controls. S2 could be set to "1" during 
!!)Y 82730 Bus cycle. AEN can be used to produce 
S2 since it stays active whenever 82730 is driving 
the bus. The status signals become valid at the mid
dle of the cycle before T1 which could be either T 4 
orTU. 

BHE is not provided on the 82730 because, the 
82730 only writes words to even address boundaries 
and bytes to the upper byte position. For these 
writes BHE is always high. ApuJI!JP ,re~istor or a 
three-state buffer controlled by AEN, can provide 
this signal. 

DT /R is also not provided on the 82730 because its 
function can be replaced with S1, latched by ALE. 

After RESET is applied, READY is set to be an asyn
chronous input. An on-board synchronization circuit 
provides reliable operation for any type of system. 
Durhig initialization, READY may be programmed to 
be bus synchronous. For those systems that can 
meer the set-up time specifications, this mode pro
vides more efficient bus utilization. 

LOCAL BUS ARBITRATION 

The 82730 BIU is designed to function as a bus 
master in a multi master Local bus environment using 
the HOLD/HLDA protocol for Bus .arbitratiori. 
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In the Self Contained Arbitration scheme, one proc
essor and one 82730 share access to the local bus. 
The 82730 raises its HOLD request whenever it 
needs bus access. After HLDA is granted from the 
processor, the 82730 will not start driving the bus 
until 2 clock cycles later. This latency allows suffi
cient time for the 8086 or 80186 Processor to get off 
the bus. When 82730 completes it bus accesses, it 
will first float its output drivers before dropping the 
hold request. 

In a Local bus configuration with three or more bus 
masters, a higher priority DMA Peripheral device can 
preempt the HLDA from a 82730 which is the current 
bus master. The 82730 will complete its current bus 
cycle, then float its output drivers and drop the 
HOLD request. However, the 82730 may raise the 
HOLD request again 2 clock cycles later if it still 
needs the bus to complete the interrupted burst 
DMA activities. 

DMA BURST AND SPACE 

Some system configurations using the 82730 would 
be adversely affected by the long burst data trans
fers which the Memory Interface Unit (MIU) may oc
casionally desire. Since the 82730 will normally be 
configured as one of the higher priority bus masters, 
burst lengths must be limited for these systems. For 
this reason, the length of a burst transfer and the 
number of memory cycles between burst transfers 
are both programmable via the mode registers: 

15 14 8 7 6 0 

MPTR - BRSTLEN BRSTPAC 

BRSTLEN-Burst Length. Determines the number 
of contiguous word-fetch cycles which may be re
quested. Programmable from 1 to 127. Note that in 
an 8 bit bus, 16 bit data system, the burst counter 
only increments once for the 2 bus cycles required 
to complete a word fetch. (Note: burst length = 0 is 
not defined and should not be programmed with a 
non-zero burst space.) 

BRSTSPAC-Burst Space. Determines a minimum 
number of bus clocks to occur between burst ac
cesses. Programmable from 0-511 in increments of 
four. Zero, space selects an infinite burst length. 

A DMA burst could be terminated before the pro
grammed burst length is reached in the following cir
cumstances: 

i} The MIU does not need any more bus accesses, 
for example, when the row buffer if filled. 

ii) A dalastream command is encountered and the 
MIU must execute the command first before it re
sumes data accessing. 
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iii} The bus is taken away by a higher priority device 
. in multi-master bus configuration. 

In these cases, the burst counter is cleared. The BIU 
must complete a full burst before it waits through the 
SPACE cycles. DMA Burst/Space will be set to zero 
space until the completion of the first MODESET 
command. . 

INITIALIZATION OF BIU 

Upon activation of the RESET input, the 82730 BIU 
will stop all operations in progress and deactivate all 
outputs. It will stay in this quiescent state until mem
ory access Is requested by the MCU after MCU re
ceives its first channel attention after RESET. The 
following table shows the state of all MIU outputs 
during and after reset. 

Table 2. 82730 Bus During and After Reset 

Signals Condition 

AD15-0 Three-state 

RD,WR,DEN Driven to '1' then three-state 

so,Sf Driven to '1' then three-state· 

ALE,UALE Low 

AEN High 

HOLD Low 

SINT Low 

82730 COMPATIBILITY ISSUES 

82730 Bus Clock Compatibility 

The 82730 uses the 50% duty cycle output of the 
iAPX-186 at 8 MHz or that generated by a clock gen
erator such as the 82285. A different duty cycle 
clock may be Used at lower frequencies, so the 
82730 is also usable with the iAPX-86, 88 family. 

82730 Bus Interface Compatibility 

The bus interface compatibility between the 82730 
and another bus master has four main issues: data 
bus width, addressability, control bus structure and 
local bus mastership arbitration. 

Data Bus 

Data Bus width compatibility with all 85/86 family 
processors (8085, 8086, 8088, 80188, 80186, and 
80286) is being supported by the 8/16 data bit pro-
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grammability already discussed. This allows interfac
ing to the above processors either directly or 
through a Multibus-like interface. 

Address Bus 

The 82730 uses real 32-bit addresses. The user's 
software must calculate real addresses; this general 
addressing 'scheme allows the 82730 to be used 
with any microprocessor. 

Control Bus 

The 82730 implements both 8086 minimum and 
maximum mode bus control structures. This was 
done to maximize compatibility with the 80186 which 
has the same structure. This allows the 82730 to be 
run locally (minimum mode) with a 8085, 8086, 8088, 
80188, or 80186. The 80186/188 and 82730 can 
run together at 8 MHz because of clock duty cycle 
considerations. The 82730 can only communicate to 
an 80286 via a system bus (such as MUl TIBUS), 
bus interface, or dual-port RAM. 

INITIALIZATION SEQUENCE 

The first CA (Channel Attention) after Reset causes 
an Initialization Sequence to be executed. The sys
tem processor must set up the appropriate initializa
tion information in memory and set the BUSY flag in 
the Intermediate Block to a non-zero value prior to 
issuing this CA. 

Initially, 32-bit addreSSing and 8-bit bus width are as
sumed until the corresponding information is fetched 
during the initialization. First the SYSBUS byte is 
fetched from memory location FFFF FFF6. (When 
the address bus is less than 32 bits wide, the higher 
order bits are unused.) The format for SYSBUS byte 
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is shown in Figure 4 and is the same as that used for 
8089. The data bus width is specified by the least 
significant bit w, with w = 0 indicating an 8-bit bus 
and w = 1 signifying a 16-bit bus. 

A 32-bit real address pointer is then fetched from 
memory locations FFFF FFFC through FFFF FFFF, 
with lower bytes of the pointer residing in lower ad
dresses. This pOinter is used as an Intermediate 
Block Pointer (IBP). 

The Intermediate Block Pointer (IPB) is incremented 
by two and is used to locate the Command Block 
Pointer (CBP). Four bytes are fetched irrespective of 
whether a 16-bit or 32-bit addreSSing option is used. 
The System Configuration byte (SCB) is then 
fetched from location (IBP + 6). 

The least significant, (U of the SCB) specifies 16 or 
32-bit addreSSing option, with U = 0 indicating 16 bit 
addressing and U = 1 specifying 32-bit addressing. 
The SCB also contains information about cluster op
eration. Since up to four 82730's can be connected 
in a cluster with their respective data interleaved in 
memory, cluster information is needed for the data 
access task. The SCB specifies Cluster Number (Cl 
NO), which is the number of 82730's connected in a 
cluster and· Cluster Position (Cl POS) which is the 
position of this particular 82730 within the cluster. 
Cl NO = 0, 1, 2 or 3 indicates a cluster containing 
1, 2, 3 or 4 82730's respectively. Simlarly, Cl POS 
= 0, 1, 2 or 3 indicates 1 st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th position 
respectively. Each 82730 adds an offset equal to 2 • 
ClPOS to the SPTR fetched from memory and in
crements the pointer by 2 • (Cl NO + 1). The pro
gramming of Cl NO and Cl POS is independent No 
checking is done for Cl POS greater than Cl NO on 
the 82730. Note that at least one 82730, in a cluster 
(even if it is a cluster of one), must be assigned as 
cluster position zero (Cl POS = 0) for Virtual Dis
play mode to work properly. 
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C,"NO. 

00 
01 
10 
11 

No. of 8273Q's 
In Cluster 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Data Bus Width 

2 

CL 

. 8·Bit 
16-Bit 

DTW16 

0 
1 

CLPOS 

00 
01 
10 
11 

U 

0 
1 

1 

NO 

0 

U sce Byte 

Display Data Mode 

- . 8-bit data 
16-bitdata 

Position In 
Cluster 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 

ADDR BUS WIDTH 

16-bit 
32-bit 

Figure 4. SYSBUS and SCB Encoding 

The SCB also contains an MIS bit which specifies a 
master or slave mode. The MIS bit is stored inter
nally for use by the Display Generator (DG). MIS = 1 
indicates a master mode and MIS = 0 specifies. a 
slave mode. The format for the System Configura
tion Byte (SCB) is shown in Figure 4. Following 
these actions, the BUSY flag in the Intermediate 
Block at address IBP is cleared and a normal Chan
nel Attention sequence Is then executed. 

The last two bits in the SCB are DTW16 and SRDY. . 
DTW16 specifies whether the display data in 8 bit 
bus mode (W = 0) is 8 or 16 bit. If a 16 bit system is 
specified (W = 1) then DTW16 is ignored and 
forced internally to a "one". SRDY specifies wheth
er the clock synchronization circuit for the READY 
pin is Internal (SRDY = 0) or external (SRDY = 1). 

The Initialization Control Blocks in memory are illus
trated in Figure 5a. How these fit into the control 
structure of the 82730 is shown in Figure 5b. 
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Channel Attention Sequence 

When the processor activates CA, an Internal latch 
in 82730 is set on the falling edge of CA input and 
this latch is sampled by the MCU. The first CA acti
vation after reset causes the 82730 to execute an 
initialization sequence. Any subsequent activation 
will cause the MCU to start processing the com
mand block by fetching a channel command. 

If a display is in progress, the MCU will sample CA at 
each end of frame,'otherwise it will sample CA every 
cycle until it is found active. When CA is found ac
tive, the MCU will fetch the command byte from 
"COMMAND" location in the command block, exe
cute the command and clear the BUSY flag upon 
completion. The internal CA latch is also cleared by 
the MCU. An invalid command code has the effect 
of NOP and the BUSY flag is cleared. It will also 
cause the Reserved Channel Command (RCC) 
status bit to be set. 
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Figure Sa. Initialization Control Blocks 
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82730 TEST FEATURES 

The 82730 has built in Self·Test features that pro· 
vide testability at the component or at the board lev· 
el. These features include the test commands and 
the output pin force capability and are described be· 
low. 

Output Pin Force Capability 

A capability to force logic state (high, low, high im· 
pedance) on all output pins is provided in the 82730 
Text Co· Processor. This is accomplished by provid· 
ing a stimulus on pins LCO-LC2 during chip reset. 
This feature is used for dc parametric tests on the 
output pins. 

The state of pins LCO-LC2 is monitored during chip 
reset. The state of these pins is latched Internally on 
the falling edge of chip reset. If no external inputs 
are applied during reset, the state observed will be 
all 1's and no action will be taken by the 82730. If 
any external inputs are applied to pins LCO-2 during 
reset, the resulting action will depend upon the state 
latched on the falling edge of reset. The 82730 
maintains pins LCO-LC2 in high impedance state for 
the duration of chip reset to avoid contention with 
external inputs. Also internal pull·ups ensure that a 
state of all 1's will be detected if no external inputs 
are applied. . 

The actions corresponding to each of the observed 
states of pins LCO-LC2 are summarized in Figure 
6a. 

State of Pins LCO-LC2 
During Chip Reset 

LC2 LC1 LCO 

Stand-Alone "Self Test" 

The built·in Self Test capability of the 82730 can be 
invoked in a stand·alone mode by applying an exter· 
nal stimulus through pins LCO-LC2 during chip reo 
set. This is the same mechanism as the one used for 
forcing logic states on output pins. Figure 6a. 

If pin LC2 is pulled low during chip reset, the 82730 
executes a built·in self test. Upon completion of the 
self·test, a 16-bit signature, generated internally as 
the test result, is output via pins WDEF, DAT14-
DATO. The completion is signalled by providing a 
logic "0" output on pin LC3 as a completion flag. 
The signature will remain on the output pins until the 
next chip reset. The 82730 will enter an idle state 
awaiting chip reset and will not respond to any exter· 
nal inputs until a reset signal is applied. During the 
process of presenting the signature onto WDEF, 
DAT14-DATO, the signature will also appear briefly 
on the AD bus in the form of a bus cycle with two 8-
bit accesses to addresses, AAAAH, AAABH. Howev· 
er, this phenomenon is only incidental. Pins WDEF, 
DAT14-DATO should be used for observing the sig· 
nature. 

The stand·alone self test includes the testing of in· 
ternal address pointer registers. These registers are 
not tested when the self test is invoked by issuing a 
"Self Test" command. (See under Channel Com· 
mands below). Therefore, the Signature generated 
during stand·alone self test will be different from that 
generated by the "Self Test" command. 

Action 

o X X Invoke Stand·Alone Self Test 
1 0 0 Force all Outputs to High Impedance State 

o 1 Force all Outputs to Logic High State 
1 0 Force all Outputs to Logic Low State 
1 1 NOP 

Figure 6a. Output Pin Forcing and Stand-Alone Self Test Invocation 
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82730 CHANNEL COMMANDS 

Table 3. Channel Commands 

Command OPCODE 

1 START DISPLAY 0000 0001 01 H 
2 START VIRTUAL 0000 0010 02 H 

DISPLAY 
3 STOP DISPLAY 0000 0011 03 H 
4 MODE SET 0000 0100 04 H 
5 LOADCBP 0000 0101 05 H 
6 LOAD INTMASK 0000 0110 06 H 
7 LPEN ENABLE 0000 0111 07 H 
8 READ STATUS 0000 1000 08 H 
9 LDCUR POS 0000 1001 09 H 

10 SELF TEST 0000 1010 OA H 
11 TEST ROW BUFFER 0000 1011 OB H 
12 NOP 0000 0000 00 H 
13 (RESERVED) From: 0000 1100 OC H 

To: 1111 1111 FF H 

The system processor issues channel commands to 
82730 via the Command Block. The processor first 
checks if the BUSY flag in the command block has 
been cleared; It should wait for the BUSY flag to be 
cleared before proceeding with the issuing of a com
mand. When the BUSY flag is cleared, the processor 
places a command byte in the "COMMAND" loca
tion in command block, sets the BUSY flag to a non
zero value and asserts Channel Attention (CA) , by 
activating the CA input to 82730. A Channel Atten
tion should not be issued, if the BUSY flag has not 
been cleared. 

START DISPLAY 
0000 0001 CMD Byte 

LlSTSWITCH, Auto Linefeed, Max DMA Count and 
Cursor Position values are fetched from the Com
mand Block and stored internally after this com
mand is received. The BUSY flag is cleared and the 
normal display process is activated. 

The MCU fetches strings of data from the memory, 
using the parameters LlSTSWITCH, LBASEO and 
LBASE1. The data fetched is interpreted as data
stream commands or character data to be displayed 
by the Display Generator. The MCU loads the data 
into one of the two Row Buffers in the CRT control
ler, while the Display Generator displays the data 
from the other buffer, the buffers being swapped at 
the end of the row. Any datastream commands en
countered during data fetch are immediately execut
ed. 
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The display process is continued until it is deactivat
ed by a STOP DISPLAY command or a Reset. Other 
channel commands can be issued while a display is 
in progress and they will be executed when CA is 
found active at one of the periodic samplings at 
each end of frame. 

The DIP (Display in Progress) status bit is set and 
the VDIP (Virtual Display in Progress) is cleared 
upon receiving a START DISPLAY command. Both 
bits are reset upon receiving a STOP DISPLAY com
mand or a Reset. 

It is necessary to load in proper mode information 
through a MODESET command before activating 
the display. Following Reset, START DISPLAY com
mand will not be executed, i.e., will result in a NOP 
until a MODESET command has been issued. 

START VIRTUAL DISPLAY 
0000 0010 CMD Byte 

LlSTSWITCH, Auto Linefeed, Max DMA Count and 
Cursor Positions are fetched from the Command 
Block and stored internally upon receiving this com
mand. The BUSY flag is cleared and the Virtual 
Screen display process is activated. 

The operation of Virtual Screen display process is 
similar to that of a regular display process, except 
for following a different data access mechanism. 
The parameters LlSTSWITCH, LBASEO and 
LBASE1 in the command block represent ACCESS 
SWITCH, ACCESS BASEO and ACCESS BASE1 re
spectively, in virtual screen display. 

The VDIP (Virtual Display in Progress) status bit is 
set and the DIP status bit is cleared upon receiving a 
START VIRTUAL DISP command: Both DIP and 
VDIP are reset upon receiving a STOP DISPLAY 
command or a Reset. 

START VIRTUAL DISPLAY command will not acti
vate a display and results in a NOP until a MODE
SET command is issued after a Reset. 

STOP DISPLAY 
0000 0011 CMD Byte 

The display process is deactivated upon receiving 
this command. The DIP and VDIP status bit are reset 
and the BUSY flag is cleared. 

This command blanks the display. HSYNC and 
VSYNC are not affected. 
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MODESET 
0000 0100 CMD Byte 

The Mode Pointer contained in command block lo
cation (CBP + 30) is used to access the Mode 
Block and the modes are fetched sequentially and 
loaded into the corresponding internal registers in 
82730. LlSTSWITCH, Auto Linefeed, Max DMA 
Count and Cursor Positions are fetched from the 
Command Block and stored internally upon comple
tion and the BUSY flag is cleared. 

The organization of mode words in the mode block 
and the parameters supplied by them are shown be
low (See Figure 10). Some of these parameters 
which are critical to the operation of a text coproces
sor are required to remain unchanged over most of 
normal operation. No provision is made to prevent 
MODESET from changing these parameters and it is 
left to the designer to insure that they are not 
changed. 

The modes provide horizontal and vertical mode dis
play parameters, interlace information, DMA burst 
and spacing specifications, cursor characteristics as 
well as attribute enables and bit-selects. Typically, 
this would be the first command issued after initiali
zation. The Mode Block provides all the parameters 
needed for a complete initialization of the 82730 for 
display. Thus a single Modeset command can fully 
initialize the chip. Note that until the first Modeset 
command is sent, certain functions such as VSYNC 
and HSYNC are not enabled. 

It is necessary to set up proper mode information, 
before activating a display. Therefore, a display acti
vating command should not be issued unless proper 
mode information has been loaded through a 
MODESET command. START DISPLAY and START 
VIRTUAL DISPLAY commands will result in a NOP if 
a MODESET command has not been issued since 
the most recent Reset. 

LOAD CBP 
0000 0101 CMD Byte 

The address pointer "NEW CBP" contained in the 
command block is fetched and stored in the CBP 
register in the text coprocessor, replacing the old 
CBP. This effectively moves the command block in 
the memory. The Command byte from the new Com
mand Block is fetched and the specified channel 
command is executed. The BUSY flag in the new 
Command Block is cleared upon completibn. 
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LOADINTMASK 
0000 0110 CMDByte 

The interrupt mask contained in location "INT
MASK" in the command block is fetched and stored 
internally in the CRT controller. When a particular 
mask bit is set, the interrupt is disabled for a status 
bit in the corresponding bit position. An interrupt is 
generated by the text coprocessor by activating the 
SINT pin, if a status bit is 1 and the corresponding bit 
in the interrupt mask is O. The BUSY flag is cleared 
upon completion. 

Interrupts can be enabled for the following status 
bits. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 BIT 

-- ROC RCC FOE EOF OBOR LPU OUR STATUS 
WORO 

ROC: Reserved Datastream Command Encountered 

RCC: Reserved Channel Command Executed 

FOE: Frame Data Error (Fetching characters past 
physical End of Frame) 

EOF: End of "n" frames (Logical end of nth frame) 

OBOR: Data Buffer Overrun (Row Buffer filled com
pletely without encountering END OF ROW 
command) 

LPU: Light Pen Update 

OUR: Data Underrun (Buffer swap initiated before 
finishing Row Buf loading) 

READ STATUS 
0000 1000 CMD Byte 

The internal status register is written to "STATUS" 
location in the command block. The status register is 
then cleared, however DIP and VDIP status bits are 
not cleared. LlSTSWITCH, AUTO LlNEFEED, Max 
DMA Count and Cursor Positions are fetched from 
the Command, Block and stored internally. The 
BUSY flag is then cleared. 

STATUS WORD 
15-9 8 7 6 5, 4 3 2 1 0 

I -- VOIP DIP ROC RCC FOE EOF OBOR LPU OURI 

LPEN ENABLE 
0000 0111 CMD Byte 
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The Light Pen dEltection process is enabled to 
search for a rising edge on the LPEN pin. The BUSY 
flag .is then cleared. 

If. the dili1play proce~ is active and a rising edge is 
detected on. the LPEN input, the corresponding row 
and column position on the. screen is stored internal
ly. At the next end of frame, the LPEN position is 
written to locations "LPENROW" and "LPENCOL" 
in the command block and the LPU (Light Pen Up
date) status bit is set. 

If the display process is not active, this command 
has no immediate effect. However, the LPEN detec
tion process remains enabled and will take effect if a 
display is activated subsequently. 

LDCURPOS 
0000 1001 CMD Byte 

The display row and column positions of cursors 1 & 
2 as set in locations "CUR1 ROW," "CUR1 COL," 
"CUR2 ROW" and "CUR2 COL" in the command 
block are loaded into internal registers in the CRT 
controller. Also LlSTSWITCH Auto Linefeed and 
Max DMA Count are loaded from the Command 
Block and the BUSY flag is cleared. Ths command is 
used to change the cursors only. Note that the cur
sor positions are also updated with the execution of 
other channel commands. 

The cursor characteristics for display are defined by 
the mode. During the display process, a cursor will 
be displayed accordingly at the position specified 
above. 

TEST COMMANDS 

The test commands for the 82730 are issued in the 
same manner as the normal channel commands. 
However, the parameters used by test commands 
are different from those used by the channel com
mands in normal operation. Therefore, a Test Block 
which is similar in format to the Command Block is 
defined. Switching between Command Block and 
Test Block is accomplished using the "Load CBP" 
command. The Test Block differs only in the param
eter locations associated with the command. The lo
cations for New CPB, command byte and busy flag 
are the same for both Command Block and Test 
Block. The "Test Result" location in Test Block cor
responds to the "Status" locatiqn in Command 
Block. 

The test commands can be executed, following chip 
reset, only until the first Modeset command is is
sued. Once a Modeset command has been execut-
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ed following chip reset, any subsequent test com
mands will not be executed and will result in a NOP. 

"Self Test" Command 
0000 0010 CMD Byte 

A built-in Self test is performed using an internal test 
pattern. The signature generated during the test is 
written to the Test Result location (TBP + 18) in the 
Test Block. The Busy Flag in the Test Block is then 
cleared. The Self Test command must be immedi
ately preceded by a chip reset in order to ensure a 
consistent signature. 

The Test Block format for issuing the Self Test com
mand is shown in Figure 6b. 

"Row Buffer Test" Command 
0000 1011 CMD Byte 

The Load Pointer in Test Block is fetched. It points 
to the system memory area storing the test pattern 
to be used for testing the on-chip RAM (i.e. - the 
Row Buffers). The Store POinter, which points to 
memory area where the data read back from the 
RAM will be written, is also fetched from Test Block. 

Successive words are fetched from memory and 
written to the Row Buffer, until it is completely filled. 
Note that three extra words beyond the maximum 
Row Buffer capacity will be fetched. If N = Max 
Row Buffer capacity, (N + 3) words will be fetched 
from memory. The extra words fetched will be ig
nored. The Row Buffer contents are then read back 
and are written to successive locations in memory 
area pointed to by the Store Pointer. The test is then 
repeated on the second Row Buffer. Note that the 
(N + 4)th word in the pattern stored in memory con
stitutes the first word written to the second Row 
Buffer. The data storage for the Row Buffer test pat
terns is illustrated in Figure 6c. 

Internally, the Row buffers are 17-bits wide, while 
the data path is 16-bits wide. During the writing of 
data to Row Buffers, a complement of bit 15 is writ
ten to bit 16 of the Row Buffer in order to test all 17 
bits. During the read back, two data. words are 
stored in system memory for each location in the 
Row Buffer. The first word will consist of bits 0-15 
read from the Row Buffer, while the second word will 
consist of bits 0-14 and bit 16 from the Row Buffer. 
Thus a total of 4*N words will be stored back in 
system memory as a result of the Row Buffer Test 
(2*N for each Row Buffer). 



PARAMETER 

LOCATIONS 

NOT USED 

FOR SELF TEST 

COMMAND 

82730 

BIT 
15 8 7 0 

COMMAND BUSY 

NEW CBP LOWER 

NEW CBP UPPER 

TEST RESULT 

Figure 6b. Test Block Format for "Self Test" Command 
(For both 16·bit and 32·bit addressing modes) 

TEST BLOCK 
POINTER (TBP) 

TBP + 2 

TBP + 4 

TBP + 6 

TBP + 8 

TBP + 10 

TBP + 12 

TBP + 14 

TBP + 16 

TBP + 18 

A signature is generated during the test and is writ
ten to Test Result location in Test Block upon com
pletion. The BUSY flag in the Test Block is then 
cleared. 

The Test Block format for issuing the Row Buffer 
Test command is illustrated in Figures 6d.1 and 
6d.2. Note that the locations for Load Pointer and 
Store Pointer parameters are different for 16-bit and 
32-bit addressing modes. 

LOAD POINTER WORD 1 

WORD 2 

WORD 3 

WORDn 

WORDn+3 

WORDn+4 

WORDn+5 

WORD2n+2 

WORD2n+3 

WO~D2n+6 

nWORDS 

• 

nWORDS 

TEST PATTERN 
FOR ROW BUFFER 1 

TEST PATTERN 
FOR ROW BUFFER 2 

n = MAX ROW BUFFER 
. CAPACITY 

Figure 6c. Data Storage for Row Buffer Test Command 
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15 8 7 

COMMAND 

(RESERVED) 

LOAD POINTER LOWER 

LOAD POINTER UPPER 

STORE POINTER LOWER 

STORE POINTER UPPER 

(RESERVED) 

NEW CBP LOWER 

NEW CBP UPPER 

TEST RESULT 

BUSY 

BIT 
o TEST BLOCK 

POINTER (TBP) 

TBP + 2 

TBP + 4 

TBP + 6 

TBP + 8 

TBP + 10 

TBP + 12 

TBP + 14 

TBP + 16 

TBP + 18 

Figure 6d.1 Test Block Format for "Row Buffer Test" Command 
(32·bit addressing mode) 

15 8 

COMMAND 

(RESERVED) 

(RESERVED) 

LOAD POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

STORE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

NEW CBP LOWER 

NEW CBP UPPER 

TEST RESULT 

7 

BUSY 

BIT 
o TEST BLOCK 

POINTER (TBP) 

TBP + 2 

TBP + 4 

TBP + 6 

TBP + 8 

TBP + 10 

TBP + 12 

TBP + 14 

TBP + 16 

TBP + 18 

Figure 6d.2 Test Block Format for "Row Buffer Test" Command 
(16·bit addressing mode) 

NOP 
0000 0000 CMD Byte 

LlSTSWITCH, Auto Linefeed, Max DMA Count, and 
Cursor Positions are fetched from the command 
block and stored internally as in all other channel 
commands. The Busy flag is then cleared. 

82730 DATASTREAM COMMANDS 

Datastream Commands 

Datastream commands are commands embedded in 
the data fetched from memory by the data access 
task. These commands are differentiated from char-
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acter ,data by the command bit. The most significant 
bit (MSB) of each data word is designated as the 
command bit. If the command bit is "1 ", the lower 15 
bits of the data word are interpreted as a datastream 
command, while if the command bit is "0" the lower 
15 bits (or 7 bits if DTW16 = 0) are interpreted as 
character data. 

Datastream Command Operation 

During the data access task, the Micro Controller 
Unit (MCU) examines the command bit of each data 
word fetched. If the command bit is 1, it executes 
the datastream command specified in the data word. 
Otherwise, it stor.es the lower 15 bits of the data 
word in the Row Buffer as character data. This pro
cess is repeated for each data word fetched. 
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Datastream Command List 

Table 4. 82730 Datastream Commands 

Command Code 
Command OPCode 

OpCode Parameters 

1 ENDROW 1000 
2 EOF 1000 
3 END OF STRING & END OF ROW 1000 
4 FULROWDESCRPT 1000 
5 SL SCROLL STRT 1000 
6 .' SL SCROLL END 1000 
7 TABTOn 1000 
8 LD MAX DMA COUNT 1000 
9 ENDSTRG 1000 
10 SKIPn 1000 
11 REPEATn 1000 
12 SUBSUPn 1000 
13 RPTSUBSUPn 1000 
14 SETGEN PUR AnRIB 1000 
15 SET FIELD AnRIB 1000 
16 INIT NEXT PROCESS 1000 

(Command process command) 
17 (RESERVED) 10XX 
18 NOP 11XX 

Datastream commands can be used for changing 
Row Characteristics on a row by row basis, for carry
ing out editing functions and for formatting data into 
rows and frames. These commands are executed by 
the MCU immediately after they are encountered. As 
a convenience for the user, the set of all possible 
command codes starting with "1" in the two most 
significant bits has been designated as NOP com
mands. The user can use these command codes for 
any desired purpose. All other command codes 
which are not presently defined, are reserved for fu
ture expansio!l and should not be used by the user. 
The currently undefined codes cause the RDC (Re
served Datastream Command) status bit to be set 
and. also generate an interrupt, if enabled. Reserved 
command codes should not be used. 

The preceding commands are recognized as valid 
datastream commands. The corresponding com
mand codes are also indicated. It should be noted 
that the most significant bit of the command bit is 
always 1, in order for the word to be interpreted as 
command.' . 

The. "Init N,ext Process" command can be issued 
only through a command process in Virtual Screen 
Display. It is included in this list because its opera
tion is analogous to a datastream command in a vir
tual screen access environment. Also, in virtual 
screen display certain datastream commands are in
terpreted differently, depending upon whether 
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0000 XXXX XXXX 80 
0001 .XXXX XXXX 81 
0010 XXXX XXXX 82 
0011 linn 83 
0100 XXXSCRLlNE 84 
0101 XXX END LINE 85 
0110 un" 86 
0111 COUNT 87 
1000 XXXX XXXX 88 
1001 un" 89 
1010 unn 8A 
1011 un" 8B 
1100 un" 8C 
1101 GPAOP 8D 
1110 XXXX XXXX 8E 
1111 XXXX XXXX 8F 

XXXX XXXX XXXX 90-SF 
XXXX XXXX XXXX CO-FF 

they are encountered in a process datastream or as 
command process commands. When a command is 
ignored (becomes a NO-OP). in a virtual display, any 
parameters that are associated with it are also ig
nored. The command process command operation 
is discussed separately. The operation of all other 
datastream commands is described below. 

ENDROW, 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 0000 XXXX XXXX 

This command signifies that no more characterS will 
be loaded in the Row Buffer for this row and an End 
of Row indicator is stored accordingly. When the row 
currently being loaded is displayed, the Display Gen
erator (DG) will blank the screen from the end of row 
character position until the physical end of row. 

The Micro Controller Unit (MCU) stops fetching data 
and waits for DG to swap the Row Buffers. The data 
access task is resumed following the buffer swap. If 
a physical end of frame is reached while the MCU is 
waiting for a buffer swap the MCU ceases to wait 
and executes an EOF (End of Frame) command. 

In virtual display, this command is interpreted as a 
VEOR (Virtual End of Row) if encountered in a virtual 
process datastream. 
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VEOR 

ENDROW command in a virtual proce~ datastream 
is interpreted as VEOR (Virtual End of Row) and it 
terminates a virtual row. The current LPTR is stored 
in the process header addressed by the "Process 
Addr" register. The Max Count register is also stored 
in the Max DMA Count location in the process head
er. Similarly, the Field Attribute Mask is also stored 
in the header. In addition, in auto linefeed mode 
(ALF = 1) other parameters characterizing the pro
cess state are also saved in the header. The "Pro
cess Addr" register is loaded with the address of the 
header of the next process fetched from the Access 
table. The "Access Tab Addr" register is post-incre
mented by two if a 16-bit addressing option is used 
and by four if 32-bit addressing is used. The data 
access task is then resumed for the next process. 

.EOF 
15 14 

000 

8 

0001 

7 o 
XXXX xxxx 

This command (End of Frame) signifies that no more 
charactl;lrs will be loaded in the Row Buffers for this 
frame. The Micro Controller Unit (MCU) stops fetch
ing data words and waits for the physical end of 
frame. If a virtual display is in progress, this com
mand is interpreted as VEOS (Virtual End of Frame), 
if encountered in a virtual process datastream. 

The Display Generator (DG)· swaps the row buffers 
at the end of the current display row and starts dis
playing the row containing the EOF command. 
When the character preceding the EOF command is 
displayed, the DG blanks the screen until the physi
cal end of frame. The MCU fetches the Status Row 
data then waits until its display is completed. It then 
performs the actions described below. 

If LPEN has been enabled and a rising edge on the 
LPEN input has been detected, ·the LPENROW and 
LPENCOL positions in the command block are up" 
dated and the LPU status bit is set. If a Channel 
Attention has occurred, Le., if CA has been activat
ed, the command byte is fetched from command 
block and the specified channel command is execut
ed. If the command issued is a "Stop Display" com
mand, the MCU will terminate the display process 
and wait for the next channel attention. Otherwise, 
the MCU resumes the data access task be reinitializ
ing pointers for the new frame and continues to fill 
the Row Buffers. . 
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VEOF 

EOF command in a virtual process datastream is in
terpreted as VEOF (Virtual End of Frame). It pro
vides for reinitialization of LPTR using LlSTSWITCH, 
LBASEO AND LBASE1 for each process, analogous 
to the automatic reinitialization of LPTR at each end 
of frame in a Normal Display. 

LPTR for the current process is reinitialized using 
LlSTSWITCH, LBASEO and LBASE1 contained in 
the process header. The End of Display (EOD) bit in 
the header is set to 1. The current process is termi
nated as in a VEOR and the next process in Access 
Table is accessed. 

EOL 
15 14 

000 

8 

0010 

7 o 
xxxx XXXX 

The EOL (End of Line) command has a combined 
effect of NXTROW and NXTSTRG commands. All 
the actions performed in a END OF ROW command 
are carried out. In addition a END OF STRING com
mand is executed before resuming the data access 
task. Thus, following the end of row, the data access 
is continued with the next data string. In virtual pro
cess datastream, this command has the combined 
effect of VEOR and END OF STRING. 

FULROWDESCRPT 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 0011 N 

The next "n" words fetched from memory are load
ed into the Row Characteristics holding rElgisters. 
"n" is specified by the lower order byte of the com- \ 
mand word and should be between 0 and 7. 

The parameters loaded by this command will be 
used to define the row characteristics at the time the 
row currently being loaded is displayed. The data 
words defining these characteristics which follow the 
FULROWDESCRPT command must be ordered and 
organized in memory in a specific format. The format 
for FULROWDESCRPT parameters is shown below 
in Figure 6e starting with "Lines Per Row" as the 
first parameter loaded. 

This command will be ignored if encountered in a 
virtual process datastream. The MSB of all the pa
rameters must be zero for proper operation in virtual 
display. . . 
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Upper Byte Lower Byte 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 o 

. RVV BlK DBl W 
lines Per Row - - - ROW ROW HGT DEF - - - lPR 

NRMSTOP 
SUPSTOP 
SUBSTOP 

Normal Start/Stop - - - NRMSTRT - - -
Superscript Start/Stop - - - SUPSTRT - - -
Subscript Start/Stop - - - SUBSTRT - - -
Cursor 1 Start/Stop - - - CUR1 STRT - - - CUR1 STOP 

CUR2STOP 
Ul1 LINE SEl 

Cursor 2 Start/Stop - - - CUR2 STRT - - -
Underline Line Selects - - - UL2 LINE SEl - - -
RW ROW, when this bit is set the CRW pin will be inverted for the next full row. 

BlK ROW, when this bit is set the row will be blanked (BLANK high). 

DBlHGT, when the double height bit is set, all character are displayed with twice the scan lines per row. 

WDEF, when the width defeat bit is set, the WDEF pin is activated for the entire row. 

The following can be programmed from 0 to 31 yielding a range of 1 to 32 lines. 

lPR specifies number of lines per row. 

NRMSTRT, SUPSTRT, SUBSTRT specify line numbers in a display row which mark the start of normal, 
superscript and subscript characters respectively. 

NRMSTOP, SUBSTOP, SUBSTOP specify line numbers in a row where normal, super script and subscript 
characters end respectively. 

CUR1 STRT, CUR2 STRT specify the starting line numbers in a row for cursor 1 and cursor 2 respectively. 

ULlNE1 SEl, ULlNE2 SEl specify the line numbers in a row where underline 2 will appear respectively. 

All FUlROWDESCRPT parameters affect the row in which they are programmed and stay in effect until 
changed by another FUlROWDESCRPT command. 

Figure 6e. Format for FULROWDESCRPT 

SL SCROLL STRT 
15 ·14 8 7 540 

000 0100 xxx SCR liNE 

The Slow Scan register in 82C3 is loaded with the 
scroll line specified by the five least significant bits of 
the command word. When the row currently being 
loaded is displayed, the line count for that row will 
start with the value specified by the Slow Scan regis· 
ter. A "Margin" (MGN) parameter, loaded by MODE· 
SET, specifies the number of blank lines plus one to 
be added at the top of the slow scroll field on the 
screen. This ensures the availability of sufficient 
DMA time for fetching the next row, when only a 
small number of scan lines are displayed in the top 
row of slow scroll window. This command is used for 
starting a slow scroll. (Note: MGN = 0 results in no 
margin buffer lines;) 

This command will be ignored if encountered in a 
virtual process datastream or if a Sl SCROll END 
command is encountered later on the same row. 
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SL SCROLL END 
15 14 8 7 5 4 0 

000 0101 xxx END liNE 

The scroll location in row characteristics holding reg· 
isters is loaded with the number ot lines specified by 
the five least significant bits of the command word. 
This number specifies the number of lines to be dis· 
played when the row currently being loaded is dis
played. This is used instead of the regular lPR 
(Lines Per Row) characteristics, for this particular 
row. This command is used in the last row of a slow 
scroll for terminating a slow scroll. The Margin 
(MGN) parameter, loaded by MODESET, is used in 
the same way as in slow scroll start except that the 
specified number of blank lines are inserted at the 
bottom of the slow scroll in this case. This command 
will be ignored if encountered in a virtual process 
datastream or if followed by a Sl SCROll STRT on 
the same row. 
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TAB TO n 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 ·0110 

The lower byte of tM command word specifies the 
column (RClK count) after SYNCSTRT at which a 
Tab should occur. At display time, after the charac
ter preceding the Tab command is displayed, the 
screen is blanked until the RClK count specified by 
the command ("n") is reached. After reaching the 
specified count, display is resumed by displaying the 
character following the TAB command. 

If the RClK count specified by the Tab command 
has already occurred before beginning the blanking 
for Tab, the display will be blanked until the end of 
the row. 

This command is ignored, if encountered in a virtual 
display process datastream. 

LD MAX DMA COUNT 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 0111 MAX COUNT 

The Max Count register in 82730 is loaded with the 
Max DMA Count specified by the lower byte of the 
command word. The DMA Counter is also reinitial
ized with the Max Count value in the Command 
Block after all channel commands. 

MAX DMA Count is programmable in the range of 1 
to 256 (MAX COUNT value 0 equals 256). However, 
counts greater than the row buffer capacity will 
cause row buffer overruns if the data strings depend 
. on MAX DMA to terminate the fetching. 

The DMA counter is decremented for each data 
word as the Row Buffer is .being loaded. Datastream 
ciommands and words supplying parameters for da
tastream commands as in FUlROWDESCRPT, are 
not counted. Superscript/Subscript characters are 
counted in pairs, i.e., a pair of characters causes 
only one count. 

In virtual screen display, every time a new process is 
accessed, the DMA counter is initialized with the 
Max DMA Count contained in the process header. 
This value is also stored in a Max Counter register. 

At virtual end of row (VEOR) the Max Count register 
is written to the process header. The "lD Max DMA 
Count" command is ignored if encountered in a vir
tual process datastream. 
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ENDSTRG 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 1000 XXXX XXXX 

The SPTR register in the 82730 is loaded with a new 
String Pointer (SPTR) value fetched from the memo
ry location indexed by the List Pointer (lPTR), which 
is stored in the lPTR register. The lPTR register is 
incremented by two if a 16-bit addressing option is 
used and by four if 32-bit addressing is used. When 
more than one 82730 is connected in a cluster, each 
of them adds an offset, determined by its position in 
the cluster, to the pointer fetched from memory, be
fore storing it in its SPTR register. 

This command directs the data access to the next 
data string in the list of strings indexed by lPTR. The 
operation of this command is identical for a Virtual or 
Normal Display. In virtual display, the next data 
string within the current display process is accessed. 

SKIP n 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 1001 n 

The next "n" data words fetched from memory are 
ignored. "n" is specified by the lower byte of the 
command word and is programmable from 0 to 255. 
If n equal to 0 is specified, no words are skipped. 
Any datastream commands encountered in the data 
fetch are not counted towardS these n words. Also 
parameters following the datastream command as in 
FUlROWDESCRPT are-not counted. All embedded 
datastream commands are executed with the follow
ing exceptions . 

If a Tab To N data stream command is encountered 
during the execution of a Skip N command, the Tab 
command will result in,a NOP, i.e. a Tab embedded 
in the data to be skipped will be ignored. 

If an EOl (End Of Line) data stream command is 
encountered during the execution of a Skip N com
mand, it will be executed with the following effect. In 
non-auto line feed mode, (AlF = 0) the EOl com
mand has the combined effect of End Of Rowand 
End Of String commands. In auto line feed mode, 
(ALF = 1) the EOl command has the effect of an 
End Of String command only. 

If the data words skipped include any superscript
subscript characters, they are skipped in pairs and a 
pair of characters is counted as only one count in 
"n". If another skip command is encountered· its val
ue of "n" is added to the present skip count and 
skipping continues. 
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REPEAT n 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 1010 n 

The next data word (byte, if DTW16 = 0) fetched 
from memory is stored in the Row Buffer "n" times, 
where "n" is specified by the lower byte of the com
mand word, "n" is programmable from 0 to 255. If n 
equal to 0 is specified no repetitions will occur, and 
the word following the Repeat n command will be 
ignored. This character will eventually be displayed n 
times. The DMA counter is also made to count n 
times. In non-auto linefeed mode (ALF = 0), reach
ing Max DMA Count before the n repetitions are 
completed will result in a termination of the Repeat n 
command. This command will also be terminated if 
the Row Buffer gets filled completely before the n 
repetitions are completed. 

It should be noted that the data word immediately 
following the Repeat n command is treated as char
acter data, irrespective of the value of its command 
bit. 

SUP/SUB n 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 1011 n 

The next "n" pairs of data words (bytes, if DTW16 = 
0) fetched from memory are treated as superscripts 
or subscript characters. "n" is specified by the lower 
byte of the command word. These n pairs are as
sumed to be ordered with the superscript preceding 
the subscript. 

No datastream commands are permitted in the 2n 
words following this command. All of these words 
are interpreted as superscript-subscript pairs. The 
DMA counter is made to count only once for each 
pair of characters. In non-auto linefeed mode (ALF 
= 0), reaching the Max DMA Count will result in a 
termination of this command. If n equal to zero is 
specified, no action will result. 

RPT SUB/SUP n 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 1100 n 

The operation of this command is similar to that of 
the "Repeat n" command except that the pair of 
characters following the "RPT SUB/SUP n" com-
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mand is repeated n times. "n" is specified by the 
lower byte of the command word and is programma
ble from 0 to 255. If n equal to zero is specified , no 
repetitions will occur, and the two data words follow
ing the "RPT Sub/Sup n" command will be ignored. 
The two data words (bytes, if DTW16 = 0) immedi
ately following the command word are interpreted as 
a superscript-subscript pair and are repeated. The 
DMA counter is made to count only once for each 
repetition of the pair. In non-auto linefeed mode 
(ALF = 0), reaching Max DMA Count prior to com
pletion of n repetitions will cause a termination of 
this command. 

SET GEN PUR ATTRIB 
15 14 8 7 0 

000 1101 GPA OPERAND 

This command provides control over the output pins 
assigned to General Purpose Attributes, GPA 1 
through GPA4. 

The GPA in the Process Header is updated each 
time a SET GPA command is executed. Thus the 
GPA state in the header is updated to reflect any 
changes caused by the "Set Gen Pur Attrib" com
mand. The GPA command occupies a character 
space on the screen. Consequently, a GPA com
mand .is counted as a character towards MAX DMA 
count. However, a GPA command nested in a Skip 
N or a TAB to N command is skipped, i.e., it has no 
effect. 

The encoding of the operand, specifying GPA opera
tion, is shown below. 

SET FIELD ATTRIB 
15 14 8 7 0 

1 000 1110 XXXX XXXX 

o FIELD ATIRIBUTE MASK 

The word following this command is fetched. This 
word is used as a Field Attribute Mask in storing all 
subsequent display data words in row buffer. The 
bits in the data words fetched from memory corre
sponding to the bit positions containing a "1" in 
Field Attribute Mask are all set to 1 before storing 
the data word in row buffer. The Field Attribute Mask 
is used on ali display data words fetched from mem
ory. The mask register will contain allO's upon reset 
and is cleared at the beginning of each frame. 
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NOP 
15 14 

1XX 

8 

XXXX 

7 o 
XXXX XXXX 

No action is taken. The data access task is resumed 
by fetching the next data word. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

GPA GPA4 GPA4 GPA3 GPA3 GPA2 GPA2 GPA 1 GPA 1 
OPERAND DATA EN DATA EN DATA EN DATA EN 

ENCODING GPAx GPAx 
DATA EN FUNCTION 

o 0 ROW BUFFER DATA 
1 0 ROW BUFFER DATA 
o 1 GPADATA = 0 
1 1 GPADATA = 1 

Datastream Command Conventions 
The reaching of Max DMA Count, encountering of 
terminating commands such as ENDROW, EOF, etc. 
and occurrences of these while executing a "skip n" 
command give rise to various possible combinations 
of events. The behavior of 82730 under. these cir
cumstances is described below: 

i) When Max DMA Count is reached, it has the effect 
of a VEOR command if a Virtual Display is in prog
ress or a ENDROW command if a Normal Display 
is in progress. It also causes an automatic end of 
string Le., the effect of a NXTSTRG command in 
non-auto linefeed mode (ALF = 0). 

ii) In non-autolinefeed mode, "Repeat n", 
"Sub/Sup n" and "RPT Sub/Sup n" commands 
are terminated upon reaching a max DMA count, 
even if "n" is not reached. 

iii) "Skip n" command is terminated if EOF com
mand is encountered. It is also terminated upon 
encountering a ENDROW command in non-auto 
linefeed mode (ALF = 0). 

iv) "Repeat n" "Sub/Sup n" and "RPT Sub/Sup n" 
commands can be nested within a "Skip n" com
mand. If superscript-subscript characters are 
skipped, each pair of characters counts as one 
skipped character. If the above commands are 
encountered during a "Skip n" and if the speci
fied count (n) in these commands is not reached 
by the end of !3xecution of the "Skip n" com
mand, the execution of the nested command is 
continued beyond the termination of "Skip n" 
command until the remaining portion of the count 
specified in the nested command is completed. 
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VIRTUAL SCREEN MODE 

Command Process Commands 
In Virtual Screen Display, 82730 accesses display 
processes and command processes through the Ac
cess table. The command processes enable the I/O 
Driver process to direct 82730 to execute certain 
datastream commands by inserting an appropriate 
command process address in the Access table. This 
capability enables the preservation of uniformity and 
consistency of operation between normal and virtual 
environments, by assigning different interpretations 
to the command according to the access environ
ment. It is especially useful for termination and ini
tialization commands. The operation of command 
process commands is analogous to that of data
stream commands except for a different access en
vironment. 

Command Process of Command Lis.t 

The commands allowed in command processes can 
be divided into two subsets. The first subset consists 
of commands that can be issued only through a 
command process, while the second one consists of 
normal datastream commands that can also be is
sued through a command process. The command 
code for a datastream command issued through a 
command process is the same as that for the normal 
datastream command embedded in the data. How
ever, certain datastream commands are interpreted 
differently when they are issued through a command 
process as opposed to embedding in the data
stream of a virtual display process. The most signifi
cant bit (MSB) of the command word must be a "1". 
In the datastream, this bit distinguishes a command 
word from character data. In the process environ
ment, this bit distinguishes a command process from 
a display process. The commands permitted in com
mand processes are listed below. No other com
mands will be recognized if encountered in a com
mand process and will result in a NOP. All undefined 
command codes apart from those designated as 
NOP are reserved and should not be used. Encoun
tering an illegal command code causes the RDC 
(Reserved Datastream Command) status bit to be 
set and will generate an interrupt, if enabled. 
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Table 5 Command Process Command List 

, Interpretation 
In Virtual 

Command P~o~ess Da as ream 

Command Process Only Command: 
1 INIT NEXT PROCESS NOP 

Command Process or Datastream Commands: 
2ENDF:l0W VEOR 
3EOF VEOR 
4EOL VEOR + NXTSTRG 
5 FULROWDESCRPT NOP 
6 SL SCROLL STRT NOP 
7 SL SCROLL END NOP 
8 TAB TO n NOP 
9 LD MAX DMA COUNT NOP 

10 (RESERVED) RESERVED 
11 NOP NOP 

INIT NEXT PROCESS 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 1111 XXXX XXXX 

This command can be used only in a command pro
cess to initiate a virtual display "window". 

Upon receiving this command, the command pro
cess is terminated and the next process in Access 
Table is accessed by fetching the new process ad
dress. However, the LPTR register is not directly 
loaded from the LPTR location in the process head-

Command Code 

OpCode Parameters OPCode 

1000 1111 XXXX XXXX 8F 

1000 1000 XXXX XXXX 80 
1000 0001 XXXX XXXX 81 
1000 0010 XXXX XXXX 82 
1000 0011 "n" 83 
1000 0100 XXX "SCR LINE" 84 
1000 0101 XXX "END LINE" 85 
1000 0110 un" 86 
1000 0111 "COUNT" 87 
10XX XXXX XXXX XXXX 90-BF 
11XX XXXX XXXX XXXX CO-FF 

er. Instead, LlSTSWITCH in the process header is 
examined and LPTR is initialized with the value 
LBASE 0 or LBASE 1 depending upon whether 
LlSTSWITCH is 0 or 1 respectively. Both LBASEO 
and LBASE1 are contained in the header. 

The process header format is shown in Figure 7. 
Also the End of Display Bit (EOD) in the header is 
reset. 

The data access task for a virtual display is then 
, resumed, with this value of LPTR. 
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15 14 13 8 7 6 0 LOCATION 

0 - EOD - PROCESS ADDR 

LS: LlSTSWITCH - LSALF PROCADDR + 2 
ALF: AUTO LINE - MAX DMA COUNT PROCADDR + 4 

FEED LBASEO LOWER PROCADDR + 6 

LBASEO UPPER PROCADDR + 8 

LBASE1 LOWER PROC ADDR + 10 

LBASE1 UPPER PROC AD DR + 12 

1 - GPA PROC ADDR + 14 

1 FIELD ATIRIBUTE MASK PROC ADDR + 16 

LPTR LOWER PROC ADDR + 18 

LPTR UPPER PROC ADDR + 20 

SPTR LOWER PROC ADDR + 22 

SPTR UPPER PROC AD DR + 24 

SAVE RPT 
AREA SIS SIS RPT· -- REPTCOUNT PROC ADDR + 26 

1 REPTCHAR PROC ADDR + 28 

1 REPTCHAR2 PROC ADDR + 30 

15 14 8 7 0 

PROCESS ADDR 1 COMMAND -------------------
C/O 

Figure 7. Process Header for Display and Command Process 

ENDROW 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 0000 XXXX XXXX 

The actions performed by a ENDROW datasteam 
command in a Normal Display are carried out. The 
next process in Access Table is accessed and the 
data access task is resumed, after the next Row 
Buffer swap. 

EOF 
15 14 8 

000 0001 

7 o 
XXXX XXXX 

The actions performed by an EOF (End of Frame) 
datastream command in a Normal Display are car· 
ried out. 
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EOL 
15 14 8 7 

000 0010 XXXX 
o 

XXXX 

This command is identical to ENDROW command in 
Virtual Display in Command Process environment. 
ENDSTRG, which is strictly a data operation within a 
display process is meaningless in the command pro
cess environment. 

FULROWDESCRPT 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 0011 "n" 

The actions performed by the FULROWDESCRPT 
datastream command are carried out. The data ac
cess task is resumed by accessing the next process 
in the Access Table. 
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SL SCROLL STRT 
15 14 8 7 5 4 0 

000' 0100 xxx "SCR LINE" 

The same actions as the SL SCROLL STRT data
stream command. The data access is resumed with 
the next process in Access Table. 

SL SCROLL END 
15 14 8 7 5 4 0 

000 0101 xxx "END LINE" 

The actions performed by a SL SCROLL END data
!/tream command, in a Normal display, are carried 
out. The data access task is resumed with the next 
process in Access Table. 

TAB TO n 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 0110 Un" 

The effect of this command process command Js 
identical to that of the TAB TO n datastream com
mand. The TAB can be used to establish the left 
edge of a virtual display "window". 

LD MAX DMA COUNT 
15 14 8 7 o 

000 0111 MAX COUNT 

The Max Count register on 82730 is loaded with the 
value specified by the lower byte of the command 
word. The DMA counter is also initialized with this 
Max Count Value. 

The next process in the Access Table is accessed. 
However, the Max DMA Count value in the process 
header is not used for initializing the DMA counter. 
Instead, the DMA counter as initialized by the LD 
Max DMA Count command is used for this process. 
The virtual display data access task is then resumed 
normally. When the process is terminated, the new 
Max Count value is written to the process header. 
Thus the Max Count value in the header is updated 
as a result of this command. 

NOP 
15 14 

1XX 
8 

XXXX 
7 o 
XXXX XXXX 

No action is taken. Data access task is resumed by 
fetching the next process address from Access Ta
ble. 

ERROR AND STATUS HANDLING 

Error Conditions 
Since the MCU and DG function asynchronously 
with respect to each other, different relative timings 
in MCU and DG operation are possible, some of 
which result in error conditions. The lack of appropri
ate termination commands for row or frame data in 
the datastream also gives rise to certain error condi
tions. These types of situations occurring in display 
process operation are described below. 

In normal operation, DG initiates a buffer swap at the 
physical end of a display row. If the MCU has not 
finished loading its row buffer by that time, a "Data 
Underrun" occurs. This results in blanking of the 
screen until physical end of frame by DG and execu
tion of an EOF (End of Frame) command by MCU. 
Data underrun also occurs when the first row of the 
frame has not finished 'loading by the start of the 
character field. The entire frame will be blanked in 
this case. 

If a physical end of frame is reached prior to encoun
tering an EOF datastream command, a "Frame Data 
Error" occurs, which results in the execution of an 
EOF command by MCU. (Note that this does not 

. disrupt the visible display action, and may not consti
tute an error for certain data structures. The error 
indication is included as a flag where knowledge of 
this condition is desired.) Similarly, when the MCU 
fills up a row buffer completely, without encountering 
a ENDROW comand, the "Data Buffer Overrun" flag 
is set. 
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All of the above conditions result in the setting of an 
appropriate status bit and generation of an interrupt 
if the corresponding interrupt has been enabled. . 

Status and Interrupt Handling 
A status word is maintained in an internal register by 
82730 and it is written to the "STATUS" location in 
command block when the "Read Status" channel 
command is executed. The processor can thus read 
status information by' issuing' this command. The 
processor can also enable interrupts for certain 
status bits by specifying an interrupt mask which is 
loaded in 82730 as a result of a "Load Int Mask" 
channel command. This establishes a communica
tion mechanism between 82730 and the processor 
for error and status reporting. ' 
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Statu,s Word 

The format for the status word is shown below. The 
function of each of the status bits is described be
low. 

The status bits get set under the conditions de
scribed above. Interrupts can be enabled for all 
status bits except DIP and VDIP bits. The interrupt 
status bits are cleared at the beginning of each new 
display field. DIP and VDIP bits are cleared only after 
receiving a "STOP DISPLAY" command or a Reset. 

All statUs bits are cleared bya Reset. 
15' 9 8' 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

(RESERVEQ) VDIP DIP RDC RCC FDE EOF DeOR LPU DUR 

VDIP: Virtual Display In Progress 
DIP: Display In Progress 
RCC: Reserved Channel Command, 
RDC, Reserved Datastream Command 
FDE: Frame Data Error 

DUR: Data Under Run 

This 'status bit is set 'by Display Generator if the Mi
crocontroller Unit (MCU) has not finished loading its 
Row Btiffer when the DG intiates a buffer swap at 
the physical end of a display row. This condition is 
defined as data underrun and causes the MCU to 
execute an EOF command and the DG to blank the 
screen until the physical end of frame. 

LPU: Light Pen Update 

This status bit is set by the MCU after updating the 
LPENROW and· LPENCOL locations in command 
block. The detection of LPEN input is enabled by the 
LPEN ENABLE channel command. The detection of 
a rising edge on the LPEN input causes the current 
row and column position to be stored internally. The 
MCU updates the LPEN ROWand LPEN COL loca
tions in command block at the next end of frame and 
sets the LPU status bit. Further updates of these 
command block locations are inhibited until another 
LPEN ENABLE command is issued. 
EOF: End of Frame 
DBOR: End of Row 
LPU: Light Pen Update 
DUR: 'oata Under Run 

DBOR: Data Buffer Over Run, 

This status bit is set· when the Mcu tries to fill a row 
buffer beyond its capacity. The MCU will stop fetch
ing. characters ~fter this point and the display is 
blanked following the completion of the row current
ly being displayed. 
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EOF: End of Frame 

This bit is set by the DG at the physical end of the 
nth frame, where 'n' is specified by the MODESET 
parameter FRAME INTERRUPT COUNT. This pro
vides the means, for timing frame related events 
such as slow scrolls. 

FDE: Frame Data Error 

This status bit is set by the DG at the physical end of 
frame if no EOS datastream command has been en
countered until then. This also results in the execu
tion of the EOS command by the MCU. 

RCC: Reser:ved Channel Command 

This bit is set by the MCU upon encountering an 
illegal datastream or command process command. 
This can be used to trap software errors during pro
gram development. 

ROC: Reserved Datastream Command 

This bit is set by the MCU upon encountering an 
illegal datastream or command process command. 
This can be used to trap software errors during pro
gram development. 

DIP: Display In Progress 

This bit is set by the MCU immediately after receiv
ing a "Start Display" channel command. It remains 
set as long as the display process is active and is 
reset upon receiving a "Start Virtual Display" or 
"Stop Display" command or a Reset. Interrupts can
not be enabled for this status bit. 

VDIP: Virtual Display In Progress 

This bit is set by the MCU immediately after receiv
ing a "Start Virtual Display" channel command and ' 
is reset upon receiving a "Start Display" or "Stop 
Display" command or a Reset. This bit remains ac
tive as long as the virtual display process is active. 
Interrupts cannot be enabled for this status bit. 

" . 
Interrupt Processing 

The system processor can enable interrupts on any 
of the status bits, with the exceptioo of DIP and 
VDIP bits, by specifying an interrupt mask. A "1" ina 
bit position in the interrupt mask disables (masks 
out) interrupts on the status bit located in the corre
sponding bit pOSition in the status word. The format 
for Interrupt Mask is shown below. The Int Mask can 
be loaded into 82730 from the INTMASK location in 
command bl()ck by a "Load Int Mask" channel com
mand. 



15 7 

(RESERVED) 

6 

ROC 
INT 

MASK 

5 

RCC 
INT 

MASK 

82730 

4 

FDE 
INT 

MASK 

,INT MASK = 0 Enables the corresponding interrupt. 

3 

EOF 
INT 

MASK 

2 

DBOR 
INT 

MASK 

LPU 
INT 

MASK 

INT MASK = 1 Masks or disables the corresponding interrupt. 
, Figure 8. Interrupt Mask 

If the interrupt is enabled for a particular status bit by 
programming a "0" in the corresponding bit position 
in INTMASK and if the status bit gets set during the 
course of the display, an interrupt will be generated 
by 82730 at the next end of frame. At the end of 
frame, the 82730 will first perform the tasks of up-
dating LPEN position (if required) and servicing the 
Channel Attention (if CA was activated). Then the 
status word in the internal register will be written to 
the INT GENERATION CODE location in the Com-
mand Block and the SINT output will be activated. 
The SINT pin is not deactivated until an interrupt 
reset Signal is received at the IRST pin. 

82730 continues to perform its normal display task 
activating the SINT pin. If no interrupt reset is re
ceived until the next end of frame then any new in
terrupts that might have been generated at that end 
of frame will be lost. Therefore, it is essential for the 
system processor to issue an interrupt reset within a 
frame time after an interrupt is generated. 

When the display is not activated, the only interrupt 
that can occur is the Reserved Channel Command 
interrupt. Upon receiving an invalid channel com
mand, 82730 will write the status word to INT Gener
ation Code location in the Command Block and acti
vate SINT output, if that interrupt is enabled. 

The processor can use the interrupt capability to get 
status information from 82730. A possible interrupt 
service routine for the system processor is shown in 
flow chart form in Figure 9. 

READ STATUS FROM 
"INT GENERATION CODE" 
LOCATION, IN CMD BLOCK 

PERFORM APPROPRIATE 
SERVICE TASKS 

ISSUE INT Rg~ST) SIGNAL 

END 

o 
DUR 
INT 

MASK 

210931-6 

Figure 9. Interrupt Service Routine For System 
Processor 
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82730 VIDEO INTERFACE 

The Mode Pointer in the Command Block points to a -parameter block containing the Mode information 
required for the display. The organization of the mode words in the Mode Block is shown below. 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 LOCATION 

DMA - BURST LENGTH - r BURST SPACE MPTR 

LINE LENGTH HSYNCSTP MPTR =2 
HORIZONTAL HFLDSTRT HFLDSTP MPTR =4 MODES 

HBRDSTRT HBRDSTP. MPTR =8 

- - - - - - - - - - - SCROLL MARGIN MPTR=8 

- - - - RVV BLKVI DB~ I W - - - LPR 
CHAR ROW ROW ROW HGT DEF MPTR = 10 

CHARACTERISTICS - - - - NRMSTRT - - - NRMSTP MPTR = 12 

- - - SUPSTRT - - - SUPSTP MPTR = 14 

(FULROWDESCRPTj - - - SUBSTRT - - - SUBSTP MPTR = 18 

- - - CUR1STRT - - - CUR1STP MPTR = 18 

- - - CUR2STRT - - - CUR2STP MPTR = 20 

- - - U2 LINE SEL - - - Ul LINESEL MPTR = 22 

- -FIELD ATTRIBUTE MASK MPTR =24 

- - - - - FRAME LENGTH MPTR= 28 

VERTICAL - - - - - VSYNCSTP MPTR= 28 
MODES - - - - - VFLDSTRT MPTR = 30 

- - - - - VFLDSTP MPTR = 32 

(RESERVED) MPTR=34 

(RESERVED) MPTR= 38 
BLINK 
CONTROL - DUTYCYC CURSOR BLINK - - - - FRAME INT·COUNT MPTR= 38 

- DUTYCYC CHAR BLINK ILE I RFE I B BUE CR2 CRl CR2 CRl MPTR =40 
POL CD CD BE BE 

REVERSE VIDEO BLINKING CHAR - - - - CR2 CRl CR2 CRl MPTR = 42 
ATTRIBUTE BIT RVV RVV OE OE 
SELECTS 

ABS LINE COUNT INVISIBLE CHAR UNDERLINE 2 UNDERLINE 1 MPTR=44 

210931-15 

Figure 10. Mode Block Organization 
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CAM ARRAYS 

Three Content Addressable Memory arrays are used 
for generating timing parameters to control the video 
display: the HORIZ MODE CAM, the VERT MODE 
CAM and the CHAR ROW CAM. The user has the 
flexibility to define his own timing parameters by 
loading them into the CAM arrays via the MIU. All of 
these parameters can be modified at the end of ev
ery frame. All the parameters in the CHAR ROW 
CAM, except MARGIN, are changeable on a row by 
row basis. Each of the three CAM arrays is de
scribed separately below: 

Timing Sources 
RCLK and CCLK inputs are provided by the external 
video logic to the 82730. The RCLK is used to incre
ment the HORIZ COL CNTR and hence generates 
all horizontal timing parameters. CCLK is used to 
clock the character and attribute data output from 
the 82730 to the external display dot logic. Data 
changes on the positive going edge of RCLK or 
CCLK. 

Initialization 
Upon activation of the RESET input, the 82730 dis
play generator will stop all operations in progress 
and deactivate all outputs. It will stay in this quies
cent state until the MIU executes the MODESET 
command. The following table shows the states of 
all the Display Generator outputs during and after 
RESET. 

Pin Name Condition 

DATO-14 Low 
WDEF Low 
LCO-4 High 
BLANK Low 
CSYNC High 
CHOLD High 
HSYNC Low 
VSYNC Low 
CRW Low 
RRW Low 

After reset of the 82730, the CAM arrays are in un
determined states. The CAM ar~ays are set upon the 
execution by the MIU of the MODESET command; 
The HORIZ and VERT MODE CAM contents are es
pecially critical since they are used to generate tim
ing control signals to the external video logic. With
out the generation of the timing signals, no display 
process can take place. Hence, START DISPLAY 

'command cannot be executed before the first 
MODESET command after the device reset. The 
START DISPLAY command will be ignored if it pre
cedes the MODESET command. 
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The row buffers also contain unknown information 
after power up and reset. In executing the START 
DISPLAY command, the MIU would first load the two 
row buffers with the first two rows of character data 
to be displayed. Upon completion of loading of both 
buffers, it will signal the DG to begin the display pro
cess. In this way, only valid character data will be 
output to the external video logic. 

Timing Pa.rmeters 

The timing parameters read from the MODESET 
Block and stored in the VERT MODE CAM and 
HORIZ MODE CAM are used to control the video 
display and they can be best illustrated in the follow
ing Map of Timing Parameters. All of these timings 
have to be defined after power up. and reset and can 
be changed on a frame by frame basis during dis
play. 
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Figure 11. Timing Parameters 

Row Timing Parameters 

The row timing parameters are stored in HORIZ 
MODE CAM and are programmable from 0 to 255 
RCLK times. These parameters are: 

a) HSYNCSTRT -Horizontal Sync Start. The RCLK 
count on each scan line where HSYNC pin is acti
vated. This parameter is not programmable. The 
RCLK period t~at follows the rising HSYNC edge 
is defined as column zero. It is used as the refer
ence for all other horizontal timing parameters. 

b) HSYNCSTP-Horizontal Sync Stop. The RCLK 
count on each scan line where the HSYNC pin is 
deactivated. The falling edge of HSYNC occurs at 
the leading edge of the programmed RCLK peri
od. 

c) LlNELEN-Line Length. This parameter defines 
the total number of RCLK's in each scan line in
cluding display time, border and horizontal retrace 
time. There are LlNELIN + 1 RCLK periods per 
horizontal line scan. 

d) HBDRSTRT -Horizontal border start. The RCLK 
count on a scan line where the border begins. 
The border begins at the leading edge of the pro
grammed RCLK period. 

e) HBDRSTP-Horizontal Border Stop. The RCLK 
count on a scan line where the border ends. The 
border terminates at the leading edge of the pro
grammed RCLK period. 

f) HFLDSTRT -Horizontal Field Start. The RCLK 
count on a scan line where the character display 
field begins. If the row buffer is ready to be dis
played, theCSYN pin will be deactivated at this 
point. This field begins at the leading edge of the 
programmed RCLK period. 

g) HFLDSTP-Horizontal Field Stop. The RCLK 
count on a line where the character display field 
stops. When this timing pOint is reached, CSYN 
will be activated. This field ends at the leading 
edge of the programmed RCLK period. 

There is also one pseudo parameter, SYNCDL Y. It is 
fixed at one half LlNELEN and is used as the start 
and end timing for VSYNC in odd frames in inter
laced displays. VSYNC starts at HSYNCSTRT in 
even frames for interlaced displays and all frames 
for non-interlaced displays. 
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Figure 12. Horizontal Timing Restrictions 

There are certain restrictions in the programming of 
HFLDSTRT and HFLDSTP and those restrictions 
are best illustrated below. There has to be at least 4 
RCLKS in between HFLDSTRT and HFLDSTP of 
the same scan line and 15 RCLKS in between 
HFLDSTP of one line and HFLDSTRT of the next. 
The minimum delay of 15 RCLKS is for the charging 
of the pipeline from the row buffer to the character 
data output DATO-DAT14 as well as the setting of 
the correct value for the scan line output LCO-LC4. 

Frame Timing Parameters 

Frame timing parameters are stored in the VERT 
MODE CAM and are programmable from 0-2047 
scan lines. These parameters are: 

a) VSYNCSTRT -Vertical Sync Start. The line count 
where the VSYNC is activated. This occurs at the 
end of a field automatically. This parameter is not 
programmable. The riSing edge of VSYNC occurs 
with the rising edge of HSYNC for all non-inter
lace fields and for odd fields in the interlace 
mode. 

b) VSYNCSTP-Vertical Sync Stop. The line count 
at which the VSYNC pin is normally deactivated. 
VSYNC changes at the rising edge of HSYNC 
normally. However it OCcurs at SYNCDL Y at the 
beginning of odd fields of an interlaced display. 

c) FRAMELEN-Frame Length. This parameter de
fines the total number of scan lines per frame. It is 
used to reset the FRAME LINE CNTR. In an inter
laced display, FRAMELEN must be an even num
ber.lf an odd number is programmed, one addi
tional line will occur automatically. There will be 
FRAMELEN + 1 scan lines per frame. (Note that 
interlace mode contains two fields per frame). 

d) VFLDSTRT -Vertical Field Start. Programs the 
scan line count where the character display field 
begins. 

e) VFLDSTP-Vertical Field Stop. Programs the 
scan line count where the regular character dis
play field ends. VFLDSTP times the beginning of 
the Status Row. The channel attention se
quences, interrupt handling, row buffer swap and 
initialization for the next frame are started after 
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the display of the Status Row is completed. See • 
below. 

"NOTE: 
(Character Field Boundary definition: The starting or 
ending event is defined to occur at HFLDSTP on 
the scan line following the programmed value. Thus 
the visible character field effectively begins two 
scan lines below the programmed start value and 
ends one scan line below the programmed stop 
value.) 

Status Row 

The Vertical Frame Timing Parameters have no bor
der controls, unlike the Horizontal Row Timing Pa
rameters. The top' and bottom borders can be re
placed with regular display rows that are video-re
versed and contain no data. The top border is easily 
timed from VFLDSTRT. The bottom border is more 
difficult without help from the Vertical Timing genera
tors. If there were no help, the user would have to 
keep track of the number of scan lines used in each 
row to know when to stop regular display and create 
the bottom border. This would also preclude his end
ing his regular display with an EOF command before 
the border. 

The 82730 provides this 'help with the Status Row 
feature. The display of the Status Row is timed from 
VFLDSTP and allows the user to display a row in a 
fixed position at the bottom of the screen that is in
dependent of the regular data and any display errors 
(display ended by an EOF command or the DURN, 
DBOR, or FOE errors). (There is one dependency on 
the regular display data: the row format. The last 
FULROWDESCPT (FRO) set in the regular data will 
be used on the Status Row unless a new command 
is issued for the row. It is recommended that the 
user include a new FRO command in the Status Row 
data to eliminate this dependency). 

Status Row display starts SCROLL MARGIN plus 
one scan line after VFLDSTP. This margin is provid
ed to insure enough DMA time if the regular display 
runs up to VFLDSTP. The user can create a bottom 
border or any end-of-pisplay row that he chooses. A 
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display status or system status line, or special pro
grammable key function definition line can be imple
mented with this feature. 

CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES 

The 15 bits of the character word can be partitioned 
into character address and attribute bits. 

Some common attributes may be individually de
fined and enabled or disabled by fields in the attri
bute parameter registers. Each attribute has two 
means of being enabled. The enable bits defined 
below are set during the MODESET channel com
mand and are used as a global enable. The user 
does not have to enable the provided attributes. He 
may free more data bits for his own use this way. 
The second enable bit is contained in each charac
ter loaded to the row buffer to enable the attribute 
on a character by character basis. They are individu
ally described in detail in the following sections. 

Reverse Video 

When a character with the reverse video attribute is 
displayed, the CRVV pin will be inverted during the 
time the character is being displayed. The reverse 
video affElcts the entire height of the row for that 
character space. For superscript/subscript pairs, the 
reverse video effect is controlled by superscript until 
SUBSTRT when the subscript attribute bit takes 
control. The parameter for this attribute is: 

RVBS-Reverse Video Bit Select. This parameter 
selects one of the 15 bits of a character data word. 
Values 0 through 14 select the corresponding bit. 
Value 15 disables the Reverse Video attribute. 

Blinking Character 

When a character with the blinking character attri
bute is displayed, the BLANK pin will be activated 
and deactivat~d during the character display time 
according to programmable rate and duty cycle. The 
parameters for this attribute are: 

a) BCBS-Blinking Character Bit Select. Selects 
one of the 15 bits of a character data word as the 
blinking character attribute control. As with Re
verse Video above, the value of the select deter
mines the controlling bit or disables the attribute. 

b) CHAR BLNK FREQ-Selects one of the 32 blink
ing frequencies available for the blinking charac
ter and blinking underline. The character blink 
rate is calculated as below: 

BI" kR Frame Refresh Rate 
In ate = 4 x CHAR BLNK FREQ 
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c) CHAR DUTY CYCLE-A 2-bit register to select 4 
duty cycles available for blinking character and 
blinking underline. The selection logic is defined 
to be as follows: 
00 = 100% always on 
11 = 75% on 
10 = 50% on 
01 = 25% on 

Underline # 1 

When a character with underline is displayed, the 
BLANK Pin will be activated and the CRVV pin will 
be inverted during the time the scan line specified by 
the underline select register is displayed. The pa
rameters used to define underline # 1· are: 

a) ULS1-Underline Line Select 1. It determines 
which scan line of a character row will be used for 
the underline # 1. This parameter is modifiable on 
a row by row basis by the FULROWDESCRPT 
command. 

b) ULBS1-Underline Bit Select 1. This parameter 
can only be changed by MODESET. It selects 
one of the 15 bits of a character data word as the 
underline # 1 attribute control. Again, a value of 
15 in the select field disables this attribute. 

Underline # 2 (Blinking) 

Underline #2 can be made to blink. When its blink
ing feature is deactivated, its visual effect is· exactly 
the same as underline # 1. When it is enabled to 
blink, its blink rate and blinking duty cycle are the 
same as those defined for blinking character. The 
parameters used to define this attribute are: 

a) UL2SEL-Underline Line Select 2. This parame
ter determines which scan line of a character will 
be the 2nd underline. It is changeable on a row by 
row basis by the FULROWDESCRPT command. 

The next two parameters can only be modified by 
the MODESET Command. 

b) ULBS2-Underline Bit Select 2. Selects one of 
the 15 bits of a character data word or GPA1 as 
the second underline attribute control. A bit select 
value of 15 disables the second underline. 

c) BUE---:Blinking Underline Enable. Activation of 
this bit will cause the second underline attribute to 
start blinking. 

Invisible 

A character with this attribute will occupy its charac
ter position on the screen but will not be displayed 
(Le. BLANK will be active). This attribute does not 
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affect the Reverse Video attribute if they are pro
grammed together. The parameter that is used to 
implement this attribute is: 

IBS-Invisible Bit Select. Selects one of the 15 bits 
of a character data word as the invisible attribute 
control. Value 15 disables the invisible attribute. 

Absolute Line Cntr Attribute 
This character attribute allows the display of special 
graphic characters, or may be used to upshift normal 
characters to implement displays with overlapping 
superscript and subscript fields. When a character 
with this character attribute enabled is being dis
played, its LCO-LC4 pins will reflect the output from 
the CHAR ROW LNE CNTR which counts the abso
lute line count of a row. The activation of this attri
bute overrides the line count mode of both normal 
and subscript/superscript characters. The parame
ter used to select the attribute is: 

ABS LINE BIT SEL. This four bit register selects one 
of the 15 bits of a character data word as the abso
lute line counter output attribute control. Select val
ue 15 disables the ABS Line attribute. 
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Cursor Generation 

The cursor characteristic parameters are change
able on a frame by frame basis by MODESET. 

a) CUR FREO-Cursor frequency. Selects the blink
ing frequency for both cursors. The selection logic 
is similar to CHAR BLNK FREQ 

b) CUR DUTY CYCLE-Cursor duty cycle. Selects 
the blinking duty cycle for both cursors. Its selec
tion logic is similar to CHAR DUTY CYCLE. 

c) CR1 RVV-Cursor 1 Reverse Video Enable se
lects a reverse video type cursor as opposed to a 
solid (blanking) qursor. 

d) CR1 BE-Cursor 1 Blink Enable changes the cur
sor 1 block or underline to a blinking block or un
derline. Enabling this bit also causes DAT 14 pin 
to "blink" as well, if the CR10E bit is set. 

e) CR10E-Cursor 1 Output Enable reconfigures the 
DAT 14 pin to indicate when cursor 1 is active. 
CR20E enabled directs the cursor 2 signal to DAT 
13 pin in a similar fashion. 

f) CR1CD-Cursot 1 Light Pen Cursor Detect directs 
the CCLK cursor # 1 position to be translated to its 
nearest equivalent RCLK position through the 
LPEN facility. 

An identical set of parameters (c) through (f) is avail
able for the generation of CURSOR 2. The two cur
sors share the same FREQ and DUTY CYCLE pa
rameters. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* 

Ambient Temperature Under Bias ...... O·C to 80·C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65·C to + 150·C 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
Respect to Ground; ............. -1.0V to + 7V 

Power Dissipation ....................... 3 Watts 

'Notice: Stresses above those listed under !~bso-, 
lute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions aboVe those indicated in the opera
tional sections of this specification is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum rating conditions for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

NOTICE· Specifications contained within the 
following tables are subject to change. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS TA = 0·CT070·C, Vcc = 5V ±10% 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 +0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 0.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V IOL = 2mA(1) 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -400 p..A 

Icc Power Supply Current 400 mA @TA = O·C 

Iu Input Leakage Current 10 p..A VIN = 0 - Vcc 

ILO Output Leakage Current ±10 p..A VOUT = 0.45 - Vcc 

ILCL LCO, LC1, LC2 Input Low Current -125 -450 p..A VIN = OV 
Reset = "1" (2) 

VBU Bus Clock Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VBHI Bus Clock Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1.0 V 

VCU Character Clock Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VCHI Character Clock Input High Voltage 2.2 Vcc + 0.5 V 

VRU Reference Clock Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VRHI Reference Clock Input High Voltage 2.2 Vcc + 0.5 V 

NOTES: 
1. IOL = 2.6 mA on the S1 and SO pins. 
2. Measured after at least 5 BCLK cycles after RESET = High. 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS 
T A = O·C to 70·C. Vee = 5V ± 1 0%. All timings in nanoseconds. CL = 50 pF. 

82730 Bus Interface Input Timing Requirements 
Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

TCLCL BCLK Cycle Period 125 2500 ns 

TCLCH BCLK Low Time 52 ns 

TCHCL BCLK High Time 52 ns 

TCH1CH2 BCLK Rise Time 30 ns 0.45C -+ 2.4V (1) 

TCL1CL2 BCLK Fall Time 30 ns 2.4V -+ 0.45V (1) 

TDVCL Data In Set·Up Time 20 ns 

TCLDX Data In Hold Time 5 ns 

TARYHCH Async. READY Active Set·Up Time 35 ns 

TSRYHCL Sync. READY Active Set·Up Time 20 ns 

TRYLCL READY Inactive Set·Up Time 10 ns 

TCLRYX READY Hold Time 20 ns 

TCTVCL HLDA. RESET Set·Up Time 35 ns 

TCLCTX HLDA. RESET Hold Time 10 ns 

TCAVCAX CA Pulse Width 100 ns 

TRIVRIX IRSTWidth 100 ns 

TRLLCH LCx Input Hold Time 5TCLCL ns (2) 

NOTE: 
2. Applies only to test mode invocation. 
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82730 Bus Interface Output Timing Response 
Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

TCLAV Address Valid Delay 0 55 ns 

TCLAX Address Hold Time 0 os 

TAVAL Address Valid to ALE/UALE Inactive TCLCH - 30 ns 

TLLAX Address Hold to ALE Inactive TCHCL - 10 ns 

TCLAZ Address Float Delay TCLAX 45 ns 

TAZRL Address Float to RD Active 0 ns 

TLHLL ALE/UALE Width TCLCH - 10 ns 

TCLLH ALE/UALE Active Delay 0 45 ns 

TCHLL ALE/UALE Inactive Delay 0 45 ns 

TCVCTV Control Active Delay (DEN, WR, AEN) 0 70 ns 

TCVCTXW Control Inactive Delay (WR, AEN) 0 80 ns 

TCVCTXD Control Inactive Delay (DEN) 5 80 ns 

TCLDOV Data Out Valid Delay 0 50 ns 

TCLDOX Data Out Hold Time 0 ns 

TWHDX Data Out Hold Time After WR TCLCL - 60 ns 

TCLHV Hold Output Delay 0 85 ns 
" 

TRLRH RDWidth 2TCLCL - 50 ns 

TCLRL RD Active Delay 0 95 ns 

TCLRH RD Inactive Delay 5 70 ns 

TRHAV RD Inactive to Next Address Active TCLCL - 40 ns 

TCLSIN SINT Valid Delay 0 70 ns 

TRIHSIL RINT Active to SINT Inactive 250 ns 

TCHSV Status Active Delay 0 75 ns 

TCLSH Status Inactive Delay 0 70 ns 

TWLWH WRWidth 2TCLCL - 40 ns 

TFLHL Bus Float to HOLD Inactive 0 ns 
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82730 Display Gene~ator Input Timing Requirements 
Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Test Conditions 

TRCHRCH RCLK Cycle Period 100 2500 ns 

TRCHRCL RCLK High Time 40 ns 

TRCLRCH RCLK Low Time 40 ns 

TRRCK RCLK Rise Time 30 ns 0.45V --. 2.4V (1) 

TFRCK RCLK Fall Time 30 ns 2.4V --. 0.45V (1) 

TCCHCCH CCLK Cycle Period 100 None ns 

TCCHCCL CCLK High Time 30 ns 

TCCLCCH CCLK Low Time 40 ns 

TRCCK CCLK Rise Time 30 ns 0.45V --. 2.4V (1) 

TFCCK CCLK Fall Time 30 ns 2.4V --. 0.45V (1) 

TVCVCR HSYNC, SYNCIN Set-Up Time 30 ns 

TCRVCX HSYNC, SYNclN Hold Time 10 ns 

TLPVCF LPEN Set-Up Time 30 ns 

TCFLPX LPEN Hold Time 10 ns 

TRCHCCH CCLK/RCLK Skew During CSYNC -10 10' ns 

82730 Display Generator Output Timing Response 
Symbol Parameter Min Max Units T.st Conditions 

TCCHDV Data, Line Count and Attribute and Output Valid 60 ns CL = 100pF 
Delay from the Rising Edge of CCLK 

TCCHDX Data, Line Count and Attribute and Output Hold 5 ns CL = 100pF 
Time 

TRCHCV Delay of Outputs CSYNC, VSYNC, HSYNC or 70 ns CL = 100pF 
RRW from the Rising Edge of RCLK 

TCCHCL CCLK Rising to CHOLD Low 75 ns CL = 50pF 

TRCLCH RCLK Falling to CFR5D5 High 60 ns CL = 50pF 

NOTES: 
1. Clock maximum rise and fall times are for functionality only. AC timings are not tested at this condition. 
2. Applies only to test mode invocation. 
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WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

DISPLAY GENERATOR INTERFACE TIMING 

RCLK 

HSYNC. SYNC IN 

LPEN 

TRCHCCH 

CCLK 

A.C. TESTING INPUT, OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

24 ... =x::>""~,~<::)c 
210931-12 

A.C. Testing: Inputs are driven at2.4V for a logic "1" and OA5V 
for a logic "0". Timing measurements are made at 2.0V for a logic 
"1" and O.BV for a logic "0". 
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DISPLAY GENERATOR INTERFACE TIMING 
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82786 CHMOS GRAPHICS COPROCESSOR 

• High Performance Graphics • Hardware Windows 

• Fast Polygon and Line Drawing • Fast Bit-Block Copies Between System 

• High Speed Character Drawing and Bit-Map Memories 

• Advanced DRAM/VRAM Controller for • Integral Video DRAM Support 

Graphics Memory up to 4 Mbytes - Up to 1900 by 1900 by 8 

• Supports up to 200 MHz CRTs • Third-Party Software Support 

-up to 640 by 480 by 8 Bits (1K*1K*8) • Multi-tasking Support 
or 1400 by 1400 by 1 Bit (2K.2K*2) • Provides Support for Rapid Filling with 

• Up to 1024 Simultaneous Colors Patterns 

• Integral DRAM/VRAM Controller, Shift • Programmable Video Timing 
Registers and DMA Channel • Advanced CHMOS Technology 

• IBM Personal Computer Color Graphics • Supports Dual Port Video DRAMs & 
Adapter-Compatible Sequential Access DRAMs 

• International Character Support • 88 Pin Grid Array and Leadless Chip 

• Interface Designed for Device- Carrier 
Independent Standards (See Intel Packaging; Order Number: 231369-001) 

- Virtual Device Interface 
- Graphics Kernal System 
-NAPLPS 

The 82786 is a powerful, yet simple component designed for microcomputer graphics applications including 
personal computers, engineering workstations, terminals, and laser printers. Its advanced software interface 
makes applications and systems level programming efficient and straight-forward. Its performance and high-in
tegration make it a cost-effective component while improving the performance of nearly any design. Hardware 
windows provide instantaneous changes of display contents and support multiple graphics applications from 
multiple graphics bit maps. Applications programs written for the IBM Personal Computer can be run within 
one or more windows of the display when used with Intel CPUs. 

The 82786 works with all Intel microprocessors, and is a high-performance replacement for sub-systems and 
boards'which have traditionally used discrete components and/or software for graphics functions. The 82786 
requires minimal support circuitry for most system configurations, and thus reduces the cost and board space 
requirements of many applications. The 82786 is based on Intel's advanced CHMOS III process. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The 82786 is an intelligent peripheral capable of 
both drawing and refreshing raster displays. It has 
an integrated drawing engine with a high .level VOl 
like graphics commands.' Multiple character sets 
(fonts) can be used simultaneously for text display 
applications. The 82786 provides hardware support 
for fast manipulation and display of multiple win-

dows on the screen. It supports high resolution dis
plays with a 25 MHz pixel clock and can display up 
to 256 colors simultaneously. Using multiple 82786s 
andlor in conjunction with dual port video DRAMs 
(VRAMs), the 82786 is virtually unlimited in terms of 
color support and resolution. 

Table 1. 82786 Pin Description 

Symbol Pin . Type Description 
Number 

A21:0 A09,B08,A08,B07, lID Address lines for the External Bus. Inputs for Slave Mode 
A06,B06,A05,B05, accesses of the 82786 supported Graphics memory array or 

. A04,B04,A03,B03, 82786 internal memory or I/O mapped registers. Driven by the 
A02,B02,B01,C02, 82786 when it is the External Bus Master. 
C01 ,002,001 ,E02, 

E01,F02 

,D15:0 N12,M12,M13,L 12, lID Data Bus for the 82786 Graphics memory array and the External 
L 13,K12,K13,J12, Bus. 
J13,H12,H13,G12, 
G13,F13,F12,E13 

BHE B13 lID Byte High Enable. An input of the 82786 Slave Interface; driven 
LOW by the 82786 when it is a Bus Master. Determines 
asynchronous vs. synchronous operation for RD, WR and HLDA 
inputs at the falling (trailing) edge of RESET. A HIGH state selects 
synchronous operation. 

RD D13 I/O Read Strobe. An input of the 82786 Slave Interface; driven by the 
82786 when it is a Bus Master. Selects normal/test mode at falling 
RESET. 

WR C13 lID Write Strobe. An Input of the 82786 Slave Interface; driven by the 
82786 when it is a Bus Master. Selects normal/test mode at falling 
RESET. 

MilO C12 I/O Memory or I/O indication. An input of the 82786 Slave Interface; 
, . driven HIGH by the 82786 when it is the Bus Master. Determines 

synchronous 80286 or 80186 interface at the falling edge of 
RESET. A LC;>W state selects a synchronous 80286 interface. 

CS D12 I Chip Select.,Slave Interface input qualifying the access. 

MEN B11 0 Master Enable. Driven HIGH when the 82786 is in control of the 
External Bus. (i.e., HLDA received in response to a 82786 HREQ.) 
Used to steer the data "path and select source of bus cycle status 
coryu;nands. 

SEN A11 0 Slave Enable. Drive,n HIGH when the 82786 is executing a Slave 
bus cycle for an External Master into the 82786 controlled memory 
or registers. Used to enable the data path and as a READY 
indication to the External Bus Master. 

READY E12 I Syncl)ronou8 input to the 827.86 when executing External Bus. 
cycles. Identical to 80286 READY. 
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Table 1. 82786 Pin Description (Continued) 

Syml)ol 
,Pin' , TyPe: :bescrlptl~n Number' 

HFI/:Q B12 
' , " 0 Hold Flequest. Driven HIGH by t~e 82786 when an access Is being 

." " 
made to the ~ernal Bus by the Display or Graphics Processors. 
Flemains HIGH uritiHhe 82786 no longer needs the External Bus. 

HlDA A12 I Hold Acknowled~e. input in response to a'HREQ output. 
Asynchronous vs. synchronous input determined by state of §HE 
pin at falling RESET. 

INTR B10 0 Interrupt. The logical OR of a Graphics Processor and Display 
Processor interrupt. Cleared with an access, to ,the BIU Interrupt 
Register. 

RESET A10 'I Reset input, internally synchronized, halts all activity on the 82786 
and brings it to a defined state. l'he leading edge of RESET 
synchronizes the 82786 clock to phase 2. The trailing edge 
latches the state of BRE to establish the type of Slave Interface. It 
also latches AD, WR and MIO) to set certain test modes. 

ClK B09 I Double frequency clock input. Clock input to which pin timings are 
referenced. 50% duty cycle. 

~ M09 0 Column Address Strobe O. Driv~s the CAS inputs of the even word 
Graphics memory bank if interleaved; identical to ~ if non 

, , interleaved Graphics memory. Capable of driving 16 DRAM/ 
VR,AM CAS inputs. 

eAS1 N09 0 Column Address Strobe 1. Drives the CAS inputs of the odd word 
Graphics memory bank if interleaved; identical to CASO if non-
interleaved Grap~ics memory. Capable of driving 16 DRAM/ 
VRAM CAS inputs, , 

RAS2:0 M07,N08,M08, 0 Row Address Strobe. Drives the RAS input pins of up to 16 
DRAMs/VRAMs. Drives the first three rows of both banks of 
Graphics memory. 

DRA9/RAS3 N06 0 Multiplexed most significant ~raphics memory addreEis line and 
RA~3. DRA9 when using 1 Mb DRAMS; RAS3 otherwise. 

WE[ N10 0 Write Enable low Byte. Active lOW strobe to the lower order byte 
of Graphics memory. 

WEH M10 '0 Write Enable High Byte. Active lOW strobe to the higher order 
byte of Graphics memory. 

DRA8:0 M06,N05,M05, 0' Multiplexed Graphics memory Address. Graphics memory row and 
N04,M04,N03, sqlumn address are multiplexed on these lines. Capable of driving 
M03,N02,M02 32 DRAMsIVRAMs. 

BEfii'f:O N11,M11 0 Multiplexed Bank Enable and, Data Transfer Line. In normal 
DT1:0' memory cycle enables the output of the Graphics memory array 

, on to the 82786 data bus, 015:0. In data transfer cycle, loads the 
serial register in dual port video DRAMs (VRAMs). BENT /DT1 and 
,B,ENO/DTO control Bank1 and BankO respectively. 

BLANK F01 I/O Output used to blank the display at particular positions on the 
screen. May also be configured as input to allow the 82786 to be 
synchronized with external sources. 
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Table 1. 82786 Pin Description (Continued) 

Symbol Pin Type Description Number 

VOATA7:0 H02,JOt ,J02, 0 Video data output. 
K01 ,K02,L01, 

L02,M01 

VCLK 
., H01 I Video Clock input used to drive the display section of the 82786. 

Maximum frequency of 25 MHz. 

HSYNC/WSO G02 1/0 Horizontal Sync. Window status is multiplexed on this pin. May 
also be configured as input to allow the 82786 to be synchronized 
with external sources. May also be configured to output Window 
status. 

VSYNC/WS1 G01 1/0 Vertical Sync. Window status is multiplexed on this pin. May also 
be configured as input to allow the 82786 to be synchronized with 
external sources. May also be configured to output Window status. 

VSS A01 ,M01 ,A 13, 4 Vsspins. 
N13 / 

VCC N07,A07 2 VCC pins. 

82786 

GRAPHICS DISPLAY 
PROCESSOR PROCESSOR 

SYSTEM ADDRESS BUS ... ---. DISPLAY '. 

J, r 

BUS INTERFACE DRAM/VRAM 

f 
UNIT (BIU) CONTROLLER 

SYSTEM 
CPU MEMORY 

.oil ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 82786 
DATA 
BUS ' ' 

... 
X-CVER ~ ... GRAPHICS 

SYSTEM DATA BUS ... " ... MEMORY 

231676-2 

Figure 2 

ARCHITECTURE 

The 82786 is a high integration device which con
tains three basic modules (figure 2): 

1. Display Processor (DP) 
2. Graphics Processor (GP) 
3. Bus Interface Unit (BIU) with DRAMIVRAM 

Controller. 
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Display Processor 

The 82786 Display Processor controls the CRT tim
ings and generates the serial video data stream for 
the display. It can assemble several windows on the 
screen from different bit-maps scattered across the 
memory accessible to the 82786. 
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Graphics Processor 

The 82786 Graphics Processor executes commands 
from a Graphics Command Blpck (GCMB) (placed in 
memory by the host CPU) and updates the bit-map 
memory for the Display Processor. The Graphics 
Processor has high level VDI like commands and 
can draw graphical objects and text at high speeds. 

. BU$ Interface Unit (BIU) 
The BIU controls all communication between the 
82786, external CPU and memory. The BIU includes' 

, an integrated DRAMIVRAM controller that can take 
advantage of the high speed burst access modes of 
pag~ mode and fast page mode DRAMs to perform 
block transfers. The Display Processor and Graphics 
Processor use the BIU to access the bit-maps in 
memory. 

Memory Structure and Internal 
Registers 

The 82786 address range is 4 Mbytes. This is divid
ed between the Graphics memory directly supported 
by the 82786 and External system memory. The 
82786 distinguishes between Graphics memory and 
External system memory by, assuming Graphics 
memory space starts 'at address OH and goes up to 
whatever amount of Graphics memory is configured. 
External system memory occupies the rest of the 
address.,. space. The amount of Graphics memory 
configured, and therefore the Graphics memory/Ex
ternal system memory boundary, is controlled by the 
"DRAM Control Register" in the BIU. The upper limit . 
of configured Graphics memory is 4 Mbytes. 

A 128 byte block (contiguous) of internal control reg
isters is distributed throughout the three modules on 
the 82786. This block can be either memory or I/O 
mapped in the CPU address space. The base ad~ 
dress and memory or I/O mapped for this register 
block is programmable through the "Internal Reloca
tion Register" in the BIU. 

External Memory Access (Master 
Mode) 

The 82r86 goes Into "Master Mode" whenever it 
needs to access a memory address that is beyond 
the upper limit of configured graphics msmory., This 
memory is typically' external memory shared, be
tween the 82786 and the external CPU. The bus tim
ings in this mode are similar to the 80286 style bus 
timings. 

,An 82786 request ·for the bus is indicated by a high 
level on the HREQ line. The 82786 drives the exter
nal bus (A21 :p, D15:0, RD, WR, MIO and ~ pnly 
after receiving a HLDA (acknowledge) from the ex
ternal master. The HLDA line could be externally 
synchronized (82786 synchronous mode) or inter
nally synchronized (82786 asynchronous mode). 
The 82786 will deactivate the HREQ line when it no 
longer needs to access external memory or when it 
senses an inactive HLDA. The 82786 indicates that 
it is in control of the external bus by a high level on 
the MEN output. 

Slave Mode 

The 82786 Slave Interface allows an external CPU 
access into the Graphics memory array or the 82786 
Internal Registers. The external CPU directs a 
(read/write) slave access to the 82786 by asserting 
the 82786 CS input. When t!!!. 82786 is not dr~ing 
the external bus, the A21 :0, RD, WR, MIO and HE 
lines are inputs. The RD, WR', MIO and CS lines a(e 
constantly monitored by the 82786 to detect a CPU 
cycle directed at the 82786. After beginning a slave 
access to the 82786, the external CPU must go into 
a wait state. The 82786 will not process new slave , 
commands from the CPU before the previous com
mand has been serviced. The 82786 indicates the 
termination of the slave access by a high level on 
the SEN output. The·data bus transceivers can be 
enabled by SEN. 

SEN as Slave Ready Indication 

SEN is optimized for connection to the 82284 ARDY 
or SRDY input when the Slave Interface is set in 
synchronous 80286 mode. When operating in sync 
with the 80286, slave write cycles can always exe
cute with a minimum of 2 wait states. The number of 
wait states for a read cycle is a function of the 
DRAMIVRAM speed. For 2 wait state reads, SEN is 
connected to SRDY. For 3 wait state reads, it is con
nected to ARDY. Write cycles in both cases execute 
with 2 wait states because the 82786 issues SEN 
with different timing during write cycles. 

The 82786 supports byte accesses to Graphics 
memory. The combination of SHE and AO generate 
the proper wee and WER' signals. I3RE and AO are 
ignored for read cycles. Since the Display and 
Graphics Processors always generate word ad
dresses, the slave cycles directed 'to graphics mem
~re the only time WE[ may not exactly follow 
WEH. 

The 82786 will acknowledge a slave access from an 
external CPU while waiting for an acknowledge 
(HLDA) to its own request for the external bus. This 
prevents a potential deadlock situation. 
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Synchronous/Asynchronous 
Operation " 

The SynChronoustaSY'Ehronous mode is selected 
by the 'state of the BH input at the falling edge of 
reset. A high state selects synchronous operation. 
The synchronous interface requires that the 82786 
and the 80286/80186 clock inputs are shared. For 
the 80286 case, a common RESET ensures that the 
82786 and the 80286 initialize to the same state. 
With the 80186, external hardware must ensure that 
the 82786 phase1 is coincident with the 80186 
CLKOUT LOW. In the Master Mode, the HLDA line is 
sampled synchronously or asynchronously. The 
82786 slave interface provides for synchronous or 
asynchronous sampling of the command lines (RD 
and~). " 

EIGHT AND 'SIXTEEN BIT HOS,T 

On reset, the 82786 always assumes an 8 bit host 
interface. The first few accesses to the 82786 must 
be 8 bit accesses. The 82786 can be switched to a 
16 bit interface by setting the "BCP" bit in the "BIU 
Control Register". ' 

In 16 bit mode, the Internal Register Block is only 
word addressable. Odd word or odd byte accesses 
tb the internal locations Will not produce the desired 
result. Even bYte access, however will work as de
sired. The least significant address bit, AO, is ignored 
in 16 bit mode. ' , 

In 8 bit mode, the internal registers must be ac
cessed by two successive bus cycles. This is not 
necessary for reads, but is necessary for writes to 
the internal registers. The low byte (AO = 0) must be 
written first, fOllowed by the high byte (AO' = 1) of 
the register. A21:1 must be the same for both bus 
cycles. The register is not changed until the second 
byte (the high byte) is written to the 82786. There is 
no restriction on the time between the two bus cy
cles, but if successive low bytes are written before a 
high byte is written, the last low byte is the one writ
ten to the register. The BIU latches even bytes (AO 
== 0) of write data in a temporary register. When an 
odd byte is subsequently written to location address 
+ 1, this byte and the even byte in the temporary 
register are written to the desired location. A lock 
out mechanism prevents a high byte write to modify 
an internal register if there Is no valid word in the 
temporary register. 

There is no crossing done bY the' 82786 in 8 bit 
mode: 'low bytes are transferred on the low data 
lines 07:0 and the high bytes 'on 015:8. An external 
cross creates the 8 bit bus for the host. This is not 
additional hardware since a crossover Is needed for 
an 8 bit host accessing of the memory array anyway. 

• • • I 
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MEMORY ACCESS ARBITRATION 
The BIU repeives requests to access the Graphics 
Memory from the Display Processcir, the Graphics 
Processor and the External CPU. Additionally the in
ternal DRAMIVRAM Controller also generates re
fresh requests. The DRAMIVRAM refresh requests 
are always highest priority. The other requests are 
arbitrated with programmable priorities. A higher pri
ority request can interrupt lower priority memory cy
cles. Block transfers however can only be interrupt
eCl on doubleword boundaries. 

There are two priority levels for requests from the 
Display and Graphics Processors: a First Priority 
(Ft:'L) and a Subsequent Priority (SPL). The First Pri
ority is the priority at which the first request of a bus 
cycle is arbitrated with. The Subsequent Priority is 
the priority associated with subsequent requests of a 
block transfer bus cycle. This allows for block trans
fers to execute with a different priority level. If a 
higher priority request occurs while a block transfer 
is executing, the BIU suspends the current block 
transfer and acknowledges the higher priority re
quest. After completion of that higher priority memo
ry access, the requests are arbitrated again. The 
suspended block transfer is arbitrated with its SPL 
priority since it is still executing a block transfer. The 
External Request has no Subsequent Priority level 
since it cannot execute block transfers. The default 
priorities from highest to lowest following RESET 
are: 

External FPL 7 
Display FPL 6 
Graphics FPL 5 
Displays SPL 3 
~raphics SPL 2 

Three bit codes describe the priorities so 7 is tile 
highest and 0 is the lowest. If two priority registers 
are programmed with the same value, a default pri
ority chain is used. The default order is, from highest 
to lowest priority: 

1'. Display Processor 
2. Graphics Processor 
3. External 

GraphiCS Memory Interface 
The 82786 directly supports up to 32 DRAMs with
out additional external logic. This capability h8$ the 
advantage of Simple utilization of cost effective 
memory devices and significant performan/:le im
provement through the use of either standard Page 
Mode or,the newer .fast Page Mode/Static Column 
Decode sequential access RAMs. The Fast Page 
Mode/Static Columl'l Decode parts enable the 
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82786 to cycle the PRAMs in 100 ns instead qf the 
200 ns used for Page Mode parts. The 82786 a:/so 
allows the memory to consist of either standard sin
gle port memory devices or dual port Video RAM 
devic~s (VRAMs). 

The 82786 supports a wide range of DRAMIVRAM 
configurations. The choices include interleaving or 
non-interleaving (1 or 2 banks - o(le CAS,line/bank), 
number of rows per bank (1, 2, 3 or 4 - one RAS 
line/row), width {x1, x4 or x8), height (16k, 64k, 256k 
or1 M) and performance (Page Mode or Fast Page 
Mode/Static Column Mode). The only limitation is 
the address space limit of 4Mbytes. The 82786 
DRAM!VRAM address lines (DRAx) can directly 
drive 32 memory devices while the RAS, CAS, WE 
and BEN lines can directly drive 16 devices. When 
the memory array consists of more than 32{16} de
vices then external drivers have to be used to drive 
the memory array. 

There are some special DRAM configurations: 

i) When 1 Mb • 1 DRAMs are used, RAS3 is used 
as DRA9. 

ii) When only one interleaved row is configured 
(32 devices), RAS1 is identical to RASO. Addi
tional buffering on RASO is therefore not re
quired. 

iii) When two non interleaved rows are configured 
(32 devices), CAS1 is identical to CASO. Addi
tional buffering on CASO is therefore not re
quired. 

DRAM Cycle Types 
The 82786 supports two fundamental memory cycle 
types: single and block. A single cycle involves a 
single 16 bit word, while a block transfer is a mini
mum of 2 16 bit words with no maximum length. The 
single cycle types supported and their cycle times 
are given below. The cycle times are counted in sys
tem clocks, % the ClK input frequency. 

1. Single Reads 3 cycles 300 ns @ 10 MHz 
2. Single Writes 3 cycles 300 ns @ 10 MHz 
3. Read-Modify- 4 cycles 400ns' @ 10 MHz 

Writes 

The block cycles use the high speed sequential ac
cess modes of page mode, fast page mode (ripple 
mode) and static column DRAMs. Typical perform
ance numbers for this case are: 

1. Page Mode, 2 cycles 10Mb/s @ 10 MHz 
Non-Interleaved 

2. Page Mode, 1 cycle 20 Mb/s @ 10 MHz 
Interleaved 

3. Fast Page Mode, 1 cycle 20 Mb/s @ 10 MHz 
Non-Interleaved 

4. Fast Page Mode, .5 cycles 40 Mb/s @ 10 MHz 
Interleaved 

All accesses into the graphics memory by the,Dis
play Processor use the high speed sequential, a!)
cess mode whenever possible. The Graphics Proc
essqr uses a single Read-Modify-Write cycles for all 
pixel drawing operations. Block copy operations by 
the Graphics Processor use the high speed sequen
tial access modes. External CPU access into graph
ics memory is always a single read or write cycle. 
When configured to interface with dual port VRAMs, 
the 82786 generates Page Mode and Fast Page 
Mode style control signals for memory access 
through the normal random access port. It also exe
cutes a data transfer cycle when the video shift reg
ister in the VRAMs have to be loaded. 

Graphics Memory Refresh 

The BIU has an internal DRAMIVRAM refresh con
troller. The refresh period is programmable through 
the "DRAMIVRAM Refresh Control" Register in the 
BIU. All configured, rows are refreshed simulta
neously by activating the corresponding RASlines 
periodically (RAS ~mly refresh). The refresh row ad
dress (10 bits) is generated internally. On POWer up, 
the refresh row address is undefined. On normal re
set, the refresh row address is not affected. It is ini
tialized only if the 82786 is reset into the "BIU Test 
Mode". Not modifying the refresh address during 
RESET allows fOJ a "warm RESET" implementation: 
contents of DRAMIVRAM can be'insured to remain 
valid if RESET is short enough (less than three 
DRAMIVRAM refresh cycles). DRAM(VRAM .re
fresh will continue at the proper row after RESET 
goes inactive again. 

The graphics memory r.efresh cycles are always the 
highest priority cycles. There is some latency possi-

, ble between the internal refresh request and the ac
tual refresh. cycle. This latency is critical only in one 
case: The 82786 is in a wait state while executing a 
bus cycle on the External Bus. 
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The worst case is a refresh request occurring just 
after the 82786 receives a HLDA from the host CPU 
to execute a block transfer on the External bus. Re~ 
fresh requests can interrupt block transfers, but only 
on doubleword boundaries ,- the 82786 must exe
cute 2 full bus cycles on the External Bus before the 
refresh cycle is rul'!. The possibility of many wait 
states when executing these two bus cycles creates 
a need for a large refresh latency tolerance. The 
82786 can queue up to 3 refresh requests internally. 
In the default mode (refresh request @ 15.2 micro 
seconds) and at 10 MHz operation, this implies that 
each bus cycle to external memory should not have 
mq~ethan 225 wait states. 

Then~ is no warm up logic on the ,82786. The system 
must either wait for sufficient number of refresh cy
cles to execu'te or the boot software on the host can 
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quickly access the memory array for the required 
number of cycles. 

The default value of the DRAMIVRAM Control Reg
ister configures the array as 4 rows of Non-Inter
leaved Page Mode 256k x 1 with refresh requests 
generated every 15.2 micro seconds. 

Internal Register and Graphics 
Memory Slave Access 

The external master can access either 82786 inter
nal memory 1/0 mapped registers or the Graphics 
memory. The 82786 internal address space consists 
of a contiguous 128 byte block. It is mapped to 
memory or 1/0 space depending on the state of the 
MilO bit in the "Internal Relocation Register". The 
82786 determines the access type (memory vs 1/0) 
by the MilO pin. An address comparison is done 
between the Internal Relocation Register and the in
coming address to determine if the CPU access is 
directed to internal memory/lO mapped registers. 

Intel reserves the right to add functions to future ver
sions of the 82786. User;s should not use reserved 
locations in order to ensure future compatibility. 

PERFORMANCE 

Slave performance is measured here by assuming a 
request is made to an idle 82786. A synchronous 
ir:1terface is assumed. 

Minimum 80286 Wait States = 3 
(10 MHz 80286 and 82786) 

Minimum 80386 Wait States = 8 
(16 MHz 80386, 8 MHz 82786) 

Minimum 80186 Wait States = 3 
(10 MHz 80186 and 82786, WT = 1) 

Minimum 80186 Wait States = 2 
(10 MHz 80186 and 82786, WT = 0) 

The values mentioned above are for read cycles. In 
some cases, write cycles can operate with fewer 
wait states. For instance, the 80286 can execute 2 
wait state synchronous write cycles. The 80186 can. 
execute write cycles with one less wait state than 
mentioned above. 

For asynchronous interfaces, if the CPU is operating 
at the same frequency as the 82786, the number of 
wait states are typically 1 more than those .indicated 
above. For. CPUs operating at a slower frequency 
than the 82786, the number of wait states are, on 
the average, less than t greater than those given 
above. In some cases, (eg. a 6 MHz 80286) an asyn-

chronous interface acutally has less wait states than 
those quoted above for the synchronous interface. 

INTERNAL REGISTERS 

The 82786 Internal Register block is relocatable by 
programming the address in the "Internal Relocation 
Register" in the BIU. The register block can be 
memory or 1/0 mapped. The Register Block is physi
cally distributed between the three 82786 modules, 
BIU, Graphics Processor and Display Processor. 

Accesses to reserved locations have no effect; they 
execute normally but may produce indeterminate 
read data. No register is altered when a write is exe
cuted to a reserved location. 

Location of Internal Registers within 128 byte block: 

Byte 
Address 

'OO-OF H 

'10-1FH 

'20-2B H 

'2C-3F H 

'40-49 H 

'4A-7F H 

BIU Registers 8 words 

reserved 

GP Registers 6 words 

reserved 

DP Registers 5 words 

reserved 

The BIU register map is as follows: 

Byte 
Address 

'BASE + OH 

BASE + 2H 

BASE + 4H 

BASE + 6H 

BASE + 8H 

BASE + AH 

BASE + CH 

BASE + EH 

Internal Relocation 

Reserved 

BIU Control 

Refresh Control 

DRAM ,Control 

Display Priority 

Graphics Priority 

External Priority 

The field definitions for the BIU Registers are as fol
lows: 

Internal Relocation 
15 14 13 12 ... _4:.....:.3_2=--~.:..O..., 

Addr = I Base Address I MID I 
BASE + OH ___ ..1._...J. 

Reset values: xxxO 
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The Base Address determines the location of the 
126. byte Internal Register Block. The MIO bit se
lects between memory or I/O mapping. If it is set (1), 
the Register Block is memory mapped. At RESET, 
the Base Address is set so that the Internal Reloca
tion Register is located at every 128-byte address in 
the entire I/O space whenever CSis asserted. The 
Base Address must be written into this register be
fore any other registers can be accessed. 

BIUControl 
6543210 

Addr = BASE + 4H IVRlwTIBCpIGdodwpdwP21 

RESET value: 0 o 0 0 0 0 
VR: If set (1) then the 82786 generates dual 

port video DRAM (VRAM) type memory 
cycles for display data fetch. If reset (0) 
then conventional page mode type mem
ory cycles are performed to fetch display 
data. 

WT: Determinas the minimum number of wait 
states possible in a synchronous 80186 
interface. If set (1), there is a minimum of 
2 (3) wait states during memory write 
(read) cycles. 

BCP: Determines whether the Internal Register 
block is accessed as bytes or words by 
the external CPU. If set (1), a 16 bit inter
face is selected. 

GI: Graphics Processor Interrupt. Set when 
the Graphics Processor issues an Inter
rupt. Cleared with RESET or a read of this 
register. 

01: Display Processor Interrupt. Set when the 
Display Processor issues an Interrupt. 
Cleared with RESET or a read of this reg
ister. 

WP1: Write Protection One. When set (1), all 
BIU Register contents except for the WP1 
and WP2 bits of this register are write pro
tected. 

WP2: Write Protection Two. When set (1), all 
BIU Register contents are write protected, 
including WP1 and this bit, WP2. The only 
way to regain write access to the BIU reg
isters after this bit is set, is to RESET the 
82786. 

Refresh Control 

Addr = BASE + 6H 

RESET value: 

65432 0 

Refresh Scalar 

° ° ° ° 
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The Refresh Scalar is a 6 bit quantity that deter
mines the frequency of refresh cycles to the Graph
ics memory. 

Refresh interval = (Scalar + 1) • 16 • Input clock' 
period . 

DRAM/VRAM Control 
6543210 

Addr= BASE + BH IRW11RWolOC11DColHT21HT11HTOI 

RESET value: 1 1 ° ° 1 ° 1 
RW1 :0: Number of Graphics memory Rows. One 

of the variables in deJining the Graphics 
memory/External system boundary. Also 
disables RAS signals not driving any 
DRAMsIVRAMs .. 

RW1 RWO 

o 0 1 Rows 
o 1 2 Rows 
1 0 3 Rows 
1 1 4 Rows 

DC1 :0: DRAMIVRAM Configuration. Controls the 
rate of block transfers and orientation of 
CAS1 and CASO .. 

OC1 OCO 

o 
o 
1 
1 

HT2:0: 

HT2 

o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 

o Page Mode, Non-Interleaved 
1 Page Mode, Interleaved 
o Fast Page Mode, Non-Interleaved 
1 Fast Page Mode; Interleaved 

DRAMIVRAM Height. Defines the 
HEIGHT (not size) of each DRAMIVRAM 
chip in the system. Alf DRAMslVRAMs 
must be .the same size. 

HT1 HTO 

o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
1 

o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 

. 8K Devices 
16K Devices 
32K Devices 
64K Devices 

128K Devices 
256K Devices 
512K Devices 

1M Devices 

Display Processor Priority 
6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Addr = BASE + AH FPL SPL 

RESET value: 0 0 

Graphics Process~r Priority 
Addr = BASE + CH I FPL I SPL 

RESET value: , 0 0 O. 
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External CPU Prl.:.o.:.;rlT!ty"--__ ,-__ _ 
Addr = BASE + EH _..J..I __ FP_L_-'-__ ----' 

RESET value: 

Specifies the priorities of the Display Processor, 
Graphics Processor and External CPU requests for 
the first request (FPL) and subsequent requests for 
block transfers (SPL). Code 111 is highest priority. 
Code 000 is lowest priority. 

RESET AND INITIALIZATION 

The state of BHE at trailing RESET determines syn
chronous vs. asynchronous operation. In Master 
mode, synchronous/asynchronous operation affects 
the sampling of the HLDA Signal only. In Slave 
mode, synchronous/~nchronous operation affects 
the sampling of RD/WR signals. Synchronous oper
ation is set if BHE is sensed HIGH at trailing RESET. 
This enables direct connection of the 80286 BHE 
pin in synchronous systems since it is driven HI~H 
during RESET. The 80186 "tristates" its BHE dUring 
RESET so a small static load on this line can select 
asynchronous operation. 

All internal registers are set to their default values on 
reset. The first slave I/O write access to the 82786 
will always be directed at the Internal Registers (ig
noring the upper fifteen address bits). The Internal 
Relocation Register must be programmed before 
any other Internal registers can be accessed. The 
DRAMIVRAM configuration registers must also be 
programmed to conform to any specific environ
ment. 

The 82786 assumes an 8 bit external CPU interface 
on reset. The graphics memorY interface is always 
16 bits wide. The BCP bit in the "BIU Control Regis
ter" must be set to 1 to enable a 16 bit external 
interface. Interrupts are cleared on reset. 

GRAPHICS PROCESSOR 

Introduction 

The Graphics Processor (Graphics Processor) is an 
independent processor within the 82786. Its primary 
task is to draw bit-map graphics. It executes com
mands residing in the memory, accessing the mem
ory through the Bus Interface Unit (BIU). The Graph
ics Processor addresses 4 MB of linear memory (22 
bit addresses). 

The Graphics· Processor draws into a predefined 
area in the memory which is referred to as a "bit
map". A bit-map can be thought of as a rectangular 
drawing area composed of pixels. A coordinate sys
tem is defined for this bit-map with the origin at the 
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upper left corner, the x-coordinate increasing from 
left to right and the y-coordinate increasin~ from ~op 
to bottom. A bit-map can be up to 32K pixels Wide 
and 32K pixels high. 

The 82786 can draw several graphics primitives 
such as points, lines, arcs, circles, rectangles, poly
gons and characters. During the figure drawing pro
cess, the 82786 follows several programmable attri
butes. 

The graphics attributes supported by the 82786 are: 

color 
depth (bits/pixel) 
texture 
logical operation 
color bit mask 
clipping rectangle 

Each graphiCS primitive can be drawn in anyone of 
2 4 16 or 256 "Colors". The color details (bits/pixel 
a~d' exact color) are programmable. The "Texture" 
controls the appearance of any line (or figure). The 
texture pattern can be up to 16 bits long thus en
abling drawing of solid, dashed, dotted, dot-dash 
etc. types of lines. Each bit in the Texture corre
sponds to one pixel. The 82786 supports all sixteen 
binary "Logical Operation" between a figure being 
drawn in bit-map memory and the existing contents 
of memory. It is thus possible to overlay a figure on a 
background. The "Color Bit Mask" restricts the 
drawing operation to only some "color planes". The 
clipping rectangle restricts the drawing operation to 
a specific area in the bit-map. 

The pixel information is stored in the bit-map memo
ry in a packed pixel format. Different color bits for 
the same pixel are stored in adjacent bit positions 
within the same byte. Each byte represents 1, 2, 4 or 
8 pixels (in one of 256, 16, 4 or 2 colors). 

The Graphics Processor fetches its commands di
rectly from a linked list Memory-resident Graphics 
Processor Command Block (GCMB). The GCMB is 
created and maintained by the CPU. The initial ad
dress for the GCMB is contained in a Graphics Proc
essor Opcode Register in the 82786. Addresses for 
subsequent (next) GCMBs are contained in the pre
vious GCMBs. The Graphics Processor can be 
forced to stop by appropriate commands. 

When the Graphics Processor is idle, it is said to be 
in the "Poll State". This is. the default mode after 
reset. While in the Poll State, the Graphics Proces
sor continuously monitors its internal "Opcode Reg
ister". A valid command in this -register starts the 
Graphics Processor. The first command placed in 
the internal Op'Code Register must always be a 
"LINK" command directing the Graphics Processor 
to the main GCMB in memory. 
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: Address_ 
internal Opcode Function 

Register 

BASE + 20h GRO OPCODE - I GECL 

BASE + 22h GR1 Parameter 1 1 (Link Address Lower) 

BASE + 24h GR2 Parameter 2 I (Link Address Upper) 

Graphics Processor Internal Registers used In Poll State 

Graphic Processor Command Format 
-The commands are placed (along with their parame
ters) sequentially in memory. Several GCMBs may 
be linked together through a LINK command. All 
commands have a standard format as described be
low: 

15 8 7 1 0 

OPCODE 10'0 0 0 0 0 01 GECL 

Parameter 1 

---
Parameteri 

etc. 

\ 

Each command to the Graphics Processor consists 
of an opcode, a Graphics End of Command List 

Graphics Processor Status Register 

(GECL) bit and a list of parameters as required by' 
the command. The opcode is 8-bits wide. The re
maining 7-bits in the first word of the command must 
be all O's to ensure future compatibility. Also, when
ever a parameter for the command is an address, 
32-bits have been set aside but the 82786 uses only 
22-bit addresses. The user must ensure that the 
higher 10-bits in the address parameter are always 
all O's. All commands must lie at even byte address
es. 

After fetching each command, the Graphics Proces
sor checks the GECL bit. If the GECL bit is not set, 
the command is executed and the next command is 
then fetched from the GCMB. If the GECL bit is 
found to be set, the Graphics Processor does not 
execute the command and enters a POLL state. 

One of the 82786 internal registers contains the Graphics Processor Status Byte. The bits in the Status Byte 
are represented as: 

Address 
BASE + 26H 

1. GPOLL - Poll State 

Indicates if the Graphics Processor is in a POLL 
state. 

2. GRCD - Reserved Command 

, This bit is set if the Graphics Processor encoun
ters an illegal opcode. 

3. GINT - This bit is set as a result of the, 
INTR_GEN command. 

4. GPSC - Pibk Successful 

Thi~ bit is !!et or cleared while the Graphic$ 
Procelisor is in the PICK mode. The bit is set if 
the pick operation res!Jlted in -succes~ on any 

, command. 

5. GBCOV - bit-map Overflow for BitBlt or CharBlt 

An attempt to' execute a CHAR or a. BitBlt com
'mand with any portion of the destination rectan

, gle lying outside the cliprectangle'oauses' this 
bit to be set. . 
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6. GBMOV - bit-map ,Overflow for Geometric Com
mands 

An attempt to draw a pixel lying outside clip rec
tangle as a result of any 989mEitric drawipg 
commands (LINE, CIRCLE etc.) would cause 
this bit to be set. The reason for separating 
these two bits is the difference between the clip
ping operations for the two types of commands. 

7. GCTP - Character Trap 

This bit indicates that a character specified in 
the character string as a parameter for the 
CHAR command had its TRAP bit set. 

8. GIBMD - Illegal Bit Map Definition 

This bit is set if the DEF _BIT _MAP command 
is executed with illegal parameters. The illegal 
parameters are bits per pixel defined to be other 
than 1, 2, 4 or 8 or Xmax defined to be greater 
than 32k-1. 
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All the status bits except GPOLL are cleared upon 
reset. The GPOLL bit is set on reset. 

Graphics Instruction Pointer 

The Graphics Processor Instruction pointer is 'a 22 
bit quantity stored in two registers in the' Graphics 
processor. It pOints to the current command in the 
GQMB. ' 

Address 

GCIPL Instruction Pointer Lower BASE + 28h 

GCIPH liP Upper BASE + 2Ah 

Clipping Rectangle 

The 82786 can be instructed to restrict drawing to 
certain portion of the bit-map only. This portion is 
called the "Clipping Rectangle". The default clipping 
rectangle is the entire bit-map. The clipping rectan
gle must be redefined after a DEF _BIT_MAP com
mand. For figures that are partially inside and partial
ly outside the clipping rectangle, only the part inside 
the clipping rectangle is updated in the bit-map. For 
Block Transfer and Character drawing operatiohs, if 
any part of the destination area lies outside the clip
ping rectangle, the command is not executed and 
the, bit-map is left unchanged. 

In order for the Clipping to have predictable results, 
there are some restrictions on the x,y coordinates of 
each pixel. The rules to be'observed are: 

1. For lines, circles, polygons, polylines, BitBlts and 
CharBlts, each, pixel lying on the figure 
(both the visible and the invisible parts) must, not 
have its x or y coordinate outside ± 32K range. 

2. For circular arcs, the above restriction applies to 
the circle of which the arc is a part. 

Pick Mode 

The Graphics Processor can be put in the "PICK 
Mode" by executing the ENTER_PICK command. 
In the PICK Moqe, the Graphics Processor performs 
all pixel computations for all drawing, BitBlt and 
Character commands. However, the bit-map'memo
ry is not updated. Instead every computed pixel is 
compared against the clipping rectangle. If any com, 
puted pixel is found to lie within the clippil!g rectan
gle, the GPSC oit in the Graphics Processor Status 
Register is set. 

Character Font Storage 

The character fonts are stored in memory. Starting 
from an even address, the character information is 
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stored in consecutive words of memory forming a 
character block. Each, block can be of different 
lengths for different characters. A character font is 
selected by programming its base address into the 
82786 through the DEF _CHAR_SET command. 
The font could be established for 8 or 16 Qit charac
ter codes. Each cl'laracter block within a font has the 
following format: 

15 8 7 0 

s 'I WidthW I T I HeightH 

Dot Pattern for 1 st row 
Dot Pattern for 2nd row 

Dot Pattern for Hth row 
s -Character Space bit T- Trap Bit 

Each character block must start at a word address 
and the dot patterns for each line of the font must 
reside in separate words. T,he height and width of 
each character cannot be more than 16 pixels. In 
case the width of a character is less than 16 pixels, 
the dot pattern for each line must be stored as right 
justified. 

Note that width and height of the character refer to 
the difference between their limiting x and y coordi
nates respectively. Thus width = 0 specifies a char
acter one pixel wide and a height = 0 specifies a 
character one pixel high. . 

Graphics Registers 

All the registers, in the Graphics Processor can be 
read from or written 'into, through the Graphics Proc
essor commands - DUMP_REG and LOAD_REG. 
Each register is identified by a 9-bit Register Id. 

These registers are different from the registers that 
are mapped into the 82786's On-Chip-Memory (I/O) 
space, i.e., they are accessible only through the 
DUMP_REG and the LOAD_REG command. 
There arEi four user accessible graphics registers. 
They are listed below. 

REGISTER REGISTER-IO REGISTER 
NAME (# of bits) FUNCTION 

GPOEM 0003 ( 6) Poll Mask 
GIMR 0004 ( 8) Interrupt Mask 
GSP 010C (21) Stack Pointer 
GCNT 0015 (16) Character Count while 

tlrawing characters in 
bit-map 
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There are some other registers'in'the Graphics Proc
essor. These registers are normally of no use to a 
user except in lhe event of saving and restoring 
them during a 'CPU context switch. Any other direct 
access to 'these registers must be avoided. ' ' 

. , 
ReGISTER '. REGISTER-ID 

NAME ('II' of bite) 

GPREG 5 0007 (2,2) 
GPREG 6 0108 (21) 
GPREG 7 0100 (21) 
GPREG 8 010F (21) 
GPREG 9 '0010 (16) 
GPREG 10 0011 (16) 
GPREG 11 0012 (16) 
GP REG 12 0013 (16) 
GPREG 13 0016 (16) 

GPREG 14 001C (4) 
GP REG 16 0090 ,(16) 
GP REG 17 0091 ,(16) 
GP REG 18 0096 (18) 
GPREG 19 0097' (16) 
GP REG 20 0099 (16) 
GP REG 21 0098 (16) 
GPREG22 OO9C (16) 

Graphics Processor Exception 
Handling 

.. 

., 

The status bits GPOLL, GRCD,. GINT, GPSC, 
GBCOV, GBMOV, GCTP, and GIBMD are capable of 
generating an interrupt to the CPU depending upon 
the Inten;upt Mask Register (GIMR). If the corre
sponding, pit in the GIMR is a "0" an interrupt is 
generated_, If. another bit in the Graphics Processor 
Status Register is set before an acknowledgement 
for a previously generated interrupt, then another in
terrupt is. not generated. Reading the Status, Regis
ter serve!! ,the purpose of an Interrupt Acknowledge 
to the Graphic!! Processor. Readin~ the I Graphics 
Processor Status Register clears the offending 
status bites) - bits not masked out in the Interrupt 
Mask. If the interrupt is generated due to the GPOLL 
bit, then this bit is not cleared on an interrupt ac
knowledge. However this does not generate repeat
ed interrupts. 

The status bits GINT, GPSC, GBCOV, GBMOV" 
GTRP and GISMO can also cause ·the Graphics, 
Prooessor to stop its normal ihstruction fetch I execu
tion and enter \he POLL state. This is determined by 
the contents of the ,POLL On Exception ~ask regis
ter (GPOEM). The GPOEM is 6 bits wide. If the cor
responding bit in the GPOEM is a "0", the POLL 
state is entered. On entering the POLL state, the 
internal GECL bit in the GRO register is automatically 
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set; When' the processor is in' the POLL state, it can 
be restarted by writing the appropriate opcode into 
the register GRO (which writes a zero into the GECL 
bit). The act of clearing the GECL bit also causes the 
status bits that CalJseCi the POLL state tO'be cleared. 
Interrupt generation due to the GPOLL bit is enabled 
on exit fronf the POLL state. ' 

The status bit GRCD when set, always 'cause~ tile 
Graphics Processor to enter the Poll State. The In
terrupt ,and the POLL mechanisms are two indepen
dent mechanisms. It is possible for the Graphics 
Processor to issue an interrupt and not POLL, or to 
Issue an interrupt and POLL, or not to issue an inter
rupt and POLL or do' none of them - all depending 
upon the GIMR and the GPOEM Register. 

Initialization And Software Abort 

There·are two ways to force the Graphics Processor 
to ,enter the POLL state: ' 
i) An attempt to write into the Graphics Processor 

Status Register is considered a softWare ABORT 
~~~ , 

ii) .An attempt to write into the Grap~ics Current In
struction Pointer also initiates a software ABORT . . ' , 

The ABORT signal causes the GraphicS Processor 
to enter ,POLL state after the execution of the cur
rently executing command. 

Upon RESET, the Graphics P~ocessor immediately 
enters a well defined state. The following events 
take place: 
1. Command execution is halted and the Graphics 
, Processor enters the POLL state. 

2. The. GECL bit of register GRO is set to indicate an 
End of Command List. 

3. All status bits except GPOLL are cleared. GPOLL 
is set. 

4. Interrupt Mask Register (GIMR) is set to all ones 
(disabled). . " 

5. Poll on Exception Mask register (GPOEM) is' set 
to all ones (disabled). 

6. Graphics Processor exits the pick mode .. 

The Graphics Processof' c<;lmmand set is divided 
into the following classes: 

1. Non-Drawing, Commal'lds 
2. Drawing Control Commands 
3. Geometric Commands 
4. Bit alock Transfer (BitBlt) Commands 
5. Character Block Transfer (CharBlt) ComlT!ands 

" ' 
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Command 

LINK 
NOP 
DEF _TEXTURE_OPAQUE 

82786 

List of Graphics Processor Commands 
(Higher Byte - Hex) 

Opcode Command 

02 DEF _CHAR_ORIENT 
03 ABS_MOVE 
06 RELMOVE 

DEF _ TEXTURE_TRANSPARENT 07 POINT 
DEF _CHAR_SET _WORD OA LINE 
DEF _CHAR_SET _BYTE OB RECT 
INTR_GEN OE BIT_BLT 
ENTER_MACRO OF ARC_EXCLUSION 
EXIT_MACRO 17 ARC_INCLUSION 
DEF _BIT_MAP 1A POLYGON 
DUMP_REG 29 POLYLINE 
LOAD_REG 34 CIRCLE 
DEF_COLOR 3D CHAR_OPAQUE 
DEF _LOGICALOP 41 CHAR_TRANSPARENT 
ENTER_PICK 44 BIT_BLT_M 
EXIT_PICK 45 INCR_POINT 
DEF _CLIP _RECT 46 HORIZ_LlNES 
DEF _CHAR_SPACE 40 

NON-DRAWING COMMANDS 

NOP = No Operation 0300h 

LINK = Link to Next Command .0200h Link Address Low / Link Address High I 

Opcode 

4E 
4F 
52 
53 
54 

- 58 
64 
68 
69 
73 
74 
8E 
A6 
A7 
AE 
B4 
BA 

INTR_GEN = Generate Interrupt :===O:::EO=O:::h==:-_____ .--_____ .--____ --, 

Oump Address Low / Dump Address High I Register 10 2900h DUMP_REG = Dump Register 

LOAD_REG = Load Register 

ENTER_MACRO = Enter Macro 

EXIT_MARCO = Exit Macro 

HALT = Enter Poll State 

3400h Load Address Low I Load Address High / Register 10 

OFOOh Macro Addr Low I Macro Addr High I 
1700h 

xxx1h 

DRAWING CONTROL COMMANDS 

DEF _BIT_MAP = Define bit-map 

DEF _CLIP _RECT = Define Clip 
Rectangle 

1 AOOh I Origin Addr Low I Origin Addr High I Xmax 

4600h I xmin I ymin / xmax 

DEF _COLORS = Define Colors 3DOOh / Foreground Color I Background Color I 
DEF _TEXTURE = Define Texture I 0600/0700h"/ Pattern I 

Opaque/Transparent 

DEF _LOGICALOP = Define 
Logic Operation . 

4100h / Color Bit Mask / Function Cfk>de 

(see table below) 
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Ymax 

ymax 

Bits/pixel 
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, The functions performed and their codeS are: , 

FCODE FU.NCTION FCODE FUNCTION 

0000 0 .. 1000 CMP (source) AND CMP (dest) . 
0001 source AND dest 1001 CMP (source) XOR dest 
0010 CMP (source) AND dest 1010 CMP (source) 
0011 dest 1011 CMP (source) OR dest 
0100 source AND CMP(dest) 1100 CMP (dest) 
0101 source 1101 source OR CMP (dest) 
0110 source XOR dest 1110 CMP (source) OR CMP (dest) 
0111 source OR dest 1111 1 

DEF _CHAR-SET = Define Character Set 
(Word/Byte mode) 

OAOO/OBOOh Font Addr Low Font Addr High 

DEF _CHAR-ORIENT = Define Char Orientation I . 4000h Path /Rotation 

There are four defined values for both the path and rotation. They are: 

CODE INCREMENT 

00 o degrees 
01 90 degrees 
10 180 degrees 
11 270 degrees 

DEF _CHAR-SPACE = Define Inter Char Space :===4::D=O=Oh===::=ln::::te:::r C::h::a:::r s=p=a=ce=~ _____ --, 

ABS_MOV = Move 4FOOh x coordinate • y coordinate 

RELMOV = Relative Move 5200h dx dy 

ENTER-PICK = Enter Pick Mode 4400h 

EXIT_PICK = Exit Pick Mode 4500h 

GEOMETRIC COMMANDS 

POINT = Draw Point 5300h dx dy 

iNCFL.POINT = Draw Incremental Points B400h Array Addr Low Array Addr High N (# of pts) 

INCREMENTAL POINTS ARRAY 

INC4 INCa INC2 INC1 
- - - -
- incN incN·1 incN·2 

The upper two bits of the "inc" field specify the increment for the x coordinate while .the lower two bits specify 
the increment for the y coordinate, The encoding for the two bits is as follows: 

CODE INCREMENT 

00 0 
01 +1 

'" 

10 -1 
11 Unused 

7·90 
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LINE = Draw Line 

CIRCLE = Draw Circle 

RECT = Draw Rectangle 

POLYLINE = Draw Polyline 

POLYGON = Draw Polygon 

POLYLINE/POLYGON ARRAY 

dx1 
dy1 

dxN 
dyN 

ARC = Draw Arc 
(Exclusion/Inclusion) 

5400h 

8EOoh 

5800h 

7400h 

7300h 

I 6800/6900h I dxmin 

dx dy 

'radius 

dx dy 

Array Addr Low Array Addr High N (# of lines) 

Array Addr Low Array Addr High N (# of lines) 

HORIZONTAL liNE ARRAY 

dxy 
, dyl 

deltaX1 

dxN 
dyn 

deltaXN 

dymin dxmax I dymax I radius I 

HORILLINES = Draw Series of I BAOO/BA01 h I Array Addr Low I Array Addr High I N (# of lines) I 
Horizontal Lines 

BITBl T COMMANDS 

BIT _BL T = Bit Block Transfer 
within bit-map 

'I 6400h I Source x coord I Source y coord I dx dy 

BIT_BIT _M = Bit Block Transfer 
across bit-maps 

AEOOh ISource Addr LowlSource Addr Highl SourceXmax 

I Source Ymax I Source x coord I Source y coord I dx dy 

CHARBl T COMMANDS 

HAR = Draw Character String 
(opaque/transparent) 

A600/A700h 

CHARACTER STRING FORMAT 
. Word Mode 

DISPLAY PROCESSOR 

Introduction 

char1 
char2 

charN ' 

The Display Processor (Display Processor) is an in
dependent processor responsible for controlling the 
display of video data on a CRT, laser printer and 
other display devices. Its functions include the gen
eration of horizontal and vertical timing signals, 
blanking Signal and the control of 8 Video Data out
put pins. 
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String Ptr Low String Ptr High 

Byte 

char2 
char4 

charN 

Mode 

char1 
char3 

charN-1 

N(# of char) 

The 82786 can function in two distinct· types of 
graphics memory environments '- i) using single port 
DRAMs (normal display mode) and ii) using dual port 
video DRAMs (VRAM mode). When the 82786 is 
configured to interface with single port DRAMs, the 
Display Processor uses the BIU to fetch the screen 
parameters and display data from memory. The Dis
play Processor then internally shifts the video data 
into the video stream for screen refresh. When con
figured to run with VRAMs, the Display Processor 
uses the BIU to load the shift registers in the VRAMs 
at the beginning of every scan line. The screen 
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refresh is then done by the second port of the 
VRAMs. The BIU and Graphics Processor have the 
rest of the scan line time to access the graphics 
memory. 

Bit Map Organization 

The Display Processor is optimized to display data in 
packed bit-map form. The Graphics Processor writes 
pixel data in the memory in this form. The Display 
Processor supports display of 1, 2, 4 or 8 bits/pixel 
data, stored in sequential bit-map form, with the first 
(left-hand) pixel to be displayed occupying the Most 
Significant Bit(s) of a word in memory, and subse
quent pixels occupying sequentially lower bits in the 
word. Ascending word addresses represent subse
quent pixels, moving left to right and top to bottom 
on the screen. 

Windows and Normal Display Mode 
In the normal display mode, Windows may be dis
played on the screen in a flexible format. There can 
be up to 16 window segments or tiles appearing on 
any single display line. There is no limit on the nUl:n
ber of windows vertically (limited by the number of 
scan lines in the active display area). At the basic 
video rate (25 MHz, 8 bpp), these windows may be 
placed at pixel resolution on the screen, and 
mapped at pixel resolution into the bit-map .. Win
dows can be made to overlap, by breaking the win
dows into tiles and assembling the tiles on the 
screen. 

Cursor (Normal Display Mode) 

The Display Processor supports a single hardware 
cursor which may be 8 x 8 pixels or 16 x 16 pixels. 
This cursor may be positioned anywhere on the 
screen with a pixel resolution. The cursor may be 
defined to be transparent or opaque, and may be 
either a block cursor with its hot-spot at the top-left 
of the cursor pattern, or a cross-hair cursor one pixel 
across, stretching the width and height of the SCreen 
with its hot-spot at the center of the cross. The cur
sor color and pattern (shape) are programmable. 
The cursor may, be programmed .off if not required, 
or to implement a blinking cursor. 

Video Rates (Normal Display Mode) 

The Display Processor is clocked from an external 
Video Clock. In this mode, the 82786 fetches video 
data from memory into an internal FIFO. An internal 
shift register then generates the serial video data 
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stream to the display. The 82786 will support CRT 
screens of up to about 640 x 480 pixels at 8 bits/pix~ 
el and 60 Hz non-interlaced, or about 1024 x 640 ~ 8 
at 60 Hz interlaced. The Display Processor supports 
Interlaced, non-interlaced and interlace-sync dis
plays. 

The Display Processor also has higher speed modes 
which enable the user to trade off bits/pixel for dot
rate. Thus it is possible to run at a maximum of 8 bpp 
with a 25 MHz dot-rate, 4 bpp at a 50 MHz dot-rate, 
2 bpp at a 100 MHz dot-rate or 1 bpp at 200 MHz 
dot-rate; with corresponding increase in size and 
resolution. Note that in the high speed modes, hori
zontal window and cursor placement resolution is re
duced to 2, 4 or8 pixel resolution at 50 MHz, 100 
MHz, or 200 MHz rates respectively. 

VRAM MO.de 
In the VRAM mode, the first tile for every scan line is 
used to load the shift register in the VRAMs by exe
cuting a data transfer cycle. Subsequent tiles (if any) 
for all strips will still be available through the VDATA 
pins of the 82786. The window status bits can be 
used to internally multiplex the VRAM video stream 
and the 82786 generated video stream. The address 
for this data transfer cycle is determined from the 
Tile Descriptor. The 82786 BEN # pin is used as a 
DT pin for this case. If the graphics memory banks 
are interleaved, then both banks are loaded in the 
transfer cycle. During the Blank period, Default VDa
ta appears on the VDAT A pins. 

CRT Controller 

CRT timing signals HSYNC, VSYNC, and BLANK 
are each programmable at a pixel resolution, giving 
a maximum display size of 4096 x 4096 pixels. If 
high-speed or very7high-speed display rnodes are 
selected, the horizontal resolution of the CRT timing 
signals becomes 2 pixels, 4 pixels or 8 pixels at 50 
MHz, 100 MHz and 200 MHz respectively. 

Window Status 

The HSync and VSync CRT timing pir;Js may be con
figured to serve as Window Status output pins, 
which can be programmed to present a predefined 
code while the Tile Processor is displaying a tile. 
This code is programmable as part olthe Tile De
scriptor, and may be used externally to multiplex in 
video data from another sQurce, or select a pallette 
range for a particular window, etc. External logic 
must be used to enable VSync and HSync as CRT 
timing signals when Blank is high, and as encoded 
Window Status signals when. Blank is low. Thjs is 
valid in both DRAM and VRAM modes. 
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Zoom Support 
The 'Display Processor allowS windows to be 
zoomed in the normal display mode: The zoom fac
tor is an integer between 1 and 64 .. There are inde
pendent zoom factors for the x and y direction. The 
zoom function results in pixel replication. 

All zoomed windows on a display are zoomed by the 
same amount. A window is therefore either zoomed 
or not zoomed. Zoom offset is not supported-a pix
el must either be fully displayed or not displayed at 
all. This places a restriction on window placement
a window may not be placed such that a zoomed 
pixel is partially obscured. VRAM displays can be 
zoomed vertically by using this feature. Horizontal 
zooming of VRAM windows requires external hard
ware support. 

Extended 82786 Systems 
The CRT timing signal pins may be configured as 
output pins (for the normal stand-alone 82786 sys
tem), or as input pins for a system in which multiple 
82786's are ganged in parallel to provide a greater 
number of bits/pixel, higher dot rates, larger display 
area, or more windows. In multiple 82786 systems" 
each of the Display Processors run in lock step,' al
lowing the individual outputs to be combined on a 
single display. The HSync, VSync and Blank pins for 
the "Slave" 82786 are configured as inputs and are 
driven by the "Master" 82786. 

When programmed as inputs, VSync and HSync still 
serve as outputs for Window Status while Blank is 
inactive. 

External Video Source 
The HSync and VSync pins' on the 82786 can be 
configured as inputs to synchronize the 82786 to ex
ternal video sources (VCR, broadcast TV etc.). In 
this case, the Blank pin is configured as output and 
the active 82786 display period is determined by the 
programmed 82786 parameters. 

Memory Bandwidth Requirements 

The memory bandwidth required by the Display 
Processor depends on the display size and mode of 
operation. The 82786 has a 40 Mbyte/sec maximum 
bandwidth during fast block accesses to Graphics 
Memory. In the normal display mode the Display 
Processor makes use of these fast block reads for 
screen refresh, thereby minimizing its use of the 
memory bus, which the other 82786 modules share. 
For worst-case displays, when the Display Pro-
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cessor is running at its maximum speed of 25 MHz 
and 8 bits/pixel, about 50% of the memory band
width is used for display refresh. Correspondingly, at 
only 1 bit/pixel the Display Processor's bus require
ments are reduced to about one-eighth of its require
ment at 8 bpp. In the VRAM mode, the Display Proc
essor does not fetch any of the display data. The 
display data is passed directly from the graphics 
memory to the pixel logic. In this case about 1 % of 
the graphics memory bandwidth is required by the 
Display Processor to fefch the Strip Descriptors. The 
Display Processor Access to memory can be 
"tuned" threugh a programmable trip point for the 
Display Processor Data FIFO. This controls the 
length and frequency of block transfers to fill the 
FIFO of display data fetches. 

Display ~rocessor Registers 
There are two different register sets for the Display 
Processor. Six of the 82786 Internal Registers are 
dedicated to the Display Processor: These registers 
are memory (or I/O) mapped in the external CPU 
address space. They can therefore be directly ac
cessed by the external CPU. Another set of registers 
is totally local to the Display Processor. These are 
the display control registers and are used for display 
parameters. 

82786 Registers For Display Processor 

There are six of these Registers. They are listed be
low: 

Address Function 

Base + 40 Display Processor Opcode 

Base + 42 Param1 

Base + 44 Param2 

Base + 46 Param3 

Base + 48 Display Processor Status 

Base + 4A Default Video 

The Display Processor Opcode and the three pa
rameter registers are used to send a command to 
the Display Processor. The Display Processor Status 
Register contains the status for the Display Proces
sor. This is described in more detail later. The De
fault Video Register contains the data that appears 
on the Video Out pins during the blanking intervals. 
The CPU can use this register to address an' exter
nal pallette RAM while loading the pallette, thereby 
eliminating a separate address path and external 
logic., 
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. Display Control Registers 

The display control registers can be loaded under 
control of the Display Proces~or during the Vertical 
Blanking interval. This synchronizes parameter up
dates with Qisplay refresh and ensures that the dis
play remains clean, with no updates occurring during 
data display. 

The Display Processor may also be programmed to 
provide a Frame Interrupt once per certain number 
of frames. This may be used to facilitate blinking, 
scrolling, panning, animation or other periodic func
tions. 

Command Execution 

At the beginning of each Vertical Blanking time, the 
Display Processor checks the ECl bit in the Display 
Processor Opcode Register. If the E.C!:: bit is 1, the 
Display Processor status remains unchanged. If the 
ECl bit is 0, the, Display Processor executes the 
command. only one command is executed per 
frame. 

On completion of the command, the Display Proces
sor sets its ECI,. bit back to 1, indicating to the CPU 
that a new command may be written into the Com-. 
mand Register. This handshake prevents the CPU 
from writing a new command before the old one has 
finished executing. The commands for the Display 
Processor are: 

1. Load Register 
2. load All Registers 
3. Dump Register 
4. Dump All Registers 

The command formats are: 

lOAD REGISTER (LD-REG): 

o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ECl 
Memory Address lower 

Mem Addr Upper 
Register ID 

This command loads a pair of display control regis- . 
tars with values stored in memory starting at the 10-

cation given by Memory Address. The Memory Ad
dress must be an even byte address. The Register 
IDfor the regis~er pair is. given in the register block 
description 1:1~low. This command maybe used to 
update individual pairs of registers (such as the Cur-
sor Position registers). '. 

LOAD ALL (LD-ALL): 

000001010000000ECl 
, Mem Address lower 

Mem Addr Upper, 

This command loads the entire block of display con
trol registers in a block read starting from the Memo
ry Address given in the command. The Memory Ad
dress must be an even byte address. This command 
must be the first command executed and has to be 
executed after reset to enable the display operation. 
The registers are listed below. 

DUMP (DMP-REG): 

o 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ECl 
Memory Address lower 

Mem Addr Upper 
Register ID 

This command causes' the Display Processor to 
write the contents of the. display control register pair 
specified by Register ID to the location in memory 
specified by Memory Address. The M.emory Address 
must be an even byte address. . 

DUMP ALL (DMP-ALL): 

o 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 TOT 0 0 0 0 ECl 

Mem Address lower 
Mem Addr Upper 

This command causes the Display Pr.ocessor to 
write its entire display control register block out to a 
block in memory, starting at the Memory Address 
specified. The Memory Address must be an even 
byte address. The write occurs as a series of single 
write cycles. ' 
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Display Control Register Block 
The display control register block is shown below. Each register is 1S-bits wide. The numbers in parentheses 
are the number of bits per parameter. 

OOh 
01h 
02h 
03h 
04h 

VStat: 

05h CRTMode: 

OSh 
07h 
08h 
09h 
OAh 
OBh 
OCh 
ODh 
OEh 
OFh 
10h 
11h 
12h 
13h 
14h 
15h 
1Sh 
1711 CsrMode: 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 S 5 4 3 2 1 0 

IntMsk 
TripPt 

Frint-1 
Reserved 

IL - Interlace(2): 00 ~ Non-Interlace 
01 ~ Reserved 
10 ~ Interlace 
11 ~ Interlace-Sync 

W - Window Status Enable(1) 
S - HSYNC, VSYNC Slave Mode(1) 
B - Blank Slave Enable(1) 
AA - Accelerated Video (High Speed Video, etc.)(2) 

00 ~ Normal (25 MHz) 
01 ~ High Speed (50 MHz) 
10 ~ Very High Speed (100 MHz) 
11 ~ Super High Speed (200 MHz) 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 

HSynStp-3 
HFldStrt-3 
HFldStp-;3 
LineLen-3 
VSynStp-1 
VFldStrt-1 
VFldStp-1 
FramLen-1 

Descriptor Addr. Pointer (L) 
Descriptor Addr. Pointer (U) 

Reserved 
XZoom-1 

S Ix I T I CSt I CSC 1-

YZoom-1 
FldColor 
BdrColor 
1Bpp Pad 
2Bpp Pad 
4Bpp Pad 

CsrPad 

C D C- CsrOn(1); D- DspOn(1) 

AA 

o 

CsrStyle: S - CsrSize(1): 0 ~ 8 x 8 Csr 
1 ~ 1Sx1SCsr 

X - CsrX-Hair(1) . . _ 
T ~. CsrTransparent(1) _ 

. CSt - CursorStatus (to Window Status output)(2) 
CSC - CursorStatusControl(2): 00 ~ Current Window Status 

01 ~ Foreground 
1 0 ~ Background 
11 ~ Block 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1. 0 

18 
19 
1A 
1B 
1C 
10 
1E 
1F 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

I CsrPosX-2 
CsrPos Y-1 

CsrPatO 
CsrPat1 
CsrPat2 
CsrPat3 
CsrPat4 
CsrPat5 
CsrPat6 
CsrPat7 
CsrPat8 
CsrPat9 
CsrPatA 
CsrPatB 
CsrPatC 
CsrPatD 
CsrPatE 
CsrPatF 

The functions of the preceding registers are de
scribed in more detail below: 

O. VStatCsrOn(1) DspOn(1) 

If set, the internally generated display or cursor 
are turned on. 

1.lntMsk 

Interrupt Mask Register. This register enables an 
82786 interrupt whenever the corresponding bit 
in the Display Processor Status Register is set. A 
o for any bit enables the interrupt. This Interrupt 
Mask is different from the Interrupt Mask for the 
Graphics Processor. 

2. TripPt 

The display data FIFO Trip Point. This controls 
the length and frequency of the Display Proces
sor's accesses to graphics memory. The trip 
point must be programmed to 16, 20, 24 or 28. 

3. Frint 

Frame Interrupt Register. Enter the number of 
frames minus one elapsed between successive 
setting of the FRINT bit in the Display Processor 
Status Register. 

4. This field should always be set to zero. 

5. CRTMode -IL(2) W(1) S(1) B(1) AA(2) 

These bits control the various modes of the CRT 
Controller. 

IL are the Interlace Control bits-if IL is 00, the 
display is Non-Interlaced. If IL is 10, the display 
is Interlaced {displaying the even lines (Field 1) 
of the frame and then the odd lines (Field 2)). If 
IL is 11, the display is interlace-sync (similar to 
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interlace, except that the odd field display is 
identical to the even field display). 

W is the Window Status Enable bit. If W is 0, 
HSYNC and VSYNC will have normal operation. 
If W is 1, the Window Status Code programmed 
into the Tile Descriptors will be output on VSYNC 
and HSYNC pins while display data for that par
ticular window is being displayed. VSYNC repre
sents the MSB and HSYNC the LSB of the Win
dow Status Code. 

S is the HSYNCIVSYNC Slave Mode bit. If S is 
0, the VSYNC and HSYNC pins are outputs. If S 
is 1, they are inputs. In the Slave Mode, if Win
dow Status is enabled, HSYNC and VSYNC will" 
still be outputs while BLANK is low. 

B is the B!ank Slave Mode bit. If B is 0, the 
BLANK pin is an output. If B is 1, it is an input. 

AA are the accelerated video Mode bits. By us
ing an external latch or shift register, 50, 100 or 
200 MHz video data rates can be generated. Ir'l 
the accelerated video modes, each memory byte 
represents 2, 4 or 8 physical pixels. The upper 
bit{s) of each byte represent the pixels that ap
pear on the left on the display medium. Used in 
DRAM display mode. Must be programmed to 
zero in the VRAM mode. 

6. HSynStp 

Enter the HSYNC width in number of VClks mi
nus 3. (For a graphical representation of all the 
CRT timing signals, see Figure 3). 

7. HFldStrt . 

Enter the number of VClks minus 3 between the 
rising edge of HSYNC and the falling edge of 
BLANK (the start of Video Data). 
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8. HFldStp 

Enter the number of VClks minus 3 between the 
rising edge of HSYNC and the rising edge of the 
next BLANK (the end of Video Data). 

9. L1neLen 

Enter the number of VClks minus 3 between the 
rising edge of HSYNC and the rising edge of the 
next HSYNC. 

10. VSynStp 

Enter VSYNC width minus OAP in number of 
HSYNC periods. In the non-interlaced mode, 
VSYNC rises and falls on the rising edge of 
HSYNC. In interlaced and interlace-sync mode, 
VSYNC has the same timing as in non-interlace 
mode at the start of each Even Field (lines 0, 2, 
4, etc), but is delayed by half Line Len at the start 
of each Odd Field (lines 1, 3, 5, etc). (See Figure 
3.) 

11. VFldStrt 

Enter the number of HSYNCs minus one be
tween the beginning of VSYNC and the end of 
vertical BLANK. 

12. VFldStp 

Enter the number of HSYNCs minus one be
tween the beginning of VSYNC and the begin
ning of the next vertical BLANK. 

13. FramLen 

Enter the number of HSYNCs minus one be
tween the beginning of VSYNC and the begin
ning of the next ~SYNC. 

14. Descript9r Address Pointer (L) 

The address of the first Strip Descriptor for the 
display. After fetching the first descriptor the Dis
play Processor uses the Link Address in the de
scriptor to fetch the next descriptor. The De
scriptor address must be an even byte address. 

15. Descriptor Address Pointer (U) 

The most significant end of the Descriptor Ad
dress Pointer. 

16. This field should always be set to zero. 

17. ZoomX, ZoomY 

The x-zoom minus one and y-zoom minus one 
factors for the zoomed windows. Can be any in
teger number between 1 and 64. In the VRAM 
mode, ~oomX is not used. 

18. Field Color 

An 8-bit value indicating the color of the back
ground field to be displayed in the absence of 
windows. 

19. Border Color 

An 8-bit value indicating the color of the border 
to be displayed inside selected windows. 
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20. 1Bpp Pad 

An 8-bit value where the upper 7 bits represent 
the upper 7 bits of video data concatenated to 
the 1 bit vid~o data from a 1 bit/pixel bit-map. 

21. 2Bpp Pad 

An 8-bit value where the upper 6 bits represent 
the upper 6 bits of video data concatenated to 
the 2 bit video data from a 2 bit/pixel bit-map. 

22. 4Bpp Pad 

An 8-bit value where the upper 4 bits represent 
the upper 4 bits of video data concatenated to 
the 4 bit video data from a 4 bit/pixel bit-map. 

23. CsrStyle:S(1) X(1) T(1) CSt(2) CsrPad 

The Cursor Mode Register. The Cursor Pad is an 
8-bit value where the upper 7 bits are the higher 
7 bits for the cursor color. 

Cursor Style: S is the size bit. If S is 0 an 8 x 8 
pixel cursor will be displayed. If S is 1, a 16 x 16 
pixel cursor will be displayed. 

X is the Cross-Hair Mode bit. If X is 0, a block 
cursor will be displayed. The pattern for the cur
sor is specified in the Cursor Pattern registers. 
The cursor hot-spot is at the top-left of the cur
sor block. If X is 1, a cross-hair cursor will be 
displayed. Its hot-spot is at the center of the 
cross, and it will stretch the full height and width 
of the display. 

T is the Transparent Mode bit. If T is 0, the cur
sor is opaque. Its forground color is determined 
by the concatenation of the cursor padding bits 
(7 MSB's) with 1. The background color is deter
mined by the concatenation of the cursor pad
ding bits with O. If T is 1, the cursor backgfound 
reverts to whatever bit-map data is being dis
played "behind" the cursor. 

CSt is the Cursor Status. The code to be output 
onto the Window Status outputs while the Cursor 
is being displayed. . 

CSC is the C.ursor Status Control (2 bits). The 
cursor status may be output whenever the cur
sor foreground color is being output, whenever 
the cursor background color is being output, or 
whenever the cursor block is active, whether it is 
displaying background color or foreground color 
or transparent pixels (useful for inverse video}, 
or else the cursor status may default to the cur
rent Window Status. The code is shown above. 

24. CsrPos X 

This is the Cursor X-Position Register-the posi
tion of the cursor hot-spot relative to the begin
ning of the line (the rising edge of the previous 
HSYNC). Enter the value minus 2. 
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25. CsrPos Y 

ThiS is the Cursor V-Position Register-the posi, 
tion of the cursor hot-spot relative to. the begin
ning of the frame (the, beginning of the previous 
VSYNC). Enter the value minus one. 

26. CsrPatO:F 

These 16 registers contain the pattern to be dis
played as a cursor. CsrPatO is the top row of the 
cursor, and the MSB is the left bit of the cursor. 
For an 8 x 8 cursor, the cursor pattern used is 
the higher byte of the first eight cursor registers. 

(HSYNCSTRT) HFLDSTRT HFLDSTP ~ ~ ~ , I HSY~CSTP I I LlNELEN 2! ~ ~ 
;.....-~--+----------~-+-----il! (VSYNCSTRT) 

HSYNC~ 
BLANK 

(HORIZ) 

, 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I VSYNSTP 

VFLDSTRT 

ACTIVE DISPLAY 
PERIOD 

-
I I 

VFLDSTP 

FRAMELEN 

231676-3 

Figure 3. Timing Parameters 

Windows 

The' CPU creates Strip Descriptors in memory that 
describe windows for the Display Processor. The 
Strip Descriptors are organized as one descriptor 
per strip of window segments (tiles) as shown in Fig
ure 4. Each descriptor contains information for the 
tiles' within that strip in the order they are displayed 
on the screen (left to right). The descriptor for a par
ticular strip must be contiguous in memory. The Strip 
Descriptors for several strips are linked to each oth
er in the order they are displayed (top to bottom). 

The format of the Window Strip Descriptors is: 

The linking is done through a field in each descriptor 
that points to the following descriptor. The descrip
tor for the first strip is accessed during the VBlank 
interval, using an address specified by the Descrip
tor Address Pointer, one of the display control regis
ter pairs. 

The strip descriptor consists of a header followed by 
one or more tile descriptors. The header and tile de
scriptors must occupy one contiguous block in mem
ory. 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 o 
Header Number of Lines in Strip-1 

Link to Next Strip Descr. (L) 
Link to Next Strip Descr. (U) 

C Number of Tiles in Strip-1 
1 st Tile Descr. bitcmap Width 

Mem Start Address (L) 
Mem Start Address (U) 

Bpp I StartBit StopBit 
Fetch Count (bytes - 2) 

T B L RI WSt I PC I z I F 
2nd Tile Descr. bit-map Width, 

Mem Start Address (L) 
Mem Start Address (U) 

Bpp I StartBit I StopBit 
Fetch Count (bytes - 2)" , " 

T B L R I WSt I PC 1 Z I F 

etc ... 
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STRIP 1 TILE 1.1 

STRIP 2 TILE 2.1 TILE 2.2 TILE 2.3 

---
STRIP 3 TILE 3.1 TILE 3.2 TILE 3.3 TILE 3.4 

TILE 4.1 STRIP 4 
~ ----

TILE 4.3 I TILE 4.2 

STRIP 5 TILE 5.1 

231676-26 

Figure 4. Display Shows Strips and Tiles with Two Overlapping Windows 

The strip descriptor header is programmed with val
ues for the number of display lines minus one and 
the number of tiles in the strip minus one. There may 
be any number of lines in a strip, up to the number of 
lines on the display (within their restrictions imposed 
by zoom, if used). In DRAM mode there may be up 
to 16 tiles within a single strip. In the VRAM mode 
the first tile is used to load the VRAM shift register, 
leaving 15 tiles to be used by the Display Processor. 
The header also contains a link to the next strip de
scriptor. 

The C bit (the most significant bit) in the Number of 
Tiles in Strip parameter tells the DP to color the dis
play area following the current strip with FldColor 
data or link to the next strip. If the C bit is set to one, 
the DP colors the remainder of the display with the 
background color defined in the FldColor Register. If 
the C bit is zero, the DP links to the next strip. 

Each tile descriptor contains the following parame
ters: 
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1. Bit-Map Width-the width of the bit-map in bytes. 
This must be even and is added to the Memory 
Address for each scan line in the window, each 
HSync period within the strip to get the start ad
dress of the next display line (if y·zoom inactive or 
counted out). In case of interlaced displays, the 
Memory Address is incremented by twice the bit-

. map width. In the VRAM mode, the bit map width 
of the first tile must be a power of 2 and must be 
less than the maximum width of the VRAM shift 
register. 

2. Memory Start Address-the memory address for 
the window. This is an even byte address, corre
sponding to the address. of the first word of bit
map data for the window tile (top left corner). In 
the VRAM mode the start address for the first tile 
must guarantee that the entire scan line is con
tained in a single row of the VRAM. 

3. Bpp~ The number of bits/pixel in the current win
dow-must be programmed to 1, 2, 4, or 8 in the 
normal mode. In the VRAM mode this field should 
be zero. 
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4. StrtBt-Start Bit-The bit position in the corre
sponding memory word for the first bit of the first 
pixel in the window. Gives bit resolution to the 
Memory Start Address (and pixel resoli,ltion to the 
start of the window). In the normal mode this must 
be programmed to be consistent with the Bpp de
fined for that window. In the VRAM mode, this 
must be programmed to zero for the first tile. 

5. Stop Bit-The bit position in the corresponding 
memory word for the last bit of the last pixel in the 
widow. Gives bit resolution to the window width. In 
the normal mode this must be programmed to be 
consistent with the Bpp defined for that window. 
Illegal value will result in incorrect display. In the 
VRAM mode, this must be programmed to zero 
for the first tile. 

6. Fetch Count-In the DRAM mode, this specifies 
the number of bytes minus two from the bit-map 
to be fetched for each scan line in the current 
window tile. This must be an even quantity. The 
value programmed in this field is 2 less than the 
number of bytes to be fetched rounded off to the 
next higher even number. In the VRAM mode, this 
must be programmed to zero for the first tile. 

7. TBlR-Border Control Bits-Indicate border on 
Top, Bottom, left or Right of window tile. This is a 
four bit field with one bit controlling each border. 
The most significant bit controls the top border 
and the least significant bit controls the right bor
der. 

8. WST -Window Status (2 bits)-The code to be 
presented on the Window Status pins while the 
window is being displayed. 

9. PC-IBM PC Mode-Indicates that this window is 
being displayed from a bit-map created in IBM PC 
format. The Display Processor supports the IBM 
Color Graphics Adapter bit-map format in which 
the least significant byte of a word appears on the 
left of the most significant byte on the screen as 
opposed to the 82786 format in which the least 

significant byte appears to the right of the most 
significant byte. Also, the 2-bank and 4-bank bank 
oriented bit-maps used in the PC· and PCj( sys
tem~ are. supported. These modes enable bit
maps created by IBM PC or PCjr (or compatible) 
systems to be upward compatible with 82786 dis
plays, with the PC format bit-maps being dis
played either as the whole screen, or as windows 
on a screen together with 82786 created bit
maps. The PC mode bit-maps can be zoomed or 
used with interlaced or accelerated displays. In 
the VRAM mode, this field must be programmed 
to zero for the first tile. 

Note that although the Display Processor can dis
play bit-maps created in these formats, the 
Graphics Processor always draws bit-maps in 
82786 forrnat. The vertical mapping of IBM format 
bit-maps is restricted in that the Memory Start Ad-

. dress of an IBM format window must be in the first 
of the 2 or 4 banks. 

The coding for IBM PC mode is given below: 

00 . -+ 82786 Mode 
01 -+ Swapped Byte Mode 
10 -+ Swapped Byte, 2 banks 
11 -+ Swapped Byte, 4 banks 

Bit-map formats in 82786 and PC Modes are shown 
below: 

Pixel # (from left as displayed on screen): 

012345 a 7 a 9101112131415 

MO~~:~ #H1++++019I aI7I a I5141312111 01 

p~~:de 17I aI51413121110H1++++019H 
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10. Z-Zoom-This bit if set, indicates. that in the 
normal display mode the window is to be 
zoomed using the· zoom parameters pro
grammed into the ZoomX and' ZoomY registers. 

11. F-Field'-This bit if set, indicates that the win
dow tile is background field. In the normal mode 
the field color is displayed for the window. The 
number of pixels of Field to be displayed should 
be programmed into what would normally be the 
Bpp, StartBit, Stop Bit fields. This bit must be set 
to zero for a the first tile in the VRAM mode. 

If the Strip Descriptor list causes a window to be 
displayed that extends beyond the active display 
area, then only the upper left hand portion of the 
window is displayed and the rest of it is truncated. 

In interlace mode, in order to maintain a line resolu
tion on vertical positioning of windows, a double
length descriptor table must be used. The first part 
contains window position information for the even 
lines, the second part for the odd lines. Also note 
that in interlace mode, one frame takes two fields to 
display. Command execution occurs at frame 
boundaries, not field boundaries, so the, instruction 
execution frequency will typically be 25/30 Hz in
stead of the non-interlaced 50/60 Hz. 

Initialization 

The Display Processor is reset during the main 
.82786 reset process. Upon reset it enters a well-de
fined reset state described below: 

1. Any command execution is immediately halted. 

2. Parameter, Descriptor, or Display Data fetches 
are terminated. . 

3. Display Outputs VDATA7:0 are all reset to default. 
video. 

4. HSync, VSync, Blank are tristated (Display Proc
essor defaults to Slave Operation). These stay tri
stated until the first lOADJll instruction. 

5. Display Processor Status Register is cleared. 

6. Display Processor Interrupt Mask to set to all 1 's 
(all interrupts disabled). 

7. ECl bit is set to 1. 

Display Processor Interrupts, Status 
Register and, Exception Handling 

The Display Processor Status Register is an 8-bit 
memory (or I/O) mapped register which indicates 
the current status of the Display Processor, and al
lows the generation of interrupts depending on 
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the state of individual bits in the status register. In
terrupts may be masked off using the Display Proc
essor Interrupt Mask register. The format of the Dis
play Processor Status Register is: 

ADDRESS 7 6 5 4 3 2 l' 0 

BASE + 48 hi FRllRcoloovlFMTIBLKIEVNlooolECLI 
Display Processor Status RegIster 

The functions of each bit, and the action taken in the 
case of exceptions is described below: 

1. FRI-Frame Interrupt. This bit is set every n 
frames, where n is a value between 1 and 256 
loaded into the Frint Register. This may be used, 
for example, for timing in animation applications, 
or to time blink rates. 

2. RCD-Reserved Command. This bit is set if the 
Display Processor does not recognize the Op
code it has been instructed to execute. The Dis
play Processor will not execute the command. 

3. DOV-Descriptor Overrun. This bit is set if the 
Display Processor has not completed its descrip
tor load when horizontal blanking ends. 

4. FMT -FIFO Empty. This indicates that the Dis
play FIFO has underrun. This forces an End of 
Line condition and the rest of the Display Line will 
display the Default VData color. At the beginning 
of HBlank, the Display Processor uses the current 
descriptor to start a new Display Data fetch. A 
FIFO underrun therefore does not, necessarily 
mean that the whole field is lost-just the current 
display line is corrupted. 

5. BlK-Blank. This indicates that the BLANK pin is 
currently active. 

6. EVN-Even Field. In Interlace and Interlace-Sync 
modes, this bit is set during the even field (Field 
1). 

7. ODD-Odd Field. In Interlace and Interlace-Sync 
modes, this bit is set during the odd field (Field 2). 
The Even and Odd status bits assist in synchro
nizing the 82786 with other interlaced display sys
tems. 

8. ECl-End of Command List. This is set at the 
same time the ECl bit in the Opcode Register is 
set, and allows the Display Processor to inform 
the CPU as soon as it has completed execution of 
a command. 

All active interrupts are OR'ed together to drive a 
single 82786 interrupt line. Once set, the interrupt 
line remains active until the Status Register is read. 
The active bits in the Status Register (bits with 0 in 
the corresponding bit in the Interrupt Mask) are. reset 
to zeroes after the Status Register is read. 
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Test Modes 

The 82786 implements several special modes of op
eration beyond normal use to aid in debug, charac
terization and production testing. When RESET 
goes inactive, the RD and WR pins are sampled. If 
either of these two pins is low, one of the special 
test modes is enabled according to the state of RD, 
WR and MIO pins. 

The 82786 implements three global pin conditioning 
features. Specifically, the 82786 can drive all output 
and I/O pins high, or low, or can tristate all pins. The. 
test modes are activated according to the following 
table: 

RD# WR# MIO Mode 

0 0 0 Reserved 

0 0 1 Reserv.ed 

0 1 0 Reserved 

0 1 1 Drive Output Pins High 

1 0 0 Drive.Output Pins low 

1 0 1 Tristate Pins 

1 1 X Normal Operation 
NOTE: 

VOL/VOH Pin Conditioning 

The 82786 has the capability to bring all its output 
pins to a constant logic high (or low) .state. This fea
ture can be used for testing the output buffers on the 
82786. 

Tristate Feature 

The 82786 has the ability to tristate all of its I/O and 
output pins to effectively isolate the 82786 from any 
connected circuitry. This allows testing a completely 
assembled PC board by isolating the 82786. leak
age on all I/O pins can also be tested in this mode. 

82786 PARAMETRICS 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Storage Temperature 

Operating Temperature 

Voltage Vcc-Vss 

Voltage on Other Pins 

- 65·C to + 150·C 

O·Cto 70·C 

-0.5Vto +6.5V 

-0.5Vto Vcc + 0.5V 

All timing numbers in the parametric section are preliminary and are subject to change. 

D.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = o· to 70·C, Vcc = 5V ± 10% 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Notes 

VILC Input low Voltage -0.5 -+0.8 V elK Input 

VIHC Input High Voltage +2.0 Vce + 0.5 V ClK Input 

VILVC Input low Voltage -0.5 +0.8 V VCLK Input 

VIHVC Input High Voltage +2.0 VCC + 0.5 V VCLK Input 

VIL Input low Voltage -0.5 +0.8 V All Other Pins 

VIH Input High Voltage +2.0 VCC + 0.5 V All Other Pins 

VOL Output low Voltage - +0.45 V All Pins 
IOL = 2.0mA 

VOH Output High Voltage +2.8 - V All Pins 
IOH = -400 p,A 

III Input leakage Current - ±1 p,A o <VIN <VCC 

ILO Output leakage Current - '. ±10 p,A 0.45 <VIN <Vee 

Icc Power Supply Current - 200 mA @O·CTemp 
ClK@20MHz 

'. . VCLK @ 25 MHz 
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A.C. CHARACTERISTICS T A = o· to 70"C, Vee = SV ± 10% 

CLOCK and RESET Timings , 
AC timings are referenced to 1.SV on clock input and O.BV /2.0V on other pins 

Symbol Param,ter Min Max Units Note. 

Tc CLKPeriod 50 500 ns @ 1.5V 

TCl CLKLowTlme .. 15, - ns @ 1.5V 

TCH CLK High Time '15 - ns @ 1.5V 

TCR CLK Rise Time - 10 ns @0.8V-2.0V 

TCF CLKFallTime - 10 ns @0.8V-2.0V 

TR1 Test Input Setup Time 10 - ns 

TR2 Test Input Hold Time 5 - ns 

TR3 Reset Active Hold Time 25 2Tc ns 

TR5 Reset Inactive Hold Time 10 - ns 

TR6 Reset Active Setup Time 10 - ns 

TR7 Forced Output Delay 30 - ns 

TR6 Reset Width 10Tc - ns 

DRAM Interface Timings 

AC timings are referenced to 0.8V 12.4V on all pins and are valid for total DRAM capacitance on each pin 
between 30 pF and 200 pF , ' 

SINGLE READ, WRITE, READ MODIFY WRITE AND PAGE MODE CYCLES 

Symbol Parametef Min Max Units 

TRC Single Cycle Time 6Tc - 5 " - ns 

TRAc!1) Access Time from RAS # - 4 T C - 20 - 0.050 CR ns 

TCAC(1) Access Time from CAS # - 2Tc + TCH - 15 - 0.050Cc ns 

TCAA(1) Acc Time trom Col Addr - 3'Tc - 15 - 0.075 CA ns 

TOAC(1) Access Time from BEN # 2Tc - 20 - 0.050Ce ns 

TRP RAS # Precharge Time 2Tc - 5 - ns 

TRAS RAS#Widtfl 4 Tc - 5 - 0.025CR - ns 

TRCO RAS# to CAS # Delay Tc + TCl - 5 + 0.050 Cc - 0.0,50 CR - ns 

TRSH 'RAS# Hold Ti~~ , 2 Tc + TCH + 0.025 CR - 0.050 Co - ns 

TCSH CAS# Hold Time 4 Tc -10 + 0.025 Co - 0.050 CR - ns ' 

TCAS CAS'# Wid1h 2Tc + TCH - 5 - 0.025Cc - ns 

TASR Row Address Setup Time T C + 0.075 CR - 0.075 CA .. - ns 

TRAH Row Address Hold Time Tc - 5 + Q.075 CA - 0:050 CR - ns 

,TASC Column Addr Setup Time TCl - 5 + 0.075 Cc -' 0.075 CA - ns 

TCAR Col Addr Setup to RAS # 3 T C + 0.025 CR ..:.. 0.075 CA - ns 

TOFF ' Data in Hold Time 0 - ns 

Teov BENO# to BEN1 # Overlap 0 - ns 
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SINGLE WRITE CYCLE 

,Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

TRWl WE# to RAS# Lead Time Tc - 5 + 0.025 CR - 0.050 Cw - ns 

TWCH WE # Hold Time' 3 TC + TCH + 0.025 Cw - 0.050 Cc - ns 

Twp WE#Width- ! 2 T C - 5 - 0.025 Cw - ns 

TCWl WE# to CAS # Lead Time TC - 10 + 0.025 Cc - 0.050 Cw - ns 

TOS(W) Data Out Setup Time T C + 0.075 Cw - 0.075 Co ~ ns 

TOH Data Out Hold Time Tc - 5 + 0.075 CD - 0.050 Cw - ns 

READ MODIFY WRITE CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

, TRWC RMW Cycle Time aTC - 5 - ns 

TOS(TW) Data Out (RMW) 3 TCH - 5 + 0.075 Cw - 0.075 CD - ns 
Setup Time 

TOH Data Out (RMW) Tc - 5 + 0.075 CD - 0.050 Cw - ns 
Hold Time 

TOFF(RW) Data In Hold/Data Out 0 T Cl + 5 +0.075 CD - 0.075 Cs ns 
(RMW) Drive Time 

"-
PAGE MODE READ AND WRITE CYCLES 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

Tpc Page Mode Cycle Time 4 Tc - 5 - ns 

Tcp CAS # Precharge Time Tc+TcL~5 - ns 

" TCAS CAS#,Width 2TC + TCH - 5 - 0.025CC - ns 

TCAH(n) Col Addr Hold (Non Interleaved) 3 TC + TCH + 0.075 CA - 0.050 Cc - ns 

TOS(n) Data Out Setup (Non Interleaved) Tc + TCl - 10 + 0.075 Cc - 0.075 CD - ns 

TOH(n) Data Out Hold (Non Interleaved) 2 Tc + TCH + 0.075 CD -, 0.050 Cc - ns 

TCAH(I) Col Addr Hold (Interleaved) Tc + TCH + 0.075 CA - 0.050 Cc - ns 

TOS(I) Data Out Setup (Interleaved) TCl - 10 + 0.075Cc - 0.075 Co - ns 

TOH(I) Data Out Hold (Interleaved) Tc + TCH + 0.075 Co - 0.050 Cc - ns 

FAST PAGE MODE READ AND WRITE CYCLES 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

Tpc Fast Cycle Time 2Tc - 5 - ns 

Tcp CAS# Precharge Time TCl - 5 - ns 

TCAS CAS# Width T C + T CH - 5 - 0.025 Cc - ns 

TCAA(l) Col Address Access Time 2 T C - 15 ~ 0.075 CA ns 

TCAd1) CAS# Access Time Tc + TCH,- ,15 - 0.050Cc ns 

TCAP(l) Access Time from Col Precharge 2 TC - 15 - 0.,075 Cc, ns 
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FAST PAGE MODE READ AND WRITE CYCLES (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

TOAC(i) Access Time from BEN # (Interleaved) Tc - 20 - 0.050 Ce ns 

TCAH(n) Col Addr Hold (Non Interleaved) Tc + TCH + 0.075 CA - 0.050 Cc - ns 

TOS(n) Data Out Setup Non Interleaved) TCl"'" 10 + 0.075Cc - 0.075 Co - ns 

TOH(n) Data Out Hold (Non Interleaved) 'T C + T CH + 0.075 Co - 0.050 Cc - ns 

TCAH(i) Col Addr Hold (Interleaved) T CH + 0.075 CA - 0.050 Cc ,- ns 

TOSO) Data Out Setup (Interleaved) TCl - 10 + 0.075 Cc - 0.075 Co - ns 

TOH(i) Data Out Hold (Interleaved) T CH + 0.075 Co - 0.050 Cc - ns 

DUAL PORT DRAM DATA TRANSFER CYCLE 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

TOTR DT High to RAS# High Setup TC - 10 + 0.025 CR - 0.075 Ce - ns 

TOTH DT High from RAS# High Hold Tc - 10 + 0.075Ce - 0.075CR - ns 

TROH DT Low from RAS# Low Hold 3 Tc - 10 + 0.025 Ce - 0.050 CR - ns 

TOlS DT Low to RAS# Low Setup Tc - 10 + 0.075 CR - 0.050 Ce - ns 

TCOH DT Low from CAS# Low Hold Tc + TCH - 10 + 0.025 Cs - 0.050 Cc - ns 

TOTC DT High to CAS# High Setup Tc - 10 + 0.025 Cc - 0.075 Cs - ns 

MASTER MODE TIMINGS Cl = 100 pF on all output pins 
AC timings are referenced to 1.5V on clock input and 0.8V /2.0V on other pins 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

TM1A(2) eLK to MEN Delay - 40 ns 

TM1S(3) HLDA to MEN Delay - 45 ns 

TM2A(2) ClKto A21:0, M!D, RD#, WR#, SHE# Drive - 40 ns 

TM2S(3) HlDA to A21:0, MID, RD#, WR#, SHE# Drive - 45 ns 

TM3 HREQ, MEN Inactive Delay - 35 ns 

TM4 A21 :0, 015:0 Float Delay - 40 ns 

TM5 Async HlDA Setup 5 - ns 

TM8 Read Data Setup Time 10 - ns 

TM9 Read Data Hold Time 5 - ns 

TM10 READY Setup Time 20 - ns 

TM11 READY Hold Time 5 - ns 

TM12 Command Valid Delay - 35 ns 

TM13 Address Valid Delay - 40 ns 

TM14 Write Data Valid Delay - 40 ns 

TM15 Write Data Hold Time/Float Delay - 40 ns 

TM16 Sync HlDA Setup: 01 5 - ns 

TM17 Sync HlDA Setup: 02 20 - ns 

TM18 ClK to HREQ Delay 35 ns 
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SLAVE INTERFACE TIMINGS CL = 100 pF on all output pins 
AC timings are referenced to 1.5V on clock input and 0.8V 12.0V on other pins 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

TS1 Active Input Setup . 5 - ns 

TS2 Active Input Hold Time 10 - ns 

Tss' Inactive Input Setup 5 - ns 

TS4 Inactive Hold Time 10 - ns 

TS5· Active Status Hold Time (Sync 186) Tc - ns 

TS14 Active Command Width 2Tc + 30 - ns 

TS15 Inactive Command Width 2Tc + 30 - ns 

TS16 A21 :0, MIO, CS #, BHE # Hold Time 2Tc + 30 - ns 

TS17 A21:0, MIO, CS#, BHE# Delay - Tc - 20 ns 

TS18 SEN Active Delay 0 , 25 ns 

TS19 Write Data Delay 0 2Tc - 25 ns 

TS20(4) Write Data Hold (Memory Write) 3Tc+TOH+30 - ns 

TS20 Write Data Hold (Int. Write) 4 T.c - ns 

TS21 SEN Inactive Delay 0 35 ns 

TS22(5) Read Data Delay (Memory Read) 0 (Note 5) ns 

TS22 Read Data Delay (Int. Read) 0 Tc + 40 ns 

TS23 Read Data Hold 5Tc - 15 - ns 

TS24(6) RD/WR to SEN Delay (Mem Write) 4Tc + 20 - ns 

TS24(6) RD/WR to SEN Delay (Int. Write) 4 Tc + 20 - ns 

TS24(6) RD/WR to SEN Delay (Mem Read) 5Tc + 20 - ns 

TS24(6) RD/WR to SEN Delay (Int. Read) 7Tc + 20 - ns 

TS25 SEN Width (Write Cycle) 4 Tc - 25 4 Tc + 35 ns 

TS25 SEN Width (Read Cycle) 5Tc - 25 5Tc + 35 ns 
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VIDEO INTERFACE CL = 50 pF on all output pins 
AC timings are referenced to 1.5V on clock input and O.SV 12.0V on other pins 

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units Note. 

TvCYC VCLK Cycle Time 40 - ns @1.5V 

TVCL VCLK Low Time 15 - ns @ 1.5V 

TVCH VCLK High Time 15 - ns @1.5V 

TVCR VCLK Rise Time - 10 ns @O.BV-2.0V 

TVCF VCLK Fall Time - 10 ns @0.B-2.0V 

TVDL Delay VCLK to Output Valid 0 25 ns 

Tvs Input Setup Time 0 - ns 

TVH Input Hold Time B - ns 

NOTES: 
1. Subtract transceiver delay from these number for xl devices. 
2. Valid for asynchronous interface or for synchronous interface when TM16 is satisfied. Synchronous interface requires 
same clock and reset input for 82786 and 80286. 
3. Valid for synchronous interface when TM16 Is not satisfied. 
4. TS20 (memory write) is dependent on DRAM specs. 
5. TS22 (memory read) is dependent on DRAM specs. This is the maximum of: 

I) TRAC - To +' 10 
,Ii) T C - TCH + TCAC + 10 
iii)Tc - TOAC + 10 

,6. TS24 numbers mentioned above are the absolute minimum values for a synchronous 80286/82786 type Interface (or 
synchronous 80186/82786 interface with WT = 0). Add Tc to get corresponding minimum number for an asynchronous 
interface. Add Tc for 80186 interface with WT = 1. Typical delay from Command to SEN active will be greater than the 
minimum value, depending on level of activity of the 82786 and priority for external access. 

AC TEST LOADS (Use capacitance values in pico farads in the timing equations) 

RASx 
CASx 

82786 
DRAx 

WEx 
8ENx 

DATx 

CL 1d_ OTHER OUTPUTS 
Cb Cw Ca Co C - -... -- -- --

T TTT T,T·T 
~. cb. Cw, COo Ce• C, in 1he range 30 pF 200 pF 

231676-4 
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RESET TIMINGS 

02 01 02 01 

ClK 

RESET _____ u 

TEST CODE· 

WIO, RD. WR --------+------;--."l~--.or~'t_-_+-------

WODE SELECT •• 
BHE. WIO 

TR7X TR7~ 
~~---OU-T-P-UT-ST-A-B-lE-.-.-.----'r-Al-l-O-U-TP-U-~--

FORCED VALID 
231676-5 

·Test code sampled at end of 01 preceding failing, edge of RESET 
"Mode select sampled at end of 02 preceding fa"lng edge of RESET , 

···RD, WR", H, MIO, A21:0, 015:0, BLANK, HSYNC, VSYNp--TRISTATEO 
MEN, SEN, HREQ, INTR-LOW 
CAs,. RAS., WEl, WEH, BE~IGH 
ORA6:0, VOATA'7:~ndeterminate 

CLOCK AND AC TEST CONDITIONS 

ClK 

2.4V 
INPU~ 

0.45V 

OUTOU~ 

1.5V 

TSlTUP THOLD 

~:g~ 
TDELAy 
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TCR TCF 

O:8V (2.4V) 
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DRAM SIGNALS-SINGLE READ CYCLE 

eLK 

I-RP-
RASX { 

TRAS 
~TRCD TRSH 

TCSH 
TCAS II 

~ IY 
~-r-TASR-
~ TCAR 

DRA9:0 )I ROW ADDRESS COLUMN ADDRESS 

BENX \. .L 
!---TOAC_ -l TOFF' 

015:0 :XXXX 
" 

TCAC -
TeM 

TRAC 
231878-7 

DRAM SIGNALS-SINGLE WRITE CYCLE 

CLK 

RASX \~--------------T~( - AWL 
CASX " ,~ " " 

DRA9:0 X ROW ADDRESS X COLUMN ADDRESS 
" '-TWCH 

~'fCWL" 
, 1 i---'-Twp,--'---'I( 

TOS{w? ~ , 
j4-TOH 

WEL,WEH 

D15:0----..;..--(E=, =)--, -
231878-8 
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DRAM SIGNALS-AEAD MODIFY WRITE CYCLE 

ClK 

RASX 
~ ______________________ -JI 

, CASx 
\~ ______________________ -JI 

DRA9:0JK ________ J~~ ________________________________ ___ 

BENX 

\ IOFf(rw) f r .. 
D15:0 -------------------O<XXXJ = M~~3::!w~R~IT~E]D~A1:~A9:)---------

, TOS(tw) ~1'o-T-D-H _______ r-
WEl,WEH 

, 231676-9 

DRAM SIGNALS-NON INTERLEAVED PAGE MODE READ 

, ClK 

RAS~\~ _______ ...... __ ~ ___________ _ 
T 

CASX 

I 
PC 

r--Tcp-
TOO---y '. 

'\ I 
TCAH(n) 

" 
TOfF 1-

DRA9:0 ROW ADDREss X COLUWN ADDRESS n }[ COlUWN ADDRESS n + 1 X -
BENx \. 

T -- I. TCAC • ~ r 1 
D15:0----000000<I~~, g&l.=-~}~-----~(== 

231676-10 
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DRAM SIGNALS-NON INTERLEAVED PAGE MODE WRITE 

CLK 

~SX~~ ____________________________________ ~ ____ ___ 

'--___ -J/ 

D~9 : 0 R(1N ADDRESS COLUWN ADDRESS n x COLUWN ADDRESS n + 1 

WEL,WEH 

~ k-TOH4 ~ 1----TOH(n)---+I 

DI5:0----~--t====J][t====::===j](K:== 
231878-11 

DRAM SIGNALS-INTERLEAVED PAGE MODE READ 

CLK 

RASX ~~--------~--------------------
T ASC - ref.renc •• failing edge of cas c_Ilng vol 

CAS 1 
, , / 

CASO 
, \. 

I- TASC -I ~TASC 
_ TCAH(I) I 

D~9:0 R(1N ADDRESSXCOLUMN ADDRESS nI COLUWN ADDRESS n + 1 X COlUMN ADDRESS n + 2 

\. ~~T~OV ./ - TBOV 

BENI 

BENO " I \. - _TCAC - -:rCAC - TOFF - TOFF DI5:0~ ____ 000000Q1Pl~"""~---i~ . ~ 
231676-12 
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DRAM SIGNALS-INTERLEAVED PAGE MODE WRITE 

RASX~~.~~~ ________ --__ ----__ ------------------________ __ 

CASO 

CAS 1 

ORA9:0 

WEL. 
,WEH 

015:0 

\. 
,. 

X X 

\. 

1--. TOS(I) -- TOS(I) I+-
I-TOS(w)- TOH-=:J I-- TOH(I)~ - TOH(I)--! 

1 l X 

DRAM SIGNALS-NON INTERLEAVED FAST PAGE MODE READ 

CLK 

231676-13 

RAS
X \~----------------------------------------------------

CASO 

ORA9:0 ROW ADDRESS COLUMN ADDRESS n 

BENO 

015:0 ---------<XXXXXI~~~=~>-2::....<:=::~-~(C=:::J>_ 
231676-14 
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DRAM SIGNALS-NON INTERLEAVED FAST PAGE MODE WRITE 

ClK 

RAS
X \~-------------------------------------------------------

CASO 

DRA9:0 ROW ADDRESS COLUMN ADDRESS n COLUMN ADDR n+2 

WEl, ------------------------. 
WEH, 

015:0 ---------{===::J _____ ~X~---->C 
231676-15 

DRAM SIGNALS-INTERLEAVED FAST PAGE MODE READ 

ClK 

RAS
X \~-----------------------------------------------------

CASO 

CAS 1 

DRA9:0 ROW ADDRESS COLUMN ADDRESS n 

BENO 

BENI 

TCAC ---J TOAC(t) 
TCAA ----, ____________________ M~----------.__~~rT~ ___ __ 

015:0 O(XI 
231676-16 
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DRAM SIGNALS-INTERLEAVED FAST PAGE MODE'WRITE 

CLK 

R~X \~ ________________________________________________ __ 

CAS 1 

CASO 

DRA9:0 ROW ADDRESS COLUMN ADDRESS n 

WEL. -------------' WEH '-___________ ~-~------

D15:0 -----------<=====:JC=jt:~==X==x::: 
231676-17 

DRAM SIGNALs-DATA TRANSFER CYCLE 

CLK 

RASX } f 

CASX 
, 

\ 
, 

DRA9:0 X ROW ADDRESS X COLUMN ADDRESS 

I-TDTHj TDSL-li. 
TRDH 

_JCDHj ~DTR_ 
TDTC-

DT1:0 

231676-18 
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ENTERING AND LEAVING MASTER MODE 

02 01 02 02 01 02 01 

HREO 

HlDA 
----------~----

~EN 
__________________ -+~J 

A21:0, --------2-=:.c=j t=t:=~~~--RD,WR, 
~IO,BHE 

D15:0 ---------------------------~ t:!!!!t~~--------------
231676-19 

MASTER MODE TIMINGS 

02 01 02 01 02 01 02 01 02 01 02 

ClK 

RD,WR 

A21 :0 ADDRESS I ADDRESS J ADDRESS k 

READ--J'-----------------n~~::j:~TW~9~--~-----'~_r----_;::::: 
CYCLE .----------------------- DATA IN I - --------------------{DATA IN J) 
D15:0 
WRITE ------______ "'\.I" _________ -+ ____ ~ _-----------'----------
CYCLE DATA OUT I DATA OUT J 
015:0 T~10-J T~11 T~10-t J:;T~11 

READY \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\X B\\\\\\\\\\\\\1 \\\\\\\ I 
231676-20 
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SYNCHRONOUS 80286 (STATUS) SLAVE INTERFACE 

SYNCHRONOUS 80186 (STATUS) SLAVE INTERFACE 

Ri),WR, 
MIO 

cs 

T1 
01 

T2 
02 01 02 

TW T4 
01 02 01 

A21:0, __ -+-____ ~Ir_--...;..-__ ------------
SHE 

----~====~========~T~S~24~=======~===r-------
SEN _______________________ ~l r--I 

231676-22 
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ASYNCHRONOUS SLAVE INTERFACE 

CLK 

RD.WR--'""'\. 

~a ( 
SHE. A21:0 --~1:=::::::~:::::::::::::::~~~::::::::::::::::i.!.)==j;:===: 

SEN TS24 . ~ , 

---------------------i1 ~ 

SEN/DATA--SLAVEINTERFACE 

CLK 

WRITE CYCLE 

SEN ____ -+ ___ J 
1-----TS25-----~ 

1------TS20----~~ 

231676-23 

015:0 ----+---....:==~:::==<=====jjf--------
READ CYCLE TS18 TS25 

SEN-----J ______ ~~----------1------- TS23 

INTERNAL ~RE~A~O ____ +-=:..t============::~--..----_ 015:0 -

MEMORYR~~~O~ ______ -c~~~~=========~ __ ------015:0 -

231676-24 
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VIDEO TIMINGS 

VCLK 

OUTPUTS: 
VSYNC, HSYNC ---;.::;.:,,,,I-------!--,,,.--------"'\..,....--

BLANK, VDAT7:0 ___ ,11. ______ !-_'''' _________ ..,~ ..... __ 

INPUTS: 
VSYNC, HSYNC --------U-----,[,------------BLANK ________ J, ___ T'-___________ __ 

231676-25 

I. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The role of graphics in personal computers and engi
neering workstations is becoming increasingly impor
tant. Lately, the graphics software which support sepa
rate windows for separate tasks have made multitasking 
an attractive feature on the PCS. To support this fea
ture, the system must handle windows efficiently. 

Windowing and graphics make very heavy demands on 
processing power. If a main processor in a PC or graph
ics workstation is used to move information around on 
the display, the response time becomes unacceptably 
slow. While keeping the system cost low, the VSDD 
solves this problem by supporting hardware windows 
anq providing other additional features on chip. 

The purpose of this application note is to familiarize the 
reader with the 82716 VSDD (video storage and dis
play device) operation. This note will guide the reader 
in designing a text and graphics sys~. This document 
is intended as a supplement to the VSDD data sheet 
and user's manual. 

The VSDD is aimed at applications needing a low cost 
and highly integrated color graphics controller for both 
bit-mapped and alphanumeric displays. The chip's high 
level of integration allows designers to build graphics 
systems with a very low chip count thus improving the 

reliability of their equipment. The system designed in 
this note needs only 7 components besides VSDD. 
VSDD's high integration and low cost makes it ideal 
for compact, low cost video displays found in home 
computers, home information systems and industrial 
and commercial monitoring equipments. The chip also 
supports videotex standards such as NAPLPS, TELE
TEL, PRESTEL, and CAPTAIN. 

82716 Description 

The block diagram of the VSDD is shown in Figure 1. 

The VSDD has the following features: 

• Manages up to 16 bit-map and character objects. 

• On chip 16/4096 color palette. 

• On chip DRAM controller. 

• Up to 640 x 512 pixel resolution. 

• Extremely simple interface to Intel 8 bit.and 16 bit 
CPUs. 

• On chip D/ A converters. 

• Low chip count display controller. 

• Analog or digital video outputs. 

• Up to 512K bytes of display memory. 

• 2, 4, or 8 bits/pixel. 

CKIO HSYNC VSYN~ PLLCTL 

R 

G 

B 
OVR' 

I 
I 
I 

, I 
I 

VREF'--+ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

PIXEL 
UNIT 

TASK 
SCHEDULER 

._-------------
RST 

Figure 1. VSDD Block Diagram 
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The VSDD can control up to 16 simultaneous win
do~. It can change the position and contents of any 
window independently. This allows easy scrolling and 
animation. It interfaces easily to 8088 and 8086 family 
microprocessors without glue logic. The chip controls 
CRT monitors with up to 640 x 512 x 4 resolution. The 
on chip DRAM controller manages up to 5l2K bytes 
of display RAM. A pair of pixel buffers-each can hold 
640 pixels at 4 bits/pixel-help speed up the operation 
by providing a continuous video data output stream. 

The VSDD also integrates a color lookup table (storing 
16 colors from a possible 4096), three 4 bit D/ A con
verters and a programmable sync and timing generator. 
A microprocessor, its program ROM, DRAMs and a 
VSDD will complete a workstation-less than 10 chips 
in all. The VSDD also provides digital video outputs. 8 
bits/pixel digital output combined with external color 
look up table and DACs can provide 256 colors. The 
VSDD supports overlapped objects. Transparent win
dows too are supported by the display controller. 

The screen image is constructed from various user
specified objects residing in the VSDD's display memo
ry (mapped into the processor's address space). Figure 

Memory Mapping 

OATA WINDOW 
(RELOCATABLE) 

REGISTER WINDOW 
(RELOCATABLE) 

,...-__ --, FFFFH 

'--__ ....I OOOOH 

.CPU AOORESS 
SPACE 

2 shows how the CPU's address space is mapped onto 
the VSDD's space. The data window in the CPU space 
maps onto the data segment in the VSDD space and the 
register window maps into the register segment. The 
CPU uses these windows to access the display RAM. 
The register segment length is fixed at 32 bytes. But the 
data window length can vary from 4K bytes up to 64K 
bytes. The 5l2K bytes of display memory can be 
thought of as 8 banks of 64K bytes each. The CPU can 
access only one bank at a time. But all the eight banks 
are accessible via memory mapping, thus allowing it 
effectively to access all of5 12K bytes. 

Pixels are taken directly from the memory for display 
on the screen. Characters are constructed using user
defined RAM-based character generators. The VSDD 
takes the object data from its memory, buffers it and 
runs it through the color look-up table and D/ A con
verters to produce video signals. These signals then 
drive the display. 

There are two segmtlJ:1.ts in the display memory-the 
data segment and the register segment. The data seg
ment contains the actual object data, window attributes 
such as object's position on the screen, object's width, 
etc., access table, color look up table and two character 

l--:BA~N::-K -:-1 -t 20000H 
BANK 0 1 FFFFH 

VSDD 
BYTE-ADDRESS 

SPACE 

REGIS1ER SEGMENT 
(NOT RELOCATABLE) 

231679-2 

Figure 2 
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generators. The access table contains the vertical posi
tion and priority of each object. The data segment can 
be placed anywhere within the external SI2K byte dis
play RAM. 

Information on the sysb's configuration is.kept in a 
32-byte register segment, which .always begins at hexa
decimal address 00000 in the display DRAM. The 
VSDD reads the register segment once per frame. to 
update its on-chip registers. The register segment stores 
the size and speed of DRAM, the raster parameters and 
the base addresses of the other tables stored in the data 
segment. Figure 3 shows the register segment. 

R15 

R14 

R13 

R12 

R11 

R10 

R9 

R8 

R7 

R6 

R5 

R4 

R3 

R2 

R1 

RO 

Horiz. Constant 3 Vert. Constant 3 

Horiz. Constant 2 Vert. Constant 2 

Horiz. Constant 1 Vert. Constant 1 

Horiz. Constant 0 Vert. Constant 0 

Access Table Base Address Counter 

Character Base Address 

Color Table Base Address 

Access Table Base Address 

Object Descriptor Table Base Address 

Priority Access Quantity 

Data Segment Base Address 

Data Length Mask 

Data Window Base Address 

Register Window Base Address 

Video Configuration Register 1 

Video Configuration Register 0 

Figure 3 

-
DRAM 
Loc. 

1EH 

1CH 

1AH 

18H 

16H 

14H 

12H 

10H. 

OEH 

OCH 

OAH 

08H 

06H 

04H 

02H 

OOH 

The CPU programs the data segment and the register 
segment. After these segments are initialized the VSDD 
assumes control of the CRT and controls refresh of the 
DRAM. This relieves the CPU of maintaining the dis
play thus considerably increasing the performance"of 
the graphics system. . 

The chief purpose of this application note is to show the 
user how to program data and register segments by de
scribing a specific design example. 

2.0 DESIGN EXAMPLE' 

In this design, the VSDD is used to display 3 bit
mapped objects and one character object on the screen. 
Hardware is very simple and compact. Only seven 

chips besides the VSDD are needed to build the system. 
80186 (8 MHz) is used as the CPU. 4·DRAMs (64K x 
4) give a total display memory of 128K bytes. This 
much memory can support a resolution of 640 x 400 at 
4 bits/pixel. No glue logic is needed between the 80186 
and the VSDD for the bus interface. The display used is 
an IBM' color monitor. The digital video outputs are 
used to drive the monitor through the'line drivers 
(74LS244). The VSDD generates, active low VSYNC 
and HSYNC. Since the IBM color monitor needs active 
high VSYNC and HSYNC, the VSDD generated sync 
signals are inverted (74LS368). By using PAL for the 
random logic in this design the total chip count for this 
graphics system can be reduced .to seven including the 
VSDD. Appendix E shows the circuit schematics. 

2.1 Initialization 

The VSDD and the register segment must be initialized 
before a display can be obtained. The RESET pin, on 
the 82716 is active high. It is a high impedance input to 
a Schmitt Trigger. On power up, RESET should be 
held active long enough to allow the VSDD system os
cillator (on XTALIN) to start, and then be held for a 
minimum of 20 clock periods with the oscillator run
ning. 

RESET STATUS 

RESET puts the 82716 into a special initialization 
mode. When RESET goes low, the device commences 
generating refresh cycles to the external DRAM. The 
CPU should not try to access the DRAM for at least 10 
p.s after RESET has been released. The status of the 
device at this time is as follows: 

Control Reset 
Effect 

Bit Value 

TMM 0 Single Mode 
TMS 0 

DEN 0 No Display , 

DEI 0 Analog Mode 

MAS' 0 Sync pins are in 
high impedance 

RE 0 CPU can access DRAM 
only to write to it 

PCE 0 Priority Access Mode disabled 

FAE 0 ROY pin emits Ready Signal 

EVC 0 Video clock is from XTALIN signal 
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DEN = 0 means no display is being generated. DEI = 
o means the device is in the analog mode, and, since 
DEN = 0, the R, G, B, and 0 pins are emitting retrace 
black. 

MAS = 0 configures the sync pins in high impedance 
state. EVC = 0 would normally configure the CKIO 
pin as an output, but in the initialization mode CKIO is 
in a high impedance state. 

The device comes out of reset with the following default 
values for the screen constants: 

HCO = 1 HSYNC 4.0 
Width = 32 XTALIN periods p's 

HC1 = 2 AHZ S.O 
Start Time = 48 XTALIN periods p.s 

HC2 = 5 AHZ 12.0 
Stop Time = 9S XTALIN periods p.s 

HC3 = 8 HSYNC 18.0 
Period = 144 XTALIN periods p.s 

VCO = 1 VSYNC 3S.0 
Width = 2 lines p.s 

VC1 = 2 AVZ 54.0 
Start Time = 3 lines p.s 

VC2 = 3 AVZ 72.0 
Stop Time = 4 lines p.s 

VC3 = 7 VSYNC 144 
Period = 8 lines p.s 

This is called the "fast frame" mode. Its main purpose 
is to give the PSG something to work with that is not 
contradictory (such as HCO > HC3) until the CPU has 
written the correct values into DRAM. The timings 
listed assume a 125 nsec clock (8.0 MHz) at XTALIN. 

Most important to the initialization procedure are the 
reset values of the Register and Data Windows: 

Register Window Base Address: OO4OOH 
Data Window Base Address: (undefmed) 

INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE 

The first access must be a write cycle to Register RO at 
004ooH. In the first write cycle the CPU should pro
gram the DRAM configuration bits DSI, DSO and 
DOF for 64K x 4 DRAMS employed in this design. 

This first write cycle should leave DEN and UCF at O. 
UCF (Update Control Flag) should be left clear till the 

entire Register Segment has been initialized, lest the 
device "update" its on-chip control bits with random 
data. 

After the first write, the CPU can continue to initialize 
the Register Segment by writing to the Register Win
dow addresses, 00400H through 004IFH. All this in
formation is mapped by the VSDD into its register seg
ment from OOOOOH to ooOlPH. Excpet for the control 
bits written into RO, the values as written do not take 
effect as long as UCF = O. 

After the Register Segment has been completely initial
ized, one more write cycle is directed to RO to set UCF 
to 1, while holding DEN = O. The CPU now waits 1 
frame time (144 p.s, in the ~'fast frame" mode). At the 
end of the frame time in progress, during the FRAM
ESTOP sequence, the VSDD will be flagged by UCF = 
I to update its internal registers from the Register Seg
ment in'DRAM. Further access to the Register Seg
ment by the CPU must be through the newly defmed 
Register Window. 

Now, through the newly defined Data Window, the 
CPU can commence initializing the display data. The 
DEN flag in RO should be set(l) after the display data 
is loaded in the DRAM. This bit will then enable the 
display. 

At the beginning the CPU programs RO at OO400H as 
follows: 

DEN 
AO 011 00000 011 1 0 0 
DEN and UCF are set to zeroes. 

UCF 
o S072H 

After the Register Segment is completely initialized, 
CPU sets the UCF bit by writing to RO. 

AO 011 00000 011 1 0 0 1 1 S073H 

The VSDD would now update its on-chip control regis
ters with the data programmed by CPU in the Register 
Segment. 

The CPU then programs the display datil through the 
data window,. After the data has been written into 
memory, the CPU enables the display by setting DEN 
bit. 

AO 011 00000 011 1 1 0 1 1 S07BH 

The register segment is programmed as follows to ob
tain a display shown in Figure 4. The VSDD reads the 
register segment on every frame to update its on-chip 
registers. The reader should refer to the user's manual 
for description of the bits in the register segment. See 
Appendix A for horizontal and vertical sync constants. 
The VSDD DRAM is word addressable while the CPU 
address space is byte addressable. 
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200 

~~~~~~~~r-~1~6~O';200r~~~~~~~~~~:'~2~8;8';20o------------, 
VIDEO STORAGE 

AND 
DISPLAY DEVICE 

82716 . 
INTEL 

160,70 
OBJECT 3 

288,70 

40,115 

76,140 
n 
LJ 

56,134 
OBJECT 1 

~i??~??~?~??~??~??~?i~??~??~??=Ii~ii~?~2?~??~?!~i?~?6 

OBJECT 2 316,141 

Figure 4. Display Screen 

231679-3 

REGISTER SEGMENT 

CPU DRAM 

AD DR WORD REGISTER CONTENTS COMMENTS 
ADDR 

OOOOH OOOOOH AO 0110000001111011 607BH 
Duty Cycle 011 50% 
Blink Rate 00000 7.5 Hz for 60 Hz frame rate 
DS1 DSO DOF 011 64Kx4DAAMs 
HAS 1 640 Pixels horizontally 
DEN 1 Display Enabled 
SAB 0 FastDAAM 
DEI 1 Digital Outputs on AGB & OVA pins 
UCF 1 Update all the registers on every frame 

0002H 00001H R1 1010 010 00 00101 0 0 A414H 
Char height 1010 10 Scan lines 
INL 0 Non interlaced 
MAS 1 HSYNC, VSYNC are outputs 
SM 0 Non composite SYNC mode 
TMM, TMS 00 Twin mode is disabled 
EVC 0 CKIO is O/P. Video Clk derived from XTALIN. 
PCE 1 Priority counter enable 
FAE 0 Use RDY as ready signal 
AE 1 CPU can read the DRAM 
PSA 0 GCLK = 1/16XTALIN 
PAE 0 Disable pipeline read 

0004H 00002H A2 0000 0000 00000 11 0 0006H 
AWBA OOOH AWBA = 0 
TF2 TF1 11 Digital pixel codes 
ME 0 No margin 
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REGISTER SEGMENT (Continued) 

CPU DRAM 
WORD REGISTER CONTENTS COMMENTS ADDR ADDR 

0006H 00003H R3 0000 00 0101000 000 0140H 
DWBA 00000 A 16 Should be low 
Screen 0101000 111 = Rt edge of the screen is at 
Boundary X=327 

0008H 00004H R4 1 0000 00000000000 8000H 
Length Mask 10000 64K byte data window 

OOOAH 00005H R5 0000 0000 0000 0000 OOOOH 
Data 
Segment 
Base S16-S12 00000 BankO 
Bank Select Bits o 0 

OOOCH 00006H R6 0000 0000 0000 1010 OOOAH 
PAC 1010 CPU is allowed 10 DRAM 

accesses during line building 
OOOEH 00007H R7 0000 0101 0000 0000 0500H 

ODTBA ·0500H Object descriptor table starts at 
0500H in bank 0 

0010H 00008H R8 0000 0000 0010 0000 0010 H 
ATBA 0010H Access table starts at 001 OH in bank 0 

0012H 00009H R9 0000 0001 1000 0000 0180H 
CTBA 0180H The color table is not used in this 

deSign. The space is reserved 
for future use. 

0014H OOOOAH R10 0000 0000 0010 0011 0023H 
CGBAO 0010 Char gen 0 starts at 2000H in 

bank 0 
CGBA2 0011 Char gen 1 starts at 3000H in 

bank 0 
0016H OOOOBH R11 0000 0000 0010 0000 Access table address counter = 

access table base address 
(initially) = 0010H 

0018H OOOOCH R12 000001 0000000010B 
HCO HSYNC Width = 4 ,...S 
VCO VSYNC Width = 198 fLs 

001AH OOOODH R13 000100 0000100100B 
HC1 AHZ Start = 10,...s 
VC1 AVZ Start = 2.5 ms 

001CH OOOOEH. R14 011101 0011101100 
HC2 AHZ Stop = 60 fLs 
VC2 AVZ Stop = 16.17 ms 

001EH OOOOFH R15 100000 0011110100 Hori. sweep rate = 66 ,...S 
Vert. sweep rate = 16.67 ms 

NOTE: 
See Appendix I on how to program registers R12-R15. 
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3.0 THE DATA SEGMENT 

The actual object data and the different tables are 
stored in the data segment by the 80186. There are 5 
tables in the data segment: The access table, the object 
descriptor table, the color lookup table and twq charac
ter generators. Since digital outputs are used to drive 
the monitor in this desigp, the color lookup table is left 
blank. 

3.1 Access Table 

The access table contains the vertical start and end lo
cations of each object. The table begins at the locations 
designated by access table base address register, R8, in 
the register bank. Each entry in the table contains 16 
bits-each bit representing one object. Bit number 0 
has the lowest priority and bit number 15 the highest. 

The first entry in the table corresponds to the topmost 
line on the screen and so on. Each entry indica:tes to the 
VSDD which objects are to be present on this line of 
the display. If a bit is set (1), then there is no change in 
the objects display status; that is, if the object did not 
appear on the previous line, it will also not appear on 
this line. If the object's access flag is set to zero, then 
the display status is reversed from what it was on the 
previous line. The VSDD assumes that at the beginning 
of a frame all objects are turned off (l's). 

The access table for the screen in Figure 4 is shown in 
the following pages. The screen has 400 x 200 resolu
tion. There are 200 entries in the table for 200 vertical 
lines on the screen. Object 0 starts on line I and ends at 
line 75. Bit 0 is set to zero at line I to tum the object 0 
on and again set to 0 at line 76 to tum the object off. 
Note that the 80186's address space is byte addressable 
and the VSDD's space is word addressable. 

Ib151b141b131b121b111b101b91b81b71b61b51b4lb31b21b1 IbOI 
Figure 5. Access Table Word 

ACCESS TABLE 

CPU DRAM· 
AD DR WORD b b b b b 

ADDR 15 14 13 12 11 

0020H 00010H 
0022H 00011H 
0024H 0OO12H 
0026H 00013H 
0028H 00014H 1 
002AH 00015H 1 , 
002CH 00016H 1._ 
002EH 00017H 1 
0030H 00018H 
0032H 00019H 
0034H 0001AH 
0036H 0001BH 
0038H 0001CH 
003AH 0001DH 
003CH 0001EH 
003EH 0001FH 
0040H 00020H 
0042H 00021H 
0044H 00022H 
0046H 00023H 
0048H 00024H 
004AH 00025H 
004CH 00026H 1 
004EH 00027H 1 
0050H 00028H 1 
0052H 00029H 1 
0054H 0002AH 
0056H 0002BH 
0058H 0002CH 

ACCESS FLAGS 
b bbbbbbbbbb 
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

1 0 
1 

1 
1 1 
1 l' 

1 

1 . 
1 

1 . 
1 

1 
1 
1 
0 

1 
1 
1 
t 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
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ACCESS TABLE (Continued) 

. CPU DRAM 
WORD ADDR ADDR 

005AH 0002DH 
005CH '0002EH 
005EH 0002FH 
0060H 00030H 
0062H 00031H 
0064H 00032H 
0066H 00033H 
0068H 00034H 
0070H 00035H 

00B4H 0005AH 

b 
15 

1 
1 
1 

b 
14 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

b 
13 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

b b 
12 11 
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ACCESS FLAGS 
b b 
10" 9 

1 
' 1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 . 

1 

1 
1 
1 

b 
8 

1 
1 
1 
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b b 
7 6 

b 
5 

b 
4 

1 
1 

b 
3 

1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
1 
1 
1 

b 
2 

b b 
1 0 

Line 30 

Line 37 
Line 38 

Line 71 
(Turn off the 
character object) 

Line 74 
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ACCESS TABLE (Continued) /I""'! \ . 

CPU DRAM ACCESS Fi.AGS 

ADDR WORD b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b 
ADDR 1~ 14. 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

0086H 0OO58H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ·1 1 1 1 .1 0 Line,7~ (Turn off 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Obj.O) 
1 1 1 1 1 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ,1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 ,1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

OOFEH 0OO7FH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Line111 
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ACCESS TABLE (Continued) 

CPU DRAM ACCESS FLAGS 

ADDR WORD b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b 
ADDR 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 !) 

00100H 00080H 1 1 Line 112 
1 1 

1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 Line 115 (Turn 
1 1 1 1 1 on Obj. 1) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Rectangle 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Line 120 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 

Object #1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Line 125 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 Line 130 
1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 Line 134 
1 1 1 1 1 0 Line 135 (Turn 
1 1 '. 1 1 1 1 offObj.1) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 1 Line 140 (Turn 

Horizontal Line 1 1 1 1 1 onObj.2) 
Object #2 1 1 1 0 1 Line 142 (Turn 

1 1 1 1 1 offObj.2) 
1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Line 151 

Up to 200 Lines 
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ACCESS TABLE (Continued) 

CPU 
DRAM ACCESS FLAGS 

ADDR 
WORD b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b 
ADDR 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 76 5 4 3 2 1 0 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 . 

1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1. 1 

1 1 1 1. 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 Line 200 
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3.2 Object Descriptor Table: 

This table contains a 4-word object descriptor field for each object in the display. The table starts at the location 
specified by the OBTBA register, R7. This field specifies the base address of the object in the RAM, horizontal 
position, its width and other attributes. The descriptor fields for bit-map and character objects are shown in Figure 6. 

Bltmapped 

I 
N: Curren\Obj~t Entry,Addres~ N1S-;-NO 

I I I I 
HI 

I I I I I I 
0: ?bje?t Base ~ddressl 01S-pO 

I I I I 

I 
'fJ: O~jectridth I 

I I I L 
~: XO Coprdinate 

J I 

o I 0 I 0 I 0 I C/B I R1 I RO I 0 I 017 I 016 I OBl I BLA I 0 I TOE I C1 I CO lO 

Character 

Z: Slige No. I I I 
IN: Curr~nt Objlect EntfY Add~ess ~11-NOI I I 

HI 

I I I I I 
0: O~ject B~se Address ?1S-010 

I I I I 

I 
~: Obj~ct Wi~th 

I I I I 
X:1XO CO?rdinat? 

I I I 

Y: Slice No. I C/B I R1 RO I CRS I PSE I FAD I OBl I BlA I HCR I TOE I C1 I CO lO 

Figure 6 

Objects are rectangular windows on the screen. The object data begins in the display RAM at the object base address 
specified in the object descriptor field. The length of the data file depends on the objects height, width and resolution. 
The width is specified in 4-word units by the "W" field. In this design a 4 bits/pixel specification is chosen. Hence, 
each 4-word unit represents 16 pixels. Objects 0 in Figure 4 is 6 x four word wide, that is 96 pixels wide. The object 
descriptor field and' object data for each of the objects in Figure 4 are as follows: 

OBJECT 0 DESCRIPTOR FIELD 

Fill 75 Lines on the Screen with One Color 

CPU 
ADDR 

OAOOH 

OA02H 

OA04H 

OA06H 

DRAM 
WORD 
ADDR 

OOSOOH 

00S01H 

00S02H 

00S03H 

CONTENTS 

0000011000000000 
C/B = 0 
R1RO = 11 
017,016 = 00 
OBl = 0 
BlA = 0 
TOE=O 
C1CO = 00 
000110 0000000000 
WIDTH: 000110 

X 0000000000 

0001 0000 0000 0000 
Object base address 
0001 0000 0000 0000 
Current object entry 

7·131 

COMMENTS 

0600H 
Bit mapped object 
4 bits/pixel 
Object is in bank 0 
No blinking 
Object is not turned off 
Non transparent pixels 
Don't care for 4 bits/pixel 

6 four word wide 
= 96 pixels wide 
Object starts at the left 
edge of the screen 

01000H 

01000H 
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OBJECT DATA 

OBJECT/) 

OBJECT BASE ADDR = OlOOOH 
CPUADDR DRAM WORD ADD A PIXEL DATA 
2000H 01000 8888H Line 1 
2002H 01001 8888H 
2004H 01002 8888H 
2006H 01003 8888H 
2008H 01004 8888H 24 Words = 96 Pixels 

·01005 8888H wide @ 4 bits/pixel 
01006 8888H 
01007 8888H 
01008 8888H 
01009 8888H 
0100A 8888H 
01boB 8888H 
0100C 8888H 
01000 8888H 
0100E 8888H 
0100F 8888H 
01010 8888H 
01011 8888H 
01012 8888H 
01013 8888H 
01014 8888H 
01015 8888H 
01016 8888H 

202EH .01017 8888H End of Line 1 
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OBJECT 0 DATA 
CPUADDR 
2060H 

DRAM WORD ADDR 
01030H 

PIXEL DATA 
8888H 

2EOE 

OBJECT 1 DESCRIPTOR FIELD 
RECTANGLE 

CPU 
ADDR 

OA08H 

OAOAH 

OAOCH 
OAOEH 

"NOTE: 

DRAM 
WORD 
ADDR 

00504H 

00505H 

00506H 
00507H 

016FOH 
016F1H 
016F2H 
016F3H 
016F4H 
016F5H 
016F6H 
016F7H 
016F8H 
016F9H 
016FA 
016FB 
016FC 
016FD 
016FE 
016FG 

. 01700 
01701 
01702 
01703 
01704 
01705 
01706 
01707 

20 SCAN LINES/ 
16 PIXELS WIDE 

CONTENTS' 

8888H 
8888H 
8888H 
8888H 
8888H 
8B88H 
8888H 
BB88H 
B888H 
8B8BH 
8B8BH 
88B8H 
8B88H 
8888H 
8BB8H 
8888H 
8B88H 
8888H 
88B8H 
8888H 
B888H 
8B88H 
8888H 
88B8H 

0000 0 11 00 00 00 00 
C/B = 0 
R1RO = 11 
017,016 = 00 
OBL = 0 
BLA = 0 
TOE = 0 
C1CO = 00 
000001 0000010100 
WIDTH = 000001 

·X = 0000010100 
0001 0111 0000 1010 
0001 0111 0000 1010 

Line 3 

Line 75 

End of line 75 

COMMENTS 

0600H 
Bit Mapped Object 
4 Bits/Pixel 
Object in bank 0 
No Blinking 
Object is not turned off 
Non-transparent Pixels 
Don't care 

1 Four word wide 
= 16 Pixels wide 
Objects starts at X = 20 
Object base addr 0170AH 
Current obj. entry 0170AH 

When HRS = 1, unit displacement in X direction moves the object by 2 pixels. Thus the object 1 will start at pixel number 
40. 
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OBJECT 1 DATA 
CPUADDR 
2E14 

2EB2 

OBJECT 2 DESCRIPTOR FIELD 

HORIZONTAL 

CPU DRAM 

AD DR 
WORD 
ADDR 

OA10H 00508H 
OA12H .00509H 

OA14H 0050AH 
OA16H 0050BH 

AP-268 

DRAM WORD AD DR 
01070H 

0170EH 
0170FH 
01710H 
01711 H 

01756H . 
01757H 
01758H 
01759H 

2 SCAN LINES/ 
240 PIXELS WIDE 

CONTENTS 

0000 011 00 00 00 00 

PIXEL DATA 
7777H 
7777H 
7777H 
7777H 
7777H 
7777H 
7777H 
7777H 

7777H 
7777H 
7777H 
7777H 

001111 00001 00 11 0 
WIDTH = 001111 

X'" 38 
0001 0111 0110 0000 
0001 0111 0110 0000 

7-134 

Line 2 
Line 2 
Line 2 
Line 2 

Line 20 

COMMENTS 

Same as obi 0 and obi 1 

15 four word wide 
= 250 pixels wide 

Obj base addr. 01760H 
Current obj entry 
= Obi base address (Initially) 
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OBJECT 2 DATA 
CPUADDR DRAM WORD AD DR PIXEL DATA 
2ECOH 01760H 5555H Line 1 

5555H 
5555H 
5555H 
5555H 
5555H 60 Words 

5555H 

0179C 5555H Line 2 
5555H 
5555H 

2FAEH 017D7 5555H 

OBJECT 3 DESCRIPTOR FIELD 

TEXT 

CPU DRAM 

ADDR WORD 
ADDR 

OA18 0050CH 

OA1A 0050DH 

OA1C 0050EH 
OA1FH 0050FH 

50 SCAN LINES/ 
16 CHARACTERS WIDE 

CONTENTS 

1010 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
Y: Slice No. = 1010 
C/B = 1 
R1RO = 10 
CRS = 0 
PSE = 0 
FAD = 0 
OBl = 0 
BLA = 0 
HCR = 0 
TDE = 1 
CICO = 00 
000010 0001010000 
WIDTH = 000010 

X = 0001010000 
0001 0111 1101 1010 
0001 0111 1101 1010 
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COMMENT$ 

Start Slice Number 
Character Object 
8 Pixels/Character 
Character Generator 0 
Monospace Characters 
1 Byte/Character 
No blinking 
Object is not turned off 
Don't care 
Transparent pixels 
Default color bits 

2 four word wide 
= 16 characters wide 
Object starts at X = 80 
Object Base Address 017DAH 
Current Object Entry 017DAH 
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OBJECT 3 DATA 
CPUADDR DRAMADDR ASCII CODE 

2FB4 0170A 5620 Line 1 
" 

01708 4449 
0170C 4F45 
01700 5320 
0170E 4F54 
0170F 4152 
017EO 4547 
017E1 2020 

2FC4 017E2 2020 Line 2 
017E3 2020 

2020 
4E41 
2044 
2020 
2020 
2020 

2F04 017EA 4420 Line 3 
5349 
4C50 
5941 
4420 
5645 
4359. 
2045 

2FE4 017F2 2020 Line 4 
2020 
2020 
2020 
3238 
3137 
2036 
2020 

2FF4 017FA 2020 Line 5 
2020 
2020 
4E49 
4554 
204C 
2020 
2020 
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CHARACTER GENERATOR 0 

The pixel data for characters are stored in one of 2 
character generators in the display RAM. Character 
generator 0 is used in this design. The base address of 
character generator 0 as obtained from RIO, is O2OOOH 
in bank O. Character height as defmed in Rl is 10 scan 
lines. The character set 0 consists of 10 blocks of 256 
words each. Block No.1 contains the 1st slice of each 
of 256 characters, block 2 has the 2nd slice of all the 
256 characters and 80 on. In this example, 26 alphabets 
and 10 numerals are defined. The VSDD addresses 

R BASE ADD 
256· H 

BASE ADDR : 

R10 

CHAR GEN 1 

SLICE 
H-l 

0 
0 

0 

SLICE 
2 

SLICE 
1 

SLICE 
0 

REGISTER SEGWENT 

1---........ -'--1 

ASCII 
CODE 

-.....,..... 

tSLICE NO. 

character generator as shown in Figure 7. Individual 
slices are addressed by concatenating the four bits of 
the character generator base address with the slice 
number Z and the ASCII code itself. Slice number 0 is 
the bottom scan line for the character and slice number 
H-l is the top line. Bach slice is encoded as a sequence 
ofpixel bits.lfa pixel bit is 1, then the pixel is given the 
foreground color. If the bit is 0, the pixel is displayed in 
background color. This is shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 9 shows how the pixels are encoded for charac
ter uF" (ASCII code = 46H). 

CHAR GEN 0 

BASE ADDR 
256 ° H 1------1 

BASE ADDR 
256°H 

BASE ADDR: 

SUCE 
H-1 

SLICE 
1 

SLICE 
0 

SLICE 
INFORWATION 

l~-(ONE FOR EACH 
ASCII CODE) 

OBJECT 1 
1-------1 DESCRIPTOR 

H 
CHARACTER 

HEIGHT 

1-_____ -1 DATA 

Figure 7. Addressing Character Slices 
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OBJECT 1 
DESC~IPTOR 

~ 
l 

SLICE WORD 

a) FAD = 0 
Cl CO 0 D-BGND Color 
Cl CO 0 l-FGND Color 

\. TO PIXEL 
PROCESSOR 

231679-5 

BOND 

b) FAD = 1 
231679-6 

Figure 8. Character Generator Pixel Construction 

DRAM 
PIXEL BITS 

CPU 
HEX DUMP 

ADDRESS ADDRESS 
P7 P6 P5 P4 P3 P2 P1 PO 

SLICE 9 02946H 00000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0528CH OOOOH 
02846H 00000000 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0508CH 007EH 
02746H 00000000 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 04E8CH 0006H 
02646H 00000000 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 04C8CH 0006H 
02546H 00000000 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 04A8CH 001EH 
02446H 00000000 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0488CH 0006H 
02346H 00000000 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0468CH 0006H 
02246H 00000000 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0448CH 0006H 
02146H 00000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0428CH OOOOH 

SLICE 0 02046H 00000000' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0408CH OOOOH 
Character Width = 8 Pixels 
Character Height = 10 Scan Lines 

Character Generator Base Address = 02000H 

NOTE: 
. The leftmost pixel corresponds to the LSB in the slice word. 

Figure 9. Bit Storage for Character "F" 

The 80186 used in this design is resident on a single the SDV-186 board and the VSDD are shown on the 
board computer known as SDV-186 board. This board following pages. The CPU address space from 
is available from Red River Technology, Inc. in Addi- 6OOOOH-6FFFFH is used for 64K data window. This 
son, Texas. The VSDD board is connected to the 186 data window maps onto the data segment in the 
board via expansion connectors. The memory maps for VSDD's memory space. 
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CPUADDR 
60000 

6001E 

60020 

601BOH 

6022A 

602FE 

60300 

6031E 

60320 

603FE 

60AOO 

60A18 

61FFE 

62000 

63FFE 

64000 

65FFE 

66000 

67FFE 

68000 

.:' 

AP-268 

VSDD MEMORY MAP 

RO 

CONTROL REGISTERS 

R15 

SCAN LINE 0 FLAGS 

ACCESS TABLE 

SCAN LINE 200 FLAGS 

BLANK 

COLOR 0000 

COLOR LOOKUP TABLE 

COLOR 1111 

BLANK 

OBJECT DESCRIPTOR 
TABLE 

BLANK 

OBJECT DATA 

CHARGENO 

CHARGEN 1 

BLANK 

7-139 

VSDD DRAM ADDR 
00000 

OOOOFH 

,' .. 

00180H 

00500H 

01900H 

02000H 

03000H 
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00000H':"003FFH 

00400H -0076FH 

00770H-007FFH 

00800H-00FFFH 

01000H-1 FFFFH 

20000H-3FFFFH 

40000H -4FFFFH 

50000H-5FFFFH 

60000H-6FFFFH 

70000H-7FFFFH 

80000H-FBFFFH 

FCOOOH - FFFFFH 

AP-268 

Memory Map oUhe SDV-186 Board 

INTERRUPT VECTORS 

PROGRAM DATA . 

STACK 

MEMORY 

VACANT 

VACANT 

64·KMEMORY 

64·KMEMORY 

64·K MEMORY (VACANT) . 

64·K MEMORY (VACANT) 

VACANT 

MONITOR CODE 

7·140 

LCSI 

MCSOI 

MCS11 

MCS21 

MCS31 

UCSI 
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APPENDIX A 
PROGRAMMING HORIZONTAL AN'O VERTICAL 

CONSTANTS FOR IBM MONITOR 

The constants will be programmed for a resolution of 400 x 200 at 60 Hz, non-interlaced mode. 

60 Hz gives a frame period of 16.67 ms. 

For IBM Color Monitor, vertical blanking = 3 ms. 

Active Vertical zone = 16.67 - 3 = 13.67 ms. 

There are 200 lines in one frame. 

L· T' 13.67 68 35 Ine Ime = 200 = . ","8 

Horizontal Blanking = 16 ","8 

Active Horizontal zone = 68.35 - 16 

= 52.35 ","S 

Horizontal Sync Frequency = -L' 1TI 
Ine me 

1 

68.35 

= 14.6 kHz 

Pixel CLOCK PERIOD = Active horizontal time 
no. of pixels/ scan line 

52.35 "'"S 
=~= 130.1ns 

PIXEL CLOCK = 13~.1 = 7.7 MHz 

We will use a pixel CLK of 8 mHz. As EVC = 0, System CLK is also 8 MHz. 

Horizontal Blanking for the monitor = 16 p.s. 

This blanking time includes the front porch, sync width and the back porch. 
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RASTER TIMINGS 

HSYNC ---, i U 
(VSYNC) . L...J., HCO ' . 

'HC3 . 
1-----,---- (VC3) --'---'--,--.,-, --,-,.,.-, -I ' 

"-- ~ (YCO) , J L . 
(A~~~ __ + __ ...... I.---------,I-f'P BP-l.----

_/(~,g:)--I LBLANKING I 
1---'-'---'-___ HC2 __ ~ __ _I. ~ TIME ---I 

(VC2) 

HORIZONTAL CONSTANTS 

For IBM color monitor, Hsync width = 4 p.s 

Horizontal blanking = 16 p.s 

Assume: 

FP=6p.s 

9P = 6 p.s 

HCO = 4 p.s 

HC1 = 4 + 6 = 10 p.s 

HC2 = Active Horizontal Time + HC1 

= 52.3 + 10 = 62.3 p.s 

HC3 = Line Time = 68.3 p's 

For 8 MHz Video Clock, the period is 125 ns. 

NOW, PSA = 0 

GCLK PERIOD = 16 x 125 = 2000 ns 
= 2 p's 

HCC - HC3 are programmed in terms of GCLK 

HCO = 2 GCLK PERIODS = 4 p.s 

HCO = 0000019 

NOTE: 
HCO-HC3 and VCO-VC3 values are offset by I, i.e. 
if HCO is 2, then time programmed is 3 GCLK peri
ods, HC2 and HC3 had to be tweeked to obtain a 
steady display on the screen. The following values give 
a flicker-free display. 

HC1 = 10 p.s = 5 GCLK Periods 

HC1 = 0001008 

HC2 = 60 p.s = 30 GCLK Periods 

HC2 = 0111019 

HC3 = 66 p.s = 33 GCLK Periods 

HC3 = 1000009 

VERTICAL CONSTANTS 

Vertical 91anking = 3 ms 

Line Time = 33 GCLK Periods 

For IBM Monitor 

VCO = VSYNC Width = 198 p.s 

= 3 Line times 

VCO = 00000000109 

Assume, FP = 0.5 ms 

9P = 2.3 ma 

VC1 = VCO + 9P 

231679-7 

= 0.198 + 2.3 = 2.5 ms = 37 Line times 

VC1 = 00001001009 

VC2 = Active vertical time + VC1 

= 13.67 + 2.5 = 16.17 ms = 237 Lines time 

VC2 = 0011101100 

VC3 = Vertical sweep rate = 16.67 ms = 245 Line times 

VC3 = 0011110100 
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.APPENDIX B 
CHARACTER GENERATOR 0 

This character set is located in the VSDD's DRAM in bank O. It starts at 02000H. 26 alphabets, 10 numerals and a 
blank space are defined here. The ASCII code for the characters are as follows: 

CHARACTER ASCII NUMERALS ASCII CODE 
A 41H 0 30H 
B 42H 1 31H 
C 43H 2 32H 
D 44H 3 33H 
E 45H 4 34H 
F 46H 5 35H 
G 47H 6 36H 
H 48H 7 37H 
I 49H 8 38H 
J 4AH 9 39H 
K 4BH 
L 4CH 
M 4DH 
N 4EH 
o 4FH 
P 50H 
a 51H 
R .52H 
S 53H 
T 54H 
U 55H 
V 56H 
W 57H 
X 58H 
Y 59H 
Z 5AH 

BLANK SPACE 20H 

The character set has 10 blocks of 256 words each. All the locations except those corresponding to above 37 
characters are blank in the display RAM. They are programmed with O's. The hex dump for the characters is as 
follows: 
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SLICE 0 SLICE 1 SLICE 2 

DRAM HEX DRAM HEX DRAM HEX CHARACTER LOCATION DUMP LOCATION DUMP LOCATION DUMP 
2020H OOOOOH· 2120H OOOOOH 2220H OOOOOH 8LANKSPACE 
2030 0000 2130 0000 2230 003C 0 
2031 0000 2131 0000 2231 007E 1 
2032 0000 2132 0000 2232 007E 2 
2033 0000 2133 0000 2233 003C 3 
2034 0000 2134 0000 2234 0060 4 
2035 0000 2135 0000 2235 003C 5 
2036 0000 2136 0000 2236 003C 6 
2037 0000 2137 0000 2237 0018 7 
2038 0000 2138 0000 2238 003C 8 
2039 0000 2139 0000 2239 003C 9 
2041 0000 2141 0000 2241 0066 A 
2042 0000 2142 0000 2242 003E 8 
2043 0000 2143 0000 2243 0038 C 
2044 0000 2144 0000 2244 001E D 
2045 0000 2145 0000 2245 007E E 
2046 0000 2146 0000 2246 0006 F 
2047 0000 2147 0000 2247 0038 G 
2048 0000 2148 0000 2248 0066 H 
2049 0000 2149 0000 2249 003C I 
204A 0000 214A 0000 224A 003C J 
2048 0000 2148 0000 2248 0066 K 
204C 0000 214C 0000 224C 007E L 
204D 0000 214D 0000 224D 0066 M 
204E 0000 214E 0000 224E 0046 N 
204F 0000 214F 0000 224F 003C 0 
2050 0000 2150 0000 2250 OOOC P 
2051 0000 2151 0000 2251 007C Q 

2052 0000 2152 0000 2252 0066 R 
2053 0000 2153 0000 2253 003C S 
2054 0000 . 2154 0000 2254 0018 T 
2055 0000 2155 . 0000 2255 003C U 
2056 0000 2156 0000 2256 0018 V 
2057 0000 2157 0000 2257 003C W 
2058 0000 2158 0000 2258 0066 X 
2059 0000 2159 0000 2259 0018 Y 
205A 0000 215A 0000 225A 007E Z 
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SLICE 3 SLICE 4 SLICES 

DRAM . HEX DRAM. HEX DRAM HEX 
CHARACTER LOCATION DUMP LOCATION DUMp· LOCATION DUMP 

2320H OOOOH 2420H OOOOH 2520H OOOOH SPACE 
2330 0066 2430 0066 2530 006E 0 
2331 0018 2431 0018 2531 0018 1 
2332 0006 2432 OOOC 2532 0030 2 
2333 0066· 2433 0060 2533 0038 3 
2334 0060 2434 007E 2534 0066 4 
2335 0066 2435 0060 2535 0060 5 
2336 0066 2436 0066 2536 003E 6 
2337 0018 2437 0018 2537 0018 7 
2338 0066 2438 0066· 2538 003C 8 
2339 0066 2439 0060 2539 007C 9 
2341 0066 2441 007E 2541 0066 A 
2342 0066 2442 0066 . 2542 003E 8 
2343 006C 2443 . 0006 2543 0006 C 
2344 0036 2444 0066 2544 .0066 D 
2345 0006 2445 0006 2545 001E E 
2346 0006 2446 0006 2546 001E F 
2347 006C 2447 0046 2547 0066 G 
2348 0066 2448 0066 2548 007E H 
2349 0018 2449 0018 2549 0018 I 
234A 0066 244A 0060 254A 0060 J 
2348 0036 2448 OOOE 2548 0006 K 
234C 007E 244C 0006 254C 0006 L 
234D 0066 244D 0066 254D 0066 M 
234E 0066 244E 0076 254E 007E N 
234F 0066 244F 0066 254F 0066 0 
2350 0006 2450 0006 2550 003E. P 
2351 0026 2451 0036 2551 0066 Q 

2352 0036 2452 001E 2552 003E R 
2353 0066 2453 0060 2553 003C S 
2354 0018 2454 0018 2554 0018 T 
2355 0066 2455 0066 2555 0066 U 
2356 0018 2456 003E 2556 0024 V 
2357 007E 2457 005A 2557 005A W 
2358 0066 2458 003C 2558 0018 X 
2359 0018 2459 0018 2559 003C Y 
235A 0006 245A OOOC ?55A 0018 Z 
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SLICE 6 SLICE 7 SLICE 8 ,)' l' 

DRAM HEX DRAM, HEX DRAM HEX CHARACTER LOCATION DUMP ,', LOCATION DUMP' LOCATION DUMP 

2620H OOOOH 2720H OOOOH 2820H OOOOH SPACE, 
2630 0076 2730 0066 2830 003C 0 
2631 001C 2731 0018 2831 0018 1 
2632 0060 ' 2732 0066 2832 003C 2 
2633 0060 2733 0066 2833 003C 3 
2634 0078 2734 0070 2834 OP60 4 
2635 003E 2735 0002 2835 007E 5 
2636 0006 2736 0066 2836 003C 6 
2637 0030 2737 0066 2837 007E 7 
2638 0066 2738 0066 2838 003C 8 
2639 0066 2739 0066 2839 003C 9 
2641 003C 2741 003C 2841 0018 A 
2642 0066 2742 0066 2842 003E B 
2643 0006 2743 006C 2843 0038 C 
2644 0066 2744 0036 2844 001E 0 
2645 0006 2745 0006 ' 2845 007E E 
2646 0006 2746 0006 2846 007E F 
2647 0006 2747 006C 2847 0038 G 
2648 0066 2748 0066 2848 006~ H 
2649 0018 2749 0018 2849 003C I 
264A 0060 274A 0060 284A 0070 J 
264B OOOE 274B 0036 284B 0066 K 
264C 0006 274C 0006 284C 0006 L 
2640 ' 007E 2740 0066 2840 0024 M 
264E 006E 274E 0066 284E 0062 N 
264F 0066 274F 0066 284F 003C 0 
2650 0066 2750 0066 2850 OOSE P 
2651 0066 2751 0066 2851 003C Q 

2652 0066 2752 0066 2852 003E R 
2653 0006 2753 0066 2853 003C S 
2654 0018 2754 0018 2854 007E T 
2655 0066 2755 0066 2855 0066 U 
2656 0066 2756 0042 2856 0042 V 
~657 0042 2757 0042 2857 0042 W 
'658 003C 2758 0066 2858 0066 X 
659 OOSC 2759 0066 2859 0066 Y 
,5A 0030 275A 0060 285A 007E Z 

7-146, 
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SLICE 9 

DRAM 
LOCATION 
2920H 
2930 
2931 
2932 
2933 
2934 
2935 
2936 
2937 
2938 
2939 
2941 
2942 
2943 
2944 
2945 
2946 
2947 
2948 
2949 
294A 
2948 
294C 
2941:> 
294E 
294F 
2950 
2951 
2952 
2953 
2954 
2955 
2956 
2957 
2958 
2959 
295A 

HEX 
DUMP 

'. OOOOH 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 

. 0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 . 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 

7·147 

CHARACTER 

SPACE 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8. 
9 
A 
8 
C 
o 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
o 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 
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, . : APPENDIX C 
ANALOG OPERATION 

In the example described in the application note, digital video outputs were used. 

I"" 

For analog operation, DEI (digitally encoded color inforniation) bit in register RO is set to O. The on-chip color look 
table (CLUT) is loaded with 16 entries from the external DRAM. These 16 words of data are stored in the memory 
starting at color look up table base address. (Register R9). Bach entry is 16 bits long-with lowest 4 bits specifying 
the address of the entry in the CLUT and upper 12 bits specifying the color as shown in Figure 10. Four bit pixel 
code is used to address the CLUT. The pixel code is matched with the lowest four bits of the CLUT RAM and the 
pixel is given the color specified by the upper 12 bits. The address entries need not be sequential from 0-15 but they 
can be random. The color corresponding to address 0010 in the CLUT is reserved for 'the background color. 

18 

IN THE DRAt.! 

ON CHIP 
COLOR LOOK UP TABLE(CLUT) 

-4-4-4-

• • • • 
• • • • 

tCOLOR 

ENTRY ADDR ESS 
I-

STARnNG AT COLOR I I 
LOOK UP TABLE R3 R2 Rl RO:G3 G2 Gl GO:B3 B2 Bl BO:A3 A2 Al AO 

BASE ADDRESS (R9) 

R3-RO: Red color component 
G3-GO: Green color component 
B3-BO: Blue color component 
A3-AO: Entry address 

-----12 BITS-----. -4 BITS-

Figure 10. Filling the CLUT 

7-148 

231879-8 
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The color look up table outputs-4 bits/color-drive 3 
internal DACs (digital-to-analog converter). ROB sig
nals are generated by the DACs. An externally supplied 
reference voltage (VREF) is used to drive the DACs. 
The value of VREF should be between 0 and 2V. As 
DACs have high output resistance, external analog 
butTers are used to interface them to low input resist
ance monitors as shown in Figure 11. 

7-149 

ANALOG 
SIGNAL 

FROM 82716 
R, G, OR B 

+5V 

33.0. TO 75.0. 
.,..""",."... MONITOR 

INPUT 
100.0. 

231679-9 

Figure 11. Buffering 82716 Analog Output 
to Low Input Resistance Monitor . 
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APPENDIX D 
CLOCKING SCHEMES 

The VSDD uses t~o clock signals: system clock and 
video clock. The video clock can be derived from the 
system clock or may be external. 

The system clock is generated by an internal oscillator 
using an external crystal at XTALIN and XTALOUT 
pins. The crystal frequenoy can be between 5 MHz and 
15 MHz. . 

XTALIN 

An external clock may also be fed to the XTALIN pin 
(instead of using a crystal). For example, CLKOUT pin 
of 80186 can be used to drive the VSDD system clock. 

If an independent video (dot) clock is desired (EVC = 
1) CKIO is used to input this clock. Maximum video 
clock frequency can be 25 MHz. EVC should be set to 
zero if video clock is derived from system clock. 

Figure 12 explains various clocking schemes. 

VSDD SYSTEM 
CLOCK (T-STATES) 

VIDEO 
CLOCK 

231679-10 

(a) VSDD Timing Unit 

82716 
VSDD 

CI 

]
1-..... -1 XTALIN 

C~21 + 
XTALOUT 

(b) With Crystal 

82716 
VSDD 

EXTERNAL 
OSCILLATOR -. XTALIN 

SIGNAL 

NC- XTALOUT 

231679-11 

(c) With External Clock 
Figure 12. Clocking Schemes 

7-150 

231679-12 



~/~ ~ ADO ADO 

~ ADl ADl 
HSV: 28 

AD2 ~ AD2 

AD3 ~ AD3 :: AD4 ~ -AD5 ~ AD5 a25 
ADS ~ ADS 

2 8 61 
AD7 

~ 
AD7 WEI 

62 
ADS ADa RJoS/ r ~ 84 
AD9 AD9 CASH/ 

I .g.......g 63 
AD10 ADl0 CASL/ 
ADll ~ ADll 5g lD G/ 
AD12 ~ AD12 ADDRO 6 A7 58 
~ ADRRl 7 AS AD13 AD13 57 

~ ADRR2 8 A5 AD14 AD14 56 .!.-.2! AORR3 M AD15 AD15 55 11 

~ .. 
at .. 

AORR4 A3 

~ 82716 
54 12 

1IICS2/ A16 
_15 A2 

53 13 YSOO AORR6 Al 
52 14 

AORR7 AD 4484-15 
NO 68 ~ 
N~ CK10 ADRR8 

PUCTL 34 17 
DLO 15 004 N~;g 35 

VPEF DLl 
3 003 NO~ 36 

CTO DL2 
2 002 

DLl 37 001 

aHE! ~ 8HE/ 

~; RO/ ~ RO/ 
63 22 

WR/ ~ WIl/ 
ALE ~ ALE 01.7 

<2 
DHO 

44 

~ 
DHl 

RE5EI" RE5EI" DH2 
45 

~ 46 
ROY ROY DH3 

47 

66 
DH4 

46 

ili 
XTALIN DH5 

49 
DH6 

50 
CLKOUT XTALOUT DH7 

I I * G/ G/ 

7<244 

- A7 
G/ 

- AI 

- AS 

- M 

- A3 

- A2 

--- Al 

- AD 

4484-15 

004 

!lO3 

002 

001 

I-PIN D 
CONNECTOR 

~. 
!!!!.;D .. -
~~ TO 1811 PC 

1YP£ COLOR 
IIOHITOR i HS"/NC 

~ INTENSITY 

~R£D 

* ~GREEN 
..!..IIUJ£ 

I I 
~ A7 

0/ - A7 
G/ 

r-- AI - AI 

r-- A5 !-- AS 

F-- M !-- M 

r-- A3 !-- A3 

r-- A2 r-- A2 

r-- Al r-- Al 

r-- AD r-- AD 

4484-15 

D04 

003 
4484-15 

002 

001 

D04 

003 

002 

DOl 

231679-13 
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~ 
U1 
I\) 

SERIE'C'-; II B086/B7/BB/1B6 MACRO ASSEMBLER V2. a ASSEMBLY OF MODULE VSDD-.plCTUIIl' 
OO ... 't:.:. "~t.1DVLE PLACED IN : F3: APPSDF. DB.) 
ASSEMB1FQ INVOKED BY: ASMB6 B6 ':F3:APPSOF.ASM 

LOC 09.' 

0001 
\)otj~ 

60n 

6073 
~,. 

A414 

0006 

0140 

BOOO 

0000 

LINE SOURCE 

1 +1 5 ... od186 
2 +1 _Jre' 
3 
4 name v.dd.....P ictu,.e 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

10 

.A Toutine to displaV a .i.ple pictUT~ on the display 
J 3 bit-map and 1 ch • ..,.actel' obJects a1"e displaye_d. 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
IS 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2B 
2"1 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
3b 
37 
3B 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
4b 
47 
4B 
49 
50 

; this Toutine also sbows how .to move windows. 

UCF equ 
DEN equ 

1"0_1"85 _II.U 

1"O_Up 811.U 
1"0_d15p e«LU 

1"1_d equ 

Y'2_d e'lu 

1"3_d e'lu 

1"4_d equ 

'I"5_d equ 

Ih 
Bh 

b072h 

; update cont-rol flag 
J disp1." enabl. bit 
1 initial value of RO •• te? .,. ••• 10 
J _sb 011 duty cycl. 50 peTc.nt 
J 00000 blink .,.at. 7. Sf! 
, 01'1 64h4 DRNII!. 

1 HIlS b40 piuls/line 
o DEN display is disabled 
o SAIl 'as t DRAI'IS 
1 DEI Digl t.l video outputs 
o UCF No .,. •• lste,. update 

(TO_re. OR UCF) lae1; the UCF bit 
""O_",es OR UCF OR DEN) ; •• 10 the DEN bit 

0A414b 

0006h 

0140b 

BOOOh 

OOOOh 

J 1010 chaTacte ... height 10 .can I1na. 
I 0 INL non interlaced _ode 
J 1 I'IAS YSYN(. H8VNC .,... output. 

o 8ft Non cMlpa.t t •• ,nc .ode 
00 TNt TPIS t .. in .od. i. disabled 

J 0 don. care bit 
J 0 EVe CKIO is output, video cll! i. 

daTived fTo. XTALIN 
1 peE priori', counte,.. enabled 

J 0 FAE u •• RDY as READY .ilnal 
1 HE CPU can T •• d tbe DRAft 
o PSA QCLK - 1/16 XTALIN 
o PRE dis.ble pip.ltne ..... d 

..... i.t.'" .indotlll ba ••• dd1" i. 0000" 
; 11 TF2 TFI digital pixel cod •• 
I 0 fIE no IN"'lin 

d.ta .. indo .. ba •• add,. is ooooh 
1"ilht .dge of- the SCT •• n i •• t 

J x = 327 

, data _indow length 64k b,t •• 

I data ••••• nt ba ••• dd1" i. ooooh 
i nate d.ta ••••• nt and ..... i.t .... 

231679-14 
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_. 
LOC OB" LINE;. SOURCE Ii: :;1 ; s8glllent ov ..... l.p. In the Dv ..... 1.pp ... 

:;2 I ~ •• iDn ...... i.' .......... nt will 
53 i overwrite the data ..... nt 
54 • 00 BSI BSO bank 0 
55 

uO,jA 56 r6_d e'lu OOOAh CPU ts allowed 10 .Cc ••••• du .... in ••• cb 
57 • line building ,'roc •• s. 
5S 

05:;0 59 ,.7_d e'lU 0500h • obJect d.sc~i,tD"" table .t ....... at 
60 • 0500h in bank 0 
61 

·j·)~C 62 rS_d "'IU 0010h ; acc ••• table at GOIOh 
63 

01S0 b4 'l"9_d "'Iv 01SOh • colol" look up t.lli. It •••• ddl" 
65 

j0';:~ 66 1"10_d "'Iu 0023h ch ....... nO at 2000b 
67 leba.... ..n1 at 3000h 
loS 

0010 69 1"11_d "'1u OOIOh 
70 

0402 71 rl2_d atlu 0402h • IICO. YeO 
72 

~O24 73 rl3_d "'Iu 10::>4h J HCl, VCt 
74 

74EC 75 rl4_d e'lu 74ECh J UC2,VCiZ • ~ 
76 

l' tlOF4 77 rl5_d "'Iu SOF4h • HC3.YC3 
78 II) U'I 
79 , allocate me.ory far Tegister and data seg •• nts G) Co) • SO 
SI 
S2 video_vsdd •• g •• nt at i!oOOOH 
S3 

0000 !l S4 
,."'J-'? 

t'O_v d .. dupe?) 

) 

0002 (1 S5 
???? 

rl_v did dupe?) 

) 

0004 11 86 1"2_v d .. dupe?) 
???? 
) 

0006 (1 87 l"3_v d .. dupe?) 
?'-"':)"'J 

) 

0008 (1 8S 1"4_v did dup.(?) 
??..,.,. 

OOOA II 89 l"5_v did dupe?) 
???? 
) 

OOOC 11 90 1"6_v d .. dup(?) 
??~? 

) 

OOOE (1 91 1"7_v did dupe?) 
231679-15 



_. 
Loe OD,) LINE SOURCE I I l -;;"') .. ~, 

l 
0010 (l 92 

???? 
rB_v d .. dupe?) 

) 

0012 (1 93 
--'-'" 

r9_v d .. dup(?l 

) 

0014 (1 94 
???? 

rlO_v d .. dup.(?) 

) 

001b (1 95 
???? 

1'11_v d", dup(?) 

) 

0018 (1 9b 
?"),??-

r12_v do. dupe?) 

) 

001A (1 97 
???? 

1'13_v d ... dupC?) 

OOIC (1 98 r14_v did dupe?) 
???? 

OOIE <1 99 rlS_y did dupe?) 
??"7'? » ...... 

100 'tJ , 
I .... 0020 101 o~g 020h N 0'1 0020 (512 102 oat._v did 512 dupC?) ,ObJect Access TableCmax length) 0) .j>. 

QI) 

103 
104 j.powel' up locations of: l-t'!ljsters 

0400 105 o~g '!DOh 
0400 (I lOb 

'??";>? 
irO_v did dupe?) 

0402 (1 107 irl_v d .. dupe?) 
???? 
) 

0404 (1 108 
???? 

ir2_v d ... dupe?) 

0406 (1 109 
???? 

i1'3_v did dupC?) 

0408 (1 110 
???? 

ir4_v d .. dupe?) 

) 

040A (1 111 
???? 

ir5_v d .. dup C?) 

040C (1 112 
???? 

ir6_v do. dupC?) 

231679-16 



--
Lac OBJ pNE SOURCE I l 040E (1 113 l.r7_v d .. dupe?) 

?7"" 
1 

0410 (I 114 il"B_v dOl dup(?1 
77"')? 
1 

0412 (1 115 i1"9_v did dup(71 
??~? 
1 

0414 (1 116 
???? 

1'1"lO_v do. dup(71 

I" 
0416 (1 117 irl1_v d. dup(71 

???? 
1 

0418 (1 118 i,.12_v d. dup(71 
???? 
1 

O4IA (1 119 
???? 

t,.13_v d. dupC?) 

) 

O4IC 11 120 
???? 

i,.14_v d .. dupe?) 

)" 

041E 11 121 t .... 15_v do. dupe?) :t .... ???? 

.!.. " ) 

• 0300 122 0"9 300H N UI 
0300 (16 123 clut ... v dOl 16 dup(7) Icolour lookup tab1. G) UI 

~n? CD 
) 

OAOO 124 0"9 OAOOH OAOO (4 125 DdtO_v did 4 dup(71 JObJect descriptor 'abl. 
???? 
) 

OAOa- (4 
???? 

126 odtl_v d .. 4 -dupe?) 

) " 

OAIO (4 127 odt2_v did 4 dupC?) 
???? 
) 

0A18 (4 128 oll-t3_v do. .. dupe?) 
?T'!? 

129 
2000 130 o"g 2000H J 3. 6K but •• 
2000 (1800 131 obJllct_O_v dOl 1800 dup(71 ,4 bih/pixel 75<096 bit _pped 

???? 
) 

2E14 132 0,., 2E14H 
2E14 (80 133 ObJRCt_l_v did eo dup(71 

???? 
1 

2ECO 134 0"9 2ECOH 
2ECO (120 135 obJect_2_v d .. 120 dup(71 

231679-17 



LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE I l 
2FB4 136 org 2FB4H 
2FB4 (100 137 obJect_3_v did 100 dup(?) 

4000 138 org 04000H I Charact.,. Oenel".tDr 0 
4000 (256 139 CIIO_sltce_O_v dOl 256 dupe?) 

??7? 
) 

4200 (256 140 egO_51 ice_l_v d .. 256 dupe?) 
??'?? 
) 

4400 (256 141 cgO_slice.;z_v dto 256 dup(?) 
???? 
) 

4600 (256 142 cgO_.lic.~_v did 256 dup(?) 
?"??? 
) 

4800 (256 143 cgO_s1 ice_4_v did 256 dupe?) 
???? 
) 

41\00 (256 144 cgO_slice_5_v did 256 dupe?) 
". ???? 

) , 
~ 

4C00 (256 145 cgO_slice-p_v did 256 dup(?) 
???? • 

UI 
) II.) 

0> 4E00 (256 146. cgO_slice_7_v d .. 256 dupe?) : ???? 
) 

5000 (256 147 cgO_slice_S_v d .. 256 dupe?) 
???'? 
) 

5200 (256 148 cgO_s1 ice_9_v dOl 256 dup(?) 
'?7?? 
) 

5400 (256 149 cgO_slice_1O_v dOl 256 dup(?) 
???? 
) 

5600 (256 150 cgO_slice_l I_v d .. 256 dupe?) 
??'?? 
) 

5800 (256 151 cgO_slice_12_v d .. 256 dupe?) 
???? 
) 

5AGO (256 152 cgO_slice_13_v d .. 256 dup(?) 
???? 
) 

5C00 (256 153 egO_51 ice_14_v do. 256 dupe?) 
???? 
) 

5EOO (256 154 cgO_slice_15_v d .. 256 dupe?) 
???? 
) 

231679-18 



~ 
U1 ...... 

LOC 08J 

0000 20564944454F20 
53544F52414745 
2020 

0010 2020202020414E 
44202020202020 
2020 , 

0020 20444953504C41 
59204445564943 
4520 

0030 20202020383237 
31362020202020 
2020 

0040 20202020494E54 
454C092020202O 
20 

004F 3C 
OOSO 7E 
0051 7E 
00523C 
005360 
0054 3C 
0055 3C 
0056 lB 
0057 3C 
0058 3C 
0059 66 
00511 lB 
0058 06 
OOllC 66 
005D 60 
005E 66 
005F 66 
0060 lB 
0061 66 
0062 ,66 

LINE 

155 
156 
157 
15B 
159 
160 
161 

162 
163 

164 
165 

166 
167 

168 
169 

170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
IBO 

lBI 

IB2 

183 

SOURCE 

video_vsdd ends 

video_data segment 

obJect_3_data 

Dat. fo1" characte ... geneTatOT' 0 
Characters are 10 scan lin •• htgb 
Slice tK)~ t and '1 .r ••• ptU(O's) 
26 alphabets and 10 numbers a". defined 

slice information fop 10 nu.be1"s 

numbers_data db 

db 

db 

db 

l 
db • VIDEO STIlRACIE 

db AND 

db • DISPLAY llEVICE • 

db 82716 

db INTEL 

~ 

i 
3Ch. 7Eh, 7Eh, 3Ch. 6Gb J slice 2 

3Ch. 3Ch. lBh. 3Ch. 3Ch 

66h. IBh, 06h. 66lh 6Gb. J slice 3 

66h. 66h, 18h. 66h. 661\ 

231679-19 



_. 
LOC DB.) LINE SOURCE I l 0063 66 184 db 66h. lSh. OCh. bOh, 7Eh ; slice 4 
0064 18 
0065 OC 
0066 60 
0067 7E 
0068 60 185 db bOb. 66h. ISb, 66h. bOb 
0069 66 
006A 18 
006B 66 
006C 60 
0060 6E 186 db 6Eh, 18h. 30h. 3Sh, 64h ; sl ice :5 
006E 18 
0Q6F 30 
0070 38 
0071 66 
0072~60 187 db 6Gh. 3Eh. 18h. 3Ch. 7Ch 
0073 3E 
0074 18 
0075 3C 
0076 7C 
0077 76 188 db 76h. lCh. bOhr 6Ot .. 78h i slice 6 
0078 lC 
0079 60 
007A 60 
007B 78 

I I 
l> 007C 3E 189 db 3Eh, 06h, 3Oh, 66h, 66h 

~ 0070 06 'P 
01 

007E 30 

~ CD 007F 66 
0080 66 c» 
0081 66 190 db 66h. lSh. 66h, 66h, 70h i slic8 7 
0082 l8 
008366 
0084 66 
0085 70 
0086 02 191 
0087 66 

db !l2h. Mh. 66h. Mh. Mh 

0088 66 
0089 66 
OO8A 66 
OO8B 3C 192 db 3Ch. 18h. 3Ch. 3Ch, 6Gb i slice 8 
008C 18 
00803C 
008E 3C 
008F 60 
oo907E 193 db 7Eh. 3Ch. 7Eh. 3Ch. 3Ch 
0091 3C 
0092 7E 
0093 3C 
0094 3C 

194 
195 
196 slice infO'r.ation for 26 alphabe'ts 
197 
198 ;charact~_.et_O 
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LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE I cf 

199 j slic •• O~ 1 .nd 9 a .... 0". ( •• ptU) 
200 

0095 66 201 
0096 3E. 

51 iceJ!_d db MH. 3EH. 3BH. IEH. 7EH. 06H, 3BH, 66H 

0097 38 
00<18 IE 
0099 7E 
009A Ob 
OO9B 3B 
OQ9C 66 
0090 3C 202 
009E 3C 

db X.... 3CH. 66H. 7EH. 66H. 461-1. 3CH. OCH 

009F 66 
OOAO 7E 
OOAI 66 
OOA2 46 
00A3 3C 
OOA4 OC 
00A5 7C 203 db 
00A6 66 

7CH. 66H. 3CH. ISH. 3tH. ISH. 3GH. 66H 

00A7 3C 
00A8 18 
00A9 3C 
OOAA 18 
OOAB 3C 

~ 
?!. 

OOAC 66 
"U OOAD 18 204 db 1811. ?EM • OOAE 7E N U1 OOAF 66 205 slice_3_d db 6611. 66H. beH. 36H. 06H. 06H. beH. 66H CD (0 
C» OOBO 66 

0081 6C 
00B236 
0083 06 
00B4 06 
0085 6e 
OOB6 66 
0087 18 206 db 
00B8 66 

ISH. 6bH. 36H. ?EM. 66H. 66H. 66H. 06H 

OOB936 
OOBA 7E 
OOBB 66 
OOBe 66 
OODO 66 
OOBE 06 
OOBF 26 207 db 
OOCO 36 

2611. 36H. 6bH. ISH. 66H. ISH. 7EH. 6bH 

OOCI 66 
00C2 18' 
00C3 66 
OOC4 18 
00C5 7E 
OOC6 66 
00C7 18 208 db ISH. ObH 
00C8 06 
OOC9 7E 209 slice_4_d db 7EH. 6bH. 0bH. 66H. 06H. ObH. 46H. 6bH 
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LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE I cf 
OOCA bb 
OOCD Db 
OOCC bb 
OOCD Db 
OOCE Db 
OOCF 46 
DODO b6 
0001 18 210 
000260 

db ISH, bOH, OEH, 06H, 66H, 7bH, 66H, ObH 

0003 DE 
0004 06 
0005 bb 
OODb 7b 
0007 bb 
ODD806 
OOD9 3b 211 db 361~, 
OODA IE 

lEH, bOH, ISH, 6bH, 3CH, 5AH, 3CH 

ODDS 60 
OOOC 18 
DODD 66 
OODE 3C 
OODF 5A 
OOEO 3C 
0DE1 18 212 db ISH, OCH 
0DE2 DC 

I I 
)0 

...... 00E3 66 213 slice_5_d db 66H. 3EH, Q6H, 66H, lEH, lEH, 66H, 7EH 
"U . OOE43E . ..... 0DE5 06 I\,) m 

00E6 66 en 0 
CD 00E7 IE 

0DE8 IE 
OOE9 66 
OOEA 7E 
OOED 18 214 db ISH, bOH, 06H. 06H. 66H. 7EH. 66H, 3EH 
ODEC 60 
OOED 06 
OOEE 06 
OOEF 66 
OOFO 7E 
OOFI 66 
OOF2 3E 
OOF3 66 215 db 661·1, 3EH, 3CH, ISH, 6bH. 24H. 5AH. ISH 
OOF4 3E 
OOF5 3C 
OOF6 18 
OOF7 66 
OOF8 24 
OOF9 5A 
OOFA 18 
OOFS 3C 216 db 3CH, ISH 
OOFC 18 
OOFD 3C 217 slice_6_d db 3CH. 66H. 06H. 66H. 06H, 06H. ObH. 66H 
OOFE 66 
OOFF 06 
0100 66 
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7::. 
~ 

LOC OBJ 

0101 06 
0102 06 
0103 06 
0104 66 
0105 18 
0106 60 
0107 OE 
010B 06 
0109 7E 
OIOA bE 
OIOB 66 
OIOC 66 
0100 66 
OIOE 66 
010F 06 
0110 18 
0111 66 
0112 66 
0113 42 
0114 3C 
0115 3C 
0116 30 
011T3C 
0118 66 
0119 6C 
011A 36 
011B 06 

'OI1C 06 
0110 6e 
011E 66 
011F 18 
0120 60 
0121 36 
0122 06 
0123 66 
0124 66 
0125 66 
0126 66 
0127 66 
0128 66 
0129 66 
012A 18 
0128 66 
012C 42 
012D 42 
012E 66 
012F 66 
0130 60 
0131 18 
0132 3E 
0133 38 
0134 IE 
0135 7E 
0136 7E 
0137 38 

LINE 

218 

219 

220 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

SOURCE 

slice_7_d 

5Uce_8_d 

db 

db 

db 

db 

db 

db 

db 

db 

IBH. 6OH. OEH. 06H. ?EN. 6Et!. 6611. 6611 

661-1, 66H •. 06H, lB.1. 661-1.- 66H. 42H.. 3CH 

3C1l. 30H 

Xil. 66H. 6CH. 36H. 06H. 06H. beH. 6611 

18M. 6OH. 36H, 06H. 66H. 66H, 66H, 66H 

66H. 66H. 6611. ISH. 6611. 4211. 4211. 6611 

6611, 60H 

ISH. 3EH. 3BH. lEH. ?EN. 7EH. 3BH. 6611 
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Lac DB,) 

0138 66 
0139 3C 
013A 70 
0138 66 
013C 06 
013D 24 
013E 62 
013F 3C 
0140 3E 
0141 3C 
0142 3E 
0143 3C 
0144 7E 
0145 66 
0146 42 
0147 42 
0148 66 
0149 66 
014A 7E 

0000 
0000 (1 

???? 

0000 
0000 

0000 B8----
0003 BED8 

0005 B80060 
0008 SEeo 

R 

LINE 

226 

227 

228 

229 
230 
231 
232 
:;!33 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 

239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 

SOURCE 

db 3CH~ 7OH, 66H.' 06H. 24H, 62H, 3CH, 3EH 

db Xli. 3EH. 3CH. 7EH. 66H. 42H. 42H. 66H 

db 66tI. 7EH 

video_data ends 

i monitor segment. The GSP boaTd monitor starts at OFFFOh 
monitar segment at OFFFOh 

01'g 0 
.... eset d ... 1 dupe?) a labl!l 

monitol' ends 

;--------------------------------~------------~---------------------
Main routine. This routine loads the DRAM with acceas table 
the object descT'iptol' table, the c:hal"Bcter generator and the 
actual obJect data. The VSDD is also initialized. 

Pl'og_code segment 

assume cS:Pl'og_code, ds:video_data. es:video_vsdd 

simple_display 
start: 

proc far 

mov ax,vid.o_da~a 
mov ds,ax 

mov ax,video_vsdd 
es,ax 

initialize the l"egister segment. the register 
J segment is located at 0400h afte,.~ r.&et. 

1 initialize the data segment 

;ln1t1.11z. the .xtra 
f segment 
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LOC DBJ 

OOOA 26C70600047260 
0011 26C706020414A4 
0018 26C70604040600 
OOlF 26C70606044001 
0026 26C706080400s0 
002D 26C7060A040000 
0034 26C7060C040AOO 
003B 26C7060E040005 
0042 26C70610041000 
004~ 26C70612048001 

- OOSO 26C70614042300 
0057 26C70616041000 
OOSE 26C70618040204 
006~ 26C7061A042410 
006C 26C7061C04EC74 
0073 -26C7061E04F480 

007A 26C70600047360 

0081 B94700 
0084 E2FE 

0086 26C706000AO006 
OOSD 26C706020AOO18 

00'14 26C706040AOOI0 
-0098 26C706060AOOI0 

00A2 26C706OS0AO006 
OOA9 26C706OA0A1404 
OOBO 26C7060COAOA17 
OOB7 26C7060EOAOA17 

OOBE 26C706100A0006 
OOC~ 26C706120A263C 
OOCC 26C706140A6017 
00D3 26C706160A6017 

LINE 

263 
264 
26~ 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
288 
28'1 
290 
291 
2'12 
293 
2'14 
295 
296 
297 
298 
29'1 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
30S 
30'1 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
31~ 
316 
317 

SOURCE 

laOV it'O_v ..... O_1"f!S 
mov it· I_v, 1'"1_11 
mav i1"2_Y. r2_d 
laOV ir3_v .... 3_d 
InDV i1'4_v.1"4_d 
mav ir5_vl ... 5_' 
may i Y"6_v .... 6_d 
mav ir7_v. r7_d 
mav irS_v'1"B_d 
may iT'9_v. T'9_d 
ItOV trl0_v'l"lO __ d 
IADV irl1_v. rl1_cf 
IAOY il"12_vl1"12_" 
mav ir13_v.r13_d 
fROV il"14_v.1"14_4 
may irIS_v. r15_d 

i all the registers are initialized in the DRAft. Enab18 the UCF 
I <flag to a110111 the VSDn to update its on c.hip registera. 

mav i,.O_v,rO_up 

lIIait 15Ou5 f'or the VSDD to update its on chip registers 
the loop assumes tbat the 80186 runs at Br'Ihz. 

mav cx,71 
loop 1: loop 100pl 

; the register window is initialized to 60000h 
i the cpu p'ratTams the disp1., data th~ough newly 

defined data lItindot.. in R3. 

; load the obJect desc~iptor ~ields ~or four objects 

JobJect 0 

iobJect 1 

iabJect 2 

mov odtO_v,600h 
.ov odtO_v[2l,lBOOb 

fROV odtO_v[4l,lOOOb 
may odtO_v[6l, lOOOh 

mov odtl..-:..v,6QOb 
moy odtl_Y[2l.0414h 
m.av adtl_v[4J, t70ah 
mavadtl_v[61,170ah 

.av ad t2_v. 600ti 
moy odt2_vC2l,3c26h 
moy odt2_v[4l.1760h 
gOV odt2_v[6J,1760b 

4bit.'pix.l,non-transpar.nt 
obJ.ct starts at x - 0 
the Midth is 96 pi •• ls 
obJect ba •• addre •• 

x - 2O.lIfidth - 16 pix.l. 

x - 3Biwidth - 240 pixels 
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LOC OBJ LINE 

318 
319 
320 

OODA 26C706180A04AC 321 
322 
323 

OOEl 26C7061AOA5008 324 
325 

OOES 26C7061COADA17 326 
OOEF 26C7061EOADA17 327 

328 
329 
330 
331 

OOF6 BAD200 332 
OOF9 BBOOOO 333 

334 
335 

OOFC B90807 336 
337 

OOFF B88888 338 
339 

0102 2689870020 340 
0107 03DA 341 

-oJ 
0109 E2F7 342 

!.. 343 
Q) 344 
.j>. 345 

010B 880000 346 
010E 895000 347 
0111 B87777 348 

349 
0114 268987142E 350 
0119 03DA 351 
0118 E2F7 352 

353 
354 
355 

0110 B80000 356 
0120 893C00 357 
0123 ,'B85555 358 

359 
0126 268987C02E 360 
0128 03DA 361 
0120 E2F7 362 

363 
364 
365 

012F 880000 366 
0132 B92800 367 

368 
369 

0135 8807 370 
371 

SOURCE 

i obJect 3 

mav odt3_v.OAC04h 

mav odt3_v[2],0B50h 

mav odt3~_v[41, 17Mh 
may odt3_v[6J,t'DAh 

ch .. ,.acteT obJect 
8 pixels/cha1"act.,. 
t,.anspaTent p:l xe1 
x s 80. Width = 16 
characters 

set up the obJect data 

i obJect 0 

f1 II_Db J_O: 

loop fill_obJ_O 

iobJect 1 

Ii ll_ob J_1: 

loop fill_obJ_l 

; obJect 2 

fill_obJ_2: 

loop fi ll_ob J~ 

may dx,2 
mav bx,O 

mov c x, 24*75 

mav ax. SB88h 

mav obJect_O_ytbxJ, ax 
add bx. dx 

mav bl.O 

• number of data words -
175 lin •• , 24 wOTds(96 pixels) 

; pixel data 

mav cI,4*20 inurnb.,. of data wOTds 
may ax. 7777h Ipixe1 data 

mav obJect_l_v[bxl.ax 
add bx.dx 

mav bx.O 
mav ex. 15*4 ~ 
mav ax,5~55h 

mav obJect~_v[bl]' ax 
add bx.dx 

J obJect 3 - chaTact.,. obJect 

fill_obJ_3: 

moy bx,O 
moy cx,40 Itotal SO characters 

; in the obJect,2/wa,.d 

mav ax,word pt,. obJect_3_datatbxl read the ASCI I code 
i fo~ 2 cha?act.?s 
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LOC OSJ LINE 

0137 2669B7842F 372 
013C 03DA 373 
01aE E2F5 374 

375 
376 
377-

0140 880000 378 
0143 '8BOOOO 379 

380 
381 

0146 BE6000 3S2 
383 
384 

0149 B90AOO 3B:I 
014C BA0700 3B6 

387 
014F 3BS 

389 
014F 8A474F 390 
0152 26B9B4OO44 391 

392 
0157 43 393 
01:1B B3C602 394 

395 
0158 E2F2- 396 

397 

~ 015D 81C6ECOI 39B 
0161 B90AOO 399 C» 0164 4A 400 Ut 

401 
0165 75EB 402 

403 
404 
405 

0167 B80000 406 
016A BBOOOO 407 
016D B91AOO 40B 
0170 BEB200 409 

410 
0173 BA0700 411 

412 
0176 ·413 

414 
0176 BAB79500 415 
017A2669840044 416 
017F 43 417 
0180 B3C602 41B 

419 
0183 E2Fl 420 

421 
01B5 B91AOO 422 
01BS BIC6CCOl 423 
01BC 4A 424 
01BD 75E7 425 

426 

SOURCE 

mav obJltct_3_v[bJ),a. 
add bx,da 

loop ¥ill_obJ_3 

iload the cha~a~to~ I.ne~ata~ 

IlOV ~I, 0 
. May IIx.O 

'load the numbers 

moy si,30h*2 

ItOV cI.lO 
IlOV dx.7 

UlT'ite_a_ou.ber: 

may al. nUllbel't._.data[b xl 
mov c.O_slice_2~_vtstl, .. x 

inc II. 
add si,2 

loop UlT'ite_a_number 

add 5i,(256*2)-2O 
ftlOV cl.lO 

dec dx 

Jnz tlWi te_a_nu.beT' 

istOT'e the 26 alphabets 

may al.O 
fIlOV bx,O 
mav cx.26 
IIlOY si.41h.2 

may dx,7 

111l"i te_it_chal'act.,.: 

moyal,slice_2_dtbx] 
.ov cgO_51ic.~_v[siJ, •• 
inc IIx 
add sl.2 

loop write_A_character 

IIIDV cx.26 
add si. (256*21-52 
dec dx 

Jnz taJl"i'te_a_ch.l"act .... 

J lIn"i t. the data 

; ato .... at p ... op .... ASCII 
,lacation. Not. cpu .p.c. 
ibute .ddr •••• bl. 
110 nuabe1'5 
J 7 sltc •• 

Jr.ad data bvt. 
J~l'it. d.t. wOl'd in 
,U. DRN! 
J next bVt. 
J next location tn 
I tbe DRM 

J nelt .lice 

J 26 alphabets 
ipropel' off •• t into 
Icba .... cte .... ene ... ator 
I 7 slic •• 

J ... ead data bute 
; W'l"tte a ~o ... d 
J n.xt bvt. 
I nelt location 

; n •• t sltc. 
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LOC OBJ 

OlBF BBOOOO 
0192 890002 
0195 BBFFFF 
019B BA0200 

019B 26B9472O 
019F 030A 

01Al E2FB 

01A3 BBFEFF 
01A6 26A32000 
01M 26A3B600 

OlAE BSFDFF 
01Bl 26A30601 
01B5 26A32COl 

01B9 BBFBFF 
01BC 26A33BOl 
01CO 26A33AOl 

01C4 BBF7FF 
01C7 26A34BOO 
01CD 26A3ACOO 

01CF 26C70600007B60 

0106 
0106 26C7060aOA001B 
0100 BA4201 
OlEO ;&BOOOO 

01E3 26S30602OAOl 
01E9 4A 

OlEA 26B1672OFDFF 

LINE 

427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
43B 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
44B 
449 
4:50 
451 
4S2 
453 
454 
455" 
456 
457 
45B 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
46B 
469 
470 
471 
472 
473 
474 
475 
476 
477 
47B 
479 
4BO 
4B1 

SOURCE 

; load the access table 

bx,O 
mav ex. length oat~ v 
mDvax,O"""'fh 
mav dx.2 

.,i11 the access table with all Is 

fill_oat: 

loop 'ill_.oat 

i.nable the obJects 

mav oat_y[bxl, ax 
add b.-,dx 

mav ax, Of""eh_ 
mDV oat_v, ax i enab Ie Db Ject 0 at 1 in. 0 
mav oat_v[7~2],ax • disable obJect 0 at line 7~ 

may ax.Offfdh 
may oat_v[IIS-23,ax i.nabla obJect 1 .t line 11~ 
mav oat_v[134it2J,ax I disable obJect 1 at line 131 

mDV ax.Offfbh 
may oat_v[14Oit2l.ax Jen.able obJect 2: .. t line 140 
mav oat_v[141*21,az .dis .. ble obJect 2:.at line 141 

mav ax,Off'7h 
mav oat_v[2O*2J, SIX ; an .. bl. obJect 3 at line 20 
mav oat_v[70*~J,ax idi •• ble obJect 3 at line 70 

the di.pIau d.ta is initi.lized by the 80186. Notlf enable the 
set the displa.,.. enabla bit (DEN) in UUl VSDI), "'g..en.bl_ 'til.· 

• dis.,lau· 

mav 1"O_V' 1"O_d i_ .. J the 1"e.i.te~ .egm.nt ia now lOCAted 
at 60000h 

a simpl. ~outine to sC1"oll ObJect. bOl'ilontAllg .. nd v.~tic .. llg 
obJect 0 is moved h01"Olontallg while obJect 1 is moved vertic
all'1 

movex,,: 

Movex: 

IAOV odtO_v[2J. 1900h 
mav da.322 
mav bx, ° .. xi.u. value of x fo1" obJ-O 

start " value '01" obJ 1 

add odtO_v[2l,1 J.OV obJ 0 by 2 pilels in x direction 
dec da 

move,,: and oat_vCbIJ,Of:.,-Fdh J obJect 1 .tAl't 
231679-28 
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LOC 08.1 

01FO 2681674BFDFF 
01F6 897017 
01F9 26C706OS0AOOO6 
0200 E2FE 
0202 26C7Q60BOAI006 

0209 26814F20F2FF 
020F 26814F4BF2FF 
0215 B3C302 
0218 BIF83403 

021C 7488 

021E 83FAOO 
0221 74C7 
0223 EBBE 

0225 EAOOOOFOFF 

LINE 

4B2 
483 
484 
485 
486 
4B7 
48S 
4B9 
490 
491 -
492 
493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 

BOURCE 

delau2: loop 

simple_di.plau 

prog_code 

and oilt_v[ba+401,Oflffdh 
mov ca. 6000 
MOV od:tl_v.600" 

delav2 

,obJect 1 .top 
J delav counte~ 
,tu~n the obJect on 

.ov odtl_v.610A Jtu~n the obJect off 
befa~. di.abling the 
acce •• table 

o~ aat_v[bal,Off'2h J ~ •• et the ace e •• table 
O~ oat_v[ba+401,O'ff2h; to a~ilin.l v.lu •• 
add lta.2 
CMP Ita. B20 ; .. a v.lu. a' V i. 410 

Je aavexy 

cmp dJr.O 
Je MaveV 
J.p mov.x 

Jmp f .... pt~ 

endp ~ 

ends 

end sta~t 

; if Y ... a then .ta~t 
; .t top of f~.ae 

I if x ... a then flni.h y aave 
I .lse continue with x .ove 

RESET ; 10 _act to the bo .... d MonitOl" 

l 
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XREF SYMBOL TABLE LISTING 
------ -----

NAME TYPE 

??SEG SE9MENT 
COO_SLICE_O_V V WORD 
CGO_SLICE_I_V . V WORD 
CGO_SLICE_I0_V. V WORD 
COO_SLICE_ll..:.V. V WORD 
CGO_SLICE_12_V. V WORD 
COO_SLICE_13_V. V WORD 
COO_SLICE_14_V. V_D 
CGO_SLICE_15_V. V_D 
COO_SLICE_2_V V_D 
COO_SLICE_3_V V WORD 
COO_SLICE_4_V V WORD 
COO_SLICE_5_V V WORD 
CGO_SLICE_6_V V WORD 
COO_SLICE_7 _V V WORD 
COO_SLICE_8_V V WORD 
CGO_SLICE':'9_V V WORD 
CLUT_V ... V_D 
DELAY2. L NEAR 
DEN . NUMBER 
FILL_OAT. L NEAR 
FILL_OBJ_O. L NEAR 

";'I FILL_OBJ_1. L NEAR 
:... FILL_OBJ-.O!. L NEAR <» FILL_OBJ_3. L NEAR (X) 

IRO_V . V WORD 
IRI_V • V_D 
IRIO_V. V WORD 
IRll_V. V WORD 
IRI2_V. V WORD 
IRI3_V. V WORD 
IRI4_V. V WORD 
IRI5_V. V WORD 
IR2_V V WORD 
IR3_V • V WORD 
IR4_V . V WORD 
II!5_V V WORD 
IR6_V V WORD 

.IR7_V V WORD 
IR8_V V WORD 
IR9_V V WORD 
LOOP 1 L NEAR 
MoNITOR SE9MENT 
MOVEX . L NEAR 
HOVEXY. L NEAR 
HOVEY. L NEAR 
NUItIIERS"pATA. V BYTE 
OAT_V. V_D 
OBJECT_O_V. V WORD 
OBJECT_I_V. V_D 
OBJECT_2_V. V WORD 

VALUE ATTRIBUTES. XREFS 

4000H 
4200H 
5400H 
:l6OOH 
5BOOH 
5AOOH 
5COOH 
5EOOH 
4400H 
4600H 
4BOOH 
4AOOH 
4COOH 
4EOOH 
5000H 
5200H 
030QH 
0200H 
OOOBH 
019BH 
0102H 
0114H 
0126H 
0135H 
O4OOH 
0402H 
0414H 
0416H 
041BH 
041AH 
041CH 
041EH 
0404H 
0406H 
O4OBH 
040AH 
O4OCH 
040EH 
04IOH 
0412H 
00B4H 

01E3H 
01D6H 
OIEAH 
004FH 
OO2OH 
2000H 
2E14H 
2£COH 

SIZE=OOOOH PARA PUBLIC 
(256) VIDEO VSDD 13~ 
(256) VIDEO-VSDD 140. 
(256) VIDEO:VSDD 14~ 
(256) VIDEO_VSDD 150. 
(256) VIDEO VSDD 15a 
(256) VIDEO:VSDD 15a. 
(256) VIDEO_VSDD 1~ 
(256) VIDEO_VSDD 1~ 
(256) VIDEO VSDD 141. 391 416 
(256) VIDEO:VSDD 14a. 
(256) VIDEO_VSDD 1~ 
(256) VIDEO_VSDD 144. 
(256) VIDEO VSDD 149 
(256) VIDEO:VSDD 14M 
(256) VIDEO VSDD 147. 
(256) VIDEO:VSDD 1_ 
(16) VIDEO_WDD 1~ 
PROG_CODE 489 485 

11.23 
PROG_CODE 436. 439 
PROG_CODE 340. 342 
PROG_CODE 35a. 352 
PROG_CODE 360. 362 
PROG_CODE 370. 374 
VIDEO_VSDD 10M 263 2B4 
VIDEO_VSDD 107. 264 
VIDEO_VSDD 11M 273 
YIDEO_VSDD 117. 274 
VIDEO_VSDD 119 275 
VIDEO_VSDD 11~ 276 
VIDEO_VSDD 120. 277 
VIDEO_VSDD 121. 278 
VIDEO_VSDD 109 265 
VIDEO_VSDD 1~ 266 
VIDEO_VSDD 110. 267 
VIDEO_VSDD 111_ 26B 
VIDEO_WDD 112. 269 
VIDEO_VSDD lla. 270 
VIDEO_VSDD 11~ 271 
VIDEO_VSDD 119 272 
PROG_CODE 290. 290 
SIZE-0002H PARA ABS 239 240 
PROG_CODE 4n. 498 
PROGSODE 47a. 494 
PROG_CODE 481. 497 
(5) VIDEO_DATA 1_ 390 
(512) VIDEO'VSDD lOa. 430 436 444 445 448 449 452 453 456 457 481 4B2 4B9 490 
(1800) VIDED_VSDD 131_ 340 . -
(SO) VIDEO_VSDD 13a. 3:!O 
(120) VIDEO_VSDD 135. 360 
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NAME TYPE VALUE ATTRIBUTES. XREFS I l DB..IECT_3..])ATA V BYTE OOOOH 1161 VIDEO_DATA 161. 370 
DB.JECT _3_1,1. V WORD 2FB4H (1001 VIDEO_VSDD 137. 372 
ODTO_V. V WORD OAOOH (41 VIDEO_VSDD 12:141 299 300 302 303 473 477 
DDTl_V. V WORD OAOBH (4) VIDED_VSDD 12611 307 30B 309 310 484 486 
ODT2_V. V WORD OAIOH (41 VIDEO_YSDD 127. 314 315 316 317 
DDT3_V. V WORD OAlSH (4) VIDEO_YSDD 1_ 321 324 326 327 
PRD9_CODE SEQI1ENT SIZE-022AH PARA 24n 249 504 
RO..])ISP NUl'lBER 607BH ~ 464 
ROJlES. NUI'IIIER 6072H 13. 22 23 263 
RO_UP NUI'IIIER 6073H 22' 284 
RO_V. V WORD OOOOH VIDEO_YSDD ~ 464 
Rl..]). NUI'IIIER A414H 2M 264 
Rl_V. V WORD 0002H VIDEO_VSDD S:141 
RI0_D NUI'IBER 0023H 6641 273 
RIO_V V WORD 0014H VIDEO_YSDD 94. 
RU..]) NUl'lBER 0010H 6941274 
RU_V V WORD 0016H VIDEO_YSDD 95' 
R12..]) NUI'IIIER 0402H 71. 275 
R12_V V WORD 0018H VIDEO_YSDD 96. 
R13..]) NUl'lBER 1024H ~ 276 
R13_V V WORD 00lAH VIDEO_VSDD 97. 
R14_D NUI'IIIER 74ECH 75. 277 
R14_V V WORD 00lCH VIDEO_VSDD -R15_D NUl'lBER 8OF4H 77. 278 
R15_V V WORD 00lEH VIDEO_YSDD 9941 

I I 
~. R2..]). NUl'lBER 0006H 39. 265 ';'I R2_V. V WORD 0004H VIDEO_YSDD S6. ...... R3..]). NUMBER 0140H 43266 N m R3_V. V WORD 0006H VlDEO_VSDD S7. ~ ID 

R4_D. NUI'IBER SOOOH 47. 267 CD 
R4_V. V WORD 0008H VIDEO_YSDD SU 
R5_D. NUl'lBER OOOOH 4941 26S 
R5_V. V WORD OOOAH VIDEO_YSDD S94I 
R6..]). NUl'lBER OOOAH ~269 
R6_V. V WORD OOOCH VIDEO_YSDD 90. 
R7_D. NUI'IBER 'OSOOH 5941 270 
R7_V. V WORD OOOEH VIDEO_YSDD 91. 
RS..]). NUl'lBER 00lOH ~ 271 
RS_V. Y WORD 00lOH VIDEO_YSDD ~ 
R9..]). NUl'lBER 0180H 6Q 272 
R9_Y. V WORD 0012H VIDEO_YSDD 93 
RESET. V WORD OOOOH MONITOR ~500 
SII'IPLE_DlSPu\Y. P FAR OOIIOH SIZE=022AH PRD9SODE 25a 502 
SLICE_2_D V BYTE 0095H (SI VIDEO..PATA 201' 415 
SLICE_3..]) Y BYTE OOAFH (S) VIDEO..PATA 20:141 
SLICE_4_D V BYTE OOC9H CSI VlllEO..PATA 20941 
SLICE_5..]) V BYTE 00E3H CS) VlDEO..PATA 213 
SLICE_6..]) V ,BYTE OOFDH (8) VlDEO..PATA 217. 
SLICE_7..]) V BYTE OU7H CS) VIDEO..PATA 221' 
SLICE_S..]) • V BYTE 0131H CS) VIDEO..PATA 22:141 
START. L NEAR OOOOH PRD9_CODE 

2 __ 

UCF. NUI'IBER 000lH 10.2223 
VIDEO..PATA. SEQI1ENT SIZE..o14BH PARA 1_ 230 249 254 
VlDEO_YSDD. SEQI1ENT SIZE-6000H PARA A8S 82' 156 249 257 
WRlTE_A_CHARACTER L NEAR 0176H PRD9_CODE 4131 420 425 
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TYPE 

L NEAR 

VALUE ATTRIBUTES. XREFS 

014FH PROG_CODE 388. 396 402 

END OF SYMBOL TABLE LISTING 

ASSEMBLY COMPLETE. NO ERRORS FOUND 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The 82786 is an intelligent co-processor capable of cre
ating and displaying high performance graphics. Both 
drawing and display functions are integrated into a sin
gle VLSI chip· to provide an inexpensive solution for 
bit-mapped graphics subsystems. 

This application note is intended to show, through ex
amples, use of the 82786 and the hardware interfaces 
between the 82786 and the rest of the system. Because 
the 82786 integrates many functions onto one chip, the 
hardware design of a graphics system is greatly simpli
fied. 

2.0 OVERVIEW 

Internally, the 82786 consists of two independent proc
essors. 

- Graphics Processor: executes high-level line 
drawing, character drawing 
and bit-block-transfer com
mands to create and modify 
bit-maps in II!.emory 

....:. Display Processor: displays portions of bit-maps 
in regions on the CRT called 
windo~ 

Figure 1 illustrates these processors and their hardware 
interfaces. 

- Graphics Memory connects dedicated graphics 
Interface: memory to the 82786 

-System Bus 
Interface: 

- Video. Interface: 

connects CPU and system 
memory to the 82786· 

connects the 82786 to CRT 
or other display 

The video interface is controlled directly by the Display 
Processor. The other interfaces are controlled by the 

B2186 

82786 Bus Interface Unit (BIU). The BIU connects the 
internal Graphics and ,Display Processors to the CPU 
and system memory as well as to the graphics memory 
through the internal DRAMIVRAM controller. 

2.1 Dedicated Graphics Memory 

The dedicated graphics memory provides the 82786 
with very fast access to memory without contention 
with the CPU and system memory. Typically, the bit
maps to be drawn and displayed, the character fonts, 
and the command lists for the 82786 processors are all 
stored in this memory. In some instances it is deairable 
to have the Graphics Processor command lists stored in 
system memory. . 

The 82786 contains a complete DRAMlVRAM con
troller on-chip which interfaces directly with a wide 
variety of DRAMs without external logic. This direct 
connection not only reduces chip count but also allows 
the 82786 to perform very fast burst accesses to the 
DRAMs. 'The DRA¥/VRAM controller can take ad
vantage of the quick burst-mode sequential accesses 
made possible by page-mode, fast-page-mode (some
times called Ripplemode™i), and Static Column 
DRAMs. In addition, interleaved DRAM/VRAM ar· 
rays .. are fully supported by the on-chip DRAM/ 
VRAM controller allowing even faster burst access. 

2.2 System Bus Interface 

The system bus interface connects the CPU and its sys
tem memory to the 82786 and its graphics memory. 

The most common 82786 configuration (shown in Fig
ure 1) allows the CPU to access the system memory 
while the 82786 accesses its dedicated graphics memory 
simultaneously. It also allows the CPU to access the 
graphics memory and for the 82786 to access the sys
tem memory (but not simultaneously). The system bus 

r--------, r--------'I-__ .....:._--'\ 
1 GRAPHICS 1 1 DISPLAY 1 VIDEO INTERFACE DISPLAY 
1 PROCESSOR 1 1 PROCESSOR 11-____ --.1 L ________ J L ________ J L-____ ...J 

r - - - - - - - - - - ::.::-.::-.::-.::-.;:-.c" .. ::-~;-l 
1 BUS IHTlRFACE i DRAM/VRAM i 1 
: UNIT (BIU) i CONTROLLER i : 
-----------~-------~ 

Figure 1.82786 System Block Diagram 
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connects the 82786 graphics subsystem to' the system 
CPU and memory. If DMA capability is also provided 
in the system, it interfaces to the 82786 exactly as the 
CPU does: The interface allows accesses in two direc
tions. 

- Slave Mode: CPU or DMA read or write access 
of the 82786 internal registers or 
dedicated graphics memory 
through the 82786 ' 

- Master Mode: 82786 read or write access to sys
tem memory 

Therefore, any processor (CPU, DMA, Graphics and 
Display Processors) can access both the system memo
ryand the graphics memory. The 82786 BIU arbitrates 
between both of the internal 82786 processors as well as 
the external processor (CPU and DMA) to decide 
which processor gets access of the bus. 

The CPU software accesses both system and graphics 
memory in an identical manner (except that the specific 
memory addresses are different). Therefore the actual 
location of the memory (whetherin system or graphics 
memory) is transpar<mt tq the software. However, ti),e 
CPU can acceSs the system memory faster than the 
graphics memory because there is less contention with 
the Graphics and Display Processors. When the CPU 
accesses the 82786, the 82786 BIU is said to be running 
in slave mode. 

In slave mode, the 82786 looks like an intelligent 
DRAMIVRAM controller to the CPU (Figure 2). The 
CPU can chip-select the 82786 and the 82786 will ac
knowledge when ti),e cycle is complete by generating a 
READY signal for the CPU. 

"-
/' 

cs 
READ~ "" "'-

~ ADDRESS CPU 

X 
82786 

l;t 
DATA 

~ V 
292007-2 

Figure 2. Slave Bus Cycle ' 

HOLDV HREQ 
CPU HLDA~ "- HL,DA , 

~ 

'" 
READII 

;t 82786 
ADDRESS SYSTEM 

~ MEMORY 1\ DATA 

l\r V 
292007-3 

Figure 3. Master Bus Cycle 

Conversely, the 82786 Graphics and Display Proces
sors access both system memory and graphics memory 
in an identical manner. However, they can access the 
graphics memory faster than the system memory be
cause there is less contelltion with the cpu. When the 
82786 accesses the system memory, the 82786 BIU is 
said to be running in master mode. 

In master mode, the 82786 looks like a second CPU 
controlling the local bus (Figure 3). The 82786 acti
vates HOLD to request control of the system bus. 
When the CPU acknowledges the HLDA line, then the 
82786 will take over the bus. When the 82786 is 
through with the bus, it will release HOLD and the 
CPU can remove HLPA to regain control of the bus. 

The 82786 system bus interface is optimized to inter
face to an 80286 synchronously (using the same bus 
clock). As a synchronous slave it interprets the 80286 
status lines directly and performs the requested bus ac
cesses. As a master it generates 80286 style bus signals. 

The 82786 system bus ma~ alternatively be set up to 
interface asynchronously to virtually any processor. In 
this mode, read and write signals are used when slave 
accesses are performed. 

2.3 Video Interface 

The 82786 supports two different video interfaces in 
order to support both standard DRAMs and dual port 
video DRAMs/(VRAMs). When using standard 
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DRAMs the 82786 reads the video data from memory 
and internally serializes the video data to generate the 
serial video data stream up to 25 MHz. When using 
VRAMs the 82786 loads the VRAM shift register peri
odically and the internal system generateS the serial 
video data stream. 

With standard DRAMs displays up to 640 by 480 by 8 
resolution can be generated at 60 Hz non-interlaced re
fresh. With VRAMs displays up to 2048 by 1936 by 8 
can be generated at 60 Hz without interlacing. 

In addition, horizontal and vertical sync signals and a 
blanking signal are provided and may be programmed 
to satisfy the requirements of nearly any CRT. 

In the standard'DRAM mode all ofthe logic to support 
the advanced capabilities of the Display Processor such 
as panJ)ing, zooming, windowing, and switching be
tween various bits/pixel in various windows is con-, 
tained internally in the 82786. Provision is also made 
for the addition of up to four external color look-up 
tables. 

Higher resolution displays '(dot clock rates greater than 
25 MHz) can also be implemented by using external 
logic to trade-off bits/pixel for dot clock rates. Also, 
multiple 82786s can be used together for even greater 
performance. 

2.4 82786 Internal Registers 

A 64 word (128 byte) direct-mappe4 register block is 
contained internally in the 82786 (Figure 4). Software 
may locate this register bloCk to the beginning of any 
128 byte boundary anywhere in the 82786 I/O or mem
ory addre~ space. No matter where these registers are 
mapped, they are only accessible by th" external CPU. 
The Graphics and Display Processors can not access 
these registers. 

Registers, located at specified offsets within this block, 
allow programming of the BIU and Graphics and Dis
play Processors. The Graphics and Display Processors 
also have other registers which are only accessible 
through commands to these processors. These com
mands are'initiated by writing into the corresponding 
opcode and address registers within this 128 byte regis
ter block. 

All of these registers are described in detail in the 82786 
data sheet. Be careful when using "reserved" registers. 
When these reserved registers are read, the data re
turned is indeterminate. When these reserved registers 
are written, they should only be written as zeros to 
ensure compatibility with future,products. 

Internal Register Address Offset 

OOh 
02h 

04h 

06h 

08h 

OAh 
OCh 

OEh 

20h 

22h 

24h 

26h 

28h 

2Ah 

40h 

42h 

44h 

46h 

48h 

4Ah 

Internal Relocation 

Reserved 

BIUControl 

Refresh Control 

DRAM Control 

Display Priority 

Graphics Priority 

External PriOrity 

Reserved 

Opcode 

Link Address (lower-word) 

Link Address (upper-word) 

'status 

Instruction Pointer (lower) 

Instruction Pointer (upper) 

Reserved 

Opcode 

Memory Address (lower-word) 

Memoty Address (upper-word) 

Register ID 

Status 

Default VDATA 

7Fh [ Reserved 

1-

1-

Bus 
Interface 

Unit 
Registers 

, Graphics 
Processo 
Registers 

Display 
Processo 
Registers 

Figure 4. 82786 Internal Registers 

3.0 DEDICATED GRAPHICS MEMORY 
INTERFACE 

The 82786 contains a full DRAMIVRAM controller 
on-chip which allows it to be connected directly to ar
J;'ays of DRAMs without extema1logic. 

A wide range of DRAM configurations are possible for 
x 1, x 4 and x 8 bit wide DRAMs. Both Page· mode and 
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RAS~ / 
~----------------------------------------~ 

ADDRESS~ ____ C_O_LU_M_N __ ~><~ ___ C_O_L_UM_N __ ~><~ ___ C_O_L_UM_N __ ~)<~ ________ __ 

DATA __________________ ~( READ\ ~.-----~'~,-------
~ ,~/ 

292007-4 

Figure 5. Fast-Page-Mode Burst-Access Read Cycle 
Fast-page-mode burst accesses for block transfers are 
supported directly by the 82786 to take advantage of 
the fast sequential addressing capability of DRAMs 
(see Figure 5). Once the DRAM is set-up with the row 
address, the column addresses can be quickly scanned 
in for several burst-accesses to the same page. With the 
82786, fast-page-mode bursts for block transfers run at 
twice the speed of page mode. 

Interleaving of two banks of DRAMs is also supported 
directly by the 82786. For a sequential burst access, 
DRAM cycles for both banks can be initiated. Then, 
during the burst access, the 82786 can alternate access
es between the two banks, thus cutting the effective 
DRAM access time in half (see Figure 6). 

Static Column DRAMs can also be used to get the 
same performance as fast-page-mode. The only differ
ence between the two types is that Static Column 
DRAMs do not latch the column address, whereas, 
fast-page-mode DRAMs do latch the column address 
on the falling edge of CAS. In non-interleaved configu
rations, Static Column DRAMs can directly replace 
fast-page-mode. However, in an interleaved configura
tion, the column address must be latched externally for 
Static Column DRAMs. 

---------~, 

CAse ,,/ 
'---~ 

X ADDRESS ~~ ___ C_OL_U_M_N __ ~ 

READ 
DA1'A DA~----------~----~ 

The following table shows the burst-access rate of these 
various configurations for a 10 MHz 82786. 

Page Mode 
Fast-page-mode 

and Static Column 

Non-interleaved: 10 Mbyte/sec 20 Mbyte/sec 
(2 cycles) (1 cycle) 

Interleaved: 20 Mbyte/sec 30 Mbyte/sec 
(1 cycle) (O.Scycle) 

The other cycle times, and speeds at 10 MHz, are the 
same for all DRAM configurations: 

Single Reads 3 cycles 300ns 

Single Writes 3 cycles 300ns 

Read-Modify-Writes 4 cycles 400 ns 

Burst-Access Set-Up 2 cycles 200ns 

Refresh 3 cycles 300ns 

All burst-accesses for block transfers perform an even 
number of l6-bit word accesses. 

/ 

COLUMN X COLUMN X 

READ READ " 
DATA ~/ 

~ 
READ REI'ID 

DATA DATA DATA DATAl ~------------~------< 

Figure 6. Interleaved Fast-Page-Mode Burst-Access Read Cycle 
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Burst-accesses for block transfers are used by all Dis
play Processor memory accesses except the operand for 
LD~G and DMP ~G operands. Block-read ac
cesses are used by the Graphics Processor for com
mand-block fetching and to fetch the character fonts. 
The Graphics Processor uses a block-read followed by a 
block-write for the read-modify-write operations of 
BitBlt, Scan_Line, and Character drawing. All other 
pixel drawing uses single read-modify-write cycles. 

3.1 DRAM Configurations 

Up to 4 rows per bank, and 1 non-interleaved or 2 
interleaved banks are supported (see Figure 7). Each 
bank must always be 16 bits wide. If only one non-in
terleaved bank is used, it must be bank 0 (using CASO 
and BENO). If interleaving is used, both banks must 
have the same number of rows. In either case, if only 
one row is used, it must be row 0 (using RASO). For 
only two rows, row 0 and 1 are used (RASO and 
RASI). Similarly, three rows use row 0, I, and 2. 

The 82786 can directly drive up to 32 DRAM/VRAM 
chips. One 82786 pin shares two DRAM functions 
DRA9/RAS3. These functions are never both used in 
the same configuration. DRA9 is only used by 1M x 1 
DRAMs, which limit the number of rows to only two 
due to both addressing (4 Megabytes) and drive (32 
chips) limitations. 

Figure 8 shows a full connection diagram for thirty-two 
64K x 4 DRAMs. Two interleaved banks of four rows 
each are used. Unlike most DRAM/VRAM control
lers, no impedance-matching resistors are usually need
ed between the 82786 chip and the DRAM/VRAM 
chips. The impedance-matching for most configura-

WEH 

LI cAs! 
irFIT 

RASS ~ I~ 
RAS2 ~ 

I II I I 

I~ 
RAST~ 

I I I I I 

I~ 
RAse ~ 

I I I I I I 

I~ 
BANK 1 

tions is handled internally by the 82786. This is also the 
connections required for x4 VRAMs which use the 
BEN signal to control their DT/OE input which is 
used to determine when to load their internal shift reg
ister (Figure 9). 

If Static Column DRAMs are used in an interleaved 
configuration, an external latch is required to latch the 
column address for the second bank (Figure 8a). The 
82786 can directly drive up to thirty-two DRAM devic
es. For configurations requiring more than thirty-two 
devices, external buffering must be used. 

DRAMs with separate data-in and data-out pins (such 
as the x 1 DRAMs) require a tristate buffer for the 
data-out lines of each bank. (All of the rows within 
each bank may share the same tristate buffer). Figure 
10 shows a full connection diagram for thirty-two 
256K x 1 DRAMs including the tristate buffers. Two 
interleaved banks of one row each are used. This is a 
special case for the RAS lines. Normally RASO would 
drive all of the DRAMs in both banks for the one row 
as in Figure 7. However, because the RAS lines have 
drive capability for only .16 DRAMs, both RASO and 
RASI are used. The 82786 recognizes this special case 
and automatically drives RASI identically to RASO. 

The other ~pecial DRAM case is using two rows of x 1 
DRAMs in a non-interleaved configuration. This con
figuration has the advantage that only one bank of 
transceivers is required, but burst access time is re
duced by half from the previous example. Normally, 
CASO would be used to drive all 32 DRAMs, but be
cause of drive limitations, both CASO and CASI are 
used, (one for ea~h bank). Again the 82786 recognizes 
this special case and automatically drives CAS 1 identi-. 
cally to CASO. 

III 
WEL 
~ 
~ 

ROW 3 

I I I I I I 
ROW 2 

I I I I I 
ROW 1 

I I I I 1'1 
ROW 8 

BANK 8 
292007-6 

Figure 7. 82786 Supports up to 4 Rows of 2 Interleaved Banks of DRAMs 
64K x 4 Video RAMs with 82876 1 Row, 2 Banks, 4 Bits/Pixel 
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. . . . 
~ tl ~ tl ~ ~I 

~ 
Q .. 

~ "I 
~ i. i" :$" ~ .. 

~ . ~ . ~ . 
d~ d~ d~ d~ 

Figure 8a. 82786 Driving 4 Rows of Two Interleaved Banks of 64K x 4 Static Column DRAMs 
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The table in Figure 11 shows all the possible configura
tions for 64K bit, 256K bit and 1 Mbit DRAMs. 

3.2 DRAM Timing Parameters 

Care should be taken to ensure that all of the timings of 
the DRAMs used, fit with those in the 82786 data 
sheet. To make the comparisons easier, the names of 
the parameter in the 82786 data sheet exactly corre
spond to the names in most DRAM data sheets. In 
addition, the parameters have been broken into the 
same four groups used by most DRAM data sheets. 

The critical parameters for page mode DRAMs are 
generally: 

Single 
Singlewrt RMW Page rd/wrt 

rd/wrt/RMW 

Tcac Trwl Tds(rw) Tds(i) 
Trp Tcwl Toft 
Trcd 
Trah 
Tasc 
Ton 

Some of the 82786 parameters may not be found in all 
page-mode data sheets. If no corresponding DRAM pa
rameters for Tcaa or Tcar is specified, then the 82786 
spec may be ignored. The reason is that, if no such 
DRAM parameters exists, then the resulting minimum 
values for these parameters are at most: 

Tcaa = Tasc + Tcac 
Tcar = Tasc + Trsh 

Then as long as the Tasc, Tcac, and Trsh specs fit, the 
82786 timings guarantee Tcaa and Tcar to fit. 

A third parameter that may not be found in 'all page
mode data sheets is Ton. If x 1 DRAMs are used, the 
external data transceiver is responsible for meeting this 
and the DRAM is not required to meet this spec. If, 
however, x 4 or x 8 DRAMs are used, without the data 
transceiver, care must be taken to ensure that this spec 
is met. 

7-181 

The critical parameters for Fast-page-mode and Static 
Column DRAMs are generally: 

Single Singlewrt RMW 
Fast-page-mode 

rd/wrt/RMW rd/wrt 

Trp Trwl Tds(rw) Tcp 
Trah Tcwl Toft Tcaa 
Tasc Tcap 

Tds(n) 
Tcah(i) 
Tds(i) 
Tdh(i) 
Ton(ri) 

For interleaved Static Column DRAMs, the address 
latch delay must be added to the DRAM parameters 
corresponding to the row and column addresses. These 
parameters are: 

-Tasr 
-Tasc 
-Tcaa 

For all types of xl DRAMs, page-mode, Fast-page
mode and Static Column, the transceiver delay must be 
added to the DRAM parameters which correspond to 
read-data. These parameters are: 

~Trac 

-Tcac 
-Tcaa 

Notice that all of the 82786 DRAM timings are speci
fied relative to the bus clock (CLK). This has two im
plications. First, a slower bus clock can be used to al
low the 82786 to use slower DRAMs. Secondly, many 
of the parameters are determined by the duty cycle of 
the bus clock (as their specification is dependent on 
clock high or low time). A slightly non-symmetric 
clock, such as the clock for the 80286, can be used for 
the 82786 CLK, but care should be taken to examine 
the effects on the DRAM timing. In some circum
stances, it may be advantageous to use a slightly non
symmetric clock. 

Some of the. specifications are relative to the 82786 
clock period (Tc), while others are relative to a specific 
phase (THigh, TLow). 
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Figure 10. Two Interleaved Banks of 256K x 1 DRAMs 

Non-Interleaved Interleaved 
1-row 2-rows 3-rows 4-rows 1-row 2-rows 3-rows 4-rows 

64Kx1 128K 256K 384K 512K 256K 512K 768K 1024K 
16 32 48· 64· 32 64' 96· 128· 

16Kx4 32K 64K 96K 128K 64K 128K 192K 256K 
4 8 12 16 8 16 \ 24 32 

8Kx8 16K 32K 48K 64K 32K 64K 96K 128K 
2 4 6 8 4 8 12 16 

256Kx 1 512K 1024K 1536K 2048K 1024K 2048K 3072K 4096K 
16 32 48· 64· 32 64· 96· 128' 

64Kx4 128K 256K 384K 512K 256K 512K 768K 1M 
4 8 12 16 8 16 24 32 

32Kx8 64K 128K 192K 256K 128K 256K 384K 512K 
2 4 6 8 4 8 12 16 

'1Mx1 2M 4M - - 4M -, - -
16 32 32 , 

256Kx4 512K 1M 1.5M 2M 1M 2M 3M 4M 
4 8 12 16 8 16 24 32 

128Kx8 256K 512K 768K 1M 512K 1M 1.5M 2M 
2 4 6 8 4 8 12 16 

'Requires extemal buffering 

Figure 11. Possible ,DRAM configurations for 64K, 256K and 1 Mbit DRAMs. The top number In each 
box Is total memory size In bytes, the bottom Is the number of DRAM chips required. 

Look at this example. Suppose you use SlC256H Fast
page-mode DRAMs with the 82786 as in Figure 10. 
First, look at the critical parameters shown above. 
Since it is not possible to create a precisely 50% duty 
cycle clock, you must consider clocks with a few per
cent tolerance. The table compares the 82786 using sev
eral clock frequencies and duty cycle toler
ances with two versions of the 51C256H. The table is 
ordered with the tightest timings first. 

From the table, you can see that the fast 120 ns access 
DRAMs can be used with the 82786 with a 10 MHz 
clock with as much as a 40%-60% duty cycle skew. 
The slower DRAMs can be used at 9 MHz with a tight
er 45%-55% duty cycle skew or at 8 MHz with a 
40%-60% skew. 
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Figure 10. Two Interleaved Banks of 256K x 1 DRAMs (Continued) 

Parameter 82786 Specifications 51C256H DRAM Specs 

10 MHz 10MHz 
45-55% 40-60% 

Tdh Min Tph 22.5 20 

Toff Max T1 + 3 25.5 23 

Tcah Min Tch + 2 26.5 22 

Tcp Min Tcl- 5 17.5 15 

Tds Min Tcl- 8 14.5 12 
, 

Tcaa Max 2Tc - 27 73 73 

Tcap Max 2Tc - 21 79 79 

Tasc Min Tcl- 5 17.5 15 

Trp Min 2Tc - 5 95 95 

Trwl Min Tc - 9 41 41 

Tcwl Min Tc - 12 38 38 

Trah Min Tc + 3 53 53 

Ton Max Tc - 24 26 26 

Because these x I DRAMs require transceivers between 
their data outputs and the 82786, the transceiver delays 
must also be considered. The two parameters in the 
table above, that are affected are Tcaa and Tcap. The 
transceiver delay must be added to the DRAM access 
time for these parameters. This implies that the data-in 
to data-out time of the transceivers must be 18 ns or 
less for the 10 MHz-120 ns case and the 8 
MHz-ISO ns case. The delay must be 28 ns or less for 
the 9 MHz-ISO ns case and the 8 MHz-ISO ns case. 

3.3 Initializing the DRAM Controller 

Two of the 82786 Internal Registers are used to config
ure the DRAM/vRAM Controller. Both of the regis-

9MHz 8 MHz -12 -15 
45-55% 40-60% 120ns 150ns 

25 25 20 25 

28 28 20 25 

24.5 27 15 20 

20 20 10 10 

17 17 0 0 

83 98 55 70 

89 104 60 75 

17.5 17.5 5 5 

105 120 70 85 

46 53.5 25 30 

43 50.5 25 30 

58 65.5 15 20 

31 38.5 25 30 

ters are typically set once during initialization and then 
never changed. The DRAM/VRAM COntrol Register 
is set to indicate the configuration of the DRAMs/ 
VRAMs used. The DRAM/VRAM Refresh Control 
Register is set to indicate the frequency of refresh cy
cles. Once programmed, the settings can be write-pro
tected using the write-protect bits discussed iii. Section 
4.2. 

It is recommended that all fields of the DRAM! 
VRAM Control Register be written simultaneously to 
avoid illegal 'combinations. Also, no DRAM accesses 
should be attempted until the DRAM/vRAM Control 
Register has been set. For the configuration in Figure 
10 using one row of 2S6K Fast-page-mode DRAMs in 
two interleaved banks: 
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DRAM/VRAM Control· Internal Register Offset 08h 

15 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

I RESERVED I RW'; Rwol ~IP liNT I HJ2 : HT'; HTO I 
, RESET DEFAULT: 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

I 
DRAM/VRAM HEIGHT (SIZE OF DRAM CHIPS) 

o 0 0 ,8K ( 1 ROW, 8 COLUMN) 
o 0 1 16K ( 7 ROW, 7 COLUMNI 
o 1 0 32K ~ 7 ROW, 8 COLUMN 
o 1 1 64K 8 ROW, 8 COLUMN 
1 0 0 128K 8 ROW, 9 COLUMN 
1 0 1 256K 9 ROW, 9 COLUMN 
1 1 0 512K ( 9 ROW, 10 COLUWN) 
1 1 1, 1M (10 ROW, 10 COLUWN) 

INTERLEAVE (1 = INTERLEAVED DRAM BANKS) 
',(0 = NON-INTERLEAVED BANKS) 

FAST-PAGE-MODE (I. =FAST-PAGE-WODE DRAM TYPE) 
, , (0 = PAGE-MODE DRAW TYPE) 

DRAW/VRAM ROWS (NUMBER OF ROWS OF CHIPS CONFIGURED) 

o 0 ONE ROW 
o 1 TWO ROWS 
1 0 THREE ROWS 
1 1 FOUR ROWS 

DRAMjVRAM CONTROL REGISTER 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 = lDH 

Ul LI~L~~~D 
FAST-,PAGE-MODE 

ONE ROW 
292007-16 

DRAM/VRAM Refresh Control-Internal Register 
Offset 06H 

15 6 543210 

Reserved 

RESET Default: o o 0 o 
The 82786 CLK input is inteolaily divided by 16. and 
then divided by the refresh scalar + 1 in ,the DRAM! 
VRAM Refresh Control Register to determine the time 
between refresh cycles. Only one row of each DRAM! 
VRAM is refreshed at a time so refresh of the entire ' 
DRAM/VRAM requb;es 128,2,56,512 or 1024 of these 
refresh cycles depending on the number of rows in the 
DRAM/VRAM. 

For example, the 51C256H DRAMs require a complete , 
refresh every 4 ms (Tref). These DRAMs consist of 512 
addt:ess rows Qf 512 address columns. However, for re
fresh purpo~, only 256 row addresses (AO-A7) need 
to be refreshed within the 4 ms r!'fresh time. T4e A8 
input is not used for refresh cycles. (The 82786 main
tains a full 10-bit refresh address, the upper 2 bits are 
simply not used in this configuration). Assuming a 10 

292007-15 

, MHz 82786 CLK, we can determine the value for the 
DRAM/VRAM Refresh Control register as follows: 

Tref x ClK 
Refresh Count = '16 X Refresh_Rows - 1 

= 4 rns x 20 MHz _ 1 = 18.53 
16 x 256 

The result should always be rounded down, so the 
DRAMlVRAM Refresh Control Register should be 
programmed with 18. This result is dependent only on 
the DRAM/VRAM type and the 82786 CLK frequen
cy. The configuration of the DRAM/VRAM chips 
does not matter. 

There is a latency time between the refresh request gen
erated by this count and the actual, refresh cycle. The 
refresh will always occur as soon as the current bus 
cycle finishes. Refresh cycles can interrupt block trans
fers, bllt only at double-word boundaries. The worst 
case is if a refresh request occurs just after the 82786 
receives HLDA to begin a master-mode block transfer. 
The 82786 must complete two master cycles before the 
refresh Ilycles can be performed. During this latency, 
further refresh requests may be generated. The 82786 
contains a refresh request queue that allows up to three 
refresh requests to be' pending, As soon as the bus'is 
freed, all queued refresh cycles will be run consecutive
ly. 

For the above example, refresh requests are generated 
every 15.2 /Ls. 
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16 x (Refresh Count + 1) 
RequesLtlme = ClK 

= 16 x (18 + 1) =' 15.2 s 
20 MHz " 

The amount of latency that the DRAMs will tolerate 
for each row is: 

'AllowecL-latency=Tref-(RequestTime x RefresL 
Rows) 

=4 ms-(15.2 "s x 256)=108.8 "s 

But the rea11atency limit is that the 82786 allows only 
three requests to be queued: 

MaximurTL-Latency = Queue_Size x RefresL TIme 
= 3 x 15.2 = 45.6 "s 

Therefore, the maximum number of wait-states allowed 
for a 82786 master mode transfer is: 

WaiLStates = «MlIXimUrTL-Latancy x PClK) -
overhead)/bus-cycles 

«45.6 "s x 10 MHz) - 7 cycles)/2 = 224 

Clearly, in this situation, refresh latency is not a prob
lem. If the system memory caused the 82786 to delay 
over 224 wait-states for a master-mode access, not only 
would DRAMlVRAM refresh be missed, but the dis
play refresh would also be lost. 

The 82786 always issues three refresh cycles following a 
RESET. Besides these first three refresh cycles, the 
82786 does not perform any other DRAM/VRAM 
warm-up after cold or warm-reset. If the DRAMs/ 
VRAMs require other warm-up cycles, the CPU should 
either perform dummy cycles to the DRAM/VRAM 
or wait until the refresh counter has requested enough 
refresh cycles to occur. 

If the DRAMIVRAM Refresh Control Register is set 
to all ones, refresh cycles are disabled. 

4.0 SYSTEM BUS INTERFACE 

The 82786 system bus structure allows the 82786 to be 
easily connected to a variety, of CPUs. The 82786 can 
act as both a slave and a master to the CPU's bus. As a 
slave, the CPU or DMA can perform read and write' 
cycles to the 82786 internal registers or to the 82786 
DRAM/VRAM. As a master, the 82786 Graphics and 
Display Processors can perform read and write cycles 
to the CPU's system memory. 

The 82786 bus can operate in three different modes to 
handle various CPU interfaces. The 82786 determines 
which mode to use by sampling the BHE and MIO pins 
during RESET: 

, BHE MIO 

Synchronous 80286' bus 1 0 
Synchronous 80186 ~us 1 1 
Asynchronous bus i:l X 

, , 

For synchronous ~0286 interfaces, the Reset and Clock 
inputs into the 80286 and 82786 must be common. For 
synchronous interfaces to 80186, the 80186 CLKIN 
must be the same as the 82786 CLK (so external clock 
source must be used). The ~S input into the 80186 
must meet a set up and hold time with respect to the 
CLKIN. The RESET for the 82786 should be generat
ed from the RES (for 80186) by delaying RES by one 
CLKIN cycle and inverting'it. This ensures that the 
82786 phi is coincident with 80186 CLKOUT low. 

These pin states are easy to achieve for the synchro~ 
modes. During RESET, the 80286 always drives BHE 
high and MIO low. 

CPUs with timings different from the 80286 mus! use 
asynchronous mode (however, CPUs,8uch as the 80386 
can easily generate 80286 style timings). Care should be 
taken in this case to ensure BHE is low during RESET. 

In each of these three modes it is possible to configure 
the 827~6 to allow both master and slave accesses or to 
simplify the logic to al,ow only slave access. In t4e mas
ter mode, the 82786 always generates 80286 style. bus 
signals. 

If the 82786 is used as a master,' it will activate its 
HREQ line when it needs to become the system master 
to access system memory. It waits until HLDA is re
ceived and then begins driving the system bus. Once 
HLDA is received, a 10 MHz 82786 can perform sys
tem ~ msses at the following rate (assuming 0 wait
states). 

single reads/writes 4 cycles 5 Mbyte/sec 
read-modify-writes 6 cycles 3.3 Mbyte/sec 
burst-access read/write 2 cycles 10 Mbyte/sec 

The 82786 will begin the first master-mode bus access 
on the cycle after HLDA is activated. The only delay is 
the time between when the 82786 activates HREQ and 
the system can release the bus and return HLDA. Most 
synchronous CPUs require a minimum of three cycles 
between the time HOLD is activated until they can re
turn HLDA. The 82786 will keep HREQ activated un
til it no longer has more accesses to perform to system 
memory. (Until either the next 82786 access is to the 
dedicated' graphics DRAM/VRAM or until neither the 
'Graphics or Display Processors require ~e ~us.) Once 
the 82786 IS done using the system bus, 1t will remove 
HREQ and is' able to iinmediately access its Graphics 
DRAM/VRAM on the next cycle. 
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It is potentially possibl(;l for the 82786 to require the 
system bus for alen~hy period of time. For example, if 
the 82786 has been programmed to give the Graphics 
Processor high priority, and the Graphics Processor ex
ecutes a command that requires a lot of access to sys
tem memory, then the system bus could potentially be 
held by the 82786 for several consecutive accesses. 
Drawing a long vector into a bit-map residing in system 
memory is such a command. In this case, the maximum 
time the 82786 can potentially keep the system bus is 
determined by the frequency of DRAM/VRAM re
fresh cycles programmed into DRAM/vRAM Refresh 
Control Register. 

If the CPU needs to regai1;1 control of the bus before the 
82786 is done, it may remove HLDA early. The 82786 
will then complete the current access and remove 
HREQ to indicate to the CPU that it may now take
over control of the bus. If the 82786 still requires more 
access to the system bus, it will re-activate HREQ two 
cycles after it had removed it and wait until the next 
HLDA. Since the 82786 removes HREQ for only two 
cycles, it is important that the CPU recognize it imme
diately. Otherwise a lock-out condition will occur in 
which the CPU is waiting for the 82786 to remove 
HREQ and the 82786 is waiting for the CPU to issue 
HLDA. This is not a problem for the synchronous in
terfaces. Extra logic may be required to prevent this 
situation if the 82786 is used as a master in an asyn
chronous interface and HLDA is ever removed prema
turely, especially if the CPU clock is significantly slow
er than the 82786 clock. 

4.1 Memory Map 

Figure 12 shows the memory map as it appears to both 
the 82786 Graphics and Display Processors. These 
processors both use a 22-bit address which provides fot 
up to 4 Megabytes of address space. They are only al
lowed to make memory accesses so no I/O map is ap
plicable. 

3FFFFFh 
SYSTEt1 
HEHORY 

GRAPHICS 
HEHORY 

000000h L.. ______ ....J 
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Figure 12. Memory Map for Graphics 
and Display Processors 

FFFFFFh 
S'/STEM 
HEHORY 

GRAPHICS 
HEHORY 

SYSTEM 
HEHORY 

000000h L.. ___ ----' 

] INTERNAL REGISTERS 
MAY BE LOCATED,IN 
MEMORY OR 1/0 SPACE 
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Figure 13. Memory Map for System CPU 

The 82786 dedic~ted graphics DRAM/VRAM always 
starts at location OOOOOOh and grows upwards. The up
per address depends on the amount ofDRAM!VRAM 
memory configured. The system bus memory begins 
where the DRAM/VRAM ends and continues to the 
highest addressable memory location 3FFFFFh. 

The memory map as it appears to the system CPU is 
shown i1;1 Figure 13. The area that the 82786 Graphics 
DRAM/VRAM is mapped into can be anywhere in the 
CPU address space and is completely defined by the 
address decode logic of the CPU system. Normally only 
the space for the configured graphics memory is 
mapped into CPU address space. If addresses above the 
configured graphics memory are mapped into the CPU 
address space, and the CPU writes to addresses above 
the configured 82786 memory, the write will be ig
nored. If it reads from these locations, the data re
turned is undefined. 

The 82786 internal registers may b(;l configured to re
side in memory or I/O address space. If configured to 
reside in memory, then they will override a 128 byte 
area of the 82786 memory address space for external 
(CPU) accesses. The internal registers are only accessi
ble by the external CPU and therefore are never found 
in the 82786 Graphics or Display Processor memory 
maps. 

Suppose the 82786 is configured with 1 Megabyte of 
Graphics DRAM/VRAM and is used in an 80286 sys
tem. A possible memory map and connection diagram 
is shown in Figure 14. All of the 82786 memory is 
mapped into the 80286 address space. Also, a 3 Mega
byte portion of the 80286 system memory is mapped 
into the 82786. Since the 80286 has two more address 
bits than the 82786, a tristate buffer is used to supply 
the top two address bits when 82786 enters master 
mode. 
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FFFFFFI> 
S't'S'I1:H 
ItDIORY 

8eeelllll> 
7FFFFFI> 82786 INTERNAL RE8S 
7FFF?FI> ......... 'GiIA'PHi'CS'''''''' 

?80811eh HEI10RY 
6FFFFFh 

S'l'STEH 
HEttOIIY 

481181101> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . 
3FFFFFh 3FFFFFI> 

S'l'STEH jl f-- S'l'STEH 
HEHORY \j- ;--- H£HOIIY 

10080111> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . 1000001> 
0FFFFFI> 

S'l'STEH 
H£HORY 

e00B001> 

~ 
0FFFFFI> 

GRAPHICS 

vi HEHOIIY 
a000001> 

88286 HEHORY-HAP 82786 H£HORY-HAP 

7ll 
174LS3l!.~ I <:}- MEN 

A23 1 
A22 f-----, 

88286 Cs 
I 82786 

MilO r MilO 

A21 1121 
A20 A20 

A19,0 A19'0 
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Figure 14. Possible Memory Mapping for 80286/82786 
82786 Internal Registers are Memory Mapped 

Notice that the same memory corresponds to one set of 
memory addresses for the CPU and a different set of 
memory address for the 82786 Graphics and Display 
Processors. Although it is possible to make these ad
dresses match, it is not necessary as long as the control
ling CPU software understands the relationship and 
makes the simple conversion. Often it is not desirable to 
make the addresses match. For example, most CPUs 
use the lowest memory addresses for special purposes, 
such as for interrupt vectors. If the lowest CPU memo
ry were 82786 memory rather than the faster (for CPU 
access) system memory, then these operations would 
execute significantly slower. 

Even though the real addresses don't match, the oper
ating system for a CPU such as the 80286 could make 
the CPUs virtual addresses map easily to the 82786 real 
addresses. 

The 82786 internal registers may either be memory or 
I/O mapped. If they are memory mapped over the 
Graphics DRAM/VRAM, the CPU will not be able to 
access the 128-bytes of I!>RAM/VRAM which they 
cover, (although the Graphics and Display Processors 
can). If they are memory mapped above the Graphics 
DRAM/VRAM (over non-configUred memory), then 
they will not prevent the CPU from accessing any of 
the 82786 memory, but they must be included in the 
CPU memory space that the address decoder allocates 
for the 82786. The 82786 internal registers may be I/O 
mapped, so they do not overlap any memory, however 
the CPU chip select logic for the 82786 becomes slight
ly larger. Figure 15 shows a circuit similar to Figure 14, 
except the registers are I/O mapped. Memory mapping 
the internal registers allows the software slightly more 
flexibility in accessing the registers. 
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Figure 15. Possible Memory Mapping for 80286/82786 
82786 Internal Registers are 1/0 Mapped . 
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Figure 16. Possible Memory Mapping for 80186/82786 

Because graphics memory can be quite large, some sys
tem designs might not allow all of the configured 
Graphics DRAMiVRAM to be directly mapped by the 
CPU. For example, if the 82786 has 2 Megabytes of 
Graphics DRAMIVRAM and is used with a 80186 
processor, which can only address 1 Megabyte, then the 
80186 can not directly access all of the 82786 memory. 
In this case the CPU can be permitted to only access a 
portion of the Graphics DRAMJYRAM. Figure 16 
shows a memory map and connection diagram for such 
a system. Since the 82786 has two more address bits 
than the 80186, a tristate buffer is used. to supply the 
two highest address bits, when the 82786 is in slave 
mode. 

In many cases the CPU does not require access to all of 
the graphics memory. For example, many situations 

will not require the ,CPU to directly access the bit
maps. If the CPU must gain access to the Graphics 
memory which is not directly mapped to the CPU, the 
82786 Graphics Processor can be instructed (using the 
BitBlt command) to move portions of the Graphics 
memory to and from the area accessible by the CPU. 

Alternatively, the Graphics DRAM/VRAM areas can 
be bank sWitched to allow the CPU direct access at any 
portion of the graphics memory. Figure 17 shows the 
use of an I/O port (74LS173 latch) to which the CPU 
can write the highest 3 bits ofthe address for the 82786 
slave accesses. 

In both Figures 16 and 17, it is possible for the 82786 in 
master.mode to access the CPU memory addresses that 
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SFFFFFh 
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Figure 17~ Possible Memory Mapping for 80186/82786 
Bank-Switching Allows 80186 to Access All 82786'Memory 

correspond to the 82786 slave addresses. In this case, 
the circuit will generate a 82786 chip-select, but the 
82786 will not respond to this chip-select while it re
mains in master-mode. As long as the READY logic 
goes high (it may not since the 82786 will not perform 
the slave-access) then the 82786 will complete the mas
ter-mode cYcle. By the time the 82786 returns to slave~ 
mode, the chip-select will have gone away. 

4.2 BIU Registers 

Within the 82786 internal :register block, the registel,'s at 
offsets OOh-DFh are used by the Bus inte:rface Unit to 

control the system configuration (Figure 4). These reg
isters are normally set once during power-up intializa
tion and never changed. 

Two of these registers, DRAM/VRAM Refresh Con
trol and DRAM/VRAM Control have already been 
discussed in Section 3.3. The rest of the registers are 
discussed in this section. 

The Internal Relocation Register is used to locate the 
82786 internal registers anywhere in the 82786 memory 
or I/O address space. 
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Internal Relocation - Internal Register Offset ooh 
15 ' o 

Base Address MID 

RESET Default: XX XXXX XXXX XXXX X o 
Base Address: determines bits 21:7 of internal 

register address (bits 6:0 of 
address are used as offset) 

I 
I 

I 
After RESET, any CPU slave I/O address to the 82786 
(which activates the 82786 Chip-Select) will access the 
internal register block. During initialization, a write to 
the Internal Relocation Register should be performed 
to locate the register at the specific memory or I/O 
address desired. Once the write to the Internal Reloca
tion Register occurs, the 82786 internal register block 
no longer occupies all of 82786 I/O space, rather it is 
restricted to just the 128 memory or I/O bytes speci
fied. The internal registers can be located anywhere ac
cessible by the CPU, however, if they are memory
mapped and located over configured graphics memory, 
they will take precedence over the memory for CPU 
accesses to those addresses. Graphics or Display Proc
essor accesses to these addresses will still be directed to 
DRAM/VRAM. For example, writing the value of 
03F8h locates the internal registers at I/O addresses 
FEOOh - FE7Fh. 

03F8h = 00 0000 11111110 0 0 
I I 
I I/O mapped 

Base Address ooFEOOh(offsets 0-7Fh) 

Note that the address written to the Internal Reloca
tion Register determines the memory or I/O address 
that is required to be placed on the 82786 address pins 
during a CPU access to the 82786 internal registers. 
The actual CPU address used may be different, and is 
dependent on the chip select and memory mapping log
ic described in Section 4.1. 

There are four sources ofrequests for the 82786 bus: 
- DRAM/vRAM refresh 
- Display Processor 
- Graphics Processor 
- External Processor (CPU or DMA slave accesses) 

The DRAM/VRAM refresh requests are always top 
priority. That is, once the DRAM/VRAM refresh re
quest is made, the 82786 bus will complete the current 
bus access and then perform the DRAM/VRAM re
fresh. Three BIU registers are used to set the priorities 
of the other three bus requests. Two priority values are 
used: 

FPL - First Priority Level - priority used when proc
essor first requests bus. 
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I 
o = I/O mapped 
1 = memory mapped 

SPL - Subsequent Priority Level - priority used for 
processor to maintain bus during a block 
transfer. If a block transfer is interrupted, this 
is also the priority used for regain bus to com
plete the burst access. 

When a processor first requests the 82786 bus, its FPL 
value is used. The processor with the highest' priority 
gets access to the 'bus. Once the 'bus is granted, the first 
access occurs. If a multiple-word block transfer is per
formed the SPL value is then used as the priority to 
maintain the bus for subsequent cycles. As long as no 
other processor of higher priority requests the bus, the 
burst-access is allowed to continue to completion. If a 
higher priority request is made, the block transfer will 
be suspended and the bus ,granted to the new request. 
The suspended block transfer will not get ~he bus back 
until its SPL value is again the highest priority request. 

A separate register is used to program the priority for 
each of the three processors. Because the External 
Processor can not perform block transfers, no External 
SPL value is required for it. 

Display Priority - Internal Register Offset OAh 
15 6 5 4 3 2 1 o 

Reserved I F P L I S P L 

RESET Default: 1 1 0 0 

Graphics Priority - Internal Register Offset OCh 
15 6 5 4 3 2 1 o 

Reserved I F P L I S P L 

RESET Default: 101 0 o 

External Priority - Internal Register OffsetOEh 
, 15 6 5 4 3 2, 1 0 

Reserved I F P L I Reserved 

RESET Default: 

All of the priorities are programmable values from 0 to 
7 with 7 being the highest priority. If two processors 
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that are programmed with the same priority both re
quest the bus, the priority in which the bus will be 
granted for the two will be (from highest to lowest): 

- Display Processor 
- Graphics Processor 

, - External Processor 

There are two exceptions to these programmable priori
ties. If the CPU makes a slave request while one of the 
82786 processors makes a master request, the CPU's 
request will always be handled first by the 82786 re
gardless of priority settings. This is necessary to prevent 
the lock-out situation where the CPU will not grant 
HLDA until it completes the bus access to the 82786 
and the 82786 will not complete the CPU bus cycle 
until the higher priority master cycle completes. Re
fresh cycles also always will be handled while the 82786 
is in a HLDA loop. 

The values programmed into these priority registers 
should be selected carefully. There isa performance 
penalty whenever a block transfer is interrupted. How
ever, if block transfers are not interrupted, then it is 
possible that one processor must wait a long time to get 
the bus while anotheris finishing. A balance betweenover,
all bus performance and maximum tolerable latency 
must be made. 

For example, if the Display Processor is not given high 
enough priority, it may not always be able to fetch the 
bit-mapped display data fast enough to keep up with 
the CRT. When this happens, the Display Processor 
will not be able to send the correct video data to the 
CRT and will instead place the value in the Default
VDATA register on the VDATA pins. To prevent this 
"snow" on the display, the Display Processor can be' 
programmed for the highest priority (after DRAM/ 
VRAM refresh). 

The Display Processor internally contains a FIFO 
which is used to buffer the bit-map data to be dis
played. The FIFO consists of 32-double-words of 32 
bits each. Each FIFO double-word contains the results 
of a 32-bit fetch from the bit-map memory. A double
word can therefore contain as many as 32 pixels, or as 
few as 1 pixel (such as at window borders). 

Display Processor Register 2 (TripPt) controls when 
this FIFO is loaded. If the trip point is set at 16, the 
Display Processor waits until the FIFO is half empty 
(only 16 double-words left) before it requests a new 
block transfer to refill the FIFO. The block transfer 
request will not end until the FIFO is again full (al
though the block transfer may be interrupted by a high
er prioriW request). If the trip point is set at 28, the 
Display Processor will begin requesting a new block 
transfer after only 4 FIFO double-words are emptied 
(28 left remaining). A low trip point generates fewer 
but longer block transfers and therefore the overall Dis
play Processor bus efficiency is increased. However, a 
low trip point also requires that the bus latency be 
smaller. A low trip point means that there are less dou
ble-words left in the FIFO when the bus request is 

made. If the FIFO drains completely before the bus has 
been granted, then the DefaultVDATA will be used 
from the current pixel through the end of the current 
scan line. The trip point may be programmed to 16,20, 
24, or 28 using the Display Processor LD~EG or 
LD~LL commands. 

The Display Processor also keeps busy during blank 
times. During Vertical Blank time,it performs any com
mand loaded into its Opcode Register. During Hori
zontal Blank time it loads a new Strip Descriptor if 
necessary and begins fetching the first pixels on the 
line. (Actually, the descriptor fetch begins as soon as 
the last pixel of the last line has been placed in the 
FIFO). If the Display Processor priority is, not high 

'enough to allow these fetches during blank time, then 
again part of the display can not be generated correctly 
and Field Color will be used. Two bits in the Display 
Processor Status Register can be used to determine if 
the Display Processor ever gets behind: 

bit-5 - DOV - Descriptor Overrun - set if strip de
scriptor fetch has ever not completed by the 
time horizontal blanking ends. 

bit-4 - PMT - FIFO Empty - set if the Display 
FIFO has ever completely drained. 

Both bits are reset after reading the Status Register. 

The setting of the External Priority register can greatly 
affect the performance of the external CPU when it 
performs an access to the 82786. Unless the External 
Priority is greater than the Graphics Processor, when~ 
ever the Graphics Processor is busy with a command 
stream that demands significant bus bandwidth, the 
CPU may have to wait a significant amount of time 
before it can complete an access to the 82786. The CPU 
waits for the 82786 in the middle of a bus access until 
the 82786 returns the READY signal. During this wait 
time, the CPU will not be able to process anything, 
including interrupts. Of course, if the application is 
very Graphics intensive and the CPU throughput is of 
lesser concern, then the Graphics Processor can be pro
grammed with a higher priority. 

Use the following priority values during your initial de
sign. Onc'e the system is working properly, you may 
wish to tweak the values for optimum performance. 
The optimum values are dependent on the CPU and 
video speeds as well as the CPU and graphics instruc
tion mix and the window arrangement. In most cases, 
these registers will be initialized once and never 
changed. It may, however, be advantageous in some 
specialized applications to adjust these values when the 
application changes modes. 

FPL SPL 

Display Processor 6 6 

Graphics Processor 2 2 

External Processor 4 

Trip Point 24 
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15 6 5 4 3 Z 1 0 

RESERVED I VR I WT I BCP I GI I 01 IWP11wpzl 

RESET DEFAULT: 0 o 0 0 0 0 

I 
WRITE PROTECTION Z 

WHEN SET: ALL BITS OF 
ALL BIU REGISTERS ARE 
PREVENTED FROIIj CHANGING 
DURING WRITES. 

WRITE PROTECTION 1 
WHEN SET: ALL BITS OF ALL 
BIU REGISTERS ARE PREVENTED 
FROIIj CHANGING DURING WRITES 
EXCEPT WP1 AND WPZ. 

DISPLAY PROCESSOR INTERRUPT 
SET WHEN DISPLAY PROCESSOR ISSUES 
AN INTERRUPT. CLEARED BY READ OF 
THIS REGISTER. 

GRAPHICS PROCESSOR INTERRUPT 
SET WHEN GRAPHICS PROCESSOR ISSUES AN 
INTERRUPT. CLEARED BY READ OF THIS 
REGISTER. 

EXTERNAL BUS SIZE 
0=8 BIT BUS 
1 = 16 BIT BUS 

WAIT STATE FOR IAPX 186 
0- IIjAX 1 (2) WAIT STATES 
1 - IIjIN 2 (3) WAIT STATES 

VRAIIj CONTROL 
0- USING STANDARD DRAlljS 
1 - USING VIDEO DRAlljS 

292007-19 

One final BIU register contains a miscellaney of bits. 

After the BIU registers have been initialized, the WPI 
and WP2 bits can be used to protect all of the BIU 
registers (82786 internal register offsets DOh - OFh) 
from being rewritten. This will prevent faulty software 
from going wild and placing the 82786 into an unwant
ed state. Once WPI is set, the only way to change the 
BIU registers is to reset WPI first. Once WP2 is set, 
there is no way for the software to modify the BIU 
registers until a 82786 hardware RESET is performed. 

After the 82786 causes an interrupt, the GI and DI 
interrupt bits are used to allow the software to deter
mine whether the Graphics or Display Processor 
caused the interrupt. It is possible that both of these 
bits may be set if both processors have caused an inter
rupt by the time the interrupt handler reads this regis
ter. In this case, both interrupts should be handled by 
the interrupt handler. 

Although it is not absolutely necessary to allow the 
82786 to interrupt the CPU, it is very desirable. Graphc 
ics Processor interrupts can inform the software when 
it has completed all the commands as well as to report 

error conditions. Display Processor interrupts can in
form the software when a new display field has begun. 
A new command can then be loaded into the Display 
Processor to be executed before the next display field. 
This facilitates operations such as smooth scrolling and 
blinking. The only hardware requirement to permit 
82786 interrupts is that the 82786 INTR pin is tied to 
one of the interrupt controller inputs. 

Although the 82786 always uses 16 bits, the 82786 can 
be used with both 8 and 16 bit processors. For an 8-bit 
CPU, separate transceivers are required for the low and 
high bytes to the 82786 (Figure 18). In both 8 and 16 
bit modes, graphics memory may be accessed a byte at 
a time. Although the 82786 internal registers may be 
read a byte at a time, they all are considered to be 16 
bits (even if some of the bits aren't used) and must 
always be written in 2-byte even-word pairs. In 16-bit 
mode, they must be written as a 16-bit word. In 8-bit 
mode, first the lower (even-address) byte is written and 
then the upper (odd-address) byte is written. With an 8-
bit processor such as the 8088, both of the following 
assembly routines may be used to load the 16-bit BI
UControl Register with AX. 
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Figure 18. 8-Bit CPU Uses Two Data Transceivers to Connect to 82786 

mov dX,BIUControl 
out dX,al ;write AL into low-byte of BIUControl 
mov al,ah 
inc dx 
out dX,al ;write AH into high-byte of BIUControl 

or: 

mov dX,BIUControl 
out dX,ax ;write AX into BIUControl word 

In 8-bit mode, an even-byte write to a 82786 internal register does not change any of the 82786 internal registers, the 
data is simply saved until an odd-byte write to a 82786 internal register is performed. Then both the high and low 
bytes are written' into that register. In effect, the even-byte address is ignored and an odd-byte write will write into 
the register both the odd-byte data and whatever even byte data was last written, into the register address specified 
by the odd-byte access. There is no limit to the amount of time allowed between the even-byte and corresponding 
odd-byte writes. An od,d-byte write that is not preceded by an even-byte will be ignored. 

The 82786 always comes up in 8-bit mode after RESET. This means that a 16-bit CPU should change the BCP bit to 
one. It must perform two byte-wide accesses to do this. The following initialization code can be used. 

mov dX,BIUControl 
mov al,30h 
out dX,al ;write 30h into low-byte of BIUControl 

xor al,al 
inc dx 
out dX,al ;write OOh into high-byte of BIUControl 

mov dx,InternalRelocation 
mov aX,03F8h 
out dX,ax ;write 03F8h into InternalRelocation word 

The 82786 is first placed in 16-bit mode (using two 8-bit writes), then the 82786 internal registers are located at the 
desired address (which is done with a 16-bit write). Next, the DRAM/VRAM and priority registers should be 
initialized. Byte-wide writes into the 82786 internal registers can not be performed while BCP = 1. 

All the 82786 master mode operations are 16 bits wide independent of the BCP bit. This means that system memory 
must be accessible 16-bits at a time if master mode is to be used. The WT bit is set to 1 on reset. The VR bit is reset to 
o at reset. 
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4.3 80286 Synchronous Interface 

Since the 82786 has been optimized for the 80286, it is 
not surprising that the interface logic is very minimal. 
Figure 19 shows a 82786 connected synchronously to 
an 80286. Much of the logic, such as the 82288, chip-se
lect, and ready, can be shared by the rest of the 80286 
system. 

This configuration allows both master and slave access
es. The data transceivers allow the 80286 to access the 
82786 and graphics memory and the 82786 to access 
the 80286 system memory. They also provide the isola
tion required to allow the 80286 to access system mem
ory while the 82786 accesses graphics memory simulta
neously. The tristate buffer 74LS367 is used to pull the 
80286 upper address lines, COD/INTA, LOCK and 
PEACK to their proper states during master-mode. If 
any of these signals are not used by the rest of the 
system, they need not be driven by a tristate buffer. 

If master mode is not required, MEN will stay low and 
three of the four gates driving the data transceivers can 
be eliminated. Also, the tristate buffer, which is only 
used in master-mode, may be eliminated. HREQ 
should be left open and the 82786 HLDA pin should be 
tied to ground so that the 82786 will never enter master 
mode. 

Both the 80286 and the 82786 internally divide-by-two 
the CLK input and use both phases. For the 82786 to 
run correctly with the 80286, these phases must be cor
related correctly. This can easily be done by observing 
the setup and hold times for rising RESET for both 

chips (see 80286 data sheet specifications 6 and 7 and 
82786 data sheet specifications C6 and C7). The 82284 
chip will meet this requirement. 

Depending on the CLK speed and the type of DRAM/ 
YRAM used, the 82786 may have very stringent CLK 
duty cycle requirements (see Section 3.2). It may not be 
possible to use the internal oscillator of the 82284 chip 
but it may be possible to use an external oscillator to 
drive the 82284 external clock (EFI) pin. 

Clock skew between the 80286 and the 82786 should be 
kept to a minimum so the chips should be, placed as 
close together as possible. 

When the 82786 bus is free, the circuit in Figure 19 
permits CPU slave accesses using 2 wait-states for 
writes and 3 wait-states for reads. Using DRAMs/ 
VRAM with slightly faster access times, the circuit in 
Figure 20 permits both read and write slave accesses 
using 2 wait-states. The 82284 SRDY input is used in
stead of ARDY. The 82786 SEN timing is such that a 
minimum of 2-wait states are always generated for 
writes but a minimum of 2 or 3 wait-states are used for 
reads depending on the use ofSRDY or ARDY. Notice 
that with 2 w~state reads, the SEN signal must be 
qualified with CS so that SEN does not extend into the 
cycle following the slave write. The most critical rela~ 
tionship to be satisfied in order for 2 wait-state writes 
is: 

Tcac < Tc + Tch - 15 - 45 

For a 10 MHz 82786 the DRAMIVRAM column ac
cess time must be: 

Tcac < 50 + 25 - 45 = 30 ns 

Note that x 1 DRAMs have two transceiver delays. 
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The critical timing ciliculations for slave mode are calculated as follows. The actual numbers calculated are for an 
80286/82786 system running at 10 MHz. 

chip-select-logic path from 80286 address to 82786 CS pin 
< 2 X clock period address valid setup 
< 2 X 286.T1 286.T13 82786.Tsl 
< 2 X 50ns 60ns 5 ns 
< 35 ns 

ready-logic path from 82786 SEN to 82284 SRDY pin 
< clock period SEN active ARDYsetup 

(if ARDY is used < 286.T1 82786.S18 82284.T13 
as in Figure 19) < 50ns 25 ns Ons 

< 25 ns 

ready-logic path from 82786 SEN to 82284 ARDY pin 
< clock period SEN active SRDYsetup 

(if SRDY is used < 286.Tl 82786.S18 82284.Tll 
as in Figure 20) < SOns 25 ns 15 ns 

< 10 ns 

from SEN active to read data valid 
read data valid ~ 82786.Ts22 + transceiver delay 

from SEN active to write data valid 
write data valid ~ 82786.Ts20 

The master mode signals generated by the 82786 are all within the specification range guaranteed by the 80286. In 
other words, if the system memory is designed to function with the 80286, it will also be able to function with the 
82786. The only signals that may not be within the range of tht; 80286 specifications are the data bus signals due to 
the transceiver delays. Care must be taken to ensure that the memory subsystems that the 82786 is to be able to 
access in master mode can meet these more stringent requirements: 

read data setup 

write data valid 

> 
> 
> 

< 
< 
< 

data valid to falling clock after Tc phase 2 
82786 read data setup + transceiver-delay 

82786.T8 + data in to data out 
5 ns + Tprop 

data valid delay from falling clock after Ts phase 1 
82786 write data valid transceiver delay 

82786.TI4 data in to data out 
40ns Tprop 

The clock skew between the 80286 and the 82786 must be considered in all these calculations. 
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4.4 80186 Synchronous Interface 

The 82786 supports a synchronous status interface to 
the 80186. The 82786 and the 80186 must be driven 
with the same external clock (EFI). The Reset inputs to 
the 82786 must be generated from the RES for the 
80186 by delaying it by one clock (input). This guaran
tees that the 82786 Clock phase I is coincident with 
80186 CLKOUT ,low. A synchronous 80186 interface is 
selected if BHE is high and MIO is high prior to falling 
82786 RESET. 

Generally this configuration will be used with a mini
mum of 3 wait states for the 82786 slave read and write 
accesses. Therefore the WT bit in the 82786 BIU Q>n
trol Register should be set. The 82786 slave accesses 
will then only be initiated when the 82786 CS is actual
ly activated. 

There is, however, a way to allow this interface to use a 
minimum ~f 2 wait states. (Set WT = 0) Rather than 
wait for CS to go active the 82786 can be allowed to 
request a slave access as soon as the ,80186 status lines 
go active. If the 82786 is not in the midst of another bus 
cycle and the CPU request is the highest priority, the 
bus will immediately be granted to the CPU and a bus 
cycle started. If the CS then goes active the 82786 can 
complete the access within 2 wait-states. If CS does not 
go active (because the 80186 is not accessing the 82786 
but rather its own memory or 119) then the 82786 will 
abort the bus cycle by running a dummy 82786 bus 
cycle. 

If there is other RAM or ROM in the system besides 
the 82786 Graphics DRAM/VRAM that the 80186 of
ten accesses, then this 2 wait-state will probably binder 
rather than help performance. Every time the 80186 
fetches from its own system memory (s,uch as an op
code fetch or operand access), and the 82786 bus is idle, 
the 82786 will waste time running a dummy cycle. For
tunately, the busier the 82786 bus is, the less likely it 
will be free when the 80186 initiates a bus cycle. and 
therefore the less likely the 82786 will waste time run
ning a dummy cycle. 

4.5 Asynchronous Interface 

An asynchronous interface can be used to interface the 
82786 with nearly any CPU. The CPU clock and the ' 
82786 clock are independent and may fun at different 
speeds. If the 80286 is connected asynchronously with 
the 82786 and both processors are run at approximately 
the same clock frequency, then the minimum possible 
wait-states is one more than for the corresponding syn
chronous mode. 

Figure 21 shows a slave-only 10 MHz 82786 interface 
to an 8 MHz 80186. At 10 MHz, the 82786 r~res 
that the address becomes valid S17 = 80 ns after RD or 
WR falls and remains valid for S 16 = 130 ns. Because 
the 80186 address disappears the same cycle RD and 
WR fall, the address must be latched. This latched ad
dress can be shared by the other components on the 
80186 bus. 

Due to the indeterminate phase relationship between 
the CPU and 82786 clocks, care must be taken to en~ 
sure the read/write data timings have enough slack. 
When the read data is samp1ed, and when the write 
data is removed is determined by the CPU's ARDY 
input. The 82786 SEN signal is used to generate the 
ready signal which is responsible to ensure that the data 
is indeed available. D-flip-flops can be used to delay the 
SEN signal to delay the CPU ready signal. For a 10 
MHz 82786: 

from SEN active to read data valid 
read data valid ~ 82786.Ts22 + Tprop 

from SEN active to write data valid 
write data valid ~ 82786.Ts20 

To initially place the 82786 into the asynchronous in
terface mode, the 82786 BHE pin must be low during 
the fallin~e of RESET. To ensure this, the 74LS373 
latch for BHE is tristated and an open-collector invert-
er pulls down BHE during ~SET. , 

The 80386 processor can be interfaced to the 82786 
either synchronously or asynchronously. For a syn~ 
chronous interface, standard logic can be used around 
the 80386 to emulate a 80286 style bus for use With the 
interface described in Section 4.3. In this configuration 
the 82786 bus would run at half the clock rate of the 
80386 (a 16 MHz 80386 would run with an 8 MHz 
82786 bus). For an asynchronous interface, the stan
dard local bus controller logic used by the 80386 to 
interface most peripherals can be used (Figure 22). 

Although the actual bus transfers of a synchronous bus 
are faster than for an asynchronous bus, there are cases 
where an asynchronous interface provides the highest 
performance. For example, for a given display resolu
tion, the Display Processor overhead of a 10 MHz 
82786 is a lower percentage of the tots! bus throughput 
than for an 8 MHz 82786. If the 82786 is used with a 16 
MHz 80386, then an asynchronous 10 MHz 82786 
would have more bandwidth for the CPU and Graphics 
Processor than a synchronous 8 MHz 82786 and there
fore CPU accesses, generally,: will be completed faster 
with the asynchronous interface. 
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4.6 Multiple 82786 Interface 

For higher performance, it is possible to use several 
82786 chips in the same sys~em. A1).y of the above 
CPU/82186 interfaces can be used to attach multiple 
82786s to one CPU in the system. Each 82786 will re
quire its own separate DR.AM/VRAM array. 

The dri~g software for these multiple CPUs would 
most likely be, sending nearly the same commands to all 
of the 827~6s. Rather than forcing the software to write 
commands to each 82786 individually, it is possible to 
allow write' commands to go to several or all the 
82786s. One method of determining which 82786s 
should receive the write command would be to fmt 
write to an VO port in which each bit corresponded to 
a different 82786. In Figure 23, the port bits set to 0 
enable the corresponding 82786 for CPU writes. When 
a write to 82786 address-space occurs, all of the select
ed 82786s are chip-selected. The CPU will then wait for 
READY from all the selected 82786s before completing 
the bus cycle. In this manner, one, all, or any combina
tion of 82786s can be written into at once. 

Because it is impossible to read from several 82786s at 
once, a priority scheme is used on the I/O port to allow 
a read from only one of the selected 82786s. The circuit 
in Figure 23 only allows slave-accesses, the 82786s may 
not enter master-mode. 

If master-mode operation of the multiple 82786s is de
sired, each 82786 must access the bus separately. A 
priority scheme is used to determine which 82786 is 
awarded the bus when the CPU issues. HLDA. With 
only two possible 82786 masters, the random circuitry 
to hold one 82786 off the bus while the other is using it 
is straight-forward (Figure 24). With more 82786 mas
ters, it is more feasible to use a state-machine (possibly 
implemented in PALs) to perform the arbiting. 

5.0 VIDEO INTERFACE 

The video interface connects the 82786 to, the video, 
display. The 82786 is optimized to drive CRT monitors 
but may also be used to drive other types of displays. 
Because CRTs provide an inexpensive method of gener
ating moderate and high resolution, monochrome and 
color displays, this application note will concentrate on 
CRT interfaces. Section 5.10 briefly describes other dis-
play interfaces. ' 

The video interface for a CRT is very dependent on the 
CRT requirements and the resolution and depth (bits/ 
pixel) of the image desired. The 82786 can be pro
grammed to directly generate all the CRT signals for 
up to 8 bits/pixel (256 color) displays at video rates up 
to 25 MHz. In addition, external hardware can be add-

ed to allow a color look-up table or to trade-off the 
number of bits/pixel for higher display resolutions, or 
to use VRAMs. 

Some of the possible display configurations are shown 
below. The calculations assume a 60 Hz refresh rate. 
High resolution CRTs are often run at a slower rate, 
which permits the 82786 to generate significantly high
er resolutions than those in the following table. All eas
es assume a CRT horizontal retrace time of 7 ,...S, ex
cept the 512 X 512 X 8 (10 ,...8) and 640 X 400 X 8 
(13, ,...s) cases. 

With Standard DRAMs 

Non- Interlaced Interlaced 

512 X 512 
8 Bits/Pixel (256 colors) 640 X 400 900X675 

640 X 480 

4 Bits/Pixel (16 colors) 870X650 1290X968 

2 Bits/Pixel (4 colors) 1144X860 1740X1302 

1 Bit/Pixel 11472X1104 2288 X 1716 
(monochrome) 

Multiple 82786s can be used together to generate even 
higher resolutions with more colors. For example, two 
82786s allow a non-interlaced 1144 X 860 sixteen color 
display. 

With Video DRAMs· 

Non-Interlaced 

8 Bits/Pixel (256 colors) 1024 X 1024 
4 Bits/Pixel (16 colors) 2048 X 1024 
2 Bits/Pixel (4 colors) 2048 X 2048 
1 Bit/Pixel (monochrome) 4096 X 2048 

'For 64K by 4 • with 256K by 4 higher resolutions are supported 

5.1 Various CRT Interfaces 

CRT monitors use a wide variety of interfaces. Some 
use TTL-levels on all inputs, others require analog in
puts. Some use separate color inputs (red, green and 
blue) and separate horizontal and vertical sync while 
others require that some or all of these signals be com
bined into composite signals. This application note will 
concentrate on the generation of separate color and 
horizontal and vertical sync signals. Standard tech
niques can be used to convert these separate ,signals into 
composite signals to meet the requirements of other dis
plays. 

The video clock (VCLK) required by the 82786 may be 
-generated by a simple oscillator with TTL-outputs. Al
ternatively, the VCLK can be tied to the bus clock 
(CLK) (or any other available clock) if they are to run 
,at the s.attle ,speed. ' 
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I VIDEO I CLOCK 
GENERATOR 

UCLK I 
HSVNC HSVNC 
USVNC USVNC CRT 
BLANK BLANK IHTERFACE 

UDATAS INTENSITV 
82786 UDATA2 RED 

UDATA! GREEN 
VDATA8 BLUE 

292007-28 

Figure 25. 82786 Can Directly Drive TTL-Input CRT Interface 

I VIDEO I CLOCK 
GEHERATOR 

UCLK 1 
HSVNC D CL~ 

Q HSVNC 
USVNC D Q USIINC CRT 
BLANK D Q BLANK IHTERFACE 

UDATAS D 74S374 Q INTENSITII 

82786 UDATA2 DFLIPt'FLOpQ RED 
UDATA! D Q GREEN 
UDATA0 D Q BLUE' 

292007-29 

Figure 26. Buffer Used to Drive TTL-Input CRT Interface 

5.2 CRTs with TTL-level Inputs 

The simplest interface is to CRTs that use TTL-level 
inputs. The 82786 can generate these signals directly 
(Figure 25). However, the drive requirements of the 
CRT and cabling may make it necessary to buffer the 
signals (Figure 26). The example monitor in both of 
these cases happens to use a CRT that uses four-bits of 
color information per pixel. This means that 16 differ
ent colors are available and the CRT can use the 82786 
1, 2, and 4 bits/pixel modes but can not take advantage· 
of the 8 bit/pixel (256 color) mode. A monochrome 
monitor with only one TTL-level input could be con
nected directly to VDA T AO and use the 82786 1 bit/ 
pixel mode but it then can not take advantage of any of 
the higher bit/pixel modes. 

5.3 CRTs with Analog Inputs 

Taking advantage of the 8 bit/pixel mode of the 82786 
usually requires using a CRT with analog inputs. Sig
nals for color CRTs with three separate analog video 
inputs, (red, green, and blue) can be generated using 
three digital-to-analog converters (Figure 27). Often 
these digital-to-analog converters can be constructed 
using simple resistor ladders (Figure 28). With 8 bits/ 
pixel, usually three bits are used to select red, three for 
green and two for blue. This is because our eyes are 
much more sensitive to variations of red and green than 
of blue. These configurations can take advantage of aU 
the 82786 modes; 1, 2, 4, and 8 bits/pixel. 

The VDATA pins may be assigned to the three colors 
in any manner desired. In Figure 29 they are assigned 
so that a variety of colors are available for each mode 
(1, 2, 4, and 8 bits/pixel). 
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I 
VIDEO 
CLOCK 

GEHERA1UR 
VCLK I 

HS~NC 

I 
HSI/NC 

VSIINC J LEVEL VSI/NC 
BLANK I SHIFTER I BLANK 

UDAUe I UDATAS I D/A GREEN CRT 
8278fi VDATA6 I I INTERFACE 

IJDATAI I IJDAU4 I D/A RED 
l)DATA? I I 
VDATA2 I I D/A BLUE 
UDATA5 I 

292007-30 

Figure 27. Analog CRT Interface Allows 256 Colors 

I VIDEO I , CLOCK 
GEHERA1UR 

UCLK I 
HSYNe 

LEVEL 
HSYNC 

VSIINe I I USYNC 
BLANK I SHIFTER I BLANK 

UDATA0 .R. 

UDATAS 2R 1 I- GREEN CRT 
82786 UDATA6 4S J INTERFACE 

VDATU .R. 

IJDATA4 2R 1 ANALOG 
l- RED 

"'~ T BUFFER , UDATA? 

IJDATA2 .R 

~S ]- H BLUE 
IJDATA5 

292007-31 

Figure 28. Resistor-ladder Used for DI A 
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VDATA7 VDATA6 VDATA5 VDATA4 VDATA3 VDATA2 VDATA1 

Figure 29. VDATA Pin Assignments 
- The most-significant Green bit, is connected to 

VDAT AO so that in the one bit/pixel mode this bit 
is controlled while the other bits are set to a con
stant leve~ by the padding register internal to the" 
Display Processor. If, for example, the padding bits 
are all set to zero, then a green and black image is 
shown in one bit/pixel windows. 

- With two bits/pixel the most significant Green and 
Red bits are controlled while the rest are padded to 
a constant value. If, for example, the padding bits 
are set to zero then the colors black, green, red, and 
yellow are available in two bits/pixel windows. 

- Four bit/pixel windows contain two Green bits and 
the most significant Red and Blue bits making 16 
colors available. 

- Eight bit/pixel windows allow control of all eight 
bits to make all 256 colors available. 

5.4 Using a Color took-Up Table 

Color Look-up Tables, also known as Video Palette 
RAMs, allow more colors to be available with a mini
mal of actual bits/pixel and thus a minimal amount of 
display memory is required for the bit-map. For exam
ple, in a system using 16 bits of color information, 
65536 different colors are possible. In such a system it 
is rarely necessary to display all 65536 colors on the 
screen simultaneously. It may be feasible to support a 
maXimum of 256 colors simultaneously, providing that 
these 256 selections can be any combination of the 
65536 available colors. Color look-up tables permit 
such a cost-effective system. 

A block diagram of such a system is shown in Figure 30 
and Figures 30a and 30b show actual circuits. The col
or look-up table can be loaded with up to 256 16-bit 

UCLK 
HSYNe 

colors. In this wayan 8-bit/pixel bit-map can be used 
to control the 16-bit colors. 

The host CPU is responsible for loading the 16-bit col
ors into the look-up table. To load a color into a specif
ic location in the look-up table, the 82786 Display 
Processor can be programmed to output the 8-bit ad
dress on the 8 VDAT A pins during the horizontal and 
vertical ~lank times or on RESET by setting the De
faultVDATA register. Then the CPU can load the col
or value into the 16-bit latch. 

The circuitry in Figure 30 will then automatically write 
the 16-bit value into the look-up table during the next 
horizontal sync time. The CPU should generate the 
74AS373 latch enable input so that the latch can be 
mapped into memory or I/O space and loaded by a 
CPU write. The register between the 82786 and the' 
palette RAM is used to allow the use of a RAM with a 
slower access time. This register is not necessary if a 
faster RAM is used. 

The CPU program should wait until the color is loaded 
into the look-up table before loading the next color. 
One way to ensure this is to route the LookupLoading 

, signal through a port which the CPU may poll. Sample 
assembly language code for this configuration follows 
this section. Another way is for the CPU program to 
delay a sufficient amount of time to ensure that 
HSYNC has occurred before writing the next value. 

Hybrid circuits can be used which combine the func
tions of the look-up table, analog-to-digital conversions, 
and voltage shift for composite sync signals into one 
package. Figure 30b shows such a configuration. This 
particular hybrid circuit internally contains a 16 X 12-
bit look-up table, 4 bits for each red, green, and blue. 

eLK HSYNe 

USVNC CRT >LAHK I HTERFACE 
USYHC i--------------i 

82786 BLANKi.-;::===:;--:r====I-:--:1 
FLIP,.FLOP 

VDATA1 0 UIDE01$.e 

292007-32 

Figure 30. Block Diagram of Color Look-Up Table Used to Generate 16 Video Bits From 8 
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. VSYNC VS'YNC CRT 

~ BLANK BLANK IHnntRFACE 

VDATA7'l! 

16 
BIT 

DATA 

VIDE01S,1I 
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Figure 30a. Circuit for Color Look·Up Table Used to Gene~ate 16 Video Bits From ,8 

VCLKr---------~==~----~~-----------_;====~;_, 
HSYNe I---_----~ SHSYNC sn 

CRT 
IHTERFACE VSYNC 1---+------/ RDI 

82?86 BLANK 1-__ +-____ ...... ___________ +-1 SNB . R I----i RED VI DEO 

III GREEN V IDEO 
~~=i=~ I--+---+-------------------I:~ I BLUE VIDEO 

~~=i=~ :; IHTECH 
r--;====iVwRGB DAC 

De 3488 
.,----i ~~ 444TD 

CPU I HTERFACE 

D3 
~ 
m 
m 

Figure 30b. Hybrid Color Look·Up Table and DAC Simplifies Interface 
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Wait: in 
test 
jnz 
mov 
mov 
mov 
out 

al,StatusPort 
al,LookupLoadingBit 
Wait 
ax,EightBitAddr 
DefaultVDATA,ax 
ax,SixteenBitColor 
LookupLatch,ax 

The look-up table is loaded by first writing the location 
into the 82786 DefaultVDATA register. Then a 4-bit 
color. value is loaded into the latch along with color-se
lect information. Therefore, in one load it is possible to 
place this 4-bit color value into any combination of the 
red, green, and/or blue tables. 

5.5 Using the Window Status Signals 
A graphics system design may require that the video 
data bits for different windows be interpreted in differ
ent ways. For example, the attributes controlled by var
ious video data bits may need to be changed between 
windows for different tasks or number of bits/pixel. 
For these reasons, two Window Status bits are available 
externally which reflect a value which may be individu
ally programmed for each window. These two pins al
ways reflect the window which the display is currently 
Scanning. The software is responsible for placing the 
two bit values for each window in the Tile Descriptor 
list. 

In addition, the cursor can be programmed with a value 
for the window status bits which can be programmed to 
override the status bits from the windows for the por
tion of the display where the cursor resides. 

The Window Status bits are multiplexed onto the 
HSYNC and VSYNC pins. Since they are only applica
ble during the visible display time, and since HSYNC 
and VSYNC are only applicable during the non-visible 
display time, BLANK can be used to de-multiplex 
these pins (Figure 31). 

A mode bit (bit 4 of CRTMode) in the Display Proces
sor enables the Window Status bits so they become 
multiplexed onto the HSYNC and VSYNC signals. 
This bit must be set when the Window Status signals 

HS\lNC/IIS0 

:read port 
:test LookupLoading bit 

·;wait til last load completed 
:get 8-bit value to load 
;make 82786 output during BLANK 
;get l6-bit color 
:write color into latch 

are used. In systems where the Window Status bits are 
not needed, this bit can be reset so that the HSYNC 
and VSYNC pins remain low during the visible display. 
This allows simpler systems to use HSYNC and 
VSYNC directly eliminating the need to AND these 
pins with BLANK. 

As an example, suppose the interpretation of the video 
data bits by a color look-up table was to be different for 
different windows. Possibly four different look-up ta
bles are required for four different types of 8 bit/pixel 
windows. A large look-up table (1024 words) could be 
divided into four areas, one for each of the window 
interpretations. Then the Window Status bits could be 
used to select the area of the look-up table to be used 
for each specific window. Essentially four look-up ta
bles would be available, one for each of four different 
types of windows. Figure 32 illustrates such a system. 

The system also requires circuitry to load the look-up 
table such as that in the previous section. Note that the 
look-up table's Window Status inputs must be generat
ed directly from the CPU when the RAM is to be load
ed since they can not be programmed in specific states 
during the blank time as the VDATA pins can. 

Another use of the Window Status bits is to allow I, 2, 
4, and 8 bit/pixel windows to each use a different look
up table along with a fIfth look-up table for the cursor. 
A 1024 word look-up table above could be split up into 
four areas as above. Two of the areas can be used for 
two separate 8 bit/pixel look-up table and the other two 
shared by the I, 2, and 4 bit/pixel windows for two 
separate look-up table for each of 1,2, and 4 bits/pixel 
(Figure 33). The padding bits can be used to sub-divide 
this second area into separate tables for I, 2 and 4 bit/ 
pixel windows. Finally, this same table could also be 
used for twelve look-up tables, four each for I, 2, and 4 
bit/pixel windows .. 

--LJ HSIINC 

VSIINC/IISI 

~ VSIINC 
/ BLANK CRT 82786 BLANK 

4 IIINDOL! 
INTERFACE 

" STATUS 
/ 

Figure 31. Using Blank to De·Multlplex Window Status 
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lah 

UCLK 
HSVHC HSYNC 

VSYNC CItT 
ltANK INDIIFACII 

VSYNC 1-+-.,-------:-------; 
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Figure 32. Four Color Look-Up Tables-Selectable by Window Status Outputs 

FFh FFh 

I P:i~~T~ M~L ISh 
14h 

e liT/PIXEL 8 BlT/PI"EL 
ISh 

2 liT/PIXEL 
PALE1TE 1 PALETTE 2 PALETTE I 

lah 
aFh 

4 BIT/PIXEL 
PALETTE I 

S0h aah 

VIEWPORT STArus ee VIEWPORr srArus al VIEWPORT srATUS 18 

FFh 

ISh 
14h 
ISh 

IBh 
9F~ 

aah 

P:~E~~~X~L 
2 IITIPIMEL 

PALETTE 1 

4 BIT/PIXEL 
PALETTE I 

UIE~PORT STAr us II 

I-BIT/PIXEL PAD, HaUla.b, 

2-BU/PUCEL. PAD: 1 •• ueXXi) 

.... BIT/PIXEL PAP, eaeeXXXXb 

292007':'37 

Figure 33. Window Status and Padding Bits Allow Two Separate Look-Up Tables for 
, Each of 1, 2, 4, and 8 Bit/Pixels 

, 
I 58HHz CLOCK 

GEHBRATOJI 

-I>--: QW UCLK CLK 

HS~NC Q HS~NC 

US~NC D Q US~NC 

BLANK D Q BLANK 

CRT 
UDArAe t-- D CLK 0- lA AlB 74AS374 
UDATAI t-- D Qi-- 2A FLIP"FLOP J HTEIIF1ICB 

112786 UDIITA2 t-- D Qi-- aA 
1)1 _D 0 INTENSITY 

UDATAS - D74AS374 Q i-- <Ill 
2Y _D Q RED 

FLIP"FLOP 
UDATA4 - D. Qi-- 11 ay _D Q eRE EN 

UDATAS _D Qi-- 2B 4Y _D Q BLUE 

UDAT.6' _D Qi-- 3B 74AS157 

UDATA? _D Qi-- 41 2, I MUX 

292007-38 

Figure 34. External Multiplexer Allows Up to 50 MHz Video with 4 Bits/PIxel 
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5.6 Higtaer Resolutions with 
Standard DRAMs 

The Video Clock rate on the 82786 can be a maximum 
of 25 MHz. For a non-interlaced display refreshed 60 
timeS per second this limits the resolution to 512 X 512 
or 640 X 400 or equivalent displays. 640 X 480 can 
also be achieved using a CRT with fast horizontal re
trace. Still, some graphics system designs may require 
more detailed displays and therefore more resolution. It 
may very well be cost-effective to trade-off the number 
of bits/pixel for higher resolution. This is especially 
true in the case of monochrome displays where 256 
grey-shades are not required but high resolution is. 

The 82786 allows this trade-off to be made very effec
tively. Figure 34 shows how a video data rate of up to 
50 MHz may be obtained with 4 bits/pixel (16 colors). 
The 82786 is used to output 8 bits of video data at a 
25 MHz rate. The external multiplexer switches be
tween the low 4 bits and the high 4 bits at a rate of 50 
MHz. The register before the multiplexer is used to 
ensure that enough set-up time is provideq for the mul
tiplexer. The register after the multiplexer ensures that 
the video data out has smooth transitions. The circuit 
uses an inverter and one register stage to divide the 50 
MHz clock by 2 to create the 25 MHz video clock for 
the 82786. Instead of the 74S157 multiplexer, a 
74AS298 chip could be used which contains the multi
plexer and the register in the same package. 

The software has a minimum number of changes. The 
Graphics Processor is programmed identically and ma
nipulates the bit-maps in the conventional manner (al
though it does not make sense to use 8 bits/pixel bit
maps since they cannot be displayed). The display proc
essor programming is slightly different. The AcCelerat
ed Video control bits (CRTMode bits 1,0) are set for 
High Speed video (01). The HSynStp, HFldStrt, 
HfldStp, and LineLen registers are programmed for 
half the number of dot clocks (because the 82786 
VCLK is half the speed of the pixel dot clock). 

Blt-Map Depth 

None High-Speed 
(25 MHz) (50 MHz) 

The Strip and Tile Descriptors list also change only 
slightly. Winqows are programmed for same number of 
bits/pixel and FetchCount as they would be for non-ac
celerated modes. However, windows may only be posi
tioned horizontally to start on even pixel boundaries. 
That is, they may only start at every-other pixel, not at 
any pixel as perlnitted with non-accelerated modes. 
This is because both an even and odd pixels are output 
on the VData pins simultaneously and it is not possible 
to mix windows during a,single VCLK. The only valid 
values for the start/stop bits are listed in the following 
table. Notice that the accelerated modes do not permit 
all possible bit-map depths because fewer than 8 bits/ 
pixel are available to the display. ' 

Vertically, the windows may still be positioned at any 
pixeL The programming of the one pixel horizontal and 
vertical borders also does not change. 

High-Speed video mode also requires that the Field 
windows are programmed with half the number of ac
tual pixels for the pixel count (BPP/Start/Stopbit) reg
ister which again restricts horizontal positioning to a 
two pixel resolution. 

The horizontal cursor position is programmed as half 
the actual value so the positioning is also restricted to a 
two pixel resolution. Vertically, the cursor is pro
grammed as normal. Since the cursor is only a 1 bit/ 
pixel region, every other horizontal pixel reflects only 
the cursor padding value so although simple cursor pat
terns are possible, arbitrary shapes are not possible with 
the box cursor. For this reason, the programmer may 
wish to create the cursor in software when using these 
high-resolution modes rather than use the 82786 hard
ware cursor. The cross-hair style cursor works well in 
accelerated mode, although the horizontal and vertical 
lines become two pixels wide and horizontal positioning 
is also limited to two pixels. 

Acceleration 

Very-High-Speed Super-High-Speed 
(100 MHz) (200 MHz) 

1 bit/pixel: any (0-15) even numbers 0,4,8,12 0,8 

2 bit/pixel: even numbers 0,4,8,12 0,8 -
4 bit/pixel: 0,4,8,12 0,8 - -
8 bit/pixel: 0,8 - - -
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It is also possible to USCl external hardware tQ c~eate the 
cursor. One method is to pr;ogram the .cursoras invisi
ble (transparent and all ba9k~oUJ!.d) ~d use the cur
sor's window status. sign~s to ac~vate th~ external 
hardware. 

The horlzont8.I ':ro:om ca~ability is ~so affec;ted. ~ther 
than replicating. ~ch individual pixel, pairs of pixels 
are. replicated. Vertical zoom works as normal. . 

Figure 35 sh~~sa configuration for videO data rates of 
up .. to 100 MHz with,. 2 bits/pixel. A shift~register is 
used. to tp.ultiplex, the 8 video bits from the 82786 into 
2-bit streams. A 74AS74 flip/flop is used to di\1de the 
100 MHz clock by four. Every fourth clock the 82786 
VCLK is raised and the shift registers are,loaded with 
the previous 82786 VDATA. The video data is delayed 
two cycles by this circuit while the synch and blank are 
delayed only one. This should not be a problem if the 
82786 is programmed to generate the correct sync. The 
82786 is limited to positioning the sync transitions at 
multiples of four pixels. If more accurate positioning is 
required, extra flip/flops Qan,be used to delay sync for 
more cycles. 

The timing in Figure 35 is very tight and the c;ircuit 
may not operate at 100 MHz over all operating temper
atures. The limiting speed path is the 74F195 shift-reg-

ister parallel-load tim" (del!lY fro~ clock ,to QUtpu~ 
valid) which must meet the sei-up time' of the 1~AS374. 

" ' . ", 

Figure 36 shows a co~ation for video data rates 9f 
up to 200 MHz with i bit/pixel. Umortunately; there is 
no TIL-logic available today which will run at tlfe 
speeds required for ZOQ ~. Therefore ECL or Some 
other high-speed logic must be used to generate video at 
these'high ra~. Figure 36 converts the video 'data mg7 
nals from the 82786 from TTL to ECL levels and then 
uses' EeL shift-registers to generate the 200, MHz sig
nal. 

The software for the configurations in FigUres 35 and 
36 requires changeS simiI8r'to'the Figure'34 case. The 
window start/stop bits are programmed restricted as 
shown in the table above. The pixel count for Field 
regions is also one-fourth or one-ei.ghth the actual size. 
Horizontal positioning is also restricted to four and 
eight pixels for the 100 MHz and 200 M~ ra~ re
spectively. The AcceIerated Video control 'bits must 
also be programmed for these configurations. ' . , 

After the Video signals are ~erated to these higher 
speeds, color look-up tables and analog-to-digital con
verters may be used. The circuits in the previous sec
tions must be adapted for these higher speeds. 

CLKI r- I 188 MHz 

FLIP/FLOP !t' GENERATOR 
74AS74 DI & CLOCK 

CLK2 hbor " D2 

~========~~~2~~!1==~::~::~~ __ -, VCLK
1 

HSI/HC 1---------+--+-----( D CLK Q 1-__ --( HS,I/HC 

VSI/HC t-----;--;-----, D Q VSI/HC 

BLAHK r-----;==;!;:==±:::;---i D Q t-----( BLAHK 

Pl CLK CRT 
VDATAS I-----i D , 74Fl?S 74AS374 
VDATA4 BC SHIFT-REG. FLIP/FLOP IHTlRPACE 82786 VDATA2 1----; 
VDATAIII A' QD _.D Q t-...... ---( VIDEO" 

L..-:--,-_~.,.-i.J~ 
PE CLK 

~~:~:~ t----; ~ 74F195 
VDATAS B SH 1FT-REG 
VDATAI A QD I--- D .Q 1----1 VIDEO 1 

rn r- Voo 

L..-_--J~~ 
292007-39 

Flgure,35. External Shift-Register Allows Up to 100 MHz Video with 2 Bits/Pixel 
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Figure 36. External ECL Shift-Register Allows Up to 200 MHz Video with 1 BltlPlxel 
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Figure 37. Two 827868 Can Oenera,te 25 MHz Video with 16 Bits/Pixel 
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5.7 Multiple 827868 

, If more colors or resolution are required than possible 
with one 82786 at a given resolution, several 82786s can 
be used together to generate the necessary bits/pixel. 
Figure 37 shows two 82786s used together to generate 
16 bits/pixel at a 25 MHz video rate. This configura
tion would allow a 640 X 480 display with 65536 col
ors. 

Both 82786s' video must be kept in sync. To allow this, 
one 82786 is programmed as normal to generate the 
master video horizontal and vertical sync. The second 
82786 is programmed for slave Video sync with the 
Slave CRT control bit in the CRTMode Register (Dis
play Processor register 5-bit 3 set). The HSYNC and 
VSYNC lines of the slave 82786 then become inputs 
and are driven by the HSYNC and VSYNC output 
lines of the master 82786. If the window status signals 
are used, the maste~'s HSYNC and VSYNC signals 
should be qualified with the BLANK signal (similar to 
Figure 31) to correctly drive the slave 82786 HSYNC 
and VSYNC inputs. Window status signals are only 
available from the master 82786 since the slave uses 
these pins as inputs. 

Both 82786s should have six of their eight video timing 
registers (HSynStp, HFldStrt, HFldStp, LineLen, 
VSynStp, VFldStp, 'yFldStrt, FramLen) programmed 
identically; HFldStrt and HFLdStp should be pro
grammed to be 2 greater than the master. (These pa
rameters are calculated in Section 5.11.) 

The slave 82786 will then automatically sync itself up 
to the master 82786 by waiting for its HSYNC input to 
fall before each scan line and waiting for its VSYNC 
input to fall before beginning a new display field. If a 
non-interlaced display is used, the two 82786s will al
ways be in sync. 

If an interlaced display is used, care must be taken to 
ensure both 82786s start on the same field. The easiest 
way to ensure they lock in sync correctly is to ensure 
they start scanning the display simultaneously. First set 
up the slave 82786 CRTMode and video timing regis
ters with a LD_ALL command. The slave 82786 will 
then be ready to begin scanning the display but will 
wait until HSYNC and VSYNC fall. HSYNC and 
VSYNC will be floating high because they are tristated 
by all the 82786s. Then the master 82786 can be set up 
with a LD--ALL command to program its CRTMode 
and video timing registers. Once the master starts scan
ning, the HSYNC and VSYNC signals will be ~riven 
by the master and all 82786s will begin on the even 
interlaced field. 

To create a.16 bit/pixel bit-map, both 82786 Graphics 
Processors should be programmed for 8-bit/pixel bit
maps of identical size. To draw in both bit-maps, a 
graphics command block (GCMB) can be created for 
both 82786s. These GCMBs are generally identical for 
both .. 82786s except for the color values for the Def_ 
Color and the mask value for the Def_LogicaLOp 
commands. To display 16 bit/pixel bit-maps, both 
82786s should be given an identical strip descriptor tist 
for each to. display 8 bits of each 16 bit pixel. 

Similarly, 8.bit/pixel bit-maps could be created by 
splitting the bit-maps between both 82786s having each 
82786 responsible for 4 of the 8 bits/pixel. This would 
split the work between the two 82786s so that the 
BitBlt and Sca1L-Line fill graphic commands will exe
cute twice as fast. Also, because the Display Processor 
bus overhead is split between the 82786s, there will be 
less bus contention so all other drawing commands will 
be faster. 

Alternatively, 8-bit/pixel bit-maps could be generated 
by only one of the 82786s. This would minimize the 
overhead between the host CPU and the 82786 since 

, the CPU must communicate with only one 82786. 

The method in which the 16 video data bits are mapped 
into colors for the display interface will determine 
which of the two above methods will be used for bit
maps of 8 bits/pixel or less. If the mapping is flexible 
enough, it may be feasible to create any bit-map depth. 
For example, 9 bits/pixel bit-maps could potentially be 
created using one 82786 for 8 bits and the other for 
only 1 bit of each pixel. 

The displays discussed in the previous section obtained 
high resolutions at the expense of bits/pixel. Several 
82786s can be combined to provide more bits/pixel at 
these high resolutions. 

Figure 38 sh6ws a configuration that uses two 827868 
to create a 4:bit/pixel display at a video rate of 
100 MHz. This. configuration would support a 1144 X 
860 sixteen-color non-interlaced 60 Hz display. Each 
82786 is required to generate 2 bits 9f each 4-bit/pixel. 
Therefore, both 82786s draw and maintain half of the 
bit-map in their own graphics memory, 4-bit/pixel wino, 
dows are divided into two 2-bit/pixel bit-maps, one 
generated by each 82786. The Graphics Processors are 
programmed as normal for 2-bit/pixel bit-maps. The 
Display Processors are programmed the way men
tioned in the previous section. Each window is pro
grammed with one-fourth the horizontal positioning 
resolution. 
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5.8 Video RAM Interface 

The 82786 can use dual-port videa DRAMs (VRAMs) 
to generate the video data stream. The VR bit in the 
BIU Control Register must be set to 1 to enable the 
mode. In this mode the first tile in each strip generates 
VRAM cycles; subsequent tiles in the strip gerierate 
DRAM cycles. There is no limit on' the number of 
strips. The pixel data for every scan line in the entire 
display must be contained in a single row in memory 
(256 words for non-interleaved memory'and 512 words 
for interleaved memories). The strip descriptors for 
each tile,are set up,to indicate only I pixeL The address 
specified for this pixel corresponds to the first display 
pixel. 

<, 

During the horizantal retrace period, the 82786 trans
fers the contents of the memory row containing the first 
pixel into the VRAM shift register. The VRAM shift 
clock is gated with a BLANK signal. During the active 
display time, the shift clock is active and periodically 
clocks out the video data. External' multiplexers must 
be used to convert the 16 bit (32 interleaved) data 
stream into a serial stream dependmg upon the bits per 
pixel needed (Figure 9). 

In this mode, pixel depth i,s fixed by external hardware 
and all Display Processor registers referring to video 
data fetch should be programmed to zero. 
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Figure 38. Two 82786, Can Generate 100 MHz Video with 4 Bits/Pixel 
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5~9 External Charac.ter. RO~ 
Few 82786. applicationS' will require, or- even benefit 
from, the use of.an external c~ter ROM. 

The 82786. Graphics Processor can very rapidly draw 
characters. It Can fill an 80x25 c~ter &ereen wi~ 
highly detailed 16x16 characters in less than one ten~ 
ofa second. 

The Graphics Processor is also very flexible in the way 
it draws characters. Characters may be:· 

- formed from an unlimited number of character 
fonts 

- placed at any pixel on the screen 
- rotated in 4 directions with 4 paths 
- combined with graphics 
- drawn in any color 
- have transparent or opaque background 

A character ROM display forces characters from·a pre
defined font to be restricted to c~ter-cell positions 
on the screen with few, if any, of the above flexibilities. 

.1 

For downward compatibility reasons, how\Wer;·it .may 
be necessary to provide the character ROM function in 
·a 82786 system. Figure 39 illustrates a system capable 
of displaying both cha,acter. ROM text and 82786 
graphics. A multiplexer is used to switch between the 

. c~ter ~OM output and the direct 82786 output. 
One·· of the window status bits·is used to switch the 
multiplexer so both the character ROM and the 82786 
graphics windows can be shown simultaneously on the 
same screen" It is important to delay the direct 82786 
VDATA and window status signal the same number of 
clocks as the character-cell video so that all signals get 
to the multiplexer on the same clock. The extra D-flip/ 
flops before the multiplexer are used to perform the 
needed delay. 

The character ROM in Figure 39 is capable of display~ 
ing 256 characters usins a 9x14 pixel character-cell. 
The characters are stored as an 8-bit pixels within a 
82786 bit-map. To display the character, the window is 
programmed as an 8-biVpixel bit-map with a horizon
tal zoom of9 and a vertical zoom of 14. The 82786 will 
then place the 8-bit character code on its VDATA pins 
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Figure 39. SUpport of Character'oROM and Blt-M.pped Graphics on Same Screen 
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during the scan lines when the character is to be dis
played. The pixel counter is used to load the shift regis
ter every 9 piXels. This counter is synchronized to the 
beginning pixel of the window by starting when the 
window status pin falls. The row counter is used to 
supply row information to the character ROM. This 
counter is synchronized to the frame by starting from 
the end of the VSYNC pulse. Therefore, any character 
ROM window must begin at a multiple of 14 scan lines 
after VSYNC. 

Another situation in which a character ROM display 
may be practical is if a very large character set is re
quired. The Japanese Kanji characters are an example. 
The size of this character set is so large that it may be 
more practical to store the characters in a character 
ROM rather than load them from disk into the 82786 
graphics memory. Figure 40 illustrates a configuration 
that can display up to 65536 characters from a very 
detailed (32x32) font. This circuit allows both text and 
graphics windows to be displayed on the screen simul
taneously. One of the window status signals is used to 
Select between text and graphics. 

Such a character set requires a high resolution, general
ly monochrome display. The circuit in Figure 40 allows 
up to 200 MHz video (one bit/pixel) for very high reso
lution screens. The 82786 is programmed in super high
speed acceleration mode as described in Section 5.6. 

The character-codes to be displayed should be placed in 
one bit/pixel bit-maps with 16 consecutive bits for each 
character. The hardware combines the 8-bit VDATA , 
values from two consecutive pixels to generate th!l ~6-
bit character-code for the Character-ROM. If less than 
65536 characters are required, not all of the 16-bit 
character code addresSes need be used for the charac
ter-ROM. Some of these bits may be used for attributes 
such as blinking and reverse video. The ROM contains 
a 32x32 character font, each character is split up into 
32-lines of four 8-bit bytes. The "pane" counter selects 
one of the four 8-bit bytes at a time. The "row" counter 
determines the current row of the character. ' , 

Character cell windows should be zoomed by 2 hori- ' 
zontally and by 32 vertically. The window must be 
placed at a multiple of 4-pixels from HSYNC 8nd a 
multiple of 32-lines from VSYNC. It is possible to place 
windows at non-multiples from H~YNC and VSYNC if 
the "pane" and "row" counter parallel inputs are tied 
to other than ground. 

5.10 Combining the 82786 With Other 
Video Sources 

It is possible to combine graphics output from the 
82786 with output from other video sources such as 

" , 

broadcast TV, video recorders, and video laser disc 
players. The main requirement to perform such a feat is 
that both 82786 and the video source are locked in 
sync. 

The 82786 has two independent Video Slave modes and 
HSYNC/vSYNC and BLANK. can be independently 
configured as outputs or inputs. When HSYNC/ 
VSYNC are programmed as inputs, then they are still 
outputs during the active display period if the window 
status is enabled. External HSYNC/vSYNC reset the 
'82786 horizontal and vertical counters respectively. 

When BLANK. is configured as output, the active dis
play period is determined by the programmed values of 
VI:"LDSTRT, VFLDSTP, HFLDSTRT, and 
HFLDSTP. When BLANK is configured as an input, 
the external system determines the active display peri
od. The internal video shift register generates video 
data only during the active display period. 

HSYNC/VSYNC and BLANK would normally be 
programmed as input/output as follows: 

HSYNCI Blank Application 
VSYNC 

Output Output Normal display generated by 
82786 

Input Output 82186 generated display 
superimposed on externally-
generated video 

Input Input Multiple 82786 systems 

The 82786 sync timing registers should be programmed 
to be as close to the frequency of the video source as 
possible. The 82786 should also be programmed for 
slave video-sync. The sync signals from the video 
source must be converted irito separate TTL-level hori
zontal and vertical sync and fed to the 82786 HSYNC 

'and VSYNC pins. The 82786 will then automatically 
sync itself up to the video source by waiting for its 
HSYNC inp1,lt to fall before each scan line and waiting 
for its VSYNC input to fall before beginning a new 
display field. 

For many applications, the 82786 video clock can be 
derived directly from. a crystal oscillator. Since the 
82786 syncs up to the nearest pixel on every scan line, 
even video sources with imperfect timings, such as vid
eo recordEirs wllere speed variations are common, will 
produce an accep~ble picture. The frame-to-frame de
viation of tb,e 82786 graphics information on the screen 
relative to the video source will never be more than one 
pixel. 
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For more demanding applications, the 82786 video 
clock can be synthesized directly from the video source 
timings using a phase-locked-loop circuit. The 82786 
will still sync itself up every scan line, but now the 
relationship between HSYNC and the 82786 VCLK 
will remain constant. This implementation will create 
virtually no deviation between the 82786 graphics and 
the video source. 

In the case of interlaced video, care must be taken to 
initially start the 82786 display just prior to the 
VSYNC before an even-field. The 82786 initialization 
software is responsible to guarantee that the first 
LD~LL to start the 82786 display occurs sufficiently 
before the VSYNC during an odd-field so the first 
82786 display field will match the video source even
field. 

Once the 82786 is locked in sync with the video source, 
then the VDATA information from the 82786 can easi
ly be combined with the video from the video source. 
Although the two video signals could be mixed on top 
of each other, probably the most common implementa
tion is to switch between one or the other source. For 
example, the 82786 could create letters that are to be 
placed over the video picture. During the display scan, 
whenever a portion of a letter is to be displayed, the 
video from the 82786 can be switched in, otherwise the 
video source is switched in. 

If the output of the video source is analog, the 82786 
VDATA can be converted into an analog signal and an 
analog switch can be used. The state of the' switch can 
be derived in a number of ways. If the switching is to be 
done on window boundaries, one window status pin can 
be used to control the switch. If the switching must be 
done within a window, a special graphics color code 
can be used to indicate that the 82786 video should be 
replaced with that from the video source. Possibly the 
color 11111111 could be placed on the VDAT A pins 
and an 8-input NAND gate used to control the analog 
switch. 

5.11 Other Types of Displays and 
Printers 

The 82786 not only can be used with CRTs, but can 
also be used with other types of displays such as LCD, 
plasma, and intelligent printers. These devices have 
such a wide range of interface requirements that space 
does not permit each individual' situation to be ad
dressed in detail. Rather, some example requirements 
are discussed to illustrate how the 82786 can meet those 
needs. 

PIXEL CLOCK RATE 

The rate at which pixels are clocked into displays can 
vary immensely. The 82786 allows a very wide range of 
video clock frequencies from DC levels to 25 MHz to 
accommodate such devices. In addition, faster clock 
rates can be generated using the method described in 
Section 5.6 

NO REFRESH 

Printers and some displays are not required to be con
tinuously refreshed. Needlessly running the 82786 Dis
play Processor through refresh cycles steals bus band
width from the Graphics and other Processors. To 
eliminate this waste, the display can be turned off by 
resetting the DspOn bit (bit 0) in the Display Processor 
VStat Register (register number 0). When DspOn is 
reset, the Display Processor will continue to generate 
HSYNC, VSYNC, and BLANK and place Default
VDATA on theVDATA lines, but no bus bandwidth 
will be required. 

When a change to the display is required, the DspOn 
bit can be set using the LD_REG or LD~LL com
mand. Once the refresh starts, another LD_REG 
command to turn the display back off can be placed in 
the Display Processor Opcode Register. The Display 
Processor will then automatically execute it when the 
refresh is completed. 

PARTIAL DISPLAY UPDATES 

Some displays that do not require continuous refresh, 
do have a long update time. It may take several seconds 
to update every pixel on the display. For small changes 
to the display, such as adding each character as it is 
typed by the user, it may be much more feasible to 
update only the portion of the display which is affected. 
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Using the very flexible windowing capability of the 
82786, it is' possible to only scan through a specific por
tion of the display. 

PIXEL ADDRESS GENERATION 

Some displays, especially those which allow only partial 
display updates, require that pixel location addresses be 
generated along with the pixel data. Although external 
circuitry could be used to generate these addresses, the 
82786 can be used to generate them directly. If a single 
8-bit address is all that is required, the DefaultVDATA 
register can be programmed to a value that the 
VDATA pins will reflect during blank time. With prop
er programming of the sync timing registers, this value 
can be clocked into the display before each scan line 
using HSYNC. 

More complex pixel addresses can be generated by us
ing the 82786 windowing capability. By creating a thin 
window at the beginning of each scan line, one or more 
bytes of address information can be sequentially 
clocked out over the VDATA pins before each line. 

ULTRA HIGH RESOLUTION 

Because some displays use either slow refresh times or 
don't require refresh at all, it is possible to have very 
high resolutions. All of the display counters in the 
82786 are 12 bits allowing up to a 4096 X 4096 display 
size (some of this resolution may not be available de
pending on the number of sync clock cycles required). 
Trading. off bits/pixel for resolution,' the accelerated 
modes can provide 2, 4, or 8 times this resolution hori
zontally, up to 32768 pixels. 

Still, some applications, such as printers, may require 
even greater resolutions. This is possible with the 82786 
using external' counters to generate the HSYNC, 
VSYNC, and BLANK inputs for the 82786. The 82786 
should be programmed. for slave video mode by setting 
the CRTMode register (Display Processor register 5 
bits 2 and 3 should be set). Using all 16 horizontal 
windows, the horizontal resolution may be up to 
4096 X 16 '"' 65536 pixels. Again, trading off bits/pix
el for resolution, the accelerated modes can provide 2, 
4, or 8 times this resolution, up to 524288 pixels. Verti
cally there is no limit to the resolution. 

Such high resolutions require a lot of memory. For ex
ample, suppose a printer can generate 300 x 300 dots 
per square inch and is used on 8.5 x 11 inch paper. 
Assuming only one bit/pixel (no gray scale) the entire 
page would require: 

300 X 300 X 8.5 X 11 

8 bits 
1.05 Megabytes 

It may not be feasible to place this much memory into a 
printer. But it may beJeBcsible to generate the clisplay 
one strip at a time. Suppose that the first 300 lines are 
generated and printed. Once printed the next 300. lines 
can be generated and printed using the same memory. 
Now the memory required is only: 

300 X 300 X 8.5 
----- = 96 Kbytes 

8 bits 

If the image to be printed can be described by a set of 
commands for the Graphics Processor, each strip can 
be very easily generated. The drawing oit-map and clip
ping rectangle are set for the first strip and the Graph
ics processor then runs through the command list. 
Once completed the strip may be printed. Then the bit
map and clipping rectangle are set for the second strip 
and the Graphics Processor again traverses the same 
command list to generate the second strip. 

If there is enough memory for two strips, double buffer
ing can be used to pipeline the operation. While the 
Display Processor is busy printing one strip, the 
Graphics Processor can be generating the next strip. 
The same approach can be extended to multiple pages, 
even using more than one 82786. 

5.12 Calculating the Video Parameters 

The 82786 video Display Processor is programmable to 
afford a wide variety of display formats. To determine 
the display format(s) that one would like to generate, 
several parameters must be considered. 

Application parameters: these are dependent on the 
needs of the specific application and must be chosen by 
the designer. 

Hres--horizontal· resolution - number of pixels per 
horizontal line. When using accelerated video, Hres 
must be a multiple of AcceJ (following pages). 

Vres--vertical resolution - number of vertical pixels 
(scan lines) per display 

Vfreq-vertical frequency - rate at which CRT beam 
makes one pass from the top of the screen to the bot
tom. It is common to use 60 Hz but almost any other 
frequency can be generated by the 82786. US broadcast 
television standards use a 59.95 Hz rate. European vid-

. eo systems are based on a 50 Hz field rate. High resohi
tion displays often use 40 Hz or lower. Slower rates 
reduce the speed requirements of the monitor and the 
82786 video circuitry and also permit higher resolu-. 
tions. However, slower rates also flicker more and may 
be intolerable to the operator. Generally, rates signifi
cantly under 60 Hz will tend to cause some perceptable 
flicker unless CRTs with lbng persistence phosphor are 
used. 
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ILC-interlacing - A non-interlaced display generates 
the entire display frame in one field scan. One method 
to double the resolution of a display is to use interlac
ing. Rather than use just one field to display all the 
information, two consecutive fields are used to create 
the entire display frame (Figure 41). Alternate scan 
lines are written during each alternate field. For TV
like pictures, where the image generally doesn't change 
drastically from one line to the next, interlacing allows 
a30 Hz frame rate with a 60 Hz field rate without 
perceptable flicker. For detailed computer graphics, 
however, one line may change drastically, from the n~xt 
in color and/or intensity, in which case interlacing at 
such rates do cause, perceptable flicker. 

T\le: ,82786 supports both non-interlaced and interlaced 
displays. In addition, an interlaced-sync mode is avail
able which generates sync signals in the manner used 
by interlaced displays, but generates the video signals in 

. l' .....•..•..•....... , ......•......... 

NQH-IHTERLACIHG 
KEY 

the manner used by non-interlaced displays (both fields 
identical). This permits interlaced screens with consec
utive pairs of lines identical. 

Monitor parameters: these are dependent on the specif
ic requirements of the display monitor used. 

Hblank-horizontal blanking time - the time required 
for the CRT beam to jump from the right side of the 
display back to the left and stabilize. This is also called 
horizontal retrace time and is the sum of the horizontal 
sync and front and back porch times (Figure 42). Moni
tors typically range from 5-12 ""s. 

Vblank-vertical blanking time - the time required 
for the CRT beam,'to jump from the bottom of the 
display back to the top and stabilize. This is also caIled
vertical retrace time and is the sum of the vertical sync 
and front and back porch times (Figure 43). Monitors 
typically range from 600-1400 ""s . 
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Figure 41. Non-Interlacing and Interlacing Displays 
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Figure 42. Horizontal Sync and Blank Timing Parameters 
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Figure 43. Vertical Sync and Blank Timing Parameters 

Hfreq-horizontal frequency - the frequency at which 
horizontal lines are scanned. Monitors typically range 
from 15-36 kHz. 

Vfreq--vertical frequency - the frequency at which 
the display field is scanned. Monitors typically range 
from 40-70 Hz. 

B~P-bits per pixel - monitors With digital inputs re
strict the number of usable bits/pixel. Monitors with 
analog inputs allow a virtually unlimited range ofinten
sities with the use of Digital-to-Analog converters. This 
parameter is mainly dependent on the video interface 
hardware described. in the previous sections. 

Color monitors generally limit the perceivable horizon
tal and vertical resolution due to their shadow mask. 
See the specific monitor specifications for more details. 

Video interface parameters: these are dependent on the . 
82786 contponent and the video interface logic. 

VCLK-video clock frequency - the video input clock 
into the 82786. It has a maximum rate of 25 MHz and 
may be chosen so that the frequency evenly divides by 
both Hfreq and Vfreq. 

Accel-82786' Video acceleration - this parameter is 
determined by what mode the 82786 is used in. Nor
mally Accel = 1. If the trade-ofTs mentioned in Section 
5.6 are used to attain higher video rates at the expense 
of fewer bits/pixel, then the value for Accel should be 
2,4, or 8: 

Video Max Programmed 
Mode DotClk AccelBlts 

Accel = 1 Normal 25 MHz 00 

Accel = 2 High Speed 50 MHz 01 

Accel = 4 Very High Speed 100 MHz 10 

Accel = 8 Ultra High Speed 200 MHz 1 1 

DotClk-pixel dot clock frequency - this is normally 
the same as VCLK. However, when accelerated video 
modes are used, this is either 2, 4, or 8 times VCLK. 

DotClk = "CLK X Accel 

HSynStp, HFldStrt, HFldStp, LiBeLen-these are val
ues programmed into the 82786 Display Processor to 
determine the horizontal scan timing (Figure 42). They 
may be set to any value from 0 to 4095. Their values 
should also fit the formula: 

HSynStp < HFidStrt < HFIdStp < LineLen 

VSynStp, VFIdStrt, VFIdStp, FramLen-these are val
ues programmed into the 82786 Display processor to 
determine the vertical scan timing (Figure 43). They 
may be' set to any value from 0 to 4095. Their values 
should also fit the formula: . 

VSynStp < VFIdStrt < VFldStp < FramLen 

. Once the above parameters ~ evaluated, the video pa
~eters can actually be calculated. The parameters in
teract qUite heavily so that, for example, if a specific 
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horizontal and vertical resolution at a specific field rate 
is required, the monitor frequencies and blank times 
may need to be altered. It may take seveta1 iterati9l1S to 
optimize all the parameters. The calculations can be 
performed by hand. However, a much easier way to 
manipulate these values is by using a spreadsheet pro
gram. A spreadsheet allows the. parameters to be easily 
manipulated with their affects immediately displayed. 
A spreadsheet template for this purpose is given in Sec
tion 5.13. 

The following formulas are used to. determine the video 
parameters. Along with the formulas is an example cal
culation. For the example, let's generate a 640 X 400 
X 8 bit/pixel (256 color) screen.at 60 Hz non·inter
laced. We will assume: 

Hres 
Vres 
Vfreq% 
Hblank% 
Vblank% 
Accel 

640 pixels 
= 400 pixels 

60 Hz 
. 12 pos 

= 1300 pos 
1 (no external acceleration) 

Variables with a percent (%) after them represent de
sired values, the actual value will be calculated below. 

ROUND(X) will be u~ ~o denote rounding oft' X to 
the nearest integer. 

First, calculate the vertical resolution per field. Since 
our display is non-interlaced, the value is the same as 
the vertical resolution. 

If interlaced then: VresFld = Vres/2 
else: VresFld = Vres Vresfld 

= 400 pixels 

With interlaced screens, VresFld is half the vertical res
olution. For example, with 525 lines, use 262.5 for 
VresFld. 

Now, calculate the horizontal frequency required. Sub
tract the vertical blank time from the vertical period 
and divide by the active vertical lines to obtain the hori
zontal period. Inverting all that gives the horizontal 
frequency. 

1 
Hfreq% = Hperiod% 

VresFld 
(1IVfreq%) - Vblank% 

400 
(1/60) - 1300 pos = 26.03 kHz 

In a similar manner, calculate the pixel dot clock re
quired. 

DotClk% = 1 = Hres 
DotPeriod% (1/Hfreq%) - ~blank% 

640 .. 
(1/26.03 kHz) _ 12 p.S = 24.23 MHz 

And then calculate the actual 82786··VCLK. Since ex
ternal acceleration ~uits are not used.in our ,example, 
it turns out to be the same as the DotClk. 

VCLK% = DotClk% 1 Accel = 24.23 MHz 1 1 
= 24.23 MHz 

Great, now all we need is a 24.2'3 MHz crystal is need
ed to generate VCLK. But since such a crystal is tough 
to find, try a 25 MHz crystal instead and see how it 
affects the rest of the parameters. First of all, the pixel 
dot clock changes. 

DotClk = VClk x Accel = 25.00 MHz x 1 = 25.00 MHz 

Now, see how many VCLK's are required for the hori
zontal blank time. 

HblankClks = ROUND (VCLK X Hblank~) = ROUND 
(25 MHz x 12 p.S) = 300 

Now we'calculate the actual horizOntal blank time. 

Hbl k = HblankClks = ~ = 12 
an VCLK 25 MHz pos 

The actual horizontal period is then the time required 
to display one line of pixels plus the blanking time. 

Hfre = 1 
q (Hres 1 DotClk) + Hblank 

1 
(640 1 25 MHz) + 12 pos = 26.60 kHz 

The number of horizontal lines per field can now be 
calculated: 

VFieldLines = ROUND(Hfreq 1 Vfreq%) 
= ROUND(26.60 kHz 160Hz) = 443 

If an interlaced display is used, VFieldLines should be 
rounded-off to the closest odd integer. 

The number of scan lines determines the actual vertical 
frequency: 

Vfreq = Hfreq 1 VFieldLines = 26.60 kHz 1443 
= 60.05 Hz 
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Now that the major parameters are calculated and we 
are satisfied with them, we can break up the blanking 
times into sync, front and back porch times. Typical 
monitor values are: 

HSync = 2 P.s 
HBack = 6 p.s 

VSync = 300 p.s 
VBack = 800 p.s 

HSyncClks = ROUND (VCLK x HSYNC) 
= ROUND (25 MHz x 2 p.s) = 50 

HSaekClks = ROUND (VCLK x HSaek) 
= ROUND (25 MHz x 6 p.s) = 150 

V~yneClks = ROUND (Hfreq X VSYNC) 
= ROUND (26.6 kHz x 300 p.s) = 8 

VBackClks = ROUND (Hfreq x VBaek) 
= ROUND (26.6 kHz x 800 p.s) = 21 

Now it's a simple matter to calculate the values for the 
eight 82786 Display Processor video timing registers. 

HSynStp = HSyncClks - 3 
= 50 - 3 = 47 

HFldStrt = HSynStp + HBaekClks 
= 47 + 150 = 197 

HFldStp = HFldStrt + (Hres I Accel) 
= 197 + (640/1) = 837 

LineLen = HBlankClks + (Hres I Aeeel) - 3 
= 300 + (640 I 1) - 3 = 937 

.For non-interlaced displays: 

VSynStp = VSyncLines - 1 
·=8-1=7 

VFldStrt = VSym::Stp + VS.ackLines 
= 7 + 21 = 28 

VFldStp = VFldStrt + Vres 
= 28 +,400 = 428 

FramLen = VFieldLines - 1 
=443-1=442 

For interlaced displays: 

VSynStp 
VFldStrt 
VFldStp 

= (VSyncLines - 1) X 2 
= VSynStp + (VBackLines x 2) 
= VFieldsLines - 2 

Make sure LineLen > HFldStp and that FramLen > 
VFieldLines. If not, your parameters are inconsistent 
and you should modify your requirements and re-calcu
late. 

Finally, the bits for the CRTMode Register should be 
determined. For our example, non-interlaced mode is 
used and no accelerated video is required. Assuming 
the 82786 is used to generate the HSYNC, VSYNC and 
BLANK signals and assuming the window Status pins 
are not used, the CRTMode registers should be loaded 
with all zeros. 
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CRTMode -:- Display Processor Register #5 
, 15 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0' 

RESERVED I~C w.I S B 

I 
ACCELERATED VIDEO BITS 

o 0 NORMAL SPEED ,(UP TO 25 MHz) 
o ,1 HIGH SPEED (UP TO 50 MHz) 
1 0 VERY HIGH SPEED (UP TO 100 MHz) 
1 1 SUPER HIGH SPEED (UP TO 200 MHz) 

B,LANK SLAVE MODE (1 = EXTERNAL BLANK) 

HSYNC. VSYNC SLAVE MODE (1 = EXTERNAL SYNC) 

WINDOW STATUS PINS (1 = ENABLE) 

INTERLACE 

o 0 NON-INTERLACED 
o l' RESERVED 
1 0 INTERLACE (SYNC AND VIDEO) 
1 1 INTERLACE-SYNC (SYNC ONLy) 

292007-48 

The host CPU software is required to load the values of 
the eight video timing registers and the CRTMode reg
ister. Generally, this is done during system initializa
tion. The registers should all be loaded simultaneoUsly 
using the LD.-ALL command rather than using it1di
vidual LD_REG commands. This ensures that the 
video sync signals are never invalid while registers are 
being loaded. 

Some CRTs can be permanently damaged by supplYing 
the wrong sync frequencies to them. To prevent invalid 
video sync signals, the HSYNC, VSYNC, and BLANK 

pins are tristated after RESET until the CR TMode 
Register has been written to. 

, , 

5.13 A Spreadsheet for Calculating 
Video Parameters 

As seen in the previous section, quite a number of cal
culations'are required to determine the 82786 video pa

. ramtter constants. Often several iterations through the 
. calculations are required to optimize the display for
mat. This process can be greatly simplified by using a 
spreadsheet. 
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An example of the output from such a spreadsheet is 
shown below. This example illustrates a 1290 x 968 x 
4-bit/pixel (16 color) interlaced 60 Hz display. The' 
user has supplied all of the values under the ,"DE
SIRED" column and the spreadsheet program has cal
culated the rest. The "ACTUAL" column shows the 
closest timings and parameters that the 82786 can actu
ally supply. The "82786 DP REGISTER VALUES" 
shows the values that should b~ programmed into the 
Display Processor registers to generate such a display. 

8 2 7 8 6 V IDE 0 

The User can easily modify the, "DE-8IRED"values 
until the "ACTUAL" values meet the application's 

. need~. Cares\iould be takeJ/.'to ensttte that all "ACTU-. 
AL" vallieliare logically correct.lifor example, any of 
the calculated parameters are negative, then the set of 
"DESIRE9" parameters can not produce such a dis
play, so some parameters must be adjusted. 

PAR A MET E R S 

Type under DESIRED column only: ACTUAL & REGISTER columns are calculated 

PARAMETER DESIRED ACTUAL 

Video Clock VCLK (MHz): 25 25 
Acceleration (1,2,4 or 8) : 2 2 
Interlacing (1 = no, 2 = yes): 2 2 
Horiz Resolution (Pixels): 1290 1290 
Vert. Resolution (Pixels): 968 968 

Horiz Line Rate (kHz) : --- 30.487 
Horiz Sync Width (f-Ls) : 2 2 
Horiz Back Porch (f-L5) :. 4 4 
Horiz Front Porch (f-L5) : ,1 1 

Vert. Frame Rate (.Hz) : 60 59.956 
Vert. Sync Width (f-L5) ~ 200 196.8 
Vert. Back Porch (f-L5) : 400 393.6 
Vert. Front Porch (f-L5) : 213.2 

The template follows. This template should be easily 
adaptable to nearly any spreadsheet program. This par
ticular spreadsheet program uses @ROUND(X,O) to 
denote rounding to the nearest integer. If no rounding 
function is available in your spreadsheet program, you 
can substitute the integer function (which truncates the 
fractional portion to return the next lowest integer) for 
the round function: 

substitute @INT(X+0.5) for @ROUND(X,O) 

82786 oP REGISTER VALUES 
---,,---------------------

L,1J;leLen:, ' 
' , 
,818 

H~l~Stp: 48 
HFld~Vt: 148, 
,HFldStp: .·Q93, 

FramLen: 1015 
VSynStp: 10 

, VFldStrt: 34 
VFidStp: 1002 

After entering the template into your favorite spread
sheet, you may wish to verify that it is working correct
ly by entering the "DESIRED" values of the above 
example and checking that the "ACTUAL" and 
"REGISTER" results match. 
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1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
S: 

-..J 9: 
~ 10: I\) 
-..J 11: 

12: 
13: 
14: 
15 : 
16 : 
17: 
lS: 
19 : 
20 : 

--------~---A------------ ---B--- ------------C------------- ---D--- -----------------E--~----------------S 2 7 S 6 V IDE 0 PAR A MET E R S 
Type under DESIRED column only: ACTUAL & REGISTER columns are calculated 

PARAMETER 

Video Clock VCLK (MHz): 
Acceleration (1,2,4 or S) : 
Interlacing (l=no, 2=yes): 
Horiz Resolution (Pixels): 
Vert. Resolution (Pixels): 

Horiz Line Rate (kHz) : 
Horiz Sync Width (/J-s) : 
Horiz Back Porch (/J-s) : 
Horiz Front Porch (/J-s) : 

Vert. Frame Rate (Hz) : 
Vert. Sync Width (/J-s) : 
Vert. Back Porch (/J-s) : 
Vert. Front Porch (/J-s) : 

DESIRED ACTUAL 

+B6 
+B7 
+BB 
@ROUND(B9/C7,O)*C7 
@ROUND(B10,O) 

(C6*1000)/(E12+2) 
(E13+2)/C6 
(E14-E13)/C6 
(E12-E15)/C6 

(CS*C12*1000)/(E17+CS) 
«E1B+CS)*1000)/(C12*CS) 

S27S6 DP REGISTER VALUES 

LineLen: @ROUND(C6*B15,O)+E15 
HSynStp: @ROUND(C6*B13,O)-3 
HFldStrt: @ROUND(C6*B14,O)+E13 
HFldStp: +E14+(C9/C7) 

FramLen: @ROUND«C12*10OO)/B17-(CS-l)/2,O)*CS-l 
VSynStp: (@ROUND«C12*B1B)/1000,O)-1)*CS 

«E19-E1S)*1000)/(C12*CB) VFldStrt: @ROUND«C12*B19)/1000,O)*CS+E1S 
(E17-E20)*1000/(C12*CS) VFldStp: +E19+C10 

( 

J> 

l ..., 
o 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLE INITIALIZATION eODE 

.' , 
Many registers within the 82786 must be initialized to 
configure the 82786 for the particular hardware envi
ronment it resides in. This appendix contains assembly 
language code to initialize the 82786 for one particular 
configuration: 

synchronous 10 MHz 80286 interface 
(Sections 4.2 and 4.3, Figure 18) 

one row of two interleaved banks of 5lC2S6 Fast
page-mode DRAM 
(Section 3.3, Figure 9) 

640 x 300 x 8-bit/pixel non-interlaced 60 Hz dis
play, 25 MHz VCLK 
(Section 5.11, Figure 27) 

name Initialization82786 

Memory82786 segment at OCOOOh 

All of the parameters to be initialized for this configu
ration are calculated under their corresponding sections 
in the body of this application note. To calculate the 
parameters for other configurations, refer to these sec
tions. 

This example of ' initialization code can be used to ini
tially test many of the hardware functions. The code 
should create a stable display on the CRT. The display 

,will consist of a black field which covers the entire 
screen (a 640 x 400 black rectangle). In the center of 
the rectangle is a 16 x 16 pixel arrow-~ped red and 
yellow cursor. 

;segment looated at start ot CPU-mapped 82786 memory 

jdetine looations ot 82786 internal registers 

org 0 

Internalrelooation dw ? ;BIU registers 
Reserved dw ? 
BIUControl ' dw ? 
RetreshControl dw ? 
DRAMControl dw . ? 
DisplayPriority dw ? 
GraphiosPriority dw ? 
ExternalPriority dw ? 

org 20h 

GPOpoode dw ? 
GPLinkAddressLower dw ? 

;Graph~os Prooessor registers 

GPLinkAddressUpper dw' ? 
GPStatus dw ? 
GPlnstruotionPtrLower dw ? 
GPlnstruotionPtrUpper dw ? 

org 40h 

DPOpoode dw ? ;Display Prooessor registers 
DPParameterl dw ? 
DPParameter2 dw ? 
DPParameter3 dw ? 
DPStatus dw ? 
DetaultVDATA dw ? 
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:location ot values tor Display P~o,cessor LD-ALL instruction 
, , ~,' 

OIlg ~O,~ , '.' 
", I 

DPLdAIIRegs label word 

dw 3 :VStat: turn on display and cursor 
dw OFFh ' :IntMask: maak all interrupts, 
dw 24 :rripPt: trip point = 24 FIFO dwords 
dw 0 :Frint: cause'interrupt every trame (interrupt is masked) 
dw 0 , , reserved 
dw 0 :CRrMode: non-interlaced, non-accelerated, master sync&blank 
dw 47 :HSynStp: horizontal sync stop 
dw 197 :HFldStrt: horizontal tieldstart 
dw 837 :HFldStp: horizontal tield stop 
dw 937 :LineLen: horizontal line length 
dw 7 :VSynStp: vertical sync stop 
dw 28 :VFldStrt: vertical tield start 
dw 428 :VFldStp: vertical tield stop 
dw 442 :FramLen: vertical trame length 

8 video timing registers 
are programmed tor 
640 x 400 at 60 Hz 
with 25 MHz VCLK 

dw ottset WinDescl :DescAddrL:descriptor address pointer lower 
dw 0 :DescAddrU:descriptor address pointer upper 
dw 0 : (Reserved) 
db 0 :ZoomY: no vertical zoom 
db I 0 :ZoomX: no horizontal zoom 
dw 0 :FldColor: black tield oolor 
dw OFFh :BdrColor: white border color 

, dw 0 :PadlBPP: pad with zeros tor 1 bit/pixel 
dw 0 :Pad2BPP: pad with zeros tor 2 bits/pixel 
dw 0 :Pad4BPP: pad with zeros tor 4 bits/pixel 
db 2 :CursorPad:pad with red tor cursor (yellow cursor in red box) 
db 80h' :CsrStyle: opaque 16x16 block cursor, no window status 
dw 510 :CsrPosX: put cursor in middle ot screen (horizontally) 
dw 220 :CsrPosY:put cursor in middle ot screen (vertically) 

dw 
dw 
dw 
dw 
dw 
dw 
dw 
dw 
dw dw 
dw 
dw 
dw 
dw 
dw 
dw 

WinDes~L 

OOOOOOOllOOO'OOOOb 
OOOOOOllllOOOOOOb 
OOOOOllllllOOOOOb 
OOOOllllllllOOOOb 
OOOllllllllllOOOb 
OOllllllllllllOOb 
OllllllllllllllOb 
Illlllllllllllllb 
OOOOOllllllOOOOOb 
OOOOOllllllOOOOOb 
OOOOOllllllOOOOOb 
OOOOOllllllOOOOOb 
OOOOOllllllOOOOOb 
OOOOOllllllOOOOOb 
OOOOOllllllOOOOOb 
OOOOOllllllOOOOOb 

:CsrPatO: 
:CsrPatl: 
:CsrPat2: 
:CsrPat3: 
:CsrPat4: 
:CsrPat5: 
;CsrPat6: 
;CsrPat7: 
;CsrPat8: 
:CsrPat9 : 
;CsrPatA: 
:CsrPatB: 
;CsrPatC: 
:CsrPatD: 
:CsrPatE: 
:CsrPatF: 

create arrow-shaped cursor pattern 

;location ot strip descriptor list 

label word 

dw 399 
dw 0 
dw 0 
dw 0 

;strip descriptor list 
;header ot strip descriptor 

;lines in strip (400 covers entire screen) 
:lower link to next strip descr' (there is none) 
;upper link tq next strip descr (there is none) 
;number ot tiles in strip (only one) 
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;first (and only) tile descriptor 
dw 
dw 
dw 
dw 
dw 
dw 

o 
o 
o 

;bit-map width (not applicable, this is field) 
;memory start lower addr (not applicable) 
;memory start upper addr (not applicable) 

639 ;field width (640 covers entire screen) 
o 
OOOOlh 

;fetch count (not applicable, this is field) 
;set field bit,use top,bottom,left,right borders 

Memory82786 ends 

Initialize82786 segment ;code to initialize 82786 

mov ax,seg BIUControl 

mov dS,ax ;put 82786 register segment in ds 

assume cs:lnitialize82786, ds:Memory82786 

mov byte ptr BIUControl, 30h 
mov byte ptr BIUControl+l, 0 

mov 

mov 
mov 

mov 

mov 
mov 

InternalRelocation, Olh 

DRAMControl, lDh 
RefreshControl, 18 

DisplayPriority, 1l01l0b 

GraphicsPriority, OlOOlOb 
ExternalPriority, 100000b 

;convert 82786 to 16-bit bus ••• 
; ••• must use two 8-bit transfers 

;locate reg's at 82786 mem addr 

;1 row, interleaved 51C256 DRAM 
;request refresh every 15.2 uS 

;set Display FPL, SPL = 6 

;set Graphics FPL, SPL = 2 
;set External FPL = 4 

Oh 

mov DPParameterl, offset DPLdAllRegs ;a~dress for LD_All command 
mov DPParameter2, OCH 
mov' DPOpcode, 5 ;let DP perform,LD_Allco~and 

ret ;end of initialization subrtn 

Initialize82786 ends 

If the constaJ;lts in the CPU-mapped 82786 memory for 
the LD-ALL command and the strip descriptor list 
(in Memory82786 segment) cannot be loaded into 
82786 memory by the system's program loader, they 
will have to be loaded by the initialization code. One 
method is to have the loader load them into CPU sys
tem memory and use a repeat-move-string command in 
the initialization code to move these constants into the 
82786 graphics memory. Alternatively, it is possible to 
place these constants in the 82786-mapped CPU memo
ry and allow the 82786 to fetch them using master
mode. This method, however, is not as efficient because 
the 82786 must re-fetch the strip descriptor list for ev
ery display frame. 

The Graphics Processor is not used in this initialization 
cOde. To fully initialize the Graphics Processor, the fol
lowing commands are required: 
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DefJit~ap for all drawing and BitBIt com
mands 

Def_LogicaL..Op for all drawing and BitBlt com-
mands 

Def_Colors if line/character drawing used 

Def_Texture if line drawing used 

DeLChar_Set if character drawing used 

Def_Char_Orient if character drawing used 

Def_CharJpace if character drawing used 

LoaLReg mitialize stack pointer if macros 
used 

Load~eg 

LoaLReg 

set poll-on-exception mask if used 

set interrupt mask if interrupts 
used 
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PREFACE 

82786 FEATURES AND 
PERFORMANCE 

The 82786 is a powerful, yet flexible component which 
will be a candidate as a standard for microcomputer 
graphics applications including personal computers, en
gineering workstations, terminals, and laser printers. 
Its advanced software interface contrasts sharply with 
existing products by making applications and systems 
level programming efficient and straight-forward. Its 
performance and high-integration make it a cost
effective component while improving the performance 
of nearly any design. 

The following list is a summary of the 82786's capabili
ties (assuming 10 MHz system clock and 25 MHz video 
clock): 

Windows: 

Colors: 

Lines, Polylines, 
Polygons: 

Circles, Arcs: 

Fills: 

Practically unlimited support 

Up to 1024 displayable simutane
ously with support for 4 external 
color palettes 

2.5 Million pixels per second 

2.0 Million pixels p!,r second 

Supported via horizontal line 
command (30 Million bits per sec-
ond) 

Bit Block Transfer: 24 Million bits per second 

Bit-map Memory: Up to 4 MBytes of directly ac
cessedDRAM 

Resolution: Up to 200 MHz monitors support
ed; this is equivalent to configura
tions such as 640 x 480 x 8 or 
1024 x 1024 x 2 @ 60 Hz (non-in-

Zoom: 

ter1aced); up to 4096 x 4096 x 1 or 
2048 x 1536 x 8 with video 
DRAMs. . 

1 to 64 times vertical and horizon
tal 

Character Drawing: 25 thousand per second with col
ors, path, and rotation attributes 

Character Fonts: Unlimited number from bit-map 
or system memory 

Character Size: 

Scroll, Pan: 

16 x 16 maximum hardward size; 
unlimited with bit-block transfer 

Instantaneous in any direction 
with no externa110gic 

The performance of the 82786 is of little value without 
applications and system-level software to use it. Cus
tomers can either write their own software or use the 
appropriate third-party vendors' packages. 

The 82786 was designed to permit compatibility with 
de facto hardware standards. Use of the 82786 with 
appropriate Intel microprocessors permits the design of 
systems which can emulate the family .of IBMTM per
sonal computer products. The 82786's support of the 
IBM Color Graphics Adapter-compatible bit-map eases 
the task of running existing applications software on 
new video hardware. 

For details please refer to the 82786 Data Sheet, the 
User Manual and Application Notes. 

For all questions, clarifications, or requests for addi
tional documentation please contact your local Intel 
sales office or authorized distributor. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OVERVIEW, 

This document provides the reader with an introduc
tion to the architecture arid key features of the Intel 
82786 Graphics Coprocessor from Intel. The 82786 
serves such applications as graphics terminals and work 
stations, personal computers, printers, and other prod
ucts requiring the capability to create, store, and output 
bit-map graphics. 

The 82786 works with all Intel microprocessors, and is 
a high-performance replacement for sub-systems and 
boards which have traditionally used discrete compo
nents and/or software for graphics functions. The 
82786 requires minimal support circuitry for most sys
tem configurations, and thus reduces the cost and 
board space requirements of many applications. The 
82786 is based on Intel's advanced CHMOS process. 

The advanced performance and ease-of-use of the 
82786 make it a candidate for an industrY standard for 
applications in microcomputer graphics markets. Some 
of the leading features of the 82786 are: 

• Fast polygon and line drawing 

• Hardware windows 
• High speed character drawing 

• Interface designed for device independent software 
stsndards 

- Virtual Device Interface 

- Graphics Kernal System 

-NAPLPS 

• Advanced DRAM/VRAM controller for graphics 
memory up to 4 Mbytes 

• Fast bit-block copies between system and bit-map 
memories 

• Supports up to 200 MHz CRTs 

• Up to 1024 simultsneous colors pc:r frame 

• Programmable video timing 

• High Integratio~ 
• TJrird-party software support 

• 88 pin leaded chip carrier and pin grid' array 

• Provides support for rapid filling with patterns 

• IBM Personal Computer Color Graphics Adapter-
compatible bit-map 

• International character support 

• Advanced CHMOS technology 

• Integral dual port video DRAMfYRAM support 

1.2 ARCHITECTURAL MODEL 

The 82786 architecture fits with traditional computer 
graphics models. A typical subdivision of the tasks is: 

• Graphics task partitioned into: 
Drawing (line, polygons, chaIacters, block image 
copies) 

Windowing (concurrent windows on the screen) 

Refresh (CRT timing, video data output) 

• Typical integrated solutions to these functions have 
been: 
First generation IC: 6845, 8275 - refresh 

Second generation LSI: 82720 - drawing + refresh 

Third generation VLSI: 82786 - drawing + window
ing + refresh 

The 82786 is a coprocessor with two separate on-chip 
processing units, the Graphics Processor and Display 
Processor, which operate concurrently with the system 
CPU. Commands to the display and graphics proces
sors are placed in memory by the CPU. Registers on 
the 82786 are dedicated to pointing to the starting ad
dresses of the first memory blocks of commands con
trolling the on-chip processors, and each memory block 
points to subsequent blocks in a linked-list architecture. 
Access by the,CPU to these registers may be I/O- or 
memory-mapped, and portions of memory may be 
shared between the 82786 and the CPU. 
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1.3 BIT MAPS AND WINDOWS 

The 82786 concepts of "bit maps" and "windows", are 
based upon definitions from the ANSI work on win
dows. 

The 82786 can create and maintain multiple sets of 
graphics images in memory. These sets of images in 
memory are caJIed "bit maps". 82786 can combine sub
sets of these bit-maps into a viewable, multi-region dis
play screen. Each of these separate areas on the screen 
is called a "window". 

MEMORY 

Most graphics systems to~ay use software to generate a 
bit-map representation of the full contents of the dis
playcaJIed a "frame bu(fer".,The 82786 uses a high
level strip descriptor list and specialized hardware to 
generate the screen contents using portions from sepa
rate bit maps of memory (Figure 1-1). This permits the 
display to be instantaneously altered, eliminating the 
time required to update a similar frame buffer image 
using software alone. 

BIT MAP 2 BIT MAP 3 

BIT MAP 1 

G) 
ABeD 

lliillJ 
EFGH 
IJKL 
MNOP 
QRST 
UVWX 
YZ 

WINDOWS 

DISPLAY 
122711-1' 

Figure 1-1. Bit Maps and Windows 
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1.4 FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW 

The 82786 performs many functionnvithina single integrated circuit. Figure 1-2 identifies a block diagram of the 
component and explanations of each function moduleo . 

82786 

r-----.,r----:-' 
GRAPHICS DISPLAY t-_V.;.;I;;;.DE;;;.O;... ;,;.IN;,;.TE,;;;R.,;;.F..;;A;;;C.:;:.E_,/ 

I PROCESSOR I I PROCESSOR I L _____ ..JL~ ____ ..J 

r------------ .... 
I BUS INTERFACE rODRAM/vRAMoo0-r: 

UNIT (BIU) ! CONTROLLER ! L ______ ...! _____ u 

Figure 1-2. 82786 Block Diagram 

The major functions of each block are: 

• Graphics Processor (GP): - draws lines, circles, polygons, and other primitives 

- draws characters 

- executes block image 
manipulation instructions 

• Display Processor (DP): - manages windows including zoom 

- provides cursor 

- refreshes screen (up to 200 MHz dot rate) 

- loads shift register of VRAMs 

122711-2 

• DRAM/VRAM 
Controller: 

- controls up to 4 Mbytes of interleaved graphics memory including page-, static 
column-, and fast page-mode DRAMs (interleaved or non-interleaved banks) 

• BlU: - allows the CPU to access the graphics memory and the 82786 to access the system 
memory 
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CHAPTER 2 
GRAPHICS PROCESSOR 

2.1 OVERVIEW 

The Graphics Processor creates and updates all of the 
graphics and 'text in each of the bit maps within graph
ics memory. It is responsible for all of the geometric 
drawing, character drawing and image movement with
in and between the' bit maps. Some features of the 
Graphics Processor are: 

• permits bit maps to begin at any even word in,sys
tem or graphics memory; only one bit map is active 
for GP drawing at one time although many bit maps 
inay reside in memory simultaneously. 

• permits bit maps to be any size (up to 32K x 32K 
pixels) and use 2, 4, 16, or 256 colors (Le. I, 2, 4, or 
8 bits per pixel); 

• draws geometric shapes witli attributes such as tex
ture and color, into bit maps; 

• draws characters with attributes such as color, path, 
rotation, and proportional spacing using user
defined fonts into bit maps; 

• 'combines one rectangular portion of an image with 
'another area, within the same bit map or into anoth
er bit map. (Bit Block Transfer or BitBlt); 

• all drawing allows logical operations between source 
and destination (for example Exclusive-Or of the 
Complement of Source with Destination); 

• all drawing can be clipped to a rectangular region; 

• supports picking, a mechanism for advanced user 
interfaces which allows the issuing commands via 
the selection of "graphic menus" (called icons) by 
manipulating pointing devices. 

The Graphics Processor fetches its commands directly 
from a linked list memory-resident Graphic Command 
Block (GCMB), which is created and updated by the 
CPU. The initial address of the GCMB is contained in 
the Graphics Processor Instruction Pointer Register in 
the 82786 and the addresses of subsequent commands 
are pointed to by the contents of previous commands. 
Each command contains a bit which 4J.dicatf;:s to the 
Graphics Processor that it should stop (if set) and await 
new commands. More detail on the command format is 
given in section 2.8 "Graphics Processor Command 
List Format." 

2.2 BIT MAPS 

All graphics and text creation is written into bit maps. 
Bit maps are rectangular drawing areas composed of 
bits of pixel-oriented memory. The bit maps may be up 

to 32,000 pixels in each direction and contain from one 
to eight bits of color or gray scale information. Bit 
maps may be started on any even address in the 
4 Mbyte space and the number of bit maps in memory 
is unlimited (except by the amount of memory avail
able). The variable bits per pixel feature permits the use 
of several bits per pixel for multicolor graphics while 
using only a single bit per pixel for efficient text memo
ry. 

2.3 GRAPHICS PROCESSOR 
COMMANDS 

Graphics Processor commands are' divided into five 
classes: 

1. Non-Drawing Commands 

2. Drawing Control Commands 

3. Geometric Commands 

4. Bit Block Transfer (BitBlt) Commands 

5. Character Block Transfer (CharBlt) Commands 

2.3.1 Non-Drawing Commands 

The first class of commands are used to control the 
method in which the commands are fetched. Also in
cluded in this list are commands to load and dump 
82786 internal registers. These commands are: 

• NOP - No Operation 

• LINK - Link To Next Command (Unconditional 
Jump) 

• ENTE~MACRO - Enter Macro (Subroutine 
Call) 

• EXIT~ACRO - Exit Macro (Subroutine Return) 

• INT~GEN - Generate Interrupt 

• DUMP ~EG - Dump Internal Register 

• LOAD~EG - Load Internal Register 

2.3.2 Drawing Control Commands 

The Graphics Processor works in only one bit map and 
with one set of attributes at a time. The Graphics Proc
essor maintains an imaginary cursor, GCPP (Graphics 
Current Position Pointer), which points to a particular 
position (x, y coordinates) within the bit map from 
which all relative coordinates are calculated. The 
GCPP is updated at the end of each drawing command. 
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The following commands are used to define the current 
bit map and attributes and set the Graphics Current 
Position Pointer: 

• DEF_BIT_MAP - Define Bit Map 

• DEF _CLIP _RECT - Defme Clip Rectangle (see 
2.4) 

• DEF_COLORS - Define Colors 

• DEF_TEXTURE - Define: Texture 

• DEF _LOGICAL_OP,- Define Logical Operation 
(see 2.6) 

• DEF _CHAR-SET - Defme Character Set 

• DEF _CHAR-ORIENT - Define Character Ori
entation 

• DEF _CHAR-SPACE - Define Inter Character 
Spacing 

• ABS_MOV - Absolute Move GCPP 

• REL_MOV - Relative Move GCPP 

• ENTERJICK - Enter Pick Mode 

• EXIT_PICK - Exit Pick Mode 

2.3.3 GeometriC Commands 

These commands allow the 82786 to draw points, lines, 
and arcs in a variety of ways: 

• POINT - Draw Point 

• INCR-POINT - Draw Incremental Points 

• CIRCLE - Draw Circle 

• LINE - Draw Line 

• RECT - Draw Rectangle 

• POLYLINE - Draw Polyline 

• POLYGON - Draw Polygon 

• ARC - Draw Arc 

• SCAN_LINES - Draw Series of Horizontal Lines 

2.3.4 Bit Block Transfer (BitBlt) 
Commands 

These commands allow rectangular image pieces to be 
combined from piece of bit-map memory to another. 
The Graphics Processor automatically inserts the new 
data in the correct order in the destination so that each 
line of pixels remains consecutive for both existing and 
new data. 

• BITJLT - Bit Block Transfe~ within bit map 

• BITJLT_M - Bit Block Transfer between bit 
maps 

Each command specifies the origin of the source rec
tangle as well as the height and width. The destination 
origin is the GCPP coordinates. For BitBlts between bit 
maps, the destination is the active bit map and the 

memory address of the source origin and source bit 
map size is specified. BitBlts between bit maps can only 
use bit maps wj,ththe same number of bits per pixel. 

2.3.5 Character Command 

This command allows character fonts stored in memo
ry in pixel form to be drawn into the bit map by an 
application using character codes such as ASCII: 

• CHAR - Draw Character String 

The CHAR command defmes transparency/opaque
ness for a character string, the pointer for the character 
string, and the number of character in the string. The 
pixel contents of the character to be drawn may be 
located anywhere in the memory space of the 82786 
and accessed with either an 8- or 16-bit reference to the 
specific character. The string range specifies the 8- or 
16-bit references for each character to be drawn. Sec
tion 2.7 discusses the use of character fonts. 

Standard character fonts can be drawn flexibly because 
path and rotation are defined with a DEF _CHAR
ORIENT command and inter-character spacing is de
fmed with a DEF_CHAR-SPACE command. This 
permits the variable spacing of text, direction of text, 
and rotation of characters to be specified by the appli
cation without altering the font. Simple one-bit per pix
el character font definitions can be used in color appli
cations because foreground and background colors are 
specified by the DEF _COLOR command and the nec
essary bits are written for each pixel during the drawing 
process. 

2.4 DRAWING ATTRIBUTES 

A drawing operation refers to the act of modifying pix
els within a bit map during the execution of the GP 
commands. All drawing that the GP performs (includ
ing lines, arcs, characters and BitBlts) is subject (with 
exceptions noted) to six attributes which should be de
fined before any drawing commands are executed. The 
attributes are: 

1. Pixel Plane Mask; 

2. Logical Operation; 

3. Clipping Rectangle; 

4. Foreground and Background color (not applicable to 
BitBlt); 

5. Transparent or Opaque mode (not applicable to Bit
BIt); 

6. Pattern mask of 16 bits (not applicable to BitBIt or 
characters). 

The pixel plane mask is helpful in restricting the graph
ics primitives to update a subset of the bits per pixel. 
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This permits one set of drawings to exist in one or more 
colors and allow other text or graphics information to 
reside in different color bits of the same bit map. Raster 
operations can be used to combine existing pixel infor
mation in the bit map with the new pixel information 
generated as a result of the new drawing operation, 
such as displaying only the overlapping regions of two 
shapes. The clipping rectangle limits the effects of 
drawing operations to a subset of the bit map. 

Foreground and background colors set the two colors 
drawn by all drawing operations (if both, are needed). 
The transparent mode draws only the fort(ground color 
into the bit map (for dotted lines or characters) and 
leaves the pixels between the dots or characters un
changed. The opaque mode draws the foreground color 
and fills in the background color between the dots or 
characters. The pattern defined in the mask cause a 
logical operation with drawing commands and permit 
dotted and dashed lines, arcs, and other shapes. DEF_ 
PATTERN sets transparent/ opaque for drawing oper
ations other than character, which is defined in CHAR. 

2.5 CLIPPING 

The clipping rectangle is used to prevent drawing out
side a specified rectangular region. The clipping rectan
gle can be any rectangle within a bit map Qr the entire 
bit map. Pixels are not drawn beyond the limits of the 
clipping rectangle and characters which would be par
tially clipped are not drawn at all. 

In "pick mode," the clipping rectangle is used to per
form a different function. The clipping rectangle may 
be controlled by software to support the selection of 
objects on the display with a pointing device. When in 
pick mode the drawing commands are executed but 
pixels are not updated in memory. Instead, a flag is set 
in a register if any of the pixels generated by the com
mand lie within the clipping rectangle. In this way it is 
easy to set the clipping rectangle to correspond to the 
location of a graphics pointing device (such as a mouse) 
and re-process, the Graphics Processor Command 
Block (GCMB) to find which drawing command corre
sponds to the selected area. 

2.6 LOGICAL OPERATION 

The logical operation is an attribute that applies to all 
subsequent pixel update operations (line, arc, character, 
BitBlt etc.). It is an operation which can logically com
bine the contents of separate bit-map locations to pro
duce new bit-map patterns. All sixteen binary functions 
are permitted between both the source and destination. 
• AND 

• OR 

• .EXCLUSIVE-OR 

Six combinations provided are commonly used: 

• REPLACE destination with source 

• REPLACE de~tination with complement of source 

• SET all destination bits to 0 

• SET all destination bits to 1 

• REPLACE destination with complement of destina
tion 

• REPLACE destination with destination (NOP) 

2.7 CHARACTER FONTS 

The Graphics Processor supports an unlimited number 
of character fonts, that can reside anywhere in the 4 
Megabyte address space. The character string to be 
written can be defmed either as a string of bytes or as a 
string of words depending upon the type of font used. 
The active font type and upper and lower memory ad
dresses of the font to be used are set via the DEF_ 
CHAR-SET command. 

Each character in the character font has an indepen
dently programmable size of up to 16 by 16 pixels, al
lowing individual characters to have different sizes for 
proportional spacing. Each character resides in a block 
containing n + 1 words of memory where n is the pixel 
height of the character. The first word contains four
teen bits to define the height and width of the charac
ter. The remaining two bits specify if the following 
character should be an overstrike or if the character 
exceeds sixteen pixels in either dimension to cause a 
software trap. Overstriking is useful for efficient imple
mentation of underline and accents, and prevents up
dating the GCCP after the character is drawn. 

For larger characters than 16 by 16, the trap bit in the 
font can cause an interrupt to the CPU so that software 
can specially process that character such as a BitBlt. 
The perception of larger characters than 16 by 16 can 
also be created by dividing characters into subsets such 
as quadrants, and executing multiple character drawing 
commands. Software use of the DEF _CHAR
SPACE command supports ~egative inter-character 
spacing to permit kerning, such as for italic fonts. 

The byte or word strings used as parameters for the 
CHAR command are used in conjunction with the :22-
bit pointer defined in a register by the DEF _CHAR
SET command. Use of 16-bit, or word-mode, charac
ters causes an add between the 22-bit pointer and the 
16-bit reference value to access the starting address of 
the specific character. Because maximum character 
block size is seventeen words of data, approximately 
four thousand characters, may be contained in, one 16-
bit font (worst case). Supplementary software in the 
form of a look-up table can be used to access as many 
as 65,000 characters in a single font. BitBlt can move 
characters of unlimited size. 
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CHARACTER 
STRING 

CHARACTER 
STRING 

WORD Mo,DE 

16 BIT 

BYTE MODE 

BBIT 

A·P-259 

FONT POINTER 

FONT POINTER 

CHARACTER FONT 

-CHARACTER 
BITMAP --- ---

CHARACTER FONT 

-CHARACTER 
BIT MAP -----

-OFFsET
__ T~LL_ 

122711-3 

Figure 2-1. Word and Byte Mode 

Use of byte-mode permits eight bit references to charac
ters. This is important to permit existing software using 
ASCII and EBCDIC to be converted to 82786-based 
systems. 256 words of the font are reserved for a look
up table. Adding the 8-bit string parameter to the font 
pOinter determines the word for the specific character 
within this table. The word is then added to the pointer 
to locate the character information in the font. By tee 
mode permits only 256 characters in each 8-bit font. 
Figure 2-l'shows a description of word and byte mode. 

2.8 GRAPHICS PROCESSOR 
COMMAND LIST FORMAT 

The Graphics Processor executes a sequence of com
mands resident in memory and runs only when· an ap-

plication needs to change bit-map contents or support 
some speCial function such as picking. The general for
mat of a command is shown in Figure 2-2 .. 

15 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

OPCODE GECLbit 

PARAMETER 1 

PARAMETER 2 

I 
PARAMETERN 

Figure 2·2. Command Format 
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Each"opcode resides in the high byte of the word with a 
Graphics ECL (End of Command List) bit in the least "' 
significant bit of the low byte and followed by a varying 
number of parameters in consecutive words. The 
Graphics Processor tests the ECL of each pommal:\d 
and sends the Graphics Processor into Poll Mode when 
set to "I" for any qpcode. Poll mode halts the Graphics 
Processor until a LINK comma~d and upper-

CONTROL REGISTER 

ILmK °l UNK ADDRESS LOWER 
UNK' ADDRESS UPPER 

STOP 

and lower-memory values for a link address are loaded 
into three resery¢ registers. The Graphics Processor 
then begins executing a new linked-list of commands 
starting at the specified address when the ECL bit with 
the LINK command in the register is reset to O. 

An example of a Graphics Command Block using 
linked-lists is shown in Figure 2-3. 

EXTERNAL MEMORY 

" 

ECL 

OPCODE 1 0 

PARAMETER 1 

OPCODE 2 0 
PARAMETER 1 

PARAMETER 2 

PARAMETER 3 

OPCODE 3 0 
POINTER 

ENTER MACRO -
OPCODE 7 0 

OPCODE 8 0 
PARAMETER 1 

PARAMETER 2' 

OPCODE 9 0 
OPCODE 10 1 

GRAPHICS SUBROUTINE ~ 
OPCODE 4 0 

OPCODE 5 0 
OPCODE 6 0 

PARAMETER 1 

PARAMETER 2 

EXIT MACRO 

PARAMETER 1 

PARAMETER 2 (UNK) 

122711-4 

Figure 2-3. Graphics Processor Command Block 
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CHAPTER 3 
DISPLAY PROCESSOR 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

The Display Processor h!ls five main functions in gener
ating the display contents for output: 

I. To retrieve the memory contents of selected bit maps 
and output corresponding pixels into separate re
gions on the display screen (windows); 

2. To permit selected portions of bit maps to be; magni
fied on the display (zooming) horizontally and/or 
vertically via pixel replication; 

3. To provide a "pointing symbol" (cursor); 
4. To generate control and video data signals to the 

display hardware; 

5. Load the shift registers of VRAMs. 

Control of the Display Processor is programmed via 
on-chip registers. Content of the display is dynamically 
altered by the application (or system software) without 
causing unacceptable display blinking. Using memory
mapped CPU alteration of parameters, the DP will load 
the register set with the new parameters during vertical 
retrace. By altering the registers to point to a new dis
play list, the 9hange of display lists can occur between 
refresh cycles. 

STRIP 1 TILE 1.1 

STRIP 2 TILE 2.1 TILE 2.2 

-
STRIP 3 TILE 3.1 TILE 3.2 

STRIi> 4 TILE 4.1 

STRIP 5 TILE 5.1 

3.2 WINDOWS 

Windows contain the portions of bit maps which are 
output by the Display Processor. Up to 16 window seg
ments or tiles can be displayed on the same scan line of 
the CRT, while there may be as many windows verti
cally as the number of scan lines. 

The 82786 treats the screen as divided into horizontal 
strips (Figure 3-1) of arbitrary width, where the hori
zontal format of window tiles across the strip remains 
constant for the whole strip. This divides the region 
into rectilinear areas, which are easy to manage. By 
combining strips, overlapping windows can easily be 
obtained. 

Windows may essentially be arbitrarily shaped (circu" 
lar, irregular, etc.) because a new strip may be defined 
every display line, similar to the format shown in Fig
ure 3-2. 

TILE 2.3 

TILE 3.3 TILE 3.4 -I TIL!=-4.2 TILE 4.3 

122711-5 

Figure 3-1. Sample Display Implementation of 
Two Overlapping Windows 
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STIlI> 1 -----------r--....,...l----------
• STIlI> 2 

. SlRIP a 
STRIP 4 

STIlI> 5 

STRIP 6 

STRIP 7 

STRIP 8 

STRIP 9 
STHI'10 
STRIP 11 

STRIP 12 

STRIP 13 

STRIP 14 ROUND WINDOW USING ONLY THIRTY STRIPS: 

STRIP 15 
I I .~ 

'SnV18 

USE OF 200 OR MORE STRIPS WOULD 
SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE "JAGGIES." 

STRIP 17 
STRIP 16 

STRIP 19 

STRIP 20 

STRIP 21 

STRIP 22 

STRIP 13 

$TRIP 24 

STRIP 25 
STRIP 28 

STRIP 27 , 
STRIP 28 

'STRIP 29 

STRIP 30 

122711-6 

Figure 3-2 •. Sample Display of Irregular Window 

The information needed for the Display Proce~sor is 
contained in strip descriptor tables, each made qp of a 
header and one or more tile descriptors. The header 
contains: . ' 

~. the number of lines in the strip mhms 1; 
\ 

.: the number of tiles in the strip minqS 1; 

.' upper and lower addresses of the next ,strip descrip-
tor ': 

Each tile descriptor (which is consecqtive in memory) 
contains: 

1. the.~dth ~fthe'bit map from which the window is 
being retrieve4 (in words); 

2. the start address of the bit-map data to be displayed 
(word in memory and first bit location); 

3. the number of words' to fetch for the tile; 

4. the tirst and last bit locations of the. bit-map !illta to 
be~played; 

5. th~ number of bits per pixel; 

6. four bits to indicate border presence for top, bot
tom, left, and right edges (1 indicates show border, 
o indicates show bit-map for those pixels); 

7. window status information which can be used to 
select color palettes or other attribqtes (2 bits); 

8. two bits to indicate bit-map configuration, which 
can be byte rather than word-oriented with byte 
order switched and if bit-map is' non-linear (for PC 
compatibility); 

9. bit to indicate if window is to be zoomed by pixel 
replication of the bit-map data; 

10. bit to indicate if tile uses field background data. 

A one-pixel border can be displayed on any or all sides 
of each window tile. This border color is defined in the 
Display Control FldColor Register, an 8-bit register 
which is the same user-defmable color for all windows. 
Borders may be turned o~ or off for individual tiles. 
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It!- the absence of windows, the field background color 
is displayed. This single color is definable by the user in 
the FldColor Register. The use of background 'on the 
display minimizes system bandwidth because data is 
only fetched for windows and not for background, and 
thus saves bit-map memory. 

The Display Processor provides padding bits when bit 
maps to be di~played have fewer bits/pixel than the 

, hardware display, with no performance decrease. This 
allows windows of, various bits/pixel to be shown 
simultaneously on the same display. The user programs 
the desired 8-bi~ color patterns into three registers, one, 
serving to map each of 1-,2-, and 4-bitS'per pixel infor-' 
mation, into full colOO! on the display. 

All video output frc;>m the 82786 can be defined to begin 
and end at any pixel (except when in accelerated mode 
using external shift logic). This includes the positioning 
of every window and the cursor. 

The Display Processor command list is controlled by 
the CPU. The double-word location -of the first strip 
descriptor block is located in a register. The locations 
of subsequent strip descriptor tables are based upon a 
linked-list architecture and are provided in the preced
ing- descriptor table. This descriptor' linked-list needs 
only to be updated by the CPU when the window ar
rangement on the screen, changes. New strips and tiles 
are easily inserted into the display list by simply modi
fying the IIDked-list pointers of the preceding strips or 
tiles. 

The use of redundant lists is possible because the de
scription or' a tYpical display is memory-efficient and 
reqUires only abput 1,000 bytes. This would permit the 
CPU to alter the contents of one list while the seCond is 
being used to control Display Processor. When the cre
ation of the new list is complete, 'the registers pointing 
to the first strip descriptor table may be switched to the 
locations for the new list during vertical retrace. This 
permits the application, to alter the display list without 
causing temporary swimming or blinking of the dis
play. 

3.3 CURSOR 

The'Display Processor supports a single hardware cur
sor which may be up to 16 x 16 pIxels. T,his cursor may 
be positioned by the user anywhere' on the screen. TIre 
CUfSOr may be defuied to be transparent or opaque, and 
may be eitlier a block cursor or a cross-hair cursor ohe 
pixel across that stretches the width and height' of the 
screen. The color of the cursor is user-definable, as is 
the block cursor's pattern. Eight bits of register memo
ry defme the color anp sixteen 16-bft words of register 

,,\ 

define the pattern, which is then padded with the cur-
, sor color register. Support for 'a blinking cursor is pro

vided with a register for CURSOR-ON which can be 
toggled by 'the CPU as often as necessary to cause an 
appropriate blink rate. Multiple cursors can be simulat
ed by drawing them in software, especially using BitBIt. 

3.4 ZOOM 

The Display ProCessor allows selected windows to be 
zoomed (using pixel repliCation) up to 64 times hori
zontal,y and vertically (independently, in steps of one). 

, The setting of the zoom bit in the tile descriptor table 
causes replication' of the pixels in meniory according to 
horizontal and vertical scaling factors contained in 
Zoom X and Zoom Y Registers. 

3.5 VIPEO INTERFACE 

Eight parallel video data output lines provide video 
output which may be used as eight bits pixel on the 
CRT, or externally shifted to boost maximum display 
resolution. The dot rate output is controlled by an inde
pendent video clock which may be up to 25 MHz. Hor
izontal signals are programmable from 1 to 4096 cycles 

, of the video clock and vertical sync signals from 1 to 
4096 scan lines. Use of eight external video data pins 
allow up to 256 different colors to be directly displayed. 
Other CRT control lines provided by the Display Proc
essor are'VSYNC, HSYNC, BLANK. 

Several'82786s can be used together for higher perform
ance graphics. For multiple 82786 Systems, one 82786 
acts as a master generating VSYNC and HSYNC, and 
the other 82786s act as slaves using the master sync 
signals for timing by using their own VSYNC ana 
HSYNC as inputs. Each 82786 has its own bit-map 
memory with separate Graphics Processor Command 
Blocks (GCMBs) to form Ii bit-plane architecture, but 
use the same display list. The BLANK signal is not 
used b~, slave 82786s. 

External color palettes are supported, and, by use of the 
two'window status lines, the application'may select one 
of four color combinations for any window. This sup
ports a maximum of W24 simultaneous colors per 
frame. The palette may be programmed by latching the 
default video dljta when the EiLANK pin is high. The 
Display ProcessOr can support non-interlaced, and in
terlaced-sync displays. Selection of the interlacing, con
trol to support external shifting of the video data, de
fault video data contents, and slave/master status for 
each 82786 are controlled via dedicated registers. The 
82786 may be synchronized to an external source 
("Gen-Locking"). 
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CHAPTER 4 
82786 SYSTEMS 

4.1 TYPICAL SYSTEM 
CONFIGURATIONS 

The 82786 can be used in many different configura
tions, each providing cost and performance appropriate 
for different applications and markets. ' 

Three typical applications in which the 82786 could be 
used are: 

1. Low-priced personal computer (Figure 4-1); 

2. Multitasking office workstation (Figure 4-2); 

3. High-performance workstation for processing-inten
sive, high-resolution engineering applications (Figure 
4-3). 

4.2 DRAM/VRAM CONTROL 

The DRAMIVRAM controller on the 82786 supports 
an array of up to 32 memory chips without extra logic 
and up to a 4 megabyte address space. DRAMs sup
ported have densities ranging from 8K to 1 megabit and 

MEMORY 

'< 1 
80186 - ' 82786 1-( MONITOR ) 

80286 

80286/80386 

Figure 4-1. Low End Personal Computer 

SYSTEM 
MEMORY 

Figure 4-2. Desktop PC/Graphics Terminal 

SYSTEM 
MEMORY 

Figure 4-3. High End Workstation 
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organizations of xl, x4, or x8. The bandwidth ofthc;' ' 
memory system can be increased by interleaving mtlmo
ries and/or using the Ripplemode™ or static-column 
mode supported by Intel CHMOS DRAMs. Both inter
leaving and Ripplemode™ are completely handled on 
chip and require no extra external circuits., Use of stat
ic-column DRAMs requires one 74X373 latch per 
bank. Interleaving refers to the use of multiple DRAM 
banks with one set of memories receiving new CAS sig
nals while the other outputs data. Table 4-1 shows 
memory burst-bandwidth for the different configura
tions at 10 MHz. 

DRAM/VRAM refresh is done automatically by the 
DRAM/VRAM controller. The memory array can be 
accessed both by 82786 internal processors (GP, DP) 
and by external masters (CPUs) through the BIU. The 
82786 DRAM/VRAM controller can be used to con
trol system memory within its 4 megabyte address 
space, provided the target application call accept the 
decreased bandwidth of system memory. The portions 
of the address space dedicated to graphics and system 
memory are configured at initialization in the DRAM 
CONTROL REGISTER. Graphics memory is as
sumed to start at OH and continue up to the configura
tion limit. Memory addresses above this are used for 
system memory. 

4.3 BUS INTERFACE 

The Bus Interface Unit of the 82786 is designed to sup
port all 8-, 16-, and 32-bit microprocessors from Intel, 
with optimization for the 80286. This permits the 

82786 to run synchronously with the 80286, increasing 
throughput by eliminating wait states. A special 8-bit 

, mode allows 82786 to also work with 8-bit data bus 
microprocessors. The 80386 makes interfacing to the 
82786 possible. Interfacing to Intel CPUsis detailed in 
the Hardware Configurations Applications Npte. 

The bus interface allows slave access by the CPU to the 
graphics memory controlled through the 82786 
DRAM/VRAM controller. This allows the CPU to up
date the Graphics Processor Command Block (GCMB) 
and the Display Processor descriptor lists in the graph
ics memory where maximum throughput can be sup
ported. Low-end systems could use only a single memo
ry shared by both the 82786 and CPU and use the 
82786 DRAM/VRAM controller for this memory. 

For performance reasons, many systems will have at 
least two sections of memory: the 82786 graphics mem
ory (using the on-chip DRAM/VRAM controller) and 
the system memory. In this configuration, the 82786 
can execute bus cycles on the system bus so the 82786 
can access the CPUs own memory. This master mode is 
designed in accordance with the 80286 definitions. This 
configuration allows the best of both worlds, the system 
and graphics memories are split for performance rea
sons, but the split is transparent to the software for 
flexibility. Character fonts and graphic objects may be 
retrieved from disk and placed in system memory loca
tions reserved for access by the 82786 using a virtual 
mode 80286 or 80386 configuration with appropriate 
system software. 

Table 4-1. 82786 DRAM Bandwidths 

Page mode Ripplemode 
DRAM DRAM 

Non 10 Megabyte/sec 20 Megabyte/sec 
Interleaving (diagnostics or (640 X 480 X 4 or 
DRAM banks 640 X 480 X 2) 1 K X 1 K X 1 noninterlaced) 

Interleaving 20 Megabyte/sec' 40 Megabyte/sec 
DRAM banks (640 X 480 X 4 or (2K X 2K X 1 interlaced: 

1KX1KX1 . 1K X 2K X 1. 
noninterlaced) 1K X 1K X 2. 

800 X 600 X 4. 
640 X 480 X 8 noninterlaced) 
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CHAPTER 5 
PACKAGE AND PIN DESCRIPTION 

5.1 OVERVIEW 

The 82786 is an eighty-eight pin component due to the large number ,of functions integrated within the device. It is 
available in both pin grid array and leaded chip carrier versions. The pinout of a pin grid array is shown in Figure 5-1 
and a description of the pins is shown in Table 5-1. 

A B C 0 E F G H K L M 

I' 
01 0 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 

VSS A07 A05 A03 AOI BLANK Voyne VCLK Vdata6 Vdata4 Vdata2 VdataO Vss 

02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 02 

A09 A08 . A06 A04 A02 AOO Hoyne Vdata7 Vdata5 Vdata3 Vdatal ORAO ORAl 

03 0 0 0 0 03 
All Al0 ORA2 ORQA3 

04 0 0 0 0 04 
A13 A12 ORA4 ORA5 

05 0 0 0 0 05 

A15 A14 ORA6 ORA7 

06 0 0 0 0 06 

A17 A16 DRAB ORA9#1 
RAS3# 

07 0 0 0 0 07 

Vee AlB RAS2# Vee 

08 0 0 0 0 OB 
A19 A20 RASO# RAS1# 

09 0 0 0 0 09 
A21 ClK ' CASO# CAS1# 

10 0 0 0 0 10 

RESET INTR WEH# WELl 

11 0 0 0 0 11 

SEN MEN BENO#I BENI #1 
OTO on 

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 

HlOA HREQ M/IO# CS# REAOY# 001 004 006 OOB 010 012 014 015 

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 

Vss BHE# WR# RD# 000 002 003 DOS 007 009 011 013 vss 

A B C 0 F G H K M 
122711-10 

Figure 5-1. 8278(; Pinout-Bottom View 
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Table 5-1. 82786 Pin NamC!s and Descriptions 

Symbol Type DeS,cription 

A21-0 1/0 ADDRESS LlNE$ FOR THE LOCAL BUS: Normally inputs for Slave Mode 
accesses of the 82786 supported DRAM array or internal memory or I/O 
mapped registers. Driven by the 82786, when it is the Local B~s Master. 

D15-0 I/O DATA BUS: For the 82786 DRAMIVRAM array and the Local Bus. 
BHE# . I/O BUS HIGH ENABLE: An input of the 82786 Slave Interface: driven LOW by 

the 82786 when it is Local Bus Master. Determines asynchronous liS. . . 
synchronous operation for RD #, WR # and HLDA inputs at the falling 
(trailing) edge of RESET. A HIGH state selects synchronous operation. 

RD# I/O READ STROBE: An input of the 82786 Slave Interface: driven by the 
82786 when it is Local Bus Master. Asynchronous vs. synchronous input 
determined by state of BHE# pin at falling RESET. 

WR# I/O WRITE STROBE: An input of the 82786 Slave Interface: driven by the. 
82786 when it is Local Bus Master. Asynchronous vs. synchronous input 
determined by state of BHE# pin at falling RESET. 

MIO I/O MEMORY / I/O INDICATION: An input of the 82786 Slave Interface: . 
driven HIGH by the 82786 when it is the Local Bus Master. Selects 286 
Status or Command Mode vs. 8086/186 Status Mode of the 82786 Slave 
Interface at the falling (trailing) edge of RESET. A LOW state selects the 
286 Status or Command Mode. 

CS# I CHIP SELECT: Slave Interface input qualifying the access. 

MEN 0 MASTER ENABLE: Driven HIGH when the 82786 is in control of the Local 
Bus, (i.e. HLDA received in response to a 82786 HREQ). Used to steer the 
data path and select source of bus cycle status commands. 

SEN 0 SLAVE ENABLE: Driven HIGH when 82786 is executing a Slave bus cycle 
for an external master on the Local Bus. Used to enable the data path and 
as a READY indication to the Local Bus Master. 

READY# I SYNCHRONOUS INPUT: To the 82786 when executing Local Bus cycles. 
Identical to 80286 timing. 

HREQ 0 HOLD REQUEST: Driven HIGH by the 82786 when an access is being 
made to the Local Bus by the Display or Graphics Processors. Remains 
HIGH until the 82786 no longer needs the Local Bus. 

HLDA I HOLD ACKNOWLEDGE: Input in response to a HREQ output. 
Asynchronous vs. synchronous input determined by state of BHE# pin at 
falling RESET. 

INTR 0 INTERRUPT: The logical OR of a Graphics Processor and Display 
Processor interrupt. Cleared with an access to the BIU Interrupt Register. 

CASO# 0 COLUMN ADDRESS STROBE 0: Drives the CAS inputs of the even word 
DRAMIVRAM bank if interleaved: identical to CAS1 # if non-interleaved 
DRAMIVRAM. Capable of driving 16 DRAM CAS inputs. 

CAS1# 0 COLUMN ADDRESS STROBE 1: Drives the CAS inputs of the odd word 
DRAM bank if interleaved; identical to CASO# if non-interleaved DRAM. 
Capable of driving 16 DRAM CAS inputs. 

RAS2-0# 0 ROW ADDRESS STROBE: Drives the RAS input pins of up to 16 DRAMs. 
Drives the first three rows of both banks of DRAMIVRAM. 

DRA9/ 0 MULTIPLEXED MOST SIGNIFICANT DRAM/VRAM ADDRESS LINE 
RAS3# AND RAS3#: Support of 1 MbDRAMs requires DRA9. When 1 Mb DRAMs 

are used, four rows of DRAMs cannot be supported (RAS3 # unnecessary) 
due to 82786 addressing limit of 4 Mbytes being exceeded. 

WEL# 0 WRITE ENABLE LOW BYTE: Active LOW strobe to the lower order byte 
of DRAMIVRAM. 

WEH# 0 WRITE ENABLE HIGH BYTE: Active LOW strobe to the higher order byte 
of DRAMIVRAM. 
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Table 5·1. 82786 Pin Names and Descriptions (Continued) 

Symbol Type Description 

DRA8-0 0 MUTIPLEXED DRAM/VRAM ADDRESS: DRAMIVRAM row and column 
address are multiplexed on these lines. Capable of driving 32 DRAMsl 
VRAMs without buffers. 

BEN1-0# 0 BANK ENABLE 1 AND 0: Enables the output of the DRAM array on to the 
82786 data bus (015-0). BEN1 # controls Bank 1. BENO# controls 
Bank O. 

BLANK 1/0 OUTPUT USED TO BLANK THE DISPLAY AT PARTICULAR 
POSITIONS ON THE SCREEN: May also be configured as inputs to allow 
the 82786 to be synchronized with external sources. 

VDATA7-0 0 VIDEO DATA OUTPUT. 

VCLK I VIDEO CLOCK INPUT: used to drive the display section of the 82786. Its 
maximum frequency is 25 MHz. 

HSYNCI 1/0 HORIZONTAL SYNC: Window status may be multiplexed on this pin. Can 
WSTO also be configured as input to allow the 82786 to be synchronized with 

external sources. Even as input. window status still is output when BLANK 
is low. 

VSYNCI 1/0 VERTICAL SYNC: Window status can be multiplexed on this pin. Can also 
WST1 be configured as input to allow the 82786 to be synchronized with external 

sources. Even as input. window status still is output when BLANK is low. 

RESET I RESET INPUT: internally synchronized. Halts all activity on the 82786 and 
brings it to de· ed state. The leading edge of RESET synchronizes the 
clock to PH1. The ailing edge latches the state of BHE# and MIO to 
establish the type of ave Interface. It also latches RD# and WR# to set 
certain test modes. , 

ClK I DOUBLE FREQUENCY CLOCK OUTPUT: Clock input to which pin timings 
are referenced. 50% duty cycle. 

Vss. Vee 4 Vss AND 2 Vee PINS. 
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